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PREFACE 

This volume contains the full-length papers presented in the 8th International Conference on 

Computational Methods in Structural Dynamics and Earthquake Engineering (COMPDYN 2021) 

that was streamed from Athens, Greece on June 28-30, 2021.  

COMPDYN 2021 is one of the 32 Thematic Conferences of the European Community on 

Computational Methods in Applied Sciences (ECCOMAS) which were held in 2021 and is also a 

Special Interest Conference of the International Association for Computational Mechanics (IACM).  

The purpose of this Conference series is to bring together the scientific communities of 

Computational Mechanics, Structural Dynamics and Earthquake Engineering, to act as a forum for 

exchanging ideas in topics of mutual interests and to enhance the links between research groups 

with complementary activities. We believe that the communities of Structural Dynamics and 

Earthquake Engineering will benefit from their exposure to advanced computational methods and 

software tools which can highly assist in tackling complex problems in dynamic and seismic 

analysis and design of structures, while also giving the opportunity to the Computational 

Mechanics community to be exposed to very important engineering problems of great social 

interest.  

The COMPDYN 2021 Conference is supported by the National Technical University of Athens 

(NTUA), the European Association for Structural Dynamics (EASD), the European Association for 

Earthquake Engineering (EAEE), the Greek Association for Computational Mechanics (GRACM). 

The editors of this volume would like to thank all authors for their contributions. Special thanks go 

to the colleagues who contributed to the organization of the Minisymposia and to the reviewers 

who, with their work, contributed to the scientific quality of this e-book.  

 

M. Papadrakakis 

National Technical University of Athens, Greece 

 

M. Fragiadakis  

National Technical University of Athens, Greece  
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Abstract 

The present contribution deals with an innovative evaluation of the vulnerability and static 
seismic behavior of existing masonry structures and monumental buildings. For a given ma-
sonry construction, a discretization through few NURBS surfaces is realized. NURBS surfaces 
are converted into shell elements which are assumed rigid and infinitely resistant. The non-
linearities typical of the masonry material (almost no tensile strength, frictional behavior in 
shear, and relatively larger resistance in compression) are imposed at interfaces between ad-
jacent elements, which represent in this way possible fracture lines. Once defined a horizontal 
load configuration, an adaptive upper bound limit analysis is applied. As final result, the col-
lapse mechanism and the collapse load multiplier are found. Then, to provide the complete 
non-linear structural response, a FE model composed of elastic elements representing macro-
blocks and non-linear contact-based interfaces or plastic damaging strips corresponding to 
the cracks is derived. On such model, static non-linear analyses can be performed easily at a 
fraction of the computational burden needed by standard approaches. Several examples in-
cluding masonry churches, vaults, and buildings are presented. Finally, a novel limit analysis 
computational technique based on a discretization through NURBS solid elements is intro-
duced and future perspectives of the research are drawn. 

Keywords: Masonry, seismic vulnerability, NURBS, limit analysis, non-linear analysis. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The prediction of the load bearing capacity and ultimate displacements in the framework of 
a displacement-based design for existing masonry structures and monumental buildings is a 
very difficult task and at present a hot topic for the specialized scientific community, especial-
ly for earthquake prone masonry countries.  

As a matter of fact, a huge amount of different modelling strategies have been developed in 
the last decades [1] to deal with the multitude of challenges that characterize the analysis of 
such structures in the non-linear range. Indeed, masonry is characterized by heterogeneity, 
strongly non-linear behavior even at low levels of both horizontal and vertical loads, aniso-
tropic response, complex geometries and an infinite variability of the textures.  

Classically, we can distinguish two main analysis approaches for masonry structures sub-
jected to horizontal loads [2], namely (i) limit analysis-based and (ii) incremental-evolutive 
approaches.  

Numerical techniques based on limit analysis are quite diffused nowadays because it is 
well-known their reliability for the realistic determination of both collapse mechanisms and 
ultimate load carrying capacity. Limit analysis applied to masonry has a long tradition and is 
basically due to the seminal work by Heyman [3]. In the last four decades, many different ap-
proaches have been developed grounded on the utilization of both the lower bound [4]-[8] and 
the upper bound [9]-[11] theorem, removing also in some cases the associativity of the flow 
rule. When embedded in a FE formulation, limit analysis becomes very intuitive in its upper 
bound formulation and kinematic approaches are generally preferred in the literature [12]-[14]. 
Within the FE upper bound formulation, different models have been proposed, assuming that 
the inelastic deformation occurs only inside elements, only at the interfaces between adjoining 
elements or on both interfaces and elements, as firstly proposed in [15] for geotechnical prob-
lems. When the plastic dissipation is constrained to occur only on interfaces, then the problem 
becomes strongly mesh dependent and either remeshing or mesh adaptation algorithms are 
needed [16]. The advantage is that the number of variables is limited and, if the adaptation 
scheme is efficient, the computational burden remains rather limited [17]-[19]. However, as 
well known limit analysis typically does not provide any information regarding displacements, 
although this would be essential in a displacement-based design, which is considered the 
standard for any seismic analysis [20].  

Incremental-evolutive approaches are widely utilized tools for the step-by-step investiga-
tion of the structural equilibrium in nonlinear iterative analysis frameworks, often used in 
pushover analyses for the seismic assessment of masonry structures [21]. These approaches 
can be used within three classic modelling strategies that proved to be effective for masonry 
structures:  
 Macro-element models or simplified models in general (see e.g. [22]-[27]), widely used in 

common engineering practice due to their simplicity, although typically limited to ordinary 
buildings and not applicable for complex monumental structures; 

 Block-based models (see e.g. [28]-[32]) where masonry is modelled block-by-block (typi-
cally into Finite Elements) and the interaction between blocks can be accounted for 
through various formulations, being the most diffused the utilization of mortar interfaces. 
Although potentially highly accurate, their main drawback is the huge computational effort 
needed even for small and medium size structures; 

 Continuum models (see e.g. [33]-[35]) where masonry is modelled through a deformable 
continuum and the constitutive law can be defined directly or through a multi-scale frame-
work. These models, although interesting and potentially very effective, could be computa-
tionally expensive or could find difficulties in representing the post-peak response due to 
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convergence issues, as well as the collapse mechanism predicted could be, in general, not 
fully clear and somewhat smeared [35]. 

 Discrete element models -or restricting the family of the approaches proposed, Distinct El-
ement Methods DEMs- (as for instance those presented in [36]-[44] without being exhaus-
tive) where masonry is modelled with rigid or elastic blocks and all non-linearity is lumped 
on joints typically assumed with a cohesive frictional behaviour [43][44]. Such approach is 
conceived mainly for Non Linear Dynamic Analyses NLDAs [45]-[47] but it can be 
adapted also to static non linear analyses, or in presence of foundation settlements, albeit 
requiring typically huge computational efforts. There are obviously other important draw-
backs that cannot be summarized in few words in this introduction, but it is interesting to 
point out how they have recently inspired the implementation of FEM combined with 
DEM for large scale computations (see for instance [48]-[49]). 
Accordingly, both limit analysis-based and incremental-evolutive approaches present ei-

ther advantages or disadvantages, and their coupling would represent a favourable solution. 
The research initially conceived by one of the authors of this paper [50] represented a first 
attempt to couple limit analysis to displacement-based strategies. In particular, in [50] the col-
lapse mechanism deduced by a genetic algorithm-based GA adaptive limit analysis has been 
used in a pushover-based framework using two different approaches to introduce nonlineari-
ties in the model. The first one considered 3D plastic damaging strips governed by a nonlinear 
continuum constitutive law, while the second exploited zero-thickness contact-based interfac-
es governed by a cohesive-frictional contact behaviour. Both approaches proved a good per-
formance in simulating not only the separate in- and out-of-plane behaviour of masonry 
structures, but also than of full 3D buildings, having the advance of requiring for such anal-
yses a considerably low computational demand. 

Returning to deal with classic limit analysis, it can be affirmed that its adoption, when the 
procedure grounds basically on the pioneering paper by Heyman [3] is still very suitable; it is 
not a case indeed that it has been recently applied in a very successful manner, because the 
approach is very straightforward, relatively simple and quite accurate in predicting load carry-
ing capacities and failure mechanisms. This is probably the reason why many other research-
ers developed in the last four decades interesting different limit-analysis procedures, in the 
majority of the cases basing on a FE discretization (that goes well with limit analysis) -both 
homogeneous and heterogeneous-, using less the static theorem [4]-[8] and slightly more the 
kinematic theorem [51]-[56] approach. This is not a case; it is indeed opinion of the authors 
that, from an implementation point of view, limit analysis procedures which use finite ele-
ments (FEs) are typically easier to implement when based on the upper bound theorem, i.e. in 
a kinematic framework. For cohesive-frictional materials (e.g. masonry) the solution can be 
found easily also in presence of a non associated flow rule and therefore it appears particular-
ly flexible, especially in all those cases were dissipation occurs only on interfaces between 
contiguous elements, i.e. failure is due to the formation of a kinematic chain formed by large 
rigid blocks, an intuition which follows the idea originally proposed in [57]. Nowadays, limit 
analysis-based solutions are considered trustworthy to investigate collapse mechanisms and 
the ultimate load in masonry structures [3]. 

The present paper discusses the following important key issues related to an adaptive limit 
analysis of existing masonry buildings in general (including also masonry aggregates), ma-
sonry curved structures and monumental buildings; 

1) The most suitable and stable adaptive limit analysis algorithm to use to obtain results 
quickly with a high confidence on the correctness of the estimated collapse accelera-
tions and failure mechanisms. 
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2) The flexibility of the approach, intended as its utilization in a variety of different limit 
analysis problems, which includes also the possibility to take into account the orthotro-
py of the material (when present), the possible presence of multi-leaf walls, double 
curvature structures or the analysis of complex masonry aggregates exhibiting good or 
bad interlocking at the intersection between perpendicular walls, also in presence of 
any kind of strengthening device, such as tie rods, FRP strips, continuous FRCM rein-
forcement, etc. 

3) The extension to non-linear static analyses, i.e. a newly conceived two-step methodol-
ogy where ultimate displacements can be predicted after a preliminary limit analysis. 
The main idea of the procedure proposed is shown schematically in Figure 1. For a 
given masonry construction, a discretization through few NURBS surfaces is realized. 
NURBS surfaces are converted into shell elements which are assumed rigid and infi-
nitely resistant. The non-linearities typical of the masonry material (almost no tensile 
strength, frictional behavior in shear, and relatively larger resistance in compression) 
are imposed at interfaces between adjacent elements, which represent in this way pos-
sible fracture lines. Once defined a horizontal load configuration, an adaptive upper 
bound limit analysis is applied. As final result, the collapse mechanism and the col-
lapse load multiplier are found. Then, to provide the complete non-linear structural re-
sponse, a FE model composed of elastic elements representing macro-blocks and non-
linear contact-based interfaces or plastic damaging strips corresponding to the cracks is 
derived. On such model, static non-linear analyses can be performed easily at a fraction 
of the computational burden needed by standard approaches.  

 

Figure 1. two-step approach used to provide quickly pushover curves for complex masonry structures. 
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In the present paper, several examples including masonry churches, vaults, and buildings 
are discussed in detail. Finally, a novel limit analysis computational technique based on a 
discretization through NURBS solid elements is introduced and future perspectives of the 
research are drawn. 

2 THE THEORETICAL METHOD ADOPTED 

In the present Section, the main features of the theoretical model adopted for the adaptive 
limit analysis and the subsequent simplified pushover analysis are recalled and commented, 
discussing also the efficiency of different meta-heuristic approaches used for the mesh adapta-
tion.  

2.1 Adaptive NURBS-based upper bound limit analysis 

For a given masonry structure, a model composed by curved or planar NURBS surfaces is 
realized within the Rhinoceros environment. NURBS surfaces (Non-Uniform Rational Bezier 
Spline [58]) are parametric surfaces whose basis functions are piecewise polynomial rational 
functions obtained starting from the traditional spline basis function. In this approach, 
NURBS properties are used to both represent exactly curved geometries and facilitate mesh 
adaptation procedures.  

The NURBS model of the whole masonry structure is imported within MATLAB, where 
each surface is here converted into a 3D shell element through the definition of a thickness 
value. By using the properties of NURBS, a mesh can be defined by subdividing each initial 
surface into few trimmed surfaces: each one generates a single element that is still a NURBS 
surface and the overall geometry is not altered. Elements are supposed to behave as rigid 
blocks with internal dissipation allowed only along their interfaces. With the aim of finding a 
failure mechanism constituted exclusively by macro-blocks, the NURBS elements constitute 
the macro-blocks involved in the mechanism and interfaces are possible fracture lines or 
hinges. 

An upper bound limit analysis is applied. Given a load configuration [q0, q], in which q0  
are permanent loads and q are live loads depending on a multiplier , a mechanism involving 
the few rigid elements composing the initial mesh can be identified by solving a linear pro-
gramming problem. The mechanism is described by a velocity field u  that contains the six 
velocity components (three translational and three rotational) of each centroid of a NURBS 
macro-block, which at the edges exhibits discontinuities (i.e. velocity jumps) with respected 
to the contiguous elements. To properly quantify the velocity jumps, rigid-plastic interfaces 
are defined at the common boundaries between adjacent elements. Each interface is discre-
tized through collocation points to which the associative flow rule is imposed: 

fu (1) 

where u  are the velocity jumps defined in the local reference system,  are the non-
negative plastic multipliers,  is the stress vector, and f is the linearized three-dimensional 
yield domain defined in the space of the local stress. For the masonry material, f can be repre-
sented by using a three-dimensional Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion defined through a cohe-
sion value c and a friction angle . A tension cut-off and a linear cap in compression are 
included to limit respectively the maximum tensile strength ft, otherwise equal to c/tan( ), and 
the maximum compression strength fc that masonry can undergo. The failure surface can be in 
any case changed at user’s discretion, for instance utilizing the homogenization theory in the 
rigid plastic case to take into account in a rigorous manner orthotropy [59]. Alternatively, to 
reproduce the orthotropic behavior of masonry, a much more straightforward strategy is to 
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assign two different sets of resistance values along two orthogonal directions of each NURBS 
surface (e.g. following the directions of bed and head joints): for each inclined interface, a 
Mohr-Coulomb domain is thus determined by combining the resistance values proportionally 
to the inclination angle.   

Once defined the internal and the external power in reference to the overall vector of un-
knowns ,x u , the linear programming problem that solves the upper-bound formulation 
is summarized as follows: 

min   such that T Ax b
c x

0
 (2) 

in which A is the global matrix of constraints (geometric, compatibility, and normality 
condition), b is the vector of known terms in the equality equations (basically a zero-vector 
with a unitary value as the last term), and c is the vector of coefficients derived from the Prin-
ciple of Virtual Powers. The solution vector x contains the discontinuous velocity field that 
describes the mechanism obtained starting from the adopted mesh. Eventually, the linear pro-
gramming problem can be modified into a sequential linear programming to take into account 
a non-associative behavior in shear (see [51]). 

However, the use of a reduced number of macro-elements makes the problem highly mesh-
dependent. According to the upper bound theorem of limit analysis, the collapse load multi-
plier is the minimum of the kinematic load multipliers and it is associated to the real collapse 
mechanism, which is properly identified only if the interfaces between adjacent elements co-
incide with the real position of fracture lines. Therefore, a procedure of mesh adaptation is 
finally applied: the initial mesh is iteratively adjusted until the absolute minimum of the kin-
ematic load is found. For this operation, a meta-heuristic approach is used. Among the several 
available meta-heuristic algorithm [52], a Genetic Algorithm (GA) is generally applied, be-
cause considered sufficiently stable and reliable, as demonstrated in the following Section. 

A representative scheme of adaptive limit analysis procedure (step 1 of Figure 1) is depict-
ed schematically in Figure 2. This limit analysis procedure has been used to study several ty-
pologies of masonry structures in the last years by the authors, ranging from in-plane and out-
of-plane loaded panels to double curvature structures and masonry aggregates [18][19][51]-
[56]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2. Adaptive upper bound limit analysis tool: (a) original geometry and load condition, (b) NURBS 
model with initial mesh, (c) collapse mechanism and collapse load multiplier.  
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2.2 Efficiency test for different meta-heuristic approaches for double curvature struc-
tures  
The adaptive meta-heuristic approach previously mentioned has been tested on 4 double 

curvature structures utilizing 4 different algorithms in [52], namely using a specifically de-
vised Prey Predator Algorithm (PPA), a Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) Algorithm, a 
Firefly Algorithm (FA) and a specifically crafted Genetic Algorithm (GA). The reader inter-
ested into the details of the procedures adopted is referred to [52] for the sake of conciseness. 
In particular, here it is worth mentioning that the 4 benchmarks considered are a circular skew 
arch (test #1), a parabolic straight arch (test #2), a parabolic skew barrel vault (test #3) and a 
ribbed cross vault (test #4). Here we focus almost exclusively on test #3, i.e. on the parabolic 
skew barrel vault, see Figure 3, for the sake of conciseness. The skew geometry forces the 
vault to fail non-symmetrically, displaying a mixed interaction of bending and torsional de-
formation modes. Therefore, the NURBS mesh of the vaulted surface is generated by four 
moving interfaces in the parameters space. As it can be easily predicted, the failure mecha-
nism is more complex than a failure mechanism formed by four hinges as it occurs for straight 
arches. In particular, interfaces are not anymore constrained to remain orthogonal to the vault 
shape: in fact, they can rotate, so that the placement of each interface in the parameters space 
is governed by two parameters (i.e. the location of the yield lines extremes). It follows that the 
problem at hand is governed by eight parameters, as depicted in Figure 3(b). Therefore, the 
NURBS mesh of the vaulted surface is generated by eight moving interfaces in the parameters 
space. Nonlinear finite element analyses on this case study have been performed in [60] and 
they are used for comparison purposes. A population of 40 individuals has been adopted in all 
the meta-heuristics approaches. The number of total iterations is 50. Figure 4(a) depicts con-
vergence plots for the 4 discussed meta-heuristic algorithms, whereas Figure 4 (b-c) illustrate 
the computational time needed to solve the problem. Similarly to the other benchmarks treat-
ed in [52] (i.e tests #1, 2 and 4), PPA seems to guarantee a slightly faster convergence to the 
optimal solution when compared to the other three proposed meta-heuristic algorithms; fur-
thermore, the error in the estimation of the collapse load multiplier is less than 5% after only 7 
iterations, computed in 82 seconds. However, in general and also in this case, the performance 
of PPA is approximately equivalent to that provided by GA algorithm, which is able to fur-
nish a very good approximation of the final solution after only 11 iterations. Table 1 summa-
rizes the results in terms of computational time, number of iterations and number of function 
evaluations required for all the benchmarks discussed in [52]. Finally Figure 5 and Figure 6 
show respectively the last iteration crack patterns associated to the collapse mechanisms for 
the four examples discussed in [52] and a comparison between the collapse mechanisms ob-
tained by means of the proposed meta-heuristic NURBS-based limit analysis schemes and the 
ones obtained in the literature through both homogenized finite element limit analysis and ex-
periments. 

From the numerical tests carried out in [52], it can be affirmed that all meta-heuristic ap-
proaches are able to furnish engineering meaningful results at a fraction of standard FE limit 
analysis computations carried out with many elements. However, GA seems globally slightly 
more efficient and always in agreement with experimental evidences: such reasons are at the 
base of the preference given to GA in the two-step numerical procedure proposed in this work.  
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Skew barrel vault: (a) geometry and load condition, (b) eight parameters describing collapse mech-
anism.  

 

 

 
(b) 

 
(a) (c) 

Figure 4. Skew barrel vault: comparison between the four different proposed meta-heuristic schemes; (a) 
convergence plots, (b) total computational time and (c) time spent for reaching the optimal solution within a 5% 

error. 
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(a) test #1 (b) test #2 

 
 

(c) test #3 (d) test #4 
GA PSO  FA  PPA 

Figure 5. Final crack patterns associated to the collapse mechanisms for the four benchmark tested in [52], 
one of them re-discussed here (test #3), obtained by applying four different meta-heuristic approaches to a 

NURBS-based limit analysis scheme: (a) circular skew arch test #1, (b) parabolic straight arch test #2, (c) skew 
barrel vault test #3, (d) ribbed cross vault test #4.  
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Test Meta-heuristic NURBS limit analysis Reference results 

#1 

 
 Ultimate failure load: 19.4 kN FE limit analysis: 18.8 kN 

Experimental failure load: 17.4 kN  

#2 

 
  

 Ultimate failure load: 40.9 kN FE limit analysis: 37.0 kN 
Experimental failure load: 40.2 kN 

#3 

 

 Ultimate failure load: 26.9 kN FE limit analysis: 33.0 kN  
Experimental failure load: 26.0 kN 

#4 

  

 Ultimate failure load: 13.7 kN FE limit analysis: 14.2 kN 
Experimental failure load: 12.9 kN  

Figure 6. Comparison between the collapse mechanisms obtained in [52] by means of the proposed meta-
heuristic NURBS-based limit analysis approach and the ones obtained in the literature through both homoge-

nized finite element limit analysis and experiments.  
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Table 1. Summary of results obtained in [52] for four different benchmarks on curved structures  

Test# Algorithm Computing 
time [s] 

Collapse load 
multiplier   

# Function 
evaluations 

Efficiency: 
1.05 min( ) obtained after 

# itera-
tions time [s] 

# func-
tion evalua-

tions 

1 

GA  63 20.449 765 >50 >63 >765 

PSO 55 19.389 765 6 7 105 

FA 57 19.607 765 11 13 180 

PPA 60 19.377 858 2 3 45 

2 

GA  47 45.626 1020 >50 >47 >1020 

PSO 46 40.895 1020 8 8 180 

FA 53 43.150 1020 >50 >53 >1020 

PPA 54 40.901 1164 3 4 84 

3 

GA  509 26.936 2040 11 112 480 

PSO 512 27.329 2040 19 195 800 

FA 537 28.219 2040 26 279 1080 

PPA 570 27.083 2324 7 82 335 

4 

GA  3408 13.960 1020 46 3133 940 

PSO 3441 13.733 1020 4 275 100 

FA 2998 16.302 1020 >50 >2998 >1020 

PPA 3715 13.733 1154 7 541 168 
NOTES:  
circular skew arch test #1, parabolic straight arch test #2, skew barrel vault test #3, ribbed cross vault test #4. 
Prey Predator Algorithm (PPA), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) Algorithm, Firefly Algorithm (FA) and  specif-
ically crafted Genetic Algorithm (GA).  

 

2.3 FE model with few DOFS and non-linear analyses  
Once the optimized position of fracture lines has been found, the NURBS mesh is import-

ed in a FE software where non-linear static and dynamic analyses can be performed. A FE 
model governed by few degrees of freedom (dofs) is built starting from the NURBS geometry 
by using a properly defined subroutine [61]. Each shell rigid element is converted into a mesh 
of elastic tetrahedral finite elements (12 dofs for each one). Then, cohesive-frictional contact-
based interfaces are automatically inserted in the cracks of the collapse mechanism formerly 
obtained. In alternative, plastic damaging strips can be used as well, according to the general 
scheme depicted in Figure 1. Such failure criterion has been implemented in Abaqus through 
an automatic user-defined subroutine but any FE code can be utilized for such purpose. In this 
way, a non-linear constitutive law under interface tangential and tensile stresses is imposed 
along the contact-based interfaces. Moreover, the potential effects of masonry crushing failure 
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can be accounted for inside the macro-blocks assuming for their constituent material any non-
linear continuum plastic-damage constitutive law. For Abaqus, for instance, the standard con-
crete damaged plasticity (CDP) model appears very suited and has been considered in the 
simulations reported in this paper, see [62][63] for the constitutive laws adopted.  

An incremental-evolutive approach is adopted to derive the full load-displacement curves 
of any kind of masonry structure. It is important to observe that, having non-linearities mainly 
are imposed just at the contact-based interfaces, the computational burden required by this FE 
model is much lower in comparison with fully non-linear FE models. At the same time, any 
mesh dependency effect is avoided thanks to the previous adaptive limit analysis that allows 
defining the exact position of the cracks. The procedure, initially proposed for out-of-plane 
loaded walls , has been recently extended to in-plane loaded walls and 3D buildings [61]. 
Figure 7 shows a schematization of the proposed procedure (corresponding to step 2 of the 
full procedure depicted in Figure 1).  

Alternatively, the FE model can be realized by following an approach [50] based on dis-
crete elements recently proposed for masonry vaults in [64]. This allows extending the two-
steps procedure for double curvature masonry elements. 

 

   
: limit analysis  

: non-linear static  
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 7. Step 2: non-linear static analysis with few dofs: (a) collapse mechanism obtained form limit analy-
sis, (b) FE model derived from the NURBS model, (c) collapse load multiplier and pushover curve.  

3 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES  
Some numerical examples involving monumental masonry constructions are here present-

ed. 
The first structure considered is the Church of Natività di Maria Vergine, in Bondeno (Ita-

ly), a single nave church with lateral chapels (Figure 8a), approximately 36 meters long and 
22 meters wide. The façade is 19 meters high and is built with a typical Romanesque style. 
The original plant dates back to the Middle Age (1100), but exception made for the apse and 
the bell tower, the rest was re-built more recently, from the end of 1600 to the end of 1800. 
The medieval semi-octagonal apse is covered by irregular ribbed gothic cross vaults, which 
are original of that period. Vaults are realized with thin single leaf common clay bricks.  

Numerical results can be obtained by representing the whole construction with few 
NURBS elements. Mechanical properties for clay bricks and mortar joints masonry have been 
adopted according to prescriptions contained in the Italian code: in particular, a vanishing ten-
sile stress is adopted, with a cohesion of the non-linear interfaces and friction angle equal to 
0.06 MPa and 22° (corresponding to a friction coeffiecient equal to 0.4) respectively.  
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(a) 
Façade, out-of-plane, weak con-

nection 
Façade, out-of-plane, good con-

nection Tympanum, out-of-plane I 

FA1 = 0 a0
* [g] FA2 = 0 a0

* [g] T1 = 0 a0
* [g] 

 0.048 0.037  0.117 0.088  0.290 0.225 
Tympanum, out-of-plane II Triumphal arch, out-of-plane Triumphal arch, in-plane  

T2 = 0 a0
* [g] TA1 = 0 a0

* [g] TA2 = 0 a0
* [g] 

 0.357 0.276  0.364 0.321  0.153 0.116 
Apse Lateral walls I, out-of-plane Lateral walls, out-of-plane 

AP1 = 0 a0
* [g] LW1 = 0 a0

* [g] LW2 = 0 a0
* [g] 

 0.290 0.257  0.263 0.222  0.125 0.097 
(b) 

Figure 8. (a) The Church of Natività di Maria Vergine in Bondeno (Italy), (b) failure mechanisms obtained 
through adaptive limit analysis assuming different directions of the seismic action and interlocking between 

walls. 
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A compression strength cap equal to 2.4 MPa has been also used. As prescribed, these val-
ues have been furtherly reduced according to a factor equal to 1.35. In the present simulations, 
a constant horizontal force distribution along the height of the building is assumed. 

The resultant failure mechanisms are depicted in Figure 8b. In the same figure, for the sake 
of completeness, values of 0 and a0* are also reported, where 0 is the horizontal load multi-
plier  from limit analysis and a0* the corresponding spectral acceleration (normalized against 
g). In general, the obtained mechanisms are in good agreement with the pre-assigned failures 
suggested by the Italian Guidelines for the Cultural Heritage.   

The second example here presented is the seismic behavior of the dome of the Church of 
Anime Sante, which was severely damaged on 6th April 2009 during the L’Aquila seismic se-
quence (maximum seismic event with the following characteristic: Mw = 6.3, ML = 5.8). At-
tributed to Giuseppe Valadier, the dome (Figure 9a) was completed in parallel with the 
realization of the church in 1805. After the earthquake, both the lantern and the dome col-
lapsed, and the still standing parts of the drum and the dome are visible from photos reported 
in Figure 9b.  

Some simulation results under the application of two distributions of horizontal loads, one 
linear and the other constant along the height, are here presented. Even in this case, in absence 
of specific data to assign to masonry mechanical properties, resistance values have been cho-
sen in agreement with the Italian code for existing buildings: null value of tensile stress, 2.4 
MPa for compression strength, 0.06 MPa for cohesion and 22° degrees for interfaces friction 
angle.   

The results obtained in terms of both collapse mechanisms and normalized acceleration are 
reported in Figure 9c. The failure mechanism does not change too much with the distribution 
of horizontal loads applied, conversely the collapse acceleration is very sensitive to the actual 
distribution of accelerations. It is interesting to observe that the still standing portion of dome 
and drum obtained through the NURBS limit analysis reproduces quite closely the situation 
observed after L’Aquila earthquake.  

The identification of such a clear collapse mechanism is also useful to perform non-linear 
static analyses by simply re-meshing the structure with elastic elements and non-linear inter-
faces where the yield lines are located (as described in the previous Section). This procedure 
is followed in the benchmark discussed next. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 

   
Configuration of acceleration: linear in height 
Normalized collapse acceleration (ag/g): 0.237 

   
Configuration of acceleration: constant in height 
Normalized collapse acceleration (ag/g): 0.354 

(c) 

Figure 9. Dome of the Anime Sante Church, in L’Aquila (Italy): (a) geometry before the earthquake, (b) still 
standing parts after the collapse, (c) collapse mechanisms obtained under linear and constant in height horizontal 

acceleration (perspective, lateral and plan views). 
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(a) 
LCA LCB

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Figure 10. Two-storey masonry building: (a) geometry and load conditions, (b) collapse mechanisms ob-
tained through limit analysis, (c) non-linear static deformed shape, and (d) comparison of results (in b-d, LCA on 

the left and LCB on the right). 

Such benchmark relies on the application of the aforementioned two-step procedure to a 
simple laboratory two-storey masonry building. As depicted in Figure 10a, the horizontal pro-
jection of the construction is completely described by the 4 perimeter walls, each one 0.25 m 
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thick. Some openings are present on the two longitudinal walls. Both storeys are characterized 
by rigid horizontal floors, carried by the longitudinal walls and connected by concrete edgings. 
From here ongoing the longitudinal direction term will be referred to that direction parallel to 
the long walls (i.e. the horizontal direction in Figure 10a). The vertical load given by the 
floors is equal to 10 kN/m2. It is worth mentioning that this benchmark has been extensively 
analyzed by the authors within a research project supported by the Italian network of Univer-
sity laboratories of seismic engineering (ReLUIS). 

The small two-storey house is analyzed under the application of two different horizontal 
load distributions, directed along the longitudinal direction (i.e. parallelly to the longest walls) 
and labelled as LCA and LCB. LCA is characterized by horizontal forces concentrated at 
floor levels, whereas LCB by distributed forces along the height of the structure (see Figure 
10a). A NURBS model of this full-scale 3D case study has been realized. Limit analyses have 
been performed by assuming 0.04 MPa as tensile strength ft, 6.2 MPa as compression strength 
fc, a cohesion c equal to 0.163 MPa and a friction coefficient for the interfaces equal to 0.58. 
Moreover, a specific weight equal to 17.5 kN/m3 has been also adopted. With the aim of 
providing a more realistic representation of the masonry behavior in shear, a non-associative 
flow rule has been used in this example. The final results obtained are depicted in Figure 10b-
d in terms of collapse mechanism and collapse base shear. It can be observed that cracks 
spread mainly on piers at the ground floor, where both flexural damage and sliding cracks ap-
pear on all four perimeter walls.  

Non-linear static analyses on the derived FE model are now presented. Four hypotheses 
have been considered as regards material properties: (i) linear material with constant contact 
properties, i.e. the same resistance values assigned in limit analysis plus contact fracture ener-
gy Gf = 500 N/m, (ii) linear material with variable contact properties, for which ftx = 6ft, fty = ft, 
Gfx = 6Gf, Gfy = Gf, cx = 6c, cy = c, (iii) variable contact properties as above and material with 
finite compressive strength (called “crushing” model in what follows), and (iv) continuum 
approach introduced for comparison.  

The results of the present modeling procedure (Figure 10c) show a good agreement with 
the base shear values obtained with limit analysis and with those obtained through a continu-
um approach, in terms of both pushover curves (presented in Figure 10d) and damage pattern 
(the continuum damage pattern is not shown here for sake of brevity). Concerning the post-
peak response, the continuum model exhibits a plateau, while a considerable softening is 
shown by the variants of the proposed approach, which is further accentuated in the case with 
crushing. Accordingly, the proposed approach appears significantly robust and able to account 
for a softening behavior without particular numerical issues. 

The proposed procedure resulted computationally efficient, particularly if compared to 
standard continuum FE models. Therefore, the adaptive NURBS limit analysis combined 
suitably with a FE non-linear static analysis can be considered an effective and efficient tool 
for the seismic assessment of historic and monumental masonry buildings. 
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  (a) (b) 

(c)  

(d) 

(e) (f) 

  

  

 (g) 

Figure 11. Aggregate “La Vecchia Forestale”: (a) pictures of South and East sides, (b) particular of the irreg-
ular masonry texture, (c) plan views, (d) perspective views, (e) sections, (f) identification and notation of struc-

tural units, and (g) nomenclature here adopted for each wall. 

The fourth numerical example deals with a masonry aggregate called “La Vecchia 
Forestale” (Figure 11). In Figure 11 (a) some pictures of the aggregate are reported. The 
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building is characterized by an irregular masonry texture, composed of irregular stones and 
low quality mortar, as it can be seen on several masonry walls (see Figure 11(b)). The maxi-
mum length is about 25 m, which is referred to the East side, whereas, in the orthogonal direc-
tion, the width is almost equal to 14.2 m for the South side and 3.8 m for the North side. 
Strong irregularities can be observed both in plan and elevation. There is a total of four floors, 
two of which are basements defining different foundation levels. The maximum and the min-
imum height are respectively equal to 11.8 m on the East side and 3.9 m in the North-West 
corner, both measured in relation to the local ground level. The plan of different levels, per-
spective views, and some sections are reported in Figure 11(c-e). Five different structural 
units, which have been named by using the letters from A to E, have been identified. In Figure 
11(f), the distinction of each structural unit is depicted: only units C, D, and E are residential, 
whereas units A and B are used as storage rooms. Different types of horizontal floors are pre-
sent and no chains or concrete edgings are reported: the roof is made with light wood ele-
ments. 

Finally, in Figure 11(g) the notation here adopted for each wall is reported. Basically, each 
wall is named with a letter, representing the unit to which it belongs, and a number: therefore, 
for example, A1 is the wall number 1 belonging to structural unit A. 

Figure 12 shows the analyses on structural unit A considering two directions of the hori-
zontal load; a relatively good interlocking between perpendicular walls is considered. In Fig-
ure 12(a) the horizontal load has been applied along the North direction. As it can be seen, the 
collapse occurs through the overturning of wall A1 together with some triangular portions of 
the transversal walls A2 and A3. Moreover, a vertical fracture line opens on wall A1: such a 
fracture line is probably due to the different geometries of walls A2 and A3, resulting in a 
non-symmetrical contribution to the failure mechanism. A value of 0 equal to 0.772 has been 
obtained for the horizontal load multiplier, which is much higher when compared with the 
simple overturning of wall A1. Such a result is mainly due to the internal dissipation in ten-
sion and shear related to the formation of inclined fracture lines, a consequence of the good 
interlocking hypothesis. In Figure 12(b) the horizontal load has been applied along the East 
direction. In this case, the final result mainly consists of an overturning of the out-of-plane 
loaded wall including a single triangular portion of the transversal wall A1. Since wall A4 is 
thinner than wall A1, the fracture line is almost vertical and therefore no triangular blocks 
from this element are involved in the mechanism. Despite the similarities with the simple 
overturning of wall A3 evaluated in [56], a value of 0 equal to 0.319 has been obtained: such 
higher value is due to the internal dissipation included in the computations. 

In Figure 13 the analysis of structural unit B is reported. A total of 4 walls has been select-
ed, as it can be seen in the plan view. The walls adjacent to other structural units have been 
supposed as disconnected in the contact-edge. Therefore, only one of the out-of-plane loaded 
walls is involved in the collapse mechanisms. The collapse takes place through an overturning 
of wall B2 along an inclined fracture line, due to the different constraint conditions applied on 
the vertical edges of wall B2 (good connection with walls B3 and B5, no connection with 
walls A4 and A3). The associated 0 is equal to 0.156.  
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0 = 0.772 
a0* = 0.623 g 

(a) 

0 = 0.319 
a0* = 0.210 g 

(b) 
Figure 12. Aggregate, unit A, analyses with good interlocking: horizontal load applied along (a) the North 

and (b) the East directions. 

A similar behavior has been observed for wall C1, as it can be seen in Figure 14. Even in 
this case, wall C1 is well connected only to the transversal wall C3. The collapse mechanism 
is again an overturning with inclined fracture line: however, in this case the fracture line starts 
at the bottom of the last storey. This is due to the lower thickness of wall C3 at the last storey 
with respect to the bottom part, resulting in a partial participation of this weaker portion of 
wall C3 in the failure mechanism.  

0 = 0.156 
a0* = 0.119 g 

Figure 13. Aggregate, unit B, analyses with good interlocking. 

Similar results are obtained for units D and E, not reported here for the sake of conciseness. 
The interested reader is referred to [56] for further details.  
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  0 = 0.227 
a0* = 0.222 g 

Figure 14. Aggregate, unit C, analyses with good interlocking.  

 
As final example, a quite complex 3D limit analysis approach conceived for monumental 

constructions characterized by complex curved shapes is here presented. This approach con-
sists of a limit analysis in which the structure is discretized through NURBS solids. A 
NURBS solid is a closed region of space delimited by NURBS boundary surfaces. NURBS 
solids are used to represent the rigid elements involved in the mechanism. By using NURBS 
surfaces to describe the external boundary of each block, this approach allows extending the 
study to structures that do not behave as shell-like elements, thus resulting as a generalization 
of the kinematic limit analysis for curved three-dimensional rigid block structures.  

The Carmo Convent, in Lisbon (Portugal), is here analyzed through the NURBS solids-
based limit analysis. The conventual church, see Figure 15a, presents a Gothic style composed 
of a nave, two longitudinal aisles, one transept, a main chapel and four side chapels, distribut-
ed onto a Latin cross. Considering the huge complexity of the case, the analysis is here fo-
cused on the triumphal arch located in the transept. Some structural elements cannot be 
properly represented without a NURBS solid representation: Gothic arches present a non-
rectangular and curved cross-section, whereas limestone columns have a multi-circular cross-
section. 

The transept is analyzed under the application of an out-of-plane directed horizontal load. 
A comparison with FE non-linear static analyses previously presented by Scacco and col-
leagues [65] is also shown. Materials parameters have been assumed in agreement with those 
indicated in [65]. In particular a compression strength equal to 27 MPa, a friction angle equal 
to 30°, a cohesion equal to 0.05 MPa, and null tensile strength are adopted. Similarly to the 
example of the masonry dome, a constant (Load Case 1, LC1) and a linear along the height 
(Load Case 2, LC2) distribution of horizontal accelerations are considered. In addition, kine-
matic non-linear analyses aimed at including a softening behavior in tension (initial tensile 
strength of 0.15 MPa, fracture energy equal to 0.015 N/mm) are performed using a sequential 
linear programming approach where displacements at the end of the simulations are found 
with a procedure fully described in [66].  

The results obtained are reported in Figure 15b. The failure mechanism involves the over-
turning of the central columns with the participation of arches at the top. Moreover, arches at 
the top show a combined in- and out-of-plane mechanism. A load multiplier equal to 1.19 10-1 
has been found for LC1 distribution. The resultant horizontal loads at collapse normalized for 
the total weight (i.e. the load multiplier) are compared with the pushover curve derived in [65], 
finding again a very good agreement even in such very complex case where the geometry re-
production of the sections is particularly demanding.  

With this last example, it can be affirmed that the presented approach is promising in terms 
of efficiency and reliability to perform limit and non-linear static analysis for complex exist-
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ing masonry buildings, historical structures and monumental constructions, even when very 
complex 3D massive curved geometries are present.  
 

   
(a) 

 

 

(b) 
Figure 15. Analysis of the transept of the Carmo Convent (Lisbon, Portugal): (a) photo of the church as it ap-

pears now, plane view and multi-circular column in the transept, (b) collapse mechanism and results compared 
with previous FE non-linear static analyses reported in [65].  

4 CONCLUSIONS   
The present research paper was intended to show a short synopsis of the results obtained 

by the authors in the evaluation of the ultimate load bearing capacity and the non-linear static 
behavior of complex historical or existing masonry structures using non conventional soft-
ware. Such approach is based on a two-step procedure, where the structures are first analyzed 
in the limit analysis case with adaptive 2D and 3D NURBS meshes and then with non-linear 
FEs where non linearity is lumped on the crack patterns found using the adaptive limit analy-
sis. A particularly interesting recent improvement of the approach proposed is the utilization 
of 3D NURBS and Sequential Linear programming to predict also displacements during the 
formation of the failure mechanism, as shown in the last example (Carmo Convent in Lisbon). 
Future research streams will include (but they will not limited to) the adaptive NURBS limit 
analysis of massive historical masonry structures (e.g. towers and pagodas) and the extension 
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to non-linear dynamic loads, which include not only seismic actions but also extreme events 
such as explosions and floods.  
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Abstract. The wave finite element (WFE) method is now an established numerical method
for obtaining the structural response of periodic structures. From a model of a substructure ob-
tained from any finite element software, it allows to get dispersion curves and responses of finite
periodic structures with a low calculation cost. Here, we consider some recent improvements
of the method. First of all, the original WFE is often formulated with some point loads on the
structure, but we show that it is possible to extend this to the consideration of general loads as
pressure waves or moving loads for which external loads are applied on each substructure. Sec-
ond, the classical WFE deals with structures in the frequency domain. It would be interesting to
consider the analysis of periodic structures in the time domain, for instance to deal with blast
loads. We present here one possibility to do so by computing absorbing boundary conditions in
the time domain. By considering supplementary variables at the boundary, a new formulation
can be obtained and a classical equation with extended mass, damping and stiffness matrices
can be formulated in the time domain and solved by classical algorithms like the Newmark
scheme.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The wave finite element method (WFE) is often used to predict the dynamic response of

periodic structures under harmonic loading like railway tracks, pipelines, ribbed plates, tires,

reinforced panels or metamaterials. This consists in computing wave modes (propagation con-

stants, wave shapes) of a periodic structure from the finite element (FE) model of a substructure

and its related mass, damping and stiffness matrices which can be obtained from any FE soft-

ware. Afterwards, these wave modes can be used to calculate the harmonic response of periodic

structures in an efficient way, i.e., by computing small matrix systems for one substructure, or

a few of them, see for instance the works in [1, 2, 3, 4].

First of all, the original WFE considers mainly some points loads on the structure, but we

show here that it is possible to extend this to the consideration of general loads as pressure waves

or moving loads for which external loads are applied on each substructure. Several applications

of this are possible. At first is the computation of civil engineering structures such as bridges

which have extended loads and various displacement and reaction forces at supports, or the

computation of structures under moving loads such as railways tracks under the dynamic loads

of a train.

Second, it is a matter of fact that the classical WFE deals with structures in the frequency do-

main. But it would also be interesting to consider the analysis of periodic structures in the time

domain, for instance to deal with shocks or blast loads. We present here one possibility to do

so by computing absorbing boundary conditions in the time domain. For dispersive media like

beams [5], multi-layered systems [6] or general periodic structures [7], absorbing BCs can be

formulated in terms of boundary operators involving complicated functions of the frequency —

e.g., square roots of the frequency — which, as such, cannot be converted to simple functions of

time after inverse Fourier transforms. To solve this issue, the impedance relation at the boundary

of a periodic structure is first written in the frequency domain, then this impedance frequency

function is decomposed as a rational function for which poles and residues are computed. By

considering supplementary variables at the boundary, a formulation in the time domain can be

obtained. Finally, a classical equation with extended mass, damping and stiffness matrices can

be formulated in the time domain and solved by classical algorithms like the Newmark scheme.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the main steps of the WFE

method are recalled. In section 3, the case of complex and moving loads are considered. Then

section 4 is concerned with the formulation of time domain absorbing boundary conditions for

periodic structures and the solution of time domain structural dynamics problems. Numerical

comparisons with analytical or an equivalent infinite full FE model are presented. Concluding

remarks are finally brought in section 5.

2 WFE method

The present paper investigates the dynamic response of infinite 1D periodic structures subject

to harmonic or time-dependent loadings. For instance, a schematic of a periodic structure made

up of identical substructures is shown in Fig. 1. The substructures under concern can be of

arbitrary shape and are supposed to be linear, elastic, isotropic and damped (viscous damping).

Also, the excitations are applied on the structure encompassing those substructures which can

be infinite or bounded by two left and right boundaries.

The wave propagation analysis in 1D periodic structures can be conducted with the WFE

method [2, 4, 8]. The basics of the method are recalled hereafter. Let us consider infinite

structures under harmonic disturbance eiωt which are built from identical substructures as shown
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Figure 1: Periodic structure of infinite length, and FE mesh of a substructure.

in Fig. 1, are supposed to share the same FE mesh, and are modelled by means of identical mass,

damping and stiffness matrices M, C and K. The related dynamic equilibrium equation is given

by: ⎡⎣DII DIL DIR

DLI DLL DLR

DRI DRL DRR

⎤⎦⎡⎣qI

qL

qR

⎤⎦ =

⎡⎣FI

FL

FR

⎤⎦ (1)

where q and F refer to the displacement vector and the force vector (respectively), and where D
is the dynamic stiffness matrix of the substructures (similar for all the substructures) expressed

by D = −ω2M + iωC +K. The FE mesh of a substructure is shown in Fig. 1, and involves

internal (I) degrees of freedom (DOFs), left (L) and right (R) boundaries which are described

with the same number n of DOFs. If we assume that the internal DOFs are free from excitation,

e.g., FI = 0, we can remove qI and rearrange Eq. (1) to yield the following transfer matrix

relation between the right and left boundaries of the substructure:

uR = SuL, (2)

where uR and uL are 2n× 1 state vectors expressed by:

uR =

[
qR

FR

]
, uL =

[
qL

−FL

]
. (3)

Also, S is a symplectic 2n× 2n matrix (also called transfer matrix) expressed by:

S =

[ −(D�
LR)

−1D�
LL −(D�

LR)
−1

D�
RL −D�

RR(D
�
LR)

−1D�
LL −D�

RR(D
�
LR)

−1

]
, (4)

where D� refers to the dynamic stiffness matrix of the substructure condensed on the left and

right boundaries [9].

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the transfer matrix S occur in pairs as (μj,φj) and (μ�
j =

1/μj,φ
�
j) with |μj| < 1 (see [3] for further details about the computation of the eigensolutions

of S). Also, the eigenvectors φj (resp. φ�
j ) have the meaning of wave shapes, for the waves

traveling to the right and left directions (respectively) of the periodic structure. Those vectors

of wave shapes are of size 2n× 1 and are usually partitioned as follows:

φj =

[
φqj

φFj

]
, φ�

j =

[
φ�

qj

φ�
Fj

]
, (5)
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where φqj and φ�
qj (resp. φFj and φ�

Fj) are n× 1 vectors involving displacement (resp. force)

components. The related n×n matrices of wave shapes — namely, Φq, Φ
�
q , ΦF and Φ�

F — are

given by:

Φq = [φq1 · · ·φqn], Φ�
q = [φ�

q1 · · ·φ�
qn], ΦF = [φF1 · · ·φFn], Φ�

F = [φ�
F1 · · ·φ�

Fn].
(6)

A state vector at any substructure interface can then be decomposed on these wave modes by

u =

j=n∑
j=1

Qjφj +

j=n∑
j=1

Q�
jφ

�
j (7)

where Qj and Q�
j are respectively the amplitudes of the right and left propagating waves in the

considered section.

3 WFE with complex loads

3.1 Equations

We consider now the case where the structure is under a distributed load that can be applied

on each substructure. For loads inside a substructure, relation (1) yields

qI = D−1
II [FI −DILqL −DIRqR] (8)

and so relation (2) is transformed to a relation linking the state vector in sections n (between

substructures n− 1 and n) and the state vector in section n+ 1 (see [10] for details)

u(n+1) = Su(n) + b(n), (9)

with

u(n) =

[
q(n)

−F
(n)
L

]
, b(n) =

[
DqIFI

DfIFI − Fext
R

]
(10)

where Fext
R is the external load applied in section n+ 1 and[

DqI

DfI

]
=

[ −(D�
LR)

−1D�
LI

D�
RI −D�

RR(D
�
LR)

−1D�
LI

]
(11)

where the superscript � means that the matrix is condensed on the boundary, for instance,

D�
LR = DLR −DLID

−1
II DIR

D�
LI = DLID

−1
II (12)

Finally, the state vector in section n is related to the state vectors of sections 1 and N + 1 by

u(n) = Sn−1u(1) +
n−1∑
k=1

Sn−k−1b(k) (13)

or

u(N+1) = SN−n+1u(n) +
N∑

k=n

SN−kb(k) (14)

where the sum including b(k) allows to take into account all the loads applied between the two

sections. Projecting on the wave modes, the state vector u(n) in section n and load vector b(k)

in section k can also be written in terms of wave amplitudes by

u(n) = ΦQ(n) +Φ�Q�(n)

b(k) = ΦQ
(k)
E +Φ�Q

�(k)
E (15)
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3.2 Case of moving loads

An interesting case concerns moving loads. For a moving load at speed v, with a substructure

of length L, the amplitude of the load in section (k) is related to the amplitude of the load in

section (0) by

Q
�(k)
E = e−ik ωL

v Q
�(0)
E

Q
(−k)
E = eik

ωL
v Q

(0)
E (16)

because the loads on the different substructures are related by fn(t) = fn−1(t − L/v). From

relations (13) and (15), one gets

u(n) = ΦQ(n) +Φ�Q�(n)

= Φμn

(
Q+

n−1∑
k=0

μ�k+1Q
(k)
E

)
+Φ�μ−n

(
Q� +

n−1∑
k=0

μk+1Q
�(k)
E

)
(17)

with μ the diagonal matrix made of the propagation constants μj on the diagonal and Q, Q� are

free wave amplitudes in the structure determined by the boundary conditions. As the precedent

relation should be bounded for n → ∞, we get

Q� = −
k=∞∑
k=0

μk+1Q
�(k)
E = − μ

1− μe−iωL
v

Q
�(0)
E (18)

For the left side, we get

Q =
k=∞∑
k=1

μk−1Q
(−k)
E =

ei
ωL
v

1− μei
ωL
v

Q
(0)
E (19)

Finally, one gets

u(0) =
ei

ωL
v

1− μei
ωL
v

Q
(0)
E Φ− μ

1− μe−iωL
v

Q
�(0)
E Φ� (20)

3.3 A simple example

Consider the very simple example of a bar undergoing a longitudinal displacement subject

to a moving force

ρ
∂2u

∂t2
= Eu′′ + f (21)

We have k =
√

ρω2

E
= ω

c
, c =

√
E
ρ

, f(x, t) = δ(x− vt) and the wave modes are

Φ =

[
1

−ikE

]
, Φ� =

[
1

ikE

]
(22)

The propagation constant is μ = e−ikL and the load amplitudes are obtained from the load in

the period [0, L]. The solution of (21) such that u(0) = u′(0) = 0 is given by

u(x) = −
∫ x

0

1

kE
sin(k(x− t))f(t)dt (23)
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So that for x = L and f(t) = 1
v
e−iωt/v, one gets

u(L) = − 1

2ikEv

∫ L

0

(eik(L−t) − e−ik(L−t))e−iωt/vdt

= − 1

2ikEv
(
e−iωL/v − eikL

−ik − iω/v
− e−iωL/v − e−ikL

ik − iω/v
) (24)

and

Eu′(L) = − 1

2ikv
(
−iω
v
e−iωL/v − ikeikL

−ik − iω/v
−

−iω
v
e−iωL/v + ike−ikL

ik − iω/v
) (25)

Using relation (9) and the solution of (21) such that b = T [u(L) Eu′(L)], the load ampli-

tudes are obtained by decomposing the solution at x = L on the wave modes by

Q
(0)
E =

TΦ�Jb
TΦ�JΦ

= −e−iωL
v − e−ikL

2kEv(k − ω
v
)

Q
�(0)
E =

TΦJb
TΦJΦ�

= − e−iωL
v − eikL

2kEv(k + ω
v
)

(26)

with

J =

[
0 1
−1 0

]
(27)

The amplitudes of the right-going and left-going waves are thus given by, using (20),

Q = − 1

2kEv(k − ω
v
)

Q� = − 1

2kEv(k + ω
v
)

(28)

and we recover the displacement at x = 0 by

u = − 1

2kEv(k − ω
v
)
− 1

2kEv(k + ω
v
)

= − 1

Ev(k2 − ω2

v2
)

= − 1

Evω2( 1
c2
− 1

v2
)

(29)

which is the analytical solution of (21). Following the same procedure, this can be extended to

more complex structures with many DOFs in each section.
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4 Absorbing boundary conditions in the time domain

4.1 WFE formulation

Consider now a periodic structure involving a finite number N of substructures which is

enclosed between two left and right boundaries SL and SR where absorbing BCs are considered

(see Fig. 2). Such BCs are used to describe the coupling effect between the periodic structure

and two semi-infinite periodic structures, that would expand to the left and right directions. The

related impedance matrices for the left and right boundaries SL and SR — namely, ZL and ZR

— can be defined, in the frequency domain, as follows:

FL = ZLqL , FR = ZRqR, (30)

where qL and qR (resp. FL and FR) are the displacement (resp. force) vectors (size n × 1)

for the periodic structure on SL and SR. Following the WFE procedure and expanding those

vectors on the basis of wave shapes, this yields [9]:

qL = Φ�
qQ

�
L , qR = ΦqQR, (31)

and

FL = −Φ�
FQ

�
L , FR = ΦFQR, (32)

where Q�
L (resp. QR) is the vector of wave amplitudes, at position SL (resp. SR), for the

waves traveling to the left (resp. right) direction of the structure. The fact that left-going (resp.

right-going) waves are only considered at SL (resp. SR) results from the absorbing BC, i.e., the

fact that no wave comes from infinity. So we get the following expressions for the impedance

matrices:

ZL = −Φ�
F (Φ

�
q)

−1 , ZR = ΦF (Φq)
−1. (33)

Let us decompose the impedance matrices ZL and ZR which are complicated functions of

frequency that do not generally possess an analytical expression, via rational approximations

like in [7]:

ZL =
P∑

k=1

RLk

iω − pLk
+KL , ZR =

P∑
k=1

RRk

iω − pRk

+KR, (34)

where pLk and pRk denote poles (k = 1, . . . , P ), and RLk and RRk denote matrices of residues.

Some of these usually appear in conjugate pairs, i.e., (pLk, pLk) and (pRk, pRk), and (RLk,RLk)
and (RRk,RRk). As a result, Eq. (34) leads to:

ZL =

Q∑
k=1

2
iω�{RL(2k)} − �{pL(2k)RL(2k)}
−ω2 − 2iω�{pL(2k)}+ |pL(2k)|2 +

P∑
k=2Q+1

RLk

iω − pLk
+KL (35)

where 2Q < P . Only the left impedance is described as the right impedance follows similar

expression by replacing the subscript L by R. To remove the denominator terms in Eq. (35),

let us introduce n × 1 vectors of supplementary variables XLk and XRk, and let us rewrite Eq.

(30) by means of Eq. (35) as follows:

FL =

Q∑
k=1

2
(
iω�{RL(2k)} − �{pL(2k)RL(2k)

)
XLk +

P∑
k=2Q+1

RLk(iω)XL(k−Q) +KLqL (36)
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where: (−ω2 − 2iω�{pL(2k)}+ |pL(2k)|2
)
XLk = qL for k = 1, . . . , Q,

(−ω2 − iωpLk)XL(k−Q) = qL for k = (2Q+ 1), . . . , P, (37)

Finally, let us introduce the following (P −Q)n× 1 vector XL defined by:

XL =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

XL1
...

XLQ

XL(Q+1)
...

XL(P−Q)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (38)

The block components of the matrices occurring in Eqs. (36) and (37) represent polynomials

of iω of orders 0, 1 or 2, which as such can be simply and quickly converted to the time domain

(see hereafter). By separating the terms of identical powers of iω, and by invoking the classical

time-frequency transforms q(ω) → q(t), iωq → q̇, −ω2q → q̈ and X(ω) → X(t), iωX → Ẋ,

−ω2X → Ẍ (where dot and double-dot notations mean single and double time derivatives,

respectively), this yields:

ML

[
q̈L

ẌL

]
+ CL

[
q̇L

ẊL

]
+KL

[
qL

XL

]
=

[
FL

0

]
(39)

where:

ML =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0

0 blkdiag {In}Qk=1 0

0 0 blkdiag {In}Pk=2Q+1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

CL =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 2�{[RL(2) · · · RL(2Q)

]} [
RL(2Q+1) · · · RLP

]
0 blkdiag

{−2�{pL(2k)}In
}Q
k=1

0

0 0 blkdiag {−pLkIn}Pk=2Q+1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

KL =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
KL −2�{[pL(2)RL(2) · · · pL(2Q)RL(2Q)

]}
0

−�Q×1 ⊗ In blkdiag
{|pL(2k)|2In}Qk=1

0

−�(P−2Q)×1 ⊗ In 0 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
(40)

where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product.

Let us denote by M, C and K the mass, damping and stiffness matrices of the periodic

structure (N substructures), and let us write the related equation of motion as follows:

Mq̈+Cq̇+Kq = F, (41)
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where q = q(t) and F = F(t) are the displacement and force vectors, respectively. In this

case, the force vector is expressed by F = [FT
I F

T
LF

T
R] where FL and FR refer to the force

vectors on SL and SR (absorbing BCs), and FI refers the force vector for the internal DOFs (I)

of the structure. Also, the displacement vector is expressed by q = [qT
I q

T
Lq

T
R] where qI is the

displacement vector for the internal DOFs. By considering the absorbing BCs (Eq. (39)), this

yields:

Mtotÿ +Ctotẏ +Ktoty = f . (42)

with

y =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
qI

qL

qR

XL

XR

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , f =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
FI

0
0
0
0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (43)

In (42), the matrices Mtot, Ctot and Ktot are given by:

Mtot =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
MII MIL MIR 0 0
MLI MLL MLR 0 0
MRI MRL MRR 0 0
0 0 0 ML(XX) 0
0 0 0 0 MR(XX))

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

Ctot =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
CII CIL CIR 0 0
CLI CLL CLR −CL(qX) 0
CRI CRL CRR 0 −CR(qX)

0 0 0 CL(XX) 0
0 0 0 0 CR(XX))

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

Ktot =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
KII KIL KIR 0 0
KLI KLL −KL(qq) KLR −KL(qX) 0
KRI KRL KRR −KR(qq) 0 −KR(qX)

0 KL(Xq) 0 KL(XX) 0
0 0 KR(Xq) 0 KR(XX)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
(44)
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where:

ML(XX) =

⎡⎣ blkdiag {In}Qk=1 0

0 blkdiag {In}Pk=2Q+1

⎤⎦ ,
CL(qX) =

[
2�{[RL(2) · · · RL(2Q)

]} [
RL(2Q+1) · · · RLN

] ]
,

CL(XX) =

⎡⎣ blkdiag
{−2�{pL(2k)}In

}Q
k=1

0

0 blkdiag {−pLkIn}Pk=2Q+1

⎤⎦ ,
KL(qq) = KL,

KL(qX) =
[ −2�{[pL(2)RL(2) · · · pL(2Q)RL(2Q)

]}
0
]
,

KL(Xq) =

[ −�Q×1 ⊗ In

−�(P−2Q)×1 ⊗ In

]
,

KL(XX) =

⎡⎣ blkdiag
{|pL(2k)|2In}Qk=1

0

0 0

⎤⎦ , (45)

and similar expressions for the right boundary.

Eq. (42) represents a second-order differential matrix equation for the displacement vector

q and the vector of supplementary variables X = [XT
LX

T
R]

T . This indeed represents a classical

dynamic equation, in the time domain, of a structure with absorbing BCs and subject to an input

force vector FI = FI(t), with the only modification that supplementary DOFs are added at the

boundaries. Therefore, this equation can be solved in a standard way via a time integration

numerical scheme (e.g., Newmark scheme).

4.2 Euler-Bernoulli beam on an elastic foundation

We consider the example of the dynamic response of an infinite Euler-Bernoulli beam lying

on an elastic foundation as shown in Fig. 2 and subject to some forces f(x, t). The governing

equation of motion of the beam is given by:

ρSv̈ + EI

(
∂4v

∂x4
+ ξ

∂4v̇

∂x4

)
+ kFv = f(x, t), (46)

where v = v(x, t) represents the transverse displacement, ρ is the density, S is the cross-

sectional area, E is the Young’s modulus, I is the inertia moment, and ξ is a damping parameter.

For harmonic disturbance of the form f(x)eiωt, Eq. (46) leads to:

(−ρSω2 + kF )v + EI(1 + iωξ)
∂4v

∂x4
= f(x), (47)

For this simple case, there exist analytical expressions of the matrices of wave shapes Φq,

Φ�
q , ΦF and Φ�

F , see Eq. (6). Hence, by expressing the transverse displacement v together with

the rotation θ = ∂v/∂x, this yields:[
v
θ

]
= Φq

[
e−ikx 0
0 e−kx

] [
Q1

Q2

]
+Φ�

q

[
eikx 0
0 ekx

] [
Q�

1

Q�
2

]
, (48)
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Figure 2: Infinite flexural beam on an elastic foundation.

where:

Φq =

[
1 1

−ik −k

]
, Φ�

q =

[
1 1
ik k

]
, k =

(
ρSω2 − kF
EI(1 + iωξ)

)1/4

. (49)

Also, by expressing the shearing force V = −EI(∂3v/∂x3) and the bending moment M =
EI(∂2v/∂x2), this yields:

ΦF = EIk2

[−ik k
−1 1

]
, Φ�

F = EIk2

[
ik −k
−1 1

]
. (50)

Therefore, the impedance matrices are written as:

ZL = −Φ�
F (Φ

�
q)

−1 = −EIk2

1− i

[
2ik −(1 + i)

−(1 + i) 2
k

]
, (51)

and

ZR = ΦF (Φq)
−1 = −EIk2

1− i

[
2ik 1 + i
1 + i 2

k

]
. (52)

These are analytical expressions of the impedance matrices that could also have been obtained

numerically by means of the WFE method.

Consider an infinite beam of rectangular cross-section having the following parameters:

height h = 0.001 m, width b = 0.01 m, Young’s modulus E = 2.2× 1011 Pa, density ρ = 7800
kg/m3, damping parameter ξ = 0.001 s. Also, the lineic stiffness of the elastic foundation is

kF = 1 N/m2. The system is at rest at time t = 0 — i.e., v(x, 0) = 0 and v̇(x, 0) = 0 — and,

for t ≥ 0, it is excited by a point harmonic force of frequency f0 = 5 Hz (at x = 0):

f(x, t) = cos(2πf0t)δ(x) for t ≥ 0. (53)

A beam of finite length L — i.e., x ∈ [−L/2, L/2] where, for instance, L = 5 m — excited

at x = 0 (Eq. (53)) is considered as shown in Fig. 2. Here, the system beam-foundation is

modeled by means of 500 identical substructures that represent identical two-node Hermitian

beam elements of length d = 0.01 m. The rational approximations of the impedance matrices

ZL and ZR with P = 12 poles/residues (see Eqs. (34)) are computed with the MATLAB

rationalfit function.

The differential matrix equation (42) is solved with the Newmark algorithm where Δt = 0.01
s, y0 = 0 and ẏ0 = 0. The related transverse displacement field, at t = 20 s, is shown

in the left of Fig. 3 along with the analytical harmonic solution. In this case, the proposed

solution closely matches the analytical one, as expected. Finally, the right of Fig. 3 shows the

history of the displacement solution at position x = L/2. Again, it is seen that, after a certain

time (transient period), the solution issued from the proposed approach stabilizes towards the

harmonic solution.
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Figure 3: Transverse displacement field of the beam on the elastic foundation at t = 20 s (left): (blue crosses)

Proposed approach; (red line) analytical harmonic solution and time response at x=L/2 for t ∈ [0 , 20] s (right)

(blue line and crosses) Proposed approach; (red line) analytical theory, harmonic response.

4.3 Periodic structure with 2D substructures

We consider now a 2D beam with periodic distributions of holes and elastic supports (springs

of stiffness Ks) as shown in Fig. 4. Here, square substructures of dimensions 2 × 2 m2 with

holes of radius 0.4 m are considered which are similar to those depicted in Fig. 1. Regarding

the modeling of the periodic supports, a nodal stiffness of Ks/2 (vertical direction) is added

to the FE model of the substructures at the left and right boundaries (bottom node). Other

substructure parameters are: thickness e = 0.005 m, Young’s modulus E = 7 × 1010 Pa,

Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.35, density ρ = 2700 kg/m3, and stiffness Ks = 105 N/m. Rayleigh-type

damping matrices C = aM+ bK are also considered where a = 0.01 s−1 and b = 5× 10−5 s.

Figure 4: Schematic of an infinite periodic structure with periodic elastic supports.

The time response of the infinite periodic structure subject to a vertical point force F0(t)
at x = 0 (top node) is analyzed. Within the framework of the proposed approach, a periodic

structure involving N = 20 substructures and absorbing BCs is considered as shown in Fig.

4. In this case, the structure has a length of L = 40 m. The rational approximations of the

impedance matrices ZL and ZR (Eq. (34)) are expressed by means of P = 15 poles/residues.

The time response of the structure is computed over a time range of [0 , 0.1] s by solving the

differential matrix equation (42) with the Newmark algorithm where Δt = 10−4 s, y0 = 0
and ẏ0 = 0. For comparison purpose, an equivalent FE model of an “infinite” structure with a

larger number of substructures (200) is considered and simulated over the time range [0 , 0.1] s

which is supposed to be small enough to prevent wave reflections (free boundaries). Consider

a harmonic point force of magnitude F0(t) = 104 cos(2π × 100t) acting at x = 0, and assume

that the structure is at rest at t = 0. The time response is analyzed over a time range of [0 , 0.1] s

which is supposed to be broad enough to include several oscillations (10 in this case) and cover
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the transient phase. Especially, the time variation of the transverse displacement at x = 20 m

(right boundary, top node) can be computed as shown in Fig. 5. It is shown that the proposed

solution perfectly matches the reference one over the whole time range. It is also numerically

stable, i.e., a smooth curve that well predicts the oscillating nature of the signal.

Figure 5: Harmonic force: time response at x=L/2 (top node, vertical displacement). (blue crosses) Proposed

approach; (red line) reference FE method.

5 Conclusion

A FE procedure has been proposed to model infinite periodic structures subject to distributed

or moving loads, or localized time-dependent excitations. For instance, in the case of moving

loads, the load is applied on each substructure. Concerning time domain problems, first, us-

ing the WFE method to express the absorbing BCs by means of impedance matrices, in the

frequency domain, impedance matrices have been rewritten in terms of polynomials of the fre-

quency iω up to order 2. Then, they are simply converted to the time domain and the global

dynamic equation is solved by the Newmark algorithm. Follow-on works could include the

analysis of infinite periodic structures with localized nonlinear effects.
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Abstract. Two kinds of numerical approaches able to predict the dynamic response of periodic
structures and metamaterials are presented. Both of them are model reduction techniques which
can be used to obtain the response functions of the structures at a low computational cost. The
first kind of approaches employs the wave finite element (WFE) method for modeling 1D peri-
odic structures made up of complex substructures, e.g., 2D cells of arbitrary shapes. Resonant
metamaterials are particular cases of periodic structures where the substructures possess local
resonances — e.g., layered substructures involving soft layers and heavy layers/core —, which
in turn lead to band gap effects and low vibration levels. Although well-suited for modeling pe-
riodic structures in the frequency domain, the WFE method also works for periodic structures
subject to time-dependent excitations. The second kind of approaches employs finite element
(FE) procedures for modeling 2D periodic structures, and 2D nearly periodic structures involv-
ing substructures with slightly varying (random) geometrical properties. For nearly periodic
structures like plates with disordered resonant 2D cells, results show that the vibrational energy
is localized around the excitation sources.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Periodic structures are frequently encountered in engineering applications, e.g., in the aero-

nautic (fuselages, turbines) and railway industries. Also, they appear interesting to passively

control the vibration levels of mechanical systems. Metamaterials are periodic structures which

possess such interesting features, i.e., the fact that they do not convey vibrational energies on

some frequency bands (band gaps) which as such yield low vibration levels. Well-known exam-

ples of metamaterials are periodic structures made up of resonant cells where band gaps occur

in the vicinity of the resonance frequencies of the cells. There exist plenty of works in the liter-

ature about the analysis of the wave propagation in 1D or 2D periodic structures and the related

band gap effects [11, 10, 9, 12, 29, 25, 4, 28]. However, the forced response analysis of periodic

structures is much less reported. This especially means developing numerical models able to

predict the dynamic response of periodic structures of finite dimensions with various kinds of

boundary conditions, or assemblies of finite dimensions involving several periodic structures

and other non-periodic components which are systems of practical interest in engineering ap-

plications. In this case, the analysis of the band gap effects does not only rely on the wave

propagation properties, but also on the boundary and coupling conditions which induce energy

conversion between waves.

This paper aims at investigating the modeling of 1D and 2D periodic structures, of finite

dimensions, subject to various kinds of excitations and boundary conditions. Periodic structures

made up of complex cells — i.e., substructures which can be of various shapes and which are

modeled with a moderately high number of degrees of freedom (DOFs) — are especially dealt

with. Numerical results are brought which concern the dynamic response of periodic structures

and resonant metametarials.

The paper starts with an overview of the wave finite element (WFE) method and its recent

applications. The method is well suited for modeling 1D periodic structures, i.e., structures

made up of identical substructures which are connected to each other along a straight or cir-

cumferential direction. The WFE method works by considering the FE model of a substructure,

and computing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the related transfer matrix to determine the

waves traveling along a periodic structure. To predict the forced response of periodic structures,

the WFE method involves expanding the displacement and force vectors on the basis of the

eigenvectors (wave shapes) of the transfer matrix of a substructure. The methodology is de-

tailed in [16, 18] (see also [30, 6, 32, 15]). Among the recent extensions of the method are: the

development of model reduction strategies based on reduced wave bases to target substructures

with large-sized FE models [22]; the modeling of periodic structures with cyclic symmetry,

such as turbines [19]; the time response analysis of periodic structures via wave-based absorb-

ing boundary conditions [7].

Aside from the study of 1D periodic structures, 2D periodic structures with resonant sub-

structures are well-known examples of metamaterials to passively control the vibration levels

of mechanical systems. As mentioned earlier, the analysis of the wave propagation (e.g., Bloch

waves) in 2D periodic structures is well documented in the literature. However, contrary to

the study of 1D periodic structures, the forced response analysis of 2D periodic structures of

finite dimensions, based on wave expansion (displacement and force vectors), is prone to tough

theoretical and numerical modeling issues which make it difficult even impossible to carry out.

The issue is linked to the multi-directional behavior of the propagating waves, and the descrip-

tion of the wave reflection at boundaries that arise from these multi-directional waves. Here,

two FE-based approaches are proposed as alternative model reduction techniques. The first
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one is standard and makes use of the Craig-Bampton (CB) method and the related fixed inter-

face modes of the substructures for modeling purely periodic structures. The second approach

targets the modeling of 2D nearly periodic structures made up of resonant substructures with

slightly varying geometrical properties [20]. Plates with disordered resonant 2D cells, made

up of soft layers and heavy layers/core with random geometrical properties, are examples of

2D nearly periodic structures. Such structures possess interesting features, e.g., the fact that

the vibrational energy remains localized around the excitation points. The proposed strategy

involves computing the reduced matrices of the substructures for some particular distorted FE

meshes (a few number), and interpolating these matrices between these “interpolation points”

for modeling substructures with random FE meshes.

2 WFE METHOD FOR 1D PERIODIC STRUCTURES

2.1 Wave propagation

The WFE method originates from the transfer matrix theory and the Bloch’s theorem. Let us

first consider an infinite periodic structure under harmonic disturbance eiωt made up of identical

substructures with similar FE meshes as shown in Fig. 1. Also, let us denote by M, C and K
the conventional mass, damping and stiffness matrices of the substructures (identical for all the

substructures). From the practical point of view, these matrices can be obtained via usual FE

softwares, Matlab FE mesh generators (e.g., DistMesh [27]) or Matlab in-house FE codes. The

related dynamic equilibrium equation, for a given substructure k, is given by:

Dqk = Fk, (1)

where qk and Fk refer to the displacement vector and the force vector (respectively) of the

substructure k; D is the dynamic stiffness matrix expressed by D = −ω2M+ iωC+K.

Figure 1: Periodic structure of infinite length, and FE mesh of a substructure.

The FE mesh of the substructure involves left (L) and right (R) boundaries (see Fig. 1) which

are here assumed to be described with a same number n of DOFs. From Eq. (1), the following

transfer matrix relation between the right and left boundaries can be proposed:[
qk
R

Fk
R

]
= S

[
qk
L

−Fk
L

]
, (2)
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where S is the so-called transfer matrix (size of 2n× 2n), expressed by:

S =

[ −(D∗
LR)

−1D∗
LL −(D∗

LR)
−1

D∗
RL −D∗

RR(D
∗
LR)

−1D∗
LL −D∗

RR(D
∗
LR)

−1

]
. (3)

Here, D∗ represents the condensed dynamic stiffness matrix, i.e., on the left and right bound-

aries of the substructure [18]. Let us consider two consecutive substructures k and k + 1
which are rigidly connected at a common interface. In this case, the coupling conditions write

qk
R = qk+1

L and Fk
R = −Fk+1

L , and Eq. (2) gives:[
qk+1
L

−Fk+1
L

]
= S

[
qk
L

−Fk
L

]
and also

[
qk+1
R

Fk+1
R

]
= S

[
qk
R

Fk
R

]
, (4)

which relates the displacement and force vectors between two consecutive substructures k and

k + 1.

It can be proven that the transfer matrix S is symplectic [23], which means that its eigen-

values and eigenvectors come in pairs (μj,φj) and (μ�
j = 1/μj,φ

�
j) with |μj| < 1. Numerical

issues about the computation of the eigensolutions of S are discussed in [22, 32, 36]. According

to the Bloch’s theorem [34], the eigenvalues of S have the meaning of wave parameters which

are given by μj = e−iβjd for the waves traveling to the right direction (βj: wave number for

a wave j; d: substructure length) and μ�
j = eiβjd for the waves traveling to the left direction.

Also, the eigenvectors φj and φ�
j have the meaning of wave shapes for the waves traveling to

the right and left directions, respectively. These are vectors of size 2n× 1, expressed by:

φj =

[
φqj

φFj

]
, φ�

j =

[
φ�

qj

φ�
Fj

]
, (5)

where φqj and φ�
qj (resp. φFj and φ�

Fj) are n× 1 displacement (resp. force) component vectors

for the right-going and left-going waves. In matrix form, these vectors give:

Φq = [φq1 · · ·φqn] , Φ�
q = [φ�

q1 · · ·φ�
qn] , ΦF = [φF1 · · ·φFn] , Φ�

F = [φ�
F1 · · ·φ�

Fn]. (6)

2.2 Forced response

The analysis of the harmonic response of periodic structures of finite length — i.e., with

a finite number N of substructures — can be easily performed with the WFE method. The

advantage, against the conventional FE method, is in the modeling of a whole periodic structure

via a small matrix system of size 2n× 2n that is linked to the number of DOFs on the left and

right boundaries of a substructure. In comparison, the FE method would involve assembling the

condensed dynamic stiffness matrices of all the substructures, yielding a bigger matrix system

of size (N + 1)n × (N + 1)n whose computation is likely to take much more time. The main

idea behind the WFE modeling is to expand the displacement and force vectors, on a particular

interface (k) connecting two substructures k − 1 and k, on the wave shapes φqj and φ�
qj , and

φFj and φ�
Fj , of a periodic structure [16, 18]:

q
(k)
L = q

(k)
R = Φqμ

k−1Q+Φ�
qμ

N−k+1Q� k = 1, . . . , N + 1, (7)

−F
(k)
L = F

(k)
R = ΦFμ

k−1Q+Φ�
Fμ

N−k+1Q� k = 1, . . . , N + 1. (8)
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Here, q
(k)
L and F

(k)
L represent the displacement and force vectors at the left boundary of the

substructure k for k = 1, . . . , N ; q
(k)
R and F

(k)
R represent the displacement and force vectors at

the right boundary of the substructure k−1 for k = 2, . . . , N+1; Q is the wave amplitude vector

for the right-going waves at the substructure interface (1) (left end of the periodic structure);

Q� is the wave amplitude vector for the left-going waves at the substructure interface (N + 1)
(right end of the periodic structure). Finally, μ = diag{μj}nj=1 is the diagonal matrix of the

wave parameters μj for the right-going waves, with the property that ‖μ‖2 < 1 [16].

Consider for the sake of clarity a finite periodic structure as shown in Fig. 2 whose left end is

excited by some forces (vector F0), and whose right end is constrained by prescribed displace-

ment vector q�
0. In this case, by considering Eqs. (7) and (8), the boundary conditions write

−F0 = ΦFQ+Φ�
Fμ

NQ� and q�
0 = Φqμ

NQ+Φ�
qQ

� which, after some simple manipulations,

yield the following wave-based matrix equation (size 2n× 2n):[
In (ΦF)

−1Φ�
Fμ

N

(Φ�
q)

−1Φqμ
N In

] [
Q
Q�

]
=

[ −(ΦF)
−1F0

(Φ�
q)

−1q�
0

]
. (9)

Solving the wave-based matrix equation (9) yields the wave amplitude vectors Q and Q�. The

determination of the displacement and force vectors, at any substructure interface (k), fol-

lows from Eqs. (7) and (8). If needed, the displacements at the internal nodes (I) of the

substructures can be retrieved by considering the full dynamic stiffness matrix, i.e., qI =

−(DII)
−1(DILq

(k)
L + DIRq

(k+1)
R ) for a substructure enclosed between two interfaces (k) and

(k + 1).

Figure 2: Finite periodic structure with prescribed forces F0 (left end) and prescribed displacements q�
0 (right end).

The main numerical tasks involved in the WFE method may be summed up as follows:

(i) Computation of the condensed dynamic stiffness matrix D∗ of a substructure;

(ii) Computation of the eigensolutions of the transfer matrix S;

(iii) Computation of the matrix system (9).

Task (iii) is not computationally cumbersome given that the matrix system (9) has a small size,

as explained earlier. As for the computation of the condensed dynamic stiffness matrix D∗ (task

(i)), this can be easily performed via the CB method [18]. For periodic structures involving sub-

structures whose number of boundary DOFs is not excessive (e.g., smaller than 300), task (ii) is

not cumbersome too. Things are more complicated for substructures with large-sized FE mod-

els, and in this case, it is advised to only compute a few low-order waves (rather than all the

waves) using appropriate eigensolvers like the Lanczos algorithm [22].

The WFE method can be advantageously applied to structural assemblies made up of differ-

ent periodic structures and other non-periodic structural components, i.e., mechanical systems

which are of practical interest in engineering. The reader is referred to [23, 24, 17, 30]. The
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WFE modeling of those structural assemblies involves considering coupling conditions between

periodic structures (two or more), across a rigid interface c or a non-periodic structural compo-

nent c (coupling element), which in wave-based form are written as:

Qc� = C
cQc + F

c, (10)

where Qc and Qc� represent the wave amplitudes vectors for the outgoing waves and incoming

waves, respectively, for the periodic structures connected at interface c or coupling element c;
C

c is the so-called scattering matrix (reflection and transmission coefficients); Fc is a vector rep-

resenting the excitation sources imposed at the interface or inside the coupling element. Hence,

a global wave-based matrix equation which takes into account coupling conditions between sev-

eral periodic structures, and classical boundary conditions (prescribed forces or displacements),

can be proposed whose size is not big, i.e., linked to the numbers of boundary DOFs of the

substructures used for modeling the periodic structures.

2.3 Some recent and ongoing works

1D periodic structures are often considered as straight structures, made up of simple or more

complicated substructures, vibrating under harmonic disturbance. The purpose here is to show

that the WFE method can handle more sophisticated engineering problems. Two examples of

recent WFE strategies are proposed. The purpose is to give the main ideas and outlines of these

strategies rather than fully detailing all the theoretical developments (see [19, 7]).

2.3.1 Periodic structures with cyclic symmetry

The first kind of problems concerns the analysis of multi-stage bladed disks, which is well

known in the aeronautic industry. The proposed approach involves computing the dynamic

flexibility modes of a given periodic structure (cyclic symmetry) via the WFE method, and

modeling assemblies made up of several periodic structures via dynamic substructuring [19].

Figure 3: (left) Periodic structure with one of its substructures subject to one unit force on the boundary. (right)

Two connected periodic structures with arbitrary forces applied to the coupling interface.

A dynamic flexibility mode of a periodic structure (N substructures) represents the displace-

ment vector that results form applying one unit force to a given DOF of the boundary, the others

being free (see Fig. 3). For instance, assume that the unit force (force vector FB) is applied to

a boundary DOF i of a substructure enclosed between two substructure interfaces (N) and (1).
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The resulting dynamic flexibility mode is given by:

χ
(N)
i =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
(I(n+nI|B)/3 ⊗R)q(1)

(I(n+nI|B)/3 ⊗R2)q(2)

...

(I(n+nI|B)/3 ⊗RN)q(N)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (11)

where q(k) (k = 1, . . . , N − 1) represents the displacement vector of a substructure enclosed

between two substructure interfaces (k) and (k + 1) and expressed in the local cartesian coor-

dinate system of the substructure; R is the 3 × 3 rotation matrix for the angle −2π/N , with

RN = I3; n is the number of interface DOFs (between the substructures), and nI|B is the num-

ber of internal DOFs which belong to the boundary. Recall that the unit force is applied to the

boundary of a substructure enclosed between interfaces (N) and (1). The displacement vector

of this substructure is denoted by q(N) and is given by:

q(N) =

[
[In 0]

Xst|B − X̃el|BD̃−1
el−elD̃

T
st−el

]
HT

[
Φqμ

N−1 Φ�
q

Φq Φ�
qμ

N−1

] [
Q
Q�

]
+

[
0

X̃el|BD̃−1
el−elX̃

T
elLIB

]
FB. (12)

Here, Xst and X̃el are, respectively, the matrices of static modes and fixed interface modes

of the substructure (CB method), D̃el−el represents the dynamic stiffness matrix of the sub-

structure “projected” on X̃el, and H is a transformation matrix which relates the unit vectors in

cylindrical coordinates (i.e., �er, �eθ and �ez) to those in cartesian coordinates (i.e., �ex, �ey and �ez)

at the interface nodes of the substructure. Also, for a non-excited substructure, one has:

q(k) =

[
[In 0]

Xst|B − X̃el|BD̃−1
el−elD̃

T
st−el

]
HT

[
Φqμ

k−1 Φ�
qμ

N−k

Φqμ
k Φ�

qμ
N−k−1

] [
Q
Q�

]
for k 	= N.

(13)

In Eqs. (12) and (13), Q = Q(1) and Q� = Q�(N) are wave amplitude vectors, expressed

at substructure boundaries (1) and (N) (see Fig. 3) and obtained via WFE procedure. The

matrix of flexibility modes which results from applying successive unit forces to the bound-

ary DOFs of the substructure enclosed between interfaces (N) and (1) is given by X(N) =

[χ
(N)
1 χ

(N)
2 · · ·χ(N)

nB ] where nB is the number of boundary DOFs of a substructure. The whole

matrix of flexibility modes which results from applying successive unit forces to the boundary

DOFs of the whole periodic structure follows as X = [X(1)X(2) · · ·X(N)], where:

X(k) = (InT/3 ⊗Rk)P (k)X(N)(InB/3 ⊗Rk)T , (14)

where P (k) is a permutation matrix, and nT = N(n + nI|B). The modeling of several periodic

structures with cyclic symmetry follows from domain decomposition procedure. For instance,

for two structures (displacement vectors q1 and q2) subject to force vectors FB1 and FB2 on their

boundaries, this yields: ⎡⎣ I 0 −X1LT
B1

0 I X2LT
B2

L1 −L2 0

⎤⎦⎡⎣q1

q2

λ

⎤⎦ =

⎡⎣X1FB1

X2FB2

0

⎤⎦ , (15)
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where X1 and X2 are the matrices of flexibility modes of the structures, and L1, L2, LB1, LB2

are localization matrices. Also, λ represents a vector of Lagrange multipliers to enforce the

displacement continuity conditions (i.e., L1q1 − L2q2 = 0) for some nodes of the boundaries

of the structures. Solving Eq. (15) yields:

λ = −(L1X1LT
B1 + L2X2LT

B2)
−1(L1X1FB1 − L2X2FB2). (16)

The displacement vectors of the structures follow as q1 = X1(FB1+LT
B1λ) and q2 = X2(FB2−

LT
B2λ).
Some results are proposed hereafter which concern two coupled bladed disks 1 and 2 (two

stages) with N1 = 36 and N2 = 60 substructures (respectively), excited by non-symmetric

forces. Here, the harmonic response function (transverse displacement) at some node at the tip

of one blade of structure 1 is assessed up to 10, 000 Hz (see Fig. 4), which is high enough to

include local resonance effects for each blade. Those results show that the proposed approach

perfectly agrees with the conventional FE method.

Figure 4: (left) Two periodic structures and FE meshes of the related substructures (Γ− and Γ+ are coupling

interfaces with previous and subsequent substructures). (right) Response functions, conventional FE (black solid

line) and WFE (pink dotted line).

2.3.2 Time response of periodic structures via wave-based absorbing boundary condi-
tions

The second kind of problems concerns the modeling of infinite periodic structures (or pe-

riodic structures which are supposed to be long enough) subject to localized time-dependent

loadings. Potential applications could be, for instance, structures like pipelines or tanks subject

to shocks. A periodic structure with a finite number N of substructures and subject to time

dependent forces (vector F(t)) is shown in Fig. 5. The semi-infinite behavior at the left and

right ends — i.e., the fact that no wave is coming from infinity — is described by means of

absorbing boundary conditions expressed in the time domain [7]. Although easy to understand

in the frequency domain, the determination of absorbing conditions for time response analysis

is not a straightforward task and, for this reason, this study hasn’t been conducted extensively

so far.

The proposed approach can be summarized as follows. Let us start with the impedance

matrices (frequency domain) at the left (L) and right (R) ends of a periodic structure (N sub-

structures), which can be simply obtained via the WFE method as follows:

ZL = −Φ�
F(Φ

�
q)

−1 , ZR = ΦF(Φq)
−1. (17)
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Figure 5: Schematic of a periodic structure with N substructures subject to time-dependent forces and semi-infinite

boundary conditions.

Then, decompose the impedance matrices ZL and ZR via rational approximations:

ZL =

Q∑
k=1

2
iω�{RL(2k)} − �{pL(2k)RL(2k)}
−ω2 − 2iω�{pL(2k)}+ |pL(2k)|2 +

P∑
k=2Q+1

RLk

iω − pLk
+KL,

ZR =

Q∑
k=1

2
iω�{RR(2k)} − �{pR(2k)RR(2k)}
−ω2 − 2iω�{pR(2k)}+ |pR(2k)|2 +

P∑
k=2Q+1

RRk

iω − pRk
+KR, (18)

where (pLk, pRk) and (RLk,RRk) denote poles and matrices of residues (k = 1, . . . , P ), re-

spectively. Usually, some of these terms appear in conjugate pairs, say, for k = 1, . . . , Q. In

the frequency domain, the absorbing boundary conditions are expressed by FL = ZLqL and

FR = ZRqR where qL (resp. qR) and FL (resp. FR) are the displacement vector and force vector

at the left (resp. right) end of the structure, respectively. By considering vectors of supplemen-

tary variables XLk and XRk together with Eq. (18), it can be shown that the absorbing conditions

can be rewritten as follows:

FL =

Q∑
k=1

2
(
iω�{RL(2k)} − �{pL(2k)RL(2k)}

)
XLk +

P∑
k=2Q+1

RLk(iω)XL(k−Q) +KLqL,

FR =

Q∑
k=1

2
(
iω�{RR(2k)} − �{pR(2k)RR(2k)}

)
XRk +

P∑
k=2Q+1

RRk(iω)XR(k−Q) +KRqR, (19)

where: (−ω2 − 2iω�{pL(2k)}+ |pL(2k)|2
)
XLk = qL for k = 1, . . . , Q,(−ω2 − 2iω�{pR(2k)}+ |pR(2k)|2
)
XRk = qR for k = 1, . . . , Q,

(−ω2 − iωpLk)XL(k−Q) = qL for k = (2Q+ 1), . . . , P,

(−ω2 − iωpRk)XR(k−Q) = qR for k = (2Q+ 1), . . . , P. (20)

The interesting feature of Eq. (19) is that the force vectors are described in terms of polynomials

of iω, of order 1. In comparison, Eq. (18) is more complicated with rational terms of iω. As for

Eq. (20) — i.e., the relations between the displacement vectors and the vectors of supplementary

variables — it also involves polynomials of iω (up to order 2). By separating the terms of

identical powers of iω in Eqs. (19) and (20), and by invoking the classical time-frequency

transforms q(ω) → q(t), iωq → q̇, −ω2q → q̈ and X(ω) → X(t), iωX → Ẋ, −ω2X → Ẍ
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(where dot and double-dot notations mean single and double time derivatives, respectively), two

classical second-order differential equations can be obtained:

ML

[
q̈L

ẌL

]
+CL

[
q̇L

ẊL

]
+KL

[
qL

XL

]
=

[
FL

0

]
, MR

[
q̈R

ẌR

]
+CR

[
q̇R

ẊR

]
+KR

[
qR

XR

]
=

[
FR

0

]
,

(21)

where XL and XR are vectors built from all the vectors of supplementary variables XLk and XRk.

Eq. (21) can be simply integrated into a FE model of a periodic structure (N substructures).

Thus, the FE model of a periodic structure with absorbing boundary conditions can be written

in the time domain as follows:

Mtotÿ +Ctotẏ +Ktoty = Ftot, (22)

where

y = y(t) =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
qI(t)
qL(t)
qR(t)
XL(t)
XR(t)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , Ftot = Ftot(t) =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
FI(t)
0
0
0
0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (23)

where qI and FI represent the displacement vector and force vector (time loadings) for the

internal DOFs (between the left and right ends). Eq. (22) is a classical second-order differential

equation which can be solved in a standard way via time integration numerical schemes (e.g.,

Newmark scheme). For instance, the time response of an infinite periodic structure, with 2D

substructures, subject at its center to a shock (transverse Ricker wavelet force pulse) is analyzed.

Here, a periodic structure consisting of only 20 substructures (squares with holes, meshed with

2D plane stress triangular elements) is considered. Absorbing boundary conditions are invoked

at the left and right ends of the periodic structure, as discussed earlier. For comparison purposes,

a FE model of a much longer periodic structure with free ends and 200 substructures, aiming at

modeling an infinite structure, is simulated. Results are shown in Fig. 6 for the time history and

the displacement field at t = 0.01 s, which fully validate the proposed approach.

Figure 6: Time response of the periodic structure: (left) time history at the right end (reference FE: red line;

proposed approach: blue crosses); (right) deformed shape.

2.4 Some results about locally resonant metamaterials

The analysis and design of locally resonant metamaterials is a research topic of growing

interest, which is mostly due to their ability to create band gaps and strongly attenuate the

vibration levels of structures [31, 1, 35, 8, 33]. Band gaps refer to frequency bands in which
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one or several waves do not propagate, and which are here induced by the local resonances of

the substructures (cells).

Among the resonant metamaterials are those made up of multi-layered continuous substruc-

tures combining soft and heavy materials (e.g., soft and stiff/heavy layers/core) which behave

like a single or multi-DOF mass-spring system. For instance, a periodic structure with periodic

inclusions of viscoelastic layers (spring and damping effects) and heavy parts (mass effect) is

shown in Fig. 7. The goal of the present study is to analyze the band gap effect in such periodic

structures. Also, it aims at investigating whether periodic structures with viscoelastic proper-

ties can be used to create band gaps with larger bandwidths (compared to when purely elatic

properties are considered), to make them useful for a wider range of engineering applications.

Figure 7: Periodic structure with N = 10 squared substructures with two viscoelastic layers (rubber), a heavy

layer and a heavy core (tungsten).

Following the WFE procedure, the wave properties of the periodic structure and the related

forced response can be obtained straightforwardly. Attention must be paid, however, to the

FE modeling of the viscoelastic layers and the fact that their stiffness matrices depend on the

frequency (see [21] for further details):

Kvel
v (ω) = Kv∞ +

nv∑
i=1

Kvi

(
ω2τ 2i

1 + ω2τ 2i
+ i

ωτi
1 + ω2τ 2i

)
, (24)

where τi are relaxation times with τi = 10−i s for i = 1, 2, . . . , nv. The stiffness matrix of

a whole substructure involves assembling several FE viscoelastic layers (v) together with FE

elastic layers (e), i.e.:

K(ω) = K1 +K2(ω), (25)

where

K1 =
Nel∑
e=1

(1 + iηele )(Lel
e )TKel

e Lel
e +

Nvel∑
v=1

(Lvel
v )TKv∞Lvel

v , (26)

and

K2(ω) =
Nvel∑
v=1

nv∑
i=1

(Lvel
v )TKviLvel

v

(
ω2τ 2i

1 + ω2τ 2i
+ i

ωτi
1 + ω2τ 2i

)
, (27)

where Lel
e and Lvel

v are localization (Boolean) matrices, and ηele denotes the loss factors of the

elastic parts. As it turns out, the dynamic stiffness matrix of the substructure is expressed by

D = −ω2M+K1 +K2(ω). Numerical issues about the condensation of the dynamic stiffness

matrix on the left and right boundaries of the substructure (see Sec. 2.1) are discussed in [21].

Results about the dispersion curves of the bending wave are shown in Fig. 8, e.g., when nv = 5
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(number of terms in the series in Eq. (24)) and Kvi = 0.05×Kv∞ (i = 1, . . . , 5). The structure

of interest is shown in Fig. 7. Here, squared substructures with two viscoelastic layers (rubber,

Nvel = 2) and elastic parts including an external layer in aluminum, a central layer and a core

in tungsten (Nel = 3), are considered. Here, each substructure is meshed using 20× 20 eight-

node plane stress quad elements. For comparison purposes, a purely equivalent elastic structure,

when Kvel
v = Kv∞(1 + 5× 0.05), is also considered.

Band gaps occur when the real parts of the wavenumbers are equal to 0 or π/d (d being the

substructure length). The dispersion curves displayed in Fig. 8 represent plots of the functions

ω 
→ �{βd} and ω 
→ �{βd} where β is the wavenumber for the bending wave. Associated

to the band gap behavior — when �{βd} = 0 or �{βd} = π — are local increases of the

magnitude of the imaginary part of the wavenumber, which means that the wave is becoming

evanescent. The band gap effect in resonant metamaterials mostly relies on the presence of

substructure local modes. For instance, the fixed interface mode shapes of a purely equivalent

elastic substructure are shown in Fig. 8, which could help understand the physical behavior

of the structure in the vicinity of band gaps. As expected, band gap phenomena yield strong

reduction of the vibration levels of the structure. Here, a structure with N = 10 substructures

with prescribed transverse harmonic displacement at the right end is considered. For instance,

two locally resonant band gaps appear at 742 Hz and 984 Hz which are close to each other. In

the purely elastic case, the vibration levels show two local minima around these frequencies

which appear to be well separated to each other. The interesting feature in the viscoelastic case

is that these frequency bands with minimum vibration levels tend to merge to produce a wide

frequency band (i.e., between 700 Hz and 1100 Hz) where, overall, the vibration levels remain

low. This opens interesting prospects for the passive vibration control of structures.

Figure 8: Periodic structure with N = 10 substructures. (top) Dispersion curves (elastic: blue line, viscoelastic:

green line); (middle) Quadratic velocity at the left end; (bottom) fixed interface modes of the substructures.

Additional results about 1D periodic structures and resonant or non-resonant (Bragg) band

gaps can be found in [30] (aircraft structures) and [2] (rotating phononic crystal ring).
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3 2D PERIODIC STRUCTURES

3.1 Wave approaches and the modeling of structures of finite dimensions

The dynamic analysis of 2D periodic structures like metamaterial plates with resonant sub-

structures constitutes a research topic of growing interest which mostly rely, with the era of 3D

printing, on the ability to design and manufacture such structures at a low cost. A schematic of

a 2D periodic structure made up of resonant layered substructures (soft layer and heavy core)

is shown in Fig. 9. From the FE point of view, there exist plenty of works analyzing the propa-

gation of Bloch waves in infinite 2D periodic structures and the related band gap effects. These

approaches can be classified in two ways:

1. Those where a Bloch solution u(x,β, t) = ũ(x,β)ei(ωt−βTx) (β = [βx βy 0]
T : wavenum-

ber vector with βx = β cos(θ) and βy = β sin(θ); x = [x y z]T : position vector; ũ(x,β):
periodic function) is considered in the dynamic equilibrium equation of a cell (see for

instance [9, 4]). The resulting dynamic equation of the cell together with the periodicity

conditions for ũ(x,β) are then converted into a FE model (Galerkin method), yielding

a generalized eigenproblem of the form A(βx, βy)q̃ = ω2B(βx, βy)q̃ for the eigenvalue

ω2 and the eigenvector q̃. The computation of the so-called band diagrams then involves

plotting the pulsation ω for some pre-determined values of βx and βy following the first

irreducible Brillouin zone.

2. Those where a FE model of a substructure is considered and where pseudo-periodic con-

ditions are applied to its boundary. For substructures with rectangular boundaries (e.g.,

of lengths Lx and Ly), the pseudo-periodic conditions write qR = e−iβxLxqL between the

left (L) and right (R) edges, qT = e−iβyLyqB between the bottom (B) and top (T) edges,

qRB = e−iβxLxqLB between the left-bottom and right-bottom corners, qLT = e−iβyLyqLB

between the left-bottom and left-top corners, and qRT = e−i(βxLx+βyLy)qLB between the

left-bottom and right-top corners (see for instance [14, 25]). By considering the FE model

of a substructure together with these pseudo-periodic conditions, a generalized eigenprob-

lem of the form A(βx, βy)q̃ = ω2B(βx, βy)q̃ can be proposed (again) for computing the

band diagrams of the structure.

Figure 9: 2D periodic structure and FE mesh of a substructure (red spots highlight boundary nodes).

Although well detailed in the literature, the dynamic analysis of 2D periodic structures that

uses wave approaches appears quite restricted to infinite systems where waves are supposed to
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propagate freely, or infinite systems subject to point forces (see for instance [5]). In contrast,

the analysis of 2D periodic structures of finite dimensions — i.e., systems which are frequently

encountered in engineering applications — is not well reported. The thing is, the modeling of

2D periodic structures of finite dimensions via wave approaches appears to be a tough task (as

opposed to the 1D periodic case) mostly due to the multi-directional behavior of the propagating

waves, and the description of the boundary conditions (or coupling conditions) using these

multi-directional waves.

Fortunately, there remain several FE-based reduced models which can be used to simulate

the dynamic behavior of finite periodic structures, at a low computational cost. Indeed, by

considering the periodicity hypothesis into account, the FE models of the substructures are

identical and, therefore, they can be efficiently reduced via component mode synthesis like the

Craig Bampton (CB) method. In fact, since the substructures are identical, their component

modes are identical too which means that they only have to be computed once, i.e., regardless

of the number of substructures considered. Hence, the following transformation matrix, for all

the substructures, can be proposed [20]:

T̃ =

[
INB

0

−(KII)
−1KIB X̃

]
, (28)

where −(KII)
−1KIB and X̃ are the matrix of static modes and the matrix of fixed interface

modes (a reduced set) of the substructures, respectively; NB is the number of boundary DOFs

of the substructures. The reduced dynamic equation of a substructure s follows as:[
(−ω2 + iωa)M̃+ (iωb+ 1)K̃

] [ũs
B

α̃s

]
=

[
Fs
B −KBI(KII)

−1Fs
I

X̃TFs
I

]
, (29)

where notation “u” is used to denote displacement vectors (instead of “q”); ũs
B is the approxi-

mated displacement vector for the boundary nodes; α̃s
is a vector of generalized coordinates;

Fs
B and Fs

I are force vectors for the boundary and internal nodes (respectively); a and b are

damping coefficients (Rayleigh damping). Also, M̃ and K̃ are the reduced mass and stiffness

matrices of the substructure (similar for all the substructures), expressed by:

M̃ = T̃TMT̃ , K̃ = T̃TKT̃. (30)

The reduced global mass and stiffness matrices of a whole 2D periodic structure — namely,

M̃per and K̃per — follow from conventional FE assembly procedures by considering the dis-

placement continuity conditions at the boundary DOFs. The global dynamic equation of the

periodic structure follows as:[
(−ω2 + iωa)M̃per + (iωb+ 1)K̃per

] [(ũB)per
α̃per

]
= F̃per, (31)

where (ũB)per is the displacement vector of the boundary/interface nodes of the substructures.

In addition, the boundary conditions of the periodic structure may be written in a general way

as:

YB(ũB)per + ZB(F̃B)per = Y0
B(ũB)

0
per + Z0

B(F̃B)
0
per, (32)

where (ũB)
0
per and (F̃B)

0
per are vectors of prescribed displacements and prescribed forces, re-

spectively, and where YB, ZB, Y
0
B and Z0

B are matrices whose expressions depend on the kind

of applications considered. A second reduced mode expansion can be proposed to speed up the

computation of the matrix system (31) by expressing the displacement vector (ũB)per on some

“boundary modes” (eigenvectors) for the matrix pencil ((K̃BB)per, (M̃BB)per).
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3.2 2D nearly periodic structures

It is well known that nearly periodic structures — e.g., periodic structures with disordered

resonant substructures with slightly varying geometrical properties — possess interesting prop-

erties, e.g., the fact that the vibrational energy is localized around the excitation points [3, 13].

For instance, a schematic of a nearly periodic plate with layered substructures (soft layer and

heavy core), embedded in a floor panel, is shown in Fig. 10.

Figure 10: 2D nearly periodic plate embedded in a floor panel, and related transverse displacement field resulting

from harmonic excitations.

A strategy for modeling such nearly periodic structures has been recently proposed in [20]

and is briefly summarized here. The key idea for describing disordered substructures is to

make use of distorted FE meshes, with node positions which randomly vary around a baseline

(undistorted) mesh:

xse
j = xe

j + εsxfx(x
e
j , y

e
j ) , ysej = yej + εsyfy(x

e
j , y

e
j ), (33)

where (xse
j , y

se
j ) and (xe

j , y
e
j ) are the node coordinates of the distorted and undistorted meshes,

respectively; εsx and εsy are uniform random variables with support [−δ , δ] where δ is a disper-

sion parameter; fx(x, y) and fy(x, y) are two arbitrary deterministic functions of (x, y), iden-

tical for all the substructures, which are supposed to cancel out on the boundary. Examples of

distorted substructures are highlighted in Fig. 10.

When it comes to nearly periodic structures, the modeling of substructures raises two main

issues compared to the purely periodic case. First, since the substructures are not identical, their

mass and stiffness matrices Ms and Ks have to be computed several times (as many times as

the number of substructures considered); second, the matrices of static modes and fixed inter-

face modes −(Ks
II)

−1Ks
IB and X̃s, and also the reduced mass and stiffness matrices M̃s and

K̃s (matrix multiplications with the transformation matrix, see Eq. (30)), have to be computed

several times. For structures with many substructures, this makes the CB method ineffective. To

address these issues — i.e., to avoid computing the reduced mass and stiffness matrices many

times — it is proposed to compute these matrices at some points εsx = (εx)p and εsy = (εy)p
(a small number) for some particular distorted FE meshes of the substructures, and approxi-

mate these matrices between these points via matrix interpolation for any distortion εsx and εsy.

Although easy to understand, the procedure for interpolating matrices is not straightforward,

however, and requires the reduced matrices to be expressed using coordinate systems which are
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compatible to each other [26]. For this task, the following alternative reduced matrices of fixed

interface modes, at the interpolation points, can be considered [20]:

X̂p = X̃p(Ψ
T X̃p)

−1, (34)

where

Ψ =
(
(M0

II)
1
2

)T
X̃0. (35)

Here, notations M0
II and X̃0 mean that the matrices Ms

II and X̃s are expressed at εsx = 0 and

εsy = 0. As a result, the following transformation matrix, reduced mass matrix and reduced

stiffness matrix can be proposed:

T̂p =

[
INB

0

−(KII)
−1
p (KIB)p X̂p

]
, (36)

M̂p = T̂T
pMpT̂p , K̂p = T̂T

pKpT̂p. (37)

The determination of the interpolated reduced mass and stiffness matrices — namely, M̂s and

K̂s — for any substructure s with mesh parameters (ξs, ηs) follows from classic interpola-

tion, e.g., using an interpolation scheme based on eight interpolation points (ξp, ηp) and eight

Serendipity interpolation functions Np(ξ
s, ηs), as shown in Fig. 11. Thus:

M̂s =
8∑

p=1

Np(ξ
s, ηs)M̂p , K̂s =

8∑
p=1

Np(ξ
s, ηs)K̂p, (38)

where :

ξs =
√
2
εsx
δ

, ηs =
√
2
εsy
δ
. (39)

The modeling of a whole 2D nearly periodic structure follows from classic FE assembly proce-

dure, as reported earlier.

Numerical experiments can be carried out to validate the proposed strategy. Let us consider,

for instance, a nearly periodic plate with 8 × 4 substructures embedded in a floor panel and

subject to random forces, as shown in Fig. 12 where simply supported boundary conditions

are considered. Typical distorted substructures are shown in Fig. 10 and are meshed using

20 × 20 isoparametric quadratic Mindlin elements. Concerning the distorted meshes of the

substructures, fx(x
e
j , y

e
j ) and fy(x

e
j , y

e
j ) are chosen as trigonometric functions, while δ = 0.01

m (mesh dispersion).

The frequency responses of the structure (quadratic velocities at the location of the excitation

points) over a frequency band of [0 , 150] Hz, obtained from the interpolation strategy and the

conventional FE modeling, are shown in Fig. 13 where good matches are observed. The eigen-

frequencies of the undistorted substructures (fixed interfaces) are shown with dotted vertical

red lines. For the purely periodic case, these frequencies correspond to band gap effects where

vibration levels are low.

Also, the transverse displacement fields of the plate/panel at 125 Hz are shown in Fig. 14

for the nearly and purely periodic cases. For the nearly periodic case, the displacement field

shows localized peaks of high magnitude in the plate, and small displacement levels in the

floor. In comparison, the periodic case involves uniform (diffuse) field in the plate, and higher

displacement levels in the floor. In this sense, the nearly periodic plate appears to be a suitable

means to passively control the vibration levels of the floor. Finally, in terms of computational

times, the interpolation strategy provides an overall time reduction of 82% compared to the FE

method.
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Figure 11: Eight point interpolation scheme based on serendipity interpolation functions Np(ξ
s, ηs) (p = 1, . . . , 8).

Figure 12: Schematic of a nearly periodic plate with 8×4 substructures with a floor panel subject to random forces.

4 CONCLUSION

An overview of some wave approaches and FE-based procedures, for modeling periodic

structures and metamaterials, has been proposed. For 1D periodic structures, the WFE method

has been investigated and some recent advances in this field have been presented. For 2D peri-

odic structures, a reduced FE modeling of the substructures based on the CB method has been

proposed. The procedure has been extended to the dynamic analysis of 2D nearly periodic

structures (with substructures having randomly varying geometrical properties) via the use of

distorted FE meshes and the interpolation of the reduced matrices of the substructures between

“interpolation points” (some particular distorted meshes). Those wave approaches and FE pro-

cedures have been proven relevant for predicting the dynamic behavior of periodic structures

including metamaterials with resonant cells that could be of various shapes. The dynamic anal-

ysis of periodic structures is a research topic in constant progress. This concerns the wave
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Figure 13: FRF (mean value of the quadratic velocity) of the plate with 8 × 4 substructures with the floor panel.

(black solid line) FE method, nearly periodic structure; (red dotted line) interpolation strategy, nearly periodic

structure; (blue dotted line) FE method, purely periodic structure.

Figure 14: Transverse displacement field (real part) of the plate with 8×4 substructures with the floor panel at 125
Hz, obtained with the interpolation strategy. (left) Periodic case; (right) nearly periodic case.

propagation analysis in infinite systems, but also, the study of systems of finite dimensions (one

or several, possibly coupled together). Follow-on works could include the analysis of periodic

structures with localized nonlinear effects, e.g., metamaterials with local nonlinear resonant

devices, or structures locally subject to fast loadings of high magnitudes (shocks, blast).
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IMPACT OF MASONRY INFILL VARIABILITY ON THE
ESTIMATION OF FLOOR RESPONSE SPECTRA IN RC BUILDINGS

G. Mucedero , D. Perrone , E. Brunesi and R. Monteiro

Abstract

Although the seismic performance of non-structural elements is currently recognised as a key 
issue in the seismic behaviour and loss estimation of buildings, both at the individual and 
portfolio level, the accurate evaluation of the seismic demand to which the former are subjected 
is still an open issue. Code formulations, as well as simplified methodologies for regional scale
applications, are often based on inaccurate distributions of peak floor accelerations and floor 
spectral accelerations. In this respect, one of the main shortcomings in the formulations 
available in the literature is related to the effect of masonry infills on Floor Response Spectra 
(FRS), which is generally neglected, even in recently proposed design/assessment-oriented 
simplified methodologies. This study highlights and quantifies the impact of different masonry 
infill typologies on FRS estimates in existing infilled reinforced concrete (RC) frames. 
Nonlinear time history analyses are carried out for different case-study RC frames, selected 
from a fully integrated building portfolio, representative of buildings designed according to the 
Italian codes in force between 1970 and 1980. To account for the infill-related uncertainty, a 
macro-level distinction of common infill types, in terms of shear strength, was used. Moreover, 
the influence of the geometrical configuration and the number of storeys was also investigated. 
Acceleration FRS were then computed and statistically characterised, based on the observed
infill-to-infill-related variability.
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2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
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3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
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3.2 Numerical Modelling
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3.3 Seismic Hazard modelling and ground motion Record Selection 
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4 DERIVATION OF FLOOR RESPONSE SPECTRA

4.1 Bare frames
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4.2 Infilled frames
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5 CONCLUSIONS
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EFFECT OF IN-PLANE/OUT-OF-PLANE INTERACTION IN INFILL 
WALLS ON THE FLOOR SPECTRA OF REINFORCED CONCRETE 

BUILDINGS

Mariano Di Domenico , Paolo Ricci , and Gerardo M. Verderame

Abstract

Currently, in the framework of performance-based earthquake engineering, the seismic assess-
ment of buildings should be performed by considering the safety of non-structural components. 
This is necessary to protect human life safety from their collapse, as well as to limit the eco-
nomic losses associated with their damage. Typically, the safety assessment of non-structural 
components is performed with a force-based approach, i.e., by comparing their force/acceler-
ation capacity with the expected force/acceleration demand under the design earthquake sce-
nario, i.e., with reference to different limit states. 
Different acceleration demand models, i.e., floor response spectra, exist, but relatively few of 
them were defined by considering the influence on the structural response of the in-plane re-
sponse of infill walls, and none of them by considering the so-called “in-plane/out-of-plane
interaction” effects. In other words, it is nowadays well known that the out-of-plane damage of 
unreinforced masonry infills affects their in-plane response, thus influencing the seismic re-
sponse (and the floor response spectra) of the supporting structure.  
In this paper, non-linear time-history analyses are performed on reinforced concrete framed 
buildings with different number of storeys, design level, and infill wall layout. The analyses are 
performed on the bare structure as well as on the infilled structure by considering and by not 
considering the in-plane/out-of-plane interaction effects in the infill wall model. The accelera-
tion floor spectra derived from the analyses are compared, thus investigating the potential ef-
fect of the in-plane/out-of-plane interaction effect on the expected acceleration demand acting 
on infill walls.
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2 SUMMARY OF EXISTING FORMULATIONS

2.1 Code proposals
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2.2 Literature formulations
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3 DESIGN AND MODELLING OF THE CASE-STUDY STRUCTURES
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4 NONLINEAR ANALYSIS PROCEDURE
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5 TIME-HISTORY ANALYSIS RESULTS
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5.1 PFA/PGA profiles
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5.2 PSA/PFA spectral shapes
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SEISMIC BEHAVIOR OF SUBSTANDARD EXTENDED 
RECTANGULAR RC COLUMNS JACKETED WITH SPRAYED GFRM 

Muhsin Can Luleci , Bilal Sari , Ugur Demir , Muhammed Marasli and Alper Ilki

Abstract

In earthquake prone areas, columns of many relatively old RC (reinforced concrete) struc-
tures do not comply with the current seismic design codes, particularly in developing coun-
tries. Low concrete strength, improper seismic detailing of transverse reinforcement and high 
axial stresses on the columns are common problems causing lack of sufficient ductility under 
seismic forces. External jacketing of substandard columns by spraying GFRM (glass fiber re-
inforced mortar) is a new, practical and feasible method to overcome these deficiencies, par-
ticularly for the cases where access to the structural members is limited. In this study, the 
effects of cross-sectional aspect ratio (h/b) of columns on effectiveness of external jacketing 
with sprayed GFRM are investigated experimentally. For this purpose, four full scale RC col-
umns were tested under constant axial load (0.35f’cAg) and cyclic lateral displacement rever-
sals before and after seismic retrofit with sprayed GFRM jacket. The cross-sectional aspect 
ratios of two columns were 2.0, whereas the cross-sectional aspect ratio was 4.0 for the other 
two columns. The structural responses of the columns are discussed through hysteretic and 
envelope load-displacement curves. The test results show that sprayed GFRM jacketing im-
proves lateral ductility of the substandard columns significantly. It is also shown that the
method is effective for the columns with high cross-sectional aspect ratios.  
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1 INTRODUCTION

2 EXPERIMENTAL WORK

2.1 Specimen details and test setup
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2.2 Retrofitting procedure
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2.3 Test results
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DAMAGE EVOLUTION FOR REPAIRABILITY OF SUBSTANDARD 
BEAM-COLUMN JOINTS

Özgür Yurdakul , Ciro Del Vecchio , Marco Di Ludovico
Ladislav Řoutil , and Özgür Avşar

Abstract

Substandard reinforced concrete (RC) joints often exhibited poor seismic performance even 
under moderate intensity earthquakes, which is due to the lack of earthquake-resistant design 
detailing. Premature joint cracking often compromises the seismic performance of the entire 
building, initiating local collapses or global failure mechanisms. The quantification of the joint 
repairability in terms of reduction of the structural damage as well as expected economic losses 
is still a challenging task. This is due to the uncertainties in the assessment of residual and 
maximum crack widths. This study deals with the evaluation of crack by the increasing drift
level. To this end, available numerical and experimental cyclic data on the substandard beam-
column joints are collected. The variability in material properties is considered and the corre-
lation between residual and maximum crack width is obtained. These data are then used to 
obtain residual-to-maximum crack width ratio by increasing drift level. The available repaira-
bility thresholds are then compared with the residual-to-maximum crack width ratio curve.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESPONSE AND NUMERICAL MODELLING 
OF TWO-STOREY INFILLED RC FRAME

C. Del Vecchio1, C. Molitierno2, M. Di Ludovico2, G.M. Verderame2, A. Prota2, G. Man-
fredi2 
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Abstract 

Recent devastating earthquakes pointed out the high vulnerability of existing reinforced con-
crete (RC) buildings and the critical role of infills. The presence of stiff infills may significant-
ly modify the lateral response of RC moment resisting frame buildings and cause severe 
damage on the surrounding RC members due to seismic actions transmitted at level of beam-
column joints. Furthermore, due to their brittle response, they commonly exhibited severe 
damage often leading to high economic losses. In this context, effective seismic retrofit strate-
gies should aim at both increasing the shear strength of RC members and reducing the dam-
age to infills. However only few tests are available in literature addressing the seismic 
strengthening of existing RC frames accounting for the infill-to-structure interaction. To fill 
this gap a comprehensive experimental program of pseudo-dynamic tests on full-scale two-
storey infilled RC frames has been designed and is currently ongoing at the full-scale labora-
tory testing of the University of Napoli Federico II. 

This paper reports the preliminary experimental results and numerical analyses carried out 
by using available non-linear models accounting for the infills contribution. The comparison 
between theoretical predictions and experimental results provides useful insights to improve 
the numerical models to reproduce the infill-to-strut interaction. Finally, a retrofit strategy to 
improve the seismic performance of the structural system and reducing the expected damage 
to infills is herein outlined. 

Keywords: pseudo-dynamic, full-scale, shear failure, FRP 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Recent devastating earthquake pointed out the high vulnerability of existing reinforced 
concrete (RC) buildings designed with obsolete code provisions. This resulted in number of 
fatalities, injuries and massive economic losses [1]. Severe damage were commonly found on 
hollow clay brick infills (see Figure 1a) [2] and at level of beam-column joints with marked 
shear cracks involving in many cases also the top end of the columns; this latter effect is 
caused by the interaction with stiff infills (see Figure 1b). Thus, stiff infills have a crucial role 
in the seismic response of existing RC buildings, modifying their dynamic response [3–5], 
increasing the shear actions transmitted to surrounding RC members [6], and, last but not least, 
experiencing significant damage and high economic losses due to their brittle response [7]. 
This remarks the need to properly account for the infill contribution to the lateral response of 
RC buildings and for the infill-to-structure interaction that may lead to premature shear failure 
of poorly detailed columns. 

(a) (b) 
Figure 1:  Case study building: front view (a); damage to RC column due to infill-to-structure interaction (b). 

In the last decades, a significant research effort was devoted to the experimental testing 
[3,6,8–10] and numerical modelling of RC building or frames with hollow clay brick infill 
and partitions [5,6,11,12]. This resulted in number of analytical and numerical approaches to 
assess the infill contribution to the lateral response of RC buildings. Nowadays different nu-
merical models are available [3,6,9,13–16]. They can be used to assess the damage state of the 
infills and the action transmitted to the surrounding frames. Furthermore, refined analytical 
models are recently proposed to capture the column shear failure due to the infill-to-frame 
interaction. 
Although number of studies can be found in literature to assess the contribution of infills to 
the lateral response of RC buildings, only few researches addressed the experimental behavior 
of full-scale RC frames and their seismic strengthening to resist the infill action [17,18]. This 
paper presents the preliminary results of pseudo-dynamic experimental tests carried out on 
infilled full-scale RC frames. The experimental outcomes are reported and compared with the 
preliminary results of a numerical model. Then, the model is used to assess internal actions in 
RC members that can be used for the design of suitable strengthening solutions. 
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2 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 

The experimental program consists of pseudo-dynamic tests on a full-scale two storey in-
filled RC frame (see Figure 2). The frame reproduces a perimetral frame of a real building 
damaged during the L’Aquila earthquake (2009), see Figure 1, and re-built due economic in-
convenience of repair and structural retrofit [1]. Indeed, the severe damage to structural and 
non-structural components (see Figure 1) resulted in very high repair costs. 

Figure 2: Front view of the prototype infilled RC frame. 

The selected frame is extracted from the building depicted in Figure 1. It is 6.86 m high and 
4.50 m long. The interstorey height is about 3.10 m and the foundation block is 0.56 m high. 
The square columns, 0.40 m side, are reinforced with 8  16 mm longitudinal bars and  8 
mm transverse reinforcement 250 mm spaced. The beam is 0.55 m high and 0.40 m width re-
inforced with 6  16 mm and 4  16 mm bars at top and bottom side, respectively. The joint 
panel have no transverse reinforcements as commonly observed in existing buildings built in 
the last century in the Mediterranean area. 
The concrete compressive strength of the tested frame is about 8 MPa corresponding to a very 
poor-quality concrete as often found in many existing buildings in the Mediterranean area 
[19]. 
Hollow clay brick stiff infills are used at both floors. Square bricks with 250 mm side and 200 
mm thick are used. Furthermore, 10 mm joints of M10 class mortar are used to build the infill 
walls. The mechanical characterization tests on wall samples showed a shear strength of about 
0.35 MPa. 
The experimental program consists of pseudo-dynamic tests at increasing intensities. In par-
ticular, the AQG record in the Est direction (PGA=0.45 g) of the 2009 L’Aquila earthquake is 
used as input acceleration. The Alpha-OS [20] integration algorithm is used for the numerical 
solution of the equation of motion and calculate step-by-step the displacement profile to apply 
at the different floors. The mass matrix is defined considering two lumped mass at the level of 
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the two floors. They are calculated making simple considerations on the substructuring of the 
test. In particular, it is assumed that the portion of the floor mass belonging to each frame is 
function of the elastic stiffness of the frame. In this case, exterior frames are considered in-
filled and interior frame bare. The test results in terms of recorded displacement histories at 
the two floors as well as in terms of global hysteretic response are reported in the following 
and compared with the numerical predictions.  

3 NUMERICAL MODELLING 

A non-linear FEM model has been developed in the SAP2000 environment [21]. An over-
view of the adopted model is reported in Figure 3 along with the selected capacity models 
used to characterize the structural members and the infill walls. 
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Figure 3: Overview of the adopted numerical model. 

The frame is represented by using the member axis. All the nonlinearities are lumped at the 
member ends. The plastic hinge properties are characterized by using the capacity models 
suggested by the Eurocode 8 [22] and Italian building code [23,24] for the plastic hinge rota-
tion at the yielding and at the ultimate limit state. The contribution of the joint non-linear re-
sponse to the building lateral deformation is neglected at this stage. The infill walls are 
included in the model by means of diagonal compression struts in the perimetral frames. A 
three-strut model is considered for this study. Indeed, it is demonstrated that this model can 
reproduce the actual force distribution transmitted by the infills to the surrounding frame 
members [6]. The mechanical properties of the strut are defined according to the Panagiotakos 
and Fardis model [3]. The mechanical properties of the hollow clay brisk masonry wall are 
assumed according to mechanical characterization tests (i.e. cr  = 0.35 Mpa). The distribution 
of the portion of the infill lateral load absorbed by each strut assumed in this work is compli-
ant with the proposal by Jeon, Park, and DesRoches [25], while the mechanical characteriza-
tion of the off-diagonal struts have been reproduced according to the proposal by 
Chrysostomou et al. [26]. Furthermore, the use of a three-strut model allow to identify the ac-
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tual distribution of shear on the column due to the interaction of the RC frame with the infill 
walls [6]. Nonlinear time-history analyses (NLTH) are carried out imposing the input motion 
at the base and concentrating the masses in the center of the beam. A mass of about 27.2 tons 
is applied at the first level, while a mass of 68.4 tons at the second level. The reference mass 
of the selected frame is calculated distributing the total floor mass of the reference building 
(see Figure 1) as function of the elastic stiffness of the frame respect to the total floor stiffness 
of the building. The masses of the third and forth floor are lumped at the second level assum-
ing that they behaved as rigid floor. This assumption is made according to those made in the 
substructuring of the pseudo-dynamic test as discussed in the previous section. 

4 COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL RESULTS 

A direct comparison of the experimental and numerical response in terms of measured top 
displacement, d2, during the pseudo-dynamic test at 50% and 100% of the 2009 L’Aquila 
earthquake is depicted in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Comparison of experimental and numerical results in terms of top displacement: 50% of the selected 
record motion (a); 100% of the selected record motion (b). 

The comparison outlines the accuracy of the proposed modelling procedure that is capable of 
providing reliable estimations of the top displacement at all the steps of the test. In particular, 
the best match between experimental response and theoretical model at 50% of the earthquake 
intensity (Figure 4b) is attained in the first 5 seconds of the test. Also, the peak displacement 
of about 3 mm is well captured by the model. In the following time steps, the model predicts a 
displacement lower than the experimental one as a consequence of a theoretical stiffness 
higher than the actual one. This can be clearly observed comparing the experimental and 
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global stiffness expressed as the ratio of the base shear and the top displacement showed in 
Figure 5a. Although a quite good matching can be observed also in the hysteretic response, 
the numerical model have a post peak degraded stiffness higher than the experimental one in 
the range 0-1 mm. This results in an underestimation of the top displacement in the post peak 
after 5 s in the time-history response. 
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Figure 5: Comparison of experimental and numerical results in terms of global hysteretic response: 50% of the 
selected record motion (a); 100% of the selected record motion (b). 

With reference to the test at 100% intensity of the L’Aquila 2009 earthquake, a top displace-
ment of about 13.5 mm is achieved. It is significantly larger than the double of the one 
achieved at 50% due to the stiffness degradation in the infill walls. This can be clearly ob-
served comparing the two responses in Figure 5, where a drop of the experimental secant 
stiffness of about 1/3 to 1/4 can be observed. The numerical model well captures both the dis-
placement time history and hysteretic response resulting in an good accuracy of the predicted 
displacement and base shear during the test. 

5 STRUCTURAL DAMAGE AND RETROFIT STRATEGY 

During the test at 100% of the earthquake intensity a significant shear cracking at top of the 
ground floor columns was observed. This is related to the infill-to-structure interaction and 
could be triggering of a shear failure and collapse as observed in the post-earthquake inspec-
tions in many exiting RC buildings. In order to assess the reliability of the proposed model-
ling procedure to assess the shear failure at the top of the columns due to the infill-to-structure 
interaction, the model proposed by Verderame et al. [6] is used to evaluate the shear strength. 
According to experimental evidences and other available literature models [27,28], the shear 
strength degrades as function of the inelastic demand at the top of the column. Despite other 
degrading models, it allows to account for the actual internal force distribution due to the in-
teraction with the off-diagonal infill strut insisting on the column. The overlapping of the 
shear strength with the shear demand at the top of the column due to the infill action is depict-
ed in Figure 6. The intersection between capacity and demand allows to recognize the shear 
failure detected at a top displacement at the ground column of about 4.15 mm corresponding 
to about 0.2% drift. This result clearly remarks the key role of such failure mode to properly 
assess the seismic response and the structural safety of existing infilled RC buildings. In order 
to avoid such a kind of failure, different strengthening solutions can be found in literature 
[17,29,30]. However, it should be considered that recent financial incentives provided by the 
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Italian government, consisting in 100% tax deduction of the cost of seismic strengthening in-
terventions, exacerbated the need to have light strengthening intervention that can be applied 
to the structural system with a minimum level of disruption [31,32]. 

Shear failure

4.15 mm

Figure 6: Comparison of the shear demand at the ground floor column top end and shear capacity 

This will help the widespread of seismic strengthening interventions to large scale and may 
fulfill the needs to significantly improve the seismic response with the low disruption to oc-
cupants. In this context composite materials may represents a sound solution because they 
combine the advantage related to the easy installation procedure with their high performances 
to increase the shear capacity of RC members and beam column joint panels [33]. In light of 
the observed damage and the structural weaknesses outlined from numerical analyses, the 
strengthening layout proposed in Figure 7 is initially outlined.  

Joint panel shear strengthening
(CFRP quadriaxial)

Column end shear strengthening
to resist infill action

(CFRP quadriaxial or uniaxial)

Mechanical anchors

Figure 7: Strengthening system for the RC frame. 

It consists of the column end shear strengthening by using Quadriaxial or uniaxial CFRP 
wrapped around the column on the two sides. This is in line with the strengthening system 
proposed in the ReLUIS guidelines [29] to resist the infill action. Then quadriaxial fabric is 
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also outlined on the joint panel serving as joint shear strengthening to avoid the joint panel 
shear cracking, which are commonly observed in poorly detailed subassemblies. Number of 
layers of quadriaxial fabric on the joint panel can be designed according to the formulation 
proposed in the fib bulletin 90 [34] properly developed and validated on experimental data 
[29]. The novelty of this new proposal consists in the use of FRP mechanical anchors to re-
place the commonly adopted U-wrap on beams and columns useful to avoid end-debonding. 
This may further reduce the disruption to occupants in real field applications. This is a prom-
ising technique [32] that requires further experimental investigation to validate its use at large 
scale. Ongoing experimental tests will show the advantages and limitations of such strength-
ening solution. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

This research focuses on the design and analysis of an experimental pseudodynamic tests 
on a full scale infilled RC frame representative of a portion of an existing RC building dam-
aged by the L’Aquila 2009 earthquake. The analytical modelling of the specimen behavior 
under seismic actions is also presented. In particular, the experimental results in terms of time 
histories of the top displacement and global hysteretic response are showed and compared 
with the results of a non-linear FEM model. The following preliminary conclusions can be 
drawn: 

the experimental tests remarked the role of stiff infills in the lateral response of ex-
isting RC frames. They increase the stiffness of the building resulting in a reduction
of the displacement demand and in an increase of the seismic forces that will be
transmitted to surrounding RC members;
the proposed non-linear numerical model consisting in a lumped plasticity model
for the RC frame and in a three-strut model to reproduce the infill contribution well
captured the global displacement and hysteretic response occurred in the experi-
mental tests;
the proposed numerical model allowed to quantify the actual internal force distribu-
tion with particular emphasis on the shear actions transferred from the infill to the
RC columns;
literature shear strength capacity models properly developed to account for the top
column shear failure due to infill-to-structure interaction allows to accurately pre-
dict the failure mechanism and to provide useful insights for the design of an effec-
tive strengthening intervention.
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Abstract. In this contribution are reported the first results of an experimental campaign con-
ceived to evaluate the performance of FRCM (Fiber Reinforced Cementitious Matrix) composite
materials for the recovery and restoration field of heritage buildings. With reference to the risks
of seismic collapse concerning ancient masonry buildings, the peculiar structural behaviour of
“in falso” walls, a typology of load-bearing masonries built without a direct load path to the
foundations, has been examined. The tests have been conducted, through an experimental set-
up specially designed, on two rectangular walls characterized by the same basic traits: the first
one in unreinforced masonry, the second presenting a non-canonical “truss-like” application of
bands of composites. Alongside the progression of the experimental campaign - delayed due to
the COVID outbreak - that in the near future will engage other two masonry panels enhanced by
different applications of the FRCM, the creation of a FEM will be achieved gathering data from
the new tests in order to replicate the complex mechanical behaviour of the FRCM composites
with reference to the skills and time required for different installation modalities.
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1 INTRODUCTION

For any country, the conservation of heritage buildings is a primary goal: it is a reflection

of the society and a basic tool to transfer its cultural and educational values. These purposes

require an inclusive and interdisciplinary approach to masonry structures’reinforcement that in-

volves, among the others, structural engineering, non-destructive techniques of survey, numeri-

cal modelling and architectural design [1, 3, 4]. In this regard, as part of an ongoing research, a

peculiar focus is dedicated to the study of the mechanical behaviour of natural FRCM compos-

ite materials in the field of the innovative strengthening techniques, since they are compatible

with the architectural value of historic surfaces and are, to a large extent, reversible, biodegrad-

able and eco-friendly; however, their numerical modelling represents a complex task, due to the

interactions between fibers, matrix and masonry. Moreover, a previous experience, that covered

the seismic assessment and the restoration plan of an architectural complex designed by Luigi

Vanvitelli, pointed out a recurrent feature affecting the structural safety of Italian heritage archi-

tectures: the presence of “in falso” walls, consisting of load bearing walls built without a direct

load path to the ground and standing on top of masonry vaults [2, 5]. That occurrence, in case of

seismic action, could trigger a “domino effect”, due to the possible collapse of underlying ma-

sonry vaults, then compromising the safety of the entire heritage structure. However, it should

be noted that the investigation for the mechanical behaviour of the such walls, that struggle to

perform like masonry beam structures, is not adequately investigated by the scientific litera-

ture. In order to improve the knowledge about such topic and to investigate new applications

of FRCM technology, an experimental campaign has been started in partnership with a com-

pany, the Kimia S.p.a., to evaluate the effectiveness of composites regarding the prevention of

in-plane collapses described above.

2 THE EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN

2.1 The setup implementation: an experimental test designed “ad hoc”

The FRCM systems represent an innovative class of fiber-reinforced composites, which are

becoming broadly used concerning heritage constructions. The key feature of this emergent

technology is the replacement of the classical polymeric matrix with an inorganic one, making

them particularly effective in retrofitting of historical masonries given their chemical, physical,

and mechanical compatibility to the ancient substrates. Such new-gen. methodologies allow to

fulfil the strengthening and the architectural reconfiguration of historical masonry buildings in

compliance with the cultural and social context. On this, the benefits of FRCM materials are

the following:

• Good mechanical properties in the face of low thickness and little weight;

• Easy installation modalities ensuring the continuity of the building’s activities;

• Use of inorganic mortar (less aggressive than the epoxy resins) that is useful in order to

apply first aid enhancements whilst and at the same time permits a better transpiration to

masonry;

• Chance to recycle, considering the natural origin of nets and the matrix characteristics.

Several experimental investigations have been carried out so far - during previous experiences

- both at the scale of the composite material and of the single components, reaching an ade-

quate level of experimental mechanical characterization of the materials used for the campaign
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in question; for further details refer to such data [6]. Even so, in this contribution the beneficial

effects of composites on walls subjected to gravity loads and earthquake actions in peculiar con-

ditions are highlighted, also with reference to the installation modalities. Indeed, the outcomes

deriving from an experimental test on an ordinary masonry wall and another one retrofitted ac-

cording to non-canonical criteria are compared. In order to evaluate the influence of FRCM

in the prevention of knock-on collapses a specific experimental set-up has been conceived, and

realized, to engage life-sized masonry walls with action similar to the ones ascribed in case of

collapse of the below vaults on which they rest: masonry panels inferiorly suspended, except for

lateral supports of reduced length, Figure 1. Therefore, with the aim of bringing a single brick

wall to failure, a steel contrast portal has been designed - and realized - to make a self-balanced

closed system.

2.2 Preparation of the specimens

The masonry specimens are walls of the dimensions 2.4m wide for 1.2m high, made of a sin-

gle wythe of solid bricks, of dimensions 12x24x5.5 (respectively thickness, width and height),

and recalling the wall’s dimensions provided by the Italian Building Code for the shear verifica-

tion [7]. Concerning the materials’features of the walls, solid bricks and lime mortar were used

and with reference to the latter a “shoddy” lime inorganic mortar (M 2.5) with poor mechani-

cal properties was created from the company in order to simulate the structural behaviour of a

historical masonry.

Concerning the composite materials, the fiber net Kimitech BS ST 200 and the matrix MALTA
M15/F have been used. In particular, has been used a bidirectional basaltic fiber net character-

ized by a size of the square knitting interaxle spacing of 20mm between the strands (of 4mm

wide). The matrix is a lime inorganic mortar with maximum 1.20 mm particle size distribution.

The samples’preparation, concerning the application of the composites, required:

• the cleaning of the surface of the masonry substrate and its saturation and wetting (con-

dition s.s.a.);

• application of a first layer of mortar Basic MALTA M15/F;

• positioning of the fiber net Kimitech BS ST 200;

• application of a second layer of mortar Basic MALTA M15/F.

As mentioned so far regarding the reinforced wall, for this non-conventional reinforcement

a specific intervention was designed - since generally this type of composite material is applied

evenly on the wall’s surface - devising the application of FRCM bands each 20cm wide, a

measure that represents a multiple of one meter, the dimension with which the meshes in basaltic

fiber are produced [8].

The goal was to reinforce the weakest areas of the wall thus using less composite material

than ins the classic applications: the diagonals subject to traction, two shorter diagonals parallel

to the main ones but placed below, the lower band of the masonry panel and, moreover, three

vertical bands useful for maintaining adhered to the wall the ends of the other strips of composite

material. The reinforcement intervention was applied with the same criteria on both sides of the

wall. After the curing period exceeding 56 days - 28 days for the walls plus the same duration

for the FRCM - the experimental tests were performed. All the material’s mechanical features

are available in the aforementioned contribution [6].
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Figure 1: On the right, the “in falso” walls of Palazzo Murena. On the left, a schematization of the walls in the

vault’s collapse scenario.

2.3 Boundary conditions and acquisition systems

In the scientific literature there are several references to experimental tests, both codified

and innovative ones for these materials, but there is no one similar to the one presented in such

contribution [9, 10]. The specimens were built directly on top of steel temporary supports,

designed with a dual function: the first reason to facilitate their movement on the portal-shaped

steel frame, the other to prop-up the walls themselves until the beginning of the test; in both

cases without causing damages or deformations to the samples. Thanks to a forklift it was

possible to remove the support - separated from the rest thanks to plastic sheets - and begin

the test with the walls, already equipped with sensors, resting only on the remaining permanent

lateral supports (Figures 2 and 3); such constraint condition is addressing the described above

damage scenario (Figure 1). Concerning the load conditions, the load was applied gradually

by means of a hydraulic jack placed on the top of a load cell. About the modalities, force

distribution steel beams were used to create a load concentrated in two points, by means of two

steel plates, similar to an equivalent distributed load. Moreover, an active sensor system has

been implemented. A total of 8 Linear Variable Displacement Transducer (LVDT) sensors was

installed on the wall - 4 for each side - as indicated in Figure 4. The measured lengths waere

extended by means of diagonal support rods anchored to the specimens through rocker like

constraints. Those sensors along with the load cell, aimed at measure the applied load, were

connected to an acquisition system.

3 THE TWO EXPERIMENTAL TESTS

In this Section will be discussed, and finally compared, the results of the aforementioned first

two tests, in the order: ordinary masonry and masonry reinforced on both faces with a truss-

like application of FRCM designed to reinforce the diagonals subjected to tension and other

significant parts [11].

3.1 Experimental test on the ordinary wall

Both tests lasted less than 15 minutes. The breakage, as can be seen in Figure 3, occurred

due to the separation and breakage of the mortar joints. In test led to breaking the masonry

sample with the damages starting at a load of about 40KN.
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As far as possible, the load was applied gradually with the hydraulic jack by controlling the

load cell connected to the acquisition system.

Due to the structural relaxation, even before the removal of the sensor’s support rods, a

further collapse and the effective damage pattern came forward. From the critical interpretation

of this latter, a “arched” stress redistribution mechanism is observable, comparable to the one

to which are subject the weakly reinforced concrete beams, Figure 3. Moreover, concerning

the data acquisitions, it is observable that the sensors sg2 with sg6 and sg3 with sg7 record

consistently even if, however they mate on opposite faces, not all manifest the same trend. For

example, it is noted that, possibly due to a manufacturing defects on the wall, the sensors sg1

and sg4 were in traction (negative sign on the acquisitions), Figures 4 and 5, perhaps implies a

flexural behaviour out of plane of the wall. Considering that is an innovative and non-codified

type of test, such results have been used as a basis for the subsequent test which, except for

the application of the composite materials, in every part has been analogous to this one. The

purpose is to evaluate, by comparison, the influence of FRCM on the structural behaviour due

to seismic damages to the vaulted underlying masonry elements. Therefore, the same procedure

will always be respected also in the future tests, also in terms of points of view for the photos.

Figure 2: On the right starting with the top row, the ordinary wall ready to be moved, handling of the same and the

subsequent removal of the steel support, zoom on one of the two remaining supports. On the left, masonry wall

reinforced with truss-like application of FRCM at the start of the test, all components of the setup.

3.2 Experimental test on the wall reinforced with FRCM

In this case it was possible to witness a peculiar collapse phenomenon which manifested

itself first with partial lesions on the composite reinforcements and then led to the collapse

through the breaking of bricks (and not by the separation of the courses, as seen in the first test).

Moreover, were necessary about 140KN to break this wall, compared to the 40KN needed to

breach the unreinforced one in the very first test.
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Figure 3: On the right, tearing of the wall at the end of the test. On the left, photo of the experimental setup at few

minutes later the completion of the test.

Although the beginning of a fracture in the lower left reinforcement band has been observed

during the test, the presence of the vertical strip in composite probably led to an asymmetry

in the damage pattern of the wall that has collapsed because of a large crack located on the

right side of the wall, that evidently was weaker (Figure 6). It is observed how the instruments

that match each other on the opposite faces of the reinforced wall (sg1-sg5, sg2-sg6, sg3-sg7,

sg4-sg8) seem to acquire data consistently and in parallel. In particular the diagonals with

sensors sg1, sg4, sg5 and sg8 worked at traction, Figure 7. From the previous and further data

processing (Figure 8) it is clear that during such test the expected behaviour of the diagonals, in

terms of displacements related to compressive and tensile deformations, was confirmed. Among

the readings of the instruments, the one of inferior quality this time concerned only that of the

sensor marked as sg1. For purposes of comparison, the averages of the sensor readings with

positions sg3 and sg7 (Figures 5 and 8) were plotted in relation to the applied load path, which

in the authors’opinion represent reliable measurements in both the experimental tests, Figure 9.
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Figure 4: On the top the positions of the sensors on the wall (the picture on the right presents the same point of

view of the photos reported in Figure 3). Below, respectively the force and displacement diagrams against time.

Figure 5: For the sensors subjected to tension, force-displacement graphs for collapse incipient.
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Figure 6: On the right, tearing of the wall at the end of the test. On the left, two closer photos of the crack taken

on the opposite face than the previous photo.

Figure 7: On the top the positions of the sensors on the reinforced wall (the picture on the right presents the same

point of view of the photos in Figures 4). Below, respectively the force and displacement diagrams against time.
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Figure 8: For the sensors subjected to tension, force-displacement graphs.

Figure 9: A comparison diagram between the two tests: unreinforced masonry in blue lines, the reinforced wall in

organge lines.

4 CONCLUSIONS

• A focus on the study of the mechanical behaviour of natural FRCM composite materi-

als was carried out in the field of the innovative strengthening techniques on masonry

structures, since they are more compatible with the architectural value and specificities of

heritage buildings;

• A experimental setup has been designed and realized in order to evaluate the influence of

FRCM in the prevention of knock-on collapses in heritage buildings and to, in a future

perspective, achieve the creation of a Finite Element Model gathering data from the tests;

• The first two tests have been made, involving an unreinforced masonry panel and a re-

inforced one, whose allowed to analyse the good functioning of the experimental setup

designed and to evaluate the loads necessary to break the prototype and observe the stress

redistribution mechanism due to the peculiar constraint conditions.
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NUMERICAL MODELLING AND ANALYSIS OF ECCENTRIC 
BRACING WITH VERTICAL SHEAR LINKS 

G. Cantisani , E. Rodontini , and G. Della Corte

Abstract 

Eccentric steel bracing with a vertical shear link is a type of seismic force resisting system
that could be selected for seismic retrofitting or upgrading of existing structures. Previous 
studies have shown that short links with relatively small sections could develop peak shear 
forces larger than usually predicted values, because of a combination of geometrical charac-
teristics of the link cross section, the link length and the boundary conditions. The peak shear 
force could be limited by the ductility demand as well as by the occurrence of local and/or 
global buckling phenomena. This paper explores the response of eccentric bracing compris-
ing the link as well as the diagonal members, looking for the overall behavior. To this end, 
realistic eccentric bracing systems have been first designed. The case studies were generated 
starting from the analysis of an existing RC school building in Italy. The existing building was 
selected within an Italian research project sponsored by the ReLUIS consortium and the De-
partment of Civil Protection in Italy. The response of the existing RC structure was upgraded
by designing a steel eccentric bracing system to fulfil the design criteria of the Italian seismic 
code. Then, the steel bracing system was modelled by means of the finite element (FE) meth-
od. This paper describes shortly the design criteria and the consequent results. Then, the FE 
models and the analyses are described in detail, especially discussing the global behavior in 
terms of steel strain hardening and overall system stability at the peak inelastic deformation
demand estimated at the design stage. 
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1 INTRODUCTION
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2 CASE STUDY STRUCTURE AND DESIGN OF THE BRACING SYSTEM
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3 ASSESSMENT OF THE EXISTING STRUCTURE AND DESIGN OF THE 
BRACING SYSTEM

3.1 Numerical models
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3.2 Analysis results
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4 ANALYSIS OF THE BRACING SYSTEM RESPONSE

4.1 Numerical models
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4.2 Linear buckling analysis results
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4.3 Non-linear static analysis results
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PERFORMANCE OF EXISTING REINFORCED CONCRETE ARCH
BRIDGES UNDER CURRENT NON SEISMIC LOADS

Giovanni Crisci , Francesca Ceroni , Gian Piero Lignola and Andrea Prota

Abstract

The present analytical work deals with the assessment of the performances of Reinforced
Concrete (RC) Deck Arch Bridges under the non-seismic loading conditions required by the
current mandatory Italian codes. In particular, the attention is focused on a specific RC deck 
arch bridge typology, better known as the “Maillart Type Arch Bridge”, which is
characterized by a very stiff deck beam and a slender and wide vault. As well as other existing 
RC structures which were designed under only gravity loads and without specific structural 
details, such as lower limits for longitudinal and transverse reinforcement bars, these bridges 
could be damaged by loading conditions not considered at the time of design. For the 
evaluation of the main critical issues related to the current performance of such bridges
under the current non-seismic loading conditions, it has been defined a large inventory of 
simulated arch bridges in accordance to the design procedures usually adopted in 1950s
which considered only gravitational loads, i.e. self-weight and moving loads. Each bridge of
the inventory is modelled and studied by means of a Linear Gravitational analysis 
implemented in the structural software SAP2000, with support of an Application 
Programming Interface (API), such as Matlab.
Due to the differences between the current loads and those considered at the design time and 
to the approximations of the design strategies of the time, a performance – based analysis of 
the existing bridges under non-seismic loads is important for the stakeholders as much as for 
the decision – makers in order to plan risk mitigation programs and prioritize eventual 
retrofit interventions for risk reduction.
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1 INTRODUCTION
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2 CREATION OF THE BRIDGES INVENTORY 

2.1 Characteristics of existing “Maillart – Type” Arch Bridges in Italy
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2.2 Verifications of “Maillart – Type” Arch Bridges according to the codes of the time
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2.3 Creation of 3D Finite Element Models 
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Figure 4: (a) (b)

3 ASSESSEMENT OF TRAFFIC LOADS ACCORDING TO ITALIAN CODES

high consequence for loss of human life, or economic, social or environmental
consequences very great, such as bridges, public buildings, where consequences of failure are 
high
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Tab 1:
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4 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
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A SUSTAINABLE SOLUTION FOR THE SEISMIC STRENGTHENING 
OF RC EXISTING BUILDINGS THROUGH THE HPDF SYSTEM 

(HPDF): A CASE STUDY

Giuseppe Ventura, Vincenzo Manfredi, Angelo Masi, Giuseppe Santarsiero,
Andrea Digrisolo

Abstract

The large number of existing buildings for which seismic rehabilitation interventions are re-
quired highlights the need of sustainable techniques able to reduce costs and downtime. To 
this purpose, a new strengthening technique named High-Performance Dissipating Frame 
(HPDF) was developed. It consists of new framed structures applied from the outside thus
reducing the impact and relocation needs of tenants. This is even more important for strategic
(e.g. hospitals) and other public buildings (e.g. schools) due to the social and economic ef-
fects deriving from their interruption of use. HPDF system consists of external precast RC 
frames (i.e. exoskeletons) rigidly connected to the existing structure and equipped with both 
shear and flexural damper devices to provide a high dissipation capacity in case of seismic 
actions and then to protect existing building. In the paper, the HPDF system has been applied 
to a Reinforced Concrete (RC) school building designed only to gravity loads. After a brief 
description of the building under study and the HPDF system, the stiffness, strength, and dis-
sipation properties have been determined using an iterative displacement-based design pro-
cedure purposely set up. Results show that the considered strengthening technique increases 
seismic performance of the existing building according to different targets involving both
structural and non-structural components, also avoiding any other local intervention. 
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1 INTRODUCTION

2 DESCRIPTION OF THE STRENGTHENING SYSTEM
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3 DESCRIPTION AND ASSESMENT OF THE CASE STUDY
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4 THE STRENGTHENING INTERVENTION
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4.1 Assessment of the upgraded structure
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APPLICATION OF C-FRP SHEETS FOR STRUCTURAL REPAIRING 
OF RC BEAM-COLUMN CONNECTIONS DAMAGED UNDER 

CYCLIC LOADING – EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 
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Abstract 

The effectiveness of externally applied Carbon Fiber-Reinforced-Polymer (C-FRP) sheets for 
the retrofitting of damaged Reinforced Concrete (RC) beam-column connections is experimen-
tally investigated. Two real-scale exterior RC beam-column connection specimens are tested 
under reverse cyclic deformation. The damaged specimens have been repaired using C-FRP 
sheets superficial placed as surface reinforcement after the sealing of the developed cracks with 
high strength resin paste. The retrofitted joints re-tested under the same reverse cyclic defor-
mation loading. The retrofitted specimens in comparison with the original ones exhibited more 
or less similar load capacity and stiffness level with respect to the original ones. 

Keywords: Reinforced Concrete, Beam-column connections, C-FRP sheets, Cyclic tests, 
Hysteretic response. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Structural repair and upgrading of Reinforced Concrete (RC) beam-column joints in dam-
aged RC frame structures after seismic excitations is a common problem in seismic prone re-
gions. Researchers have published during the last decades valuable research on the post-
earthquake rehabilitation procedures of damaged beam column joints [1], [2]. Many efforts 
have been done so far for the introduction and the establishment of techniques that are based 
on the promising material of Fiber-Reinforced Plastics (FRP) sheets [3], [4], [5], [6], [7].  

A well-known efficient rehabilitation technique of RC beam-column joints damaged during 
earthquake excitations is the application of FRP sheets in combination with resin injections. It 
includes thin resin infusion under pressure in the cracks of the damaged area prior to the appli-
cation of FRP sheets on the damaged body. The efficacy of this combined procedure of resin 
injection and FRP sheets for the strengthening of damaged beam-column connections has also 
been the subject of the experimental project by Karayannis and Sirkelis (2008) [4] and Tsonos 
et al (2017) [2]. Nevertheless, the increasing interest in the use of FRP sheets, due to the imme-
diate and easy-to-apply nature of the required intervention, was the main motive behind the 
simplification of the rehabilitation technique by omitting the use of resin injections prior to the 
application of the FRP sheets [8]. Addressing the issue of the efficiency of any strengthening 
technique it is important to remember that the seismic behavior of reinforced concrete connec-
tions involves the interaction of complex phenomena such as bond, shear, confinement, fatigue 
which have not been yet well understood [9], [10], [11]. Since many unanswered questions 
remain about the traditionally reinforced connections it is justifiable to consent for a certain 
measure of uncertainty for the mechanics of joints with superficially applied C-FRP sheets as 
external strengthening reinforcement [12], [13]. Despite all the uncertainties and based on the 
justified thought that a structural member can adequately be re-designed and strengthened to 
resist seismic loading even without full knowledge of all the involving interacting phenomena, 
this easy-to-apply technique is experimentally investigated.  

This simplified technique is usually adopted in areas after damaging earthquakes due to the 
fast and easy-to-apply required procedure. This treatment of the damaged beam column joints 
has been mainly based on the generally accepted concept that in all reported cases the applica-
tion of FRP sheets has been proved rather successful. In this direction, the experimental study 
presented herein investigates the efficacy of the rehabilitation of damaged beam-column con-
nections using FRP sheets after a meticulous but superficial repair of the cavities and cracks of 
the damaged area using resin paste. The investigation presents experimental results of 4 real-
scale beam column specimens; two original specimens and two retrofitted ones. The original 
two joint specimens first were subjected to cyclic loading and then repaired with C-FRP sheets.  
The reteofiited specimens were re-subjected to the same cyclic loading and the observed results 
are used for the evaluation of the efficiency of the applied repair technique.  

2 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SPECIMENS 

Cross-sections, dimensions, materials and reinforcement arrangements of the specimens 
were chosen in the way that the first specimen (BJB-S1) represents common RC buildings de-
signed according to earlier codes without the proper shear reinforcement in the joint body (only 
one stirrup in the joint area) whereas the second specimen (BJB-BX) represents cases with X-
type reinforcement in the joint without stirrups. 

The maximum joint shear that can be developed in the joint body by the steel bars of the 
beam is 0.32 MN and consequently shear stress equal to 3.67MPa. The ratio ΣMc/ΣMb is almost 
1.40 (a little higher) and therefore cracks are expected to be developed both in the joint body 
and the part of the beam near the joint (ACI 318). 
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Name    Joint area 
Geometry and Reinforcement (in mm) 

 Beam  Column 
Steel       Steel Cross-section Steel   Cross-section   

BJB-S1 8 
{350×250}

4 14 up 
4 14 bot. 

8/100 
   {350×350} 4 14 

8/100 
BJB-S1-R 8    + FRP 

BJB-XV X2 12 
{350×250}

4 12 up 
4 12 bot. 

8/100 
{350×250} 4 14 

8/100 
BJB-XV-R X2 12  + FRP 

Table 1: Geometrical and reinforcement characteristics of the tested exterior beam-column joint specimens. 

The total length and cross-section of the column are 3.0m and 350/250cm, respectively, 
whereas the free length and the cross-section of the beam are 1.875m and 350/250cm, respec-
tively. The list of the tested beam column specimens, their names, the geometrical characteris-
tics and the reinforcement arrangements are presented in Table 1.  

Figure 1: Damage of the joint (a, b). Cleaning (c) of the damage area and removal of loose material.  

2.1 Application of the C-FRP sheets 

The FRP sheets are applied to the body of the damaged joints after a superficial repair of the 
damage. First, cleaning and removal of the loose concrete material takes place (Figure 1). Right 
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after, meticulous filling of the cavities and the developed cracks is performed with high strength 
resin paste (Figure 2). Prior to the application of the C-FRP sheets abrasion of the surfaces is 
absolutely necessary (Figure 2c). 

Figure 2: Filling of the developed cavities and cracks with high strength resin paste (a, b) and meticulous abra-
sion of the surfaces (c) prior to the C-FRP application. 

The positions of the applied C-FRP sheets are schematically shown in Figure 3a and appli-
cation works in Figures 3b and c. As presented in Figure 3a the C-FRP sheets are placed round 
the joint body and round the critical parts of the upper and down column and the beam.  

2.2 Materials 

The concrete’s cylinder compressive strength was 34MPa whereas the yield tensile strength 
of the longitudinal steel bars and the stirrups was 550MPa. The type of the fiber-reinforced 
plastics sheets was Carbon FRP sheets. The characteristics of the used C-FRP sheets as given 
by the manufacturer were: Thickness of the sheets 0.168mm, tensile strength 4300MPa and 
tensile modulus of elasticity 240GPa. 

2.3 Loading procedure and test setup 

The loading procedure of the specimens includes full reverse cyclic deformations that are 
applied near the free end of the beam. The examined beam column subassemblages are sub-
jected to seven loading steps and each step comprised three full cycles as shown in Figure 4. 
The used loading program permits the evaluation of the structural performance parameters of 
the specimens. 

The experimental setup and the instrumentation are shown in Figure 5. Each beam-column 
joint specimen is placed after 90  counter clockwise rotation in the way that the column is in 
the horizontal direction whereas the beam is in the vertical direction. The specimen is supported 
by rotational devices that allow rotation to simulate the inflection points of the real columns in 
the middle of their heights. 

Compressive axial load equal to 150kN is applied to the horizontally placed column element 
throughout the testing procedure. This loading is almost equal to 5% of the nominal strength of 
the concrete section of the column (0.05Acfc). 
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   (a) 

Figure 3: Schematic application of the C-FRP sheets (a) and application works of the C-FRP sheets (b, c). 

Figure 4: Loading procedure 
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Figure 5: Test setup. 

3 TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

For the evaluation of the efficiency of the studied retrofitting procedure the overall perfor-
mance of each original beam column joint is examined and compared to the performance of the 
corresponding retrofitted one in terms of hysteretic responses and energy dissipation curves. 

3.1 Hysteretic responses - Load carrying capacity 

The hysteretic responses of the original joint BJB-S1 and the corresponding retrofitted one 
BJB-S1-R are presented in Figures 6a and 6b, respectively. Further, the cracking patterns of 
these specimens at the end of the loading sequence are presented in Figures 6c and 6d, respec-
tively. For comparisons purposes the envelope curves for the three full cycles per loading step, 
of these two tested specimens, BJB-S1 and BJB-S1-R, are shown in Figures 7a and 7b, respec-
tively. The comparison of the hysteretic curves and the envelope curves obtained from the orig-
inal joint and the corresponding ones obtained from the testing of retrofitted joint indicates that 
the application of C-FRP sheets restored the capacity values of the damaged joint in respect to 
those of the original specimen, to a great degree.  

The hysteretic responses of the original joint BJB-XV and the corresponding retrofitted one 
BJB-XV-R are presented in Figures 8a and 8b, respectively. Further, the cracking patterns of 
these specimens at the end of the loading sequence are presented in Figures 8c and 8d, respec-
tively. For comparisons purposes the envelope curves for the three full cycles per loading step, 
of these two tested specimens, BJB-XV and BJB-XV-R, are shown in Figures 9a and 9b, re-
spectively. The comparison of the hysteretic curves and the envelope curves obtained from the 
original joint and the corresponding ones obtained from the testing of retrofitted joint indicates 
that the application of C-FRP sheets restored the capacity values of the damaged joint in respect 
to those of the original specimen, to a great degree.  

Nevertheless, from the observations it is concluded that there are some reservations for the 
efficiency of the technique in the restoration of the load bearing capacity in cases of high levels 
of loading or high levels of initial damage. 
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Figure 6: Hysteretic response (a) of the specimen BJB-S1 and hysteretic response (b) of the corresponding re-
paired specimen BJB-S1-R and cracking pattern at the end of loading of the same specimens (c, d).  

(a)         (b) 
Figure 7: Envelop curves of the hysteretic responses (a) of the specimen BJB-S1 and (b) of the corresponding 

repaired specimen BJB-S1-R.  
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Figure 8: Hysteretic response (a) of the specimen BJB-XV and hysteretic response (b) of the corresponding re-
paired specimen BJB-XV-R and cracking pattern at the end of loading of the same specimens (c, d).  

(a)     (b) 
Figure 9: Envelop curves of the hysteretic responses (a) of the specimen BJB-XV and (b) of the corresponding 

repaired specimen BJB-XV-R.  
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3.2 Dissipated energy capacity 

A measurement for the assessment of the efficacy of the applied retrofitting technique can 
be the observed dissipated energy capacity in terms of the area of the hysteresis loops. Energy 
dissipation is an indication of the structural element capacity to be strained and it defines the 
energy that can be absorbed before the loss of the system stability. 

The dissipated energy at 1st, 2nd and 3rd cycles of each loading step as measured in terms 
of the area of the corresponding hysteresis loops of the original specimen BJB-S1 are presented 
in Figure 10a. Further, the dissipated energy at 1st, 2nd and 3rd cycles of each loading step as 
measured in terms of the area of the corresponding hysteresis loops of the retrofitted specimen 
BJB-S1-R are presented in Figure 10b. Comparing the diagrams of retrofitted specimen with 
the corresponding diagrams of the original specimen it is deduced that the applied technique 
can rather adequately restore the energy dissipating capacity for the specimen designed accord-
ing to earlier codes without the proper shear reinforcement in the joint body (only one stirrup 
in the joint area). 

(a) Dissipated energy – Specimen BJB-S1

(b) Dissipated energy – Specimen BJB-S1-R    
Figure 10: Energy dissipation per each loading step (a) of the specimen BJB-S1 and (b) of the corresponding ret-

rofitted specimen BJB-S1-R.  

The dissipated energy at 1st, 2nd and 3rd cycles of each loading step as measured in terms 
of the area of the corresponding hysteresis loops of the original specimen BJB-XV are presented 
in Figure 11a. Further, the dissipated energy at 1st, 2nd and 3rd cycles of each loading step as 
measured in terms of the area of the corresponding hysteresis loops of the retrofitted specimen 
BJB-XV-R are presented in Figure 11b. Comparing the diagrams of retrofitted specimen with 
the corresponding diagrams of the original specimen it is deduced that the applied technique 
can rather adequately restore the energy dissipating capacity for the specimen with X-type re-
inforcement in the joint (without stirrups). 

However, from Figures 9 and 10 it can be observed that there are reservations about the 
efficiency of the technique in the restoration of the energy dissipation capacity in high levels of 
loading or high degree of initial damage. 
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(a) Dissipated energy – Specimen BJB-XV 

(b) Dissipated energy – Specimen BJB-XV-R 

Figure 11: Energy dissipation per each loading step (a) of the specimen BJB-XV and (b) of the corresponding 
retrofitted specimen BJB-XV-R. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

The efficacy of using C-FRP sheets for the retrofitting of damaged external beam column 
joints after seismic excitations is experimental studied. In the repair technique under investiga-
tion in this work, the C-FRP sheets are applied after a meticulous filling of the developing 
cavities and cracks but without the infusion of thin resin into the cracking system of the dam-
aged area.  

From the comparisons of the hysteretic responses of the original specimens with the hyster-
etic responses of the retrofitted ones it is deduced that in both cases the load bearing capacity 
values of all the retrofitted joints were almost equal to the ones of the original specimens in 
every loading step of the loading history.  

Further, from the comparisons of the dissipated energy at 1st, 2nd and 3rd cycles of each 
loading step of the original specimens with the dissipated energy at 1st, 2nd and 3rd cycles of 
each loading step of the corresponding retrofitted ones it is deduced that the applied technique 
has rather adequately restored the energy dissipating capacity in the examined cases. 

Finally, there are reservations for the efficiency of the technique in the restoration of the load 
bearing capacity and energy dissipation in cases of high level of loading or high degree of initial 
damage. 
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Abstract 

The instability risk of underground cavities is issue of concern particularly for areas densely 
urbanized as the case of many historical centers in Italy. Among the possible causes of the 
cavity damages up to collapse, the proposed work considers a particular triggering factor 
that is the dynamic loading induced by an earthquake. Thus, the seismic vulnerability of shal-
low cavities in soft rock is addressed by proposing a methodology based on an extensive par-
ametric two-dimensional finite element analysis. The proposed methodology is extended to a 
significant number of realistic cases, considering the effect of the variability of some predis-
posing and triggering factors on the cavity stability like roof thickness and cavity width, pres-
ence of overburden on the top of the rock layer, seismic signal intensity. The seismic 
vulnerability of the studied cases is assessed through the minimum Factor of Safety calculated 
during the whole length of the dynamic analysis. Finally, the results of the parametric study 
are rearranged into ‘seismic stability charts for cavities in soft rock’ proposed to be adopted 
as preliminary level of screening, to assess the seismic vulnerability of shallow underground 
cavities in soft rock. The results of screening enable to identify the critical zones that need a 
detailed analysis, in consideration of their possible interaction with above-ground structures, 
infrastructures and human activities. 

Keywords: FEM, full dynamic analysis, underground cavities, soft rock, Factor of Safety 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Shallow underground anthropogenic cavities are frequently spread over the most urbanized 

areas in many Italian regions whereby their stability represents matter of concern leading to 
potential risk for buildings, infrastructures, and population. Different causes can induce cavity 
instability: starting from their excavation, the initial static stability can worsen over time due 
to an unexpected overloading, water recharge, water table fluctuation and other particular 
conditions that can result in progressive damage up to the global collapse. Furthermore, seis-
mic actions can represent source of instability for underground cavities as documented by 
numerical studies in literature [1, 2] and historic observations in some Italian database of co-
seismic effects (CFTI5Med, http://storing.ingv.it/cfti/cfti5/ [3]; CEDIT, 
http://www.ceri.uniroma1.it/index_cedit.html, [4]). 

In the present work we focused our attention on the seismic behavior of cavities, proposing 
a methodology to assess their stability. The proposal was tested in a specific soft rock type, 
that is the Neapolitan Yellow Tuff where it is very recurrent to found anthropogenic cavities 
excavated for different needs during years and with different features (e.g. cavity shape, di-
mension, cover, other loads). Some studies in the technical literature are dedicated to such 
cavities, that consider their stability under static and seismic actions [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. 

The proposed methodology, described in detail afterwards, is extended to a significant 
number of realistic cases, taking into account the variability of some different predisposing 
and triggering factors of the cavity instability (i.e. the width and depth of cavity, the overbur-
den stress, the intensity of the seismic action). A parametric study via numerical dynamic 
analyses was conducted in plane strain conditions using the finite element code Plaxis 2D, on 
simplified rectangular shapes of shallow cavity. The ground shaking was simulated by apply-
ing several time histories of acceleration at the base of the numerical model. 

The cavity stability was evaluated by assuming the rock cover above the cavity roof as a 
beam and quantifying the so-called Factor of Safety (FoS) calculated as the ratio between the 
resistant moment (Mr) and the loading moment (Mload) in correspondence of the most critical 
vertical sections. The considered FoS is the lowest one experienced during each shaking. The 
obtained results are presented and discussed in terms of variation of FoS as a function of the 
ratio L/H (with ‘L’ equal to cavity width and ‘H’ equal to the depth of the cavity roof, or rock 
cover), of PGAinput and of the overburden above the rock cover, q. 

Although the analyzed conditions are simplified, the parametric study provides a methodo-
logical approach to be adopted as a preliminary level of screening to assess the seismic vul-
nerability of shallow underground cavities in soft rock. The results of screening enable to 
identify the critical zones that need a detailed analysis, in consideration of their possible inter-
action with the above structures, infrastructures and human activities. 

2 METHODOLOGY 

The preliminary stability assessment of underground cavities in soft rock under seismic ac-
tions is proposed upon the results of a significant number of parametric two-dimensional 

nite-element analyses carried out for realistic cases of underground cavities. A rectangular 
shape cavity was adopted for the analyses that is, with good approximation, representative of 
many shallow cavities excavated in soft rock.  Therefore, for the specific case of rectangular 
shallow cavities, the parametric study was built considering: i) the effect of varying the width 
of the cavity (L); ii) the effect of stress acting in the rock, by varying the depth of the cavity 
roof (H) and the entity of the load applied above the rock cover (q); iii) the intensity of the 
seismic action by varying the PGA and the frequency content of the input signals selected 
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among unscaled records of real earthquakes. Table 1 shows all the geometries considered for 
the analyses: in total 10 geometrical layouts were analysed, defined by varying H from a min-
imum of 2 m up to a maximum of 10 m, and L from a minimum of 2 m up to a maximum of 
10 m. For each layout, two loading conditions were considered (q1=50 kN/m, q2=150 kN/m), 
reaching a total number of cases equal to 20. The minimum cavity dimensions were selected 
to obtain a value of the slenderness of the roof, L/H, higher or at least equal to 1 while the 
maximum dimensions were set in order to guarantee the static stability of the cavity. The ver-
tical load applied at the model surface intends to simulate the presence of soil layers and fills 
and above the rock cover and structures or infrastructures at the ground surface. 

layout
#

H
(m) 

L
(m) 

L/H 
(-) 

q1, q2
(kN/m) 

1.1 
2

2 1 

50, 150 

1.2 5 2.5 
1.3 10 5
2.1 

5

5 1 
2.2 10 2
2.3 15 3
2.4 20 4
3.1 

10
10 1 

3.2 15 1.5 
3.3 20 2

Table 1: Geometric and loading properties of realistic cavity models. 

The variability of the seismic action was considered by varying the peak ground accelera-
tion and the frequency content of the input signals as shown in Table 2: 12 unscaled accelero-
grams of real earthquakes were extracted from the Italian database ITACA 
(http://itaca.mi.ingv.it/) and, for the classes with higher energy content, from the international 
PEER database (https://ngawest2.berkeley.edu/), considering PGAmax values ranging from a 
minimum of 0.118g up to a maximum equal to 0.367g and fmax values ranging from a mini-
mum of 0.51Hz up to a maximum equal to 11.26Hz. The signals were subjected to a band-
pass ltering in the range of 0.1–25 Hz prior to the seismic response analyses. 

Finally, 240 analyses (10 cavity geometries x 2 load conditions x 12 signals) were per-
formed. 

Figure 1 shows, as an example, the numerical model implemented in Plaxis 2D for the lay-
out #3.1 (see Table 1). The cavity was excavated in Neapolitan Yellow Tuff that was mod-
elled with a simple linear elastic-perfectly plastic model with a Mohr-Coulomb failure 
envelope [5]: the tuff unit weight ( t) equal to 16 kN/m3, the cohesion (c’) equal to 866 kPa, 
the friction angle ( ’) equal to 30°, the angle of dilatancy ( ) equal to 0°, the uniaxial com-
pressive strength ( c) equal to 3 MPa, the Poisson ratio ( ) equal to 0.3, the Young modulus 
(E) equal to 2000 MPa, a tension cut-off of t equal to 0.1 c.
An amount of viscous damping equal to 5% was added to the model through the well-known 
Rayleigh formulation, calibrating the mass and stiffness matrix coefficients by means of the 
double frequency approach. Moreover, the hysteretic behavior of tuff under dynamic loading 
was not modelled, given the high linearity threshold measured experimentally by [11]. 
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Figure 1: Example of numerical mesh for layout #3.1 implemented in Plaxis 2D. 

Event Date Mw PGAmax fmax

- - - (g) (Hz) 
Greece 07/09/99 5.8 0.118 2.33 
L'Aquila (Italy) 09/04/09 5.4 0.146 11.26 
Southern Italy 09/09/98 5.6 0.161 1.56 
Cosenza (Italy) 25/10/12 5.0 0.182 3.48 
Central Italy 26/10/16 5.4 0.192 2.91 
Central Italy - Visso 26/10/16 5.9 0.210 1.06 
Southern Greece 15/09/86 4.8 0.232 1.34 
Central Italy - Norcia 30/10/16 6.5 0.264 0.88 
Greece 15/10/16 5.5 0.287 2.68 
Imperial Valley 15/10/79 6.4 0.315 1.90 
Friuli 3th shock (Italy) 15/09/76 6.0 0.341 5.10 
Loma Prieta 18/10/89 6.9 0.367 0.51 

Table 2: Natural accelerograms selected for the seismic analyses. 

The numerical analyses consist of three calculation stages [12, 13]: 

- first stage: initialization of the initial stress state within the soft rock mass domain; 
- second stage: simulation of the cavity excavation by means of the deactivation of the 

cavity volume. When possible, generally for lower value of L/H, single step excavation 
solution was assumed as conservative assumption, while for higher values of L/H mul-
tiple steps excavation solution were adopted; 

- third stage: full dynamic analyses in the time domain, simulating all the selected earth-
quake recordings in Table 2. 

It is worth noting that the same FE mesh used for static analysis (see Fig. 1) was used for 
the full dynamic analysis. The width of such numerical model in fact, was originally opti-
mized by a series of sensitivity analyses, in order to reach a true free- eld condition at the lat-
eral borders and to minimize the in uence of vertical boundaries [13]. Also, the mesh was 
refined to achieve a reliable propagation of the minimum signi cant wavelength of the input 
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signals [14]. The lateral boundary conditions consist of fixed displacements in the horizontal 
direction perpendicular to the vertical sides of the mesh in static condition; viscous dashpots 
are applied during dynamic stages of analysis [14]; the base of the model, 50 m deep, is fixed 
both in vertical and in horizontal directions; the nodes at the top surface are free. 

The cavity stability was assessed by means of the Factor of Safety (FoS), calculated as the 
ratio between the ultimate resistant moment (Mr,ULS) corresponding to the achievement of the 
compressive, c, and tensile, t, strengths in the compression and tensile zones and the loading 
moment (Mload) acting in correspondence of the most critical vertical section of the roof beam 
and calculated by integrating the horizontal stress component, xx, acting on the considered 
sections. The FoSstatic is computed at the end of the second stage of analysis, while FoSdyn is 
computed at the end of the full dynamic analyses at stage three, as the lower value experi-
enced during the dynamic analysis under each input signal. 

3 RESULTS 
Figures 2 and 3 show, for the case of layout #3.1, the horizontal stress distribution acting 

around the cavity (assuming negative the compressive stress) in correspondence of three ref-
erence sections of the roof beam (central section in red, the right and left sections at pillars 
edges in green and light blue, respectively) after its excavation and during Loma Prieta earth-
quake considered as example. 

After the cavity excavation (Figure 2), the roof tends to behave as a beam subjected to uni-
form distributed load, not completely bounded at the edges of the pillars: in the upper portion 
of the vault, the compression area assumes the typical arched profile over the underlying ten-
sion area; the separation curve between the compression and tension zones represents the 
location of the neutral axes of the different sections of the roof beam that assumes an approx-
imately parabolic shape. Definitely, the central section is stretched in the bottom, in corre-
spondence of the roof cavity extrados, and compressed at the top while the lateral reference 
sections at the intersection with pillars are totally compressed. Similar behavior was observed 
also in the other cavity layouts (see Table 1); a tensile zone in correspondence of the lateral 
section in the upper portion closer to the ground surface has been sometimes calculated for 
shallower cavities, depending on the roof slenderness (the ratio between the cavity width and 
cover). 

For the proposed example in Figure 2, the horizontal stress distributions in correspondence 
on the central and the lateral sections produce a value of loading moment equal to 
Mload,cx=3432 kNm and Mload,left=right=1144 kNm respectively. By comparing the loading mo-
ments with the resistant moment Mr,ULS=13727 kNm of the roof resistant section,  FoSstatic
equal to 4 and 12 was calculated for the central and the lateral section respectively. As ex-
pected, after the cavity excavation, the central roof section is the most loaded one exhibiting 
the lowest value of FoS. 

Starting from this stress distribution induced by the cavity excavation, thus from this initial 
equilibrium condition, the seismic excitation starts, producing in the surrounding cavity a con-
tinuous redistribution of the stresses during ground shaking. As example of the time history of 

xx in some points of the cavity roof– selected each 1 m along the central and the right sec-
tions of the roof beam –is shown in Figure 3, 
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Figure 2: Horizontal stress distribution after the cavity (layout #3.1) excavation. 

Consistently with the expected ground deformation under shaking, the lateral sections of 
the cavity roof experience higher stress variation than the central section. This implies a dif-
ferent modification of the FoS in the considered sections during shaking.  

In the central section, starting from FoSstatic= 4, a minimum value of FoSdyn_min= 3.6 oc-
curred at the instant t=6.15 s of the time history and a value of FoSdyn_final= 4.3 is computed at 
the end of the shaking; in the left and right sections, starting from FoSstatic= 12, a minimum 
value of FoSdyn_min= 1.6 occurred at the instant t=6.15 s of the time history and a value of 
FoSdyn_final= 8 is computed at the end of the shaking. 

Therefore, the initial static conditions of the central section do not change substantially 
during the shaking, actually a slight increase of FoS occurs at the end shaking due to the re-
distribution of stress. Such aspect was already observed with reference to a more complex 
case study by [10]. Conversely, an important reduction of FoS is observed in the lateral sec-
tions both during and at the end of the shaking (a reduction of FoSstatic about equal to 86% and 
25% is calculated respectively) due to the high seismic intensity of the selected earthquake, 
highlighting the effect of earthquake-induced modifications of the static equilibrium under 
gravity loads. Fortunately, the FoS after earthquake increases in the section (the central) 
where FoSstatic was lower and does not reduce down to unity in the lateral sections, hence the 
roof stability of the selected cavity is not compromised. 
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Figure 3: Horizontal stress time history in correspondence of selected points of the cavity roof (layout #3.1) dur-
ing Loma Prieta earthquake 1989 earthquake. 

To generalize the outcome of the proposed parametric study, the FoS values calculated for all 
cases as the minimum between the central and lateral sections, were processed as function of 
the increasing intensity of PGA in the proposed Seismic Stability Charts for Cavities, SSCCs 
(Figure 4). Each chart refers to a specific cavity geometry including both considered loading 
combinations (q1 black lines/points, q2 grey lines/points). In particular, the first row of Figure 
4 represents the three cases in which H is set equal to 2 m while L varies from 2 m to 10 m 
(Figs 4a,b,c respectively), the second row of Figure 4 represents the four cases in which H is 
set equal to 5 m while L varies from 5 m to 20 m (Figs 4d,e,f,g respectively),  the third row of 
Figure 4 represents the three cases in which H is set equal to 10 m while L varies from 10 m 
to 20 m (Figs 4h,i,j respectively). 
The general trend of the results shown in the figure leads to the following considerations:  

1. FoS tends to decrease with the increasing of the seismic loading intensity, here expressed 
as function of PGA;  

2. higher FoS is expected for q1 loading combination compared to q2, because a lower verti-
cal stress is initially induced by a lower overburden; however, with increasing cavity 
depth such effect vanishes as expected; 

3. shallower (lower depth H with same width L) and wider (larger width L with same depth 
H) cavities exhibit a lower level of safety (FoS) compared with the deeper and narrower 
ones, when the seismic intensity (PGA) increases. 
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Figure 4: Seismic Stability Charts for Cavities (SSCCs) when H=2m (a,b,c), H=5m (d,e,f,g), H=10m (h,i,j). 

It is worth noting that, for the considered layouts, instability conditions (i.e. FoS<1) are 
achieved, independently of the amplitude of the input motion, when H=2 m and L/H>5, H=5 
m and L/H>3, while failure occurs only under the highest PGA when H=10 m and L/H>1.5. 

The proposed charts can be adopted as a preliminary level of screening to assess the seis-
mic vulnerability of shallow underground cavities in soft rock, by comparing the so calculated 
FoS values with a threshold expressing the accepted damage level (i.e. the well-known limit 
state): “damage limit state” occurring when the FoS is lower than 3; “collapse limit state” as-
sociated to FoS lower than 1.5 [10]. In this way, a reconnaissance of possible critical zones 
that need a more detailed and site-specific analysis can be accomplished. 
However, the basic hypotheses of the present study – that constrain the use of the proposed 
charts to a specific field of applicability – should be here underlined: i) the charts are valid for 
cavities with approximate flat roof, which are the most widespread in urban areas, hence their 
applications to arch roof could lead to an underestimation of FoS; ii) the charts are valid in 
presence of cavity excavated into a homogeneous lithotype rock, therefore they are not strictly 
applicable in presence of multiple lithotypes that may imply different site effects [15]. Any 
simplification in the use of the proposed charts outside the hypotheses under which they were 
obtained, can reduces their reliability. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
The seismic actions represent a source of instability for underground cavities, bringing to 

their damage up to the global collapse. This possibility represents matter of concern leading to 
potential risk situations for buildings, infrastructures and population. In this scenario the pre-
sent work represents an attempt to frame the problem at large scale, proposing a methodologi-
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cal approach that provides stability charts to assess the seismic vulnerability of shallow un-
derground cavities in soft rock, as preliminary level of screening.  

The charts evaluate the cavity seismic stability by means of the proposed Factor of Safety 
(FoS= Mr,ULS/Mload of the most vulnerable roof beam sections) as a function of some control-
ling parameters: the width of the cavity, the depth of the cavity roof, the PGA of the earth-
quake and the overburden stress on the top of the rock layer. By comparing the estimated FoS 
values with threshold values expressing the admissible damage level, possible instable cavi-
ties can be identified, that require a detailed site analysis. 

The discussed results represent a preliminary outcome of a larger ongoing research project 
that is aimed to extend the methodological approach proposed in this paper to study a large 
number of cases, including different geometrical layouts and rock mechanical characteristics, 
in order to widen the applicability of the proposed charts.  
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This paper investigates numerically the seismic liquefaction-induced "failure" mechanisms of 
elongated structures founded on the ground surface of a liquefiable sandy layer, which is first 
considered horizontal and then having a mild inclination angle of 2o. In accordance with the 
literature, the paper shows that if the layer is horizontal, the structure suffers from accumula-
tion of settlement. It also shows that even such a mild inclination leads to the additional haz-
ard of horizontal displacement and rotation of the structure due to lateral spreading of its
foundation soil. The paper continues with an investigation of the beneficial effects of imple-
menting rows of prefabricated drains or diaphragm walls at the perimeter of the foundation 
soil of these structures. The former mitigation method aims at reducing the developing excess 
pore pressures, while the latter targets at increasing the equivalent stiffness of the foundation
system. The study is performed via non-linear dynamic fully coupled plane strain analyses 
with the finite-difference method, while the soil response is modeled with NTUA-SAND, a so-
phisticated bounding surface plasticity model with verified ability of simulating the response 
of liquefiable granular soils. It shows that diaphragm walls are much more efficient in reduc-
ing settlements, horizontal displacements and rotations than prefabricated drains. However, 
this efficiency is fully attained only if their depth reaches the bottom of the liquefiable layer.
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The prediction of railway track displacements is a topic of great interest in railway engineer-
ing. Different constitutive models of the materials (ballast, sub-ballast and ground) have been 
applied, from the linear elastic model to non-linear models based on the Equivalent Linear 
approach. In the technical literature, it is shown how non-linear models enhance the predic-
tion of the displacements of the railway track, especially when the train's running speed ap-
proaches the critical speed. In this paper and for the first time to the authors’ knowledge, the 
Hardening Soil Small Strain model is applied and experimentally validated to the study of 
track displacements near critical speed. Specifically, the well-known case at Ledsgaard (Swe-
den) has been used for its evaluation, showing numerical results very similar to those meas-
ured experimentally. Moreover, the critical speed is calculated, showing values significantly 
lower than those calculated with the linear elastic model. This is relevant for practical ge-
otechnical engineers, even assuming a certain complexity of the model, because its use is in-
creasingly widespread in commercial finite element codes. 

 Critical speed, Non-linear soil behaviour, Railway geotechnics, Soil dynamics, 
Numerical modelling 
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The study and conceptualization of the phenomenon of critical speed in railway lines have 
been developed since the 1990s, after the problems arising from the increase in the speed of 
train operation following the rehabilitation of the railway line in Ledsgard [1-4]. This increase 
in speed led to a considerable increase in the track displacements.  

From a theoretical point of view, the critical speed is the speed of a non-oscillating moving 
load that implies the greatest amplification of the dynamic response. It is the properties of 
wave propagation in the embankment-ground system and the bending wave propagation in the 
track that completely determine this phenomenon [5-8]. This is associated with a considerable 
increase in ground deformations, which may even be permanent [9-10], which can be of great 
importance in high-speed lines [11-12] and be critical in soft soils. 

When a train travels at lower speeds and speeds far from those of Rayleigh wave propaga-
tion on the ground, the level of strains induced in it is low and may be in the range of small 
deformations. It is known that here the behavior of the ground is elastic and linear, where G 
does not undergo any significant degradation. In this sense, when the train runs on stiff soils, 
the geotechnical safety associated with the behavior of the ground is practically guaranteed 
and the calculation of the track displacements can be carried out with a simple and numerical-
ly highly efficient model such as the linear elastic model. However, when the speed of the 
train approaches the speed of propagation of Rayleigh waves in the ground, the deformations 
in the ground increase considerably causing a degradation of the stiffness of the ground that 
becomes totally relevant and that has an important influence both on the magnitude of the 
track displacements and on the value of the critical speed. In these cases, the accuracy and 
suitability of the linear elastic model is lower and non-linear cyclic models with degradations 
of the value of G are required to satisfy the strain conditions of the ground. In this respect, [13] 
has shown how the use of an Equivalent Linear approach (ELA) has led to reductions of be-
tween 10-20% in the value of the critical speed with respect to that obtained with the linear 
elastic model. Similar values have been found in the studies presented by [2,14]. 

The constitutive soil model known as the Hardening Soil Small Strain model (HSsmall) 
[15] is an advanced ground behavior model which takes into consideration the full degrada-
tion curve of G, from the very small strains to the large strains associated with the failure of 
the soil. It forms part of the package of constitutive software models for commercial use such 
as Plaxis or Zsoil. Although it is a complex model, it is within the reach of all geotechnical 
engineers, making it a good tool of analysis for this type of cases. However, to the knowledge 
of the authors, it has never been experimentally validated in cases of critical speed in railway 
lines. For this reason and for the advance that this might lead to in the practice of geotechnical 
railway engineering, this study is presented with the aim of verifying whether the HSsmall 
model is a reliable tool for the prediction of displacements undergone by the track near critical 
speed and for the prediction of the critical speed. To do this, a numerical simulation of the 
famous Ledsgard case[1-4] has been performed, comparing the numerical results (with the 
HSsmall and Elastic Linear model) with those measured in reality. 

The Ledsgard site is located 25 km to the south of Gothenburg. In the 1990s, excessive vi-
brations were detected all along the track and this led to an intense investigation on the ge-
otechnical properties of this site [2]. Both the properties of the ground and those of the track 
have been shown in the many studies made of this case [1-4,16] and the reader is advised to 
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consult them. In this study, the data proposed by [2] have been used. These are summarized 
below, thus avoiding a reiterative description of the data found in the technical literature. 

The geotechnical profile and a detail of the ballasted track is shown in fig. 1. 

Figure 1: Soil (left) and ballasted track geometry (right) 

The elastic properties of the ground are shown in Table 1, taken from the data provided by 
[2]. 

1.2 18.00 79.51·103 0.19 
1.1 15.00 5.95·103 0.49 
3.5 12.60 2.17·103 0.49 
4.5 14.75 5.31·103 0.49 
6 14.75 11.18·103 0.49 

14.9 14.75 14.75·103 0.49 

Table 1: Soil elastic properties 

As regards the degradation curves of G and the damping considered in the HSsmall model, 
these have the following equations [17] and are shown in fig.2: 
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where 0.7 is the shear strain for Gs/G0 = 0.722 

Figure 2: Shear modulus reduction (left) and damping ratio (right) (adapted [2]) 

Given that numerical simulations have also been made considering a linear elastic behavior 
of the ground, a Rayleigh damping has been considered. As regards the characteristics of the 
railway track, this corresponds to a ballasted track, with a rail type UIC60 which is seated on 
railpads of a stiffness of 250 kN/mm. The sleepers have a length of 2.6 m, a height of 0.2 m 
and are separated by 0.67m. Their elastic properties are mass density 2,500 kg/m3, Young’s 
modulus 3x107 kN/m2 and Poisson’s ratio 0.2. The ballast is included in the  embankment 
shown in fig. 1, this being made up both of ballast and of gravels and sands [2]. The meas-
urement of the track response during train passage was made with the X2000 train at different 
speeds. The geometry and axle load of this train are shown in fig. 3. The tests were performed 
in both directions, i.e. Northbound and Southbound but in this study only the Southbound di-
rection is considered. 

Figure 3: Geometry and axle load of X2000 train 
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To validate the HSsmall model experimentally, a dynamic 3D model formulated in the 
time domain has been developed in Plaxis software [15]. The geometry of the numerical mod-
el is shown in detail in fig. 4 and as can be seen it corresponds to a symmetric case, so that 
only half of it has been modeled. The dimensions of the model are 70x40x30 m in the longi-
tudinal, horizontal and vertical directions respectively, which are values considered and ex-
perimentally validated in 3D models of finite elements formulated in the time domain similar 
to those used here [16,18-21]. The railpad is modeled as a linear spring, whereas the rail has 
been simulated as a beam, with the normalized properties of the UIC-60 type. The rest of the 
track components (sleeper, ballast and subballast) and ground were modeled using 3D  solid 
elements. 

Figure 4: Numerical model: 3D view mode (left) and track detail (right) 

The numerical model is made up of 370,181 elements and 523,961 nodes. Quadratic tetra-
hedral elements (10 node elements) are used for solid elements. The boundary conditions cor-
respond to viscous dampers [15] in all boundaries except the plane of symmetry, where 
horizontal movements are impeded, and the ground surface, which is a free boundary.  

As for the numerical modeling of the moving load, this has been applied using the equiva-
lent nodal force method, in keeping with that described in [22] and the time step has been 
considered according to the criteria of Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy [16,22], with an implicit 
Newmark integration scheme, as shown below: 

where  Cn is the Courant number, t is the time step, C is the moving load speed and Lmin is 
the distance between two adjacent loading nodes. 

Fig. 5 shows the experimental validation for four different train speeds: 70, 140, 180 and 
204 km/h. As can be seen, the results obtained with the Linear Elastic model show relevant 
differences from those actually measured for the four speeds, these differences becoming 
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more evident the higher the speed of the train. The Linear Elastic model tends to underesti-
mate the dynamic response, and in quantitative terms it predicts only half of the actual dis-
placement of the sleeper. These differences are important. 

As for the results obtained by the HSsmall model, these are quite close to those actually 
measured for the four speeds studied. It is worth noting that the adjustment is quite acceptable 
and that it is more precise when the train speed is higher. In fact, for speeds of 180 and 204 
km/h the accuracy of the model is quite good while for the lower speeds (70 and 140 km/h), 
the results are also very close but with slightly greater differences than for the high speeds.  

In this case, the critical speed is approximately 200 km/h. Around these speeds, the results 
of the HSsmall model are highly accurate, showing that the constitutive model is correctly 
reproducing the behavior of the different ground layers. 

 (a)                  (b) 

                             (c)                  (d) 

Figure 5: Measured and computed time histories of sleeper displacements for different train speeds (Southbound 
direction): (a) V=70 km/h; (b) 140 km/h; (c) V=180 km/h and (d) V=204 km/h
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Comparing the results between the HSsmall and LE models at low speeds, it can be ob-
served that  there is also an appreciable degradation of the stiffness of the ground layers, 
which the HSsmall model is also correctly simulating but which is obviously not being simu-
lated correctly with the Linear Elastic model. This fact shows that the degradation of the stiff-
ness of the ground is not only substantial near the critical speed, but that for speeds 
considerably lower than the critical speed there is also a significant degradation of the stiff-
ness. It is likely that at low speeds the degradation of stiffness is more important in the struc-
tural layers of the track: ballast and subballast, while at speeds close to the critical speed, the 
degradation of the stiffness of the underlying ground plays a more important role than at low 
speeds. 

It has been considered of interest, once the HSsmall model has been experimentally vali-
dated, to calculate the critical speed of the Ledsgard case for a single moving point load. For 
this, the same numerical model has been considered, but with only one moving load. Two 
scenarios have been considered: Linear Elastic model and HSsmall model. The displacements 
of the sleeper and the Dynamic Amplification Factor (DAF) as a function of the speed of the 
load are shown in figure 6, where it can be seen how the HSsmall model gives a critical speed 
value of 47 m/s, while for the Linear Elastic model it is 53 m/s. Therefore, the use of the 
HSsmall model results in a critical speed which is 12% lower than that of the Linear Elastic 
model. These differences are relevant and demonstrate the suitability of the HSsmall model 
for predicting the critical speed of the train. 

Regarding the displacements and the DAF, the HSsmall model yields higher values than 
the Linear Elastic model, so for the prediction of the track movements, the HSsmall model is 
more suitable, both for low speeds and those close to the critical speed, as shown above. 

Figure 6: Sleeper displacements vs velocity (left); DAF in sleeper vs velocity (right) 

This research has studied the applicability of the HSsmall constitutive model to the predic-
tion of the movements of the track in railway lines. Numerical values have been obtained 
which are very close to those actually measured in the Ledsgard case, both for speeds close to 
the critical speed and for low speeds. In this respect, the HSsmall model has proven to be a 
reliable tool for the prediction of the movements of the track with a very acceptable level of 
accuracy. Moreover, it has been shown how the critical speed is 12% lower when analyzed 
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with the HSsmall model with respect to that obtained by the Linear Elastic model. Hence, the 
use of the HSsmall model may be of greater use when in-depth studies are made of the critical 
speed. 
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Abstract 

Italian building heritage is widely composed of masonry buildings, whose characteristics 
largely vary depending on geographical location, construction techniques and materials ty-
pology. This type of structures has shown a high vulnerability to horizontal loads that must 
not be ignored, especially due to the high seismic hazard of Italian territory. Hence, appro-
priate numerical models are required to assess the complex structural behavior of unrein-
forced masonry (URM) existing structures, implementing the non-linear behavior of both 
materials and structure. 
In this framework, two different approaches have been widely acknowledged: the Equivalent 
Frame Model (EFM) and the continuum Finite Element Model (FEM). This paper presents 
the application and comparison of these modeling strategies to an URM building dating back 
to XVII century, located in the Italian Alpine region (Roana, Vicenza). Non-linear static anal-
yses were carried out by means of the software 3Muri (EFM), DIANA FEA and Midas FEA-
NX (FEM). Results were compared in terms of ultimate resistance, capacity, ductility, and 
evolution of the damage state. Finally, assessment of the global behavior was carried out ac-
cording to the Italian seismic code, pointing out the differences of the two approaches. Re-
sults showed that the EFM appears to be more conservative than FEM. 

Keywords: Masonry buildings, Seismic vulnerability assessment, Non-linear static analysis, 
Finite Element Model, Equivalent Frame Model. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The importance of preserving the Cultural Heritage in Italy has become more and more 
important, even due to the seismic events, which interested Italian territory [1]. The complexi-
ty of masonry structures, which widely compose built heritage, derives from its nature, being 
an extremely non-homogeneous material, whose properties vary depending on units and bind-
er characteristics, assembling techniques, geometric layout. Computational methods can be 
helpful for taking into account some uncertainties, which affect the structural behavior and 
therefore are becoming more and more essential for the seismic assessment of unreinforced 
masonry (URM) structures.  

This paper aims to compare various modelling strategies applied to an existing URM 
building in north Italy (Veneto region). The models, based on different approaches for the 
non-linear behavior of both materials and structure, were compared through pushover anal-
yses, which are able to represent the global structural behavior, providing an estimation for 
the structure’s capacity. For this approach to be valid, the assumption of “box behavior” has 
to be made, thus considering only in-plane resistance for masonry panels and excluding the 
activation of out-of-plane mechanisms, which could lead to local collapses. 

The results were also processed in terms of Near-Collapse PGA capacity, in order to eval-
uate how the different modelling strategies can affect seismic assessment. 

1.1 Numerical modeling of masonry structures 

Two of the most acknowledged modeling strategies for masonry structures are the Equiva-
lent Frame Model (EFM) and the Finite Element Model (FEM) approaches [2]. EFM is based 
on the discretization of masonry walls through three different macro-elements: piers, span-
drels, and rigid nodes. This subdivision idealizes a frame structure where piers and spandrels 
are connected through un-deformable elements (rigid nodes), while non-linear properties are 
lumped at hinge elements. This method is subject to multiple uncertainties, regarding the 
frame schematization and non-linear hinges behavior [3]. It  is indicated for the in-plane anal-
ysis of regular structures [4], since the out-of-plane behavior is not considered [5]. 

FEM can provide more detailed discretization, yet it presents a higher computational cost. 
Different approaches can be used in FE masonry modeling [6], depending on the complexity 
and purposes of the analyses. A relatively simple yet effective approach is the continuum 
modeling, in which the heterogeneous characteristics of masonry (i.e., resistant units and 
binder) are merged into a homogeneous one, and non-linearities are uniformly distributed. 
This method allows creating complex models able to identify out-of-plane mechanisms and 
more accurate crack patterns [7]. 

1.2 “La Cattedra” Case Study 

The case study is part of “La Cattedra” complex, located in Canove di Roana (province of 
Vicenza), in the Italian Alpine region, about 1000 m AMSL. It corresponds to the older por-
tion of the complex (Figure 1a), dating back to XVI century and it is characterized by a rec-
tangular layout of about 10 m x 13 m, split in half by a central wall (Figure 1b). The building 
is adjacent to the remaining complex on the north side. It is a regular three-story building with 
the arrangement of the windows on three distinct rows. The main entrance is centered on the 
eastern façade, whereas the inner stairs are placed on the opposite side.  

Due to the lack of a particular economic value, the complex underwent numerous renova-
tions, which altered the original layout. For this reason, experimental investigations had to be 
carried out to identify the structural elements of the building and determine their physical pa-
rameters. 
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a) b) 

Figure 1: a) Picture of ‘La Cattedra’ case study, b) plan scheme of the case study. 

The experimental investigation campaign was carried out in 2019 implementing semi-
destructive and non-destructive tests. Firstly, scarifications were realized on different spots of 
the main walls, to identify the masonry type, detecting a stratigraphic composition; the lower 
portion is characterized by a local calcareous stone block (Biancone) masonry, whereas the 
upper section presents a hollow clay block one, due to a superelevation intervention realized 
on the last century. Walls’ thickness varies from about 70 cm on the bottom to 60 cm on top 
of the building.  

Two types of horizontal structures were detected: RC with slab for the first two floors, and 
RC without slabs for the third floor and the roof. 

For the identification of masonry properties, both IQM (masonry quality index) analyses 
[8] and penetrometer tests on mortar samples were carried out: a very poor mortar was detect-
ed, especially for the stone masonry, while the characteristics improve for the block one.  

2 MODEL GENERATION 

The numerical models were developed via 3MURI (EFM), DIANA FEA and MIDAS FEA 
NX+ (FEA) (Figure 3), which represent some of the most common tools for EFM and FEM 
analyses of URM structures. 

Figure 3: Numerical models: 3MURI (a), DIANA (b) and MIDAS (c) 
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2.1 EFM model 

3MURI software [9] was used for the EFM modeling [10], allowing the automatic mesh 
generation. Material’s properties assigned for masonry elements (Table 1) were defined from 
the Italian seismic code [11] and the experimental investigations previously described. The 
non-linear properties, different for piers and spandrels, were described by two collapse crite-
ria, related to a flexural and a shear behavior. The constitutive laws adopted for each criterion 
presents a bilinear behavior without hardening, followed by progressive resistance softening 
(Figure 4). A 50% reduced stiffness is generally suggested [11] to simulate the cracked condi-
tions of masonry elements. However, this assumption strongly affects the initial global stiff-
ness, and it’s commonly accepted the use of un-reduced values, since adopted parameters are 
already conservative, deriving from code tables and being already reduced by safety factors 
[12]. Hence, having to compare different modelling strategies, uncracked stiffness was con-
sidered. 

Floors were modeled as 4-noded orthotropic plane strain elements, whose elastic properties 
for both types are listed in Table 2. 

Figure 4: Constitutive laws adopted for EFM in 3MURI: a) flexural and b) shear behavior for piers, c) lintel 
model for spandrels (DL: Damage Level) [13]. 

2.2 FEM model 

FEM analyses were carried out by means of two software: DIANA FEA [14] and MIDAS 
FEA NX+ [15], referring to a continuum approach. In both cases, masonry walls were mod-
eled through curved shell elements, considering the material as nonlinear isotropic. For the 
non-linear behavior of masonry, the smeared crack approach was chosen, originally devel-
oped for concrete [16] and later adapted to masonry. The parameters which characterize this 
model (Total Strain Based Crack for DIANA, Concrete Smeared Crack for MIDAS) are the 
tensile (ft) and compressive (fc) ultimate stresses and the fracture energy values (Gt and Gc) to 
define the post-peak of the stress-strain curve. The behavior is described by a linear softening 
function in tension and a parabolic function in compression. In addition, a shear retention fac-
tor (β) was defined. The parameters implemented for each masonry type in the FE model (Ta-
ble 1), are equal for both FE models. As for the EF model, the reference values derive from 
Italian seismic code [11], in accordance with the results of experimental tests, while fracture 
energy values were suggested by scientific literature [17].  

Floors were modeled as elastic orthotropic shell element and elastic properties, equal for 
EF model, are reported in Table 2. 

[a] [b] [c] 
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EFM FEM 
Parameter SB Masonry HCB Masonry SB Masonry HCB Masonry 
E [MPa] 1740 4550 1740 4550 
ν 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
w [kN/m3] 20 14 20 14 
Tens. function - - Linear softening Linear softening 
ft [MPa] 0.018 0.037 0.018 0.037 
Gt [N/mm] - - 0.00135 0.0045 
Comp. function - - Parabolic Parabolic 
fc [MPa] 1.12 1.85 1.12 1.85 
Gc [N/mm] - - 4.8 5 
β - - 0.01 0.01 

Table 1: Mechanical parameter for masonry type in EFM and FEM model. SB: stone blocks; HCB: hollow clay 
blocks. 

Parameter RC floor 
(with slab) 

RC floors 
(without slab) 

Ex [MPa] 39200 36000 
Ey [MPa] 20000 0 
Gxy [MPa] 8300 1000 

. Table 2: Mechanical parameter for floors types (equal for EFM and FEM) 

3 RESULTS 

The seismic assessment was carried out through modal and pushover analyses. These last, 
as stated by the Italian code [11], were performed for both principal directions, following two 
load profiles: proportional to mass distribution and proportional to mode shape. The results, 
consisting in four capacity curves for each model, permitted to evaluate the seismic vulnera-
bility for the global structure in terms of peak ground acceleration (PGA). 

3.1 Modal analyses 

The models were firstly compared through eigenvalue analyses. Table 3 reports the results 
for the three models in terms of modal frequencies and participant mass percentage for each 
principal direction. The comparison shows a good correlation for the first modes, especially 
between the two FE models, whose frequencies are close. For higher modes, differences be-
come more significant, although less important than former ones. 

Observing mass participation percentages, the FE models present similar values (about 
75%), for the first two modes, corresponding to the main bending modes in Y and X direc-
tion, respectively. Major differences can be observed for the EF model, especially on the sec-
ond and third modes, which both are oriented in X direction, although involving less dynamic 
mass. Thus, while FE models shows a global dynamic behavior, with participating masses 
lumped in the first modes, EF model does not.  
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MODE 3MURI DIANA FEA MIDAS FEA NX+ 
f [Hz] mx [%] my [%] f [Hz] mx [%] my [%] f [Hz] mx [%] my [%] 

1 6.059 0.1% 80.8% 6.286 0.0% 75.6% 6.329 0.0% 77.4% 
2 6.851 22.4% 5.4% 8.230 76.2% 0.0% 8.283 73.5% 0.0% 
3 7.418 56.1% 1.2% 9.779 2.2% 0.0% 9.430 5.1% 0.0% 
4 12.152 10.3% 0.0% 13.220 0.0% 6.0% 11.200 0.0% 0.1% 
5 16.367 0.0% 0.4% 15.483 0.0% 0.0% 13.001 0.0% 2.8% 
6 17.452 0.2% 9.4% 20.009 0.0% 3.6% 16.047 0.1% 0.0% 
7 19.508 4.6% 1.4% 20.119 4.5% 0.0% 16.638 0.0% 1.9% 
8 20.509 0.3% 0.2% 20.849 0.1% 0.8% 17.635 0.0% 0.0% 
9 21.716 2.2% 0.3% 21.361 0.7% 0.1% 18.728 0.0% 0.7% 
10 22.738 0.0% 0.0% 21.870 2.4% 0.0% 19.751 0.1% 0.0% 

Table 3: Results of modal analyses 

Figure 5: Comparison between modal frequencies 

3.2 Pushover analyses 

 The capacity curves deriving from pushover analyses pointed out significant differences 
among the three models (Figure 6). The EF curves were characterized by two very distinct 
sections: the first elastic and the second almost perfectly horizontal. On the FE curves, in-
stead, the transition between elastic and post-elastic behavior was less defined. This differ-
ence is due to the nature of non-linearities in the models. On the EF model, the behavior is 
ruled by few idealized elements (plastic hinges), while on FE model the non-linearities are 
spread to all the elements; therefore, the transition between the linear and nonlinear phase is 
much more dilatated, depending on the status of more elements.  

Differences can be noticed even in the post-elastic phase, thus inducing major divergencies 
on displacement capacity, as the FEM analyses provide higher values for ultimate displace-
ment and peak shear capacity, which brings to a brittle failure of the structure. Significant dif-
ferences can be observed even between the FE models: while the curves coincided in the 
elastic section due to the equal elastic properties of the materials’ model, the post-elastic be-
havior changed, due to the different non-linear model implemented by the two software: 
MIDAS curves were characterized by a higher post-elastic stiffness, leading to higher maxi-
mum shear values. 

The models were also compared on damage evolution (Figure 7). For the EF model, the 
damage is represented by a color scale legend of the status reached by every element based on 
the related plastic hinges status, while for FE model, the damage is represented by major prin-
cipal strain. Firstly, a correspondence between the rigid node elements of EF model and the 
un-damaged portion of FEM walls can be noticed, thus validating the assumptions of the EF 
approach. Secondly, all the three models pointed out the major damage located at the piers of 
the first floor, suggesting the activation of a soft story mechanism, which led to the collapse 
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of the structure. The main difference can be observed on the damage at upper levels, as the FE 
model led to the damage located on the piers of the second floor, while the EF on the third 
one. 

Figure 6: Comparison among pushover curves of different models 

Figure 7: Damage pattern example for each model: 3MURI (a), DIANA (b) and MIDAS (c). 
Analysis case: Modal X 

3.3 Seismic capacity assessment 

Verifications were carried out following the Italian seismic code [10][18], obtaining the 
capacity in terms of Near-Collapse PGA (PGAC) for every pushover curve. Resulting PGA 
capacities of FE models were compared to EF ones (ΔPGA) and reported in Table 4. Results 
pointed out that the Y direction is the most vulnerable one, providing lower values of Near-
Collapse PGA (PGAC). Comparing the modeling strategies, lower values can be observed for 
the EF model, especially for the transversal direction analyses, suggesting a more conserva-
tive approach. The FE models deliver similar PGA values for Y-direction analyses, while dif-

[a] [b] [c] 
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ferences emerge from X-direction ones, as MIDAS values are significatively higher than 
DIANA ones. 

Analysis 
3MURI DIANA FEA MIDAS FEA NX+ 

PGAC [g] PGAC [g] ΔPGA [%] PGAC [g] ΔPGA [%] 
X Mass 0.220 0.222 +0.9 0.289 +31.3 
Y Mass 0.125 0.187 +49.6 0.189 +51.2 
X Modal 0.194 0.174 -10.4 0.200 +3.1 
Y Modal 0.104 0.114 +9.6 0.118 +13.5 
Table 4: Near-collapse PGA capacities (PGAC) and percentage variation ΔPGA on EFM model. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

In this contribution, different modeling strategies for existing URM buildings have been 
applied to a representative case study. 

The case study was a three-story URM building located in the Italian Alpine region. It has 
a rectangular plan shape, as well as it is regular in elevation. Lower portion was built using 
local calcareous stone blocks, while the upper portion was made of hollow clay blocks. 

Equivalent Frame (EF) and Finite Element (FE) models were implemented using different 
software [9,14,15]. The comparison of analyses results showed that: 

differences related to the various approaches can be observed, especially in damage
evolution and post elastic behavior;
both EFM and FEM approaches identified the same soft story mechanism involving
the first floor’s piers, even if differences can be observed in damage pattern among
the strategies;

In this study, EFM approach produced more conservative results than FEM ones, providing 
lower capacity PGA values. Other examples led to controversial results [2][4][7], suggesting 
that one or other strategy has to be carefully chosen, depending on case study characteristics 
and analysis purposes; besides its low computational effort, the EFM approach appears to be 
suitable for seismic assessment of regular building. FE approach is indicated for more irregu-
lar structures, which cannot be easily schematized with EF method. They even provide more 
detailed results, allowing local damage patterns to be better identified, however they require 
way more computational time. 
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Abstract 

The seismic vulnerability of unreinforced masonry structures is a relevant topic as they stand 
for one of the most typical building typologies in the world. Despite the effort carried out by 
researchers, further experimental campaigns can help to increase the level of knowledge on 
the most frequent collapse mechanism and to suggest the most adequate reinforcement tech-
nique for the specific case. In this context, we address here a study on a mixed construction 
technique, in particular a type of building with masonry walls and concrete slabs, the so-
called “Placa” buildings. Such buildings are typical of the Lisbon region and were mainly 
erected from 1930 to 1960. In this period, there was low awareness about the effects of add-
ing heavy slabs to the global and local behavior of masonry structures. The seismic vulnera-
bility of such structures is high, which is relevant in a medium-high seismic hazard region 
such as Lisbon.
An experimental campaign will be performed at the University of Minho. The set-up compris-
es a U-shaped brick wall tested subjected to an out-of-plane load and three tests are planned 
to perform: an unreinforced and two (different) reinforced configurations.
In this paper, sensitivity analyses concerning the unreinforced wall are shown. The primary 
goal is the identification of the correct set-up that would allow the exploitation of the energy 
at the orthogonal connection without leading to undesirable rocking phenomena of the wall. 
In such a way, the subsequent application of the reinforcement will have a major role in vul-
nerability reduction. 

Keywords: “Placa” buildings, brick walls, out-of-plane, micro-modeling, concrete damage 
plasticity. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Masonry structures are one of the most typical building typologies all over the world. Despite 
their great efficacy for sustaining gravity loads, they may suffer severe damage when subject-
ed to horizontal loads coming from destructive events like earthquakes [1][2][3]. In recent 
years, several efforts were made to reduce the seismic vulnerability of such structures [4][5].
Indeed, not only for historical structures, but also for schools [6], hospitals and palaces that 
assume strategic importance during possible emergency management. Many of these build-
ings are relatively recent and can present a mixed technology, in which both masonry brick 
walls and reinforced concrete slabs are combined. A remarkable example of such construction 
typology is represented by the so-called “Placa” buildings, typical of the urban expansion of 
Lisbon in the period from 1930 to 1960. 
In the progressive trend of introducing the reinforced concrete as the main structural element,
the “Placa” buildings are characterized by brick walls, which stand as structural elements and 
reinforced concrete (RC) slabs. However, such a combination was realized in a period of in-
sufficient awareness of the consequence of adding heavy concrete slabs (if compared to the 
timber ones) for the local and overall response of the buildings. Many deficiencies, along with 
inadequate construction details, can be typically found in “Placa” buildings, namely: i) inter-
nal structural irregularities, ii) limited capacity of the vertical elements against shear forces 
and bending, iii) a low number of vertical elements, iv) interruption between floor slabs and 
masonry walls affecting the rigid diaphragm behavior. All these aspects, combined with the 
increase of inertia loads because of concrete slabs, might lead to a marked seismic vulnerabil-
ity, enhanced by the relevant seismic exposition of Lisbon. 

An experimental campaign has been planned to investigate the local structural capacity of 
such buildings. The primary focus is the investigation of the out-of-plane capacity of the brick 
masonry walls that rarely have enough resistance against forces acting perpendicular, causing 
local collapse mechanism. Three U-shaped brick walls will be tested by applying a uniform 
pressure on the internal side of the wall (as done in [7]). The first configuration (unreinforced 
wall) will serve as a reference for the two subsequent reinforced configurations. To get a
damage pattern that resembles what is observed in “Placa” buildings, particular care has been 
addressed in the design process of the experimental set-up. Indeed, in order to define the most 
effective strengthening solution and provide a fair comparison, the damage should spread 
mainly at the connection with the orthogonal walls. For this reason, it is necessary to avoid, or 
significantly postpone, any rocking of the U-shaped wall. In such a way, the improvements 
ensured by the reinforcement technique will be more noticeable. To this end, this paper sum-
marizes distinct hypotheses for the geometry, load and boundary conditions on the unrein-
forced configuration. Damage patterns and load-displacement curves are presented in order to 
provide a comparison of the results. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL PLAN: AN OVERVIEW 

In this section, the experimental plan is exposed in each step. I will include: i) material char-
acterization tests, ii) test on one scaled unreinforced configuration, iii) test on two different 
scaled reinforced configurations. Regarding the firsts, masonry wallets with an English-bond 
arrangement (the same as the U-shaped walls) have been built and will be tested according to
the recommendations given in EN 1052-1:1998 [8] and EN 1052-2 [9]. In particular, 3 wallets 
will be tested under compression and 3 wallets under diagonal compression in order to define 
the in-plane behavior. The out-plane behavior will be investigated by testing 5 wallets under 
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horizontal flexural tests and 5 wallets under vertical flexural tests. Along with these tests, a 
mechanical characterization of the mortar will be provided. 

The geometric configuration of the walls has been defined to represent a typical façade and 
corresponding transversal walls of a ‘Placa’ building. As mentioned, bricks are arranged accord-
ing to an English-bond arrangement with dimensions 250mm×120mm×60mm. The initial geomet-
ric dimensions of the set-up are: 3.24m of façade wall length, walls’ height of 1.40m, transversal 
walls’ length of 1.20m and thickness of 0.25m. However, as it will be clearer in the next Sections,
such initial assumption resulted to not be sufficient for avoiding a rocking of all systems. So, a 
slight modification of such configuration is later justified. 

Figure 1 Frontal view (top) and top view (bottom) of the planned configuration. 

The plan includes two different strengthening solutions are planned to be carried out: i) an an-
chored system between façade and transversal walls; ii) a textile reinforced mortar on the outer 
façade eventually coupled with the anchored system. In order to provide a further reference, the 
unreinforced wall will be reinforced after the damage and led to the collapse.

3 NUMERICAL STRATEGY: A MICRO-MODELING APPROACH 

In the current prediction stage of the experimental campaign, a detailed heterogonous ap-
proach has been picked to reproduce accurately the failure modes. In such an approach, the 
bricks and mortar joints are modeled separately with contiguous 3D elements. No interfaces 
are interposed between them and the non-linear mechanical properties are exclusively lumped 
at the joints, addressing only elastic properties to the bricks (as done in [10–12]). Such simpli-
fication is reasonable as the good mechanical properties of bricks and the weak capacity of the 
mortar. Specifically, the mortar intended to be used in the tests is characterized as Mortar5, 
with a compressive strength equal to 5 MPa. All the analyses are carried out in the FE-based 
software Abaqus and non-linearities are addressed through the already available constitutive 
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model Concrete Damage Plasticity. In such a way, it is possible to input a differential behav-
ior in compression and tension and define a specific softening law. In this predictive stage, a
tensile strength equal to 0.2 MPa has been addressed to the mortar along with fracture energy 
of 0.02 N/mm. Regarding the mesh, taking advantage of the symmetry of the setup, a half 
wall has been modeled. The average size of the 3D brick elements is around 10-20 mm lead-
ing to an overall number of nodes around 140000.  

Figure 2 Model in Abaqus of half wall and mesh detail.

The analyses are carried out by applying a perpendicular uniform pressure on the internal 
side of the main wall in order to simulate the load transferred from the airbag that will be used 
in the experimentation (same procedure followed in [7]). In this way, the analyses are all per-
formed under load control and the arch-length algorithm is employed for obtaining the soften-
ing response of the structure. Fixed boundary conditions are imposed at the bottom of the wall 
where a mortar layer (with the same mechanical properties used for the joints) is posed.  

4 NUMERICAL RESPONSE OF THE U-SHAPED URM WALL: PARAMETRIC 
ANALYSES 

The sensitivity (in terms of geometry, pre-stress level and boundary conditions) numerical anal-
yses that will be shown in the next Sections are applied only at the unreinforced masonry case. 
Indeed, the main goal of the present work is the definition of the correct set-up with the view of 
applying different strengthening techniques on the same configuration in a subsequent step. 

The first parametric analysis concerns the amount of pre-stress that is necessary to impose on 
the side walls in order to avoid or postpone any rocking phenomena. In Figure 3a it is provided a 
comparison of the load-displacement curves related to different values of the imposed pre-stress. 
The control point is picked exactly at the top middle of the wall (red circle in Figure 1). It is im-
portant to highlight that the global loads to which reference is made are related to the half speci-
men. As it is noticeable, the U-shaped wall tested with no pressure on the top of the side walls is 
characterized by a marked softening behavior. However, as shown in Figure 3b, such behavior is 
associated with a rocking phenomenon that is not desirable. The softening branch is strongly re-
duced at the increase of the pre-stress applied, reaching a plateau when a pre-stress of 100 kPa is
considered. In fact, in Figure 3c, it is possible to appreciate the reduction of the damage at the bot-
tom of the wall. However, its extent is still too clear and further sensitivity analyses are required. 
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3 Load-displacement curves related to the wall in its original configuration by applying different values 
of pressure (a); damage configuration of the wall without pre-stress(b); damage configuration of the wall sub-
jected to a pressure of 100 kPa (c).

The next sensitivity analyses are focused on the possibility to impose further constraints. In 
Figure 4 it is provided a qualitative overview of the results obtained. In particular, in Figure 
4a the back face of the side wall is constrained. This hypothesis can be implemented by em-
bedding the back portion of the lateral wall in U-shaped steel beams (a similar setup can be 
found in [13]). In such a way, the rotation of the side walls is prevented and the damage 
spread mostly at the connection as required. A similar result can be achieved by imposing a 
steel beam above the top back corner of the lateral walls. As it is noticeable in Figure 4b the 
damage pattern can be superimposed to the previous case. These strategies are highly efficient 
but, on the other hand, the control of the load attained by such constraints might be compli-
cated.  

In Figure 4c-d it is shown an attempt of modifying the boundary conditions at the base of 
the wall. In Figure 4c, the first layer of brick and mortar is furtherly constrained, but in such a 
way the rocking trend is only delayed. In Figure 4d, a different hypothesis has been made. In 
this case, the central wall is considered only supported at the base (a layer of sand can serve 
the purpose) leading to a single curvature bending moment. However, the damage pattern is 
concentrated mainly at the connection at the base of the walls 
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4 Boundary condition applied at the back face of the side wall and related damage pattern (a); boundary 
condition applied at the top of the side wall and related damage pattern (b); boundary condition applied at the 
bottom (fixing two layers of bricks)  of the side wall and related damage pattern (c); boundary condition released 
at the bottom of the main wall and related damage pattern (d).

From the previous analyses, it seems evident the necessity to change the original geometric 
configuration presented in Section 2. So, a parametric analysis is conducted on the length of the 
main wall and side walls. These lengths are increased to 25 cm (model “SWL_25cm” that stands 
for Side Wall Longer of 25 cm) and to 50 cm (model “SWL_50cm”). The main wall is modified 
by adding 80 cm and 120 cm (model “402_SWO”) that stands for the main wall of 402 cm 
and the Side Wall Original and model “442_SWO”). Also, a combination of both modifica-
tions is provided in the models “402_SWL_25cm” and “442_SWL_25cm”. In all the cases a 
vertical pre-stress of 20 kPa is imposed.

In Figure 5 the global responses of all the models are reported. It is interesting to notice the 
strong enhancement that the extension of the side walls can provide (Fig. 5a). From a compar-
ison of the capacity curves, the outcomes are very similar to the one obtained when a vertical 
pre-stress of 100 kPa is imposed. However, comparing the damage pattern (Fig. 6a-b), the 
rocking behavior is much less evident. Moreover, no evident differences can be noticed 
among the curves related to the models SWL_25cm and SWL_50cm but as shown in Figures 
6a and 6b the damage at the base of the side wall is almost absent in this case. This might 
have huge relevance when the reinforced configurations will be treated.  

Figure 5b provides the results related to the extension of the main wall (also in combina-
tion with an extension of 25 cm of the side walls). It is quite evident how increasing the 
length of the side walls is much more effective than extending the longitudinal dimension of 
the main wall. Moreover, this strategy would require much more material for the construction 
of the walls without leading to further improvements (see the comparison of the damage pat-
tern in Figure 6a and Figure 6c).
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(a) (b)

Figure 5 Load-displacement curves related to the original setup by changing the length of the side walls (a); 
Load-displacement curves of the original setup by changing the length of the main and of the side walls.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6 Damage pattern of the model SWL_25cm (a); Damage pattern of the model SWL_50cm (b); Damage 
pattern of the model 442_SWL_25cm (c).

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The paper summarizes preliminary analyses conducted on an unreinforced brick masonry wall. 
The main scope was the definition of the correct set-up in terms of geometric configuration, the 
load applied and boundary conditions for upcoming experimental tests that will be performed at 
the facilities of the University of Minho in Guimarães. 

The experimental campaign will focus on the seismic vulnerability and possible strengthening 
solutions for building realized with a mixed technology: masonry walls and RC slabs. The so-
called “Placa” buildings are a typical example of such configuration, and particularly vulnerable 
as mainly spread in the Lisbon region. In order to resemble this structural typology, a U-shaped 
brick wall has been conceived. Several parametric analyses have been carried out to highlight the 
parameters that have more influence on both the global behavior and collapse mechanism. The 
different proposed scenarios revealed the necessity to adapt the initially planned configuration to 
prevent any rocking mechanism of the structure that would be undesirable. In fact, the occurrence 
of such a collapse mechanism would prevent the spread of damage at the connection between 
transversal walls, which will the point of more interest when defining the strengthening solutions 
will be discussed. In the upcoming numerical analyses concerning the reinforced scenarios, the 
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composite materials might be added using a detailed micro-modeling [10][14] or through a sim-
plified approach [15]. Whereas, the anchors might be introduced explicitly in the model or 
through truss FEs [7] avoiding an increase in the computational demand. 
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Abstract

Unreinforced masonry (URM) buildings are one of the most common constructions in devel-
oping countries and are usually constructed based on traditional knowledge without engi-
neering intervention. Due to poor seismic performance of URM buildings, the development of
seismic protection systems can play a key role in the mitigation of losses in future earth-
quakes. Despite the availability of different interventions for seismic strengthening of URM 
buildings, the quest for a cost-effective technique still exits. On the basis of recent outcomes 
by these authors, this study presents the design of low-cost base isolation systems for a class 
of URM buildings deemed representative of the building stock of developing countries. The 
proposed base-isolation system is made by recycled-rubber fibre-reinforced elastomeric iso-
lators (RR-FREIs). Building classes were defined by properly selecting those parameters 
which are expected to mostly affect the seismic behaviour of the building such as number of 
storeys, masonry type and in-plan irregularity. Three-dimensional numerical models of URM 
buildings were developed in SAP2000 using nonlinear layered shell elements and bilinear 
models for RR-FREIs. Nonlinear time history analyses were carried out for a set of ground
motion records to investigate the performance of both fixed-base (FB) and base-isolated (BI) 
configurations of URM buildings. The comparison of results shows a significant reduction of 
inter-storey drift ratios for BI configuration, thus demonstrating the effectiveness of RR-
FREIs.  

Keywords: Unreinforced masonry buildings, base isolation system, recycled rubber, fiber re-
inforced elastomeric isolators, finite element analysis.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Unreinforced masonry (URM) buildings are usually constructed using locally available 
bricks, based on traditional knowledge without engineering intervention. Such non-engineered 
constructions (NEC) are highly susceptible to damage when subjected to lateral loads like 
seismic motion. This is mainly due to the lack of seismic design, low strength construction 
materials and poor structural detailing [1]. The common URM buildings found in developing 
nations of the world are constructed using masonry walls with roofs made up of reinforced 
concrete. Such type of buildings tends to develop deep cracks and undergo significant damage 
even under moderate earthquakes [2]. The collapse of such non-engineered and semi-
engineered buildings during seismic events had resulted in huge losses especially in develop-
ing nations like India, Nepal, Philippines, Pakistan, Mexico, and Indonesia. Notable events 
include the 2006 Yogyakarta earthquake and 2005 Kashmir earthquake in India and Pakistan,
respectively [3].

Considering the economic impact, the complete replacement of NECs with earthquake-
resistant buildings is unfeasible. Hence, there is a need for a sustainable control strategy with 
reduced cost. One of the promising solutions is the base isolation technology in which the 
seismic response of the superstructure is reduced by introducing isolation bearings between 
the superstructure and the foundation of the building [4,5,6]. However, the cost of the base 
isolation system being high, the application is usually limited to important structures such as 
hospitals and historic buildings. The continuous development in this field had led to the de-
velopment of novel configurations of elastomeric bearings for base isolation. Among these,
fibre-reinforced elastomeric isolators (FREIs) have been developed in the recent years as an 
alternative to conventional laminated rubber bearings [7,8]. The replacement of internal shims 
with flexible reinforcement makes FREIs less heavy and easier to install in comparison with 
conventional isolators.

In order to further reduce the cost of FREIs, significant research effort is being dedicated 
currently to developing a novel elastomeric bearing using recycled rubber. The extremely low 
cost of recycled-rubber fibre-reinforced elastomeric isolators (RR-FREIs) would make them 
highly suitable for application in developing nations [9,10,11,12]. However, research on the 
suitability and effectiveness of the novel RR-FREIs for base isolation of URM buildings is
scarce in the literature [13]. A recent study by Losanno et al. investigated the effectiveness of 
RR-FREIs for a box-type URM building in developing nations [14]. The study assessed the 
response of fixed-base (FB) and base-isolated (BI) building models developed based on mac-
ro-modelling approach using SAP2000 [15]. The use of such simplified macro-modelling ap-
proach for nonlinear analysis of base-isolated structures can be widely seen in the literature 
[16, 17]. Developing a suitable modelling approach with acceptable accuracy is necessary to 
capture the exact response of the masonry structures [14,18,19,20].

In this context, the present study aims at investigating the effect of low-cost base isolation 
system on typical URM buildings from the stock of developing nations. Three building types
were chosen in order to address the effect of plan variability, wall density and number of sto-
reys on effectiveness of base isolation under a set of earthquake records. Nonlinear time histo-
ry analyses of the FB and BI-URM buildings were carried out using a simplified three-
dimensional numerical model developed in SAP2000.

2 SELECTION OF CASE STUDIES

Three different masonry buildings representing URM buildings in developing nations are 
considered for the aim of the study. The first building prototype (URM1) is a single-story 
building reported by Shahzada et al. (2012) with plan dimensions 4.115 m × 3.505 m, built 
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with 0.228-m-thick walls as shown in Figure 1a. The experimental and numerical analysis re-
sults of URM1 are available in the literature [14,21,22]. The second building prototype
(URM2) is selected based on a detailed investigation on the URM building stock in develop-
ing nations and the building plan with dimensions 8.0 m × 6.0 m is shown in Figure 1b. The 
building plan is framed by also considering the Indian Standards for earthquake design [23]. 
The third building prototype (URM3) considered in the study is a two-storey building with the
same building plan of URM2.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Plan view of URM buildings: (a) URM1; (b) URM2 and URM3.

The wall thickness is constant in plan and elevation, and equal to 0.228 m; the roof of the 
URM buildings was considered to be made up of 0.152 m reinforced concrete slab. Further, 
the buildings were also provided with a 0.152 m thick RC lintel above the openings to im-
prove the building resistance to gravity loads. The inter-storey height of the structures was 
taken equal to 3.3 m. Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion with associated flow rule was used for 
simulating the inelastic shear behaviour and failure of the masonry. The RC elements were 
assumed as linear elastic and a rigid diaphragm constraint was assigned to the roof level of the 
buildings. 

In order to consider the variability of mechanical properties, the material properties of the 
masonry structures considered in the present study were selected from previous studies on 
URM buildings located in developing nations such as India, Nepal, Pakistan and Iran 
[21,24,25,26,27]. The statistical distributions, mean value and coefficient of variation (CoV)
of the main material properties are listed in Table 1.

Material properties Distribution Mean CoV
Mass density [kg/m³] Lognormal 1707.5 0.13
Compressive strength [MPa] 4.2 0.43
Tensile strength [MPa] 0.16 0.56
Shear strength [MPa] 0.24 0.66
Young’s modulus [MPa] 1302 0.68

Table 1: Material properties of URM buildings.
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3 DESIGN OF BASE ISOLATION SYSTEM

Detailed research on RR-FREIs has been carried out in the recent years both numerically 
and experimentally. The RR-FREI sample and its experimental shear behaviour obtained from 
Losanno et al. (2020) is shown in Figure 2 [12]. These bearings are made up of rubber grains 
from used tires and industrial leftovers that are crumbled and glued together. The devices are 
installed in unbounded configuration in order to achieve an easier installation and significant-
ly releasing internal stress within the isolator. The cost of this innovative RR-FREIs has been 
estimated in the order of 10% of the cost of conventional laminated rubber bearings.

(a) (b)
Figure 2: RR-FREI prototype: (a) picture; (b) experimental shear behaviour [12].

The weight of the building plays a major role in the design of rubber-based isolation sys-
tems. Considering the low weight of single-story URM buildings, only a smaller number of 
bearings would be required to achieve a conventional target period in the range of 2.00 to 2.50
s. But the requirement of a deep beam spanning over the whole length of the masonry walls
poses a major challenge. In order to maintain the overall lateral stiffness of the system, a suit-
able trade-off needs to be identified while designing the base isolation systems with a limited 
number of bearings trying to avoid a deep base-beam. In the present study, the reinforced 
concrete base beam was designed in accordance with Indian code provisions confirming min-
imum concrete strength and internal reinforcement for URM buildings. The width of the base 
bond beam is maintained same as that of the wall thickness. Dead load analysis of finite ele-
ment model was carried out with varying support locations to identify the most suitable posi-
tion of the least number of isolators while satisfying the requirements in terms of both stress 
and deformation limits provided by the code. The number of isolators used in the three BI-
URM buildings considered in the present study is equal to 8 (URM1) and 15 (URM2 and 
URM3), respectively. The layout of the isolation bearings is shown in Figure 3.

The properties of the square RR-FREIs used in the building prototypes are listed in Table 2.
Square-shaped devices are considered for the possibility of easy cutting RR-FREIs from larg-
er size rubber pads. The width of the bearing is defined according to stability requirements.
The target period of BI-URM buildings is obtained as a trade-off between the longer period 
range for a more significant mitigation of spectral accelerations and the lower period value 
corresponding to limited displacement demand of the isolation system.

According to previous studies by the authors, the stability limit and damping capacity of 
RR-FREIs were set equal to 50% shear strain and 15% of critical damping, respectively [11].
Shear modulus for URM1 was set equal to 0.70 MPa [14]. A lower value of that modulus, i.e. 
0.40 MPa, was selected for URM2 and URM3 in order to obtain a more stable geometry of 
the bearings. A laboratory investigation is being developed in order to reduce the shear modu-
lus to a value which is typical of a softer compound.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: Location of RR-FREIs in URM buildings: (a) URM1; (b) URM2 and URM3.

Building 
model

FB funda-
mental pe-
riod (s)

Target BI 
period (s)

Target dis-
placement 
(mm)

Equivalent 
damping 
(%)

Shear 
modulus 
(MPa)

Rubber 
height 
(mm)

URM1 0.12 1.30 60 15 0.70 120
URM2 0.10 1.50 150 15 0.40 300
URM3 0.14 1.70 170 15 0.40 340

Table 2: Properties of RR-FREIs used in BI-URM buildings.

Due to increasing weight, a higher target period can be achieved with larger URM build-
ings, i.e. URM2 and URM3 in comparison with URM1. The variability associated with the 
properties of the isolators is not considered in the present study.

4 NUMERICAL MODELLING OF URM BUILDINGS

Masonry being a complex material demands extensive computational effort and experi-
enced users in order to model the exact characteristics of the structure. Further, the inclusion 
of orthotropic properties of masonry requires additional material properties that are not readi-
ly available. Thus, a detailed experimental study on the masonry structure under investigation 
is necessary to reproduce the realistic behaviour of the masonry through numerical modelling. 
Hence, simplified macro-modelling techniques are preferred when the aim of the research is 
mainly focussed on the global behaviour of the structure. In macro-modelling techniques, ma-
sonry is modelled as a homogeneous material with equivalent mechanical properties.

The numerical model of the buildings was developed using this simplified macro-
modelling approach in SAP2000 software package with nonlinear layered shell elements. In 
this macro-modelling approach, masonry was considered as an isotropic material. The shell 
layers are defined with different constitutive law in the thickness direction. Two stress-strain 
curves corresponding to normal and shear stresses were used to represent the nonlinear behav-
iour of the masonry [1,16]. The uniaxial compressive strength of the masonry was defined 
based on the analytical model developed by Kaushik et al. [28]. The uniaxial tensile strength 
of the masonry was defined based on the relationship suggested by Akhaveissy and Milani
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[29]. The presented numerical approach had also been proven to be accurate and computa-
tionally efficient compared to other micro modelling approaches used in masonry modelling. 
The comparison of numerical and experimental results of the box-type structure can be seen 
in Losanno et al. [14]. Furthermore, a detailed research article on the comparison of different
macro-modelling approaches for URM buildings highlights the suitability of this method [30].
In case of base-isolated buildings, the RC base beam is modelled using linear elastic frame 
elements. The RR-FREIs are modelled using a simplified bilinear model to account for non-
linear behaviour of the bearings. The initial and post-yielding stiffness values were used in
order to provide the effective stiffness and equivalent damping ratio obtained with the base 
isolation system design according to values listed in Table 2. The numerical models of the 
base-isolated buildings along with their first mode of vibration are shown in Figure 4. The 
first mode of BI-URM buildings clearly shows the rigid-body motion in the superstructure.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: Numerical model (first mode of vibration) of base-isolated buildings using RR-FREIs: (a) URM1; (b) 
URM2; (c) URM3.

5 SEISMIC ANALYSIS OF URM BUILDINGS

In order to consider the uncertainties associated with earthquake ground motion (i.e. rec-
ord-to-record variability), the response of the FB- and BI-URM buildings was studied under 
20 ground motions recorded in several developing nations all around the world. The peak 
ground acceleration (PGA) of the selected records ranges from 0.01g to 1.78g. The moment 
magnitude and epicentral distance of the earthquakes associated with those ground motions 
range from 5.2 to 7.9 and 2.2 to 190 km, respectively. The variation of PGA with moment 
magnitude and epicentral distance of the ground motions is shown in Figure 5.

In order to model uncertainties associated both with the ground motions and material prop-
erties, Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) technique is used in the present study to select the 
random variables. Using this technique, 20 sets of random parameters were selected and ran-
domly combined with 20 ground motion records. Then, direct integration nonlinear time-
history analysis (NLTHA) of FB- and BI-URM buildings was carried out and the structural 
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response is obtained. Thus, a total of 120 NLTHAs were carried out over the different cases 
considered in the study.
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Figure 5: Selected input ground motion records: (a) PGA vs. moment magnitude; (b) PGA vs. epicentral distance.

6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Structural response in terms of inter-storey drift ratio (IDR), which is the ratio between rel-
ative lateral displacement measured at the roof level and inter-story height, was computed for 
all case studies. IDR values were studied due to their direct correlation with the damage of the 
masonry buildings. The range of IDR corresponding to different damage levels varies in ac-
cordance with the building type and material strengths [31]. Previous studies suggest that IDR 
values greater than 0.2% usually correspond to extensive damage and significant strengthen-
ing interventions would be necessary. As far as isolators’ displacements are concerned, a 
maximum response value was not explicitly given since the present study mainly focused on 
effectiveness of base isolation on seismic response of URM buildings. As a further develop-
ment of the subject, the authors will study the fragility of the different structural components 
including base isolators.

6.1 URM1 building

The comparison between FB and BI configurations of URM1 building is shown in Figure 6.
The results clearly highlight the effectiveness of base isolation. Under PGA = 1.78g, the re-
duction in IDR in the BI-URM building reaches approximately 91% whereas the reduction 
corresponding to the lowest PGA level, i.e. 0.04g, is about 40%. It is also important to note 
that the IDR values of BI-URM1 building under all the earthquake excitations would be less
than 0.2%, which demonstrates the absence of extensive damage. Furthermore, comparatively 
higher reduction in IDR is observed under seismic excitations with PGA > 1g. The percentage
reduction of IDR in BI-URM1 in comparison with FB-URM1 building is shown in Figure 7,
with average value equal to 63% over all shaking intensities. For ground motion records with 
PGA ≈ 1g, a wide variation in the building response is observed due to the combined variation 
in material properties and record characteristics. It can be noted that a linear regression model 
would be poorly accurate in providing an estimate of IDR reduction versus PGA due to sig-
nificant non-linear behaviour in both FB- and BI-URM buildings.
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Figure 6: Seismic response of URM1 building.

Figure 7: Percentage reduction in IDR of base isolated URM1 building.

6.2 URM2 building

URM2 building prototype is considered to identify the effect of base isolation with the var-
iation in wall density along the direction of excitation (X-axis) and plan area in comparison 
with URM1 building. The response of URM2 building under earthquake excitations is shown
in Figure 8. A significant reduction in IDR is observed in BI-URM2 building.

Figure 8: Seismic response of URM2 building.
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Similar to URM1 building, the base isolation technique is found to be more effective under 
seismic excitations with PGA > 1g. The reduction in IDR due to base isolation under earth-
quake ground motion with PGA = 1.78g is around 98% and response reduction in BI-URM2 
building under varying PGA is shown in Figure 9. The average percentage reduction in IDR is 
about 66%, i.e. a higher value in comparison with URM1 building.

Figure 9: Percentage reduction in IDR of base isolated URM2 building.

6.3 URM3 building

URM3 building is considered in the present study to assess the effect of an increased num-
ber of storeys. The two-storey URM building is deemed more representative of a common 
building type found in developing nations, classified under low-to-medium income socio-
economic people. The building response in terms of IDR is shown in Figure 10 and the per-
centage reduction is given in Figure 11. The properly designed base isolation system offers a 
great reduction in terms of structural response, thus avoiding severe damage even under high-
er PGA levels. The average percentage reduction in IDR of URM3 building is about 81%,
which is significantly higher than that predicted on others URM buildings due to increased 
mass of the building. Differently from previous cases, a linear regression model would result 
more accurate in predicting IDR reduction. These outcomes confirm the effectiveness of RR-
FREIs under medium-size URM buildings, laying the basis for a further development of the 
subject.

Figure 10: Seismic response of URM3 building.
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Figure 11: Percentage reduction in IDR of base isolated URM3 building.

7 CONCLUSIONS

In the present study, a low-cost base isolation system using recycled-rubber fibre-
reinforced bearings for URM buildings in developing countries is assessed. Three URM 
buildings are selected as representative of nonengineered constructions and the numerical 
models are developed in SAP2000 using nonlinear layered shell elements. The base isolation 
system is designed for all the selected buildings and modelled using a simplified bilinear 
model. Statistical distributions of material properties were calibrated from previous studies 
available in the literature. Then, the nonlinear time history analyses of the URM buildings 
were carried out under both fixed-base and base-isolated configurations. In order to consider 
the variability associated with both material properties and earthquake excitation, 20 sets of
random variables were obtained through Latin hypercube sampling technique and each com-
bined with a different earthquake ground motion recorded in developing countries. The results 
show a significant reduction in the IDR of the base-isolated URM buildings in comparison 
with their fixed-base counterparts under all selected ground motions. Furthermore, the reduc-
tion in IDR due to base isolation is more effective in URM2 and URM3 buildings in compari-
son with URM1 building due to their higher mass, i.e. a longer base isolation period is 
achieved due to a more stable geometry of the isolators. These promising results confirm the 
suitability of a novel low-cost base isolation concept for URM buildings in developing na-
tions. The lower IDRs of the BI configuration are a major proxy of a significant reduction in 
the conditional probability of damage to the URM structure under seismic events. In next 
studies, the authors will thus investigate the seismic fragility of base isolated URM buildings,
explicitly accounting for the limited displacement capacity of base isolators as additional crit-
ical parameter.
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Abstract

Seismic performance assessment of masonry buildings requires a nonlinear response analysis 
to achieve a reliable understanding of the possible effects of future earthquakes in terms of 
damage and losses. Equivalent frame (EF) modelling combined with nonlinear static proce-
dures has been recognized as an efficient tool, which was validated in several studies through 
both experimental data and post-earthquake damage inspections. 
In this paper, a new macroelement based on a fibre formulation is implemented into a matrix 
analysis approach to build up a nonlinear EF model and to perform incremental static (push-
over) analysis with response control. For each step of the analysis, the stiffness matrix of the 
structure is updated using the novel macroelement model, accounting for geometric and me-
chanical nonlinearities both in terms of flexural and shear behaviour. Floor systems are mod-
elled with truss elements, the stiffness of which can be varied in order to consider either rigid 
or flexible floors. In addition, the capacity model can simulate different degrees of connection 
at wall intersections and can easily be adapted to consider structural elements made of rein-
forced concrete, steel, wood, or other materials. 
The capacity modelling procedure proposed in this study was first validated by simulating the 
in-plane lateral behaviour of a full-scale masonry wall with opening, and then, implemented to 
run pushover analysis of existing masonry buildings representative of those located in the Cam-
pania region (southern Italy). 

Keywords: Masonry buildings, Macroelement modelling, Fibre formulation, Experimental 
validation, Nonlinear static analysis, Seismic performance. 
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1 INTRODUCTION

Post-earthquake reconnaissance missions and experimental programs have shown a signifi-
cant vulnerability of unreinforced masonry (URM) structures to earthquakes, resulting in huge 
losses of life and money [1]. Despite the wide use of masonry as the oldest construction tech-
nology worldwide, the simulation of the seismic behaviour of URM structures and their retro-
fitting still need to be further investigated.  

Over the years, various approaches have been proposed for simulation of URM structures,
simplifying the problem differently according to the type of construction (e.g., modern or his-
torical building, church, castle, bridge), specific purpose of the analysis (e.g., structural perfor-
mance assessment under gravity loads, seismic actions, settlements), and the expected accuracy 
level and resolution of mechanical behaviour. Accurate results can be obtained through finite 
element (FE) simulation based on micro-modelling techniques, where masonry units, mortar 
joints and, if any, unit-mortar interfaces are distinctly modelled with nonlinear finite elements
[2–5]. Several authors have proposed simplified micro-models in which only masonry units and 
joints are considered [6,7]. Even though micro-modelling techniques allow accurate simula-
tions of masonry structures, they require a detailed knowledge of masonry constituents and have 
a considerable computational cost. This is a major drawback that makes FE micro-modelling 
rather difficult to apply in engineering practice and/or in structural assessments based on few 
data. In this respect, the macro-modelling approach [2] based on the assumption of masonry as 
equivalent homogeneous material allows a good trade-off between computational accuracy and 
cost, hence being applicable to real constructions and/or structures with few known properties. 

An alternative computational strategy for structural response analysis of URM constructions, 
particularly in the case of buildings for their global seismic performance assessment, is based 
on macroelement modelling of walls with openings, i.e., the idealization of each wall as an
equivalent frame (EF) with vertical and horizontal elements simulating pier and spandrel panels, 
respectively [8,9]. Macroelements with different behavioural modes can be used to model such 
types of masonry panels, which have comparable size with respect to openings. Pier-spandrel 
joint panels can be implicitly considered within the EF model, making use of macroelements 
with rigid parts at their ends. Macroelement modelling was validated on several structures, in-
cluding those having an irregular layout of openings [10]. 

This paper presents a novel macroelement modelling procedure that permits the seismic 
analysis of masonry buildings, simulating the in-plane nonlinear response of load-bearing walls. 
The proposed macroelement, which is based on a fibre formulation, was validated in a previous 
study against experimental tests on single piers. In this study, the macroelement is implemented
into a matrix-based formulation for development of EF models and their seismic performance 
assessment via nonlinear incremental static (pushover) analysis with response control. The
overall approach is then validated at the system scale by comparing numerical results to exper-
imental data of a lateral loading test on a full-scale masonry wall with central opening. The final 
part of this paper describes the application of the fibre-based macroelement approach to an 
URM structure representative of real buildings located in Campania (Italy), for their seismic 
fragility assessment.

2 MACROELEMENT ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

This study builds upon a fibre-based macroelement that was recently developed and experi-
mentally validated by Parisi and Acconcia [11,12]. The aim was to develop a matrix-based 
procedure for nonlinear incremental static (pushover) analysis of masonry walls and buildings.
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The macroelement allows the simulation of flexural, shear and rocking contributions to defor-
mations associated with in-plane lateral loading, considering geometric and mechanical nonlin-
earity sources as well as the macroscopic constitutive behaviour of masonry. 

The pushover analysis procedure is based on a nonlinear incremental algorithm with re-
sponse control, namely, where the structure is subjected to increasing horizontal displacement 
of a control point located at the roof level. The macroelement proposed by Parisi and Acconcia 
[12] is modified to incorporate the presence of possible rigid end parts, simulating the presence 
of pier-spandrel joint panels. Each macroelement is formulated according to Timoshenko’s
beam theory and its stiffness matrix is defined by accounting for axial, flexural, shear, and 
torsional behaviour. The stiffness matrix of the structure is then assembled and updated accord-
ing to the secant method during pushover analysis. The stiffness matrix coefficients are indeed 
a function of the displacement components at the two ends of the macroelement. In each anal-
ysis step, the secant stiffness matrix is evaluated through an iterative procedure that can be 
summarized in the following phases:

linearized solution of the structure under the displacements imposed in the current step;

evaluation of the displacements experienced by each macroelement and corresponding
stresses and strains throughout fibres;

computation of the secant stiffness for each macroelement;

linearized solution of the structure based on the updated stiffness matrix;

convergence check in terms of internal forces for each macroelement;

iteration of previous steps or termination of stiffness matrix updating.

In the following sections, the EF modelling and analysis algorithm is validated by comparing 
pushover analysis results to experimental data in the case of a full-scale tuff stone masonry wall
[13]. The procedure is then used to build up the EF model of an URM building, the seismic 
vulnerability of which is evaluated through fragility analysis. 

3 EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION AT SYSTEM SCALE

The EF modelling approach and pushover analysis procedure was validated against a lateral 
loading test on a full-scale URM wall with central opening [13]. The wall specimen consisted 
of two piers connected to each other by a spandrel with timber lintel above the opening (Fig. 
1). The wall was made of tuff stone masonry with running bond and 10-mm-thick mortar joints. 
Overall, the wall was 5.10-m-long, 3.62-m-high, and 310-mm-thick. The piers were 1.70-m-
long, whereas the spandrel was 1-m-high. The specimen was first subjected to vertical loads on
top of the piers and then to horizontal loading with displacement control. Vertical loads had an 
intensity of 200 kN. The horizontal load consisted of a displacement-controlled force that was 
applied to the wall at a height of approximately 3.00 m from the base of the piers. The tuff 
masonry was composed of yellow tuff stones and a pozzolanic mortar, having the mechanical
properties listed in Table 1.
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Figure 1: Experimental setup of lateral loading test on full-scale URM wall with opening [13].

Material Tensile 
strength ft

Compressive 
strength fc

Young’s 
modulus E

Shear 
modulus G

[MPa] [MPa] [GPa] [GPa]
Tuff masonry under com-
pression parallel to mortar 
bed joints (case of span-
drel)

0.192 3.85 2.07 0.86

Tuff masonry under com-
pression perpendicular to 
mortar bed joints (case of 
piers)

0.198 3.96 2.22 0.92

Table 1: Mechanical properties of tuff stone masonry.

Figures 2a and 2b show the EF model of the wall specimen and a numerical-experimental 
comparison in terms of base shear versus top displacement curves, respectively. The numerical 
procedure allows a satisfactory reproduction of the initial stiffness, the peak base shear (exper-
imental value of 184.31 kN against numerical value of 182.96 kN), and maximum lateral dis-
placement. The damage observed on the wall specimen at the end of test was also well simulated,
indicating a flexural failure of both piers and a diagonal shear cracking in the spandrel. 
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) EF model of wall specimen; (b) numerical-experimental comparison in terms of base shear versus 
top displacement curve.

4 FRAGILITY ANALYSIS OF CASE-STUDY BUILDINGS 

The definition of case studies was based upon typological-structural data regarding existing 
URM buildings in the Campania region (Italy), in order to generate a sample of archetype build-
ings representative of residential buildings surveyed in that area. In detail, reference was made 
to real data from the CARTIS database [15], which collects information on typological and 
geometric characteristics of Italian buildings. Based on the 2011 Italian census data [16], the 
Campania region is characterized for more than 47% by masonry buildings, 94% of which were
built before the first Italian code on masonry structures, namely DM 20/11/1987 [17]. In terms 
of size distribution, the masonry buildings in the area are composed of single-storey buildings
(19%), two-storey buildings (45%), three-storey buildings (22%), and buildings with more than 
three storeys (14%). 

By querying the CARTIS database [15], the pre-code building class in the area under study
was characterized in more detail. It was found that 57.9% of existing buildings are made of tuff
stone masonry with load-bearing walls having the following distribution of thickness at the 
ground floor: 700 mm in 32.9% of cases and 800 mm in 39.4%, with remaining values equal to 
400, 500 and 600 mm. The mean thickness of load-bearing walls at the ground floor is 660 mm. 
In plan, the on-centre distance between walls was found to be 4.50 m in 80.2% of cases, 5.0 m
in 15.3%, and 4.0 m in 4.5%, with a mean value of 4.64 m. The mean floor area of buildings 
falls in the interval [100 m2, 150 m2] in 41% of cases, [60 m2, 100 m2] in 24%, [150 m2, 250 
m2] in 28%, and [250 m2, 350 m2] in 3%, with the remaining 4% of buildings having an area 
larger than 350 m2. The mean floor area is 159 m2. It was also found that 79% of tuff stone 
masonry buildings have flat floors, whereas the remaining 21% of them is characterized by 
vaults. Among flat floors, there are 68% of them consisting of steel I-beams and hollow tiles,
14% made of wooden beams, 12% made of concrete and hollow tiles, 5% consisting of wooden 
beams and tiles, and 1% made of SAP-type prefabricated systems with steel-reinforced tiles.
The selected building has a rectangular plan with 3 walls in the X direction and 5 walls in the 
Y direction and consists of 2 floors (Fig. 3). The geometric characteristics agree with statistics 
reported above, so the distance between walls is approximately 4.60 m, the thickness of walls 
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at the ground floor is 660 mm, reducing to 500 mm at the first floor. The floors have an area of 
246 m2 and consist of steel I-beams and hollow clay tiles. 

Figure 3: Plan of the building (longitudinal and transverse walls in the X and Y directions, respectively). 

As regards the mechanical characteristics, the tuff stone masonry under study was regarded 
as ‘regular soft stone masonry’ according to the Italian building code NTC 2018 [18]. The mean 
values of mechanical properties assumed here were set to the average of those provided by the 
Italian building code commentary CS.LL.PP. 21/01/2019 n.7 [19]. According to CNR-DT 212-
2013 guidelines on seismic reliability assessment of existing buildings [20] and previous studies 
[7,14], uncertainties in material properties were modelled as outlined in Table 2, defining the 
dispersion of lognormally distributed variables as follows:

max min

2
X X (1)

where Xmin and Xmax are the minimum and maximum values of the natural logarithms of the 
property. 

Property Symbol Unit Range Distribution
min max

Compressive strength fm MPa 2.00 3.20 Lognormal 2.60 0.24
Diagonal shear strength 0 MPa 0.04 0.08 Lognormal 0.06 0.35
Sliding shear strength fv0 MPa 0.10 0.19 Deterministic 0.145 -
Young’s modulus E MPa 1200 1620 Lognormal 1410 0.15
Shear modulus G MPa 400 500 Lognormal 0.33E -
Tensile strength ft MPa - - Lognormal 0.05fm -
Tensile fracture energy Gft N/mm - - Deterministic 0.0025 -
Specific weight w kN/m3 - - Deterministic 16 -

Table 2: Uncertainty modelling of material properties. 

As regards the mechanical modelling of masonry, the compressive behaviour was simulated
by assigning the constitutive model proposed by Augenti and Parisi [21]. That model is defined 
by the peak compressive strength fm and the corresponding axial strain, which was assumed so 
that the secant modulus of elasticity at 0.3fm was equal to Young’s modulus E provided in [19].
The tensile behaviour of masonry was assumed to be linear elastic up to the peak strength ft and 
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followed by an exponential post-peak phase, assuming ft = 0.05fm and a deterministic value of
tensile fracture energy Gft = 0.0025 N/mm. 

The selected building was analysed through an equivalent frame model (Fig. 4) in which 
macro-elements were equipped with rigid offsets suitably sized to take into account the pier-
spandrel joint flexibility and interaction according to previous studies [10,22]. Floor systems 
were modelled through linear truss elements with axial stiffness derived from size and material 
properties. That modus operandi allowed on one hand the floor flexibility to be considered in 
the distribution of horizontal actions between walls, and on the other, the axial force in span-
drels to be computed. By the way, the flange effect due to wall-to-wall connections was taken 
into account in the structural model. It is also noted that one-way floors were assumed to span 
in the Y direction of the building plan, hence transmitting gravity loads to walls oriented in the 
X direction. Therefore, the gravity loads on walls in the Y direction were barely associated with 
self-weight of structural elements. Pushover analysis was performed with response control un-
der two lateral load profiles, namely, the ‘modal profile’ with lateral forces proportional to the 
first vibration mode times inertia masses and the ‘mass profile’ proportional to inertia masses
only. The centre of mass at the roof level was assumed as control point for nonlinear seismic 
analysis.  

Figure 4: Equivalent frame model of the cases-study building.

Fragility analysis was carried out on 27 structural models of the building, corresponding to 
as many samples of material properties assumed to be lognormally distributed according to 
Table 2. More specifically, three possible values equal to , e–  (16th percentile) and e+  (84th

percentile) were assigned to fm, 0 and E, resulting in 33 combinations of those material proper-
ties. Figure 4 shows the capacity curves corresponding to each direction and profile of horizon-
tal forces. 
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(a) (b)

(c) (c)

Figure 4: Pushover capacity curves of case-study building: (a) X direction and modal profile; (b) X direction and 
mass profile; (c) Y direction and modal profile; (d) Y direction and mass profile. 

Seismic demand was evaluated in accordance with the N2 method [23], allowing global 
safety checking in terms of displacement. The building was assumed to be located on ground 
type A, i.e., rock or rock-like soil. Damage assessment was then performed with respect to four 
damage states (DSs), allowing seismic fragility associated with each DS to be computed under 
varying peak ground acceleration (PGA) that was assumed as intensity measure. The following 
DSs were considered: slight damage (DS1) associated with 60% of the maximum base shear;
moderate damage (DS2) associated with the maximum base shear; extensive damage (DS3) 
associated with 20% post-peak degradation of base shear; collapse (DS4) corresponding to 50%
post-peak degradation of base shear.  

After that fragility points were individually derived, a lognormal probability distribution was 
fitted to them. The total dispersion was computed as square root of the sum of squares of dis-
persion associated with capacity (i.e., dispersion derived via fitting) and dispersion associated 
with demand, the latter set equal to 0.4. 

Figures 5 and 6 show that the seismic fragility of the building was rather insensitive to the 
lateral load profile, while highlighting a significant sensitivity to the orientation of seismic ac-
tions. Indeed, the highest fragility of the structure is related to the Y direction, as expected 
according to the lowest intensity of gravity loads on walls parallel to one-way floors. 
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: Fragility curves in the X direction: (a) modal profile; (b) mass profile.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Fragility curves in the Y direction: (a) modal profile; (b) mass profile. 

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a novel macroelement modelling procedure for masonry buildings has been 
presented and experimentally validated, creating the basis for efficient computation of seismic 
fragility through pushover analysis with response control. The macroelement modelling proce-
dure is based on the fibre modelling approach and is framed within a matrix analysis approach, 
allowing consideration of material nonlinearities and real construction features (e.g. wall-to-
wall connections, floor flexibility, presence of lintels). The macroelement modelling procedure 
build upon a macroelement that was originally validated against an experimental test on piers, 
and then it was extended to the structural system scale. Therefore, the matrix-based analysis 
procedure was validated against experimental data of a lateral load test on a full-scale masonry 
wall with central opening, highlighting a satisfactory numerical-experimental agreement. 

The final part of this paper has presented the implementation of the proposed procedure in 
the seismic vulnerability assessment of a masonry building. The building geometry was mod-
elled according to statistical data on existing masonry buildings located in the Campania region,
Italy. Uncertainties in material properties were modelled and propagated through pushover 
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analysis, considering 27 samples of the building. Assuming four damage states corresponding 
to as many performance levels of the building, fragility curves were obtained to provide the 
conditional probability of exceeding each damage state given seismic intensity, which was 
measured in terms of peak ground acceleration.  

The output of this study can be of interest for seismic risk assessments at regional scale and 
can be extended to other geometric configurations, types, and classes of masonry buildings at 
national scale. The fragility curves presented in this paper will be compared to those derived 
through Monte Carlo simulation, assessing the influence of the uncertainty in capacity that is 
usually of paramount importance particularly in the case of existing masonry buildings. Further 
developments of this study will also include a computationally efficient computation of the 
uncertainty in seismic demand, using nonlinear time history analysis of equivalent elastic-plas-
tic oscillators associated with the pushover curves of the building samples.  
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Abstract

Recent earthquakes demonstrated the vulnerability of existing and historical masonry
constructions. Many strengthening techniques for the seismic retrofitting of these structures have 
been introduced in the literature. Among these, FRCM strategies, based on the application of fibre-
reinforced composite materials on the masonry surface through inorganic mortar layers, has become 
rather popular due to their physic and mechanic compatibility with historical masonries, low 
invasiveness and capacity to improve both the in-plane and the out of plane masonry behaviour. In 
this paper, a simplified discrete model, working at the material macroscale, is proposed to simulate 
the in-plane behaviour of masonry panels strengthened by FRCM systems. The proposed modelling 
approach is based on the DMEM model, whose calibration is enhanced to encompass the properties 
of the externally bonded strengthening system. According to the proposed strategy, the masonry 
support and the FRCM layers are simulated by an equivalent homogeneous material, discretised by 
a mesh of shear-deformable articulated quadrilaterals interacting along their edges by means of 2D 
unilateral cohesive-friction links. The model is implemented in OpenSees and validated by simulating 
experimental shear-diagonal tests, available in literature.    

Keywords: FRCM, Composite material, Masonry structures, DMEM, in-plane behaviour, non-
linear analysis.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The numerical description of the mechanical behavior of masonry elements strengthened with 
externally bonded systems, such as Fabric Reinforce Polymer (FRP) or Fabric Reinforced 
Cementitious Matrix (FRCM) systems, represent a current complex task and requires complex 
mathematical models due to the non-linearity and anisotropy of masonry and the non-linear 
interaction between the reinforcement and the masonry support [1,2]. An effective modelling 
approaches to simulate unreinforced and reinforced masonry panels are represented by mesoscale 
finite element models [3-7] which explicitly simulate masonry, brick-block, units and mortar joints.
According to these strategies, nonlinear zero-thickness interfaces describe both the behaviour of 
mortar joints and the masonry-reinforcement layer. However, these models require high 
computational costs; especially for external reinforced masonry elements where the matrix, the 
reinforce and the interfaces are detailed represented [8]. Consequently, these methods are not suitable 
for engineering applications.

Then the challenging problem of the scientific community is to simulate the complex mechanical 
behavior of unreinforced/strengthened masonry constructions with a limited computational cost and 
with sufficient accuracy. Is the case of simplified continuum finite element models where the masonry 
is represented as an equivalent homogenized continuum material [9,10]. Simplified structural macro-
models aiming at drastically reduce the computational effort by describing each structural element 
through a single computational element (macro-element) or a coarse mesh of them, are largely used 
both in engineering practice and research [11,12]. Two of the most popular structural macro-models 
are represented by Equivalent Frame Model (EFM), in which the masonry building is represented by 
an equivalent nonlinear frame structure constituted by nonlinear beam element and rigid offsets 
[13,14], and the Macro-Element Model (DMEM), in which masonry panels are represented by shear-
deformable 2D macro-elements interacting by discrete nonlinear interfaces [15-18]. The latter model 
guarantees a geometrically consistent description of masonry panels thanks to its 2D kinematics also 
allowing a more accurate simulation of the interaction between masonry panels and beam/column 
elements [19].

In this paper, a new simplified numerical strategy for the simulation of the in-plane FRCM 
strengthened masonry walls is proposed. This approach is based on the subdivision of a FRCM-
strengthened masonry panel in a macro-mesh of shear-deformable elements interacting by discrete 
interfaces, according to the DMEM modeling strategy. Each interface is composed of a set of 2D 
links which describe the flexural/axial and shear behavior of masonry and the reinforcement layer.
The proposed model is applied to simulate some experimental diagonal-compression tests performed 
on unreinforced and FRCM-strengthened masonry panels. The comparisons are presented in terms of 
load-force capacity curves and distribution of damage at the failure of the panel. The results of the 
analyses confirmed that the proposed model is able to simulate the response of the specimens with a 
satisfactory level of accuracy.

2 DESCRIPTION OF THE NUMERICAL STRATEGY

According to the proposed strategy, the masonry panel is subdivided in a mesh of shear-
deformable panels (shear panel) that simulate the shear deformability of masonry portion represented.
It is worth pointing out that, contrary to mesoscale approaches, the mesh discretization is not directly 
related to the brick-masonry arrangement which is taken into account by the calibration procedures 
of the interfaces. Following the DMEM approach, each shear panel can be described by an articulated 
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quadrilateral with rigid edges which are used to connect the interface links allowing the interaction 
between the shear panel and the adjacent elements. . Each interface (horizontal and vertical interfaces 
in Figure 1) is constituted by m nonlinear 2D links which model the flexural and shear-sliding 
behaviours of masonry and their coupling.

Figure 1 Real masonry wall (left); numerical representation with discrete elements (center); Single discrete element 
(right)

Each interface link, as depicted in Figure 2, is constituted by two one-dimension springs arranged 
in-series. One spring is oriented along the direction perpendicular to the connected panel edge (normal 
spring) and one spring is parallel to the edge (shear spring). The normal spring simulating the masonry 
axial behaviour is character by the normal displacement UN and force FN while the shear spring is
characterized by the shear displacement UT and force FT. The two springs behaviour is coupled 
according to the Mohr coulomb failure criterion, based on the friction coefficient (μ) and the cohesive 
force (F0). KN,0 and KT,0 are the initial values of the stiffness respectively in normal and in tangential 
direction.

Figure 2 Discrete element interface with representation of all the nodes that are connected with 2D links (left); 
single 2D link numerical representation (right)
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3 MODEL CALIBRATION

3.1 Calibration of the 2D masonry links 
The constitutive law of the normal spring in compression is characterized by a parabolic

relationship until the peak-strength, followed by a linear-softening and a residual strength (Figure 
3a). The tensile behavior is linear elastic until the material strength after a linear softening is 
considered. When the displacement UN,tu is reached the material is considered cracked and the residual 
tensile strength is equal to zero. This model considers the masonry material in two conditions: cracked 
and uncracked considering two different force-displacement curves as shown in Figure 3b and in 
Figure 3c.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3 Constitutive law of the normal spring: backbone curve in compression and tension and unload-reload rules
in compression; unloading behaviour in tension before cracking (b); behaviour in tension after material cracked (c)

The initial stiffness KN,0 calibration is obtained assigning to each link the axial rigidity of the 
corresponding masonry strip. The same process is applied to assign to the normal material the
compression and tensile yielding force FN,cy , FN,ty. In the case of the calibration of the interface link 
that connect two shear panels we have:

Where: E is the Young modulus of the masonry, λ is the distance between two 2D links, s is the 
thickness of the represented masonry panel, hinfl,tot is the sum of the two semi length of the adjacent 
shear panels, measured in the direction orthogonal to the direction of the interface; σc and σt are the 
compressive and tensile yielding stresses. The compressive yielding displacement UN,cy and the 
tensile yielding displacement UN,ty are calculated considering rigidity, force and the constitutive law.

The shear spring are characterized by an elasto-plastic constitutive law with linear softening 
(Figure 4), governed by a Mohr Coulomb yielding surface. The sliding occurs when the force in the 
direction tangential reaches its limit value, Flim, calculated as reported in Eq. (4) in which μ is the 
friction coefficient, FN is the force acting in the normal spring of the 2D link and F0=c λ s, and c is 
the cohesive strength of the masonry. 
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Figure 4 Shear behaviour of the 2D link (left); influence of the normal force agent in the 2D link to the limit shear 
force FT,lim (right)

3.2 Calibration of FRCM strengthening system
The FRCM matrix is represented by an additional 2D links in parallel with the 2D masonry links

and distributed along the panel edge with the same interval. The shear spring of the reinforcement 
link is characterized by the same constitutive law of the shear spring of the masonry links (figure 3b), 
calibrated considering the experimental shear strength of the mortar layer or the reinforcement [21-
25]. The normal spring is characterized by an arbitrary multi-linear force-slip (σ-UN) relationship in 
tension, calibrated according to the force-slip relationship determined by a shear lap test [21-25]
(Figure 5), and zero compression strength. 

Figure 5 Comparison between the experimental result of the single shear lap test and the behaviour of the multilinear 
material to assign to the element that represent the fibers. In the graph σ stands for the tension in the fibers area, without 

the matrix; UN is the sliding between fibers and matrix.

4 NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF DIAGONAL COMPRESSION TESTS FRCM 
STRENGHTENED MASONRY WALLET

This case study considers the results of the diagonal compression test brick masonry walls, 
executed experimentally [20]. The wall tested in laboratory (129x129x25 cm3) were built using 
standard clay bricks and hydraulic lime-based mortar for the bed joints.
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The tests are executed at displacement control, applying the vertical load along the principal 
diagonal direction of the square panel. Deformations along the two principal directions were recorded 
by using linear potentiometric transducers. The results are reported using τ-γ diagrams, considering γ
as the sum of the deformations along the principal diagonals (εc, εt); τ is the tangential stress calculated 
as τ = P/Ad, in which P is the load applied and Ad is the section of the wall measured on the principal 
diagonal of the specimen. These tests are reproduced numerically with a mesh 10x10 of discrete
elements (Figure 6).

Figure 6 Comparison between the experimental and numerical results (left) and deformed shape registered after the 
first peak in the numerical strengthened wall, considering an amplification factor of 50 (right)

5 DISCUSSION OF THE RESUTS

The proposed procedure well simulates the nonlinear behavior of the URM wall in terms of initial 
stiffness, peak load and residual load. Moreover, observing the numerical deformation, is evident the 
formation of a single diagonal cracking. This collapse mechanism reflects the failure mode 
experimentally observed.

In the case of the strengthened panel, some differences are observed between the experimental and 
numerical capacity curves, mainly in the peak-strength phase. However, the global trend of the 
experimental curve is reproduced with a satisfactory approximation, moreover the failure mechanism 
is well reproduced (Figure 6). Analyzing the stress and deformations of the Links representing 
masonry, mortar matrix and fibers, it is possible to determine the failure points of each element, as 
reported in Figure 7. The first part of the curve corresponds to the linear part, in which masonry and 
matrix aren’t cracked. In this phase the tensile stresses in the fibers are lower than 200 MPa. The first 
peak corresponds to the cracking of the masonry in the central part of the panel, followed by the 
cracking of the matrix along the loaded diagonal. After this point, the external force decreases due to 
opening of the diagonal crack, that can be clearly seen in the deformed shape. The tensile 
deformations in the cracked interfaces continue to increase, allowing the fibers to increase tensile 
deformations and stresses, which result much higher than those registered during the uncracked phase. 
The second increase in strength is due indeed to the contribution of the elements that represents the
fibers. The second peak corresponds to the yield of the fibers in the central part of the panel.
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Figure 7 Numerical result with the indication of collapse of every material

6 CONCLUSION

This paper introduces a simplified model for the simulation of the nonlinear in-plane response of
masonry panels strengthened by FRCM systems. The masonry is described by a mesh of discrete 
elements able to simulate the main collapse modes of masonry material. The FRCM reinforcement is
simulated by a simple and efficient method. The calibration of the model is immediate and based on 
the materials parameters. As a numerical case study, a diagonal compression test has been simulated.
The comparison between experimental and numerical results highlights the efficiency of the method 
in reproducing the global collapse modalities of the mixed system constituted by the masonry and the 
reinforcement. In the numerical simulation, according to the experiments, the matrix contributed to
the first peak of the capacity curve while the contribution of the fibers resulted predominant in the 
post-peak phase where the capacity curve showed a second peak, after a main diagonal crack was 
developed.
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Abstract 

Fiber Reinforced Cementitious Matrices (FRCM) are innovative materials currently adopted 
for the structural strengthening of existing masonry structures. With reference to the in-plane 
behavior of masonry, FRCM systems are effective in enhancing the shear capacity and in in-
fluencing the failure mode of masonry panels, which moves from a very brittle failure, typical 
of unreinforced masonry walls, to a less brittle failure mode. The main objective of this paper 
is to study the structural behavior of masonry panels strengthened with a FRCM system 
through nonlinear numerical analyses of diagonal compression tests performed on an unrein-
forced and a reinforced panel. With reference to the masonry substrate, a brick-to-brick mod-
elling approach is adopted. According to this approach, the non-linearities are all 
concentrated in the mortar joints and in correspondence with potential crack surfaces located 
in the middle of each brick. The FRCM strengthening system is discretized by means of a con-
tinuous bi-directional fiber grid constituted by trusses embedded into the mortar matrix, 
which is bonded to the masonry substrate. A calibrated bond-slip relationship is assigned to 
the matrix-fiber interface, assuming an idealized bilinear law. The nonlinear analyses allow 
to capture the typical experimental shear response of a reinforced masonry panel, character-
ized by a load-displacement curve in which three principal phases can be identified, corre-
sponding with different failure mechanisms: masonry cracking, mortar matrix cracking and 
ultimate failure of the panel. The numerical results are, indeed, compared with experimental 
results, showing a good agreement and confirming the suitability of the modelling approach 
in reproducing the described experimental behavior. Parametric studies on both the material 
and the geometrical parameters of the FRCM system are also performed.  

Keywords: Masonry, FRCM, Diagonal Compression Test, Numerical Modelling, Nonlinear 
Analysis. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The damages caused by the most severe earthquakes in recent decades have drawn atten-
tion to the problem of the vulnerability of the built cultural heritage, mostly consisting of ma-
sonry buildings [1,2]. In this framework, the use of composite materials, such as Fiber 
Reinforced Cementitious Matrix (FRCM), to strengthen masonry panels became very popular 
due to the extremely low weight-to-strength ratio, the ease of application, and the capability 
of maintaining the original stiffness of the unreinforced element unchanged [3,4]. These mate-
rials proved to be very effective for the enhancement of the shear behavior of masonry struc-
tural elements, both in terms of load bearing capacity and failure mode [5,6]. 

Significant research has been also devoted to the numerical simulation of the behavior of 
FCRM strengthened structural elements, adding to the specific aspects of the masonry model-
ling, further issues related to the FRCM systems, considering all the possible failure modes 
[3]. In literature, the FRCM systems are often modeled as homogenized materials, under the 
assumption of having the mortar matrix layers homogenized with a distributed reinforcement, 
fully embedded inside the matrix elements [7-10]. Moreover, the hypothesis of a perfect bond 
between the FRCM systems and the masonry substrate is usually introduced. Some research 
works have introduced simplified analytical-numerical approaches to model the interaction 
between the fibers and the mortar matrix to analyze the debonding/delamination phenomena 
of the FRCM system from the substrate [11,12]. According to these models, the interface be-
havior between the mortar matrix and the fibers is based on the stress vs slip curves deduced 
from experimental tests. 

The objective of the paper is the numerical investigation of the in-plane behavior of FRCM 
strengthened masonry panels subject to diagonal compression test by proposing a specific 
modelling approach. In more detail, the masonry is modelled using a brick-to-brick model, 
based on the simplified micro-modelling approach developed in the past and also known in 
literature as meso-scale approach [13,14]. With reference to the FRCM system, each compo-
nent (i.e. mortar matrix, fiber, matrix-fiber interface) is specifically modelled and the constitu-
tive laws are purposely calibrated on the basis of experimental results to account for several 
possible failure modes. For the validation of the proposed model, the comparisons between 
the results of nonlinear numerical simulations and the experimental results of previous exper-
imental campaigns [15,16] are discussed, together with the results of several parametric anal-
yses. 

2 NUMERICAL MODEL 

In this paper, the in-plane shear behavior of an unreinforced (URM) and a FRCM strength-
ened panel is simulated by means of nonlinear numerical analyses of diagonal compression 
tests. The geometry of the panels (1210×1210×120 mm3), the setup and the boundary condi-
tions (Figure 1a) are chosen to reproduce the ones used in previous experimental campaigns 
on masonry panels built with clay bricks and 10-mm thick cementitious mortar layers, then 
strengthened by a FRCM system composed of a bidirectional carbon fiber grid embedded in a 
lime-based mortar, having a total thickness of 6 mm per side [15,16]. The bidirectional carbon 
grid is characterized by a weight density of 170 g/m2, a grid spacing of 10 mm, an equivalent 
thickness of 0.047 mm and a yarn perimeter equal to 4 mm. The masonry components and the 
FRCM system were subject to experimental tests for the determination of their mechanical 
properties, which are here used as input parameters in the numerical model, as will be ex-
plained in the following.  

A 2D numerical description of the problem is considered: this is consistent with the fact 
that the tested masonry panels are single-wythe walls, characterized by a regular bond pattern. 
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The numerical analyses are carried out by using the finite element software DIANA FEA 10.1. 
The quality and refinement of the mesh adopted both for the URM panel and the FRCM 
strengthened one (Figure 1b,c) is the result of a mesh sensitivity analysis. Numerical analyses 
are carried out under displacement control, applying the displacement to the top steel cradle. 

To include the presence of the FRCM strengthening system over the masonry panel, an 
improved modelling approach is here proposed. More in detail, the approach consists of mod-
elling masonry with a brick-to-brick model, where the nonlinearities are all concentrated in 
the zero-thickness interface elements modelling the mortar joints and in correspondence with 
potential crack surfaces located in the middle of each brick. The mortar matrix presents dis-
crete cracks at the same locations of the masonry substrate and it is considered perfectly 
bonded to the substrate. Then, the single fiber bundles are individually modelled as embedded 
in the mortar matrix trough a bond-slip law. In more detail, the bond-slip law of the consid-
ered carbon FRCM system is calibrated based on experimental bond tests, performed in a 
Round Robin test of the RILEM 250-CSM Technical Committee [4]. The graphical represen-
tation of the adopted modelling approach is shown in Figure 2. 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 1: Diagonal compression test: (a) setup, (b) FE model of the URM panel, (c) FE model of the FRCM 
strengthened panel. 

Figure 2: Modelling approach adopted for the FRCM strengthened panel. 

2.1 Masonry  

According to the brick-to-brick modelling approach, each mortar joint, consisting of mor-
tar and two brick-mortar interfaces, is lumped into a zero-thickness interface element, while 
the bricks, modelled with continuum elements, are expanded to keep the overall geometry un-
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changed. Interface elements are also used in the middle of each brick to model its potential 
cracking. The bricks are modelled as a linear elastic material and all the nonlinearities of the 
problem are lumped in the interface elements. The purpose of this approach is to concentrate 
all the damages in the mortar joints and in the brick interfaces. The adopted mesh includes 
eight-node quadratic elements for the bricks and six-node quadratic elements for brick-mortar 
and potential brick crack interfaces.  

Large values of normal (kn) and tangential (ks) stiffness are adopted for the interfaces lo-
cated in the middle of the bricks to ensure material continuity and to avoid the interpenetra-
tion. An exponential tension softening model was used for these elements without a specified 
shear or compression failure criteria. The elastic stiffness parameters for the zero-thickness 
interfaces modelling the mortar joints are determined starting from the elastic properties of 
brick and mortar, as reported in [14]. 

The nonlinear behavior of the mortar joint interface elements is introduced by considering 
the combined cracking-shearing-crushing model available in the software DIANA FEA, 
which was developed and improved in past research works [13,17]. This model includes the 
failure mechanisms that characterize masonry: cracking of the joints, sliding along bed or 
head joints at low values of normal stress, cracking of the bricks in direct tension, brick diag-
onal tensile cracking and masonry crushing. In more detail, the adopted model is based on 
multi-surface plasticity and it includes a Coulomb friction model combined with a tension 
cut-off and an elliptical compression cap. 

Equations 1-3 describe the Coulomb friction yielding criterion, the yield value and the 
coupling between cohesion and friction softening, respectively: 
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where c is the cohesion of the brick-mortar interface, ϕ0 and ϕr are the initial and the residual 
friction angles, respectively, Gf

II is the mode-II fracture energy and κ1 is an internal softening 
parameter that controls the softening behavior. Non constant mode-II fracture energy is con-
sidered since the softening of the friction angle is taken proportional to the exponential cohe-
sion softening. The dilatancy effect is also included in the model [17] by using the parameter: 
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where Ψ0 is the dilatancy at zero confining stress and shear slip, σu is the confining stress at 
which the dilatancy becomes zero, and δ is the dilatancy shear slip degradation coefficient. 

For the tension mode, the yield function reads: 
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with ft tensile strength of the brick-mortar interface and Gf
I mode-I fracture energy. 

The yield function for the cap model is given by: 
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2 2
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where Cmm, Css, and Cn are a set of material parameters, controlling the center of the cap and 
its intersection with the tensile part of the normal stress axis, and 3  is the yield value. The 
cap mode is described by a parabolic hardening rule, until the peak compressive strength of 
the masonry fc is reached at the plastic strain κp. After the peak, the softening behavior under 
compression is described by a parabolic/exponential softening rule and depends on the frac-
ture energy Gf,c, considered according to Eq. 7 [18]: 

2
, 15 0.43 0.0036f c c cG f f . (7) 

The introduced geometrical and mechanical properties are reported in Table 1 and Table 2, 
together with the properties of the FRCM system described in Section 2.2, and they are de-
rived mainly from experimental results or calibrated by considering data found in literature. 

The vertical displacement along the compressed diagonal is assigned through two steel 
cradles placed at two opposite corners of the panels. The contact surfaces between the panel 
and the cradles are also modelled: the normal stiffness of the interface was high (108 N/mm3) 
to avoid interpenetration while a small tangential stiffness value (450 N/mm3) was calibrated 
to allow relative displacements and to properly simulate the confinement at the corners. 

Property Brick Mortar FRCM matrix Fiber 
E [GPa] 14 7 17 240 
fc [MPa] 44 8 5 - 
ft [MPa] 5 3 3 2400 

Table 1: Mechanical parameter directly obtained from experimental tests. 
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Brick-
mortar 1350 550 0.25 0.001 0.40 0.85 0.85 0.05 0.75 -2 5 21 0.0044 

FRCM 
matrix-
matrix 

2000 800 3.00 0.025 0.55 0.85 0.85 0.10 0.75 -2 9 17 0.0013 

Table 2: Mechanical parameter derived from experimental or literature data. 

2.2 FRCM 

The modelling approach here introduced to describe the FRCM strengthening system be-
havior allows for relative slips between the fiber bundles and the mortar matrix. The formers 
are introduced as a grid of 1D elements, connected to the 2D continuum elements, represent-
ing the mortar matrix, through bond-slip reinforcement interfaces. In more detail, the fiber 
bundles are modelled as 2-noded linear trusses connected by line-shell interface elements to 
the mortar matrix in which they are located (Figure 2). Trusses representing the fibers are 
considered elastic in tension and not effective in compression. The use of a linear elastic be-
havior for the truss elements is a simplification verified and supported by experimental evi-
dence [19]. The bond-slip model adopted within the software DIANA FEA sets a nonlinear 
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relation between the shear stress and the shear slip, while the relation between normal traction 
and normal relative displacement is maintained linear. 

The mortar matrix, composed of 2D elements, is introduced in the model as perfectly 
bonded to the masonry panel. This hypothesis is consistent with the experimental failure 
modes [15,16], never characterized by detachment or shear slip between the mortar matrix 
and the masonry substrate. Accordingly, the mortar matrix is allowed to crack together with 
the masonry substrate, in correspondence of the same weak locations, i.e. mortar bed joints 
and in the middle of the bricks. Therefore, the mesh of the mortar matrix is considered coinci-
dent with the mesh of the masonry, and the same potential discontinuities are introduced 
trough zero-thickness nonlinear interfaces (Figure 2), modelled by adopting the combined 
cracking-shearing-crushing material model, already introduced. Only the definition of the 
normal and the tangential interface stiffness is modified, considering the presence of one ma-
terial only: kn=E/t and ks=G/t, being E, G and t the elastic modulus, the shear modulus and the 
thickness of the mortar matrix, respectively. Since a 2D mesh is used for the mortar matrix, t 
is introduced as the overall thickness of the mortar, including both the inner and the outer lay-
ers. 

In FRCM strengthened masonry panels, the interaction between the reinforcement system 
and the substrate is highly complex and different failure modes are possible. In this work, for 
reasons of simplicity, all the delamination and slippage phenomena are concentrated at the 
matrix-fiber interface. This is indeed the most frequent mechanism leading to failure, after the 
rupture of the fibers, which can be explicitly taken into account by the fiber model.  

The potential slippage of the fiber bundles with respect to the mortar matrix is described by 
zero-thickness interface elements with six-nodes, a quadratic displacement field and a plane 
stress assumption. Since they connect 1D elements (fiber bundles) to 2D shell elements (mor-
tar matrix layer), two separate interface laws are assigned along the longitudinal direction and 
along the direction orthogonal to the fiber bundle alignment. The adopted constitutive laws 
are based on a total deformation theory, which expresses the stresses as a function of the total 
relative displacements. The relation between the normal traction and the normal relative dis-
placement is assumed to be linear elastic and characterized by the kn stiffness. The large de-
formability of fibers along the direction orthogonal to their alignment and the possibility of 
relative slippage between orthogonal bundles, suggest that a negligible value of the stiffness 
should be considered. Therefore, a very weak stiffness is given to the bond-slip interface ele-
ments along the direction orthogonal to the fiber bundles, to neglect their contribution along 
that direction. A bilinear shear stress vs slip curve is considered along the longitudinal direc-
tion; this is a simple but common choice for FRCM systems [9]. Given the purpose to per-
form structural analyses with a large number of interface elements and the growing difficulty 
of calibrating increasingly complex laws, the choice seems appropriate. Shear laws for posi-
tive and negative values of slips are equal.  

To calibrate the bond-slip interface laws and to verify the simplified assumptions intro-
duced, preliminary numerical simulations of bond tests are carried out using the software 
DIANA FEA 10.1. In more detail, experimental bond tests [4] performed on the same carbon 
FRCM system considered for the diagonal compression tests are numerically modelled. The 
prevalent experimental failure modes were the delamination at the matrix-fiber interface and 
the slippage of the fibers within the mortar matrix. In the numerical simulations, the brick is 
considered as a linear elastic material and the FRCM system is modelled as previously de-
scribed. To simulate the bond tests, the free edges of the fiber bundles (truss elements) were 
pulled horizontally by imposing a common displacement, while restraining the brick substrate. 
The numerical results of the bond tests in terms of axial stress vs slip curves are shown in 
Figure 3a. The axial stress is evaluated as the applied force divided by the cross section of the 
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dry fibers. The calibration of the bilinear bond-slip law is performed by direct comparison and 
fitting of the experimental results. Figure 3a shows a good matching between the numerical 
axial stress vs slip curve and the experimental envelope. This finding confirms the suitability 
of the adopted modelling choices. The parameters describing the bilinear bond-slip law are 
reported in Figure 3b. 
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Figure 3: Numerical simulations of bond tests: (a) axial stress vs slip curve; (b) bilinear bond-slip law. 

3 NUMERICAL RESULTS 

The results of the nonlinear numerical analyses are presented in this Section for both the 
URM and the FRCM strengthened panels. They are compared with the experimental results 
obtained in a previous experimental campaign [15,16], in which two unreinforced and two 
FRCM strengthened panels were tested, to validate the proposed approach and understand the 
capabilities and limitations of the model. In more detail, the load vs vertical displacement (δv) 
curves are shown in Figure 4a.  

With regards to the URM panels, a good agreement can be noticed between the numerical 
curve and the experimental ones, both in terms of peak load and corresponding displacement. 
The initial stiffness of the system is properly captured as well as the stiffness decrease regis-
tered around the 85% of the peak load. The experimental post-peak behavior was not properly 
registered due to the fragility of the experimental failure. 

The experimental behavior of the FRCM strengthened panels is well described by the nu-
merical load vs vertical displacement curve: the initial stiffness and the load bearing capacity 
increment (+30%) with respect to the URM panels are properly captured. In terms of vertical 
displacements, the prediction is realistic and inside the experimental range. 

From the numerical results, the mechanical contribution of each single component of the 
FRCM strengthened panel (i.e masonry, mortar matrix and fibers) can be observed and de-
scribed. In more detail, the reference points highlighted in Figure 4b can be identified, corre-
sponding to the following phases of the diagonal compression tests: 

Point A: end of the elastic phase for the masonry panel. The first crack appears locally
inside the substrate while the external mortar matrix layer is still uncracked.
Point B: diffused masonry cracking, while the FRCM layers are still uncracked.
Point C: presence of macro-cracks within the mortar matrix. Along the cracking lines, the
fibers reach the peak shear stress and the onset of local delamination. In this phase, the
load reduction between points B and C can be related to the amount and type of mortar
matrix and fibers.
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Point D: the crack opening with the fiber slippage determines the significant load drop,
until the stress redistribution allows for a proper bonding of fibers, working alone bridg-
ing the cracks. Until this condition is stable, the system can recover the load.
Point E: the peak shear stress is reached for few further fiber alignments.
Point F: bond failure of a significant number of fibers: the extent of stress redistribution
is so diffused that fibers do not have the needed minimum bond length. This phase corre-
sponds to the final failure of the FRCM system (due to delamination).

These findings confirm that the crack pattern and failure mechanism of the FRCM 
strengthened panels are directly affected by both the fibers and the mortar matrix characteris-
tics. The mortar matrix gives stiffness and peak stress contributions, while the fibers allow to 
reseal the crack of the masonry panel and then determine a less brittle post-peak behavior and 
eventual force recovery (if the bond is effective). 
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Figure 4: Load vs vertical displacement curves: (a) numerical vs experimental results; (b) strengthened panel. 

The vertical stress and the interface normal stress are reported in Figure 5 and Figure 6 for 
the URM panel at peak and for the FRCM strengthened panel in correspondence with Point C 
of Figure 4b, respectively. Moreover, to better investigate the delamination process of the fi-
bers within the mortar matrix during the diagonal compression tests, two representative fiber 
bundles are considered, in the positions denoted in Figure 1c. The shear stress distribution 
along the two fibers at different vertical displacements (B-F points of Figure 4b) is shown in 
Figure 7. The potential cracking lines, in correspondence of mortar joint interfaces and of the 
middle of the bricks are represented with vertical black lines. For the fiber bundle 170 (Figure 
7a), an increase in the shear stress, even leading to the reaching of the bond strength, can be 
observed along some section when the mortar matrix starts to crack (lines B-C). In the follow-
ing steps, a shift of the peak shear stress can be noticed due to the development of the delami-
nation process. In correspondence with the formation of new cracks (e.g. position at 293.8 
mm), a sudden failure (delamination) and a subsequent stress redistribution towards less 
stressed portions are observed, until the reaching of the minimum bond length, when the bun-
dle fully delaminates. An analogous behavior can be noticed for the fiber bundle 174, even if 
the trend of the shear stress is influenced by the different position of the bundle within the 
masonry panel. Indeed, the delamination process starts later with respect to the fiber bundle 
170, but the shift of the stress diagram is much larger. Starting from these observations and 
considering that the fully delamination can be reached at different time instants for the bun-
dles, it can be observed that a stress redistribution is allowed between the bundles (beyond 
point F of Figure 4b). A FRCM strengthened masonry panel can exploit this important re-
source in the post-peak phase, depending on the quality of the matrix-fiber bond. 
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 (a)  (b) 

Figure 5: Numerical results for the URM panel at peak: a) vertical stresses on the brick elements, b) interface 
normal stresses. 

 (a)  (b) 

Figure 6: Numerical results for the FRCM strengthened panel: a) vertical stresses on the bricks, b) interface 
normal stresses. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 7: Tangential stress distributions along: a) fiber bundle 170, b) fiber bundle 174. 

The numerical and experimental results are also compared in terms of failure mode. For 
the URM panel, the numerical failure is governed by the formation and development of one 
main crack along the compressed diagonal, in good accordance with experimental evidence 
(Figure 8a). For the FRCM strengthened panel, the presence of the composite system im-
proves the failure mechanism, bridging the main crack and allowing for an effective stress 
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redistribution, which leads to the formation of multiple cracks before failure (Figure 8b). Cor-
respondingly, the sample is allowed to reach much greater deformations before failure, with 
respect to the URM panel. 

 (a)  (b) 

Figure 8: Typical failure modes of (a) URM panel and (b) FRCM strengthened panel. 

4 PARAMETRIC ANALYSES 

After the validation of the proposed numerical model by comparison with experimental di-
agonal compression tests, parametric analyses are performed to investigate some of the pa-
rameters which could affect the structural response. The variations here considered regards 
the mortar matrix properties, i.e. elastic modulus and tensile strength, and the amount of fibers 
embedded within the mortar matrix, according to Table 3. In more detail, the considered range 
of variability of the elastic modulus of the mortar matrix covers adoption of soft mortars and 
of thick mortar layers: the cross section of the mortar matrix is indeed kept constant in the 
model and the membrane stiffness is properly modified trough the variation of the elastic 
modulus only. Concerning the variation of the amount of fibers, different cross sections and 
perimeters are considered, selecting appropriate ranges according to the products available in 
the market. 

 

Model 
Ematrix 

[MPa] 

ft,matrix 

[MPa] 
Area 

[mm2] 
Perimeter 

[mm] 
Reference 17 3 0.47 4 
Soft matrix 5.5 3 0.47 4 
Stiff matrix 51 3 0.47 4 
Weak matrix 17 1 0.47 4 
Strong matrix 17 6 0.47 4 
Matrix only 17 3 - - 
Double density 17 3 0.92 5.64 
High density 17 3 1.38 6.92 
Light density 17 3 0.23 2.83 
Double layer 17 3 0.92 4 

Table 3: Parametric analyses on mortar matrix properties and amount of fibers. 

The results of the parametric analyses are reported in Figure 9 in terms of load vs vertical 
displacements. In particular, from Figure 9a it can be noticed that the value of the elastic 
modulus of the mortar matrix affects the stiffness of the initial uncracked branch, as expected. 
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A large deformability of the mortar matrix (soft curve) leaves the masonry alone in the defini-
tion of the first peak, which is then remarkably reduced with respect to other cases (ref., and 
stiff); on the contrary, a too stiff mortar matrix (stiff) cracks before the masonry, leaving al-
most unaffected the stress at first peak. After the first peak, the mortar matrix stiffness also 
affects the possibility of having a force recovery, due to a possible tension stiffening mecha-
nism allowing for an effective distribution of the cracks around the central portion of the pan-
el. Figure 9a shows also the effect of the mortar matrix tensile strength on the shear behavior: 
a weak mortar matrix cracks before the masonry and it produces a sudden stiffness reduction. 
Correspondingly, the first peak is significantly lower with respect to the Reference case. On 
the other side, a high value of tensile strength seems partially not effective without a coherent 
increase of elastic modulus, since the first peak is shifted towards larger deformations and 
crack openings, where the larger mortar matrix force contribution is balanced by the smaller 
masonry counterpart, clearly inside its softening behavior. Moreover, once the tensile strength 
is locally reached, the post-peak stress behavior is more brittle and, correspondingly, the 
global force redistribution capability is reduced. Once the mortar matrix is cracked, the sec-
ond peak is mainly governed by the amount of fibers and their strength. These findings are 
also confirmed by recent research works [6]. 
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Figure 9: Load vs vertical displacement curves: (a) numerical vs experimental results; (b) strengthened panel. 

The effect of the use of different amounts of fibers is presented in Figure 9b. It can be no-
ticed that a growing amount of fibers inside the mortar matrix does not improve the first peak 
so much, since before cracking mortar matrix is more effective than fibers. Only when the 
amount of fibers is relevant (double density and high density) and properly bonded, the initial 
capacity is remarkably enhanced, even because the mortar matrix is thin. In fact, when two 
layers of strengthening grids are considered (double layer), first peak is not so affected and 
the effect of fibers can be observed only later, because of the limited bond between mortar 
matrix and fibers. The force drop after the first peak and the slope of the following force re-
covery branch (tension stiffening effect) are strongly related to the amount of fibers: the for-
mer being inversely dependent and the latter being proportional to it. This can be explained by 
considering the better stress redistribution which takes place around the main cracks with 
growing amount of fibers. As a consequence, a stronger reinforcement tends to merge the two 
peaks into one. Finally, as expected, the application of a layer of mortar matrix only produces 
an increase of stiffness and shear strength with respect to the URM panel but a very brittle 
failure occurs. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

In the present paper, the in-plane shear behavior of FRCM strengthened masonry panels 
subject to diagonal compression tests is investigated by means of nonlinear numerical anal-
yses. A novel modelling strategy is proposed to include the contribution of each component of 
the FRCM system. In more detail, the FRCM system is discretized by using linear trusses 
embedded into the mortar matrix and a proper bond-slip law is calibrated from experimental 
bond tests.  

The numerical simulations allow to identify the different phases, characterizing the im-
proved shear behavior of a FRCM strengthened panel, highlighting the role of each compo-
nent, i.e. masonry substrate, mortar matrix and fibers. In particular, it is observed that, in most 
of the cases, the masonry cracks before the external mortar matrix, without introducing a sud-
den change of slope of the force vs vertical displacement curve. Then, the presence of the 
mortar matrix mostly influences the first peak load, while the presence of the fibers has an 
impact in the post-peak branch and in the determination of a second load peak. Parametric 
analyses on the mortar matrix properties and on the amount of fiber are performed to better 
analyze the influence of these parameters on the overall structural response.  

It can be concluded that the described modelling approach can determine a satisfactory 
match between numerical and experimental results both for the unreinforced and the FRCM 
strengthened masonry panel. It could be extended to different typologies of FRCM systems, 
with a proper calibration of the mechanical properties of the materials and of the matrix-fiber 
bond-slip interface laws. 
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Abstract

Presently, in historical centres, it is very difficult to analyse buildings as independent struc-
tures, since they share the same boundary walls with adjacent structural units. These construc-
tions of the building aggregate interact among themselves under seismic actions, so that their 
behaviour differs from that of the individual buildings considered as isolated structures. 
Therefore, it is emerging the need to assess seismic vulnerability of building aggregates. Thus, 
in this paper both simple empirical and mechanical refined vulnerability evaluation methods 
of masonry building aggregates are examined in general terms and illustrated in detail through 
the application on a case study in Mirandola, a district of Modena. On one hand, two empiri-
cal assessment methodologies, mainly based on the basic observational data of masonry con-
structions and properly calibrated on macro-element analysis results on a significant number 
of clustered buildings, are proposed taking properly into account the interactions among adja-
cent constructions. On the other hand, a mechanical analysis method at the individual building 
scale is also applied to evaluate more realistically the seismic behaviour of clustered structural 
units through the development of appropriate capacity curves.

Keywords: Seismic Vulnerability, Masonry Aggregates, Empirical Methods, Quick evalua-
tion, Mechanical Methods, Capacity curves.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The seismic safety of existing masonry buildings represents, as it is known, one of the 
main priorities for reducing the seismic risk of historical centres and is conditioned from mul-
tiple geometrical and mechanical factors that influence their behaviour against earthquakes [1].

Nowadays, in most Italian centres, it is easy to find a building heritage characterized by 
historic masonry constructions without an adequate structural apparatus to resist the increas-
ingly frequent and disastrous seismic actions. This structural inadequacy generates a drastic 
increase of the global vulnerability and, therefore, of the seismic risk of entire urbanized sec-
tors.

Buildings erected in aggregate conditions are often made up according to the traditional 
constructive practice with very variable types of vertical structure (i.e. heterogeneous or mul-
ti-leaf masonry walls) and deficient construction details (bad connections between orthogonal 
walls and between walls and floors, variation in the thickness of the walls along with the
building height, etc.), which implicitly involve behavioural deficiencies in terms of stability in
areas characterized by considerable seismicity. Furthermore, the interactions among the con-
tiguous structural cells must be appropriately considered in the study of the vulnerability of 
the whole aggregate, since the dynamic response of each cell is strongly influenced by both 
the number of aggregate units and the position within the clustered building [2].

Based on these considerations, the present study aims to focus on the seismic response of a 
masonry aggregate located in the historical Centre of Mirandola, a municipality within the
province of Modena. The selected masonry aggregate is made of brick walls with deformable
floors, which is a typical structural typology representative of the building classes present in 
the examined urban area. The main objective of the present research is to study seismic vul-
nerability through empirical and mechanical procedures in order to provide a judgement on 
the effectiveness of simple analysis methods in predicting seismic vulnerability of masonry 
structural units of clustered buildings.

2 CASE STUDY MASONRY AGGREGATE

The case study historical building is a row masonry aggregate (Figure 1) composed of dif-
ferent structural units (SUs), mutually interacting to each other, which occupy different posi-
tions (heading or intermediate) within the examined clustered compound.

Figure 1: Case study aggregate placed in the historical centre of Mirandola.

From a structural point of view, the height of the structural units varies from 2 to 4 floors 
above ground, with an average inter-storey height of 2.80 m. The vertical structures, charac-
terized by solid brick walls, have an average thickness ranging from 0.24 m to 0.50 m. 
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The horizontal structures are mainly made of wooden beams with double planking. The 
street views of the study building compound, together with the division of the masonry aggre-
gate in different SUs, are depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Structural layout and identification of the SUs.

Concerning the physical conditions, it has been observed that the main facades along Fran-
ciacorta street do not show, globally, a marked deterioration of the materials. Nevertheless,
there are evident spots of humidity and partial detachment of the plaster, which, however, do
not to alter the static behaviour of buildings. Similarly, the façade facing Dei Quartieri street
does not display signs of structural decay or cracks.

3 EMPIRICAL VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT

To estimate the seismic vulnerability of the reference case study aggregate, firstly, it is
adopted a specific vulnerability index method (V.I.M.) proposed in [3], which is appropriately 
conceived for historical buildings aggregates. The proposed survey form takes into account 
the effects of mutual interaction among SUs under seismic actions with suitable five parame-
ters accurately calibrated on mechanical analyses. So, the vulnerability index of each SU is 
achieved as the weighted sum of the score of each parameter multiplied by the respective 
weight. Consequently, the seismic vulnerability of the entire aggregate is estimated as the 
weighted mean of the vulnerability indices of each SUs, considering the ratio between the cell 
volume and that of the entire aggregate, as shown in the following Equation 1:

, .
1 .

i
i

n
SU SU

I agg I
i agg

Vol
V V

Vol
(1)

Subsequently, the methodology proposed in [4] is applied. This seismic vulnerability as-
sessment procedure is essentially based on specific vulnerability indices, which describe, ac-
cording to various constructive and functional parameters (geometric characteristics, 
construction period, collapse mechanisms, etc.), the seismic criticality degree of each aggre-
gate.

This methodology allows estimating the seismic vulnerability based on a global analytical 
vulnerability index (VGA) of the aggregate, providing an immediate quantification of the haz-
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ard of the single aggregate. Mathematically, the used analytic expression is shown in the fol-
lowing Equation 2:

GA DM RF RT LP VT MRC MSSV DM P RF P RT P LP P VT P MRC P MSS P (2)

where: DM is the masonry disconnection index, RF is the index of façades overturning, RT
is the index of the gable overturning, LP is the index of strut-cracks, VT is the shear index,
MRC is the R.C. hammering index and MSS is the hammering index due to staggered floor.
The above mentioned factors are vulnerability indices identifying the portion of the aggregate,
which results to be exposed at seismic damage. Moreover, the coefficients Pi (PDM, PRF, .., 
PMSS) are the weights associated to the previously defined indices, whose numerical values are
assigned proportionally to the corresponding collapse mechanism activated [4].

The two assessment methods are applied to the case study building aggregate. Figure 3 
shows the comparison between the analytical indices assessed using the applied methodolo-
gies and the respective typological vulnerability curves [5] of the entire aggregate case study.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Comparison between the proposed methodologies in terms of vulnerability index (a) and vulnerability 
curves (b).

From the results acquired, it is shown how the V.I.M shows a significant increase in vul-
nerability (+ 26%) compared to the VGA method (Figure 3a). This discrepancy is essentially 
due to the parameters monitored in the two methods used. The V.I.M. establishes its applica-
bility mainly on the interactions of structural units, considering the incidence of the plane-
altimetric configuration of the single SUs. On the contrary, the VGA method is based on the 
definition of a set of indices, that affect the behaviour of the façades of the building examined.
The comparison results are also presented in terms of vulnerability curves in Figure 3b, where 
it is seen that, starting from a macro-seismic intensity of nine, the VGA method tends to under-
estimate of one level the expected damage compared to that of the other method proposed.

4 MECHANICAL VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT

The numerical analyses are performed according to the 3Muri software [6] based on the 
Frame Macro-Elements (FME) theory. In this analysis method, it is assumed that masonry 
walls are considered as a set of single-dimensional macro-elements suitably interconnected to 
each other by rigid nodes.

The strength criteria of deformable elements are assumed based on EN 1998-3 provisions
[7], which establish as maximum drifts for shear and flexural collapse failures the values of 
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0.4% and 0.6%, respectively. Furthermore, to consider the confinement effect of the structural 
units contiguous to the reference one, the SUs are modelled with the 3Muri software consider-
ing half part of adjacent structural cells accounting for their contribution in terms of stiffness 
and mass. In Figure 4, the most representative SUs extrapolated from the whole aggregate,
namely head unit (SU1) confined on one side only, intermediate unit (SU7) confined on three
sides and intermediate unit (SU13) confined on two sides, are depicted.

   (a) – SU1 (head) (b) – SU7 (intermed. on 3 sides)               (c) – SU13 (intermed. on 2 sides)

Figure 4: Numerical models of some structural cells: head SU (a) intermediate SU confined on 3 sides (b) and
intermediate SU confined on 2 sides (c).

Subsequently, the above-presented structural configurations are compared in terms of ca-
pacity curves, as reported in Figure 5.

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Capacity curves of the inspected SUs in X (a) and Y (b) analysis directions.

From the analysis of the achieved results, it is possible to appreciate how the structural be-
haviour of the examined SUs in the two analysis directions is very different to each other.

In particular, it is observed that in the transverse direction (X) the SU1 (head) and SU7 (in-
termediate, confined on three sides) provide an increase of strength about of 42% and 72%,
respectively, with respect to the SU13 (intermediate, confined on two sides). Moreover, con-
sidering the comparison in terms of the ultimate displacement, du, the SU13 exhibits the best 
performance, with a value from 1.5 to 2.0 times greater than that of the other above-
mentioned SUs. Conversely, in the longitudinal direction (Y), the examined structural cells
display a different structural behaviour. In fact, as it is seen from the results attained in Figure 
5b, the SU13 shows strength of about 3 and 2 times greater than that of SU1 and SU7, respec-
tively. In addition, by comparing the ultimate displacements of the examined clustered units,
it is noticed how the SU13 provides a value about 1.5 and 2.5 times greater than those of SU1 
and SU7, respectively. Finally, the V.I.M method is applied to each of the SUS of the build-
ing compound to highlight the differences detected with the results gotten from the mechani-
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cal analyses applied to each of the SUS of the whole buildings aggregate. The comparison of 
results deriving from the used analysis procedures are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Comparison between V.I.M. results and mechanical method ones.

From the comparison presented, it is clear how, globally, the vulnerability level obtained 
by the empirical method is not very dissimilar from what is obtained by mechanical analysis. 
In particular, in the direction X, the mechanical analysis indices differ on average by +25% 
(estimated dispersion concerning the entire sample of data examined) compared to the mean 
value of the empirical procedure. On the contrary, in the direction Y, the data obtained by the 
mechanical approach differ on average by -10% compared to the average empirical one. This 
circumstance leads to consider that the proposed V.I.M. method is almost effective for the 
simplified estimation of the seismic vulnerability of SUs of masonry building compounds.

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The present research applied different analysis procedures for seismic vulnerability evalua-
tion of historical buildings in aggregate condition. In particular, two different approaches,
namely empirical (V.I.M. and A.V.I.) and mechanical, were used to determine the seismic 
vulnerability of a clustered building located in the municipality of Mirandola. From the appli-
cation of empirical methods, based on specific and synthetic survey forms, it was found that:

The V.I.M method, specifically conceived for cluster buildings, allowed to estimate the
vulnerability of the whole building aggregate as a weighted average of the indices of the
individual structural units (SUs), providing a medium-low vulnerability level equal to 0.43;
The method proposed by Gulli et al., which was derived as a weighted sum of specific lo-
cal vulnerability indices, mainly taking into consideration the behaviour of the façade walls,
provided a synthetic vulnerability index equal to 0.106 (low vulnerability);
The comparison between the empirical methodologies showed how the VGA index underes-
timates, on average, the expected vulnerability by + 26% compared to the V.I.M. one. This
discrepancy was reflected in the evaluation of the average damage degree too. In fact, start-
ing from a macroseismic intensity equal to nine, a mean underestimation of the expected
damage degree of 33% was found by applying the methodology proposed by Gulli et al.
Subsequently, mechanical analysis was carried out on each of the SUs composing the ag-

gregate to compare the achieved results with the corresponding ones deriving from the empir-
ical V.I.M. method. From comparison, it was noticed that:

In the two analysis directions, a variation of the seismic capacity was observed for the SUs
examined. In particular, in the direction X, the monitored base shear provided by the SU1
and SU7 was 42% and 72% higher than those of the corresponding SU13, respectively.
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Moreover, the SU13 exhibited a significant increase of the capacity displacement, with a
value from 1.5 to 2.0 times greater than that of the other above-mentioned SUs. On the 
contrary, in direction Y, it was observed how the SU13 provided a shear strength about 3
and 2 times higher than that of SU1 and SU7, respectively. In addition, by comparing the 
ultimate displacements of the examined clustered units, it has been noticed how the SU13 
provided a value about 1.5 and 2.5 times greater than those of SU1 and SU7, respectively.
The vulnerability level attained by the empirical V.I.M. method did not result dissimilar
from what was obtained by the mechanical approach. In particular, in the direction X, the
mechanical simulation overestimated by +25% the mean index of empirical procedure. On
the contrary, in the direction Y, the vulnerability index obtained by the mechanical ap-
proach underestimated on average by 10% the seismic safety condition deriving from the
simple empirical method.
In conclusion, based on the above-mentioned results, it was found that the V.I.M. method
is quite suitable in predicting, through a simple analysis tool, the seismic vulnerability of
SUs of clustered buildings.
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Abstract. This paper presents the introduction of Digital Twins in the case of an historic ma-
sonry tower for rapidly addressing earthquake-induced damage identification. In the context
of the present paper, a digital twin is a model or a suite of models of the considered structure
that are updated/modified during time based on monitoring data. In particular, the proposed
approach combines Operational Modal Analysis (OMA), Surrogate Modeling (SM) and non-
linear Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA). On the one hand, OMA-based Structural Health
Monitoring (SHM) systems successfully allow the detection of small structural damages oc-
curring during earthquakes, and on the other, SM exploits the correlation between continuous
vibration data and structural stiffnesses while IDA is carried out from a tuned model together
with in situ recorded seismic data. The San Pietro bell tower has been considered for the vali-
dation of the proposed methodology. The tower is a monumental medieval masterpiece, located
in Perugia, Italy, and it represents a relevant case study in the scientific literature due to its
important experience during the 2016-2017 seismic sequence that occurred in Central Italy.
While the OMA-vibration data processing assessed distinct earthquake-induced changes in its
global dynamic behavior, the focus of the present work is the results on the use of linear as
well as non-linear modeling, i.e. SM and IDA, respectively, aimed for post-earthquake damage
localization and quantification.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Vibration-based SHM methods based on unsupervised learning techniques have been re-

cently demonstrated in the literature as eminently efficient for early-stage damage detection

[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. Due to their limitation to detection only, more advanced

approaches are required in order to address higher levels of damage identification for Cultural

Heritage (CH) masonry structures.

The introduction of Digital Twin (DT) in civil engineering in the case of historic masonry

constructions is a recent concept of scientific interest [14]. DT can be defined as a model or

a suite of models of the structure that continuously exchanges information with the physical

reality through experimental/field data, thus providing evidence of novelties or changes, for

instance, related to a faulty or damage conditions.

Surrogate models (SM) have been lately investigated as computationally efficient tools to

reproduce the behavior of a numerical model, potentially allowing a continuous model updating

procedure for damage identification that is compatible with continuous SHM systems in historic

masonry structures [15, 16, 17]. The damage localization task is performed through the inverse

calibration problem on a surrogate of the linear FE model where equivalent elastic properties

of macrostructural elements are considered as uncertain parameters, and by using long-term

vibration data.

Other approaches are adapted given the strong development of computer processing power

and advanced structural analysis software packages, aiming at more accurate analysis methods

for the assessment of masonry buildings. Noteworthy to mention, non-linear dynamic analysis

(NLDA) can provide a reliable assessment of the structural response of masonry constructions

[18, 19, 20, 21]. In particular for NLDA, Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA) [22] considers

the selection of time histories to be scaled at increasing seismic intensities. The application of

IDA to CH masonry structures is comparatively less common with respect to RC structures.

The recent research carried out in [21] proposed the use of an IDA-based approach for damage

localization and quantification in the case of a laboratory masonry structure, but still, further

investigations can be carried out in the case of full-scale historic masonry constructions.

The methodology proposed in this paper combines OMA, SM and IDA for earthquake-

induced damage identification in historic masonry towers. It is applied to the San Pietro bell

tower, an iconic Cultural Heritage masonry building that was hit by the three main shocks of

the 2016 Central Italy seismic sequence: (i) Accumoli Mw6.0 earthquake of August 24th and

the following shocks, (ii) Ussita Mw5.9 earthquake of October 26th and (iii) Norcia Mw6.5 of

October 30th [4, 23, 24]. Fig. 1 illustrates a schematic view of the monitoring system and the

FE model constructed in the ABAQUS platform [25]. With concern to the proposed methodol-

ogy, the tower is ideally subdivided into three distinct structural parts: the shaft, the belfry and

the cusp.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed methodology, while Sec-

tion 3 reports the results and its validation. Finally, Section 4 summarizes the main conclusions

of the work.

2 METHODOLOGY

This paper investigates a new methodology for rapid damage detection, localization and

quantification in long-term monitored historic masonry towers subjected to earthquakes. It

merges the data-driven OMA-based approach for a rapid and automated damage detection with

two combined Digital Twins for damage localization and quantification: (i) SM-based damage
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Figure 1: The monitoring system installed on the San Pietro bell tower (a) and view of the calibrated FE model (b).

identification based on linear numerical modeling and long-term vibration monitoring data and

(ii) IDA-based damage identification relying on a non-linear model and seismic response to

earthquakes.

The OMA is based on a Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI) technique. Concerning

the SM, among different SM models available in the literature, the Response Surface Method

(RSM) has been proposed to be used here. Finally, the IDA approach investigates tensile dam-

age (dt) as a Damage Measure (DM) versus significant uncorrelated Intensity Measures (IMs).

Main theoretical aspects about SM and IDA can be found in [16, 17] and [21], respectively.

3 VALIDATION RESULTS

The OMA-based damage detection has been applied using 5 years of vibration-based mon-

itoring data, from December 2014 onwards. Time series of identified natural frequencies have

been used for the novelty analysis. Fig. 2 illustrates the control chart where earthquake-induced

damage has been identified in correspondence to the seismic events. It is clear from the plot

that it represents anomalous deviations from normal conditions due to small permanent changes

of the structural behavior of the bell tower, highlighted right after the Accumoli earthquake, as

well as after Ussita and Norcia shocks.

The SM of the San Pietro bell tower has been constructed considering the FEM ideally subdi-

vided into three distinctive macroelements and thus parametrized by means of a set of damage-

sensitive features. A training population of N=2048 individuals has been uniformly generated

by using a Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) method. The design variables are represented

by the stiffness multipliers ki of the shaft, belfry and cusp, respectively (x = [k1, k2, k3]T).
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Figure 2: OMA-based damage detection: 5-year control chart with main seismic events highlighted.

Subsequently, the SM-based damage identification approach has been applied before and after

the 2016 seismic sequence for localizing and quantifying earthquake-induced damage, whereby

time series of cleansed natural frequencies and experimental eigenvector components have been

used as input for solving the inverse FE model calibration problem on the RSM-type SM.

A first investigation on the time histories of the stiffness multipliers ki has been carried out,

where instant decays have been quantitatively evaluated for each macroelement by comparing

values identified before and after each shock. The k2 multiplier experiences the highest vari-

ation, denoting that damage has occurred in the belfry macroelement, while the shaft and the

cusp show insignificant values. Subsequently, the ki vectors have been independently used to

build the statistical models for novelty analysis. The control charts are illustrated in Fig. 3,

where the damage can be clearly localized in the belfry macroelement. The relative frequency

Figure 3: SM-based damage identification: 5-year control charts obtained with stiffness multipliers ki.
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of outliers in the case of the belfry ”jumps” from 2.21% before the earthquake sequence to

36.41% after the sequence, while for the shaft and the cusp it remains under 2.5%.

As reported by the statistical correlation analysis carried out in [21], nineteen weakly cor-

related IMs have been investigated for the construction of the IDA curves, independently from

the case study. These IMs have been exploited in the present paper for the San Pietro bell tower,

while tensile damage (dt) has been used as DM (computed as a volume-averaged damage pa-

rameter). Local damage conditions have been investigated for the three distinct macroelements:

shaft, belfry and cusp. Figs. 4a-b depict IDA curve sets obtained from spectral accelerations

Sa(T1) and Peak Ground Velocity (PGV), while other curves can be found in [24]. From the

plots, the belfry can be immediately identified as the most vulnerable macroelement where the

maximum numerically obtained tensile damage dt is equal to about 0.85.

The recordings of the main earthquakes of the 2016 Central Italy seismic sequence have been

used in the IDA-based damage identification approach. Once all the IDA curve sets have been

Figure 4: The IDA curve sets obtained with tensile damage, dt, versus Sa(T1) (a) and PGV (b), and IDA-based

tensile damage estimated for the belfry macroelement by means of eleven input IMs calculated from Accumoli

earthquake (c).
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constructed and their dispersion investigated, local damage conditions have been assessed by

using seismic input and response IMs of the real aforementioned seismic events. Eleven seismic

input IMs have been computed from the base seismic records and seven seismic response IMs

have been calculated from the top seismic records. Fig. 4 illustrates damages estimated in the

belfry macroelement by applying all eighteen IMs that are computed from Accumoli, Ussita

and Norcia earthquakes, respectively. Besides IDA-based damages that are reported in terms

of minimum, maximum and mean values, damage predicted through a direct non-linear FEM

simulation is also reported for comparative purposes. It can be seen that there is relatively good

consistency, whereby dt values fall within the corresponding estimated ranges.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The paper presented the validation results of the proposed methodology for earthquake-

induced damage identification in historic masonry towers. The San Pietro bell tower (Perugia,

Italy) that was hit by the 2016 Central Italy seismic sequence has been considered as the case

study.

The main concluding remarks are listed below.

• The OMA-based data-driven method is extended through the introduction and implemen-

tation of Digital Twins, in particular SM and IDA, for localization and quantification of

earthquake-induced damage.

• Both SM and IDA are comparatively combined for higher accuracy of the method: (i) the

former uses a linear model while the latter a non-linear one, (ii) IDA uses the recorded

seismic response of an earthquake, whereas OMA and SM are based on long-term vibra-

tion monitoring data in operational conditions.

• Five years of continuous monitoring data of the San Pietro bell tower have been used in

the SM-based procedure for earthquake-induced damage detection and localization and

damage has been localized mainly in the belfry macroelement.

• Non-linear seismic IDA procedure has also identified the belfry as the most significantly

vulnerable and damaged macroelement of the bell tower. In addition, top recorded seismic

responses during earthquakes have allowed the introduction of seismic response IMs.

• Both Digital Twins have localized and consistently quantified earthquake-induced dam-

age in the belfry macroelement.

The successful validation of the Digital Twins can result potentially useful in more severe fu-

ture earthquake scenarios due to the precious information provided for needed first inspections,

retrofit and strengthening interventions.
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Abstract. This work analyzes the in-plane response of unreinforced and reinforced masonry
arches by adopting micromechanical finite element (FE) models. These allow to describe onset
and evolution of degrading mechanisms until failure, including the accurate characterization
of the pre- and post-peak behavior. Two different models are adopted: the first considers each
masonry component, brick and mortar, as continuous material discretized with quadrilateral
FEs; the second connects properly resized bricks through interfaces representing both mortar
and mortar-units interaction. Linear elastic behavior is assumed for bricks, whereas a cou-
pled damage-friction constitutive law is adopted for mortar to account for typical arch collapse
mechanisms involving flexural hinges and shear sliding. As concerns the modeling of the rein-
forcements, these are considered as truss elements with bilinear response in tension. In such a
way the debonding and delamination phenomena are accounted in a simplified way.

Results obtained with the proposed models are validated through comparison with exper-
imental data and solutions obtained from other numerical approaches. It emerges that the
response of both the unreinforced and reinforced elements are satisfactorily described, as well
as the positive effect of the introduction of the reinforcement on the collapse load and failure
mechanism.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Most of historical masonry constructions, including monuments, urban buildings and bridges,

are based on arch systems. These typically show high carrying capacity under gravity loads, but

under point loads or seismic actions the thrust line falls outside the arch central core, inducing

tensile stresses with the onset and growth of microcracks which, eventually, lead to the struc-

tural collapse. A traditional strengthening technique consists of the insertion of tie-rods which,

however, have a strong visual impact and in some cases are not accepted. The scientific com-

munity proposed and developed several types of alternative strengthening techniques aimed at

improving the arch performance with no visual impact and with negligible added mass. These

are based on innovative composite materials consisting of glass fibers, carbon fibers, steel rod

or other materials embedded in polymer or mortar matrices. Several experimental campaigns

proved the efficiency of such strengthening systems [1], which usually increase the structural

capacity in terms of both ductility and maximum strength. Apparently, the type of reinforce-

ment and matrix [2, 3] and the reinforcement location [4, 5] significantly affect the overall

response. Moreover, the classical collapse mechanism of unreinforced arches, involving the

formation of four flexural hinges, is modified for strengthened structures. The failure modes

are, in fact, usually characterized by shear sliding, masonry crushing, reinforcement rupture,

debonding and delamination phenomena [1].

The experimental research is developed together with the formulation of efficient numerical

models to reproduce and predict the arch structural response. In this framework, limit anal-

ysis approach is a consolidated tool for the assessment of the arch safety. Starting from the

first applications of Heyman [6], many other enriched models have been proposed, where Hey-

man’s hypotheses are partially or all removed [7, 8, 9] . The success of these models is mainly

due to their simplicity and the reduced number of material parameters required in the analy-

sis. The main limit is that no information is given on the pre- and post-peak response as well

as the evolution process of the nonlinear mechanisms. To overcome these restrictions, accu-

rate nonlinear finite element (FE) models have been developed [10, 11, 12]. Most of these are

typically based on micromechanical, multiscale and macromechanical approaches [13, 14] and

introduce nonlinear constitutive laws to describe the onset and evolution of degrading mecha-

nisms. In particular, detailed micromechanical finite element formulations model each masonry

constituent, brick and mortar, and their interaction. However, some simplified hypotheses are

usually assumed to reduce the computational complexity, still ensuring enough accurate results.

Neglecting the explicit modeling of the unit-mortar interfaces, the composite masonry material

is regarded as the assembly of bricks/units and mortar joints which simultaneously describe

mortar material and interfaces. According to this approach, in this work two strategies are

adopted and compared to analyze the in-plane response of masonry arches. The first model,

recently presented in [15], considers masonry components, units and mortar, as continuous ma-

terials discretized with quadrilateral FEs. Conversely, in the second model, masonry is modeled

as the assembly of expanded units and interface elements representing both mortar and unit-

mortar interaction. The two models are based on the same constitutive hypotheses, i.e. linear

elastic and nonlinear behavior are assumed for bricks and mortar, respectively. The damage-

friction law originally proposed in [16] is employed for joints. This allows to capture the typical

failure modes of arches due to fracture mode I and II, and has been recently extended to mortar

joints modeled as 2D [17] or 3D [18] interfaces. Moreover, when dealing with strengthened

arch systems, reinforcements are modeled with truss elements, whose constitutive response is

properly identified to also reproduce the debonding and delamination phenomena in a simplified
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and conventional way [8, 10, 19].

To prove the capability of the proposed models to reproduce the response of unreinforced

and reinforced arches, some numerical applications are performed on properly selected ex-

perimental tests. The results, in terms of global response curves and failure mechanisms, are

compared with the experimental outcomes, as well as with those obtained by means of different

FE numerical approaches.

2 MICROMECHANICAL FINITE ELEMENT MODELS

Two micromechanical FE models are presented to investigate the response of masonry arches.

Both adopt isoparametric quadrilater FEs to discretize the bricks, but differ in the way the mor-

tar joints are modeled. The first (Figure 1(a)), named as continuous model (CM), also uses

isoparametric quadrilater FEs to describe mortar as continuous materials. The second (Figure

1(b)), later called as interface model (IM), adopts interface elements to model the mortar joints.

Moreover, truss elements are used to introduce in a simple but effective way the strengthening

material.

In the following, details about the constitutive assumptions made for brick, mortar and rein-

forcement are provided. Figure 2 gives a summary of the modeling choices.

brick

mortar joint

(a)

resized brick

mortar joint

(b)

as interface

Figure 1: Micromechanical models: masonry as the assembly of (a) bricks and mortar joints, (b) interfaces and

expanded bricks.

2.1 Constitutive laws of masonry constituent materials and reinforcement

Similar constitutive hypotheses hold for the two micromechanical models CM and IM, as

both assume nonlinear mechanisms only occurring in the mortar and linear-elastic response for

units. Plane stress conditions are considered. Hence, the linear elastic relation between stresses,

σb =
{
σb
1 σ

b
2 τ

b
12

}T
, and strains εb =

{
εb1 ε

b
2 γ

b
12

}T
, holds for bricks:

σb = Cbεb (1)

being Cb the elastic constitutive matrix for 2D plane stress problems, depending on the Young’s

modulus Eb and Poisson coefficient νb.

As for the mortar, the damage-friction law proposed in [16, 17] is assumed. This is properly

formulated to analyze the response of arbitrarily curved masonry elements with variable incli-

nation of mortar joints [15]. The constitutive law accounts for the typical flexural and shear

degrading mechanisms characterizing masonry nonlinear behavior, that is degradation due to

the onset of microcracks, friction effects caused by closure of microcracks in compression and

unilateral stiffness recovery.

Herein, the main governing equations are recalled, specializing them on the basis of the

modeling approach, CM or IM, adopted for the mortar. Indeed, stresses, σ, and strains, ε, are

the static and kinematic descriptors of the mortar as continuous material, whereas tractions,
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Figure 2: Types of finite elements and constitutive laws adopted for: (a) brick, (b) reinforcement and (c) mortar.

t, and displacement jumps, s, are the corresponding quantities in case of interfaces modeling

mortar joints.

The constitutive law is firstly defined in the local reference system (xT , xN ) of each mortar

layer, being T and N the directions aligned with mortar joint width and thickness (Figure 1(c)).

Then, it is expressed in the global system (x1, x2) by using standard transformation rules. The

constitutive law for the CM is expressed as:⎡⎣ σT

σN

τNT

⎤⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

σ

= Cm

(⎡⎣ εT
εN
γNT

⎤⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ε

−D

⎡⎣h(εN)εTh(εN)εN
γp
NT

⎤⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

π

)
(2)

where Cm is the mortar elastic constitutive matrix for plane stress conditions and π is the

inelastic strain vector accounting for damage D, unilateral contact and slip γp
NT .

Similarly, tractions t at the interfaces are computed as:[
tT
tN

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

t

= Km

([
sT
sN

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

s

−D

[
spT

h(sN)sN

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

πs

)
(3)

being Km the diagonal matrix collecting the stiffness values, KT and KN , along the tangential

and normal directions, respectively, to the interface. In Eqs. (2) and (3), h(•) denotes the Heav-

iside function (h(•) = 1, if • ≥ 0 and h(•) = 0 otherwise), describing the unilateral stiffness
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recovery due to the re-closure of the tensile cracks in compression.

According to its physical meaning, the damage variable D can range between 0 and 1, repre-

senting virgin and fully degraded material states, respectively. Its evolution law is stated as:

D = maxhistory

{
0 ,min

{
1,

1

η

(
β

1 + β

)}}
(4)

where β is the damage associated variable which assumes the following forms for continuous

and interface mortar, respectively:

β =

√(〈εN〉+
εN,0

)2

+

(
γNT

γNT,0

)2

− 1, β =

√(〈sN〉+
sN,0

)2

+

(
sT
sT,0

)2

− 1 (5)

In Eq. (5), the Macaulay’s brackets 〈•〉+ select the positive part of the quantity; εN,0 and γNT,0

are the first crack strains, while sN,0 and sT,0 are the displacement jumps at the onset of the

damaging mechanism (see Figure 2(c)).

Parameter η introduced in Eq. (4) rules the coupling of mode I and II of fracture, and assumes

the following expression for CM:

η = 1− 1

α2

[〈εN〉2+ ηN + (γNT )
2ηNT

]
with α =

√
〈εN〉2+ + (γNT )

2
(6)

being ηT and ηNT quantities defined on the basis of the peak values of the stresses, σN,0 and

τNT,0, and the mode I and II fracture energy densities, gcI and gcII , as:

ηN =
σN,0 εN,0

2 gcI
, ηNT =

τNT,0 γNT,0

2 gcII
(7)

As for IM, the expressions corresponding to Eqs. (6) and (7) are obtained simply introducing

the peak tractions, tN,0 and tT,0, the displacement jumps, sN,0 and sT,0, and the fracture energies

for unit area, GcI and GcII .

Finally, the classical Mohr-Coulomb yield function is adopted to govern the evolution of the

inelastic slip, γp
NT , modeling the frictional mechanisms at the interface between mortar and

bricks for CM:

ϕ(σd) = μσd
N + |τ dNT | (8)

or spT for IM,

ϕ(td) = μ tdN + |tdT | (9)

being μ the friction parameter. Then, the following non-associated flow rules are considered:

γ̇p
NT = λ̇

τ dNT

|τ dNT |
, ṡpT = λ̇

tdT
|tdT |

(10)

together with the Kuhn-Tucker loading-unloading conditions. The resulting constitutive re-

sponses for mode I and mode II are schematically depicted in Figure 2(c).

As concerns the constitutive response in tension of the truss element modeling the reinforce-

ment layer, the bilinear elastic-damage law proposed in [20] is adopted:

σr = (1−Dr)Er εr (11)
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where Dr is the damage variable evolving on the basis of the following rule:

Dr = maxhistory

{
0,

|εr − εr0|
εr

(
1− Hr

Er

)}
(12)

As emerges from Figure 2(b), the resulting stress-strain relationship in compression is linear

elastic and in tension is bilinear, with the first elastic branch characterized by stiffness Er and

the second branch described by the reduced stiffness Hr. In case, the constitutive relationship

in Eq. (11) and the damage evolution law in Eq. (12) could easily be modified and enriched to

describe the typical trilinear responses of composite reinforcement under tensile loads [3, 21].

2.2 Regularization techniques

The constitutive relationships adopted for reinforcements and mortar joints exhibit strain

softening branches, as clearly shown in Figure 2(b,c). This means that the typical pathological

mesh-dependency would affect the numerical FE response, if no proper regularization tech-

niques are applied in the case of the continuous models adopted for the mortar and the re-

inforcement. In this work, two different regularization strategies are assumed: the nonlocal

integral approach and the fracture energy technique.

The evolution problem of damage in each mortar joint is ruled by nonlocal quantities. In

particular, variables β, η and α in Eqs. (5)a and (6) are evaluated on the basis of the nonlocal

strain vector ε̄. At the generic point x of the k-th mortar joint, ε̄ is defined as:

ε̄(x) =
1∫

Ωk ψ(x,y)dΩk(y)

∫
Ωk

ψ(x,y)ε(y)dΩk(y) (13)

where Ωk denotes the area of the mortar joint k. The weight function ψ, measuring the influence

of the point placed at y on the analyzed point located at x, is assumed as the classical Gaussian

function. This latter depends on the nonlocal radius lc related to the characteristic length of the

mortar. No interaction between different joints is accounted for.

The fracture energy approach is employed to regularize the numerical response of the rein-

forcement. This is a consolidated tool based on the adjustment of the post-peak slope of the

stress-strain law depending on the size of the element. To this end, the stress-strain curve is

properly modified. The energy dissipated in the finite element is equal to Gr, i.e. the assigned

value in tension. A characteristic length le is defined for each truss element. The specific frac-

ture energy gr, defined in Eq. (14), is then scaled so that it results grle = Gr for each truss

element with:

gr =

∫ εr

εr0

σr(εr)dεr +
1

2
σr
0ε

r
0 (14)

For each scaled gr, the corresponding value of the reduced stiffness Hr is defined, with the aim

of evaluating the evolution of damage, as described in Eq. (12).

3 CORRELATION STUDIES: EXPERIMENTAL-NUMERICAL COMPARISON

Capability of the presented models in describing mechanical response of arch systems is

evaluated with reference to the experimental campaign performed by Oliveira et al. [5]. The
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tests investigated the response of twelve segmental half-scaled masonry arches subjected to in-

creasing concentrated load applied at the quarter span up to failure. Two unreinforced arches,

called US1 and US2, were tested and their reference response was used to evaluate the efficiency

of strengthening techniques. The remaining samples were strengthened with different arrange-

ments of GFRP (Glass Fiber-Reinforced polymer) strips. Continuous and localized strips were

located at the intrados and/or extrados, also varying the reinforcement width.

Each arch was built with clay bricks (size 100 × 50 × 25mm3) assembled with 10mm thick

mortar joints. Figure 3(a) shows the resulting geometry characterized by an internal span and

radius equal to 1467mm and 750mm, respectively, thickness 50mm and out-of-plane width

450mm.

In the following, the mechanical response of the arches is numerically reproduced and the

results are compared with the experimental outcomes and those derived by other numerical

approaches. Particular attention is devoted to the analysis of the onset and evolution of the

degrading mechanisms and the variation of the maximum load and failure mode caused by the

presence of the reinforcement.

3.1 Response of unreinforced arches

The response of the unreinforced arches US1 and US2 is analyzed adopting both CM and

IM. The first model, CM, discretizes each brick and mortar joint with 5 × 3 and 5 × 1 quadri-

lateral isoparametric FEs, respectively. The last, IM, adopts a similar discretization for the

resized units, but 5× 1 zero-thickness interface elements for each joint. As for the mechanical

parameters of the constituent materials, these are set according to the available experimental

data [5] and the numerical analyses performed by Di Re et al. [11]. Tables 1 and 2 contain the

mortar mechanical parameters assumed for CM and IM, respectively. In detail, Table 2 shows

the same quantities of Table 1 but expressed for the interfaces, and derived assuming that each

interface models a mortar joint with a constant thickness equal to lm = 10mm. Consequently,

KN = Em/lm, KT = Gm/lm, GcI = gcI × lm and GcII = gcII × lm are set. Young’s modulus

Eb = 5000MPa and Poisson ratio νb = 0.2 are assumed for bricks when adopting the contin-

uous model. Instead, a scaled value Eb∗ = 7000MPa is considered for IM to account for brick

scaling and, consequently, describe the correct initial stiffness of the arches. Considering that

resized bricks have length l = lb + lm, Eb∗ is evaluated as Eb∗ = l
lb
Eb.

Em [MPa] Gm [MPa] σN,0 [MPa] τNT,0 [MPa] gcI [MPa] gcII [MPa] μ
1200 500 0.25 0.25 1.8× 10−3 1.25× 10−3 0.5774

Table 1: Mechanical properties adopted for the mortar (CM).

KN [N/mm3] KT [N/mm3] tN,0 [MPa] tT,0 [MPa] GcI [N/mm] GcII [N/mm] μ
120 50 0.25 0.25 1.8× 10−2 1.25× 10−2 0.5774

Table 2: Mechanical properties adopted for the mortar joint interfaces (IM).

The numerical simulations are performed assuming for both materials unit weight γ =
17 kN/m3 and imposing a concentrated monotonically increasing load under displacement con-

trol at the nineteenth brick counted from the left impost, mimicking the loading conditions in
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Figure 3(a). The global response of the arch is depicted in Figure 3(b) in terms of vertical force

F -vertical displacement s. The dashed blue lines correspond to the experimental outcomes, the

green curve is that evaluated with the IM and the red line refers to the numerical results derived

from the CM, and already presented in [15], assuming the nonlocal radius equal to the mortar

characteristic length, that is lc = 10mm. Finally, for further comparison, the black curve shows

the results of the multiscale model proposed by Di Re et al. [11], which adopts the same consti-

tutive modeling assumptions but employs a force-based beam formulation in conjunction with

the energy regularization technique. On the overall, a very good agreement is detected between
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Figure 3: Unreinforced arches tested by Oliveira [5]: (a) geometry (dimensions in mm), loading conditions and

experimental hinge (H) location, (b) experimental and numerical load-displacement global curves.

all solutions in terms of initial stiffness, collapse load and ductility. The curves referring to

the CM and IM show slight discrepancies caused by the intrinsic differences between the two

modeling assumptions. For instance, the mechanical characteristics assigned to each interface

FEs are derived assuming, in a simplified manner, a constant mortar thickness of 10mm, thus

failing to describe the small variation of thickness characterizing each mortar joint starting from

the intrados to the extrados of the arch. Moreover, unlike IM, CM adopts a nonlocal integral

formulation which consistently affects the evolution of degrading mechanisms.

Moreover, in Figure 3(b), the collapse load value evaluated by the classical limit analysis is

depicted with dashed black line. This is estimated following the three hypotheses of Heyman

[6]: masonry has no tensile strength, masonry has infinite compressive strength and sliding

cannot occur between joints. It is noted that both numerical and experimental response curves

approach the limit value from above, thus predicting a higher peak load. This interesting aspect

is caused by the not negligible tensile strength of the mortar, which moves away from the first

Heyman’s hypothesis, as more in detail investigated in [8, 15].

As for the failure mechanism, this experimentally involves the formation of the classical four

flexural hinges located at the intrados and extrados, alternatively (Figure 3(a)). Same results are

obtained with the proposed numerical models, as evident from Figure 4(a) and (b) which con-

tain the arch deformed configurations at the end of the analyses for IM and CM, respectively.

The distribution of the damage variable D defined in Eq. (4) is also illustrated in Figure 4(b),

showing that damage variable, varying between 0 and 1 according to its physical meaning, is

concentrated in the zones where tensile stresses are expected to be higher. The onset of fully
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cracked sections, corresponding to the formation of nonlinear hinges, is the cause of the steep

load drops characterizing the load-displacement global curve in Figure 3(b), as indicated by

the green and red circle markers. Finally, it should be emphasized that the two models provide

indistinguishable results in terms of deformed structural configuration and predict location and

order of formation of the hinges in accordance with the experimental outcomes.
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Figure 4: Numerical failure mode of the unreinforced arches tested by Oliveira [5]: (a) deformed shape obtained

with IM, (b) deformed shape and distribution of the damage variable D obtained with CM.

3.2 Response of GFRM strengthened arches

The response of the GFRP strengthened arches is analyzed by employing the CM. As men-

tioned before, three main strengthening approaches were tested in [5]. Here, continuous con-

figuration at the extrados is considered and numerically reproduced. The experimental set was

composed of two arches (CSE1 and CSE2) strengthened with two continuous GFRP strips

of 50mm width, and the other two arches (CSE3 and CSE4) with two GFRP strips 80mm
width each. In Figure 5(a), the strengthening arrangement applied over the external substrate is

schematically shown.
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Figure 5: Strengthened arches tested by Oliveira [5]: (a) location of continuous extrados strengthening (dimension

in mm), (b) experimental and numerical load-displacement global curves.

Two numerical models are considered to reproduce the different configurations by varying

the size of the strips for the reinforcement and assuming the geometrical characteristic provided
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in [22]. Young’s modulus is set equal to Er = 80000MPa, according to the experimental

results of the tensile tests performed on several GFRP samples [22]. The reduced stiffness,

characterizing the second branch of the bilinear stress-strain relationship in tension, is assumed

equal to Hr = 0.01Er. The tensile strength, σr
0 = 200MPa, is calibrated to reproduce the

experimental response and this is representative of both the reinforcement tensile strength and

the reinforcement/masonry interaction behavior.

Figure 5(b) shows the comparison of the vertical load-vertical displacement global curves nu-

merically and experimentally evaluated. Results referring to the configuration with 50mm
GFRP strips are depicted in red color, whereas those related to 80mm GFRP strips are reported

in blue color. Overall, a good agreement emerges between the experimental and numerical

responses. The sliding failure characterized all the experimental specimens CSE, almost cer-

tainly due to their weak resistance against shear mode. The failure mechanism exhibited during

testing is illustrated in Figure 6(a). It involves the formation of three hinges: in particular, a

sliding hinge was located close to the right support. In Figure 6(b) the deformed numerical

configuration is shown referring to the end of the analysis and to the case of strips 50mm wide.

According to the experimental outcomes, two sliding hinges appear. The first is located under-

neath the loading point, the second close to the right support. The numerical failure mechanism

and the damage distribution shown in Figure 6(b) are representative of both the strengthening

configurations. In fact, it is noted that the increase of the GFRP strips size from 50mm to 80mm
did not produce significant variations in the structural response in terms of failure mechanism.

Although this type of strengthening does not permit joint opening at the extrados, a widespread

damage distribution seems to appear in the numerical model at the location opposite to the load

application.
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Figure 6: Externally strengthened masonry arches tested by Oliveira [5]: (a) experimental failure mechanism

[5, 22], (b) numerical failure mechanism and distribution of the damage variables D and Dr obtained with CM.

4 CONCLUSIONS

• This paper presented two micromechanical FE models for the analysis of the in-plane

response of masonry arches. These are based on the same constitutive assumptions, but

adopt different strategies to model mortar joints. The CM considers the mortar as a con-

tinuous material modeled with 4-node isoparametric FEs, whereas the IM discretizes each

mortar joint by means of 2+2 zero thickness interface elements. Linear elastic behavior

is assumed for bricks, whereas a coupled damage-friction constitutive law is adopted for

mortar to account for flexural and shear failure mechanisms.
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• Effectiveness of the models in describing maximum strength and collapse modes of unre-

inforced and strengthened arches was proved by comparison with experimental outcomes.

• Satisfactory agreement is found between numerical and experimental results as regards

the unreinforced case. The numerical load-displacement global curves, as well as the

four hinge mechanism, well match the experimental counterpart. Moreover, the two nu-

merical models provided very similar structural responses with only slight discrepancies

caused by the different modeling assumptions. Hence, it emerged that the adoption of

interface elements to model response of mortar joints is an efficient alternative to the use

of continuum finite elements.

• The numerical results referring to strengthened arches with GFRP strips bonded at the

extrados are encouraging. Despite the reinforcement was modeled in a simplified way by

means of truss elements with mechanical properties representative of both reinforcement

itself and its interaction behavior with the substrate, the change of the structural response

with respect to the unreinforced case is well reproduced. The presence of the reinforce-

ment prevented the hinge mechanism formation and let the shear sliding mechanism to

prevail.

• Further improvements of the model could be performed by introducing the explicit mod-

eling of the reinforcement-substrate interaction in order to distinguish failure mechanisms

due to debonding and reinforcement rupture. To this end proper interface elements con-

necting masonry and reinforcement [23, 24] could be considered. Moreover, the constitu-

tive assumptions could be modified and enriched to account for the nonlinear mechanisms

involving the bricks, as masonry crushing is likely to occur in strengthened arches due to

the onset of high compressive stresses.
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Abstract

The seismic response of churches is peculiar due to the building typology, the structural fea-
tures and the used materials. During last decades a great work of research on damages oc-
curred on such structures after seismic events was performed and some insight of this behavior 
have pointed out suggesting different intervention techniques. This lead to apply, during past 
years, some interventions on churches already damaged. In particular, the Umbria-Marche 
region, has stroked by three relevant earthquakes: Norcia 1979 (Mw 5.8), Colfiorito-Annifo 
1997 (Mw 6.0), Norcia 2016 (Mw 6.5). The last events occurred on structures already damaged 
in past and strengthened by interventions that aim at improving their seismic behavior. 
Starting from the conclusions of such extended survey campaign and analyzing the effect of 
interventions, the Church of S. Martino’s dei Gualdesi in Castelsantangelo sul Nera (MC –
Italy) was modelled and studied with both linear and non-linear methods. 
The paper presents the results of such analysis comparing also the observed damages and the 
effectiveness of some interventions preformed in past years on the church.

Keywords: Masonry Churches, Seismic Vulnerability, Numerical Analysis, Limit Analysis.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The study of structures damaged from earthquakes is the most interesting benchmark to eval-

uate the analytical and numerical tools available in the vulnerability analysis and commonly 
used to design retrofit or refurbishment interventions.

The study herein reported is a preliminary stage of a deeper project carried out on the San 
Martino’s dei Gualdesi Church. The case-study selection derives from a wider observation on 
a dataset of about 900 churches stricken by the 2016 earthquake swarm [1] that recognize in 
Castelsantangelo sul Nera, an interesting opportunity to evaluate vulnerability and effect of 
interventions.

The paper presents a qualitative evaluation of interventions carried out in the municipality 
and reports the analysis carried out on San Martino. The presented analysis looks at the unrein-
forced church and aims at evaluating the seismic multiplier. Moreover, a non-linear static anal-
ysis has carried out to evaluate its reliability in predicting the damage pattern and to support the 
kinematic analysis.

2 RESPONSE OF CHURCHES IN CASTELSANTANGELO SUL NERA

The municipality of Castelsantangelo sul Nera, located in the Marche Region, was interested 
by numerous seismic events in past years and also by the 2016 Central Italy seismic swarm. 
This last caused severe damage to structures including the churches of the region [2].

In order to evaluate the vulnerability and the seismic response of such structures, a focus on 
the municipality cluster, composed by 19 cases, was carried out beginning form the enlarge 
database collected in the Centre of Italy [1]. All the churches in the cluster undergone a PGA 
between 0.52g and 0.54g evaluated by INGV shake-maps. Therefore, considering similar ac-
tions, the damage observed is mainly guided by the vulnerability of each structure.

The Damage Index (id) has evaluated by the A-DC form [3, 4] and the Vulnerability Index 
(iv) was first defined according to the II level form for the church survey [5]. The id have shown 
an high heterogeneity, ranging from 0.33 to 0.85 (variation of 0.52, average of 0.52 and standard 
deviation of 0.14) that could be attributed to the vulnerability of the constructions since the 
seismic actions were quite similar. The analysis of iv did not show significant variations varying 
between 0.36 and 0.57 (average of 0.48 and standard deviation of 0.06). This could lead to 
suggest a small representativeness of the iv value to describe the different vulnerabilities, sug-
gested also by the fact that the variation of the damage index calculated by formulation available 
in literature [6] would be 0.09, for the iv and PGA values ranges herein described.

To better highlight the raised differences, a specific evaluation on each case has performed,
also considering the consolidation interventions carried out in past years with the aim of ob-
taining insight into their effect on the seismic response.

From the observation of all cases, some intervention highlighted always a positive behavior 
such as tie rods applied for both goals: prevent the out-of-plane mechanisms of the walls and 
counterbalance the loads of arches and vaults. This intervention pointed out some issues only 
in case of poor masonry quality with the disaggregation of wall [7]. Another very positive in-
tervention is the introduction of a metallic hopping system on the bell-tower. Indeed, two 
churches two hundred meters close, very similar in geometry and dimensions, like S. Stefano 
and San Martino’s dei Gualdesi pointed out two emblematic boundaries in behavior (Figure 1)
between the total collapse and only a cracking of the bell-tower due to the presence, in the case 
of St. Martino, of hooping interventions on the belfry that avoid the collapse after the mecha-
nism activation. On the other hand, some interventions show generally worsening effects such 
as some concrete slab reinforcement of roofs, where due to the increase of loads and stiffnesses,
masonry collapse or severe damage occurred. The task of containing the overturning of the 
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walls and distributing the vertical loads was entrusted to the ring beam. Sometimes, it was ob-
served an overall achievement of the goal, whereas either in the case of reinforced concrete ring 
beam and in the steel beam sometimes some damage caused by this intervention were observed 
such as horizontal cracks at the height of the ring beam and the disintegration of the masonry 
below it. The causes can be associated with poor masonry quality as well as an ineffective or 
absent connection between the ring beam and the masonry.

The results obtained from this analysis have determined different responses in terms of local 
and global damages although the earthquake was the same. For these reasons, in order to un-
derstand which parameters have the greatest influence on the vulnerability, a seismic behavior 
analysis of a specific church, that may represent the cluster, has been implemented and herein 
presented.

Figure 1: S. Stefano’s tower (left) and San Martino’s bell tower (right) after the 30rd of October 2016

3 SAN MARTINO’S DEI GUALDESI CHURCH

San Martino’s dei Gualdesi church, in Castelsantangelo sul Nera (MC), was built in the 14th

century. The structure is mostly made of local limestone (two leaves masonry 70-120 cm thick)
and lime mortar. The structure is 30.60 x 7.40 m in plan and 6.87 m height for the nave with an 
height of 17 m for the tower and it is of medium size compared to those present in the region
[1]. The church consists of a single nave, marked by four pointed arches arranged transversely, 
covered by a timber gable roof. Externally, the church has the same internal regularity: the 
longitudinal south-west facade is characterized by two entrance portals and by further second-
ary openings. The transversal gabled facade, located to the north-west side, is composed by a 
simple window in the central area.

The structural data were entirely deduced from the information collected during the on-site
surveys and through some documentary additions provided by the Superintendence for Cultural 
Heritage of Ancona. To date, it has not been possible to carry out diagnostic campaigns for the 
characterization of construction details or materials. For this reason, the materials’ mechanical 
properties were obtained from a critical analysis of masonry arrangements by the study of the 
masonry quality index (IQM) [8] of some panels and masonry sections. These investigations
with its typological and qualitative definition helped in identify two different masonry typolo-
gies according to the Italian National Standard [9], whose mechanical properties [10] are sum-
marized in Table 1.

In this case, since the investigations are limited, the confidence factor calculated according 
the Italian guidelines for cultural heritage [11] is equal to 1.24 and the level of knowledge 
reached is KL1.
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a)

b)
Figure 2: Aerial view (a), and plan (b) of San Martino’s dei Gualdesi church.

MASONRY TYPOLOGIES ( (
E

(
G

(
w

(

Masonry: Roughly cut stone ma-
sonry with good texture - III 2.6 0.056 1740 580 21

Arches: Stone blocks squared ma-
sonry- V 5.8 0.090 2850 950 22

Table 1: Mechanical properties of the masonries used.

3.1 Interventions related to the past seismic events

The most significant earthquakes for the Castelsantangelo sul Nera area were the earth-
quakes of Norcia, Mw 5.8 in 1979, and the Umbria-Marche earthquake, Mw 6.0 in 1997. These 
seismic events had a strong impact with regard to both the identification of seismic damage and 
the implementation of series of interventions aimed at mitigating its effects (not always with 
real benefits). The church of San Martino’s dei Gualdesi, entering into this context, was sub-
jected to four intervention campaigns (in 1988, 1999, 2000 and in 2014). Some of the older
interventions had been replaced in subsequent refurbishments. Therefore, a description of the 
present configuration of the church with the current interventions is presented below. 

In general, two significant phases of intervention can be distinguished: one relating to the
2000 restorations , which mainly involved the bell tower, and a more recent restoration of 2014 
regarding the structure of the nave.

In 2014 interventions, a systematic demolition of the top of the wall was carried out with 
subsequent reconstruction of it for a height of 30-50 cm. In addition, a UPN 220 metal profile 
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has been inserted and anchored with the underlying wall with a 16 bar 85 cm long, every 50 
cm. The bars were inserted inside perforations (with a diameter of 24 mm) and subsequently 
injected with lime mortar (blue line in Figure 3). A further intervention was the injection of a 
fluid hydraulic lime mortar on the walls. Four holes per square meter with a diameter of 22 mm 
were injected (red dot fill in Figure 3). A final and significant structural intervention performed 
on the nave concerns the execution of a series of steel bars reinforcement between the longitu-
dinal walls of the nave and the internal arches. Twelve stainless steel bars with a diameter of 
16 mm were inserted and injected with epoxy resin inside drillings of 24 mm of diameter (red 
strip hatch in Figure 3). Regarding the bell tower, in 2000, two orders of metal hooping beams 
have been inserted in elevation under the belfry and at the level of the mouldings (blue dashed 
line in Figure 3). Finally, about 20 perforations per wall were made on the tower’s walls with 
subsequent insertion of steel bars presumably with a diameter of 20 mm (green dot mesh in 
Figure 3).

Figure 3: Representation of interventions implemented in 2014 and 2000 to the San Martino’s dei Gualdesi 
church.

3.2 Analysis of damage

The church of San Martino’s dei Gualdesi, referring to the A-DC form [3, 4], has an inter-
mediate damage index (id=0.60). Although the id value is slightly higher than the average of the 
Castelsantangelo’s cluster (see § 2), the church showed only a small collapse of the wall above 
the entrance (Figure 4d) but, any other structural element of the nave and the tower had not
collapsed. The main damages are located in the internal part of the church, in particular near 
the pointed arches, in some parts of the perimeter wall and in the bell tower.

The cracks affecting the internal part of the church are mainly located between the longitu-
dinal walls and the central arches. From the structure of the church, it is clear that the pointed
arches, placed transversely to the nave, support the roof and transmit the loads to the side pillars 
and to the perimeter walls. Figure 4b highlights some cracks between pillars and the longitudi-
nal wall probably due to the weak connection in shear between the two. Moreover, it seems that 
some interactions in traction are present since some sliding in first voussoirs is present, probably 
due to the introduction of rebars and a consequent movement of the pillar according to the out-
of-plane of the lateral wall.
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More cracks are located at the interface between the extrados of the arch and the masonry,
due to the absence of connection between the two different materials. In the same pictures (Fig-
ure 4b), reduced cracks are observed even at the level of the roof, perhaps due to the insertion 
of the metallic ring beam that may have limited their opening but also promoted the detachment. 

Other cracks were located in the transverse walls of the nave, in particular in the north-west 
facade, which still has the shape of the original door. The distribution of the cracks follows the 
intersection between the original wall and the added element showing the typical shear cross 
shape (Figure 4a).

Lastly, deep cracks were found on the bell tower (Figure 4c). The position of these cracks is 
related to the presence of windows and small openings. The windows and the little columns of 
the upper level represent the weakest. However, although characterized by widespread cracks, 
the bell tower did not show the collapse of masonry parts or other elements. This prove the 
effectiveness of the past hooping interventions, which have defined a better connection between 
the orthogonal walls ensuring the box behavior during the seismic events. 

Unlike the other facades of the church, the longitudinal wall located to the south shows a 
loss of the curtain wall with the detachment of the upper portion of the masonry (Figure 4d).
The collapse of this masonry portion seems to be promoted by the reinforcement (of the past 
interventions) at the top. Indeed, if the metallic beam presents excessive stiffness, it can gener-
ate damages related to the tangential stresses in the contact area with the masonry and therefore 
a detachment between the parts. Moreover, the entire wall suffered from an out-of-plane dis-
placement in the order of 15-20 cm. The overall displacement of that seems to be provided by 
the monolithic behavior probably promoted and enhanced by injections.

Figure 4: Damages observed on the north-west facade (a), central arch (b), bell tower (c) and o the south-west 
facade.

4 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

The preliminary structural analysis of the church has focused on the pointed arch behavior 
and on the influence that this has on the overall behavior. With this aim, a kinematic study was 
performed together with a non-linear static analysis with a Finite Element Model in order to 
validate the assumptions made.

4.1 Definition of the seismic action

The seismic action used for the assessment of the church is determined by following the 
indications provided by the Italian Standard [12]. The design parameters used in the analysis 
are represented in Table 2. The return period, considering the ecclesiastical function, is of 712 
years.
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Parameters (DLS) Parameters (ULS)
0.120 q 1.00 0.283 q 2.000
2.305 S 1.80 2.400 S 1.554
0.288 ƞ 1.00 0.339 ƞ 1.000
1.500 0.15 1.295 0.170
1.584 0.45 1.500 0.510
1.200 2.08 1.200 2.726

Table 2: Design parameters used in the analysis

4.2 Kinematic analysis

The kinematic analysis is based on the limit analysis and the principle of virtual works and 
refers to the upper bound solution [13]. This, on one hand, make easier the analysis and, on the 
other, it requires defining the minimum multiplier to obtain the exact solution. Therefore, the 
Finite Element Model helps in defining the proper crack pattern and hinges location.

The out-of-plane limit analysis was guided by the actual crack pattern observed, and hence 
evaluating those mechanisms activated during the earthquake (Figure 5). In detail, the south-
west wall of the nave and the north-west corner of the tower were analyzed as out-of-plane
mechanisms, while the central arch as in-plane mechanisms.

Figure 5: In-plane (left) and out-of-plane (right) analysis of the church.

Table 3 shows the results of the kinematic analysis implementing linear methods. The factor 
z is the safety coefficient defined as the ratio between the seismic capacity and the demand for 
each macro-element. Values greater than one indicate that the mechanism is verified at the 
damage limit state (DLS) and at the ultimate limit state (ULS). As regards the out-of-plane
kinematic mechanisms, the linear verification is not verified for any mechanisms. The activa-
tion multiplier was calculated accounting for the masonry compression hence considering the 
hinge in the middle of the stress-block. The lower multiplier refers to the wall overturning (C3 
Figure 5) and it figures out that the restrain contribution of the roof is not negligible, since that 
mechanism does not reach the collapse although it has activated with an overall ultimate dis-
placement of about 15-20 cm. The tower mechanism activated also on the real case but it was
counteracted by the hooping system that avoided the collapse, as did not happen for the near 
church of S. Stefano. Lastly, the highest multiplier found (mechanism C2) of 0.535 has acti-
vated but not avoided by any interventions resulting in the collapse of the macro-element. That 
value is similar to the highest PGA recorded in the swarm of 0.541 the 26th of October 2016.
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1° Mode
Kinematics α (t/2) ζ (DLS) ζ (ULS)

C1 0.266 0.38 0.44
C2 0.535 0.68 0.74
C3 0.143 0.58 0.57

Table 3: Results of the kinematic analysis for the out-of-plane mechanisms

Similar to what has been observed for the out-of-plane mechanism, the hypothesis of inter-
action among macro-elements may lead to significantly different solutions also for in-plane 
analysis. Due to this, different combinations (Table 4) have been defined.

For the in-plane analysis of the arch, which is placed in the transversal direction of the nave
(Y direction), the hinges position was defined by the analysis of the principal traction strains.
The latter were obtained by the non-linear static analysis of the church, considering that this 
comes from static considerations which belong to the lower bound solution. Therefore, the ob-
tained multiplier should be the exact one also for the interaction among longitudinal walls and 
the arch. 

Table 4: Type of kinematic analysis implemented

The possible variability may concerns the in-plane and out-of-plane interaction of the longi-
tudinal wall and of the soil on the mountain side. Therefore, looking at Table 4, cases A, B, C 
considers different interactions among macro-elements whereas cases from D1 to D3 evaluate 
differently positions of the hinge on the mountain side (hinge D).

Table 5 reports the obtained activation multipliers α, always considering the hinge regression, 
and the factor ζ that report the structural verification. Due to the not symmetric geometry, the 
multiplier of both directions is reported.

In case A the arch is alone, neglecting the contributions of lateral walls, whereas in cases B 
and C walls are considered. In the latter the coupling between the arch and the wall is perfect,

D1- All hinges as FEM D2 – Hinge D on the impost D3 – Hinge D in the wall

Case A
Only arch

Case B
Only tension

between the arch and 
the wall

Case C
Shear and tension

between the arch and 
the wall
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with transmission of normal and shear stresses on the interface, while in case B only the normal 
action is considered.

2° Mode (+Y) North/mountain dir. 2° Mode (-Y) South/valley dir.
case α (t/2) ζ (DLS) ζ (ULS) case α (t/2) ζ (DLS) ζ (ULS)

D1
A -0.002 - -

D1
A 0.079 0.34 0.34

B 0.188 0.80 0.79 B 0.172 0.73 0.72
C 0.189 0.80 0.79 C 0.184 0.78 0.77

D2
A -1.030 - -

D2
A 0.108 0.45 0.44

B 0.065 0.28 0.28 B 0.137 0.59 0.59
C 0.064 0.28 0.27 C 0.159 0.69 0.68

D3
A -0.550 - -

D3
A 0.107 0.44 0.44

B 0.277 1.16 1.14 B 0.161 0.68 0.67
C 0.306 1.28 1.26 C 0.198 0.83 0.82

Table 5: Results of the kinematics analysis for the in-plane mechanisms

In the case A, in the positive direction of Y, there is a negative multiplier that means that 
there is no equilibrium in the thrust of the arch without the lateral walls providing a counterbal-
ancing effect even in static conditions. Therefore, the case A is not a reliable hypotheses of the 
actual behavior. Considering the fact that the FEM model reliably describes the hinge positions,
and comparing with the actual observations, also cases D2 and D3 are not suitably describing 
the real situation because did not appear evident cracks next to the guessed hinge position D.

In conclusion, the cases more similar to the actual situation are B and C in conditions D1. 
Herein, case B is selected as the most reliable (Table 5 in bold) because even the intervention 
with rebars performed in 2014 could not guarantee the shear transfer, as pointed out by the 
crack pattern occurred (Figure 4b). Therefore the final multipliers selected are α 0.188 and 
0.172 in the positive and negative Y direction respectively.

4.3 Fem analysis

The numerical analysis of San Martino’s dei Gualdesi was performed using the DianaFea 
software. In detail, a linear and a non-linear static analysis were performed in order to obtain 
results consistent with the actual damages observed.

The church has modeled using two-dimensional elements. The roof analysis of weight has 
performed following the information obtained by documents on past interventions. The vertical 
elements of the model have defined as regular curved shells: quadrilateral elements with eight 
nodes and a quadratic behavior. The mesh has a size of 0.25 m. The linear elements such as 
beams have specified as beam elements curved and characterized by three nodes (Class-III 3D).
Boundary conditions were defined to constrain all translations and two rotations except the out-
of-plane. Finally, the material properties were defined following Table 1 for the linear proper-
ties. To account for the non linear behavior a total strain cracked model has been adopted with
a parabolic behavior in compression and a exponential one for the softening in tension. The 
fracture energy has defined following the literature [14].

First, a linear static analysis was performed to evaluate the static conditions of the model. 
Regarding the reaction forces, the maximum vertical value is 74.9 kN. The vertical deformation 
(Z direction), due to its own weight, is located on the bell tower and is approximately 1.7 mm. 
Lastly, as regards the main stresses, the compression stress located at the base of the bell tower 
is 0.45 MPa.
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Subsequently, the static non-linear analysis was implemented to analyze the non-linear be-
havior of the structure. The analysis concerns both the longitudinal (X) and transverse direc-
tions of the church (Y), with more attention to the transversal direction (east-west direction). 
The own weight of the structure was applied in a single load step, followed by the application 
of a global acceleration (proportional to the masses) into different load steps. 

Results show greater deformations and displacements refer to the analysis with transverse 
direction of the seismic action (+Y,-Y). In the first case (+Y, mountain dir.), the displacements 
of the control nodes positioned at the top of the central arch are approximately equal to 0.20 m
in agreement with the actual observations. Analyzing the results relating to strains, the main 
stresses are located on the transversal walls. However, high cracks are also located on the lon-
gitudinal facades of the church and on the tower’s walls (Figure 6).

In the negative direction of Y (-Y, valley dir.), the greatest displacement is measured at the 
top of the bell tower (0.12 m) even the control nodes at the top of the central arch reach consid-
erable displacements of 0.10 m.

Regarding the analysis in the longitudinal direction (+X, -X) the main deformations and 
displacements are located on the upper part of the bell tower.

Figure 6: Major principal strain for the analysis in the +Y direction (left) and -Y direction (right).

4.4 Comparison between the damages observed and the numerical analysis

The results obtained from the numerical analysis has been compared with the damages de-
scribed in the previous paragraph (§3.2). The structural parts investigated are the north-west 
and the south-west facade of the nave, the walls of the bell tower and finally the internal arches 
of the nave. 

Figure 7a shows that strains, and thus cracks concerning the internal arch, are mainly located 
between its lateral part and the longitudinal part of the south-western masonry and in the inter-
face between the extrados of the arch and the masonry above. From this crack pattern, the four 
hinges location for the limit analysis presented above was defined (§4.2).Moreover, damages 
and cracks coincide with the damages observed in the on-site survey (Figure 4b), confirming 
the reliability of this type of analysis.

Less deformation and damages occurred in the north-east walls, again corresponding to the 
actual condition. In this case, the pillars are embedded in the wall itself, ensuring a better con-
nection between them. The greatest displacements are reached in the analysis with transverse 
direction of the seismic action. 
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The longitudinal south-west wall showed significant damage due to the longitudinal action. 
Figure7b shows cracks on the entire wall and in particular near the transverse arches and open-
ings. More cracks are located in the interface between the wall of the bell tower and in the upper 
part of the nave facade. These damages coincide also with the current state of the church. 

Figure 7: Localized deformations in the central arch (a), south-west wall (b), tower (c) and north-west wall (d).

The north-west facade is characterized by significant damages in the case of transverse seis-
mic action. Cracks obtained from the numerical model provide almost the same pattern ob-
served in the structure. The distribution of cracks follows the intersection between the original 
wall and the added element. 

Lastly, the south-western wall of the bell tower shows significant deformations due to the 
longitudinal action (-X). The principal strains, obtained from the numerical model, are located 
near the mullioned windows, in the small openings below and lastly in the contact area between 
the roof of the church and the belfry. These critical points are also observed on the damage 
picture (Figure 4c).

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The paper presents the first stage of studies carried out on the San Martino’s dei Gualdesi
church, confirming that the integrated methodology among different type of analysis (i.e.
kinematic and non-linear static analysis) lead to achieve reliable results compared to the
real case observations.

The kinematic analysis, supported by some non-linear analysis in the definition of the
mechanisms, proved to be a valuable tool in the definition of the activating accelerations.
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The evaluation of the interaction in-plane and out-of-plane may also be detrimental to ob-
tain the correct value.

The static non-linear analysis confirms to be a reliable method of structural modeling de-
tecting a crack pattern very similar to the real one.

Future works aim at evaluating through capacity curves the real performances of the struc-
ture, even compared with the real occurred earthquake, and furtherly improving analysis
by the implementation of interventions.
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Abstract 

In this paper, we propose a NURBS-based adaptive approach to the three-dimensional analy-
sis of masonry vaults undergoing foundation settlements. A given masonry vault of arbitrary 
geometry is described through its NURBS (Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline) parametric represen-
tation in the three-dimensional Euclidean space. The vault surface is then discretized into an ini-
tial set of rigid elements. Such discretization is obtained by suitably subdividing the NURBS 
parameters space. Jumps of displacement are allowed solely at the interfaces. Given a known 
displacement on the external boundary, which comprises possible settlements, the resulting 
displacement field is computed by minimizing the total potential energy of the system by 
means of a linear programming optimization algorithm. Moreover, a mesh adaptation scheme 
based on a suitable Genetic Algorithm (GA) is used to determine the crack pattern yielding 
the mechanism actually induced by the settlement. The procedure is here demonstrated 
through a numerical example. 

Keywords: Masonry, Foundation Settlements, NURBS, Genetic Algorithm 
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1 INTRODUCTION
The interest in studying the crack patterns induced by foundation settlements in masonry 

structures is quite recent. In fact, differential settlements are one of the most frequent causes 
of cracks in historical masonry structures. When undergoing foundation settlements, masonry 
structures deform like mechanisms in order to be able to accommodate such settlements, ac-
companied by a pattern of cracks. The strong nonlinearities of the masonry material, which 
have been summarized by Heyman [1] by means of the no-tension material assumption, ren-
der masonry constructions quite unsuited to resist differential settlements. In the last decades,
the problem of settlements on masonry structures has been studied by means of nonlinear 
analyses within the Finite Element Method (FEM) [2–4], the Discrete Element Method (DEM) 
[5], or, rigid blocks analyses under the hypothesis of unilateral contact and simple linear pro-
gramming techniques [6–9].

The analysis of the response to settlements response using systems of rigid blocks entails
procedures similar to the ones typical of limit analysis. Under the action of settlements, the
above structure reaches a new configuration of equilibrium exhibiting small deformation [10]. 
However, since masonry cannot withstand deformations of any kind, cracks appear and prop-
agate within the structure, transforming the initially continuous construction into an assembly 
of relatively big and approximately rigid blocks. The new configuration of equilibrium can be 
described through a discontinuous displacement field. As a result, the structure behaves like a 
mechanism and can be studied by using limit analysis techniques. The analogy between limit 
analysis and analysis of settlements for rigid blocks structures has been analyzed in detail in a 
recent publication [11]. Here, it is shown that the discontinuous displacement field can be ob-
tained by solving a unilateral contact problem. The discrete formulation can be written in 
terms of a linear programming problem, in which the external work is maximized. The formu-
lation by rigid blocks and linear programming allows a quick assessment of crack patterns 
with a sensibly reduced computational effort with respect to standard finite element nonlinear 
techniques and iterative procedures.

In this contribution, we present the study of masonry vaults undergoing differential settle-
ments through a new adaptive GA-NURBS based approach. A masonry vault is modeled 
through NURBS rigid shell elements, which allow accurate reproduction of the actual geome-
try even with a small number of elements is used. Given an initial mesh of NURBS rigid ele-
ment, the displacement field is found by maximizing the work of external loads. A Genetic 
Algorithm mesh adaptation search scheme is devised in order to find the actual displacement 
field induced by a given settlement. The procedure is illustrated by solving the historical vault 
previously analyzed in [13-14].

2 DISCRETE VARIATIONAL FORMULATION 
The behavior of a masonry structues undergoing foundation settlements can be studied by 
idealizing it as an assembly of rigid blocks and applying unilateral contact conditions at the 
interfaces [11]. The solution u  of the variational contact problem, at the continuum level, is
given by

*
arg inf ,

m r
Mv

u v (1)

where

1
( )

bN

r i
i

( )iv v (2)
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is the potential energy of external loads acting on each block and, *mM is the convex set of 
rigid motions and ( )( ) is the linear form:

( ) .
q

dv qv( ) q)) (3)

In other words, a displacement field solution of the boundary value problem at hand, can be 
found by minimizing the potential energy of the external loads in the set *mM of all the mech-
anisms satisfying the unilateral constraints in the normal direction and the no-sliding condi-
tion.

At the discrete level, a generic piecewise two-dimensional rigid displacement *mMv is re-
presented by a vector d composed by 3 bN elements being the three barycentric components 
of rigid body motion (two translations and a rotation) for each block. Obviously, it is possible 
to define the potential energy associated to the rigid body motion v represented by the vector 
d as a linear function of d :

ˆ ,T
r q dv (4)

where 3ˆ bNq 3 bNb is a vector containing, for each body ii , the resultants – in terms of two trans-
lational forces and one moment – of the external load distribution ( )q x on q .  Therefore, the 
discrete linear programming problem associated to (1) can be written as follows:

ˆfind s.t. is maximum,Td q d (5)

under the following linear constraints:

Ad 0 (6)
Bd 0 (7)

0ˆ ,Cd u (8)

where , 3, col p bN NA B 3col p b,N N3col p b3 , , 3col r bN NC , 3col r b,N N3col r b3 and 0û  is a vector whose elements are the values of the 
function 0 ,u x representing the non-homogeneous essential boundary conditions, evaluated 
at collocation points on . Constraints (6) and (7) represent the requirement that 0 onn cv
and 0 ont cv respectively, c being the union of all the possible contact curves among the 
blocks. On the other hand, constraint (8) represents the non-homogeneous essential boundary 
conditions (i.e. foundation settlements) on u . It should be noticed that the objective function 
in (5) is the work of the assigned external loads. 

3 ADAPTIVE GA-NURBS SCHEME
The structural response is described by roto-translations of the rigid blocks and jumps of 

displacement on the contact points. The overall displacement field can be obtained by solving 
problem (5), in which the external work is maximized under the constraints imposed by uni-
lateral contact conditions, by means of an efficient linear programming. 

In this work, a discretization through few NURBS shell rigid elements is adopted. The 
NURBS geometry description of the mesh allows to preserve the actual geometry of the struc-
ture even when using a small number of elements, avoiding the need for fine discretizations
which would be otherwise required for masonry vaults. Thus, in place of modeling every sin-
gle brick composing the structure, NURBS elements reproduce the curved macro-blocks
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which determine the mechanism induced by the applied settlement, provided that the crack 
pattern is suitably adjusted by means of a suitable meta-heuristic optimization algorithm. On 
each interface, the unilateral contact conditions are applied. In case a rigid plastic behavior is 
to be accounted for, an associative flow rule can be adopted. As already discussed, the overall 
disposition of interfaces, i.e. the mesh adopted, represents only a possible crack pattern but,
since the real crack pattern is not a-priori known, mesh adaptation is required. For this reason,
in order to find the absolute maximum of the external work, we allow a Genetic Algorithm 
(GA) to adjust the initial mesh until a good approximation of the actual crack pattern is ob-
tained. The procedure is very similar to the one used in the GA-NURBS limit analysis of ma-
sonry vaults proposed in [12], which was proven to be effective in the study of several 
typologies of masonry constructions [15–22].

4 NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
As an example, we study a reproduction of the historical barrel vault which constituting the 

roofing of the central nave of the Bothwell Parish Church (Glasgow, United Kingdom, see Fig. 
1(a)). An in-depth geometrical survey revealed that the vault is slightly skewed, with cracks 
that has opened over the years due to settlement across the less braced South edge. In [14], 
this response of this vault under foundation settlements has been investigated by means of fi-
nite element analyses and several experimental test (also carried out in [13]) on a 1/12 scaled 
model (Fig. 1(b)). The actual vault geometry features an interior span of 6.1 m, a rise of 3.8 m, 
and a length of 16.8 m, and an average thickness of 36 cm. We assume a 520 kg/m3 density 
for masonry material. Finally, in order to better reproduce sliding deformations observed in 
the experimental test performed in [14], a 3D Mohr-Coulomb failure surface with tension cut-
off and compression linear cap is assumed, with ultimate tensile and compression stresses
equal to 0.03 MPa and 2.6 MPa respectively. Shear failures are controlled by a cohesion of 
0.02 MPa and a tangent of the friction angle of 0.5. To replicate the experimental test, in the 
first numerical simulation, a vertical linear settlement has been applied (see Fig. 2), with a 1 
cm maximum drop along the external edge.

(a) (b)
Figure 1: (a) Bothwell Parish Church (Glasgow, UK) barrel vault [14] and (b) crack pattern observed in the ex-
perimental test [13].

Figure 2: Analysis of the displacement field under the action of non-uniform vertical settlement.
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Figure 3: Analysis of the displacement field under the action of non-uniform horizontal settlement.

Each of the two NURBS surfaces describing half of the vault is discretized with 3×4 shell el-
ements. Fig. 2 depicts the obtained displacement field. It can be noted that the crack pattern 
close to the external arch reproduces the typical hinges of the masonry arch undergoing a ver-
tical differential settlement [11]. The shape of the crack pattern long the longitudinal direction 
of the vault is mainly due to settlements inducing torsional effects. The crack obtained with 
the proposed procedure is in good agreement with the results previously obtained both exper-
imentally and numerically [13].

This barrel vault has been also studied under a horizontal linear settlement. Differential 
horizontal settlements are common in vaults used as roof elements in historical constructions, 
in which collapse during seismic events often occurs because of the differential movement of 
their supports, rather than because of the horizontal seismic actions applied to the vault. Fig. 3, 
represents the applied settlements and the obtained results. As in the previous case, it can be 
noted that the extremal part of the vault behaves like an arch. Also in this configuration, the 
proposed adaptive GA-NURBS scheme allows to accurately predict the 3D behavior of the 
vault. 

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a NURBS-based adaptive approach to the three-dimensional analysis of ma-
sonry vaults undergoing foundation settlements is presented. A given masonry vault of arbi-
trary geometry is described through its NURBS parametric representation in the three-
dimensional Euclidean space. The vault surface is then discretized into an initial set of rigid 
elements. Such discretization is obtained by suitably subdividing the NURBS parameters 
space. Jumps of displacement are allowed at the interfaces only. Given a known displacement 
on the external boundary, which comprises possible settlements, the resulting displacement 
field is computed by minimizing the total potential energy of the system by means of a linear 
programming optimization algorithm. Moreover, a GA-based mesh adaptation scheme is used 
to determine the crack pattern yielding the mechanism actually induced by the settlement. The 
example
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Abstract

Bonded brickwork as loadbearing walls is widely found in the heritage structures worldwide.
The bonded brickwork consists of two or more bricks in the thickness direction which causes 
them to behave differently to single leaf walls which are the basis of masonry design guide-
lines. The evaluation of bonded masonry structures under dynamic seismic actions therefore
requires appropriate numerical modelling techniques accounting for the cyclic loading. Sub-
sequently, a simplified 3D mesoscale numerical model has been developed in this paper to 
analysis different thicknesses of bonded brickwork under cyclic compression. Each masonry 
brick was defined using 3D solid elements with 8 nodes and 24 degree of freedom (DOF) rep-
resenting an enlarged brick consists of a full-scale brick enveloped by half thickness of the 
mortar bedding layer all around. These masonry bricks were arranged in multiple layers us-
ing zero thickness cohesive interface elements to simulate the bond behaviour under shear, 
tension, and compression actions. A plasticity-based damage constitutive model to represent
the damage in the masonry bricks under cyclic compression loading was employed. A thresh-
old strain level was used to enact the element deletion technique for initiating the brittle crack 
opening in the masonry units. Whereas the joint interface failure between the masonry units 
was defined using a cohesive model represented by a simple bi-linear traction-separation 
constitutive law exhibiting an initial linear elastic behaviour at the interface followed by the 
initiation of the damage and evolution until the surface bonding degradation. The robustness 
of the developed model under cyclic compression loading has been proven by validating the 
test data presented for the clay brick selected to construct 9 masonry wallettes of single, dou-
ble and triple brick thicknesses. The failure modes, cyclic stress-strain curves and stiffness 
degradation have been studied.
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Bonded masonry is invariably used as loadbearing elements in structures and the compressive 
strength characteristics of this masonry are of prime importance in the design of new and as-
sessment of existing masonry structures. Subsequently, plenty of research efforts have been 
put in place to comprehend the compressive strength characteristics of various masonry as-
semblies in the past [1-4]. However, most of the studies in the past were dedicated to deter-
mining the monotonic compressive strength properties of masonry, where only limited studies 
were dedicated to understand the cyclic compression characteristics of masonry, which are 
needed to assess the performance of masonry elements against seismic or dynamic actions. 
Moreover, the non-loadbearing masonry infill walls in reinforced concrete or steel frames are
also considered to act as diagonal compression struts under in-plane actions [5-6], thus ana-
lysing such infill frames under dynamic actions need cyclic compression properties of mason-
ry.

The limited experimental studies on the cyclic compression behaviour of bonded masonry re-
vealed that the characteristics of masonry under cyclic compression are different to monotonic 
compression in terms of the attainment of strength and deformation characteristics [7-9],
where relatively low compressive strength and considerably larger deformation were depicted 
under cyclic compression than the monotonic loading. As a result of lack of cyclic compres-
sion experimental data on various assemblies, the development of constitutive models for ma-
sonry under cyclic compression was generally derived from the studies on concrete under 
cyclic compression [10-12]. While there are some similarities on the general characteristics 
between the masonry and concrete under cyclic compression, the damage evolution under cy-
clic compression is greatly different to concrete due to the anisotropic nature and interfacial 
incompatibility between unit and mortar in masonry. Recently, Thamboo et al. [13] compared 
the predictability of cyclic compression behaviour of the existing masonry models with the 
available experimental data and highlighted that most of the models were not able to predict 
one or other cyclic compression characteristics such as envelop response, plastic strain, un-
loading and reloading paths accurately. Nonetheless, experimental studies are not always via-
ble to develop constitutive models for masonry under cyclic compression, owing to the
diversity of masonry assemblies exist and difficulty in carrying out the cyclic testing. There-
fore, numerical assessment of masonry under cyclic compression is a prudent solution. 

Although plenty of progresses have been made to develop numerical methods to assess the 
masonry at different scales (micro, meso and macro) under various loading conditions [14-16],
no systematic methodologies were developed to evaluate the cyclic compression behaviour of 
masonry in the past. Obviously, micro modelling technique is the most appropriate approach 
to assess the various assemblies of masonry under a localised loading situation. As an alterna-
tive to complex micro-modelling, simplified micro modelling of bonded masonry can save 
computational effort and avoid complexity of modelling additional mortar joints in the thick-
ness of bonded brickwork. In this technique, mortar thickness is omitted by expanding the 
bricks into an equivalent masonry material which are joined to make assemblies of various 
patterns through zero thickness interfaces. Simplified micro-modelling based numerical as-
sessment under cyclic compression could predict the characteristics of masonry reasonably,
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especially in terms of damage evolution and localised stress-strain responses as it has been 
used earlier for the monotonic loading conditions [17-19].

This paper provides the details of a simplified 3D micro-scale modelling technique to assess 
the characteristics of bonded masonry under cyclic compression. The rationality of the devel-
oped modelling technique and outcome under cyclic compression loading simulation have 
been validated against the results from the experimental campaign carried out previously to 
assess the cyclic characteristics of bonded brickworks by the third author. Subsequently, Sec-
tion 2 explains the simplified micro-modelling based numerical procedures established to
simulate the cyclic compression behaviour of masonry. The validation of the numerical meth-
od against the experimental data is described in Section 3. Finally, the key conclusions de-
rived from the study are mentioned in Section 4.

2 NUMERICAL MODELLING TECHNIQUE 

An explicit finite element modelling method was developed to simulate the bonded brickwork
response under cyclic compression loading. A simplified 3D mesoscale homogenised material 
model was adopted to analyse different thicknesses of bonded brickwork under cyclic com-
pression. The material and contact non-linearities were incorporated in this model, and the 
parameters were calibrated using the datasets of the single brick thick wallette test specimens. 
Figure 1 shows the developed FE model of the brickwork constructed of single, double and 
triple bricks in their thickness.

(a)
(b)

Reference Node (Cyclic Displacement)

Support Condition (Ux=Uz=0)

Rigid Steel plates

Bottom plate Support Condition 

(Ux=Uy=Uz=0)

740 m
m

xz

y

Displacement applied
Displacement applied

Dispalcement applied

(c)

Zero-thickness Interface

Mesh Size

Brick

Half Brick +
half thickness of mortarhhhhh

Expanded Brick

Zero thickness
Cohesive Interface

(d)

Figure 1: Wallettes model details (a) Single brick (b) Double brick (c) Triple brick with detail of expanded 
bricks and (d) Mesh size

2.1 Geometry Details

In the simplified 3D mesoscale homogenised numerical modelling method, the homogenised 
units were modelled using 3D solid elements (C3D8R) with 8 nodes and 24 degrees of free-
dom. The selected mesh size (shown in Figure 1(d)) was 20 mm × 20mm × 20mm based on 
the mesh sensitivity analysis performed in [17]. The brick size representing an enlarged brick 
consists of full-scale brick enveloped by half-thickness of the mortar bedding layer all around,
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was modelled as shown in Figure 1. These masonry bricks were arranged in multiple layers 
using zero thickness cohesive interface elements to simulate the bond behaviour under shear, 
tension, and compression actions. The sizes of single, double and triple brick thick brickwork 
samples were 410 (L) × 740 (H) × 95 (T) mm, 410 (L) × 740 (H) × 200 (T) mm, and 410 (L)
× 740 (H) × 305 (T) mm, respectively. Loading plates were also modelled to distribute the 
compressive load uniformly over the specimens and to restrain the specimens against dis-
placement from the bottom. 

2.2 Material properties and constitutive model of expanded bricks

A plasticity-based damage constitutive model to represent the damage in the masonry bricks 
under cyclic compression loading was employed. The concrete damage plasticity (CDP) mod-
el in-built in ABAQUS was used to simulate homogenised brick and mortar behaviour. This
model can predict two main failure modes: tensile cracking and compression crushing. Be-
yond the failure limit, the formation of minor and major cracks were represented with a sof-
tening stress-strain response, as shown in Figure 2. The stress-strain and other material data 
were taken from the experimental results of Thamboo & Dhanasekar [20], which were used in 
the calibration and validation of model results. A threshold strain level was used to enact the 
element deletion technique for initiating the brittle crack opening in the masonry units. The 
elastic modulus of the expanded clay bricks was input as 200 MPa. The Poisson’s ratio was 
kept as 0.18 as was observed from the experiments [20]. In addition, the CDP model requires
five main parameters: dilation angle (ψ) to account for the volume change caused by the ine-
lastic behaviour of bricks, flow potential eccentricity (e) that defines the rate at which the hy-
perbolic flow potential approaches its asymptote, the ratio of the biaxial compressive strength 
of the material to its uniaxial compressive strength ratio (fb0/fc0), shape factor (Kc) which is 
the ratio of the tensile to the compressive meridian for describing the shape of the yield sur-
face and viscosity (μ) that represents the relaxation time of the visco-plastic system, and is 
used for the visco-plastic regularisation. More details of these parameters can be found in [21]. 
The assigned CDP parameters are given in Table 1.
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Figure 2: Stress-strain curve with damage properties of clay brick for CDP material model (a) Compression and 
(b) Tension
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Parameter Magnitude
Dilation angle (ψ) 300

Eccentricity (e) 0.1
Strength ratio (fb0/fc0) 1.16

Shape factor (Kc) 0.66
Viscosity (μ) 0.001

Table 1: CDP model parameters for expanded bricks

2.3 Zero thickness interface: cohesive zone model 

The zero-thickness interface between the homogenised expanded bricks was simulated using 
the cohesive zone model as shown in Figure 3(a). The interaction between the bricks was
modelled using the simple bi-linear separation constitutive law, as shown in Figure 3 (b). The 
traction law is graphically represented using the traction force ( τ ) resulted in the opening dis-
placement ( δ ).  The interface allowed a damage initiation based on the threshold value which 
is followed by damage evolution until complete degradation of the surface bonding. The inter-
face's elastic behaviour relates the normal and the shear (tractions) to the normal and shear 
displacements (separation) across the interface.

The normal stiffness matrix (Kn) is directly related to the thickness of the adhesive (ce-
ment) properties and the stiffness of the mortar (bedding layer). To evaluate the normal stiff-
ness at the interface, a mathematical expression used for this relation is given in Equation (1).

n
mortar ad

mortar ad

1K = t t+
E E

(1)

Where adt represents the thickness of the adhesive found in the cement [22], mortart is the thick-
ness of the mortar bedding layer and the mortarE [20] and adE [22] are the young modulus of
the mortar and the adhesive, respectively.

Similarly, the shear stiffness matrix (Kss and Ktt) at the interface is mathematically expressed
as shown in Equation (2).

0 ss tt
mortar ad

mortar ad

1K = K = K = t t+
G G

(2)

Where, adG and mortarG are defined as the shear moduli of adhesion and mortar, respectively. 
The input values for the interface modelling are provided in Table 2.

The damage initiation in the interface was assumed to occur when a quadratic traction 
factors involving the combined normal stress and shear stress ratio reached to the value of 1
as shown in Equation (3). These criteria can be represented as

2 2 2

0 0 0 1n s t

n s t

(3)

Where n is the cohesive tensile and the s and t are the shear stresses of the interfaces and 
n,s and t refers to the direction of the stress component as shown in Figure 3(c).
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However, the interface damage evolution was expressed in terms of fracture energy release as 
shown in Equation (4).

η
c c c cs t
n s t

n s t

G + GG + (G - G ) = G
G + G + G

(4)

Where, G is the fracture energy; the superscript c represents the critical fracture energy and 
the dependency of the fracture energy η is a material parameter (Benzeggagah & Kenane
[23]. The Benzeggagah- Kenane fracture criterion defines the critical fracture energies when 
the deformation along the first and the second shear directions are same. The properties of the 
zero-thickness interface to account for cohesion, traction separation law and friction are listed 
in Table 2.

Parameter Magnitude

Normal stiffness, nK N/mm3) 28

Shear stiffness, ssK and ttK (N/mm3) 32

Friction coefficient 0.6

Maximum tensile stress, 0
n (MPa) 0.68

Maximum shear stress, 0
s and 0

t (MPa) 0.82

Table 2: Mechanical properties of cohesive interfaces
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Figure 3: Zero thickness Cohesive Interface model details (a) geometry details of zero-thickness interface (b)
damage criteria at the interface (c) failure modes at the interface
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3 VALIDATION RESULTS 

This section presents the validation of the FE model using the experimental results of single, 
double and triple brick thick wallettes under cyclic compression loading presented in [20].
The validation includes the failure modes of bonded brickwork walletes, stress-strain curves
comparison with the experimental results and the strain variation in the region of damage.

3.1 Details of experimental programme

The experimental investigation on the cyclic response of the masonry wallettes was studied by 
the authors in the previous study [20]. The tested bonded brickwork samples in this experi-
mental programme were constructed using clay bricks. The material properties and geomet-
rical descriptions of types of bonded brickworks are presented in Figures 1 and 2. The 
properties of clay bricks varied mainly due to the manufacturing process depending on the 
controlled and uncontrolled firing in the kiln. However, the bricks used in this study with low 
strength and modulus of rupture are very common in practice in many developing countries. 
These bricks also have resemblance to the brick types mainly found in the historical masonry 
structures. In total, nine bonded brickwork wallettes were constructed with three different 
thickness (single, double, and triple) to assess their cyclic compression behaviour. The wal-
lettes were built and tested according to BS EN 1052-1 provisions and loaded under the cyclic 
displacement-controlled protocol. The thickness of the mortar was restricted to 10 mm with 
the help of an experienced mason. The constructed masonry wallettes were air cured for 28 
days under an ambient temperature of 34oC.

The wallettes were tested in a 1000 kN capacity servo-controlled Universal Testing Machine 
(UTM). A 5 mm thick plywood was used between the top and bottom platens of the UTM to 
uniformly distribute the compression loading on the surfaces. In total eight displacement
transducers were attached to record the axial and lateral deformation in each wallette. Four 
transducers were attached vertically on both faces (two on each face) of the wallette to record 
the axial deformation. Similarly, four remaining transducers (two on each face) were placed 
horizontally to record lateral deformation on each face of the wallette. A typical cyclic load-
ing protocol applied to the specimens is shown in Figure 4. The cyclic displacement proce-
dure was taken from the load-displacement responses of the similar wallettes under 
monotonic testing [20]. The elastic, hardening and peak limits were identified form the load 
displacement response presented in [20]. The elastic limit point was observed at the one third 
of the peak load and the hardening limit was considered as 0.8 times the peak load. The num-
ber of cycles within each limit are reported in the Table 3.
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Figure 4: Loading input for the cyclic test of the wallettes

Monotonic Loading Cyclic Loading
Load-Displacement Response Number of Steps Number of Cycles

Elastic Limit (one third of peak load) 4 steps 2 cycles at each step
Hardening Limit (0.8 times the peak load) 4 Steps 2 cycles at each step

Peak Limit 3 Steps 2 cycles at each step

Table 3: Typical Cyclic loading protocol

3.2 Failure modes

The failure modes of single, double and triple brick thick bonded brickwork models are 
shown in Figure 5 in terms of principal strain. The failure pattern observed in the numerical 
model for all wallettes was in close agreement with the experimental failure modes as shown 
in Figure 5. For single brickwork wallette, vertical cracks developed in the bricks, mainly on 
the central area and near the edges of the faces at about 50 to 70% of the peak force. After the 
peak load, these cracks propagated diagonally and opened leading to the spalling from the 
edges of the wallettes. However, for the double and triple brick wallettes, a single splitting 
crack through the thickness of the wallettes and the parallel tensile cracks were observed 
along the width of the wallettes. During the post-peak stage, the cyclic loading resulted in the
wider crack propagation within small span of time associated with the spalling of brick-and-
mortar pieces.
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Vertical Cracks

Vertical Cracks

(a) (b)

(d)(c)

Threshold Strain Limit
(Crack detection/Opening)

Figure 5: Numerical Failure modes of the brick wallettes: (a) Maximum Strain contour (b) Single brick (c) Dou-
ble brick and (c) Triple brick

3.3 Stress-strain relationship

Figure 6 shows the compressive strength of single, double and triple brick thick bonded 
brickwork models under cyclic compression loading. The compressive strength predicted by 
the FE model of all three brickwork specimens matched well with the experimental data with 
only 5~10% approx. deviation. The experimental and numerical results show a 10% increase 
in the compressive strength of the double brick thick brickwork compared to the single- brick 
wallette. The marginal increase in the compressive strength can be attributed to the reduction 
in the slenderness ratio (height-to-thickness ratio). However, no significant enhancement in 
the compressive strength observed when compared double brick to triple brick wallettes. The 
reason for not increasing the compressive strength is the increase in the number of weak joints 
(more perpend joint) with the increase in the thickness of the wallettes.
Additionally, it was also observed that the compressive strength for the cyclic loading was
lower than for the monotonic loading [20]. The compressive strength reduction observed in 
the cyclically loaded wallettes was mainly because of the accumulating lateral tractions and 
inelastic strains in the bonded brickwork. Hence, the accumulation of the strain over time his-
tory is significant for the compressive strength of the bonded brickworks as well as for defin-
ing the mitigating strategies under cyclic loading.
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Figure 6: Stress-strain variation of the bonded brick wallettes (a) Experimental setup (b) Single brick (c) Double 
brick and (d) Triple brick

4 CONCLUSION  

A simplified 3D finite element model incorporating expanded bricks with zero thickness co-
hesive interfaces, representing brick – mortar joints, has been developed for predicting the 
cyclic compression behaviour of different thicknesses of bonded brick masonry wallettes. The 
experimental results of bonded brickwork constructed with single, double and triple brick 
thickness were used for validating the developed model. The FE prediction of the failure 
modes and cyclic stress-strain curves under the cyclic loading matched well with the experi-
mental results. The change in the thickness of the brickwork samples did not significantly al-
ter the failure pattern of the bonded brickwork confirming the experimental findings that the 
effect of increase in the thickness of the bonded brickwork (or decrease in the slenderness) 
was insignificant on the compressive strength of the bonded brickwork.
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Abstract

This paper adopts a very convenient A method to quickly assess the seismic
vulnerability of existing masonry towers. The study selected five typical collapse mechanisms,
vertical splitting, base rocking, overturning with diagonal cracks ( eyman ), a
combination of splitting and diagonal overturning and base sliding. The onghu pagoda in

hina is selected as the research case. Based on the principle of virtual works, assuming that
the masonry material is a no-tension material, and the collapse acceleration under loads G
and G is calculated from the four main directions. The research results show that vertical
splitting of collapse mechanism is the easiest to appear, which is in full compliance with the
results of the on-site survey after the onghu pagoda earthquake, further demonstrating the
reliability of this method. This method does not require complex mathematical foundations,
can be easily mastered by non-professionals, and at the same time greatly reduces the amount
of simulation calculation, which is helpful for the promotion of seismic research of masonry
structures.

Keywords: Masonry pagoda; limit analysis; Collapse mechanism, Collapse acceleration.
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1 INTRODUCTION

As one of the four ancient civilizations, Chinese ancient buildings are a precious heritage
left over from history. The ancient masonry pagoda is a typical representative, which
combines the crystallization of the world's wisdom and the essence of architectural art. With
the development and changes of the times, most of the ancient pagodas left behind have
become historical sites, which not only brighten the city's scenery, but also promote Chinese
culture and enrich tourism resources. The ancient pagoda is mainly located in the north and
south of China, with many styles and characteristics. After going through the changes of the
times, the existing masonry pagodas have extremely high historical and cultural, aesthetic art
and scientific research value. Therefore, trying to protect and repair the ancient masonry
pagoda has become an important mission for contemporary people.

Masonry pagoda has the advantages of high compressive strength, low cost, convenient
construction, fire resistance, and good heat and sound insulation performance. It is a brittle
material with relatively high tensile and shear strength. These pagodas have undergone a
century of historical vicissitudes and changes, and have withstood countless baptisms of
nature, with more or less damage to a certain degree. However, according to investigations
and studies, most of the damage or collapse of ancient masonry pagodas structures are mainly
caused by earthquakes. Once an earthquake occurs, it will cause great harm to human society
[1]. China is located in the middle of the Eurasian seismic belt and the Pacific Rim seismic
belt. There are many and strong earthquakes. The area of seismic belts is also very wide and
scattered. It is one of the countries that suffer the most from earthquake disasters in the world
[2]. In view of this, it is of extraordinary significance to understand and master the structural
form and construction technology of ancient masonry towers, study its dynamic
characteristics under earthquake action, find out the weak links of the structure, and reduce
the losses caused by earthquake disasters.

After subjected to earthquakes, the accumulation of damage will lead to collapse of pagoda
that is major threat of structural safety. The main damage characteristics of pagodas which
were made by earthquake are following (Figure 1): 1) the tilt and collapse of pagoda spire, 2)
the tilt and bend of pagoda body, 3) the break in the middle part of the pagoda, 4) the split of
pagoda body along the central axis, 5) overall collapse [3].

1) 2) 3) 4) 5)
Figure 1. Damage characteristics of pagodas [3].

Studying masonry towers seismic vulnerability is not a trivial task. The current research
work of Chinese scholars on the ancient pagoda is mainly carried out in the three aspects of
classical theory, test data and numerical simulation [4]. Among the others, a "cantilever rod
model" has been proposed, combining different tools to simplify the structural analysis model,
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and apply these theories to the study of real cases such as Quanzhou pagoda, Fawang pagoda,
Wenfeng pagoda, etc. [5,6]. For example, Y. Shen et al. analyzed the dynamic characteristics
and the seismic capacity of the ancient masonry Xiaoyan pagoda based on the historical
survey and reinforcement data. They discussed its seismic performance [7]. F. Zhu et al.
conducted a seismic simulation shaking table test of the China Dinosaur pagoda model
structure to observe the weak links and failure mechanism of the model structure under the
action of earthquakes. They conducted a comprehensive technical evaluation of the seismic
capacity and the technical feasibility of the construction of the pagoda [8]. Seoul National
University in Korea has cleverly built a five-story full-scale model to study the seismic
performance of the masonry pagoda, conducted destructive tests on it. Through the actual test
results, the earthquake effect of the prototype tower body was reversed [9].

Western scholars deeply studied the seismic vulnerability of ancient masonry towers in the
past years applying even more sophisticated methods. Non-linear static and dynamic analyses
have been widely used to apply the earthquake loads [10-13]. University of Minho, Portugal
conducted material mechanical performance tests and ingenious static tests on 24 masonry
walls, evaluated the earthquake resistance level of the masonry structure, and summarized the
relevant non-destructive testing methods, which provided information for the improvement of
its seismic resistance level [14]. A. Carpinteri, S. Invernizzi, G. Lacidogna et al. conducted
non-disturbing non-destructive testing of two ancient masonry pagodas in Italy in the 13th
century, and they also did preliminary linear analysis, which basically coincided with the
measured stress level. Non-linear cracking and damage analysis was also carried out, the
evolution of principal stress damage and damage distribution are predicted. It was found that
the damage is mainly distributed in the local high strain area. The results of the numerical
analysis provide meaningful guidance to the monitored parts and evaluate the seismic
performance analysis [15]. S.T. Sperbeck et al. conducted on-site investigation and testing of
ancient masonry pagodas, comprehensively analyzed the influencing factors, established an
H-dimensional solid model, applied loads of different levels and directions, and changed
boundary conditions [16]. The dynamic characteristics are evaluated, and the influence of the
parameters on the test results was discussed in detail.

To sum up, based on meticulous field exploration and experimental research, it is possible
to conduct dynamic characteristic testing and numerical calculation analysis on ancient
masonry pagodas. In this way, the structural damage of the ancient masonry pagoda can be
identified, and the seismic performance of the structure can be effectively evaluated, which
provides a reference for the seismic resistance of the project.

However, all the above-mentioned researchers are based on strong mathematics, dynamics,
and computer engineering. In the society where the seismic research of masonry buildings has
become the common demand and desire of many people, such a professional research method
is not conducive to the widespread dissemination of knowledge of ancient architectural
heritage protection.

In order to overcome this drawback, Researchers have recently proposed a kinematic limit
analysis where vulnerability can be estimated assuming that a tower fails for the formation of
five possible different pre-assigned failure mechanisms, namely vertical splitting, base
rocking, overturning with diagonal cracks (Heyman 1992), a combination of splitting and
diagonal overturning and base sliding (Figure 2). G. Milani et al. has also used this method in
the vulnerability assessment of a large number of Italian masonry buildings, which greatly
proved the practical significance of this method [17,18].

This paper aims to apply a fast full 3D CAD limit analysis method to the seismic
performance evaluation of Longhu pagoda. The research is based on the principle of virtual
works, assuming that the masonry material is a no-tension material, and quickly assesses the
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horizontal acceleration when the building collapses. The research only needs a detailed 3d
model, basic mechanics knowledge and calculation ability, simple and easy to learn, can well
adapt to the diversified requirements of research and protection of masonry structure
buildings. At the same time, the amount of calculation for simulation research can be greatly
reduced.

a) n.1: vertical
splitting

b) n.2: base rocking c) n.3: overturning
with diagonal

cracks (Heyman s
diagonal rocking)

d) n.4: a
combination of

splitting and
diagonal

overturning

e) n.5: base sliding

Figure 2. Collapse mechanism for masonry towers selected in [17] (images adapted from [17]).

2 INFORMATION ABOUT LONGHU PAGODA

Longhu pagoda (Figure 3) which was built in 1342 A.D. is located in Xiaoquan, Deyang,
Sichuan province (East longitude 104 17 , North latitude 31 15 ) and is the only
preserved masonry pagoda made in Yuan dynasty [19,20]. It has a square plan with 13 layers
of eaves outside it, and it is roughly 33 meters tall which contains 2 meters of stylobate and
31 meters of body.

Figure 3. Longhu pagoda. Figure 4. Damage of longhu pagoda

On May 12, 2008, a 8.0 magnitude Richter earthquake occurred in Wenchuan, Sichuan
province, China, and the epicenter was in a small town whose name is Yingxiu. Wenchuan
earthquake is destructive and has a strong impact, its maximum acceleration peak value which
appeared after the start of the crustal movement (65 s - 82 s) is nearly 424 cm/s2. According to
incomplete statistics, the earthquake killed around 69227 people, injured 376443 people, and
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17,923 people were missing. Large numbers of architectures were collapsed and cultural
relics were severely damaged, which resulted immeasurable losses.

The position of Longhu pagoda is not very far away from the epicenter (about 100 km),
and it was influenced by the east-west seismic wave. The post-earthquake disaster
investigation showed that the Longhu pagoda had a north-south through crack from the
bottom to the top of the body. The cracks developed along the height, and the higher the
position, the larger its width. The pagoda body was shaken into two parts, east and west, and
its integrity was severely damaged (Figure 4).

3 LIMIT ANALYSIS

In the previous literature, the kinematic theorem of limit analysis has been widely used to
calculate the collapsed ground acceleration of a masonry structure, especially some masonry
pagodas [21,22]. Compared with complex finite element simulation calculations, this method
can predict the collapse mechanism and collapse acceleration of masonry pagodas more easily
and conveniently. The calculation results are quite reliable and can be quickly grasped by
non-professionals. At the same time, when conducting a more detailed and in-depth study of
masonry structures, the results of limit analysis can be compared with pushover and nonlinear
dynamic analysis to improve the accuracy of simulation calculations.

According to Figure 2, this paper applied the same research method in the limit analysis of
Longhu pagoda. The collapse accelerations related to the five collapse mechanisms of Figure
1 have been computed on the real 3D geometric model, applying the kinematic theorem of
limit analysis, and considering the masonry as a no-tension material with infinite compressive
strength. It has been decided to do not optimize the position of the vertical cutting planes (as
done in [22]) but to roughly position them as passing through the middle points of the base
edges. The inclined planes of mechanisms n.3 and n.4 (Figure 2) have been posed with an
inclination of 30 , 45 or 60 to the horizontal plane. Each collapse mechanism is
simulated from four main directions (X+, X-, Z+, Z-). It is worth noting that a Mohr-Coulomb
failure criterion has been used in mechanism n.5 calculation; and the friction angle has been
taken equal to 30° following what stated in [23]. The analysis in load control, and the
considered loading conditions are G1 and G2. G1: principal distribution of forces proportional
to the mass and linearly proportional to the height of the structure (the so-called inverted
triangle ). G2: secondary distribution of forces proportional to the mass and constant along
the height of the structure.

Figure 5. Collapse mechanism n.4 that considering the negative work done by the block n.2.
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a) Mechanism n.1 along
x+

b) Mechanism n.2 along
x+

c) Mechanism n.3 along
x+

d) Mechanism n.4 along
x+

Figure 6. Some of the studied collapse mechanisms.

The mathematical basis of this method is very simple: only a first-order equation and basic
geometry consideration are needed, and the collapse multiplier is easily computed for each
mechanism. The kinematic theorem is applied through the equating of the work done by
external forces (inertia forces) and internal forces (self-weight). However, some changes have
been introduced in this paper with respect to reference [21,22] and they are here explained:
the tensile strength has been considered as null (it was not in the reference research) and the
mechanism n.4 (Figure 2) has been slightly modified by considering the negative work done
by the block n.2 (Figure 5)

The collapse accelerations values for each mechanism are reported in Table 1, and Figure 6
represents some of the collapse mechanisms applied to the 3D model of the pagoda. The
results have shown that the vertical splitting (mech. n.1) is always the most likely to occur.

Direction Mechanism Inclination Angle
[°]

Collapse Acceleration G2
[g]

Collapse Acceleration G1
[g]

x #1 / 0.155 0.124
x #2 / 0.310 0.249

x-

#3
30 0.276 0.226
45 0.252 0.215
60 0.214 0.195

#4
30 0.165 0.127
45 0.180 0.138
60 0.219 0.168

x+

#3
30 0.278 0.226
45 0.255 0.216
60 0.215 0.195

#4
30 0.165 0.127
45 0.181 0.138
60 0.224 0.169

x #5 / 0.577 0.577
z #1 / 0.155 0.125
z #2 / 0.310 0.249

z-

#3
30 0.280 0.228
45 0.255 0.217
60 0.215 0.196

#4
30 0.167 0.128
45 0.184 0.140
60 0.225 0.171
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z+

#3
30 0.274 0.226
45 0.251 0.215
60 0.216 0.195

#4
30 0.166 0.128
45 0.180 0.139
60 0.222 0.169

z #5 / 0.577 0.577

Table 1. Limit analysis results. The minimum of each direction is formatted in bold.

4 CONCLUSIONS

This paper uses a 3D CAD method to perform a quick limit analysis of the Longhu
pagoda. It mainly calculated the collapse accelerations along the four main directions for four
different collapse mechanisms under G1 and G2 loads. Under G1 load, ag/g along the X
direction is 0.155, and ag/g along the Z direction is 0.124. Under G2 load, ag/g along the X
direction is 0.155, and ag/g along the Z direction is 0.125. The research results show that
collapse mechanism n.1 which is vertical splitting is the most likely occurrence. This is also
consistent with the on-site survey of Longhu pagoda earthquake damage after the Wenchuan
earthquake.
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Abstract 

The seismic assessment of two vaulted monuments made of Roman concrete is here pre-
sented. Both their structural forms and constituent materials are here explored, whose combi-
nation enabled to build such largescale structures, and whose knowledge is essential for 
assessing and maintaining the safety of the portions of such structures that still exist. 

Specifically, two different monuments dating back to the Imperial age are analyzed: the 
Calidarium of the Baths of Caracalla and the Calidarium of the Diocletian’s Baths. The two 
structures were built at a distance of less than one century one each other and both were 
erected with the same construction technique. Nowadays both Calidarium structures no long-
er exist: the first one still presents two not collapsed monumental pillars, whilst the ruins of 
the second were demolished in the Sixteenth Century. Therefore, the present work aims at in-
vestigating the causes behind their collapse and how their collapse occurred by performing 
advanced numerical simulations. 

Keywords: seismic assessment, vaulted monuments, roman concrete, monuments, Imperi-
al age, structural analyses. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Roman vaulted structures belonging to the imperial age represent one of the most im-
portant contributions to the artistic, architectural and engineering heritage of the entire world 
and their extraordinary durability is an aspect that should make the whole scientific communi-
ty reflect and inspire. These large spans and curvilinear forms are still visible in buildings 
such as the Pantheon, the thermal baths of Caracalla and Diocletian, the Trajan’s Markets and 
the Basilica of Maxentius, but these are just some of the many monuments still preserved in 
an impressive way. The secret of the majesty of these monuments and their longevity lies in 
the combination of the use of monumental vaulted forms and Roman concrete [1].  

Caracalla’s and Diocletian’s Calidaria were two of the largest vaulted structures built with 
unreinforced pozzolanic Roman concrete. The high complexity of such constructions requires 
advanced numerical techniques to be analyzed. The characteristics of the Roman concrete, 
poor tensile resistance compared with high compressive strength, provide it a quasi no-tension 
behavior [2] allowing to follow the numerical strategies proposed for vaulted masonry struc-
tures [3]. Among the methods currently available from the technical literature, we can men-
tion the modern limit analysis tools based on the static [4–6] and the kinematic theorem [7–12] 
but also the recent numerical techniques relying on the Finite Element (FE) method [13–16].  

In this paper, a numerical investigation behind the causes of the collapse of these vaulted 
structures is conducted. The seismic vulnerability is studied through non-linear dynamic 
simulations carried out on FE models in the software Abaqus/CAE, where the behavior of the 
pozzolanic concrete (opus caementicium) is represented by means of the concrete damage 
plasticity model [17] available within Abaqus. Finally, non-linear time-history analyses are 
carried out on both structures by applying an accelerogram compatible with the response 
spectrum of Rome.  

2 ABOUT ROMAN CONCRETE “OPUS CAEMENTICIUM” 

The material used in vaulted monuments such as Caracalla and Diocletian Baths consists in 
a composite masonry structure, called opus latericium, made of two external brick walls with 
a triangular shape and a concrete core composed by a pozzolanic lime mortar containing large 
pieces of stone, brick, marble and tufa (opus caementicium). The distribution of materials 
with decreasing density are observed: a distinct gradation of brick in the lower third (1800 
kg/m3), tufo lionato in the middle third (1600 kg/m3), and Vesuvian scoria in the upper third 
(1400 kg/m3).  

The mechanical characterization of the Roman concrete was possible thanks to the analysis 
of the results obtained from a consistent test campaign carried out at the University of Rome 
“La Sapienza” (1996) and conducted by A. Samuelli Ferretti [18]. According to the experi-
mental results, the elastic parameters adopted in the structural analyses are: elastic modulus E 
= 3000 MPa, Poisson modulus v = 0.5, compression strength fc = 5 MPa and tensile strength 
ft = 0.5 MPa. Post elastic non-linear behavior is taken into account through the Concrete 
Damaged Plasticity Model. Damage plasticity is a continuum macro-model for concrete, orig-
inally developed by Lubliner et al. [17] and modified by Lee and Fenves [19], which incorpo-
rates tensile cracking and compressive crushing as the primary failure mechanisms. Moreover, 
it assumes the fracture energy formulation for concrete developed in [20]. Regarding the post-
elastic behavior on the Roman concrete, an innovative study was performed at the University 
of Rochester by Ivancic, Brune and Perucchio [21] which allowed to construct a nonlinear 
damage plasticity formulation for both compressive and tensile response of the opus cae-
menticium suitable for 3D implementation in Abaqus (see Figure 1). 
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(a) 

(b) 
Figure 1: Non-linear (a) compression and (b) tension damage-plasticity model implemented in Abaqus for the 

Roman concrete (where CMOD stands for Crack Mouth Opening Displacement). 

3 NON-LINEAR DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF TWO CALIDARIA IN ROME  

The dynamic non-linear analysis of the Calidaria of the Baths of Caracalla (216 A.D.) and 
the Baths of Diocletian (306 A.D.) are here presented. 

The Calidarium of the Caracalla’s baths (see Figure 2) was a circular room paved in mar-
ble and roofed with a dome of almost 36 m diameter, very similar to the dimension of the 
Pantheon. The weight of the dome was carried by eight pillars made in Roman concrete. The 
plan view shows a structure composed of an internal diameter of 36 m and pillars with a 
thickness of 6 m (1/6 of the external radius). Two levels of vaults can be observed from the 
cross-sections. The first one consists of vaults whose springers are located at a height of 11 m 
from the ground; conversely, those at the upper level have a particular shape that maximizes 
the light entering the structure. The thickness of the dome at the crown is assumed to be equal 
to 1.5 m, as in the dome of the Pantheon. 
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2: Baths of Caracalla: (a) drawings made by Palladio, (b) current state of the Calidarium, and (c) FE 

model. 

By following the prescriptions given by the regional authority (Regione Lazio), an appro-
priate accelerogram compatible with the response spectrum was adopted and applied in both 
directions (x and y). The shape and the duration of the seismic input can be observed in Fig-
ure 3. Three meaningful instants indicated through the points A, B, and C, are defined in the 
accelerogram and highlighted in the results.  

Figure 3: Accelerogram adopted in the dynamic non-linear analyses (points A: t = 7.9 s, B: t = 11.3 s, C: t = 
17 s). 

The level of damage suffered by the Calidarium is represented in terms of plastic strains in 
the different time instants, see Figure 4. The dark areas indicate the presence of plastic strains 
generated by traction, therefore they correspond to the areas where tensile cracks develop. 

As it can be observed from Figure 4, after the first peaks of the accelerogram (point A), 
high plastic strains develop within the structure: fracture lines propagate from the vaults up to 
the top of the dome. 

Figure 5 shows the trend of the strain energy and plastic dissipation energy during the 
analysis. It can be observed that point A (i.e. peak value of the accelerogram) coincides with 
the instant in which the plastic dissipation energy begins to increase, while in point C it has 
already assumed its final value. At the end of the analysis, the plastic dissipation energy and 
the strain energy have almost the same value. The energy plastically dissipated at the end of 
the strongest part of the accelerogram reaches a sort of plateau and its value remains stable 
until the end of the analysis. Therefore, it can be supposed that an accumulation of damage 
has been generated in the Calidarium but that the seismic action is not sufficient to cause the 
failure of the dome. Therefore, it can be stated that the collapse of the Calidarium is not asso-
ciated with a single seismic event, but probably is due to the repetition of multiple earth-
quakes. 
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Point A: t = 7.9 s Point B: t = 11.3 s 

Point C: t = 17 s End of the analysis: t = 25 s 
Figure 4: Plastic-strain maps for the Calidarium of the Bath of Caracalla. 

Figure 5: Internal energy-time diagrams (accelerogram applied along both directions). 

The Baths of Diocletian, see Figure 6, represent the largest thermal complex ever built in 
ancient Rome. Its Calidarium was a rectangular room paved in marble and roofed by a system 
of three cross vaults. The entire structure was made in Roman concrete with the exception of 
the entablature blocks and granite columns on which the cross vaults rested. Moreover, there 
were three lateral apses, also supported by granite columns. Nowadays only a small portion of 
the north-eastern side of the Calidarium is still standing (Figure 6b).  

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6: Baths of Diocletian: (a) transversal cross-section of the Calidarium (E. Paulin, 1880), (b) current 

state, and (c) FE model 
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The results of the non-linear dynamic analysis here presented are obtained by considering 
the same accelerogram used for the Calidarium of Caracalla (Figure 3) and applying it in both 
x and y directions. The analysis stops before the ending of the duration time of the accelero-
gram due to the collapse of the front apse that provoked the excessive distortion of the ele-
ments of the mesh. By observing the derived crack patterns depicted in Figure 7, the 
Calidarium appears totally intact, except for the front apse that at the time instant C presents a 
high level of plastic strains. 

The trend of the internal energies evaluated in the roof of the Calidarium and in its central 
apse are reported in Figure 8. While the energy plastically dissipated in the roof is very low, 
in the apse it reaches very high values (Figure 8b). This result demonstrates that the collapse 
of the apse occurs before the roof suffers high damages. Deduction that is completely in ac-
cordance with the ruins of the structure represented in the drawing made by Dosio (1533-
1611). 

Point A: t = 7.9 s Point B: t = 11.3 s 

Point C: t = 17 s 
Figure 7: Plastic strain maps for the Calidarium of Diocletian. 
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(a) 

(b) 
Figure 8: Internal energy-time diagrams: (a) roof and (b) apse. 

4 CONCLUSIONS  

In this paper, the collapse of two Roman concrete Calidaria in Rome has been investigated 
by means of advanced non-linear dynamic analyses performed in Abaqus. The behavior of the 
Roman concrete, the so-called opus caementicium, is represented by means of the concrete 
damage plasticity model. A non-linear damage plasticity law for both compressive and tensile 
response of the opus caementicium has been implemented in Abaqus to correctly reproduce 
the post-elastic behavior.  

As far as the Calidarium of the Caracalla’s Baths is concerned, the application of a single 
accelerogram is not sufficient to generate its collapse condition. However, at the end of the 
dynamic analysis, high plastic strains develop within the structure, indicating that the applica-
tion of a further accelerogram may cause the collapse of its dome. Therefore, it can be argued 
that the seismic events occurring in Rome over the course of its post-Imperial history generat-
ed damages that had accumulated within the structure, greatly reducing its resistance. Conse-
quently, the collapse may have occurred during or after one of those seismic events, just when 
the structure itself was already damaged. 

The analyses carried out on the Calidarium of the Diocletian’s Baths show that the front 
apse is the first structural part to have collapsed. Despite how reported by Dosio in its draw-
ings, in which the Calidarium is represented without its front apse and its roof, at the end of 
the dynamic analysis the upper cross vaults appear poorly damaged. 

Eventually, for both Calidaria it has been discovered that their collapse is not associated 
with a single seismic event, but with the repetition of multiple earthquakes.  
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Abstract 

This paper presents the numerical results obtained simulating a 4x4mq masonry vault (unre-
inforced and reinforced with glass-TRM) tested at the Universitat Politecnica de Valencia 
(Spain). The vault was built using a traditional Catalan layered-construction technique and 
its structural behavior was analyzed when subjected to monotonic vertical displacements in 
one of its supports. The geometry and construction technique of the vault resembled those in a 
church on the outskirts of Valencia, which collapsed probably due to soil settlements. Indeed, 
due to their peculiar geometric and mechanical features, these structures are especially prone 
to damage from support movements produced by ground settlements or earthquakes. 
Two advanced 3D numerical models were developed using the commercial software Abaqus 
to study the vault response with and without the application of an extrados layer of lime based 
TRM strengthening material. The FE software allowed the adoption of a concrete damage 
plasticity (CDP) material model which was employed to both masonry support and TRM 
strengthening material, after a preliminary tuning of the compressive and tensile mechanical 
properties of the constituent materials. 
The outputs obtained with the FE models coupled with the results of the tests, provided valua-
ble information to the scientific community on the available modelling strategies to be used to 
evaluate the behavior of ancient masonry double-curvature structures pre-damaged by verti-
cal movements of the vault supports and repaired with TRM materials. 

Keywords: Masonry vaults, Textile Reinforced Mortar (TRM) materials, Vertical Settle-
ments. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Textile Reinforced Mortar (TRM) materials represent a valid alternative to Fiber Rein-

forced Polymers (FRP) [1]-[7] for the reinforcement of ancient structures [8]-[12]. The ad-
vantages offered by TRM materials are mainly related to their compatibility with weak 
ancient substrates and their permeability. In addition, TRM materials offer some of the ad-
vantages of FRP composites, as their ease of installation and adaptability to complex geome-
tries. Until now, TRM materials have been studies to characterize their mechanical properties 
which in turn have helped define guidelines and guide professionals during their design [10].
One of the most important features of this strengthening material, is represented by the mortar 
matrix, which is generally characterized by a low tensile strength. The adoption of TRM ma-
terials has been encouraged in the case of ancient masonries by leveraging their high compat-
ibility and reversibility with respect to ancient supports. An obvious development therefore 
was the promotion of lime matrices instead of cementitious ones. Unfortunately, the adoption
of low tensile strength matrices decreases the global performance of the strengthening solu-
tions themselves which thus needed to be engineered by mixing them with reinforcing fibers.
Unlike FRPs, engineered TRM materials usually fail due to slippage phenomena between the 
reinforcing textile and the mortar matrix [8][10]. 

Several research groups focused on this aspect, while few research works were developed 
to study their actual applicability to full-scale structures [13]-[16]. This aspect is particularly 
important when the support on which the reinforcement is applied is a weak material charac-
terized by negligible tensile strength as in the case of old masonries. In fact, the suitability of 
a reinforcing solution needs to be evaluated taking into account possible adverse failure 
mechanisms that the reinforcing material could trigger. Several researches highlighted this 
aspect especially on isolated masonry panels subjected to diagonal compression or arches re-
inforced with different strengthening solutions [15]. Furthermore, advanced computational 
models and analytical approaches were developed mainly on a local scale to study the bond-
ing performance of TRM materials, completely disregarding the effects these reinforcement 
solutions have on full-scale structures [17]-[22]. One of the first examples of a comprehensive 
study on the adoption of TRM materials is represented by [23][24]. This work shows the posi-
tive and negative effects of TRM solutions when applied on full-scale structures. The results 
obtained by the lab investigation were used in the present work to propose a 3D macro-
modelling strategy to study the structural response of masonry layered vaults. The models
were used to deduce important outcomes on the limitations of TRM strengthening materials.

2 EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN 
This section is devoted to the discussion of the results obtained by a unique laboratory in-

vestigation developed at the Universitat Politecnica de Valencia (Valencia, Spain) on one ma-
sonry timbrel vault damaged by vertical settlements and repaired by an extrados radial TRM 
strengthening configuration. The vault had a square 4x4 mq shape and it was constructed on 
four concrete supports interconnected by a steel bracing frame. The vault was subjected to 
different settlements during two laboratory tests: a downward settlement up to 40 mm was 
applied to one support (I test), then the vault was repaired by applying a extrados layer of 
TRM materials and it was re-tested by imposing a total downward settlement up to 120 mm
(II test). The vault geometry and displacement history are depicted in Figure 1 -a and -b re-
spectively. The reader is referred to [23][24] for further details. The strengthening material
was composed of a 10-15 mm thick fibre reinforced natural hydraulic lime and eco-pozzolan 
based mortar reinforced with a glass textile. 
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-a -b

Figure 1: Geometry of the tested vault (-a) and downward settlement applied to one support (-b).

The vault was rested on four supports: the vertical settlement was applied in S1, the oppo-
site counterpart (S3) was completely fixed while, the remaining two supports (S2 and S4)
were only allowed to slide horizontally. The vertical downward displacement was applied by 
means of two mechanical jacks placed below S1. Similarly to S2 and S4, S1 was designed to 
slide horizontally. The vault behavior was monitored by means of different sensors, namely: 
Linear Variable Displacement Transducers and Fiber Optic sensors. In particular, Figure 2 -a 
and -b depicts the results obtained at the end of the experimental investigation in terms of re-
action force vs. imposed settlement curves and damage patterns, respectively (test II).  

-a -b

Figure 2: Experimental reaction force vs vertical settlement curves (-a) and crack patterns at the end of the inves-
tigation (-b).

As visible in Figure 2, the vault reinforced with TRM composites, experienced the for-
mation of various cracks, namely an extrados diagonal crack connecting the two lateral sup-
ports S2-S4 and traditional hinged mechanisms in the lateral arches (S1-S2 and S1-S4). The 
application of TRM materials was able to restore the continuity of the masonry structure se-
verely damaged by previous settlements. Also, the damage patterns showed that for extrados 
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reinforcements, the strengthening material experienced some mortar cracking without textile 
slippages or tensile failures. 

3 NUMERICAL MODELLING
This section is provided to discuss the assumptions made during the FE analysis. The fol-

lowing hypotheses lie at the basis of the models developed in Abaqus:
- The masonry support was modeled as a homogeneous material. This simplification, not 

normally available for traditional masonry, is adopted here due to the peculiar characteristics 
of layered masonry structures. The layered support was in fact composed of a stacked se-
quence of tiles and joints arranged along two perpendicular directions.  

- The longitudinal axis of symmetry was considered to reduce the computational cost of the 
simulations. In fact, the masonry structure should have behaved symmetrically during the en-
tire experimental campaign. During the laboratory investigations some torsional effects were 
observed, due to geometric and material heterogeneity. These effects do not invalidate the ini-
tial hypothesis since they could hardly be considered in standard simulations.

- The vault behavior during the two-stage lab campaign was decoupled allowing the adop-
tion of two models: one considering the unreinforced masonry and the other considering the 
TRM strengthening material applied on an undamaged support. This assumption holds con-
sidering that the masonry support was subjected to repointing and injections before applying 
the TRM material. Also, the reaction force-settlement curves showed that the initial stiffness 
of the vault was completely restored after the strengthening interventions.

3.1 Unreinforced and TRM Reinforced structure 
The vault behavior was modeled using a 3D macro-modelling strategy using 4-noded shell 

elements representing the masonry support and strengthening material. The final models are 
depicted in Figure 3 -a and -b, respectively considering the unreinforced and TRM reinforced 
vaults.  

-a -b

Figure 3: 3D models of the timbrel vault: unreinforced structure (-a) and TRM reinforced structure (-b).
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In details, the thickness of the masonry supports was considered equal to 70.5 mm for the 
vault and 159.5 mm in the lateral arches while, the TRM thickness was set to 10 mm. In order 
to realistically study the effect of vertical settlements, the masonry support and TRM materi-
als were simulated using a Concrete Damage Plasticity (CDP) model available in Abaqus. 
The elastic modulus of the masonry support was set to 1700 MPa, with tensile and compres-
sive strengths equal to 0.23 MPa and 10 MPa, respectively. The TRM mechanical properties 
were deduced according to the data provided by the manufacturer when available. In details, 
the authors assumed an elastic modulus equal to 3179 MPa and compressive strength equal to 
17 MPa. 

4 NUMERICAL RESULTS 

4.1 Unreinforced Structure 
This section discusses the results obtained using the Abaqus FE model and considering on-

ly the unreinforced vault. For the sake of brevity, the damage maps are briefly discussed in 
this section (see Figure 4). Figure 4-a and -b depicts the tensile damage maps (red stands for 
90% damage whereas blue stands for 0% of damage) obtained at the end of the simulation and 
at the end of the first lab test, respectively. 

-a -b

Figure 4: Tensile damage maps at the vault extrados: FE modelling (-a) and lab test (-b).

As visible comparing Figure 4-a and -b, the model was able to describe accurately the de-
velopment of the failure mechanism found experimentally. The most important damage was 
observed along the diagonal connecting supports S2-S4 and along the lateral arches S1-S2 
and S1-S4.

4.2 TRM Reinforced Structure 
The TRM reinforced vault was modelled using the same approach discussed in the previ-

ous sections. In this section the most important numerical results are presented and discussed 
with respect to the experimental outcomes. Figure 5 -a depicts the numerical tensile damage 
maps plotted at the vault extrados at the end of the simulation while, Figure 5-b proposes a 
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comparison between the reaction forces-settlement curves obtained experimentally and nu-
merically. 

-a -b

Figure 5: Experimental reaction force vs vertical settlement curves (-a) and crack patterns at the end of the inves-
tigation (-b).

As visible in Figure 5-b the model is able to capture the global structural response of the 
vault in terms of initial stiffness, peak reaction load and post peak behavior. Similarly, the 
adopted FE approach successfully described the failure mechanism which was characterized 
by spreading tensile damages on the masonry substrate in correspondence of the S2-S4 diago-
nal and mostly in the lateral arches S1-S4 and S1-S2.

5 CONCLUSIONS 
The article discusses a series of numerical simulations developed using the commercial 
software Abaqus to study the structural response of masonry vaults damaged by vertical 
settlements. Based on the results obtained, the following conclusions could be drawn: 

- A macro-modelling approach was successfully adopted to study the behavior of unre-
inforced and TRM reinforced masonry vaults. 

- The model, although simplified, was able to capture the global structural response of 
the structure and the development of the failure mechanism. 

- The TRM strengthening was successfully applied to restore the continuity of the vault 
also, extending the displacement capacity of the structure. Conversely, increasing the 
displacement capacity increases spreading the damages on the masonry support be-
fore failure of the strengthening material. This is particularly evident comparing Fig-
ure 4-a with Figure 5-a. 

- This latter finding is particularly interesting as it suggests using the TRM materials 
cautiously especially for historic structures where the focus is on preserving the 
structural integrity. The results suggest to couple FE models to monitoring strategies 
in order to verify the behavior of the structure and implement soil improvement in-
terventions before reaching a critical state of the masonry. 
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Abstract 

In this contribution, a simple and effective Rigid Beam Model, recently introduced for simu-
lating the dynamic behavior of slender freestanding masonry columns and walls, is adopted 
and improved for studying masonry chimneys. These structures represent a particular mason-
ry building typology, characterized by a conical shape with a very large slenderness, they are 
prone to collapse in case of seismic actions due to poor material mechanical characteristics 
and poor state of conservation. The original model is improved by considering the chimney 
subdivided into several portions along its height, and each portion is modelled as a rigid 
beam element with an annular cross-section. Small displacements and no-sliding at the inter-
faces between the beam elements are the main adopted hypotheses, following the typical as-
sumptions taken by Housner. Material nonlinearity is considered by means of a moment-
rotation constitutive law at interface level, also accounting for masonry stiffness and tensile 
strength. Several numerical tests are performed by considering an existing case study and 
comparing the modal analysis results of the Rigid Beam Model with respect to those obtained 
with traditional FE models; then, harmonic tests with varying acceleration and frequency are 
performed. 

Keywords: Masonry, chimneys, Rigid Beam Model, harmonic excitation. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Unreinforced masonry chimneys are a particular building typology [1], characterized by a 
truncated-conical shape with a considerable height and a consequent large slenderness. Ma-
sonry chimneys were built in most of the industrial countries around the middle of the 19th 
century, for releasing combustion gases from the industrial plants. Due to the industrial tech-
nological improvements, masonry chimneys started to be dismissed in the middle of the 20th 
century and became part of the huge and various masonry-built environment. However, these 
structures turned out to be prone to earthquake effects because of their slenderness and their 
poor state of conservation, mostly motivated by atmospheric agents and due to the limited in-
terest on their restoration. For these reasons, the seismic analysis of unreinforced masonry 
chimneys is an important challenge in the field of Earthquake Engineering, especially because 
of the non-standard shape and size of the structure with respect to ordinary monumental and 
minor masonry buildings. 
In this contribution, the original rigid beam model, introduced by authors for modelling the 
dynamic behavior of monolithic and multi-drum freestanding columns [2] and recently ex-
tended for studying cantilever walls [3], is further improved for modelling the dynamic be-
havior of masonry chimneys. The updated model assumes the chimney subdivided into 
distinct portions, which are modelled as rigid beam elements with annular cross-section. The 
model keeps the hypotheses of small displacements and no sliding at interfaces, but it consid-
ers masonry mechanical properties for defining interface stiffness and strength into a moment-
rotation constitutive law. 
An existing case study, represented by a tall masonry chimney located in Ferrara (Italy), is 
taken into consideration for evaluating the effectiveness of the updated rigid beam model 
(Figure 1a). This chimney was hit by the Emilia earthquake in May 2012 and after the seismic 
sequence [4] it was shortened (Figure 1b) by removing an upper damaged portion for safety 
reasons, since the building is located into the Scientific Campus of University of Ferrara. Sev-
eral numerical tests have been already performed by adopting accurate three-dimensional 
models [4,5]; in particular, modal analysis results are here taken as reference for setting the 
stiffness parameters of the rigid beam model of the chimney. Then, a set of dynamic analyses 
are performed for determining the safe-unsafe domains of both full and shortened case studies. 

a    b 

Figure 1: Masonry chimney in Ferrara before (a) and after (b) shortening [5]. 
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2 RIGID BEAM MODEL FOR MASONRY CHIMNEYS 

This work considers a generic masonry chimney with a simplified geometry, having over-
all height H, and characterized by varying outer diameter D and thickness t along the height 
(Figure 2a,b). The structure is subdivided into n portions having height hi. The rigid beam 
model is then generated by considering n rigid beam elements and n+1 nodes as shown in 
Figure 2c. Each beam element represents a portion of the chimney and each node represents 
an interface between the portions. In particular, the first node/interface represents the contact 
between the foundation and the first portion of the chimney, whereas the last node represents 
the top of the chimney. Chimney diameter and thickness are defined at each interface level. 
Nodal horizontal translational degrees of freedom are considered, namely ui, iu , and iu  repre-

sent, respectively, nodal horizontal translation, velocity, and acceleration (Figure 2c). Each i-
th beam element is characterized by a mass mi, which depends on material density  and on 
the volume of the corresponding portion, which is considered for simplicity as the difference 
between the volumes of outer and inner cylinders (Figure 2d), assuming an average diameter 

iD  and an average thickness it  with respect to upper and lower ones. Due to the rigid beam 

hypothesis, each element is subjected to a rigid rotation depending on the horizontal transla-
tions at beam ends and beam height, hi (Figure 2e): 
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Figure 2: Masonry chimney subdivided into n portions (a), corresponding vertical section (b), corresponding 
rigid beam model (c), generic chimney portion with average diameter and thickness (d), corresponding rigid 

beam element (e). 

Internal forces of the beam element are given by a normal force Ni, a shear force Ti, and a 
bending moment Mi, acting at each beam end (Figure 3d). 
The translational and rotational equations of motion can be defined with the approach already 
adopted for multi-drum freestanding columns [2]. If a horizontal ground acceleration ag(t) acts 
at the base of the chimney and the top of the chimney is assumed free to move, equations of 
motion can be written for the entire structure by obtaining the following system of differential 
equations to be solved: 

( ) a g G g= − + −M GM u GA I u B (2) 
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Where each bending moment Mi in M depends on the rotation i of the corresponding i-th 
drum (Eq. 1). Matrices Ma, G, and IG can be called, respectively, mass coefficient matrix, ge-
ometric coefficient matrix, and polar inertia coefficient matrix. Details of such matrices and 
vectors Ag and Bg can be found in [3]. 
The system of differential equations in (2) is solved by means of a Runge-Kutta ODE solver. 
At this stage, the nonlinear behavior that can affect the chimney is the bending failure at each 
interface between the portions, whereas, following Housner’s hypothesis, shear failure cannot 
occur [6]. The bending moment Mi at each interface follows a bi- or tri-linear moment-
rotation relationship, which represents the maximum stabilizing moment for varying block 
rotation (Figure 3), and it is slightly modified with respect to Housner’s law by means of an 
initial elastic stiffness KM,i and a smoothing parameter   1. 

KM,i

Mu,i

Mi

i

Mu,i

i

Figure 3: Moment-rotation relationship. 

The maximum stabilizing moment in Figure 3 on one hand accounts for the maximum eccen-
tricity of the normal force acting at the i-th interface; on the other hand, it also accounts for 
the tensile strength Ft of the i-th interface, depending on masonry tensile strength ft and chim-
ney cross-section Ai: 

, ,( )
2 2

n
i i

u i i t i j i t
j i

d d
M N F P A f

=

= + = + (3) 

At the moment, an infinite compressive strength for masonry is assumed, as it was done in the 
original rigid beam model [2]. Eq. 3 is also adopted into an existing rigid block model for 
evaluating the bending strength of masonry panel interfaces [7]. However, it can be demon-
strated that in case of dead loads close to the 10% of masonry compressive strength, the stabi-
lizing moment evaluated with Eq. 3 is overestimated of about 11% with respect to that 
accounting for masonry compressive strength. 
In the original rigid block model defined for masonry columns or walls, the interface bending 
stiffness Km,i depends on the elastic modulus of the material Em, on the interface thickness ei 
and on the moment of inertia of interface cross-section Ji: Km,i = Em ei Ji. In case of a masonry 
chimney, an interface does not actually represent a joint between masonry blocks or drums, 
hence an interface normal stiffness is introduced: Km,i = km Ji. 

3 NUMERICAL TESTS 

As stated into introduction, the slender masonry chimney located in the old industrial facil-
ity that houses the Scientific-Technological Campus of the University of Ferrara, Italy (Figure 
1), is taken into consideration for the numerical tests. The full chimney, 50 m high, suffered 
severe damages during the 2012 Emilia seismic sequence. Afterward, for security reasons, the 
upper damaged portion, 12.40 m high, was disassembled, leading to a shortened chimney 
37.60 m high. Geometric characteristics of the structure are taken from [5] and resumed in 
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Figure 4a. It is worth noting that the data at only 4 and 3 levels for the full and shortened 
chimney, respectively, are adopted for the rigid beam model. Mechanical characteristics of 
masonry for the rigid beam model are material density  = 1800 kg/m3, tensile strength ft = 0.1 
MPa. 

a

y [m]
50.0

37.6

8.0

0.0

D [m]
3.19

3.38

4.30

6.61

t [m]
0.22

0.28

0.95

1.80

    b 

Figure 4: Masonry chimney in Ferrara before and after shortening [5], geometric characteristics (a) and corre-
sponding rigid beam models (b). 

Since the chimney is characterized by a thick base from 0 to 8 m, having a larger diameter 
with respect to the entire chimney, such a base portion is modelled by one rigid beam element. 
Then, the full chimney from 8 to 50 m is subdivided into 7 equal portions, whereas the short-
ened chimney from 8 to 37.60 m is subdivided into 5 equal portions, hence by removing the 
two upper beam elements from the full chimney (Figure 4b). The rotation at the base node of 
both models is fixed, whereas the stiffness of the interfaces is calibrated by means of a modal 
analysis of full and shortened chimneys, assuming as reference existing numerical results ob-
tained with an accurate three-dimensional FE model [5]. 

3.1 Modal analysis 

frequency 
chimney model 1st 2nd 

full 
rigid beam model 0.43 Hz 2.03 Hz 

FEM [5] 0.46 Hz 2.16 Hz 

shortened 
rigid beam model 0.93 Hz - 

FEM [5] 0.85 Hz - 

Table 1: Comparison between frequencies of the full and shortened chimneys obtained with the proposed rigid 
beam model and with an accurate 3D FE model [5]. 

Considering the full chimney, assuming km = 800 MPa/mm for all the interfaces of the model, 
the first and second frequencies obtained with the rigid beam model turn out to be in excellent 
agreement with existing numerical results obtained with accurate 3D models [5]. Furthermore, 
the same stiffness parameter applied to the rigid beam model of the shortened chimney allows 
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to obtain at least the first frequency in good agreement with existing numerical results (Table 
1). 

3.2 Dynamic analysis, harmonic excitations 

In order to evaluate the dynamic behavior of the full and shortened masonry chimney, with 
particular attention to their level of safety and to the potential collapse mechanisms that can 
be activated by dynamic excitations, a set of harmonic tests is performed by varying input 
frequency and acceleration amplitude at the base of the rigid beam models introduced and cal-
ibrated in the previous sub-section. 
Starting with the full chimney, Figure 5 shows the deformed configurations obtained at the 
end of the harmonic tests by assuming several values of base acceleration and input frequen-
cy. The corresponding horizontal displacements versus time, evaluated at the top of the full 
chimney and at the 2nd node (after the thick base) of the rigid beam model are collected in 
Figure 6. Collapse mechanisms close to the top of the chimney, involving the last or the last 
two beam elements, are obtained several times: with 0.25g and 0.5 Hz, 0.5g and 1.0 Hz, 0.5g 
and 2 Hz. In some cases (0.25g with 0.5 Hz and 1.0 Hz) the deformed configurations are also 
characterized by a significant rigid rotation of a huge portion of the chimney over the thick 
base. 
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Figure 5: Deformed configurations of the full masonry chimney close to the end of several harmonic excitations. 
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Figure 6: Base (red continuous line) and top (black dashed line) displacements for a of the full masonry chimney 
subjected to several harmonic excitations. 
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Figure 7: Deformed configurations of the shortened masonry chimney close to the end of several harmonic exci-
tations. 

Focusing on the shortened chimney, Figure 7 shows the deformed configurations obtained at 
the end of the harmonic tests by assuming several values of base acceleration and input fre-
quency. The corresponding horizontal displacements versus time, evaluated at the top of the 
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full chimney and at the 2nd node (after the thick base) of the rigid beam model are collected 
in Figure 8. 
Collapse mechanisms close to the top of the chimney, involving the last beam element, are 
obtained several times, with larger acceleration amplitudes and frequencies with respect to the 
full chimney: 0.5g and 1.0 Hz, 1g and 2 Hz. Similarly to the full chimney, in some cases (0.5g 
with 1.0 Hz) the deformed configurations are also characterized by a significant rigid rotation 
of a huge portion of the chimney over the thick base. However, with 0.25g and 0.5 Hz, the 
rigid rotation of the chimney with respect to the thick base involves the entire shortened 
chimney. 
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Figure 8: Base (red continuous line) and top (black dashed line) displacements for a of the shortened masonry 
chimney subjected to several harmonic excitations. 

a b 

Figure 9: Safe-unsafe domain for the full (a) and shortened (b) chimneys subjected to harmonic excitations. 

Figure 9a and b shows the final results of the campaign of numerical simulations on the full 
and shortened masonry chimneys, by highlighting safe and unsafe conditions at the end of the 
harmonic tests; a comparison between the two domains is presented in Figure 10. As ex-
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pected, the shortened chimney is characterized by a larger safe domain with respect to the full 
one. 

Figure 10: Comparison between the safe-unsafe domains of the full and shortened chimneys subjected to har-
monic excitations. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents a simple and effective rigid beam model for studying the dynamic behav-
ior of tall and slender chimneys. The model applied to a real case study i.e. the chimney locat-
ed in the Scientific Campus of the University of Ferrara which was hit by the Emilia 
earthquake in May 2012.  During the earthquake, the upper part of the chimney was severely 
damaged. For safety reasons, the chimney shortened (from 50 m which was originally to 37.5 
m) by removing its upper damaged portion. In the proposed rigid model, both the original and
shortened chimneys investigated. The chimney subdivided into several portions along its 
height, and each portion was modelled as a rigid beam element with an annular cross-section. 
In each model, material non-linearity allowed by means of a moment-rotation constitutive law 
at interfaces, which accounts for masonry stiffness and tensile strength. Initially, modal analy-
sis results were used to obtain the stiffness parameters of the rigid beam model of the chim-
ney. Later, a set of dynamic analysis were performed and the safe-unsafe domains of both full 
and shorten chimneys obtained. From the results analysis, it is shown: 

• A comparison between frequencies of the full and shortened chimneys obtained from
the proposed rigid beam model found to be in excellent agreement with existing nu-
merical results obtained from 3D models.

• With respect to the dynamic behaviour of the full height chimney, harmonic excita-
tions with low amplitude (i.e., 0.25g) resulted in rotations and collapse of the upper
part of the chimney. On the other hand, harmonic excitations greater or equal to 0.75g
caused collapse mechanism of the entire chimney.

• With respect to the dynamic behaviour of the shortened chimney, harmonic excitations
with low amplitude (i.e., 0.25g) resulted in rotations and collapse of the upper part of
the chimney. The harmonic excitation characterized by 0.75g causes a collapse mech-
anism involving the entire chimney.

• A comparison between the safe-unsafe domains of the full and shortened undertaken.
As expected, the shortened chimney is characterized by a larger safe domain with re-
spect to the full one.
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Abstract

Masonry building compounds are sets of structural units having at least one common wall.
The numerical analysis of the structural units grouped in aggregate, which are very diffused
in Italian historical centres, is needed for identifying the structural interactions among them.
Starting from these premises, in the current paper a masonry building aggregate built in the 
early twentieth century in the municipality of Cercola (district of Naples, Italy) and made of 
four structural units has been investigated as a case study. The structural behaviour under 
seismic forces has been investigated through non-linear static analyses. In particular, both 
the whole aggregate and the individual structural units have been modelled. Moreover, the
single structural units have been considered both in the grouped and isolated conditions in 
order to assess either the beneficial or detrimental effect of the aggregated condition. The 
numerical models have been carried out with three different FEM software, namely 3MURI, 
CDS Win and Edilus, which schematise masonry buildings in different way. The analysis pur-
pose has been to highlight the different results obtained with the three programs and to assess 
the most reliable seismic behaviour of investigated structural units. Finally, the susceptibility 
at damage of the case study aggregate has been evaluated through empirical fragility curves 
and mechanical vulnerability curves, which have been compared to each other and can be 
considered as preliminary tools to setup effective rehabilitation interventions. 

Keywords: Seismic vulnerability, Building compounds, FEM analysis programs, Macro-
element approach, Equivalent frame model.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The structural heritage facing the most part of Italian historical centres is made of masonry 

buildings without adequate structural performance level against seismic actions. Therefore, 
these types of buildings have high seismic vulnerability [1,2]. For this reason, the seismic 
safety assessment of existing masonry buildings is needed by many researchers working in 
the field of Seismic Engineering [3,4].

Seismic vulnerability is the tendency of buildings to suffer a certain degree of damage dur-
ing a seismic event. The vulnerability assessment methods proposed in current standards are 
often based on the knowledge of construction features, i.e. connections between orthogonal 
walls, floor types and presence of tie beams, which are difficult to detect in old urban centres.
The existing masonry buildings in historic centres are often grouped in aggregates. So, clus-
tered buildings are sets of independent structural units (SUs) which interact to each other un-
der seismic actions. Since SUs are often characterized by masonry walls with poor 
mechanical properties, as well as by poor connections between orthogonal walls and between 
walls and floors, their seismic behaviour is no easy to be determined [5, 6].

However, the performance of clustered buildings is influenced by several factors, that
mainly depend on the interactions between the individual SUs. Moreover, the presence of ef-
fective interconnections between SUs prevents the occurrence of local collapse mechanisms.
Instead, the presence of geometrical irregularities in height and/or the lack of an effective
connection between orthogonal walls can cause the activation of out-of-plane collapse mech-
anisms [1,7,8].

The bearing capacity of individual SUs may differ significantly from the whole aggregate
one. A SU inside of a building aggregate has a highly non-linear and complex behaviour,
which can lead to evaluation errors in the evaluation of its seismic behaviour. Therefore, it is
essential to consider simplified, but reliable, structural models, which should foresee as well
as possible the vulnerability level of the aggregated constructions [9-13].

The main vulnerability factors are the elevation discontinuities between adjacent units, the
presence of staggered floors and the structural heterogeneity usually leading to disconnections
of walls. All of these factors must be taken into account when studying the global seismic ca-
pacity of buildings, because they significantly affect the dynamic response of the structures.
In this framework, in various studies many mechanical models accounting for uncertainties
associated to the vulnerability factors have been developed to quantify the seismic response of
the whole aggregate [14-16].

Based on these considerations, the present study focuses on the seismic response of a ma-
sonry aggregate located in Cercola, a municipality near the city of Naples, in the South of Ita-
ly. The selected aggregate consists of four SUs (two head units and two intermediate ones)
arranged in line, which interact to each other under earthquake. These clustered buildings date
back to the 19th century and they are representative of the most common building classes pre-
sent in the Campania Region. In this study the influence of structural units on the global re-
sponse of the whole aggregate is investigated. For this reason, non-linear static analyses are
carried out to simulate the response of structural units in both isolated and aggregate condi-
tions and their seismic responses are compared with those of the whole aggregate. Finally, by
selecting the most unfavourable analysis conditions, the fragility curves proposed in [17] are
developed and illustrated for all examined cases in order to estimate their propensity at seis-
mic damage.
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2 THE CASE STUDY

The case study is a masonry building aggregate located in the municipality of Cercola
(Figure 1), an urban district located near Naples. This agglomerate of constructions was built 
at the end of the 19th century as one of the most representative example of the classic typolo-
gy of clustered buildings of the Campania Region historical centres. From a structural point of 
view, it consists of 4 structural units, two in the head position and two in intermediate one. 
The head SUs have 3 floors, while the intermediate SUs develop on 4 floors. Buildings have 
commercial use at ground floor and residential use at other floors. Figure 2a shows the exter-
nal view of the aggregate main façade, while the geometrical plan layouts of the clustered 
buildings are shown in Figures 2b, 2c and 2d. The head SUs have the first floor characterized 
by masonry vaults, while the remaining floors are made of wooden beams. The intermediate 
SUs have steel floors or RC ones at the first level. As the head SUs, the remaining floors are 
made of wooden beams. The masonry walls are characterised by Neapolitan yellow tuff
stones and have an average thickness of 0.80 m at the first floor and 0.50 m at the other floors.
Due to the absence of accurate on-site test procedures, wall mechanical properties are as-
sumed according to the indications provided by the Italian Standard [18] by applying a confi-
dence factor (FC) equal to 1.35, which corresponds to a knowledge level LC1 (limited 
knowledge) [18,19]. So, the wall mechanical features are as follows: average compressive 
strength (fm)= 2.00 MPa; average shear strength (fv0)= 0.10 MPa; Young modulus (E)= 1410 
MPa; Shear modulus (G) 450 MPa and dead weight (w)=16 kN/m3.

In order to estimate the aggregate seismic influence on single SUs, two different cases are
studied: (i) the whole aggregate (Figure 2b) and the head structural unit (acronym HSU), both 
in aggregated (Figure 2e) and isolated (Figure 2f) configurations.

Figure 1: Identification of the case study.
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(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

(e)                       (f)
Figure 2: Graphic representation of the case study: main view (a), plan layout (b) and sections (c, d) of the build-

ing aggregate; aggregated (e) and isolated (f) HUS plan layouts.

3 NUMERICAL MODELS

The numerical models are carried out using three different FE analysis programs based on 
2 different modelling approaches: from one side, the equivalent frame adopted by 3MURI and 
CDS win and, on the other side, the shell model adopted by Edilus. Figures 3,4 and 5 shows 
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numerical models developed by the three employed software packages. The basic modelling 
concepts of the implemented FEM models are shown in the following sections.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: The 3MURI software numerical models: whole aggregate (a) and HSU in aggregated (b) and isolated
(c) conditions.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: The CDS Win software numerical models: whole aggregate (a) and HSU in aggregated (b) and isolated
(c) conditions.
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(a)

(b)

(b)

Figure 5: The Edilus software numerical models: whole aggregate (a) and HSU in aggregated (b) and isolated (c) 
conditions.

3.1 Equivalent frame model

3MURI and CDS analysis programs adopt a mathematical model based on Frame by Macro-
Elements (FME) theory, which implements the Equivalent Frame Model approach (Figure 6).
The reference model is a three-dimensional equivalent frame, where the walls represent the
vertical elements able to resist both vertical and horizontal loads. The horizontal elements,
namely the floors, transfer the horizontal forces to the walls according to the stiffness they 
have in their own plane. Therefore, the numerical modelling of a building is carried out by 
inserting walls, which are discretized into macro-elements representative of deformable com-
ponents (piers and spandrels), while nodes (rigid links) are masonry portions typically less 
subjected at seismic damage. Usually, rigid links connect piers and spandrels which are con-
tiguous to the openings. The numerical analyses allow to foresee the expected damage mech-
anism into masonry buildings, which can occur in deformable elements by either shear or 
compression-bending. So, each pier is composed by three parts: one deformable in the ele-
ment central part, having a certain strength value, and other two placed at the element ends,
having infinite strength and stiffness. Instead, spandrels are represented with frame elements
having horizontal axis. It is assumed that the deformable part corresponds to the opening
length, while the element remaining part is modelled with infinitely rigid beams. Floors are 
modelled as finite elements with 3-node orthotropic membrane, having 2 degrees of freedom 
per node and connected to the three-dimensional nodes of the building model.
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Figure 6: Schematic representation of the Equivalent Frame Model.

3.2 Shell model

Edilus software adopts the Shell60 model, which consists of high-performance shell ele-
ments composed of a membrane part and a flexural one, whose effects can be coupled in order 
to have plates having large thickness and different layers, which can be anyway oriented. The 
membrane element has stiffness to normal rotation, which allows for a more faithful schema-
tization of shell structures not completely connected to a plane and linked with beam elements. 
The implemented elements have triangular or quadrangular shape with three and four nodes, 
respectively. The quadrangular elements are obtained by automatically assembling several 
triangular elements. The triangular elements are High Performance Elements (HPE). However,
the use of only triangular elements has undoubted advantages. In fact, the triangular elements
allow for a faster analysis execution. The subdivision of any surface is also easier and more 
accurate. 

The Shell60 element (Figure 7) has a formulation that makes it rather insensitive to distor-
tion. This feature is particularly useful in a pre-processing phase, which generate the mesh 
automatically. The formulation of the HPE Shell60 element is based on the composition of an 
AnDeS triangular membrane element with drilling degree of freedom with the DKT (Discrete 
Kirchhoff Triangle) element. The degree of freedom towards rotation (drilling DoF) is added 
by describing the deformation of each side.

Figure 7: Linear shell model definition.

4 PUSHOVER ANALYSES
The seismic behaviour of the buildings facing the case study is investigated through 

pushover analyses. Based on the provisions of the Italian standard [19], these analyses are 
performed along the two main directions “X” and “Y” of the building aggregate (see Figure
2b). For each direction, the positive and negative accidental eccentricities are considered. Fur-
thermore, 4 different verses of the seismic forces (±X, ±Y) and 2 dissimilar force distributions
(proportional either to masses or to the first vibration mode of the building) are considered.
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So, 24 pushover analyses are performed. Figures 8, 9 and 10 show the pushover analysis 
curves in the ‘X’ and ‘Y’ directions performed with 3MURI, CDS Win and Edilus programs,
respectively. In particular, for the sake of representation, among the 24 combinations, the
worst one, that is the analysis minimizing the capacity acceleration of the aggregate, is con-
sidered.

The analysis results show that the most deformable direction is the "Y" one for the whole
aggregate and the "X" one for HSU, both in aggregated and isolated conditions. In general, 
strength and stiffness increase switching from the HSU isolated, passing through the HSU
(aggregated), to the whole aggregate. With respect to ductility, an opposite behaviour occurs.

“X” Direction “Y” Direction

Figure 8: Pushover curves along X and Y directions carried out by the 3MURI software.

“X” Direction “Y” Direction

Figure 9: Pushover curves along X and Y directions carried out by the CDS Win software.

“X” Direction “Y” Direction

Figure 10: Pushover curves along X and Y directions carried out by the Edilus software.

The three models use different calculation solvers and the solutions obtained are not al-
ways like each other. Therefore, a comparison in terms of pushover curves is made. In this 
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case, only one curve for each software is taken into account. In particular, among the worst 
analyses performed with each analysis program, only the pushover curve proving the lowest 
resistance value of the aggregate is chosen. This curve is then compared with the correspond-
ing curves of the other 2 programs, as shown in Figure 11.

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 11: Comparison between analysis programs in terms of pushover curves: results for aggregate (a) and
head structural unit in aggregated (b) and isolated (c) conditions.

From the analysis results presented in Figures from 8 to 11 it can be observed that the 
curves provided by the Edilus software have a different trend compared to the other ones. In 
fact, these pushover curves have an almost linear behaviour. This is because the software does
not adopt a multi-collapse analysis procedure, but, when the first collapse mechanism occurs
in the structure, the software stops the pushover curve. Conversely, 3MURI and CDS Win
programs work with a multi-collapse analysis, where the analysis is not blocked when some 
elements attain the ultimate displacement, but the structure is pushed until collapse. This type 
of analysis is allowed by the Italian Standard [19] for existing masonry structures.

5 FRAGILITY ANALYSIS

In the last part of the study, the fragility curves of investigated buildings are derived. These
curves represent the probability of exceeding a certain damage state varying the intensity 
measurement, generally represented by either the PGA or the spectral displacement. The 
evaluation of the fragility curves is carried out according to the methodology proposed in [17].
In particular, four damage levels, namely D1 (slight), D2 (moderate), D3 (near collapse), and 
D4 (collapse), are considered (Table 1). These damage states are defined starting from the
yielding displacement (dy) and ultimate displacement (du) of the SDoF system associated to 
the MDoF structural system. The fragility curves are analytically defined as follows:
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1 PGAP[DS|PGA]=Φ ln
β PGADS

(1)

where Φ is the cumulative distribution function, PGADS is the median acceleration value 
associated to each damage threshold and β is the standard deviation of the log-normal distri-
bution. 

Damage thresholds, DSi

D1 0.7‧dy Slight
D2 1.5‧dy Moderate
D3 0.5‧(dy+ du) Near-collapse
D4-D5 du Collapse

Table 1: Evaluated damage thresholds Di [19]

Based on these above considerations, the fragility functions are plotted considering the 
most unfavourable structural analysis conditions both for the whole aggregate (Figure 12) and 
the head structural unit in aggregated (Figure 13) and isolated (Figure 14) conditions.

Figure 12: Comparison among fragility curves of the whole aggregate in “Y” direction based on the pushover 
curves deriving from the three used programs.
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Figure 13: Comparison among fragility curves of the aggregated HSU in “X” direction based on the pushover 
curves deriving from the three used programs.

Figure 14: Comparison among fragility curves of the isolated HSU in “X” direction based on the pushover 
curves deriving from the three used programs.

From the acquired results it is observed that for all cases the probability of exceeding a cer-
tain threshold of damage Di (i = 1, ..., 4) is greater for the HSU in isolated condition. Fur-
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thermore, the probability increases passing from the whole aggregate to the HSU in aggregat-
ed condition.

Finally, it is possible to make some considerations on the results achieved from different 
programs used. In particular, it is found that the Edilus software shows the most conservative 
results, while the CDS Win exhibits safety thresholds higher than those of the 3MURI Soft-
ware. Considering that the PGA of Cercola at Collapse Limit State (CLS) is 0.263g [18], in
Tables 2,3 and 4 the expected damages evaluated with the different programs for the whole 
aggregate, the aggregated HSU and the isolated HSU are respectively shown.

Whole aggregate
Software D1 D2 D3 D3

3MURI 99.35% 28.18% 25.07% 2.03%
CDS Win 99.95% 55.55% 55.55% 8.50%

Edilus 100% 86.85% 60% 56.88%
Table 2: Expected damages for the whole aggregate.

Aggregated HSU
Software D1 D2 D3 D3

3MURI 99.54% 64.76% 23.60% 3.36%
CDS Win 100% 80% 74.15% 40.16%

Edilus 100% 100% 100% 100%
Table 3: Expected damages for the aggregated HSU.

Isolated HSU
Software D1 D2 D3 D3

3MURI 100% 94.18% 86.75% 74.84%
CDS Win 100% 96.04% 92.55% 86.81%

Edilus 100% 100% 100% 100%
Table 4: Expected damages for the isolated HSU.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper the seismic response of a masonry building aggregate located in Cercola, a 
municipality near the city of Naples, was investigated. The aggregate is made of four SUs, 
namely two in heading position and two in intermediate one. Both the whole aggregate and 
the single SUs, both in isolated and aggregate conditions, were analysed to estimate the influ-
ence of the mutual interaction among adjacent structural units. Non-linear static analyses were 
carried out according to the Italian standards using three Italian popular programs, namely
3MURI, CDS Win and EDILUS, which work with different modelling approaches to schema-
tise the seismic behaviour of existing masonry buildings. From the non-linear analysis results
it was observed that in most cases the maximum strength and stiffness are offered by the 
whole aggregate and they reduced with the aggregated SU and much more with the isolated 
SU. On the contrary, the structural ductility offered by the US in isolated condition is more 
pronounced than the one of the aggregated US, which exhibited greater ductility than that of
the aggregate. Finally, the fragility curves of the buildings under study were plotted to esti-
mate expected damages as a function of different PGA levels. The results achieved showed 
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that the Edilus software provides the most conservative results, while CDS Win exhibits safe-
ty thresholds higher than those of the 3MURI Software.
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Abstract

Losses and damages induced by strong earthquakes are a dramatic reality worldwide. As a 
consequence, the implementation of innovative protection strategies for both existing and new 
constructions is of key societal importance. Elastomeric isolators are special devices for seis-
mic isolation of structures. Typically, they are made of alternate layers of steel or fiber rein-
forced laminas and rubber and they are interposed between the ground and the foundation in 
order to increase the natural period of the structure and reduce the inertia forces to apply in 
case of an earthquake. This study proposes a detailed 3D FE modelling of isolators conceived 
for low-rise masonry buildings in developing countries, carried out through the FE software 
code Abaqus. The isolator under study consists of an energy dissipation core made by relatively
High Damping Rubber and an external EPDM ring. In addition, in order to reduce the produc-
tion cost and allow its applicability in developing countries, it presents unbonded boundary 
conditions. In fact, the upper and lower edges do not exhibit any bond with the supports. The 
main feature of such a device is the large deformability thanks to the rollover deformation and 
the favorably lower lateral stiffness compared to the bonded isolator.

Keywords: Base Isolation, Fiber Reinforced Elastomeric Isolator, High Damping Rubber,
Regenerated EPDM, FE Analysis.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Some commercial base elastomeric isolators have been introduced in the last four decades 
to protect buildings from vibration and earthquake. Typically, they are constituted by several 
alternating layers of rubber pads and steel, interposed by two continuous pads that limit vertical 
deformability (Steel Reinforced Elastomeric Isolator, SREI). This system reduces the seismic 
demand and isolates the energy transmission of the earthquakes to the structure. A very effec-
tive seismic isolator shall satisfy the following functions: good performance under all service 
loads (vertical and horizontal); provide enough horizontal flexibility to reach the natural target
period for the isolated structure; recentering capability after the ground motion, so that no re-
sidual horizontal displacement can downgrade the serviceability of the structure; provide an 
adequate level of energy dissipation (damping) to control the displacement that could damage 
other structural members. Fiber-reinforced elastomeric isolator (FREI) is a new type of elasto-
meric isolator. Instead of steel lamina, it’s constituted by thin fiber layers for the vertical rein-
forcement. Compared with SREIs, FREIs have considerably lower weight and can be 
manufactured through cold vulcanization. Furthermore, FREIs can be applied to the structure
in unbonded conditions without steel supports [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. So, the isolators can be installed 
between the upper structure and foundation without any bonding or fastening. The advantage 
is related to the low production cost, that makes the device suitable for the application in devel-
oping countries. The reduced quality of the rubber material used and the unbonded condition 
allow their utilization only for low-rise residential masonry buildings, which are however quite 
widespread in developing countries. From a technical point of view, the unbonded condition
results in a stable rollover lateral deformation, which reduces the horizontal stiffness and in-
creases the efficiency of the devices. Comparing to the identical specimen but in bonded con-
ditions, the unbonded FREIs exhibit an interesting superior performance concerning the 
damping [6]. This paper proposes a novel typology of base seismic isolator, Unbonded Fiber 
Elastomeric Isolator (UFREI), made with a core made by a relatively High Damping Rubber
and reactivated Ethylene Propylene Diene Monomer (EPDM) used as ring of each pad. In this 
way the ageing of the device is strongly reduced. Preliminary FE results of a non-linear 3D 
numerical analysis carried out on a single isolator subjected to cyclic tests are presented. 

2 RUBBER MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

Two rubber compounds have been considered for the design of the unbonded fiber elasto-
meric isolator. The first one is a relatively high damping rubber [7], and it constitutes the damp-
ing core of the isolator. This type of rubber compound, made of natural rubber (NR), guarantees
a good performance in terms of energy dissipation (Figure 1), but at the same time, it is vulner-
able to quick aging.
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Figure 1: Hysteretic curves for different deformation levels of High Damping Rubber [7]

To protect the HDR, it has been considered a second rubber compound used as ring for each 
pad, namely a reactivated EPDM made with 2/3 of regenerated rubber and 1/3 of virgin rubber
[8, 9, 10] which shows good performances even under aging effects (Figure 2). In Figure 3 it’s 
possible to see the single rubber pad, made of an EPDM frame (Green) with a thickness of 5 
mm, and the core (65x65 mm2) of HDR (Red).

a)

b)

Figure 2: Stretch-stress (a) and relaxation curves (b) of reactivated EPDM, before and after aging [9]
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Figure 3: Rubber pad made of HDR and reactivated EPDM

3 HIGH DAMPING RUBBER BEARING

The device object of the study (Figure 4) is constituted by five pads of HDR and reactivated 
EPDM (10 mm thick), and four GFRP laminas (0.5 mm thick) with a square section of 75x75 
mm2. On the top and on the bottom, there are two pads of EPDM (3 mm thick) in direct contact 
with the superstructure and the foundation.

Figure 4: Design of Unbonded Fiber Elastomeric Isolator made of HDR and EPDM

4 3D FE MODEL - CYCLIC SHEAR ANALYSIS

In this section, detailed 3D FE analyses are performed on a single UFREI. In particular, the 
device is subjected to a 0.5 Hz cyclic horizontal displacement up to 60 mm applied at the top 
under a constant vertical pressure of 1 MPa.  

4.1 3D FE Model

The isolator has been modeled using almost 18000 eight-node brick (C3D8RH) elements 
with dimensions 3.5 x 3.5 x 2 mm3. The final mesh is shown in Figure 2. Unbonded condition
has been simulated. No bonding is present between the supports and the rubber pad. So, a pen-
alty surface-interaction model has been introduced between the two surfaces and a friction co-
efficient of μ=1 has been applied. On the contrary, a perfect bond using the surface-to-surface 
tie constraint between HDR, EPDM and GFRP has been adopted.
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Figure 5: FE model of Unbonded Fiber Reinforce Elstomeric Isolator

4.2 Results

Effective horizontal stiffness and damping ratio ξ have been evaluated on four cycles 
with maximum displacement equal to 15 mm, 30 mm, 50 mm, and 60 mm respectively. The 
computations are based on the equations (1)-(4):

, = ( − − (1)

= 4 (2)

=(1/2)* , , (3)

, =( + )/2 (4)

Cycle Effective horizontal stiff-
ness , [N mm]

Damping ratio ξ 
[%]

Device cured at 130° for 40 minutes
1° 39.69 5.60
2° 31.91 8.22
3° 22.48 11.65
4° 19.46 14.42

Table 1: Damping ratio and Effective horizontal stiffness for each cycle on the device.
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Figure 6: Lateral force-displacement curve for the unbonded FREI.

In Figure 6, the lateral force-displacement curves of the device are shown. The effective hori-
zontal stiffness decreases from the first to the last cycle, up to the final displacement equal to 
60 mm (Table 1). This is a typical characteristic of unbonded application, rollover (Figure 7),
which causes a nonlinear behavior, resulting in a softening behavior.

5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, preliminary FE analyses on a novel typology of Unbonded Fiber Reinforced Elas-

tomeric Isolator have been presented.
Each pad of the isolator is constituted by two rubber compounds, HDR as core and EPDM

as external layer; the aim is to obtain -at low cost- a base seismic isolator with good performance 
in terms of damping and good durability. Subsequentially, a detailed 3D FE model of the iso-
lator has been considered, carrying out the analyses through the FE software code Abaqus; in 
particular, cyclic shear tests with a maximum displacement of 60 mm have been performed. 
The preliminary numerical results obtained seem promising to consider this new device suitable 
to isolate low-rise masonry buildings in developing countries, where the low cost and the pro-
motion of circular economy will be crucial in the future decades.

Figure 7: Typical rollover deformation due to unbonding, which causes a softening behavior
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Abstract

Recent earthquakes have highlighted the high seismic vulnerability of the structures and the 
need of retrofitting interventions. Different seismic protection strategies and techniques can 
be used to increase the seismic capacity of existing masonry constructions. Common retrofit-
ting techniques are generally based on a strengthening approach. Instead, innovative retrofit-
ting strategies can be used to mitigate the effect of earthquakes, with the aim of decreasing 
the seismic demand on the structure or increasing its energy dissipation capacity. One of the 
most innovative devices is the Unbonded Fiber Reinforced Elstomeric Isoletors. UFREIs are 
made of alternate layers of fiber and rubber and they are interposed between the ground and 
the foundation, with the particularity that no bonding or fastening is provided between the
bearing and top-bottom supports. In this paper, through the FE software code Abaqus, a se-
ries of nonlinear dynamic analysis are performed to investigate the influence of crosslinking 
on the seismic performance of UFREI made of regenerated rubber. Numerical results show 
that the devices vulcanized at 130°C for 40 minutes, although having suboptimal crosslinking 
density, are suitable to properly isolate low-rise buildings.

Keywords: Base Isolation, Fiber Reinforced Elastomeric Isolator, Vulcanization, Regenerat-
ed Rubber, FE Analysis.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The elastomeric isolators are the most used devices to seismically isolate the buildings.
Applying the elastomeric isolators can restore the horizontal seismic force and does not cause 
residual displacements of the isolated building after an earthquake. Usually, they are constitut-
ed by several alternating layers of rubber pads and steel interposed by two continuous pads, hav-
ing the role of limiting vertical deformability. At the same time, they exhibit good deformation 
capacity in the horizontal direction when subjected to a seismic load. This system isolates the en-
ergy transmission of the earthquake from the foundation to the upper structure. Fiber-reinforced 
elastomeric isolator (FREI) is a new type of elastomeric isolator. Instead of using steel lamina, 
thin fiber layers are utilized for the vertical reinforcement. FREIs can be applied to the struc-
ture in several methods: bonded [1], unbonded [2, 3, 4, 5], partially bonded [6], and friction 
(no-bonding between rubber and fiber layers). Without steel supports, the isolators can be 
simply installed between the upper structure and foundation without any bonding or fastening.
So, the shear load is transferred through the friction generated between the isolator and the 
structure surfaces.

A fundamental part of the manufactory process is vulcanization. During this stage, rubber is 
heated with sulfur or peroxides, accelerators, and activators at around 140-160 °C. This process 
triggers the formation of crosslinks between long rubber molecules, creating the so called polymer 
network. Thanks to crosslinks, the chains are prevented from sliding along each other and the 
rubber becomes elastic. The final mechanical properties of rubber (such as elastic modulus, tensile 
strength, hardness, etc.) are strongly affected by the degree of curing [7]. Curing temperature and 
the exposition time are critical parameters to establish to obtain optimal and homogenously dis-
tributed mechanical properties of rubber items. This paper investigates the influence of vulcaniza-
tion on the seismic performance of Unbonded Fiber Reinforced Elastomeric Isolator made of 
regenerated rubber [8, 9, 10], considering two types of vulcanization, one at 130°C for 40 minutes 
and one at 150°C for 40 minutes.

Figure 1: Design of the device object of the study

2 BASE SEISMIC ISOLATOR

The device object of the study is constituted by five pads (10 mm thick) of reactivated 
EPDM made with 2/3 of regenerated rubber and 1/3 of virgin rubber, and four GFRP lamina 
(0.5 mm thick) with a square section of 75x75 mm2 (Figure 1). The results obtained in [11]
show that the device cured with a temperature of 130° for 40 minutes exhibits a non-uniform 
curing level. So, rubber mechanical properties are non-homogenous within the isolator. On 
the other hand, the curing temperature of 150° leads to homogenous curing, with a homoge-
neous distribution of mechanical properties. To investigate the distribution of curing level for 
the under-vulcanized device, knife-cuts on the middle vertical and diagonal sections (Figure 2)
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have been done, and the Shore A hardness has been measured with a digital Shore A durome-
ter. As expected, the hardness varies from inner to outer points from values of 48±2 Shore A 
to 60±2 Shore A (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Middle vertical (Red) and diagonal (Yellow) sections for the measurements of the Shore A hard-
ness

a) b)
Figure 3: Shore A hardness measured on the middle vertical section (a) and along the diagonal (b) of a device 

cured at T=130° for 40 minutes

3 3D FE MODEL - CYCLIC SHEAR ANALYSIS

In this section, detailed 3D FE analyses are performed on a single UFREI. In particular, the 
device is subjected to a 0.5 Hz cyclic horizontal displacement up to 50 mm (Total rubber 
height) applied at the top under constant vertical pressure of 2 MPa. 

Two devices are analyzed. The first one cured at 150°C for 40 minutes, with the rubber 
mechanical properties uniformly distributed, and the second cured at 130°C for 40 minutes,
with a non-homogeneous distribution of rubber mechanical properties, which vary almost lin-
early within the isolator in accordance with the results shown in Section 2.

3.1 3D FE Model

The isolator has been modeled using almost 18000 eight-node brick (C3D8RH) elements 
with dimensions 3.5 x 3.5 x 2 mm. The final mesh is shown in Figure 4. In this study, an un-
bonded condition has been simulated. There is no bonding between the supports and the rub-
ber pad. For this purpose, a penalty surface-interaction model has been introduced between 
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the two surfaces, and a friction coefficient of μ=1 has been applied. On the contrary, a perfect 
bond using the surface-to-surface tie constraint between rubber and GFRP has been adopted.
As visible in Figure 3, rubber mechanical properties on the device cured at 130°C linearly 
changes within the isolator. So, in order to assign different mechanical properties to the model, 
the EPDM pad has been partitioned into several cubes (Figure 5).

Figure 4: FE model of UFREI75

Figure 5: EPDM pad subdivided into several cubes on ABAQUS

Then, three different pads have been considered: middle pad, intermediate pad, and exter-
nal pad. On each pad, a different distribution of mechanical properties has been assigned as 
visible in Figure 6 and Figure 7, where the red part is linked to 50 Shore A rubber properties, 
the orange one to 54 Shore A, and the green one to 60 Shore A.

a) b) c)
Figure 6: a) external pad section, b) intermediate pad section, c) middle pad section.
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Figure 7: Middle horizontal section of FREI cured at T=130°.

3.2 Results

To compare devices' structural responses, effective horizontal stiffness and damping 
ratio ξ have been evaluated on four cycles with maximum displacement equal to 5 mm, 15
mm, 30 mm and 50 mm respectively. The computations are based on the equations (1)-(4):

, = ( − − (1)

= 4 (2)

=(1/2)* , , (3)

, =( + )/2 (4)

Cycle Effective horizontal 
stiffness , [N mm]

Damping ratio ξ 
[%]

Effective horizontal 
stiffness , [N mm]

Damping ratio ξ 
[%]

Device cured at 130° for 40 minutes Device cured at 150° for 40 minutes
1° 67.59 6.38
2° 64.86 5.67
3° 50.30 7.73
4° 35.08 11.20

Table 1: Damping ratio and Effective horizontal stiffness for each cycle on the device cured at 130° for 40 
minutes and at 150° for 40 minutes.

In Figure 8, the lateral force-displacement curves for the device cured at 130° and at 150° 
for 40 minutes are compared. In both cases, the effective horizontal stiffness decreases, pass-
ing from first to last cycle. This is a typical feature of unbonded application: the device expe-
riences a rollover (Figure 9) which causes a nonlinear behavior, resulting in a softening 
behavior. Another remarkable feature appreciable in both the devices is the variation of damp-
ing ratio with the increase of lateral displacement.

The results summarized in Table 1 show how the device cured at 130° is characterized by 
lower effective horizontal stiffness compared to the one cured at 150°. The same holds for the 
damping ratio.
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Figure 8: Lateral force-displacement curve for the unbonded FREI cured at 130° for 40 minutes (blue curve)
and cured at 150° for 40 minutes (red curve).

Figure 9: Typical rollover deformation due to unbonding, which causes a softening behavior

4 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the seismic performance of under-vulcanized Unbonded Fiber Reinforced Elas-

tomeric Isolators has been studied, and it has been compared with a well-vulcanized one.
Firstly, to investigate the distribution of curing level of the under-vulcanized device, the 

Shore A hardness has been measured with a digital Shore A durometer along two sections.
Results have shown the non-homogeneous hardness distribution and the non-homogeneous 
rubber mechanical properties within the base isolator.

Subsequentially, the device has been modeled through the FE software code Abaqus and 
cyclic shear tests have been performed, with a maximum displacement of 50 mm. Two differ-
ent seismic performances of the under-vulcanized UFREI and the well-vulcanized one have 
been obtained. The device cured at 130° is characterized by lower effective horizontal stiff-
ness and lower damping ratio than the one cured at 150°.

In conclusion, although the devices show different behavior in these cyclic shear tests, both 
are suitable to isolate low-rise buildings properly.
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Abstract 

Evolution of technologies both in the fields of in situ investigations and Finite Element (FE) 
modeling strongly enhanced the possibility to understand the structural dynamic behavior of 
masonry historical constructions, allowing a periodic or continuous analysis of their response 
to environmental, anthropic, and exceptional actions and the formulation of accurate hypoth-
eses about their future behavior, which is fundamental for Cultural Heritage preservation. In 
order to improve the assessment of the health status of historical buildings, inverse methods 
re-sorting to dynamic identification techniques are often used to provide experimentally veri-
fied data for the accurate calibration of FE models representative of the investigated struc-
tures.  
In this paper, vibration-based identification methods are coupled with an automatic FE model 
updating procedure to study the dynamic behavior of the Civic Tower of Ostra, Italy, and ob-
tain baseline information for future comparative analyses. The experimental data obtained 
from two different campaigns of ambient vibration tests are used to update the mechanical 
characteristics of the detailed FE model of the tower. The updating process, unsolvable via 
common calibration procedures, is automatically managed through a powerful bio-inspired 
tool, i.e. the Genetic Algorithm (GA), allowing to closely reproduce the actual behavior of the 
tower. 

Keywords: Masonry Towers, Cultural Heritage, Structural Health Monitoring, Operational 
Modal Analysis, Automated Model Updating, Genetic Algorithms. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Masonry towers are one of the most widespread structural typologies among the various 
Italian Cultural Heritage (CH) buildings. The intrinsic characteristics and peculiarities of 
these artefacts make them unique objects but, at the same time, render these structures par-
ticularly vulnerable against seismic events [1–6], sometimes in irreparable way. Due to the 
historical, social and economic importance that CH plays in many countries of the world, it is 
crucial to guarantee appropriate maintenance plans and to undertake regular preventive ac-
tions in order to avoid irreversible damages to these iconic structures, and to historical build-
ings in general.  

Early damage detection should be one of the primary tasks to ensure the integrity of an-
cient buildings and the safety of their users. To this end, several non-destructive techniques 
relying on the observation of the dynamic behavior of these structures, commonly known un-
der the expression “Structural Health Monitoring (SHM)”, have been developed in the last 
decades [7–11]. Among these techniques, those exploiting vibration-based monitoring tools 
can be of great help in terms of dynamic characterization of heritage towers, allowing to im-
prove the knowledge of the global behavior of these structures without resorting to any inva-
sive method, which is necessary when the historical value of the construction must be respect-
ed. To this end, a grid of sensors, each one communicating with a central processing unit 
through wires or wirelessly, can be deployed across the structure and used to collect the vibra-
tion response of the system to ambient excitations. Such data are then post-processed to de-
termine the modal parameters of the structure in operational conditions, applying the method-
ologies of Operational Modal Analysis (OMA). As widely known,  modal features, if tracked 
on a regular basis, can provide useful information for the evaluation of the health status of the 
structures over time, also allowing the detection of possible changes associated to their  dy-
namic behavior in case of exceptional events [12] as well as the estimation of future structural 
scenarios.  

With the aim of providing reliable experimental data for the calibration of realistic numeri-
cal models (NMs), closely representative of the investigated buildings, ambient vibration test-
ing (AVT) is often coupled with another essential tool in the dynamic assessment of historical 
structures: the Finite Element (FE) modeling. Various examples of synergy between these two 
techniques can be found in the literature [8,13,14], where the results obtained from OMA are 
employed in the process of FE model updating so that the unknown parameters of the struc-
ture (such as material properties, boundary conditions, quality of connections between ele-
ments, etc.) are iteratively updated until the difference between experimental and numerical 
modal results is minimized. This operation, if performed manually [15], as it often happens, 
can result unwieldy and onerous from a computational standpoint, making difficult to attain a 
precise calibration of the model in case of large and multi-dimensional problems. In order to 
overcome this limitation, a methodology for the automatic modal-based updating of Finite 
Element (FE) models is proposed hereafter making use of genetic algorithms.  

The genetic algorithm (GA) is one of the oldest and most known metaheuristics used for 
optimization purposes [16–18]. The search for the solution space mimics, in a sense, the Dar-
winian theory of species evolution. In the present work, a GA provided by the open-source FE 
solver Code_Aster is properly exploited to automatically calibrate the elastic properties of the 
materials assigned to the model of the Clock Tower of Ostra, an emblematic historical tower 
located in Central Italy. To analyze in depth the GA potential, different mesh refinements of 
the tower’s geometry are examined along with the adoption of an isotropic constitutive law 
for the materials [19–24]. 
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2 DESCRIPTION OF THE CASE STUDY: OSTRA CIVIC TOWER 

The Civic Tower of Ostra (Figure 1), also known as “Clock Tower”, is the most character-
istic historical structure located in the homonymous village of the Marche region, Central Ita-
ly.  

 Originally built in 1552 to serve as bell tower the adjacent church of San Giovanni (no 
longer existing today) and severely damaged during the aerial bombardments of 1944,  in the 
second half of the XX century the Civic Tower underwent a profound intervention aimed at 
reinstating its sound condition. The works included the strengthening of the uncovered foun-
dation and of the base walls as well as the restoration of some parts of the external walls and 
of the battlement, damaged by the bursts of artillery bullets. 

Figure 1: Ostra Civic Tower: localization and external view. 

2.1 Geometrical and material survey 

The Ostra tower is a 30 m high masonry structure featuring four main parts: basement, cen-
tral body or shaft, belfry, and top roof (Figure 2).  
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Figure 2: Geometrical survey of the investigated tower. 
The basement resembles a truncated pyramid with a lower base of approximately 7.30 x 

7.50 m2 and an upper base of 5.30 x 5.60 m2. This part is characterized by massive walls with 
outer brick wythes and develops upwards for a height of 9.95 m, ending with an embattled 
balcony. The shaft, partially reconstructed, starts from this height and keeps the same quadri-
lateral cross-section for additional 9.50 m. Then, at the level of the belfry, the tower’s cross-
section dimensions slightly reduce and remain unchanged till the top enlargement of the bat-
tlement. Likewise, the thickness of the brick masonry walls of both shaft and belfry progres-
sively decreases upwards, passing from 1.1 m of the first floor to 0.6 m of the last floor. 

The entrance door is located at the ground level, in correspondence of the main façade 
which overlooks Piazza dei Martiri. Five additional floors can be distinguished along the tow-
er height: the first three are connected through spiral staircases, whereas the fourth (rebuilt in 
reinforced concrete during the intervention) and the last floor are accessible by means of an 
iron ladder. The clock mechanism is located on the second floor, while the bell is placed at the 
third level, being visible through the arch openings of the perimetral walls.  

3 AMBIENT VIBRATION TESTING 

Ambient vibration testing (AVT) has become a common technique in the world of non-
destructive experimental characterization of the global behavior of historical constructions 
[13,25]: indeed, studying the full-scale response of structures to environmental and anthropic 
actions in real operational conditions, namely without interrupting the normal use of the 
building and based on its true boundary conditions, results extremely advantageous for many 
rea-sons, which go far beyond the economic aspects [11]. Moreover, the non-invasive charac-
ter of the experiment makes AVTs particularly suited for CH buildings, as proven by the nu-
merous works that in the last years have shown the potentialities of vibration-based 
monitoring through accelerometric sensors in the study of the dynamic behavior of historical 
buildings, both in the short-term and in the long-term [26,27].  
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3.1 Instrumentation, sensor layout and acquisition parameters 

Two AVT campaigns were conducted on the Civic Tower of Ostra to assess its dynamic 
behavior: the first one on 29th June 2018 and the second one on 22nd February 2019. 

The sensor network which was used to acquire the structural vibration response in eight 
specific points defined beforehand consisted of four triaxial MEMS-based piezoelectric accel-
erometers (model MonoDAQ-E-gMeter) embedded into a data acquisition device simply con-
nected to the PC by a network cable using EtherCAT protocol. One of the major advantages 
of this sensing system is that analog to digital conversion is performed inside the device itself, 
thus eliminating any noise pickup in analog cabling. Sensors were placed across four levels 
(Figure 4), namely at the height of 9.55 m, 14.90 m, 19.05 m, and 27.65 m. At each level, two 
MEMS accelerometers were deployed at opposite corners, thereby allowing to catch also the 
expected torsional modes.  

 To comply with the time-window length requirements [28] and in order to avoid any pos-
sible influence from non-stochastic excitations, the duration set for the signal acquisition was 
far greater than 2000 times the structure’s fundamental period: for each setup the registration 
lasted around 40 minutes and the nodal processes were recorded with a sampling rate of 1024 
Hz, resulting in nearly two and a half million data points per channel. 

 Figure 3: Sensor layouts and corresponding acceleration time series for 2018 and 2019 dynamic testing cam-
paigns. 

3.2 Operational modal analysis: method and results 

The elaboration of the acquired vibration data allowed the construction of an Experimental 
Model (EM) of the structure, whose estimated dynamic parameters were subsequently em-
ployed to calibrate the Numerical Model (NM) of the tower in order to realistically reproduce 
its structural behavior, as better discussed in the next Section. The dynamic feature extraction 
process was carried out and cross-validated through the application of two OMA techniques: 
the Enhanced Frequency Domain Decomposition (EFDD) [29] and the Stochastic Subspace 
Identification – Principal Components (SSI-PC) [30], both available in the commercial soft-
ware ARTeMIS [31].  

Modal frequencies (f), damping ratios (ξ) and mode shapes of the five vibration modes 
identified in each AVT campaign are reported and compared in Table 1 and Figure 4, respec-
tively.  
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Mode fEM18 
[Hz] ξEM18 [%] fEM19 

[Hz] ξEM19 [%] Δf [%] Δξ [%] MAC 
[%] 

φ1 2.082 0.817 2.092 0.762 0.478 -7.218 99.2 
φ2 2.156 0.893 2.165 0.787 0.416 -13.469 99.5 
φ3 6.293 0.578 6.302 0.666 0.143 13.213 98.1 
φ4 6.442 2.423 6.449 3.397 0.109 28.672 99.0 
φ5 6.941 2.463 6.872 2.739 -1.004 10.077 97.1 

Table 1: Modal frequencies and damping ratios estimated for EM2018 and EM2019 along with their correspond-
ing percentage variation. 

As expected, the first two identified frequency values correspond to the translational 
modes of the tower in x and y directions, respectively, thus resulting quite closely spaced 
(with a difference of just 3.43% in 2018 and 3.37% in 2019). The other three frequency values 
fall in the range 6-7 Hz and correspond to the torsion and double bending modes of the tower. 
The frequency results, sensibly higher if compared to commonly studied masonry towers, are 
not only affected by the low aspect ratio of the structure (λ = 4) but also highlight an elevated 
stiffness of the system which is likely imputable to past restoring interventions. No substantial 
variation in the dynamic behavior of the structure is recorded during the period elapsed be-
tween the dynamic campaigns. 
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Figure 4: Comparison between the mode shapes of EM 2018 (a) and the corresponding ones of EM 2019 (b). 

4 AUTOMATIC MODEL UPDATING WITH GENETIC ALGORITHM 

4.1 Preliminary FE model and modal analysis results 

A FE model of the tower was realized using MidasFea©. This NM was needed in the first 
stage to preliminary assess the dynamic characteristics of the tower and drive the setting of 
the acquisition parameters for the field-testing campaign. 

 Particular attention was paid to the geometrical features of the tower as well as to the 
modeling of the masonry infill walls present in the first two levels, given the nonnegligible in-
fluence of both aspects in the modal response of the structure. The reinforced concrete floors 
were considered as rigid in their plane, while secondary elements, like stairs, deformable 
wooden floors, clock mechanism and towers, were not explicitly modelled, but their presence 
was taken into account in the form of added masses. 
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Figure 5: FE modeling of the Civic Tower of Ostra: (a) Assonometric view, (b) Bottom view at foundation level. 

The FE model, shown in Figure 5, consisted of 78926 4-nodes tetrahedral elements and 
21726 nodes. The mesh size was established equal to 0.3 m. The tower was assumed to be 
clamped at the base and constituted by three groups of homogeneous and isotropic materials 
(three-group discretization) whose initial mechanical properties, chosen in accordance to the 
Italian Technical Standards for Structures [32], are reported in Table 2. 

Material E [MPa]  [-] γ [kN/m3] 
Masonry 1800 0.20 18 
Concrete 18000 0.20 25 
Filling 1100 0.20 18 

Table 2: Mechanical properties of the initial FE model: Young’s Modulus (E), Poisson’s ratio (ν) and mass den-
sity (γ). 

The results of the preliminary modal analysis, implemented through the Lanczos method 
[17,21,33,34], are resumed in Table 3 and Figure 6. A remarkable difference is found among 
the frequencies of the EM and those of the NM, being the latter not yet calibrated on the basis 
of the experimental outcome. 

Mode fNM0 
 [Hz] 

Eff. 
Mass 
X dir 
[%] 

Eff. 
Mass 
Y dir 
[%] 

fEM18 
[Hz] 

fEM19 
[Hz] 

|ΔfEM18-NM0| 
[%] 

MACEM18-

NM0 
[%] 

|ΔfEM19-NM0| 
[%] 

MACEM19-

NM0 
[%] 

φ1 1.509 35.80 0.00 2.082 2.092 27.52 77.6 27.87 82.5 
φ2 1.536 0.00 35.72 2.156 2.165 28.76 81.5 29.05 67.2 
φ3 5.012 0.00 0.00 6.293 6.302 20.36 22.1 20.47 2.6 
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φ4 5.821 21.21 0.00 6.442 6.449 9.64 52.2 9.74 47.6 
φ5 5.883 0.00 29.38 6.941 6.872 15.24 1.1 14.39 44.7 

Table 3: Preliminary numerical results (NM0) and percentage error with the experimental frequencies (EM) 

Analogous considerations can be drawn about the mode shapes (Figure 6), whose main 
displacement components are visually correlated with their experimental counterpart – being 
the first two modes translational in x and y direction, the third torsional, and the last two dou-
ble bending modes in x and y direction – but a low degree of consistency is found between 
them when MAC values are computed (Table 3). 

Figure 6: Mode shapes of the preliminary FE model. 

4.2 Genetic Algorithms 

The genetic algorithms (GAs) are heuristic techniques inspired by Darwin’s theory and are 
based on the imitation of the natural selection process. These algorithms allow to solve opti-
mization problems through an automatic procedure where the final set of optimal solutions is 
iteratively selected from an initial set of candidate solutions, based on their fitness score [35–
38]. As for the present case, the initial population of solutions was represented by all the plau-
sible values of material properties falling within pre-defined upper and lower bounds [17,18]. 
A two-term objective function considering both frequencies and mode shapes residuals be-
tween EM and NM was employed for the selection of the optimal values. 

In order to avoid the limitations imposed by a manual calibration approach, the iterative 
process was implemented into Code_Aster© software environment. The procedure, summa-
rized in Figure 7, started with the creation of a condensed model, carrying all the dynamic 
characteristics of the EM, and with its projection onto the NM. This operation allows scaling 
the EM DOFs up to those of the NM and, consequently, the creation of dependencies for cal-
culating the gaps between their nodal displacements.  
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Figure 7: GA-based model updating flowchart. 

The model updating process consisted of four phases (objective function, selection, cross-
over, mutation) and stopped only when the global optimum was located. Indeed, one of the 
main advantages of GA is the possibility to explore diverse regions of interest by running the 
same search problem on different conditions and finally locate the global optimum without 
getting trapped in local minima [16,17,39,40]. In the present work, these conditions are 
checked by resorting to the following objective function (1):  

2
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2

1

( )
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i in
num
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n

crossMAC
i

f f
f

n

MAC
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Convergence criteria were satisfied when the residual tolerance of two consecutive steps 
reached 1e-4 or after 1000 evaluations. 

5 CALIBRATION PROCESS AND RESULTS 

In order to improve control over the model dynamic response and to achieve a better tun-
ing with the experimental data, the calibration process was performed operating a further dis-
cretization of the preliminary NM in terms of material properties distribution, while the mesh 
size remained unchanged. This operation was driven by the careful observation of the mason-
ry appearance and morphology across the tower, which ultimately led to a twelve-group dis-
cretization of the updating variables (Figure 8).  
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Figure 8: Updating variables for the twelve-group discretization of the FE model. Each material group is named 
as “X” followed by a subscript composed by a number (00 to 12), which stands for the group, and a letter indi-

cating the material (“M”: masonry, “C”: concrete, “F”: masonry infill). 

For each group, properties were attributed considering an isotropic constitutive law for the 
materials, thus leading to a total number of 36 updating variables. The pre-defined ranges of 
variability for the material parameters, presented in Table 4, were again assigned in accord-
ance with the Italian Technical Standards for Structures [32]. 

Material E [MPa] 
Min - Max 

 [-] 
Min - Max 

γ [kN/m3] 
Min - Max 

Masonry 600 - 3300 0.01 - 0.45 15 - 20 
Filling 600 - 2400 0.01 - 0.45 15 - 20 
Concrete 27000 - 32000 0.01 - 0.45 23 - 26 

Table 4: Lower and upper bounds for isotropic elastic properties 

The optimal mechanical properties resulting from the model updating are summarized in 
Table 5. It is worth noting that the obtained values, especially the Young’s Moduli, con-
sistent-ly reflect the masonry changes produced by the strengthening interventions that the 
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Tower underwent in the past: indeed, E first tends to decrease moving from the basement (re-
stored during the 1950s) to the central body (partially restored) and the belfry, and then in-
creases towards the top part of the tower (added afterwards).  

NM 2018 NM 2019 
Updating 
Parameter E [MPa]  [-] γ [kN/m3] E [MPa]  [-] γ [kN/m3] 

X01M 1909 0.11 15 1616 0.28 15 
X02M 2783 0.10 15 1886 0.15 15 
X03M 851 0.16 15 618 0.21 15 
X04M 1118 0.18 16 1500 0.14 18 
X05M 1202 0.15 15 1417 0.22 15 
X06M 3152 0.17 18 3194 0.18 18 
X07M 3113 0.21 20 3154 0.16 20 
X08F 2368 0.16 20 2344 0.14 20 
X09M 2623 0.17 18 2491 0.17 18 
X10M 3290 0.23 20 2724 0.27 19 
X11C 27096 0.15 24 28833 0.33 24 
X12F 1662 0.19 17 1951 0.27 20 

Table 5: Optimal values for the material parameters of the isotropic FE model after calibration 

The results of the modal analyses run over 2018 and 2019 NMs, both calibrated through 
the automatic GA-based procedure previously described, are exposed in Table 6 and Table 7. 
The comparison between EM and NM frequency values is satisfactory, being the relative er-
ror less than 3% in all cases, with the sole exception of the 4th mode that shows a slightly 
higher error for the pair EM18-NM18.  

Mode fEM18 
[Hz] 

fNM18 
[Hz] 

Eff. 
Mass 
X dir 
[%] 

Eff. 
Mass 
Y dir 
[%] 

|ΔfEM18-NM18| 
[%] 

MACEM18-

NM18
[%] 

φ1 2.082 2.087 34.14 0.01 0.24 97.9 
φ2 2.156 2.130 0.01 33.53 1.21 97.3 
φ3 6.293 6.274 0.26 0.00 0.30 97.2 
φ4 6.442 6.654 29.89 0.11 3.29 95.7 
φ5 6.941 6.799 0.12 29.25 2.05 95.3 

Table 6: Comparison between 2018 experimental (EM) and numerical (NM) frequencies 

Mode fEM19 
[Hz] 

fNM19 
[Hz] 

Eff. 
Mass 
Direc-
tion X 
[%] 

Eff. 
Mass 
Direc-
tion Y 
[%] 

|ΔfEM19-NM19| 
[%] 

MACEM19-

NM19
[%] 

φ1 2.092 2.097 33.94 0.00 0.24 96.5 
φ2 2.165 2.141 0.00 33.41 1.11 96.6 
φ3 6.302 6.275 0.41 0.06 0.43 95.7 
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φ4 6.449 6.629 29.22 0.03 2.79 95.8 
φ5 6.872 6.761 0.02 28.48 1.62 95.8 

Table 7: Comparison between 2019 experimental (EM) and numerical (NM) frequencies 

Figure 9: Numerical mode shapes after calibration of 2018 NM and 2019 NM. 

Very good results are also achieved in terms of mode shapes (Figure 9), as confirmed by 
the optimal levels of correlation (MAC > 95%) obtained from the comparison between exper-
imental and calibrated modal vectors, proving the validity and robustness of the GA-based 
model updating when tackling optimization problems otherwise ungovernable with conven-
tional approaches. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

The paper showed and discussed the results obtained by combining AVT-based dynamic 
identification methodologies and FE model updating techniques, through the application of an 
automatic procedure based on GA for the assessment of the dynamic behavior of the Ostra 
Civic Tower (Italy). 

After an initial geometrical and material survey to define the main morphological and 
structural characteristics necessary for the creation of a preliminary NM (over which more 
advanced non-linear analyses will be implemented in order to estimate the structural response 
against future scenarios), two modal testing campaigns were carried out to acquire the vibra-
tion response of the tower to ambient noise. Innovative sensing solutions based on MEMS 
were adopted for this purpose.  
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After extracting the main dynamic parameters of the tower (i.e. modal frequencies, modal 
damping and mode shapes) through well-known OMA techniques, the EM of the structure 
was implemented into Code_Aster© and used as a target reference for the calibration of the 
afore-mentioned finite element NM. In both campaigns, the same five vibration modes were 
identified, meaning that no changes in the structural condition of the tower occurred between 
2018 and 2019.  

All the eigenfrequencies and eigenvectors associated to these five modes were exploited 
for the subsequent automated calibration process, which consisted in a perturbation of the 
mass and stiffness matrices of the NM in order to find optimal yet physically meaningful val-
ues of the unknown material properties of the tower, so that the difference between estimated 
(OMA) and calculated (FEM) eigen-parameters was minimized. The search problem was 
solved by applying a metaheuristic inspired by the process of natural selection, namely the 
GA, to the OMA eigen-data projected onto the equivalent NM. The employment of such an 
algo-rithm was pivotal given the population of candidate solutions taken into account for the 
mod-al-based FE updating.    

The results, obtained assuming an isotropic behavior for the materials, were satisfactory. 
Future developments will take into consideration orthotropic constitutive laws for the mason-
ry in the attempt to further minimize the discrepancies between numerical and experimental 
models. 
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Abstract

Masonry cross vaults are common structural elements in historical buildings. They are large-
ly diffused in all European countries, including those characterized by higher levels of seis-
micity. Although they have been constructed for centuries, they represent some of the most 
vulnerable elements of traditional architecture, especially with reference to horizontal loads. 
The understanding of their behaviour under seismic loading and the definition of their safety 
are crucial aspects for the accurate assessment of the global health conditions of historical 
buildings. In the present work, masonry cross vaults are analysed through the Finite Element 
Method (FEM) and static non-linear analyses are performed considering the effect of differ-
ent brick pattern.
A simplified micro-modelling approach is adopted for the generation of the FEM models and 
two different brick arrangements are considered, i.e., radial bricks and diagonal bricks, 
which are the most widespread in European cross vaults. Static non-linear analyses are per-
formed by monotonically incrementing a lateral acceleration until collapse. Results are ana-
lysed in terms of maximum load factor, crack pattern and damage mechanisms. The analysis 
of the results shows that the masonry apparatus strongly influences the vault seismic response 
both in terms of stiffness and ductility as well as in terms of global capacity.

Keywords: Cross vaults; Masonry apparatus; FEM model; Push-over analysis, Seismic be-
haviour.
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1 INTRODUCTION
European historical masonry buildings are often characterized by the presence of vaulted 

structures of complex geometry and cross masonry vaults are among the most widespread 
types. They are largely diffused in all European countries, including those characterized by 
higher levels of seismicity. Although they have been constructed for centuries, they represent 
some of the most vulnerable elements of traditional architecture, especially with reference to 
horizontal loads when the construction site is characterized by high levels of seismicity. For 
this reason, the assessment of their behaviour under seismic loading, and consequently the 
definition of a safety level, is a crucial precondition for the accurate assessment of the global 
safety of historical buildings. 

Compared to simple masonry walls, numerical modelling of masonry vaulted structures is 
particularly complex due to their three-dimensional curved geometry and articulated masonry 
pattern. As a matter of facts, vaults can be built according to different brick patterns, which, in 
historical building practices, were generally chosen for technical reasons. 

In the present work, cross vaults of ideal geometry are modelled through the simplified mi-
cro-modelling approach in the framework of Finite Element Method (FEM) [1]. This model-
ling approach has already been used by the authors and successfully validated with physical
in-scale models [2]. The use of micro-mechanical models allows to simulate block-to-block 
interactions and therefore the real interlocking of bricks. In this work, two different brick ar-
rangements are considered, i.e., radial bricks and diagonal bricks, which are most found in 
European cross vaults. Static non-linear analyses are performed by monotonically increment-
ing a lateral acceleration until collapse. Results are analysed in terms of maximum load factor, 
crack pattern and damage mechanisms.

2 DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
In this section the main features of the FEM model are described in terms of geometry, 

mechanical parameters of materials and interface properties. Moreover, the load cases and the 
boundary conditions are illustrated.

2.1 Geometry and mechanical features
The geometry of the vault is obtained as intersection of two semi-circular barrel vaults.

The base is squared with a net span of approximately 3.1 m and rise of 1.175 m. The volume 
is discretized into bricks of size 6x12x24 cm. The shape of the interlocked bricks along the 
diagonal arches is idealized and simplified. Four rigid corner supports are modelled at the 
base of the vault. Two different masonry apparatus are modelled, namely those which follow 
radial (R) and diagonal (D) path. More in detail, in the case of radial pattern, the longitudinal 
courses between bricks are disposed normal to the ring arches; conversely, in the case of di-
agonal pattern, the bed joints are oriented at a 45° angle. Figure 1 shows the details of the ge-
ometry and the discretization into bricks; as an example the vault with radial brick pattern is 
reported.

The discretization of the solid volume of the vault is conducted by means of a simplified 
micro-modelling approach which allows for the detailed definition of the brick pattern [1].
Such a method consists in the assemblage of a series of blocks connected with zero-thickness 
interfaces endowed with proper tangential and normal mechanical properties.  

The mechanical properties of the blocks are defined through simple elastic behaviour,
adopting the values suggested by [3] for historic brick-masonry. In particular, the density of
the material is assumed equal to 1800 kg/m3 while the elastic modulus E and the Poisson’s 
ratio are equal to 1200 MPa and 0.2, respectively. The behaviour of the mortar joints is sim-
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ulated through the insertion of an interaction property between all masonry surfaces into con-
tact. The Authors have already validated this modelling approach in some previous research
[2,4,5]. In the local tangential direction, the response is ruled by frictional behaviour in which 
the contribution of cohesion is neglected as suggested in [6]. In particular, a static friction co-
efficient equal to 0.5 is assumed. In the normal direction, detachment is allowed with zero 
stiffness while an almost infinite stiffness kn is assumed in compression to simulate a rigid 
normal contact. Tangential and normal behaviour are assumed uncoupled. The mechanical
parameters adopted in the model are reported in Table 1.

(6 x 12 x 24 cm)(6 x 12 x 24 cm)
L = 3.1 m

H = 1.175 m

Figure 1: Geometry and discretization of the vault.

Blocks Joints

ρ [kg/m3] E [MPa] ν [-] μ [-] kn [N/m3]

1800 1200 0.2 0.5 5·109

Table 1: Mechanical parameters.

2.2 Load conditions
The seismic performance of the cross vault is analysed through pushover analyses, by ap-

plying a monotonic lateral load to the structure. The analysis is divided in two steps: first the 
gravitational acceleration is applied, then the horizontal acceleration is applied. Two different 
inclinations of the horizontal acceleration are considered, i.e., θ = 0° and θ = 45°, the angle θ
being defined in Figure 2. It is noted that, because of the symmetry of the model, there is no 
need to study both positive and negative directions.

The vault is confined by lateral Deformable Arches (DA) on three sides and by a rigid wall 
on one side (Figure 3). The boundary arches are 27 cm thick (i.e., about twice the vault thick-
ness) and 50 cm depth. The mechanical properties adopted for the DAs are the same adopted 
for the masonry of the vault. Figure 3 also shows the fictitious plane which is introduced in 
the model to simulate the unilateral constraint of a rigid wall: the head arch of the vault in 
contact with the fictitious plane can detach from the plane, while it is prevented to compene-
trate inside it. Similarly, contact between blocks of head arches and boundary structures is 
defined using the same interface behaviour adopted in the block-to-block contact definition. 
This means that normal compressive forces can arise, while no tension forces can develop. 
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Shear forces along the planes of the boundary structures can be generated, depending on the 
normal forces, according to the Mohr-Coulomb criterion.

Load

Figure 2: Push-over analysis: lateral load direction and control nodes.

Figure 3: Boundary conditions. Pinned supports in red.

3 PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS
A parametric numerical study is conducted with the aim of highlighting the effect of the 

masonry apparatus. Table 2 reports the list of the performed simulations. The results will be 
commented in the following sections.

ID Pattern Confinement Angle [°]
1 R DA 0
2 D DA 0
3 R DA 45
4 D DA 45

Table 2: Parametric analysis.

4 RESULTS
By looking at the deformed shapes in Figure 4, it is possible to notice that the two vaults 

behave quite differently. Note that the deformed shapes are plotted without boundary arches, 
with the exception of plan and axonometric views, to better highlight the collapse mechanism 
of the vaults. When θ=0°, the radial vault collapses due to the formation of a global mecha-
nism characterized by four parallel hinges normal to the direction of the seismic action. On 
the contrary, the diagonal vault does not experience a global collapse, but only one cap under-
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goes instability. When the angle of the seismic action is θ=45°, the deformed shapes show an 
almost symmetric collapse mechanism on both radial and diagonal vaults, with respect to 
groins, as visible in Figure 5. In particular, the radial vault shows the formation of parallel 
hinges along the bed joints, once again denoting a global collapse mechanism. However, a 
local failure occurs in the region along the groins, where the sliding and detachment of few 
bricks take place. The diagonal vault shows a quite different crack pattern in comparison to 
the radial vault and a local failure occurs at the head arches of two opposite caps.
Figure 6 plots the load-displacement curves in the case of horizontal acceleration along the x-
axis direction (θ=0°), for both considered masonry patterns. Two different control nodes have 
been chosen, in order to monitor the horizontal displacement in the x-direction: one node at 
the crown of the vault and one node at the key of the head arch of one cap, as shown in Figure 
2. The load factor is obtained by normalizing the sum of the horizontal forces at the abutments
to the vault’s weight W, including the weight of the lateral confinement structures. The mark-
ers in Figure 6 and Figure 7 are referred to the values of imposed displacement uc,Crown and 
uc,Key that correspond to the activation of a failure mechanism. 

Figure 4: Collapse shapes in Pushover analysis for θ = 0°: axonometric view (first row), x-z plane view (second 
row), y-z plane view (third row), planar view with contour plot of uz displacement [m] (fourth row).
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Figure 5: Collapse shapes in Pushover analysis for θ =45°: axonometric view (first row), y-z plane view (second 
row), x-z plane view (third row), planar view with contour plot of uz displacement [m] (fourth row).

They have been identified by monitoring the reaction forces at each support, referring to a 
sudden decrease of force on the load-displacement curves, as visible in Figure 8.

In order to compare the capacity curves, the following quantities have been identified:
• Rmax, peak value of the load factor;
• uc,Crown, maximum horizontal displacement at the crown of the vault before the activa-

tion of a collapse mechanism;
• uc,Key, maximum horizontal displacement at the key of one head arch before the activa-

tion of a collapse mechanism;
• Kel, elastic stiffness, calculated as the ratio R60/u60 between the 60% of Rmax and the

corresponding settlement;
• u80/u60, ductility parameter where u80 is the settlement corresponding to R80, i.e., to a

post-peak 20% reduction of Rmax.
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Table 3 reports the values of the above-defined quantities, while Table 4 reports their varia-
tion with respect to the radial pattern case for θ=0°. In particular, the table reports the varia-
tions in terms of ΔQ = (Qpattern-Qradial)/Qradial ∙100, where Q is the generic quantity.

It can be observed that the two vaults have quite similar capacity, with variations below 20% 
with respect to the radial configuration for θ=0°. Also their behaviour in terms of elastic stiff-
ness is similar, whereas the values of ductility differs greatly, depending on the considered 
pattern and value of θ. Specifically, when θ=0° the diagonal vault is the one characterized by 
the lowest elastic stiffness (14.52% lower than the radial vault) and by the highest reduction 
of ductility with respect to the radial pattern (-53.08%). This last aspect is also visible in the 
load displacement curves in Figure 6, by looking at the values of displacement of the control 
nodes. As a matter of fact, in the radial vault, the horizontal displacement of the head arch is 
only 1.16 times greater than the horizontal displacement of the crown of the vault, whereas in 
the diagonal vault it is 2.65 times greater.

Figure 6: Capacity curves of confined radial and diagonal cross vaults for θ =0°.

Figure 7: Capacity curves of confined radial and diagonal cross vaults for θ =45°.
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Figure 8: Reaction forces Rx and Ry at the abutments vs. horizontal acceleration.

This means that the diagonal vault undergoes a partial collapse of one cap, but the crown 
of the vault is still stable. The different deformation mechanism induced by the two brick lay-
ing techniques is also highlighted by the vertical displacement field of the vaults, plotted be-
fore the activation of a collapse mechanism. In the case of the diagonal vault it is clearly 
visible how the damage is concentrated mostly in one cap, while the rest of the structure re-
sults almost undamaged.

When the direction of the seismic action is parallel to the groins, hence for θ=45°, the vault 
arranged with the diagonal pattern provides the greatest increase of ductility (+31.67%), while 
the radial vault suffers a decrease of ductility of about 8.84% if compared to the same vault 
with θ=0°. The radial vault also experiences the greatest increase of elastic stiffness, being 
20.61% greater than the loading condition with θ=0°.

Table 3: Critical quantities used for comparison between brick patterns.

Pattern Rmax
[-]

uc,Crown
[m]

uc,Key
[m]

R60
[-]

u60,Crown
[m]

Kel
[N/m]∙106

u80 Crown
[m]

u80 / u60 [-
]

Radial
θ =0° 0.469 0.131 0.169 0.282 0.0020 10.05 0.158 78.9

Diagonal
θ =0° 0.394 0.064 0.233 0.236 0.0019 8.59 0.072 37.02

Radial
θ =45° 0.419 0.109 0.118 0.251 0.0015 12.12 0.107 71.94

Diagonal
θ =45° 0.374 0.118 0.211 0.225 0.0014 11.07 0.150 68.45
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Pattern ΔRmax [%] ΔKel [%] Δ(u80 / u60) [%]

Diagonal θ =0° -16.07 -14.52 -53.08

Radial θ =45° -10.68 20.61 -8.84

Diagonal θ =45° -20.22 10.21 31.67

Table 4: Variation of peak reaction force, elastic stiffness and ductility compared to the radial vault with θ = 0°.

5 CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper the results of a parametric analysis on the seismic response of cross mason-
ry vaults are presented.

The geometry of an ideal vault is considered taking into account its detailed brick pattern.

The FEM simplified micro-modelling approach is adopted for the discretization of the
volume of the structure, endowing the interfaces with tangential frictional behaviour and
normal rigid compressive contact. Free detachment is allowed under traction. Linear elas-
tic behaviour is assumed for the masonry blocks.

Two different brick patterns are considered, i.e., radial and diagonal. Static non-linear
analyses are performed, assuming two different directions of the seismic input in the hor-
izontal plane, namely 0° and 45°.

The results show that the influence of the brick pattern on the seismic response is limited
in terms of seismic load capacity and elastic stiffness, while it highly affects the ductility.
In particular, diagonal bed joints are able to provide the vault with almost twice dis-
placement capacity.
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Abstract

This paper outlines the characterization of masonry walls composed of “Scaglia Rossa”, a 
typical stone of the Apennine area between the Umbria and Marche Regions in Central Italy. 
The study focuses the assessment of the mechanical behavior by means of an experimental 
campaign carried out in the laboratory of the Polytechnic University of Marche, where the 
samples of “Scaglia Rossa” masonry, obtained from the controlled demolition of three school 
buildings, were reconstructed with the same techniques of the 1950s-‘60s, and then tested in 
order to identify both the constituent materials, stone and mortar, and the composite masonry. 
The experimental tests were prior to a numerical analysis implemented by the adoption of a 
nonlinear model capturing the cracking behavior. The main mechanical parameters were 
then calibrated by means of an optimization algorithm of Levenberg-Marquardt, considering 
a continuous approach in macro-modelling techniques and obtaining resistance parameters 
not deriving directly from the experimental tests. The comparison between the results ob-
tained from the Levenberg - Marquardt algorithm by changing the parameters of the damage 
model based on data given by the experimental campaign allowed to confirm the validity of 
the approach used.

Keywords: Central Italy Earthquake, Masonry, Experimental Tests, FE Modeling, Levenberg 
Marquardt Optimization Algorithm, Scaglia Rossa.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the recent years all over the world an elevated number of seismic events was seen, espe-
cially in the southern subregion of Europe [1]–[4]. These events caused important damages to 
the architectural heritage and lead to the need of in-depth investigation on the quality of mate-
rials and buildings. The features that complement a construction are, in fact, of fundamental 
importance in order to acquire a complete comprehension of how historical building heritage 
behaves under both static and dynamic loads. Italy, has been affected by diverse earthquakes 
(Friuli (1976), Irpinia (1980), Umbria-Marche (1996-1997), Molise (2002), L’Aquila (2009), 
Emilia-Romagna (2012), and Central Italy (2016-2017)) and the need to evaluate damage be-
fore a restoration project commenced was outlined. The occurred events characterized the 
damage and collapse of a great number of buildings demonstrating how fundamental is to as-
sess adequately restoration works since the common ground between the various cases is 
made by poor quality mechanical characteristics of masonry, together with absence of connec-
tion between vertical and horizontal elements components that define the structures. The qual-
ity of masonry is determined by the features of both mortar and stone and presents in many 
cases the starting point of the investigation for the diagnosis, since the processes of rehabilita-
tion and restoration are accomplished if the actual state is known. The behavior of masonry’s 
components (mortars and stones), becomes important since masonry is a composite material 
that is obtained by joining artificial or natural bricks by means of mortar layers. Due to this 
above-mentioned reason, stiffness and resistance have great variability but can still character-
ize masonry materials by means of average values that are not only provided through means 
of codes or manuals but also experimental campaigns. In most of the Italian Regions it was 
seen that the seismic activity was intense through the centuries and especially in the area that 
defines the Apennine region between Umbria and Marche where the heritage is characterized 
by rural, vernacular masonry [5]. The material mostly used to define the construction tech-
niques of the area is called “Scaglia Rossa” and is the focus of the experimental campaign and 
numerical non-linear modelling approach of the present paper [6], [7]. In Section 2, the meth-
odology for the experimental campaign is presented and it is explained also the numerical ap-
proach used to identify the results of the campaign numerically. Section 3 dwells in more 
detail on the construction technique utilized for the components that were used during the ex-
periments and Section 4 gives more detail on the numerical approach and damage evaluation 
results that were defined. In Section 5 the summarized discussion and conclusions are found.

2 METHODOLOGY

The methodology that was followed for the present work is divided in three parts. The first 
part contains the research done in bibliography for the identification of the construction 
schemes that used the “Scaglia Rossa” material in the Apennine area and the in-situ campaign 
that was done in order to identify visually the constructions and select the sample materials 
that are to be used later in the laboratory experimental tests. The second part englobes the 
tests that followed to identify the mechanical properties of the samples were done in the the 
“Laboratorio Prove Materiali e Strutture” of the Polytechnic University of Marche (Ancona, 
Italy). The test considered were divided in two categories, the first for the mortar and the sec-
ond for the stone samples. In summary, these tests consisted of three-point bending tests, load 
bearing tests for the mortar and “Scaglia Rossa” samples individually and shear - compression 
tests for matrices that were constructed in the laboratory, following the double leaves tech-
nique. The third part was initiated once the results of the experimental campaign were known. 
It was then that the numerical modelling began and was done in order to calibrate with the 
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm present in the open source software Code_Aster, the non-
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linear Mazars damage model parameters onto the experimental results, [8]–[12]. This was 
done to see if the algorithm can calibrate the parameters and to confirm numerically with a 
macro-model approach the evolution of the damage seen in the experimental campaign.

3 CASE STUDY

In the Apennine area, after the II World war, the zones between Marche and Umbria were 
built with a relatively new, compared to the older techniques, local material that was easily 
available and abundant called “Scaglia Rossa”. This material monopolized the market in the 
years between the 50’s and 60’s instead of bricks, tuff and concrete blocks that were also later 
introduced. Coming into more recent years and specifically concentrating attention on the 
2016-2017 seismic sequence and the damages it caused in Central Italy, the examinations of 
engineers reported that the structures consisting of this limestone were considerably damaged. 
The damage reports consider at the end of the seismic sequence cases of disintegration of the 
masonry, and out-of-plane mechanisms were rare compared to frequent cracks encountered on 
the examined panel planes. 

The experimental campaign was carried out in the “Laboratorio Prove Materiali e Strut-
ture” of the Polytechnic University of Marche (Ancona, Italy), where the samples of “Scaglia 
Rossa” masonry were accumulated. The samples derived from three school buildings [13]–
[15], were controlled demolitions were done. The samples then were assembled using the 
construction technique of 1950’s – 60’s and were tested in order to identify the mechanical 
properties of the constituent materials, stone and mortar, and the composite masonry. Initially, 
load bearing tests were carried out for the selected “Scaglia Rossa” specimens and tested to 
measure the compressive resistance of the limestones. Afterwards, four matrices were assem-
bled with a cement mortar mixture with percentages that were found in literature to near the 
construction technique of the initial period (1950’s – 60’s). Mortar samples were extracted 
and tested with three-point bearing and load bearing tests (on the remaining portions), after 28 
days of curing.

Diverse FE models were developed to reproduce the data acquired by the experimental 
campaign and a calibration process was executed with the Levenberg – Marquardt algorithm 
present in open source software Code Aster, developed by EDF (Eletricité de France), in or-
der to obtain the parameters that characterize the non-linear evolution  and could not be di-
rectly measured from the experimental tests.

4 SPECIMENS SETUP AND MECHANICAL CHARACTERIZATION

The constructed walls for the masonry mechanical parameters evaluation are four in num-
ber and are made with samples of different sizes and shapes utilizing a double leaves tech-
nique (Figure 1). Two different kind of tests were performed: a load bearing test in order to 
establish the behavior under vertical static loads on one wall and load-bearing tests in order to
establish the resistance to horizontal loads acting in the plane for all three walls. The dimen-
sions of the four constructed walls are reported in Table 1.

Wall N. Base
(mm)

Length
(mm)

Height
(mm)

Wall matrix n.1 760 846 500
Wall matrix n.2 750 862 500
Wall matrix n.3 720 860 500
Wall matrix n.4 740 857 500

Table 1: Wall specimens’ geometrical properties
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Figure 1: Construction process followed for the wall specimens with "Scaglia Rossa" lime-
stone applying the double leaves technique.
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The load bearing test for the wall matrix follows the Italian legislation and is provided by 
UNI EN 1052-1:2001. This experiment aimed to understand the level of axial force that ca be 
supported by the composite specimen and to provide indications in presence of only vertical 
forces. The force-displacement curve was obtained by using two LVDT between the frame 
and the steel plate in the top of the specimen to gain the displacement (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Load-bearing - shear apparatus with example of one matrix specimen. The numbers 
indicate the dimensions of the apparatus and the positioning of the strain gauges used to 

measure displacements (measures in mm).

Figure 3: Force - Displacement (kN - mm) evolution curve with the enveloped curve of the 
Wall#4 that was subjected to load-bearing test.
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The results indicate that the range between 0 – 800 kN the displacement values are almost 
null, while the in the range between 900 – 1200 kN there is augmented displacement. The 
peak of the curves is found in the 1800 kN range where a clear plateau is visible (Figure 3).
Once the horizontal evolution was observed, three ulterior cycles were applied to evaluate re-
sidual displacements and possible accumulated damage. The wall had reached its ultimate 
limit and is able to withstand numbers of cycles without a decrease in stiffness (Figure 4).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: (a) Installed displacement transducers on the wall matrix, (b, c) damage on the spec-
imen caused by the load - bearing test.

For the shear-compression tests a constant precompression load of 400 kN was applied and 
kept constant during the entirety of the procedure. Afterwards, the hydraulic actuators are ac-
tivated once the stabilization of the vertical force has occurred. The resulting shear force-
displacement curves of the three specimens are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Summary of the horizontal force (kN -mm) curves of the specimens subjected to 
load-bearing-shear tests
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All the performed tests showed homogeneity in their behavior, with a maximum resistance 
standing above 500 kN except for local criticalities. In more detail, Wall#1 retains the maxi-
mum force applied at 580 kN with the displacement arriving at 2.6 mm or the drift is 0.31%.
For Wall#2, the maximum force stands at 500kN for a drift of 0.18% and Wall#3 a maximum 
force of 580kN is observed for a drift of 0.22%. The drift values are comparable with values 
encountered in National Standards for nonlinear analysis of masonry’s walls. The absence of 
plateau is given to the highly fragile behavior of the specimens once the maximum force is 
reached. The damage observed indicates in all the specimens a diagonal rupture due to com-
pression and shearing and in some cases panel disintegration when the maximum force ap-
plied was reached (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Damaged specimens at the end of the load-bearing-shear test for Wall#1, Wall#2 
and Wall#3.

The non-monolithic behavior of such matrix is well represented and does confirm the be-
havior found commonly in stone walls made by substantially joined faces with diatones 
providing connections transversally.

5 NUMERICAL METHODOLOGICAL ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Once the experimental campaign was concluded, with the geometrical information re-
ceived, diverse Finite Element models were developed for each test of the campaign. To con-
sider the material non linearities, Mazars damage model was considered, and a calibrations 
process was followed. The process had as its objective the calibration of Mazars damage 
model parameters (Isotropic scalar damage model), with the Levenberg – Marquardt algo-
rithm,[16], in order to capture the force – displacement curves course and to visualize and 
evaluate the resulting damage coming of the specimens at the end of the experimental cam-
paign on macro – models, [17]–[21].

The model for the analysis and calibration of Mazars damage model was constituted by 
3887 nodes and 16930 tetrahedral elements. For the load-bearing model, the nodes number 
arrives at 4231 while the tetrahedral elements are 16445. The left side panel substitutes the 
place of the two hydraulic heads with an equivalent plate. The decision to model this part was 
to reduce possible errors of the calculation by mesh incompatibilities. The loading was given
at the top and left face of the equivalent steel plates of the model while the bottom side is 
fixed (Figure 7).
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Figure 7: Macromodel geometry and mesh representation

Figure 7: Comparison between the experimental and numerical force - displacement curves 
(kN - mm), results of the macro-modelling approach.
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The results of the calibration by the Levenberg – Marquardt algorithm, obtained under the 
form of force – displacement curves and the fit with the experimental curves is shown in Fig-
ure 8 and the values product of the optimization process in Table 2. In all cases, it was possi-
ble to capture the progress of the compression – shearing with discrepancies shown for 
Wall#2 and Wall#3 that was caused by progressive disaggregation of the materials during the 
experimental tests.

Wall # E
(MPa) ν At Ac Bt Bc k E0

(10-5)
Error
(%)

(1) 4049.3 0.243 1.120 0.158 5020 99.3 0.808 5.66 1.56
(2) 3000.0 0.400 1.170 0.843 6800 0.10 1.090 0.108 3.69
(3) 4843.8 0.150 0.460 0.223 7260 104.0 0.700 0.0276 3.94
(4) 8000.0 0.400 0.191 0.017 14000 136.0 0.258 40.40 13.21

Table 2: Calibration results of Mazars damage model parameters

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8: Numerical damage evolution for (a) Wall#1, (b) Wall#2, (c) Wall#3, (d) Wall#4.

The damage of the numerical models is concentrated to the upper-right and lower-left sides 
of the specimens and evolves later in the middle part of the specimens where the diagonal 
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damage is evident. In comparison to the actual damaged state of the specimens, visually the 
damage is found to evolve diagonally and at the base of the specimen, so the numerical prop-
agation in this point seems to be visually in good correspondence as can be seen in Figure 8.
The damage evolution is initially concentrated in the inverse diagonal in respect to the exper-
imental schemes. While the shearing process continues so does the damage in the correct di-
agonal direction and it is at that point that it corresponds to the results of the campaign. 

6 CONCLUSIONS

The studies of the present work are carried out to assess the mechanical behavior of ma-
sonry walls build utilizing the “Scaglia Rossa” stone, a material typical of the area that encir-
cles the Apennine regions between Umbria and Marche in Central Italy. Diverse experimental 
tests and numerical analyses by finite element method were performed with the aim to pro-
vide quantitative indications for the professionals that are involved in the reconstruction and 
rehabilitation works in the area affected by the renowned earthquake of Central Italy in 2016. 
The experimental campaign involved several tests on the constructed masonry composite that 
was reconstructed using techniques adopted in 1950’s and 1960’s. The specimens, in presence 
of shear loading, demonstrated an evident fragile behavior connected with the diagonal failure 
due to compression and shearing deformations. This characteristic mechanism was observed 
in all investigated cases. Also, several finite element models were developed aiming to repro-
duce the resulting data of the experimental campaign. This work was assisted by a calibration 
process by the Levenberg – Marquardt algorithm to fit the numerical process on the experi-
mental results and validate if Mazars damage model can reproduce the specimen’s evolution 
of damage. The results obtain under the form of force – displacement curves on a macro –
modelling approach and reproduced the experimental behavior visually. The summary of both 
experimental and numerical approaches appear to be of importance in order to define the non-
linear and numerical behavior of the material “Scaglia Rossa” masonry, in order to be utilized 
under design orders for specific restoration projects whose focus is based on structural fragili-
ties featuring the recent seismic activities.
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Abstract

The seismic vulnerability of masonry towers is a critical research field and it has an im-
portant role in the preservation of worldwide conservation of such kind of masonry building. 
Indeed, masonry towers have a very high seismic vulnerability and are often located in high 
seismic hazard zones.  Researches about this topic have become even more frequent in the 
last decades. However, the results about the seismic behaviour of the masonry towers are still 
limited and further researches are needed. This paper aims to study the value of the behav-
iour factor (usually called q-factor or R-factor) of ancient masonry tower-like structures. This 
parameter provides quantitative information about the ductility of the tower and it can be 
computed by the capacity curve of the structure. In particular, the pushover curve can be bi-
linearized, and the q-factor can be computed according to the equal dis-placement or equal 
energy rule. The bilinearization of the capacity curve implies the knowledge of the ultimate 
displacement, whose computation is not a trivial task for this kind of structures because the 
capacity curves usually computed for such structures are apparently infinite ductility curves 
and the ultimate displacement cannot be directly computed.  Therefore, an innovative pusho-
ver method (called “manual” pushover) has been formulated and implemented in a Matlab® 
code to achieve the q-factor computation goal. The tower is modelled by a vertical cantilever 
beam with lumped plasticity and it is loaded by self-weight and a user-defined horizontal dis-
tributed load profile. The non-linearities are modelled by the Moment-Curvature diagram of 
the cross-section where the plasticity is lumped. These cross-sections are positioned along the 
height of the tower splitting it into parts as uniform as possible in material and geometry 
characteristics. It allows considering the influence of openings and irregularities. The capaci-
ty curve is built by curvature control; it is similar to a displacement control and it allows to 
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capture the softening branch and, consequently, to compute the ultimate dis-placement. This 
method is quick, computationally light and it has been properly benchmarked with FEM re-
sults. The obtained capacity curve fits the request of the q-factor computation method pre-
sented above. It is worth noting that the Moment-Curvature diagrams have been computed by 
a Matlab code based on digital image processing. In particular, it can read the geometry of a 
generic cross-section through its digital image representation and it automatically computes 
the diagram according to equilibrium, compatibility and energy considerations. Finally, the 
q-factor value has been computed for various real case-studies highlighting its strong varia-
bility on the tower geometry (e.g. slenderness and shear area). The results have been com-
pared with the suggested behaviour factor given by the Italian Guidelines for Built Heritage 
(2011) and it has been found that the code suggestions overestimate the tower ductility and 
they are too limited.

Keywords: masonry towers; earthquake; simplified models; pushover; Matlab; behaviour 
factor.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The seismic vulnerability of masonry towers is a critical research field and it has an im-
portant role in the preservation of worldwide conservation of such kind of masonry building. 
Indeed, masonry towers have a very high seismic vulnerability and are often located in high 
seismic hazard zones.  Researches about this topic have become even more frequent in the last 
decades. However, the results about the seismic behaviour of the masonry towers are still lim-
ited and further researches are needed.

Masonry towers have usually shown high seismic vulnerability [1–6] and their seismic re-
sponse is complex and depends on various parameters, both mechanical and geometrical. In 
[7,8], the authors have demonstrated that five collapse mechanisms (Figure 1) are the most 
likely to occur and they depend on both slenderness and shear area. 

a) n.1: vertical split-
ting in two parts

b) n.2: base rocking c) n.3: overturning 
with diagonal 
cracks (“a la Hey-
man”)

d)  n.4: a combina-
tion of splitting and 
diagonal overturn-
ing

e) n.5: base sliding

Figure 1 Collapse mechanism for masonry towers selected in [7] (images adapted from [7]).

Various analysis methods have been usually applied. Non-linear static and dynamic analy-
sis are the most diffused analysis tools and they have been fully and successfully used in 
[1,2,9–12]. Also, simplified methods have been introduced, like the kinematic limit analysis 
has shown its accuracy and efficiency in various studies (e.g. in [7,8,13,14]). More sophisti-
cated methods have been recently discovered, like the DEM modelling [7,15] or the Non-
Smooth Contact Dynamic method [16].

Towers specific features have been analysed too. In [17–19] is has been demonstrated the 
importance of the tower inclination in their seismic assessment, while the influence of the sur-
rounding buildings has been studied in [20].

This paper aims to study the value of the behaviour factor (usually called q-factor or R-
factor) of ancient masonry tower-like structures. This parameter provides quantitative infor-
mation about the ductility of the tower and it can be computed by the capacity curve of the 
structure. The capacity curve can be bi-linearized, and the behaviour factor may be computed 
according to the equal displacement rule or equal energy rule.

The bilinearization of the capacity curve implies the knowledge of the ultimate displace-
ment, whose computation is not a trivial task for this kind of structures because the capacity 
curves usually computed by FE simulations for such structures are apparently infinite ductility 
curves and the ultimate displacement cannot be directly computed.

To achieve this goal, an innovative pushover method has been developed by the authors
and it has been called “manual” pushover analysis. It is based on the modelling of the tower 
as a cantilever beam with lumped plasticity and it is loaded by self-weight and a user-defined 
horizontal distributed load profile.

De Iasio, Alessandro, Wang Peixuan, Milani, Gabriele and Ghiassi, Bahman 
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The non-linearities are modelled by the Moment-Curvature diagram of the cross-section 
where the plasticity is lumped. These cross-sections are positioned along the height of the 
tower splitting it into parts as uniform as possible in material and geometry characteristics. It 
allows considering the influence of openings and irregularities.

The capacity curve is built by curvature control; it is similar to a displacement control and 
it allows to capture the softening branch and, consequently, to compute the ultimate displace-
ment. This method is quick, computationally light and it has been properly benchmarked with 
FEM results. The obtained capacity curve fits the request of the q-factor computation method 
presented above. The Moment-Curvature diagrams have been computed by a Matlab code 
based on digital image processing. In particular, it can read the geometry of a generic cross-
section through its digital image representation and it automatically computes the diagram 
according to equilibrium, compatibility and energy considerations. 

Finally, the q-factor value has been computed for various real case-studies highlighting its 
strong variability on the tower geometry (e.g. slenderness and shear area). The results have 
been compared with the suggested behaviour factor given by the Italian Guidelines for Built 
Heritage (2011) and it has been found that the code suggestions overestimate the tower ductil-
ity and they are too limited. In particular, the suggestion made by the Italian Guidelines pro-
vides a double choice for the behaviour factor value: equal to 3.6 for regular towers and 2.8 
for irregular ones. This value is used in the LV1 procedure proposed by guidelines, which is a 
method to quickly study the seismic vulnerability of such structures. The behaviour factor 
value is inversely proportional to the applied inertia horizontal forces; therefore its overesti-
mation may lead to unsafe results. Similar final considerations have been produced also in 
[21].

A real case-study will be considered: a Chinese masonry pagoda (the Longhu Pagoda). It 
is the case study presented in [22], in which several FE pushover analyses have been carried 
out. These data will be used in this paper.

Figure 2 Lumped plasticity model for the "manual" PO applied to the Longhu Pagoda.

The structure of this paper is as follow. Section 2 will briefly present the “manual” pusho-
ver method and its validation. Finally, in Section 3 the assessment of the behaviour factor 
value is reported. Discussions and conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2 THE “MANUAL” PUSHOVER ANALYSIS

Unfortunately, pushover analysis often needs sophisticated FE tools. Thus, a simplified
pushover method is presented for masonry towers seismic assessment. The computational cost 
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is lower, and no FE software are needed. A similar method but with different algorithms and 
analysis tools has been proposed in [23].

The tower is modelled as a cantilever beam with lumped plasticity. The plastic properties 
are considered through the Moment-Curvature (M-χ) diagram where the plasticity is lumped. 
The tower body is split into n parts, posing the horizontal cutting, particularly at openings and 
irregularities. Each part has to be as uniform as possible in geometry and materials, similarly 
to what is suggested by Italian guidelines [24] to apply the LV1 analysis. An example is rep-
resented in Figure 2.

The M-χ diagram has been computed by a Matlab subroutine the author has created that 
can compute specific cross-sections properties based on a digital image processing of cross-
section itself and equilibrium equations (a specific study will be published on this algorithm
by the authors, an example is shown in Figure 3). The diagram is computed by considering a
compressive axial force equal to the weight of the tower above the cross-section itself. The 
material model is implemented through a non-linear stress-strain relationship with softening 
both in tension and compression. Figure 4 shows the implemented stress-strain relationship, 
while Table 1 reports the main mechanical parameters. The material properties have been
supposed according to the usual values of masonry models.

Figure 3 Example of the implemented M- χ diagrams. Figure 4 The implemented stress-strain relationship.

Density 
[kg/m3]

Young’s Modulus

[MPa]

Poisson’s Coeff. 
[-] [MPa] [MPa]

2000 1600 0.2 1.5 0.075

Table 1 Main mechanical parameters.

The proposed “Manual” pushover analysis is performed in curvature control. It is a sort of 
displacement control method that allows capturing the softening branch. The curvature is 
progressively increased in a chooses cross-section (i.e. the first one that would fail, named 
controlled cross-section). Both G1 and G2 (Figure 5) load distributions have been used. The 
structure is statically determined, thus the bending moment diagram depends only on 
equilibrium considerations and its expression will never lose its validity during the whole 
analysis procedure. The usual formulas used to compute the bending moment distribution on a 
cantilever beam have been used. The external horizontal load is progressively incremented 
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and the equilibrium at each step is achieved. Through the bending moment at each cross-
section and the related M-χ diagrams, the curvature distribution is computed along the height 
and, subsequently the top displacement. Finally, the capacity curve is obtained by the base 
shear and the top displacement at each step.

Figure 5 G1 and G2 load distributions.

The horizontal load value decrease after that the structure strength reaches its pick and the 
same happen to the bending moment distribution. However, while in the controlled cross-
section the curvature is continuously increased, the other cross-sections experience a decreas-
ing in bending moment and the same happens to the curvature: linear unloading is implement-
ed for them. 

The method has been applied to real case-studies and its results have been compared to ca-
pacity curves obtained by FE simulations. It is the Longhu Pagoda which is a Chinese mason-
ry pagoda and it is the case study presented in [22]. The data collected in this latter study are 
presented here to show the validity of the “manual” pushover method.

Figure 6 The pagoda models.

In [22] peculiar considerations have been made on the slenderness influence by building 
two fictitious models of the pagoda adding and removing two floors. In this way, the interiors 
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and mass distribution are still plausible. The three models are shown in Figure 6 and the inter-
ested reader is remanded to [22] for further details about them. Therefore, three case-studies 
will be presented in the following. The material model is reported in Figure 4 and Table 1.
Both G1 and G2 load cases have been considered and the pushovers have been carried out 
along the z+ direction only (Figure 6).

The “manual” pushover results have been compared with the FEM pushover capacity 
curves presented in [22] and carried in the Abaqus environment. The material models are sim-
ilar in terms of a stress-strain relationship. Figures 7-9 shows the comparison between the ca-
pacity curves for the three models. The “Load Factor” is the ratio between the total base shear 
and the total weight of the structure. A new phenomenon is here present: the snap-back of the 
top displacement in the last phases of the analysis. This novelty has been possible to be 
caught only thanks to the special pushover control parameter used (i.e. the curvature control 
in the worst cross-section). Apart from the “+2 Model”, in which the predictions of the two 
methods differ, in the other cases good agreement is achieved. These results will be used to 
compute the behaviour factor of the pagoda. 

Figure 7 Abaqus vs Manual POs: original model. Figure 8 Abaqus vs Manual POs: “-2 Model”.

Figure 9 Abaqus vs Manual POs: “+2 Model”.

3 THE BEHAVIOUR FACTOR OF THE TOWER

To estimate the q-factor it has been decided to use the bi-linearization of the capacity curve 
and then to apply the equal displacement rule or the equal energy rule. The bi-linearization 
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procedure is taken from the Italian building code [25] and its schematization is shown in Fig-
ure 10. It is a function of the frequency content of the seismic action (its elastic-response 
spectrum) and the natural period of the structure. 

Figure 10 Equivalent bi-linear curve (adapted from [25]). Figure 11 Equal displacement criterion (adapted 
from [26]).

In particular, considering the elastic system and the elastic-plastic system (Figure 11), they 
are related between each other according to the value of the natural period of the structure and 
the period , which is the upper limit of the period of the constant spectral acceleration 
branch in the elastic response spectrum that represents the seismic demand (as defined in the 
Eurocode 8 [27]). In this case (according to the spectrum defined by the Chinese 
Building Code [28] for the site of the pagoda and presented in [22]). Two cases can be de-
fined:

a. : the ultimate displacement is the same between the elastic and the elastic-
plastic system (Figure 11) (“equal displacement” criterion).

b. : the deformation energy is the same between the elastic and the elastic-plastic 
system (“equal energy” criterion).

The q-factor can be computed by Eq. (1).

(1)

where . Note that  if .

This method has been applied to the capacity curves obtained from the “manual” pusho-
vers. As an example, the computations made on the capacity curve related to the “manual” 
pushover performed on the original model along the z+ direction with a G1 load distribution 
is shown in detail (Table 2 and Figure 12). Table 3 report the behaviour factors computed for 
each case. It is worth noting that the behaviour factor changes as the applied load and the 
height change. Moreover, the value computed for the “+2  Model” might be furtherly studied 
due to the discrepancy between the “manual” pushover and the FE capacity curves.

It is noticeable that the behaviour factor values presented in Table 3 are lower than the val-
ues proposed by the Italian guidelines [24] and they are different from each other. This means 
that what is suggested in [24] may lead to unsafe and unrealistic results in terms of seismic 
vulnerability. Indeed, the Italian guidelines [24] propose two values of the behaviour factor: 
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3.6 for regular towers and 2.8 for irregular ones and these suggestions are not confirmed by 
this research. 

FMAX

[g]

FY

[g]

dY

[m]

dU

[m]

T

[s]

TC

[s]

μ

[-]

q

[-]

0.14 0.131 0.039 0.09 0.6537 0.4 2.398 2.398

Table 2 q-factor assessment for the original model case (G1 load).

Figure 12 Capacity curve and the relative equivalent bilinear curve for the original model case (G1 load).

Model Load Case q

[-]

original G1 2.398
original G2 1.883

-2 G1 2.578
-2 G2 2.095
+2 G1 1.503
+2 G2 1.485

Table 3 Behaviour factor’s values

4 CONCLUSIONS

This paper has studied the value of the behaviour factor of masonry towers through an in-
novative pushover method that allows to capture the softening branch and thus, to apply the 
bi-linearization procedure to the capacity curve to compute the behaviour factor. 

The behaviour factor values have been computed for some case-studies: three Chinese ma-
sonry pagodas with different slenderness. The behaviour factor has been computed by the ca-
pacity curves of these structures obtained from the application of the “manual” pushover 
method using both a G1 and G2 load distribution.

The computed values of the behaviour factors show that the suggestions of the Italian 
guidelines may underestimate it. Indeed, the Italian guidelines [24] propose two values of the 
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behaviour factor: 3.6 for regular towers and 2.8 for irregular ones and these suggestions are 
not confirmed by this research. 

Therefore, further analysis of this topic may be useful to better quantify the behaviour fac-
tor of masonry towers and to propose new guidelines. Indeed, the simple and reliable formula 
may be very useful for practitioners for the safety assessment of the masonry towers. Howev-
er, this study has shown that the behaviour factor may depend on several factors, among them 
the geometry of the structures. To assess these dependencies, further researches will be need-
ed.
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Abstract 

The seismic vulnerability of masonry chimneys is a critical research topic, and it has an im-
portant role in the preservation of such kind of structural type. Indeed, masonry chimneys 
have a very high seismic vulnerability and are sometimes located in high seismic hazard 
zones. Researches about this topic have become even more frequent in the last decades. How-
ever, the results are still limited, and further studies are needed. This paper aims to study the 
seismic behaviour of a 20th-century masonry chimney located in Spain, focusing on its ulti-
mate behaviour. In particular, various FE pushover analyses have been carried out in 
Abaqus/CAE using a quite accurate 3D model of the chimney. The pushover analyses have 
been made along the four principal directions, and both G1 and G2 load distributions have 
been applied. The material properties have been chosen according to previous studies carried 
out on similar structures because no specific experimental data were available. The obtained 
capacity curves have been compared with each other, and the main weak points of the chim-
ney have been pointed out. Finally, a sensitivity analysis has been done to better understand 
the influence of the viscosity parameter on the pushover results in terms of ultimate capacity 
and computational effort. The latter one is an input value of the Concrete Damage Plasticity 
model, an Abaqus built-in material model, widely used to represent the non-linear behaviour 
of masonry structures. 

Keywords: masonry chimneys; earthquake; pushover; Finite Element Method; CDP; viscosi-
ty parameter; computational effort 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The seismic vulnerability of masonry chimneys is a critical research topic, and it has an 
important role in the worldwide conservation of such kind of masonry structures. Indeed, ma-
sonry chimneys have a very high seismic vulnerability and are often located in high seismic 
hazard zones.  Researches about this topic have become even more frequent in the last dec-
ades. However, the results about the seismic behaviour of the chimneys are still limited, and 
further research is needed. 

Generally, masonry tower-like structures have usually shown high seismic vulnerability 
[1–6]; their seismic response is complex and depends on various parameters, both mechanical 
and geometrical. Different analysis methods have been usually applied. Non-linear static and 
dynamic analysis are the most used analysis tools, and they have been fully and successfully 
used in [1,2,7–10]. Also, simplified methods have been introduced, like the kinematic limit 
analysis has shown its accuracy and efficiency in various studies (e.g. in [11–14]). [15–17] 
have demonstrated the importance of the tower inclination in their seismic assessment, while 
the influence of the surrounding buildings has been studied in [18].  

Chimneys are usually brickwork structures, and their typical high slenderness makes them 
very vulnerable when subjected to horizontal actions: it has been highlighted in [19] that such 
structures may be affected by several actions, and among them, earthquakes play a significant 
role. Therefore, their ductility against horizontal loads is crucial. Specific studies on these 
structures have been presented in [5,19–25]. 

This paper aims to study the ultimate behaviour of such structures by using some pushover 
analysis carried out with Abaqus/CAE and applied to a real case-study: a 20th-century mason-
ry chimneys located in Villar del Arzobispo (Spain) (Figure 1). It is almost 28m high, and the 
base edge is 2.4m long. The base cross-section is a square and became octagonal after almost 
5m from the ground. A small opening is present on one of the base facades, and it is directly 
connected with the flue, which runs from the base to the top of the chimney with the same 
shape as the exteriors. Figure 2 shows the 2D technical drawing of the chimney. 

Figure 1: The chimney located in Villar del Arzobispo (Spain) used as a case-study of this research. 
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Figure 2: Technical drawing of the Villar del Arzobispo’s chimney. 

Different POs analyses have been produced, loading the chimney along the four principal 
directions and using both the G1 and G2 load distributions (Figure 3). The material properties 
have been chosen according to previous studies carried out on similar structures because no 
specific experimental data were available. The plastic properties have been considered 
through the Concrete Damage Plasticity (CDP) model, an Abaqus built-in material model, 
widely used to represent the non-linear behaviour of masonry structures. The results have 
been used to compare the capacity curves between each other and point out the chimney’s 
main weak points. Finally, a sensitivity analysis has been done on the viscosity parameter. 
The latter one is a numerical input value of the CDP, and it helps the analysis’s steps to con-
verge by smoothing the yield surface. It has been often highlighted that the viscosity parame-
ter increment tends to overestimate the ultimate capacity (e.g. in [26]). On the other hand, the 
decreasing of the viscosity parameter increase the computational effort; therefore, a sensitivity 
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analysis on this parameter may be helpful to better understand the influence of this parameter 
on the pushover results. 

Figure 3: G1 and G2 load distributions. 

The structure of this paper is as follow. Section 2 will briefly present the pushover results 
related to the analyses carried out on the four principal directions with fixed model properties, 
while, in Section 3, the influence of some numerical parameters has been presented. Discus-
sions and conclusions are drawn in Section 4. 

2 THE FE PUSHOVER RESULTS 

The pushover analyses have been carried out on a 3D Finite Element model in 
Abaqus/CAE [27]. The FE model uses a 3D representation of the actual chimney geometry 
(Figure 4), which has been built in the Autodesk Inventor environment starting from the 
available 2D drawings. 

Figure 4: 3D model of the chimney case-study. 

It has been decided to adopt a macro-modelling approach, and, in light of this latter choice, 
solid, homogeneous, and isotropic properties have been applied to the whole chimney body. 
The material properties have been chosen following the study presented in [20], and the main 
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mechanical parameters are shown in Table 1. The material non-linearities have been modelled 
employing the Concrete Damage Plasticity (CDP) model, whose main parameters are reported 
in Table 1 Main mechanical parameters. 

. The compressive behaviour has been modelled by a brickwork feasible stress-strain rela-
tionship (Figure 5), while the fracture energy approach has been used for the tensile behaviour 
(Figure 6). The fracture energy has been computed by Eq. (1) as suggested in [28], and it is 
equal to 8.1 N/m. 

G=0.025 (2st)0.7 (1) 

Density r 
[kg/m3] 

Young’s Modulus E 
[MPa] 

Poisson’s ratio n 
[-] 

sc 
[MPa] 

st 
[MPa] 

1800 1500 0.15 3.5 0.1

Table 1 Main mechanical parameters. 

Dilatation Angle Eccentricity fb0/fc0 Kc Viscosity parameter 

10° 0.1 1.16 0.667 0.0005

Table 2 Main parameters for the CDP 

Figure 5: Compressive stress-strain branch to define 
the compressive CDP part in Abaqus. 

Figure 6: The post-failure tensile stress-fracture energy 
curve used to define the tensile CDP part in Abaqus. 

The chimney body has been meshed through the Abaqus’s automesh command. A seed 
dimension equal to 0.2m has been input, and linear tetrahedral elements of type C3D4 has 
been chosen. The model has a total number of 17289 nodes and 79666 elements. Figure 7 
shows the meshed body, being possible to see that the discretisation is very refined. The ele-
ment dimension may be considered adequate since the elements are linear.  

The pushover analyses have been carried out along the four principal directions applying a 
G1 load distribution and along the z+ direction involving a G2 load distribution. The capacity 
curves have been built using the Load Factor (which is the ratio between the base shear and 
the total weight of the structure) and the horizontal displacement of a control point located at 
the top of the chimney. Both the letter quantities are related to the pushover direction. Fur-
thermore, the tensile damage maps have been analysed.  

Figure 8 shows the pushover analyses’ capacity curves along the four principal directions 
using a G1 load distribution. It is worth noting that the four curves almost coincide; therefore, 
the singularities of the chimney body, i.e. the small opening at the base, doesn’t play a crucial 
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role in the seismic response (differently from [26], in which it has been shown that the open-
ing at the base of the case-study pagoda constitutes a weak point for the overall dynamic re-
sponse). Figure 9, instead, presents a comparison between the G1 and the G2 loads’ 
application along the z+ direction. As expected, the ultimate capacity in the latter case is 
higher.  

Figure 7: The meshed model .with 3D elements 
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Figure 8: Capacity curves of the pushovers along the four principal directions. 

Figure 9: Comparison between the G1 and G2 loads’ application along the z+ direction. 

It could be interesting to highlight the phases of the damage spread. All the cases behave 
qualitatively similar due to the approximative axial symmetry of the structure; thus, the dam-
age evolution of the z+ case is taken as an example and presented in Figure 10. It is shown 
how the loss of linearity is due to some horizontal cracks born on the tended fibres at a height 
between 5m and 9m; then, an additional horizontal crack born at the base. The plateau is ap-
proached when the aforementioned cracks spread and propagate as inclined along the faces 
parallel to the pushover load until collapse.  Moreover, it is worth noting that the most critical 
sections are those at a quota between 5m and 9m. The damage maps suggest that a collapse 
mechanism based on a plastic hinge mechanism is activated. Based on [11], it is one of the 
most probable collapse mechanisms in tower-like structures under seismic actions when the 
structural slenderness is considerable. 
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a) Tens. Dam. 1 b) Tens. Dam. 2 c) Tens. Dam. 3 d) Tens. Dam. 4

e) Capacity curve

Figure 10: Damage evolution in z+ pushover. 

3 SENSITIVITY ANALYSES ON THE VISCOSITY PARAMETER 

A sensitivity analysis is proposed to highlight how the viscosity parameter value influences 
the analysis’s results. The authors decided to select the G1 load and the z+ direction and vary-
ing the viscosity parameter only (the used values are shown in Table 3). 

Viscosity parameter 

0.001 

0.0005 

0.0001 

0.00005 

Table 3: Viscosity parameter’s values used for the sensitivity analysis 

Figure 11 shows the results of the sensitivity analysis. It is noticeable that the ultimate ca-
pacity significantly increases when the viscosity parameter is incremented. Moreover, the ca-
pacity curve’s length is directly proportional to the viscosity parameter’s value (the total load 

1 
2 3 

4 
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increments number is fixed to 1200). The authors expected both the latter facts since the vis-
cosity parameter smooth the yield surface and helps the steps’ convergence and speed up. In-
creasing the viscosity parameter also increases the efficiency of the analysis by allowing 
larger load increments at each step but overestimate the ultimate capacity. Therefore, those 
who use the Concrete Damage Plasticity model in their studies must be aware of that and crit-
ically analyse the analyses’ results also in light of the selected viscosity parameter’s value. 

Figure 11: Sensitivity analysis on the viscosity parameter value. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

This study has presented some FE simulations carried out on a real 20th-century masonry 
chimney located in Villar del Arzobispo (Spain). Pushover analyses have been carried out us-
ing the FE software Abaqus/CAE on a quite accurate 3D model of the case-study. Different 
simulations have been presented: various pushover analyses along the chimney along the four 
principal directions, using both G1 and G2 load distributions. The material properties have 
been chosen according to previous studies carried out on similar structures because no specif-
ic experimental data were available, and the plastic properties have been represented through 
the Concrete Damage Plasticity (CDP) model, which is an Abaqus built-in material model, 
widely used to represent the non-linear behaviour of masonry structures.  

The results have been used to compare the capacity curves between each other and point 
out that the main weak points of the chimney are the cross-sections at a quota between 5m and 
9m. Finally, a sensitivity analysis has been done on the viscosity parameter. The latter one is a 
numerical input value of the CDP, and it helps the analysis’s steps to converge by smoothing 
the yield surface. It has been often highlighted that the viscosity parameter increment tends to 
overestimate the ultimate capacity. On the other hand, the decreasing of the viscosity parame-
ter increase the computational cost; therefore, a sensitivity analysis on this parameter may be 
helpful to better understand the influence of this parameter on the pushover results. Results 
confirmed that the viscosity parameter significantly affects the ultimate capacity. 

This paper aims to present an overview of the seismic vulnerability of the selected case-
study. These results allowed to estimate the order of magnitude of the collapse acceleration 
and the main weak points of the structure. Moreover, the results have shown the importance 
of the modelling choices in terms of numerical parameters of the material model. However, 
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different windows remain open, and the authors intend to continue the research work carrying 
out non-linear dynamic analyses with both real and artificial accelerogram and testing innova-
tive and simplified methods that would allow fast analyses (which might be useful in case of 
scale campaigns) or the calculation of the ultimate displacements needed to carry out eventual 
Displacement Based Design procedures. In this framework, simplified beam models or kine-
matic limit analysis procedures might be applied. 
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Abstract 

This paper highlights the main objectives and some of the results of an extensive structural 
health monitoring (SHM) project recently started in Khiva, Uzbekistan. The research team 
consisted of experts from the University of California, Berkeley (Berkeley, USA) and Urgench 
State University (Urgench, Uzbekistan). The paper presents results for the Juma Mosque in 
Itchan Kala. The structural health monitoring project was planned as a comprehensive study 
consisting of three major phases. In Phase 1, a terrestrial laser scanner was deployed to cap-
ture 3D geometry and identify anomalies in the monument’s geometry. In this phase, the 
monument’s geometry was captured as a collection of points, the so-called “point clouds”. In 
Phase 2, a finite-element (FE) model based on the as-found geometry of the point clouds was 
generated. This model was generated to optimize placement of the conventional instruments 
to be used in Phase 3. A number of structural anomalies were discovered during Phase 1 and 
all of them are incorporated into the FE model. In Phase 3, there is a plan to monitor the 
monument by means of conventional instruments (accelerometers, displacement transducers, 
temperature gages and others). Accelerometers will be used to measure the resonant frequen-
cies due to ambient vibrations. Displacement transducers will be used along with temperature 
gages to monitor the opening and closing of cracks under different thermal conditions and to 
measure the long-term growth trends of the cracks. The FE model will be updated based on 
the results of Phase 3. Preservation and restoration strategies will be developed based on the 
performance of the FE model under static and dynamic loads.  

Keywords: Heritage Building Preservation, Laser Scanning, Finite Element Modelling, 
Structural Dynamics. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This paper presents some of the results of the ongoing structural health monitoring pro-
gram being conducted in Khiva, Uzbekistan. This paper focuses on the finite element (FE) 
modelling of the Juma Mosque in Itchan Kala, the inner city of Khiva. The main objective of 
the modelling is to develop an accurate representation of the actual monument so it can be 
investigated for seismic loading. The geometry of the FE model is based on the 3D point 
cloud collected during Phase 1 of the project. The main objective of Phase 2 is to generate a 
FE model with some assumptions about material properties. The next phase (Phase 3) will 
include field studies by means of conventional instruments: accelerometers, displacement 
transducers and thermocouples, to name a few. Since the number of instruments is limited and 
the access duration to the site is tight, the locations of the instruments need to be optimized to 
collect valuable information with the limited resources and within a reasonable timeframe. 
The results of this portion of the work are discussed herein. The model will be updated later 
based on the results of Phase 3. 

2 GEOMETRY BASED ON POINT CLOUDS 

The results of Phase 1 were published earlier [1]. As presented in Figure 1, the heritage 
structure consists of a courtyard surrounded by walls and a minaret incorporated into its north 
wall. The courtyard is covered by a roof that is supported by numerous timber columns. The 
heritage structure was scanned by ScanStation C10 from Leica Geosystems [2] and the so-
called registration of the point clouds was conducted in Cyclone [3], also from Leica Geosys-
tems.   

a) Aerial view from Google Maps b) Point cloud

Figure 1: Juma Mosque [1]. 

3 MODELLING OF MINARET 

The minaret was modelled in SAP2000 [4] by utilizing solid 3D elements and some results 
were published earlier [5]. In this study of the minaret the interaction of the minaret with the 
walls was not considered and as such, the monument was studied as a stand-alone structure as 
presented in Figure 2. In this paper, the minaret’s model is integrated into the walls of the her-
itage structure. From the analysis of the point clouds, it was observed that the minaret’s axis is 
inclined in respect to the vertical gravitational axis. This imperfection is included into the 
model discussed herein. 
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a) Bottom (left) and top (right) sections b) 3D mesh

Figure 2: Model of minaret [5]. 

4 MODELLING OF WALLS 

The walls of the heritage structure were also modelled in SAP2000 [4] by utilizing solid 
3D elements. A global view of the heritage structure with a vertical reference plane crossing 
the wall is presented in Figure 3a. A plane view of the typical cross section of the wall’s point 
cloud is presented in Figure 3b. In this image, a spacing between the grid lines is 0.25 m and 
one of the vertical grid lines is selected to be parallel to the inner wall. Based on the image, 
the following was concluded. First, the overall height of the wall is about 5 m and the roof 
starts at about 4 m. Second, the wall thickness at the very bottom is about 1.0 m and about 
0.75 m at the roof level. Third, the outer surface of the wall has a slope in respect to a vertical 
line. Fourth, the inner surface of the wall is very close to vertical.  

a) Section in 3D point cloud b) View in X-Z plane

Figure 3: Typical geometry of wall’s cross section. 

The overall length of the north wall is presented in Figure 4. A length of each wall was 
published earlier [1] and the corner locations are shown in Figure 5. All of this information 
was used in the generation of the FE model.  
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Figure 4: Overall length of north wall. 

Figure 5: Plan view at Z=4.85 m: corner locations. 

The openings in the north and east walls shown in Figure 6 were also taken into account. 
The opening in the north wall right next to the minaret serves as the main entrance into the 
heritage structure. 
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a) East wall b) North wall

Figure 6: Wall openings. 

5 MODELLING OF ROOF DIAPHRAGM 

The roof diaphragm was modelled by shell elements in SAP2000. Based on the measure-
ments of the point clouds, the spacing between the columns was very close to 3 m as present-
ed in Figure 7a. A typical view inside of the courtyard is presented in Figure 7b. A proper 
selection of the boundary conditions closely replicating the support columns is very important 
to ensure that the model closely represents the heritage structure. In the majority of cases the 
column has a narrow end at its bottom, which is installed into a stone or concrete footing as 
presented in Figure 8a. The interface between the narrow end and the concrete or stone is 
packed with a soft material as presented in Figure 8b. Therefore, it was assumed that the col-
umns are free to rock and as such, roller type boundary conditions were assumed under the 
roof diaphragm at the locations of the columns. 

a) Spacing between columns b) Typical inside view in the courtyard

Figure 7: Support columns. 
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a) Typical layout of columns b) Boundary conditions at bottom of columns

Figure 8: Support columns: details. 

There are two skylights in the roof as presented in Figure 9. They were also introduced into 
the roof model as openings in the diaphragm.  

a) Two skylights b) Typical dimensions

Figure 9: Skylights in roof diaphragm. 

6 FINITE ELEMENT MODEL 

A final model of the heritage structure that consists of the walls, minaret and roof dia-
phragm is presented in Figure 10a. It was assumed that there is a rigid connection between 
these major components of the model. A modal analysis was performed. A typical result 
showing the first modal shape is presented in Figure 10b. The first modal shape is associated 
with the first flexural vibration mode of the minaret.   

The second mode was also associated with the first flexural mode of the conical body in a 
horizontal plane orthogonal to the one of the first mode as presented in Figure 11a. The third 
mode was also associated with the minaret’s vibrational mode and corresponded to a second 
mode of the conical body as presented in Figure 11b. 

The fifth modal shape was associated with the minaret and represented the tortional mode 
of the vibrations of the conical body. The modal shapes 6, 7, and 8 corresponded to the higher 
modes of the minaret. Only starting from mode 9 a vibration mode of the walls was observed 
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as presented in Figure 12a. The modal shape of the east and west walls are shown in Figure 
12b. 

a) FE model b) 1st modal shape

Figure 10: FE model and 1st modal shape. 

a) 2nd modal shape b) 3rd modal shape

Figure 11: Typical results of modal analysis: minaret modes. 

a) 9th modal shape b) 11th modal shape

Figure 12: Typical results of modal analysis: wall modes. 
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Estimates of the following frequencies were obtained for the assumed material properties. 
The first resonant frequency of the minaret is about 2.2 Hz. The estimates of the resonant fre-
quencies of the walls were greater than 20 Hz. The resonant frequency of the roof is greater 
than 27 Hz. To capture the first three modes of the minaret the accelerometers in Phase 3 will 
be installed at the elevations shown in Figure 13. 

Figure 11: Typical results of modal analysis: wall modes. 

To capture the torsional mode of the minaret the accelerometers will be installed at diamet-
rically opposite locations of Elevation 0 and Elevation 3.   

7 CONCLUSIONS 

A detailed finite element model of the Juma Mosque in Uzbekistan was generated. The ge-
ometry of the heritage structure was obtained from the point clouds captured by a laser scan-
ner. Typical material properties for brick masonry and timber were assumed. The modal 
analysis of the FE revealed the following. 

The first eight resonant frequencies of the heritage structure are associated with various
flexural modes of the minaret. 

The wall frequencies are greater than 20 Hz.

The roof frequency is greater than 27 Hz.

A placement of accelerometers in the upcoming Phase 3 of the project was optimized
based on the analysis of modal shapes. The FE model will be updated after ambient vi-
bration studies of the heritage structure which is the main objective of Phase 3.
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Abstract

Advanced numerical modelling of the masonry “Apennine Church” of Santissimo Crocifisso 
in Pretare, Arquata del Tronto (AP), was here utilized to have an insight into the dynamic 
properties and behavior of the structure under strong nonlinear dynamic excitations. The ob-
jectives were achieved by comparing nonlinear dynamic analyses through discontinuous and 
continuous approaches. In the discrete element approach, the Non-Smooth Contact Dynamics 
method, implemented in LMGC90©, was applied, adopting a full 3D detailed discretization. 
The Church was schematized as an arrangement of discrete rigid blocks, subjected to sliding 
by friction and perfect plastic collisions, governed by Signorini’s impenetrability condition 
and dry-friction Coulomb’s law, with a null restitution coefficient. In the finite element ap-
proach, the Concrete Damaged Plasticity model available in Midas FEA NX© was involved.
This model allows reproducing the tensile cracking, the compressive crushing, and the degra-
dation of the material under cyclic loads. At the end, the structure exhibited a complex dy-
namic behavior, because of the geometrical nonlinearity and the non-smooth nature of the 
contact laws. Finally, the numerical analyses provided a valuable picture of the actual behav-
ior of the church, which is mandatory for future strengthening interventions.

Keywords: Masonry, Dynamics, Nonlinear Dynamic Analysis, Non-Smooth Contact Dynam-
ics Method, Concrete Damaged Plasticity.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Over the years Italy has seen a succession of strong and frequent seismic events. This pre-
disposition is because the peninsula is located on two tectonic plates, the Eurasian and the Af-
rican, which by pushing themselves accumulate energy that causes earthquakes when released.
The boundary line of these tectonic plates covers all the Apennines and the Alps, which are 
precisely the places where strong seismic events have developed most frequently. The most
recent sequence took place between 2016 and 2017 and hit the mountain area of four regions 
of Central Italy: Abruzzo, Lazio, Marche, and Umbria. As visible in Figure 1, the first strong 
shock of magnitude 6.0 was recorded on 24th August 2016 with epicenter between the munic-
ipalities of Accumoli, Amatrice and Arquata del Tronto. This was the shock that caused most 
of the damage to the town of Arquata del Tronto, in fact there was a level of damage of the X 
degree of the European Macroseismic Scale (EMC). In the following days and months, nine 
thousand tremors were recorded, of which nine with a magnitude equal to or greater than 5 [1].
Relevant were those of 26th October 2016 with magnitude 5.4 and epicenter between Castel-
santangelo sul Nera, Visso, Ussita and Preci and that of October 30th 2016 of magnitude 6.5 
with epicenter between Norcia, Castelsantangelo sul Nera and Preci.

Figure 1: The Central Italy seismic sequence of 2016 (source: http://itaca.mi.ingv.it) and the geographic location
of Pretare in the municipality of Arquata del Tronto (AP).
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The case study analyzed in this research work is the Santissimo Crocifisso Church located 
in Pretare, municipality of Arquata del Tronto in the province of Ascoli Piceno (AP) (Marche 
region, Central Italy). For its position near the epicenters of the main strong motions, the
structure suffered severe damages during the 2016 seismic sequence. To investigate in depth 
the nonlinear behavior of the structure, comparative work was carried out on continuous and 
discontinuous approaches applying the Concrete Damaged Plasticity (CDP) model and the 
Non-Smooth Contact Dynamics (NSCD) method, respectively. Other applications on towers
[2–5] and churches [6–8] are introduced in the literature, but a comparison of these methods
has not yet been developed.

2 HISTORICAL AND GEOMETRIC DESCRIPTION OF THE CHURCH

The origins of the Santissimo Crocifisso Church are not known and the first information 
showing its existence dates to the 15th century, when it was dedicated to Santa Maria della 
Cecca. During these years, the church was used sporadically and left in a state of neglect. The 
first restoration interventions were executed between 1910 and 1911. In these years, the
church was almost completely rebuilt, the interior paintings were realized and the two niches 
on the lateral walls were created. After this restoration, the church was dedicated to the San-
tissimo Crocifisso in honor of an ancient wooden crucifix recovered from the old parish. In 
1950 the church was deconsecrated and used as a parish theater. After the works of 1970 (re-
construction of the roof, reconstruction of the floor, and construction of the steeple in rein-
forced concrete (RC)) the church was reopened for worship. After the 1997 Umbria-Marche 
earthquake, the church presented extended damages. In the years 2014-2015 a new restoration 
was carried out, including interventions to improve the structural response. The masonry was 
reinforced with interventions of “scuci e cuci” and injection of mortar. A steel curb was in-
serted at the top main façade and the wooden roof was completely rebuilt. Finally, the church 
suffered severe damages following the 2016 Central Italy earthquakes, until its closure for
safeguard reasons. Indeed, after these events, the church exhibited deep cracks and masonry 
disaggregation damages on the upper part of the main façade and extended cracks at the con-
nections of the nave walls (see Figure 2). All of the masonry walls introduce the activation of 
overturning mechanisms.

Figure 2: Crack pattern of the Santissimo Crocifisso Church in Pretare (Arquata del Tronto, AP) after the earth-
quakes of 2016 on 1) the main façade and the 2) North and 3) West facades. 

From a geometric point of view, the structure introduces a rectangular plan measuring 
11.94 m x 7.24 m and it is covered by light vaults in camorcanna, as visible in Errore. L'ori-
gine riferimento non è stata trovata.. The structure reaches a maximum height of 10.59 m
in correspondence with the steeple. Two single arched openings are on the lateral sides of the 
nave and a semicircular opening is located above the portal of the main facade. The bearing 
masonry structure is characterized by local stone and travertine. The steeple and the curb at 
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the top of the main facade are built with reinforced concrete. Finally, the roof is made of 
chestnut wood.

Figure 3: Geometric configuration of the Santissimo Crocifisso Church in Pretare (Arquata del Tronto, AP).

3 COMPARISON OF THE FINITE AND DISCRETE ELEMENT
In this comparative work, the FEM and DEM modeling are used to analyze the case study.

Both models were subjected to nonlinear dynamic analyses considering the three main shocks 
of the 2016 Central Italy sequence: 24th August 2016, 26th October 2016, and 30th October
2016. The events recorded in the surrounding area of the church and in the epicenters were 
applied at the base of the FE and DE models in Figure 4. Strong motions of 10 seconds were
considered in sequence, with 5 seconds of rest among them.

F. Clementi, A. Ferrante, E. Giordano and S. Lenci 
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Figure 4: a) FE and b) DE models of the Santissimo Crocifisso Church in Pretare (Arquata del Tronto, AP).

3.1 Finite Element model

The continuous model was accurately reproduced using tetrahedral 3D elements of average 
size 0.4 m. In total the model is composed of 23020 elements, 6283 nodes and 19782 degrees 
of freedom (see Figure 4a). The foundations were simulated by preventing both the displace-
ments and the translations of the base nodes, while the presence of the camorcanna vaults was 
taken into consideration as an additional mass on the lateral walls of the nave.

To simulate the nonlinear behavior of the masonry, the Concrete Damage Plasticity Meth-
od (CDP) implemented in the Midas FEA NX© software was used. This type of modeling 
developed by Lubliner [9] and implemented by Lee & Fenves [10] was initially used for the 
study of reinforced concrete but subsequently proved to be optimal also for simulating fragile 
materials such as masonry [11,12].

Starting from the indications in the literature [13], it has been assumed that the masonry 
obeys a Drucker-Prager resistance criterion with an unassociated flow rule. The surface of this 
criterion was deformed through a coefficient Kc, to resemble that of Mohr-Coulomb, while 
the tip of the cone was beveled to avoid numerical convergence problems through an eccen-
tricity parameter. To consider, the ratio between biaxial and mono axial ultimate compressive
strength, it was considered with an appropriate ratio between fbo and fco. In addition, the dila-
tancy angle and the viscosity parameter were defined. The mechanical parameters applied in 
the CDP model are reported in Table 1. The nonlinear behavior of the masonry was defined 
assigning suitable inelastic mono-axial stress-strain curves in traction and compression.

Parameter Value
Dilatancy angle (°) 10
Eccentricity 0.1
fbo/fco 1.16
Kc 0.667
Viscosity Parameter 0

Table 1: Mechanical parameters of CDP model

3.2 Discrete Element model

The discontinuous model reproduces the masonry structure through an assembly of 3D 
blocks modeled similarly to the existing masonry texture. The complex model is composed by
a total of 7636 blocks (see Figure 4b).

The NSCD method belongs to the family of DE models, distinguishing from the classical 
Distinct Element Method (DEM) for three differences: (i) it integrates the non-smooth contact
laws directly, (ii) it uses an implicit integration scheme, and (iii) it does not account for any 
structural damping. It is important to stress the fact that the NSCD method is based on some 
modelling simplifications. The main assumption is that bodies are rigid. Since the contact be-
tween blocks is governed by the Signorini's impenetrability condition and the dry-friction 
Coulomb's law, the churches exhibit discontinuous dynamics. Regarding the contacts between 
bodies, the above-mentioned relations imply perfectly plastic impact, i.e., the Newton law 
with restitution coefficient equal to zero, which does not account for bounces after impact. 
This presents two main advantages: (i) the contribution of impacts to the computational com-
plexity is modest since they are modelled in a very basic and simple way; (ii) since the impact 
is perfectly plastic, it dissipates energy, and, from a mechanical viewpoint, this is a way to 
account for material damages and micro-cracks, which form in the stones at impact, and, from
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a computational point of view, dissipation contributes to the stability of the numerical integra-
tion. In addition, the friction contributes to dissipation, but damping, a fundamental ingredient 
of continuum models, is not considered here.

3.3 Critical discussion

For brevity of the paper, the main results of the nonlinear dynamic analyses under the 
seismic actions recorded near the church location and performed with the CDP model and 
NSCD method are plotted Figure 5a and Figure 5b, respectively. A good match between the 
numerical damages and the existing crack pattern (see Figure 2) is reached. The resultant be-
haviors explain the relevant applicability of these methods in order to obtain similar failures 
despite the different laws that govern the two approaches.

Figure 5: Comparison of the numerical damages of the Santissimo Crocifisso Church in Pretare (Arquata del 
Tronto, AP) resulting from the nonlinear dynamic analyses with 1) the CDP model and 2) the NSCD method.

4 CONCLUSIONS 

The numerical modeling of the Santissimo Crocifisso Church in Pretare, Arquata del Tron-
to (AP), was carried out by means of advanced FE and DE models. The relevance of the find-
ings is related to the deep investigation of the masonry nonlinear response. The seismic
actions registered near the church leads to the validation of both continuous and discontinuous
methods through a good match with real cracks of the structure. The application of the epicen-
tral seismic actions allows to obtain a development of the failure mechanisms with the ampli-
fication of the damages. All these numerical results appear to be interesting in light of design
the retrofitting works. Indeed, the complex nonlinear behavior of the church is clearly pointed 
out with CDP model. Moreover, the NSCD method allows to investigate the local failure 
mechanisms, as the masonry disaggregation which is neglected in FEM. 
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Abstract. Stone masonry buildings are known to be highly vulnerable to seismic actions. In
this context, the analysis of the out-of-plane response of unreinforced masonry structures is
crucial. For this purpose, the Lattice Discrete Particle Model (LDPM) was employed to sim-
ulate the mechanical behavior of stone masonries up to their failure. Unlike commonly used
continuum-based methods or simplified analytical models, that are often limited in modeling
correctly complex failure mechanisms, LDPM is able to capture accurately crack distributions
and failure patterns. LDPM describes the masonry at the scale of stones and takes into ac-
count their interactions through tailored constitutive equations for tensile, compressive, shear,
and frictional behaviors. First, LDPM was validated against experimental results on masonry
panels subjected to out-of-plane loading. Next, the vertical bending mechanism was studied in
the cases of one- and two-story walls with and without openings. Finally, more complex mecha-
nisms were considered where the damage evolution and the fracture propagation were analyzed
for a set of panels assumed to be placed within the continuity of a facade. The overall re-
sults presented in this paper show that LDPM can realistically predict the collapse mechanisms
associated with out-of-plane loading for different structural configurations and geometries.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Unreinforced masonry structures often constitute a large part of the cultural and architectural

heritage of historical cities, and they are known to be highly vulnerable to earthquakes. Com-

monly, masonry structures are made of multiple load-bearing walls placed in orthogonal planes

and with flexible floor diaphragms [1]. When an earthquake occurs, masonry structures dissi-

pate kinetic energy both at the structural and at the material levels [2, 3]. At the structural scale,

several factors affect the global response: the slenderness of the load-bearing walls [4, 5], the

connections between the walls and the horizontal members, which allows for the box behavior

[6, 7, 8, 9], and the presence of specific rigid floor diaphragms [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. At

the material scale, the mechanical properties of the masonry constituents (mortar and stones)

[17, 18, 19, 20] and the quality of the construction work [21, 22] greatly affect the overall

response. During a seismic event, masonry walls are typically subjected to in-plane and out-of-

plane motions. Whereas in-plane behavior is the topic of a large number of studies available

in the literature, the out-of-plane behavior is often neglected. This paper focuses on the latter

behavior, as one of the most common damage reported in post-seismic surveys is the failure

of peripheral masonry walls. Indeed, the earthquake intensity required to obtain out-of-plane

collapse of walls is lower than the one required for in-plane collapse [3].

Several analytical methods exist to analyze the out-of-plane behavior of masonry walls,

namely force-equilibrium and displacement-based methods. The first type of formulation is

based on the static equilibrium analysis of rigid body mechanisms and limit theorem of plastic-

ity [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. Force-equilibrium methods are generally adopted for

large scale analysis and are known to lead to rather conservative limit states [8]. On the other

hand, displacement-based methods [33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44] appear to better

estimate the limit values of masonry walls in out-of-plane loading. The rigid-block assumptions

are often adopted within the postulates of limit theorem analysis (no-tensile strength, infinite

compressive strength and absence of sliding between blocks) [23]. A capacity curve describing

the horizontal multiplier α (limit equilibrium of the system) as a function of displacement d can

then be obtained. When the displacement is zero, the value α(0) = α0 represents the activa-

tion of the overturning. The loss of equilibrium is attained when d = du where by definition

α(du) = 0. This curve can also be expressed in terms of spectral acceleration versus spec-

tral displacement curve [45] or in terms of force-displacement curve. The rigid-block method

within the displacement-based formulation is chosen in this paper for one part of the analysis

of the out-of-plane behavior of masonry walls.

More advanced descriptions of the out-of-plane behavior of masonry walls and in general

of the mechanical behavior of stone masonry require numerical models. Different methods

are available and correspond to different levels of modeling resolution and computational costs

[46, 47]. The finite element method is often used and allows micro-, meso-, or macro-modeling

and the reader is referred to [48], [49], and [50], respectively. Although successful for reg-

ular masonry, the meshing complexity and the lack of accurate constitutive equations limit

this method. Discrete element methods have also been employed [51, 52, 53, 54]. Multiple

structures such as one or two-story buildings were modeled using 2D and 3D discrete element

method [55], but limitations were found especially in capturing realistic out-of-plane responses.

Moreover, these simulations were unable to correctly describe the fracture initiation and prop-

agation. Indeed, in quasi-brittle materials such as masonry, understanding the development of

the fracture process zone is crucial. An accurate model must also be able to capture the effect

of stress parallel to cracks on the size of the fractured zone as shown recently in [56, 57], which
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might be important in large masonry structures often under multiaxial state of stresses. To over-

come these limitations, the Lattice Discrete Particle Model (LDPM) [58, 59] is here adopted for

the numerical modeling. This model was originally conceived to simulate the behavior of con-

crete and other granular materials at the meso-scale level by modeling the interaction between

coarse aggregate pieces. It was recently applied successfully for the modeling of stone masonry

structures [60, 61]. LDPM is able to simulate accurately the fracturing behavior from crack

trigger to localization, propagation, and to global failure, by taking into account the material

heterogeneity. The interaction between stone aggregates embedded in the irregular matrix of

lime or clay mortar is explicitly considered through dedicated constitutive equations, defined in

a vectorial form to account for the correct state of stresses in the material.

In this study, the numerical model is first explained and validated against a set of experi-

mental data relevant to masonry panels subjected to out-of-plane loading conditions. Next, the

numerical model is used to assess its capability to simulate local collapse mechanisms, more

specifically the bending mechanism. Finally, more complex mechanisms are analyzed with

multiple structural configurations to simulate masonry walls within the continuity of the facade

and to study the effect of transversal walls, floors and roofs on the overall behavior.

For a thorough investigation of the topic presented in this paper, the reader is referred to

recent work of Mercuri and coworkers [61].

2 NUMERICAL MODEL AND VALIDATION

2.1 The Lattice Discrete Particle Model

The Lattice Discrete Particle Model (LDPM) was proposed by Cusatis and coworkers [58,

59] to simulate concrete at the coarse aggregate level. This model has a unique capability in cap-

turing crack distribution and damage in granular quasi-brittle materials. It has been adopted to

simulate the mechanical behavior of concrete [59, 62], mortar [63, 64], fiber reinforced concrete

[65, 66], or to reproduce multi-physics phenomena such as hygro-thermo-chemical processes,

alkali-silica reaction, and aging [63, 67, 68]. This lattice discrete model was also used to simu-

late the mechanical behavior of reinforced and unreinforced stone masonry [60, 61].

In the LDPM formulation, the masonry stones are simulated as spherical particles (see Fig. 1a

and b). They are placed randomly from the largest to the smallest size in a given volume of ma-

terial. The particle size distribution follows a Fuller sieve curve defined from a set of mix-design

parameters: cement-mortar content c, water-to-mortar ratio w/c, maximum and minimum stone

size da and d0, respectively, and Fuller coefficient nf . Fig. 1e shows on an example the particle

placement inside a dog-bone specimen. The geometry of the interaction between stone-particles

is described as follows. First, a Delaunay tetrahedralization is performed with the centers of the

particles to generate a lattice system (see Fig. 1c). Next, a domain tessellation is performed

to identify the possible failure locations between adjacent stone-particles (see Fig. 1d). These

two steps result in the generation of a system of polyhedral cells enclosing the particles (see

Fig. 1f). These irregular cells idealize real textures and shapes of typical masonry stones and

their surrounding mortar layer. The surface of each polyhedral cell is composed of triangular

facets (see Fig. 1g) where the LDPM constitutive equations, facet stresses and strains are for-

mulated in a vectorial form. The constitutive equations take into account the softening behavior

for pure tension and shear-tension and the plastic hardening behavior for pure compression and

shear-compression. For the complete set of constitutive equations, as well as the compatibility

and equilibrium equations, and the numerical implementation, the reader is referred to the work

of Cusatis and coworkers [58], and the recent work of Mercuri and coworkers [61].
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the central panel and the lateral and back walls. The damage in the case depicted in Fig. 8f,

Fig. 8g and Fig. 9e is similar to the damage in the case shown in Fig. 8a and Fig. 9a. The reason

might be that the continuity between the central and the transversal walls generates cracks in

the lower floor as well as in the upper part. The main cracks in the cases depicted in Fig. 8b

and Fig. 9b are vertical. On the contrary, the damage is distributed through the entire wall and

are slightly concentrated in the central area (see Fig. 8c and Fig. 9c). In terms of quantitative

analysis, Fig. 9g shows the load-displacement curves for the cases depicted in Fig. 8a, b, c.

Fig. 9h shows all the curves. The more constrained case (see Fig. 8c and the least constrained

one (see Fig. 8d define the upper and lower bound curves, respectively. One can deduce from

these results that the choice of the correct boundary conditions in the analysis of such structures

is complex and only a good estimation might be made. It also underlines the importance of

performing accurate surveys to understand the architectural configuration and the historical

evolution of the building.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The proposed Lattice Discrete Particle Model (LDPM) is presented, validated and used in

the prediction of the mechanical behavior of unreinforced masonry structures in out-of-plane

loading conditions. The model was first validated against experimental data and compared with

nonlinear kinematic analysis (rigid-block displacement-based method). LDPM was then used

to analyze more complex structures. Local bending mechanism was studied on walls with and

without openings. The interaction between adjacent walls were also taken into account. The

proposed numerical model is able to predict realistic fracture pattern in complex structures. On

the basis of the results discussed in this paper, the following conclusions can be drawn.

• The damage distribution resulting from the collapse of masonry walls is well captured by

LDPM.

• LDPM results were verified experimentally and with kinematic analysis. This suggests

the use of this model to perform limit analysis for the assessment of local collapse mech-

anisms.

• Unlike typical kinematic analysis, LDPM does not require to identify a priori local col-

lapse mechanisms. More complex configurations impossible to investigate analytically

can also be considered.

• The presence of openings within walls and the application of adequate boundary condi-

tions greatly affect the stiffness and bearing capacities of the walls.

• The results of this paper underlines the necessity to perform accurate in-field surveys in

order to correctly model real masonry walls under out-of-plane loading.
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Abstract

Unreinforced masonry (URM) buildings are characterized by high vulnerability to lateral 
loading, which is often manifested when an earthquake occurs. The present study investigates 
the effectiveness of a timber-based retrofit solution aimed at reducing the seismic vulnerabil-
ity of existing URM structures. The retrofit technique consists of connecting timber-based 
panels, to the interior surface of the walls of a building using mechanical or adhesive point-
to-point connections. The application of those panels allows to considerably increase both the 
in-plane and the out-of-plane capacity of the URM walls, while preserving the original exter-
nal facades of the retrofitted building. This solution resulted to be relatively fast and easy to 
install and the reversible nature of the system allows to reduce the impact of the retrofit inter-
vention. 
In this work the in-plane behaviour of the retrofitted walls was investigated numerically,
building on previous preliminary analyses and in the lights of the results of experimental evi-
dence collected by the authors’ research team. The effectiveness of this retrofit solution was 
analysed on several masonry types, considering different masonry properties and geometries. 
The influence of various parameters (such as masonry-to panel connection typology, connect-
ors number and position) on the increase of lateral capacity of the retrofitted walls was stud-
ied by means of a series of non-linear quasi-static simulations.

Keywords: Unreinforced masonry, Seismic retrofit, Seismic rehabilitation, Timber panels.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The retrofit solution studied herein aims at reducing the seismic vulnerability of existing 
masonry buildings while preserving the external facades. The retrofit consists of timber-based 
panels connected to the interior surfaces of the masonry walls of a building using mechanical 
or adhesive point to point connections. The use of the timber guarantees fast execution and 
reversibility of the system. A detailed description of this retrofit solution and the outcomes of 
numerical simulations were provided by Giongo et al. [1] while the effectiveness of this retro-
fit technique was experimentally investigated by Giongo et al. [2] via onsite testing of mason-
ry shear walls strengthened with timber panels. Further experimental evidence on walls 
retrofitted with timber panels and timber-to-masonry connections can be found in Borri et al.
[3], Pozza et al. [4], Riccadonna et al. [5] and Rizzi et al. [6].

Other examples of timber based retrofit techniques for masonry structures include the tim-
ber strong-backs retrofit solution and the timber frames and sheathing retrofit solution. The 
timber strong-backs retrofit solution aims to increase the out-of-plane capacity of the URM 
walls by connecting vertical timber elements to the masonry with mechanical screws or bolts.
The effectiveness of this solution was investigated experimentally by Giaretton et al. [7],
Dizhur et al. [8] and by Cassol at al. [9]. The timber frames and sheathing retrofit technique is 
instead a hybrid solution between the strong-backs and the timber panels retrofit techniques
with the goal of increasing both the in-plane and the out-of-plane capacity of the URM walls. 
The effectiveness of this retrofit solution was recently tested by Guerrini et al. [10]. The use 
of timber panels as retrofit components was also studied for the seismic strengthening of rein-
forced concrete structures by Sustersic and Dujic [11] [12] and by Smiroldo et al.[13].

In this work the in-plane behaviour of walls retrofitted with cross-laminated timber (CLT) 
panels was investigated through non-linear quasi-static analysis.  Starting from previous nu-
merical analyses reported in [1], different modelling approach and type of analysis were 
adopted so as to improve the convergence and reach larger deformations. The properties of 
the connections (panel-to-masonry connections, panel-to-panel connections and anchoring 
system) were properly calibrated based the results of the aforementioned experimental testing 
campaigns carried out by the authors. The influence of different parameters on the effective-
ness of the retrofit solution was investigated considering the behaviour of single piers, walls 
with openings and multi-storey walls. An example of retrofitted masonry wall is reported in 
Figure 1.

a) Retrofitted masonry wall geometry b) Numerical model

Figure 1: Retrofitted masonry wall.
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2 NUMERICAL MODEL

The numerical models were realized using the finite element software Abaqus/Explicit [14].
The masonry was modelled as an equivalent, homogeneous and isotropic material. The post 
cracked behaviour was described with the Concrete Damage Plasticity (CDP) constitutive 
model. Such model was developed by Lubliner et al. [15] and improved with the modifica-
tions proposed by Lee and Fenves [16] and it is suitable to represent the behaviour of quasi-
brittle materials such as masonry. The adopted yield surface function is a modified version of 
the Drucker-Prager model, which is governed by a parameter Kc. This parameter represents 
the ratio of the second stress invariant on the tensile meridian to that on the compressive me-
ridian and it was assumed equal to 0.667. The dilatation angle, the flow potential eccentricity 
and the ratio of initial equibiaxial compressive yield stress to initial uniaxial compressive 
yield stress were assumed equal to 40°, 0.1 and 1.16 respectively, while visco-plastic phe-
nomena were neglected. Parabolic and bilinear stress-strain relations were adopted to describe 
the compressive and tensile behaviours of the material under axial loading. The maximum
values of the stress strain curves correspond to the compressive and tensile strengths while the 
post cracked behaviours are determined considering the fracture energy in tension and in
compression. Such energy values were calculated as recommended by Lourenço [17].

The CLT panel was modelled as a three-layer solid, where the two external layers were de-
fined with the principal direction oriented vertically while the inner layer was oriented hori-
zontally. The timber was implemented as an orthotropic material where inelastic phenomena 
(such as local crushing at the panel’s toe) were approximated using a plastic constitutive 
model. In this study the timber properties were selected considering timber grade C24 [18].
The point-to-point connections between the CLT panel and the masonry were modelled using 
one-dimensional connector elements. The properties of such elements were carefully calibrat-
ed on the experimental outcomes of different experimental campaigns. Cartesian and Radial 
thrust connectors were used and the connection between fastener extremities and masonry or 
timber was ensured by coupling constraints, considering adequate influence radii. Similar ap-
proach was adopted also for simulating the presence of anchoring devices such hold-downs 
(for tension forces) and angle-brackets (for shear forces). A concrete beam and a concrete 
base were also modelled using an indefinitely elastic and isotropic material with the aim of
improving the transfer of the horizontal and the vertical loads to the masonry, and consistently 
with the load configuration of the experimental tests used as reference for the model valida-
tion. The surface-to-surface connections between the masonry and the concrete beam and the 
base were modelled using the tie constraint (no displacement allowed between coinciding 
nodes), while the interaction between the other elements was modelled with a hard contact 
constrain to avoid overlapping of materials. 

A regular mesh pattern with eight nodes three dimensional elements (C3D8R) was used.
The selected mesh size (i.e. 50 mm) is the maximum size that allowed to describe the material 
response close to the fasteners with adequate accuracy. Dynamic quasi-static analyses were 
performed to reduce the computational cost of simulations and to improve the convergence.
The geometric nonlinearities were considered. The horizontal load was applied in the form of
an imposed displacement while the vertical load was simulated as a uniform pressure. The 
loads were applied slowly (ranging between 0.05 and 0.2 mm/s) and the ratio between the ki-
netic and the internal energies of the system was monitored to verify the reliability of the 
analysis.

The model reproducing unreinforced masonry (URM) conditions was validated on the re-
sults from cyclic shear-compression testing of double-leaf rubble limestone masonry per-
formed by Gattesco et al [19]. Figure 2 presents the comparison between the experimental 
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outcomes [19] and the numerical model employed in this work. It can be observed that the 
numerical results are consistent with the experimental data in terms of both lateral load vs.
displacement curve and failure mechanism.

a) Lateral load displacement curves b) Plastic deformation

Figure 2: Model validation by means of a comparison between numerical and experimental results [19].

3 NUMERICAL ANALYSES

The effectiveness of the CLT panel retrofit solution was numerically investigated consider-
ing masonry piers retrofitted with one or more timber panels, walls with openings and multi-
storey walls. The behaviour of the retrofitted walls was compared with the response of URM 
walls and parametric analyses were conducted. 

3.1 Behaviour of retrofitted masonry piers

The first analyses were developed with the aim of testing the influence of different parame-
ters on the response of the retrofitted walls. Different retrofit configurations were considered 
by changing the following parameters:

Masonry properties (M1-M2-M3)

Masonry thickness (T1-T2-T3)

Masonry length (L1-L2-L3-L4-L5)

Masonry overburden (Q1-Q2-Q3-Q4)

Fastener configuration (C1-C2-C3-C4-C5-C6-C7)

Connection properties (K1-K2-K3-KR)

Hold-down properties (HD1-HD2-HD3-HDR)

Angle bracket properties (AB1-AB2-AB3-ABR)
The mechanical properties of masonry vary widely and are greatly dependent on the prop-

erties of its components. Three masonry types were chosen to represent the masonry typolo-
gies that can be encountered when retrofitting existing masonry buildings. Table 1 reports the 
values of the adopted masonry properties. Three different thicknesses were selected with the 
aim of representing thin, medium and thick walls, see Table 2. All of the tested walls were 
characterized by the same height (2700 mm masonry + 300 mm concrete beam) while three 
different lengths were considered, see Table 3. The analysis was developed in displacement 
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control with the vertical load applied uniformly over the concrete beam. Four values of over-
burden were applied, see Table 4.  Two boundary conditions were studied, assuming the 
wall’s ends as either fixed-free (i.e. vertical cantilever) or double fixed. The real behaviour of 
the top constraint depends on several factors, such as the presence of the bond beam, the fea-
tures of the lintels and the type of floor-diaphragm. The two selected boundary conditions rep-
resent the limit cases of weak and strong spandrels [20]. The combination of the previous 
properties (masonry properties, masonry thickness, overburden and boundary conditions) re-
sulted in wall models characterized by different failure modes (e.g. rocking and diagonal 
cracking).

Masonry ID M01 M02 M03

Elastic modulus E [MPa] 600 1200 1800

Compression strength fc [MPa] 1.50 3.00 4.50

Compression fracture energy Gc [N/mm] 3.98 7.50 10.58

Tension strength fc [MPa] 0.050 0.075 0.100

Tension fracture energy Gt [N/mm] 0.02 0.02 0.02

Note: for all the masonry types the density is 18 kN/m3 and the Poisson ratio is 0.25.

Table 1: Masonry properties.

Thickness ID T1 T2 T3 

Thickness [mm] 250 400 600 

Table 2: Masonry thicknesses.

Length ID L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 

Length [mm] 1500 2000 3000 4500 6000 

Length to height ratio [-] 0.50 0.67 1.00 1.50 2.00 

Table 3: Masonry lengths.

Overburden ID Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 

Overburden [MPa] 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 

Table 4: Overburdens.

The retrofit solution proposed herein consists of fixing a 60 mm CLT panel on the surface 
of the masonry wall. The point-to-point connection between the masonry wall and the timber 
panel is provided by mechanical or adhesive connections. Different retrofit configurations 
were analysed by changing the number and the position of the fasteners, see Table 5. The val-
ues of the connection stiffness and shear capacity were selected in accordance with the exper-
imental results obtained in [5] and [6], where experimental testing of dry and adhesive
connections under monotonic and cyclic shear loading was performed. The implemented 
load-displacement curves of the timber to masonry connections are reported in Figure 3a. The 
connection K1 represents a typical dry connection realised with screw-fasteners [5] and which 
was used to connect the timber elements (panels or strong-backs) to the wall in the experi-
mental campaigns reported in [2] and [9]. Two adhesive connection types were also consid-
ered through K2 and K3 curves [6]. Additionally, a rigid connection (KR) was modelled to
represent the limit case.

The timber panel was constrained to the ground by two hold-down devices positioned on
either side of the timber panel at 100 mm from the lateral edge and by an angle bracket posi-
tioned at the middle of the base of the panel, see Figure 1. Three tensile and shear load dis-
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placement curves were chosen to model the hold-down and the angle bracket connections
based on the experimental outcomes presented in [21] and [22], see Figure 3b,c. The cases of 
rigid tensile and shear connections were also studied (HDR and ABR) to simulate the proper-
ties of high-stiffness connections such as the one presented in [23].

Configuration ID C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 
Connectors number [-] 12 15 16 20 24 28 35 
Horizontal spacing [mm] 800 800 533 533 533 533 400 
Vertical spacing [mm] 800 600 800 600 480 400 400 
Connectors/m2 [-/m2] 2.22 2.78 2.96 3.70 4.44 5.19 6.48 

Table 5: Connector’s configurations.

a) Timber panel to masonry
connection b) Hold-down c) Angle-bracket

Note: It was also studied the case of rigid connections (KR, HDR, ABR).

Figure 3: Connection properties.

A base configuration was defined considering the retrofitted masonry wall reported in Fig-
ure 1 with the properties M1, T2, L2, Q1, C4, K1, HD2, AB3. Figure 4 presents the results 
obtained for this configuration in the unreinforced (URM) and retrofitted (R) states for two 
boundary conditions (fixed-free and double-fixed). It can be observed that in case of shear 
cracking behaviour (SB) the application of the retrofit allows to increase the lateral and the 
displacement capacities of the masonry wall considerably. The crack pattern of this model (R-
SB) is characterized by the formation of a diagonal crack (point 1) followed by a further in-
crease of load bearing capacity. The maximum capacity increase (56%) corresponds to the 
condition where the fasteners’ shear capacity is reached. In case of rocking behaviour (RB),
the application of the retrofit provides an increase in lateral capacity of 67%. The crack pat-
tern is characterized by the formation of a first horizontal crack (point 2) next to the wall base, 
typical of the rocking behaviour, followed by the formation of second horizontal crack at mid-
height of the tension side (point 3) and then, when the maximum lateral capacity is reached, a 
third crack developed (point 4). The second and the third cracks’ formation is due to the ten-
sile stress induced in the masonry by the fasteners. The URM-RB model exhibits a displace-
ment capacity larger than 60 mm due to the properties of the URM wall. The displacement 
capacity limit imposed by the Italian code standard [24] is 30 mm for the URM-RB failure 
(1% wall’s height) and 15 mm (0.5% wall’s height) for the URM-SB failure, therefore in this 
work the behaviour of the masonry walls was studied within the displacement interval from 0
to 60 mm.
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R-SB R-RB
a) Pushover curves b) Crack pattern

Figure 4: Standard configuration results (M1, T2, L2, Q1, C4, K1, HD2, AB3) (unreinforced masonry URM, 
retrofitted R, shear behaviour SB, rocking behaviour RB).

3.1.1. Timber panel anchoring connection

Four retrofit configurations were analysed considering different CLT panel anchoring con-
nections: 1) a retrofit solution with no anchoring system to fix the panel to the foundation
(CLT); 2) a solution with the connection provided by the sole hold-downs (HD); 3) a solution 
with just the angle bracket (AB) and 4) a solution with both the hold-downs and the angle 
bracket (HD+AB).  Figure 5 presents the results for the two boundary conditions. It can be 
observed that in the first case (double-fixed condition and shear cracking behaviour), the ap-
plication of the timber panel considerably increases the displacement capacity. As expected,
the application of the hold-downs does not affect the performance of the retrofit while the 
constraint provided by the angle bracket produces a notable increase in the lateral capacity of 
the URM wall (AB and HD+AB). In the second case (cantilever and rocking behaviour), on 
the contrary, the hold-downs are of paramount importance in determining the effectiveness of 
the retrofit.

a) Shear behaviour b) Rocking behaviour

Figure 5: Effectiveness of the CLT panel to ground connection on the response of the retrofitted wall (base con-
figuration M1, T2, L2, Q1, C4, K1, HD2, AB3).

Additional analyses were performed considering different hold-down and angle bracket 
properties, see Figure 6. The effect of the angle bracket properties was investigated consider-
ing the shear cracking behaviour (Figure 6a) and it was shown that the adoption of stiffer and 
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stronger angle brackets (AB3) appreciably increases the maximum capacity. Figure 6b shows
the effect of different hold-downs on the response of the retrofitted wall in the case of rocking 
behaviour. The hold-down properties affect the stiffness of the second part of the response 
curves, when the first horizontal crack is already developed, while the lateral capacity of the 
retrofitted walls does not change. The shear load on the angle bracket was between 20 and 40
kN while the tensile load on the hold-downs ranged from 40 to 60 kN.

a) Shear behaviour b) Rocking behaviour

Figure 6: Effectiveness of angle bracket (SCB) and the hold-down (RB) properties on the response of the retro-
fitted wall (base configuration M1, T2, L2, Q1, C1, K1, HD2, AB3).

3.1.2. Timber panel to masonry wall connection

Figure 7 reports the behaviour of masonry walls retrofitted considering different types of 
CLT panel to masonry connections (see Figure 3a). The increase of connection stiffness 
slightly increases the effectiveness of the retrofit intervention for both failure modes. It can be 
noticed that in the shear cracking behaviour case, the response of the dry connection K1 pre-
sents a small decrease in the load bearing capacity as soon as the wall starts cracking followed
then by a strength regain and a further increase. This phenomenon is due to the reduced stiff-
ness of the connection, which requires the wall to displace 10 mm prior to engaging sufficient
fasteners’ shear to further increase the global lateral capacity.

a) Shear behaviour b) Rocking behaviour

Figure 7: Effectiveness of the CLT panel to masonry connection on the response of the retrofitted wall (base 
configuration M1, T2, L2, Q1, C1, HD2, AB3).
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The influence of the timber-to-masonry connection layout was analysed by varying the 
number and the position of the point-to-point fasteners, see Figure 8. Not surprisingly, the ef-
fectiveness of the retrofit solution grows when increasing the number of connectors, especial-
ly for the shear cracking behaviour. It can be observed that the pushover curves obtained from 
increasing the number of connectors are compatible with those obtained from increasing the 
fastener stiffness (Figure 7). The inevitable local stress-concentration associated with the 
stiffer fasteners appeared therefore not to be detrimental to the overall wall performance. As a 
result, the adoption of fewer fasteners of larger diameter seems a viable option to reduce costs, 
especially when adhesive fasteners are used.

a) Shear behaviour b) Rocking behaviour

Figure 8: Effectiveness of the connector’s configuration on the response of the retrofitted wall (base configura-
tion M1, T2, L2, Q1, K1, HD2, AB3).

3.1.3. Overburden

Figure 9 reports the behaviour of retrofitted masonry walls for different overburden levels 
(see Table 4). As expected, the increase in overburden improves the load bearing capacity of 
both URM walls and retrofitted walls. Regarding the displacement capacity, when the wall 
response was governed by rocking (i.e. fixed-free walls), an increase in the vertical loading 
produced a reduction in the URM wall capacity due to toe crushing (URM-Q3 and URM-Q4). 
Conversely, when the walls responded in shear (i.e. double fixed-end walls) the displacement 
capacity was not appreciably affected by the overburden level. As concerns the retrofitted 
walls, the response appeared not to be influenced by variations in the vertical load inde-
pendently from the boundary conditions. 
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a) Shear behaviour b) Rocking behaviour

Figure 9: Effectiveness of the CLT panel retrofit on URM walls characterized by overburdens (base configura-
tion M1, T2, L2, C1, K1, HD2, AB3).

3.1.4. Masonry wall characteristics

Figure 10 reports the behaviour of retrofitted masonry walls characterized by different ma-
sonry properties (see Table 1). It can be noticed that the application of the retrofit solution is 
effective for all the investigated configurations. Predictably, an increase in the elastic modulus 
affects the initial slope of the response curves while the improvement of tensile and compres-
sive strength values impacts the behaviour of both the URM and retrofitted walls. The walls 
URM-M3 and R-M3 are characterized by rocking even in the case of double-fixed conditions.
Such response is characterized by the formation of two horizontal cracks, one at the bottom 
and one at the top of the wall, and the retrofit solution resulted to be effective also in this case.
For the RB cases, the effectiveness of the retrofit solution grows when improving the masonry 
properties. This phenomenon is mainly due to the increase of tensile strength which allows to 
transfer more load on the masonry wall before that the third diagonal crack occurs (Figure 4).

a) Shear behaviour * b) Rocking behaviour

Note: * walls URM-M3 and R-M3 are characterized by a rocking behaviour for both boundary conditions.

Figure 10: Effectiveness of the CLT panel retrofit solution on URM walls characterized by different masonry 
properties (base configuration T2, L2, Q1, C1, K1, HD2, AB3).
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Figure 11 reports the behaviour of retrofitted masonry walls characterized by different ma-
sonry thicknesses (see Table 2). It can be observed that the application of the retrofit solution 
considerably increases the shear and the displacement capacities of all the investigated con-
figurations, except for case R-T3 (600 mm thickness) with double-fixed conditions, where the 
retrofit has an appreciable impact only over the displacement capacity that increases tenfold.

a) Shear behaviour b) Rocking behaviour

Figure 11: Effectiveness of the CLT panel retrofit solution on URM walls characterized by different thicknesses 
(base configuration M1, L2, Q1, C1, K1, HD2, AB3).

Figure 12 shows the behaviour of retrofitted masonry walls characterized by different ma-
sonry height to length ratios (see Table 3). The retrofit solution resulted to be effective for all 
the investigated configurations. As expected, the increase of the length to height ratio reduces 
displacement capacity of the URM walls in the cantilever condition, but it does not affect the 
displacement capacity of the retrofitted walls. The shorter walls URM-L1 and R-L1 are char-
acterized by rocking failure independently from the boundary conditions adopted, with the 
retrofit proving to be effective for both wall configurations. The cases L4 and L5 are de-
scribed in the following section when considering a multi-panel retrofit. 

a) Shear behaviour * b) Rocking behaviour

Note: * walls URM-L1 and R-L1 are characterized by a rocking behaviour for both boundary conditions.

Figure 12: Effectiveness of the CLT panel retrofit on URM walls characterized by different aspect-ratios (base 
configuration M1, T2, Q1, C1, K1, HD2, AB3).
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3.2 Behaviour of URM walls retrofitted with multiple timber sub-panels

The dimensions of the CLT panels employed for the wall-retrofit are often subjected to 
limitation due to transport issue inside the buildings and, consequently, the strengthening of a 
single wall can be obtained by using two or more “sub-panels” shorter than the wall. In such 
case, the panel-to-panel connection and the anchoring connections are key aspects in deter-
mining the effectiveness of the retrofit solution. The panel-to-panel connection could be
achieved by inserting fully threaded timber screws at an angle of 45° to the joint line (e.g. 8 
mm diameter screws spaced at 200 mm). This connection was modelled using one-
dimensional connector elements calibrated on the experimental outcomes obtained by Hossain 
et al. [25]. Two panel behaviours were analysed considering different anchoring conditions:
the “single panel behaviour” (SPB) (Figure 13a) and the “multi-panel behaviour” (MPB)
(Figure 13b). The SPB is characterized by the presence of a hold-down positioned at the two
corners of the wall. In such case, the CLT sub-panels behave as a single panel with some in-
terface slip at the panel-to-panel joint due to the screw connection deformability. In the sec-
ond case (MPB), instead, each sub-panel is anchored at its base with two hold-downs and the
CLT panels’ response is more similar to that of independent single panels.

Figure 14 and Figure 15 report the pushover curves of a 3000 mm long URM wall retrofit-
ted with two panels 1500 mm wide, for the SPB and the MPB. Three panel-to-panel connec-
tions were studied: no panel-to-panel connection (J0), panel-to-panel screwed connection [25]
(shear stiffness 3000 N/mm, tension stiffness 3000 N/mm, shear capacity 6000 N) and rigid 
connection (JR). As visible from the graphs, the adoption of connection J1 resulted in a higher 
peak capacity if compared to the case with J0, comparable to the performance obtained with
the rigid connection JR. In previous analyses reported in [1], the influence of the panel-to-
panel connection was found to be less pronounced. It is worth noting that the analyses in the 
preliminary study reached drift ratios (≈ 0.2-0.3%) smaller than those at which the impact of 
the panel-to-panel connection observed herein became appreciable. The multi-panel solution 
was then applied to two squat walls, with length to height ratios of 1.5 and 2.0 (L4 and L5),
using respectively 3 and 4 CLT panels 1500 mm wide. The panel retrofit was modelled as-
suming a SPB which resulted in improvements of the walls’ maximum load-bearing capaci-
ties larger than 30%. As expected, the squat walls responded mainly in shear with formation 
of diagonal cracks. As a consequence, rocking was a secondary mechanism, with the tension 
forces in the “SPB hold-downs” being smaller than 35 kN for all three configurations L3, L4 
and L5. The maximum shear force measured in the angle-brackets was also small (< 30 kN) 
because of the increased number of angle-brackets (one for each CLT panel).

a) Single panel behaviour b) Multi-panel behaviour

Figure 13: Multi-panel retrofit solutions.
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a) Shear behaviour (SPB) b) Rocking behaviour (SPB)

Figure 14: Effectiveness of the CLT panel retrofit solution on URM walls, single panel behaviour (SPB) (base
configuration M1, T2, L3, Q1, C1, K1, HD2, AB3).

a) Shear behaviour (MPB) b) Rocking behaviour (MPB)

Figure 15: Effectiveness of the CLT panel retrofit solution on URM walls, multi panel behaviour (MPB) (base 
configuration M1, T2, L3, Q1, C1, K1, HD2, AB3).

3.3 Behaviour of retrofitted masonry walls with openings

The effectiveness of the retrofit when applied to masonry walls with openings was also
studied. Two cases were modelled, consisting of two-pier walls with a door opening
(900×2100 mm2) or a window opening (900×1000 mm2, sill height 1100 mm). The piers had 
the same characteristics of those described previously (M1, T2, L2, Q1, C1, K1, HD2, AB3).
The spandrel was modelled without any additional tension-resisting element (no lintel nor 
concrete ring-beam). Figure 16 gives the response curves of the retrofitted walls. Three retro-
fit conditions were modelled: 1) R1, where the reinforcement was applied only to the masonry 
piers;2) R2 that sees also the reinforcements of the spandrels, but without any connection be-
tween the CLT panels, and 3) R3, where the connection between the CLT panels strengthen-
ing the piers and the ones fixed to the spandrels was ensured by inclined timber screws,
similarly to what reported in the previous section for the panel-to-panel connection. All three 
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retrofit solutions produced a remarkable increase in the shear capacity of the masonry walls 
(increase > 30%) with the contribution of the spandrel retrofit being more effective, expected-
ly, when the panel-to-panel connection is present.

a) Window wall b) Door wall

Figure 16: Effectiveness of the CLT panel retrofit solution on URM walls with openings (base configuration M1, 
T2, Q1, C1, K1, HD2, AB3).

3.4 Behaviour of two-storey retrofitted masonry walls with openings

Figure 17 shows the behaviour of two-storey retrofitted masonry walls. The geometry of 
such walls was derived from the “Door wall” and the “Window wall” analysed in the previous 
section, respectively for the first and the second level. The horizontal loading was applied at 
the diaphragm levels assuming a uniform distribution. The three retrofit configurations R1, 
R2 and R3 previously introduced for the one-storey walls were evaluated also for the two-
storey walls. Three inter-storey force transfer mechanisms were analysed: 1) compression on-
ly (IS1); 2) compression and tension (IS2); and 3) compression, tension and shear (IS3). The 
condition IS1 can be obtained by creating slots in the bottom portion of the CLT panels at the 
second level, so that direct panel-to-panel contact is possible despite the presence of the dia-
phragm joists (see Figure 17), while the conditions IS2 and IS3 can be achieved by adding 
steel plates to transfer the tensile and shear forces. The tension and the shear inter-storey an-
chors were modelled adopting the force displacement curves of HD2 and AB3. The retrofit 
solution R3-IS3 resulted to be the most effective (increase of lateral load bearing capacity > 
70%) while the response curves of the other cases provided an increase of lateral capacity 
larger than 25%. All the retrofit solutions also guaranteed a noticeable increase in the dis-
placement capacity.
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a) Panel-to-panel side connection (IS3) b) Inter-storey panel connection (R3)

Figure 17: Effectiveness of the CLT panel retrofit solution on two-storey URM walls with openings (base con-
figuration M1, T2, Q1, C1, K1, HD2, AB3).

4 CONCLUSIONS 

The effectiveness of a timber based retrofit solution where timber panels are connected to 
the masonry walls through distributed point-to-point connection was numerically investigated.
The parametric study addressed several aspects including masonry properties, wall geometry
and boundary conditions, and various retrofit configurations. The results obtained herein con-
firmed and extended the outcomes of a preliminary numerical study previously reported by 
the authors. The adoption of a quasi-static approach allowed to investigate the behaviour of 
the retrofitted walls for a wider deformation range and to obtain further information about the
lateral load and displacement capacity. The models described herein, benefitted from the out-
comes of recent experimental campaigns that were relied to for the calibration of the proper-
ties of the connections and that enabled to obtain more refined results. The following 
conclusions can be drawn:

The application of the retrofit technique under study can produce a considerable increase
in the in-plane strength and displacement capacity of the masonry walls. The timber pan-
el retrofit resulted to be effective for all the studied URM wall configurations character-
ized by different masonry properties, geometries, stress levels and boundary conditions.
The increase in load bearing capacity of masonry walls up to 40 cm thick, ranged from
≈25% to ≈100%. Regarding the displacement capacity, all wall-configurations reached
drift values (top displacement/wall height) larger than 1.5%.

The connection system to anchor the panels to the foundation or to transfer inter-storey
forces was confirmed to play a major role in determining the retrofit effectiveness. The
best performance was achieved in those configurations where the anchoring/interstorey
connection system allowed transferring of compressive, tensile and shear loads (increase
of wall shear capacity up to 90%). Expectedly, the properties of the hold-downs (tension
anchors) were most influential when the walls showed a rocking behaviour, while the
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properties of the angle brackets (shear anchors) were most relevant for squat walls with 
marked shear behaviour. In the case of walls exhibiting diagonal cracking, the timber 
panel strengthening generated a noticeable increase in the wall displacement capacity 
even in the absence of any anchoring device.

An effective timber panel-to-masonry connection can be achieved by installing both dry
and adhesive point-to-point fasteners. Fasteners with higher stiffness were found to pro-
duce minor yet visible improvements to the intervention effectiveness independently
from the wall failure mode. However, the choice of the type of fastener should not pre-
scind from considerations on the masonry type, with adhesive connections being recom-
mended for irregular masonry with thick mortar joints. The parametric study on the
fastener numbers and layout showed that 4 connectors per square meter of wall-surface
can be considered as sufficient.

In case of long walls, the application of the timber-based strengthening can be facilitated
by installing multiple sub-panels shorter than the wall, without any detriment to the over-
all effectiveness. In fact, when screwed panel-to-panel connection was provided and
when the “timber coating” was anchored at its base by two hold-downs and by an angle-
bracket for every timber sub-panel the result was consistent with that obtained employing
a single CLT panel as long as the masonry wall.

Predictably, the strengthening of the spandrels can further increase the performance of
the retrofit solution (+50-70% in wall strength with reference to the configuration where
only the piers are strengthened) especially when a spandrel-panel to wall-panel connec-
tion is ensured, and when the number of storeys increases and accentuates the spandrel
role in coupling the piers.
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Abstract 

Timisoara is the most important city located in Banat seismic area, characterized by shallow 
earthquakes of crustal type and was selected to be European Capital of Culture 2021. The 
majority of the historical buildings are made in masonry, with masonry vaults and wooden 
floors.  
First part of the paper presents a quick and simplified empirical methodology based on Euro-
pean studies. The second part presents a detailed mechanical nonlinear analysis obtained for 
some of the most important historical buildings in Timisoara, based on complete survey and 
site inspection. Moreover, the authors present a direct correlation between the empirical and 
the mechanical seismic vulnerabilities. In the end, based on the correlation results, there is 
presented the proposed empirical seismic vulnerability assessment methodology for the near-
field events. The methodology considers the specific failure mechanism for buildings with 
same characteristics and the particularities of Banat seismic area.  
The proposed methodology aims to adapt the quick and simplified empirical methodology to 
the near-field earthquakes effects. This could serve for quick and simplified assessment of 
seismic vulnerability for any building with similar mechanical, geometrical, architectural and 
urbanistic characteristics as the case study buildings, in areas with earthquakes similar to 
those specific to Banat seismic area. This kind of study could provide a better knowledge for 
the local authorities, helping them to develop or improve earthquake mitigation plan and to 
define new earthquake engineering design recommendations. 

Keywords: masonry, earthquake, vulnerability assessment, history, nonlinear analysis 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Case study area 
Seismic vulnerability assessment represents an interdisciplinary task than can offer valuable 

tools for the risk reduction policies at a municipal level. The lack of seismic design rules at 
the moment of design or the lack of proper consolidation work during the lifetime of the 
buildings has led to an increase in the seismic risk of historic urban centers. The seismic risk 
can be divided into the sum of three elements, such as hazard, vulnerability, and exposure [1]. 
This paper aims to evaluate the seismic vulnerability of some historical masonry building and 
adapt an existing European vulnerability assessment methodology to the particularities of the 
site. 

The Banat region represents an important area located in the western part of Romania. The 
biggest city in the Banat region is Timisoara, that was first recognized in 1177 as the “For-
tress of Timis,” after the main nearby river [2]. After several administrations, such as Ottoman, 
Habsburgic, and Austro-Hungarian, the city developed into an important commercial and de-
fensive pole, presenting a bastionary fortification system in Vauban architectural style, as 
shown in Figure 1 [2].

Figure 1: The bastionary fortification system for Timisoara city [2] 

The most important historical area of the town is the Cetate district, located in the interior 
contour of the fortification, followed by two other districts, Iosefin and Fabric, which ap-
peared outside the defensive walls, as presented in Figure 2 [3]. 
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Figure 2: The three historic districts of Timisoara city [3] 

The case study area in this paper is Fabric historic district, which appeared at first as a 
residential area for the craftsman. The streets are both rectangular and organic, with widths 
between 10 and 16 meters, and the buildings are made in masonry. Despite the industrial as-
pect of the area, the existing succession of public squares increases the quality of life in the 
area. An image from 1901 with the character of the district is illustrated in Figure 3 [2].

Figure 3: The spirit of Fabric district in 1901 [2] 

1.2 Seismicity of the area 
The determination of the seismic hazard for a specific area represents a difficult task, than 

can be achieved through both probabilistic and deterministic methods. At a global level, there 
was made a seismic hazard map, as presented in Figure 4 [4].

Figure 4: Seismic hazard map at a global level [4] 
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In Romania, there are two seismic areas, Vrancea and Banat. Vrancea is the most im-
portant seismic region, characterized by strong earthquakes with magnitudes around Mw = 7.0 
of intermediate depth. Less dangerous earthquakes characterize the Banat region, with magni-
tudes around Mw = 5.6 of crustal type, with focal depths between 1 and 35 km [5]. The gen-
eral seismicity of Romania, faults, and past seismic events is presented in Figure 5 [6].

Figure 5: The location of the seismic faults and past earthquakes in Romania [6] 

In Timisoara city, there are two active seismic faults located at less than 10 km from the 
city center, as shown in Figure 6 [3].

Figure 6: The location of the two active seismic faults in Timisoara [3] 

The strongest seismic event registered in Banat area was the earthquake from 1991, in 
Banloc city, at less than 40 km from Timisoara, with a magnitude Mw = 5.5 and a focal depth 
of 11 km, followed by a strong aftershock of a magnitude Mw = 5.3 and a focal depth of 5 km 
[7]. After the event, there were registered damages, especially to attics, arches, lintels, and 
chimneys, as presented in Figure 7 [3],[8]. 
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Figure 7: Damages to masonry buildings in the epicenter after Banloc earthquake, 1991 [3], [8] 

There were observed both in-plane and out-of-plane failure mechanisms. The in-plane 
mechanism that can be noticed is mostly the diagonal shear cracking, especially in the façade 
masonry walls. Also, the vertical cracks can be seen due to the presence of strong vertical 
forces and L and R surface waves. Following the on-site observation, there was defined a spe-
cific failure mechanism for historic masonry buildings located in the near-field areas, after 
earthquakes of crustal type, as illustrated in Figure 8 [9]. 

Figure 8: The specific failure mechanism for historic masonry buildings in the near-field areas similar to Banloc 
seismic region [9] 

When the real observed damages were compared with the EMS-98 damage scale for ma-
sonry buildings [10], there was noticed the fact that the real damage was around damage state 
D2-D3, as shown in Figure 9 [9]. 

Figure 9: Correlation between EMS-98 damage scale and real damage observed after Banloc earthquake, 1991 [9] 
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For Timisoara city, there can be generated an expected damage scenario, similar to the 
one that occurred in Banloc area. The peak ground acceleration for Timisoara is considered to 
be 0.20g after the Romanian design code [11]. Following a simplified correlation law present-
ed in Equation (1), there was determined that the most probable macroseismic intensity for the 
area is IX EMS-98, as shown in Figure 10 [12].

ln(PGA) = 0.24 x IEMS-98 – 3.9  (1) 

Figure 10: Correlation between EMS-98 damage scale and real damage observed after Banloc earthquake, 1991 
[12] 

1.3 Case study buildings 
The investigated buildings are considered to be representative of the area, from all existing 

height regimes. Their location is presented in Figure 11 [13]. 

Figure 11: Location of the case study buildings [13] 

In the area, there can be noticed that almost all buildings present the basement, while 
the minimum height regime is basement and ground floor, and the biggest is a basement, 
ground floor and two levels. The structural system of all investigated buildings is the masonry 
of burnt clay brick and lime. The buildings are located with the longest dimension along the 
main street, presenting massive façade and intermediate walls with thicknesses from 80 cen-
timeters in the basement and 40 centimeters on the last floor. The transversal walls are not 
connected with the façade walls in most of the cases and are much thinner, around 15 centi-
meters [3], [14]. 
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The horizontal structural systems are masonry vaults above the basement and some-
times ground floor and wooden floors for the other levels. There can be noticed, in many cas-
es, a very tall complex wooden framework for the roof structure [3], [14]. 

The six selected buildings for investigation are presented in Figure 12 [13]. 

Figure 12: The six selected buildings for further investigation [13] 

2 EMPIRICAL SEISMIC VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT

2.1 Description of the existing methodology 
The empirical methodologies represent a useful tool for a quick and simplified seismic 

vulnerability assessment that can also be applied at an urban scale [15].  
The existing methodology that is used in this paper was proposed at first by Benedetti and Pe-
trini [16] and was later developed by Mazzolani and Formisano [17].  

The procedure is simple, based on visual inspection that leads to the fulfillment of an 
investigation form (Fig. 13), in which for several parameters, there is assigned a score for 
each possible situation. The parameters are in a number of 10 when the building is considered 
as isolated structural unit and 15 when there is also considered the influence of the adjacent 
buildings from the aggregate. For each parameter, there is also assigned a weight that illus-
trates its importance. All parameters and their associated weight are used following the exist-
ing Italian methodology [17]. The vulnerability index represents the sum of each parameter, 
whit the class score and weight assigned, following Equation (2) [9]. 

IV = ∑ si x wi (2) 
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Figure 13: Empirical vulnerability form [9] 

After the determination of the vulnerability index, the index is normalized in the range 
of 0÷1, following Equation (3) [9]. 

V = (IV – IV MIN) / (IV MAX – IV MIN) (3) 

The last step in the process of determination of the empirical seismic vulnerability is 
the damage estimation, where following the normalized vulnerability index, there can be es-
timated the mean damage grade and the expected damage state, following Equation (4). The 
correlation between the mean damage grade and expected damage level is illustrated in Figure 
14 [18]. 

μD = 2.5{1 + tanh[(I + 6.25V – 13.1)// ]} (4), 

where I represents the macroseismic intensity, V is the normalized vulnerability index and 
 is the factor that modifies the vulnerability curve slope and is considered equal to 2.3 for 

residential buildings [19].

Figure 14: Correlation between mean damage grade and expected level of damage [18] 

2.2 Results of the applied existing methodology 
The application of the empirical seismic vulnerability has led to a series of vulnerability 

indexes for ten and 15 parameters, as presented in Table 1. 

Building IV10 IV15

1 68.75 98.75
2 108.75 110.25
3 98.75 61.25
4 93.75 118.75
5 113.75 66.75
6 130 160

Table 1. Vulnerability indexes for the six investigated buildings 
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Following the determined vulnerability indexes, there were also designed the vulnerabil-
ity curves, as presented in Figure 15 for buildings considered as isolated and in Figure 16 for 
buildings considered in aggregate. The comparison between the mean vulnerability curves for 
both situations is illustrated in Figure 17. 

Figure 15: Empirical vulnerability curve for the six investigated buildings considered as isolated structural units 

Figure 16: Empirical vulnerability curve for the six investigated buildings considered in aggregate 

Figure 17: Comparison between mean vulnerability curves for both isolated and aggregate situations 

The results illustrate a low vulnerability for a macroseismic intensity IX EMS-98, accord-
ing to the most probable seismic scenario, in the range of damage state D1 for both situations, 
which means no expected damages. 

Considering the real damages observed in Banloc in a similar situation, in the ranges of 
D2-D3, there is highlighted the need for performing nonlinear analysis to adapt the empirical 
methodology for near-field effect. 
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3 MECHANICAL SEISMIC VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT 

3.1 Nonlinear analysis 
The numerical analysis represents a more precise tool in the process of seismic vulnerabil-

ity assessment, indicating the weakest points of the structure [20].
The pushover analysis was obtained with Tremuri software and investigated the in-plane 

failure mechanism for the six investigated buildings, considered as isolated structural units. 
There was used the local seismic spectrum for Banat region, as illustrated in Figure 18 [21] 
while the mechanical proprieties for the masonry structures were determined following exper-
imental tests and other technical expertise for similar buildings, as illustrated in Table 2 [3]. 

Figure 18: The local spectrum for Banat seismic region [21] 

fk 
[N/mm2]

fvk0 
[N/mm2]

E 
[N/mm2]

G 
[N/mm2]

Density 
[kg/m3]

URM 2.35 0.06 2350 940 1800

Table 2. Mechanical proprieties for the masonry structures 

The analysis made with Tremuri is a simplified analysis, appropriate for the investigation 
of more than one building, and can be used for historical masonry buildings. It has revealed 
the expected cracks damage distribution, as presented in Figure 19 [13]. 

Figure 19: Cracks and failures to the six investigated buildings after pushover analysis [13] 
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The pushover analysis has revealed that the buildings would suffer both nonstructural and 
structural damages for the considered seismic scenario, around damage states D2-D3. In Ta-
ble 3, there are presented the yielding and ultimate displacement and also the maximum shear 
forces [13].

Bld. 
No.

Yielding 
displacement 
Δy [cm]

Maximum 
shear force 
V [kN]

Ultimate 
displacement 
Δu [cm]

Interstorey 
drift [%]

1 0.08 3482 0.28 0.040

2 0.14 966 0.62 0.107

3 0.04 4006 0.12 0.113

4 0.79 2735 2.84 0.318

5 0.60 5309 1.74 0.160

6 0.54 15096 1.74 0.220

Table 3. Displacements, shear forces and interstorey drift for the six investigated buildings [13] 

According to the interstorey drift values, there can also be estimated the most probable 
damage state for each investigated building, following Table 4 [13]. 

URM
Damage state 

D2
Damage state 

D3
Damage state 

D4
Damage state 

D5
ID < 0.1% 0.1%<ID<0.3% 0.3%<ID<0.6% 0.6%<ID

Table 4. Correlation between interstorey drift values and most probable damage state [13] 

3.2 Conclusion of the numerical analysis 
The results indicated by the pushover analysis highlight the possibility of an appearance of 

cracks and failures due to bending forces, especially to the lintels at the upper part of the 
buildings. Also, there can be noticed, in some cases, cracks and failures due to shear forces at 
the spandrels also located on the top floors. These aspects indicate a general damage state of 
D2-D3 for all six investigated buildings. 

Also, the investigation of the interstorey drift values indicates the same damage states D2-
D3 for all six investigated buildings. 

The two aspects previously presented suggest that the existing empirical seismic vulnera-
bility assessment methodology tends to underestimate the real vulnerability of historic mason-
ry buildings located in the near-field areas.  

In this case, an adaptation is necessary to be able to provide precise and quick results at an 
urban scale for similar buildings located in seismic regions with characteristics similar to
Banloc region. 

Because the existing methodology is well-used at the European scale, there is proposed to 
keep it in the original form and modify only the damage estimation formula.
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4 NEW PROPOSED EMPIRICAL METHDOLOGY FOLLOWING NONLINEAR 
ANALYSIS 

4.1 New proposed damage estimation formula 
The investigation of real damages after past earthquakes in similar areas and on similar 

buildings have illustrated considerable damages to structural elements, without affecting the 
bearing capacity of the structure, so a damage state of D2-D3. 

The same probable damage state was indicated by the nonlinear analysis obtained with 
Tremuri software and also, by the investigation of the interstorey drift values obtained follow-
ing the pushover analysis. 

Both visual and numerical investigation revealed the fact that, for a macroseismic intensity 
of IX EMS-98, there is the need to adapt the damage estimation formula. 

This adaptation could provide the necessary tools for correctly assessing the seismic vul-
nerability of historic masonry buildings in the near-field areas, similar to Banloc region, in a 
quick and simplified way. 

The first part of the methodology, regarding the fulfillment of the vulnerability form and 
determination of the vulnerability index and implicitly the normalized vulnerability index, are 
proposed to remain precisely in the original structure. There is recommended to modify just 
one parameter from the damage distribution formula (Equation 4), the parameter that influ-
ences the slope of the vulnerability curve. The new proposed damage estimation formula is 
presented in Equation (5) [13]. 

μD = 2.5{1 + tanh[(I + 12.5V – 13.1)// ]}          (5), 

where I represents the macroseismic intensity, V is the normalized vulnerability index and 
represents the parameter of the curve’s slope, equal with 2.3 for residential buildings. 

4.2 New vulnerability curves following the proposed damage estimation formula 
Following the new proposed damage estimation formula, there were redesigned the vul-

nerability curves for the six investigated buildings, as illustrated in Figure 20 and Figure 21. 

a) b)
Figure 20: New empirical vulnerability curve for the six investigated buildings after proposed damage estimation 

formula considered: a) as isolated structural units; b) in aggregate condition 
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Figure 21: New comparison between mean vulnerability curves for both isolated and aggregate situations, fol-
lowing proposed damage estimation formula 

5 CONCLUSION 
The new results are in accordance with the real damages observed after the Banloc earth-

quake from 1991 and also with the results of the numerical analysis. 
This aspect indicates the fact that the proposed damage estimation formula is appropriate 

for assessing the seismic vulnerability for historic masonry buildings located in the near-field 
areas similar to Banloc seismic region.  

The most probable damage states of D2-D3 indicates a medium vulnerability for the inves-
tigated buildings that can be dangerous for the historic areas of Timisoara city. There is a high 
possibility of having significant damages to nonstructural elements and moderate damages to 
structural ones, but without affecting the bearing capacity of the structures. Because all the 
buildings are in protected areas, there is highlighted the possibility of losing irreplaceable cul-
tural, architectural-artistic and urbanistic valuable elements.  

The new proposed damage estimation formula could help provide quick and accurate vul-
nerability curves for historic masonry building with similar characteristics to the ones in 
Timisoara city, that are located in seismic regions with the same proprieties with Banloc area. 
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Abstract

Masonry vaults are present in a large number of historical structures and often used as floor-
ing and roofing systems in monumental palaces and religious buildings, typically incorporat-
ing no backfill. Many of these structures are located in seismic regions and have been shown
to be particularly vulnerable during recent earthquakes, with a need for accurate modelling 
to avoid future losses. Masonry vaults are often analysed using limit analysis procedures un-
der the hypotheses of no-tension material and absence of sliding along the masonry joints.
However, this method can be inaccurate for barrel vaults found in buildings, which are typi-
cally slender with no backfill. In this case, the masonry tensile strength and the progressive 
damage propagation play an important role in the nonlinear behaviour and ultimate strength 
of the vault. In this study, a detailed mesoscale finite element mesoscale approach is used to 
model slender unreinforced barrel vaults subjected to cyclic quasi-static and dynamic load-
ing. According to this approach, 3D solid elements connected by 2D damage-plasticity inter-
faces are used to represent the arrangement of bricks and mortar present in the masonry. The
proposed numerical description is first validated against the results from physical tests on a 
barrel vault under quasi-static cyclic loading. Subsequently, the shear response of a prototype 
vault is analysed by performing nonlinear simulations under prescribed horizontal displace-
ments at the supports, considering also the influence of previous damage induced by earth-
quakes with different magnitudes.

Keywords: Seismic risk, Historical masonry structures, Cyclic analyses, Nonlinear time-
history analyses, Discrete FEM approach, Mesoscale models.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Several existing buildings worldwide of historical, cultural and architectural significance in-
corporate vaulted masonry components. A high percentage of these buildings is located in
high-seismic regions, and masonry vaults and domes have been observed to be particularly 
vulnerable under lateral loading imposed by earthquakes [1]. Hence, to prevent the potential 
loss of cultural heritage assets, there is a need to model both unreinforced masonry vaults and 
potential strengthening measures accurately to ensure protection of vaulted structures against 
future seismic events.
Masonry vaults are usually analysed using limit analysis procedures [2][3]. However, this ap-
proach provides only ultimate load predictions but no description of the behaviour of the 
structure up to failure. Furthermore, the assumptions of no-tension material and no-sliding 
along the mortar joints [4], often made in these methods, may lead to unrealistic results in the 
case of barrel vaults in buildings, which are typically slender, with high span to thickness ra-
tios, and which do not include backfill thus sustaining very low compressive stresses [5].
To achieve accurate response predictions at different loading levels up to collapse, detailed
finite element (FE) models based on mesoscale or macroscale masonry models can be used.
The first strategy allows for the specific masonry bond utilising nonlinear zero-thickness in-
terface elements [6] to predict the development of cracks at the mortar joints within brick
units. This accurate modelling strategy has been previously adopted in [7] to investigate the 
cyclic behaviour of masonry structures under cyclic loading. Detailed work using the 
mesoscale approach has been carried out on masonry arched structures by Zhang et al. [8] and
on multi-span masonry arch bridges by Tubaldi et al. [9].
The alternative is a macroscale smeared crack approach [10] in which masonry is assumed as
a homogeneous isotropic material, and specific nonlinear material models based on damage 
and plasticity frameworks are typically utilised to represent the development and propagation 
of damage in the brickwork. An example of the latter is the use of a damage model proposed
in [11], which uses homogenised mechanical parameters. Smeared crack models have also 
been used by Stablon et al. [12] and by Gattesco et al. [13, 14] to model masonry vaults also 
in presence of strengthening systems.
A modelling approach, alternative to FE analysis, has been proposed in [15] and applied to 
simulate unreinforced and reinforced arches and vaults [15, 16]. The model is composed of 
shear deformable macro-elements, interacting by means of non-linear zero-thickness interface 
elements which simulate the masonry flexural behaviour and potential shear sliding.
This study proposes a detailed FE mesoscale approach to model typical barrel vaults of reli-
gious buildings. The model allows for the inhomogeneity of masonry and the damage accu-
mulated in reverse cycles of loading. The numerical results are validated against experimental 
results obtained through a new testing layout in which the vault is subjected to horizontal 
forces proportional to the structural self-mass [17]. Further numerical simulations have been 
conducted to investigate the ability of a representative barrel vault to transfer shear forces act-
ing as a floor diaphragm in a building structure subjected to earthquake loading.

2 THE MESOSCALE MODELING APPROACH

The mesoscale approach used here has been developed at Imperial College [6] and applied to 
different extreme loading conditions [7-9]. According to this approach, the masonry is discre-
tised into 3D solid brick elements separated by 2D zero thickness non-linear interface ele-
ments representing the mortar joints. As the thickness of the mortar joints is generally much 
smaller than the scale of the bricks, the collapsing of the mortar joints into interfaces is a suit-
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able simplification, but still captures the inherently nonlinear character of masonry as a mate-
rial. This restricts the cracking to the predefined interfaces, which again is realistic in the con-
text of masonry, where the joints act as preferential fracture planes. The interfaces are hence
positioned to coincide with the mortar joints. Additional interfaces are placed in the midplane 
of each brick, in line with the head joints of adjacent bricks, to allow the propagation of 
cracks through the brick units themselves as observed in real masonry structures. This results 
in a regular, structured mesh, where the properties of the interfaces allow a physical represen-
tation of the 3D bond arrangement. This is important especially where 3D behaviour is of in-
terest, in which case plane stress or plane strain assumptions can be unrepresentative of the
true structure.
Specifically, for the vaults considered in this study, the bricks are modelled as 20-noded quad-
ratic solid elements which for which the constitutive material response is linear elastic. All the 
material nonlinearity is captured by the 16-noded interface elements described by [6], hence
the material model for these becomes of prime importance. Figure 1 shows the placement of 
joints to represent bed joints, head joints and brick failure surfaces. This allows the simulation 
of hinge formation, shear sliding and ring separation which are typical failure mechanisms for 
vaults and arches. A damage-plasticity constitutive law, proposed in [7], is employed for the 
interface elements. The plastic yield surface consists of three yield functions: two planar sur-
faces for mode I (tensile) and mode III (crushing) fracture which cap the ends of a conical 
Coulomb surface for mode II (shear) fracture. The level of damage in each mode is a function
of the ratios the plastic work in tension (Wpl,t), shear (Wpl,s) and compression (Wpl,c). Based on 
physical observations, the damage in tension is influenced by the plastic work in both tension 
and shear, the damage in shear is influenced by plastic work in all three modes, while damage 
in compression is only related to the plastic work in compression. Numerical results obtained 
by this model were found to be close to those of experimental data, with the main drawback
of the approach being its high computational cost. This was eased by using a partitioning ap-
proach which allowed parallel computing to reduce run time [8, 18].

Figure 1: Brick and interface elements used in the mesoscale model [6,7]

3 THE EXPERIMENTAL TESTS

The numerical model applied in this study is validated against experimental results from [17]
which used a novel bench setup to apply cyclic horizontal forces proportional to the mass of 
the arch. To elaborate, a quasi-static cyclic load was applied as a prescribed displacement by a 
hydraulic actuator and distributed evenly to 8 points either side of the vault by the frame 
shown in Figure 2a. The load was increased each cycle up to the failure of the vault.
The abutments were fixed during the test allowing no relative displacement. Two geometric
layouts have been tested (Figure 2b): V75-NR (rise 1540mm, rise/span 0.75) and V50-NR
(rise 1030mm, rise/span 0.5). Both were 120mm thick and 770mm wide, with a common ra-
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dius of 2060mm. The mortar joints were 10mm thick on average. Differing lime mortars were 
used for each vault, with Young’s Module tested as 9632 MPa and 11790 MPa for the V75-
NR and V50-NR tests, respectively. Flexural tests on masonry samples resulted in strengths
of 0.42 MPa (V75-NR) and 0.84 MPa (V50-NR). Solid brick units with self-weight
15.64kN/m3 were used for both vaults. The main results of interest were that collapse oc-
curred via the formation of a hinge mechanism in all cases, with most specimens forming four 
hinges at failure [17].

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Test layout (a) and geometry of vaults (b) used in the experimental study [17].

4 MODEL VALIDATION

The full arrangement of bricks around the circumference is modelled using 20-noded solid 
brick elements for each brick, connected by 16-noded interface elements representing the 
mortar bed joints, following the modelling approach described in Section 2. As displacement 
perpendicular to the span was prevented in the test, the arrangement of head joints through the 
width of the arch is not modelled. Instead, a strip model is assumed, comprised of a single sol-
id brick element for the width of strip. The reactions obtained are then scaled up accordingly 
by the ratio of the vault width to the strip thickness. The final brick at each skewback is not 
explicitly included in the numerical model, rather interface elements are placed at the end of 
each vault and fully fixed to represent the mortar joint to this fixed brick. 
The experiment employed devices to prevent the inward or outward slip of the vault at the 
skewbacks and this is simulated by giving the interfaces at each skewback arbitrarily high 
shear strength and stiffness values, preventing shear sliding. In the experiment a device was 
used to oppose the uplift at each skewback. It is modelled by a linear spring with normal stiff-
ness of 1.1 N/mm arranged in parallel with the skewback interfaces. This value was obtained
with reference to a subsequent numerical study performed in [17]. The model mesh is shown 
in Figure 3, with the zero-thickness interfaces shown as the full thickness of the mortar joints
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for clarity. To simulate the experimental loading arrangement, 3D dynamic analyses are per-
formed employing spreader elements available in ADAPTIC [19] which allow an acceleration 
time history to be applied at a ‘master’ node and the resulting forces to be distributed accord-
ing to predefined ratios at a number of ‘slave’ nodes. In the analyses, according to the exper-
imental findings, the same ratio is applied to all “slave” nodes.

Figure 3: Mesh used for the vault V75-NR
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Figure 4: Displacement (a) and force (b) time-histories of the hydraulic actuator in the test and at the master node
of the model.

Figure 4 shows the displacement history registered by the hydraulic actuator and those con-
sidered in the numerical analysis. Each analysis is performed in two separated phases: the
self-weight of the vault is applied first as an initial load, then the lateral loads are applied by 
means of a displacement-control procedure. No viscous damping is considered in the analyses
since it is expected negligible when compared to the hysteretic energy dissipation. 
For both vaults, the interface tensile strength is calculated from the masonry tensile strength at
the macroscopic scale according to [20]. The Young’s modulus of the bricks is estimated ap-
plying a simple homogenization procedure and fixing arbitrary high values for the tangential
and normal stiffness (kt and kn) according to [21]. The resulting Young’s moduli are 4260MPa 
and 5280Mpa for the V75-NR and V50-NR specimens, respectively. Finally, Poisson’s ratio
0.2 and specific weight 1664kN/m3 are considered for both the two tests. 
The parameters for the Coulomb model are taken from values obtained with reference a nu-
merical study performed on the same experimental results [14], resulting a friction coefficient 
of 0.58 for both vaults and cohesion of 0.19MPa and 0.38MPa for vaults V75 and V50, re-
spectively. The fracture energy for modes I and II are assumed in line with values from previ-
ous studies [21,22] where it was found that values for mode I (tensile) were typically in the 
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range 0.01 to 0.08 N/mm and for mode II (shear) from 0.1 to 0.2 N/mm. The fracture energy 
in mode I is assumed at a low value to reflect the brittle response observed experimentally.
The set of parameters adopted for each vault are summarised in Tables 1, where kn and kt are 
the normal and tangential elastic stiffness; ft, fc and c are the tensile strength, compression 
strength and cohesion; tan( ) and tan( g) are the friction and dilatancy coefficients; Gf,t, Gf,s

and Gf,c are the fracture energy in tension, shear and compression, respectively.

Test kn Kt ft Fc c Gf,t Gf,s Gf,c tan( ) tan( g)
[N/mm3] [MPa] [N/mm] [-]

V75-NR 1000 1000 0.14 5.00 0.19 0.01 0.125 1.0 0.58 0.00 0.1
V50-NR 1000 1000 0.28 6.20 0.38 0.05 0.125 1.0 0.58 0.00 0.1

Table 1: Mechanical parameters of the mortar joint interfaces.

5 CYCLIC QUASI-STATIC ANALYSIS

All analyses are performed using the general nonlinear Finite Element software ADAPTIC
[19]. The total horizontal force applied (Fh) plotted against the horizontal displacement at the 
crown section ( h) is shown in Figure 5 and compared to the experimental hysteresis loops for 
both tests. The experiment on vault V75-NR exhibited an early hinge forming at one haunch 
in one loading direction, which is attributed to an imperfection in the mortar bond. This re-
sulted in one skewback not cracking and led to an asymmetric response. To simulate this as-
pect, one artificially weakened skewback is introduced in the model considering a reduced 
tensile strength (ft,skew1=0.01MPa). Moreover, it is noted that for both vaults the experimental 
results recorded a very high initial stiffness and very high unloading stiffnesses during cycles. 
This was a by-product of the testing rig arrangement and not representative of the physical 
behaviour of the vault. The numerical collapse mechanisms are shown in Figure 6, where the 
normal stress along the span (sxx MPa) is represented. For the vault V75-NR, the model cap-
tured the formation of the 2 hinges at both skewbacks and then the third at the haunch. After
this point, convergence was lost (Figure 6a). For the vault V50-NR, the first hinge occurred at 
the right skewback. Subsequently, the second and third hinges formed near simultaneously at 
the left skewback and right mid-span, then the 4th hinge opened at the remaining haunch (Fig-
ure 6b). After 4 hinges are formed, a rocking motion involving the three uncracked spans sus-
tained a residual load which increased to around 5 kN, at which point additional damage 
occurred near the skewbacks and the blocks lost shear strength, with the final sliding failure 
occurring at approximately 24 mm. This mechanism was also observed experimentally, con-
firming the reliability and robustness of the interface model. Table 2 summarises the behav-
iour of each vault alongside the experimental results.

Test Fmax [kN] Fmax,exp [kN] (Fmax -Fmax,exp)/Fmax,exp [kN]
V75-NR 3.37 3.76 -10%
V50-NR 12.23 13.01 -6%

Table 2: Numerical (Fmax) and experimental (Fmax,exp) horizontal peak loads.
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Figure 5: Experimental and numerical cyclic responses of vault specimens V75-NR (a) and V50-NR (b).

(a)                                                                                   (b)

Figure 6: (a) Deformed shape of the V75-NR model at the activation of the 3rd hinge; (b) deformed shape of the 
V55-NR model at the formation of the 4th hinge (displacements scale: 100).

6 NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS UNDER EARTHQUAKE LOADING

In this section, the behaviour of the V75-NR prototype, subjected to a time-history accelera-
tion, applied at each skewback, is investigated. The full mortar bond arrangement is modelled 
using two different types of interfaces to represent the mortar-brick head joints and the brick-
brick joints. The later allowing cracks to form through the centre of each brick. By alternating
the placement of these interfaces in the y direction, the realistic arrangement of bricks and 
mortar can be simulated. The brick-brick joint interfaces are calibrated, according to specific 
literature referring to similar masonry units [6], as no direct information was available exper-
imentally on the specific brick properties required. These are presented in Table 3.
The earthquake record from Southern Italy Irpina earthquake (1980), Sturno station, is select-
ed from the European Strong-Motion Database (ISESD) [23] with the linear baseline of the 
acceleration time history corrected. Two horizontal components (Figure 7) are simultaneously
applied to the vault to observe the full 3D behaviour. The direction with the higher peak 
ground acceleration of 0.32g is applied parallel to the span of the vault (x direction), while the
record with PGA 0.22g is applied perpendicular to the span (y direction). The original record 
is scaled up and down by 50%. The resulting acceleration time histories scale the original rec-
ord by factors of 0.5 (EQ0.5), 1.0 (EQ1.0) and 1.5 (EQ1.5), and the peak ground accelerations 
for each simulation are shown in the first two rows of Table 4. A further test used the un-
scaled record with peak ground acceleration 0.32g applied only in the x-direction (EQ1.0x) to
explore the influence of the shaking in the y direction.
The numerical response under EQ1.0, in terms of horizontal displacement at the crown sec-
tion versus the horizontal base shear, is plotted in Figure 8a, superposed onto the experimental 
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results. Collapse is evidenced for cases EQ1.0 and EQ1.5, while the structure remains almost
elastic for case of EQ0.5. These collapses correspond to the activation of four hinges.

kn Kt ft Fc c Gf,t Gf,s Gf,c tan( ) tan( g)
[N/mm3] [MPa] [N/mm] [-]

1E+5 1E+5 1.67 20.77 2.8 0.05 0.125 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.1
Table 3: Mechanical parameters of the brick-to-brick interfaces

In the three simulations EQ1.0, EQ1.5 and EQ1.0x, a four-hinge mechanism forms in the x-
direction, with two hinges at each skewback forming first, followed by hinges at the two 
haunches of each vault. In terms of the failure mechanism, the x-direction was dominant, with
cracks forming along the full width of the bed joints. This is partially explained by the peak 
acceleration in the x direction being approximately 1.5 times that in the y-direction and con-
sidering the limited width of the vault.
Hinge locations are close to those obtained from the cyclic simulations. For the vaults accel-
erated in both directions, up until the formation of four hinges little deformation in the y-
direction is observed, but once forms the vault lost shear stiffness along the cracked bed 
joints. Typically, a fifth hinge forms near to the crown, and rotation of the uncracked blocks is
observed, as shown in Figure 8b for simulation EQ1.5.
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Figure 7: Earthquake signals applied along the longitudinal (a) and transversal (b) directions of the arch. 

The study shows damage tending to be uniform along each bed joint, with damage being of a 
smaller magnitude along the head joints. Generally, up to the point of collapse, the behaviour 
under earthquake acceleration can be observed to be similar to that of cyclic loading, with the 
3rd hinge tending to form at a similar load and displacement as that experimentally. As the 
fourth hinge begins to form, and collapse begins, the base shear varies sharply and at times is
observed to be larger than at the formation of the hinges. This is in part due to the collapsing 
vault imparting large forces on its supports as the mechanism was formed. The main results of 
the analyses are summarised in Table 4. Comparing the results from the two simulations 
EQ1.0 and EQ1.0x, it can be seen that there is minimal difference in the load capacities ob-
tained, with the vault accelerated in both directions (EQ1.0) actually reaching a slightly higher 
load at collapse of 4.32kN compared with 4.23kN for EQ1.0x. This demonstrates that the ac-
celeration in the y-direction does not contribute significantly to the collapse load in x or to the 
failure mechanism observed. As discussed above, past the formation of 4 hinges, the rotation 
of blocks due to the y acceleration becomes noticeable. This indicates testing in only one di-
recting and using a strip model in the previous section is justified for this type of barrel vault. 
The load at the formation of 4 hinges tended to be slightly higher than that obtained experi-
mentally, which could be related to the dynamic effects of base acceleration.

X component Y component
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Parameter EQ0.5 EQ1.0 EQ1.5 EQ1.0x Experiments
PGA x direction [g] 0.16 0.32 0.48 0.32 -
PGA y direction       [g] 0.11 0.22 0.33 0.00 -
Peak base shear x [kN] 1.78 4.32 4.78 (3.89) 4.23 3.76
Peak base shear y [kN] 1.15 2.67 4.29 0.00 -
Max displacement x [mm] 0.28 1.96 7.29 (2.31) 3.57 0.84
Max displacement y [mm] 0.10 0.43 1.26 (0.73) 0.00 -

Table 4: Maximum peak ground accelerations leading to the formation of a four-hinge mechanism in the vault.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: (a) Total shear-crown horizontal displacement under base acceleration EQ1.0; (b) Failure mechanism
under base acceleration EQ1.5 (displacements scaled by 100).

6.1 The shear stiffness of barrel vaults

Masonry barrel vaults represent the floor diaphragms of numerous historical buildings. Their
shear behaviour influences the local and global response of the structure and its seismic per-
formance. In this section, the performance of a barrel vault specimen under shear loading is
numerically investigated considering the effects of accumulated damage caused by earthquake
motions.
The same geometrical layout of the barrel vault investigated in Section 5 but with a width
equal to the arch span (3980mm) is considered. The nonlinear model is first subjected to the X
and Z component of the Irpinia earthquake. At the end the motion, a quasi-static shear drift is
applied at the base of the two skewbacks. Four amplification factors, 50% and 75%, 85% and 
100% are chosen to scale the original signal in order to cause plastic damage but no structural 
collapse.
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In Figure 9, the relative displacement between the two skewbacks is plotted for each model
versus the external shear load. In the graph, the curve of the undamaged vault is also plotted
for the comparison. The damaged models show a brittle behaviour with a lower displacement 
capacity when compared to the undamaged vault. The ultimate shear displacement of the 
vault decreases as the PGA of the seismic input increases. 
The failure mechanisms of the undamaged vault and the damaged vault (75% of signal) are 
reported in Figure 10a and Figure 10b, respectively. The undamaged model shows a failure
mechanism characterised by the formation of 4 significant cracks along the mortar joints de-
veloping from the lateral faces of vaults. The cracks propagate towards the middle of the vault
following a diagonal path (Figure 10a). The damaged vaults show a different failure mecha-
nism, characterised by the sliding at the skewbacks leading to a rigid rotation of the vault 
(Figure 10b).
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Figure 9: Shear reaction – deformation curves for different earthquake intensities.

(a)
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Figure 10: Shear failure and Von Mises stress (in MPa): (a) undamaged vault, (b) damaged vault. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 

This study applies a detailed meso-scale model to simulate unreinforced masonry vaults sub-
jected to earthquake loading. Both quasi-static cyclic loads and base accelerations are consid-
ered. The model simulates each brick by means of 20-noded elastic solid brick elements 
interacting by means of 16-noded interface elements. The effective mortar bond is modelled 
using two different types of interfaces to represent either the mortar bed joints or to simulate 
the cracks passing the bricks. The numerical results are compared to experimental findings 
obtained by means of a novel test setup to apply cyclic horizontal forces proportional to the 
mass of the vault. The meso-scale model is found to be effective in capturing the complex 
failure modes and predicting crack locations in unreinforced vaults. In the last part of the pa-
per, the influence of different magnitudes of earthquake, including the resulting damage, on 
the shear deformability and shear strength of the investigated vault specimen is evaluated. The
results show that previous damage can reduce significantly the shear displacement capacity of
the vault potentially hindering its ability to act as an effective floor/roof diaphragm.
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Abstract

In recent years the concept of recycling and reuse is a popular issue faced in many fields. 
During manufacturing processes a huge amount of materials is recovered to minimize waste. 
In particular, this study investigates the possibility of reuse materials recovered during the 
production of rubber in standard industrial practice, for the realization of low-cost rubber 
compounds for fiber-reinforced elastomeric isolators. To cope with this task, a new composition 
is developed basing on the past experience of the research group and in particular with refer-
ence to a previous study by A. B. Habieb et al, where a part of virgin rubber was replaced by 
regenerated one. Subsequently, a comparison between the two compositions in terms of rheom-
eter curves, uniaxial tensile curves, hardness and compression sets, before and after the process 
of aging is provided. It is found that the new composition exhibits attractive performances with 
economic advantages and environmental benefits.

Keywords: Rubber compounds, Regenerated rubber, Elastomeric isolator.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The rubber material is widely used either for household or industrial needs. Since the pre-
historic era, rubber has been involved in human life by exploiting the latex from specific trees. 
The first use of rubber in the industrial sector occurred at the beginning of the 18th century [1].
Nowadays, rubber is commonly used for tires, vibration or seismic isolators, impermeable lay-
ers, and sports equipment. It can be in the natural or synthetic form of material. Some popular 
synthetic rubber types include Hypalon, Ethylene Propylene Diene Monomer (EPDM), Nitrile-
Butadiene Rubber (NBR), Viton, Neoprene, Silicone rubber (SiR), and Styrene-Butadiene Rub-
ber (SBR). 

For elastomeric isolators, rubber pads have a main role. Damping performance is a prereq-
uisite for isolation bearing materials. Besides, the materials must have an excellent overall per-
formance, such as high strength to resist damage [2, 3]. Natural Rubber (NR) exhibits desirable 
physical and mechanical properties, good processing properties, and excellent flexibility, and 
it is an indispensable material for industrial applications. However, NR has a quite poor damp-
ing performance, which greatly limits its application in the field of anti-seismic materials [4] 
[5]. Artificial rubber seems promising for the fabrication of isolators since NR is vulnerable to 
quick aging and its industrial production capability is limited. Less frequently it is EPDM or 
an NBR-EPDM blend vulcanized with an increasing amount in weight of carbon black [6].
To be ready for application, rubber should be processed through several stages; mixing or mill-
ing, and vulcanization [7, 8]. In the mixing process, some additives are added to obtain the 
expected behavior of the rubber compound. In the vulcanization process, the rubber is heated 
with sulfur, accelerator, and activator at around 140-160 °C. The process triggers the formation 
of cross-links between long rubber molecules, thus improving tensile strength, hardness, and 
weather resistance.

Rubber waste recycling is one of the most critical emergencies in terms of sustainability, 
considering that massive rubber waste has polluted the environment. According to the literature, 
regenerative rubber and powdered rubber are important forms of recycled rubber used to com-
bat the rubber industry's expanding demand for raw material. Studies proposed by A. B. Habieb 
et al. [9, 10, 11] validate the possibility of use regenerated EPDM compounds for the production 
of unbonded Fiber Reinforced Elastomeric Isolators. The utilization of regenerated EPDM ap-
pears very interesting because the EPDM backbone is essentially the same as the starting ma-
terial. 

The present study investigates the possibility of using recovered powder and oils from rubber 
manufacturing to fabricate rubber pads for low-cost seismic isolation systems. A new compo-
sition is developed basing on the past experience of the re-search group and in particular with 
reference to a previous study by A. B. Habieb et al. [12, 13].

In addition to the environmental benefits, the research wants to reveal remarkable ones of 
using recycled rubber waste from industries to drop down the cost of the isolation system. Such 
a consideration is particularly essential when dealing with seismic protection in developing 
countries (Indonesia, The Philippines, Thailand, for instance) where the cost of the commercial 
isolation system is considered too expensive for massive applications.

2 REGENERATED EPDM COMPOUND

The reference regenerated EPDM compound is the Batch 4 developed by A. B. Habieb et al.
[14]. Commercial virgin rubber is blended with regenerated EPDM. Final rubber specimens are 
composed for 2/3 of regenerated EPDM and 1/3 of virgin rubber. In the following figures and 
tables are shown the mechanical properties of the recycled rubber.
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a)

b)

Figure 1: Stretch-stress (a) and relaxation curves (b) of reactivated EPDM [9]

Time test T ML Ts1 Ts2 T10 T50 T90 MH Final
mm:ss °C kg-m mm:ss kg-m kg-m
36:00 150 0.062 1:46 2:03 2:10 7:37 1:35 0.352 0.352
24:00 160 0.057 1:16 1:27 1:32 4:56 15:55 0.342 0.342
12:00 170 0.054 1:05 1:13 1:17 2:34 7:25 0.352 0.352
6:00 180 0.052 0:42 0:48 0:48 1:52 4:40 0.272 0.272

Table 1: Several parameters obtained in the rheometer test on specimens at different temperatures.

Density
g/cm3

Shore A 
Hardness

Compression set
%

1.089 66 25
Table 2: Density, Shore A Hardness and Compression Set of reactivated EPDM

3 RUBBER COMPOUND WITH RECOVERED POWDERS AND OILS 

Respect the original composition of the rubber compound, carbon black and paraffinic oil 
have been totally replaced by recovered powders and oils (Table 3). Both replacements are 
obtained by recovering materials during the rubber manufacturing process, in particular, during 
the mixing process. In the following figures and tables are shown the mechanical properties of 
the new rubber compound.
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Batch 4 Recovered
Ingredient gr. Ingredient gr.
Virgin EPDM 100.00 Virgin EPDM 100.00
Regenerated EPDM 300.00 Regenerated EPDM 300.00
ZnO Zinc Oxide 4.00 ZnO Zinc Oxide 4.00
Stearic acid 1.00 Stearic acid 1.00
Calcium Carbonate 40.00 Calcium Carbonate 40.00
Carbon black N550 FEF II 185.00 Recovered powder 208.00
Paraffinic oil 95.00 Recovered oil 88.00
- - Kezadol GR 12.00
MBT Premix 1.50 MBT Premix 1.52
Sulfur Premix 2.50 Sulfur Premix 2.52
TMTD Premix 2.00 TMTD Premix 2.00
Total 731.00 Total 759.04

Table 3: Composition for the two rubber compounds analyzed: “Batch 4” and “Recovered”

a)

b)

Figure 3: Stretch-stress (a) and relaxation curves (b) of rubber compound with recovered powder and waste 
oil
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Time test T ML Ts1 Ts2 T10 T50 T90 MH Final
mm:ss °C kg-m mm:ss kg-m kg-m
36:00 150 0.081 2:50 3:22 3:25 6:46 19:47 0.327 0.327
24:00 160 0.077 1:52 2:09 2:11 4:16 12:20 0,323 0.323
12:00 170 0.074 1:15 1:26 1:26 2:39 6:51 0.311 0.311
6:00 180 0.072 0:53 1:00 1:00 1:45 3:52 0.293 0.293

Table 4: Several parameters obtained in the rheometer test on specimens at different temperatures.

Density
g/cm3

Shore A 
Hardness

Compression set
%

1.279 61 70.74
Table 5: Density, Shore A Hardness and Compression Set of reactivated EPDM

4 COMPARISON BETWEEN THE RUBBER COMPOUNDS

The new rubber compound exhibits similar behavior to the original one. In figure 3 and in 
tables 1 and 4, it’s possible to appreciate the same characteristic rheometer curves (Table 1, 
Table 4).

a)

b)

Figure 3: Rheometer curves of “Batch 4” (a) and “Recovered” (b) at different temperatures

For the stretch-strain test, the results obtained have shown that the new rubber compound 
presents a higher elongation at break and almost the same breaking stress of the original com-
position (Figure 4a). For the relaxation curves, the original rubber compound reaches a plateau 
at a value of normalized stress, of 0.57, while the new one reaches a plateau at a value of 0.79. 

Furthermore, a comparison of densities, Shore A Hardnesses and Compression Sets has 
been made. As it is possible to see in Table 6, only the compression set exhibits a different 
behavior, with a difference percentage of 177.04% lower than the original one.

)
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a)

b)

Figure 4: Comparison of stretch-stress (a) and relaxation curves (b) of the two rubber compounds

Rubber 
compound

Density
g/cm3

Shore A 
Hardness

Compression set
%

Batch 4 1.089 66 25
Recovered 1.279 58 70.74
Δ (%) 0.017 12.12 177.04

Table 6: Comparison and percentage difference of densities, Shore A Hardnesses and Compression Sets

5 CONCLUSIONS

This paper has investigated the possibility of reuse materials recovered during the produc-
tion of rubber in standard industrial practice to realize low-cost rubber compounds for fiber-
reinforced elastomeric isolators.

Firstly, from a previous study of A.B. Habieb et al., a rubber compound made of reactivated 
EPDM has been considered. From the original composition, carbon black and paraffinic oils 
have been totally replaced by recovered powder and oils. A comparison between the new rubber 
compound and the original one in terms of rheometer curves, uniaxial tensile curves, relaxation 
curves, hardness, and compression set has been done. The new rubber compound exhibits a
good overall performance, except for the compression set. In fact, it has shown a percentage 
difference of 177.04% lower than the original one. 
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So, for the production of rubber compounds for the low-cost elastomeric isolator, the re-
covered materials can’t be used in total replacement of ingredients. Still, the results of rheom-
eter curves, uniaxial tensile curves, relaxation curves, and hardness seem promising for future 
developments of this research where new compositions with partial replacements of recovered 
powder and waste oils will be proposed.
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PRELIMINARY DESIGN METHOD FOR ROCKING AND NEGATIVE 
STIFFNESS SYSTEMS 

Natalia Reggiani Manzo , and Michalis F. Vassiliou  

Abstract 

This paper proposes a simple analytical system that can be used to describe the dynamics of 
Negative Stiffness Bilinear Elastic (NSBE) systems, and consequently design them in a sim-
pler manner. The NSBE oscillator is a mathematical idealization, which can be used to de-
scribe rocking structures with or without flexible restraining systems or curved extension at 
their bases. The paper defines the characteristic quantities to make the bilinear system and 
actual rocking structures equivalent. 
A simpler “equivalent” system to describe the behavior of NSBE systems is proposed: The 
equivalent system is the Zero Stiffness Bilinear Elastic (ZSBE) system, which is a bilinear sys-
tem with zero stiffness in the second branch. The ZSBE system is useful and simpler because it 
needs one parameter less than the NSBE to be defined. The paper proceeds by defining the 
“Equal Displacement” and “Equal Energy” rules that provide estimates of the maximum dis-
placement of the NSBE based on the response of the ZSBE. Using a simpler system to predict 
the response of a  that provide 
estimates of the response of bilinear yielding systems based on the response of an equivalent 
linear elastic system. However, the method should not be confused with the approach of 
FEMA 356: it does not resort to a linear elastic system but to the ZSBE. 
Finally, the preliminary design of a real rocking structure is presented, as a case of study. 
The paper compares the response predicted by the proposed methodology to the one predict-
ed by a more accurate numerical analysis. 
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2 EQUIVALENT DESCRIPTION OF ROCKING SYSTEMS WITH NSBE 
SYSTEMS 
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3 EQUAL DISPLACEMENT AND EQUAL ENERGY RULE 
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4 RESPONSE OF RIGID-NEGATIVE STIFNNES SYSTEMS TO RECORDED 
GROUND MOTIONS 
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4.1 FEMA P695 Ground Motions 

4.2 Median displacement spectra 

x yi ii N

N x y

4.3 Equal Displacement Rule for NSBE systems 
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4.4 Equal Energy rule for NSBE systems 
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4.5 Design Example 
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PREFABRICATED REINFORCED CONCRETE CLADDING PANELS 
SUPPORTS: DESIGN AND NUMERICAL MODELLING
Flavio Stochino1,*, Fausto Mistretta1, Mario Lucio Puppio1 , Mauro Sassu1 , 

Abstract 
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2 COOLING TOWER CLADDING PANEL COLLAPSE
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2.1 Retrofitting
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3 DESIGN CRITERIA PROPOSAL

3.1 Effective trace
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3.2 Sliding surface

4 NUMERICAL MODEL
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Abstract
Rocking analysis is a powerful tool to assess the seismic vulnerability assessment of masonry 

walls subjected to out-of-plane modes, especially when in view of checking the efficiency of 
traditional retrofitting solutions, such as steel tie-rods restraining rocking blocks. The study 
focuses on a probabilistic approach for the seismic assessment of the out-of-plane behavior of 
masonry walls, mainly aiming to reliably predict fragility and seismic demand hazard curves in 
case steel tie rods are used as anti-seismic device. To identify the most appropriate steel tie-rod 
device, more than thousand multistripe analyses have been performed considering the Italian 
site with highest seismic hazard (Carlentini, Sicily), duly modifying ductility and strength of 
the tie rods themselves. The resulting fragility curves and seismic demand hazard curves are 
critically discussed, so allowing the definition of the most efficient and proficient intensity 
measures referring to five relevant limit states. As expected, remarkable changes in the response 
are recorded by passing from a brittle to a ductile tie-rod, but when the ultimate strain is bigger 
than 2%, an increased tie-rod ductility does not sensitively improve the response even for high-
intensity earthquakes. The probabilistic approaches show that even low-ductility tie-rods can 
sensibly reduce the probability of exceedance of limited and moderate rocking limit states, up 
to an order of magnitude. As for the influence of the tie-rod strength, even low-medium values 
produce a remarkable reduction of annual exceedance rate. For instance, a severe rocking limit 
state occurs for the unrestrained monumental wall every 450 years and every 2000 years for the 
wall restrained by a tie rod of strength just fitting the minimum required design value.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Masonry structures can be seen as an assembly of macro-elements. Independently on the 

masonry type [1] and mechanical properties [2], these macro-elements that can be considered 
as a rigid system, provided that the masonry is monolithic. The rocking analysis of rigid blocks 
is a non-linear dynamic analysis capable of simulating the behavior of masonry walls rocking 
out-of-plane. The out-of-plane behavior is undesired for masonry buildings but unfortunately 
very common for the lack of proper connections between walls and between walls and horizon-
tal diaphragms. Owing the fact that many types of such connections were developed over the 
centuries, ad hoc detailed studies are necessary to understand their effectiveness [3].

Nowadays, a wide literature is available on rocking analyses of free-standing walls as well 
as vertically/horizontally restrained walls, including analytical formulations [4]–[9], experi-
mental outcomes [10]–[13] and numerical approaches [5], [14]–[18]. All these contributions 
are aimed at reliably representing the dynamic behavior of a masonry wall rocking out-of-plane 
during an earthquake. 

Horizontal restraints are often provided by steel tie-rods, traditionally used in historic ma-
sonry buildings [19]–[21]. The response of free-standing blocks is strongly influenced by the 
size and slenderness ratio of the wall, besides the frequency content and numerous intensity 
measures associated to the seismic input. In addition to these parameters, the dynamic response 
of blocks restrained by horizontal tie-rods depends on the position and on the mechanical prop-
erties of the tie-rods themselves, as discussed in [22]. In [22] it was demonstrated on one hand 
that, as expected, tie-rods reduce the maxima amplitude rotations, but on the other hand that
tied walls behavior is not significantly dependent on the aspect ratio of two walls of comparable 
size. The latter remark is still valid for walls restrained by tie-rods at different heights; more 
generally, it can be observed that the influence of tie-rod length as well as of normalized pre-
stress is very limited. As for the influence of the mechanical properties, the role of the axial 
stiffness appears to be negligible. The yield strength was the most relevant parameter that in-
fluences the response, besides the brittle or ductile behavior of the tie-rod.

This contribution takes inspiration from the cited work but it considers different geometries 
and assumptions for the tie-rods. Moreover, this paper adopts a full stochastic approach for the 
seismic vulnerability assessment [23]–[26], whereas in [22] a semi-probabilistic approach is 
considered. After the presentation of the analytical formulation (Section 2) and the assumptions 
(Section 3) taken into account in the analysis, the work discusses the results in terms of fragility 
curves (Section 4) and seismic hazard curves (Section 5), which is a new frontier in the proba-
bilistic assessment of seismic vulnerability [27].

2 ANALYTICAL FORMULATION

2.1 Mechanical model and equation of motion
The out-of-plane behavior of existing masonry structures can be investigated through non-

linear dynamic analyses also called rocking analyses. This section describes the model consid-
ered for analyzing the one-sided motion of masonry walls restrained by steel tie-rods, displayed 
in Figure 1. In it, the wall is assumed as single degree of freedom rigid block of mass and of 
perpendicular shape. Its size and slenderness are respectively given by and .
The equation of motion, found in previous works of the Authors [14], [15], [17], is the following:

(1)
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The right hand side contains the seismic input term as acceleration time history of the 
earthquake. The terms on the left hand side are related to the inertia forces, the self-weight 
stabilizing the response up to a rotation threshold equal to , the tie-rod of stiffness ( ) and 
the transverse walls simulated by a spring bed of unitary stiffness ( ). As for the symbols,

is the polar inertia moment with respect to the pivot point O or O’ equal to , whereas
.

Figure 1: schematics of the model considered in the rocking analyses.

The term assumes the form:
(2)

in which where is a position angle dependent on the position co-
efficient (Figure 1). The tie-rod can behave either as elastic or as plasticized. If the 
tie-rod is in the elastic field, the corresponding term can be simply calculated from the external 
work made by it, obtaining:

(3)

is considered in the equation of motion if the tie-rod displacement is in the range of 
(the sub-index stands for yielding) or (the sub-index 

stands for ultimate displacement). The tie-rod can be subjected to a prestress . Once yielding 
is attained, or equivalently , the spring exerts the constant yielding force 

. The term related to the plastic tie-rod contribution is then:

(4)

As usual, a compressed tie-rod is considered inactive. In case of unloading, the constitutive 
law follows the elastic branch. Anyway, the constitutive model is fully described in [28]. The 
tie-rod influence can be controlled through the following parameters: stiffness, yielding, duc-
tility and strength associated to it. 

is different from zero only for counterclockwise rotations (spring bed in compression, 
Figure 1). In that case it is expressed by[29]:
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, (5)

where:
;

;

.

(6)

is the extension of the spring bed, t is the wall thickness and is the stiffness of the
spring bed. can be calculated as function of the horizontal elastic modulus of masonry ,
actual transverse wall length and transverse wall thickness according to the multi-
struts model presented in [29].

The solution of the equation of motion (Eq. (1)) gives the rotation time history of the 
block and all the other parameters (acceleration, velocity, displacement) related to the center of 
mass and to the other significant points of the wall. The solution of the differential equation is 
performed by means of the ODE45 solver available in MATLAB [30], which uses a 4th-5th

order Runge-Kutta integration technique.

2.2 Probabilistic model for the determination of fragility curves and seismic hazard 
curves

The probabilistic model employed for calculating the fragility curves is extensively de-
scribed in [31] and that for obtaining the seismic hazard curves is illustrated in [23]. To be 
concise, only a general description of them is given in the following. The fragility curves are 
plotted by calculating the conditional probability of exceedance of specific limit states defined 
by the engineering demand parameter EDP . The EDPs, taken as maximum normalized 
rotation of each response time-history, clearly depend on the seismic input, in turn defined by 
specific intensity measures IMs. The conditional probability that the EDP 
overcomes a capacity threshold conditioned to an IM is expressed by: 

. (7)

The capacity thresholds considered for the corresponding limit states are:

1. LS0, rocking initiation, ;

2. LS1, limited rocking, ;

3. LS2, moderate rocking, ;

4. LS3, severe rocking, .

5. LS4, near-collapse rocking, .

is the standard cumulative distribution function , is the logarithmic standard devi-
ation, or dispersion, of the demand conditioned on the level. is the median structural de-
mand which for univariate fragility curves is equal to:

. (8)
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coincides with the EDP coming from the rocking analyses, while and are the two cor-
relation coefficients which derive from the post-processing of the results expressing in loga-
rithmic terms.  

Preliminarily, the results of a set of rocking analyses with variable seismic inputs should be 
obtained. Each output of the rocking analysis, for a fixed geometry and fixed boundary condi-
tions (mechanical properties of the tie-rods) is a single realization. These realizations are then 
elaborated to obtain the correlation coefficients. The larger is the correlation coefficient , the 
more practical is the correlation with the intensity measure. The lower the dispersion coefficient 

, the more efficient is the correlation. A third correlation coefficient is to 
assess proficiency. The realizations are then used for calculating the fragility as conditional 
probability of failure [32], where the demand is represented by the EDPs calculated from the 
rocking analyses and the capacity is defined by the five limit states also expressed in [31], 
[33]. Different fragility curves can be plotted, depending on the fact that the case is categorical 
(rocking-non rocking) or a specific limit state is exceeded. In this paper the so-called “final 
probability” is plotted combining the probability of exceedance to the probability of 
overturning . The complete procedure is described in [34].

3 ASSUMPTIONS OF THE ANALYSIS
This section illustrates the assumptions of the analysis in terms of choice of geometries, 

seismic inputs and mechanical properties of tie-rods. Indeed, all these parameters have an im-
pact on the dynamic response.

3.1 Wall geometries
Two wall geometries are selected to give a first glimpse of their influence on the response. 

A medium-high slenderness ratio of is chosen, corresponding to a ratio of wall 
height/thickness (conventional slenderness) equal to 10. Upper limit values of conventional 
slenderness are fixed to 12 for unreinforced brick masonry (10 for stone masonry). These limit 
values are valid for earthquake resistant walls [35]. For what concerns the wall size, two thick-
ness values are considered: 30 cm and 60 cm. Consequently, being , the two respective 
heights are 300 cm and 600 cm. The walls have unit width and specific weight of 19 kN/m3.
For the sake of clarity, one can define the first wall as ordinary wall, and the second one as 
monumental wall, since its greater size is similar to that of the main façades of historic or mon-
umental buildings.

3.2 Mechanical properties of the tie-rods and transverse walls
This paper is mainly aimed at assessing the influence of the tie-rods in the dynamic response. 

The variability of mechanical properties is taken into account in terms of:

- Yield stress (which assumes the values 142-235-294 MPa);

- Area (calculated according to the procedures of kinematic linear analyses [35] assum-
ing PGA=0.278g);

- Yielding force ;

- Ultimate strain (which assumes the values 0-2-10%).
The yielding strength is that typical of existing tie-rods in unreinforced masonry structures, 

also historical [36]. The last parameter is related to the ductility of the tie-rod. This investigation 
has the purpose of analyzing its effect on the response depending on the level of ductility of the 
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tie-rod material. It is physically expectable that a brittle tie-rod behaves differently from a duc-
tile tie-rod, but the quantitative difference can be assessed only through a comparison of non-
linear dynamic analyses. Moreover, deterministic analyses are not fully reliable due to the fact 
that the response is input-dependent. 

The response is reported in terms of a dimensionless parameter called restraining efficiency 
coefficient . This parameter reads as ratio of a resisting moment to a seismic demand 
moment . In particular, the resisting moment can be expressed as:

(9)

where is the lever arm of the tie-rod, that is the distance of the tie-rod from the rocking hinge 
on the wall foundation. The seismic demand moment is calculated assuming an acceleration 
variable with the block height based on its first modal shape, whose maximum acceleration 

is assumed to be equal to the gravity acceleration:
(10)

Considering the distance of the mass per unit of length from the rocking base hinge, the 
corresponding force is:

(11)

The seismic demand moment reads, considering Eq. (11) and Eq. (12):

. (12)

In the present case, being constant, it results:
(13)

where is the wall weight. Finally, when the tie is installed at the top of the wall, namely 
, the restraining efficiency coefficient assumes the following expression:

(14)

In the present case, since the diameter of the tie-rod is calculated from the design criterion 
of the kinematic linear analysis [35], is constant for both cases (Table 1). By contrast, the 
consequent tie-rod diameter varies as reported in Table 2, because the yielding strength 
changes. 

[kN] [kN] [-]
ordinary wall 17.1 5.7 0.5
monumental wall 68.4 22.9 0.5

Table 1: Weight of the analyzed walls, yielding force and restraining efficiency coefficient of the tied config-
uration.

[MPa] 142 235 294
ordinary wall 7.2 5.6 5
monumental wall 14 11 10

Table 2: Variation of tie-rod diameter (in mm) with the yielding strength.
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As for the transverse walls, the following parameters are considered: extension of the spring 
bed , horizontal elastic modulus of masonry , actual transverse wall
length and transverse wall thickness . By substituting the values for the 
two wall cases, one has MN/m2 and MN/m2 respectively for the or-
dinary wall and for the monumental wall. 

3.3 Seismic inputs
A number of 48+48 seismic records, taken from the ESM database [37], has been considered 

for the stochastic analyses. The number is doubled because each of the 48 seismic records has 
been also changed in sign and used as second set of inputs. Among the 48 accelerograms, 24 
were registered in Central Italy, whereas 24 were taken from [31]. Several significant intensity 
measures (IMs) can be associated to each accelerogram. It is important to point out that numer-
ous IMs - acceleration, velocity and energy based - can be calculated for each of them. Never-
theless, in this contribution the focus is on peak ground acceleration (PGA), on Arias intensity 
(Ia) and on peak ground velocity (PGV), the most common IMs referred to in seismic vulnera-
bility analysis. PGV is in particular an IM very significant for rocking blocks. The seismic 
inputs considered in the analysis are listed in Table 3.

Table 3: Seismic inputs used in the analysis.
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3.4 Single realizations of the non-linear dynamic analyses and correlation coefficients
The single realizations coming from the rocking analyses are performed for both geometries 

and for the ten cases (free-standing and nine types of tie-rods as described in 3.2). A multistripe 
analysis [23] is carried out considering six values of PGA (hazard site: Carlentini, Italy [38], 
[39]). For each PGA value 1920 analyses have been performed, so that 11520 runs resulted in 
total. An extract of the graphs for the free-standing and tied case of the monumental façade ( =
235, mm, =10%) is reported in Figure 2. In the vertical axis of the graphs the maxi-
mum engineering demand parameter is reported for each rocking analysis with fixed seismic 
input. Each circle represents the maximum response of single realization obtained from each 
seismic input. Each accelerogram has a corresponding pair of PGA and PGV displayed in the 
abscissa axes; each one is scaled for six values of PGA corresponding to specific return periods 
of the selected construction site. It is evident that when the wall is not restrained by any tie-rod 
the normalized rotation is greater, and overturning frequently attained (Figure 2a). In case the 
wall is horizontally restrained by a ductile tie-rod of medium strength ( =10%, = 235 MPa,

mm), the non-rocking cases are more numerous and the number of overturning cases 
is only three. Analyzing the results, the correlations coefficients can be easily calculated. 

The best correlation is always obtained considering the PGA, with the exception of the mon-
umental unrestrained wall, for which the best IM is the Arias Intensity Ia.

For the same cases displayed in Figure 2, Figure 3 reports the estimated curve with the cor-
relation coefficients:

- -coefficient (Eq. (8)), for the practicality;

- dispersion coefficient , for the efficiency;

- , for the proficiency;

- Coefficient of determination , defined as ;

The correlation is made only for the cases of safe rocking, namely for 1e-4 < < 1.5. That 
is the reason why Figure 3b shows only two values of PGA for multistripe analysis (see also 
for comparison the blue circles in Figure 2b). Therefore, the probability of exceedance of a 
specific limit state is calculated only for the safe-rocking cases.

(a) (b)
Figure 2: Realizations of the rocking analysis for specific values of PGA and PGV for unrestrained (a) and 

tied (b) monumental wall.
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Looking at the results, it is possible to observe that, when the correlation is made towards 
the PGA (Figure 3a, b), the unrestrained case is worse correlated than the tied case in terms of 
efficiency and proficiency. As for practicality, the unrestrained case is better correlated. The 
results in terms of Arias Intensity, for which the correlation is the most efficient for the unre-
strained case,  are scattered because this intensity measure is calculated after that the PGA of 
each accelerogram is scaled according to the formula given in [31]. the unrestrained case is 
worse correlated than the tied case in terms of efficiency and proficiency (Figure 3c, d). Con-
cerning practicality – and also proficiency – the unrestrained case is again better correlated than
the restrained case. Since the dispersion coefficient for the unrestrained case is slightly greater 
than that for the tied case, the correlation of the first one is more efficient. The maximum coef-
ficient of determination is observed for the correlation of PGA (restrained case) and of Ia (un-
restrained case) and is equal to 0.57 for both scenarios (Figure 3b, c).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 3: Structural demand and correlation coefficients for unrestrained (a, c) and tied (b,d) monumental 

wall.

4 FRAGILITY CURVES
This section discusses the fragility curves obtained for all the cases with the calculation pro-

cess described in section 2.2. A first comparison can be made between the ordinary and the 
monumental wall. Their slenderness value is the same (height to thickness = 10) but the size of 
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the ordinary wall is half of that monumental. The fragility curves representing the conditional 
probability of the EDP conditioned to PGA are reported in Figure 4 for all the five limit states. 
The probability of occurrence of the rocking initiation state is much less for the ordinary wall
rather than that of the monumental wall. For the ordinary wall, of small size, there is a narrower 
difference between probability of occurrence of the limit states, from the rocking initiation to 
the near-collapse. The ordinary wall appears more stable than the monumental wall, although 
the slenderness values are the same. In this case, therefore, the common scale effect usually 
exhibited by free rocking blocks is not observed.

(a) (b) 
Figure 4: Fragility curves for the unrestrained monumental (a) and ordinary (b) wall.

Considering the monumental wall, the fragility curves considering again the five limit states 
but with different values of ductility capacity of the tie-rod are displayed in Figure 5. The sub-
figures respectively indicate the response for the unrestrained wall (a), the wall restrained by a 
brittle tie-rod with =0% (b), by a low ductility tie-rod with =2% (c), by a high ductility tie-
rod with  =10% (d). It is evident that a more ductile tie-rod reduces the probability of over-
coming the attainment of an EDP threshold. The case with the most ductile tie-rod results in 
flatter fragility curves which lose their typical s-shape, which indicate greater uncertainty.

For the medium steel axial strength (235 MPa, , mm), the probability of exceedance 
for the limited rocking state (LS1) is reported in Figure 6a: the most dangerous case is the brittle 
tie-rod, as expected. The probability of exceedance of the limited rocking state is respectively 
by 85%, 30%, 8% and 3% for unrestrained wall, wall restrained by brittle, ductile and low-
ductile tie rod for PGA=0.8 g. PGA values lower than it, no remarkable difference is observed 
in terms of probability of exceedance, since the tie-rod impedes a considerable wall rocking. 
The trend of reduction of probability of exceedance above mentioned, not fully expected for 
ductile and low-ductile tie-rod, depends on the higher uncertainty that affects the probability of 
exceedance of a ductile tie-rod. So, even though the curve related to the ductile tie-rod is not 
considered, the reduction of probability of exceedance is sensitively strong being an order of 
magnitude lower for the low-ductile tie-rod (Figure 6a). Therefore, it is extremely beneficial to 
restrain the wall even with a low-ductile (but also a brittle) tie-rod. The choice will depend on 
the assumed probability of exceedance depending on the return periods established by the stand-
ards. 
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 5: Fragility curves for the monumental wall: unrestrained (a); brittle (b); low ductility (c) and ductile 

(d) tie-rod.

(a) (b)
Figure 6: Fragility curves for monumental wall: parametric analyses in terms of (a) steel ductility and (b) ax-

ial strength for the limited rocking state (LS1).
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As for the variation of steel strength, keeping constant the tie-rod ultimate strain to 10%, the 
weaker material has an increased probability of exceedance that anyway remains low (about 
10% for PGA=0.6 g) even for medium-high intensity earthquakes. As a consequence, in many 
cases even a weak tie steel can be really beneficial for the reduction of the probability of ex-
ceedance of the limited rocking state. The cases of medium-high strength ties (235 MPa, 

mm and 294 MPa, mm) give coincident fragility curves since the stress of 235 MPa 
is never overcome.

5 SEISMIC DEMAND HAZARD CURVES
The seismic demand hazard curves are obtained by following the procedure described in 

[23]. The output is readable as annual exceedance rate for the five limit states indi-
cated in the abscissa axis ( =1E-4, 0.1, 0.4, 1.0, 1.5). This information is more complete 
than the mere fragility curves, as the demand hazard is considered in the probabilistic assess-
ment. The seismic demand hazard curve is much more conservative in case of restrained con-
dition than for the unrestrained monumental wall (Figure 7a). Considering the same steel 
strength (235 MPa, , mm) and varying the ultimate strain of the tie-rod (Figure 7b), it 
is clear that the annual exceedance rate is the lowest in case of low ductile tie-rod behavior than 
in case of brittle behavior. Moreover, a brittle behavior of the tie-rod could lead to unexpected 
performance of the tie-rod especially in case of historical ties, where localized failures can occur 
[36]. Thus, it is recommended to prefer even a low-ductile behavior that strongly reduces the 
seismic demand hazard curves. Indeed, for instance considering the moderate rocking limit state 
( = 0.4), the annual exceedance rate decreases by over 60% passing from a brittle to a low-
ductile tie rod. Again the red curve, related to a highly ductile tie-rod, for same ranges of EDP 
exhibits unexpected performance. In any case, such a behavior can be neglected being the cor-
responding fragility curves characterized by greater uncertainties. 

(a) (b)
Figure 7: Seismic hazard curves for the monumental wall: parametric analyses in terms of steel ductility (a) 

with a detail for the restrained case (b).

Discussing how the tie-rod strength influences the seismic risk, it is evident that, as observed 
for the fragility curves, there is not a sensitive change in the annual rate of exceedance whether 
a high-strength tie-rod is assumed or a medium strength is considered (Figure 8).

Referring to the moderate rocking limit state ( = 0.4), the annual exceedance rates are:

- 1.8e-5 for the strength values of 294 MPa, mm;
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- 7.7 e-5 for 235 MPa;

- 2.7e-4 for 142 MPa;

- 2.9e-3 for the unrestrained case.

They respectively correspond to the fact that this limit state is exceeded once every 56000 
years (high tie-rod strength) 13000 (medium), 3700 (low) and 345 years. Therefore, even with 
a low-strength tie-rod, the rate of occurrence is reduced. 

(a) (b)
Figure 8: Seismic hazard curves for the monumental wall: parametric analyses in terms of steel strength (a) 

with a detail for the restrained case (b).

Taking into account the severe rocking ( = 1.0), the annual exceedance rates are:

- 8e-6 for the strength value of 294 MPa, mm (one occurrence every 125000 
years);

- 4.5e-5 for 235 MPa (22000 years);

- 1.5e-4 for 142 MPa (2000 years);

- 2.2e-3 for the unrestrained case (450 years).

Obviously, the two latter cases are over-conservative considering the life cycle of a masonry 
building, therefore even small strength values are sufficient to guarantee a remarkable increase 
of safety. For the severe rocking limit state, the reduction of annual exceedance rate is less 
evident than that for the moderate rocking limit state. 

6 CONCLUSIONS
This paper discussed the role of tie-rods in the dynamic response of restrained masonry walls 

subjected to earthquakes. The analysis was performed by following a fully probabilistic ap-
proach with a multi-stripe analysis obtaining seismic fragility and hazard curves. Two typical 
masonry wall, one ordinary and the other of monumental type, were taken into account as un-
restrained and restrained by tie-rods of different mechanical properties. Considering the results 
of over 11500 analyses, the best correlated intensity measures were observed to be peak ground 
acceleration and Arias Intensity. 

Observing the fragility curves, the most dangerous case is the brittle tie-rod, as expected. 
The probability of exceedance of the limited rocking state is respectively by 85%, 30%, 8% and 
3% for unrestrained wall, wall restrained by brittle, ductile and low-ductile tie rod for PGA=0.8 
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g. The reduction of probability of exceedance is significant being an order of magnitude lower
for the case of low-ductile tie-rod with respect to the case of brittle tie-rod. Therefore, it is 
extremely beneficial to restrain the wall even with a low-ductile (but also a brittle, in compari-
son with an unrestrained wall) tie-rod. The choice of a specific tie-rod will depend on the ad-
missible probability of exceedance depending on the return periods established by the standards. 

As for the variation of steel strength, keeping constant the tie rod ultimate strain to 10%, the 
weaker material has an increased probability of exceedance that anyway keeps low (about 10% 
for PGA=0.6 g) even for medium-high intensity earthquakes. As a consequence, in many cases 
even a weak steel can be really beneficial for the reduction of the probability of exceedance of 
the limited rocking state. 

For what concerns the seismic hazard demand curves, it is preferable for the tie-rod a low-
ductile rather than a brittle behavior that strongly reduces the seismic demand hazard curves. A
highly ductile performance could cause more uncertainties in the results. Considering the mod-
erate rocking limit state, the annual exceedance rate decreases by over 60% passing from a 
brittle to a low-ductile tie rod. As for the influence of the tie-rod strength, even a low-medium 
values produce a remarkable reduction of annual exceedance rate. For instance, a sever rocking 
limit state occurs for the unrestrained monumental wall every 450 years and every 2000 years 
for the wall restrained by a tie rod of strength 142 MPa and a diameter of 14 mm. The return 
period of the same event increases to 22000 years for a strength of 235 MPa (and diameter 11 
mm) and to 125000 years for 292 MPa (diameter 10 mm). Obviously, the two latter cases are 
over-conservative considering the life cycle of a masonry building, therefore even small 
strength values are sufficient to guarantee a remarkable increase of safety. 

Finally, the probabilistic approach described here for the seismic assessment of the out-of-
plane of masonry walls is able to reliably predict the seismic demand hazard curves to define 
the most appropriate type of steel tie rod to use as anti-seismic device.
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GRAPHICAL METHODS, KINEMATIC AND FINITE ELEMENT 
ANALYSIS OF THE PREMILCUORE MASONRY BRIDGE 

Linda Giresini , Daniela De Paola , Mario Lucio Puppio  and Giovanni Buratti  

Abstract 

This paper presents the results of static and seismic vulnerability analyses performed on a 
single-span masonry bridge located in Northern Italy. The structure, dated back to the 17th 
century, is a bridge with single-span of about 16 meters and height of 8 meters, built with 
rubble and irregular masonry. A preliminary static analysis was performed on the bridge 
through traditional graphic approaches such as the Méry’s rule and the Durand-Claye’s 
method. Afterwards, a kinematic non-linear analysis was executed once the collapse mecha-
nism under horizontal earthquake-type actions was identified. Finally, a static finite element 
analysis with brick elements was performed to state the seismic vulnerability of the bridge, by 
changing its mechanical properties to evaluate their influence on the structural response. 
Collapse load factors have been also computed considering non-uniform gravitational loads 
and horizontal settlements at the bridge foundations.  

Keywords:
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1 INTRODUCTION 
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2 BACKGROUND 

2.1 Traditional graphical methods 

2.2 Rigid block and arch models for kinematic analyses 
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2.3 Finite element and discrete element models 
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3 CASE OF STUDY 

3.1 Geometry and masonry type 

Ponte Nuovo (New Bridge) Premilcuore

Rabbi
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3.2 Assumptions of the analysis 

Premilcuore bridge

Galileo-Rankine’s criterion
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3.3 Finite element model 

cut-off bars
non-structural masses

  

4 ANALYSIS OF THE PREMILCUORE BRIDGE 

4.1 Traditional / Graphical methods 
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4.2 Identification of the collapse mechanism and non-linear kinematic analysis 
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4.3 FEM analysis 

4.3.1. Nonlinear static analysis (gravitational loads) 

λ

λ
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Material λuniform λnon-uniform 

4.3.1. Nonlinear static analysis (seismic actions) 

Vb
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
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Abstract 
The out-of-plane dynamics of masonry walls is strongly influenced by seismic input, mass, 

wall geometry and boundary conditions. Nevertheless, the parameter that mostly affects the 
dynamic response of a rocking wall is the coefficient of restitution, defined by Housner as ratio 
of angular velocity after and before an impact on the ground. Such a parameter defines the 
amount of energy dissipated over motion and is of paramount importance in assessing the seis-
mic vulnerability of a rocking wall, due to the sensitivity of the dynamic response to small 
changes of it. This paper critically illustrates the preliminary results of an experimental cam-
paign performed on a masonry wall subjected to one-sided rocking. These results are presented 
in terms of experimental ratios of coefficients of restitution. Two methods for calculating the 
experimental ratios of coefficients of restitution are described according to whether rocking is 
one-sided or two-sided. In addition, the paper compares these ratios with those of other exper-
imental tests on two sided rocking and horizontally restrained masonry walls available in the
literature. A numerical example is provided by showing that the assumption of a correct coef-
ficient of restitution is crucial for a realistic and correct seismic vulnerability assessment. 

Keywords: rocking, one-sided, two-sided, coefficient of restitution, masonry, out-of-plane. 
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1 INTRODUCTION
The appropriate types of analysis that can be carried out on masonry buildings under earth-

quakes depend on the degree of connection between walls and between walls and horizontal 
diaphragms, including arches, vaults and roofs [1]–[3]. Seismic retrofitting interventions are 
generally needed to ensure the box-type behavior; nowadays, seismic consolidation techniques 
are coupled with low-impact solutions also from an environmental point of view [4], [5]. Nev-
ertheless, when the connection is poor, only local analyses are meaningful for a proper seismic 
vulnerability assessment. In that case, the most common approach consists in computing col-
lapse loads of local rigid block mechanisms [6]–[10], properly considering floor spectra [11].
An alternative approach, which can be seen as complementary to the mentioned kinematic non-
linear analysis, is the non-linear dynamic analysis or rocking analysis. This investigates the 
dynamic behavior of the rigid block according to the Housner’s equation [12], duly considering
the energy dissipated over motion. A synthetic parameter describing this energy dissipation is 
the coefficient of restitution [13], [14]. The coefficient of restitution can be defined in several 
ways [8], but they are equivalent only in case of frictionless impact [9].

The coefficient of restitution has a relevant influence on the free damped vibration of a rigid 
block [15] as well as on its resonance conditions [16], [17]. In the present paper, the coefficient 
of restitution proposed by Housner is considered, which is defined as ratio of the square root of
kinetic energies after and before each impact [12]. Yet, the values of the coefficient of restitu-
tion analytically found by Housner [12] as a function of the block slenderness generally over-
estimate experimental values.

Actually, tests executed on blocks of different materials (e.g. stone, masonry, concrete, etc.) 
showed scattered values of the coefficient of restitution. For example, tests on rectangular con-
crete blocks with aluminum base reported [18] were in satisfactory agreement with the Housner 
predictions ratio: in fact, ratio between experimental and analytical value of coefficient of res-
titution was respectively 101% and 98%. But similar tests performed on non-rectangular 
blocks [19] and prismatic steel blocks [20] exhibited not recognizable trends. By contrast, at 
least a qualitative trend of coefficient of restitution with respect to the analytical one can be 
appreciated when dealing with masonry blocks. Indeed, in general rocking masonry/stone ele-
ments dissipate more energy than that is predicted by the Housner’s formulation. Literature 
values refer to ratios of experimental to analytical coefficient of restitution percentage of

for free walls [21], [22] and of about 80% for horizontally restrained walls [22].
This paper analyzes the preliminary experimental results of free-vibration tests executed on 

an unrestrained masonry wall made of clay brick and cementitious mortar. The dynamics of 
one sided rocking can be analytically and numerically studied through a modified equation of 
motion (Section 2). Section 3 illustrates the general features of the experimental campaign and 
the results in terms of coefficients of restitution, whilst Section 4 compares the so-obtained 
results with literature values valid for walls of the same typology in two-sided rocking.

2 ANALYTICAL FORMULATION 
The mechanical model considered for a classical non-linear dynamic analysis is displayed 

in Figure 1. The wall is assimilated to a perpendicular rigid block of mass , size , polar 
inertia moment rocking around its base. The rigid block is subjected to an acceleration time 
history which can be registered or artificial (spectrum compatible). The rocking wall 
might be connected to transverse walls of unitary stiffness (acting only in compression for
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the sake of simplicity) and to horizontal tie-rods of stiffness . Using the Euler-Lagrange for-
mulation, it is simple to obtain the corresponding terms of the equation of motion ( and
respectively) as described in detail in [23].

The equation of motion reads:
(1)

Figure 1: Mechanical model assumed for a rigid block masonry wall.

The energy dissipation is not directly visible in Eq. (1) since it is introduced during the res-
olution of the equation of motion as change of boundary condition when the block rotation 
passes from zero to a negative/positive value. Generally, in the dynamics of slender and rectan-
gular rigid blocks the coefficient of restitution as defined by Housner [12] is considered: 

(2)

Where (Figure 1). This expression is obtained by equating the moment of mo-
mentum about O’ immediately before impact to that immediately after impact on the ground.
The coefficient of restitution is expressed as ratio of the square root of the two kinetic energies 
after and before each impact. As it will be illustrated in Section 3.2, there are different manners 
to express the coefficient of restitution, depending on whether the rocking is symmetric or not.

3 EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN ON A MASONRY WALL IN ONE-SIDED 
ROCKING

3.1 Features of the rocking wall and testing set-up
This section illustrates the tests executed on a clay brick and cementitious mortar wall. The 

wall, tested in free-vibration, has the following dimensions: height 2.70 m, thickness 0.36 m 
and width 1.68 m. Its weight is 29.4 kN and its slenderness ratio, given by the arctangent of 
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thickness to height, is 0.133. The wall is pulled out-of-plane through a tie-rod up to attain a
specific displacement (50 mm, 100 mm and 150 mm) of the wall at 2.56 m from the base. A
detailed description of the experimental tests and of the mechanical features of the wall can be 
found in [24], [25]. The only difference with the tests already performed is that the hinge is in
this case formed at 0.23 m above the wall base, and not at the wall foundation. This makes the 
wall stockier as its height diminishes. 

Once the wall attains the specified displacement, a quick release system frees it making it 
rocking. The motion is one-sided, namely the wall impacts against two transverse walls (Figure 
2) of length 1.50 m and thickness 0.12 m each. The transverse walls have the same mechanical
properties as the rocking wall. The displacement and acceleration time-histories are recorded 
by potentiometric displacement transducers and accelerometers respectively, positioned on the 
tested wall as shown in [25]. An example of the experimental outputs is reported in Figure 3, 
where also the velocity time histories, obtained by derivation of the displacement time-histories, 
are plotted.

(a) (b)
Figure 2: Masonry wall tested in one-sided rocking.

(a) (b)
Figure 3: Selection of experimental results: displacement and velocity time-histories of a point located at 2.56

m from the wall base: imposed displacement of 50 mm (a) and of 150 mm (b).
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3.2 Computation of coefficient of restitution from experimental results
These outputs are furtherly elaborated to obtain the experimental coefficients of restitution 

by two alternative approaches:

1. The traditional one, which computes the experimental coefficient of restitution consid-
ering consecutive peaks of velocity. Referring to Figure 4, the coefficient of restitution
is calculated as mere ratio of velocity at peak (i+1)-th to velocity at peak i-th:

(3)

regardless of the rotation sign.

2. A more refined one, where two coefficients of restitution are calculated, considering the
asymmetric behavior due to the one-sided rocking caused by the impact on transverse
walls:

(4)

The need of shifting from Eqn. (3) to Eqn. (4) is due to the fact that, for one-sided rocking, 
the consecutive negative and positive peaks of velocity are strongly different and the behavior 
depends on the rotation. Therefore, the calculation of the coefficient of restitution, function of 
the velocity peaks, should consider such a relevant aspect. This issue was already highlighted 
for diverse properties of horizontal restraints in [25] and for non-homogeneous walls in [22].

We call “experimental ratio of coefficient of restitution” the term:

 (5)

in which is the experimental value of the coefficient of restitution and the analytical
value as defined by Housner [12] and recalled in Eq. (2). Three ratios can be therefore defined 
to calculate the coefficient of restitution:

and   (6)

The wall under examination has a slenderness ratio , therefore according to Eq. (2)
the analytical Housner’s coefficient of restitution is
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Figure 4: Labels of velocity peaks.

3.3 Experimental values of coefficients of restitution
The results in terms of ratios of coefficient of restitution (Eqns. (5)-(6)) are reported in Table 

1. Each value is labelled with the imposed displacement and the progressive number of the test. 
So, for example, test # 150_2 indicates the second consecutive test where an initial imposed 
displacement of 150 mm at the top of the wall has been released. These values are calculated 
as mean considering the first six impacts, since after them the motion amplitude is negligible. 
Thus, the two ratios and are computed as average of two values, whereas is computed 
by considering five values. It is worthy to observe that the average values of do not sensitively 
differ from or only because the differences between experimental coefficients of restitu-
tion are smoothed when the overall average is considered. This aspect is shown in Figure 5: this 
diagram evidently shows that the average for test #50_1 is very close to or

(Table 1), although each individual coefficient of restitution markedly change (from 35% 
to 88%) considering the actual ratios. The difference between and is by about 10%. This 
means that, when the wall impacts against the transverse walls (inward rotation), there is a 
dissipation of energy by 10% greater than what occurs in the condition of out-of-plane rocking 
(outward rotation). 

It should be noticed that is not a huge difference, because the length of the transverse walls 
(2.0 m) is not enough to produce a rebound effect. Indeed, the oscillations are bilateral as visible 
in Figure 3 and not unilateral as it should be in actual rocking walls, where the transverse walls 
are much longer and therefore more rigid. On the contrary, the difference between and 
is only by 3% for the test #50_1, owing the fact that the initial displacement amplitude is only 
50 mm and therefore the condition of bilateral oscillations is more pronounced. This difference 
is then not considered as representative, due to the small initial displacement. Consequently, 
excluding test #50_1, from Table 1 an average value of 59% can be estimated for , which is 
a reduction by about 40% with respect to , evaluated for one-sided rocking walls.

test#
150_1 67% 59% 57%
150_2 65% 57% 59%
150_3 71% 61% 66%
100_1 68% 58% 63%
50_1 62% 59% 59%
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Table 1: Mean experimental ratios of coefficients of restitution for the unrestrained wall in one-sided rocking
( outward rotation, inward rotation).

Figure 5: Local values of experimental ratios and average (blue line) for test #50_1.

4 COMPARISON BETWEEN ONE-SIDED AND TWO-SIDED ROCKING WALLS
This section illustrates a comparison in terms of experimental ratios of coefficient of restitution 
found for:

(i) unrestrained walls, in bilateral (two-sided) rocking;
(ii) unrestrained walls, in unilateral (one-sided) rocking;
(iii) walls restrained by dissipative and non-dissipative horizontal restraints.

The first and third condition refer to the experimental tests described in [22], [25], whereas 
the second condition regards the experimental tests illustrated here.

4.1 Unrestrained walls in one- and two-sided rocking
As for the unrestrained walls in two-sided rocking, the mean coefficients of restitution do 

not vary considering either consecutive peaks or consecutive peaks of the same sign (second 
and third column of Table 2. In the first test (A_T0_1), there is a greater dissipation of energy,
probably because the first impacts, breaking small parts of the mortar joints on the wall base, 
“smoothen” the rocking surface. For the tested wall, the values of coefficient of restitution range
from 88% to 98%. In [25] the tests were executed also for a slenderer wall of equal characteri-
stics: for it, the results were less scattered, being the minimum 95% and the maximum 96%. 
A reference value of 95% can be then assumed for the unrestrained walls in two-sided rocking.
This ratio is different to that found for in-situ tests performed on historic rubble masonry [22].
This aspect can be explained considering that the in-situ conditions, such as imperfect founda-
tion surface and interference of the rocking wall with the adjacent walls, undoubtedly imply an 
increase of energy dissipation. The results found in [25] are instead in agreement with the liter-
ature results of solid clay brick walls tested in two sided rocking [21], for which an average 
ratio of 95% was found.

test# (2 impacts)

A_T0_1 93% 93% 92% 97%
A_T0_2 97% 97% 94% 94%
A_T0_3 97% 97% 94% 99%
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A_T0_4 97% 98% 95% 99%
A_T0_5 91% 92% 90% 88%

Table 2: Mean experimental ratios of coefficients of restitution obtained from experimental tests on the unre-
strained wall in two-sided rocking illustrated in [25].

Comparing the results reported in Table 2 and in Table 1, it is clear that the one-sided motion 
presents much more scattered value of the experimental coefficients of restitution, while their 
difference increases by 10% passing from outward rotation to inward rotation (section 3.3).
Obviously, in the two-sided rocking the coefficient of restitution does not change significantly 
when the rotation sign changes.

As described in section 3.3, the average value of is 59%, corresponding to a reduction by
about 40% from the value, , calculated for two-sided rocking walls. It is therefore of 
interest to distinguish the amount of energy dissipated by the impact at the ground from that 
originated by the impact on transverse walls.

Moreover, the presence of transverse walls introduces a non-linearity in the coefficient of
restitution as it immediately influences the value of the coefficient of restitution itself. This 
aspect can be observed by considering the ratios pertaining the first impact only ( ), or the first 
two impacts ( and ). Indeed, the so calculated coefficients of restitution in the inward ro-
tation ( in Table 3) are about 55%, that is almost 50% of the corresponding coefficients of
restitution for the two-sided rocking wall (Table 2). 

test#
150_1 65% 52% 32%
150_2 66% 53% 34%
150_3 69% 59% 37%
100_1 60% 52% 34%
50_1 64% 56% 35%

Table 3: Experimental ratios of coefficients of restitution for the first impact of the  unrestrained wall in one-
sided rocking ( outward rotation, inward rotation).

4.2 Restrained walls in one-sided and two-sided rocking
For what concerns the same wall restrained by a damped and stiff horizontal device, a re-

duction by 5% of the coefficient of restitution in unrestrained rocking was found in [25]. There-
fore, the coefficient of restitution to assume for rocking analysis should be equal (on average) 
to 90%. The same reduction by 5% was computed in [22] passing from an unrestrained rubble 
masonry wall to the same wall restrained by an undamped elastic element. It must be stressed 
that such a reduction mainly depends on the horizontal restraint type and position, while the 
influence of masonry texture, material or age, seems negligible.

5 CASE STUDY: FAÇADE OF A THREE-NAVE CHURCH
Numerical analyses are performed in this Section to investigate the relevance of the coeffi-

cient of restitution in one-sided rocking motion. The selected case study is the façade of the San 
Filippo church (Figure 6a) located in Central Italy and struck by the 2016-2017 Central Italy 
earthquake. During the seismic swarm, a horizontal hinge formed at about 14 meters from the 
ground, causing the façade to rock and, finally, to overturn and collapse (Figure 6b).
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5.1 Geometric and mechanical properties
The façade is made of clay brick and cementitious mortar masonry, having a specific weight 

around 18 kN/m3. The façade is assimilated to a rocking rectangular block of equivalent height 
7.64 m (obtained considering the equivalence with center of mass and inertia moment of the 
original geometry), thickness 0.80 m and width 12.00 m (Table 4). 

The parameters necessary to perform the rocking analysis are the radius vector , the slen-
derness ratio , the inertia moment and the compression spring bed stiffness reported in
Table 4.

(a) (b)
Figure 6: Case of study: San Filippo Neri’s church in Camerino (Macerata): main façade before (a) and after 

(b) collapse.

Figure 7: Geometrical dimensions of the case of study (from [26]).
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Equivalent height [m] Thickness [m] Width [m] R [m] [rad]

I0

[m4] [MN/m2]

7.64 0.80 12.00 3.84 0.10 2.36 106 750

Table 4: Geometric characteristics of the rocking façade.

5.2 Analysis method
As already said, the main façade of the church is assumed as rigid block with a compression 

spring bed simulating the transverse walls. The 40 seismic excitations considered in the study 
were selected among the most intense ground motions of the 2016-2017 Central Italy earth-
quake: these earthquakes, belonging to the entire seismic swarm, occurred between August 
2016 and January 2017 [26]. Among them, the four that caused the highest rotation amplitudes
of the masonry façade – and also its overturning – are here considered. 

Their features in terms of Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) and Peak Ground Velocity 
(PGV), obtained from the Engineering Strong Motion Database [27], are sumamirzed in Table 
5.

Seismic record PGA PGV
(date and station) (g) (cm/s)
20160824_AMT 1.10 55.31
20160824_NRC 0.46 37.79
20161030_CLO 0.54 66.33
20161030_NRC 0.62 61.33

Table 5: Peak Ground Acceleration and Peak Ground Velocity of the considered seismic records [27].

The equation of motion (Eqn. (1)), described in detail in [23], is solved with a MATLAB 
code to analyze the dynamic behavior of the façade. Since the rocking hinge is not formed at 
the wall base, the seismic records should be applied after a filtering process, duly taking into 
account the vibration effects of the substructure. Here, considering the wall geometry, a mag-
nification factor of 1.27 is adopted, as explained in [26], [28].

Two values of coefficients of restitution are considered in the analyses:

1) The Housner’s analytical value, labelled with and calculated with Eq. (2).
2) The experimental value of coefficient of restitution, evaluated, as said before, consider-

ing the average of the values reported in Table 1, and excluding the test #50_1. This
process results in considering, for the inward rotation, an average coefficient of restitu-
tion , whereas for the outward rotation the coefficient of restitution is 

.

5.3 Discussion of results

Firstly, the strongest records in terms of normalized rotation ( amplitude are considered. 
They occurred in 2016, October 30th and, as visible in Table 5, are associated to the highest 
PGV values. This aspect confirms the seismic vulnerability of rocking walls to high PGVs [29].
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Figure 8 displays the time-histories of the normalized rotational response together with the 
ground acceleration (scaled by the magnification factor of 1.27). At first sight, the adoption of 
the experimental values of the coefficients of restitution instead of the analytical ones suggested 
by Housner, leads to generally unsafe-sided results. But it is should be considered that an addi-
tional dissipation of energy takes undoubtedly place when transverse walls are present and that
disregarding it would lead to over conservative results. Seismic vulnerability assessment exe-
cuted by neglecting the transverse walls could suggest retrofitting interventions that are actually
not needed. This aspect is particularly relevant in case of historic buildings, where it is recom-
mended to avoid unnecessary interventions for the preservation of the cultural heritage. In any 
case, under the 20161030_NRC, which is not characterized by the highest PGA and PGV, in 
both cases the overturning is delayed, but not prevented if the reduced experimental value of 
the coefficient of restitution ( ) is considered. By contrast, under the 20161030_CLO, adopt-
ing the façade survives, although its normalized rotation is quite high ( ).

(a) (b)
Figure 8: Rocking response to 20161030_NRC (a) and to 20161030_CLO (b).

Considering the less intense earthquake occurred in 2016, August 24th, the passage from the 
analytical to the experimental value of coefficient of restitution implies a reduction of the am-
plitude peaks, as evident from Figure 9. In particular, under the earthquake with highest PGA 
and PGV, the rocking wall experiences a maximum normalized rotation about 60% that of the 
maximum rotation computed with the analytical coefficient of restitution. 
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(a) (b)
Figure 9: Rocking response to 20160824_NRC (a) and to 20160824_AMT (b).

Moreover, the maximum response is strongly reduced when the experimental coefficient of 
restitution is used, indeed it is about 25% of the maximum rotation computed with its analytical 
expression.  In both cases, the peaks do not occur at the same time, but with the analytical 
coefficient of restitution the peak is delayed.

6 CONCLUSIONS 
This paper discussed the experimental results of a set of rocking tests performed on a clay 

brick and cementitious mortar masonry wall tested in free vibration. The ratios of experimental 
to analytical coefficients of restitution were computed by the peaks of velocity time histories. 
Afterwards, their average values were used to perform numerical analyses on a church façade 
struck by the 2016-2017 Central Italy earthquake. The experimental results of the one-sided 
rocking wall were compared with those obtained on similar unrestrained and restrained walls 
in the two-sided rocking condition. The comparison shows that relevant parameters are more 
scattered in the one-sided rocking condition. Regarding the coefficient of restitution, it can be 
remarked that it is nearly independent on the rotation sign in the two-sided rocking condition; 
on the contrary, in the one-sided rocking condition it decreases by about 15% passing from the 
outward rotation to the inward rotation.
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The outcomes of the numerical analyses demonstrate that, since the actual experimental val-
ues of the coefficient of restitution are generally sensibly lower than the ones estimated accord-
ing to Housner expression, indirectly considering the influence of transverse walls, their 
adoption leads to less demanding responses, Consequently, assumption of the Housner coeffi-
cients can result too much safe-sided, so implying needs of interventions not always justified.
Moreover, the substitution of the Housner coefficients of restitution with more realistic ones, 
on the one hand, delays but not prevents overturning under the stronger earthquakes, on the 
other hand maximizes the differences between the stable responses under earthquakes charac-
terized by lower PGAs and PGVs.

In conclusion, since a realistic and critical evaluation of the coefficient of restitution is a key 
topic in order to avoid unnecessary and expensive retrofitting interventions especially regarding 
heritage structures, further studies are ongoing.
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Abstract 

Masonry structures have been observed to display a high vulnerability to failure under seis-
mic action. This stems from the fact that their structural configurations usually lack adequate 
connections among the distinct elements, resulting in the formation of local mechanisms ex-
periencing Out-Of-Plane (OOP) collapse. In this context, rocking dynamics has proven to be 
a valuable methodology for the analysis of masonry walls. Classical rocking theory can pro-
vide a fast solution to the dynamic phenomena taking place if simple configurations are exam-
ined. Nevertheless, as the degrees of freedom and the boundary conditions increase, the 
complexity increases, and thus the classical rocking theory becomes impractical. In the mean-
time, recent developments in computational modelling of masonry structures are gaining sig-
nificant attraction. This includes block-based models which inherently consider the 
complexity of the problem and enable the solution to be obtained easily in the discretised spa-
tial and time domains. However, despite their widespread use, applications of such models 
usually lack a reliable treatment of damping.  
The present work attempts to bridge the gap between the well-established energy loss of the 
classical rocking theory and the treatment of damping of block-based computational models. 
To do so, the dynamics of the problem are reviewed and an equivalent viscous damping model 
is proposed. A unilateral dashpot formulation allows the replication of the impulsive nature of 
the energy loss at impact. Afterwards, a calibration methodology is adopted for the practical 
range of the problem’s parameters and a ready-to-use equation is provided, which respects 
energy equivalence. The performance of the proposed damping model is also evaluated 
through comparisons with experimental results. 

Keywords: rocking, coefficient of restitution, viscous damping, numerical modelling, out-of-
plane. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Masonry structures constitute a significant part of our built heritage, with earthquakes rep-

resenting a severe threat to their integrity [1]. During seismic events, such structures tend to 
fail via specific collapse mechanisms, with out-of-plane (OOP) collapse recognised to be the 
most frequent and destructive – especially in the case of façade walls inadequately connected 
with the rest of the structural elements [2]. Static approaches have been widely used to assess 
the collapse of the OOP mechanisms, resorting either to limit analysis methods [3], or to ad-
vanced numerical techniques [4]. However, static approaches display inherent limitations, 
since the inertial effects are neglected and the dynamic reserve of stability is disregarded. 
Therefore, over-conservatism characterises the static approaches [5], while dynamic tech-
niques suggest a more reliable modelling solution [6]. 

In this context, rocking dynamics has been proposed to simulate the response of OOP 
mechanisms [7]. In the classical work of Housner [8], the equations of motion of a rigid body 
rocking over its base have been developed. Since then, extensive research has evaluated the 
influence on the rocking response of both seismological characteristics [9], and structural fea-
tures, such as the presence of transverse walls [10, 11], horizontal elements [12–14] and re-
straints [13, 15–17]. Rocking dynamics assumes that energy is lost at every impact, and is 
captured by the Coefficient of Restitution (CoR) which correlates the angular velocity of the 
structure before and after impact. The CoR may be computed analytically by assuming con-
servation of angular momentum [8]. Despite small discrepancies, experimental campaigns 
have confirmed the validity of the analytical approach [18–20], particularly from a statistical 
perspective [21]. Nevertheless, as the Degrees-Of-Freedom (DOFs) and the Boundary-
Conditions (BCs) of the problem increase, the complexity introduced transforms the method 
to one of impractical interest [22, 23]. 

In the meanwhile, recent developments in numerical simulation methods with block-based 
models are gaining momentum, especially due to the ease in representing complex masonry 
textures, BCs, interactions between the contacting bodies, and material nonlinearities. Among 
them, the most commonly used are the Finite Element Method (FEM) [24], the Discrete Ele-
ment Method (DEM) [25], and the multi-body dynamics [26, 27]. However, despite their 
widespread use, block-based numerical modelling techniques lack a reliable method of repli-
cating energy loss at impact [28, 29]. Usually, viscous damping models are employed [30–32], 
yet, without confidence about their equivalence with the overall more consistent rocking theo-
ry.

The present work aims to bridge the gap between the treatment of energy loss of the statis-
tically-accurate classical rocking theory and the widely used numerical block-based modelling. 
This is achieved by “tuning” a viscous damping model to replicate both the manner and extent 
of energy loss indicated by the rocking theory based on the CoR. To this end, the main dy-
namic and modelling characteristics of both the theoretical and numerical modelling tech-
niques are described in Section 2. Subsequently, Section 3 presents the calibration 
methodology, resulting in the proposal of a pertinent ready-to-use equation which respects 
energy loss equivalence between the examined methods. Finally, the performance of the nu-
merical viscous damping model is assessed in Section 4, where an experimental campaign 
from the literature is employed as a reference. 
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2 STRATEGIES FOR MODELLING ROCKING STRUCTURES 

2.1 Analytical modelling 
Consider a rigid block exhibiting planar rocking motion over its rigid base, as shown in 

Figure 1 (a). In this case, the equation of motion can be written as [8]: 

2 sin( ) cosgu
p

g
gu

cos2p2p (1) 

where is the slenderness of the block, describes the rocking response and gugu denotes 
the seismic ground acceleration. The positive and negative signs in Eq. (1) depend on the sign 
of , while p is defined as 0/p mgR I , with m referring to the mass of the block, and 0I
the rotational moment of inertia with respect to the pivot points. The moment-rotation dia-
gram of the rigid system is indicated by the solid line in Figure 1 (c). 

The equation of motion (Eq. (1)) describes the smooth part of the rocking motion, i.e. 
when pivoting, while nonsmooth impacts interrupt the response. Impacts are treated as instan-
taneous events that lead to energy loss in the form of radiation damping. Assuming no bounc-
ing or sliding, the CoR e sufficiently describes the contact event, by connecting the pre-
impact and post-impact angular velocities. Then, conservation of angular momentum yields 
[8]: 

231 sin
2

e (2) 

Clearly, the energy loss, in this case, relies solely upon the slenderness of the block and not 
its material characteristics. 

The solution of the analytical problem herein is obtained by solving the differential Eq. (1) 
interrupted by event-based impacts, using mathematical programming in MATLAB. 

2.2 Numerical modelling 
Numerical block-based models introduce an interface stiffness to describe the interaction 

of the contact bodies (in this case, the block and the base, see Figure 1 (b)), working on the 
normal ( nk ) and tangential ( sk ) directions of contact. Importantly, the interface stiffness 
might be used to replicate actual stiffness properties of contacting bodies [33], simulate macro 
characteristics such as mortar flexibility [19] and degradation [34], or foundation flexibility 

Figure 1: (a) Scheme of the classical rocking rigid block; (b) Numerical modelling of the rocking block with 
finite stiffness; and (c) Moment-rotation diagram of rigid and finite stiffness modelling techniques.
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[35]. Consequently, the finite stiffness of the system ( .rot contactk , the moment-rotation curve for 
which is also shown also in Figure 1 (c)), results in impacts that occur over finite displace-
ment and time, in contrast with the instantaneous behaviour of the analytical model.

Concerning energy loss, numerical block-based models commonly adopt viscous damping
formulations, which are mathematical “artifices” used to simulate dissipative phenomena not 
considered explicitly [36]. Note that viscous damping models have a continuous nature, seem-
ingly in contrast with the event-based CoR theory. A variety of viscous damping formulations 
are available depending on: i) the degrees of freedom used, ii) the response of the model dur-
ing the time-history, and iii) the methods used to calibrate them [37]. Among them, a stiff-
ness-proportional dashpot definition acting at the contact interfaces seems the most 
appropriate for simulation of the instantaneous features of the rocking impacts [38].

In the present work, the finite element environment of ABAQUS CAE [39] is used, where 
the solution is obtained using an explicit time-stepping integration. The rocking block is set to 
interact with its base through the normal nk and tangential sk interface stiffnesses. Moreover, 
a unilateral dashpot viscous damping model governs the interacting bodies, with a damping 
ratio . It is worth noting that the validity of the adopted modelling technique has been con-
firmed also in other block-based simulation software [38], including implicit FEM and explic-
it DEM methods. This indicates universal applicability of the proposed numerical viscous 
damping model. 

3 A VISCOUS DAMPING MODEL PROPOSAL

3.1 Calibration methodology 
Since all viscous damping models need to be “tuned” to reproduce the desired energy dis-

sipation, a phenomenological calibration methodology is adopted. More specifically, the en-
ergy loss of the classic rocking dynamics is considered as a reference, and the numerical 
viscous damping model is adjusted to mimic the former. In essence, the objective is to find a 
correlation among the CoR e and the damping ratio . Evidently, the free-rocking problem is 
examined, where dissipation phenomena have a major impact on the response. 

To this end, both modelling techniques are used to solve the rocking problem and pairs of 
e are generated based on which response-histories match the best. This is done after com-

paring the rocking response of the two modelling techniques and minimising their root mean 
square difference. During the calibration process, all parameters possibly affecting the re-
sponse are examined, i.e. i) the scale R , ii) the slenderness H B , iii) the rocking amplitude 

0 , and iv) the normal interface stiffness nk . In addition, the influence of the CoR e is al-
so varied, independently of the slenderness of the block, i.e. Eq. (2) is disregarded. This 
choice allows the viscous damping proposal to be adaptable to any CoR correction sugges-
tions, based either on experimental [10, 19], or theoretical basis [40, 41]. The ranges of the 
independent parameters that are varied during the calibration process are shown in Table 1. 
Among them, the scale has been found not to affect the viscous damping model, while non-
significant influence is caused by the variations of the rocking amplitude (for more details, see 
[38]). Therefore, only the slenderness and the normal interface stiffness are essential to be in-
cluded in the viscous damping model proposal. 
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Parameter Range Reference value
Scale:  [m]R 1.4 – 2.8 2.1

Slenderness:  [-]h b 4.0 – 15.0 7.0
Amplitude: 0  [-] 0.3 – 0.8 0.5

Normal interface stiffness: 3 [ ]nk N m 8 80.5 10 30 10 85 10

Table 1: Independent parameters considered for calibration. 

3.2 Proposed viscous damping model 

The generated e pairs of all the previously mentioned variations, 245 in total, are fitted 
through a multivariable nonlinear regression analysis. As a result, the following predictive 
equation is proposed which correlates the CoR e with the damping ratio of the viscous model 

: 
0.935

0.3430.000292 lnb n
H k e
B

(3) 

Note that Eq. (3) is characterised by a coefficient of determination of 2 0.978R over the 
245 data e pairs, showing a noteworthy estimation capability. 

To illustrate the phenomenological calibration, one exemplary case of the predictive per-
formance of Eq. (3) is shown in Figure 2. The comparison examines a rocking block with di-
mensions 2 4.2 mh and 2 0.6 mb , CoR 0.97e , normal interface stiffness 

8 35 10  [N/m ]nk and damping ratio 5.9 % according to Eq. (3). More specifically, Fig-
ure 2 (a) shows the rocking response of both the numerical viscous model and the analytical 
CoR based model, while Figure 2 (b) illustrates the corresponding energy content of both 
models. Clearly, a very good agreement is observed between the two methods. Importantly, 
the numerical viscous model presents a step-like response similar to that of the analytical 
CoR-based model: significant energy is lost only at impacts, gradually dissipating the free-
rocking response. A small divergence is noticed only at smaller rocking amplitudes, i.e. 

0 0.1 , which, however, are not expected to be decisive for the rocking stability of the 
structure, and thus assumed acceptable. Overall, the numerical viscous damping model shows 
a similar dissipative nature with that of the analytical CoR-based model, and the fitted rela-
tionship Eq. (3) a good predictive capability. 

Figure 2: Behaviour of the viscous damping model. Comparison with the analytical model, in terms of variation 
of the (a) rocking angle and (b) total energy content over time. Details of the examined structure: 2 4.2 [m]h ,

2 0.6 mb , 0.97e , 8 35 10  [N/m ]nk and 5.9 % .
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4 EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED VISCOUS MODEL
Finally, the performance of the proposed numerical viscous damping model is assessed. 

While its calibration has been based on the analytical rocking model, its robustness is tested 
using actual experimental results. To this end, the experimental campaign reported by Peña
[42] is used, where granite rocking blocks were tested under free- and forced-rocking vibra-
tions. Details regarding the specimens’ and excitation characteristics can be found in Table 2 
and [42]. Given the fact that the proposed model has been calibrated independently of Eq. (2), 
the experimentally measured CoRs can be inserted in Eq. (3) to get the damping ratio of the 
viscous damping model. 

Specimen 2  [m]h 2  [m]b exp  [-]e Tests examined

1 1.0 0.25 0.936
i) Free rocking, ii) Hanning sine with

3.3 Hzf and 7 mmpa

2 1.0 0.17 0.973 i) Free rocking

3 1.0 0.12 0.978 i) Synthetic ground excitation record
18, load factor 0.5, [42] for details

Table 2: Details of the specimens and examined tests [42]. 

4.1 Free rocking 
Figure 3 (a) compares the free-rocking response of Specimen 1, while Figure 3 (b) the free-

rocking response of Specimen 2, respectively. The results of the numerical simulations show 
a very good match with the experimental response both in terms of rocking phase and ampli-
tude. Slight differences appear after several cycles, yet, given the experimental uncertainties 
and the simplicity of the problem, the overall dissipative phenomena are very well captured.

4.2 Forced rocking 
To further evaluate the numerical viscous damping model, results of forced-rocking tests 

are compared in Figure 4. More specifically, Figure 4 (a) shows Specimen 1 under a hanning-
sine excitation, while Figure 4 (b) illustrates Specimen 3 under a synthetic ground motion ex-
citation [42]. For both cases, the numerical viscous damping model presents a rather good es-
timation of the experimental response. Slight differences are also observed, most notably the 
earlier collapse of the numerical model of Specimen 3. Nevertheless, considering the non-
deterministic and bifurcating behaviour of the rocking problem, the performance of the nu-

Figure 3: Free-rocking response of the proposed numerical viscous damping model compared to the experi-
mental response reported in [42] of (a) Specimen 1 and (b) Specimen 2.
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merical viscous damping model is regarded as satisfactory. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 
This work proposes a numerical viscous damping model, aimed at simulation of the energy 

losses of the rocking problem using numerical block-based modelling techniques. This is 
achieved by following a phenomenological calibration methodology, where the analytical 
CoR-based rocking model is assumed as a reference and the viscous damping model is tuned 
accordingly. It is noteworthy that the suggestion of using a stiffness-proportional unilateral 
dashpot model results in impulsive energy losses, similarly to that of the CoR method. The 
performance of the proposed viscous damping model has been evaluated against experimental 
results from the literature, both under free- and forced-rocking vibrations, where its adequacy 
is highlighted.

In conclusion, the present paper suggests a reliable and consistent way to model energy 
losses when using numerical block-based models. This offers the possibility of modelling the 
rocking phenomena of more complex structures, with many DOFs or varying BCs, while ad-
ditional material nonlinearities can be also easily included. Moreover, the proposed viscous 
damping model is universal and adaptable, as it can be used with any block-based numerical 
method and with any experimental or theoretical corrections on the used CoR. 
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PROBABILISTIC SEISMIC FRAGILITY FOR ROCKING MASONRY 
FAÇADES USING CLOUD ANALYSIS

Armando Benenato , Stefania Imperatore , Gian Piero Lignola Barbara Ferracuti

Abstract

The seismic performance of masonry churches is mainly governed by the out-of-plane mecha-
nisms. Among them, the greater seismic vulnerability can be associated to the out-of-plane 
mechanism of the façade. If the masonry quality ensures a monolithic out-of-plane behaviour, 
the dynamic analysis of a rigid rocking block allows a reliable estimation of the seismic capac-
ity of the façade, provided that the element boundary conditions are well assessed. In the pre-
sent paper, the literature rocking models are adopted for a vulnerability assessment of 
churches’ masonry façades characterized by different geometries. At this aim, fragility curves 
are defined by means of the Cloud Analysis approach considering earthquakes recorded in the 
Central Italy area to account for the record-to-record variability.
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MODELLING OF THE OUT-OF-PLANE BEHAVIOUR OF 
UNREINFORCED MASONRY PANELS USING THE DISCRETE 

MACRO-ELEMENT METHOD (DMEM)

Valeria Cusmano , Bartolomeo Pantò , Ivo Caliò and Paulo B. Lourenço

Abstract

Existing unreinforced masonry (URM) buildings, including historical and monumental 
structures, represent an important architectural and cultural heritage for several countries 
worldwide. The response of URM, subjected to earthquake excitations, is strongly governed by 
the out-of-plane (OOP) response of masonry walls, which can lead to local failure mechanisms, 
even at low levels of seismic loading. The OOP failure conditions are mainly controlled by the
geometry of the structure and the masonry quality. Different strategies are used for modelling 
the OOP response of URM structures including limit analysis and nonlinear FEM. A further 
recently proposed strategy is based on the discrete macro-element method (DMEM) which 
allows the simulation of the in-plane and the OOP response of masonry walls with a reduced 
computational cost compared to the other numerical strategies. In this paper, the DMEM is 
applied to simulate a masonry wall rocking experimental campaign for which other numerical 
strategies have already been applied. The dissipation effects, related to the rocking motion and 
the repetitive impacts, are taken into account according to an equivalent viscous damping 
approach. Furthermore, the role of masonry deformability is investigated by comparing the 
results obtained by the DMEM model, for different value of masonry elastic modulus, with those
obtained by typical rigid-block based models. The results clearly demonstrate that the DMEM 
can be efficiently adopted to accurately predict the dynamic response of monumental structures.
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OUT-OF-PLANE RESPONSE OF T-SHAPED MASONRY WALLS 
STRENGTHENED WITH CFRP INJECTED ANCHORS: MODELLING 

AND DESIGN PROVISIONS

Alessandra Maione , Claudia Casapulla , Francesca Ceroni , Marco Di Ludovico
Andrea Prota

Abstract

The assessment of the effectiveness of strengthening interventions against the out-of-plane fail-
ure mechanisms of masonry walls requires developing a proper modelling approach. In this 
paper, the attention is focused on strengthening systems based on injected anchors made of 
carbon fibre reinforced polymer (CFRP) tubes. The resistance to corrosion and the possibility 
of using traditional grouts make such systems a promising alternative to steel bars in interven-
tions on masonry structures aimed at improving poor connections between orthogonal walls.
The paper introduces a modelling approach to assess the anchors contribution in the out-of-
plane response of T-shaped masonry walls under horizontal actions. The approach adopts a
rigid macro-block model of masonry based on the kinematic method of limit analysis.
The contribution of the anchors is evaluated at the onset of the out-of-plane response of the 
strengthened system, defining its horizontal capacity and the crack inclination of the expected 
mechanism. The results obtained with the proposed model are firstly validated through the 
comparison with literature experimental findings. Then, parametric analyses are developed 
accounting for geometric and loading parameters characterizing T-shaped wall connections, 
and the performance of different layouts of anchors is assessed. Preliminary design indications 
are also provided to address the optimal balance between effectiveness, low invasiveness, and 
costs of such strengthening interventions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

2 A MODELLING STRATEGY FOR ROCKING-SLIDING MECHANISMS IN T-
SHAPED MASONRY WALLS STRENGTHENED WITH CFRP INJECTED 
ANCHORS
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Abstract 

Several research outcomes have ascertained the need of considering the infill walls in the dynamic 
response evaluation of reinforced concrete framed buildings. In the case of buildings designed 
prior the introduction of modern seismic codes, the presence of strong infill might highly influence 
the failure mode in case of earthquake. Furthermore, considering the increasingly adoption of 
retrofit techniques aimed at enhancing the in-plane and out-of-plane capacity of the infill walls, its 
influence on the seismic performance of the structure should be investigated at global and local 
level. In this study, a numerical model to simulate the response to lateral loads of reinforced 
concrete frames with retrofitted masonry infill walls is developed. Particularly, since the use of 
composites is widespread due to the well-known benefits of these materials, the work is focused on 
the in-plane infill retrofit by fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP). The proposed model for the retrofitted 
infill is validated by numerical simulation of diagonal compression tests on masonry panels 
previously conducted at university of Salento. Aiming to analyse the influence of the retrofit on the 
seismic performance of the frame, the retrofitted infill and unreinforced infill performances are 
compared. Depending on the infill type considered, the failure modes of the frame members, the 
energy dissipated under lateral loading and the displacement capacity are analysed.  

Keywords: Meso-modelling, Infilled frames, retrofitted infill, seismic vulnerability, RC frames. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The in-plane or out-of-plane collapse of infill walls caused by earthquakes can represent a major threat 
for life safety, particularly during seismic emergency. Moreover, the seismic damage on infills might cause 
in-direct losses which affect the serviceability of the building, such as failure of piping lines or electrical 
wiring embedded in the walls. The severe damage on masonry infill walls, documented in several post-
seismic on-site recognitions [1–3], led to recent investigations through laboratory tests [4–6] and numerical 
studies [7,8], with the scope of characterizing their seismic response. Aiming to avoid infill’s damage due 
to earthquake, state-of-art retrofit solutions are increasingly employed on existing buildings. Textile-
Reinforced Mortar (TRM), Composite-Reinforced-Mortar (CRM) or Steel-Reinforced-Grout (SRG) 
jacketing significantly increase the lateral load capacity of masonry panels [9–11], even though such 
techniques are not always applicable due to the mass and thickness increase. On the other hand, the use of 
fibre-reinforced polymers (FRP) retrofit prevents out-of-plane failure and increases the in-plane tensile 
strength of the wall without majorly modifying its thickness [12,13].  

The increasingly number of studies on strengthened masonry walls allowed to comprehensively define 
their in-plane and out-of-plane response, as well as the failure modes in case of lateral loading. Several 
analytical models were calibrated based on experimental findings, contributing to the development of 
guidelines for retrofit techniques [14,15], which provide instruction for their design, installation and 
maintenance. Most of the studies on strengthened panels are addressed to load-bearing walls in masonry 
structures, which are widespread in Mediterranean regions and represent a building category with high 
seismic vulnerability. On the other hand, the research outcome also applies to non-structural masonry panels 
in RC framed structures. To this regard, despite the strengthening techniques adopted for infill walls are 
generally identical to those used in masonry structures, additional considerations are required in the former 
case to account for the frame-infill interaction.  

The influence of the infills on the dynamic performance of RC framed structures is well-known in 
earthquake engineering. Several studies provided simplified formulations to simulate the lateral behaviour 
of infilled frames and to predict the seismic demand depending on the properties of the masonry walls 
[16,17]. Additionally, the analysis of the effect of the infills on the seismic behaviour of RC frames is 
addressed in recent building codes [18–20]. In the case of buildings built before the introduction of modern 
seismic design codes, the presence of strong infill walls not only provides a significant contribution to the 
lateral stiffness, but can also influence the failure mode of the frame members [21–23]. The additional shear 
demand in columns with poor shear reinforcement caused by the infill-frame interaction can lead to early 
brittle failure and, consequently, reduce the displacement and ductility capacity of the RC structures [24].  

Since the retrofit techniques currently used to prevent non-structural walls collapse significantly increase 
their lateral strength, an accurate evaluation of the consequences of the retrofit on the structural performance 
is strictly required when dealing with gravity load designed RC frames. In fact, a shear strengthening of the 
columns might be also required, in order to avoid brittle failure caused by the interaction with the retrofitted 
infill walls [25]. Recent studies have shown the reliability of the available numerical models in predicting 
the shear demand in frame members caused by the interaction with the infill, both employing macro or 
micro modelling approaches [26–29]. On the other hand, the complex behaviour of retrofitted infill walls 
might require more advanced numerical modelling approaches, which allow to account for all the possible 
failure modes. For instance, the simulation of the interface interaction between masonry substrate and 
retrofit layer is required to account for cohesive failure, which is a common failure mode in case of FRP 
retrofit [30].     

A numerical model for the simulation of the in-plane response to lateral loads of an infilled RC portal 
frame is developed in this study. Two infill types are considered, namely an unreinforced masonry wall and 
a masonry wall retrofitted with fibre-reinforced-polymer layers. The cross section and the reinforcement of 
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the RC frame members were defined according to a simulated gravity load design, assuming the considered 
frame as part of the first floor in a four-storey building. This approach allowed to reproduce the 
configuration of existing buildings, characterized by low performance under seismic actions. Aiming to 
accurately simulate the failure modes of the analysed frames, a meso-modelling approach is adopted, 
explicitly defining the brick units in the wall, as well as the interface interaction with the RC frame and the 
retrofit. The model developed for the masonry wall is firstly validated by simulating diagonal compression 
tests previously performed at university of Salento [31]. The lateral behaviour of the case study RC portal 
frames was investigated by mean of non-linear static analyses, to evaluate the failure modes, the energy 
dissipation and the displacement capacity depending on the infill properties.  

2 DESCRIPTION OF THE CASE STUDY PORTAL FRAMES 

The portal frame considered in this study replicates the first floor in a 4-storey and 4-bay RC building 
designed for gravity loads, with bay length, L, equal to 5.4 m in both directions and floor height, h, equal 
to 3 m. The dead and live loads on the slab were assumed equal to 5.8 kN/m2 and to 2.0 kN/m2, respectively. 
The cross section of the columns was designed computing the axial load through to the tributary area 
method, while the beam’s cross-section was assumed equal to L/10. The longitudinal and transverse 
reinforcement was defined according to the gravity load design provisions of the Italian building code [32]. 
The mechanical properties assumed for concrete and reinforcing steel are provided in Table 1. 

Concrete 

Compressive strength fc [MPa] 27.0 

Young’s modulus Ec [MPa] 32306.0 

Tensile strength fct [MPa] 2.7 

Reinforcing steel 

Yielding strength fys [MPa] 450.0 

Young’s modulus Es [MPa] 210000.0 

Table 1. Mechanical properties of concrete and steel rebars assumed for the numerical model. 

In Table 2, a description of the analyzed frames is provided. An identification code is assigned to each 
frame depending on the considered configuration (URF = Frame with UnReinforced infill; FRPF = Frame 
with Fiber-Reinforced-Polymer infill). The portal frame in its two configurations considered in this study is 
illustrated in Figure 1. The infill wall was composed of tuff stone bricks typical of southern Italy, whose 
properties were defined based on laboratory tests previously conducted at University of Salento [31]. The 
compressive strength, fcw, and the elastic modulus, Ew, were equal to 13.9 MPa and 7796 MPa, respectively. 
The bed joints were characterized by cementitious mortar with low mechanical properties, to simulate the 
behaviour of infill walls in existing old buildings. 
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ID Column cross section 
[mm] 

Beam cross section 
[mm] 

Infill thickness 
[mm] 

Infill retrofit 
type 

URF 400x400 400x500 200 none 

FRPF 400x400 400x500 200 FRP Layer 

Table 2. ID of the case study frames. 

(a) (b) 
Figure 1. Configuration of the case study frames: (a) URF and (b) FRPF. 

2.1 Simulated design of the retrofit 

The FRP retrofit of the infill wall is composed of diagonal basalt-fibre composite sheets with thickness, 
tFRP, and width, bFRP, equal to 0.14 mm and 650 mm, respectively. The tensile strength, fFRP, and the elastic 
modulus, EFRP, were equal to 2326 MPa and 75.98 GPa, respectively. The wall retrofit was designed by 
replicating a realistic scenario in which a lateral strengthening of the infill is required to avoid severe in-
plane cracking in case of earthquake. A target lateral shear strength of the wall, Fhw, was computed based 
on the seismic base shear demand, Fh, defined according to the equivalent static approach described in the 
Italian building code [32]:  

(1) 

In equation (1), Wb is the total weight of the building, qb is the behaviour factor,  is the participating 
mass coefficient and Sa(T1) is the spectral acceleration corresponding to the first period of the structure.  
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The behaviour factor was assumed equal to 1.5 to assume a low ductility of the frame, in consistency 
with the gravity load design. The value of Sa(T1) was defined based on a high seismic hazard zone in Italy 
and considering a design return period equal to 475 years, as prescribed in the Italian building code for 
residential buildings [32]. 

The value of Fhw was calculated as Fhw = w·Fh/[nw·( w+1)], being w the infill-to-frame relative elastic 
stiffness (equation (2) and nw the number of infill walls in the considered direction. This approach assumes 
that the total base shear in the building is distributed among the RC columns and the infill walls along the 
perimeter, proportionally to the lateral stiffness of each element.  

(2) 

In equation (2), lw and hw are the length and the height of the infill wall, respectively; Ec, Ic and hc are 
the elastic modulus of the concrete (computed according to Italian building design code [32]), the moment 
of inertia of the cross section and the height of the columns, while nc is the number of columns oriented in 
the considered direction. It is worth mentioning that the approach adopted for the evaluation of Fhw assumes 
the masonry infill walls as part of the lateral loads resisting system.  

Based on the target shear strength, the retrofit was designed adopting simplified formulations provided 
in the literature. The shear strength of the retrofitted infill, FFRP, was computed according to CNR-DT 
200/2013 [14]: 

(3) 

In equation (3), w and Aw are the shear strength and the cross sectional area of the infill wall, respectively, 
Ff,FRP is the shear strength contribution provided by the composite, defined through equation (4), depending 
on the elastic modulus (Ef) the thickness (tf) and the fracture energy (Γf) of the FRP layer. 

(4) 

3 NUMERICAL MODEL DESCRIPTION 

A three-dimensional model was developed in ABAQUS [33] for the simulation of the lateral behaviour 
of the infilled portal frames (Figure 2). The RC frame members were modelled using eight-node linear 
elements (C3D8R) with embedded trusses (T3D2), representing concrete and reinforcement rebars, 
respectively. A simplified elastic-perfectly plastic behaviour in compression was assumed for concrete, 
where the elastic stress limit was equal to the compressive strength, fc, and the ultimate strain, cu, was 
computed according to Italian building code [32]. The tensile behaviour featured a linear elastic branch up 
to the tensile strength, fct, followed by tension stiffening. Referring to reinforcing steel, an elastic-perfectly 
plastic behaviour was assumed both in compression and tension, assuming strain at failure, su, equal to 
0.075. 

A discrete meso-modelling approach was adopted for the masonry infill wall, explicitly defining the 
brick units in the geometry. The mesh of the bricks was characterized by eight-node linear elements 
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(C3D8R), with linear elastic mechanical behaviour, since their high compressive strength suggested the 
unlikely occurrence of crushing failure. To validate this statement, the maximum stress in the brick was 
checked at the end of each simulation performed. 

A cohesive law was adopted at the brick-to-brick interface, to simulate the presence of mortar joints 
(Figure 2). The interface behaviour in tension and in the two shear directions was characterized by a linear 
elastic response up to maximum strength, followed by linear softening, simulating cracking evolution. The 
damage initiation is ruled by the maximum stress criterion provided in equation (5): 

(5) 

where tn, ts1 and ts2 are the stress values in the three principal directions and tnL, ts1L and ts2L are the limit 
values when the separation is either purely normal to the interface or purely in the first or the second shear 
direction, respectively. The tensile limit, tnL, was assumed equal to 0.26 MPa, based on the results of three-
point-bending tests on mortar specimens. The values of ts1L and ts2L correspond to the shear strength of 
mortar joints, w, which was calibrated based on diagonal compression tests performed at university of 
Salento, as described in the following section. The elastic slope of the cohesive behaviour in pure tension 
and pure shear are equal to kss = Gmj/hmj and knn = Emj/hmj, respectively, being Emj and Gmj the Young’s and 
shear modulus of mortar and hmj the mortar joints thickness. 

Figure 2. Description of the numerical model. 

The damage evolution was defined based on the mixed-mode criterion, representing cohesive failure by 
equation (6):  
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(6) 

where Gn, Gs1 and Gs2 are the energy values in the three principal directions and GnL, Gs1L and Gs2L are 
fracture energy values when the separation is either purely normal to the interface or purely in the first or 
the second shear direction, respectively. As for the shear strength of mortar joints, the fracture energy values 
were calibrated based on the results of diagonal compression tests described in the following section. In 
Figure 2, the curve representing the cohesive response in pure shear is provided. The same cohesive law 
was used to simulate the interaction at the wall-frame interface. 

The FRP retrofit was modelled through plane surfaces meshed using three-node shell elements (S3). The 
mechanical stress-strain behaviour of the FRP sheets was composed of a linear elastic branch up to the 
attainment of the tensile strength, fFRP, followed by tensile failure. Aiming to simulate debonding, a cohesive 
law was defined at the wall-FRP interface (Figure 2). A rigid response was assumed up to failure, followed 
by linear softening. Since lateral loading mainly produces in-plane internal forces at the interface, no tensile 
damage was assumed. The shear stress limit, fb,FRP, and the fracture energy value were defined based on 
provisions in CNR-DT 200 R1/2013 [14].    

3.1 Calibration of the model adopted for the infill 

The model used for the unreinforced and the retrofitted infill was firstly calibrated by simulating diagonal 
compression tests on masonry specimens. Two tests previously performed at university of Salento on tuff 
stone masonry walls were selected [31]. The tests setup and the details of the specimens are provided in 
Figure 3 and Table 3, respectively. 

ID Dimensions 
[mm] 

Masonry 
type 

fcw 
[MPa] 

Ew 
[MPa] 

tFRP 
[mm] 

bFRP 
[mm] 

fFRP 
[MPa] 

EFRP 
[MPa] 

URW 650x650 Tuff 
stone 13.9 7796.0 - - - - 

FRPW 650x650 Tuff 
stone 13.9 7796.0 0.14 90.0 2326.0 75980.0 

Table 3. Specimens’ details in diagonal compression tests. 

The tests were conducted according to the ASTM E 519-02 standard [34] and were aimed at 
characterizing the in-plane strength of tuff stone masonry walls typical of Southern Italy. The specimens 
were composed of 11 layers of masonry bricks with dimensions equal to 100x50x100 mm and cementitious 
mortar joints of about 10 mm thickness. It is worth noting that the mechanical properties of the masonry 
wall and the FRP retrofit are the same described in section 2.1. 

A monotonic force-controlled loading protocol was applied along the diagonal direction of the specimens 
through a manually-operated hydraulic jack. The restrained corners of the wall were cut to uniformly 
distribute the applied load on a plane surface. The diagonal deformations of the specimens were monitored 
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through linear variable displacement transducers (LVDT), placed at both sides along the two diagonals of 
the walls. An additional LVDT was also placed at each side to detect possible out-of-plane displacements. 

(a) (b) 
Figure 3. Test setup for (a) URW and (b) FRPW. 

The response of URW specimen to diagonal compression was characterized by a brittle failure caused 
by shear cracking of mortar joints. An off-diagonal cracking path was observed (Figure 4a), starting from 
the corner of the loaded surface. Additionally, geometry imperfections in the specimen caused a minor out-
of-plane failure mode. This aspect is evidenced by the significant difference between the displacement 
measurements provided the vertical LVDTs at the two sides of the wall (LVDT sx and LVDT dx, 
respectively). The Load-displacement curve is provided in Figure 5a. The maximum strength, Fm,test, and 
the corresponding displacement, Dm,test, were equal to 21.5 kN and 0.32 mm, respectively.  

(a) (b) 
Figure 4. Failure in case of (a) URW and (b) FRPW. 

In the case of FRPW specimen, the failure mode was characterized by cohesive debonding of the FRP 
layer at both sides of the wall, followed by collapse (Figure 4b). The presence of retrofit significantly 
enhanced both the maximum strength and the displacement capacity with respect to the unreinforced 
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configuration. The values of Fm,test and Dm,test were equal to 53.1 kN (+146% with respect to URW) and 0.71 
mm (+ 296% with respect to URW), respectively. Consequently, a significant increase of the cumulative 
energy dissipated, ED, was obtained in the case of retrofitted wall, as shown in Table 4. 

(a) (b) 
Figure 5. Load-displacement curves obtained for (a) URW and (b) FRPW. 

In the numerical model, the boundary conditions were simulated by including translational restraints in 
the three-principal directions and a displacement-controlled vertical load at the bottom and the top surface 
of the wall, respectively (Figure 6). The fracture energy and the shear limit values in the cohesive laws 
employed for the brick-to-brick and the wall-to-FRP interaction were adjusted to obtain a satisfactory 
matching of the experimental Load-displacement curves. The comparison between the numerical and the 
experimental results is provided in Figure 7, while the failure modes obtained in the numerical simulations 
are shown in Figure 8. In the case of URW, a satisfactory matching of the linear elastic slope of the 
experimental curve was obtained, up to a load value equal to 12 kN. Nevertheless, the progressive slope 
reduction observed in the test, caused by out-of-plane failure, was not simulated by the numerical model. It 
is worth reminding the unsymmetric vertical displacement measurements provided by the LVDTs placed at 
opposite sides of the wall, which suggest a significant influence of the specimen’s imperfections on the test 
results. Being this feature not replicated in the numerical model, an accurate match of the post-elastic phase 
of the curve was not possible. 

ID Fm,test [kN] Dm,test [mm] EDtest [kNmm] 

URW 21.5 0.18 2.76 

FRPW 53.1 0.71 51.93 

 Table 4. Diagonal compression tests results. 

On the other hand, a satisfactory agreement was obtained in terms of maximum strength, displacement 
capacity and, consequently, cumulative energy dissipated. The difference between the experimental and 
numerical maximum strength (Fm,test and Fm,FEM, respectively) was equal to 4.8%. The displacement 
corresponding to the maximum strength in the numerical simulation (Dm,FEM) was equal to 0.17 mm, that is 
5.5% lower compared to Dm,test. The failure mode in numerical simulation was characterized by minor 
diagonal cracking followed by bed joint sliding (Figure 8a). The difference between numerical and 
experimental results can be related to the specimen imperfections. Furthermore, it is worth evidencing that 
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the actual mortar joint thickness was not explicitly included in the numerical model, possibly causing a 
different path of internal forces comparing to the test.   

(a) (b) 
Figure 6. Numerical model for the simulation of the diagonal compression tests: (a) URW and (b) FRPW. 

In the case of FRPW, both elastic and post-cracking response were precisely simulated by the numerical 
model, resulting in a satisfactory matching of the energy dissipation capacity up to the maximum strength. 
The curve obtained from the numerical simulation is characterized by a first, minor debonding of the FRP 
layer, followed by a redistribution of the internal forces at the wall-FRP interface and stiffness restoration 
up to failure (Figure 8b). Despite the neglectable difference between the numerical and the experimental 
value of Fm (+1.0%), the numerical model was unable to simulate the post-peak response and the 
displacement capacity of the specimen. The value of Dm,FEM was 23.7% higher than Dm,test, while the 
difference between numerical and experimental ED at failure was equal to 23.65%. This result is probably 
due to the high complexity of the failure mode of FRP-retrofitted wall, which can be highly influenced by 
imperfections, such as uneven adhesion of the FRP layer on the wall surface. 

(a) (b) 
Figure 7. Comparison between numerical and experimental Load-displacement curves for (a) URW and (b) 

FRPW. 
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The calibrated values of the fracture energy and the shear limit in the cohesive laws employed for the 
brick-to-brick and the wall-to-FRP interaction were used in the finite element model developed for the 
simulation of the lateral behaviour of the infilled frames. The same properties as the diagonal compression 
tests specimens were assumed for masonry brick units and FRP retrofit. The wall thickness was modified 
from 100 mm to 200 mm, in order to reproduce the configuration of infill walls in full-scaled portals.  

(a) (b) 
Figure 8. Failure modes in numerical simulation for (a) URW and (b) FRPW. 

4 PUSHOVER ANALYSIS OF THE FRAMES 

The pushover analysis of the frames was performed considering a horizontal displacement-controlled 
loading protocol, applied to the top of the portal frame. The displacement amplitude was increased up to the 
achievement of the maximum value max, assumed equal to u,c·hc, being u,c the expected ultimate chord 
rotation of the columns, computed using equation (7) provided in Eurocode 8 [35]. 

(7) 

In the equation (7),  is the axial load ratio,  and ’ are the reinforcement index for tensile and 
compressive longitudinal rebars, fc is the cylindrical compressive strength of the concrete, Lv is the shear 
span,  is the confinement coefficient, sx and fyw are the transverse reinforcement ratio and tensile strength, 
respectively. The value of max can be reasonably assumed as an upper displacement limit, since the presence 
of the masonry infill walls generally reduces the displacement capacity of RC frames with respect to a bare 
configuration. 

The lateral load-displacement response and the failure modes of the analysed frames is reported in  
Figure 9 and Figure 10, respectively. It is worth mentioning that the shear failure of the RC frame members 
was not detectable by the modelling approach developed, since the mechanical model used for concrete 
does not account for material degradation under shear. Therefore, the occurrence of the shear failure was 
assessed by comparing, for each column, the maximum of shear obtained from the analysis to the analytical 
shear strength, VRc. The value of VRc was computed according to the variable inclination strut model [36].  
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Figure 9. Lateral response of the analysed portal frames. 

As shown in Figure 9, the maximum lateral strength, Fm, was 53.4% higher in case of FRPF compared 
to URF. On the other hand, the contribution of the FRP layer to the elastic stiffness is neglectable. In the 
case of FRPF, retrofit debonding was observed after the attainment of Fm, at a displacement amplitude 
equal 17 mm. Referring to URF, the onset of damage in the infill wall was characterized by mortar joints 
cracking, followed by the generation of a strut mechanism. The maximum strength was attained for a 
displacement amplitude equal to 22.4 mm, while the post-peak behaviour featured mortar bed joints sliding. 
The strut mechanism generation, representing the compression field in the wall, leads to an uneven shear 
distribution among the two columns. This phenomenon is more noticeable in the case of FRPF, since the 
presence of the retrofit delays the cracking generation in mortar joints, as shown in Figure 11. 

(a) (b) 
Figure 10. Failure modes in numerical simulation for (a) URF and (b) FRPF. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 11. Shear-displacement response obtained for both columns (Shear_L and Shear_R) in case of (a) URF 

and (b) FRPF. 

The maximum shear in the column in case of retrofitted infill was 67% higher than the shear strength of 
the column, suggesting early shear failure (Figure 11b). Additionally, the displacement amplitude 
corresponding to the attainment of the shear strength of the column was equal to 4.5 mm, namely 73% lower 
compared to the debonding displacement. In the case of URF, the value of VRc was higher than the maximum 
shear (Figure 11a), suggesting a ductile failure mode of the frame and, consequently, higher displacement 
and energy dissipation capacity compared to FRPF. The comparison of the cumulative energy dissipated 
up to failure (EDSF), provided in Figure 12, evidences the high influence of the retrofit on the performance 
of the infilled frames analysed. The value of EDSF decreases by 93.2% comparing URF to FRPF results. 

Figure 12. Energy dissipation capacity up to failure of the analysed portal frames. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The influence of infill walls on the seismic performance of RC buildings has been widely demonstrated 
in the literature. The presence of infill walls characterized by high shear strength can significantly increase 
the shear demand in the columns, leading to possible premature shear failure in RC frames without adequate 
structural detailing. The use of FRP to avoid the out-of-plane failure of masonry infills, as well as to improve 
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their in-plane capacity is commonly adopted nowadays. However, this retrofit intervention is often not 
designed accounting for the interaction between the infill wall and the surrounding RC frame.  

In this study, the response of a masonry infilled RC portal frames designed for gravity load was analysed. 
Two configurations were considered. The first one was characterized by unreinforced masonry infill, while 
in the second configuration, FRP retrofit of the of the infill was assumed. A non-linear static analysis was 
performed on the considered frames, aiming to assess the influence of the infill retrofit on the maximum 
strength, the displacement and the energy dissipation capacity.  

A three-dimensional numerical model was developed, including interface interaction laws between the 
brick units, at the frame-infill and at the infill-retrofit interface. The interaction laws were calibrated based 
on diagonal compression tests on tuff stone specimens previously performed at University of Salento. The 
scope of the modelling approach was the accurate evaluation of the internal forces’ distribution, as well as 
the simulation of the main mechanisms characterizing the lateral response of the analysed infilled frames. 

The comparison between numerical and experimental results, referred to the diagonal compression tests, 
showed a high reliability of the developed finite-element models in simulating the shear response of 
unreinforced and retrofitted masonry walls. A satisfactory agreement was obtained in terms of maximum 
shear strength, elastic stiffness and failure modes. The numerical model accurately reproduced the mortar 
bed joints sliding and the debonding of the FRP retrofit from the wall surface. 

The results of the non-linear static analyses carried out on the RC portal frames showed a significant 
difference in the lateral response of the considered configurations. A ductile failure mode was observed in 
the case of unreinforced infill, featuring flexural failure of the columns, while the introduction of the FRP 
reinforcement led to a severe reduction of the ductility capacity of the structure. Despite the increase of the 
maximum lateral strength caused by the retrofit, early brittle failure of the columns was observed.  

The results of this study pointed out the importance of accounting for the interaction between RC frame 
and infill walls when retrofit techniques, which increase the capacity of the masonry infills, are adopted. 
Further studies are still required to define design prescriptions which regulate the seismic retrofit of infill 
walls with composite materials in existing RC buildings. 
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Abstract 

In the last decades the attention to the out-of-plane response of infills has been increasingly 
growing due to their influence on the global seismic behaviour of frame structures. In order 
to assess their out-of-plane capacity, different approaches have been proposed, such as those 
based on the arching effect and on the yield-line theory. Both methods are implemented in 
Eurocode 6 for masonry structures. The first approach is based on the observation that an 
arching effect develops in a wall provided that surrounding elements are able to resist thrust. 
The second approach consists in defining a kinematically admissible mechanism (yield-line 
mechanism) and calculating the limit load by equating the internal and external works. This 
method was implemented in Eurocode 6 (EC6) as well as in other codes by means of 
coefficients, which depend on the orthogonal ratio of the masonry flexural strengths, the 
degree of fixity at the edges of the wall and the wall aspect ratio. The suitability of the 
methods proposed in EC6 is investigated herein for masonry infills through comparison with 
experimental tests. It is found that, considering the second approach, the results are, on the 
average, conservative, contrary to the assumption that the method should provide an upper 
bound of the resistance. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The influence of masonry infills to the structural response of frame buildings is widely 

recognized. The presence of regularly distributed infills is usually beneficial, due to their 
capacity to reduce the displacement demand and to dissipate energy [1–5]. On the other hand, 
irregular distributions due to the lack of one or more panels may lead to the increase of 
internal forces and displacements as well as to brittle failures [6–9]. In addition, the collapse 
of infills, especially in the out-of-plane (OOP) direction, occurs also for moderate intensity of 
the ground motion [10–13], causing casualty risks and economic losses. This explains the fact 
that in the last years the OOP response of infills and the interaction between in-plane (IP) and 
OOP actions have become issues of major concern [14–19]. Different methods have been put 
forward for their assessment, like those based on rigid body mechanisms or on numerical and 
iterative solutions [20,21]. The first category includes methods derived from the yield-line 
theory as well as methods which take into account the arching effect. 

The first approach, based on the yield-line theory, was initially proposed to determine the 
collapse load of reinforced concrete slab [22,23] and was subsequently applied to masonry 
walls [24,25]. The method allows taking into account different strengths in two orthogonal 
directions and the bending resistance along supports. It consists in defining a kinematically 
admissible mechanism in which all deformations (rotations) take place along yield lines and 
edges, and the single portions of the wall rotate as rigid bodies (Figure 1a). The limit load is 
estimated by equating the internal work, which is given by the energy dissipated along the 
yield lines, to the external work, i.e. the work done by the applied loads. Among the infinite 
number of mechanisms, the collapse mechanism is the one that occurs under the smallest load. 
Considering the upper bound theorem of the limit analyses, it is possible to recognise that the 
yield-line method provides an upper bound of the wall strength. This method was 
implemented in Eurocode 6  [26]  (EC6 hereinafter) as well as in other codes [27] by means 
of coefficients, which depend on the degree of fixity at the edges of the wall, the wall aspect 
ratio and the orthogonal ratio of the masonry flexural strengths. 

The second approach is based on the observation that the arching effect develops in a wall 
provided that surrounding elements are able to resist thrust. In the one-way arching model, the 
collapse is associated to a three-hinge mechanism (Figure 1b), which is usually activated 
along the shorter dimension, and the collapse load depends on the masonry compressive 
strength and on the wall slenderness [28]. When the infill is restrained at four edges, a two-
way arching action may develop, thus increasing the OOP strength [29,30]. The one-way 
arching method is included in EC6 which provides an equation of the limit load that can be 
used when lateral deflections are small. 

The suitability of the methods proposed in EC6 for masonry structures and described in § 2, 
is investigated herein for masonry infills through comparison with experimental tests. 
Specifically, a dataset of 71 experimental tests on one-storey one-bay infilled frames is 
compiled (§ 3) and the related experimental OOP strengths are compared with those predicted 
by the EC6 formulations in § 4.  
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: a) example of a kinematically admissible mechanism for an infill supported on four edges for use in the 
yield-line method; b) one-way arching model, the collapse is associated to a three-hinge mechanism. 

2 EC6 PREDICTIVE MODELS 
As mentioned above, the yield-line method was included in EC6 in form of tabulated 

coefficients. The procedure consists in verifying that the design value of the moments applied 
to a masonry wall does not exceed the corresponding moments of resistance. The design 
moments per unit length in two orthogonal directions, and , acting on a wall 
subjected to the design lateral uniform pressure can be calculated as:  

(1)

(2)

while the moments of resistance as: 

(3)

(4)

where: is a coefficient provided in Annex E of EC6; ; is the orthogonal ratio, 
i.e. the ratio between the flexural strength in the horizontal direction, , and in the vertical 
direction, (Figure 2); is the length of the wall; is the elastic section modulus of unit 
length of the wall: 

(5)

and is the panel thickness. 
The inequality between the design value of the applied moment and the design value of the 

moment of resistance gives:  

(6)

(7)

hm

lm

q
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thus:

(8)

Values of , which are provided in Annex E for different boundary conditions, 
orthogonal ratios and aspect ratios, are given by the following equation: 

(9)

where is the uniform load which leads to collapse, calculated through the yield-line theory. 
An example of calculations is reported in [31].  

Figure 2: Plane of failure of masonry in bending: a) parallel to bed joints, flexural strength ; b) perpendicular
to bed joints, flexural strength  [26].

The other approach encompassed in EC6 is based on the assumption that an arching effect 
develops in unreinforced masonry walls having slenderness ratio not greater than 20 and 
design value of the vertical stress not less than 0.1 MPa. In these cases, a wall subjected to 
lateral loading may be designed by employing the following equation:  

(10)

where: is the design lateral strength per unit area; is the design compressive strength 
of the masonry in the direction of the arch thrust; is the length or the height of the wall 
depending on the direction along which the arching effect develops and is the wall thickness. 

Finally, it is worthwhile to mention that Eurocode 8 [32] suggests measures to avoid the 
OOP collapse of slender masonry panels with specific reference to panels with slenderness 
ratio greater than 15. Examples of measures for the improvement of both IP and OOP
response include the use light wire meshes, wall ties fixed to the columns, wind-posts and 
concrete belts. 

3 EXPERIMENTAL TESTS 
Seventy-one experimental tests are employed in this study (Table 1). Both infilled 

reinforced concrete and steel frames are considered as well as confined masonries. The 
slenderness ratio, , and the aspect ratio, , vary in the range 7–34 and
0.5–1.0, respectively (Table 2).

The walls were made up of clay bricks having horizontal or vertical hollows, solid clay 
bricks and concrete blocks having vertical hollows, as specified in Table 2. The masonry 
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compressive strength varies between 0.5 and 28.1 MPa. However, in 80% of the cases it not 
greater than 15.0 MPa, higher values are related to concrete block infills. 

In 39 tests the infill were loaded in the OOP direction only. Generally, the OOP loads were 
applied monotonically by means of airbags, in some cases they were applied at four points or 
at mid-height. 

The interaction between IP and OOP actions was considered in 32 tests, where an IP 
horizontal displacement was applied at the beam level prior to the OOP load. Maximum IP 
interstorey drift ratios (IDR) are specified in Table 1. 

Reference OOP(1) IP-
OOP(2) Frame(3) Supported 

edges (4) IDR(5) (%) OOP 
load type 

Dawe and Seah (1989) [29] 6 - Steel 3 (1 test), 
4 (5 tests) - airbag

Angel et al. (1994) [33] 1 5 RC 4 0.22, 0.25, 
0.34 airbag

Flanagan (1994) [34]
Flanagan and Bennett (1999) [35] 3 2 Steel 4 0.42, 0.84 airbag

Calvi and Bolognini (2001) [36] 1 2 RC 4 0.4, 1.2 four 
points

Pereira et al. (2011, 2014) 
[37,38] - 4 RC 4 0.5 airbag

Varela-Rivera et al. (2011) [39] 6 - CM 3 (3 tests)
4 (3 tests) - airbag

Varela-Rivera et al. (2012) [40] 6 - CM 4 - airbag

Da Porto et al. (2013) [41] - 3 RC 4 0.5, 0.19 four 
points

Hak et al. (2014) [42] - 3 RC 4 1.0, 1.5, 
2.5

mid-
height

Furtado et al. (2016) [43] 2 1 RC 4 0.5 airbag
Akhoundi et al. (2016)  [44] 1 - RC 4 - airbag

Wang (2017) [45] 3 1 RC (3 tests)
Steel (1 test)

3 (1 test)
4 (3 tests) 1.34 airbag

Sepasdar (2017) [46] 2 2 RC 4 0.65, 1.7 airbag

Ricci et al. (2018) [47] 1 3 RC 4 0.16, 0.37, 
0.58

four 
points

De Risi et al. (2019) [48] 1 3 RC 4 0.15, 0.28, 
0.51

four 
points

Di Domenico et al. (2019) [49] 3 - RC 3 (2 tests)
4 (1 test) - four 

points

Akhoundi et al. (2020) [50] 3 3 RC 4 0.3, 0.5, 
1.0 airbag

(1) number of tests subjected to OOP loads only;
(2) number of tests subjected to IP drift and OOP load;
(3) Frame material: RC = Reinforced Concrete, CM = Confined Masonry;
(4) number of supported edges;
(5) Interstory Drift Ratio.

Table 1: Experimental tests on infilled frames. 
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Reference Masonry units(1) (2) (MPa) (3) (4)

Dawe and Seah (1989) [29] concrete blocks, vh 20.20 – 28.10 15 – 31 0.78
Angel et al. (1994) [33] solid clay bricks 4.6 – 11.5 17 – 34 0.67
Flanagan (1994) [34]
Flanagan and Bennett (1999) [35] clay bricks, hh 2.29 – 5.59 7 – 24 1.00

Calvi and Bolognini (2001) [36] clay bricks, hh 1.1 20 0.66
Pereira et al. (2011, 2014) 
[37,38] clay bricks, hh 1.26 – 1.34 11 – 19 0.51

Varela-Rivera et al. (2011) [39] concrete blocks, vh 3.0 12 – 24 0.49
Varela-Rivera et al. (2012) [40] concrete blocks, vh 2.45 – 2.84 18 – 24 0.74 – 0.95

Da Porto et al. (2013) [41] clay bricks, hh (1
test) and vh (2 tests) 2.0 – 6.0 9 – 22 0.64

Hak et al. (2014) [42] clay bricks, vh 4.64 8 0.70
Furtado et al. (2016) [43] clay bricks, hh 0.53 15 0.55
Akhoundi et al. (2016)  [44] clay bricks, hh 1.59 20 0.68
Wang (2017) [45] concrete blocks, vh 7.9 – 9.0 11–15 0.73
Sepasdar (2017) [46] concrete blocks, vh 9.4 – 9.7 11 0.73
Ricci et al. (2018) [47] clay bricks, hh 1.80 23 0.78
De Risi et al. (2019) [48] clay bricks, hh 2.37 23 1.00
Di Domenico et al. (2019) [49] clay bricks, hh 1.65 – 2.44 15 – 29 0.78
Akhoundi et al. (2020) [50] clay bricks, hh 1.17 20 0.68
(1) hh = horizontal hollows, vh = vertical hollows;
(2) masonry compressive strength;
(3) slenderness ratio;
(4) aspect ratio.

Table 2: Experimental tests on infilled frames, mechanical and geometrical data. 

4 ASSESSMENT OF EC6 MODELS 
In order to compare the OOP strength predicted by the formulations reported in EC6 (Eq. 8 

and Eq. 10) with the strength obtained in experimental test, the following assumption are 
made. 

- The experimental flexural strength, , is employed in Eq. 8 instead of the design 
flexural strength, . When the former value was not available, the flexural strength 
provided by EC6 for different masonry types was adopted. Such value was multiplied 
by 1.5 to obtain a mean value from the characteristic one.  

- Similarly, when the orthogonal ratio was not available from experimental campaigns, it 
was derived from EC6.  

- The experimental compressive strength of masonry, , is used in Eq. 10 in the place 
of the design strength, , for a consistent comparison with experimental tests. 

- Eq. 10 is applied also in case of walls having slenderness ratio greater than 20 in order 
to investigate the influence of such parameter.  

Therefore, the predicted OOP strength, , is determined as 

(11)

and 

(12)

according to whether the method is based on the yield-line theory (Eq. 11) or on the arching 
effect (Eq. 12). As mentioned in § 2, is the dimension of the wall in the direction along 
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which the arching effect develops. Therefore, in case of infills having a top gap is the wall 
length, whereas for infills supported along four edges, it is the height, since aspect ratios are 
not greater than 1.0. 

The experimental strength, , is the maximum OOP pressure recorded during the tests. 
In cases where the OOP load was applied in concentrated points, an equivalent uniform 
pressure was estimated so as to provide the same maximum bending moment as the 
concentrated forces. 

4.1 Results 

The comparison between predicted ( ) and experimental ( ) OOP strength is shown 
in Figure 3 to 5, where the ratio is plotted against the masonry compressive 
strength, the slenderness ratio, the aspect ratio and the IDR. The mean and the mean  one 
standard deviation of are also shown. The expressions “yield line” and “arching 
action” used in the figures refer to the application of Eq. 11 and Eq. 12, which are based on 
the two approaches, respectively. 

In Figures 3 and 4 only pure OOP tests are reported. First of all, it is noticed that the 
application of the arching action approach leads to a considerable overestimation of the 
strength when the masonry compressive strength is greater than 20 MPa, while it 
underestimates the strength when is less than 2 MPa (Figure 2a). This outcome implies 
that  and are not linearly proportional to one another and that Eq. 12 should not be used 
for strong masonries. In the following comparisons, such cases (6 tests) are disregarded. 

On the average, both methods underestimate the strength, being the mean ratio between 
predicted and experimental values equal to 0.51 and 0.86 in case of predictions obtained 
through the yield-line theory (Eq. 11) and the one-way arching effect method (Eq.12), 
respectively. However, the application of Eq. 12 leads to a significant scatter due also to the 
fact that it does not take into account the effect of the aspect ratio. The yield-line method 
gives more conservative results and a smaller scatter. 

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Ratio between predicted and experimental values of the OOP strength (for tests loaded OOP only)
plotted against the masonry compressive strength. Continuous lines represent the mean values, dotted lines 

represent the mean  one standard deviation: red = yield line, grey = arching effect. 
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: Ratio between predicted and experimental values of the OOP strength (for tests loaded OOP only) 
plotted against the slenderness ratio (a) and the aspect ratio (b). Continuous lines represent the mean values, 

dotted lines represent the mean  one standard deviation: red = yield line, grey = arching effect. 

Figure 5: Ratio between predicted and experimental values of the OOP strength (for tests loaded to IP drift +
OOP load) plotted against the IP interstory drift ratio (IDR). Continuous lines represent the mean values, dotted 

lines represent the mean  one standard deviation: red = yield line, grey = arching effect. 

Figure 4 shows that, contrary to what expected, the predictive capacity of Eq. 12 does not 
worsen for slenderness ratios greater than 20. In general, the ability of the two methods in 
predicting the strength does not show a clear trend with varying aspect and slenderness ratios.

The predictions in case of previous IP damage are reported in Figure 5. Obviously, in this 
case both models overestimate, on the average, the experimental values. In fact, they do not 
account for previous IP damage. Also in this case, Eq. 11 gives more conservative results.  

Finally, the yield-line equations provide the collapse mechanisms related to the minimum 
collapse pressure [31]. In Figure 6 the occurrences of predicted mechanisms is reported as a 
function of the infill aspect ratio. “Type 1” mechanisms (Figure 6a) refer to those cases which 
are most frequently observed in experimental campaigns: for infills supported along four 
edges the collapse mechanism is related to a first horizontal crack followed by inclined cracks 
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running to the corners of the panel; for infills with no support along the top, a vertical crack 
develops at the centre of the panel followed by inclined cracks running to the bottom corners. 
In “type 2” mechanisms, the first crack is vertical for panels supported along four edges,
whereas in panel with a top gap only inclined cracks develop (Figure 6b). Figure 6c indicates 
that “type 1” mechanisms develop when is in the range 0.49–078, whereas “type 2”
mechanisms occur when ranges between 0.64 and 1.00. The yield-line method predicts the 
“type 2” mechanism more frequently than “type 1”, in contrast to what observed 
experimentally. In fact, the method is not always able to predict the experimental collapse 
mechanisms, which are often a combination of different failure modes.

c)

a)

b)

Figure 6: a) crack patterns of type 1 collapse mechanisms; b) crack patterns of type 2 collapse mechanisms; c) 
occurrences of predicted collapse mechanisms. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 
In this study the methods encompassed in EC6 to determine the OOP strength of masonry 

walls are investigated to evaluate their possible suitability for infills. To this aim, a dataset of 
71 experimental tests available in the literature is employed. The following conclusions are 
inferred: 

Eq. 11, based on the yield-line theory, is, on the average, conservative. In this case, the
mean value of the ratio between predicted and experimental values is equal to 0.51. This
is probably due to the fact that the masonry flexural strength used to estimate the OOP
resistance is derived from tests on simply supported specimen and therefore does not
account for the confining effect of the frame.
On the average, Eq. 12, which is based on the one-way arching effect, is slightly
conservative, being the mean value of the ratio between predicted and experimental
values equal to 0.86. However, the scatter of data is noticeable, also because the two-way
arching action and the influence of the aspect ratio are not taken into account by the
model.
The effect of previous IP damage is not considered in the examined formulations and
therefore, as expected, the predictions are unconservative when previous IDR was
applied to the infilled frame. The mean value of the ratio between predicted and
experimental strength is equal to 1.23 and 1.79 when using Eq. 11 and Eq. 12,
respectively.
The yield-line method is not always able to predict the experimental crack patterns
related to the collapse mechanisms observed experimentally.
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Abstract

Reinforced concrete frames with masonry infill walls are popular form of construction all over 
the world as well in seismic regions. While severe earthquakes can cause high level of damage 
of both reinforced concrete and masonry infills, earthquakes of lower to medium intensity some-
times can cause significant level of damage of masonry infill walls. Especially important is the 
level of damage of face loaded infill masonry walls (out-of-plane direction) as out-of-plane 
load cannot only bring high level of damage to the wall, it can also be life-threating for the 
people near the wall. The response in out-of-plane direction directly depends on the prior in-
plane damage, as previous investigation shown that it decreases resistance capacity of the in-
fills. Behaviour of infill masonry walls with and without prior in-plane load is investigated in 
the experimental campaign and the results are presented in this paper. These results are later 
compared with analytical approaches for the out-of-plane resistance from the literature. Con-
clusions based on the experimental campaign on the influence of prior in-plane damage on the 
out-of-plane response of infill walls are compared with the conclusions from other authors who 
investigated the same problematic.

Keywords: Earthquake Engineering, Unreinforced masonry walls, Out-of-plane load, In-
plane damage, Out-of-plane failure.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Reinforced concrete frames with masonry infill walls and partition walls are popular form 

of construction all over the world. As infill and partition walls are not included into load-bearing 
system of a building, they are called Non–structural elements. Nevertheless, they are not in-
cluded into load–bearing system of a building, they can be loaded with huge portion of in–plane 
or out–of–plane forces during earthquakes. They are not designed to withstand seismic forces 
and they depend on their own characteristics to resist these forces [1]. As a consequence, dam-
age of non–structural elements often represents primary source of losses in seismic events [2].
Also, damage of non–structural elements during earthquakes can cause not only unacceptable 
economic losses, but also some serious safety concerns if the non-structural components and 
their supports are not properly designed for the expected seismic force [3]. Some examples of 
the damage of non–load bearing masonry walls during earthquakes are presented on Figure 1.

Figure 1: Left : Damage due to L’Aquila 2009 earthquake in a residential building [4,5] ; Right: Masonry 
wall damage of a 6-story office building in downtown area of Jiangyou City during Wenchuan earthquake in 

2008 [6]

Non-structural elements can be classified either as deformation or acceleration sensitive. 
Deformation sensitive elements are the ones vulnerable to inter story drifts, while acceleration 
sensitive are the ones sensitive to the acceleration of the floors [1,7–10]. Masonry infill walls 
are non–structural elements which are both, deformation and acceleration sensitive elements. 

Due to rigid connection of masonry infill to the surrounding concrete, as a consequence of 
horizontal load, compressive force is activated in the masonry wall. The paths of compressive 
forces in the wall mainly follow diagonal path [11–14]. Above mentioned in–plane forces can 
cause different failure modes of masonry infill walls, such as infill sliding shear failure, diago-
nal cracking failure, diagonal compression failure and corner crushing failure [12,14].

Masonry infill walls are also acceleration sensitive elements. Face load or out-of-plane load-
ing on the masonry walls is proportional to the acceleration and the mass of the wall. Before 
affecting walls loaded in out-of-plane direction, ground motion is modified and filtered by two 
actions: by the response of in–plane loaded walls and by the response of floor diaphragm
[15,16]. Furthermore, out–of–plane behaviour of masonry infill walls is highly influenced by
arching effect, which introduces membrane forces into the masonry wall and increases its out–
of–plane strength [17–19]. However, arching effect, as well as out–of–plane behaviour of ma-
sonry walls, is highly dependent on boundary conditions [20]. In the case of good beam–to–
wall or floor–to–wall connections, and if beams / diaphragms are rigid relative to the wall, one 
– way bending (arching effect) can occur. This will significantly increase walls out–of–plane
strength. In the case of stiff frames, properly connected on all four sides to masonry walls, those 
frames can guarantee two–way bending (arching effect) and in that case, walls with low tensile 
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strength can withstand high out–of–plane forces without losing its stability [17,20]. However, 
if in-plane forces are also imposed, connections of the infill wall to the surrounding frame can 
be damaged, and thus, it can decrease out-of-plane capacity. Out-of-plane deformation mecha-
nism for two-sided and four-sided walls are presented on Figure 2. 

Figure 2: Crack pattern of two – sided (left) and four – sided (right) masonry infill walls subjected to out-
of-plane loading [19,21]

Even though highest accelerations in buildings occur at highest floors, out-of-plane failure 
of masonry infills often occurs at intermediate floors. The reason for this is the interaction of 
in-plane and out-of-plane forces during earthquakes. Effect of in-plane and out-of-plane inter-
action is nicely presented in the paper of Ricci et al. [22] , and it is shown on Figure 3. There it 
can be seen, that as a consequence of in-plane damage on masonry infills at intermediate build-
ing stories, out-of-plane capacity is reduced and can be smaller than out-of-plane strength de-
mand.

Figure 3: Influence of in-plane and out-of-plane interaction on the out-of-plane capacity at different floor lev-
els[22]

Influence of prior in–plane damage on the out-of-plane load-capacity of masonry walls has 
been highlighted in few experimental campaigns. Angel and Abrams [23] stated that the slen-
derness (h/t) of infill wall has the highest effect on the decrease of out-of-plane capacity after 
prior in–plane damage. Flanagan and Bennett [24] investigated the behaviour of prior in–plane
damage on the out-of-plane capacity of masonry walls made of clay bricks connected to steel 
frames. They stated that prior in–plane damage had minor effect on the out-of-plane capacity
of the walls, but that it has induced higher out-of-plane displacements and reduction of out-of-
plane stiffness. 
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In the experimental campaign conducted by Calvi and Bolognini [25] walls previously ex-
posed to 0.4 % of in–plane drift had decrease of out-of-plane capacity for around 50 percent 
and for prior in-plane drift of 1.2 %, out-of-plane capacity decreased for the factor of 5.62.
Investigating different thicknesses and in-plane drift level influence on out-of-plane capacity, 
Da Porto et al. [26] pointed out that in-plane drift limit of 0,5 % percent given by Italian Building 
Code is appropriate for thick walls, but not for the thin masonry walls. Hak et al. [27] pointed 
out that the specimens with prior in–plane drift of 1.0 and 1.5% for fully infilled walls had 
similar out-of-plane residual capacity, but that the significant stiffness degradation of approxi-
mately 40 % occurred. Specimen subjected to prior in–plane drift of 2,5% had decrease of out-
of-plane capacity around 60 %, followed with stiffness degradation of 75 %. Furtado et al. [28]
came to the conclusion that the walls without prior in–plane damage had 4 times higher out-of-
plane capacity compared to the specimen with prior in–plane drift of 0,5 %. It was also pointed 
out that prior in–plane damage significantly decreased out-of-plane wall stiffness. DiDomenico 
[19] and Ricci et al. [29,30] stated after their experimental campaign on two different slender-
ness ratios of masonry infills, 15.2 and 22.9, that slenderness ratio affects in-plane and out-of-
plane interaction if it is lower than 20.4 and that higher values of slenderness ratio have similar 
influence on the interaction as the slenderness ratio of 20.4. They pointed out the importance 
of “critical” in–plane drift, after which, further increase of in–plane displacement will decrease 
out-of-plane capacity of the wall. Akhoundi et al. [31] concluded that prior in-plane damage 
reduces out-of-plane stiffness and strength. They also stated the importance of the workmanship, 
as bad constructed top joints can significantly decrease out-of-plane strength of the wall. In
their experimental campaign, Butenweg and Marinković [32] pointed out that prior in-plane 
drift of 1.25 % led to the 8-10 times smaller out-of-plane capacity compared with the wall with-
out prior damage. De Risi et al. [33] investigated different length-to-height (w/h) ratios of ma-
sonry infills with the same slenderness ratios of 22.9. They stated that specimens with higher 
w/h ratios (1.26) showed higher level of damage after cycles of in-plane loading and higher 
reduction of out-of-plane strength compared to the square walls. Xie et al. [34] investigated 7 
full–scaled masonry infilled one–span reinforced concrete frames for a typical classroom build-
ing in China. The investigation showed that prior in–plane drift significantly decreases out-of-
plane wall capacity, when certain value of prior in–plane drift is reached. According to the 
authors, this limit value is between 0.1–0.3 % of in–plane drift. Da Porto et al. [35] conducted 
experimental campaign on thick masonry infill walls with and without openings and stated that 
after different levels of in-plane drifts, out-of-plane capacity of thick infills walls is satisfactory.
In the experimental campaign of Di Domenico et al. [36] it was concluded that square panels 
are less prone to the interaction of in-plane and out-of-plane compared to the rectangular ones.

2 EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN AND TEST SETUP
In order to investigate the influence of prior in–plane damage on out-of-plane behaviour of 

unreinforced masonry infill walls, experimental campaign was conducted on 2 wall specimens.
This experimental campaign was carried out in the scope of the project “Development of an
innovative approach for decoupling infills and non load-bearing masonry walls from the main 
structure” [37]. Walls were made of clay bricks, and the dimension of the bricks were 247 x
249 x 300 mm3. Dimensions of wall specimens and surrounding concrete frame are shown on 
Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Front and side view of frame and wall specimens for tests T1 and T2

Characteristic values of used materials are presented in Table 1. Only bed joints were mor-
tared, using thin layer mortar Maxit D900.

Table 1: Material property values for the materials used in experimental campaign

Tests T1 and T2

Mortar
MAXIT

Mortar type Compressive strength
fm (N/mm2)

Flexural tensile strength
fm,flex (N/mm2)

Thin layer mortar 12.8 2.4
General purpose 

mortar 16 2.4

Brick 
Thermo

plan
SX10

Dimensions L/T/H 
(mm)

Compressive strength
fck (N/mm2) Voids (%) Gross dry den-

sity (kg/m3)
247/300/249 Verti-

cal
Longitudi-

nal
56 600

9.57 1.67

Masonry

Compressive strength
fk (N/mm2)

Modulus of elasticity 
Em (N/mm2)

2.68 2680

Masonry infill walls were connected on all 4 sides to the surrounding concrete frame. Axial
force of 200 kN per column was introduced by hydraulic actuator, and it was kept constant 
during both experiments. In–plane displacement was imposed by steel frame and hydraulic 
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actuators. Steel bars and plates were placed to keep self-equilibrium and to keep the force in 
the system. Out–of–plane loading was imposed using 4 airbags. Velocity of the applied load 
for the out–of–plane direction was 50 N/sec. Reaction plate was made at the back side of the 
wall, to keep airbags in the contact with the wall. Test setup is presented on Figure 5.

Figure 5: Test specimen with test setup for in–plane movement of the specimen 

2.1 Test T1
Test T1 was pure out-of-plane test, without any prior in–plane drift imposed. Velocity of the 

load applied in out-of-plane direction was 50 N/sec, and it was introduced by 4 airbags, in load 
cycles of 90 kN. At the end of the first cycle, highest displacement of 1.6 mm was measured at 
the center of the wall, as it is shown on Figure 6. Wall didn’t exhibit any kind of visible damage 
at that moment. As it can be seen from the Figure 6, based on out-of-plane displacements, two-
way arching was activated.
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Figure 6: Out-of-plane displacement of infill wall at the end of first cycle of test T1

At the end of the first cycle, residual displacement in out-of-plane direction was minimal 
and it was near 0. During the second cycle, when the force of around 136 kN was reached, first 
small cracks in the mortar joints occurred. Future increase of the load led to the first cracks in 
the bricks in the upper right part of the wall, which occurred at 154 kN. When force reached
170 kN, high intensity crack of the bricks occurred, which was followed by fast increase of out-
of-plane displacement with small increase of out-of-plane force. At the force of 176 kN, brittle 
failure of the wall occurred. It was governed by failure of bricks in the upper right part of the
wall. Rotation of the wall due to arching effect occurred through the cracked cross section of 
the brick, which led to brittle and fast failure of the wall in out-of-plane direction. At the mo-
ment of failure, displacement at the center of the wall was 9.86 mm. Complete force – displace-
ment curve of the test T1 is shown on Figure 7. Outlook of the test specimen after the brittle 
collapse can be seen on Figure 7.

Figure 7: Look of test specimen T1 at the end of the test (left) and force – displacement curve for the out-of-
plane behaviour of test specimen T1 (right)
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Top rotation point for the arching effect was moved from the connection of the top beam 
and infill wall, to the cracked section of the bricks in the last row. This is shown on Figure 8,
where it can be seen that cracks initiate through the thickness of the wall, breaking thin webs 
of the brick and making this weakened cross section as a plane around which the wall rotates. 
This type of the behaviour can be explained with yield line theory, presented for the out-of-
plane behaviour of masonry infills by Dawe and Seah [21]. In their approach, mortar joints at
the wall middle and at the top and bottom connection of masonry infill to surrounding concrete 
represent cracked cross sections. When the test specimen T1 was bricked up, mortar connection 
of the wall and top beam was made of high quality thin bed layer mortar, which was inserted 
using the pump under high pressure. Nevertheless, it is important to point out that this high 
quality of mortar joint connections to the surrounding concrete is difficult to have on a con-
struction site, and it is not expected to be done in that manner, as it is time–consuming.

Figure 8: Look of test specimen T1 at the end of the test and cracks penetrating through the thickness of the 
wall in the plane of the rotation, cause collapse of thin brick webs

2.2 Test T2
Test specimen T2 was subjected to 1.2 % of in-plane drift prior to the out-of-plane loading.

Complete hysteresis curves of force–displacement and force–drift for both directions of in–
plane load are shown on Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Force – displacement (left) and force – drift (right) hysteretic curve for the in – plane phase of load-
ing of test specimen T2

For each cycle of in – plane drift, three amplitudes were reached. Time period for reaching 
prescribed displacement for each of the amplitudes was 15 seconds. First change of the stiffness 
was noticed in the fourth cycle, when in–plane drift of 0.022 % was reached. Reason for the 
first dropdown of the stiffness were initiations of the cracks in mortar bed joints, mainly at right 
part of the wall. Force that was reached at that moment was 60 kN. Surface plot of the strains 
is shown on Figure 10a.

Highly pronounced compressive struts, characteristic for the masonry infill walls, occurred 
in sixth cycle, with prescribed drift of 0.11 %. At this point, bricks were still undamaged. Only 
visible damages were a bit cracked mortar joints at the connection of the infill wall to the con-
crete columns and top beam. Surface plots of the strains are shown on Figures 10b and 10c.

a)                                                        b)                                                           c)
Figure 10: Surface plot of the wall strains of specimen T2 at drift levels of 0.012 % (a); 0.11% when moving 

the wall from right to left (b); and 0.11% when moving the wall from left to right (c)

Peak force of the in–plane hysteresis curve for both directions of in–plane loading was 
reached at 11th cycle. Corresponding force of 280 kN was reached when the frame was pushed 
from left to the right. Drift reached at this cycle was 0.8 %. Surface plot of the tensile strains at 
drift level of 0.8 %, while moving the wall from left to right, is presented on Figure 11a. At the 
end of 15th cycle, last for in–plane phase of the test, drifts of 1.2 % were reached, and the forces 
were 225 and 196 kN, respectively. Surface plot of the tensile strains at drift level of 1.2 %,
while moving the wall from left to right and right to left, are presented on Figures 11b and 11c.
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a) b)       c)

Figure 11: Surface plot of the wall strains of specimen T2 at drift levels of 0.8 % (a) ; 1.2% when moving the 
wall from left to right (b); and 1.2 % when moving the wall from right to left (c) 

At this level of in-plane drift, significant amount of the damage on infill wall was noticed. 
At the back side of the wall, almost along whole length of the wall, outer brick shells were 
cracked in rows 5 and 6. Cracks were also pronounced on the bricks at top right and left corner,
and they also went through concrete columns. On the front side of the wall, outer shells of the 
bricks felt off from 2 bricks in the 5th row. Minor diagonal cracks were seen on the bricks close 
to the columns on the front side off the wall, which were following the trajectory of compressive 
struts.

In the second phase of the test, investigation of the out-of-plane capacity of the wall with 
prior in-plane damage was conducted. Out-of-plane loading was carried out in 11 cycles. In the 
last cycle, while reaching out-of-plane force of 87 kN, high increase of out-of-plane displace-
ment occurred, followed by dropdown of out-of-plane force. In order to prevent brittle failure, 
test was stopped. Out-of-plane displacement at the end of the test was 18.42 mm, as it is shown 
on Figure 12. Furthermore, from the Figure 12, where the surface plot of out-of-plane displace-
ment is shown, it can be seen that two-way arching was exhibited, as in test T1. It can be con-
cluded that even though mortar joint at the connection of infill wall and top beam had cracks, 
they were insufficient to jeopardize two-way arching. Out-of-plane displacement of the wall 
from the laboratory is shown on Figure 13, as well as force–displacement curve for the second 
phase of test T2.  

Figure 12: Surface plot of out-of-plane displacement at the end of the test on test specimen T2   
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Figure 13: Force – displacement curve of the out-of-plane loading phase of test specimen T2 (left) and lateral 
look of the out-of-plane displacement at the end of the test (right)

3 COMPARISON OF THE OUT-OF-PLANE BEHAVIOUR OF TEST SPECIMENS 
T1 AND T2

As it can be seen from Figures 6 and 12, and surface plots of out-of-plane displacements of
the walls T1 and T2, both walls remained in full contact on all 4 sides to the surrounding con-
crete. This implicates that the walls exhibited two–way bending and arching effect. Such fact
goes on contrary with the conclusions of some of the authors stated in the literature review, as 
it is often the case that due to prior in-plane drift, connection of the masonry infill and concrete 
frame is partially or completely lost. Full connection of the masonry infill and concrete frame 
on all 4 sides during all the phases of in-plane and out-of-plane loading in tests T1 and T2 is a
consequence of unrealistically high bond strength of the mortar joints. The reason for that high 
bond strength of connection joints was, as it was already explained in Chapter 2, the use of 
high-pressure pump for placing the mortar. This construction procedure highly increased bond 
strength of mortar joints. Use of the pump in that manner is inapplicable in practice due to time–
consuming reasons and construction difficulties on the construction site, so it can be said that 
this full connection of infill walls to surrounding concrete after in-plane loading cannot truly 
represent real behaviour in practice. 

Comparison of the out-of-plane force–displacement curves for tests T1 and T2 is shown on 
Figure 14. It can be seen that reduction of the out-of-plane capacity was 51 %.
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Figure 14: Force – displacement curves of the out-of-plane loading phase for test specimens T1 and T2

Also, it can be seen that prior in-plane damage triggered significant decrease of stiffness in 
out-of-plane direction. This goes in the line with the conclusions of all previous experimental 
campaigns from the literature, where the authors pointed out the importance of prior in–plane 
damage on the stiffness degradation in out-of-plane direction. 

It is important to mention brittle behaviour of test specimen T1. Even though this specimen 
showed high level of out-of-plane capacity compared to the test specimen T2, wall T1 had small 
out-of-plane displacements at the failure, compared to the ones reached in test T2. Comparing 
the values of displacement at failure and wall thickness, out-of-plane displacement at failure of
wall T1 was equal to 3.29 % of the wall thickness. This represents quite a small value for pure 
out-of-plane tests, as according to some theoretical approaches for out-of-plane capacity, dis-
placement at the failure can reach around 50 % of wall thickness [18]. The reason for small out-
of-plane displacement at failure for test specimen T1 can also be explained with perfect bound-
ary conditions and connection of the infill wall with surrounding frame. This fact decreased the
possibility for the rotation of the wall through the cross sections in the mortar plane. On contrary, 
rotation cross sections and “hinges” occurred at the first and last row of the bricks, at the mo-
ment when the bricks started to crack through the thickness of the wall. Also, this was the reason 
for the fast and brittle failure after appearance of the cracks.  As it is already mentioned, test 
specimen T2, subjected to prior in–plane loading, kept the connection to the surrounding con-
crete for the entire duration of the test. Nevertheless, the main reason for the increase of the
displacement at failure in out-of-plane direction during the second phase of test 2 was the in-
fluence of prior in-plane loading on mortar joints within the wall and next to the surrounding 
concrete. This prior in-plane loading decreased the level of rigidity of mortar connections and
also it changed the boundary conditions at the connection of top beam and the wall. For the test
T1, this connection was almost clamped and for test T2 it showed more hinged–like connection 
due to prior in-plane loading.

4 COMPARISON OF TEST RESULTS WITH ANALYTICAL APPROACHES
Results from the test specimens described in experimental campaign were compared with 

the existing analytical approaches which take into account influence of prior in – plane damage 
on out-of-plane capacity of masonry infill walls. The interaction of in-plane and out-of-plane 
loading is usually taken into account with factor R, which represents the decrease of out-of-
plane capacity due to prior in-plane damage. Factor R is related to the level of in-plane drift to 
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which the wall had been previously exposed, so it is a kind of displacement – based and not 
strength – based factor. First one to propose reduction factor which takes into account prior in-
plane damage to the out-of-plane capacity was Angel [23], and the reduction factor is shown in 
Equation 1. Reduction factor can be used if in-plane drift is higher than “critical” in-plane drift 
at which first brick cracking occurs. Else, R=1. Interstory drift ratio is denoted as IDR.

(1)

New Zealand standard NZSEE 2017 [38] proposes reduction factor which takes into account 
slenderness ratio of the wall. This reduction factor is shown in Equation 2.

(2)

FEMA 274 [39], FEMA 356 [40], ASCE/SEI 41-06 [41] and ASCE 41-13 [42] proposed 
reduction factor R equal to 0.76 for all situations of the interaction of prior in-plane damage on 
out-of-plane capacity. 

FEMA 306 [43] suggests to use Equation 1 for the calculation of reduction factor, with fur-
ther description that for moderate in-plane damage it should be taken into account that 
IDR=IDRcr and that for severe damage IDR=2IDRcr. 

ASCE/SEI 41-17 [44] suggest that reduction factor R should be equal to 0.6. It is calculated 
using Equation 1, for the situation when IDR=2IDRcr and slenderness ratios is equal to 25. 

Morandi et al. [45]proposed reduction factor to be calculated using Equation 3. Their reduc-
tion factor is fitted and calibrated for slender infills. 

(3)

Based on the experimental results, Verlato et al. [46] proposed Equation 4 for the reduction 
factor.

(4)

Cavaleri et al. [47] reduction factor R reported in Equation 5, has been proposed based on 
the experimental database.

(5)

Ricci et al. [29] proposed reduction coefficient R using statistical regression, based on the 
some results from the literature. This reduction coefficient is shown in Equation 6. 
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(6)

Later, Ricci et al. [30] also proposed another reduction coefficient R, after conducting ex-
perimental campaign. This reduction coefficient is based on statistical regression and it is shown 
in Equation 7, and it is calibrated according to Authors for thin walls (h/t > 15.2). For walls 
with lower slenderness ratio, Equation 8 is proposed. Equation 8 is calibrated based on two wall 
specimens from the literature with slenderness ratio equal to 8.8. 

(7)

(8)

Based on their experimental campaign, Akhoundi et al. [31] proposed that reduction of out-
of-plane capacity due to prior in-plane damage should be taken into account using Equation 8.

(9)

Da Porto et al. [35]used data from their experimental campaign on thick infill walls to pro-
posed reduction coefficient R, shown in Equation 9.

(10)

Using statistical regression and data available from the literature, Di Domenico at el [36]
proposed reduction factor R for thin and thick walls, presented in Equations 10 and 11, respec-
tively. Equation 10 can be used if h/t > 15, while Equation 11 can be used for walls with h/t > 
8.

(11)

(12)

In order to use some of the above mentioned Equations for the calculation of reduction co-
efficient R, input data should be IDRcr which represents in-plane drift at which first crack in 
the wall occurs. For test T2, described in this paper, drift of 0.027 % is taken as IDRcr. At that 
drift level, first stepwise cracks through the wall occurs, as it is shown on Figure 15.
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Figure 15: Surface plot of crack pattern of the specimen T2 under in – plane drift of 0.027 %

Above mentioned analytical approaches for the calculation of out-of-plane capacity due to 
prior in-plane damaged are compared with measured values for test specimen T2. Values of the 
parameters necessary for the use of Equations 1-12 are the following: h/t= 8.4; w/h= 1.1; IDR= 
1.2 % and IDRcr= 0.027 %. In experimental campaign, with above mentioned values, test spec-
imen T2 exhibited reduction of the out-of-plane capacity due to prior in-plane damage for a 
factor R= 0.49. Comparison of the experimental result with existing analytical approaches is 
shown on Figure 16. Values of the predicted reduction coefficients are shown in Table 2.

Figure 16: Comparison of predicted and measured reduction factor for test specimen T2 using existing ana-
lytical approaches 
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Table 2: Comparison between predicted and experimental reduction factor for different analytical approaches

Author Rpred Rpred / Rexp

Ricci et al. [29] 0.114 0.231
Angel [23] 0.186 0.376

NZSEE 2017 [38] 0.932 1.885
FEMA 274 [39] 0.760 1.538
FEMA 356 [40] 0.760 1.538

ASCE/SEI 41-06 [41] 0.760 1.538
ASCE/SEI 41-13 [42] 0.760 1.538
ASCE/SEI 41-17 [44] 0.600 1.213

FEMA 306 [43] 0.927 1.875
Morandi et al. [45] 0 0
Cavaleri et al. [47] 0.243 0.492

Di Domenico et al. (thin walls) [36] 0.716 1.449
Di Domenico et al. (thick walls) [36] 0.771 1.560

da Porto et al. [35] 0.476 0.963
Verlato et al. [46] 0.400 0.809

Akhoundi et al. [31] 0.400 0.809
Ricci et al. (thin walls) [30] 0.540 1.092
Ricci et al. (thick walls) [30] 0.672 1.359 

As it can be seen from the Figure 16 and Table 2, the closest prediction of the reduction 
factor for the test specimen T2 was obtained using Equation 10, proposed by da Porto et al.
[35]. Reduction factor calculated using above mentioned Equation 10 is 0.476, while reduction 
factor calculated from the experimental campaign was 0.494. The reason for this good match is
probably in the fact that Equation 9 is fitted for the walls which had same thickness as wall T2, 
and similar h/t ratio. Also, reduction coefficient proposed by Ricci et al. [30] showed good 
match with the experimental one, as it slightly overestimates walls out-of-plane capacity. This 
reduction coefficient is calculated using Equation 7. Among all other Equations, only the Equa-
tion 12 is fitted for the walls with smaller slenderness ratios than 15, but this Equation 12 also 
doesn’t give satisfying match, as it is calibrated only on one experimental campaign from the 
literature, using statistical regression. Regarding the level of in-plane drift, presented Equations 
are valid for drift values until 1.2 %, which was the drift level imposed in the experimental 
campaign. However, it is important to mention that reduction factor of 0.494 for wall specimen 
T2 should be taken with reserve, having in mind that connection of masonry infill to the con-
crete frame is not constructed in usual manner. Regarding that, this high quality connection 
could potentially increase residual out-of-plane capacity and overestimate reduction factor, 
compared with the situation when connection joints are constructed as in practice. Nevertheless, 
it can be concluded that, even though there is certain amount of existing equations which take 
into account reduction of out-of-plane capacity due to prior in-plane loading, they are empirical 
– based and fitted only for some results available from the literature, or only for one existing
experimental campaign. Regarding that, conclusion is that they can be used for calculation of 
the reduction factor if wall parameters are very similar to the ones for which these equations 
are calibrated, but there is a need for developing new equations which can take into account 
reduction of out-of-plane capacity due to in-plane damage for more general application.
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, influence of prior in–plane damage on the out–of–plane capacity of masonry 

infills has been investigated. First, literature review of previous experimental campaigns 
dealing with this topic has been conducted. It has been pointed out that all the studies con-
cluded that prior in–plane damage of masonry infill walls decreases stiffness of the wall and
initiates higher displacements in out–of–plane direction. 

Since experimental test on full scale specimens, investigating influence of in-plane loading 
on out-of-plane capacity, are rare, experimental campaign on two different wall specimens
made of clay brick masonry, was conducted. Wall specimen denoted as T1 was subjected to 
cyclic out-of-plane loading until failure. Failure occurred at the load of 176 kN. Wall denoted 
as T2 was loaded in two phases. In the first phase, in–plane load was imposed on the system 
in 15 cycles, each containing 3 amplitudes. Highest drift level that was reached was 1.2 %,
and the wall peak force occurred at drift level of 0.8 %. Afterwards, specimen was unloaded 
in in–plane direction, and out-of-plane cyclic load was imposed in 11 cycles. At the load of 
87 kN, high increase of out-of-plane displacement followed by the decrease of the force oc-
curred, and the test was stopped.

Analyzing the results from conducted experimental campaign it can been concluded that 
in–plane drift significantly decreases out-of-plane strength capacity and stiffness of masonry 
infills. Also, it changes the behaviour of the wall in a way that walls exhibit more ductile 
behaviour due to the higher deformability of mortar joints, if previously, in-plane force is
introduced. Out-of-plane displacements at failure in test T1 were low due to different type of 
the behaviour of the wall than expected. The reason for that were boundary conditions at the 
connection of masonry infill to the surrounding concrete. Reason for that lies in the fact that, 
for the placing of mortar, high-pressure pump was used. This pump is not used so far in 
practice, so it can be said that above mentioned conclusions represent the situation with per-
fect boundary conditions and very high mortar bond strength, which is not the case in the
practice. Due to this construction procedure and mortar bond strength, crack planes for the 
out-of-plane rotation of infill walls were moved from the top and bottom connection of ma-
sonry infills to the first and last row of the bricks. This led to fast and brittle failure of the 
specimen T1, when the tensile cracks penetrated through the thickness of the wall, destroying 
thin webs of the brick.

Wall denoted as T2 had reduction of out-of-plane capacity of 51 % compared to the wall 
specimen denoted as T1, as a consequence of prior in–plane damage. In-plane drift of 1.2 %
damaged the wall, which had some minor and some moderate damages. Most common dam-
age of the bricks was falling out of the outer shells of the bricks in the middle two rows of 
the wall. From the investigation at the site, it can be pointed out that these bricks probably 
had to be replaced, if the same situation happened in the building. This implies that repair 
would not be an option. Also, due to high compressive forces, some bricks near the columns 
exhibit diagonal cracks, which were also visible in the concrete columns. Mortar joints at the
connection of masonry infill and concrete were cracked. This cracks in mortar joints didn’t 
jeopardize two-way arching of the masonry infill wall, which stayed in contact with sur-
rounding concrete until the end of the test. Also, it is important to point out that even though 
in-plane damage decreased out-of-plane capacity of the wall, the wall still had significant 
amount of out-of-plane capacity.

It can be concluded that prior in-plane damage has to be taken into account when out-of-
plane capacity of the wall is discussed, and that this interaction poses an important factor and 
safety hazard for masonry infill walls during seismic events.
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Results from test campaign for the out-of-plane capacity with prior in–plane damage were 
compared with analytical approaches for reduction of out-of-plane capacity from the litera-
ture. Best match was noticed with the approach proposed by da Porto et al. [35], due to similar 
wall parameters. Nevertheless, it has been concluded that reduction factor equations from the 
literature are empirical - based and that results from those equations need to be taken with 
reserve. Further investigations are needed and they are planned as the part of comprehensive 
experimental campaign within the AIF project “Development of innovative approach for de-
coupling infills and non-load bearing masonry walls from the main structure” [37].
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Abstract

Masonry infills are commonly used as exterior or interior walls in reinforced concrete (RC) 
frame structures and they can be encountered all over the world, including earthquake prone 
regions. Since the middle of the 20th century the behaviour of these non-structural elements 
under seismic loading has been studied in numerous experimental campaigns. However, most 
of the studies were carried out by means of in-plane tests, while there is a lack of out-of-plane 
experimental investigations. In this paper, the out-of-plane tests carried out on full scale 
masonry infilled frames are described. The results of the out-of-plane tests are presented in 
terms of force-displacement curves and measured out-of-plane displacements. Finally, the 
reliability of existing analytical approaches developed to estimate the out-of-plane strength of 
masonry infills is examined on presented experimental results.

Keywords: Seismic loading, Masonry infill, Out-of-plane load, Out-of-plane strength.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The influence of infills on the seismic response of frame structures has long been 
recognised [1]. However, the issue of how the infills affect the seismic performance of an RC 
building is intricate as well as their exact role during an earthquake is complex and not yet 
clearly understood [2]. Regularly distributed infills may significantly contribute to withstand 
the seismic actions, as also proved during moderate and strong earthquakes, reducing the 
deformation demand and improving the energy dissipation capacity of the system [3,4]. 
However, regular infill distribution is not easy to be accomplished in practice. Furthermore, as 
the deflection of RC frame activates much stiffer infill walls that have a low drift capacity of 
0.2–0.3% [5] and rather stiff and brittle in-plane response, infill panels achieve its maximum 
load capacity very fast which is followed by a sudden decrease of strength. Therefore, it can 
be concluded that infill wall increases the strength of infilled frame, but it highly decreases its 
ductility, which conflicts with ductile seismic design [5]. Increase of the stiffness of the 
overall system due to the infills leads to an increase of the natural frequencies and thus to an 
increase of the horizontal earthquake loads with a significantly different global vibration 
behaviour of the overall structure [6]. In addition to this, if the infills are irregularly arranged 
in plan and elevation, torsional effects can lead to additional loads with unfavourable load
distributions which accelerate a failure of the infills [7,8,9]. Moreover, additional critical 
torsional effects may also occur over the course of the successive failure of overloaded infill 
elements, even if the infills are arranged in a regular manner [6]. If taking these shortcomings 
into account, it is not surprising that in almost every moderate to high intensity earthquake 
event RC frames with masonry infill walls suffered damage, in some cases even a total 
collapse [10]. In order to provide better understanding of the complex frame-infill interaction 
and its influence on overall seismic performance of structures, most experimental campaigns 
focused on behaviour of infilled frames under in-plane component of seismic loading.

On the other side, the performance of infilled frames under out-of-plane seismic loading 
component was the subject of significantly smaller number of experimental researches. In one 
of the first experimental investigations on out-of-plane behaviour of URM walls conducted by 
McDowell et al. (1956a,b) [11,12], the important arching action or arching effect was 
discovered. Further experimental studies on out-of-plane response of masonry infills were 
carried out by Dawe and Seah (1989b) [13], Angel et al. (1994) [14], Flanagan and Bennett 
(1999b) [15] and Di Domenico (2018) [16], among others. In the work of these authors, the 
parameters affecting arching action were investigated and it was concluded that infill wall 
built in a traditional way with a full contact to surrounding frame can achieve a several times 
larger out-of-plane capacity than its expected flexural capacity. In addition to this, the results 
showed that arching effect is mostly governed by a compressive strength of the wall, panel 
dimensions (slenderness), boundary conditions between the infill and the frame and stiffness 
of the surrounding frame. Furthermore, the development of arching or rigid body mechanism 
can be distinguished depending on the condition of infill-frame connections [17]. The 
ineffective frame-infill connections can be caused by poor quality execution as pointed out in 
[18] or mortar shrinkage. In more recent studies, the influence of workmanship was therefore 
investigated in the work of Akhoundi et al. (2020) [19]. The further investigations of out-of-
plane behaviour of masonry infills appear to be inevitable after observations of damages after 
recent earthquake events. For instance, in the L´Aquila 2009 earthquake in Italy, out-of-plane 
mechanisms led to the lowest capacity of the infills, thus representing the condition of highest 
risk for human safety [20]. To make the matters worse, not only can the out-of-plane failure 
occur on upper storeys of buildings due to higher amplification of ground acceleration, but 
masonry infills can also suffer substantial damage due to interaction of in-plane and out-of-
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plane actions in the lower storeys of buildings. The detrimental combination of in-plane and 
out-of-plane loading was pronounced in recent earthquakes in L´Aquila 2009, Central Italy 
2016, Lorca 2011, and Albania 2019.

The available experimental results have served as a useful basis for many researchers to 
propose simple analytical equations based on arching theory that can be applied in 
engineering practice for the estimation of out-of-plane capacity of masonry infill walls. 
Despite the fact that most theories agree in recognizing the aforementioned out-of-plane 
behaviour for the infilled frames, their results are often conflicting. In most cases this may be 
justified by substantially different choices in the reference experimental programs [21]. In this 
paper results of two experimental tests carried out on masonry infills with different boundary 
conditions are presented. Furthermore, analytical approaches based on arching theory are 
summarized and their accuracy in estimation of out-of-plane capacity is examined on test 
results. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL TESTS

For the purpose of investigating the correctness of analytical expressions for out-of-plane 
strength of infill walls, two out-of-plane experimental tests will be used. The first test was 
conducted within the experimental campaign of the European research project INSYSME 
(Innovative systems for earthquake resistant masonry in reinforced concrete buildings) [22],
whereas the second one was carried out in the scope of the project “Development of an
innovative approach for decoupling infills and non load-bearing masonry walls from the main 
structure” [23] and represents the continuation of the research work done within the 
INSYSME project [22]. In this paper, only out-of-plane tests on two masonry infills are 
described. Test BO was carried out in the former and test T1 in the latter experimental 
campaign. 

2.1 Test specimens

Both infill walls were constructed in a usual way of bricklaying. Bed joints were filled with 
thin layer mortar while head joints were made as dry joint connection without mortar. 
However, it has to be pointed out that in the specimen BO, the general purpose mortar was 
used to fill the remaining gap at the top, while in specimen T1 the execution of the top joint
was carried out by a special pump in order to completely and perfectly fill the top gap with
thin layer mortar. In both specimens bottom and side connections of masonry infill to the 
surrounding frame were made by general purpose mortar, but in the specimen BO a gap of 5 
cm between infill and RC column was left in order to consider the case of wall having door 
opening along its whole height. In that sense, BO specimen presents three-sided and T1 
specimen four-sided wall. The dimensions and mechanical characteristics of bricks, thin layer 
and general purpose mortar used in specimens are summarized in Table 1 and 2.

The surrounding reinforced concrete frames were designed according to DIN EN 1992-1-1
(2011) [24] and DIN EN 1998-1 (2010) [25] considering the German national annexes for 
ductility class L. Columns have 25/25 cm quadratic cross section with the 1.48 % of 
longitudinal reinforcement. The percentage of transverse reinforcement in middle column 
section is 0.42 %, while there is 0.63% of transverse reinforcement in column corners. Beam 
was designed to have a width of 45 cm and height of 25 cm with the 1.05% of longitudinal 
reinforcement and 0.23% and 0.35% of transverse reinforcement in middle and corner 
sections, respectively. Dimensions of the frame and arrangement of reinforcement can be 
found in [6, 17].
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Test BO

Mortar 
ZP99

Mortar type
Compressive 

strength
fm (N/mm2)

Flexural tensile strength
fm,flex (N/mm2)

Thin layer mortar 15.7 3.67
General purpose 

mortar 8.9 2.47

Brick 
MZ70

Dimensions
L/T/H (mm)

Compressive 
strength

fck (N/mm2)
Voids (%) Gross dry 

density (kg/m3)

250/365/249 Vertical Longitudinal
62.3 553

6.3 4.8

Masonry

Compressive strength
fk (N/mm2)

Modulus of elasticity 
Em (N/mm2)

3.1 4870

Table 1. Mean values of the material properties and strengths (Test BO, INSYSME [22])

Test T1

Mortar 
MAXIT

Mortar type
Compressive 

strength
fm (N/mm2)

Flexural tensile strength
fm,flex (N/mm2)

Thin layer mortar 12.8 2.4
General purpose 

mortar 16 2.4

Brick 
Thermo

plan
SX10

Dimensions
L/T/H (mm)

Compressive 
strength

fck (N/mm2)
Voids (%) Gross dry 

density (kg/m3)

247/300/249 Vertical Longitudinal
56 600

9.57 1.67

Masonry

Compressive strength
fk (N/mm2)

Modulus of elasticity 
Em (N/mm2)

2.68* 2680*

Table 2. Mean values of the material properties and strengths (Test T1, Development of an innovative approach 
for decoupling infills and non load-bearing masonry walls from the main structure [23])

*Values calculated according to Eurocode 6 [37]
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2.2 Test setup and loading protocols

The test setup for specimen BO was specifically constructed for the experimental tests 
within the INSYSME project [22]. Vertical force of 200 kN per column was applied with the 
vertical hydraulic jacks before the application of out-of-plane load and kept constant during 
the whole test.  Air bags for out-of-plane loading were placed between the stiff supporting 
panel and infill wall thus allowing only the deformation of infill wall. Detailed description of 
the test setup for specimen BO can be found in [6, 17].

The test setup for specimen T1 was purposely designed for the experimental tests within 
the project “Development of an innovative approach for decoupling infills and non load-
bearing masonry walls from the main structure” [23]. Vertical force of 200 kN per column 
was applied by one-way hydraulic actuators connected to a pressure accumulator to ensure 
near constant pressure during the test. A special harness is used for these actuators, which 
consists of two rods per column, a steel beam at the top and specially designed steel angles 
connected to the frame at the foundation beam. After the application of vertical load, the out-
of-plane load is imposed to the infill by four airbags. The airbags are placed between the infill 
and a wooden reaction wall at the back of the wall.

2.3 Experimental results 

2.3.1. Test BO

In test BO masonry infill wall supported on three sides with one free vertical edge was 
subjected to out-of-plane loading applied in four cycles. On Figure 1 load-displacement curve 
is presented. It shows that the specimen achieved maximum resistance of about 170 kN which 
corresponds to a uniformly distributed load of about 24 kN/m2. In first two loading cycles the 
out-of-plane displacements were relatively small due to stable arching action. However, in the 
third load cycle at the load level of about 24 kN/m2 sudden friction failure occurred in the top 
joint between infill and the upper beam of the frame which triggered the tilting of the wall. In 
addition to this, splitting and overloading of the bricks in the uppermost infill row caused the 
loss of boundary condition at the top. The substantial increase of displacements was observed 
at the infill free edge, especially at the top (Figure 2).  

Figure 1. Force-displacement curve for out-of-plane 
loading of the test BO (Marinković, 2018) [17]

Figure 2. Side view of the out-of-plane displacements of 
the vertical section at the free edge of the wall in test BO

(Marinković, 2018) [17]
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In the final load cycle the splitting of the bricks at the wall base occurred too and thus 
destroyed the bottom boundary condition. As a consequence, the formation of arching effect 
was prevented. Right side of the wall moved as a rigid body until the occurrence of cracking 
through head joints in the central part of infill (Figure 3). The measured out-of-plane 
displacements at the end of the fourth cycle are presented in Figure 4.

Figure 3. Damage to the wall at the end of the test BO (Butenweg et al. 2019) [6]

Figure 4. Side view of the out-of-plane displacements at the end of the
fourth loading cycle of the test BO (Butenweg, et al. 2019) [6]

2.3.2. Test T1

In test T1 four side supported masonry infill wall was subjected to out-of-plane loading 
applied in two cycles. On Figure 5 load-displacement curve is presented. The specimen was 
able to withstand the total out-of-plane force of 175.6 kN which corresponds to 25.2 kN/m2 of 
uniform load. The wall deflection in the first load cycle indicated the formation of two-way 
arching mechanism (Figures 6 and 7). The out-of-plane displacements in this loading phase 
were quite small, not exceeding 2 mm. With the further application of the out-of-plane 
loading in the second cycle, the out-of-plane displacements increased. Central vertical and 
horizontal strips deflected more than the outer strips (Figure 8) thus confirming the presence 
of strong two-way arching action. Although there were no visible signs of any substantial 
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damage to the masonry infill, at the load level of about 25 kN/m2 the part of the infill abruptly 
fell out. Due to strong and undamaged connections at the top and bottom of the infill wall, the 
rotation between topmost row of bricks and upper beam and lowermost row of bricks and 
bottom beam was limited at higher load levels. Due to this, compressive stresses increased 
faster in the compressive thrust near the arc supports. The thin and brittle webs of bricks in 
compression zones of arc supports crushed under excessive compressive stresses which led to 
the expulsion of the part of the wall and complete failure of specimen (Figure 9).

Figure 5. Force – displacement curve for out-of-plane 
loading of the test T1

Figure 6. Side view of the out-of-plane 
displacements of the central vertical section of the 

test T1 

Figure 7. Top view of the out-of-plane displacements 
of the central horizontal section of the test T1

Figure 8. Deflection of vertical strips in the end of 
second loading cycle of test T1

Even after the collapse of the infill, thin layer mortar at the top remained intact and 
strongly connected to the top beam and rest of the bricks in the uppermost row of the infill. 
Namely, during the inspection of specimen after the test, it was noticed that vertical holes of 
bricks were filled with a huge amount of thin layer mortar since it had been falling into 
narrow voids during its application by a special pump. 
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Figure 9. Infill wall after the collapse (test T1)

3 SUMMARY OF ANALYTICAL APPROACHES ESTIMATING OUT-OF-PLANE
CAPACITY

In the case of earthquake loading, masonry infills are subjected to out-of-plane loads due to 
the mass and inertia of the wall. Since the out-of-plane loads can be approximated as 
uniformly distributed, out-of-plane capacity of masonry infills is usually defined as the 
uniform lateral pressure causing the collapse of the wall. Some of the first approaches used 
for estimation of out-of-plane capacity were derived from Timoshenko theory (Timoshenko 
and Woinowsky-Krieger,1959) [26]:

(1)

The governing parameter is a tensile strength fmt of linearly elastic, homogeneous and 
isotropic material, while β1 is a coefficient depending on the aspect ratio of the panel and its 
restrain conditions. In the other methods two-way action was taken into account by using 
yield line analysis (Hendry, 1973; Hendry and Kheir, 1976) [27,28]. In the approach proposed 
by Haseltine (Haseltine, 1976; Haseltine et al. 1977) [29,30] the governing parameter is 
flexural tensile strength fxk2 orthogonal to the bed joints: 

(2)

Panel shape and restraint conditions are taken into account by bending coefficient a, γm is 
safety coefficient related to the materials and γf is an importance factor. 

These approaches that considered tensile or flexural strength as the governing parameter 
appeared to be limited in the prediction of ultimate out-of-plane capacity and only capable of 
estimation of masonry cracking. However, experiments [13-16] showed that membrane forces 
appear in the wall due to deformation of the wall after cracking, thus proving that the arching 
action is a predominant resisting mechanism. 
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McDowell et al. (1956a,b) [11,12] were the first to propose calculation of out-of-plane 
capacity of masonry walls considering one-way arching action. Instead of flexural or tensile 
strengths which were used in preceding approaches, they incorporated compressive strength 
of masonry into their formulation. In the researches that followed this one, two-way arching 
action was also considered in analytical models.

After verification of their postcracking analysis program on the results of out-of-plane tests 
on concrete masonry infills surrounded by steel frames, Dawe and Seah (1989b) [13]
conducted an extensive parametric study in order to determine the most important parameters 
affecting out-of-plane capacity of masonry infills. Based on the results of this study they 
developed empirical relationship for the calculation of out-of-plane capacity of masonry 
infills:

(3)

where is masonry compressive strength (MPa), t is the infill thickness (mm), h is the infill 
height (mm), l is the infill length (mm). Parameter α takes into account the relative stiffness of 
the bounding column, while parameter β takes into account the relative stiffness of the 
bounding beam. The parameters should be calculated according to the equations below, 
distinguishing the case of four-sided wall (eq. 4 and 5) or three-sided wall with the gap at the 
top (eq. 6 and 7):

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

In the equations (4-7), E is the modulus of elasticity of frame material (MPa) , Ic is the  
moment of inertia in the plane of the infill of the column (mm4), Ib is the moment of inertia in 
the plane of the infill of the beam (mm4), G is shear modulus (MPa), Jc is torsional constant of 
the column (mm4), Jb is torsional constant of the beam (mm4).

Angel et al. (1994) [14] developed analytical model based on arching action of an infill 
strip spanning between two rigid supports. The authors distinguished two failure modes 
depending on the slenderness ratio; for the infills with h/t values lower than determined 
critical slenderness ratio crushing at arc boundaries is expected to occur, otherwise the snap 
through the panel may appear. In addition to this, they considered the effects of previous in-
plane damage, flexibility of the confining frame and panel slenderness ratio on the out-of-
plane behaviour. Therefore, the ultimate out-of-plane strength could be estimated by the 
following equation:

(8)
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where t is the thickness of the wall (mm), h is the height of the wall (mm), l is the length of 
the wall (mm), is the compressive strength of masonry infill (MPa) and λ is the 
dimensionless parameter that can be calculated according to equation (9) proposed by
Flanagan and Bennett (1999c) [31]. Coefficient R1 is the reduction factor that considers 
previous in-plane damage and coefficient R2 accounts for the flexibility of the confining 
frames in the case of edge location of the infill, meaning that the panel is located in the 
exterior bay or the uppermost story. Coefficients R1 and R2 can be calculated by using the 
equations (10-12).

(9)

for 
(10)

for (11)

for (12)

(13)

where Δ represents the maximum in-plane inter-story drift that panel has experienced and Δcr
is the cracking drift, EI is the flexural stiffness corresponding to the smallest member of the 
confining frame at the panel edge with no continuity.

In the thorough study of Flanagan and Bennett (1999c) [31], the performance of analytical 
methods proposed by Dawe and Seah (1989b) [13] and Angel et al. (1994) [14] in estimating 
the out-of-plane strength of masonry infills was examined on 36 experimental tests carried out 
by Thomas (1953) [32], Anderson and Bright (1976) [33], Dawe and Seah (1989b) [13], 
Fricke et al. (1992) [34], Frederiksen (1992) [35], Angel et al. (1994) [14] and Flanagan and 
Bennett (1999b) [15]. The empirical method proposed by Dawe and Seah (1989b) [13]
provided the best prediction of out-of-plane capacity, but with consistent overestimation.
Therefore, Flanagan and Bennett (1999c) [31] modified the constant in (3) from 0.8 to 0.73 
and proposed the following equation for the calculation of out-of-plane capacity of masonry 
infills: 

(14)

where is masonry compressive strength (MPa), h is the height of the wall (mm), l is the 
length of the wall (mm). The authors recommend the application of the modified thickness of 
the wall t2 =h/8 if the infill walls slenderness ratio is less than 8 (h/t < 8). Parameters α and β
can be calculated according to the following equations: 

(15)
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(16)

In the equations (15-16), E is the modulus of elasticity of frame material (MPa), Ic is the  
moment of inertia in the plane of the infill of the column (mm4), Ib is the moment of inertia in 
the plane of the infill of the beam (mm4). The authors neglected the influence of torsional 
stiffness on the out-of-plane capacity of masonry infills which was considered in the method 
of Dawe and Seah (1989b) [13].

In Eurocode 8 (2004) [36] it is stated that particular attention should be paid to masonry 
panels with a slenderness ratio greater than 15, but there are no specific design 
recommendations for the calculation of out-of-plane strength of masonry infills. However, in 
Eurocode 6 (2005) [37] one-way arching action is assumed as lateral loads resisting 
mechanism of URM wall and the out-of-plane capacity of URM walls can be calculated 
according to the equations:

for (17)

where is compressive strength of masonry infill (MPa), t is the thickness of the wall (mm), 
h is the height of the wall (mm), l is the length of the wall (mm) and a is taken as:

(18)

Based on analytical investigation of the behaviour of masonry infills supported on two 
sides under transverse loading, Moghaddam and Goudarzi (2010) [38] developed semi-
empirical relationship between out-of-plane capacity of masonry infills and rigidity of the 
bounding frame, properties of the masonry material and slenderness ratio. Two failure modes 
are distinguished: boundary crushing (qcr), when the crushing takes place at the supports of 
the infill and transverse instability (qmax), which occurs due to the large transverse deflection 
of the infill. The out-of-plane capacity corresponds to the smaller of two values:

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

where is compressive strength of masonry infill (MPa), E is Young´s modulus of frame 
material (MPa), Em is Young´s modulus of masonry infill wall (MPa), t is the thickness of the 
wall (mm), h is the height of the wall (mm), l is the length of the wall (mm).

Morandi et al. (2013) [39] proposed the equation for the calculation of ultimate out-of-
plane capacity of the masonry infill based on the recommendations from Eurocode 6 (2005)
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[37]. Besides the contribution of the arching mechanism to out-of-plane capacity of the infill, 
the presence of vertical reinforcement in the masonry infill may also be taken into account:

(23)

where, is the compressive strength of masonry infill (MPa), t is the thickness of the wall 
(mm), h is the height of the wall (mm), l is the length of the wall (mm), As is the total cross 
sectional area of the vertical reinforcement in tension (mm2) and fy is the reinforcement yield 
strength (MPa). However, the authors stated that the equation refers to the masonry infills 
which did not suffer any previous in-plane damage. 

Unsatisfied with the relialibity of existing formulations for prediction of out-of-plane 
strength, first cracking load and displacement at the collapse of masonry infills, Ricci et al. 
(2018) [40] proposed semi-empirical approach that defines the characteristic points of a 
trilinear out-of-plane force-displacement curve based on geometric and mechanical properties 
of infills. They applied a linear least square regression in their work and defined the cracking 
and peak out-of-plane uniformly distributed loads qcrack and qmax, respectively:

(24)

(25)

where t is the thickness of the wall (m), h is the height of the wall (m) and is the
compressive strength of masonry infill (MPa). 

4 ESTIMATION OF OUT-OF-PLANE CAPACITY

Results of described experimental tests are used to examine the precision of predicting out-
of-plane capacity of masonry infills by means of simple analytical equations summarized in 
Chapter 3 of this paper. It has to be pointed out that only methods based on arching theory 
were considered. Figure 10 and Table 3 show the comparison of predicted and experimental 
values from test BO, whereas the comparison of analytical and experimental results for test 
T1 is presented in Figure 11 and Table 4.

From Figure 10 and Table 3, it could be concluded that only estimation by method of 
Flanagan and Bennett (1999c) [31] is in good agreement with experimental result of test BO. 
This could be explained with the fact that this semi-empirical analytical approach could be 
applied to walls with a gap at one side by setting parameter α that accounts for stiffness of 
columns to 0. The similar semi-empirical equation proposed by Dawe and Seah (1989b) [13]
overestimates the actual capacity 34 %, although it also considers case of three-sided BO wall
by neglecting columns stiffness. However, it is surprising that predictions calculated 
according to Angel et al. (1994) [14], Eurocode 6 (2005) [37], Moghaddam and Goudrazi 
(2010) [38], Morandi et al. (2013) [39] substantially overestimate the actual capacity of BO 
specimen as their theories are based on one-way arching which was the major resisting 
mechanism in test BO until the occurrence of tilting. Such a significant discrepancy between 
experimental result and out-of-plane strengths predicted by these analytical approaches might 
be due to the loss of boundary conditions at the top and bottom of the BO wall which led to 
the inhibition of the arching action and therefore moving of the infill out of RC frame plane. 
The reason for overestimation of actual capacity of specimen BO by semi-empirical approach 
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of Ricci et al. (2018) [40] could be that it was based on regression that produces satisfactory 
ratio of predicted to experimental values of masonry infills supported on four sides. 

Figure 10. Comparison of calculated out-of-plane capacities with actual capacity in test BO

Author qpred [kN/m2] qpred / qexp

Dawe and Seah (1989b) [13] 32.06 1.34
Angel et al. (1994) [14] 58.29 2.43

Flanagan and Bennett (1999c) [31] 21.08 0.88
Eurocode 6 (2005) [37] 65.03 2.71

Moghaddam and Goudrazi (2010) [38] 54.54 2.27
Morandi et al. (2013) [39] 46.83 1.95

Ricci et al. (2018) [40] 37.84 1.58
Table 3. Comparison of calculated out-of-plane capacities with actual capacity in test BO

On the other side, perhaps due to the same reason explained above, in the case of masonry 
infill restrained on four sides analyzed in test T1 the best estimation of out-of-plane capacity 
is achieved by semi-empirical approach proposed by Ricci et al. (2018) [40]. Among two 
formulations that take into account two-way arching effects, Flanagan and Bennett (1999c)
[31] appeared to be closer to actual out-of-plane strength of specimen T1 due to the lower 
numerical constant in their equation (14) than in the equation (3) of Dawe and Seah (1989b)
[13]. The small discrepancy between out-of-plane capacities predicted by Angel et al. (1994) 
[14] and Morandi et al. (2013) [39] and experimentally measured out-of-plane resistance of 
four-sided specimen in test T1 needs to be interpreted cautiously since the contribution of 
horizontal arching was not considered in the approaches of these two authors, but it is 
pronounced in specimen in test T1. Other two approaches developed assuming one-way 
arching (Eurocode 6 (2005) [37] and Moghaddam and Goudrazi (2010) [38]) overestimated 
the actual out-of-plane strength of T1 specimen with an error of about 25 %.
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Figure 11. Comparison of calculated out-of-plane capacities with actual capacity in test T1

Author qpred [kN/m2] qpred / qexp

Dawe and Seah (1989b) [13] 33.01 1.31
Angel et al. (1994) [14] 26.67 1.06

Flanagan and Bennett (1999c) [31] 29.39 1.17
Eurocode 6 (2005) [37] 31.44 1.25

Moghaddam and Goudrazi (2010) [38] 31.65 1.26
Morandi et al. (2013) [39] 27.35 1.09

Ricci et al. (2018) [40] 26.32 1.04
Table 4. Comparison of calculated out-of-plane capacities with actual capacity in test T1

This short study shows that Flanagan and Bennett (1999c) [31] can quite accurately predict 
the out-of-plane capacity of three-sided masonry infill in test BO since ratio of predicted to 
experimental value is 0.88. As expected, estimation of Dawe and Seah (1989b) [13] is less
conservative than Flanagan and Bennett (1999c) [31] as predicted to experimental ratio is 
1.34. The other approaches overestimate the actual strength of specimen BO more than 1.5
times. The lowest ratio of predicted to experimental out-of-plane capacity (qpred/qexp = 1.04)
of four-sided masonry infill in test T1 is achieved by application of semi-empirical approach 
by Ricci et al. (2018) [40], while calculation according to Dawe and Seah (1989) [13] leads to 
the largest ratio of 1.31.  

5 CONCLUSIONS

This paper deals with investigation of out-of-plane behaviour of masonry infills. Firstly,
full scale out-of-plane experimental tests carried out in the scope of two related experimental 
campaigns are described. The out-of-plane response of masonry infills with different 
boundary conditions was investigated in the tests. Three side supported wall resisted the 
imposed out-of-plane loading by stable vertical arching action. However, due to loss of 
boundary conditions at the top and bottom whole wall started to move out of RC frame plane, 
with largest deflections at the free edge. The out-of-plane displacements of infill were 
relatively small until the sudden loss of top joint connection which prevented the arching 
action and triggered the wall tilting. On the other side, in the four side supported infill wall 
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pronounced two-way arching action was established. The out-of-plane displacements were 
relatively small until the explosion-like collapse of the wall. Unlike the first test, frame-infill 
connections did not suffer any damage and remained in good condition thanks to perfectly 
executed, but difficult and time demanding filling of the gap at the top with thin layer mortar 
by pump. Due to this, the rotation was shifted from top connection one joint lower. 
Additionally, thin brick webs crushed under high compressive stresses induced by arching 
action. As a consequence, part of the infill defined  by head joints and crushed bricks fell out 
of wall plane.  

It has to be pointed out that achieved out-of-plane capacities of both infills represent a 
significant level of seismic safety in terms of out-of-plane failure. This can be explained by 
favourable slenderness ratios (h/t = 6.9 in test BO; h/t = 8.4 in test T1) and relatively low 
weight of hollow clay bricks resulting in low mass of the considered walls (about 1.5 t in test 
BO; 1.3 t in test T1). However, the results show a clear dependency of out-of-plane response 
on the quality of execution of frame-infill joints, especially at the top.

Furthermore, the existing analytical approaches for prediction of out-of-plane strength are 
summarized. The importance of discovery and consideration of arching effect in the 
evaluation of out-of-plane strength of masonry infills is explained and various parameters 
affecting arching mechanism are discussed. 

In the end a short study was conducted with the aim to test the reliability of analytical 
equations proposed in the literature on presented experimental results. The out-of-plane 
capacity of three-sided panel investigated in test BO was fairly well predicted by analytical 
equation of Flanagan and Bennett (1999c) [31], while Dawe and Seah (1989b) [13]
overestimated the experimental value, but  with smaller error in comparison to predictions of 
other approaches. The recommendation from Ricci et al. (2018) [40] was the most precise in 
the estimation of out-of-plane strength of four-sided panel in test T1. Out-of-plane capacities
of specimen T1 calculated according to equations proposed by Angel et al. (1994) [14] and 
Morandi et al. (2013) [39] are also in good agreement with the experimental value, but the 
results need to be studied with special attention as these two approaches were not developed 
under consideration of two-way arching action which is pronounced in test T1. If taking 
average value of predicted to experimental ratio from both experimenal tests into account, the 
method proposed by Flanagan and Bennett (1999c) [31] seems to be applicable in prediction 
of out-of-plane strengths of both three-sided and four-sided infills. However, the larger 
experimental database should be considered in order to determine the analytical equation with 
best fitting to experimental results. In addition to this, the important aspect of the interaction 
between in-plane and out-of-plane seismic actions should be investigated in the future 
experimental studies in order to provide more realistic evaluation of out-of-plane capacity of 
masonry infills. As most of the analytical approaches do not consider the influence of in-
plane loading on the out-of-plane strength and thus considerably overestimate the out-of-
plane resistance of masonry infills, more work on the formulation that accounts for reduction 
of out-of-plane capacity due to in-plane damage should be carried out. 
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Abstract

Despite numerous research studies conducted in the field of masonry-infilled steel (and con-
crete) frames, there is still no adequate codified design method. There is, however, a consensus 
that masonry-infilled frames should be treated as potentially hazardous earthquake context 
structural solutions. While masonry infill has positive effects on steel frames, which are often 
neglected in design, adverse effects cannot be overlooked. Over the last decade, several struc-
tural solutions aimed to improve the overall structural behavior of these interactive composite 
systems were proposed and tested in laboratory conditions. It is not rare that these approaches 
are opposite to each other, which additionally stresses the fact that there is a need for recogni-
tion and validation of the key structural directions. Among various proposed design options, 
the authors are very interested in those which tend to include the beneficial effect of masonry 
infill, but at the same time preserve desired ductile behavior of steel frames, all by using simpler 
and easy to apply structural solutions. Some of them are already proposed by the authors, which 
are discussed in the paper, along with a summary and comparison of contemporary structural 
solutions in steel masonry-infilled frames, as an important step towards codification. 

Keywords: steel-masonry, composite structure, earthquake design, structural solutions

1 INTRODUCTION
Masonry blocks, due to easy production, installation and accessibility are the most wide-

spread infill type in frame structures, especially in Europe. It is known that the presence of 
masonry infill can significantly increase stiffness and strength, but it can also limit the ductile 
behavior of frames in case of higher lateral load such as an earthquake. Consequently, research-
ers evaluate the contribution of the masonry infill and their influence on the frame, and through 
this process started to develop innovative structural concepts to mitigate the negative effects of 
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masonry infill. Based on this, numerous structural concepts in the design of infilled frames can 
be found, aimed to improve the overall interaction between infill and frame. The typical solu-
tions are application of various infill types (i.e. using soft or strong materials for infill), modi-
fication of the failure mechanisms, reinforcing of the infill etc. These methods can be generally 
categorized into two groups [1]:

Strengthening of the masonry infill through which the composite structure frame+infill
behaves as a monolithic construction.
Limiting frame-infill interaction through which both monolithic and separate behavior of
the frame and the infill may be observed.

The strengthening methods are mainly characteristic for concrete frames, while the limited in-
teraction is characteristic for steel frames, although some deviations can be found in the litera-
ture review that follows.

One of the most natural types of strengthening infill was covered in the study done by Pul 
and Arslan [2]. They used and compared plastered, non-plastered, and wire-plastered masonry 
walls made from hollow clay brick. Results show that plaster and wire plaster enhance load-
carrying capacity and ductility, which is good since most of the masonry application includes a 
plaster surface layer. Jebadurai et al. [3] focused their research on enhancing the bond strength 
between masonry units in RC frames by adding a different percentage of styrene-butadiene 
rubber latex in the mortar. Experiments showed that using modified mortar with a certain per-
centage of latex increased ductility by 12.90%. Binici et al. [4] investigated a well-known infill 
type, autoclaved aerated concrete, but with an improvement regarding infill execution - metal 
slider connectors in AAC blocks. Due to this slider connector, the interaction between the RC 
frame and infill is limited. As a result, the in-plane damage is postponed at higher drift ratios 
and the out-of-plane damage is limited. Ruey-Shyang Ju et al. [5] studied separation of RC infill 
walls from steel moment frames by making vertical slits and leaving a horizontal gap between 
the upper steel beam and the infill RC wall. Results of this study showed that proper design and 
arrangement of slits can absorb the relative deformation between the column and infill wall and 
it can isolate the separated wall from damage. Innovative isolation of masonry infill from steel 
frames is presented by Tsantilis and Triantfillou [6], as they use a cellular material (foamed 
polyethylene) placed in the frame-infill interface. The cellular material has high deformation 
capabilities which mitigate interaction between the steel frame and masonry infill in the initial 
phase of loading. As loads get higher the cellular material gets fully compressed and the diag-
onal compression strut is activated. M. Mohammadi et al. [7] investigated three different tech-
niques to improve steel frame ductility: (i) cornerless infill, (ii) column fuse, and (iii) infill fuse 
(applied metal sheets in infill layer to provide horizontal sliding). The infill fuse method has 
shown a significant increase of ductility with no significant cracks or corner crushing up to 7.1% 
drift. Preti and Bolis [8], and Morandi et. al. [9], tested the steel frame by dividing infill into 
more subpanels with wooden boards placed in the horizontal and vertical direction. Each of 
those configurations has shown a serious reduction of infill stiffness and strength in comparison 
to the reference masonry infill. Marinkovic and Butenweg [10] developed a system named
INODIS, in which an elastomeric cellular material is used around the infill frame surface. Be-
sides reduced interaction between the frame and infill, it reduced stress and infill damage. More-
over, the INODIS system allowed higher interstory drifts (more than 3%). Silva et. al [11]
developed new units with an interlocking tongue and groove configuration, with vertical rein-
forcement. Due to reinforcement, an increase of lateral resistance up to 40% in relation to the 
bare frame was observed. Aliaari and Memari [12] introduced an idea of seismic isolator sub-
frames attached to the structural frame, which they named SIWIS - a system made of one hor-
izontal and two vertical sandwiched light-gauge steel members with a brittle element inside. 
They aimed to reduce the story drift at low and moderate lateral loads through the beneficial 
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effect of infill (higher stiffness and strength), while at higher lateral loads the brittle element 
acts as a „fuse“ in which they attempt to separate infill-frame interaction. Misir et al. [13] re-
searched a new potential infill type without layers of mortar between them - locked brick. Be-
sides the cracks in plaster, locked bricks stay intact and are less damaged in comparison to 
standard infill. Markulak et. al [14] presented a newly developed masonry unit for infill with 
lower initial stiffness and strength with a tendency to achieve minimal detrimental influences 
on the frame, while at the same time acknowledging environmental aspects.

Through a brief overview of structural concepts, it can be observed that there are numerous 
efforts of researchers to provide adequate solutions to undesired structural behavior of masonry 
infilled frames. Although some of them are challenging in terms of the execution (e.g. com-
plexity, extra work hours, overall economic costs), provided experimental results and conclu-
sions are of significant importance. The authors of this paper also conducted various 
experiments on infilled-steel frames in the mentioned direction, some of them accompanied
with corresponding numerical models. The main intention being to keep favorable properties 
of the masonry while maintaining the steel frame ductile behavior at higher lateral loads. For 
calibration of experimental results various numerical models are used, with more details given 
in [15, 16]: (i) single equivalent strut (SSM), (ii) three equivalent struts (MSM), (iii) infill panel 
element (SPM), (iv) micro-model (AMM). 

This paper presents findings regarding the influence of the different types of infill on steel 
frames. This is done through a short literature overview, to correlate the purpose of different
experiments. Conducted experiments will be presented along with calibrated numerical results
and grouped based on infill type - hollow clay brick (strong infill), autoclave aerated block 
(weak infill), the combination of those two (innovative solution proposed by authors), and 
newly developed RBA-EP unit (new structural concept proposed by authors).

2 STEEL FRAMES INFILLED WITH CLAY HOLLOW AND SOLID UNITS
Masonry units are the most used infill in conducted experiments [6, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. The 
masonry infill can be grouped depending on the unit configuration, i.e. as hollow clay block
(HC) and solid clay block (SC). Despite different configurations, both types of blocks consid-
erably increase initial stiffness and lateral bearing capacity. In most of the infilled frames, a
diagonal compression strut mechanism is developed, accompanied with horizontal sliding along 
the bed joints. Horizontal shear sliding is the predominant mode of cracking in most of the 
experiments where the mortar is of insufficient strength. Most of the cracks are developed 
through the bed and head joints. Diagonal cracking or corner crushing is observed as an ultimate 
failure mechanism. Besides corner crushing, spalling of blocks is also observed.

The experimental setup that the authors executed consisted of three specimens of a one-bay, 
one-story rigid steel frame infilled with hollow clay units, designated as RF-C-i, with frame
dimensions of 2176x1613 mm [1, 15]. Hollow clay units’ average vertical and horizontal com-
pressive strengths were 13.10 MPa and 2.10 MPa, respectively. Cement-lime mortar was uti-
lized, with an average compressive strength of 5.02 MPa. The average value of compressive 
strength and modulus of elasticity of masonry wallets made from hollow clay units was 2.0 
MPa and 4613 MPa, respectively. The steel frame is constructed using HE 120 A profiles for 
columns and beam with steel grade S275. All the properties of the steel frame were identical 
for all three specimens. The loading protocol of each specimen consists of two types of loading. 
At the initial stage up to yielding, quasi-static and cyclic loads were applied stepwise in a series 
of increments of 10 kN. After yielding, the load was applied as a displacement control in which 
displacements were increased by increments of 1 mm until a drift of 1.0-2.0% was reached.

Table 1 presents the key parameters that were tested - initial stiffness (S0), the load at the 
start of yielding (Fy), ultimate load (Fu), and corresponding maximum displacement (dmax) in 
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which (Fy) represents the onset of the first significant crack. The mean initial stiffness was 
determined as 31.3 kN/mm and the first significant crack was observed at loads of 59 kN, 70
kN, and 51 kN. For all three specimens, the first crack occurred in the middle of the infill with 
cracks through the mortar. The average maximum achieved load was 135 kN, while the average 
maximum displacement at a corresponding drift ratio of 1.39% was 22.46 mm. It should be 
noted that the steel frame on tested specimens did not exhibit significant plastic deformations.
By exceeding the compression strength of infill diagonal cracking occurred with the appearance 
of shattering and spalling of hollow clay units. Alongside aforesaid failure, bed joint sliding 
shear failure was also observed. Those types of failure mechanisms are also noticed for the 
same infill type but with less pronounced corner crushing in [6]. An identical failure mechanism 
is observed with solid clay units in [19], but with permanent plastic deformation at the bottom 
of columns.

Experimental results Numerical results

Labels S0
(kN/mm)

Fy
(kN)

Fu
(kN)

dmax
(mm) Model S0

(kN/mm)
Fu
(kN)

RF-C-1 32.07 59 139 21.33 SSM 31 134
RF-C-2 27.89 70 139 21.87 MSM 29 124
RF-C-3 34.00 51 128 24.20 SPM 37 140
RF-Cav 31.30 60 135 22.46 AMM 31 130

Table 1: Experimental and numerical results of specimens with strong infill

a) Experimental hysteresis envelope curves b) Analytical hysteresis envelopes curves

Figure 1: Comparison of experimental hysteresis envelopes (a) and analytical results for C-i series (b)

Regarding numerical models, Table 1 shows a good agreement with experimental results in
terms of initial stiffness. SSM and AMM models provide the best agreement, while the SPM 
method overestimates the initial stiffness (19%). Considering the ultimate lateral load, SSM 
again provides the best agreement with only a 1% difference. MSM and AMM models under-
estimated the ultimate lateral load by 8% and 4%, respectively. Figure 1 presents hysteresis 
envelope curves for each calibrated numerical model, along with experimental results. SSM 
and MSM models predict a bilinear behavior, although the MSM model provides a smoother
envelope. The envelope curve obtained from the AAM model matches very well with experi-
mental initial stiffness, although lateral loads are somewhat lower. The envelope curve obtained 
from SPM shows a good fit for experimental results overall. It can be concluded that all cali-
brated models provide a good fit regarding infill made of HC units. 
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3 STEEL FRAMES INFILLED WITH AUTOCLAVED AERATED UNITS
Autoclaved aerated concrete block (AAC) is a light-weight unit with a significantly lower com-
pressive strength compared to HC and SC units. Due to their small weight, they are favorable
units to use as an infill, especially in terms of seismic design. Experiments based on AAC units 
as infill in steel frames are presented in [22-24], where it is confirmed that they increase initial 
stiffness and ultimate load capacity. They have lower compressive strength and infill tends to 
crack at very low loads, as shown in [24] where cracks developed diagonally passing through 
AAC units and mortar. All of the mentioned three studies report yielding of the steel frame and 
in [22, 23] local buckling of the flange in the base of the column was reported. Furthermore, in 
[23] AAC panels crushed and began to spall at similar displacement when the top flange of the 
column buckled. Contrary to that, in [24] AAC blocks did not fail even at the drift of 1.4% 
when the test was stopped due to the yielding of the steel frame, but without out-of-plane insta-
bility.

The experimental setup that the authors executed consisted of three specimens with the same 
experimental arrangement as described for RF-C-i specimens (Section 2), with samples desig-
nated as RF-A-i [1, 15]. Detailed results of testing individual AAC units and wallets are avail-
able in [15] - units vertical compression strength was 2.11 MPa, mortar glue compression
strength 9.13 MPa, wallets vertical compressive strength and modulus of elasticity 1.21 MPa 
and 1174 MPa, respectively.

The experimental results are given in Table 2, from which it can be observed that RF-A-i
specimens have lower initial stiffness than RF-C-i specimens (60%). The mean initial stiffness 
was 19.83 kN/mm. Sample RF-A-1 stands out in regards to initial stiffness (Fig 2.), which can 
be attributed to inaccuracies during erection [15]. Despite an earlier onset of cracking (average 
of 51 kN) in relation to RF-C-i specimens, the infill remained compact. The maximum achieved 
load is 146 kN, with a maximum displacement of 28.01 mm at a corresponding drift ratio of 
1.74%. It can be noticed that maximum loads are higher than for RF-C specimens, despite lower
mechanical characteristics of AAC blocks. This could be due to the higher compressive strength 
of bonded glue. Attained ultimate drift ratio of 1.74% signifies that there is plastic deformation 
at the steel column base.

Experimental results Numerical results

Labels S0
(kN/mm)

Fy
(kN)

Fu
(kN)

dmax
(mm) Model S0

(kN/mm)
Fu
(kN)

RF-A-1 26.23 54 152 26.83 SSM 13 152
RF-A-2 15.07 51 139 30.73 MSM 15 123
RF-A-3 17.50 49 146 26.47 SPM 19 134
RF-Aav 19.83 51 146 28.01 AMM 23 141

Table 2: Experimental and numerical results of the specimen with weak infill

The failure mode of the RF-A-i specimens is similar to RF-C-i specimens, but with less 
intensity of diagonal cracking, i.e. infill was compact with more minor cracks and without ex-
tensive crushing and separation from the steel frame with horizontal sliding along the bed joints. 

Initial stiffness obtained by the SSM model does not coincide with experimental results and 
the SPM method provides the best agreement in this regards (deviation of 10%). The AAM 
model slightly overestimates the value of the initial stiffness. In terms of ultimate lateral load 
MSM, SPM and AMM models underestimate values regarding all three specimens, while the 
SSM model overestimates the ultimate lateral load concerning all specimens. For a detailed 
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comparison of behavior between experimental and numerical results Figure 2 presents hystere-
sis envelope curves for each numerical model. 

a) Experimental hysteresis envelopes curves b) Analytical hysteresis envelope curves

Figure 2: Comparison of experimental hysteresis envelopes (a) and analytical results for A-i series (b)

4 STEEL FRAMES WITH COMBINATION OF CLAY AND AAC UNITS INFILL
This innovative structural concept, presented in [15], is based on limiting (reducing) the inter-
action between the masonry infill and the steel frame. It is based on the solution of using a
combination of AAC and HC units in an infill, to utilize the lower and higher compressive 
strengths in areas where needed. Weak infill is placed near the column-masonry interaction area
are to act as a fuse. Since the AAC units have significantly lower compressive strength, the 
assumption was that those units will fail first and the steel frames will be preserved from further 
negative impacts of infill. This solution is distinct by two types of behavior: the monolithic at 
the initial stage of loading (higher initial stiffness and bearing capacity) and after the separation 
happens a steel frame dominated behavior. A similar solution can be found in [5, 6, 10, 12]
where there are also two stages of behavior, but the initial stage is designed to be dominated by 
the steel frame, and at higher loads, the steel frame starts to interact with the masonry infill.

The executed experimental programme consisted of three specimens of steel frames infilled 
with combined HC and AAC units. The AAC units were additionally weakened with drilled 
holes of different diameters (ø54, ø74, ø84) to alter their compressive strength - vertical com-
pressive strength of 2.11 MPa (for AAC=ø54), 2.03 MPa (for AAC= ø74) and 1.6 MPa (for 
AAC=ø84) are determined. The experimental setup and loading protocol were the same as for 
RF-C-i and RF-A-i testing (Section 2 and 3). The influence of holes is significant and it should 
be emphasized that three specimens of this type of infill represent three different systems.

Experimental results presented in Table 3 show that specimens RF-CA-i, in general, provide 
higher initial stiffness than RF-A samples, which can be attributed to the higher influence of
clay blocks. Despite the higher initial stiffness, cracks were observed much earlier in all three 
specimens and mostly in AAC blocks. RF-CA-1 achieved the desirable behavior (higher initial 
stiffness and bearing capacity in the initial loading stage regarding bare frame) whereas the 
weakening of AAC blocks for other samples was excessive with premature separation occurring.
The main difference between RF-A and RF-CA-1 was that the steel frame did not exhibit plastic 
deformations and the central part of masonry infill was practically undamaged in RF-CA-1.
Despite the undamaged infill, proper attention should be paid to the out-of-plane restraint,
which can be prevented from falling out-of-plane by construction provisions [1,15]. The maxi-
mum obtained load of RF-CA-1 was 106 kN, while the maximum measured displacement was 
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15.27, which corresponds to a drift ratio of 0.95%. Table 3 presents the numerical results. Con-
cerning the initial stiffness, SSM provides the poorest fit to experimental results (deviation of 
38%) and the closest fit is provided with the SPM model. Figure 3 illustrates experimental and 
numerically predicted behavior, from which the desired effect of pronounced bilinear behavior 
can be seen. The AAM calibrated envelope curve almost perfectly matches with results for RF-
CA-1, which is also true regarding cracks forming in the infill [1, 15].

a) Experimental hysteresis envelope curves b) The analytical hysteresis envelope curve

Figure 3: Comparison of experimental hysteresis envelopes (a) and analytical results for CA-i series (b)

Experimental results Numerical results

Labels S0
(kN/mm)

Fy
(kN)

Fu
(kN)

dmax
(mm) Model S0

(kN/mm)
Fu
(kN)

RF-CA-1 23.93 39 106 15.27 SSM 15 94
RF-CA-2 23.26 40 93 17.15 MSM 21 94
RF-CA-3 19.49 50 95 17.16 SPM 22 92

AMM 25 106
Table 3: Experimental and numerical results of the specimen with strong-weak infill

5 STEEL FRAMES WITH NEWLY DEVELOPED UNITS INFILL
Previous experiments indicate that achieving higher compressive strength and modulus of elas-
ticity of the masonry units is not of great importance to improve the behavior between infill and 
steel frame, especially in terms of achieving higher ultimate load. Hence, the lower stiffness 
and strength of the masonry unit can also benefit a steel-masonry infill system. Having this in 
mind, a new structural solution to this composite structure is proposed by developing a masonry 
unit that will mitigate negative effects on the steel frame, while preserving positive aspects of 
an infilled system. Consequently, masonry units from self-compacting concrete (SCC) were 
developed at the Faculty of Civil Engineering and Architecture in Osijek.

The newly developed masonry block is presented in previous research [25], with the main 
idea being to manipulate the composition of the developed block. For that purpose, self-com-
pact concrete (SCC) was selected and to reduce stiffness and strength, replacement of natural 
aggregate was done with recycled crushed brick (RB) and ground expanded polystyrene (GEP)
– RBA-EP. The mean value of compressive strength of RBA-EP is 4.04 MPa, which is in com-
parison with the hollow clay bricks 70% lower and 48% higher compared with AAC block. The 
modulus of elasticity obtained from wallets made of RBA-EP is 2746 MPa, which is in com-
parison to wallets made of hollow clay brick and AAC 60% lower and 57% higher, respectively. 
When considering the weight, the masonry panel made of RBA-EP, AAC, and hollow clay 
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brick was 293.2 kg, 140.0 kg, and 264.0 kg respectively. For the testing in frames, two types of 
RBA-EP units are made (Figure 4) - RBA-EP-Type A as a standard unit and RBA-EP-Type B 
as a weakened unit without one vertical wall along the sidewall. 

Figure 4: Configuration of Type A (left) and Type B (right)

Experimental testing of steel frames infilled with newly developed masonry units was done 
in two series, in a one-bay, one-story rigid steel frame and a pinned steel designated as RF and 
PF, respectively (dimensions 2332x1683 mm as in previous cases). The rigid steel frame was 
constructed of HE 120 A profile for columns and beam, while the pinned frame was constructed 
of HE 280 A profiles. Besides one bare rigid frame (RF) as a control specimen, the rest of the 
specimens were done as two samples per series. RF-M was infilled with RBA-EP-Type A units
only whereas RF-MF was infilled with both RBA-EP-Type A and Type B units. RBA-EP-Type 
B units were placed at the column-masonry contact, which attempted to be used as a fuse. PF-
MF was infilled with RBA-EP-Type A units in the pinned steel frame. All specimens were 
bonded with M5 class mortar. The loading protocol consists of a horizontal load applied by 
displacement control with increasing displacement by 0,5mm in each consecutive stage.

Experimental results reported in Table 4 present key parameters that were tested - initial 
stiffness (S0), load at start of yielding (Fy), ultimate load (Fu), and corresponding maximum 
pushover displacement (dmax). RF-M and RF-MF have the highest initial stiffness of the tested
specimens. Average values of initial stiffness for RF, RF-M, RF-MF, and PF are, respectively,
3.1 kN, 14.4 kN, 14.3 kN, and 7.6 kN. According to the highest initial stiffness, the highest 
ultimate loads are obtained for RF-M and RF-MF specimens, while the lowest is for PF speci-
men. The similarity of RF configuration is observed in the value of the horizontal load at start 
of yielding (the average Fy for RF, RF-M, and RF-MF was respectively, 69.4 kN, 64.9 kN, and 
68.4 kN [14]). Although those values are close, the achieved horizontal displacements at the 
corresponding Fy were significantly different. Average horizontal displacement dy for RF, RF-
M, and RF-MF were, respectively, 23.8 mm, 7.4 mm, and 6.2 mm. Horizontal load Fy of PF-M
configuration deviates from the other specimens and it is significantly lower (average Fy 21.0 
kN). Average values of Fy and dy in the comparison of RF-M and RF-MF specimens are very 
alike, which exposes the fact that the activation of Type B units as a fuse was not achieved.
Consequently, the desired separation of infill and frame was not realized. The average ultimate 
drift of RF-M and RF-M is 2.5%. 

Specimen label Infill type S0
(kN/m)

Fy (kN) Fu
(kN)

dmax
(mm)

RF - 3.1 69.4 81.5 69.0
RF-M RBA-EP Type A 14.4 64.9 128.0 48.7
RF-MF RBA-EP Types A and B 14.3 68.3 132.3 59.9
PF-M RBA-EP Type A 7.6 21.1 52.8 46.8

Table 4: Experimental results of the specimen with newly developed units
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Figure 5 presents an even more detailed behavior of all specimens with RBA-EP units [14]. 
All tested specimens provide a much higher initial stiffness than the bare frame. Despite the 
higher initial stiffness of the pinned steel frame, the ultimate lateral load is much lower than for
RF. From the PF-M envelope curve, it can be observed (especially on the positive side of the 
envelope) that there are frequent changes in behavior, which can illustrate the consequent re-
distribution of the loads in the masonry infill. Furthermore, it is obvious that the contribution 
of the infill in the pinned frame cannot be simply added to the bare frame to achieve the struc-
tural behavior of the infilled frames. As for rigid frame specimens (RF-M and RF-MF), the 
envelope is smoother and there is symmetry in the negative and positive sides of envelopes. It 
can be also observed that RF-M and RF-MF specimens have high ductility (maximum drift 
ratio 2.1%-3.7%).

Figure 5: Hysteresis envelope curves of specimens

Regarding the fracture mechanism, RF-M and RF-MF again showed similarities. Dominated 
fracture mechanism on the change of initial stiffness is the diagonal formation of concentrated 
strain, and it is in line with mortar head and bed joints. Moreover, the configuration of RF-M
and RF-MF ensures the composite system behavior in the quasi-elastic area, but without signif-
icant damage to the frame [14]. The highest concentration of strain in PF-M is also observed at 
the diagonals, but it is also spread over the whole panel. In terms of out-of-plane stability during 
in-plane loading, it is noticed that perforated units are more prone to out-of-plane stability issues
(e.g., hollow clay brick). Despite that, the RBA-EP unit did not present that issue. This can be 
associated with their low elastic modulus and thick sidewalls [25].

6 COMPARISON OF RESULTS
The experimentally obtained average values of initial stiffness, load at the start of yielding,

ultimate load, and maximum drift ratio are summarized in Table 5. It can be noticed that the
average values of RF-C specimens, RF-C, provides the highest initial stiffness among all tested 
specimens, which was expected based on the highest compression strength of the masonry units 
and the modulus of elasticity of the masonry wallet. The lowest initial stiffness was achieved 
in the specimen with RBA-EP units, as was planned, but the ultimate load does not deviate from 
other specimens. Consequently, the authors successfully manipulated the properties of RBA-
EP in which ultimate lateral bearing capacity is not significantly reduced. This similar behavior
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is presented in the values of RF-A which had the highest ultimate load. Through the ultimate 
drift ratio, as a measure of ductility, it can be observed that specimens with RBA-EP units are 
more ductile than the rest of the specimens. The average value of the ultimate drift ratio for RF-
M and RF-MF is 2.5%, while for RF-A and RF-C is 1.7% and 1.39% respectively. The lowest 
drift ratio is observed in RF-Cav specimens which had the highest initials stiffness. At the cost 
of ductility, higher initial stiffness is not a favorable property of infill. RF-M and RF-MF spec-
imens additionally show similarity to the RF-A values in terms of compactness of the infill
panel (e.g., no falling out of blocks, redistribution of stress through the infill). Besides numerous 
similarities, the difference is observed in the onset cracking. in the value of RF-A indicates that 
it happens earlier, while in RF-M and RF-MF the value of Fy is similar to the bare frame, but 
with different values of displacement. This confirms that the configuration of the specimens 
with RBA-EP preserved the steel frame from higher detrimental effects.

Specimen label S0
(kN/m)

Fy
(kN

Fu
(kN)

Dr,max
(%)

BF 3.1 69.4 81.5 3.25
RF-Cav 31.3 60.0 135 1.39
RF-Aav 19.83 51.3 146 1.74
RF-M 14.4 64.9 128.0 2.50
RF-MF 14.3 68.3 132.3 2.65
PF-M 7.6 21.1 52.8 2.70

Table 5: Comparison of initial stiffness and ultimate load

Figure 6: Hysteresis envelope curves of all tested specimens

Figure 6 [14] presents the hysteresis envelope curves of all tested specimens with different 
type of infills. It confirms a higher ultimate load in the presence of infill but with very different 
drifts. It can be noticed that RF-C value quickly attains the ultimate load which leads to an 
earlier onset of the failure mechanism. The hysteresis curve offers one more similarity between 
RF-M, RF-MF, and RF-A – trilinear behavior which ensures gradual redistribution of stress. 
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Through the experiments, it is once again confirmed that an infill panel plays an important 
role in the behavior of an infilled frame concerning the seismic design and that there is no 
adequate codified design method. 

7 CONCLUSIONS OF CONDUCTED EXPERIMENTAL TESTS
A comparison of experimental programmes from previous studies is shown in this paper –

rigid steel infilled frames with various types of infill, pinned steel frame, and a bare steel frame.
The infill was made of hollow clay blocks, AAC blocks, and newly developed RBA-EP blocks.
The experimental results show that simple construction provisions can lead to better behavior.
Results can be summarized into the following conclusions:

Infill provides a higher stiffness to the frame. Among all tested specimens, the highest
initial stiffness was obtained in the RF-C configuration, which was expected because of
the significantly higher compressive strength of hollow clay blocks. Despite higher initial
stiffness, the ductility of these frames was lower. Lower initial stiffness did not negatively
influence the ultimate strength of RF-A, RF-M, and RF-MF specimens. Consequently, the
behavior of RF-A, RF-M, and RF-MF specimens is favorable.

In terms of ductility, frames with RBA-EP units achieve higher ductility than RF-A spec-
imens, which is manifested through ultimate drift. The average ultimate drift of RF-M and
RF-MF specimens is 2.5%, which is 30% higher than RF-A.

RBA-EP units are heavier in comparison to the AAC and hollow clay blocks, but they are
environmentally favorable because they use waste products (recycled crush brick and pol-
ystyrene) in their production.

Regarding the PF-M configuration, the results deviate in comparison to the rigid configu-
rations, especially in terms of the ultimate load and the change of initial stiffness. Beyond
that, the observed concentration of strain is spread over the whole panel and the stress state
does not coincide with the infill in a rigid frame. Through this configuration, it is concluded
that the bearing capacity of an infilled frame also depends on the rotation capacity of joints.

Regarding the numerical models, it can be concluded that SSM and MSM can give good
predictions in the case of C units, with a lack of accuracy for AAC units. Despite that, they
still represent an acceptable method based on simplicity regarding the rest of the methods
(fast calculation, the capability of producing hysteresis behavior). AMM and SPM models
predict behavior much better with the included various types of failure mechanisms. Alt-
hough the obtained results are better, the required time and complexity are important set-
backs.

In future work, experimental tests of specimens with RBA-EP should be accompanied by 
numerical models to compare with C and AAC units. Furthermore, probabilistic methods
should be conducted to evaluate the reliability of this type of structural concept.
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Abstract

The importance of assessing the overall dynamic behavior of buildings considering the contri-
bution of infills is nowadays widely recognized considering that they play an important role in 
the verifications at damageability limit states and, at ultimate limit states, they can trigger frag-
ile mechanisms of structural members preventing the evolution of dissipative ones. In addition, 
in case of strategic structures, for which often high performance levels are required such as the 
full operativity condition (i.e. absence of damage to both structural and non-structural compo-
nents) after severe earthquake, the contribution of non-structural members should be neces-
sarily included in the seismic assessment.
The paper proposes a simplified procedure for estimating the stiffness of masonry infill walls 
through expeditious dynamic impact tests. Stiffness can be adopted to model infills into con-
ventional 3-D finite element models of buildings. The procedure is validated by means of an 
experimental campaign carried out on a laboratory real-scale mock-up and then applied to a 
real infilled reinforced concrete frame building. Experimental results are compared with those 
obtained from refined finite element models including infills, proving the methodology reliabil-
ity.

Keywords: Infill masonry wall stiffness, impact load tests, experimental modal analysis, am-
bient vibration tests, building finite element modelling.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Infill masonry walls are very common components used worldwide in r.c. frame buildings 
and nowadays it is well known that the stiffness and strength, together with the mass, provided
by these non-structural elements may significantly affect the global behavior of buildings, es-
pecially in earthquake prone regions [1-4]. The common practice of modelling infills within 
building f.e. models only in terms of masses is recognized to be not correct, particularly when 
the f.e. models must be representative of the real building behavior. As an example, the predic-
tion of the real building behavior subjected to earthquake becomes crucial in case of strategic 
buildings (e.g. hospital, fire and police stations) that must remain in operational condition to 
guarantee the post-earthquake emergency management [5-6]. Moreover, reliable f.e. models of 
buildings, i.e. capable to represent the building operational conditions, could be very useful to 
develop Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) systems [7-9] and to interpret data collected dur-
ing the monitoring period, in order to assess the building conditions and to detect possible dam-
age to the structural and non-structural members.

From above considerations it is evident the importance of modelling these non-structural 
components in a reliable manner. Many works in the technical and scientific literature deals 
with infill modelling strategies, from the simple adoption of a single diagonal strut [10-11] to 
refined linear and non-linear models [12-13]. Anyway, modelling uncertainties always exist 
and could affect the modelling correctness. Many researchers investigated the infill behavior 
with the aim of reducing these uncertainties: most of them studied infills subjected to static 
lateral loads [14-15], other adopted out of plane loads, and very few used dynamic tests on 
infills, as, for instance, Ambient Vibration Tests (AVTs) [16-17]. It clearly emerges that a
standardization of the infill properties is almost impossible to achieve, considering they are 
built with different construction materials and typologies all around the world. 

This paper proposes a procedure to estimate the stiffness of infill masonry walls that can be 
used to model these non-structural components within f.e. models of buildings. The proposed 
approach is based on a combined experimental and numerical procedure: the former foresees 
the development of dynamic tests on infills through which the modal parameters of the non-
structural components are identified; the latter consists in the development of a f.e. model of 
the structures in which the infills are modelled and investigated with the aim of estimating their 
stiffness, expressed in terms of elastic modulus. The proposed procedure is preliminary well 
described, then it is validated through the support of a real-scale laboratory mock-up, used as a 
case study. Finally, the methodology is applied to a real building to verify its applicability to 
real structures.

2 THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The proposed methodology is a combined experimental and numerical procedure that fore-
sees dynamic tests on infills and their numerical investigation through the support of f.e. models. 
In the sequel a summary of the methodology, is reported; for further details the reader can refer 
to [18].

The dynamic tests performed on infill masonry walls are Impact Load Tests (ILTs) that allow 
the determination of the Out Of Plane (OOP) dynamic behavior of the non-structural compo-
nents. ILTs consist in exciting the wall with hammer blows and in recording input and output 
in the horizontal direction, orthogonal to the wall plane. The output are the time histories of the 
accelerations produced by the impacts. To perform tests, an instrumented hammer and one or 
more accelerometers can be used: the accelerometer is fixed on a specified position on the wall, 
while hammer blows are applied in several points, with the target to identify the panel vibration 
modes, possibly considering also superior modes. The use of more than one sensor (or moving 
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the sensor in different positions) may be useful to identify modes that present null value of 
modal displacement in proximity of the sensor position. The wall can be suitably divided with 
a regular grid whose spatial resolution depends on the accuracy and on the number of modes 
that have to be identified. The accelerometer is fixed in one grid point, while hammer blows 
are provided in all points, applying more than one impact for each of them, allowing to obtain 
a reliable data set. The impulse-acceleration data recorded are adopted to identify the OOP 
modal parameter of the panel, performing Single-Input Single-Output modal analyses. In the 
sequel, the Line-Fit algorithm [19] (a simple degree of freedom identification methodology 
working in the frequency domain) is adopted to identify the infill modal parameters. 

The numerical step of the methodology consists in performing an iterative procedure with 
the aim of estimating the infill stiffness and, particularly, its elastic modulus. Indeed, despite 
masonry infills are generally characterized by an orthotropic behavior, the adopted strategy is 
based on the idea that the dynamics of infills subjected to low input excitations (like hammer 
blows) can be well captured through homogenous isotropic elastic thin plate elements. So, the 
stiffness of these non-structural components is mainly governed by the elastic modulus, assum-
ing a constant Poisson’s coefficient (e.g. 0.25 as suggested in [20]). At first, the investigated 
infill is modelled as bidimensional shell elements into the f.e. model of the bare frame structure, 
adopting its real thickness and with mass estimated based on the adopted construction materials, 
which are known in most cases. The first tentative elastic modulus of the infill can be cal-
culated based on closed-form expressions available in the literature for clamped rectangular 
plates. Considering the formulation proposed in [21], the tentative elastic modulus is calculated 
as follows:

(1)

where is the mass per unit area, is the wall thickness, is the Poisson’s coefficient, and 
are the length and height of the wall, is the first OOP vibration mode frequency experi-
mentally identified and and are the edge effect factors, that can be calculated as:

(2a)

(2b)

Then, eigenvalue analyses are performed and the numerical modal parameters relevant to the 
infill OOP dynamic behavior are determined. This procedure is performed several times, vary-
ing at each step the infill elastic modulus, until the numerical modal parameters fit well the 
experimental ones. In order to quantify the goodness of the estimated moduli, two convergence 
criteria are introduced, based on the comparisons of the experimental and numerical natural 
frequencies and mode shapes, respectively. When criteria satisfy the conditions reported in Eq.s 
3a and b, the estimating procedure stops and the elastic modulus is considered as representative 
for the wall at hand.

(3a)
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(3b)

In Eq.s 3a and b and represent the i-th experimental and numerical frequency value 
of the total identified OOP vibration modes, while is the i-th Modal Assurance Crite-
rion index [22] used to compare two mode shapes. and represent the admissible errors in 
the comparison between frequencies and mode shapes, respectively; in this work, values of 
= 0.05 and = 0.25 are proposed and considered in the successive case studies. 

As common in practice, r.c. frame structures are usually modelled with frame elements, so 
the area of modelled infills is greater than the real one since physical dimensions of columns 
and beams are neglected. Thus, when infills are modelled with shell elements within frame 
structure f.e. models, their dimensions (length and height) are greater than the real ones; conse-
quently, to consider this approximation, the mass and stiffness of the modelled panel must be 
suitably modified. In detail, the mass density ( ) and the elastic modulus ( ) of the modelled 
infill are reduced by a factor that represents the mean percentage increment of the panel di-
mensions for both sides: 

(4a)

(4b)

The estimation of infill elastic modulus, assuming the geometry and mass to be known, per-
mits the reduction of the uncertainties and the updating of parameters in sophisticated f.e. mod-
els of infilled frame structures. Obviously, the elastic modulus estimated with this procedure 
permits to predict the infill behavior under low level of excitation and, consequently, it is useful 
when building behavior under low level of excitation needs to be interpreted. Indeed, as shown 
in the sequel, refined f.e. models of structures, obtained modelling the infill with the proposed 
approach, reveal to be able to well predict the structural responses under ambient vibration 
excitations. 

3 METHODOLOGY VALIDATION THROUGH A LABORATORY CASE STUDY

The proposed methodology is applied on a laboratory mock-up considered as case study, 
experimentally tested, and then numerically investigated. The aim is to validate the proposed 
approach through an application to a simple structure under controlled laboratory conditions
with limited uncertainties. The mock-up is a steel-concrete composite structure consisting of a 
pair of one-story two-bay moment-resisting frames with height of 3.00 m and span length of 
around 4 m (Fig. 1). Columns and beams are realized with steel profiles and the composite slab 
is obtained with a 12 cm thick concrete layer casted on a collaborating steel sheet. Some con-
crete blocks are placed over the composite floor to simulate permanent and live loads on the 
structure. Two infill walls (W1 and W2) are built with hollow clay bricks (dimension of 
25 x 25 x 6 cm) and mortar joints, filling only one of the two longitudinal bays. Successively, 
both sides of both walls are covered with a thin gypsum plaster layer (less than 1 cm). This
infill typology can be considered representative for the light infills adopted very often to realize 
interior partitions in common buildings. 
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Figure 1: Laboratory mock-up.

Both infills are dynamically tested through ILTs; for each of them, a regular grid of twenty-
five points is drawn on a panel face and two accelerometers are fixed on the wall in two grid 
points with the target to identify as many vibration modes as possible. Then, hammer blows are 
provided at each grid point, recording both impulses and accelerations, for a time length of 10 s
per impact, considered adequate to capture the entire oscillation. It is worth noting that both 
panels are tested twice, before and after the plastering. Based on acceleration and impact rec-
ords, the OOP modal parameters of each infill are identified; in detail, many vibration modes 
are found, as can be observed from Tab. 1 and Fig. 2. Each mode is named with a couple of 
number that represent the number of semi waves present in the mode shape along the horizontal 
and vertical directions. Identified natural frequencies, listed in Tab. 1, show that both walls are 
characterized by almost the same frequency values, even if those relevant to W2 are slightly 
higher than those of W1. Moreover, after the plaster, all frequency values increase, as expected. 
Fig. 2 provides an example of the mode shapes of W1 with plaster. Those relevant to W2 are 
not reported, being very similar to W1.

To validate the proposed procedure, a 3-D full-shell element f.e. model of the bare mock-up
is created (Fig. 3a). Moreover, this preliminary model is calibrated with the support of the 
global 3-D mock-up experimental modal parameters determined through AVTs performed on 
the bare structure. After that, the two infills are added in the calibrated f.e. model (Fig. 3b), both 
with shell elements having thickness equal to the real ones. Based on the experimental funda-
mental frequency of each wall, a first tentative elastic modulus is calculated. Values of 2445 
and 2775 MPa are calculated for W1, before and after plastering, respectively, while 2210 and 
2420 MPa are calculated for W2. At this point, iterative procedures are performed by varying 
the elastic modulus of each wall one by one, until the convergence criteria (calculated consid-
ering all the identified OOP modal parameters) are satisfied. The obtained elastic moduli at the 
end of the procedures are listed in Tab. 2; it is interesting to observe that the Young’s moduli
of the two walls are quite similar but not equal. After the plastering, the infill elastic moduli 
increase, mostly for W1.
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Table 1: Experimental natural frequencies for both infills without and with plaster.

Mode
Frequency [Hz]

W1 W2
No plaster Yes plaster No plaster Yes plaster

1,1 16.80 17.30 17.90 18.10
2,1 27.47 31.60 29.53 32.15
1,2 40.10 49.00 48.00 49.97
3,1 46.55 49.40 45.35 50.50
2,2 57.54 63.88 59.20 64.50
4,1 63.07 66.50 66.85 68.10
5,1 76.85 120.71 78.93 119.90
3,2 79.79 85.98 76.10 82.67
2,3 / 105.30 / 107.13
4,2 104.98 113.75 104.40 127.30
3,3 117.77 131.19 119.40 133.20
5,2 132.28 143.93 139.10 155.90
5,3 177.60 198.85 175.24 212.50
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Figure 2: Experimental mode shapes for W1 with plaster.
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Figure 3: 3-D global f.e. model of the mock-up: a) bare structure, b) infilled structure.
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To assess the reliability of the estimated elastic moduli, the numerical modal parameters of 
the whole infilled mock-up (using the infill elastic moduli reported in Tab. 2) are compared 
with those obtained from AVTs performed on the whole infilled structure before and after the 
plastering. Comparisons, in terms of natural frequencies and mode shapes (the latter obtained 
through the MAC indexes), are reported in Tab. 3. As can be observed, the numerical modal 
parameters (NUM) are in very good agreement with the experimental ones (EXP), proving the 
reliability of the elastic moduli estimation. It is worth noting that, in this case, the mass densities 
and the elastic moduli used in the global f.e. model are not reduced since the modelled infill 
dimensions are the same of the real ones.

Table 2: Estimated elastic moduli for both infills without and with plaster.

Wall Elastic modulus [MPa]
No plaster Yes plaster

W1 4700 4900
W2 5340 5360

Table 3: Comparison between experimental and numerical infilled mock-up modal parameters.

Mock-up
mode Mode typology

Before plaster After plaster
Frequency [Hz] MAC Frequency [Hz] MACEXP NUM EXP NUM

1st Transverse 8.40 8.40 1.00 8.37 8.38 1.00
2nd Rotational 12.72 12.94 0.93 13.39 13.08 0.97
3rd Longitudinal 16.32 16.38 0.81 17.69 17.71 0.99

4 APPLICATION TO A REAL BUILDING CASE STUDY

The proposed methodology is applied to a real building in order to prove its usefulness and 
applicability to real structures. The considered case study is a r.c. frame building (Fig. 4a) with 
plan dimensions of around 16.50 x 11.70 m composed by two stories, for a total height of about 
8.00 m. The underground level is mainly realized by r.c. retaining walls, while the upper one is 
realized with spatial r.c. frames. The infill masonry walls are built both along the building pe-
rimeter and inside the building, and they can be divided into three main typologies, as reported 
in Fig. 4b: E1 is adopted for all external infills, I1 is adopted to separate the housing units within 
the building at the underground and ground levels, while I2 is adopted to realize all the interior 
partitions. The building was investigated and tested during its construction process; in detail,
AVTs were performed on the bare and on the infilled structure, whereas ILTs on infills were 
performed only in the phase without plaster. 

As for tests on infills, three infills representative for all the infills typologies are tested (W-
E1, W-I1 and W-I2). All walls are located at the ground floor and have no openings. The ge-
ometry of the tested infills is illustrated in Fig. 5. ILTs on the three infills are performed with 
the same instrumentation and test protocols adopted for tests on laboratory mock-up infills, and 
the infill OOP modal parameters are identified again using the Line-Fit algorithm. The experi-
mental OOP modal parameters of the walls are reported in Fig. 6, both in terms of frequencies 
and mode shapes. As can be observed, four vibration modes are identified for each infill. 
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Figure 4: Real case study: a) building floor plans and picture during construction, b) infill masonry wall ty-
pologies.
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Figure 5: Geometry of tested infill masonry walls of the building.
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Figure 6: Experimental OOP modal parameters of tested infills.

The numerical investigation of infills is performed to estimate their elastic moduli. The f.e. 
model of the bare building is developed, modelling the r.c. frame with frame elements, while 
floors, slabs and retaining walls with shell elements. This model is preliminary calibrated based 
on experimental modal parameters of the whole building obtained from AVTs on the bare struc-
ture, with the aim to accurately predict the building dynamic behavior. Then, the investigated 
infills and the adjacent ones (to consider accurately the infill boundary conditions) are modelled 
with shell elements. Thus, three separated iterative procedures are performed, one for each in-
vestigated wall, and the elastic moduli are estimated once the convergence criteria (the same 
adopted before for the laboratory mock-up) are satisfied. In this case, four OOP modal param-
eters for each infill are considered in the iterative procedures to calculate the convergence cri-
teria. Differently from the laboratory mock-up, the r.c. frame elements are modelled with beam 
elements, so the modelled infills have greater dimensions with respect to the real ones. Hence, 
the mass and elastic modulus of each infill is reduced, considering, for the sake of simplicity 
and with good approximation the mean percentage increment of the infill dimensions of each 
panel. The estimated elastic moduli are 3000 MPa for wall W-E1, 2550 MPa for W-I1 and 
3150 MPa for wall W-I2. As before, to assess the reliability of these elastic moduli estimation,
all infills are modelled within the global f.e. model of the building, considering their typology, 
openings and adopting the estimated elastic modulus for each infill typology. The numerical 
modal parameters of this infilled f.e. model are compared with the experimental ones obtained
from AVTs measurements on the infilled structure, and the results are reported in Tab. 4. As 
can be noted, both frequencies and mode shapes are in very good agreement, proving the relia-
bility of the proposed approach also when applied to real buildings. 
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Table 4: Comparison between experimental and numerical modal parameters of the infilled building.

Building 
mode

Frequency [Hz] MACEXP NUM
1st 10.71 10.74 0.78
2nd 13.04 13.09 0.83
3rd 15.75 14.94 0.96

5 CONCLUSIONS

A procedure to estimate the stiffness of infill masonry walls through a combined experi-
mental and numerical procedure has been proposed in this paper. The procedure is firstly vali-
dated through investigations on a real-scale laboratory mock-up and then applied to a real 
infilled r.c. frame building. In both cases, the methodology reveals capable to furnish a reliable 
and realistic infill stiffness estimation, leading to obtain trustworthy f.e. models of the infilled
structures. The proposed approach furnishes a practical and expeditious tool that can be suitably 
used to reduce uncertainties in the f.e. modelling of framed buildings when infills must be in-
cluded. This should be fundamental when results of ambient vibration measurements need to 
be interpreted with refined f.e. models of structures or when results of structural health moni-
toring systems must be analyzed. The procedure has the great advantage of requiring fast and 
non-invasive dynamic tests on infills, thus it can be executed in new or in existing buildings.
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Abstract

On November 26, 2019, a magnitude Mw = 6.4 earthquake struck Northwestern Albania. It 
was the strongest to hit Albania in more than 40 years. Cities such as Thumanë, Tirana, and
Durrës suffered damage, but Durrës was the hardest hit with several building collapsed [1,2].

A reconnaissance team under the auspices of American Concrete Institute (ACI) visited Dur-
rës, Albania to assess the extent of damage to modern reinforced concrete (RC) buildings (i.e. 
built after 1990). The team*1 surveyed buildings during the week of January 12, 2020, with a 
focus on RC buildings that were infilled with clay block masonry. Over the course of seven
days the team documented 55 buildings that had RC frames as their main lateral resisting sys-
tem. All of the surveyed buildings had unreinforced masonry infills (hollow clay blocks). Most 
of the buildings had ribbed or waffle slabs. Typical damage observed in these buildings was in-

*1 Researchers from University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Wiss, Janney, and Elstner Associates, Inc., University of
Minnesota-Twin Cities, Epoka University (Tirana, Albania), Josip Juraj Strossmayer University of Osijek (Osi-
jek, Croatia), and Bauhaus-Universität Weimar (Weimar, Germany)
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plane or out-of-plane failure (dominant) of masonry infill walls throughout the building height.
More damage was observed when these masonry walls were not confined well within the RC
frame i.e. acting as partitions. In many cases, these masonry walls were not connected to the RC 
frame at all, having only bed-joints filled with mortar.

This report focuses on the performance of masonry components (infill walls, partitions, etc.) 
in the buildings in Durrës that were affected by the earthquake. Examples of the damage to the 
masonry infill, structural details that affected the damage, and its impact on building perfor-
mance are described.

The paper provides an overview of the earthquake-induced damages in several building 
types and their variation within different structural systems focusing on RC frames with unre-
inforced masonry infills in Durrës. Reasons for significant differences in observed damage will 
be discussed in close relation to the building code development and the preferred design con-
cepts. Besides response phenomena and typical damage patterns which have been observed 
after other earthquakes worldwide, an attempt is made to investigate parameters with high dam-
age potential according to [3].

1 INTRODUCTION
The field reconnaissance missions following natural disasters provide valuable information 

on the performance of buildings during such events. As part of the American Concrete Institute 
disaster reconnaissance committee (ACI 133) mission, a team of researchers from the US, Cro-
atia, Albania and Germany surveyed 55 buildings affected by the Mw 6.4 earthquake in Durrës,
Albania on November 26, 2019.

The earthquake struck Northwestern parts of Albania, with an epicentral distance of 17 km 
from Durrës and 35 km away from the northwest of the capital city of Tirana. Fifty-one
people died because of the earthquake and 100,000 were affected. The earthquake caused seri-
ous damage to more than 1,400 buildings in Tirana, and about 900 buildings in the city of 
Durrës and the town of Thumanë with reported cases of collapsed buildings. Besides partial to 
complete failure due to shaking, a few buildings in the Durrës area were tilted due to liquefac-
tion [4,5].

Events in Albania with a magnitude (5.0 < M < 7.0) are considered to be rare [6]. The last 
large event in the region was the earthquake in Montenegro on April 15, 1979 [7]. It was sug-
gested that the region is going to be at a low seismicity rate interval from the event in Monte-
negro until the end of the second decade of the 21st century based on the seismic energy release 
for Albanian earthquakes [8].

The most affected buildings by the earthquake damage were reinforced concrete (RC) frame 
buildings with infill walls in Durrës. The poor performance of unreinforced masonry infill walls
dominated the damage pattern, mostly due to simultaneous in- and out-of-plane dynamic exci-
tation [9]. Thus, the global damage grade is mostly governed by the behavior of the partition/ 
infill walls. Further, up to two or three grades, larger damages to the infill walls could be ob-
served which makes the assignment of the damage grade according to EMS-98 [11] difficult. 

Infill/partition walls are usually treated as non-structural/secondary elements (see Eurocode 
8, and EMS-98), whereas past earthquakes have shown that they mainly contribute to the hori-
zontal stiffness and seismic resistance. The herein presented field observation highlight again 
the need for a proper design to avoid brittle behavior and out-of-plane failure (Eurocode 8).

In this study, the damaged buildings surveyed in Durrës are assessed and key observations 
are highlighted. Besides, quantitative measurements are used to assign the seismic vulnerability 
of buildings using the Hassan and Sozen index [10].
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2 EARTHQUAKE CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRUCTION PRACTICE IN 
ALBANIA 

2.1 Parameters of the earthquake
The earthquake of Nov. 26, was recorded at seven accelerometric stations of the Albanian 

network, in the range of epicentral distances from 15 km to 130 km as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Strong motion stations in Albania that recorded the Nov. 26, 2019 earthquake and its epicenter [2].

The mainshock was followed by multiple aftershocks, two of which have a magnitude 
Mw > 5.0 as shown in Table 1. Figure 2 shows the shakemap of the mainshock calculated using 
surveyed macroseismic dataset collected through felt reports by the EMSC [11] and combined 
with expected intensities derived from strong-motion records using the correlation function of 
Faenza and Michelini, 2010 [12]. Up to intensity IEMS = VIII on the EMS-98 intensity scale [13]
was estimated.

DURR station in Durrës, which lays on soft soil recorded only 15 s of the mainshock due to 
electricity pause [2]. This record has a horizontal peak ground acceleration (PGA) of 0.196g 
and spectral acceleration of more than 0.5g for 5% damping in a period range of 0.25s to 1s, as 
shown in Figure 4. This period range could be related to the fundamental period of buildings 
with five or more stories according to Eurocode 8 (EC8), which lays in the height range of 
observed damaged and collapsed buildings in the area.

Date Time (UTC) Lat. (°) Long. (°) Mw Depth (km) Reference name

26/11/2019 02:54:12 41.514 19.526 6.4 22 Mainshock
26/11/2019 06:08:21 41.571 19.424 5.5 10 Aftershock (1)
27/11/2019 14:45:23 41.550 19.479 5.3 10 Aftershock (2)
Table 1: Focal parameters of the Nov. 26, 2019 mainshock and following moderate aftershocks (USGS).
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Figure 2: Macroseismic shakemap with EMS-98 intensity for the mainshock.

To evaluate the spectral acceleration obtained from the mainshock, response spectra from 
EC8 and the Albanian code (KTP-89) are calculated as shown in Figure 3. EC8 spectra are 
calculated with a PGA of 0.24g obtained from a probabilistic seismic hazard map with a 475-
year return period proposed by [6] for Albania. The KTP-89 spectra are calculated based on the 
seismic code map with intensity IMSK-64 = VIII for Durrës. By comparing the code spectra with 
the recorded mainshock spectra, the mainshock spectrum from the DURR station exceeded the
KTP-89 spectra for periods higher than 0.2s for all soil types. However, the EC8 spectrum with 
soil type D (soft-soil) covered the recorded spectra. The aftershock records showed similar pe-
riod ranges to the mainshock (0.2 to 1s) as shown in Figure 4.

It can be concluded that buildings designed according to the KTP-89 spectra were affected 
by higher ground motion, whereas the design forces according to EC8 and a PGA equal or 
greater than 0.2g covered the ground motion of the 2019 Albania EQ.

2.2 Design and construction standards
The current officially enforced earthquake design code in Albania is the 1989 KTP-89 code

[14]. This code uses the seismic zoning map with expected intensities based on MSK-64 scale 
for the next 100 years and zones from IMSK-64 = VI to IX developed by [15]. Multiple studies 
highlighted the need for increasing the seismic coefficients used in the code as they show a low 
return period when compared with the probabilistic assessment of seismic hazard studies [6,16].
In particular, the city of Tirana, assigned to IMSK-64 = VII with of 0.08g seismic coefficient ac-
cording to KTP-89, has a return period of approximately 50 years for a rock soil (category I)
[16].
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There were recent efforts to translate and implement the Eurocodes in Albania. Drafts of 
national annexes were prepared with updated seismic hazard maps [17]. However, the Albanian 
legislation still requires following the KTP-89 code and allow using Eurocodes voluntarily [18].

In addition, local engineers reported that building regulations were not properly enforced 
during the 1990s and early 2000s. That resulted in problems as buildings without a permit and 
improper addition of stories to existing buildings, which were reported in some of the collapsed 
buildings in Durrës [19].

Figure 3: Response spectra of mainshock (5% damping) with KTP-89 and EC8 spectra.

Figure 4: Response spectra of aftershocks (5% damping).
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3 PERFORMANCE OF THE MAJOR BUILDING TYPES

3.1 Surveyed buildings 
During the reconnaissance mission in Durrës city, totally 55 buildings were surveyed with a 

focus on modern multi-story RC buildings (i.e. built after 1990). Figure 5 shows the location of 
the surveyed buildings (all in the area of IEMS = VII), in addition to 4 out of 7 reported collapsed 
buildings in Durrës [19]. Data was collected from the surveyed buildings in the form of building 
type, dimensions, structural characteristics, and damage observations if exist. Table 2 shows
the damage levels description used in the survey for RC elements and masonry infill walls. The 
damage level is linked to the EMS-98 damage classification [13].

The team focused on mid to high-rise buildings (see Figure 6 for sampled surveyed build-
ings). Figure 7 (a) and (b) shows the height distribution and damage levels for the infills and 
structural elements respectively in the surveyed buildings.

Material Damage 
level

EMS-98 damage 
classification Definition

RC
(Structural)

Light Grade 2 Hairline inclined cracks and/or flexural cracks
Moderate Grade 3 Spalling of concrete cover
Severe Grade 4 Local structural failures

Masonry
(Non-struc-
tural)

Light Grade 1 Hairline cracks. Flaking of plaster

Moderate Grade 2 Cracks in walls and joints between panels. Flaking of 
large pieces of plaster

Severe Grade 3 Wide and through cracks in walls and joints between 
panels 

Table 2: Definition of damage levels used in the survey forms and in compliance with [20]

Figure 5: Locations of surveyed and collapsed buildings (Basemap: [21]).
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Figure 6: Samples of the surveyed building with 8, 12, and 13 stories.

Figure 7: Distribution of the number of stories for surveyed buildings with (a) masonry infill damage levels,
(b) RC element damage levels.

Figure 8: Undamaged multi-story masonry structures in Durrës.
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It is worth mentioning that no significant structural damage to low-rise multi-story unrein-
forced masonry structures was observed in the surveyed city areas during the reconnaissance
mission (see Figure 8).

3.2 Observed damage to RC buildings
The inspected buildings were scattered among the two most affected areas of the earthquake; 

the inner part of the city and the coastal (beach) area (see Figure 5). Those buildings were 
mostly built after the year 2000. Based on the field observations, the RC frame with infill walls
was the dominant structural system in the inspected area. The presence of a dual system (RC 
frame + shear wall) was less common. Shear walls, if present, were mainly used for elevator 
core shafts.

The structural plans of the buildings were diverse. Buildings with soft-story and vertical 
irregularity were observed. Nevertheless, in most buildings, light or no structural damage was 
observed in the load-bearing RC elements, as it seems that the structural systems dissipated the 
seismic shock properly. 

3.2.1 Damages on infill walls
Even though the structural safety in many of the observed buildings was met, the servicea-

bility conditions of the observed buildings were poor. Considerable damage was observed in
the infill walls, (see Figure 9 for in-plane failure samples). Usually, the damage was propor-
tional to the number of stories. As expected, the ground floors were the most heavily damaged. 
The damage level was reduced with increased height. One of the most dominant characteristics 
of the damaged infill walls was observed to be poor workmanship and the lack of a proper 
connection between the masonry units. In all the cases, standard clay blocks with high volume 
horizontal voids were used (Group 4 in compliance with EC6).

It was observed that there was a lack of head joints in some of the inspected buildings. The 
brick-laying practice mainly consisted of the application of a bed joint and leaving the bricks 
unconnected with mortar vertically as shown in Figure 10 (a). Lack of vertical confinement at 
walls intersections was also observed, as in Figure 10 (b and c).

Another problem was the arrangement of the hollow bricks. In some of the observed build-
ings, the hollow bricks (even though horizontally perforated) were purely placed with voids 
horizontally (perpendicular to the direction of gravity). There is a lack of interlocking force of 
the bricks that is achieved through alternating their positions.

Extensively damaged infill walls are also considered to be a consequence of a ductile design 
of the buildings. The absence of the shear walls and RC cores has made the structure more 
flexible and was more susceptible to drifts. The path of load transfer of the lateral seismic loads 
through columns goes through the infills in the form of compression struts (only not in case of 
dominant bed joint sliding). The shear-force induced inside the infills (which seem to not have 
been designed to carry any shear load) has caused the damage of the infills. The extent of crack-
ing is closely related to the workmanship quality, area of the infill, and opening presence. There 
were cases where the outer walls showed slight cracks only, but the interior walls were heavily 
damaged.

Another important observation related to the infill walls, was the improper connection of the 
wall to the frame, as well as in many cases, the lack of that connection. This phenomenon caused 
large pieces of the walls (sometimes the whole infill panels) to be dislocated and fall out of the 
plane (Figure 11). Lack of confining beams that are cast inside the infill walls was observed.
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Figure 9: Infill in-plane failure.

Figure 10: Poor workmanship for infill walls (a) Lack of head-joints (b) and (c) Lack of vertical confinement at 
walls intersection.

Figure 11: Infill out-of-plane failure.
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The summarized damage observations show the challenges in making vulnerability and dam-
age grade assignments according to EMS-98 [13], especially with respect to the relation be-
tween structural and non-structural damage. From Figure 12, it can be observed that moderate 
and severe structural (RC frame) damage co-existed with severely damaged and collapsed infill
walls. However, non-structurally damaged buildings experienced different levels of infill dam-
age. Thus, the behavior of non-structural components can heavily influence the global damage 
grade. Therefore, the vulnerability affecting factors like the number of stories and the properties 
of non-structural elements should be considered as important attributes of a building typology 
and the corresponding vulnerability table/matrix [22]. The damage observations lead to the 
conclusion and confirm that the quality of construction and material of the infill walls may have 
a strong influence on the interaction with the primary (structural) load-bearing system [23,24].

At the same time, many out-of-plane damages could also be observed on the upper and lower 
floors (see also [25,26]), caused by the influence of bi-directional loading and IP damage, where 
the two components of a floor movement are of similar importance. The magnitude of the loads 
in-plane decreases at the upper floors, while the forces acting perpendicular to the plane in-
crease due to the increase in acceleration over the height of the building.

Figure 12: Observed infill damage level linked to observed structural damage level.

3.2.2 Damaged RC frame elements
Besides the surveyed buildings, it was reported that 7 buildings collapsed in Durrës due to 

the earthquake [19]. Figure 13 and Figure 14 show collapsed 4-story and soft-story buildings
respectively. The collapse of these buildings could be attributed to the high shaking effects,
poor construction practice, and the insufficient respect of the building code requirements. 
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Figure 13: 4-story collapsed building in Durrës (Left photo: [27], Right photo: courtesy of C. McKenney [28]).

Figure 14: Collapsed Lubjana Hotel in Durrës (Left photo: [29], Right photo: courtesy of C. McKenney [28]).

Figure 15: Soil settlement in buildings.
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3.2.3 Damage due to the ground conditions
The ground conditions in the near coastal part were susceptible to liquefaction, which was 

observed during the survey in few buildings as shown in Figure 15. It was reported that exten-
sive soil liquefaction was observed along the coastal side of Durrës city [30]. This settlement 
caused tilting of buildings, which could be visually observed. 

4 ASSESSMENT OF SURVEYED BUILDINGS
To evaluate the surveyed buildings quantitatively, the two indices method proposed by Has-

san and Sozen [10] is used. This method is based on wall index (WI) and column index (CI), 
calculated as follows: 

WI=(ΣAw+0.1ΣAm)/ ΣAf (1)
CI=(0.5ΣAc)/ ΣAf (2)

where ΣAw, ΣAm, ΣAc and ΣAf are the sum of: RC walls area at ground floor in the direction of 
smallest RC wall area, masonry walls at ground floor in the direction of smallest RC wall area, 
columns area at ground floor, and total floor area above the ground floor respectively. Figure 
16 shows the column and wall indices for the surveyed buildings, where floor plans were
sketched or obtained.

Figure 16: Calculated wall and column indices for surveyed buildings (a) Infill damage (4-6 stories) (b) Struc-
tural damage (4-6 stories) (c) Infill damage (≥7 stories) (d) Structural damage (≥7 stories).
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Since more damage was observed in the infill walls, the indices are separately related to infill 
damage and structural damage states. In addition, the buildings were separated into two groups 
(mid-rise: 4-6 stories and high-rise: ≥7 stories). Especially, to consider that the originally pro-
posed relation is not valid for buildings with more than 7 stories.

Figure 16 (b) and (d) show that all buildings lay beyond the thresholds suggested by [10,31].
These thresholds are suggested for low-rise [10] and low to mid-rise [31] structures to identify 
the most vulnerable to damage and may not be suitable for medium and high-rise buildings. A 
reduction in the limits by reducing the wall index limit is suggested to better fit the data with 
( I + 0.375CI=0.15%) for midrise structures similar to [31]. In addition it is suggested to fur-
ther adapt the wall and column indices for high-rise structures, because of the rather large mar-
gin/distance between the derived data points and the thresholds by [10,31]. This decrease in the 
wall index and might be also in the column index could be related to the “nonlinear” ratio of 
the wall area at the ground floor and the total floor area above the ground floor. Whereas, more 
data need to be elaborated towards structural and non-structural damage to define an appropriate 
threshold for high-rise buildings.

Figure 16 (a) and (c) show the infill wall damage grades related to the wall and column 
indices of each building, separately. The data sets are extended by the field study of the 2016 
earthquake in Ecuador [32] for further justification of the very limited Albania data set for mid-
rise buildings. It highlights the need for column indices larger than 0.4 to also limit infill wall 
damages. Whereas, it is clear that further data need to be elaborated for justification. 

5 CONCLUSION
A reconnaissance mission was conducted after the Mw = 6.4 earthquake that struck Albania 

on November 26, 2019. The damage to RC frame buildings with masonry infill walls built in 
compliance with contemporary building codes, i.e. after 1990’s, was assessed by surveying 55 
buildings. The observed performance of RC buildings in Durrës to the earthquake – less damage 
to RC elements (except in case of highly irregular construction); heavy in- and out-of-plane 
damage to the unreinforced masonry infill/partition walls – is the result of one or more of these 
aspects: 

1) Improper construction practice, as the building code is not appropriately updated and en-
forced, especially towards the infill/partition walls.

2) Lack of proper shear walls in mid to high rise building to increase the stiffness and reduce
drifts.

3) Poor workmanship of masonry infills, as they were built without head joints and confining
elements, and not restrained against out-of-plane failure.

The seismic wall and column indices were calculated using the collected data and related to 
RC frame (or wall) and masonry infill wall damage. Thresholds for mid to high-rise RC build-
ings are suggested.

The survey and observation confirm that non-structurally damaged buildings (un- or slight-
damaged RC elements) may experience different levels – up to grade 4 and 5 – of infill damage. 
Thus, the behavior of non-structural components can heavily influence the global damage grade
and therefore need to be properly designed or build.

The gained experience and damage observations confirm the principle results of recent ana-
lytical and experimental studies [3,33,34]. As a next step, the previously experimentally vali-
dated models will be applied to the detailed surveyed Albanian buildings for further real-world 
validation by the comparison of a damage prognosis with the observation. A number of useful
data sets could be collected as part of the reconnaissance mission for further analytical studies.
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Abstract

The comparison of the seismic performance of different typologies of masonry infills is usual-
ly related to the technical response according to post-seismic inspection, experimental out-
comes, and numerical studies. Although the economic losses due to the achievement of some 
limit states could represent one of the main aspects that should be taken into account in the 
selection of the masonry typology to be adopted for the masonry infills, few studies have been 
addressed to this topic ([1]). Moreover, the economic losses related to the seismic response of 
masonry infills are usually dealt without a specific procedure that differentiates the masonry 
of the infill, the infill typology (e.g., traditional vs innovative infill systems), and other aspects 
which may modify the seismic performance of non-structural element. In this paper, a com-
parison in terms of the economic losses between different “traditional” masonry infills and 
an innovative solution with sliding joints [2] is presented through the adoption of a new ap-
proach ([8]) that computes the expected annual losses based on the PERR’s PBEE procedure.

Keywords: Expected annual losses, infill seismic performances, innovative infill, sliding 
joints, performance based earthquake engineering.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The seismic performance of buildings is usually evaluated through their structural response 
that is typically referred to their capacity to withstand earthquake action without threaten hu-
man-life and/or exceed specific levels of damage. Although it is widely recognized that the 
safety of the inhabitants must always be guaranteed, the need to limit the damage, also in case 
of minor earthquakes, and to reduce the costs of repairing or of the downtime of the activities 
conducted within the structure, is becoming more and more important.

Focusing the attention on reinforced concrete (RC) frame buildings with masonry infill 
walls, field observations after major earthquake events have highlighted the vulnerability of 
these structure, if specific seismic-details are not adopted (i.e., [3],[4],[5]). Moreover, also in 
case of recently designed buildings or with low seismic actions, where the collapse of the 
structural members is avoided, the damage could occur in the infill walls due to their high 
vulnerability and the associated monetary losses could be quite relevant.

In order to improve the seismic response of the infills and to reduce the detrimental effects
of the interaction between RC frame and masonry panels, typical for traditional masonry 
walls built in-place with no specific seismic details, the researchers of the University of Pavia 
have conceived an innovative infill typology, characterized by the presence of deformable
mortar at the frame/infill interface and sliding joints within the masonry panel. Further infor-
mation regarding the system is provided by Morandi et al. ([2]).

This technology proved to be promising, ensuring good seismic performance of the infill-
frame system based on an extended experimental campaign, as fully described by Morandi et 
al. ([2]) about the in-plane seismic behaviour, by Milanesi et al. ([6]) regarding the out-of-
plane seismic response and by Manzini et al. ([7]) for the overall building performance.

The recent studies conducted ([1],[8]), mainly developed in numerical researches on this 
topic (i.e. [9],[10]), have also demonstrated that the adoption of such an innovative infill ty-
pology could lead to a significant reduction of the costs of reparation of the building and of 
the elements after significant seismic events, despite an initial higher cost of construction, 
compared to the same RC structure with traditional infill walls.

This paper aims at presenting the results by applying a novel methodology proposed by 
Rossi et al. ([8]) and evaluate the influence of the choice of a specific infill typology in the 
computation of the expected annual losses for a typical RC frame building in Italy, built in 
compliance with current seismic codes. Moreover, the structural and monetary advantages 
given by the adoption of the innovative infill solution are discussed.

2 NEW METHODOLGY FOR THE EVALUATION OF THE LOSSES IN
INFILLED RC FRAMES

A novel procedure to evaluate the expected annual losses (EAL), tailored specifically for 
RC infilled frame, was conceived by Rossi et al. ([8]) within the well-known PEER’s PBEE 
framework ([11],[12],[13],[14],[15]).

The EAL is the expected loss that should be paid every year in order to repair or even re-
place a specific reference structure. The novel procedure considered to evaluate the EAL of 
infilled frame structures has been partially adopted in early studies carried by Rossi et al. ([16]
and [17]). Recently, Di Trapani et al. ([1]) presented a similar study, also based on PBEE 
framework, including an innovative infill solution with sliding joints studied by Preti et al.
([18]).

In the present work, the definition of damage in all the considered infills was inferred di-
rectly by laboratory tests and by numerical simulations on the same infill panels adopted in 
the analyses and the computation of losses is referred to updated official costs of repair and 
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replacement actually adopted in Italy. Finally, the evaluation of the seismic performance in 
terms of EAL of a building with specific indications on infill typologies allows a consistent 
comparison on the effective contribution of different infill solutions and an estimation of the 
economic benefits that the use of innovative infill systems could provide as respect to tradi-
tional infills.

According to Baker and Cornell ([13]), EAL is computed as a discrete summation:

EAL = ΣE[DV|IM=im]·∆λIM(im) (1)

where, DV is decision variable, IM is the intensity measure, im is a specific value of the IM,
E[DV|im] is the expected total repair/replacement cost conditioned on IM = im, λIM(im) is the 
conventional hazard curve, being equal to the mean annual frequency (MAF) of IM exceeding 
a certain value of IM.

The decision variable, DV, is the metric necessary to evaluate the performance of the build-
ing and used by the stakeholders to justify their decisions. 

Therefore, according to Equation (1) the EAL is the area under the curve, depicted in Fig-
ure 1.

Figure 1. Graphical representation of a generic EAL.

The methodology, in accordance with Cornell and Krawinkler ([11]), could be subdivided 
in four steps: facility definition, structural analysis, damage analysis and loss analysis.

The aspects of novelty introduced in the methodology proposed stay in the fact that the at-
tention is mainly focused on the influence of infill walls in the evaluation of the structural and 
economic performance of the overall building. In particular, the definition of damage in all 
the considered infills was inferred directly by laboratory tests and by numerical simulations 
on the same infill panels adopted in the analyses; moreover, the computation of the losses was
referred to updated official costs of repair and replacement actually adopted in Italy. The 
evaluation of the seismic performance in terms of EAL of a building with specific indications 
on infill typologies has allowed a consistent comparison on the effective contribution of dif-
ferent infill solutions and an estimation of the economic benefits that the use of an innovative 
infill system could provide as respect to traditional infills.

3 APPLICATION TO CASE STUDY

3.1 Facility definition

In order to evaluate the influence on infill walls in the seismic performance of a common 
newly designed 6-storeys high RC frame building in Italy, a reference model was assumed.
The structure aimed to represent a typical residential building designed in high ductility class 
in compliance with the Italian standards ([19]) and Eurocodes ([20],[21]), therefore in accord-
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ance with the “capacity design” principles. The building is regular both in plan and elevation
and located on a flat ground, with soil type C, in L’Aquila (Italy). Further details on the refer-
ence structure are fully described in Hak et al. ([22]).

The numerical model is a 2D frame of the entire building, being representative of all the 
structure, as shown in Figure 2. The analyses have been conducted using Ruaumoko finite
element program ([23]) and a macro-model approach was deemed to be the best compromise 
between reliable results and reasonable computational burden.

(a) (b)
Figure 2. Geometry of the reference building: (a) plan view; (b) elevation view.

In the numerical model, only the structural elements (RC beams and columns) and the infills 
walls have been modelled, whereas the other non-structural components, assumed to be irrel-
evant to the structural response of the system, although they could be damaged, have been ac-
counted only a-posteriori.

Figure 3. Portion of the structure analyzed.
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The additional shear demand on the columns of the frame due to the in-plane thrust of the in-
fill and the out-of-plane verification on the panels have been considered as reported according 
to Rossi et al. ([8]); the local interaction method is based on the specific studies ([24],[25]), 
meanwhile the out-of-plane verifications are referred to researches based on experimental re-
sults (i.e. [26],[27],[28],[29],[6]).
The foundation beam is considered to behave perfectly elastically and not damageable, except 
in case of global collapse of the building. In that case, also the costs of demolition and re-
building of the foundation beam is accounted. In the central bay of the in-plane frame, a glass 
panel representing a door is assumed to be placed.
The arrangement of infills and of all the elements is shown in Figure 3, and a list of all dam-
ageable elements accounted in the case-study is reported in Table 1.

Typology Element Dimension Quantity

Structural ele-
ments

Foundation beam Height: 1.7 m; Width top: 0.45 m; Width 
bottom: 2.0 m; Length: 23 m 53.25 m3 in total

Columns
Section of elements at the 1st, 2nd and 3rd

floor: 45x45cm;
otherwise: 35x35cm

11.70 m3 in total

Beams Section: 30x45cm 23.65 m3 in total

Non structural 
elements

Infill panels – in-plane, 1st floor 2.775x4.55m each 25.25 m2 per floor
Infill panels – in-plane, 2nd & 3rd floor 2.55x4.55m each 23.21 m2 per floor

Infill panels – in-plane, 4th, 5th, & 6th floor 2.55x4.65m each 23.72 m2 per floor
Infill panels – out-of-plane, 1st floor 2.775x4.55m each 25.25 m2 per floor

Infill panels – out-of-plane, 2nd & 3rd floor 2.55x4.55m each 23.21 m2 per floor
Infill panels – out-of-plane, 4th, 5th, & 6th floor 2.55x4.65m each 23.72 m2 per floor

Ground floor slab 60 m2 (per floor) 60.0 m2

Floor slab, from 1st to 5th floor 60 m2 (per floor) 60.0 m2 per floor
Roof 60 m2 (per floor) 60.0

Ceilings 60 m2 (per floor) 60.0 m2 per floor
Piping (hot and cold water) and electrical, hydrau-

lic and heating systems
Small diameter threaded steel pipes 

(≤60mm) 60.0 m per floor

Internal glass door, 1st floor 2.775x1.55m each 5.33 m2 per floor
Internal glass door, 2nd & 3rd floor 2.55x1.55m each 5.10 m2 per floor

Internal glass door, 4th, 5th, & 6th floor 2.55x1.65m each 5.20 m2 per floor
Sanitary, boilers and machines Engineering judgement: 140 € / m2

Partition wall Gypsum walls, 18mm thick 25 m2 per floor
Frames 4 windows and 4 doors 10.24 m2 per floor

Table 1. List of the damageable elements.

With the aim to represent common traditional masonry infill typologies, three different “non-
ductile” solutions have been studied. The masonry panels were made of clay units and consid-
ered as built in full contact with the surrounding RC frame. Their characteristics are resumed 
herein and sketched in Figure 4:

1) Typology T2 (“medium strength/stiffness infill solution”). It is represented by double-
leaf 12 cm thick walls with horizontally perforated “weak” units, with 60% void per-
centage. The panel has 1 cm of plaster on each external side of the leaf.

2) Typology T3 (“strong infill solution”). It is made of vertically perforated (50% of
void) robust 30 cm thick blocks. The panel has 1 cm of plaster on each side of the
wall.

3) Typology TA (“strong infill solution”). Similar to T3 solution, but the vertically perfo-
rated blocks are thicker (35 cm) and the tested masonry infills has provided higher de-
formation capacity than T3. The panel has 1 cm of plaster on each side of the wall.

The strength and stiffness of the infills adopted are different in order to account for a quite 
wide range of typologies. 
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Figure 4. Masonry infill typologies [22].

Besides the non-ductile “traditional” infills, the innovative ductile infill solution with sliding 
joints (“TSJ1”, [2]) was considered, with the goal to estimate if this solution improves the
performance as respect to rigidly attached typologies, also terms of economic benefits. The 
innovative system was conceived to improve the seismic response of the infills and to control 
the damage and the stability of the panels, being characterized by the presence of sliding 
joints that divide the infill into horizontal stripes and that are designed specifically to allow 
the relative in-plane movement of these stripes ([2]). Moreover, at the wall-frame interface, 
flexible joints limit the detrimental interaction of the infill with the surrounding RC frame 
(Figure 5). The unreinforced masonry of the infill is constructed with 25 cm thick vertically 
perforated lightweight clay units and 1 cm thick general-purpose mortar bed- and head-joints. 
The overall thickness was equal to 29 cm due to the plaster layer of 2.0 cm which is placed on 
both sides of the panel. The out-of-plane stability of the infill is ensured by properly designed 
steel “shear keys” attached to the column and by “C-shaped” clay units placed at the edges of 
the masonry panel. Further details on this innovative system are described in Morandi et al.
([2]) and Milanesi et al. ([6]).

(a) (b)
Figure 5. (a) Innovative masonry infill with sliding joints and deformable joints at the panel/frame interface; (b)

Details of the innovative masonry infill with sliding joints: 1.C-shape units; 2. mortar bed-joints; 3. Sliding joints; 
4. clay units; 5. interface joints; 6. shear keys; 7. plaster [2].

3.2 Seismic Hazard

In order to apply the same (scaled) ground motions to all the building models with different 
infill walls, there was the need to adopt an intensity measure metric capable to ensure con-
sistency. For the purpose of the present work, the average spectral acceleration, AvgSa, intro-
duced in Kohrangi et al. ([30],[31]), was assumed to be a good metric, defined as the mean of 
the log spectral accelerations (Sa) at a set of n periods of interest (Equation 2 from [31]):

AvgSa = [Пn
i=1Sa(Ti)]1/n (2)
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This metric is considered a good predictor for both inter-story drift ratio and peak floor accel-
eration; moreover, its hazard can be evaluated using existing ground motion prediction equa-
tions.
Twenty ground acceleration time histories, for each of the ten levels of intensity-measure, 
were supposed to be sufficient for the purposes of the present study, giving sufficiently good 
estimation of the most probable response of the structure. Each ground motion, GM, had two 
perpendicular components (North-South and East-West); the one adopted in the analyses was 
the one with the highest value of spectral acceleration at T=1 second. Further information is
reported in Rossi et al. ([8]).

Figure 6. Seismic hazard curve.

4 STRUCTURAL PERFORMANCE

In order to evaluate the infill influence in the overall performance of the building, both 
nonlinear static and nonlinear dynamics analyses have been performed. The discrete selection 
of IM level, introduced previously, was adopted to perform a MSA (Multiple Stripe Analysis)
([32]). As aforementioned, the numerical models were considering only columns, beams and 
infill walls. The other non-structural elements were assumed to do not influence the structural 
behavior of the frame also in the case of the nonlinear time-history analyses.

The overall results reported in Figure 7 have demonstrated that the structural performance
of the RC frames is strictly related to the structural performance of the typology of infill walls
adopted. In particular, Figure 7a, shows the force-drift envelopes of the infill contribution on-
ly to the in-plane horizontal response. The dots indicate the thresholds of the three limit states 
of infill walls in terms of inter-storey drift, as defined by Morandi et al. ([33],[2]): operational 
limit state (OLS), damage limitation limit state (DLS) and life safety/ultimate limit state
(LSS/ULS). In Figure 7b, the pushover curves of the buildings characterized by the presence 
of the four same infill typologies are shown. Also in this case, the dots show when the per-
formance-level thresholds are exceeded by the infill walls.

The main results of the MSA are represented by the fragility curves of the infilled RC 
frames, which are reported in Figure 8.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7. (a) Envelopes of the infill contributions; (b) Pushover curves.

(a) (b)
Figure 8. Global fragility function related to the collapse of the infilled frames, (a) nonlinear dynamic analyses; 

(b) nonlinear static analyses.

The fragility function related to the plane-frame with the innovative ductile infill system
shows very small values of probability of exceedance till a value of AvgSa of about 1g, where
the slope of the curve rapidly increases. In the range of ground motions with PGA similar to 
the design PGA, the adoption of the innovative infill solution leads to have a probability of 
collapse almost equal to zero. This result is quite encouraging, because it demonstrates that 
the adoption of this innovative infill, conceived with the purpose of limiting the damage in the 
infill, has also a beneficial influence on the overall in-plane seismic response of the structure.

A peculiarity of this work is the fact that the correlation between the level of damage in the 
infill walls and the inter-story drift (i.e., the EDP: engineering demand parameter) was deter-
ministic. Actually, this fact does not represent a limitation, because the EDP-damage relation-
ship was inferred from full-scale in-plane cyclic tests on the same infill panels adopted in the 
analysis, with the same mechanical characteristics and aspect ratio. 

5 MONETARY LOSSES

The results of the structural analyses have allowed the identification of specific values of 
damage, which can be therefore correlated with costs of repair/reconstruction. The conse-
quence function specifically created for each vulnerable element ([8]), both structural and 
non-structural, have permitted to define the costs in accordance with the Public Works Price-
list of 2020 ([34]) along with an engineering judgement. Table 2 resumes all the cost of con-
struction and demolition for each of the aforementioned elements.
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T2 T3 TA TSJ1

Structural elements
Foundation beam 21'008 € 21'008 € 21'008 € 21'008 €

Columns & beams 31'111 € 31'111 € 31'111 € 31'111 €

Non structural
elements

Infill panels IN PLANE 16'765 € 19'620 € 21'316 € 23'309 €
Infill panels OOP

(with thermal insulation) 20'366 € 23'222 € 24'917 € 26'910 €

Floor slabs (roof included) 89'143 € 89'143 € 89'143 € 89'143 €

Ceilings 17'833 € 17'833 € 17'833 € 17'833 €

Pipings (hot and cold water) 73'109 € 73'109 € 73'109 € 73'109 €

Internal glass door 6'915 € 6'915 € 6'915 € 6'915 €

Sanitary, boilers and machines 50'000 € 50'000 € 50'000 € 50'000 €

Partition walls 11'982 € 11'982 € 11'982 € 11'982 €

Windows and doors 35'741 € 35'741 € 35'741 € 35'741 €

Complete demolition 17'463 € 17'463 € 17'463 € 17'463 €

Demolition + Building cost 391'437 € 397'148 € 400'539 € 404'525 €

Building cost only 373'974 € 379'685 € 383'075 € 387'062 €

Building cost / m2 1'039 € 1'055 € 1'064 € 1'075 €

Table 2. Costs of demolition and complete reconstruction of all damageable elements.

Furthermore, the global vulnerability functions, related to each building with the four infill 
typologies, are shown in Figure 9. The costs have been evaluated through consequence func-
tions specifically defined for each element. Further information is reported in Rossi et al. ([8]).
The expected annual loss (EAL) of one building is the area under its vulnerability curve. In 
agreement with the previous results, the smallest value of EAL is the one of the RC frame 
with the innovative infill system (EAL=0.16%). This value is more than about 2 and 4 times 
smaller than the one of buildings with the TA (EAL=0.28%) and the T2-T3 (EAL=0.57%-
0.63%) traditional infills, respectively. The return period of the investment has been found to 
be always less than 10 years (9 years for TA, 8 years for T2, and 4 years for T3). This period 
of time has been estimated without considering the risk of injuring and losing the life of peo-
ple and without considering all the indirect costs and the downtime of the building, which 
would have furtherly decrease such time.

Finally, according to the Italian law DM 58 ([35]) which defines a method for a simplified 
classification of the seismic risk for constructions, the building with infill typologies T2 and 
T3 would lie in risk class AEAL, whilst the building with infill typologies TA and TSJ1 in class
A+

EAL (i.e., the class with best performance).

Figure 9. Global vulnerability function relative to the frame structure (Rossi et al. ([8]).
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

Within the present work, a novel method to compute the annual losses has been adopted to 
compare the seismic performance of three different non-ductile rigidly attached masonry in-
fills and an innovative ductile system with sliding joints [2]. The economic comparison, 
which has been conducted through nonlinear analyses on code-compliant RC frame structure,
has demonstrated the influence of the infill typology in the computation of the expected annu-
al loss (EAL). The choice of a particular infill typology, in a common RC frame structure,
could strongly influence both the structural and economic performance of the building, de-
spite the fact that they are assumed to be non-structural elements. The EAL has been calculat-
ed through a novel methodology presented by Rossi et al. ([8]) in accordance with PERR’s 
PBEE procedure ([11],[12],[13],[14],[15]). In the computation, the influence of the non-
structural elements that do not interfere with the seismic structural response has been consid-
ered a-posteriori.

The monetary losses relative to each building were compared. The loss analyses confirm 
that the adoption of an infill system conceived with the explicit intent to reduce the damage in 
the masonry panel, as the innovative solution proposed by researchers of Pavia ([2],[6]),
should be preferred as respect to traditional infill solutions without any seismic detail. The 
initial investment, due to the higher cost of construction of a structure with the innovative in-
fill solution, is paid back by the lower costs of repair in the case of seismic events.

Although the present work shows an updated picture of the situation, the ongoing research 
on ductile masonry infills with sliding joints (e.g., about the local structure-panel interaction 
effects [36]), and the continuous development of new typologies of masonry infills (e.g.,
[37],[38]), represent some of the future upgrades of the presented study.
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Abstract

The seismic vulnerability of rigidly attached masonry infills has been repeatedly highlighted 
through post-event surveys, experimental and numerical studies. Although many innovative so-
lutions have been proposed, especially in the last decades, many aspects of these systems are 
object of ongoing or future studies. The ductile infills with sliding joints have been currently 
investigated by different researchers starting from experimental tests and using the test out-
comes to calibrate and create finite element models with the aim to perform parametric analysis 
and define the local and global interaction with the structure. Moreover, the innovative infills 
with sliding joints have shown a completely different in-plane behavior with respect to the non-
ductile ones. Since the creation of the diagonal strut is avoided and the shear sliding mecha-
nisms fostered in predefined sliding joints, the interaction between the masonry panel and the 
RC members represents novelty with respect to the “traditional” rigidly attached masonry so-
lutions. Within the present paper the results of a numerical model calibrated according to in-
plane experimental tests are presented and the local interaction between the RC structural 
member and the innovative ductile infill with sliding joints is discussed. The study adopts a 
validated finite element model approach to an experimental campaign that has never been sim-
ulated through detailed FEMs and compares the numerical results with the experimental results 
related to the local effects.

Keywords: Local effects, infill-frame interaction, innovative infills, ductile infills, sliding 
joints, fem modeling of infills.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The seismic vulnerability of rigidly attached masonry infills, also called non-ductile infills,
has been repeatedly highlighted through recent post-event surveys (i.e., [1],[2],[3],[4]). Several 
problems have been observed such as the in-plane/out-of-plane interaction in the seismic re-
sponse of these non-structural elements (Figure 1a), the global influence in the overall seismic 
behaviour of the structure and the structural damages caused by local interaction between the 
masonry panels and the structural members (Figure 1b). The seismic behaviour of non-ductile 
masonry infills has been studied also experimentally and numerically into many researches that 
had different goals such as, the infill/structural global interaction ([5],[6],[7]), the in-plane be-
haviour ([8],[9]), the out-of-plane response ([10],[11],[12]). The in-plane/out-of-plane interac-
tion ([13],[14],[15]), the economic evaluation of the expected annual losses ([16],[17]) and the 
local interaction between the infill and the structural members ([18],[19],[20]) as, for example, 
shown in Figure 2, were investigate as well.

(a) (b)
Figure 1: (a) Infill damage and collapse due to in-plane and out-of-plane behaviour during the Central Italy earth-
quake 2016 ([3]), (b) Focus on the local damages on RC members due to the infill-structure local interaction ([2]).

(a) (b)
Figure 2: (a) Local effects on a non-ductile infill to the adjacent column ([20]); (b) Example of local pressure at
different drift on the RC columns due to the presence of a non-ductile infill made of AAC units ([20]).

The aforementioned issues have recently encouraged the research and the industry in devel-
oping innovative infills that can be generally classified into three categories: the enhanced in-
fills ([21],[22],[23],[24]), the panels uncoupled from the frame ([25],[26]) and the ductile infills 
([27],[28],[29],[30],[31]). The latter innovative infill typology, that has been recently proposed 
and studied both experimentally and numerically, is object of ongoing and future studies. The 
infill with sliding joints, which are investigated in this work, are classified as ductile infills. The 
innovative infills with sliding joints have shown a completely different in-plane behaviour with 
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respect to the non-ductile ones [32]. Since the creation of the diagonal strut is avoided and the 
shear sliding mechanisms fostered in predefined sliding joints, the interaction between the ma-
sonry panel and the RC members represents a novelty with respect to the “traditional” rigidly
attached masonry solutions.

(a) (b)
Figure 3: (a) Details of the innovative masonry infill with sliding joints: 1. C-shape units; 2. mortar bed-joints; 3. 
(b) sliding joints; 4. clay units; 5. interface joints; 6. shear keys; 7. plaster ([28],[29]); (b) Idealization of the com-
pressed strut in the case of ductile infill with sliding joints ([28]).

Within the present paper the results of a numerical model calibrated according to in-plane 
experimental tests are presented and the local interaction between the reinforced concrete struc-
tural member and the innovative ductile infill with sliding joints is discussed. The study adopts 
a validated finite element model approach ([33]) extended to an experimental campaign ([28])
that has never been simulated through detailed FEMs and compares the numerical results with 
the experimental ones related to the local effects.

2 SPECIMEN DESCRIPTION AND INSTRUMENTATION
At the Department of Civil Engineering and Architecture and at the Eucentre Foundation, 

within the European FP7 “INSYSME” project, a ductile seismic resistant masonry infill with 
sliding-joints ([28] and [29]) with original details has been conceived, based on the conceptual 
design proposed in Preti et al. [34]. The engineered system reduces the interaction between the 
structure and the infill in the in-plane direction by facilitating the shear-sliding damage in spe-
cific previously designed elements corresponding to the sliding joints. The infill is subdivided 
into four horizontal subpanels that can mutually slide through properly conformed sliding joints.
Moreover, the interface between the masonry subpanels and the reinforced concrete is filled 
with a deformable mortar to decrease the stress concentration. The unreinforced masonry used 
in the subpanels of the infill is realized with vertically perforated lightweight clay units and 
general-purpose 1 cm thick mortar bed- and head-joints.

The reference experimental campaign has included test on characterization on every material 
(concrete, reinforcement, mortar, clay units and masonry), in-plane pseudo-static cyclic tests 
(called IPL) on fully and partially infilled (with a central opening) full scale one-storey one-bay 
reinforced concrete frames. The infill without opening has been tested also at “high-velocity” 
(called IPH) to study the behaviour of the sliding joints subjected to dynamic actions. Subse-
quently, the same specimens have been tested dynamically out-of-plane on a shaking table to 
investigate the out-of-plane response. Finally, a dynamic test on a shaking table on a prototype 
2-storeys 5-bays building has been carried out. The in-plane response is presented by Morandi 
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et al. [28], the out-of-plane experimental behaviour is discussed in Milanesi et al. [29], whereas 
the building test is presented in Manzini et al. [35].

The full infill, named TSJ1, had a length of 4.22 m and a height of 2.95 m, and the reinforced 
concrete members have a square section with base/height of 35 cm (Figure 4). The specimen 
design, that aimed to represent a part of a realistic full-scale reinforced frame structure, is de-
tailed in other works ([9] and [28]).

The experimental displacements and deformations occurred during the in-plane tests have 
been measured through 45 displacement transducers (linear potentiometers) (Figure 5a). The 
ones numerated between 30 and 44 are located at the panel/column interface to measure the 
compression of the deformable mortar joint or the detachment of the subpanel with the rein-
forced concrete column (Figure 5b). Each subpanel has 2 potentiometers for each masonry/col-
umn interface, being one at the top and the other at the bottom of the subpanel.

Figure 4: Layout of the fully infilled specimen represented without plaster ([28]).

(a) (b)
Figure 5: (a) Sketch of the linear potentiometer installed in the specimen during the in-plane cyclic test; (b) Detail 
of the potentiometer 34 and 35 installed to monitor the subpanel/column local interaction.

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The force-displacement hysteretic curves and the corresponding envelopes for each cycle of 
the fully infilled configuration (TSJ1) are reported in Figure 6a, whereas the results of the bare 
frame specimen (called TNT) are shown in Figure 6b. The TNT specimen has been taken as 
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reference for a proper evaluation of the infill contribution and it has been tested in a previous 
experimental campaign ([9]).

(a) (b)
Figure 6: Experimental force-displacement cyclic and envelopes curves of (a) specimen TSJ1, fully infilled and 
(b) bare frame.

The damage related to the in-plane tests, which is detailed in Morandi et al. [28], can be 
summarized to horizontal cracks corresponding to the sliding mechanism of the sliding joints 
starting from low levels of drift (from 0.20%), sub-horizontal flexural and light diagonal cracks 
in the upper and bottom part of the reinforced concrete columns due to the in-plane deformation 
of the structural frame (at about 1.00-1.25%), detachment of small area of plaster in corner of 
the subpanels (2.00%) and spalling of the concrete cover at the bottom of the columns (3.00%). 
At the subpanel/column interface, the occurrence of the sliding mechanism in the engineered 
sliding joints has created a contact area and a detached portion for every subpanel due to the 
deformation of the reinforced concrete frame respect to the infill (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Focus of the masonry/column interface joint at the max imposed in-plane drift of 3.00%.

As aforementioned, the experimental campaign has included also a comprehensive mechan-
ical characterization of the materials. The masonry has been therefore characterized through 
vertical, horizontal, and diagonal compressive strength tests, flexural pure bending tests, and 
tests on triplets to determine the initial shear resistance and the friction coefficient of the mortar 
bed-joints and the sliding joints. All tests of characterization on masonry have been conducted 
on specimens with and without plaster in order to evaluate its influence for each resistance. In 
the present work only the horizontal compressive resistance of the masonry (Figure 8a) and the 
shear tests on masonry triplets to characterize the cohesion and the friction coefficient of the 
mortar bed-joints and the sliding joints (Figure 8b) have been consider.

Figure 8c reports the results of the triplet tests on masonry for the sliding joints, for the 
mortar bed-joint with and without plaster. The stress-strain curve obtained from the horizontal 
compressive tests is reported in Figure 12b.
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Furthermore, the deformable interface mortar (called “deformable mortar” in the following) 
placed between the masonry subpanels and the structural member has been characterized in 
several ways: by testing mortar prisms in compression (Figure 9a), mortar pads (Figure 9b) to 
investigate the influence of the dimension and by the replicating the whole interface region also 
including the steel omega element and the C-shape clay unit (Figure 9c). The results, that are 
reported in Figure 13a, highlight the lack of a common curve and the necessity to make some 
assumption regarding the compressive behaviour of this material. 

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8: Picture of the tests of characterization to determine the (a) horizontal resistance of the masonry, (b) 
friction coefficient of the sliding joints. (c) Results of the initial shear resistance of the masonry triplets.

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 9: Picture of the tests of characterization for the deformable mortar at the panel/frame interface (a) test on 
mortar prism; (b) test on mortar pad; (c) replication of the whole contact system.

4 MODELING DESCRIPTION

The modelling technique here adopted to interpret the test response is based on the approach 
proposed in several studies ([36][37],[38]) and specified for sliding joint infill in Bolis et al.
([33]). The specific configuration of the infill with sliding joints and the layer of deformable
mortar interposed at the frame to masonry interface, is modelled with interface and smeared-
crack elements, respectively. For the specific specimen under consideration here, the deforma-
ble mortar is modelled assuming a simplified linear response calibrated on the mechanical char-
acterization tests.

The model is a two-dimensional plane-stress finite element model implemented using the 
FEAP ([39]) environment.

The modelling scheme of reinforced concrete columns, beam members and masonry infill
([38]) are reported in Figure 10. The sliding joints are modelled using interface elements; the 
lateral deformable mortar joints are simulated using a smeared-crack element directly con-
nected to the nearest reinforced concrete member on one side and through an interface element 
to the adjoining masonry subpanel. Unlike the model proposed in Bolis et al. ([33]) the base 
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joint is modelled like the horizontal mortar joints and the top deformable mortar joint between 
the masonry infill and the beam is modelled like the lateral vertical joints (Figure 11).

RC members Masonry infill panel
Figure 10: Finite element discretization reprinted from Stavridis and Shing ([38]).

(a) (b)
Figure 11: (a) Infill frame mesh and detail of the sliding and contact joints; (b) detail of the contact joint modeling

4.1 Parameter calibration

The model parameters are calibrated as proposed in Stavridis and Shing ([38]) and Bolis et 
al. ([33]), referring to experimental tests performed on subassembly and to literature references.
The main parameters are reported in Table 1 and Table 2.

Material SMEARED-CRACK ELEMENTS
E [MPa] G [MPa] [-] t [mm] fc [MPa] ft [MPa]

Concrete 25000 10417 0.20 350 37 1
Masonry 2600 1150 0.13 250 2.9 0.6
Deformable Mortar top 5 2 0.38 100 10.0 2.0
Deformable Mortar lateral 8 2.9 0.38 250 10.0 2.0

Table 1: Main parameters adopted for the smeared-crack elements.

The comparison between the numerical and experimental results of the main calibration tests 
are reported in the following Figure 12 and Figure 13.
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Lateral and top deformable mortar joints are modelled using smeared-crack elements cali-
brated to have an elastic behaviour in the range of deformation of interest. The elastic modulus 
of the lateral deformable mortar is calibrated to obtain a stress strain curve secant to the exper-
imental on in the range of strain of 15-20%, which corresponds to the peak strain level measured 
in the experiment on the infilled frame structure at drift level of about 2.0%. In Figure 13a is
reported the comparison between the assumed elastic curve and the experimental stress-strain 
ones obtained in the characterization tests. A similar approach is adopted for the top deformable
mortar, accounting for a lower strain demand during the test.

The interface elements representing the sliding joints are calibrated fitting the residual yield
surface to the experimental results. The initial yield surface is obtained by shifting upward the 
residual one calibrated to the test of the only sliding joint to consider the effect of the reduced 
plaster thickness at the sliding joint location.

Material INTERFACE ELEMENTS
s0 [MPa] 0 [-] r [-] r0 [MPa] rr [MPa] t [mm]

Bed joints 0.45 0.88 0.75 0.005 0.005 250
Brick head joints 0.70 1.00 0.80 0.28 0.21 250
Mortar vertical joints 0.90 0.862 0.75 0.005 0.005 250
Concrete joints 1.00 0.90 0.70 0.25 0.20 350
Lateral joints 0.05 0.50 0.45 0.10 0.10 250
Top joint 0.05 0.25 0.20 0.10 0.10 250
Sliding joints 0.15 0.361 0.361 0.02 0.02 250

Table 2: Main parameters adopted for the interface elements.

(a) (b)
Figure 12: (a) Numerical and experimental results for bare frame; (b) Comparison of experimental test of charac-
terization and numerical simulation of the stress-strain response of the masonry in the horizontal direction.

(a) (b)
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Figure 13: (a) Comparison of the stress-strain experimental response of deformable mortar test and the elastic 
model adopted in the numerical model; (b) Comparison of the shear stress–compressive stress experimental re-
sponse and the numerical model adopted.

5 NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS COMPARISON

5.1 Global behavior

In Figure 14 the monotonical hysteresis is reported in terms of force applied at the top of the 
frame versus the displacement for both positive and negative in-plane loading, for experimental 
and numerical results. The experimental curve considered is the envelope of positive (push) and 
negative (pull) displacements of the cyclic tests conducted. Given the symmetry of the model 
the same numerical behaviour is considered for each load direction.

In both direction of loading the initial stiffness is well captured, whereas the initial peak of 
resistance is slightly underestimated, probably due to the uncertainties in the evaluation of the 
reduced thickness of the plaster over the sliding joints. As the drift increases, the horizontal 
joints start sliding and the behaviour exhibits a stiffness decay. The peak resistance reached in 
the simulation is slightly higher than the experimental ones, with an overestimation lower than
10% and more evident in the positive direction.

The quality of the numerical simulation can be better evaluated by focusing on the local 
response of the masonry/column deformable mortar joints shown in Figure 15.

Figure 14: Experimental and numerical hysteresis.

5.2 Local behavior

The comparison between experimental and numerical local deformation of the lateral joints
along the frame height is herein presented. Given that the masonry is two order of magnitude 
stiffer than the deformable mortar, therefore, the local experimental deformations are estimated
assuming that the displacement read by the potentiometer is localized in the deformable mortar 
joint only. The ratio between the displacement output and the thickness of the interface mortar
joint, equal to 25 mm, has been assumed as the experimental strain of the deformable material.
Since there are two potentiometers for each subpanel, the deformation profile of each of them 
is obtained considering the line interpolating the two values.
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Numerically, the deformation profile is obtained directly from the difference of displacement 
between the masonry node and the concrete node near the lateral joints (alignment “a” and “b” 
in Figure 11).

It is important noting that the profile given represents the average strain in the lateral joint 
and it is not the specific deformation of the mortar. However, it can be assumed as an acceptable
estimation of the compression strain level.

For all drift level the compression area is well captured. At 2.00% of drift the maximum 
compressive strain is approximately equal to 20%, confirming the strain level considered for 
the deformable mortar elastic modulus calibration.

Lateral joints deformation for each column at 0.5% Drift

Lateral joints deformation for each column at 1.0% Drift
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Lateral joints deformation for each column at 2.0% Drift
Figure 15: Lateral joint deformation for each column at different levels of drifts.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The recent outcomes from different post-seismic inspections and experimental and numeri-
cal studies on infills have identified many issues on non-ductile rigidly attached masonry infills. 
Three categories of innovative solutions have been proposed to improve the seismic response 
of these non-structural elements, being the ductile infills with sliding or deformable joints the 
latest respect to the others that aim to enhance the masonry and to uncouple the panel from the 
structure. The innovative ductile infill system with sliding joints is object of ongoing and future 
investigation to improve the knowledge about this new infill typology.

The experimental tests summarized in the present work ([28]) have been integrated with a
detailed finite element model that has been previously adopted for a similar infill ([27],[33]). 
The model is a two-dimensional plane-stress finite element model implemented using the FEAP 
([39]) environment. The results of the numerical simulation of the experimental in-plane test 
on the fully infilled solution has shown the capability of the model to capture both the overall 
behaviour and the local deformation located in the deformable mortar at the masonry/column 
interface. Moreover, one future development of the present study will be the computation of 
the local forces that occur in every subpanel/column contact area starting from the strain plots 
of the interface deformable mortar discussed herein.

Finally, the experimental evidence and the numerical results highlight the different in-plane 
behaviour of the infill typology and their new local interaction with the structure respect to non-
ductile “traditional” systems, therefore new design provisions for the shear verification of the 
structural members could represent another future development of the present study.
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Abstract. Mechanics-based macro-models are often used to simulate the cyclic response
of infilled reinforced concrete (RC) frames. However, these approaches are affected by
uncertainties regarding damage and failure mechanisms. Therefore, this contribution pro-
poses a new smooth data-driven model for the hysteresis of infilled RC frames. The in-
fill panel is modeled through a damage-based Bouc-Wen element, which accounts for both
pinching and deterioration of the mechanical characteristics. The parameters of the model
are calibrated from an experimental data set of cyclic responses of RC infilled frames. An-
alytical correlations between parameters and geometric and mechanical characteristics of
the infilled frame are derived. Blind validation tests are carried out in order to demon-
strate the effectiveness of the proposed model.
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Figure 1: Scheme of the macro-model for the infilled frame: the bare frame is modeled with
the software OpenSees, while the infill panel is simulated as a spring whose constitutive
law is given by the Bouc-Wen model.

1 INTRODUCTION

The cyclic behavior of infilled frames has been widely investigated from both theoret-
ical and experimental points of view [1–5]. However, the mechanical modeling of such
structural systems is still an open challenge [6]. This mainly because the response of an
infilled frame depends on many geometric and mechanical factors, which influence the
damage mechanisms.

Many authors developed equivalent strut macro-models to predict the in-plane behavior
of infilled frames [7–10]. However, predictions from different models lead to results that
are often conflicting. Moreover, these modeling strategies are often complex and involve
a large number of parameters that are very difficult to predict a priori. For the above
reasons, recently many mechanics-based data-driven models have been developed [9, 11,
12]. In this case, the parameters governing the mechanical behavior of the structural
system are estimated using regression formulas based on large data-sets. This modeling
strategy has been proven to be reliable for many typologies of infilled frames.

This contribution proposes a new hysteresis data-driven macro-model based on the
Bouc-Wen equation [13–15]. Deterioration of both stiffness and strength are taken into
account through degrading functions for cyclic damage [16]. Pinching is introduced by
adding in series a slip-lock element [17] to simulate the effect of masonry cracking. The
model is governed by 11 parameters that have clear physical meanings. The regression
formulas of these parameters were obtained with a data-driven approach, based on cali-
brations performed with experimental data of real infilled frames. The validation of the
model was performed through additional blind prediction tests. The model proposed
in this work is an effective tool for nonlinear dynamic analyses and probabilistic assess-
ments [18,19].

2 MACRO-MODELING OF THE INFILLED FRAME

The infill panel was replaced by a spring connected to the bare frame through rigid
links, as shown in Figure 1. The constitutive behavior of the spring was defined by the
hysteresis model proposed in this work. The bare frame was modeled on the OpenSees 2.5
software platform by using fiber-section beam-column elements with distributed plasticity.
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Figure 2: The infilled frame is regarded as a simple oscillator composed of two springs in
parallel, one representing the bare frame and one representing the infill panel.

As depicted in Figure 1, the rigid links constrain the frame and the spring to undergo
the same horizontal displacement. Thus the infilled frame was regarded as a simple
oscillator whose stiffness is given by two contributions. One is provided by the bare
frame, the other by the spring representing the panel. The sum of these two contributions
gives the response of the entire infilled frame (Figure 2).

In the following section, the analytical formulation of the hysteresis model for the
spring (infill panel) is presented.

3 ANALYTICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED HYSTERESIS MODEL

The proposed hysteresis model consists in a degrading Bouc-Wen element [13,14] inte-
grated with a slip-lock element [17,20]. The latter was specifically introduced to simulate
the typical pinching of masonry due to cracks opening and closure.

The equation of motion for a single-degree-of-freedom system is

mẍ + cẋ + Fs [x(t), z(t), t] = F (t) (1)

where x is the relative displacement of the mass of the system m with respect to the
ground, c is the linear viscous damping coefficient, Fs [x(t), z(t), t] is the non-damping
restoring force, z(t) is the hysteresis displacement and F (t) is the external excitation.
The overdots indicate the derivative with respect to the time, thus ẋ and ẍ represent
velocity and acceleration, respectively.

The Bouc-Wen model gives the following expression for the restoring force:

Fs [x(t), z(t), t] = αkx(t) + (1 − α)kz(t) (2)

where k is the elastic stiffness of the system and α is the ratio between the final tangent
stiffness kf and the elastic stiffness (0 ≤ α ≤ 1). Eq. (2) is composed of two contributions:
the linear elastic component αkx(t) and the hysteresis component (1 − α)kz(t), which
depends on the past history of stresses and strains. The hysteresis displacement z(t) is
given by the differential equation

ż(t) = Aẋ(t) −
[
β|ẋ(t)||z(t)|n−1z(t) + γẋ(t)|z(t)|n

]
(3)

with the initial condition z(0) = 0. The parameters β, γ, and n control the shape of the
hysteresis cycles. The parameter A determines the tangent stiffness but it is set to unity
to avoid redundancy [21, 22]. The hysteresis energy dissipated by the system is defined
as the area under the hysteresis restoring force F h [z(t), t] = (1 − α)kz(t) along the total
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displacement x(t). The hysteresis energy can be normalized with respect to the mass, as
follows [23,24]:

ε(t) =
∫ x(t)

x(0)

F h [z(t), t]
m

dx = (1 − α)ω2
0

∫ t

0
z(τ)ẋ(τ)dτ. (4)

According to some results in literature [25–27] a linear proportionality between β and
γ was introduced

γ = η0β. (5)
A dimensionless damage index, involving both energy dissipated and maximum displace-
ment reached, was considered

di(t) = ε(t)
kx2

y/m
+ |xmax(t)|

xy

(6)

where xy is the yielding displacement and xmax(t) is the maximum displacement of the
system until time t. Since the degrading Bouc-Wen model is a smooth hysteresis model,
there is not a standard way to compute the yielding displacement xy. Hence, this is an
unknown parameter that must be identified along with the other model parameters.

The damage index di(t) allows to define the following stiffness and strength degrading
functions [16]:

A(di) = e−δkdi(t)pk(di)

β(di) = β0e
[δkpk(di)−nδf ]di(t)

(7)

where δk and δf are two parameters that control respectively the amount of stiffness and
strength degradation. The function pk(t) controls the stiffness degradation rate

pk(t) = e−ψdi(t) (8)

where ψ is a parameter that controls the rising of stiffness degradation.
With the introduction of the degrading functions, the differential equation defining z(t)

assumes the following expression:

ż(t) =A(di)ẋ(t) − β(di)(|ẋ(t)||z(t)|n−1z(t) + η0ẋ(t)|z(t)|n) =
e−δkdi(t)pk(di)ẋ(t) − β0e

[δkpk(di)−nδf ]di(t)(|ẋ(t)||z(t)|n−1z(t) + η0ẋ(t)|z(t)|n).
(9)

A slip-lock element [17] was introduced in order to properly simulate the opening and
closure of cracks in the infill panel. The slip-lock element was linked in series with the
Bouc-Wen element (see Figure 3). Therefore, the relationship between the two elements
is the following:

x(t) = x1(t) + x2(t) (10)
where x is the total displacement of the system. The term x1 is the contribution of the
degrading Bouc-Wen differential equation, expressed by Eq. (9). The term x2 is the
contribution of the slip-lock element, which is given by the following relation:

ẋ2(t) = a(t)f(z)ż(t). (11)
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F F F

x1 x2 x+ =

Figure 3: Schematization of the proposed hysteresis model, which is obtained as compo-
sition of degrading and slip-lock elements.

The function f(z) defines the shape of the slip-lock phenomenon and is defined as

f(z) = e−z2/Z2
s (12)

where Zs is the range of z in which the slip lock occurs. Parameter a is a function of the
attained ductility

a(t) = As
|xmax(t)|

xy

(13)

where As is a parameter that controls the slip length, xmax is the maximum displacement
reached at the prior cycle and xy is the yielding displacement.

Combining Eqs. (9), (10) and (11), the following differential equation for the hysteresis
displacement is obtained:

ż(t) = ẋ(t) A(di) − β(di)[sgn (ẋ)|z(t)|n−1z(t) + η0|z(t)|n]
{1 + a(t)f(z)[A(di) − β(di)(sgn (ẋ)|z(t)|n−1z(t) + η0|z(t)|n)]} . (14)

4 CALIBRATION OF THE PROPOSED MODEL USING EXPERIMEN-
TAL DATA

The model parameters were calibrated according to experimental data. The data
involve 10 real specimens and were collected from the experimental campaigns by Cavaleri
and Di Trapani [6], Mehrabi et al. [2], Colangelo [28], Kakaletsis and Karayannis [29] and
Mansouri et al. [30]. For each specimen, the force-displacement hysteresis curve was
acquired. All the campaigns considered performed displacement control tests in quasi-
static loading.

For each specimen, the contribution of the infill panel was represented by the difference
between the entire response of the infilled frame and the response of the bare frame
modelled on OpenSees. The parameters of the proposed model for the infill panel were
calibrated on the basis of this contribution. For each specimen, the calibration of the
parameters was performed through a genetic algorithm implemented in a MATLAB®

code. The genetic algorithm finds the set of parameters that minimizes the following
objective function

OF (θ) =
∫ xf

x0 |[Fe(x) − Fs(θ, x)]| dx∫ xf
x0 |Fe(x)dx| (15)

where θ is the parameter vector, xi and xf are the initial and final displacement records,
Fe(x) is the force derived from the experimental data and Fs(θ, x) is the one simulated by
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Table 1: Calibrated values of the hysteresis model parameters for the reference specimens.

Reference Spec. α β0 η0 n k xy δk δf ψ Zs As

Cavaleri and Di Trapani [6] S1A 0.003 0.35 0.2 1.5 76 1.45 0.017 0.003 0.001 0.16 5.91
Mehrabi et al. [2] 4 0.003 0.41 0.2 1.5 84 1.23 0.035 0.013 0.001 0.16 4.55

The values of k and xy are given respectively in kN/mm and mm.

Table 2: Predicted values of the hysteresis model parameters for the reference specimen
for validation.

Reference Spec. α β0 η0 n k xy δk δf ψ Zs As

Cavaleri and Di Trapani [6] S1C 0.003 0.32 0.2 1.5 79 1.70 0.022 0.006 0.001 0.18 4.86

The values of k and xy are given respectively in kN/mm and mm.

the proposed model. Parameters α, η0, n and ψ assumed very similar values for different
specimens. Thus their values were fixed for simplicity, since small variations did not affect
the results significantly.

The calibration was performed for 10 specimens, but in this work only 2 of them
are shown for the sake of brevity. The two specimens considered are S1A from [6] and
specimen 4 from [2]. The parameters identified in the calibration are listed in Table 1 and
the results are shown in Figure 4.

5 EMPIRICAL CORRELATION LAWS AND BLIND VALIDATION TEST

The dependence of the parameters k, xy, β0, δk, δf , Zs, As on the geometrical and me-
chanical properties of infilled frames was investigated. The most representative quantities
like the elastic modulus of masonry, the compression strength of masonry or the compres-
sion strength of concrete were gathered in a functional. Considering all the specimens, the
values assumed by each model parameters were put in relation with the values assumed
by the functional. In this way, the correlation laws defined are able to predict the values
of the model parameters in function of the geometrical and mechanical properties of a
generic infilled frame.

The proposed correlation laws were validated on the basis of experimental data related
to a specimen different from the one used for calibration. The specimen used for validation
is specimen S1C from the experimental campaign in [6]. The geometrical and mechanical
properties of specimen S1C are different from those of the specimens used for in the
calibration. Therefore, this specimen was considered eligible for the blind validation test.
Table 2 collects the parameters predicted by the correlation laws and Figure 5 shows the
result of the validation test.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The data-driven macro-model proposed in the present contribution is able to predict
the hysteresis response of infilled frames. The combination of degrading Bouc-Wen ele-
ment and slip-lock element provides a model that captures hysteresis and damage of such
structural systems.

The model involves 11 parameters with clear physical meanings. Four of them have
less impact on the final behavior, so they were fixed. The 7 remaining parameters were
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Figure 4: Results of the calibration for specimen S1A from Cavaleri and Di Trapani [6]
and specimen 4 from Mehrabi et al. [2]: (a) S1A hysteresis cycles; (b) S1A dissipated
energy; (c) Mehrabi 4 hysteresis cycles; (d) Mehrabi 4 dissipated energy.
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Figure 5: Blind validation test on specimen S1C from Cavaleri and Di Trapani [6]: (a)
hysteresis cycles; (b) dissipated energy.
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calibrated on the basis of experimental data of real infilled frames. Regression laws were
estimated and final blind validation tests were performed. The results demonstrated that
the model is accurate.

The simplicity and the smooth nature of the governing equations make the proposed
model suitable for numerical simulations, such as nonlinear time-history and stochastic
analyses.
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Abstract

Infilled reinforce concrete (IRC) frames are commonly built across the world. Modern building 
codes address the influence of infill walls in seismic design and assessment of existing struc-
tures. Other building codes commonly consider infill walls as non-structural elements and do 
not require any explicit verification. One of such codes is the Pakistan Building Code (PBC),
which does not foresee recommendations and guidelines for IRC frame structures, despite being 
a common construction typology in the Country. Records of past earthquakes show that infill
types and material properties strongly affect the seismic response of buildings thus highlighting
the importance of such parameters and making the topic worth investigating in detail. 
This paper introduces a numerical model for infill walls, which predicts different features of 
the nonlinear response, such as cracking, peak force, failure and residual force. Such features 
are expressed as function of infill friction coefficient between mortar and brick surface and
mortar strength, whose effects are commonly neglected in available numerical models. The 
model is applied to a comprehensive case study of a three-story IRC frame factory building, 
located in the city of Mirpur, Pakistan, hit by an earthquake of magnitude 5.9 on 24 September 
2019. The results obtained the model show good agreement with the observed in-situ damage 
patterns, thus revealing the importance of correctly modeling the infill walls when seismically 
designing and assessing Pakistani IRC buildings.

Keywords: Masonry infill wall, Nonlinear analysis, Diagonal strut model, Non-structural ele-
ment, Infilled Reinforced Concrete (IRC) frame structures.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The construction typology of infilled reinforced concrete (IRC) frames is not only common 
in Pakistan but across the globe. The typology became more common in Pakistan especially 
after October 2005 Kashmir earthquake [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. With the increasing demand for 
IRC frame constructions in the country, the local research community and practitioners started 
developing an increasing interest towards several important issues, such as, frame-infill inter-
action models, role of brick types, and optimal material properties of the infill wall constituents 
[6]. While the use of IRC frames has been growing in the Country, the Pakistan building code 
(PBC) has not developed any recommendation or guideline for their design and construction 
[1], [7]. This is also the case of many building codes around the world [8], [9], whereas some 
more advanced building codes, including Eurocode, already include some essential yet incom-
plete considerations about the role of infill walls in both design and assessment of IRC frame 
structures. As a matter of fact, many practitioners still consider infill walls as non-structural 
elements, despite being aware of their strong influence on the seismic response of IRC frame
structures [10], [11]. This is also due to the fact that, although extensive studies have been 
dealing with the topic in the past 50 years, sound and reliable design and assessment methods 
including the effects of infills seem still far from being used in practice [12]. Besides, there is 
a lack of basic understanding regarding the infill walls contribution to the IRC frame response, 
whether it is beneficial or detrimental and under which circumstances. This depends on various 
parameters, such as: infills-frame interaction, infills-frame relative strength and stiffness, type 
of materials used for bricks, mortar and concrete [13][14][9]. Assessment of seismic perfor-
mance of IRC frames requires proper modeling techniques and reliable analytical equations to 
correctly predict their response [15]. Many existing IRC frames are more vulnerable to seismic 
actions as a result of improper and poor understanding of such features [16].
Some usually neglected parameters, such as friction coefficient between mortar and brick sur-
face, mortar strength, and their effects on the seismic performance of IRC frames are not re-
ported in the literature, despite their strong influence on the failure mode of infill walls [17].
Recent earthquakes show that also newly built IRC frames designed with seismic detailing are
equally vulnerable as older ones, due to the detrimental interaction with infills [18]. Moreover, 
IRC frames are not only vulnerable during natural seismic events, but also due to human-made 
hazardous events, such as blast and terrorism acts, which makes the topic worth investigating
[19].
In case infill walls are uniformly distributed in plane and elevation of the building, IRC frames 
under seismic action are less vulnerable than the equivalent bare frames, because the infill walls 
interact directly with the surrounding RC frame [20]. However, brittle failures may occur in 
columns, beams and joints, due to local interaction. These issues should be dealt with when 
modeling an existing building [21].
The infill walls can be modeled by different numerical approaches, such as micro, meso, and 
macro modeling [22]. The former two require detailed computational efforts and are commonly 
used for detailed research purposes, while the latter makes use of one or more diagonal struts, 
which require less computational effort and are preferred in practical applications [23].
Usually, in Pakistan, common practice with IRC frames only accounts for infill walls through 
their dead load [2], [7]. As a consequence of such design practice, the same types of infill walls 
made of fire burnt clay bricks are used across the northern part, including Punjab, Khyber Pakh-
tunkhwa, Pakistan-administrated Kashmir, Baluchistan, capital territory Islamabad, and other 
seismic prone regions of the country, without the necessary variations in size and properties 
required by the local seismic hazard [24]. Besides, there are no variations in thickness or infill 
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types related to the occupancy/types of the building, i.e., hospital, school, industrial, or residen-
tial, which is not a reasonable strategy for the seismic safety of those buildings [2], [1].

2 NUMERICAL MODELLING

Satisfactory advancements in modeling infill walls have been recently achieved in terms of 
simplified macro modeling, in which the infill panel is replaced by equivalent diagonal single 
or multiple struts. The laying of bricks and the materials mechanical characteristics affect the 
ability of such models to predict the local response and the damage pattern. In terms of global 
response, it has been widely recognized that the modeling choices of infill walls affect the over-
all seismic performance of IRC frame structures and bring to largely different outcomes. 
Generally, seismic forces affect infill walls both in-plane and out-of-plane. In-plane interaction 
has been the object of several experimental researches, which concluded that infill panels be-
have as a monolithic resisting system, until partially detached from the surrounding frame and 
start behaving as a compression strut, which claims for adequate modeling. The proposed model 
focusses on this aspect.
Considering the construction typology of IRC frames in Pakistan, the materials used, and the 
common design practice, is the objective of the proposed numerical model, which is a modified 
version of Combescure (1996) [25] model expressed as function of friction coefficient between 
mortar and brick surface and mortar strength. It considers a compression diagonal strut repre-
senting the infill wall in the in-plane, with a simple yet effective constitutive law shown in 
figure 1. 

The proposed model aims at better capturing such response at different stages, i.e., elastic, 
cracking, maximum force, failure, and residual force.
The relative stiffness between infill wall and column can be calculated by the dimensionless 
parameter first proposed by Stafford Smith (1967).

(1)

Figure 1. Adopted model for infill walls showing the main features of the response
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where is the height of the RC frame to the centerline of the beam, , are the moduli of 
elasticity of masonry and concrete respectively, , are the thickness and height of the infill 
wall, respectively, is the moment of inertia of the column, is the angle of the diagonal panel 
strut.
Many authors proposed different formulations for the diagonal panel strut width[22]. According 
to Mainstone (1974), it can be calculated by the following equation:

(2)

Where are width and inclined length of the diagonal strut.
The four branches, i.e., cracking, maximum force, failure, and residual force shown in figure 1, 
are described sequentially by the following equations.
It is expedient to start from the maximum force and the corresponding displacement:

(3)

(4)

where, , and are the compression strength of the wall along the diagonal direction, the 
wall thickness, and the strut width, respectively, and is the elastic modulus along the diag-
onal direction at angle , given by the following equation [26]:

(5)

Where , are the horizontal and vertical elastic moduli of masonry walls, respectively, 
is the masonry shear modulus, and is the Poisson ratio.

The cracking force of the infill and the corresponding displacement at the onset of the first 
branch of figure 1, can be found as:

(6)

(7)

Where is the diagonal strut axial stiffness, calculated as:

(8)
Where is the strut angle.
The failure force and the corresponding displacement at the end of the third branch of figure 1 
can be found as:

(9)

(10)
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Where, , , , and are friction coefficient between mortar and brick surface, mortar 
compressive strength, wall thickness, strut width, respectively, and is the infill wall height.

Finally, the last point of residual force is proposed as:

(11)

(12)

Having calibrated the strut model, in the following section it is applied in the comprehensive 
modeling of an infilled frame reinforced concrete building, selected as a case study.

3 CASE STUDY

The selected case study considers an IRC three-story factory building situated in Mirpur city, 
Pakistan, which was severely hit by the earthquake on 24 September 2019. The factory building 
is 17.7 km away from the epicenter. The model of the building and a satellite image are shown 
in figure 2. According to the acquired information, the building was designed in 1986, when 
the code did not enforce any seismic provisions. As per common practice in the country, infill 
walls were considered as non-structural components. 

Figure 2. Model of the selected factory building (left) 
and satellite image location of the building from the epicenter (right) 

According to the detailed site visits and survey reports of the building, some cracks were ob-
served in the beams, columns and their joints whereas the infill walls are badly damaged, as 
shown in figures 3-6.
The overall in-plane dimensions of the building are and the typical inter-
storey height is 3.66 m. It consists of three blocks, i.e., storage, manufacturing, and office at the 
back, center, and front, respectively. The infill walls are 228 mm (9 inches) thick made of solid 
fire burnt clay bricks. The geometry of beams and columns are rectangular with variable sizes 
depending on their location and ranging from 228 mm x 457 mm to 228 mm x 2438 mm and 
305 mm x 305 mm to a maximum of 381 mm x 381 mm.
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Figure 3. Cracks observed in beam (left), and column (right)

Figure 4. Cracks observed in column and infill (left), and joints (right)

Figure 5. Cracks and damages observed in the infill walls in different parts of the building
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Figure 6. Cracks in column due to the presence of opening in infill (right) severe cracks in infill on the 
frame selected for analysis (left)

4 NUMERICAL MODELS

A 2-D frame is considered, pertaining to the office block where maximum damages in the 
infill walls were observed. Nonlinear static pushover analysis was performed considering two 
configurations: bare frame (BF) as reference, and infilled frame (IF). The foundation plan, the 
elevation of the selected frame having five equal bays of length 4.88m, equal inter-story height 
of 3.66m and the geometry of beams and columns are shown in figures 7-9.

Figure 7. Foundation plan of the building and, highlighted, the frame selected for analysis
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Figure 8. Frame selected for analyzing the infills (left), bare frame (right)

Figure 9. Section of columns (left), first-floor beam (center), second-floor beam (right)

The frame was modeled in SAP2000 where frame elements were used for beam-column ele-
ments and nonlinear multilinear elastic link with the proposed model properties were used for 
the infills. Mander (1988) [27]model was used for confined and unconfined concrete within the 
cross sections of the structural elements. From the available drawings and design specifications 
of the building, the characteristic values of compressive strength of the brick unit, brick ma-
sonry, mortar, concrete, and yield strength of steel are set as 8 MPa, 4.3 MPa, 5 MPa, 20 MPa, 
and 400 MPa, respectively, which are commonly used properties in the country [2], [1], [24],
[28], [29]. Other materials properties, such as friction coefficient between mortar and brick 
surface, and Poisson ratio are considered as 0.3 and 0.14, respectively. The models of IF and 
BF are shown in figure 10.
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Figure 10. Models considering different configurations: infilled frame (left) bare frame (right)

5 RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH IN-SITU OBSERVED DAMAGE

Detail surveys and site inspections of the building after the earthquake showed that the RC 
elements were not significantly damaged by the earthquake action. As shown in the figures 3-
6, some beams and columns were partially damaged, however, most of the damages were ob-
served in the infill walls. In fact, they sustained a large portion of the horizontal forces and, 
consequently, increased significantly the stiffness and strength of the building, thus preventing 
the structural components from failing. In this case, the presence of the infills was beneficial to 
the overall performance of the structural elements. The BF model predicted much higher dam-
age in the structural elements, while the IF model, thanks to the inclusion of the proposed struts, 
showed good agreement with the observed damage in the structure. 
From the quantitative standpoint, the resulting capacity curves of IF and BF can be appreciated 
in figure 11. It is noticed that IF has an almost 3 times larger strength than BF, provided by the 
presence of the infills. Also, the initial stiffness increased 11 times, which resulted in a 70% 
decrease of the fundamental vibration period. It was also observed that drift ratio, top story drift, 
and ductility of IF compared to BF decreased by 60%, 7%, and 40% respectively. Using the 
ATC-40 capacity spectrum method, it was possible to ascertain that the presence of the infills 
allowed the IF performance to increase up to 130% with respect to BF.

Figure 11.  Capacity curves of the bare frame (solid line) 
and of the infilled RC frame (dashed line)
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The IF model allowed to correctly detect the presence of the most relevant in-plane failure 
mechanisms in the infill walls, such as, diagonal cracking, corner crushing, bed sliding/shear 
failure (figures 5-6). This was highlighted by the behavior of the strut elements, which got 
damaged in the same locations observed in the building. It was also confirmed that the infill 
walls stiffen the frame and thus reduce the damage in the reinforced concrete elements. Finally, 
as a last remark, it was confirmed that if the infill walls are made with bricks having strength
higher than the mortar strength, an additional friction-related energy dissipation develops dur-
ing cyclic loading, thus reducing the overall response of the structure and thus avoiding brittle 
failures in the bricks. This important phenomenon, which has two-fold beneficial consequences, 
is naturally accounted for in the proposed model through the use of the basic parameters of 
friction coefficient between mortar and brick surface and mortar strength

6 CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be drawn from the study presented in this paper:
The analysis results obtained from numerical model show good agreement with the observed
in-situ failure pattern on the case study building.
The analysis results show that the seismic performance of the selected building is correctly
predicted by including an appropriate model of the infilled frame.
In-situ observation and analysis results confirm that infill walls have strong influence on the
seismic performance of building. Therefore, types of infill walls, material used and mechan-
ical characteristics of materials are important to consider when deal with IRC frame struc-
tures, especially in Pakistan where this practice is not commonly applies.
Strength and stiffness of the selected IRC building considerably increased with infill walls
while less ductile failure is observed. Therefore, effect of infill walls should be carefully
accounted for in appropriate models, both in designing new structures and in assessing ex-
isting structures.
The proposed numerical model considers the effects of commonly ignored yet important
parameters such as friction coefficient between mortar and brick surface and mortar strength,
which is simple to apply and requires less computation efforts as compare to more detail
models, thus, helping practitioners and structural engineer to deal with IRC structures.
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Abstract

Fragility assessment of unreinforced masonry (URM) infill walls under seismic loads is a 
current research topic for large scale risk analysis of reinforced concrete frame structures. In 
this paper, Out-of-Plane (OoP) fragility functions are developed by probabilistic approach 
based on Monte Carlo simulations employing a numerical macro-element model for the eval-
uation of the OoP capacity of infills.  Uncertainties in the capacity were considered depend-
ing on the level of In-Plane (IP) damage and the variability in the geometrical and 
mechanical properties of the masonry infills. The fragility functions are therefore obtained 
considering the variability in the capacity instead of the seismic input as for other studies, 
considering also their sensitivity to the position in low rise buildings.

Keywords: Fragility, Macro-element model, URM infill, Out-of-plane, IP-OOP interaction.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Seismic risk mitigation for reinforced concrete (RC) structures requires the use of reliable 
strategies for the evaluation of the seismic capacity in view of performing large scale analysis
[1]. RC structures exhibit often significant structural and non-structural damage when sub-
jected to medium-to-strong ground shakings. Retrofitting strategies as well as energy dissipa-
tion and isolation can be considered effective strategies for the improvement of the seismic 
behavior of load bearing frame elements such as beams or columns [2-12]. However, non-
structural damage related to elements such as infill walls is often neglected in the evaluation 
of the overall structural behavior. 

Damages in infills result in huge economic loss due to a significant downtime and repair 
cost [13]. Particularly, out-of-plane (OoP) failure can be a big threat to human life. Such infill 
walls resulted to be highly vulnerable to in-plane (IP) and out-of-plane (OoP) actions caused 
by seismic loads in past and recent earthquakes [14, 15] and it has been confirmed by a num-
ber of experimental studies that OoP capacity of the infills reduce as the IP damage increases 
[16-20].

Fragility functions are important tools to estimate the probability of OoP collapse of infill 
walls. But very few works have been done in this direction, often limited because of the com-
putational effort in analyzing a huge number of cases due to variations in infills’ properties as 
well as the IP-OoP interaction [21-23]. Some of the available fragility curves were developed 
by using macro-element models considering the IP-OOP interaction in determining the OoP
strength of infill walls [24-31].

Another important aspect is that the most of the available fragility functions were derived 
considering the variability in the ground motions (uncertainties in the demand) without taking
into account uncertainties in the capacity due to the variability of infill mechanical and geo-
metrical properties and, at the same time, the IP-OoP interaction: this is the main aim of this 
study for the case of low-rise buildings.

The novel contribution of this work is therefore to consider the variability of the capacity 
of infills by employing a probabilistic approach based on Monte Carlo simulations including 
the uncertainties in the mechanical and geometrical properties instead of the variability in the 
seismic input. The macro-element model proposed by Pradhan and Cavaleri [28] has been 
used for numerical analysis. The probabilistic approach allowed to consider the uncertainty in 
the infills’ strength and geometric features as well as the uncertainty in the IP drift (inter-
storey drift ratio) during an earthquake. Fragility curves have been derived for infill walls 
built with two types of masonry units (hollow and solid) and interested by three different lev-
els of IP damage: low, medium and high corresponding to three ranges of IP-drift. The fragili-
ty curves proposed in this study refer to infills positioned at different floors of low-rise RC 
frame buildings.

2 PROCEDURE PROPOSAL TO DERIVE FRAGILITY CURVES

2.1 Theoretical framework

For the derivation of OoP fragility curves of masonry infill walls, a probabilistic approach 
employing a specific range of variability for the input parameter has been implemented by 
using Monte Carlo simulation. The outputs are therefore affected by random assumption over 
a range of representative input cases.

To reproduce the physical process using a probabilistic approach, first, a cycle of IP de-
mand randomly assigned is applied to an infilled frame with random geometrical and mechan-
ical characteristics, and then the infill is pushed in OoP direction to determine the capacity
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and consequently the Peak Ground acceleration (PGA). Monte Carlo methodology includes 
the following steps:

1) Random generation of variables such as the thickness and strength of masonry, IP dis-
placement demand, etc.;

2) Calculation of OoP capacity by a macro-element model in OpenSees [32];
3) Determination of the equivalent OoP pseudo (spectral) acceleration;
4) Derivation of the PGA associated to the pseudo acceleration;
5) Determination of the probability of exceedance of OoP collapse and obtaining of the

fragility for a given case study.
The above procedure was implemented first in Matlab code for the generation of a random 

input variables’ matrix characterized by a certain number of cases; then, the random matrix 
was linked to OpenSees [32] to perform numerical analyses, getting the matrix of the results 
corresponding to each case of analysis. The results obtained by OpenSees were the maximum 
OoP forces and the corresponding displacements. Additionally, the value of forces, corre-
sponding to one-third of the maximum ones, and the associated OoP displacements, were ex-
tracted for each analysis to derive OoP stiffness of the infills.

2.2 Range of parameters and base assumptions

Two fragility groups have been defined for URM infill walls: a) infill with solid masonry 
units (isotropic property), and b) infill with hollow masonry units (orthotropic property). Ad-
ditionally, the fragility has been sub-grouped according to the level of IP damage as: low, me-
dium and high (0-0.7%, 0.7-1.4% and 1.4-2% respectively) and the aspect ratios of infills (1.0, 
1.25, 1.50 and 1.75). Only one damage state has been considered in the OoP direction i.e. the 
damage state of collapse. The masonry infill collapse in OoP direction is immediately identi-
fied by the OoP pseudo acceleration equal to the ratio between the OoP strength and mass. 
However, as before-mentioned, the Peak ground acceleration (PGA) has been taken as an En-
gineering Demand Parameter for the fragility assessment.

Infill walls are bounded by square columns of size 300 mm×300 mm and 300 mm×400 
mm beams at top and bottom. Columns are provided with 8 @18 mm longitudinal rebars 
while the beams have 3 @16 mm rebars at top and bottom. The concrete in the frame mem-
bers is confined by rectangular stirrups (@ 8 mm) kept at a spacing of 75 mm. The effect of 
confinement, - provided by the steel reinforcement, as suggested in [33, 34], has been taken in 
to account according to Mander’s model [35]. The yield strength of reinforcement steel is tak-
en as 500 MPa. 

For the solid masonry, minimum thickness of infill has been kept as 100 mm while the 
maximum thickness is assumed to be 200 mm and for the hollow masonry, the thickness was 
varied from 100 mm to 300 mm. For sake of simplicity, for infill walls built with solid ma-
sonry units, the mechanical properties of masonry are assumed as isotropic. In case of mason-
ry with hollow masonry units, orthotropic properties are considered. Elastic modulus of 
masonry material is assumed as 1000 times the value of compressive strength in both iso-
tropic and orthotropic cases. The main characteristics of the random variables are shown in 
Table 1. An example of distribution of the compressive strength of masonry for orthotropic 
and isotropic masonry cases is shown in Fig. 1 a-b.

For each case of low, medium and high IP damage and for each different case of aspect ra-
tio of infill wall, 400 different random samples were generated. Inter-storey drift ratio (IDR) 
imposed on the infill wall is taken as a measure of IP damage. In Fig. 2a, a sample distribu-
tion of IDR to consider three different levels of IP damage is shown while in Fig. 2b, the dis-
tribution of the masonry thickness for the case of solid and hollow unit masonry is shown.
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Variable Property Distribution features

Strength of concrete
Uniform distribution

Min (MPa) 20
Max  (MPa) 30

IP damage

Uniform distribution
Low level (%) IDR 0 to 0.7

Medium level (%) IDR 0.7 to 1.4
High Level   (%) IDR 1.4 to 2

Thickness of solid masonry
Uniform distribution

Min (mm) 100
Max (mm) 200

Thickness of hollow masonry
Uniform distribution

Min (mm) 100
Max  (mm) 300

Strength of solid masonry
(Isotropic behavior)

Gaussian distribution
Min (MPa) 3.0
Max  (MPa) 7.0

Mean (μ) 5.0
Standard deviation (σ) 1.0

Strength of hollow masonry
(Orthotropic behavior)

Gaussian distribution
Min (MPa) 1
Max  (MPa) 6

Mean (μ) 3.5
Standard deviation (σ) 1.0

Table 1: Distribution of the input parameters.

Figure 1: Distribution of the compressive strength of the masonry: a) orthotropic case (hollow units), b) isotropic
case (solid units)
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Figure 2: IP damage (a), OOP collapse (b)

2.3 Macro-element modeling of the URM infill walls

The capacity of the panels has been calculated by using macro-element model by Pradhan 
and Cavaleri [28]. The model consists of four struts (two diagonals, one horizontal and one 
vertical). The model was validated with results of different experiments [16-18, 29, 36] cover-
ing the range of infills’ geometrical and mechanical characteristics. Each strut in the model is 
represented by two fiber-section beam-column elements connected by a node at the mid-span 
(Fig. 3).

Figure 3: Macro-element model (Pradhan and Cavaleri 2020)

In the model, the width of the diagonal struts wd is defined as one-third of the diagonal 
length d while the widths of the horizontal strut wh and vertical struts wv are calculated as a 
function of wd in the following ways:

3/dwd (1)

22 '' hld (2)
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cos/dh whw (3)

sin/dv wlw (4)

where l and h are the length and height of the infill wall respectively, while l’ indicates centre 
to centre distance between the columns and h’ indicates the height of infill plus half the height 
of top beam and is the angle defining the slope of the diagonal struts. In the model, to repre-
sent both IP and OoP resistances of the infill wall more accurately, the width and thickness of 
the diagonal, vertical and horizontal struts were replaced by the surrogated values. For any of 
the struts with width w and thickness t, surrogated width w and surrogate thickness t are
derived in the following ways:

mo

m

fw w
f

(5)

m

mo

ft t
f

(6)

The mechanical properties of the strut fibres in compression are defined by using four
stress strain parameters, namely, mof , muf , mo and mu as shown in Fig. 3. These numerical 
parameters can be calculated based on two different mechanical properties of masonry i.e. the 
equivalent compressive strength mf and equivalent elastic modulus mE , according to the 
equations provided in Pradhan and Cavaleri [28].

The equivalent properties of masonry, namely mf and mE , are derived by taking into ac-
count the directional properties following the Eqs. 7-8.

mhmvm fff (7)

mhmvm EEE (8)

where mvf and mhf represent the masonry’s compressive strength in vertical and horizontal 
directions and mvE and mhE indicate the masonry’s elastic modulus respectively in two di-
rections respectively. This provision facilitates the model to consider the orthotropic nature of 
masonry. The definition of mf and mE is purely conventional and this technique relates well 
with the equivalent strut stress-strain parameters to be used in the model.

For the current study, in case of solid masonry units, the equivalent properties of masonry 
are derived considering itself as isotropic ( mhmv ff and mhmv EE ) and for the case of hol-
low units as orthotropic. The numerical modelling was performed in OpenSees platform. The 
concrete and infill materials were modelled by using Concrete02 material, while the steel re-
inforcement was simulated by using Steel02 material available in OpenSees. The numerical 
model of any infilled frame was prepared by interfacing Matlab to OpenSees, the former al-
lowed the generation of each set of random parameters. To consider the effect of IP damage in 
the OoP capacity, IP load was applied to achieve randomly generated IDR demands before the 
application of OoP load. IP displacement demand was imposed at the top of the infilled frame 
while OoP load was applied to the centre of the equivalent struts. The OoP capacity of infill 
walls considering the effect of IP-OoP interaction was thus estimated for all cases investigated.
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2.4 Evaluation of PGA from the response spectrum

For a given case, in evaluating the approximate capacity in terms of pseudo (spectral) ac-
celeration, the OoP strength is divided by the mass of the infill wall. In calculating the mass
of the infill, density of solid masonry is assumed to be 1900 kg/m3 in average while for hol-
low masonry it is assumed as 900 kg/m3. Each pseudo (spectral) acceleration can be associat-
ed to a PGA by the demand spectra.

Demand spectra for non-structural elements like infills depend upon their position along 
the height of a building, the fundamental period of the infill and the fundamental period of the 
building [37, 38]. According to the Italian Building Code 2018 [37], the expression of the 
demand spectrum 1, , /a aS T T Z H is given as:

12

1

1 1

12

1

1

1 1 1

1

1

1 1 1

p
a

a
p

a p a

p
a

a
p

aZPGA PGA for T aT
H Ta

aT

ZS PGA a for aT T bT
H

aZPGA PGA for T bT
H Ta

bT

(9)

In the above expression, Ta is the fundamental vibration period of the infill wall, T1 is the 
fundamental vibration period of the building, H is the height of the building, and Z is the level 
at which the infill is located.  In Eq. 9, PGA is expressed in g (gravity acceleration). In the 
present work, the fundamental period of the building is evaluated by means of a simplified 
equation as follows:

4/3
1 HcT (10)

c being a coefficient depending on the type on the material (0.075 for RC structures). In Eq. 9,
the parameters a, b and ap define the interaction between the infill and the structure depending 
on the fundamental period T1 according to Table 2 [39].

a b ap

T1<0.5 s 0.8 1.4 5.0
0.5 s < T1 <1.0 s 0.3 1.2 4.0
T1>0.5 s 0.3 1.0 2.5

Table 2: Parameters for the response spectrum interaction.

Once the period of the panel aT and the fundamental period of the structure 1T are obtained, 
by imposing the equivalence between the spectral acceleration 1( , , / )a aS T T Z H and the pseu-
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do-acceleration obtained numerically (that is the infill OoP capacity),  it is possible to use Eq. 
(9) to derive the PGA associated to the infill OoP capacity.

2.5 Evaluation of the fundamental period of the panel

Two different approaches were made in view of calculating the fundamental period of the 
panel in the OOP direction:

1. By analytical approach proposed by the Italian Building Code 2018 suggestions [37]
2. From the numerical model based on the results of the analyses in terms of stiffness.
Regarding the analytical approach, the fundamental period Ta of the masonry infill in the 

out-of-plane direction is calculated by the expression given in Eq. (11), where mw is the mass
of the infill per unit height h, Ew is the vertical modulus of elasticity of masonry and Iw is the 
moment of inertia of the infill horizontal cross section with respect the line obtained as inter-
section of the middle plane of the infill and the horizontal cross section. Eq. (11) is:

wywvred

w
a IEK

mhT
22 (11)

It is to be noted that, in evaluating the period of the panel, the reduction in the flexural 
stiffness due to the IP damage has been considered to obtain a more realistic prediction. To do 
so, the coefficient Kred for the OOP stiffness reduction proposed by Cavaleri et al. [40] was 
used, that is:

0.67[min(1;0.17 )]redK IDR (12)

being IDR the inter-storey drift in percentage experienced/assigned by/to the panel in IP direc-
tion. The above equation was validated by the authors against a range of experimental and 
numerical cases.

The second approach is based on the results provided by the numerical analysis depending 
on the effective stiffness evaluated at one-third of the OoP maximum force and the corre-
sponding displacement. In detail, the numerical period is calculated by using the well-known 
formula for one degree of freedom system (the equivalent one dof system is that described by 
the OoP displacement in the center of an infill and the corresponding restoring force) as fol-
lows:

max, /3*

max, /3

*2 ,
( )

OOP
a num

num OOP

FMT K
K F

(13)

In calculating the vibration period, the participating mass *M corresponding to the first 
OoP mode of vibration of the infill has been taken as 50% of the total mass of the infill wall.
As regard to this choice, different values have been adopted in the literature [21, 22, 23, 29, 
31]. The affinity of currently used model with the study of Di Trapani et al [23] oriented such 
choice of assuming 50% first mode mass in this study.

2.6 Determination of the probability of exceedance of OOP collapse, and obtaining of 
the fragility for a given case study
Fragility curves are cumulative distribution functions that represent the probability of ex-

ceedance of a certain damage state (DS) for a given type of building/structural element over a 
range of an intensity measure IM (in the context of the present work, the Peak Ground Accel-
eration “PGA”). A log-normal distribution function can be and is here assumed for the fragili-
ty associated to the collapse state according to the following expression:
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)ln()ln(/ IMIMIMDSP (14)

where is the standard normal cumulative distribution function, IM refers to a median value 
and β is the log-standard deviation that accounts for the uncertainties in the capacity of the 
building/structural element fragilities for the collapse damage state.

In the present study, the uncertainties were assigned for i) the strength of concrete of the 
reinforced concrete frame surrounding an infill, ii) level of IP damage, iii) thickness of infill, 
and iv) compressive strength of masonry, employing different distributions of variables. It 
allowed the evaluation of the median and the log-standard deviation in the results.

3 RESULTS

The fragility curves were obtained in this work assuming low-rise reinforced concrete 
buildings i.e. 3-storey moment resisting RC frame structure with an inter-storey height of 3 m 
(total height of the building is 9 m) for which the fundamental period resulted 0.39 sec (Eq. 
10). In this context, the fragility was evaluated considering also the influence of the position 
of the panel with respect to the floors of the structure, evaluating the PGA at collapse state for
infill walls placed at the ground storey (first floor) and at the top storey (third floor) of the 
reference structure.

In the following description of the results, the analyses were labelled depending on the 
type of masonry (i.e. iso and ortho for solid and hollow masonry respectively), the level of IP 
damage (i.e. ld, md, hd for low, medium, and high IP damage respectively), the aspect ratio in 
terms of length-to-height (1.0, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75) and the positioning of the panel with respect to 
the structure (I and III for the first and the third floor respectively). As an example, the fragili-
ty curve iso_ld_1.0_I indicates the fragility for an infilled wall made with solid masonry units, 
with low IP damage for a panel with aspect ratio 1.0, placed at the first floor, while, the fragil-
ity curve ortho_hd_1.5_III indicates the fragility for an infilled wall made with hollow mason-
ry units, with high IP damage for a panel with aspect ratio 1.5, placed at the third floor.. In 
addition, I or I* and III or III* it is used respectively to give distinction between results calcu-
lated by using the period calculated by Eq. (11) (analytical evaluation) or Eq. (13) (by numer-
ical results).

3.1 Influence of the fundamental period in the evaluation of the PGA

The PGAs obtained by using the two different approaches before mentioned for the evalua-
tion of the vibration period of infills in the OoP direction were compared highlighting the sen-
sitivity to the interaction with the response spectrum. In this comparison, the infills placed at 
the third floor of the low rise reference structure were considered. 

First, it has to be noticed that, as expected, the OoP pseudo acceleration as well as the PGA 
decrease with the increasing level of IP damage and the increasing of the aspect ratio. For a 
given level of IP damage, infill panels with aspect ratio 1.0 provided higher OoP capacity than 
panels with aspect ratio 1.25, 1.5 or 1.75. At the same time, for a given value of aspect ratio, 
infill panels experiencing low levels of IP damage (0.0-0.7%) showed higher capacity com-
pared to that obtained by increasing the level of IP damage (medium and high – drift in the 
ranges 0.7-1.4% and 1.4-2.0% respectively).

Another consideration has to be done regarding the different responses obtained depending 
on the type of masonry walls. Overall, it was noticed that hollow masonry showed PGA val-
ues higher than solid masonry. This is due to the higher thickness coupled with a low mass of 
the panels that provided higher pseudo-accelerations and lower vibration periods. Table 3 
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shows the results for each case of analysis in terms of median values of the PGA and mean 
values for the vibration period for the two approaches. It is reminded that aT and *

aT refer to 
vibration period calculated by Eq. (11) and Eq. (13) respectively.

At the same time, the vibration period of the panels is affected by the IP damage and aspect 
ratio. The increasing of the vibration period leads to a different positioning in the response 
spectrum. It was noticed that with the increasing of the level of IP damage and the increasing 
of the aspect ratio, the vibration period of the panel increases too and in some cases, it chang-
es from the first branch of the response spectrum (T<aT1) to the second (aT1<T<bT1). This 
requires to use a different equation in evaluating the PGA as shown in Eq. (9). This was ob-
served in most of the analysis cases. Having said this, by using Eq. (11), the period of vibra-
tion is not much affected by the aspect ratio but only by the level of IP damage. Conversely,
by using Eq. (13), the vibration period is significantly influenced both by aspect ratio and IP 
damage level because the numerical model takes into account the change in stiffness directly. 
This causes high scatter between aT and *

aT that can make the former up to two times the lat-
ter. These variations are clearly highlighted in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 for hollow and solid masonry 
units respectively. For the above-described reasons, in the subsequent results regarding the 
evaluation of the fragility curves, it was assumed to evaluate the PGA by using the vibration 
period calculated from the numerical data to obtain more reliable results.

Solid masonry – iso (isotropic)
low IP damage medium IP damage high IP damage
Analytical Numerical Analytical Numerical Analytical Numerical

Solid masonry – iso (isotropic)
Aspect
ratio

PGA 
(g)

Ta
(sec)

PGA 
(g)

Ta*
(sec)

PGA 
(g)

Ta
(sec)

PGA 
(g)

Ta*
(sec)

PGA 
(g)

Ta
(sec)

PGA 
(g)

Ta*
(sec)

1 2.32 0.11 2.70 0.06 1.11 0.16 1.68 0.09 0.67 0.19 0.92 0.12
1.25 1.78 0.11 2.29 0.08 0.96 0.15 1.25 0.11 0.48 0.19 0.59 0.13
1.5 1.59 0.10 1.57 0.09 0.69 0.16 0.67 0.13 0.43 0.19 0.45 0.15
1.75 1.25 0.10 1.11 0.10 0.51 0.16 0.46 0.15 0.32 0.19 0.32 0.19
Hollow masonry - ortho (orthotropic)
1 3.96 0.08 4.78 0.04 1.96 0.11 2.49 0.07 1.22 0.13 1.56 0.09
1.25 3.59 0.07 3.98 0.05 1.50 0.11 1.79 0.08 1.03 0.12 1.14 0.10
1.5 2.64 0.07 2.79 0.06 1.22 0.11 1.29 0.10 0.80 0.13 0.81 0.13
1.75 2.37 0.07 2.30 0.08 1.00 0.11 1.03 0.12 0.63 0.13 0.55 0.15

Table 3: Results of the Monte Carlo simulations for infill walls placed at the third floor of the reference structure.
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Figure 4: Results of the Monte Carlo simulations: pseudo-acceleration and PGA depending on the vibration peri-
od of the infilled walls for the case of orthotropic masonry
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Figure 5: Results of the Monte Carlo simulations: pseudo-acceleration and PGA depending on the vibration peri-
od of the infilled walls for the case of isotropic masonry

3.2 OoP fragility curves

The OoP fragility curves obtained by means of the proposed procedure are shown focusing 
on the influence of the different assumptions during the investigation, which are:

- aspect ratio;
- level of IP damage;
- positioning of the infill panel with respect to the structure;
- type of masonry (solid and hollow units).
The results in terms of fragility curves obtained for solid and hollow units are shown for

panels placed at both the first floor and the third floor, considering all the three levels of IP 
damage (low, medium, high), depending on the aspect ratio of the infill walls. In detail, Figs. 
6-7 show the comparisons for given aspect ratio, while Figs. 8-9 show the comparisons for 
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given range of IP damage. The median and standard deviation values obtained for each case 
of analysis are shown in Table 4.

The fragility for the panels placed at the top of the reference structure (third floor) resulted 
to be higher compared to that at the base (first floor) for the same level of IP damage. At the 
same time, the fragility appeared higher when the level of IP damage and the aspect ratio in-
creased. Overall, what above described was observed for both types of infills made with hol-
low and solid masonry units. In detail, for aspect ratio 1.0, the PGA (median) values at the 
first and the third floor resulted of 4.24 g and 2.70 g for the infills with solid units, while for 
the case of hollow masonry units, the PGA resulted in 7.52 g and 4.78 g respectively. By in-
creasing the aspect ratio from 1.0 to 1.75 and by increasing the level of IP damage from low 
to high, it was observed that the PGA values dropped to 0.40 g and 0.32 g for the solid ma-
sonry units and 0.86 g and 0.55 g for the hollow units. This resulted to be very important in 
view of showing the high variability in the results depending upon different assumptions.

Based on the results, it can be stated that, in the absence of previous IP damage, the infilled 
frames provide a high strength and high PGA in the out-of-plane direction. Consequently, 
lower vulnerability is obtained. On the other hand, in the presence of previous IP damage, re-
gardless of whether it is medium or high, the strength in the OoP direction drops to critical 
values, providing to the infilled frames very high vulnerability for low values of PGA espe-
cially at higher floors and for high values of aspect ratio. To clarify better what above de-
scribed, the fragility curves for infilled frames with different aspect ratio at high level of IP 
damage, placed at the top of the reference 3-storey RC structure, are shown in Fig. 10for both
type of masonry walls (solid and hollow units). 

ld I ld III md I md III hd I hd III
Aspect ratio median std dev median std dev median std dev
PGA iso (g)
1 4.24 2.70 1.49 2.13 1.68 1.72 1.44 0.92 1.70
1.25 2.90 2.29 1.50 1.59 1.25 2.00 0.92 0.59 2.01
1.5 2.46 1.57 1.53 1.06 0.67 2.15 0.71 0.45 1.81
1.75 1.74 1.11 1.58 0.73 0.46 2.24 0.40 0.32 1.65
PGA ortho (g)
1 7.52 4.78 1.63 3.92 2.49 1.66 2.45 1.56 1.63
1.25 6.25 3.98 1.64 2.81 1.79 1.73 1.79 1.14 1.77
1.5 4.38 2.79 1.67 2.02 1.29 1.73 1.27 0.81 1.73
1.75 3.48 2.30 1.67 1.31 1.03 1.97 0.86 0.55 1.70

Table 4: Results of the Monte Carlo simulations for infill walls placed at the third floor of the reference structure.
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Figure 6: Fragility curves for solid masonry including low, medium and high IP damage for different aspect ratio:
a) 1.0, b) 1.25, c) 1.5, d) 1.75.

Figure 7: Fragility curves for hollow masonry including low, medium and high IP damage for different aspect
ratio: a) 1.0, b) 1.25, c) 1.5, d) 1.75.
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Figure 8: Fragility curves for solid masonry: influence of the aspect ratio for a given level of IP damage.
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Figure 9: Fragility curves for hollow masonry: influence of the aspect ratio for a given level of IP damage.
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Figure 10: Page layout. Fragility for infilled frames with high IP damage placed at the top of the three-storey

reference RC structure.

4 CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a procedure for the derivation of infill walls out-of-plane fragility 
functions for low rise RC buildings with respect to the Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) at 
collapse. A probabilistic procedure was employed based on Monte Carlo simulations, generat-
ing random input variables such as geometrical and mechanical characteristics of the panels 
and in-plane damage, assuming significant variations. Differently from available studies deal-
ing with infill walls OoP fragility, the novel contribution of the present work was to take into 
account the uncertainties the capacity instead of in the demand. In evaluating the results, dif-
ferent aspects were investigated such as the influence of the aspect ratio, the influence of the 
level of IP damage, the influence of the positioning of the infill panel with respect to the 
structure and the influence of the type of masonry (solid and hollow units).

The results indicated that the OoP fragility of the infill walls increases as the level of IP 
damage increases as well as for the increasing of the aspect ratio. In the presence of previous 
IP damage, regardless of whether it is medium or high, the strength in the OOP direction 
drops to critical values, providing very high fragility for low values of PGA. In addition, for a 
given level of IP damage and aspect ratio at all floor levels from bottom to the top, the proba-
bility of collapse resulted to be higher for panels placed at the top of the structure than those 
placed at the base of the structure, where the pseudo acceleration of the structure is higher too.

Moreover, for the ranges assumed in this study, high PGA at collapse i.e. lower fragility 
was observed for infill walls made with hollow masonry units in comparison to infills made 
with solid masonry units.
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Abstract 

The assessment of out-of-plane resistance of infilled frames is an issue of primary importance, 
in fact, post-earthquake damage observations have shown that infills subject to combined in-
plane and out-of-plane inertial forces may fail out-of-plane. This collapse mode results par-
ticularly dangerous for the safety of people in the proximity area of a building subject to 
earthquake loads. Therefore, the possibility to perform accurate safety evaluations is funda-
mental to prevent this kind of failures. Available expressions for the evaluation of out-of-
plane resistance of infilled frames are based on too restricted or too large datasets of experi-
mental investigations. Because of this, such expressions are many times conflicting, showing 
good reliability in some cases and less in others. In order to fill this gap, this paper proposes 
a new data-driven empirical expression estimating OOP resistance of infilled frames. This 
expression is based on hybrid data-set, merging experimental data with data from numerical 
simulations obtained from a refined FE micro-model. The new expression has the advantage 
to take into account both the aspect ratio of the infilled frame, the influence of vertical loads 
and the mode of application of the OOP load. Validation tests are finally carried out against 
experimental and numerical specimens.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The evaluation of out-of-plane (OOP) resistance of infilled frames is an issue of primary 
importance in the assessment of seismic risk of frame structures. In fact, even if infills are not 
primary structural elements, they strongly interact with primary structures undergoing in-
plane (IP) damage and therefore becoming more vulnerable against out-of-plane forces.  OOP 
failure of infills if quite dangerous to the safety of people who are around a building during an 
earthquake. Simple and at the same time reliable verification methods are therefore necessary 
to engineers to perform safety checks of OOP resistance of masonry infills. 

Experimental and numerical studies have been carried out in recent years to investigate the 
behaviour of infilled frames subjected to combined in-plane and out-of-plane (IP + OOP) ac-
tions [1-8]. These studies converged in claiming that, following a seismic event, infill panels 
are weakened due to in-plane actions and combined IP and OOP cracks lead to different po-
tential damage, ranging from the loss of functionality of the infill to its complete collapse. It 
should be also observed that infills with moderate-to-low slenderness and well restrained at 
the sides, can develop significant resistance and displacement capacity because of the arching 
mechanism and two-way bending effect which develops under out-of-plane actions. Several 
studies addressed specifically out-of-plane resisting mechanism [1,4,5,7,9-18], developing 
different formulations estimating OOP resistance to perform safety checks [1,18-24]. Alt-
hough starting from similar theoretical consideration, results provided by these models are 
often conflicting [24], giving the impression that some of them are more reliable in some cas-
es and less in others. The recognized difficulty of analytical models to achieve a general va-
lidity is due to three major aspects: a) large heterogeneity masonry constitutive materials and 
different potential combination with the boundary frames in terms of aspect ratio, slenderness, 
relative strength and stiffness; b) limited experimental background (e.g. with respect to in-
plane tests); c) different OOP test loading condition (e.g. 4-point OOP test or airbag uniform 
pressure test). Because of these uncertainties, the definition of a generalized relationship 
providing a good estimation of the OOP resistance of masonry infill is still a needed.  

Considering the aforementioned aspects, this paper proposes a new empirical expression 
estimating OOP resistance of infilled frames. The formulation of the new predictive model is 
based on a hybrid data-set collecting data from real experimental tests and numerical tests 
from a refined FE model realized in Abaqus environment which has been experimentally cali-
brated and validated. Parametric analyses on the FE model were carried out to generate addi-
tional reference numerical tests investigating the effect of the variation of mechanical, 
geometric and load conditions on the ultimate OOP resistance. A reliability comparison with 
available literature model is finally presented. 

2 CONSIDERATIONS ON LITERATURE DESIGN MODELS FOR THE 
EVALUNATION OF OUT-OF-PLANE RESISTANCE OF MASONRY INFILLS 

For the sake of space a selection of only four literature models is presented. To make the 
different formulations comparable, they are expressed in terms of OOP force, by multiplying 
the ultimate pressure by the area of the infill (w x h). One of the most popular expressions for 
the estimation of the ultimate OOP load capacity of an infilled frames (FOOP) was proposed by 
Angel ,1994 [1] and Abrams et al., 1996 [9]. 
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 Those studies evaluated the out-of-plane resistance of masonry infills as a function of the 
degree of in plane damage. Results brought a formulation able to take in consideration the ef-
fect of previous in-plane damage and the effect of frame stiffness according to the following 
formulation:  

1 2
2 m

OOP
fF R R w h

h t
(1) 

where fm is the vertical compressive strength of the masonry expressed in [MPa] and h, w and 
t are the infill height, width and thickness respectively. The lengths are expressed in [mm]. 
Coefficients R1, R2 and , are related to the degree of in-plane damage (Eq. 2), to the frame 
members flexural stiffness (Eq. 3) and to the infill slenderness (Eq. 4) respectively, so that: 

2

1 1.08 0.015 0.00049 0.000013
cr

h h hR
t t t

(2) 

14
2 0.357 2.49 10 1.0R EI (3) 

0.0985( / )0.154 h te  (4) 

in which  is the current previous in-plane relative displacement, cr is the same displacement 
associated with the formation of the first crack in the panel, EI is the flexural rigidity of the 
smallest element composing the concrete frame.  

In the Eurocode 6 [22], the following formulation, based on the one-way arching mecha-
nism, is provided:  

2

OOP m
tF f w h
h

(5) 

Symbols appearing in Eq. (5) have the same meaning of those previously described. In this 
formula the out-of-plane resistance has inverse proportionality with the square of the infill 
slenderness ratio. An adjustment of the prediction models in Eq. (5) has been provided by 
Ricci et al. 2017 [23], who corrected the expression with the introduction of empirical coeffi-
cients. The experimental dataset included the tests by Angel 1994 [1], Flanagan e Bennet 
1999 [10,11], Calvi and Bolognini 2001 [12], Hak et al. 2014 [13] and Furtado et al. 2016 
[14].  The obtained final formulation was: 

1.59
0.35

2.961.95OOP m
tF f w h
h

(6) 

where the lengths are expressed in mm. 
More recently, Liberatore et al. 2020 [24] provided a further updated considering also the 

influence of the aspect ratio (h/l) on the infill with the following expression: 
1.23

0.90.26OOP m
h hF f w h
l t

(7) 

Previous studies (e.g. Liberatore et. al 2020 [24]) have shown significant scattering of pre-
dictive results from these expressions, but two major considerations have to be done. The first 
is that some of these expression (e.g. Angel et al. 1994 [1]) were based on a limited experi-
mental dataset. The second is that is it not realistic thinking that these expressions can be reli-
able in predicting the OOP resistance even of infills with RC of steel frames and also of 
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confined masonry. Considering single categories would be more proper but, of course, this 
would reduce the experimental database. The strategy adopted in the following of the paper 
aims to consider only infills with reinforced concrete frames. A selected number of very com-
plete experimental tests was considered to form the database. The latter is expanded through 
the definition of a numerical database that is generated based on refined FE model of infilled 
RC frame, experimentally validated. Details of the model definition are provided in the fol-
lowing section.  

3 REFINED FE MICRO-MODEL 

The refined FE micro-model was realized with the Abaqus [25] software platform. Mason-
ry blocks constituting the infill were modelled individually as well as frame and reinforce-
ment elements. Mortar joint between blocks and between blocks and columns were modelled 
by frictional interface elements. The reference experimental test used for the model definition 
and calibration is specimen 80_OOP_4E by Ricci et al. 2018 [5]. The reference test considers 
a hollow clay masonry infilled RC frame infill restrained at the four sides having dimensions 
2350mm x 1830 mm and thickness 80 mm (Fig. 1a). The out-of-plane load was applied by 
imposing an out-of-plane displacement with an actuator equipped with four point-load devices 
(Fig. 1b).  Mechanical properties of specimen materials are shown in shown in Table 1. 

a)  b) 
Figure 1: Specimen 80_OOP_4E by Ricci et al. 2018 [5]: a) Design details of the specimen; b) Test setup.

Mechanical properties Symbol  Mean value (MPa) 
Concrete compressive strength fcm 36.00 
Steel rebars' yielding stress fym 552 

Masonry tensile strength ft 0.23 

Bricks' compressive strength (parallel to holes) fbh  5.00 

Bricks' compressive strength (perpendicular to holes) fbv 2.00 

Mortar compressive strength fj 8.29

Table 1: Mechanical properties of the materials used in test 80_OOP_4E, Ricci et al. 2018 [5] 

The concrete damaged plasticity model was used model the behaviour of brittle materials, 
namely concrete frame members and masonry blocks. The blocks were modelled as solid iso-
tropic brick elements. To take into consideration the orthotropic behaviour due to the presence 
of hollows, a quadratic mean between the two compressive resistance in horizontal and verti-
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cal direction of the block was used to define a unique reference conventional resistance value 
( bf ), so that: 

b bh bvf f f (7) 

where fbh is the experimental horizontal compressive resistance of the unit and fbv is the verti-
cal one. The conventional elastic modulus of the blocks was estimated as a function of bf , in 
analogy of what suggested in Eurocode 6 [22] for masonries, as: 

1000b bE f (8) 

The constitutive law used to define the compression behaviour of the block is of the para-
bolic type with a linear softening branch up to the ultimate strain cu [26]. The model pro-
posed by Hsu & Mo 2010 [27] was used to describe the tensile behaviour of the blocks. In Fig. 
2 the constitutive laws adopted for the masonry units are shown. 
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Figure 2: Constitutive laws adopted for masonry blocks: a) Compressive stress- total strain response; b) Com-
pressive stress-inelastic strain response; c)Tensile stress- cracking strain response.  

The elastic and plastic parameters in Table 2 are used for the materials definition. As re-
gards the angle of dilatancy for the concrete a value of 37° was assumed as suggested in [25], 
while for masonry an angle of 10° was adopted as suggested by Van der Pluijm et al. 2000 
[28]. Plastic parameters regulating the eccentricity ( ),  biaxial resistance domain  fb0/fco, and 
viscosity  were assumed as suggested in [25]. 

Material Mass density Elasticity parameters Plasticity parameters 

ton/m3 
Young's 
modulus 
(MPa) 

Poisson's 
ratio  

Dilatation 
Angle  

Eccentricity 
 fb0/fco Kc Viscosity 

Concrete 2.5E-09 32308 0.3 37 0.1 1.16 0.667 0.0003 
Masonry 

bricks 1.10E-09 3160 0.2 10 0.1 1.16 0.667 0.0003 

Table 2: Material properties of concrete and masonry blocks used in ABAQUS 

Steel reinforcement was modelled using 1D truss elements whose mechanical response is 
simulated by a simple elasto-plastic with strain hardening material model. Steel rebars were 
modelled as embedded elements within the concrete, so that relative sliding between steel 
bars and concrete could not occur. 

Mortar joints behaviour was modelled using elasto-plastic interfaces with friction and co-
hesion. The interface normal (knn) and transverse (kss, and ktt ) stiffnesses were obtained fol-
lowing a calibration process of the model. Obtained values are reported in Table 3.  
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Tangential  Normal Stiffnesses (MPa) 
Friction coefficient Hard contact Knn Kss Ktt 

0.6 200 88 88 

Table 3: Interfaces mechanical properties. 

 All the model elements were modelled by solid 3D elements with 8 nodes (C3D8R) with a 
sufficiently refined mesh. Fig. 3 shows the scheme of the model assembly (Fig. 3a) and the 
mesh of the elements (Fig. 3b). A non-linear quasi-static analysis was performed to simulate 
the test. Out-of-plane displacements were imposed at the four loading plates. 

a) b) 
Figure 3: Definition of the micromodel: a) Scheme of the model assembly; b) Mesh of the model, 

Results of the numerical simulation of the OOP test are shown in Fig. 4 and compared with 
the experimental response. It can be observed that the model is able to effectively reproduce 
the experimental behaviour in terms of initial stiffness, peak resistance, and the post peak be-
haviour. The deformed shape of the model in correspondence of the peak load is also shown 
in Fig. 5. 
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Figure 4: Comparison between numerical simulation and experimental response of the OOP test 4E by Ricci et al. 
2018 [5] 

Figure 5: Deformed shape of the infilled frame micro-model in correspondence of the peak-load 
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The analysis allowed also an investigation in terms of stress distribution and damage local-
ization. Figs. 6-7 show the compressive and tensile principal stresses on the windward and 
leeward sides of the specimen in correspondence of the peak load. The analysis of the stress 
filed confirms that the model effectively reproduced the horizontal and vertical arching action 
and the 2-way bending response. A further comparison between tensile damage pattern result-
ing by the FE model at the ultimate displacement and real cracking pattern in shown in Fig. 8, 
confirming a certain consistency. 

a) b) 
Figure 6: Compressive stress field at the peak load: a) windward side; b) leeward side. 

a) b) 
Figure 7: Tensile stress field at the peak load: a) windward side; b) leeward side. 

a) b) 
Figure 8: Ultimate displacement damage at: a)  model tensile damage pattern; b) experimental cracking pattern 

by Ricci et. al 2018 [5]. 

After the calibration, the model predictive capacity has been blind-tested against two fur-
ther experimental tests. These were specimens 120_OOP_4E by Ricci et al. 2018 [5] and De 
Risi et al. 2019 [7]. These two specimens were modelled according to the above described 
procedure. Experimental / numerical comparisons are shown in Fig. 9. The latter, besides val-
idating the model, confirmed its suitability to be used as a reliable predictive tool to generate 
reliable simulated tests.  
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 b) 
Figure 9: Comparison of numerical and experimental OOP response: a) Specimen 120_OOP_4E by Ricci et al. 

2018 [5]; (b) Specimen by De Risi et al. 2019 [7] OOP  

4 PARAMETRIC INVESTIGATION 

The additional FE tests were generated starting from the reference models and individually 
varying single parameters. In this way, the influence of each variation to the overall resistance 
was analysed. Varied parameters were the infill slenderness (h/t), the blocks conventional re-
sistance ( bf ), the entity of the distributed load applied on the upper beam (q). 

The variation of the slenderness ratio was performed on two different models, character-
ized by a different aspect ratio (w/h=1-1.28). The slenderness was varied between 9.15 and 
22.87, to cover a sufficiently wide range. Results confirmed inverse proportionality between 
OOP ultimate load and slenderness (Figs. 10-11). 
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Figure 10: Effect of slenderness variation (w/h = 1.00): a) OOP force-displacement curves; b) Maximum OOP 
force vs. slenderness. 
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Figure 11: Effect of slenderness variation (w/h = 1.28): a) OOP force-displacement curves; b) Maximum OOP 
force vs. slenderness. 
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The effect of units resistance variation was evaluated on three different models, Ricci et al. 
2018 [5] (infill thickness 80 and 120 mm) and De Risi et al. 2019 [7]. The latter was varied in 
the range 0.5-2.0 ,b reff , where ,b reff is the conventional resistance originally used in the cali-
bration and validation phases. Results show that an increment of the unit strength involves an 
increase of the out-of-plane resistance of the infilled frame (Figs. 12-14). This behaviour 
seems to be characterized by a limit, beyond which further increases of the unit strength do 
significantly affect the OOP resistance. 
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Figure 12: Effect of unit’s compressive strength on the ultimate OOP capacity: a) OOP force-displacement 
curves; b) Maximum OOP force vs. 

bf . Reference specimen by Ricci et al. 2018 (t=80 mm) [5] 
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Figure 13: Effect of unit’s compressive strength on the ultimate OOP capacity.  a) OOP force-displacement 

curves; b) Maximum OOP force vs. 
bf . Reference specimen in Ricci et al. 2018( t=120 mm) [5] 
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Figure 14: Effect of unit’s compressive strength on the ultimate OOP capacity. a) OOP force-displacement 

curves; b) Maximum OOP force vs. 
bf .  Reference specimen in De Risi et al. 2019 ( t=80 mm) [7] 

The influence of a distributed load acting on the top beam was finally investigated using 
specimen 80_OOP_4E [5] as reference. The load was varied in the range 0-30 kN/m. 
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A linear increment of the OOP resistance was observed as a function of the extent of the 
vertical load (Fig. 15). This trend is justified by the pre-stressing action exerted on the infill 
by the compression load, which makes the arching mechanism more effective.  
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Figure 15: Effect of vertical load (q) on the ultimate OOP capacity. a) OOP force-displacement curves; b) Max-

imum OOP force vs. q.  Reference specimen in Ricci et al. 2018 ( t=80 mm) [5]  

5 DEFINITION OF THE EMPIRICAL FORMULATION 

An hybrid database composed of 9 experimental tests [1,4,5,7,12,15-17] and the 13 numer-
ical simulations presented before was assembled to put in relation test results with the geo-
metric and mechanical properties of the infilled frames. Data processing was performed to 
derive an empirical analytical relationship between the out-of-plane resistance the most rele-
vant geometric and mechanical features of a generic infilled RC frame. The reference experi-
mental tests and the numerical simulations are collected in Tab. 4 together with the 
specification of the parameters varied for each test/simulation and the modality of application 
of the vertical load. This latter parameter has been specifically investigated to evaluate its in-
fluence in conditioning the out-of-plane resistance. To highlight this aspect a specific test was 
carried out using the reference FE model 8_OOP_4E [8] and simulating its OOP response by 
applying a uniform load (instead of the original 4-point loading), which is more similar to the 
actual trend of inertial forces. Results evidenced a double OOP resistance if the infill is uni-
formly loaded (Fig. 16).  
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Figure 16: Effect of the way of application of the OOP load on the ultimate capacity: a)  Simulation of the appli-
cation of the uniform load on the FE model; b) OOP response of the FE model with 4-point and uniform load. 

In consideration of results of previous numerical tests and past experimental evidence the 
search for a new empirical formulation considered the following major parameters: aspect ra-
tio of the infill (w/h), slenderness of the infill (h/t), conventional resistance of the units ( bf ), 
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resulting vertical load acting on the upper beam ( Q q w ) and mode of application of the 
OOP load ( ). The latter coefficient allows uniformizing OOP test results obtained by 4-point 
load tests and airbag tests (uniform loading). The proposed predictive relationships allows di-
rect evaluation of the undamaged OOP resistance of an infilled frame. The latter has the fol-
lowing expression:  

0.41 1.67
0.43 0.058

100OOP b
w h w hF f Q

h t
(9) 

where  is an aspect-ratio related coefficient defined as: 
2

0.372 0.787 0.3455w w
h h

(10) 

and is the conversion factor used to make experimental 4-point load test and uniform load 
tests comparable and assuming the following values:  

1.138

1 4 point load

1.557 uniform loadw
h

(11) 

A comparison between experimental and numerical OOP resistance values with the predic-
tions by Eq. (9) is shown in Fig. 17, demonstrating very low dispersion of results by the pro-
posed empirical model.  

Test reference Specimen h w w/h t h/t bf Q Load 
appl. FOOP

(mm) (-) (mm) (mm) (-) (N/mm2) (kN) (kN) 
Ricci et al. [5] 80_OOP_4E 1830 2350 1.28 80 22.9 3.16 0 4-point 22.16 

120_OOP_4E 1830 2350 1.28 120 15.3 3.16 0 4-point 41.90 
De Risi et al. [7] OOP 1830 1830 1.00 80 22.9 4.74 0 4-point 29.14 
Calvi & Bolognini [12] 10 2750 4200 1.53 135 20.4 6.57 0 4-point 33.70 
Koutas & Bournas [16] S_CON 1250 1700 1.36 65 19.2 21.00 0 4-point 29.00 
Angel et al. [1] 1 1625 2438 1.50 48 33.9 23.90 0 Airbag 33.90 
Sepasdar [4] IF-ND 980 1350 1.38 90 10.9 12.80 0 Airbag 87.71 
Akhoundi et al. [15] SIF-B 1635 2415 1.48 80 20.4 4.29 0 Airbag 39.70 
Nasiri & Liu [17] IFNG 980 1350 1.38 90 10.9 25.00 0 Airbag 140.00 

FEM – Analyses  

FEM-R-L1 1830 2350 1.28 80 22.9 3.16 0 Airbag 45.43 
FEM-DR-G1 1830 1830 1.00 120 15.3 4.74 0 4-point 56.98 
FEM-R-G2 1830 2350 1.28 200 9.2 3.16 0 4-point 101.39 
FEM-DR-G2 1830 1830 1.00 200 9.2 4.74 0 4-point 133.72 
FEM-R-M1 1830 2350 1.28 80 22.9 1.58 0 4-point 16.29 
FEM-R-M2 1830 2350 1.28 80 22.9 6.32 0 4-point 29.57 
FEM-DR-M1 1830 1830 1.00 80 22.9 2.37 0 4-point 21.49 
FEM-DR-M2 1830 1830 1.00 80 22.9 9.48 0 4-point 39.00 
FEM-R-M3 1830 2350 1.28 120 15.3 1.58 0 4-point 32.07 
FEM-R-M4 1830 2350 1.28 120 15.3 6.32 0 4-point 58.20 
FEM-R-Q1 1830 2350 1.28 80 22.9 3.16 23.5 4-point 23.31 
FEM-R-Q2 1830 2350 1.28 80 22.9 3.16 47.0 4-point 24.68 
FEM-R-Q3 1830 2350 1.28 80 22.9 3.16 70.5 4-point 26.04 

Table 4: Hybrid experimental/numerical database 
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Figure 17: Comparison between experimental and predicted OOP resistance values by the proposed formulation. 

6 COMPARISONS WITH THE EXISTING PREDICTIVE MODELS 

A comparative analysis of the proposed relationship with respect to the predictive models 
available in the literature is finally carried. For this comparison only experimental test results 
were considered. The reference experimental tests and the respective experimental and pre-
dicted OOP resistance values are shown Table 5. Results are graphically represented in Fig. 
18. It can be observed how the proposed model is able to fit better than the other predictive 
models. The models proposed by Ricci et al. 2017 [23] and Liberatore et al. 2020 [24] provid-
ed also an adequate reliability although they seem having an overestimation tendency. On the 
contrary, the model by Angel 1994 [1] significantly underestimated the experimental results.  
The improved predictive capacity shown by the proposed model with respect to the previous 
ones is justified by the fact that this model enriches the formulation taking into account addi-
tional information such as the influence of vertical loads and the mode of application of the 
out-of-plane load. Moreover, the model is specifically calibrated using only OOP tests of in-
filled RC frames, therefore it results more accurate than the other formulations base on a more 
heterogeneous database.  

Experimental study Specimen 
FOOP,exp                FOOP,pred    [kN] 

[kN] Angel 
[1] 

EC6 
[22] 

Ricci  
[23] 

Liberatore 
[24] 

Proposed 
model 

Ricci et al. [5] 80_OOP_4E 22.16 6.84 14.88 31.10 52.58 21.95 
 120_OOP_4E 41.90 19.81 30.51 57.37 31.61 43.20 
De Risi et al. [7] OOP 29.14 7.13 15.17 26.62 47.88 28.95 
Calvi & Bolognini [12] 10 33.70 21.79 30.62 48.30 82.71 33.99 
Koutas & Bournas [16] S_CON 29.00 20.95 55.74 61.44 40.28 33.03 
Angel et al. [1] 1 33.90 10.32 39.12 34.07 16.99 33.15 
Sepasdar [4] IF-ND 87.71 47.40 104.89 130.44 170.46 104.88 
Akhoundi et al. [15] SIF-B 39.70 3.20 9.45 32.39 80.52 39.80 
Nasiri & Liu [17] IFNG 140.00 91.42 190.80 160.83 99.48 139.87 
  Mean 

exp/pred 3.49 1.45 0.83 0.86 0.97 
  Std. Dev. 3.47 1.12 0.24 0.58 0.07 

Table 5: Experimental OOP resistance values and their analytical prediction. 
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Figure 18: Reliability comparison of models for the prediction of OOP resistance: a) Angel 1994 [1]; b) Euro-
code 6 [22]; c) Ricci et al. 2017 [23]; d) Liberatore et al. 2020 [24]; e) proposed model. 

7 CONCLUSIONS 

Assessment of out-of-plane capacity of infilled frames is not straightforward. Available lit-
erature models for the prediction of the out-of-plane resistance are often conflicting, being in 
general too conservative or, on the contrary, overestimating the capacity. The reasons of this 
inconsistencies are different. First of all, some of the available models (e.g. Angel et al. [1]) 
are calibrated based on a limited investigation. Conversely, other literature models have been 
defined using a too wide dataset, including also steel infilled frames or confined masonries. 
Finally, the way of application of the OOP load influences on the OOP capacity, therefore 
some formulations can result unsuitable in match experimental results of specimens loaded 
with different modalities (e.g. 4-point load or uniform load).  In consideration of this, a hybrid 
database, composed of 9 experimental tests and 13 numerical simulations by a refined FE mi-
cro-model was specifically defined. FE models allowed increasing the extent of the dataset 
and to investigate on the influence of some parameters not taken into account by previous ex-
perimental investigations (e.g. the influence of distributed load on the upper beams or the in-
fluence of the modality of application of the OOP load).  

Postprocessing of the collected data allowed defining a new empirical relationship for the 
direct estimation of the OOP resistance of a generic infilled frame. The proposed model 
showed matching better the other the experimental results. The reasons of its better capability 
in estimating experimental results is justified by the following major considerations: 

- The model takes into account the way of application of the OOP load, which greatly in-
fluences the OOP resistance. 

- The model considers the influence of vertical loads which increase the effectiveness of 
the arching mechanism. 
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- The model proposes the use of the conventional unit compressive strength ( bf ) instead 
of the vertical strength of the masonry as parameter having major correlation with the 
OOP resistance of the infill.  
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MECHANICAL VS EMPIRICAL MODELS FOR MODELS IN-PLANE 
RESPONSE OF INFILLED FRAMES: RELIABILITY COMPARISON 

AND VALIDATION OF A NEW DATA-DRIVEN MODEL 

Fabio Di Trapani , Giovanni Tomaselli , and Gabriele Bertagnoli

Abstract 

The paper proposes a new quadri-linear empirical force-displacement relationship to model 
the inelastic response of infill equivalent struts. The definition of the model is based on a da-
ta-driven approach rather than a mechanical one, therefore parameters defining the force-
displacement curve are analytically evaluable by means of empirical correlations. The latter 
link the force-displacement parameters regulating the axial response to the geometrical and 
mechanical features of an infilled frame. The analytical correlations are obtained from an 
experimental data-set enlarged with data from refined finite element simulations. Blind vali-
dation tests of the proposed modelling procedure are carried out against experimental results 
different from those used to build the data-set. A reliability comparison between mechanics-
based models and empirical models is finally presented and discussed. 
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2 PROPOSED EQUIVALENT STRUT MODEL 

2.1 Computational model and formulation 

Fig. 1a

Fig. 1b OpenSees
Pinching 4

a)  b)  
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3 CALIBRATION OF FORCE-DISPLACEMENT PARAMETERS FROM 
EXPERIMENTAL TESTS 
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α, β, ζ η Α, Β, Ζ Υ

w
S2 Eq. 4

Α, Β, Ζ, Υ Eqs. 12-15
α, β, ζ, η Fig.10

Eqs. 1, 3 5-9

6 BLIND VALIDATION TESTS AND RELIABILITY COMPARISONS 
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Abstract

This paper describes the concept of an innovative, interdisciplinary, user-oriented earthquake 
warning and rapid response system coupled with a structural health monitoring system (SHM),
capable to detect structural damages in real time. The novel system is based on interconnected 
decentralized seismic and structural health monitoring sensors. It is developed and will be ex-
emplarily applied on critical infrastructures in Lower Rhine Region, in particular on a road 
bridge and within a chemical industrial facility. A communication network is responsible to
exchange information between sensors and forward warnings and status reports about infra-
structures’ health condition to the concerned recipients (e.g., facility operators, local authori-
ties). Safety measures such as emergency shutdowns are activated to mitigate structural 
damages and damage propagation. Local monitoring systems of the infrastructures are inte-
grated in BIM models. The visualization of sensor data and the graphic representation of the 
detected damages provide spatial content to sensors data and serve as a useful and effective
tool for the decision-making processes after an earthquake in the region under consideration.

Keywords: early warning and response system, interconnected sensor systems, seismic struc-
tural damage detection via SHM, integration SHM in BIM 
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1 INTRODUCTION

Germany’s seismicity in general is characterized as low or moderate. However, there are 
seismic events of moderate to strong ground motions with damage potential (Tailfingen 1978 
Mw = 5.7, Roermond 1992 Mw = 5.9). These events arouse attention because the exposed re-
gions are densely populated, highly industrialized and have an extended network of critical 
infrastructures. These infrastructures were mainly designed according to currently outdated or 
none seismic provisions. The early warning and rapid response system combined with local 
health monitoring systems can act supplementary as an additional arrow in the quiver of earth-
quake engineering to reduce the seismic risk, especially for critical infrastructures.    

This contribution describes the conception and the progress of the works, that had been per-
formed in the framework of the German nationally funded research project “ROBUST”. Fun-
damental element of the novel system is the automated interaction of smart seismic or structural 
sensors and sensor systems, which are capable not only to record motions or strains, but also to 
process the recordings decentral and to forward the results of the assessment. In the past dec-
ades, the breakthrough in software and hardware development of sensors and techniques for 
data processing enabled the extended and low-cost use of a remarkable number of seismic and 
monitoring sensors [1]. Reliable earthquake early warning systems (EEWS) were developed all 
over the world and especially in seismic prone areas as Japan, California and Mexico [2]. Sim-
ultaneously, engineering diagnostics is an emerging field concerning health assessment of civil 
engineer’s structures. Post-earthquake damage detection through sensor systems is a research 
topic of increasing interest. Acknowledging the developments in both directions (SHM and 
EWS), the examined system tries to incorporate and extend their advantages and provide a
useful tool for the protection of critical infrastructures [3]. The examined system is going to be 
applied in Lower Rhine Region. A road bridge and a chemical industrial facility are selected as 
benchmark structures. The innovative system consists of four basic components: (i) the seismic 
sensors network, (ii) the local monitoring systems for the critical infrastructures, (iii) the com-
munication infrastructure and (iv) the integration of the sensor data in BIM models of the mon-
itored critical infrastructure.

Regarding the first component, namely the seismic network, the existing sparse regional 
network is being extended by new smart seismic sensors. To this end, an algorithm has been 
developed, aiming at the optimization of the location of the new sensors such, that while ac-
counting for the geophysical conditions, reliable information on earthquakes relevant for the 
infrastructures can be obtained and communicated to maximize the lead time while, at the same 
time, to minimize the risk of false alarms. The novel sensors, developed by the German Re-
search Center for Geosciences (GFZ), are capable to evaluate the intensity of the ground motion
in real time and to send out messages via the developed communication network to the operators 
of critical infrastructures or local authorities (civil protection), before the arrival of the destruc-
tive seismic waves to the structures of interest. The information on a detected earthquake trig-
gers also the local monitoring systems.

The flow of the seismic incidence information takes place through a communication net-
work, which consists of several decentralized nodes. Every seismic sensor and every monitored 
infrastructure correspond to a communication node, which is responsible to send and receive 
the appropriate information. Synchronously, the same communication infrastructure, under de-
velopment by Fraunhofer Institute for Open Communication (FOKUS), will provide warnings 
regarding the expected damages to the concerned parties (local authorities, operators of critical 
infrastructures). This allows the recipients to trigger safety measures. The kind and the intensity 
of the measures depend on the expected damages of the detected ground motion and can be 
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updated relying on the most current measured data. After the assessment of the seismic perfor-
mance of the monitored structures, health reports will be sent to interested actors.

The local health monitoring systems consist of a number of sensors (accelerators, velocity 
recorders, displacement transducers, strain gauges, thermometers etc.) and data acquisition de-
vices. The sensors are placed in appropriate positions to record effectively the response of the 
structure or components and to detect particular damage indicators. The definition of the dam-
age indicators depends on the geometry, dynamic properties and seismic risk of the various
components of the monitored infrastructures. In “almost” real time, the measurements from the 
monitoring sensors are evaluated either decentral and locally by smart data acquisition systems 
or remotely at a central site by linked computers. The results of the damage identification are 
integrated in two steps in the communication platform. Right after the earthquake, very basic 
information is forwarded (e.g., whether a bridge is accessible or not or if parts of the facility 
are severely damaged). Gradually, more detailed information based on a refined interpretation
of the sensors’ recordings will be communicated to the clients, including a graphical represen-
tation of the damages.

One of the fundamental objectives and an innovative part of the project is the graphic repre-
sentation of the damage distribution of the monitored infrastructures right after an earthquake.
This is possible because of the integration of the SHM system in 3D BIM models. Necessary 
precondition is the coupling of the sensor data with the graphic objects representing the real 
sensors in BIM models. For this purpose, the Desite MD software was selected. It provides the 
opportunity to link databases containing sensor measurements with an imported BIM model. 
Responsible for the development of the monitoring systems, the damage detection techniques
and the integration of the sensor data in BIM models are the Center for Wind and Earthquake 
Engineering (CWE) of RWTH Aachen University and Wölfel Engineering GmbH.

Figure 1: Earthquake early warning and rapid response system
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2 EARTHQUAKE EARLY WARNING AND RAPID RESPONSE SYSTEM

2.1 General Information

The Lower Rhine Embayment in Western Germany is one of the most important areas of 
earthquake recurrence north of the Alps, facing a moderate level of seismic hazard in European 
context, but a significant level of risk due to a high population density and a large number of 
critical industrial infrastructures. As the seismic faults are directly crossing the study area, the 
lead time, i.e. the time between the onset of an earthquake and the arrival of the destructive 
seismic waves is in the order of a few seconds at most for events in the Lower Rhine Embay-
ment. In this context, the project aims at designing a user-oriented hybrid earthquake early 
warning (EEW) and rapid response system where regional seismic monitoring is combined with 
smart, on-site sensors, resulting in the implementation of decentralized early warning proce-
dures.

2.2 Seismic scenarios for the area of interest

One of the tasks of this project deals with finding an optimal regional seismic network arrange-
ment given the known seismicity in the area. The optimization approach used here requires a 
representative sample of relevant seismic recordings. In the design of an EEW network, it is 
critical that all potential and known earthquake sources in the area are considered. Due to the 
sparsity of significant earthquake recordings in the region, stochastic simulations of scenario 
earthquakes were performed using the finite-source ground motion simulation code EXSIM [4]
and the known seismicity in the area [5]. Overall, over 700 realistic scenario earthquakes were 
considered (for their location see Figure 2). This approach is ideally suited for the purposes of 
our study, as our emphasis is not on the simulation of the complete wavefield for given scenario 
earthquakes, but rather on the generation of a large set of spectra for hypothetical sources lo-
cated according to a seismic catalog.

Figure 2: The Lower Rhine Embayment, Germany. The potential network is represented by candidate stations 
(white triangles) and suggested installations sites (red triangles) together with the existing permanent stations 

(yellow squares). The blue triangle represents the target site. The simulated scenario earthquakes are represented 
by black dots with diameter proportional to earthquake magnitude.
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2.3 Optimal densification for real time assessment and early warning 

The possible station locations were considered by public buildings (municipalities, schools 
etc) in the Lower Rhine Embayment. For each location, stochastic seismograms were computed 
for all scenario earthquakes resulting in a database consisting of more than 30,000 traces 
representing ground acceleration. An important aspect of an EEW system's performance is its 
ability to give not only timely, but also reliable warnings with respect to the shaking that needs 
to be expected at the target site. For our study site, a threshold of 0.02 g was selected, as such 
events can be considered as potentially damaging. The optimal network is the one that can give 
the correct level warning (i.e., correct level of expected ground motion at the target site) at a 
sufficiently long lead time for the highest number of scenario earthquakes.

To quantify this network quality, we use the cost function developed by Oth et al [6]. For 
finding the optimal station locations, a microgenetic algorithm was used. Such algorithms are 
a specific subset of genetic algorithms (GAs), which are guided search techniques based on 
evolutionary principles to find optimal models with respect to a given objective function (i.e., 
cost function). By minimizing the cost function, a comparison of the best earthquake early 
warning system design can be performed and the potential usefulness of existing and additional 
stations in the region is considered (see Figure 1). As indicated by the red triangles, by adding 
nine stations to the existing network, such optimal design will allow strong ground-motions 
with respect to the target site to be detected most quickly and most reliably.

2.4 Rapid response system

An earthquake early warning system can reduce the seismic risk on critical infrastructure 
more effectively, if combined with a response system. The term response system includes all 
automated measures that can be taken immediately after the detection of the first earthquake 
waves within the lead time. Structural damages are not the only threat especially for critical 
infrastructures. Accidents or side effects due to a seismic event such as fire or more rarely 
explosions or dispersion of toxic substances can have even more harmful consequences than 
the mechanical damages directly induced by the ground motion [7]. Possible countermeasures 
to limit damages and prevent domino effects that can be performed in range of seconds are 
emergency shutdown of gas lines, activating backups, safe stop of lifts or other equipment, 
interruption of medical operations, access prevention in road bridges or tunnels [7]. Within the 
ROBUST project, the production process of the chosen industrial facility is not interrupted 
automatically. The warning for a coming seismic incidence and the damage prediction is 
forwarded to the facility operators, who are responsible to trigger appropriate measures. 
Regarding the bridge, the access can be interrupted by a traffic light, in case an earthquake with 
damage potential is detected. Depending on “almost” real time assessment from the local 
monitoring system of the bridge, the access restriction will be recalled or it will remain for all 
or some kind of vehicles. 

3 COMMUNICATION NETWORK

Essential part of the developed system is the decentralized communication network. It ena-
bles the interaction between seismic sensors and local monitoring sensor systems and is respon-
sible to forward warning messages and structural health status reports to subscribed recipients
(user oriented). Each user has access to different level and kind of information depending on 
his involvement. As users can be considered facility managers, local authorities, civil protection 
or rescue teams. From the communication infrastructure point of view, all the participants are 
divided into two categories: (i) sensors and (ii) actors. Sensors “produce” information and ac-
tors “consume” information. The nodes are spatially distributed and one node corresponds to 
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each seismic sensor. At the monitored infrastructures one node is responsible for the seismic 
sensor and for the controller of the local monitoring system. Predefined subscriptions specify 
the flow of information between the nodes. At the idle period, the platform is responsible to 
control, which devices are connected, their health status and the plausibility of the measure-
ments of the sensors. The administrators of each subsystem are informed through automated 
messages about the health status of the whole sensor infrastructure.

When a ground motion, which exceeds a predefined threshold of acceleration, is detected by 
the seismic network, the communication node of the corresponding seismic sensor forwards the 
information to the subscribed recipients to trigger the monitoring system to measure with a 
higher sampling ratio, in order to obtain detailed information for the response of the structures 
during the seismic event. If a seismic event with damage potential is detected by the seismic 
network, messages, graded indicative lamp systems or smart traffic lights will inform the cor-
responding users about the upcoming event. No emergency shutdowns or other measures are 
triggered directly by the communication platform. During the seismic event, the sensor signals 
are continuously evaluated with regard to exceedance of values indicating damages. Right after 
the earthquake, the health status of the infrastructures, is evaluated based on the recording of 
the monitoring system and sent via the communication infrastructure to the concerned subscrib-
ers. The first report includes a rapid assessment of the performance of the structure (e.g. partial 
or total collapse of the infrastructure, risk for fire or explosion, operational status of a bridge).
After a few minutes, a second more precise health status report is delivered. It contains infor-
mation about the detection of damages and their spatial distribution. The second health status 
report includes information about the operability of the infrastructure and a graphic 3D repre-
sentation of the structural damages.

4 STRUCTURAL HEALTH MONITORING OF CRITICAL FACILITIES 

4.1 Critical Infrastructures

Critical infrastructures, according to German Federal Office for Civil Protection and Disaster 
Assistance, are organizations and facilities with crucial significance for the state community, 
the failure or impairment of which would result in lasting difficulties in supply chain, significant 
threats for the public security or other dramatic consequences [8]. Although buildings are con-
sidered to be the most vulnerable component of the urban built environment to seismic hazard,
the resilience of complex systems like transport and utility networks, gas and electric network 
systems, health care system, power plants and selected industrial facilities is even more critical, 
as they have an extreme socio-economic impact and can affect the regional prosperity [9]. Alt-
hough the seismic code provisions in Germany are constantly improving [10] and seismicity of 
the Lower Rhine Embayment was investigated in detail the recent years [11], an important part 
of the critical infrastructure was designed with lower seismic actions or without any seismic 
code provisions. According to [11], in this region there are 51 electricity supply substations, 
108 hospitals, about 1500 industrial facilities, 4 industrial chemical parks and 8 road and rail-
way bridges over Rhine. 

Interdependencies between complex systems may result in rapid damage propagation. 
Therefore, there is a demand for interconnected monitoring systems, that can detect damages 
and provide this information to crisis management centers. Appropriate safety measures to pre-
vent or mitigate damages can be triggered effectively, only if sufficient information is available
within a short time. Awareness of the structural health status of critical nodes of the transport 
network, such as bridges, is beneficial for the definition the optimal routes for rescue teams and 
ambulances (interaction health care system – transport network). Chemical industries are an 
important component of the infrastructure in Lower Rhine. The main threat after an earthquake 
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in chemical industries with hazardous processes is the risk of accidental scenarios such as fire, 
explosion or dispersion of toxic substances due to loss of containment. Immediate countermeas-
ures must be triggered to limit the consequences of such events in terms of fatalities, environ-
ment pollution and repair cost [12].

Figure 3: Distribution of critical infrastructures in Lower Rhine Region: electricity substations (yellow circles),
hospitals (green circles), road & railway bridges over Rhine (red circles), industrial facilities (black circles),

chemical industry parks (purple circles) [11]

4.2 Implementation of health structural monitoring system on demonstration facilities

Taking into consideration the distribution of critical infrastructures in Lower Rhine Region, 
an industrial facility (chemical industry) and a road bridge are selected as case studies for the 
installation of the local SHM systems. For both infrastructures, a probabilistic earthquake risk 
analysis is carried out, to define the seismic hazard. The vulnerability curves of different ele-
ments and components are defined based on the corresponding literature [13][26][27][28]. The 
most susceptible components are prioritized, their possible failure modes and the position of 
the expected damages is investigated in detail. Especially for the industrial facilities, the influ-
ence of non-structural components should be taken into account. Storage tanks, vertical and 
horizontal vessels, processing equipment, pumps and pipping systems are connected with each 
other and structural damages on one process unit can generate a multiplicity of accident chains 
due to mutual interactions [14]. After the basic identification of the facilities, suggestions for 
further damage prevention or damage limitation will be provided and discussed with the facility 
operators [12]. The damage scenarios determined by simulations will be communicated to the 
operators and may be used for improving emergency actions and prevention of cascade effects. 
For this purpose, appropriate damage indicators and assessment methods, providing necessary
information about the global performance of the structure or local failures of critical component
will be implemented. Structural damages can result in a loss of stiffness, indicated by changes 
in natural frequency, mode shapes or modal shape curvature. For the monitored bridge, the 
critical indicators are aiming at the condition of the superstructure (global response, local dam-
ages) and at the bearings (critical movement of the superstructure) [29][30]. Regarding the in-
dustrial facilities, peak floor acceleration (PFA), interstorey drift ratio (SDR), residual SDR,
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response of connections or strains in critical locations, for example elbow or tee connections of 
pipelines can be used as damage indicators [15] [16]. The number and the kind of the selected 
sensors (accelerators, velocity and displacement transducers, strain gauges etc.) depends on the 
chosen indicators and are structure specific.

Immediate damage detection and quantification, especially for critical infrastructures, is es-
sential to minimize their operation interruption due to shut down time. Traditionally, engineer-
ing inspections and nonlinear analyses are necessary to evaluate the capacity of the structures 
after seismic events. This may last weeks or months, accompanied with an important economic
cost due to shut down. Modern structural health systems can provide real time damage detection 
based on changes in dynamic properties of the monitored structures [16]. There is a variety of 
methods both in time and frequency domain such as autoregressive methods, stochastic sub-
space identification, frequency domain decomposition method, which can assess the seismic 
performance and health condition through different indicators [17]. The comparison of meas-
urement data and simulation data allows a more precise prediction of damage stage and distri-
bution within the infrastructures. Moreover, the existence of a geotechnical seismic sensor close 
to the monitored facilities, allows the application of either output only or input/output methods
[18]. For different structural types, different types of damage indicators may be more effective
[16]. The functionality of the measurement chain, selected damage indicators and assessment 
methods will be verified in scaled benchmark structures and substructures in laboratory in ad-
vance. In the aftermath of an earthquake, the fundamental information that should be extracted 
from the monitoring system concern the operational ability of the corresponding infrastructure
depending on the distribution of damages. The smart data acquisition devices, which are capa-
ble to process data in real time and forward the crucial information to the communication net-
work [19] play an important role in the integration of local monitoring system to the whole 
early warning and response system.

4.3 Integration health monitoring system in BIM modelling

Τhe integration of the local monitoring systems of critical infrastructures in 3D BIM models
is one of the objectives of the research project. BIM is an intelligent 3D model - based process, 
which promotes the interdisciplinary cooperation of different architects, engineers, constructors 
and facility operators [20]. The integration of SHM systems in BIM offers geospatial content 
to the measured and processed data and provides better control and management of the 
infrastructure [21]. In case of an earthquake with damage potential, the visualization of damages 
provides a fast and structured overview for operators of critical infrastructure and supports the 
decision-making processes. Another asset concerns mainly the rescue teams for whom a
comprehensive graphic overview of the damages before entering a facility is important. Finally,
the knowledge of the updated health status of infrastructures is a useful tool for the effective 
management and decision making at regional level. 

The implementation is divided in two main parts: (i) the generation of a BIM Model includ-
ing sensors and (ii) the coupling of the graphic objects with sensor data. For the creation of a 
3D BIM model, Revit Structure 2020 [31] is selected. The principle is presented using the ex-
ample of a simple steel frame structure. At first, the steel frame is designed according to the 
Eurocodes. The next step is the implementation of accelerometers as separate family component 
by means of an IFC class for the graphical representation of the sensors. The accelerometer 
created as a family component is imported in the main model. The IFC class names IfcSensor 
and IfcSensorType in Revit are classified as specialty equipment object [22]. Therefore, a sub-
category “accelerometer” is manually defined in the file “exportlayers-ifc-IAI.txt”. Alterna-
tively, it is possible to use an existing object from the Revit library, such as fire alarm. However, 
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this may result in misunderstanding between different users. Revit gives the opportunity to pro-
vide static information like position, Id/name, manufacturer, type, cost etc. to each sensor [23].

However, the key challenge is the development of a “dynamic” BIM Model with continuous 
connection to the actual sensor data. For this purpose, Desite MD (Manage Data) is chosen [24].
Desite MD provides the opportunity to import BIM Models as IFC files and to interact with
them through a Javascript API. The interaction is possible via an internal customized web 
browser, which allows the development of user-oriented applications [25]. Two main tasks have 
to be implemented: (i) the coupling of the IFC objects representing sensors with the correspond-
ing measurements on the database and (ii) the representation of seismic damages in a 3D model. 
Concerning the first target, through the API, when a graphic sensor is selected by the user, its 
ID is identified and can be linked with data available in the database. The data are requested by 
the API from the corresponding table of the database. In general, it is possible to request either 
raw data or post-processed data. The sensor values are updated in time intervals appropriate for 
the specific application. The measurements can either be represented in tabulated views or in 
diagrams. The color of the sensor objects can be adapted considering the sensors operation 
status and the corresponding measurements. For example, an accelerometer can be: (i) grey: for 
sensor out of function, (ii) green: for sensor in function and maximum recorded acceleration 
during the last 30 sec. lower than m1, (iii) orange: for sensor in function and maximum meas-
urement during the last 30 sec. between m1 and m2 and (iv) red: for sensor in function and 
maximum measurement during the last 30 sec. higher than m2. Threshold values (m1, m2) de-
pend on the requirements of each structure. Moreover, through the web form module, a graph-
ical interface will be developed, where the user can request various data from sensors – namely 
from the database (raw or evaluated values, maximum/minimum values within a time period 
etc.).

Figure 4: Visualization of damage detection after a seismic event

Regarding the damage detection, the color of monitored members/components is adapted 
depending on defined damage threshold values (Figure 4). The predefined threshold values (for 
instance interstorey drift ratio limits) are compared with post-processed sensor data, which re-
sult from one or more sensors. The updated model with the adapted colors of critical mem-
bers/components and sensors is saved and compressed in a packed model after every update. 
After a seismic event, members and sensors maintain the most unfavorable health status-color,
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even if measurements return to values below thresholds after the seismic event. The compressed 
file of the model including the visual distribution of damages is forwarded to the interested 
subscribers. Civil protection and rescue teams equipped with a BIM-Viewer will be able to 
open on tablets or smartphones the adapted compressed 3D model, in which the identified dam-
ages are indicated e.g., by colors and descriptive labels.

5 CONCLUSION

The presented paper describes the concept of a user-oriented earthquake early warning and 
rapid response system based on interconnected decentralized smart sensors and sensor systems 
integrated in BIM models. Aim of the project is to contribute to the mitigation of seismic risk, 
especially with respect to critical infrastructures. The investigated system is prototypically ap-
plied in Lower Rhine Region, which is one of the most important seismic areas north of the 
Alps. Although its seismicity can be categorized as moderate in European context, the seismic 
risk due to the population and infrastructure density is high. Exemplarily, a road bridge and a 
chemical industrial facility will be monitored and investigated in a holistic approach, consider-
ing their interactions with other infrastructures and networks. The essential relay between the
seismic network (responsible for the early warning), the local monitoring systems (responsible 
for the evaluation of the seismic performance and detection of damages of critical infrastructure) 
and the interested parties, namely the facility operators and the local authorities, is the decen-
tralized communication network, which enables the transfer of warning, health status and other 
critical information. The integration of SHM system in BIM models is a step forward in the
management of infrastructures. The opportunity to visualize the detected damages in 3D models 
will improve the understanding and the decision-making processes for facility managers and 
will increase the resilience by reducing production interruptions and related economic losses.
Furthermore, it is a useful tool to support rescue teams.
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Abstract 

The aim of this work is to improve the current structural health monitoring (SHM) methods for 
civil structures. A field experiment was carried out on a two-span bridge with a built-in un-
bonded prestressing system. The bridge is a 24-metre long concrete beam resting on three bear-
ings. Cracks were formed subsequently when a prestressing force of 350 kN was changed to 
200 kN, so that different structural states could be demonstrated. The structural assessment of
this reference bridge was accomplished by the non-destructive testing using ultrasonic devices 
and vibration measurements. The ultrasonic velocity variations were investigated by using the 
coda wave interferometry method. The seismic interferometry technique was applied to the vi-
bration recordings to reconstruct the wave propagation field in the bridge. This investigation 
shows that the wave velocity is sensitive to the current structural state and can be considered 
as the damage indicator. Overall, the implementation of coda cave interferometry and seismic 
interferometry technique facilitates structural health monitoring (SHM) in civil engineering.

Keywords: structural health monitoring, non-destructive testing, coda wave interferometry,
seismic interferometry, ultrasonic measurement, prestress. 
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1 INTRODUCTION

The application of prestressing and post-tensioning techniques to civil infrastructures such 
as long span bridges improves the structural performance in their lifetime. Since the prestress
loss can occur while the structure is in service, it is important to monitor the prestressed civil 
structures. However, a lot of studies lack the reference condition of large-scale test objects for 
comparison in the evaluation. 

In our study, a large-scale concrete bridge model containing a built-in unbonded prestressing 
system was monitored. The variable prestressing force was a benefit to our investigation on the 
bridge. As the structural capacity was enhanced by the high prestressing force, the structural 
condition was considered as the baseline for damage detection. Thus, we could explore damage 
indicators of the prestressed bridge. 

To achieve the research aim, both active and passive procedures were applied in the field 
experiment. Since damage leads to changes in the dynamic properties of the structure, vibration 
monitoring is useful as a non-destructive evaluation tool. However, the measured eigenfrequen-
cies are also sensitive to environmental influences [1]. Referring to the advantage of the wave-
based method, two kinds of wave propagation were considered in our study: ultrasonic wave 
propagation, which is widely used for non-destructive testing (NDT), and the resultant of seis-
mic interferometry of noise recordings.

Ultrasonic waves are sensitive to variations of several parameters (stress, temperature, mois-
ture) and to any kind of damage. Different mechanical wave propagation regimes have been 
investigated for concrete so far [2]. In the attenuation phenomenon, the waves scatter and in-
duce the onset of late arrival, constituting the so-called ultrasonic coda. In seismology, the coda 
waves are known for its high sensitivity to small perturbations of the medium. Coda waves are 
defined as the part of the signal that occurs directly after the arriving phases. In a heterogeneous 
medium, the small change has less influence on the waves arriving first than on the diffusion 
waves arriving later. As coda waves travel longer distances, the sampling repeats and the influ-
ence of the small change is amplified [3]. Hence, the coda energy change is more detectable 
than the direct ones. 

Recently, coda wave interferometry (CWI) has been used to ultrasonic coda and noise re-
cordings in civil structures. The implementation of CWI enabled the detection of early subtle 
changes in reinforced concrete structures until crack formation [4]. In an earlier study [5] using 
ultrasound to monitor stress distribution and cracking in concrete beams, they were loaded until 
failure to detect cracks before visual signs appear on the surface. The application of CWI to the 
waveform of the cross-correlation function of two vibration records was presented in another 
study [6] to analyse the wave velocity variation. 

This contribution introduces the background of CWI and the application of CWI to our meas-
urement data. We studied the effect of the post-tensioning force change based on the coda wave 
velocity variation. The experiment result confirmes the applicability of the monitoring method 
using CWI. This research shows the progress towards the development of a cost-effective and 
reliable technique for real-time monitoring in large-scale structures.

2 CODA WAVE INTERFEROMETRY

We studied the effect of the post-tensioning force change based on the coda wave velocity 
variation. For this, the same waveform in two different bridge states was compared using coda 
wave interferometry (CWI). The principle of CWI is to compare the waveform consistency of 
coda waves recorded in two different states. Figure 1 shows two signals recorded before and 
after perturbation. The first arrivals of the signals are almost the same, while the coda wave 
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(later arrivals) shows significant wave propagation time lags. The relative time lag ( ) between
the two signals before and after the perturbation indicates the relative wave velocity change
( . Since the prestress has a homogeneous effect on the wave propagation velocity, the linear
relation is applied

. (1)

Figure 1: Repeated ultrasonic signals with difference just visible in the coda [7].

The following explains how to estimate the wave velocity variation by applying the stretch-
ing method to CWI.

2.1 The stretching method

As the relative velocity decrease is defined as the stretch factor 

, (2)

the shift time in wave propagation is represented by .
Hence:

, (3)

where the original waveform is stretched and turned into .
According to this formulation, the sign of is negative if the waveform is compressed.
The cross-correlation between the stretched and the original waveform is then shown as fol-

lows

(4)

The cross-correlation coefficient (CC) is considered as a quality indicator. If two waveforms 
are identical, the cross-correlation coefficient is equal to 1. Vice versa, the cross-correlation 
coefficient between -1 and less than 1 indicates the difference depending on the dilation level.
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2.2 Application

We investigated the impulse response in the different prestressed states using coda wave 
interferometry. One waveform was considered as a reference and the other was stretched by the 
factor α in a range [- , ]. The best α was determined by comparing CWI in the reference 
waveform and the stretched waveform. Such an α maximizes the cross-correlation of two com-
pared waveforms. At the same time, the wave velocity change is obtained in the best fit condi-
tion. As a result, we could study the relationship between the prestressing force variations,
temperature change and wave propagation velocity in the concrete bridge model.

3 EXPERIMENT

3.1 Test structure BLEIB

The test structure was a prestressed concrete bridge model exposed to the nature environment
at the BAM test site [8]. No traffic vibrations were induced as background noise on the bridge.
The bridge model has been used for various loading and vibration tests. Thereby, vertical cracks 
had developed near the two midspans (Fig. 2). For our study, no additional external load was 
applied to the bridge, thus no significant post-cracking behavior occurred. This reduced the 
confusion of the external interferon. 

Figure 2: The damage condition after vibration and loading tests (photographed in 2018).

We induced the natural damage by opening the already existing cracks. Initially, we in-
creased the prestressing force up to 550 kN (level 1 in Tab. 1) and then adjusted the magnitude 
of the prestressing force (level 2-9 in Tab. 1) to obtain the different event extensions of the 
already existing cracks. 

Level Prestressing 
force [kN]

1 553
2 457
3 403
4 353
5 300
6 255
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7 200
8 353
9 455

Table 1: Prestressing force level.

3.2 Vibration measurements

We implemented passive monitoring by vibration measurement. Geophones (Fig. 3 left)
were used and the sampling rate was 600 Hz. The blue markers in Fig. 4 indicate the geophones’ 
position. The distance between every two adjacent geophones is 3 m. 

Figure 3: Sensors. Left: geophones. Right: ultrasonic transducers SO807 [9].

Figure 4: Side view of the bridge and sensor positions.

Figure 5: Impulse response in Level 2. Left: hammer impact received at the position 2. Right: seismic interfer-
ometry of the ambient noise at the position 1 and 2.

We directly obtained the real impulse response caused by the impulse source excited by the 
hammer impact (the position reference to the black arrow in Fig. 4). The measured impulse 
response lasted 20 sec. Fig. 5 on the left shows the impulse response received at the position 2.
We also performed the ambient vibration measurement for 3 min. for each prestressing level. 
To extract the virtual impulse response, the seismic interferometry technique (the cross-
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correlation method) dealing with the reconstruction of Green's functions between two receivers
was used. One of these two receivers was turned into a virtual source. Finally, two virtual im-
pulse responses extracted from 3-minute measurement data were stacked and normalized. Fig. 
5 on the right shows the impulse waveform with the window size of 20 sec. between position 1 
and position 2. 

3.3 Ultrasonic measurements

For active monitoring, we performed the ultrasonic transmission measurement. 14 ultrasonic 
transducers “SO807” ([9], Fig. 3 right) were mounted inside the bridge during its construction 
before casting (position reference to the green markers in Fig. 4 and Fig. 6). This sensor can 
operate as both a transmitter and a receiver. The ultrasonic wave was generated with a central 
frequency of 60 kHz. The sampling rate is 1MHz. In the measurement, 10000 samples were 
taken.

Figure 6: The embedded SO807 sensors in a cross section.

4 RESULTS

First, we show the modal analysis results of the bridge finite element model and the evalua-
tion of the influence of the prestressing force on the natural frequency. Then the results of the 
ultrasonic impulse response, the real impulse response and the virtual impulse response are 
presented. The influence of temperature and prestressing on the coda waves is finally discussed.

4.1 Natural frequency and structural stiffness

The opening/close of the already existing cracks caused the overall stiffness change. Conse-
quently, the structural dynamic behaviour changed due to the superposition of two effects from 
the prestressing force and the cracks. The comparison of the first natural frequency in the sim-
ulation of the intact bridge model (Fig. 7) with the measured result in the Level 1 state (Fig. 8 
left) showed that the current bridge condition is damaged. 

Figure 7: Half span of the finite element (FE) model (left). The first mode shape corresponds to 3.9 Hz (right).

Furthermore, Fig. 8 shows the first two modal frequencies in the Level 1 and 7 states. The 
decrease of natural frequencies depends on the prestress loss and the event extension of the 
already existing cracks in the bridge. Based on this, we were able to demonstrate different struc-
tural states by adjusting the prestressing force.
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Figure 8: Natural frequency spectrum. Left: Level 1. Right: Level 7.

4.2 Influence of temperature and prestress change

On the measurement day, the ambient temperature increased from 28 to 30 during the 
prestressing adjustment from Level 1 to Level 9. Therefore, the high prestress level coincides
with the high measured concrete temperature. The increasement in concrete temperature was 
higher than that of the ambient temperature. The results (Fig. 9 and 10) show that in our case 
the velocity variation is independent from the temperature change. 

Figure 9: Ultrasonic coda velocity variation. Left: the fixed reference (Level 2). Right: the stepwise reference.

Figure 10: Impulse wave velocity variation (fixed reference: Level 2). Left: obtained from the real impulse re-
sponse. Right: obtained from the virtual impulse response.
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4.3 Discussion

Although Fig. 8 shows the natural frequency change due to the overall stiffness change, it is
difficult to quantify the real damage condition and even more difficult to detect the structural 
property alteration with smaller prestress changes. Moreover, the natural frequency as a global 
dynamic characteristic is not sensitive to the damage location.

Fig. 9 and 10 show that the variation in velocity for both the ultrasonic coda and the impulse 
response coda corresponds very well with the prestress change. Particularly the velocity varia-
tion of the ultrasonic coda was greater in the west side than in the east sides (Fig. 9 left). The 
high sensitivity of the ultrasonic coda came as a benefit in the detection of the local damage 
condition. The wave velocity variations in the impulse response received at the position 1 and 
2 were the same (Fig. 10 left). Thus, the hammer impact had the same influence on both receiver 
positions. Comparing the results shown in Fig. 10, the velocity variation in the virtual impulse 
response fits the prestress change better than the real impulse response. The applicability of 
seismic interferometry used to extract the virtual impulse response for CWI is approved. In 
addition, a significant drop in velocity variation was observed between Level 6 and 7. We state 
that this result is caused by the open cracks. This revealed the influence of the post-tensioning 
force on the already existing cracks.

5 SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

Contrary to many researchers who have focused on the assessment of ultrasonic waves in 
concrete specimens in the laboratory, our study explored the applicability of ultrasound on a
large-scale bridge model in a field experiment. The damage condition and the experiment set-
ting made this bridge an ideal test structure to perform not only active, but also passive moni-
toring. Coda wave interferometry was applied to the ultrasonic coda and the vibration 
recordings. We investigated the effect of the prestressing force change based on the coda wave 
velocity variation. The monitoring schemes were verified by the good match of the coda wave
velocity variation and the prestress alteration. 

One drawback of our experiment is that the ultrasonic measurement duration at different 
prestress levels is too short to obtain the relationship between the temperature and the wave 
velocity. Performing a long-term measurement without prestress change will be our next step 
to investigate the dependence of the coda wave velocity variation on temperature. 
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Abstract 

The determination of seismic risk is the foundation for risk mitigation decision-making and a
key step in risk management. Large corporations and other enterprises (e.g., local govern-
ments) analyze their 'portfolio' of properties, to determine how to best allocate limited funds 
for structural strengthening of buildings, or other risk reduction measures such as emergency 
planning. When assessing the seismic vulnerability of buildings, it is essential to first estab-
lish the project objectives, before subsequently choosing the most appropriate strategy and 
tools necessary for building assessment and fulfillment of these objectives. It is also extremely 
important to understand the difference between the detailed approaches used for individual 
building assessment and those methods most efficient for larger scale analysis, pursued for
city center assessment. While the latter results can be used as a general measure of seismic 
risk for different types of buildings, the actual seismic risk for any individual building may 
vary considerably and will depend upon its exact configuration and condition. In this study,
some historical masonry buildings located in Alsace France are considered and the dynamic 
characteristics of these structures were estimated by the analysis of seismic noise recordings 
by sensors installed at each floor of the buildings under study. The estimated dynamic proper-
ties for small amplitude vibrations of these historical structures were used to derive fragility
curves through vulnerability models with different level of complexity and accuracy. These 
fragility curves have been calculated using incremental dynamic analysis for the seismic de-
mands generally imposed upon linear and slightly nonlinear models of single and multiple 
degrees of freedom, which is the case for the effects of induced seismicity. Considering the 
latter case of induced seismicity, the vulnerability assessment requires the expected damage 
to refer to non-structural components.  The conclusions through comparison of the results of 
this study in terms of refinement of the verified structural models will prove useful for both
local end-users and industrial stakeholders, with a clear perspective for a better understand-
ing of the risk related to induced and triggered seismicity and its sound management. 

Keywords: fragility curves, non-structural components, masonry, induced seismicity. 
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1 INTRODUCTION

The determination of seismic risk is the foundation for risk mitigation decision-making, a 
key step in risk management. Large corporations and other enterprises (e.g., local govern-
ments) analyze their 'portfolio' of properties to best allocate limited funds for structural 
strengthening of buildings or other risk reduction measures such as emergency planning. 
When assessing the seismic vulnerability of buildings, it is essential to first establish the pro-
ject objectives before choosing the most appropriate strategy and tools necessary for building 
the assessment and fulfilment of these objectives. It is also extremely important to understand 
the difference between the detailed approaches used for individual building assessment and 
those methods most efficient for larger-scale analysis, pursued for city center assessment. 
While the latter results can be used as a general measure of seismic risk for different types of 
buildings, the actual seismic risk for any individual building may vary considerably and will
depend upon its exact configuration and condition.

In this study, some historical masonry buildings located in Alsace France, are considered,
and the dynamic characteristics of these structures were estimated by the analysis of seismic 
noise recordings by sensors installed at each floor of the buildings under study [1],[2].

In the considered test site, the analysis of the collected exposure information indicates that 
traditional or historical masonry structures occur in large numbers near to the mostly rural ar-
eas close to the geothermal platforms in Alsace region in France [3]. Two general classes of 
structures, namely unreinforced masonry (URM) and timber-framed masonry (TFM) build-
ings, have been considered, and the simple performance assessment models [1],[2] have been 
adopted in order to carry out a preliminary vulnerability assessment for these classes of struc-
tures. The objective is to rapidly identify buildings and their non-structural components that 
are at greater risk in the event of an induced earthquake, and to model their non-structural fra-
gility. 

The vulnerability modelling focused on buildings constructed of masonry, which may be 
more susceptible to the range of ground motion expected in the event of induced seismicity in 
the area. The measurements have been carried out using the MPwise (Multi-Parameter Wire-
less Sensing System) smart device [4], which has been designed to carry out rapid measure-
ment activities by exploiting the computing and advanced networking capacities embedded in 
individual units. Based on environmental, seismic noise measurements, the fundamental fre-
quency of vibration of the inspected buildings has been estimated and used to calibrate the 
respective fragility curves.

In collaboration with GFZ and ES-Géothermie a three-day acquisition campaign was orga-
nized, which involved installing four sets of sensors in private houses located in villages lo-
cated around the Soultz and Rittershoffen geothermal sites. The fundamental period of these 
structures was verified by analyzing the ambient noise measured using the MPwise sensors 
[4], with one sensor installed outside of the buildings and the three others installed on each 
floor of the houses (basement, ground floor and first floor). The sensors were installed to rec-
ord the ambient noise and to draw a vulnerability mode that allows the issuing of damage 
forecasts (Table 1, [1],[2] ). Finally, the main geometry required as input for the simplified 
vulnerability models was taken through field inspection of these buildings. 
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No Building 
Type

Building 
Latitude

Building 
Longitude

Fundamental 
ESDOF Model 

Period (s)

Fundamen-
tal Frequen-

cy Sensor 
(Hz)

1 URM 48.964946 7.881095 0.17 5.5
2 URM 48.902075 7.874917 0.37 2.7
3 URM 48.905270 7.950266 0.11 9
4 TFM 48.914307 7.882233 0.15 6.7
5 URM 48.932865 7.874377 0.32 3.1

Table 1: Real URM and TFM buildings located near the geothermal platforms in Alsace region in France [1],[2].

2 INCREMENTAL DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF EQUIVALENT SINGLE DEGREE 
OF FREEDOM SYSTEM (ESDOF)

The estimated dynamic properties for small-amplitude vibrations of these historical struc-
tures were used to derive simplified vulnerability models. While steel or concrete frames are 
mostly lumped systems with stiff diaphragms, URM buildings have distributed mass and 
stiffness commonly in combination with flexible diaphragms. This fact obstructs the adoption 
of the established methodologies to URM buildings. Specifically, the latter buildings' funda-
mental mode shape involves a low percentage of the total mass of the building below the 75% 
limit required for the good performance of ESDOF-based methods. In order to solve this issue, 
the simplified procedure of Vamvatsikos and Pantazopoulou (2015) [5] was adopted. In their 
procedure, the dynamic URM building response is represented. Global response indices are 
transformed to local deformation measures in closed-form seismic assessment solution both 
for demand and supply in the critical structural locations. The solution involves the definition 
of the fundamental vibration mode, approximated by 3D shape function consistent with the
building's boundary conditions. Strength and deformation indices are adopted for the evalua-
tion of the acceptance criteria. Typical local failures are estimated through a local shape of 
deformation while the model captures the global dynamic characteristics. The adopted method 
allows the automation of the necessary calculations through closed-form expressions. 

In the case of TFM the walls are reinforced with timber elements, both horizontal and ver-
tical, but also X-type diagonal braces. It is evident historically, since the Bronze Age, that the 
timber reinforcement into masonry walls is strongly related to seismic resistance in earth-
quake-prone areas. In TFM walls, there is also recent experimental and numerical evidence [6]
that the diagonal braces' contribution is vital for walls' lateral behaviour in the nonlinear range 
due to early detachment of the masonry infill from the surrounding timber frame in the event 
of an earthquake. It is also observed that the diagonals in tension detach from the surrounding 
frame for very low horizontal displacement. Therefore, it is suggested [6] that the diagonals 
should contribute to the lateral behaviour only in compression and, moreover, the infill ma-
sonry walls of the timber frame should not be considered in the analytical model. Based on 
these considerations, a macro-model was proposed [6],[7] where its input can be easily deter-
mined since it involves only the key geometric characteristics of the timber panels and the 
timber strength. The latter model facilitates the seismic assessment of TFM walls resulting in
a valuable tool for simplified seismic vulnerability and risk analyses [8]. Based on the result-
ing pushover curves produced by pushover analysis [9] of the TFM walls' macro-model, a 
shape-function is defined for the derivation of the ESDOF properties which is similar to the 
methodology already described for URM buildings [5].
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Figure 1: Proposed analytical fragility curves for first damage state (pre-yielding damage state –DS1-0.1% 
drift limit for non-structural damage [14]) for Unreinforced Masonry Buildings (URM) and Timber-Framed Ma-
sonry Buildings (TFM). The buildings are located near the geothermal platforms in Alsace France and are loaded 

in the weak/short plan view direction of shaking. The fundamental period of these structures was verified with 
ambient noise measurements through applied sensors [1].

Considering these real TFM and URM building cases in Alsace France (Table 1) the corre-
sponding fragility curves are derived in terms of Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) with the 
aid of structural analysis for a gradually increasing intensity (Incremental Dynamic Analysis -
IDA) [10]. The latter analysis of ESDOF of the building cases under study was performed 
with the MATLAB [11] toolbox FEDEAS Lab [12]. The PGA values of the recordings used 
in the IDA with the corresponding PGV values follow the rule that for very flexible structures 
(structures with very high fundamental periods) the relative velocity response spectrum of the 
used record tends to the peak ground velocity (PGV). The induced ground motions obtained 
from the PEER database were employed and applied in the transverse/short/weak building 
plan direction [13]. As already mentioned, the fundamental periods of these structures were 
verified with ambient noise vibration measurements using sensors [4] located at each floor of 
the buildings under study (Table 1). Moreover, the main geometry required as input for the 
simplified vulnerability models was taken through field inspection of these buildings. The re-
sults are shown in Fig. 1. Comparing the fragility curves for URM and TFM buildings, it can 
be noticed that URM buildings have approximately the same range of probability of damage 
while the more earthquake-resistant TFM building is less fragile for low and medium intensi-
ties.

3 INCREMENTAL DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL 

The above fragility curves (Fig. 1) have been developed using IDA for the seismic de-
mands generally imposed upon linear and slightly nonlinear (serviceability limit state) models
of single and multiple degrees of freedom, which is the case for the effects of induced seis-
micity. If considering the latter case of induced seismicity, the vulnerability assessment re-
quires the expected damage to refer to non-structural components [14]. In this section, a
comparison is provided of the results of this study in terms of refinement of the verified struc-
tural model for the No.1 building in Table 1 that will prove helpful for both local end-users 
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and industrial stakeholders, with a clear perspective for a better understanding of the risk re-
lated to induced and triggered seismicity and its sound management.

3.1 Structural modelling process

In this work, the production of analytical fragility curves for URM buildings is demon-
strated on a box-shaped unreinforced masonry structure, presented in Figure 2. Namely, this 
building comprises the town hall of Keffenach (URM building No.1 of Table 1) in the Alsace 
region in France. It can be observed in Figure 2 that the building has one storey, a roof attic
and one basement. In the same Figure, the respective views of the structural model are pre-
sented.

The structural model was assessed using thick-shell elements for modelling the URM walls, 
thin-shell elements for the reinforced concrete floor slab, while wooden elastic frame ele-
ments with rectangular section were used for modelling the roof members. As far as it con-
cerns material properties and the structure's dimensions, they can be found in the previous 
work of Megalooikonomou (2020) [2], where ESDOF analysis was performed. The ESDOF 
model of the URM building did not include an analytical roof model. However, it was found 
that the roof's bearing structure affected the period of the eigenmodes. Thus, for the analytical 
3D model (Fig. 2), the roof was designed to resemble the actual building and obtain the fun-
damental period corresponding to 0.17 s (Table 1) obtained from the installed sensors.

Figure 2: URM building's actual views and the generated model's respective views
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3.2 Time history analysis

Producing the analytical fragility curves of the 3D model requires a number of ac-
tual induced ground motion recordings, which after scaling, were used in elastic time 
history analysis of the 3D model. In this work, ground motion data of 9 induced earth-
quakes was used [13]; more information can be found in Megalooikonomou et al.
(2018) [1]. The ground motion data was incrementally scaled based on its Peak 
Ground Acceleration to obtain different shaking levels. The levels of ground accelera-
tion used for scaling were 10 and ranged from 0.1g (9.81 m/s2) to 1g (with increments 
of 0.1g). Regarding the application of the scaled ground motions, 100% of the motion
was applied in the primary (weak) direction (i.e. parallel to the y-axis in Figure 2),
while 30% of the same ground motion was applied simultaneously in the secondary-
strong direction (i.e. parallel to the x-axis in Figure 2).

After performing all 200 (20 recorded ground motions x 10 scale factors) elastic 
time history analyses, the ground motion that produced the largest displacements of 
the URM building is demonstrated for completeness of the present paper's results.
This ground motion was recorded at the Luther Middle School station (Sparks, Okla-
homa, USA) in 2011, and the earthquake had a moment magnitude of 5.68 at an epi-
centre distance of 54 km and generated a peak ground motion of 0.27g [13]. Figure 3a
depicts the scaled ground motion of the earthquake rendering the largest displacements
of the 3D model. Moreover, the same Figure presents the time-dependent displace-
ments for the node of the URM walls where the maximum displacement was observed
for the weak building direction of applied ground motion (Figure 3b) and the same in
the strong building direction (Figure 3c).

Figure 3: (a) Ground motion of earthquake producing maximum displacements; (b) node displacement for
weak building direction (y-direction in Figure 2) and (c) node displacement for strong building direction (x-

direction in Figure 2).

3.3 Analysis results

The results of the elastic time history analyses of the 20 ground motions and the considered
scale factors for the 3D and ESDOF models were used to fit log-normal distributions for each 
model. Figure 4a presents the probability density functions of the 3D model and ESDOF. His-
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tograms of the natural logarithm of maximum drift comprise the analysis actual results that
allowed normal distributions to be fitted for both 3D and ESDOF models (Figure 4a). The fits 
were used to estimate the fragility curves for the different levels of Peak Ground Velocity
(PGV) depicted in Figure 4b [see also Figure 1 (URM, T=0.17s)]. It is evident from Figure 4b
that the 3D detailed analytical model results to a more vulnerable to non-structural damage
historical masonry building.

Figure 4: Analysis results for ESDOF and 3D model: (a) Relative frequency and probability density function 
of the natural logarithm of the maximum drift at height 3.81m and (b) Fragility curves – PGV in (m/s).

4 CONCLUSIONS 

The estimated dynamic properties for small amplitude vibrations of the historical struc-
tures near the geothermal platforms in Alsace, France considered in this work were used
to derive simplified vulnerability models that were compared with a detailed 3D model
for one of these masonry buildings under study.

Moreover, Eurocode 8 defines the interstorey drift limit of a building for non-structural
damage by looking at its displacement-sensitive non-structural components at the ser-
viceability limit state. Adopting these limits and the developed vulnerability models, new
non-structural fragility curves for typical historical masonry building types dominant in
the region under study are proposed.

The fragility curves have been calculated using incremental dynamic analysis for the
seismic demands generally imposed upon linear and slightly nonlinear models of single
and multiple degrees of freedom, which is the case for the effects of induced seismicity.

A comparison is provided of the results of this study in terms of refinement of the veri-
fied structural model. It is evident that using simplified vulnerability models compared to
detailed 3D structural models may lead to a considerable error regarding the probability
of non-structural damage due to induced seismic events.

These results will prove useful for both local end-users and industrial stakeholders, with
a clear perspective for a better understanding of the risk related to induced and triggered
seismicity and its sound management.
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Abstract

Several scenarios can trigger bi-axial shear in reinforced concrete (RC) vertical members 
such as wind actions, earthquake, column loss induced by explosions and/or impacts. The ma-
jority of standard codes impose uniaxial shear verification of vertical members and neglect 
the interaction between shear forces and bending moments acting along the two principal di-
rections of inertia of the transversal cross section. Moreover, bi-axial shear interaction 
curves proposed by codes are based on the fitting of experimental data conducted on heavily
reinforced specimens. In this paper, the bi-axial shear failure envelope of existing RC col-
umns, is investigated. A database previously published by Authors on experimental data on 
beams and columns tested under bi-axial loading is updated. Afterwards, the experimental 
shear resistances of the database’s members subjected to both monotonic and cyclic loading 
are compared with analytical predictions. Three different formulations are adopted for the 
analytical calculation of the uniaxial shear resistance: (i) Model Code 2010, (ii) Eurocode 8 
and (iii) the cyclic shear resistance recently proposed by Biskinis and Fardis. Such resistanc-
es are adopted to create the bi-axial shear failure envelope. Finally, the shape of the bi-axial 
shear failure envelope is critically analysed in order to select the formulation that provides
the best fitting between experimental and analytical bi-axial shear resistances.

Keywords: Reinforced Concrete columns, Bi-axial shear, Analytical prediction.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Seismic as well as wind actions can trigger bi-axial shear in reinforced column members [1].
Moreover, in the robustness assessment of structures, the bi-axial shear demand in beams and 
columns - associated to vertical element loss scenarios - was also highlighted, even if interna-
tional codes and guidelines such as Unified Facilities Criteria [2] and Eurocodes [3], [4], are 
considering only the verifications in the case of uniaxial shear scenarios. Hence, even if the 
bi-axial shear demand covers almost all the fields of structural engineering, the bi-axial shear 
resistance is almost neglected in European Codes. Several experimental campaigns were car-
ried out during years to investigate the bi-axial monotonic or cyclic shear behaviour of rein-
forced concrete columns. Usually, square or rectangular sections were investigated. An early 
study was conducted by Maruyama et al. [5] in 1979. They observed that the applied lateral 
loads did not significantly affect the column shear strength until the maximum lateral drift 
was greater than that corresponding to the maximum monotonic shear strength. Woodward et 
al. [6] in 1980 conducted several experimental tests on squat reinforced concrete columns 
with the aim to investigate the effects of both longitudinal and transversal reinforcement ratios. 
They did not observe a significant increase of the lateral strength with reducing the stirrups 
spacing. Umehara et al. [7] in 1982 investigated 20 columns with square and rectangular sec-
tions subject to unilateral and diagonal loadings. They observed that the shear capacity of 
squat columns under diagonal loadings could be evaluated based on the response in the two 
principal directions using interaction domains. In particular, for square section a circumfer-
ence function can be used to represent the bi-axial shear domain, while an elliptical curve can
be used for rectangular sections. In the experimental program by Joh and Shibata [8] in 1984, 
columns square and rectangular cross-sections were tested under lateral bi-axial loading until 
achievement of shear failure, using a normalized interaction domain respect to the shear 
strength along principal directions. Mizoguchi et al. [9] in 1990 investigated the effects of
varying axial load on bi-axial loading response of squat columns, observing that columns di-
agonally loaded had a 5-6% lower resistance compared with counterparts loaded along princi-
pal directions. In more recent studies by Pham et al. [10] and Dang et al. [11] the shear 
strength mechanisms were associated to the lack of transversal reinforcement and vulnerabil-
ity of low-rise structures characterized by in-plane and elevation irregularities. The mentioned 
experimental tests were collected from the authors in a Database [12] and used for compari-
sons with analytical provisions [13].
Actually, the majority of international normative and guidelines such as Model Code 2010 [14]
and Eurocode 8 [15] neglect the interaction between shear and bending acting along the two 
principal directions of cross section. Conversely, the Japan Society of Civil Engineers (JSCE) 
guidelines [16] can consider bi-axial loading capacity using an interaction domain.
In this paper, three analytical formulations are considered in order to calculate the uniaxial 
shear resistance; in particular the formulation proposed by Eurocode 8 [15], Model code 2010 
[14] and Biskinis and Fardis [17] .
Afterwards, according to Japanese Code [16], the bi-axial failure criterion is evaluated Finally, 
the bi-axial shear resistances are compared with the experimental results collected by Authors
in their database. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL DATABASE

In the following, the experimental database collected by Authors is reported in terms of mem-
ber geometry, reinforcement ratios, mechanical properties and loading conditions. Columns 
have square or rectangular cross section. The boundary conditions are mostly fixed at the base 
and allow the lateral displacement at the top according to the so called “shear type” scheme,
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see Figure 1a. Only in the experimental campaign conducted by Dang et al. [11], the bounda-
ry conditions allow lateral displacement and rotation at the top of the column. The loading is 
applied at the top of columns by applying monotonic or cyclic forces, Figure 1b.
The axial load can be varied to study its influence of shear resistance and lateral drift capacity.

L

b

h

(a) (b)

Figure 1 Test setup: (a) specimen geometry and static scheme; (b) cross-section shear/bending decomposition.

b h a/d d fsy Φw sw w fyw fc

[mm] [mm] [°] [-] [mm] [mm] [-] [MPa] [mm] [mm] [-] [MPa] [MPa]
00-V-0-I Uni 305 305 0 0 2.1 Cyclic 219 19 2.44% 448 6 65 0.29% 469 35

00-V-V-S-Diag 305 305 0 45 - Cyclic - 19 2.44% 448 6 65 0.29% 469 35

Specimen Loading 
History

Section 
properties Loading condition Longitudinal 

reinforcement Stirrups Concrete 
strength

Maruyama et
al. (1979)

Table 1 Experimental setup and specimen features, by Maruyama et al. [5].

b h a/d d fsy Φw sw w fyw fc

[mm] [mm] [°] [-] [mm] [mm] [-] [MPa] [mm] [mm] [-] [MPa] [MPa]
0-86-14-DM 305 305 0 45 - Cyclic - 19 2.44% 503 6 65 0.29% 503 41
C-86-14-DM 305 305 0.16 45 - Cyclic - 19 2.44% 503 6 65 0.29% 503 36

Specimen Loading 
History

Woodward et
al. (1980)

Section 
properties Loading condition Longitudinal 

reinforcement Stirrups Concrete 
strength

Table 2 Experimental setup and specimen features, by Woodward et al. [6].

b h a/d d fsy Φw sw w fyw fc

[mm] [mm] [°] [-] [mm] [mm] [-] [MPa] [mm] [mm] [-] [MPa] [MPa]
OUS 230 410 0 0 1.6 Cyclic 284 19 3.01% 441 6 89 0.28% 413 40
OUW 410 230 0 0 2.4 Cyclic 188 19 3.01% 441 6 89 0.31% 413 40
CUS 230 410 0.162 0 1.6 Cyclic 284 19 3.01% 441 6 89 0.28% 413 35
CUW 410 230 0.162 0 2.4 Cyclic 188 19 3.01% 441 6 89 0.31% 413 35
2CUS 230 410 0.270 0 1.6 Cyclic 284 19 3.01% 441 6 89 0.28% 413 42

CDS30 230 410 0.132 30 - Cyclic - 19 3.01% 441 6 89 0.28% 413 43
CDW30 230 410 0.135 60 - Cyclic - 19 3.01% 441 6 89 0.55% 413 42

Stirrups Concrete 
strength

Specimen Loading 
History

Umehara H. et
al. (1982)

Section 
properties Loading condition Longitudinal 

reinforcement

Table 3 Experimental setup and specimen features, by Humehara et al. [7].
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b h a/d d fsy Φw sw w fyw fc

[mm] [mm] [°] [-] [mm] [mm] [-] [MPa] [mm] [mm] [-] [MPa] [MPa]
SS-0-N0 (+) 300 300 0 0 1.7 Cyclic 265 19.1 2.25% 390.3 6 63 0.30% 306.9 22.95
SS-0-N0 (-) 300 300 0 0 1.7 Cyclic 265 19.1 2.25% 390.3 6 63 0.30% 306.9 22.95
SS-0-N1 (+) 300 300 0.17 0 1.7 Cyclic 265 19.1 2.25% 390.3 6 63 0.30% 306.9 23.34
SS-0-N1 (-) 300 300 0.17 0 1.7 Cyclic 265 19.1 2.25% 390.3 6 63 0.30% 306.9 23.34
SS-0-N2 (+) 300 300 0.33 0 1.7 Cyclic 265 19.1 2.25% 390.3 6 63 0.30% 306.9 23.24
SS-0-N2 (-) 300 300 0.33 0 1.7 Cyclic 265 19.1 2.25% 390.3 6 63 0.30% 306.9 23.24

SS-22.5-N0 (+) 300 300 0 23 - Cyclic - 19.1 2.25% 390.3 6 63 0.30% 306.9 22.36
SS-22.5-N0 (-) 300 300 0 23 - Cyclic - 19.1 2.25% 390.3 6 63 0.30% 306.9 22.36
SS-22.5-N1 (+) 300 300 0.17 23 - Cyclic - 19.1 2.25% 390.3 6 63 0.30% 306.9 21.87
SS-22.5-N1 (-) 300 300 0.17 23 - Cyclic - 19.1 2.25% 390.3 6 63 0.30% 306.9 21.87
SS-22.5-N2 (+) 300 300 0.33 23 - Cyclic - 19.1 2.25% 390.3 6 63 0.30% 306.9 24.71
SS-22.5-N2 (-) 300 300 0.33 23 - Cyclic - 19.1 2.25% 390.3 6 63 0.30% 306.9 24.71
SS-45-N0 (+) 300 300 0 45 - Cyclic - 19.1 2.25% 390.3 6 63 0.30% 306.9 26.87
SS-45-N0 (-) 300 300 0 45 - Cyclic - 19.1 2.25% 390.3 6 63 0.30% 306.9 26.87
SS-45-N1 (+) 300 300 0.17 45 - Cyclic - 19.1 2.25% 390.3 6 63 0.30% 306.9 23.73
SS-45-N1 (-) 300 300 0.17 45 - Cyclic - 19.1 2.25% 390.3 6 63 0.30% 306.9 23.73
SS-45-N2 (+) 300 300 0.33 45 - Cyclic - 19.1 2.25% 390.3 6 63 0.30% 306.9 25.89
SS-45-N2 (-) 300 300 0.33 45 - Cyclic - 19.1 2.25% 390.3 6 63 0.30% 306.9 25.89
SR-0-N1 (+) 225 400 0 0 1.2 Cyclic 365 19.1 2.25% 390.3 5.85 71 0.34% 306.9 23.63
SR-0-N1 (-) 225 400 0 0 1.2 Cyclic 365 19.1 2.25% 390.3 5.85 71 0.34% 306.9 23.63

SR-30-N1 (+) 225 400 0.17 30 - Cyclic - 19.1 2.25% 390.3 5.85 71 0.34% 306.9 25.10
SR-30-N1 (-) 225 400 0.17 30 - Cyclic - 19.1 2.25% 390.3 5.85 71 0.34% 306.9 25.10
SR-60-N1 (+) 225 400 0.17 60 - Cyclic - 19.1 2.25% 390.3 5.85 71 0.50% 306.9 26.28
SR-60-N1 (-) 225 400 0.17 60 - Cyclic - 19.1 2.25% 390.3 5.85 71 0.50% 306.9 26.28
SR-90-N1 (+) 400 225 0.17 90 2.4 Cyclic 190 19.1 2.25% 390.3 5.85 71 0.28% 306.9 24.81
SR-90-N1 (-) 400 225 0.17 90 2.4 Cyclic 190 19.1 2.25% 390.3 5.85 71 0.28% 306.9 24.81

Specimen Loading 
History

Joh, O., 
Shibata, T. 

(1984)

Section 
properties Loading condition Longitudinal 

reinforcement Stirrups Concrete 
strength

Table 4 Experimental setup and specimen features, by Joh & Shibata [8].

b h a/d d fsy Φw sw w fyw fc

[mm] [mm] [°] [-] [mm] [mm] [-] [MPa] [mm] [mm] [-] [MPa] [MPa]
S.C-2.4-0.20 350 350 0.2 0 3.3 Cyclic 255 20 2.05% 545 6 125 0.13% 393 23
SC-1.7-0.2 350 350 0.2 0 2.4 Cyclic 255 20 2.05% 545 6 125 0.13% 393 28

S2.4-30 350 350 0.2 30 - Cyclic - 20 2.05% 545 6 125 0.13% 511 31
S2.4-45 350 350 0.2 45 - Cyclic - 20 2.05% 545 6 125 0.13% 511 29
S1.7-30 350 350 0.2 30 - Cyclic - 20 2.05% 545 6 125 0.13% 511 30
S1.7-45 350 350 0.2 45 - Cyclic - 20 2.05% 545 6 125 0.13% 511 29

R.C-1.7-0.35-S 250 490 0.35 0 1.6 Cyclic 379 20 2.05% 545 6 125 0.18% 393 27
R.C-1.7-30 250 490 0.35 30 - Cyclic - 20 2.05% 545 6 125 0.18% 511 31
R.C-1.7-45 250 490 0.35 45 - Cyclic - 20 2.05% 545 6 125 0.18% 511 30
R.C-1.7-60 250 490 0.35 60 - Cyclic - 20 2.05% 545 6 125 0.18% 511 29

Specimen Loading 
History

Pham et al. 
(2013)

Section 
properties Loading condition Longitudinal 

reinforcement Stirrups Concrete 
strength

Table 5 Experimental setup and specimen features, by Pham et al. [10].
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b h a/d d fsy Φw sw w fyw fc

[mm] [mm] [°] [-] [mm] [mm] [-] [MPa] [mm] [mm] [-] [MPa] [MPa]
0V04+ 180 180 0.44 0 1.7 Cyclic 132 12.7 3.13% 342.3 4 41 0.51% 273 26
0V04- 180 180 0 0 1.7 Cyclic 132 12.7 3.13% 342.3 4 41 0.51% 273 26
0V15+ 180 180 0.57 0 1.7 Cyclic 132 12.7 3.13% 342.3 4 41 0.51% 273 26
0V15- 180 180 -0.1 0 1.7 Cyclic 132 12.7 3.13% 342.3 4 41 0.51% 273 26

0VA04+ 180 180 0.44 0 1.7 Cyclic 132 12.7 3.13% 342.3 4 41 0.51% 273 27
0VA04- 180 180 0 0 1.7 Cyclic 132 12.7 3.13% 342.3 4 41 0.51% 273 27
0VA15+ 180 180 0.54 0 1.7 Cyclic 132 12.7 3.13% 342.3 4 41 0.51% 273 27
0VA15- 180 180 -0.1 0 1.7 Cyclic 132 12.7 3.13% 342.3 4 41 0.51% 273 27
2V04+ 180 180 0.39 23 - Cyclic - 12.7 3.13% 342.3 4 41 0.51% 273 31
2V04- 180 180 0 23 - Cyclic - 12.7 3.13% 342.3 4 41 0.51% 273 31

2VA04+ 180 180 0.38 23 - Cyclic - 12.7 3.13% 342.3 4 41 0.51% 273 31
2VA04- 180 180 0 23 - Cyclic - 12.7 3.13% 342.3 4 41 0.51% 273 31
4V04+ 180 180 0.4 45 - Cyclic - 12.7 3.13% 342.3 4 41 0.51% 273 29
4V04- 180 180 0 45 - Cyclic - 12.7 3.13% 342.3 4 41 0.51% 273 29
4V15+ 180 180 0.52 45 - Cyclic - 12.7 3.13% 342.3 4 41 0.51% 273 29
4V15- 180 180 -0.1 45 - Cyclic - 12.7 3.13% 342.3 4 41 0.51% 273 29

4VA04+ 180 180 0.4 45 - Cyclic - 12.7 3.13% 342.3 4 41 0.51% 273 29
4VA04- 180 180 0 45 - Cyclic - 12.7 3.13% 342.3 4 41 0.51% 273 29
4VA15+ 180 180 0.5 45 - Cyclic - 12.7 3.13% 342.3 4 41 0.51% 273 30
4VA15- 180 180 -0.1 45 - Cyclic - 12.7 3.13% 342.3 4 41 0.51% 273 30

Mizoguchi et
al.(1990)

Section 
properties Loading condition Longitudinal 

reinforcement Stirrups Concrete 
strength

Specimen Loading 
History

Table 6 Experimental setup and specimen features, by Mizoguchi et al. [9].

b h a/d d fsy Φw sw w fyw fc

[mm] [mm] [°] [-] [mm] [mm] [-] [MPa] [mm] [mm] [-] [MPa] [MPa]
FS 10 U (+) 300 300 0.1 0 3 Cyclic 254 19 2.52% 400 10 200 0.26% 400 27
FS 10 U (-) 300 300 0.1 0 3 Cyclic 254 19 2.52% 400 10 200 0.26% 400 27
FS 10 B (+) 300 300 0.1 17 - Cyclic - 19 2.52% 400 10 200 0.26% 400 27
FS 10 B (-) 300 300 0.1 17 - Cyclic - 19 2.52% 400 10 200 0.26% 400 27
SC 10 U (+) 300 300 0.1 0 3 Cyclic 254 19 2.52% 400 10 300 0.17% 400 27
SC 10 U (-) 300 300 0.1 0 3 Cyclic 254 19 2.52% 400 10 300 0.17% 400 27
SC 10 B  (+) 300 300 0.1 17 - Cyclic - 19 2.52% 400 10 300 0.17% 400 27
SC 10 B  (+) 300 300 0.1 17 - Cyclic - 19 2.52% 400 10 300 0.17% 400 27

Longitudinal 
reinforcement Stirrups Concrete 

strength

Specimen Loading 
History

Dang et al. 
(2018)

Section 
properties Loading condition 

Table 7 Experimental setup and specimen features, by Dang et al. [11].
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3 ANALYTICAL FORMULATIONS

In this paragraph, the analytical formulations provided by Eurocode 8 [15], MC 2010 [14] and 
Biskinis & Fardis [17] model are briefly reported.

3.1 Eurocode 8

Firstly, the formulation provided by Eurocode 8 [15] is reported. The yield chord rotation ca-
pacity is evaluated for beams and columns, Eq. (1):

0.0013 1 1.5 0.13
3

b yv
y y y

v c

d fL h

L f
(1)

The ultimate chord rotation capacity is evaluated through, Eq. (2):
0.225 0.35

1001 max 0.01;
0.016 0.3 25 1.25

max 0.01;

yw
sx

c d

f

fv
u c

el

L
f

h
(2)

The strength degradation due to cyclic loading is calculated as a function of the ductility μΔpl
which is calculated by the ratio between the plastic and the yield chord rotation, Eq. (3):

1u
pl

y

(3)

The value of μΔpl may vary between 0 and 5, corresponding to null and maximum degradation, 
respectively. The resisting shear strength Vr under cyclic conditions can be determined using
Eq. (4):

1
min( ;0.55 ) 1 0.005min(5; ) 0.16 max 0.5;100 1 0.16 min 5;

2
v

r c c pl tot c c w

el v

h x L
V N A f f A V

L h
(4)

Three contributions are considered: the axial load magnitude N, steel reinforcement ratio ρtot
and the plastic ductility μΔpl.

3.2 Model Code 2010

The Model Code 2010 [14] formulation is based on in the Level of Approximation (LoA) 
framework for the evaluation of the shear resistance. LoA I and II are used for both members
with and without transverse reinforcement while LoA III can be used only for members with 
shear reinforcement. Since stirrups are provided in all the analysed members, in this paper the
LoA III is used for the calculation of the shear resistance. The longitudinal strain εx is evaluat-
ed in correspondence of the mid-depth of the effective shear depth as follows, Eq. (5):

1 1

2 2
Ed

x Ed Ed

s s

M e
V N

E A z z

ee

z
(5)

The shear resistance VRd for elements with stirrups is calculated through Eq. (6):

, , ,max min( )Rd Rd c Rd s RdV V V V (6)

To consider the cyclic degradation effects, Model Code 2010 imposes the use of the following 
strut inclination angles (linear interpolation is allowed):

wherever the plastic part of the chord rotation demand is more than twice the elastic 
part θy, set cotg(θ) = 1.
for elastic flexural response, with zero plastic chord rotation, set cotg(θ) = 2.5.
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3.3 New proposal by Biskinis and Fardis

The new proposal by Biskinis and Fardis [17] for the assessment of the cyclic shear resistance 
is based on the monotonic shear resistance of Model Code 2010. The new model allows to 
consider the degradation effect associated to cyclic loading, by applying the following modi-
fications to the shear resistance formulation proposed in Model Code 2010:

The longitudinal strain εx is firstly evaluated in correspondence of the section mid-
depth:

1 1 max
min 0.02;

2 2 2 2
Ed Ed

x Ed

s s s s

M N M N
V

A E z A E z
(7)

The contribution due to the axial load N in columns is considered by adding the term
VR,N given in Eq.(8) :

, 2R N
s

h xV N
L (8)

Where x is the neutral axis and Ls is the shear span.
The contribution of transverse steel to shear resistance is:

, cotR S w w ywV b zf (9)

Where the upper limit on the yield stress of shear reinforcement is set equal to
min ;6 /yw yw wf f .

The contribution of concrete to shear resistance is:

,max min

,

0.4 1
1 1500 ( )

Ed
V

x Rd

ck
Rd c V w

c

Vk
V

f
V k z b

(10)

The shear resistance is calculated based on the selected Level of Approximation as follows:
For LoA II:  , , ,maxR R N R s RV V V V
For LoA III: , , , ,maxR R N R s R c RV V V V V

In this study, the Level of Approximation III is used. Note average mechanical properties and 
partial safety factors equal to 1 are used to compare analytical and experimental shear re-
sistances. The comparisons of the shear capacity in terms of resistance and ductility obtained 
by using the three formulations are reported in Figure 2.

V
R

V
R

V
R

μθ,pl μθ,pl μθ

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2 Capacity curves for: (a) Model Code 2010 [14]; (b) Eurocode 8 [15]; (c) Biskinis and Fardis [17].
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The previously explained formulations are adopted to calculate the shear resistance under 
monotonic or cyclic loading along the two principal directions of the transversal cross section 
of the column. Afterward, to account for bi-axial shear resistance, the interaction domain pro-
posed by JSCE [16] is used, according to Eq. (11):

22

,,

, ,

1Ed yEd x

i i

Rd x Rd y

VV

V V
(11)

In Figure 3 are reported possible failure modes of RC columns, based on the intersection be-
tween bilinear flexural and shear (based on EC8 [15] approach) capacities curves. Indeed,
three failure modes are possible based on the intersection between simplified bilinear flexural
capacity and shear resistance provided: (i) flexural failure, without intersection with shear ca-
pacity, (ii) mixed flexural-shear failure after achievement of flexural yielding, (iii) shear fail-
ure before flexural yielding. In this study, shear and mixed flexural-shear failure modes are 
considered.

V
R

μRθ,pl

Flexural capacity

Shear capacity

Shear failure

Flexural-shear failure

Flexural failure

Figure 3 Exemplificative flexural vs shear (EC8 [15] approach) capacities and failure modes.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this paragraph the bi-axial domains obtained from experimental results and analytical for-
mulations are plotted and compared. Average mechanical properties and partial safety factors 
equal to 1 are used for calculations. Figure 4 and Figure 5 are related to specimens without
and with compressive axial load, respectively.
Figure 4 shows that the analytical provision by Biskinis & Fardis [17] tends to underestimate 
the shear resistance compared to Model Code 2010 and Eurocode 8 provisions. This is at-
tributed to the reduction coefficient equal to 1.8 introduced in the kε formulation by Biskinis 
& Fardis [17] which accounts for cyclic loading. Indeed, this coefficient affects the magnitude 
of VRd,max calculated at θmin equal to 21.8° as provided for LoA III, see Eq. (12):

1

,max min min min

1
1.8 1.2 55

sin( ) cos( )ck
Rd fc w

c

k

fV k b z
(12)

As consequence, the coefficient kV and the corresponding concrete shear resistance contribu-
tion VRd,c reported in Eq. (10) are relatively small.
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Figure 4 Interaction domains N = 0: (a) Joh & Shibata specimen SSN0-; (b) Mizoguchi et al. specimen 0V-.

Figure 5 shows that in the case of compressive axial force applied to columns, the analytical 
approaches proposed in Eurocode 8 and by Biskinis & Fardis provide a better fitting of the 
experimental results. Indeed, the former approaches consider the additional beneficial term 
related to the compressive axial load contribution, which for Eurocode 8 is defined by Eq. 
(13), while for Biskinis & Fardis [17], is defined by Eq. (8):

, min( ;0.55 )
2R N c c

s

h xV N A f
L (13)

Conversely to the mentioned approaches, the Model Code 2010 consider the effect of the axi-
al force only in the strains’ calculation of the longitudinal reinforcement, according Eq. (5).
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Figure 5 Interaction domains N < 0: (a) Joh & Shibata specimen SSN2+; (b) Pham et al. specimen R.C1.7.
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Moreover, by analysing the formulations in Eq. (8) and (13), it is evident the dependency on 
the cross-section height h, the shear span Ls and neutral axis depth x. This latter term is fun-
damental and can be calculated using different assumptions based in the cross-section de-
formability level: (i) at ultimate limit state considering tensile rebars at yield and concrete at a 
compressive strain of 3.5 ‰, (ii) at the elastic state, where compressive concrete strain is be-
low 2 ‰, thus the hypothesis of linear stresses is valid. Therefore, the assumption adopted to 
calculate the neutral axis should be coherent with the assumed ductility level.

5 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper treats the calculation of the bi-axial shear resistance of reinforced concrete col-
umns under cyclic loading. Such shear capacity is calculated by adopting the interaction do-
mains provided by JSCE, starting from the uniaxial resistances of columns calculated along 
the principal axes of the transversal cross section. Moreover, three different analytical ap-
proaches from Eurocode 8, Model Code 2010 and the new proposal by Biskinis & Fardis are 
compared with available experimental tests collected in a Database created by Authors. The
results show that:

In absence of axial force, the interaction domains calculated from Model Code 2010
(LoA III) provide higher resistances than Eurocode 8 and Biskinis & Fardis approach-
es and a better fitting of experimental evidences. This is attributed to the fact that in
the new formulation by Biskinis & Fardis, a reduction coefficient equal to 1.8 - which
accounts for cyclic loading - is applied to the concrete compressive strut resistance.
This leads to a considerable reduction of concrete contribution to shear resistance.
In presence of compressive axial force, the interactions domains calculated from Mod-
el Code 2010 (LoA III) provide lower resistances compared to Eurocode 8 and
Biskinis & Fardis approaches. This is attributed to the additional term accounting for
the beneficial contribution of compressive axial load. The new proposal from Biskins
& Fardis provide a better fitting of experimental evidences compared to the other ana-
lytical provisions considered in this paper.
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Abstract

In the last years, a growing attention has been devoted to the seismic vulnerability assessment 
of existing Reinforced Concrete (RC) framed buildings designed only for gravitational loads. 
The seismic behavior of existing framed buildings with an inner RC stairwell core has been 
investigated much less so far, even if this structural typology has known a certain spread from 
the Seventies onwards, especially in the Italian largest urban areas. In this work, the seismic 
behavior a relevant and representative example of existing pre-code RC core medium rise 
building is evaluated by performing nonlinear pushover analyses. The effect of different mod-
elling assumptions regarding the degree of collaboration between frames and RC walls on the 
structural response is discussed. The influence of masonry infills on the global structural re-
sponse is also evaluated by running the analyses both on the bare structure and on a struc-
tural model considering a distribution of masonry panels not regular in elevation: the latter 
distribution corresponds to a typical situation for the considered typology.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A significant share of the existing Italian Reinforced Concrete (RC) building stock was de-

signed for gravity loads only (so-called pre-code buildings), or according to now outdated 
seismic standards. Consequently, those buildings are generally vulnerable to seismic actions,
often showing a non-ductile behavior, due to the non-optimal in-plan distribution of the struc-
tural elements (with frames only in one direction and stair cores often placed in an asymmet-
ric position), poor structural details and material properties, deterioration phenomena due to 
environmental exposure conditions and to a limited maintenance over time. 

During the past years, a lot of efforts were devoted to assessing vulnerability of existing 
RC framed buildings, which represent the most widespread structural typology within the RC 
building stock, not only in Italy, but also in several other seismic-prone countries in the Medi-
terranean area. The vulnerability of these structures is typically represented in terms of fragili-
ty curves, which express the probability of exceeding a predefined damage level for a wide 
range of ground motion intensities [1,2]. However, from the Seventies onwards, the presence 
of multi-story RC frames with shear walls realizing the elevator or stairwell core, has become 
increasingly common, especially in larger urban areas. It is well known that a correct in-plane 
disposition of the walls, together with an adequate choice of their dimensions and reinforce-
ment, guarantees a good seismic response of modern RC structural wall buildings, reducing 
the inter-storey drift at damage limit state and providing enough ductility and strength at col-
lapse. Nevertheless, in pre-code RC core structural systems, the position of elevator or stair-
well core often creates structural irregularities and torsional actions, whose effects, together 
with the poor detailing of reinforcement (both in the walls and in the frame elements) should 
be carefully taken into account in vulnerability assessment studies. The specific features of 
existing core buildings, together with the high stiffness of the walls, make their seismic re-
sponse quite different from that of framed structures, and consequently a different definition 
of the damage states used for the construction of fragility curves, as well as of the correspond-
ing engineering demand parameters, may be required [3].

A further complication in the vulnerability assessment of these buildings is related to the 
presence of masonry infills. It is well known that infills significantly alter the seismic re-
sponse of RC framed buildings, by producing a remarkable increase of lateral stiffness and 
base shear, as well as a reduction of the period of vibration. Moreover, their spatial arrange-
ment within the framed structure can cause irregularities in the distribution of masses and 
stiffnesses, both in-plan and/or in elevation, with possible detrimental effects on the seismic 
response, as proved by observed damage data collected in post-earthquake surveys (i.e., 
among others, [4-8]). If almost uniformly distributed, infills can instead reduce the dissipation 
energy demands in frame elements, as well as the maximum displacements of the structure.
For this reason, even if infills are traditionally treated as “non-structural” elements, it would 
be better to include their presence in numerical analyses, to allow a more realistic representa-
tion of the global behavior of the structure. Masonry panels are commonly schematized
through equivalent nonlinear inclined struts, which represent a good compromise between ac-
curacy and simplicity (i.e. [9-12]). The most of the studies available on this topic in the litera-
ture are however mainly focused on infilled RC frames, while the effect of masonry panels in
case of framed buildings with an inner RC core has been less investigated so far. In this case, 
an irregular distribution of infills may alter the expected damage state sequence, due to the 
interaction between the infills themselves and the RC walls.

In this study analyzes the seismic response of a prototype pre-code RC 6-storey building 
with frames aligned in the longitudinal direction and RC walls realizing an internal asymmet-
ric stair core. Pushover analyses are performed on the finite element model of the structure, by 
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simulating frame components with beam elements and the shear walls with shell elements. 
The nonlinear behavior of RC walls is taken into account through PARC_CL_2.1 constitutive 
model [13], implemented into the finite element code ABAQUS [14]. The influence of differ-
ent modelling choices on the global response of the building is explored, by considering the 
two alternative assumptions of linear elastic pendulum frames and non-linear collaborating 
frames. Moreover, the influence of infills and of their progressive damage on the global re-
sponse is investigated, by highlighting their effects in terms of displacement capacity, global 
stiffness and strength.

2 CASE STUDY
The case study analyzed in this paper is a representative a typical pre-code RC 6-storey 

building, with frames aligned in the longitudinal direction and RC walls realizing an internal 
asymmetric stair core. The building has a rectangular plan, with dimensions equal to 11.7 m x 
24.4 m, and a total height of 19.04 m. An interstorey height of 3.06 m is assumed, except for 
the ground floor, where it is set equal to 3.74 m. This lower level is partially underground. 
The framed structure consists of six bays in the longitudinal direction, with spans ranging be-
tween 2.8 m and 5.2 m, and two bays with the same span (equal to 5.7 m) in the transverse 
direction. As can be seen from the floorplan depicted in Figure 1, in transverse direction 
beams are present only in the external frames. The stairwell core, which is realized with 
200 mm thick RC walls, has an asymmetric position in plan. 

Slabs are composed with parallel RC joists, running through the transverse direction, and 
interposed hollow clay blocks, with a 400 mm thick RC topping. Over the last floor, an in-
clined roof is realized by means of masonry walls with variable height and ceramic flooring 
blocks. For intermediate floors, a dead load equal to 6.2 kN/m2 is assumed, and an additional 
permanent load of 2.0 kN/m2 is also applied to account for the presence of internal partitions; 
the live load is set equal to 2.0 kN/m2. For the last storey, a dead load of 7.2 kN/m2 and a live 
load of 1.2 kN/m2 (snow) are instead considered.

Figure 1: Typical floorplan of the examined case study building (dimensions in cm).

The considered case study represents a typical Gravity Load Designed (GLD) building, 
without specific provisions for earthquake resistance. RC elements forming the frame are de-
signed to sustain vertical loads only. Beams are realized within the thickness of the slab form-
ing the floor (240 mm), and have a variable width, ranging from 300 to 500 mm for the 
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external frames, and equal to 1200 mm for the internal one. Columns dimensions are typically 
equal to 300 x 300mm or 300 x 400 mm, except those belonging to the inner frame, which 
have a variable cross-section, ranging from 500 mm x 400 mm at the lower storey, to 
300 mm x 400 mm at the top storey. The walls around the stairwell are conceived as a core 
system with high stiffness and are designed to sustain the wind load and a conventional hori-
zontal action equal to 0.5% of the weights. As regards material properties, C25/30 concrete 
(with fcd = 14.2 MPa) and B450 steel (with fy = 391 MPa) are assumed. Further details on the 
considered case study structure can be found in [15, 16], to which reference is made.

Vertical closures of the buildings are realized by means of double layer brick infills, with a
total masonry thickness of (120 + 60) mm. Opening distribution within infills is depicted in 
Figure 2. Opening dimensions are assumed equal to 1.2 x 1.3 m. As can be seen, infills are 
assumed to be completely missing only in the rear side of the building (both on the right-hand 
and left-hand sides of the RC wall belonging to the core) at the lower level, so to allow the 
entry to garages. This not-regular infill distribution has been chosen since it is quite common 
for this type of buildings.

(a)                                                                    (b)                                          (c)

Figure 2: Sketch of the opening distribution within infill panels: (a) main façade; (b) rear side; (c) lateral side of 
the case study building.

3 MODELLING ASSUMPTIONS
The seismic behavior of the case study structure is studied by performing nonlinear pusho-

ver analyses, with the commercial Finite Element (FE) software ABAQUS [14].
As already highlighted, the considered building can be treated as a wall-equivalent dual 

system, since the elements belonging to the frame are designed for vertical loads only, while 
possible horizontal loads are mainly absorbed by the walls of the inner core. Taking in mind 
this aspect, two different models are realized, which are characterized by different complexity 
and different degree of interaction between the frame and the core during the earthquake. In 
Model#1, the collaboration of the frame in sustaining horizontal actions is completely disre-
garded, and all the sources of nonlinearity are simply assigned to the walls forming the core, 
while beams and columns are assumed as linear elastic. Regarding FE choices, pendulum 
frame components are modelled by using three-node beam elements with 2 integration points 
for columns, and 2-node truss elements with one integration point for beams.

In Model#2, the possible interaction between the frame and the core walls is explicitly tak-
en into account (collaborating frame). In this case, beam elements are adopted for the model-
ing of all the frame component, with 3 nodes and 2 integration points for columns, and 2 
nodes and 1 integration point for beams. The nonlinear response of beams and columns is 
dealt with a concentrated plasticity approach, and consequently they are modelled through 
elastic elements with rotational hinges at the ends. The assigned moment-curvature relation is 
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calculated by adopting Saenz law with ultimate strain equal to 3.5·10-3 for concrete and an 
elastic-perfectly plastic law for steel.

As concerns the presence of infills, the analyses are repeated twice, by considering two dif-
ferent configurations (Figure 3): the limit case of the bare structure (no infills present) and the 
“real” distribution of infills depicted in Figure 2.

(a) (b)
Figure 3: FE model: (a) bare structure; (b) structure with infills, according to the distribution depicted in Figure 2.

In this second case, the effect of infills on the global behaviour of the case study structure 
is assumed as equivalent to diagonal bracing, by adopting the single-strut model proposed in
[12]. Each panel is replaced in the FE model by an equivalent pin-jointed diagonal strut, 
working only in compression, made with the same material of the infill and characterized by 
the trilinear lateral force-displacement relation shown in Figure 4a. The first branch of the 
curve represents the linear elastic response of the infill up to cracking, and its slope can be 
evaluated as:

in

winw
i H

tLGK (1)

as a function of the geometric dimensions of the infill (respectively being Lin, Hin and tw the 
length, the clear height, and the thickness of the panel), and of the shear modulus of the ma-
sonry Gw.

The cracking force Fc is assumed equal to 0.6 the maximum strength of the infill Fm, which 
is in turn expressed as:

11818.0 2
I

I

tpwin
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with:

in

in
I H

L
C 925.1 (3)

and being ftp the cracking strength of the infill (which can be determined from diagonal com-
pression tests). It is assumed that the strength Fm is reached at a storey drift equal to 0.2% and 
0.15% respectively in case of infills without and with openings. It should be noted that Equa-
tions (1-2) are referred to the horizontal direction, and consequently it is necessary to trans-
form them in the inclined direction to obtain the force-displacement envelope of the 
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diagonal strut. The displacement at collapse is assumed equal to 5 Dm, being Dm the displace-
ment corresponding to the maximum force (Figure 4a, [12]).

A further reducing coefficient is introduced to represent the presence of openings within 
the infills and to account for their effect on the initial stiffness and strength of the struts, hav-
ing the following expression: 

0
5.1

1 0
0

inL
L (4)

being L0 the horizontal length of the opening. In this work, the following values are assumed 
for masonry properties: Gw = 1080 MPa and ftp = 0.3 MPa for the external layer; 
Gw = 400 MPa and ftp = 0.1 MPa for the internal one.

In order to reduce computational efforts, even if the infill panels are formed by a double 
masonry layer, only a single strut (instead of two superimposed struts) is considered, and its 
force-displacement relation is evaluated as the envelope of those of the two layers. Moreover, 
in order to insert this relation within the adopted FE code, it is further reworked and expressed 
in terms of stress vs. strain curve (an example is reported in Figure 4b).

Fc

Fm

Force

Displacement Dc Dm
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-1.0E+05
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[N/mm2]
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external layer - 0.12m
internal layer - 0.06m
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: (a) Force-displacement relation for the diagonal struts representing the masonry infills (adapted from 
[12]; (b) implemented stress-strain law (referred to a strut of unit area), evaluated as the envelope of the two ma-

sonry layers.

In both Model #1 and Model #2, the RC walls of the core are modelled with 8-node, one-
layered shell elements, with 4 Gauss integration point in the shell plane and 5 Simpson inte-
gration points in the thickness (element type S4R5). The nonlinear behavior of the walls un-
der cyclic loads is considered by means of a user-defined constitutive law, named PARC_CL 
2.1 [13], which is written in the form of a Fortran subroutine and implemented as a User 
MATerial (UMAT) in ABAQUS. PARC_CL 2.1 can be included in the framework of fixed 
smeared crack models, and it is based on a total strain formulation. The reinforcement is as-
sumed to be smeared within the hosting concrete element through the reinforcement ratio s.
PARC_CL 2.1 was developed starting from a well-validated constitutive model for membrane 
elements subjected to general plane stresses, named PARC [17], which was previously con-
ceived at the University of Parma for the analysis of RC structures under static loads. For stat-
ic loads only, an alternative model based on a strain decomposition approach and named 2D-
PARC model is also available at the same University [18, 19].

PARC_CL 2.1 can be applied for the prediction of the cyclic and dynamic response of RC 
structures since it includes the effects of plastic and irreversible deformations in the unload-
ing-reloading phase [20]. The model also allows to correctly catch other aspects which can be 
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very important in the analysis of existing RC structures, such as the buckling of longitudinal 
reinforcement [21], time-dependent effects and the corrosion of reinforcement [22], which 
however lie outside of the scope of this work.

Finally, the presence of rigid diaphragms is included in the FE model by applying a kine-
matic coupling condition, which constrains the displacements of the nodes at each floor level
to those of a reference “master” node. The maser node is herein assumed coincident with the 
bottom-left corner of the RC core.

4 NLFEA: PROCEDURE, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The behavior of the case study building under seismic actions is investigated by perform-

ing pushover analyses on the different FE models described in Section 3. To this aim, two lat-
eral force distributions are considered: a uniform pattern (uniform response acceleration) and 
a triangular pattern (or modal pattern) proportional to the displacement shape of the first mode 
[23, 24]. To take into account the effect of the accidental eccentricity of loads, by limiting at 
the same time the number of performed analyses, the center of mass is shifted away from its 
original position, so to maximize its distance from the center of stiffness. This new position of 
the center of mass is determined by combining the two accidental eccentricities in X and Y 
directions, calculated according to [24]. The lateral response is described in terms of base 
shear vs. top displacement relationship. The top displacement is set equal to the average of the 
values registered at two nodes, placed at the opposite corners of the roof floorplan, i.e. the up-
per-right and at the lower-left ones (Figure 1).

The results obtained from pushover analyses for Model #1 and Model #2 without infills are 
shown in Figure 5, with reference to lateral force distributions acting along the negative X and
Y directions. As can be seen, Model #2 is characterized by a higher bearing capacity with re-
spect to Model #1 when considering lateral forces acting in –X direction, thanks to the addi-
tional resisting contribution offered by the three longitudinal frames. On the contrary, the lack 
of internal beams connecting the columns in the transverse direction makes almost negligible 
the bearing contribution of frame elements for seismic loads acting along –Y, and the global 
behavior is consequently governed by the walls belonging to the core. In both models, the 
asymmetric position of the internal core gives rise to torsional effects, as demonstrated by the 
deformed shape plotted in Figure 6, which is referred to Model #2 without infills, for a uni-
form lateral load distribution respectively acting along +X and +Y direction.
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Figure 5: Base shear- top displacement curves obtained for Model #1 and Model #2 without infills from pusho-
ver analyses: (a) forces acting along –X direction; (b) forces acting along –Y direction.
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(a)                                                                                 (b)

Figure 6: Deformed shape of the case study building obtained from Model #2 without infills subjected to a uni-
form lateral load distribution acting along direction (a) +X and (b) +Y.

The influence of infills on the global behavior of the structure is shown in Figure 7. For the 
sake of brevity, only the comparisons based on Model #2 (with collaborating frames) are pro-
posed in the case of uniform lateral load distribution acting in the –X direction. To take into 
account the progressive damage of infills on the seismic response, the following procedure is 
proposed. At first, the analysis is carried out by considering the presence of infills according 
to the distribution depicted in Figure 2 (“Model #2 with infills” in Figure 7). The results of the 
model are then elaborated so to detect the progressive degradation of infills panels. More in 
detail, the time increment corresponding to the achievement of the degrading branch of the 
force-displacement curve in some of the masonry panels is found, and the analysis is restarted 
from that increment, by removing the damaged infills through the ABAQUS option *MODEL 
CHANGE, REMOVE, and re-applying the horizontal load distribution. This operation is then 
repeated until almost all the infills are collapsed, so obtaining a sort of “envelope” curve 
(“Model #2 with infills – progressive infill damage” in Figure 7). For comparison, an addi-
tional “lower-limit” curve is also plotted (“Model #2 with infills – complete infill removal” in 
Figure 7), which is obtained by removing all the infills together, at the time increment corre-
sponding to the first appearance of damage in some of them. It can be seen that the presence 
of infills greatly increase the lateral stiffness and strength of the structure; however, with the 
progressive damage of the panels, the base shear-top displacement curve obviously tends to 
superimpose that of the bare structure.
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Figure 7: Base shear-top displacement curve for Model #2 with and without infills, with indication of the pro-
gressive damage of masonry panels.
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The sequence followed for the removal of damaged infills (which are marked in red) is al-
so sketched in Figure 7. It can be observed that the damage distribution within masonry pan-
els is strictly related to the torsional deformation of the building under seismic loads (Figure 
8), with a consequent stress concentration localized in some bays of the structure. Further-
more, it can be seen that the degrading branch of the force-displacement curve is reached be-
fore in those masonry panels characterized by a greater length Lin, where a higher number of 
openings is assumed according to Figure 2.

Figure 8: Deformed shape for Model #2 with infills, corresponding to point 1 of the base shear-top displacement 
curve reported in Figure 7, when the fist panels start to damage.
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Figure 9: Displacement and inter-story drift profiles corresponding to point 1 in Figure 7.

In correspondence of point 1 in Figure 7, over 33% (almost 45% if referring only to the X-
direction) of the infill panels at the second storey have reached they maximum resistance and 
start to degrade. It can then be assumed that this point corresponds to the reaching of the so-
called “Damage Limitation” state (DL LS, see, i.e., [4]), which is defined as a first limit state 
characterized by quite limited damage almost localized in non-structural elements, that should 
be easily and economically repaired (also known as slight damage state, LS1). The average 
values of lateral displacement profile corresponding to point 1 in Figure 7 are shown in Figure 
9. The same Figure also reports the inter-storey drift ratio, evaluated as the average lateral
displacement difference between two consecutive floors (inter-storey drift), divided by the 
height of the storey. The maximum obtained ISD ratio is comparable with the threshold val-
ues (typically ranging between 0.1 and 0.25%) suggested in the literature to define the limit 
state corresponding to slight damage in numerical analyses on framed structures; these values 
are conventionally adopted when infills are not explicitly included in the FE model. 

A further check on the model results reveals that when the first infills start to damage, 
yielding in RC elements of the frame has not been reached yet, and also the spreading of 
cracks in the RC walls of the core is very limited. On the contrary, yielding strain of longitu-
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dinal reinforcement is already registered in some portions of the walls (see Figure 10a; it 
should be noted that the condition s,long > y is already reached for an average top displace-
ment of 11 mm, corresponding to the yellow star in Figure 7). This behavior can be explained 
in the light of the particular distribution considered for infills, which is not-regular in eleva-
tion on the rear side of the building, so producing a stress concentration in the RC walls. 
Moreover, the modelling technique adopted for infills (though diagonal struts) is probably not 
optimal in case of RC walls, since it may lead to concentrated loads on the shell elements 
connected to the nodes of the strut. In this specific case study, the not-uniform infill distribu-
tion is then responsible for a change in the expected damage sequence, since the yielding of 
the reinforcement of the walls (which corresponds to a moderate damage, LS2) is reached be-
fore the damage of masonry infills (corresponding to slight damage LS1). However, further 
analyses with different infill distributions are required to draw more general observations.

In a previous work [3] focused on the same structural typology (frame + inner core) inves-
tigated herein, the Authors have suggested as a possible criterion for the definition of slight 
damage limit state LS1 when infills are not explicitly included in the model, the reaching of 
the cracking strain in the RC elements of the shear walls, by following an approach conceptu-
ally similar to that described in FEMA 356 [25]. With reference to the pushover curve report-
ed in Figure 7 (“Model #2 – bare structure”), this criterion leads to the reaching of LS1 for an 
average top displacement value equal to 6.75 mm (green star in Figure 7). The ISD ratio pro-
file corresponding to that situation is reported in Figure 10b, together with a contour showing 
the crack pattern in the core walls, as obtained from Model #2 without infills. As can be seen, 
these values are lower than those commonly associated to infill damage in framed structures.
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Figure 10: (a) Strain field in the longitudinal reinforcement of the walls corresponding to point 1 in Figure 7; (b)
ISD ratio and crack pattern obtained from Model #2 without infills, in correspondence of the green star of Fig. 7.

5 CONCLUSIONS 
The results proposed in this paper confirm that presence of an asymmetric core, which is 

quite typical of pre-code RC buildings realized in large urban centers in the last 40 years, sig-
nificantly affects the seismic response of the structure, giving raise to torsional effects. Specif-
ically, the following main observations can be highlighted:

The walls belonging to the core absorb the larger part of the lateral loads; however, the
resistant contribution offered by frames (which are usually aligned in one direction only)
is not negligible.

The presence of infills modifies the global response of the structure, providing a remark-
able increase the lateral stiffness and strength of the structure, as observed in framed
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structures. The reaching of the limit state corresponding to slight damage is often evalu-
ated on the basis of the progressive appearance of damage in infills; when they are not 
explicitly included in numerical analyses, a conventional value of inter-story drift is often 
assumed. In case of framed structures with a RC core, alternative approaches, based on a 
material-level approach, can be also followed.

Infill distribution has a great influence on the structural response and on the damage se-
quence taking place in structural and non-structural elements under seismic loads; further
studies are required to draw general indications for the individuation of the damage states
to be considered in derivation of fragility curves.
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Abstract

The main part of the existing buildings in the Mediterranean area is extremely vulnerable to
seismic actions. Since a complete renewal of the building heritage is not possible, the seismic 
assessment of existing structures has gained importance to identify the structural deficiencies 
and design the most appropriate retrofit interventions. Nonlinear dynamic analysis is widely 
recognised as the most accurate tool to predict the seismic behaviour of structures. However, 
it has high computational cost and is not suitable for professional purposes. To provide a tool 
that reliably assesses the seismic behaviour of structures, with an acceptable computational 
burden, nonlinear static methods of analysis have been developed.
This paper proposes a multimodal adaptive procedure named overDamped Displacement 
Adaptive Procedure (D-DAP) for seismic assessment of RC frames. The D-DAP is ruled by 
two main parameters: the value of top displacement adopted as step size and the number of 
modes of vibrations deemed significant for the determination of the load vector. Furthermore, 
the D-DAP is equipped with an equivalent damping law to consider the increase of the energy 
dissipation due to the cumulated damage in both structural and non-structural members.
The goal of this paper is to determine the values of the displacement step size and the number 
of modes of vibration necessary to achieve a suitable accuracy by means of the D-DAP. In 
addition, a new equivalent damping law is calibrated considering also infilled frames. In fact, 
nonlinear static analysis provided in literature are not optimised to estimate the nonlinear 
behaviour of infilled frames, despite the well known influence of infill panels on the structural 
response. A parametrical investigation that includes frames with and without infills is con-
ducted. A set of 54 RC frames have been designed to be representative of existing buildings 
with various levels of seismic deficiencies and analysed. The adopted research methodology 
assumed the response obtained by Incremental nonlinear Dynamic Analysis (IDA) as target.

Keywords: nonlinear static analysis, infill walls, RC frames, seismic assessment.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Recently, increasing efforts have been devoted by the scientific research to develop meth-
ods of analysis to predict the seismic behaviour of existing structures. Since real structures 
cannot keep an elastic behaviour under strong earthquakes, an accurate estimation of the 
seismic performance of existing structures requires the determination of the inelastic defor-
mation experienced by structural members during earthquakes. To this end, the nonlinear dy-
namic analysis is considered the most reliable tool. However, due to its complexity and high 
computational cost, this type of analysis is still considered accessible only for experts in seis-
mic engineering and is not suitable for daily professional use. 

From the need of a tool that estimates the inelastic deformations of structures subjected to 
earthquake with relative low computational burden, the scientific research has developed the 
nonlinear static methods of analysis. Among the approaches available in scientific literature, 
the Capacity Spectrum Method (CS), proposed by Freeman [1], and the N2 Method, proposed 
by Fajfar [2], are the most popular. Although the results obtained by these analyses are gener-
ally deemed adequate for low-rise plane frames, common nonlinear static analyses do not take 
into account the contribution of higher modes of vibration to the seismic response, and do not 
consider the progressive reduction of the structural stiffness due to the nonlinear behaviour of 
the structure. To improve the level of accuracy, advanced nonlinear static methods of analysis 
were developed. Among others, innovative approaches are the DAP proposed by Pinho et al. 
[3, 4], and the Advanced N1 method proposed by Lenza et al. [5, 6]. Despite the innovative 
character of these two latter methods, they still suffer from some approximations: the DAP 
still requires the use of an equivalent SDOF system for the evaluation of the displacement 
demand, whilst the Advanced N1 method neglects the effect of the energy dissipation due to 
the inelastic behaviour of the structure. 

An additional important aspect is that existing structures are generally endowed with infill 
panels. Usually, infills are considered nonstructural elements, and their contribution to the 
seismic response is “conservatively” neglected. However, frames with infill panels have a 
significantly larger stiffness, and their dissipative capacities and collapse mechanisms are 
deeply influenced by the presence and mechanical properties of infills. Despite this, neither 
the nonlinear static methods of analysis suggested by codes, nor the advanced nonlinear static 
methods were conceived to estimate accurately the nonlinear behaviour of infilled frames, 
which may be “unconservatively” predicted.

To overcome these issues, in a previous paper [7] the authors proposed a multimodal adap-
tive nonlinear static procedure named overDamped Displacement Adaptive Procedure (D-
DAP). This method was developed by combining the approach by Antoniou and Pinho [3]
and Pinho et al. [4] to update the load vector, with the procedure by Lenza et al. [5, 6] to asso-
ciate the peak ground acceleration to the displacement demand. The D-DAP explicitly consid-
ered the increase of the energy dissipation due to the cumulated damage in the structure and,
to this end, the equivalent viscous damping ratio was updated at each step of the pushover 
analysis. The goal of this paper is to calibrate the value of the parameters ruling the method,
i.e. number of modes to be enveloped and size of the incremental step. In addition, an equiva-
lent damping law is calibrated here on RC framed structures, with and without infills. Then,
the efficiency of the calibrated method in predicting the seismic response of RC frames is in-
vestigated. To this end, a set of 54 RC frames has been designed to be representative of exist-
ing RC buildings, suffering from various types and levels of seismic deficiency. The set of 
case studies includes frames endowed with infill panels with negligible, medium and large 
stiffness and strength. The adopted research methodology assumed the response obtained by 
Incremental nonlinear Dynamic Analysis (IDA) as target.
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2 THE OVERDAMPED DISPLACEMENT ADAPTIVE PROCEDURE

The proposed D-DAP is structured in three main steps: (1) definition, application and scal-
ing of the load pattern, (2) association of the displacement demand to the corresponding PGA, 
(3) overdamping correction. The three steps are repeated until the structural collapse (or a tar-
get displacement) is achieved. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the procedure. 
The D-DAP applies a displacement load pattern, that is updated at every step of the analysis 
according to the modal shapes of the structure at the current step. For this reason, at the be-
ginning of every step of D-DAP a modal response spectrum analysis is run. The modal re-
sponse spectrum analysis is carried out assuming an elastic spectrum having a reference peak 
ground acceleration ag,ref and 5% equivalent viscous damping ratio. The contributions of n
modes of vibration to the seismic response are considered. The displacement Di of the load 
pattern (at the i-th storey) is calculated as the sum of the interstorey drifts k from storey 1 to 
the i-th storey, following the interstorey displacement-based scaling approach suggested in [3, 4]:

i

k
kiD

1

(1)

The interstorey drift k is determined at every storey as the SRSS combination of the con-
sidered modal shapes. The displacements obtained by Equation 1 are normalised to keep the 
maximum displacement equal to 1. Hence, the normalised modal scaling vector D’ defines the 
shape, not the magnitude, of the load (or increment of load) vector.

At each step of the analysis, a fixed increase of the top displacement Dt is imposed. The 
displacement load pattern obtained from the modal response spectrum analysis is scaled so 
that the displacement at the top storey corresponds to Dt. The final load pattern Di,s applied at 
the current step s at each i-th storey is given by the summation of the displacement vector cu-
mulated up to the previous step Di,s-1 and the increase of the loading vector at the current step 

Di,s.
In order to associate the displacement demand to the corresponding PGA, the following 

observation is made: as long as the increase of the load pattern is assumed small enough, it 
can be reasonably assumed that the structure has a linear response within the step [5, 6]. 

Figure 1 – Flowchart of the D-DAP procedure
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Hence, the increase of PGA ( ag,s) that has caused the increase of load pattern Dt,s at the 
step s is evaluated by linear interpolation (note that the increase of load pattern corresponds to 
the increase of the top displacement of the structure):

ref,g
t

s,t
s,g a

D
D

a (2)

where Dt is the displacement at the top of the structure provided by the modal response spec-
trum analysis with response spectrum characterised by the reference acceleration ag,ref. The 
acceleration ag,s corresponding to the top displacement at the end of step s is:

sgsgsg aaa ,1,, (3)

So far, the increase of acceleration ag, (Eq. 2) has been evaluated with reference to a fix 
value of the equivalent viscous damping ratio ref. However, it should be noted that, the 
equivalent viscous damping ratio increases at every step of the analysis along with the spread 
of the yielding in the structure. The value of ref is included in the factor , which appears in 
the equation proposed by EC8 for the determination of the spectral displacement Sde. As ref is 
assumed equal to 5% in both Equations 5 and 6, the energy dissipated by the structure through 
yielding is not taken into account yet. To account for this, the PGA evaluated by Equation 6 is 
corrected considering higher values of ref. Regardless of the fundamental period T1 or the 
type of soil, the ratio of a spectral displacement %

e,dS 5 obtained from the response spectra scaled 
with 5% damping and the spectral displacement *

,edS obtained from the response spectra scaled 
with a larger damping ratio ξeq = ξ* is equal to the ratio of the corresponding parameters :

*

%5

*
,

%5
,

ed

ed

S
S (4)

Since is equal to 1 when the damping ratio is 5% [7] it follows that:
%5
,

**
, eded SS (5)

Since the effect of the equivalent viscous damping is the result of the entire damage cumu-
lated by the structure, from the beginning of the analysis until the considered step, the correc-
tion that accounts for the increase of the equivalent damping can be applied straightforwardly 
to the total PGA at the end of each step of the D-DAP:

*

%
t,g

s,g

a
a

5

(6)

3 DESIGN OF CASE STUDIES

Two sets of RC frames have been created to simulate existing buildings with different fea-
tures. The first set is composed of frames (named GL) that are drawn from buildings designed 
to sustain gravity loads only and are representative of typical Italian residential buildings of 
the seventies. The frames of the second set (named SR) are extracted from RC buildings de-
signed for earthquake resistance in low seismicity areas according to the Italian standards for 
constructions and seismic resistance [10] in force in the nineties. Two different plan layouts 
have been considered (Figure 3): in the first plan layout, the unidirectional slab is character-
ised by reinforcements orientated along the y-direction (Figure 2(a) and (c)), while in the sec-
ond arrangement the unidirectional slab is parallel to the x-direction (Figure 2 (b) and (d)). All 
the analysed frames lay along the x-direction. Each set of frames includes three types of 
frames: frame type 1 and 2 are the central and the outermost frames, respectively, extracted 
from the buildings where the slab is parallel to y-direction. In consequence of the orientation 
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of the deck, frame type 1 supports larger gravity loads than frame type 2. Frame type 3 is 
drawn from the building with the slab orientated along the x-direction and supports only the
self-weight of beams, columns, infills and the weight of an additional 50 cm wide stripe of 
deck. Both the SR frames and the GL frames were designed with five 5.5 m wide bays and 
with a number of storeys equal to 3, 6 and 9. The interstorey height is equal to 3.2 m. To in-
vestigate the influence of infill panels on the seismic response of buildings, the RC case study 
frames have been endowed with infill panels, supposing the distribution of the infills uniform 
along the height of the frame. Particularly, two kinds of infill panels are considered: one with 
high stiffness and strength, and another having lower stiffness and strength. Furthermore, the 
case study frames have been considered in the bare configuration as well. These cases repre-
sent the limit case of frames having very weak infill panels. In total, 54 RC frames are ana-
lysed.

Hereinafter, each frame is identified by a label. The first two letters indicate which set the 
frame belongs to, the first number indicates the number of storeys and the last number the 
amount of gravity load. Frames with the largest gravity loads are indicated with 1, frames 
with the lowest gravity loads are indicated with 3 and the intermediate loaded frames are indi-
cated with 2. The second part of the label is required in the case of infilled frames. Here, the 
letter I indicates the presence of infill panels and the number indicates the cracking strength of 
infills in MPa. 

The design internal forces of structural members belonging to GL frames are evaluated
considering gravity loads only [8]. The internal axial forces N on columns and the distributed 
loads on beams are evaluated based on the tributary area concept. The dimensions of the cross 
sections and the size of steel reinforcements are determined by the allowable stress method 
[9].

To design the seismic-resistant frames, the regulations for building structures and seismic 
resistance enforced in Italy in the nineties [10] are followed. The effect of the seismic forces 
is determined by the lateral force method of analysis supposing that, at the time of construc-
tion, the location of the building was classified as low seismicity area.

Details on the design of frames can be found in [7].

4 CALIBRATION OF PARAMETERS

In this section, first, an analysis is conducted to calibrate (1) the number of modes to be en-
veloped and (2) the value of the displacement step size. The goal is to select the values of the 
optimal ruling parameters that ensure the best accuracy together with the best efficiency of the 
D-DAP for the case study frames. Hence, once these optimal parameters have been deter-
mined, a new equation of the equivalent viscous damping ratio as a function of the period of 
the first mode of vibration is proposed. The numerical analyses are performed by OpenSees 
[11].
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Figure 2 – Plan layout of buildings (units in cm): (a) GL building and (c) SR building with slab perpendicular to longitudinal 

frames; (b) GL building and (d) SR building with slab parallel to longitudinal frames
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4.1 Numerical model and seismic input

The nonlinear response of the case study frames has been investigated by a 2D numerical 
model with masses concentrated at floor levels. The slab at each level is assumed rigid in its 
own plane and is simulated by a rigid diaphragm. A leaning column is added to the numerical 
model to account for P- effects. For nonlinear dynamic analysis, a Rayleigh viscous damp-
ing is used and set at 5% for the first and the third mode of vibration.

The gravity loads assigned to beams and columns are those specified in EC8 for the seis-
mic design situation. The floor masses are determined as a percentage of the total mass of the 
deck and are equal to 99.3 t for frames GL1 and GL2, 198.6 for frame GL3 and 106.1 t for 
frames SR. The gravity load at each level of the leaning column is equal to the seismic weight 
of the storey of the frame (i.e. the floor mass assigned to frame times 9.81).

Beams and columns of the RC frame are modelled as members constituted by an elastic el-
ement with plastic hinges at their ends (Beam With Hinges Element in OpenSees). The length 
of the plastic hinge is equal to the depth of the cross section and a fibre cross section is as-
signed to each plastic hinge. The concrete part of the cross section is subdivided into fibres 
having 5 mm depth and width equal to the width of the cross section. Single fibres enclosed in 
the cross section are used to model rebars.

The Mander constitutive law (“Concrete04” uniaxial material) is assigned to concrete fi-
bres [12]. The parameters used for concrete material are summarized in Table 1. Since frames 
SR are expected to be endowed with dense and well detailed stirrups, the concrete compres-
sion strength of the core of the member cross sections is supposed to increase due to the con-
finement effect of the stirrups. The confinement effect on the core of member cross sections is
neglected for frames GL, because RC structures designed without seismic provisions general-
ly have very few stirrups. An elasto-plastic with strain kinematic hardening constitutive law 
(“Steel01” uniaxial material) is assigned to steel fibres and the values of the mechanical pa-
rameters are reported in Table 2.

A “ZeroLength Element” is added at one end of each beam. This element connects the end 
of the beam to the corresponding node restrained by the rigid deck and is characterized by a 
low axial stiffness and very large shear and flexural stiffnesses. This expedient allows the 
beams to deform axially, so as to prevent arising of axial force, which leads fibre modelled 

Table 1 Characterization of concrete for nonlinear analysis of frames
Frame GL fcm (MPa) εc0 εcu Ecm(MPa) ftm(MPa) εt

3 and 6 storeys Core 28 0.002 0.0500 29961 0 0
Cover 28 0.002 0.0035 29961 0 0

9 storeys Core 33 0.002 0.0500 31477 0 0
Cover 33 0.002 0.0035 31477 0 0

Frame SR fcm (MPa) εc0 εcu Ecm(MPa) ftm(MPa) εt

3 and 6 storeys

Core (columns) 37 0.0054 0.0500 29961 0 0
Cover (columns) 28 0.0020 0.0035 29961 0 0
Core (beams) 33 0.0039 0.0500 29961 0 0
Cover (beams) 28 0.0020 0.0035 29961 0 0

9 storeys

Core (columns) 44 0.0055 0.0500 31477 0 0
Cover (columns) 33 0.0020 0.0035 31477 0 0
Core (beams) 41 0.0045 0.0500 31477 0 0
Cover (beams) 33 0.0020 0.0035 31477 0 0

Table 2 Characterization of steel for nonlinear analysis of frames
fym (MPa) Esm(MPa) b

Frame GL 400 210000 0.0044
Frame SR 450 210000 0.0049
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RC beams to an artificial stiffening and strengthening [13]. In the meantime, it ensures the 
transfer of shear force and bending moment from the beam to the frame node.

Infill panels are modelled as a pair of diagonal trusses without tension resistance. The 
force-displacement relationship of the diagonal truss is calibrated to replicate the shear force-
drift relationship proposed by Panagiotakos and Fardis [14] and Celarec et al. [15]. This rela-
tionship consists of four branches and the stiffness and the value of the maximum force of 
each branch are determined according to the equations proposed in [15]. Two types of infill 
panels have been considered here and both of them were supposed to be realized by ceramic 
bricks, with thickness equal to 20 cm, Young modulus and shear modulus equal to 4130 and 
1240 MPa, respectively. The so called “strong” infills were characterized by stiffness and 
cracking strength (0.28 MPa) that were twice the stiffness and strength (0.14 MPa) of the 
“weak” type of infills. The mechanical properties were taken from the data provided in [15]
according to the experimental tests conducted at the University of Pavia [16]. Further details 
on the adopted infill modelling may be found in [7].

4.2 Calibration of the number of modes of vibration

The load vector applied in the D-DAP is evaluated from the envelope of the modal drifts at 
each storey. In this regard, it is well recognized that the higher the mode of vibration, the least 
its contribution to the total seismic response. In order to select the number of modes actually 
significant for the analysed frames, the seismic response of the case study frames has been 
evaluated by the D-DAP including an increasing number of modes. For each frame, the num-
ber of modes of vibration ranged from 1 to the total number of participating modes, equal to 
the number of storeys. The final step of each analysis has been set at a target top displacement 
equal to the 5% of the total height of the frame. 

For the sake of simplicity, Figure 3 shows the results of the analysis conducted on frame 
type GL-1 and SR-1, with 3 and 9 storeys, with and without infills. The seismic responses of 
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Figure 3 –Analysis of significant modes of vibration for frame (a) GL31, (b) GL91, (c) GL31-I028, (d) GL91-I028 (e) 

SR31, (f) SR91, (g) SR31-I028, (h) SR91-I028
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the considered bare frames (Figures (a), (b), (e) and (f)) show that for a fixed value of the top 
displacement the influence of the higher modes of vibration leads to a larger base shear. In 
particular, this tendency becomes more significant when the number of storeys increases. In-
deed, when the structure yields, the first mode of vibration becomes very flexible and its peri-
od increases. As a consequence, the contribution of the first mode to displacements becomes
progressively more significant, while its contribution to the internal forces reduces and tends 
to be negligible. On the contrary, higher modes of vibration are less influenced by yielding of 
the structure. Thus, although the structure has already yielded, higher modes still contribute to 
the internal forces of the structure. This means that when the contribution of higher modes of 
vibration is taken into account, the base shear of the structure keeps increasing even after 
yielding of the structure. In particular, for the considered bare frames, the contribution of the 
second and third modes of vibration is actually significant, while higher modes of vibration 
become negligible. If infill panels are included in the frame (Figures (c), (d), (g), (h)), the first 
mode of vibration is predominant regardless of the number of storeys, and the contribution of 
higher modes of vibration becomes negligible. Based on the previous considerations, it is suf-
ficient to include three modes of vibration when the D-DAP is applied to RC framed struc-
tures with or without infill panels

4.3 Calibration of the displacement step size

Another crucial choice is the value of the increment of displacement within the loading 
step step. In order to select the most appropriate step size, the frames have been analysed by 
the D-DAP with gradually reduced displacement step sizes. Three values of displacement step 
size have been considered: 10, 1 and 0.1 mm. Figure 4 shows the results of the analysis con-
ducted for frames GL-1 and SR-1, with 3 and 9 storeys, with and without infill panels. When 
the step size is 10 mm, sometimes the analysis stops before the target displacement (5% of the 
total height of the frame) is reached, or fails at the very beginning. A value of step = 1 mm
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avoids the untimely failure of the analysis, especially in the case of infilled frames (Figure (c), 
(d), (g), (h)) whereby the analysis with larger step stopped right after the attainment of the 
maximum strength of infills. Furthermore, the prediction of the seismic response provided by 
the D-DAP with step = 1 mm is significantly different from that obtained with step = 10 mm, 
as showed in Figure 5 (a), (d), (e), (f), (g). No significant changes in the prediction of the 
seismic response were observed when the step size has been further reduced to 0.1 mm. Since 
the tendency noted in the shown frames has been essentially observed in all other analysed 
frames, a value of step = 1 mm could be considered appropriate. However, since the D-DAP 
with step = 1 mm in very few cases failed slightly before the target displacement was reached, 
for the sake of accuracy the displacement step size has been assumed equal to 0.1 mm.

4.4 Calibration of the equivalent damping law

The total equivalent viscous damping ratio is the summation of the inherent viscous damp-
ing in the elastic range 0, and the viscous damping hyst due to the hysteretic behavior [17,
18]. The damping ratio due to the hysteretic behaviour hyst (hysteretic damping) is generally 
assumed as a function of the ductility demand , according to the following form:

hyst 1

11 (7)

whereby ∞ represents the asymptotic value that the hysteretic damping reaches for infinite 
values of ductility demand, and 1 is a constant usually assumed equal to 0.5 or 1. Here 1 is 
taken equal to 1. 

The goal of the numerical calibration is the determination of the asymptotic damping ∞
that is appropriate for the structural types under investigation. To this end, the average drift 

m, defined as the summation of drifts at all storeys divided by the total number of storeys, is 
assumed as the reference parameter of the numerical calibration. Incremental Dynamic Anal-
yses (IDA) are conducted for every case study frame, for PGAs increasing from 0.02 g to 2 g, 
in steps of 0.02 g. A set of ten artificial ground motions (EC8-Part 1 [19]), compatible with 
the EC8 elastic spectrum for soil type C and characterized by 5% damping ratio and reference 
PGA for soil type A equal to 0.35 g, is adopted as reference seismic input. The accelerograms 
were generated by SIMQKE computer program [20] so that the mean spectrum in terms of 
acceleration is compatible with the response spectrum proposed by EC8 in Appendix A. For 
every level of seismic excitation and for each of the 10 ground motions, the maximum value 
during the time history of the average drift m is calculated. Then, the mean value of the aver-
age drift m over the 10 ground motions is calculated for each PGA. The value of m is calcu-
lated also at each step of the D-DAP analysis. Thus, every average drift m corresponds to a 
value of peak ground acceleration PGA determined by the D-DAP with an elastic response 
spectrum with fixed 5% damping. Generally, for a fixed m, the D-DAP with 5% damping 
underestimates the values of PGA provided by the IDA. Hence, the PGA evaluated by the D-
DAP has to be corrected with an appropriate damping ratio. Thus, for every relevant frame, 
the optimal hysteretic damping ∞ is calculated as the value that minimizes the summation of 
the squares of the differences between the PGAs by D-DAP and that by IDA. For every case 
study frame, the optimization process led to a different value of optimal ∞.

In the second part of the calibration, the optimal values of ∞ obtained for every frame 
were plotted as a function of different parameters. Out of the considered parameters, the fun-
damental period T1 showed the most significant influence on the value of ∞. In particular, in 
the case of very stiff structures the values of ∞ tend to increase with T1 (Figure 5a). This ten-
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dency is demonstrated by almost all the infilled case study frames, whose fundamental peri-
ods is smaller than 0.4 s (grey and black dots). This tendency is inverted for larger T1, and the 
values of ∞ tend to decrease. This trend is exhibited by all the analysed bare frames (black 
diamonds). In fact, the lack of infill panels strongly reduces the stiffness of bare structures, 
which have fundamental periods ranging from 0.40 to 1.95 s. Only two infilled frames fall in 
this region, and they are frame GL91-I028 and GL91-I014 with T1 equal to 0.433 and 0.548 s, 
respectively. Based on these results, the asymptotic damping ratio ∞ can be reasonably ex-
pressed as a function of the fundamental period of the structure. 

To propose an equation for the evaluation of the asymptotic damping ∞, the domain ∞ -
T1 has been divided into two regions. For low fundamental periods, the relation between ∞

and T1 could be approximated by a linear function, whilst for larger fundamental periods it 
could be approximated by a hyperbolic function. The linear equation has been calibrated by 
minimizing the sum of the square deviations of values of ∞ determined by numerical anal-
yses and by the proposed equation for frames whose fundamental period was lower than 
0.40 s. Instead, the hyperbolic function has been calibrated by minimizing the sum of the 
square deviations of values of ∞ in the case of frames with fundamental period higher than 
0.40 s. Hence, given a period T1, the value of ∞ to be assumed is the minimum between the 
values provided by the linear and the hyperbolic equation, as expressed in the following function:

= 31
1

1
4565 .T

.;Tmin (8)

The intersection between the two functions occurs for a period of vibration equal to 0.34 s.
In Figure 5(a) Equation 8 is plotted with the continuous black line. It can be seen that the cali-
brated function approximates with a good accuracy the tendency of the values of ∞. Finally, 
the equation of the proposed equivalent viscous damping ratio is:

eq 0 + 31
1

1
4565 .T

.;Tmin 11 (9)

Figure 5 (b) plots the proposed equation of eq as function of the ductility demand . Each 
curve displays the results obtained for a different value of T1. Regardless of T1, the equivalent 
viscous damping ratio increases with the ductility demand . However, when the ductility 
demand becomes larger, the rate of increase of eq becomes smaller, and the equivalent vis-
cous damping tends towards the asymptotic value 0 + ∞ (T1).

5 ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

To validate the calibrated D-DAP, IDA was run to assess the seismic response of each case 
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study frame. To this end, the numerical model described in Section 4.1 was subjected to the 
set of 10 ground motions introduced in Section 4.4. The PGA in IDA was increased in step of 
0.02 g until the 5% of storey drift is attained at one of the storeys. For every PGA and for 
each ground motions, the maximum values during the time history of the following Engineer-
ing Demand Parameters (EDP) are evaluated: maximum top displacement Dt, maximum base 
shear Vb, maximum drift at each i-th storey i and the maximum average drift m. The mean 
over the values of the 10 ground motions is calculated for each EDP and are assumed as the 
benchmark to evaluate the accuracy of the calibrated D-DAP. 

For the evaluation of the seismic response at local level, three limit states were considered 
in the IDA, i.e. the attainment of a maximum storey drift equal to 1%, 2% and 4%, which cor-
respond to the attainment of the Immediate Occupancy (IO) limit state, the Life Safety (LS) 
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Figure 6 – Seismic performance of frames GL32, GL91-I014, SR31-I028 and SR93 in terms of (a) Vb-Dt, (b) PGA-

Dt, (c) distribution of drifts corresponding to the PGA leading to 1% maximum drift in the ID, (d) distribution of 
drifts corresponding to the PGA leading to 4% maximum drift in the IDA.
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limit state and the Near Collapse (NC) limit state, respectively. Given the PGA corresponding 
to the attainment of the considered limit state in the IDA, the corresponding distribution of
storey drift has been evaluated by the D-DAP. For the sake of simplicity, the results are here 
presented for four significant frames. To cover the widest possible range of behaviour, the 
four selected frames included frames with 3 and 9 storeys, with large, medium and low gravi-
ty loads resting on beams, with and without infills. The frames thus picked are: GL32, GL91-
014, SR31-028 and SR91.

The first column of Figure 6 shows the seismic response of the considered frames in terms of 
Vb-Dt. It can be observed that the D-DAP provides an accurate estimate of the seismic behaviour 
of the considered bare frames (plots in first and last row of Figure 6). In those cases, the maxi-
mum base shear increases with the top displacement, and the D-DAP follows the trend of the IDA,
with an error lower than the 18%. In the case of infilled frames, an almost constant branch is ob-
served in the Vb-Dt curve determined by the IDA. This upper value of the base shear is due to the 
fact that for every PGA the maximum base shear is recorded in the IDA. Thus, once the infills 
have cracked, the displacement keeps increasing while the maximum base shear maintains almost 
the same value. This constant branch represents an upper limit for the base shear and is here inter-
preted as the ultimate lateral strength of the frame. The D-DAP estimates accurately the elastic 
behaviour predicted by the IDA and provides an abrupt reduction of the base shear force right af-
ter the cracking of the infills. Indeed, for such degrading structures, the D-DAP evaluates the 
maximum resistance with an error lower than 15%. In the second columns of Figure 6, the 
PGAs associated to the displacement demands by the D-DAP are compared to the values pre-
dicted by the IDA. It can be observed that the D-DAP leads to an accurate prediction of the 
displacement demand regardless of the presence of infill panels. 

Eventually, Figure 6 shows the distribution of storey drifts along the height for two of the 
considered limit cases, i.e. 1% storey drift (column c) and 4% storey drift (column d), respec-
tively. At 1% limit state, the D-DAP estimates the maximum storey drift with an error lower 
than 5% for GL91-I014 and 35% for SR31-I028. For medium and large storey drifts (i.e. 2% 
and 4% limit state), the prediction of storey drifts of the IDA obtained by the proposed D-
DAP still has an acceptable level of accuracy for the bare frames. Particularly, in the case of 
infilled frames, the error committed by the D-DAP in evaluating the maximum drift is lower 
than 12% and 31% for frame GL91-I014 and SR31-I028, respectively. 

Even though it is not shown in figure, given the PGA corresponding to the 4% limit state in the 
IDA, the D-DAP predicted the average drift m with less than 10% of error for frame GL32. For 
frame SR93 the error reached a value around 35%, In the case of infilled frames, the error commit-
ted by the D-DAP is lower than 14% and 20% for frame SR31-I028 and GL91-I014, respectively. 
The tendency showed by those cases study can be found generally in all the other case study frames.

6 CONCLUSIONS
The research developed in three steps. First, the parameters ruling the operations of the D-DAP, 
i.e. The number of modes to be enveloped in the loading vector and the size of the displacement 
increment, were calibrated. To this end, two analyses were conducted and for the considered 
frames it was found that (i) the contribution of the modes of vibration higher than the third one is 
negligible and (ii) a displacement increment of 0.1 mm has to be assigned at each step to get ac-
curate results for all the considered frames at reasonable computational cost. Afterwards, a new 
damping law was formulated by an optimization process that minimizes the differences between 
the results provided by the D-DAP and those obtained by the IDA.
The new equivalent damping law is a function of both the ductility demand and the fundamental 
period of vibration. According to the proposed equation, for very stiff structures, the value of eq
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is linearly dependent from T1. Instead, for more flexible structures, the relation between eq and 
T1 is hyperbolic. The effectiveness of the proposed D-DAP with the proposed damping law is
investigated and the following conclusions can be drawn:

As for the seismic response in terms of Vb-Dt, the D-DAP with the proposed damping law
predicted the maximum base shear with an error on average equal to 20% for bare frames,
and 15% for infilled frames. The seismic response in terms of ag-Dt was predicted accu-
rately by proposed D-DAP, as well.
The proposed D-DAP predicted the average drift at 4% limit state of infilled frames with
an error lower than 20%.
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Abstract 

Time history analysis is considered as the state-of-the-art in modeling of the seismic response 
of RC structures. Its validation involves predicting the response of an RC structure tested on a 
shaking table. However, blind prediction contests show that most contestants fail to predict 
the seismic response of the tested specimens. Given that numerical models are able to accu-
rately capture the behavior of RC members at a component level, we can conclude that a 
large part of the error sources from the assumptions made to pass from component level to 
system level, i.e. assumptions related to damping formulation, component interaction, bound-
ary conditions etc. In parallel, the prediction of the response of a structure subjected to a sin-
gle ground motion has been proven to be too strict of a validation procedure. Oftentimes, a 
statistical approach involving many specimens and ground motions is necessary. Such an ap-
proach is clearly only feasible at a very small scale. At such scales, the reinforcement fabri-
cation and positioning become major issues. We propose to use additive manufacturing 
technology to digitally fabricate the reinforcement cage necessary for the micro RC element. 
This paper presents the results from cyclic tests on 1:40 scale RC cantilever columns. The re-
inforcing cages were manufactured using a Selective Laser Melting 3D printer that was able 
to print rebars with submillimeter diameter and yield strength 378MPa. Two different micro-
concrete mixtures were used based on cement and gypsum. Each sample was reinforced with 
18 longitudinal rebars of 0.6mm diameter, and 0.35mm stirrups with 2.5mm of spacing. The 
cyclic behavior of the columns closely resembles the behavior of full-scale columns indicating 
that such small-scale specimens can be used of the statistical validation of global level as-
sumptions that numerical models make. 

Keywords: 3D Printing, Physical Modeling, Earthquake Engineering, Cyclic Test, Micro Re-
inforced Concrete. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Non-linear time history analysis is considered to be the state-of-the-art of structural model-

ing in earthquake engineering. Its most widespread validation procedure consists of predicting 
the response of an RC structure tested on a shaking table. However, blind prediction contests 
show that the contestants fail to predict the response of the tested specimens with reasonable 
accuracy, even for structures much simpler than the ones constructed in practice, and even 
when the structural properties and measured excitation are given to the contestants [1-4]. 

In order to better understand where the error sources from, one can break down the prob-
lem into 3 levels: Material, Component, and System Level. In fact, given the behavior at each 
level, the engineer makes certain assumptions to level-up. For instance, for given material 
properties the engineer uses a set of assumption, such as beam theory, the interaction of rebars, 
concrete etc., to reach the component level cyclic behavior. Then, using another set of as-
sumptions (boundary conditions, interaction of components, damping model, numerical inte-
gration scheme) we reach system-level dynamic behavior. Blind prediction contests on 
component level cyclic behavior prove that structural models perform relatively well at this 
level [5, 6]. It is the system level behavior that they fail to predict. Therefore, it is reasonable 
to assume that one main source of error in the structural models at system-level lies in the as-
sumptions made to scale up from component-level cyclic to system-level dynamic behavior. 
Hence, these need to be improved and, to this end, more system-level tests are needed.  

In parallel, it has been claimed that the appropriate way to validate models in earthquake 
engineering is to perform multiple tests of virgin specimens under the different ground mo-
tions that represent the hazard in a given site and to demand that the structural models predict 
the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the maxima of the response quantity of inter-
est. This approach has been investigated by Bachmann et al. [7, 8] who have used this statisti-
cal validation procedure on the 1963 Housner dynamic response model of an uplifting 
structure. They performed 600 shaking table tests as well as 600 numerical simulations and 
they compared both individual test responses and the statistical aggregates of these responses 
(empirical CDF of the maximum tilt angle). They showed that the 1963 Housner passed the 
statistical validation test even though it failed the one-to-one validation test. This statistical 
approach, is not a “good to have”, but often a necessity given the often not discussed non-
repeatability of many tests. 

Extending the statistical validation to validate the system-level assumptions of RC struc-
tures is not trivial since it would require multiple virgin specimens to be tested on a shaking 
table. This is cost- and time- wise not viable in full scale. To address this problem we suggest 
performing the statistical validation carrying out multiple tests with small-scale (1:40) speci-
mens in a geotechnical centrifuge. The validation concerns only the system-level assumptions 
for given and experimentally determined component level behavior. We have also suggested 
the same method for masonry structures [9]. 

Reduced scale models of piles and walls are often used in geotechnical engineering to 
study soil structure interaction, although using different materials. Knappett et al. 2011 [10] 
and Loli et al. 2014 [11] developed a micro reinforced concrete to study a rocking isolated RC 
bridge pier at 1:40 scale. Although their results are encouraging, the manufacturing of the RC 
elements showed three limitations: the construction time, the accuracy in positioning the rein-
forcement, and the size limitation of the steel rebars and stirrups. These limitations can be 
overcome by using a metal 3D printer to manufacture the reinforcement [12]. The use of a 
metal 3D printer allows manufacturing of the entire reinforcement cage (longitudinal and hor-
izontal reinforcement) with the desired layout. Moreover, these machines can print rebars as 
small as 200μm, which in scale 1:40 correspond to 8mm.  
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This paper aims at characterizing the flexural behavior of 1:40 scale RC columns by means 
of full-reversed quasi-static cyclic tests. Two cantilever specimens were constructed using 
two different types of micro-concrete. One sample was manufactured with cement-based mi-
cro-concrete (named HSC), and another with a gypsum based micro-concrete (HSG). The 
tests were designed according to FEMA-461 [13] and a 3D digital image correlation system 
was used to analyze the strain field during the tests.   

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The flexural behavior of micro RC components is investigated performing quasi-static cy-

clic tests on two small-scale (1:40) micro RC columns. The specimens consist of 2 cantilever 
elements of 15x15mm cross section  and 52.5mm span, with a 65x65x20mm base that func-
tions as a footing (Figure 1). Both samples have the same reinforcement, i.e. 18 rebars of 
0.6mm diameter with 0.35mm stirrups with 2.5mm spacing, and a concrete cover of 1.64mm. 
They differ from each other in terms of the type of micro-concrete used. The HSC Sample 
(“C” stands for cement) was manufactured using cement based micro-concrete, whereas sam-
ple HSG (“G” stands for gypsum) was manufactured with gypsum based micro-concrete. The 
experiments were performed with a setup that was installed in a Universal Testing Machine 
(UTM). The measurement system consisted of LVDTs and a 3D-DIC (Digital Image Correla-
tion) system. The latter allowed for the analysis of the displacement and the strain field during 
the tests. 

2.1 Experimental Setup 
A fully reversed cyclic loading was applied at the top of the samples. The elements were 

placed horizontally and fixed on a steel support designed to fit in the UTM and to align the 
samples to the center of the machine (Figure 2). 

The base of specimens was fixed to the lateral support with 4 M6 bolts. A 2mm steel plate 
was placed between the bolts and the face of the base to avoid local crushing of the concrete 
due to compressive force applied by the screws. The load is applied at the centerline of the 
element by two loading pins, which are connected to the double-hinged fork (Figure 2). The 
latter transfers the vertical load applied by the UTM. The measuring devices consist of 2 
LVTD and a 3D-DIC system. The first LVDT measures the vertical displacement at the appli-
cation point of the load, namely the loading pins shown in Figure 2, the second LVDT 
measures the vertical displacement of the base of the element (to measure any possible sliding 
of the base). The DIC was used to measure the displacements and the strain field at the sur-
face.  By measuring the strain distribution, we are able to identify any cracks and micro-
cracks formed during the tests as well as to locate the plastic hinges that formed at the base on 
the element. 

Figure 1. Specimen geometry and dimensions. 
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Figure 2. Experimental setup and detail of the loading apparatus. 

2.2 Loading Protocol 

The load is applied by displacement control, applying a displacement D at the top of the 
elements. Nonetheless, the kinematic parameter that is used to define the loading protocol is 
the drift ratio f, which is defined as the ratio between the top displacement and the element 
length lv =52.5mm (in this case it also represents the shear length).  

The test program is defined based on FEMA-461, in which the amplitude increase is de-
fined as fn+1 = 1.4  fn. However, to capture the behavior of the element in the elastic range, 
the first amplitude was set equal to 0.5×fy and the second one was set to the yield drift, y 
(Figure 3). The yield drift was calculated for specimen HSC and HSG using a fiber model in 
Opensees [14]. The micro-concrete was modelled with a Concrete02 constitutive model 
whereas the 3D printed steel was modeled using Steel02 model. Both material models were 
calibrated on uniaxial test results that we performed.  

The velocity of application of the load was selected considering two principles. First, the 
displacement needs to be as slow as possible to neglect any inertia effect and to minimize any 
strain rate effect. Second, the loading rate needs to be reasonably fast to avoid creep and to 
make the test feasible time-wise. On these premises we started by defining a strain-rate range 

= 10 5  10 4 sec-1. This strain refers to the outermost fiber of the cross section of the column 
that lies closer to the foundation. The lower end of the strain-rate range corresponds to a dis-
placement rate of the top of the column equal to 0.075mm/min, which was used for the first 
three amplitudes of the loading protocol. For the subsequent four amplitudes, the displace-
ment rate was set to 0.413mm/min, which corresponds to a strain rate of 5.6x10 5 sec-1 Finally, 
the last cycles were applied with a displacement rate of 0.75mm/min, corresponding to the 
upper limit of the aforementioned strain rate range. 

2.3 3D Printed Reinforcement 
The use of a 3D printer allows manufacturing of the entire reinforcement cage, namely the 

longitudinal and shear reinforcement, with the designed layout. The rebars size is not con-
strained by the manufacturing method. Depending on the 3D printer, we can print rebars as 
small as 0.20mm (200μm), which in the prototype scale (1:40) represent 8 rebars. 

In our study, we used a ConceptLaser M2 Laser Powder Bed Fusion (LPBF) printer. It is 
able to manufacture various types of metal. For our study, we used gas-atomized stainless 
steel 316L powder with a grain size15-45 μm. 
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Figure 3. Loading protocol in terms of drift ratio f. 

We tested specimens with a longitudinal reinforcement ratio l = 3.7% and a shear rein-
forcement ratio w = 0.9%. The reinforcement layout consists of 18 bars of 0.6mm, and 
0.35mm diameter stirrups with a 2.5mm of spacing. In addition, the longitudinal bars were 
linked with shear ties as shown in Figure 4.  

All rebars were printed with ribs on the surface to increase bonding with concrete. In addi-
tion, the 3D printed steel has a roughness Ra value of 15-20μm, hence it has an inherent 
roughness that is beneficial for the steel-concrete bonding. 

The mechanical properties of the 3D printed steel were characterized with a series on uni-
axial tension tests performed on 0.6mm diameter bars identical to the ones used as reinforce-
ment in the micro RC samples. Due to the small cross-section, we used a sensor arm 
extensometer, instead of strain gauges, with a gauge length on 30mm to measure the strains 
during the tests. The resulting average yield strength fy was 378MPa, the average maximum 
strength fs,max was 430MPa, and the average Young’s Modulus Es was equal to 180GPa. These 
values are in line with those reported by Casati et al. 2018 [15] for 3D printed Stainless steel 
316L.   

Figure 4. Left: 3D model of the 3D printed reinforcement. Right: Cross section and reinforcement layout. 
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Figure 5. Left: 3D printer Jobbox. Center: Reinforcement cage after the printing process. Right: Footing rein-
forcement after the printing process. 

Figure 6. Passing distribution of the sand used for the micro-concrete. 

2.4 Micro Concrete 
Due to the small scale of the specimens, it is necessary to scale the inert component of the 

concrete so that the ratio inert size / rebars / cross section is about the same as in the real scale. 
We used Perth silica sand with a d50 = 0.23mm. Its grain distribution compares very well to 
the typical aggregate size when scaled 40 times (see Figure 6). Moreover, a different binding 
agent was studied, alongside the more common cement, i.e. gypsum. The use of gypsum to 
manufacture micro concrete models is not new, in fact, both Knappett et al. 2011 [10], and 
Harris et al. 1999 [16] suggest using gypsum to accelerate the curing time and consequently 
speeding up the specimen manufacturing. Gypsum takes around 48 hours to reach the full 
strength compared to the usual 28 days for concrete, hence the manufacturing of several spec-
imens for the statistical validation would become considerably faster. 

The concrete based micro-concrete used in sample HSC comprises a mixture of cement 
Normo52.5R, Perth sand, and water. The other mixture, i.e. gypsum based micro-concrete 
used in HSG, was made of alpha-formed gypsum based plaster (Saint-Gobain Hartform 1) 
instead on cement. The ratio binding component / sand / water was 1 / 1 / 0.5 and 1 / 1 / 0.6 
for cement and gypsum based mix respectively. The mix designs were chosen to minimize the 
water percentage while preserving a good workability and flowability of mixture. 

The mechanical properties of both types of micro-concrete were investigated through a se-
ries of uniaxial compression tests on cylindrical specimens of 20mm diameter and 50 mm 
height, and several 4 point bending tests performed on prisms specimens with cross section 15 
by 15mm and length of 80mm. Table 1 presents the mean values of the compressive strength 
fc, the strain at the maximum load e1, the Young’s modulus Ec, and the modulus of rupture fct. 
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Micro 
Concrete 

fc
[MPa] 

1 
[%] 

fct
[MPa] 

Ec
[MPa] 

Cement 34.5 1.2 3.40 2089.0 
Gypsum 18.5 0.9 7.20 1109.9 

Table 1. Mechanical properties of micro-concrete. 

3 RESULTS 

3.1 Cyclic Tests 

The lateral force-displacement loops (P-D) for specimens HSC and HSG are shown in Fig-
ures 7 and 8, respectively. The failure load is conventionally defined as a strength degradation 
up to 85% of the peak load. 

Specimen HSC exhibits a maximum shear load Fmax = 172.80N at a drift ratio 
fFmax = 1.47% and an ultimate strength F0.85  = 146.80N at a drift ratio f0.85 = 3.0%. Yielding 
occurred at a shear load Fy = 115.60N at a yield drift ratio fy = 0.82%. Visual inspection of 
the sample did not show diffuse cracking on any of the surfaces. Nonetheless, the horizontal 
strain distribution at peak load, measured with 3D-DIC system, shows tensile strains along the 
span of the elements HSC (Figure 7, right) that suggest that micro cracks formed during the 
tests. Regardless of the micro cracks, a localized crack at the base of the element followed by 
the fracture of the outer longitudinal rebars are to be considered as the causes of failure; no 
other failure mechanisms could be observed, i.e. concrete spalling.  

Specimen HSG reached a maximum load Fmax = 184.20N at a drift fFmax = 4.76% and ul-
timate strength F0.85 = 156.57N at a drift ratio f0.85 = 7.65%. The load at yielding Fy was 
equal to 157.40N at a yield drift ratio fy of 1.58%. The hysteresis loop in Figure 8 shows a 
clear pinching behavior, unlike the loop of the HSG sample. The strain distribution at peak 
load did not show concentrated tensile strains anywhere along the specimen unlike what was 
observed in specimen HSC. The tensile strains concentrated at the base of the element. This 
confirms what was observed visually, namely that the failure was caused by a localized crack 
at the base. Similarly to HSC, in specimen HSG no concrete spalling was observed. Compar-
ing the two results, the sample with cement based micro-concrete resulted in a stiffer and less 
ductile behavior than the sample with gypsum based micro-concrete. Moreover, cracks are 
more diffused in the HSC micro RC specimen.  

Figure 7. Left: HSC Hysteresis loop and backbone curve. Right: Horizontal strain field at maximum load. 
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Figure 8. Left: HSG Hysteresis loop and backbone curve. Right: Horizontal strain field at maximum load. 

Parameter Value 
fy 378 [MPa] 
Es 180 [GPa] 
bs 0.004 
lim 0.09 

Table 2. Steel02 parameters used in the Opensees model. 

Specimen fc[MPa] 1 fcc[MPa] cc fccu[MPa] 
HSC 34.5 0.012 43.16 0.027 42.64 
HSG 185 0.009 26.81 0.029 21.24 

Table 3. Concrete02 parameters used in the Opensees model. The properties fcc, cc, and fccu refer to the confined 
concrete of the section core. 

3.2 Numerical Model 
Numerical models of the cyclic tests were implemented in Opensees, and the results were 

compared against the experimental curves. The specimens were modelled as cantilever beams 
with a fixed support. This assumption was confirmed by the DIC measurements that showed 
no rotation at the connection of the elements with their footings. The reinforcement was mod-
eled using the OpenseesnSteel02 model, and the strain at failure lim was modeled using the 
MinMax model. The parameters used are summarized in Table 2. 

The Opensees model used for concrete is Concrete 02 with different parameter values for 
the core and the cover material. The latter was calibrated based on the material level tests on 
the small-scale specimens, whereas the core concrete properties were calculated using Man-
der’s model [16]. The model parameters are summarized in Table 3. 

Figure 9 (left) shows the comparison between the experimental and numerical results of 
the HSC specimen. The numerical simulation is able to capture the maximum load measured 
during the test, as well as the strength degradation of the post elastic behavior. The stiffness 
degradation in the numerical curve is also remarkably similar to the experimental curve. On 
the other end, the numerical simulation of specimen HSG (see Figure 9, right) fails to capture 
key values, such as the peak load, the strength degradation, and most of all the stiffness deg-
radation. In fact, the simulation does not show any pinching behavior unlike the experimental 
curve of HSG.  
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Figure 9. Comparison between experimental curves and Opensees models. 

4 CONCLUSION 
Additively manufactured reinforcement allows the production on multiple small-scale rein-

forced concrete specimens. The tested elements show a flexural behavior, which is similar to 
full size prototype RC structural members. Cement based micro-concrete has a compressive 
and tensile strength similar to concrete, unlike gypsum based micro-concrete that has a tensile 
strength substantially higher than concrete. Moreover, the numerical simulations in the case of 
specimen HSC (cement base micro-concrete) are able to accurately capture the experimental 
behavior. The numerical model of specimen HSG does not match the behavior observed ex-
perimentally, as it could not capture neither the peak strength nor the pinching behavior of the 
tested specimen. Further component level tests are required to fully characterize the flexural 
behavior of micro RC specimens. Nonetheless, it seems feasible to produce small-scale mod-
els of a full structure to perform dynamic tests in a geotechnical centrifuge. The shake table 
tests could provide a dataset to statistically validate the assumptions that are usually made to 
scale up from component-level cyclic to system-level dynamic behavior. 
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Abstract

Many times, either the research engineer or the design engineer needs to model reinforced 
concrete (R/C) structural elements in order to study their behavior. In the present research 
work, an attempt is made to study the correct way of modeling a reinforced concrete column 
using the finite element ANSYS software. Three-dimensional finite elements are used to model 
the column. The results of the column modeling and analysis using ANSYS software are com-
pared with the corresponding experimental results of a column with the same geometric 
characteristics and the same material and load properties as those of the analytical modeling. 
The only difference between the analytical column modeling and the experimental specimen is 
the difference in the loading rate. The analytical and experimental results are compared with 
each other. The influence of the loading rate as well as the mesh method is examined. Useful 
conclusions are drawn regarding the influence of the loading rate and the mesh method on 
the behavior and results of reinforced concrete components.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The rapid growth of technology and the development of the computer, favored the devel-
opment of theories and computational methods adapted to the capabilities of the computer, in 
order to solve, yet, unsolved problems in the field of engineering. The most common arithme-
tic method developed is the Finite Element Method, a numerical approximation method that 
has the ability to solve complex problems, expressed in the form of differential equations [1].
The basic concept of the Finite Element Method is the ability to represent an area as a set of 
distinct subareas [2].

As mentioned by Daryl [3], the idea of the Finite Element Method was first presented in 
the publications of Turner, Clough, Martin and Topp (1956), taking data from research by 
Courant (1943) [4], Hrenikoff (1941) [5] and McHenry (1943) [6], however, due to the com-
plexity of the arithmetic operations they contained and the lack of computational power of the 
time, they did not prosper. The official presentation of the Finite Element Method with its 
current form, took place in the period 1954-60 in the publication of J. Argiris et.al. [7, 8], 
while the term "Finite Element" was used for the first time in the late 1960s by Clough [9].

In recent years, with the rise of supercomputers and the creation of finite element software 
run in Windows OS environment, the method has become widely known and accessible, even 
to the average user, enabling the numerical solution of complex problems while minimizing 
the need for extensive experimental testing, due to the increased reliability of the method. The 
most important advantage of the method is that it allows the engineer to see how the product 
will behave and to point out any mistakes that have been made so far, before proceeding to 
time-consuming and expensive processes of manufacturing and testing physical prototypes, 
achieving the early optimization of the product and at the same time, reducing both the time 
and the cost of studying the experimental process [3].

ANSYS is a general-purpose finite element software, which from the beginning of its crea-
tion, has been a pioneering program, with its use in various fields of Engineering [10]. Its 
analysis process includes the construction of the simplified simulation model, the generation 
of the finite element grid, the imposition of loads on the model and the solution process using 
differential equations [10]. The results are exported from the program in a legible way 
through graphs, tables and / or animations [10].

To investigate the reliability of ANSYS finite element software, the study and comparison 
of the behavior of a reinforced concrete column, which is subjected to uniaxial compressive 
load, in relation to the column of the experimental process conducted by Chrysanidis [11].
Chrysanidis in his experiment [11], deals with the study of parameters that affect the stability
of seismic reinforced concrete walls, when they are subjected to cyclic loading. For the pur-
poses of the experiment, 10 identical specimens were constructed, on a scale of 1:3, which 
simulated the edges of a wall, the only difference between the specimens being the increasing 
degree of elongation and the ratio of longitudinal reinforcement. The fabricated specimens are 
subjected to two loading cycles, with the first cycle subjecting the specimens to uniaxial ten-
sile loading, with a low loading rate of 4 mm / min, and then, in the second loading cycle, the 
specimens being gradually subjected to uniaxial compressive loading with a low loading rate 
of 1 mm / min, until their failure. Based on the experimental process, useful conclusions were
drawn about the factors that affect the lateral buckling of the specimens. It has to be noted the 
fact that other experiments have taken place in the international bibliography concerning the 
behavior of reinforced concrete columns from various researchers [12]–[23].

In the present research work, a comparison is made between the experimental results of the 
specimen L-0 and the results of the specimens L-0-A and L-0-B, which are obtained through 
simulations using ANSYS software. It must be noted that the specimen L-0 characterized as a 
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‘virgin specimen’ having a degree of elongation equal to 0‰ and a longitudinal reinforcement 
ratio equal to 1.79%. Also, the experimental specimen has the same geometric characteristics,
material and load properties as those of the analytical simulation. It is important to note that
the experimental specimen was subjected to uniaxial compressive load with a low loading rate 
of 1 mm / min. The influence of the soil and its parameters have been neglected [24]–[31].

2 SIMULATION DESCRIPTION IN ANSYS

2.1 Specimens’ characteristics

Therefore, in order to compare the analytical with the experimental results of the L-0 test, 
as mentioned above, the simulation behavior of two specimens, which are called L-0-A and 
L-0-B, were studied. The noticeable difference between the two specimens is that the speci-
men L-0-A, consists only of the active region of the experimental specimen L-0. The active 
area of the specimen L-0 is the area of the specimen between the two steel blades (Figure 1).
As a result, the dimensions of the specimen L-0-A were equal to 15 x 7.5 x 64 cm. Inside the 
specimen L-0-A are placed the transverse and longitudinal reinforcement, with the longitudi-
nal reinforcement containing 4 reinforcing bars with a diameter of 8.0 mm and, at the same 
time, the transverse reinforcement contained ties with a diameter of 4.2 mm, which are placed 
with the distance between them being equal to 33 mm.

The specimen L-0-B consists of the integrated specimen L-0 with dimensions 15 x 7.5 x 76 
cm, which at its ends has steel blades. It must be noted that the steel blades penetrate inside of 
the, so-called, “Shoe”. The “Shoe” is solid, in the form of a cube, in which the dimension of 
each side is equal to 20 cm and inside of it is placed a spiral with a diameter of 5.0 mm. Spe-
cifically, the total height of column of the specimen L-0-B is equal to 90 cm, although, its net 
height is equal to 76 cm, which is equal to the distance between the two cubes which are 
called as “Shoes”. Inside the specimen L-0-B are placed the transverse and longitudinal rein-
forcement, with the longitudinal reinforcement containing 4 reinforcing bars with a diameter 
of 8.0 mm and, at the same time, the transverse reinforcement contained ties with a diameter 
of 4.2 mm which are placed at distances equal to 33 mm.

Figure 1 shows the geometry of the experimental specimen L-0 [11] which forms the base 
of the simulations of specimens L-0-A and L-0-B. Table 1 shows the specimens’ characteris-
tics which are required for the construction of the geometry of the specimens L-0-A and L-0-
B. The geometry of the steel blades is not contained at Table 1, due to its complexity and as a 
result is presented in Figure 2. Table 2 shows the material properties for concrete which is
used to make the “Shoe” and the column. Also, Table 3 shows the measured material proper-
ties for steel which is used for the longitudinal and transverse reinforcement, the spiral rein-
forcement and the steel blades [11].

2.1.1. Loading of specimens

The specimens L-0-A and L-0-B were strained under a uniaxial compressive load applied 
on the upper “Shoe” of each specimen vertically. The load application took place gradually 
till the resistance of each specimen reduced and the specimens failed. Despite of the experi-
mental procedure, during which the specimen L-0 was strained at a low monotonic loading 
rate of 1 mm / min, at the analytical simulation, the compressive stress of the specimens is 
carried out at a high loading rate of 1 mm / sec. Based on that fact, conclusions are drawn, 
concerning the significant influence of the loading rate on the behavior of reinforced concrete 
structures. Table 4 shows the load values per time until the resistance of each specimen is 
greatly reduced and the specimen becomes unstable.
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Figure 1: The geometry of the experimental specimen L-0.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) Face and (b) Side view of steel blade.

SPECIMEN COLUMN 
(cm)

LONGITUDINAL 
REINFORCEMENT

TRANSVERSE 
REINFORCEMENT SPIRAL “SHOE”

(cm)

L-0-A 15 x 7.5 x 64 4 x D8 D4.2@33 mm - -

L-0-B 15 x 7.5 x 76 4 x D8 D4.2@33 mm D5/10 mm 20x20x20

Table 1: Specimens’ characteristics.
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PART YOUNG’S 
MODULUS

POISSON’S 
RATIO fck DENSITY

COLUMN 29.84 GPa ν = 0.20 23.00 MPa 2306 kgr/m3

“SHOE” 30.00 GPa ν = 0.20 54.02 MPa -

Table 2: Concrete mechanical properties.

MATERIAL YOUNG’S 
MODULUS

POISSON’S 
RATIO

ULTIMATE 
STRENGTH YIELD STRESS

LONGITUDINAL 
REINFORCEMENT 200 GPa ν = 0.30 743.10 MPa 603.77 MPa

TRANSVERSE 
REINFORCEMENT 200 GPa ν = 0.30 674.01 MPa 674.01 MPa

SPIRAL
REINFORCEMENT 200 GPa ν = 0.30 749.04 MPa 742.25 MPa

STEEL BLADE 200 GPa ν = 0.30 582.92 MPa 404.17 MPa

Table 3: Steel mechanical properties.

STEP
(sec)

FORCE
(kN)

STEP
(sec)

FORCE
(kN)

1 0 17 320
2 20 18 340
3 40 19 360
4 60 20 380
5 80 21 400
6 100 22 420
7 120 23 430
8 140 24 350
9 160 25 300
10 180 26 250
11 200 27 200
12 220 28 150
13 240 29 100
14 260 30 50
15 280 31 0
16 300

Table 4: Compressive load values per step for analytical simulation.
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2.2 Simulation of specimens

2.2.1. General

The analytical simulation took place in the educational version of the finite element soft-
ware ANSYS 20.0. It is important to note that the educational version of ANSYS 20.0 is sub-
ject to restrictions. Firstly, the discretization of the specimens requires reducing the numerical
number of finite elements until the numerical limit being equal to 32,000, even if the con-
structed grid is not considered appropriate by the general rules of technical metrics [32]. Fur-
thermore, in the solution stage, the loading time is in seconds versus minutes of the 
experiment and, as a result, the loading being carried out at a high rate on the specimen. Final-
ly, at the design stage is required to reduce the complexity of the specimen’s geometry, which 
is achieved by making use of the symmetry of the specimen. It is noteworthy that the final 
restriction took place only during the simulation of the specimen L-0-B.

2.2.2. Specimen L-0-A

The specimen L-0-A is simulated via ANSYS 20.0 software and the Workbench subrou-
tine. The first stage of the simulation was the construction of the geometry of the specimen L-
0-A which is designed into the software via the SpaceClaim tab. The design process is started 
from the inside to the outside part of the geometry of the specimen L-0-A. The definition of 
materials and their properties are defined through the software library. It is noteworthy that 
the default library values for each of the materials used are modified only when they have 
been redefined, as shown in Tables 2 and 3, otherwise they remain the same. Figure 3 shows 
the specimen L-0-A.

Figure 3: The specimen L-0-A.

The model is discretized via the Multizone Mesh Method by using a set of hexagonal finite 
elements to construct the grid, with the size of the finite elements being 14 mm. The suitabil-
ity of the mesh is studied in terms of orthogonal quality, skewness, aspect ratio and element 
quality parameter, which according to the basic general guidelines for the construction of the 
mesh [32], the orthogonal quality and skewness parameter provided values within the desired 
limits even though the aspect ratio parameter did not. In particular, for the skewness parame-
ter, its maximum value is equal to 0.39, while at the same time, the minimum value of the or-
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thogonal quality parameter is maintained above 0.72. Nevertheless, the maximum value of the 
aspect ratio parameter is equal to 4.67.

Regarding the element quality parameter, all possible mesh methods are investigated for 
the specimen L-0-A, with the Multizone Mesh Method being preferred, which provided for 
the element quality parameter a minimum value equal to 0.32. On the other hand, the mesh, 
which is made via Automatic mesh method comprises a combination of hexahedral and tetra-
hedral elements, with the lowest value for the element quality parameter being 0.01. Moreo-
ver, the mesh, which is made via Tetrahedron Mesh Method using a set of tetrahedral 
elements provides for element quality parameter a minimum value equal to 0.02. It is recalled 
that, according to the general guidelines for the constructions of the mesh, the element quality
parameter has a value range of 0-1, with the value 1 being the best [32].

Figure 4 shows the discretion of the specimen L-0-A via Multizone mesh method. Figure 5
shows the element quality parameter for the possible mesh methods. It is noteworthy that the 
Sweep and Hex Dominant mesh methods could not model the specimen L-0-A. As a result,
the software exported the messages shown in Table 5. For simulation of the loads which the 
specimen L-0-A is subjected to, the categories of Support and Load are used. Therefore, the 
Fixed Support command is used by the Support category to define that the specimen is con-
nected at the bottom to a rigid body [10]. At the same time, the loading of the specimen is 
defined using the Force command via the Load category. Thus, the force was applied vertical-
ly at the top of the specimen.

The current research work investigates the results of the stress, the deformation and the 
strain of the specimen L-0-A. It is noteworthy that for the investigation of the deformation is 
studied either the total deformation of the specimen L-0-A or the deformation to the horizon-
tal and vertical axis.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: The mesh of the: (a) Concrete, (b) tie, (c) rebar.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5: The element quality parameter for: (a) Automatic, (b) Tetrahedron, (c) Multizone Mesh Method.

Mesh Method Simulation’s messages of the specimen L-0-A

Sweep

1. Mesher failed to initialize.

2. One or more non-sweepable bodies have sweep method controls
and cannot be swept.

3. The mesh generation did not complete due to poor quality elements
or incorrect input. Please try meshing with another mesh method or
different mesh options.

Hex Dominant

1. Mesher has failed to generate hex dominant mesh for one or more
bodies. Try using a different mesh method.

2. A mesh could not be generated using the current meshing options
and settings.

3. At least one body selected for hex dominant meshing has a small
normalized volume to surface area ratio.  The result may be a low
percentage of hexs or poorly shaped elements.

Table 5: Non-completion messages about simulation of the specimen L-0-A.
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2.2.3. Specimen L-0-B

The specimen L-0-B is simulated using ANSYS 20.0 finite element software and the 
Workbench subroutine. The first stage of modeling was the construction of the geometry of 
the specimen L-0-A like before, which is designed into the software through four stages via 
the SpaceClaim tab. The first stage involves the design of the geometry of the column, with 
the design process being similar to that of the specimen L-0-A, starting from the inside to the 
outside part of the geometry of the specimen L-0-B.

The second stage is the design process of the geometry of the “Shoe”, which is the same 
design sequence followed as in the first stage, including the design from the inside to the out-
side part of the geometry of the “Shoe”. Specifically, first of all, the geometry of the spiral
reinforcement is designed, which is placed inside the “Shoe” and then, the “Shoe” cube that 
surrounds it. The third design stage includes the creation of the steel blades. As a fourth and 
final design step, the above steps are assembled to produce the specimen L-0-B.

It is noteworthy that due to the limitations of the educational version of ANSYS, which 
concern the complexity of the geometry of the specimen L-0-B, it is necessary to use the 
symmetry of the specimen L-0-B. Otherwise, the ties would probably have to be removed, 
which would not correspond to the geometric features of the specimen L-0. Figure 6 shows
the specimen L-0-B.

Figure 6: The specimen L-0-B.

The definition of L-0-B test materials and their properties are defined through the software 
library. It is noteworthy that the default library values for each of the materials used are modi-
fied only when redefined, as shown in Tables 2 and 3, otherwise they remain the same. The 
model is discretized using the Multizone Mesh Method, using a set of hexagonal finite ele-
ments to construct the mesh with the finite element size being equal to 18 mm.

The suitability of the mesh is studied in terms of orthogonal quality, skewness, aspect ratio 
and element quality parameters, which according to the basic general guidelines for the con-
struction of the mesh [32], the orthogonal quality and skewness parameters provided values 
within the desired limits, even though the aspect ratio parameter did not. In particular, for the 
skewness parameter, its maximum value is equal to 0.39, while at the same time, the mini-
mum value of the orthogonal quality parameter is maintained above 0.70. However, the max-
imum value of the aspect ratio parameter is equal to 5.60.

As far as the element quality category is concerned, all possible mesh methods for the L-0-
B specimen are being investigated, with the Multizone method being deemed necessary, as no 
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other mesh method was possible due to the complexity of the model geometry and the small
numerical limit on the number of finite elements of the mesh. Therefore, for the Multizone 
Mesh Method, the minimum value in the element quality parameter is 0.17. It is recalled that, 
according to the general guidelines for the creation of the grid, the element quality parameter 
has a value range from 0-1, with the value 1 indicating the perfect quality [32].

Figure 7 shows the discretion of the specimen L-0-B using Multizone mesh method. Figure 
8 shows the element quality parameter for the Multizone mesh method. Table 6 shows the 
messages exported of the impossible discretization with the other mesh methods. Even if, for 
the Tetrahedron Mesh Method the software does not output any message, however, the spec-
imen L-0-B could not be discretized according to the constraints, even when the finite element 
size is equal to 200 mm. For simulation of the forces which the specimen L-0-B is subjected 
to, the categories of Support and Load are used. Therefore, the Fixed Support command is 
used by the Support category to define that the specimen is connected at the bottom to a rigid 
body [10]. At the same time, the loading of the specimen is defined using the Force command 
via the Load category, thus, the force was applied vertically at the top of the specimen.

The current research work investigates also the results of the stress, the deformation and 
the strain of the specimen L-0-B. It is noteworthy that for the investigation of the deformation 
is studied either the total deformation of the specimen L-0-B or the deformation to the hori-
zontal and vertical axis.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 7: The mesh of specimen L-0-B: (a) Column, (b) Tie, (c) Rebar, (d) Steel Blade, (e) Stub, (f) Spiral.
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Figure 8: The technical measurement of element quality with the Multizone method for the L-0-B specimen.

Mesh method Simulation’s messages for the specimen L-0-B

Automatic
1. The source mesh cannot be correctly copied to the target surface.

This might be because the surface is a closed surface with degen-
erate points. Splitting the surface might help.

Sweep

1. An error occurred during sweeping meshing a face. Changing el-
ement sizing parameters might help.

2. The meshing failed due to quality checks.  The mesh does not
meet the specified Shape Checking constraints specified. Please
look at the mesh quality and adjust meshing options or mesh sizes
to obtain a better-quality mesh, or relax the shape check.

3. A mesh could not be generated using the current meshing options
and settings.

Hex Dominant

1. Mesher has failed to generate hex dominant mesh for one or more
bodies. Try using a different mesh method.

2. A mesh could not be generated using the current meshing options
and settings.

3. At least one body selected for hex dominant meshing has a small
normalized volume to surface area ratio. The result may be a low
percentage of hexs or poorly shaped elements.

Table 6: Non-completion messages for the modeling of specimen L-0-B.
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3 RESULTS

3.1 Analytical results

Figure 9 shows the Force-Deformation diagrams for the L-0-A, L-0-B and L-0 specimens.
The deformation values were the deformation values of the specimens along the vertical axis.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9: Load-deformation diagrams for: (a) L-0-A specimen, (b) L-0-B specimen, (c) L-0 specimen.
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Table 7 shows the analytical and experimental deformation results for the specimen L-0.

STEP 
(sec)

FORCE 
(kN)

L-0-A L-0-B
L-0

Total y’y x’x Total y’y x’x

1 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 20 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00
3 40 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.06
4 60 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.14
5 80 0.00 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.25
6 100 0.00 0.19 0.01 0.00 0.13 0.01 0.33
7 120 0.00 0.23 0.01 0.00 0.16 0.01 0.41
8 140 0.00 0.27 0.01 0.00 0.19 0.01 0.50
9 160 0.00 0.30 0.01 0.00 0.21 0.01 0.60
10 180 0.00 0.34 0.01 0.00 0.24 0.01 0.70
11 200 0.00 0.38 0.01 0.00 0.27 0.01 0.80
12 220 0.00 0.42 0.01 0.00 0.29 0.01 0.91
13 240 0.00 0.46 0.01 0.00 0.32 0.01 1.03
14 260 0.00 0.49 0.01 0.00 0.35 0.01 1.15
15 280 0.00 0.53 0.01 0.00 0.37 0.01 1.29
16 300 0.00 0.57 0.01 0.00 0.40 0.01 1.43
17 320 0.00 0.61 0.01 0.00 0.43 0.01 1.58
18 340 0.00 0.65 0.02 0.00 0.45 0.02 1.74
19 360 0.00 0.68 0.02 0.00 0.48 0.02 1.92
20 380 0.00 0.72 0.02 0.00 0.51 0.02 2.11
21 400 0.00 0.76 0.02 0.00 0.53 0.02 2.33
22 420 0.00 0.80 0.02 0.00 0.56 0.02 2.75
23 430 0.00 0.82 0.02 0.00 0.57 0.02 3.90
24 350 0.00 0.67 0.02 0.00 0.47 0.02 4.30
25 300 0.00 0.57 0.01 0.00 0.40 0.01 4.23
26 250 0.00 0.48 0.01 0.00 0.33 0.01 4.12
27 200 0.00 0.38 0.01 0.00 0.27 0.01 3.95
28 150 0.00 0.29 0.01 0.00 0.20 0.01 3.70
29 100 0.00 0.19 0.01 0.00 0.13 0.01 3.45
30 50 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00 3.04
31 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.20

Table 7: Analytical and experimental deformation results for specimen L-0.
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Table 8 shows the stress results for all three specimens L-0-A, L-0-B and L-0.

STEP 
(sec)

FORCE 
(kN)

L-0-A L-0-B L-0

STRESS (MPa) STRESS (MPa) STRESS (MPa)

1 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 20 2.67 2.51 1.78
3 40 5.34 5.02 3.56
4 60 8.01 7.53 5.33
5 80 10.68 10.04 7.11
6 100 13.35 12.55 8.89
7 120 16.02 15.06 10.67
8 140 18.68 17.57 12.44
9 160 21.35 20.08 14.22
10 180 24.02 22.58 16.00
11 200 26.69 25.09 17.78
12 220 29.36 27.60 19.56
13 240 32.03 30.11 21.33
14 260 34.70 32.62 23.11
15 280 37.37 35.13 24.89
16 300 40.04 37.64 26.67
17 320 42.71 40.15 28.44
18 340 45.38 42.66 30.22
19 360 48.05 45.17 32.00
20 380 50.71 47.68 33.78
21 400 53.38 50.19 35.56
22 420 56.05 52.70 37.33
23 430 57.39 53.95 38.22
24 350 46.71 43.91 31.11
25 300 40.04 37.64 26.67
26 250 33.37 31.37 22.22
27 200 26.69 25.09 17.78
28 150 20.02 18.82 13.33
29 100 13.35 12.55 8.89
30 50 6.67 6.27 4.44
31 0 0.00 0.00 0.00

Table 8: Stress results for specimens L-0.
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Table 9 shows the analytical results of strain for specimens L-0-A and L-0-B compared 
with the experimental results of strain for specimen L-0.

STEP 
(sec)

FORCE 
(kN)

L-0-A L-0-B L-0
STRAIN 

(mm/mm)
STRAIN 

(mm/mm)
STRAIN 

(mm/mm)
‰ ‰ ‰

1 0 0.000 0.000 0.000
2 20 0.089 0.084 0.000
3 40 0.179 0.168 0.067
4 60 0.268 0.252 0.156
5 80 0.358 0.336 0.278
6 100 0.447 0.420 0.367
7 120 0.537 0.505 0.456
8 140 0.626 0.589 0.556
9 160 0.716 0.673 0.667
10 180 0.805 0.757 0.778
11 200 0.894 0.841 0.889
12 220 0.984 0.925 1.011
13 240 1.073 1.009 1.144
14 260 1.163 1.093 1.278
15 280 1.252 1.177 1.433
16 300 1.342 1.261 1.589
17 320 1.431 1.346 1.756
18 340 1.521 1.430 1.933
19 360 1.610 1.514 2.133
20 380 1.700 1.598 2.344
21 400 1.789 1.682 2.589
22 420 1.878 1.766 3.056
23 430 1.923 1.808 4.333
24 350 1.565 1.472 4.778
25 300 1.342 1.261 4.700
26 250 1.118 1.051 4.578
27 200 0.894 0.841 4.389
28 150 0.671 0.631 4.111
29 100 0.447 0.420 3.833
30 50 0.224 0.210 3.378
31 0 0.000 0.000 2.440

Table 9: Strain results for specimens L-0-A, L-0-B and L-0.

3.2 Analytical results of mesh methods

For investigation of the influence of mesh methods on the reliability of the analytical re-
sults, the specimens L-0-A and L-0-B are discretized using all the available mesh methods of 
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the ANSYS software. It is noteworthy that the geometrical characteristics, the properties of 
the materials and the loading rate remained the same for each simulation, as mentioned earlier.
Table 10 shows the stress results according to the mesh method and Table 11 shows the strain 
results according to the mesh method.

STEP 
(sec)

FORCE 
(kN)

L-0-A L-0-B

STRESS (MPa) STRESS (MPa)

Automatic Tetrahedron Multizone Multizone
1 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 20 1.99 1.90 2.67 2.52
3 40 3.98 3.81 5.34 5.03
4 60 5.97 5.71 8.01 7.55
5 80 7.96 7.62 10.68 10.07
6 100 9.95 9.52 13.35 12.59
7 120 11.94 11.42 16.02 15.10
8 140 13.93 13.33 18.68 17.62
9 160 15.92 15.23 21.35 20.14
10 180 17.91 17.14 24.02 22.65
11 200 19.90 19.04 26.69 25.17
12 220 21.89 20.94 29.36 27.69
13 240 23.88 22.85 32.03 30.20
14 260 25.87 24.75 34.70 32.72
15 280 27.86 26.66 37.37 35.24
16 300 29.85 28.56 40.04 37.76
17 320 31.84 30.46 42.71 40.27
18 340 33.82 32.37 45.38 42.79
19 360 35.81 34.27 48.05 45.31
20 380 37.80 36.18 50.71 47.82
21 400 39.79 38.08 53.38 50.34
22 420 41.78 39.98 56.05 52.86
23 430 42.78 40.94 57.39 54.12
24 350 34.82 33.32 46.71 44.05
25 300 29.85 28.56 40.04 37.76
26 250 24.87 23.80 33.37 31.46
27 200 19.90 19.04 26.69 25.17
28 150 14.92 14.28 20.02 18.88
29 100 9.95 9.52 13.35 12.59
30 50 4.97 4.76 6.67 6.29
31 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Table 10: Stress results according to the mesh method.
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STEP 
(sec)

FORCE 
(kN)

L-0-A L-0-B

STRAIN (mm/mm) ‰ STRAIN 
(mm/mm) ‰

Automatic Tetrahedron Multizone Multizone

1 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 20 0.07 0.06 0.09 0.07
3 40 0.13 0.13 0.18 0.13
4 60 0.20 0.19 0.27 0.20
5 80 0.27 0.26 0.36 0.27
6 100 0.33 0.32 0.45 0.33
7 120 0.40 0.38 0.54 0.40
8 140 0.47 0.45 0.63 0.47
9 160 0.53 0.51 0.72 0.53
10 180 0.60 0.57 0.81 0.60
11 200 0.67 0.64 0.89 0.67
12 220 0.73 0.70 0.98 0.73
13 240 0.80 0.77 1.07 0.80
14 260 0.87 0.83 1.16 0.87
15 280 0.93 0.89 1.25 0.93
16 300 1.00 0.96 1.34 1.00
17 320 1.07 1.02 1.43 1.07
18 340 1.13 1.08 1.52 1.13
19 360 1.20 1.15 1.61 1.20
20 380 1.27 1.21 1.70 1.27
21 400 1.33 1.28 1.79 1.33
22 420 1.40 1.34 1.88 1.40
23 430 1.43 1.37 1.92 1.43
24 350 1.17 1.12 1.57 1.17
25 300 1.00 0.96 1.34 1.00
26 250 0.83 0.80 1.12 0.83
27 200 0.67 0.64 0.89 0.67
28 150 0.50 0.48 0.67 0.50
29 100 0.33 0.32 0.45 0.33
30 50 0.17 0.16 0.22 0.17
31 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Table 11: Strain results according to the mesh method.

4 ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION

4.1 Investigation of analytical results

Therefore, the analytical research of the two simulations in the present research has led to 
the following common results to between the two simulations:

The rate of loading, in the case of reinforced concrete structures, affects the deformation
results, by increasing the resistance of the specimen.
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The rate of loading of vertical and horizontal deformation remains completely constant
throughout the load, which is not observed in the experimental results.

The rate of loading of stress remains perfectly constant throughout the loading duration,
just as in the experimental results.

The values of the transverse deformation remain below zero throughout the loading dura-
tion, without observing the behavior of the two stages of deformation, which are described
in the research of Chrysanidis [11].

Increase of the resistance of the specimen L-0-A and L-0-B in relation to the resistance of
the experimental specimen L-0.

The average value of the percentage error for the simulation of specimen L-0-A is of the
order of 395.2%, while for the simulation of specimen L-0-B is of the order of 598.8%.

With the percentage error values far from the permissible limits, it becomes obvious that 
neither the analytical results of the specimen L-0-A nor of the specimen L-0-B converge with 
the experimental results of Chrysanidis [11] and as a result the two simulations cannot be 
characterized as reliable in terms of the coherence of the results.

4.2 Investigation of mesh method’s results

Based on the element quality diagrams and the tables of the mesh method results, it ap-
pears that:

A. For the simulation of specimen L-0-A

The rate of loading, in the case of reinforced concrete structures, affects the deformation
results, increasing the strength of the specimen.

The mesh is performed only by Automatic, Tetrahedron and the Multizone mesh methods,
due to the geometry of the simulation which contained bodies that Sweep and Hex Domi-
nant mesh methods could not mesh.

Due to the limitation of the educational version for the number of finite elements used, the
mesh of the Automatic, Tetrahedron and Multizone mesh methods do not meet the re-
quirements of a suitable grid, according to the general rules for the element quality meas-
urement technique. However, from the above methods, the Multizone mesh method is
preferred.

A mesh made only of hexahedron finite elements provides more reliable results than a
mesh made of tetrahedron finite elements.

The type and the number of finite elements do not affect the behavior of the specimen
during the loading period.

B. For the simulation of specimen L-0-Β
The mesh is generated using only the Multizone mesh method.

Due to the complexity of the geometry, the method of the Automatic and Patch Con-
firming Tet, cannot distinguish the model with a number of finite elements less than
32,000.
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The Sweep method and the Hex Dominant method do not produce a mesh, due to the ge-
ometry of the specimen containing bodies, in which the methods cannot work.

Due to the limitation of the educational version for the number of finite elements used, the
mesh of the Multizone method does not meet the requirements of a suitable grid, accord-
ing to the general rules for the technique of measurement of the element quality category.
However, the choice of mesh made with the Multizone mesh method is considered neces-
sary.

The type and the number of finite elements do not affect the behavior of the specimen
during the loading period.

5 INFLUENCE OF LOADING RATE

According to the detailed results, there are two stages during the duration of the loading.
The first stage includes the time from the imposition of the load at 0 kN to the loading with a 
load equal to 430 kN. Then, the second stage includes the unloading process of the model. In 
particular, in the first stage there is an increase in the deformation and stress at a constant rate, 
until the stress reaches its maximum value, in contrast to the experimental results where the 
rate of deformation follows a different flow. Then, in the second stage, the deformation and 
the stress are reduced at a constant rate until the values are 0, returning the specimen to its 
original state. It is noteworthy that during the experimental procedure, there is a deformation
with the higher value being calculated at 10% of the height of the L-0 specimen, measured by 
its base. In addition, it is observed that the number and type of finite elements do not affect 
the behavior of the specimen during the loading process, despite of the mesh method used.

Therefore, it turns out that the universal load in the behavior of the specimen L-0-A and L-
0-B in relation to the experiment by Chrysanidis [11], is due solely to the high loading rate of 
the two simulations, with which concludes that, in reinforced concrete structures, the loading 
rate affects the results of deformation increasing the strength of the structure.

6 INFLUENCE OF MESH METHOD

The type and number of finite elements used greatly influence the reliability of the results. 
In particular, the influence of the type of finite elements on the suitability of the mesh and 
consequently on the reliability of the results is observed. More specifically, a grid made of 
hexadecimal elements, such as the mesh of Multizone mesh method, is more suitable, accord-
ing to the general technical metrics rules, and at the same time more reliable than a grid made 
of tetrahedral elements, such as the mesh of Tetrahedron mesh method. On the other hand, the 
number of finite elements depends on the complexity of the geometry of the model that it is 
called upon to mesh. A grid with a small number of elements in a complex geometry, is quite 
difficult to be characterized as suitable and at the same time, its results cannot be considered 
as being reliable.

The large numerical differences between the simulation results are due to both the chosen 
mesh method and the size of the finite elements of the grid. However, it is impossible to cre-
ate a more appropriate grid than that in section 2, due to the limitations of the ANSYS educa-
tional version.

7 CONCLUSIONS

By comparing the analytical results of the L-0-A and L-0-B specimens with the experi-
mental results of the L-0 specimen [7], the reliability of the ANSYS software and the factors 
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which might influence it are investigated. The resulting conclusions can be summarized as 
follows:

The rate of loading, in the case of reinforced concrete structures, affects the deformation
results, increasing the strength of the specimen.

The number and the size of the finite elements of a simulation affect the accuracy and re-
liability of the results.

The number and type of finite elements do not affect the behavior of the model during
loading period.

The number and type of finite elements of a simulation affect the accuracy and reliability
of the results, whether or not the grid is suitable.

The number of finite elements depends on the complexity of the model geometry.

The type of finite elements affects the reliability of the simulation results, with hexahe-
dron elements providing more accurate results.
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ABSTRACT

Damage reports after recent earthquakes prove that the structural deficiencies of non-ductile 
Reinforced Concrete (RC) buildings often lead to structural element local damage and collapse 
of the entire structure. The structural weakness of the Beam-Column joints, due to the absence 
of seismic detailing and capacity design principles, plays a key role in the seismic vulnerability 
of European building stock designed before the 1970’s, thus before the introduction of modern 
seismic codes. In RC buildings subjected to reversed cyclic earthquake loads, high stress con-
centration occurs at the Beam-Column joints, making these regions prone to the occurrence of 
severe damage and brittle mechanisms. Yet, a common engineering practice consists in model-
ing the Beam-Column joints as rigid elements in concrete frames, neglecting the joint’s deform-
ability and, more importantly, their actual local mechanism. Consequently, the predicted 
stiffness and the collapse mechanisms of the structure can, unconservatively, change signifi-
cantly from the actual one. Starting from the experimental results available in literature, this 
work aims at calibrating the key parameters that characterize the equivalent joint moment-
rotation hysteresis behavior of existing substandard Beam-Column joints, by using a simple 
while reliable lumped plasticity modeling approach. The numerical model was developed in 
OpenSees and validated on many experimental results collected from the literature. The global 
joints response relationships under cyclic loads, defined as a function of the joint structural 
detailing and the axial load, satisfactorily reproduce the experimental findings in terms of first 
cracking point, yielding point, overall hysteretic behavior, pinching effect, and strength degra-
dation. Moreover, the initial and post-yielding stiffness values of the joint’s backbone curve 
were further improved when compared to those recently proposed by the NZSEE2017 Seismic 
Assessment Guidelines.

Keywords: Earthquake Engineering, Existing Buildings, Beam-Column Joints, Numerical Cal-
ibration, Cyclic Analysis.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Several studies on the seismic behavior of reinforced concrete joints within existing frames in 
seismic areas have been carried out in the last few decades. The brittle failure of joint panels
has been recorded more frequently, following the most recent seismic events [1], which, in
addition to extensive structural damages, have caused great economic losses [2-5] and high-
lighted the strong vulnerability of pre-70’s buildings [6-9].

In RC frame structures stressed only by gravity loads, joint panel regions are rarely subjected 
to significant stresses, but the situation is rather different when considering seismic actions.
Therefore, a very high stress state is generated in the joint region, where specific trans-
verse/shear reinforcement should be adopted to reduce the stress variation. Instead, older frame 
buildings are typically characterized by poor reinforcement detailing, poor bond properties, in-
adequate confinement, and more importantly, lack of capacity design principles.

As shown in many experimental programs, the joint panels of pre-70’s were characterized 
by insufficient tensile strength due to the absence or lack of horizontal and vertical reinforce-
ment. This weakness appears clearly with the joint failure induced usually by shear or bond 
flaws [9-11]. The flexural and shear forces, generated into the joint panel by the cyclic tests, 
create a stress distribution transferred through the joint, producing a wide diagonal crack pattern 
along the principal compressive directions. This pattern leads to either a tensile failure or to a 
compression/crushing failure of the diagonal strut, and thus to a strength and stiffness deterio-
ration within the joint. In other cases, the joint failure occurred with the instability of the vertical 
column bars, devoid of horizontal reinforcements, i.e., stirrups or wall beam bars. 

Therefore, growing attention in the literature has been focused on the analytical/numerical 
modeling of gravity load designed RC beam-column, considering the joint panel zone’s de-
formability and capacity [12-14]. In the last decades, many numerical models have been devel-
oped and proposed either based on Finite Elements (FE) modeling, or on simplified macro-
models or lumped plasticity (e.g. [15-19]) and analytical approaches (e.g. [20]).

The present work analyzes experimental tests conducted on the external joints with the aim 
to verify the accuracy of the proposed constitutive laws. In particular, the response prediction 
obtained by a simple moment-rotation backbone, whose parameters are defined a priori based 
on current knowledge on the topic, with respect to a more complex backbone calibrate ad-hoc 
from the experimental results. Taking one of these nodes as a case study, a numerical model 
was built in OpenSees based on a lumped plasticity approach and relying upon a joint rotational 
spring. Two different relations have been defined: a bi-linear relationship based on the
NZSEE2017 Seismic Assessment Guidelines and associated literature [15, 21] and a more re-
fined tri-linear relationship that better approximates the first cracking point, the elastic and sof-
tening branches. The hysteresis behavior was modeled trough the use of a “uniaxial hysteretic 
material” already presents in OpenSees library. Regarding the other tests analyzed, only the 
parameters useful for defining their backbone curve are reported.

2 EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON RC JOINT SUBSYSTEMS 

In literature, several experimental studies on beam-column joints with non-ductile detailing
have been carried out to understand the as-built parameters that would influence the seismic 
performance of these structural connections.
In the last decades many exterior beam-column joints, representatives of pre-1970s construction 
and/or gravity-only design buildings, characterized by inadequate joint shear reinforcements, 
inadequate bond resistance, and non-ductile beam anchorage details by modern standards, were 
tested with the aim to assess the seismic behavior of these connections (e.g. [9-11]), several 
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design methodologies were developed (e.g. [15-19]) and nowadays suitable types of reinforce-
ment interventions were investigated (e.g. [22-27]). In general terms, depending on the struc-
tural detailing adopted and on the axial load variation assumed, the failure modes of beam-
column connections can be significantly different, so they need to be checked on a case-by-case 
basis. To this aim, the moment – axial load performance domain and the hierarchy of strength 
approach can be used to evaluate the sequence of the collapse events between beam, column, 
and joint panel zone [28].

Considering the typical structural weaknesses of existing RC buildings, in the late 1990s and 
early 2000s, Pampanin et al. carried out quasi-static tests on existing RC beam-column joint 
subsystems considering plain-round reinforcements with end-hook anchorages, under quasi-
static cyclic loading and varying column axial load according to the European construction 
practice of the 1950-1970s period [7-9]. Further comprehensive experimental and numerical 
testing campaigns on beam-column joint subassemblies have been carried out at the University 
of Canterbury (2002-2010) [29-31]. Test results [30] and numerical simulations [32] revealed
extensive shear damage in the joint panel zone, which would lead to a severe and critical re-
duction of lateral and gravity load capacity of the overall frame system. The implication of joint 
damage and collapse within the frame system collapse mechanism become up a crucial issue in
recent days. 

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: (a) Reinforcing and geometry details for test unit NS-O1 [30], (b) cracks pattern at top drift
equal to 3% [30], (c) “concrete wedge” mechanism formation [15].

In this paper, the 2/3-scaled exterior beam-column joint unit NS-01, belonging to the exper-
imental tests carried out by University of Canterbury UC research team [31], shown in Figure 
1, was selected to begin the direct calibration of the moment–rotation relationship key parame-
ters, starting from the values suggested by NZSEE Seismic Assessment Guidelines and associ-
ated literature [15, 21]. The chosen specimen is characterized by plain-round reinforcements 
with end-hook anchorages and tested under a unidirectional quasi-static cyclic lateral loading.
The geometry of the trial specimen was chosen to be close to the pre-1970s non-ductile RC 
beam-column joint benchmark, see Figure 1 (a). Deformed mild steel reinforcements and com-
mercial pre-mix concrete compression strength of 30MPa were used. The lateral loading pro-
tocol used in this test consisted of two displacement-controlled cycles at increasing amplitudes: 
0.1%, 0.2%, 0.5%, 1.0%, 1.5%, 2.0%, 2.5%, 3.0% and 4.0% inter-story drift. The lateral load 
was coupled with a varying axial loading, N, as suggested since [9], to simulate the actual frame 
sway action, as per the experimental test, considering N as a function of the lateral load :

. Most previous literature experiments on beam-column joint subassem-
blies (for both existing capacity and retrofit solution evaluations) have used either constant or 
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zero column axial loads, so the chosen test represent an interesting case- study. The specimen
NS-01 showed a crack pattern that develops along the main principal compressive direction at 
a top drift value equal to 3% (end of the test), as represented in Figure 1 (b). In addition, the 
punching action from the smooth bars with end up develops the so called “concrete wedge” 
mechanism [9, 7, 15], due to the development of stresses in the only portion of the joint panel 
unconfined (no stirrups, no convergent beam), see Figure 1 (c).

In the next sections, the numerical lumped plastic model approach used to evaluate the global 
force-top drift curve of the proposed experimental test is described along with the various pa-
rameters used for evaluating pinching behavior, unloading, and reloading stiffness degradation, 
strength degradation, and energy dissipation.

3 NUMERICAL MODELING APPROACH

The numerical model adopted to reproduce the experimental test was implemented in OpenSees.
For the overall system, a finite element lumped plasticity approach was used, considering for 
the converging elements a linear-elastic region in the middle and the inelasticity concentrated 
at the ends. The plastic hinge length was evaluated by using the Priestley formulation [12].
Regarding the joint panel strength-deformation capacity and its non-linear behavior, a simpli-
fied macro-model approach was adopted [7, 9, 15]. Thus, joints behavior both in linear and non-
linear range was considered through a single rotational spring placed in its core region.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) Numerical model performed in OpenSees, (b) bi-linear and tri-linear Backbones.

The rotational spring was linked to beam and column interfaces with rigid links. All plastic 
hinges non- linearities were included through Zero Length (ZL) elements at the end of the 
members and in the joint panel, see Figure 2 (a). Once the numerical model has been defined,
two backbone types have been used to reproduce the experimental test. The simplest envelope 
curve, orange line of Figure 2 (b), represents a bi-linear constitutive relationship defined ac-
cording to the parameters from the NZSEE2017 Seismic Assessment Guidelines [21]; while a
more refined version, black line of Figure 2 (b), considers, through a trilinear constitutive rela-
tionship, the pre-cracking stage and the softening behavior after the peak. In both curves, the 
pairs of points with the subscript “y” and “u” define the yielding condition and the ulti-
mate condition, respectively. Notably, while the yielding point is the same for both curves, the 
ultimate points are different. Only for the tri-linear backbone curve, the first cracking condition 
has been defined and indicated with the subscript “cr” in the black curves of Figure 2 (b), thus 
forming a knee that anticipates the yielding point. The next section will discuss the parameters 
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governing the capacity and the hysteretic uniaxial material used for both the bi/tri-linear back-
bone.

3.1 JOINT MOMENT-ROTATION HYSTERESIS BACKBONE

The joint spring capacity in terms of bending moment can be derived from the principal tensile 
or compressive stresses, where they consider the axial load acting on the top of the column.

For a joint with no horizontal confinement provided by the stirrups , its capacity,
expresses in terms of moment resistance , both in pull and push directions, has been de-
termined by using the following equations:

In (1)  is the horizontal shear stress, represents the column cross section area, and  is 
the horizontal shear force acting at the mid-depth of the joint core. In (2) are the principal 
tensile or compressive stresses, evaluated by using the Mohr circle while represents the axial 
load acting on the top of the column. In (3)  is a geometric term which depends on the joint 
subsystem dimensions and on the lever arm d. All the terms reported in Equations (1), (2), (3) 
are represented in Figure 3, while push direction implicates beams upper fibers in compression 
state and pull direction the tension one. For the complete procedure, refer to NZSEE2017 Seis-
mic Assessment Guidelines and associated literature [15, 21, 23]. For the analyzed test, the 
bending moment capacity results equal to 35.5 kNm in push-direction and 27.5 kNm in pull 
direction. Concerning the rotation corresponding to the maximum bending moment, actually 
no formulations are available and the proposed value by the NZSEE2017 Seismic Assessment 
Guidelines [21] are independent from the construction details and geometry parameters. 

Figure 3: Moment, shear, and stresses at joint region and, Free-body diagram of a beam-column joint 
subassembly (push direction).
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Moreover, no indication on the pre-cracking stage is available, because on the safe side the 
NZSEE2017 neglects the pre-cracking stage. 
Therefore, in the present work a preliminary calibration of the parameters governing the pre-
cracking stage is performed based on the analyzed experimental test.
To model the cyclic behavior of the joint panel (e.g. [15, 33]), a hysteretic uniaxial material
was adopted in OpenSees library. In addition to the envelope parameters, the initial elastic stiff-
ness and the pairs of points of the envelope , the cyclic model, represented in Figure
4, requires the definition of several inputs parameters such as Pinch- pinching factor for 
rotation/moment during the reloading branches, Damage 1 due to ductility (μ), Damage 2 due 
to energy dissipation, and finally the power unloading stiffness (β), which governs the cycles 
stiffness degradation; they are all schematized in Tab. 1. The calibrated parameters used in the 
numerical model are: 

.

Hysteretic Material Parameters
Elastic stiffness
Moment and Rotation points of the en-
velope
Pinching factor for rotation during re-
loading
Pinching factor for moment during re-
loading
Damage due to ductility (μ)

Damage due to energy dissipation

Power used to determine the degraded 
unloading stiffness

Figure 4: (a) Hysteretic material backbone, (b) Hysteretic material input parameters

The adopted hysteretic model shows the advantage to manage independently the positives (first 
quadrant) and negatives (third quadrant) notable points of the envelope, with subscripts “p” and 
“n” in Figure 4. This opportunity allows to account the non-symmetric response of the subsys-
tem in the two directions, push and pull directions, of the seismic action as shown by many 
experimental tests

4 EXTERIOR JOINT MODEL CALIBRATION AND RESULTS

The bi-linear backbone (BB) and tri-linear backbone (TB) are both adopted to reproduce the 
experimental response of NS-O1 joint panel. The first simplest backbone is an elastic perfect 
plastic one and its parameters are defined thanks to the actual guidelines (blind prediction), 
instead the parameters of the second one is calibrated ad-hoc to match the experimental re-
sponse on the basis of the analyzed experimental test. As will be shown, both the models capture 
the experimental test with a slight, and expected difference in the level of accuracy.
In Table 1, all the parameters that characterize the envelope curves are reported, both for bi-
linear backbone (BB) and tri-linear backbone (TB). For both the backbones, the parameters 
governing loading and reloading branches are set equal to Pinch-x=0.3, Pinch-y=0.05 D1=0.02, 

=0.5, and the maximum bending moment My was calculated according to eq. (1) for push 
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direction, while it was reduced of about 22% in pull direction. Concerning the rotations at yield-
ing and ultimate condition, for the elastic perfectly plastic backbone they are set equal to those
proposed by NZSEE2017 Seismic Assessment Guidelines [21] in both directions, while for the 
trilinear backbone based on the experimental test, they result slightly higher in both the direc-
tions.

Proposed envelope curves for specimen NS-01

Model Mcr
(kNm)

My
(kNm)

Mu
(kNm)

K0
(kN/m)

K1
(kN/m)

K2
(kN/m)

ϑcr
(rad)

ϑy
(rad)

ϑu
(rad)

BB - +27.5
-35.5

+27.5
-35.5

+1364
- 1618

- 0 - ±0.005 ±0.01

TB +16
-20.5

+27.5
-35.5

+22
-28.4

+3142
+2150

+474
+658

-19
-106

+0.00085
-0.001

±0.0075 +0.015
-0.012

Table 1: Backbone values used in NS-O1 numerical model.

The axial load protocol used in the numerical analysis was back calculated from the experi-
mental data, where the axial load was imposed during the test. The cyclic analyses in terms of
lateral force vs top drift results for NS-O1 are compared with the test results, as shown in Figure
5 (a), (b).

Figure 5 (a) shows the comparison between the experimental test and numerical model with
elasto-plastic backbone, while Figure 5 (b) shows the same comparison using a tri-linear back-
bone curve. Looking at the numerical bi-linear backbone of Figure 5 (a), the stiffness is 
equal to 1364 kN/m for the pull and 1618 kN/m for push loading, respectively. This value was
50% and 16% lower than the experimental one equal to 2730 kN/m in the pull direction and 
1926 kN/m in the push direction, respectively. The stiffness under-estimation observed in 
the cyclic analyses is due to the fact that the elastic perfectly plastic backbone neglecting the 
pre-cracking stage.

(a) (b)
Figure 5: Horizontal Force – Top drift for specimen NS-O1, comparison between experimental and 

numerical results. (a) bi-linear backbone, (b) tri-linear backbone.

The bi-linear backbone could not fully reproduce the post-peak behavior of the force-top drift 
hysteresis, especially in the pull direction, where the higher axial loads were both beneficial 
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(confining the cracked joint core) and harmful (additional compressive force that accelerates 
bar buckling and concrete spalling) to the joint post-cracking behavior.
On the other hand, the monotonic envelope matched well in capturing the peak point as maxi-
mum of resistance achieved, in the push direction.

The proposed trilinear backbone model, reported in Figure 5 (b), simulates the response of 
specimen NS-O1 successfully. However, it slightly overestimates the initial branch slope where
the initial stiffness intends to capture joints first cracking peak.

The tri-linear hysteresis curve is capable, when compared to the simplified bilinear curve, 
one in capturing the strength degradation, especially the rapid degradation due to the joint con-
crete spalled occurred for cumulative damage. In the cyclic analysis, the damage accumulation
improved the prediction of the post-peak behavior and was computed by using factors damage 
1 and β, to govern the strength and stiffness degradation reached at the same displacement-
imposed level and the progressive stiffness degradation as the displacement itself increases.
These aspects related to the decay system evaluation were considered in both numerical simu-
lations from the pinching re-loading curve after one complete pull-push loading cycle.

Indeed, the bi-linear backbone, given its simplicity, can still remain a valuable tool, yet rather 
advanced, for professional practice, where there is the need to consider the joint deformability.
Furthermore, the experienced practitioner can consider for simplicity, a symmetrical resistance 
peak in the push-pull directions, taking as a reference one the lower of them, being in safety 
condition. As further developments, for more detailed studies, a trilinear curve might offer a 
more accurate representation of the initial stiffness and cracking point.

Worth noting that the strength degradation part of the post-peak region can either be modeled 
as an additional relationship to the bilinear curve model (e.g., Ruaumoko [33]) or be directly 
integrated in the trilinear curve as herein demonstrated. In both cases, issues associated with 
the numerical convergence of a pinched and strength degrading hysteresis loop, particularly 
when running fully dynamic non-linear time-history analysis can be anticipated and should be 
carefully considered. 

5 PROPOSED BACKBONE VALUES FOR EXTERIOR JOINTS MODEL

Following the numerical calibration of the backbone curve on the experimental results of spec-
imen NS-O1, similar approach was extended to various experimental tests on external joints 
specimens available in the literature (e.g. [9-11] and [29-32]).

The intent is to report in a simple way the main parameters that allow the user (be it a re-
searcher or an experienced practitioner) to effectively describe the external joints backbone,
selecting the appropriate level of targeted accuracy. It is worth noting that, when evaluating the 
equivalent joint moment capacity, expressed in terms of: , , , as previously described,
it is preferable to evaluate the peak moment following Equations (1), (2), (3) as it closely
depends on joints geometry, structural details, and axial load variation.

As it can be noted from the calibrations carried out on the proposed experimental tests, the 
ratio varies in the range 0.4-0.7 while the ratio varies between 0.7-1.
As for the rotations, building on the values suggested by NZSEE2017 Seismic Assessment
Guidelines and associated literature [15, 21], calibrated values are herein proposed on the basis 
of the tests shown in Table 2.

Based on these calibrations, it is possible to define ranges for , , to be used as sim-
ple and practical references for the joints rotations to be adopted in the numerical models, with-
out going through the full -γ formulation, see Table 3.
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Calibrated values for the proposed numerical models

# Reference ID Mcr
(kNm)

My
(kNm)

Mu
(kNm)

K0
(kN/m)

K1
(kN/m)

K2
(kN/m)

ϑcr
(rad)

ϑy
(rad)

ϑu
(rad) - -

1 Pampanin et al 2003.
[15]

T1 +9
-13

+18
-22

+18
-22

+599
+667

0 0 +0.0015
-0.002

±0.005 ±0.01 0.50
0.59

1

2 Pampanin et al. 2003
[15]

L1 +7
-9

+11
-14

+11
-14

+1050
+1408

0 0 +0.002
-0.003

±0.005 ±0.01 0.64
0.79

1

3 W. Y. Kam 2010 [30] NSO1 +15
-21

+28
-36

+22
-29

+3142
+2150

+474
+658

-19
-106

+0.00085
-0.001

±0.0075 +0.015
-0.012

0.55
0.58 0.80

4 E. Hertanto [29]

TDP1 +16
-19

+35
-21

+28
-15

+2481
+3225

- -258
-156

+0.003
-0.0007

+0.0065
-0.0045

+0.015
-0.018

0.46
0.90

0.80
0.71

TDP2 +12
-18

±30 ±24 +2513
+1843

0 -430
-390

+0.0006
-0.00075

±0.0075 ±0.015 0.40
0.60

0.80

TDD1 +35
-23

+35
-23

+35
-23

+1142
+1804

- 0 +0.0015
-0.00065

+0.0075
-0.004

+0.018
-0.01

1 1

TDD2 +42
-20

+50
-28

+38
-17

±1514 - -329
-251

+0.0004
-0.00025

+0.007
-0.0035

+0.020
-0.018

0.84
0.71

0.76
0.61

TSP +15
-9

+25
-14

+25
-14

+410
-557

- 0 +0.00090
-0.0015

+0.006
-0.003

+0.015
-0.01

0.60
0.64

1

TSD +16
-11

+22
-16

+22
-16

+1267
-1857

0 -85
-70

+0.00090
-0.0015

+0.0055
-0.0042

+0.018
-0.015

0.73
0.69

1

5 U. Akguzel 2011 [31] 2D1 +15
-10

+27
-38

+19
-30

+1890
+2252

0 -358
-667

+0.0009
-0.00018

±0.003 ±0.015 0.56
0.26

0.70
0.79

Table 2: Backbone values used in numerical models’ calibration.

Joint rotations ranges
Joint’s type ϑcr

(rad)
ϑy

(rad)
ϑu

(rad)
External 0.0006 ≤ ϑ ≥ 0.0015 0.003 ≤ ϑ ≥ 0.0075 0.01 ≤ ϑ ≥ 0.02

Table 3: Proposed ranges for external joints rotations.

Figure 6 shows the envelopes obtained for the experimental tests on external joints analyzed
in terms of joint rotation (ϑ) vs normalized moment . By observing the shape of the
proposed curves, it can be seen that on the basis of the case study, the most appropriate back-
bone was chosen to describe the joints behavior (bi-linear or tri-linear).

Figure 6: Envelope curves of numerical tests on literature specimens reported in Table 2.
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6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, an experimental test on an exterior beam-column joint designed for gravity loads 
has been numerical modelled by a lumped plasticity approach. The joint non-linear deformation 
capacity represented through a single non-linear rotational spring placed at beam-column inter-
section. For what concerns the numerical settings, it was necessary to define an efficient mo-
ment-rotation relationship allowing to obtain a reliable prediction of the selected exterior joint 
specimen NS-O1. Moreover, the parameters to be defined were the elastic stiffness, pre- and 
post-cracking slopes, as well as the pinching behavior, as a function of the type of joints (exte-
rior), joint dimensions, axial load ratio, longitudinal reinforcement type, anchorage details. 
Finally, two different backbones were chosen to simulate the experimental test in terms of top
force-global drift response. The first one consists of a simple bi-linear relationship, useful for 
the experienced practitioner, which should adopt the most convenient approach to consider joint
deformation capacity, according to NZSEE2017 Seismic Assessment Guidelines [21].
The second one consists of a tri-linear relationship, useful in the research field when the goal is
to capture detailed aspects of the experimental test to be reproduced, or in general of the overall 
joint behavior, depending on the required degree of accuracy and scope of work. In this case,
the tri-linear backbone can capture and better model the point of first cracking, the elastic and 
softening branches.
All the parameters that characterize the backbone curves and their hysteretic behavior are re-
ported, highlighting how the values provided by NZSEE2017 Seismic Assessment Guidelines
[21] are intentionally and reasonably providing average behavior, while, for a case-by-case spe-
cific analysis, more appropriate parameters can be identified to better describe the joints per-
formances. This work represents a small part of a more extensive numerical simulation 
campaign on existing joints currently under development.
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Abstract

The expected lateral response of reinforced concrete (RC) elements strongly depends on their 
failure mode. Code-conforming RC members are supposed to exhibit a flexural (F) ductile fail-
ure, with complete exploitation of their post-peak displacement/deformation capacity. How-
ever, substandard RC elements, which are typical of existing structures, may undergo a shear 
failure after yielding (FS) or even before yielding (S) of longitudinal reinforcement. In this case, 
the element is classified as “shear-sensitive” and may be characterized by an abrupt collapse 
after the attainment of the peak load-capacity, with a fast loss of lateral load-bearing capacity 
up to the onset of the progressive reduction of the axial load-bearing capacity. This condition 
may trigger structural collapse, as also shown from surveys of damages due to strong earth-
quakes in past and recent times. So, the determination of the failure mode of RC members is 
paramount for a reliable assessment of the seismic safety of structures.
In general, static criteria are applied to pre-classify the expected failure mode of RC members 
and their response backbone is defined dependently on the determined failure mode. However, 
a comprehensive approach for modelling, with a unique set of predictive equations, the re-
sponse envelope of RC members without pre-determining with a deterministic approach their 
failure mode is missing.
In this paper membership functions are defined to determine for RC columns the possibility that 
they exhibit an F, an FS, or an S failure. A set of basic predictive equations are defined, based 
on experimental data, to define a multilinear response envelope. The proposed equations may 
be combined with membership functions to use a unique set of equation able to reproduce the 
behaviour of RC columns with different expected failure modes.

Keywords: RC element, existing, seismic assessment, failure mode, response envelope, model.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the last decades, one of the trends of research in the structural engineering field is aimed 
at providing robust and reliable tools for nonlinear modelling of structural members. This is an 
essential step towards a complete implementation of a performance-based approach for the seis-
mic design and assessment of structures in technical codes and current practice. 

In Reinforced Concrete (RC) structures, primary elements may have a different lateral non-
linear response dependently on their failure mode. If, under lateral loads, the element can first 
yield and then exploit its entire ductility capacity (as shown in Figure 1), its failure mode is 
ductile and flexure-controlled. Such a kind of element is defined flexure-critical, the name of 
its failure mode is usually abbreviated with an “F”, the element itself can be defined as an “F 
element”. If, under lateral loads, the element cannot exploit its entire ductility capacity (as 
shown in Fig. 1), the element is defined shear-critical, since the ductile response of the element 
is prematurely interrupted by the occurrence of a shear failure. Two conditions may occur: if 
the element is anyhow able to yield, the failure mode is defined “FS”, since it is first governed 
by flexure (the element can yield), then by shear (the element cannot attain its ductility capacity 
since a shear failure occurs first); if the element is not able even to yield, since the shear failure 
occurs before yielding, the failure mode is defined “S”, since it is governed by shear. Also in 
this case, elements experiencing an FS failure mode are called “FS elements”, while elements 
experiencing an S failure mode are called “S elements”.

Also from Figure 1, it is clear that RC members with different failure modes have different 
lateral response. For this reason, the assessment of the expected failure mode (or “classification 
of the failure mode”) is essential to correctly model the nonlinear response of each member and, 
so, to obtain a reliable prediction of the structural performance. This is of paramount importance 
especially when dealing with nonlinear modelling and seismic capacity assessment of existing 
RC buildings.

In the literature, different approaches have been proposed for the classification of the failure 
mode of structural members. Some of them have been also introduced in building codes. The 
first approach to the classification of failure mode was described by Priestley et al. [1] based 
on ATC-6 [2] provisions. First, it is stated that the shear strength of a RC structural members is 
maximum when the element is in the elastic field; such a strength decreases at increasing duc-
tility demand due to the damage of the element, up to a minimum (or “residual”) value. Simi-
larly to what is represented in Figure 1, the failure mode is F if the shear force corresponding 
to flexural strength is less than the residual shear strength; the failure mode is S if the shear 
force corresponding to flexural strength is more than the initial shear strength; otherwise, the 
expected failure mode is FS. This approach for the classification of structural members’ failure 
mode, with consistent nonlinear modelling of the lateral response of these structural members, 
has been adopted for nonlinear time-history analyses on case-study existing RC buildings in 
[3]. However, different authors, based on experimental evidences, highlighted that the ratio 
between the shear strength of a member and the shear demand in equilibrium with its flexural 
strength cannot completely explain the observed failure mode of RC elements.

For example, Zhu et al. [4] proposed, based on experimental data, a classification method 
distinguishing F and S elements; FS elements are mostly included among S elements. Accord-
ing to this method, first the transverse reinforcement ratio should be calculated. If this ratio is 
lower than 0.002, the element is classified as S. Otherwise, the shear span-to-dept of the cross 
section ratio and the ratio between the plastic shear demand and the shear strength by Sezen 
and Moehle [5] are calculated. If the first ratio is lower than 2 or the second ratio is higher than 
1.05, the element is classified as S. Otherwise, it is classified as F.
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Ghannoum and Matamoros [6] and Ghannoum [7] proposed a modification to the method of 
classification of the failure modes of columns due to splice deficiency reported in ASCE/SEI 
41-13 [8]. The proposal has been implemented in ASCE/SEI 41-17 [9] together with a proposal 
for the definition of the significant points of the lateral response of RC columns depending on 
the potential failure due to splice deficiency.

Based on experimental data, Hua et al. [10] proposed a classification method of the failure 
mode of RC members based on the concept of likelihood of shear failure. The probability of 
shear failure is calculated based on a demand-to-capacity ratio in which the capacity is evalu-
ated through a proposed shear strength model.

Based on experimental data, Ma and Gong [11] proposed the calculation of a factor ω de-
pending on geometric and mechanical characteristics of the RC columns. Based on the value 
assumed by the factor ω, it is possible to establish the expected failure mode of the element. 
One of the most significant advantages of this approach is that, differently from other methods, 
the prediction of the failure mode is independent on the specific shear strength model adopted. 
A similar approach will be introduced also in this study.

Figure 1: Illustrative sketch of the expected lateral response of F, FS, and S members.

One of the shortcomings of most of these approaches is their deterministic outcome. In this 
work, an empirical approach based on fuzzy theory is proposed for the assessment of the failure 
mode of RC members. In other words, the proposed approach aims at assigning to each generic 
RC structural element the “possibility” (expressed through a scalar between 0 and 1) of being 
“member” of the sets of F, of FS and of S elements. This scalar is calculated via membership 
functions which are defined for each of the three sets/failure modes. The definition of a “con-
tinuous” classification of the failure mode of structural elements is a preliminary step towards 
the assessment of the lateral response of RC members without an explicit pre-classification, but 
by means of an implicit modification of the expected ductile response backbone of the element 
by using the proposed membership functions. Based on the same experimental database, em-
pirical equations are proposed for the assessment of the expected response envelope of ductile 
elements.

2 EXPERIMENTAL DATABASE

The definition of the proposed approach for the direct assessment of RC elements’ failure 
mode is based on the experimental data collected in the ACI 369 Rectangular Column Database 
[12], which will be briefly named “ACI database” in the following.

V

Δ

VR,max
S failure

VR,min

FS failure

F failure
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The ACI database is constituted by 326 cyclic tests of rectangular RC columns. In this work, 
only cyclic tests of rectangular-reinforced columns are considered. All specimens are charac-
terized by the presence of deformed (i.e., ribbed) longitudinal rebars, while transverse rein-
forcement may be realized with deformed or plain bars. For each specimen, the following data 
are reported:

- Material properties (for concrete, longitudinal and transverse reinforcement);
- Column geometry (for the overall column, longitudinal and transverse reinforcement);
- Confinement details (i.e., the configuration of transverse reinforcement);
- Test configuration details (i.e., how the lateral load was applied on the specimen);
- Test results in terms of observed failure mode, significant values of force and dis-

placement, force-displacement loops (if available).

Since the assessment of the failure mode is the core issue of this work, it is worth mentioning 
how the definition of the failure mode was performed by the Authors of the database. Two 
approaches are considered for failure mode classification: the first one is consistent with the 
approach adopted by PEER in [13] and is more based on the “observed” response of the speci-
mens; the second, which is more “practice-oriented”, is based on the assessment of transverse 
reinforcement detailing and on the ratio between the plastic shear demand and the expected 
shear capacity. The discussion presented in this paper is based on the first classification ap-
proach, i.e., the one consistent with PEER [13], since it is independent of the assessment of 
shear strength by means of a specific shear capacity model. In fact, consistently with the PEER 
approach, a first distinction is made between shear-sensitive and non-shear-sensitive members. 
If the Authors of each experimental test reports the occurrence of shear damage for a certain 
specimen, the element is classified as “shear critical”. Otherwise, it is classified as “flexure 
critical” and the assigned failure mode is F. 

Among Shear Critical elements, a mixed analytical/empirical approach is adopted to distin-
guish FS and S elements. First, for each specimen, the maximum lateral force attained (Feff) is 
evaluated. Then, the theoretical maximum force corresponding to the attainment of a maximum 
strain in concrete equal to 0.4% (F0.004) is calculated. In addition, based on the experimental 
response of the specimen, the ductility capacity μfail is calculated by assuming as failure dis-
placement the one associated with a force capacity equal to 0.80 times Feff on the softening 
branch of the force-displacement response. If Feff is lower than 0.95 times F0.004 or μfail is equal 
or lower than 2, the Shear Critical element is classified as S. Otherwise, it is classified as FS.

Among the 326 tests collected in the database, only those for which all the significant geo-
metric, mechanical and response parameters were available have been used for this study. In 
addition, only “completely cyclic” tests were considered: in other words, test with monotonic 
loading before and/or after yielding were excluded. In addition, columns with spliced reinforce-
ment were excluded since they can undergo a premature failure due to insufficient anchorage 
length, as shown, for example, for the specimens by Melek and Wallace [14] that are included
in the original ACI dataset but are not considered for this study. Hence, a subset of the ACI
database constituted by 260 tests is considered in this work. In this reference subset, hereinafter 
named “collected database”, 156 tests are classified as F (60% of the database), 69 tests are 
classified as FS (26% of the database), 35 tests are classified as S (14% of the database). Despite 
other databases considering shear-sensitive RC members have been collected including a larger 
amount of S tests (e.g., [15, 16, 17]), it was preferred to adopt ACI database since it includes 
also F elements, which is fundamental for the scope of this study; on the other hand, “merging” 
F elements from ACI and FS/S elements from other databases was excluded, in order to use 
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data associated with RC columns whose failure mode has been classified with a unique and 
consistent approach.

The tests collected in the reference subset are characterized by 0 ≤ ν (axial load ratio) ≤ 0.90, 
13 ≤ fc (compressive strength of concrete) ≤ 118 MPa, 318 ≤ fyl (yielding stress of longitudinal 
rebars) ≤ 587 MPa, 249 ≤ fyw (yielding stress of transverse rebars) ≤ 1424 MPa, 0.0068 ≤ ρl
(longitudinal reinforcement ratio) ≤ 0.0694, 0.0006≤ ρw (transverse reinforcement ratio) ≤ 
0.0321, 0.11 ≤ h/Ls (cross section height-to-shear span aspect ratio) ≤ 0.87, 0.11 ≤ s/d (trans-
verse reinforcement spacing-to-effective depth of the cross section ratio)≤ 1.27. In addition, the 
experimental response loops of specimens were corrected, if necessary, in order to remove the 
spurious effect given by geometric non-linearity (i.e., P-Δ effects) and, so, consider only me-
chanical sources triggering the post-peak softening. The correction has been performed in order 
to lead back the experimental response of the selected specimens to “Case I” according to [13].

The database is described more in details in [12].

3 ASSESSMENT OF FAILURE MODE VIA MEMBERSHIP FUNCTIONS

In this work, the collected database is considered as the union of fuzzy sets [18]. A fuzzy set 
is a collection of objects with a certain membership. More specifically, each specimen can be 
member of the “F elements” fuzzy set, of the “FS elements” fuzzy set and of the “S elements” 
fuzzy set. In other words, it is possible to define, for each specimen, if it is certainly F, certainly 
FS or certainly S. 

However, when dealing with a generic structural member belonging to a structure, it is not 
always possible to define with certainty if it will behave as an F element, or as an FS element 
of as an S element. In this case, a membership function allows expressing the possibility [19]
of that element of behaving as an F element, as an FS element and as an S element. In other 
words, the membership function for F elements, μF, expresses with a number ranging from 0 to 
1, the possibility that a certain structural member belongs to the set of F elements; the same 
applies for the membership function for FS elements, μFS, and for the membership function for 
S elements, μS. Of course, it is certain that a member will be part of one of the three sets. So, 
the sum of the values assumed by the three membership functions for a certain structural ele-
ment should always be equal to 1.

The membership function can express the possibility of a certain structural member of being 
part of a certain set as a function of a predictive parameter (or of more predictive parameters) 
that represents the structural member characteristics. Of course, the significant characteristics 
of the structural member (i.e., those that can define a potential domain – also called support –
for the membership function) depend on the nature of the membership function itself. For ex-
ample, since the membership functions that are defined in this work are related to the concept 
of failure mode, it is expected that parameters like the axial load ratio or the amount of longi-
tudinal and transverse reinforcement may be appropriate as predictors. Section 3.2 is dedicated 
to the definition of the most appropriate predictive parameter(s). 

Consider now to have defined a certain predictive parameter x. Hence, the membership func-
tions are expressed as μF(x), μFS(x), μS(x). The values assumed by the membership functions 
are set based on the experimental data reported in the collected database. The procedure adopted 
to define the shape of the membership functions is reported below, with reference to the illus-
trative sketch reported in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Illustrative sketch of the adopted membership functions.

1. Membership functions are assumed as piecewise linear;
2. The value x00 of the predictor parameter is set. It is defined in order to have μF(x≤x00)=1.

In other words, if the predictor x is lower than or equal to x00, it is assumed that certainly
the structural member will exhibit an F failure mode. The value of x00 is obtained from
the collected database as the maximum value of x below which no FS or S failure is
observed;

3. The value x0 of the predictor parameter is set. It is defined in order to have μS(x≤x0)=0.
In other words, if the predictor x is lower than or equal to x0, it is assumed that certainly
the structural member will not exhibit an S failure mode. The value of x0 is obtained
from the collected database as the maximum value of x below which no S failure is
observed;

4. The value x2 of the predictor parameter is set. It is defined in order to have μS(x≥x2)=1.
In other words, if the predictor x is higher than or equal to x2, it is assumed that certainly
the structural member will exhibit an S failure mode. The value of x2 is obtained from
the collected database as the maximum value of x above which no F or FS failure is
observed;

5. The membership function for FS failure mode μFS(x) is assumed equal to 1- μFS(x)-
μS(x);

6. Being f1=μF(x1) and s1= μS(x1), the values of x1 (which is between x0 and x2), f1 and s1
are set after an iterative procedure aimed at obtaining the “best performance” for the
membership functions, i.e., the set of x1, f1, and s1 values for which the adopted mem-
bership functions are able to correctly predict the failure mode of the specimens of the
collected database in the highest number of cases.

In a previous work [20], different potential predictors were already evaluated, namely the 
axial load ratio, the aspect ratio and the ratio between the mechanical ratio of longitudinal and 
transverse reinforcement. In general, as also reported in section 1, the distinction between shear 
critical and flexural critical structural members can be performed via a “static” approach by 
comparing shear demand at yielding Vy (i.e., the one in equilibrium with the yielding moment 
acting at the base of column) and the shear demand at maximum Vmax (i.e., the one in equilib-
rium with the maximum moment acting at the base of column), with the shear resistance of the 
column, VR. A member is flexure critical if Vmax is lower than the minimum value of VR; oth-
erwise, it is shear-critical. It should be considered that at increasing axial load ratio, both the 
maximum moment (i.e., Vmax) and the shear resistance VR, first increase and then decrease. So, 

μ(x)

xx00 x0 x1 x2

μF(x)
1

μS(x)
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0
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a specific trend for the frequency of each failure mode at increasing ν is not expected. In fact, 
in [20], it was observed that the axial load ratio alone is not a good predictor of the failure mode. 
A better performance is obtained by considering as predictor the aspect ratio and the ratio be-
tween longitudinal and transverse reinforcement mechanical ratios. However, it was observed 
that the best performance was obtained by adopting as predictor a combination of these two 
parameters, as shown in Equation 1.

ℎ ℎ
(1)

Since the predictive parameter x has been chosen, it is possible to define the membership 
functions. Based on the collected database, it is observed that:

1. For x lower than or equal to 0.75, only F failures are observed. Hence, x00 (see Figure
2) is assumed equal to 1;

2. No S failure is observed for x lower than or equal to 1.50. Hence, x0 (see Figure 2) is
assumed equal to 1.50;

3. Only S failures are observed for x higher than or equal to 13. Hence, x2 (see Fig. 2) is
assumed equal to 13.

The best performance set of membership functions is obtained if x1 (see Figure 2) is assumed 
equal to 3.1, if f1 (see Figure 2) is assumed equal to 0.07 and if s1 (see Figure 2) is assumed 
equal to 0.09. With these assumptions, in fact, a correct prediction of the failure mode (i.e., the 
more possible failure mode corresponds with the actual failure mode) is obtained in 84% of 
cases. Note that the values of x00, x0, x2, x1, f1, and s1 are different with respect to those shown 
in [20] since they were evaluated with respect to a smaller database.

The obtained membership functions are shown in Figure 3 and compared with the experi-
mental failure modes. Experimental failure modes are reported as filled circles if they are pre-
dicted as the most possible failure mode by the adopted membership functions; otherwise, they 
are reported as blank circles. 

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Adopted membership functions. Graph with x between 0 and 15 (a) and graph with x between 0 and 25 
(b). 
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It is possible to observe that for x lower than 2 the most possible failure mode is F; for x 
between 2 and 7.3 the most possible failure mode is FS; for x higher than 7.3, the most possible 
failure mode is S. It is worth recalling that for x lower than 0.75 the only possible failure mode 
is F, while for x higher than 13 the only possible failure mode is S. It is also worth mentioning 
that for x between 2 and 2.1 and for x between 7.1 and 7.6 there is no failure mode with possi-
bility of occurrence higher than 50%: special caution should be adopted when dealing with 
structural members belonging to these “transition zones” (grey-filled areas in Figure 3).

4 BASIC RESPONSE ENVELOPE

In this section, the basic bending moment M – chord rotation θ response envelope is deter-
mined for ductile members, i.e., for RC columns with x lower than or equal to 0.75.

4.1 Response envelope and methodology

Based on the response envelope of the experimental response of ductile members included 
in the database, the following characteristic points/conditions were defined.

The first point of the proposed envelope is yielding point. First, a theoretical predic-
tion of My was obtained by means of a fibre section analysis and indicated as My,fiber.
Then, the experimental maximum moment Mmax was determined. If Mmax resulted
higher than 1.07My,fiber, the yielding point was identified on the experimental enve-
lope at the attainment of M equal to My,fiber; otherwise, according to [21], the yielding
point was identified on the experimental envelope at the attainment of M equal to
0.80Mmax;
The second point of the envelope is the peak load point. It was simply determined at
the attainment of a moment equal to the maximum moment Mmax.
The third point of the envelope was determined on the descending branch of the ex-
perimental response envelope at the attainment of a moment equal to 0.80Mmax. This
point corresponds to the attainment of a conventional “ultimate” condition.
The fourth and last point of the envelope is the one corresponding to the complete
loss of lateral load capacity of the column. It was determined, on the experimental
envelope, by linear extrapolation up to zero moment resistance of the extreme points
of the imposed displacement cycles defining the descending branch of the experi-
mental envelope beginning from the experimental point at conventional “ultimate”,
as defined at the previous point. Note that, to limit the use of unreliable extrapolated
data, only tests for which at least a 50% strength decrease after peak load point at-
tainment were considered for the assessment of this point.

A consistent approach was adopted to define an equivalent set of predictive equations for 
the assessment of the response envelope of rectangular RC column with plain bars in [22].

The following parameters were adopted to identify the abovementioned characteristic points 
of the response envelope, as shown in Figure 4.

The ratio between the flexural secant stiffness at yielding of the member cross-sec-
tion (also called “effective stiffness”), EIy, and the flexural stiffness of the gross sec-
tion EIg. This ratio allows defining, together with the yielding moment My previously
defined, the chord rotation at yielding, θy;
The maximum moment Mmax together with the corresponding post-yielding plastic
chord rotation, θmax

pl;
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The post-capping plastic chord rotation at conventional “ultimate” condition, θult
pc;

The post-ultimate plastic chord rotation at the attainment of zero lateral load capacity,
θ0

pu, together with the softening stiffness toward zero lateral load capacity, K0.

Figure 4: Characteristic points and assumed parameters of the base moment (M) - chord rotation (θ) response 
envelope.

In order to define empirical formulations for the prediction of the abovementioned response 
parameters, some potential predictors were selected. The candidate predictors were chosen by 
considering the outcomes of past studies (e.g., [23]), as well as their expected mechanical in-
fluence. In addition to those listed for the description of the experimental database (see section 
2), some combinations of them were assumed as potential predictive parameters, namely:

the ratio between the spacing of transverse reinforcement, s, and the cross-section depth,
d;
the ratio between the spacing of transverse reinforcement, s, and the diameter of longi-
tudinal rebars, db;
a factor related to the proneness to buckling of longitudinal bars, sn=(s/db)·(fy/100)0.5;
the area/mechanical ratio of longitudinal rebars ρl and ωl;
the area/mechanical ratio of transverse reinforcement ρw and ωw;
the longitudinal reinforcement area/mechanical ratio calculated by separating the con-
tribution of reinforcement in compression (ρ2 and ω2, respectively) from the contribu-
tion of reinforcement in tension + web reinforcement (ρ1 and ω1, respectively);
the ratio between the area/mechanical longitudinal reinforcement ratio for rebars in
compression and the mechanical longitudinal reinforcement ratio for rebars in tension.

The statistical procedure adopted for defining the predictive equations below listed is de-
scribed in detail in [24]. More specifically, linear least squares regressions were performed re-
lating the output variables (expressed in terms of natural logarithm) and the potential predictors 
(expressed in their natural form, in terms of natural logarithm, or absent). The final equations 
proposed were selected among the ones with the minimum number of input variables but 
deemed as “statistically equivalent” – based on F-tests – to the basic predictive equations in-
cluding all the potential predictors. For the assessment of predictive equations, T-tests were 
performed to remove outliers from the experimental database [25].
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4.2 Predictive equations

The equations derived to define the response envelope of ductile rectangular RC columns 
with deformed bars are reported below, together with, for each proposed equation, the statistics 
– mean, median and Coefficient of Variation (CoV) – associated with the set of the observed
value-to-predicted value ratios for the entire experimental database. In the proposed equations,
forces must be expressed in Newtons and lengths in millimetres.

The ratio between secant-to-yielding and gross section stiffness, EIy/EIg can be calculated as 
reported in Equation 2 (observed-to-predicted ratio: mean=1.09, median=1.00, CoV=0.42).

Alternatively, the ratio between secant-to-40% of yielding moment and gross section stiff-
ness, EI40/EIg can be calculated as reported in Equation 3 (observed-to-predicted ratio: 
mean=1.13, median=0.99, CoV=0.49).

Note that both Equations 2 and 3 were obtained by considering not only F, but also FS spec-
imens included in the database.

The post-yielding plastic chord rotation, θmax
pl can be calculated as reported in Equation 4

(observed-to-predicted ratio: mean=1.15, median=0.97, CoV=0.54). Note that for the assess-
ment of θmax

pl some tests were not considered since their response envelope was provided with 
a branch at pseudo-constant moment demand roughly equal to the maximum moment. In these 
cases, the value of the chord rotation at peak load was not determinable in a unique and not 
ambiguous way.

For the calculation of the peak resistance, Mmax, a simple mean value is proposed attempting 
to predict the Mmax/My ratio, i.e., Mmax/My = 1.31 (observed-to-predicted ratio: CoV=0.15), with 
My calculated by means of a section fibre analysis.

The post-capping “ultimate” plastic chord rotation, θult
pc can be calculated as reported in 

Equation 5 (observed-to-predicted ratio: mean=1.16, median=0.99, CoV=0.58).

The post-ultimate plastic chord rotation towards zero resistance, θ0
pu can be calculated as 

reported in Equation 6 (observed-to-predicted ratio: mean=1.11, median=1.16, CoV=0.42). It 
is limited to the maximum value of θ0

pu observed in the database.

(6)

To avoid modelling issues, namely to avoid that the bilinear softening branch of the response 
envelope is characterized by decreasing (in absolute value) softening stiffness, the post-ultimate 
plastic chord rotation resulting from Equation 6 must be further limited according to Equation 
7.

(7)

4.3 Application

The comparison of the outcomes of proposed model for ductile RC members with six exper-
imental responses included in the experimental database (the three specimens with the “best” 
performance of the proposed model and the three specimens with the “worst” performance of 
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the proposed model) is shown in Figure 5, together with the cyclic envelope calculated by ap-
plying the model by [23]. The best performance of the proposed model is obtained for speci-
mens C5-00N tested in [26], C1-1 tested in [27] and Test1 tested in [28] while the worst 
performance is observed for specimens No.7 tested in [29], 214-08 tested in [30], and HC4-
8L19-T10-0.1P tested in [31].

“best” prediciton “worst” prediction

Figure 5: “Best” (left column) and “worst” (right column) predictions of the proposed model compared with the 
experimental response of the selected specimens and with the cyclic envelope predicted by applying the model 

proposed by Haselton et al. [23].

Since it was determined based only on cyclic tests, the proposed model already includes in its 
envelope the sources of strength degradation typical of members under cyclic (such as seismic) 
loading. On the contrary, the response envelope proposed by Haselton et al. [23] is monotonic, 
as it is based on the results of monotonic tests and on the expected monotonic envelope derived 
from a back-analysis of the results of cyclic tests. The cyclic envelope shown in Figure 5 as a 
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result of the application of the model by Haselton et al. is obtained by modelling the specimen 
in OpenSees [32] by adopting ModIMKPeakOriented Material model and by applying to it the 
real imposed displacement path. In general, it was observed that the model by Haselton et al. 
can show a fast decay of strength capacity, both in terms of maximum moment capacity and in 
terms of steepness of the softening branch when the imposed displacement path is characterized 
by a significant number of loading-unloading cycles. On the other hand, the proposed model 
seems to not predict well the cyclic response envelope when the maximum moment capacity is 
significantly higher than yielding moment and, in tune, the chord rotation at maximum is sig-
nificantly higher than the chord rotation at yielding.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

A subset of ACI 369 database of experimental tests on rectangular RC columns with de-
formed longitudinal rebars [12] has been selected. The selected tests were cyclic and real-
ized on columns without lap-sliced anchorage of longitudinal rebars. In addition, they are
characterized by different failure modes assessed independently on a specific shear
strength model: namely, 156 tests are classified as F (60% of the database), 69 tests are
classified as FS (26% of the database), 35 tests are classified as S (14% of the database).

Based on the experimental database collected, a “continuous” approach for the assessment
of the expected failure mode has been proposed. In fact, a single predictor parameter has
been identified depending only on geometric and mechanical properties of the RC element.
Based on this predictor, named x, membership functions are proposed to calculate the pos-
sibility (a number between 0 and 1) that the considered member exhibits an F, and FS or
an S failure. RC members with x lower than or equal to 0.75 are expected to exhibit only
an F failure mode, while members with x greater than 13 are expected to exhibit only an S
failure mode. The proposed approach can correctly predict as most possible the actual fail-
ure mode of the specimens included in the database in 84% of cases.

For RC members with x lower than or equal to 0.75, i.e., for expected ductile RC members,
a set of predictive equations have been proposed to assess their cyclic moment – chord
rotation response envelope up to the complete loss of lateral load resistance. This set of
equations can be useful for modelling RC members, within a lumped plasticity approach,
for collapse risk assessment of RC structures via nonlinear analyses.

In the literature, a similar model with the same aims was already proposed by Haselton et
al. [23]. However, it was observed that the cyclic response envelope predicted by applying
this model may be affected by premature decay of strength capacity when the RC element
is subjected by a significant number of loading-unloading cycles. In addition, the equations
proposed by Haselton et al. [23] can predict only the expected monotonic envelope of the
RC element, while the cyclic envelope including strength and stiffness degradation effects
typical of seismic action can be determined only by applying to the RC member the real
imposed displacement path. This makes the model by Haselton et al. [23] unfit for the
assessment of RC structures via nonlinear static analysis, which is still a useful tool
adopted by practitioners and researchers, especially for the assessment of existing build-
ings.

In future works, the proposed equations for the assessment of the cyclic response envelope
will be combined with the proposed membership functions in order to make them applica-
ble for the evaluation of the expected response envelope for RC members with whichever
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failure mode and, above all, without the necessity of pre-determining the expected failure 
mode. In addition, the parameters for modelling the cyclic degradation of unloading and 
reloading stiffness, as well as the so-called “pinching” effect will be calibrated.
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Abstract 

The seismic assessment of reinforced concrete (RC) structures is commonly carried out ne-
glecting previous damage, eventually induced by other phenomena, although different forms 
of hazard can affect a structure during its existence. The coexistence of many hazard sources 
is very common, i.e., in countries affected by landslides, also characterized by high seismicity, 
like Italy. The aim of this work is both to demonstrate the potential utility of satellite data de-
rived from the Differential Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry (DInSAR) to support the 
structural health monitoring of a RC infilled building within a landslide-affected area and to 
assess its safety conditions after experiencing two different hazards, that are landslide and 
earthquake. A 3D model of the case study building, including also infills, is created based on 
the information available from a geometrical survey, obtaining the missing parameters from 
literature. The seismic assessment of the building structural elements, caused by the design 
seismic action, is initially shown. Then, the seismic assessment is repeated, considering the 
building to be in a state of known landslide-induced stress-strain condition. Finally, an inter-
esting comparison is proposed between the safety condition of the building expected in both 
cases, with or without the consideration of the precedent landslide-induced displacements.  

Keywords: Multi-Hazard Assessment, Existing RC Buildings, Remote sensing, Earthquake, 
Landslide, Damage Assessment 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Different forms of hazard can affect structures throughout their existence; this is very 
common, for example, in countries affected both by landslides and high seismicity.  

The effects of the single hazard source on existing reinforced concrete (RC) buildings have 
been a widely discussed research topic worldwide, in the last decades. For the seismic as-
sessment, the international literature includes many methodologies and applications related to 
specific investigation issues [1-4]. Many studies can also be found regarding the evaluation of 
the structural damage as consequence of phenomena inducing slow displacements, monitored 
through satellite data for consistent periods [5-7], in particular for landslides [8-12]. The re-
search in terms of landslide-earthquake multi-risk analysis, indeed, is very limited [13]. 

In this work, a RC infilled building, constructed in the 60s, located in Moio della Civitella, 
South of Italy, having typical structural deficiencies of pre-seismic designed structures, is 
used as case study. A structural 3D model of the building, including infills, is created based 
on the information available from original documents and an in-situ survey, while the missing 
parameters are obtained from literature. A modeling approach specifically elaborated for RC 
members with plain bars [14] is implemented for the non-linear flexural behavior of RC 
members, concentrating it at the ends of the beams and columns. Couples of diagonal struts 
are used for infills modeling, which behavior is defined as illustrated by Panagiotakos and 
Fardis [15]. 

The effect of the landslide phenomenon on the structure is monitored through the Differen-
tial Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry (DInSAR) technique [16]. The processing of as-
cending and descending COSMO-SkyMed images allows to obtain DInSAR deformation data, 
as a result of detected displacements of targets on the ground (buildings, rocks, infrastructures, 
etc.), with accuracy of the millimeter, carrying out maps of mean displacement rates and time 
series of deformations [17-19]. The surface ground movements, detected in the period 2012-
2019, and extended to the 2020, have been applied to building foundations.  

Then, non-linear static (pushover) analysis procedure is implemented twice: the first time 
in a condition of integer structure (earthquake [EQ] scenario) and the second time considering 
the structure already affected by the monitored slow-moving landslide (landslide plus earth-
quake [LAN+EQ] scenario). In both situations, the analysis results allow to carry out code-
based [20, 21] seismic safety assessments, and the calculation of the “seismic safety index” 
(called for brevity “safety index”) [22, 23] with reference to the Italian Life-Safety (LS) limit 
state (ls) [20]. 

This paper aims to demonstrate the potential utility of DInSAR technique at a small scale, 
to support the structural health monitoring of an RC building, and to demonstrate the im-
portance of a multi-risk seismic safety assessment, cumulating the actions coming from the 
two different hazards, that are landslide and earthquake.  

2 METHODOLOGY 

The fundamental input for the multi-risk analysis, in this work, is the landslide advanced 
monitoring, for a quite wide period of time, obtained from the DInSAR technique. Then, the 
aims of the work is pursued by performing pushover analysis and, therefore, the seismic safe-
ty local checks for RC members and the global safety index assessment for the whole struc-
ture. The theorical basis of the previous approaches are explained, respectively, in Section 2.1 
and Section 2.2. The territorial frame of the case study, its information and the modeling as-
pects are reported in Section 3. Moreover, Section 4.1 and Section 4.2 present the DInSAR 
analysis and displacements application, and the seismic structural assessment for the case 
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study building, in the EQ and LAN+EQ scenario. In conclusion, the results obtained by the 
multi-risk analysis are compared with the results of the traditional one. 

2.1 Differential SAR Interferometry technique 

DInSAR approach is based on time series of radar images [24] acquired by sensors in-
stalled on satellite platforms, travelling along semi-polar orbits. The acquisition is ensured 
when the observation of radar targets, namely Permanent Scatterers (PS) [25], is possible. PSs 
are typically parts of buildings, metallic structures, rocks or other elements already present on 
the ground, with electromagnetic characteristics more or less constant over time. Having a 
stack of images on the same area, in which specific PSs can be identified, DInSAR approach 
allows to create maps of mean displacement rates and time series of the deformations meas-
ured along the LoS, with an accuracy of the millimeter. The mentioned type of maps can also 
be obtained for more significative directions with respect to the phenomena developing on 
Earth surface. This is possible considering that, because of the Earth rotational movement, an 
area can be enlightened by a Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) sensor, either from East or from 
West, along descending (from North to South) or ascending orbits (from South to North), re-
spectively. Descending and Ascending acquisitions can be combined, after the definition of a 
x, y, z Cartesian coordinate system, in which the three directions coincide with the horizontal 
E-W and N-S and vertical, respectively, thus obtaining the displacement vector. It is im-
portant to underline that, due to the geometrical characteristics of the acquisition system the 
N-S direction is considered negligible [17]. This is a DInSAR technique limit, that, conse-
quently, furnishes deformation components only in the horizontal E-W and vertical directions. 

2.2 Seismic assessment framework 

The pushover analysis is implemented, through a step-by-step procedure, by subjecting the 
structure to two monotonically increasing pattern of lateral forces, as recommended in NTC 
(2018) [20]. The lateral forces, one proportional to the fundamental mode of vibration (Mode 
X and Mode Y), one proportional to the mass distribution (Mass X and Mass Y), are applied 
in the model at the centers of floor mass (X and Y directions are assumed accordingly to Fig. 
2 (a)). Then, the so-called “inelastic demand point”, Dinel is determined, through method A of 
the standard [26], based on [27], in the Acceleration Displacement Response Spectrum space 
(ADRS, [28, 29]). 

Once the results of the pushover analysis are obtained, the seismic safety checks are re-
ported in this work for the LS-ls [20], equivalent to the Limit State of Significant Damage 
(SD) defined in EC8-3 [21]. The structural checks in the inelastic demand point Dinel at LS-ls 
are performed with regards to ductile and brittle mechanisms. The structural capacity of 
beams and columns in ductile terms, u, is evaluated according to the capacity model suggest-
ed by [26] and [21], in terms of chord rotation capacity. The brittle failures for beams, col-
umns and beam-column joints are checked according to capacity models suggested by the 
codes [21, 26, 30].  

The seismic structural assessment allows the determination of the inelastic “performance 
point” of the structure, Cinel, at the considered ls, as that point in which the very first structural 
element experiences a failure mechanism. From Cinel it is possible to individuate its elastic 
correspondent point, Cel, necessary to find the “capacity spectrum” of the structure, in the 
ADRS space. The latter, defined as the elastic spectrum that pushes the structure in crisis, is a 
fundamental element to quantify the structural safety condition. In fact, the safety index, E 
[22, 23], is defined as the ratio between the demand PGA, based on the design seismic action 
prescribed by the code for the LS-ls, and the capacity PGA of the building, represented by the 
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anchor acceleration of the capacity spectrum. The structure can be considered safety against 
seismic actions when E assumes values greater than one.  

3 CASE STUDY AND MODEL DESCRIPTION 

3.1 Case study description 

The case study RC building is located in the town of Moio della Civitella (Campania Re-
gion, Southern Italy), composed of two urban centres, Moio and Pellare. According to the 
Hydro-geomorphological Setting Plan of Hydrographic District of the Southern Apennines 
(HDSA)[32],  building is affected by significant foundation displacements as a consequence 
of an intermittent landslide phenomenon with slow kinematics, (Fig. 1), as also presented in 
[33-35].  

Fig. 1. Landslide inventory map (2012) with location of considered building. 

The RC building was constructed in 1960s, and designed for gravitational loads only, with 
a plane parallel frames structural system; it is independent, with a rectangular plan of 11,90 m 
by 11,95 m, terraces excluded, built on three levels, with a pitched roof (Fig. 2(a-c)). 

The most recent of many visual surveys conducted in the last decade, refers to December 
2020. From the in situ-inspections, it has been possible to determine the following infor-
mation. Columns have rectangular cross sections of dimensions 40x55 cm or 40x40 cm, ex-
cept the stair columns, that are 55x50 cm, 60x35 cm and 55x40 cm. They are reinforced with 
smooth bars, 4 longitudinal ones, 16, and stirrups 6/20” Fig. 2(d). The primary beams, be-
longing to plane frames, and the secondary beams, that orthogonally link the four frames at 
the ends, have 35x60 cm and 20x50 cm rectangular cross sections, respectively.  

The missing information about the beams reinforcement have been obtained by a simulated 
design, following the Italian standard R.D.L. [36], according to which the structure has been 
designed, then combining its results with evidence of local engineers about the construction 
procedures of the building period. Therefore, longitudinal bars 16 have been adopted: 9+3 
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for the primary beams, while 3+2 for the secondary beams. Moreover, a transversal rein-
forcement of 6/15” has been utilized.  

Regarding the mechanical materials properties, literature references have been employed. 
For the reinforcement bars, it is assumed the presence of Aq.42 steel, with an average yield 
strength fym of 328,6 Mpa, from the work of Verderame et al. [37], and an elastic modulus E 
of 200000 MPa. For the concrete, a cylindric mean compressive strength fcm, of 21,3 MPa, 
according to Verderame et al. [38], and an elastic modulus, E, of 27607 MPa have been used.  

Fig. 2. Schematic geometrical plan (a) and front view of the S-W façade (b). In situ survey (December 2020): 
external picture (c); vertical smooth bars found at the column base (d); infills details – tuff (e); solid clay bricks 

(f); hollow clay bricks (g). 

Different types of infills have been found during the in-situ inspection, as shown in Fig. 2 
(e-g): double-leaf vertical hollow clay bricks with a thickness of 8+12 cm, then 12+12 cm sol-
id clay bricks and finally regular tuff with a thickness of 25 cm. A clear schematization of the 
different infills types distribution, with a labelling of the building fields, can be found in Fig. 
3. In particular, hollow clay bricks, solid clay bricks and tuff are indicated with blue, orange
and green lines, respectively. Moreover, it can be noted that AB, BC, A’B’ and B’C’ are the 
fields including only infills without openings (solid lines), while CD, DE, EF, C’D’, D’E’ and 
E’F’ are the fields including also infills with openings (dashed lines).  

(c) 

(b) 

(a) (d) 

(e) (f) (g) 
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Fig. 3. Building prospects with identification of the different infills types of the building (hollow clay bricks, 
blue lines; solid clay bricks, orange lines; tuff bricks, green lines) differentiated in: without openings (continuous 

lines, (a-b)) and with openings (dashed line, (c- d)). 

Mechanical properties for tuff and solid clay bricks have been derived from Italian NTC 
(2018) [20]; for hollow clay bricks, they have been assumed from [39] (see Tab. 1). 

Mechanical Property Tuff Hollow clay bricks Solid clay bricks 
Elastic modulus Emh [N/mm2] 1410 1255 1500 
Shear modulus Gmh [N/mm2] 450 315 500 

0 [N/mm2] 0,060 0,215 0,09 

Tab. 1. Mean values of infills mechanical properties. 

3.2 Modeling description 

As regards the non-linear flexural behavior of RC members, a fourth-linear moment-chord 
rotation modeling approach, specifically elaborated for plain bars [14], has been adopted. The 
non-linear flexural behavior has been assigned as a plastic hinge at each end cross section of 
beams and columns. It has been verified that bending failures precede the shear for the RC 
members. However, these elements have been verified with respect to shear mechanisms in 
post processing, using code formulations as suggested in Section 2.2. Moreover, each infill 
has been modeled with a couple of equivalent diagonal struts resistant to compression, ac-
cording to Al-Chaar [40] and Fardis [41], with a lateral response modeled following the 
equivalent single strut model proposed by Panagiotakos and Fardis [15]. The three-linear 
moment-chord rotation bond has been assigned at the middle cross section of each diagonal 
strut as axial hinges. More details about the evaluation of the geometric characteristics of 
these infills can be found in [12]. 
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Based on the acquired geometrical and mechanical information, a 3D FEM structural mod-
el has been created using SAP2000 (v. 21.0.2, [42]). 2-D elements have been used for model-
ing beams, columns and the couple of diagonal struts representing the infills. The base 
columns have been fixed to consider the presence of foundations. The last floor has been 
modeled such that its height creates an equivalence of areas of the infills between the second 
and third order beams. The infills of the third floor, with openings, have been considered only 
as line masses and as line loads, because of the significant difference in shape from the panels 
used in the model proposed by Panagiotakos and Fardis [15]. The ones in the fields AB, BC 
and A'B' have been modelled; finally, there is a parapet in the B'C' field, and in the EF field 
there is no infill because of the presence of a veranda. 

The elastic vibration periods of the 3D model, for the first two vibration modes, are 
T1=0,47 s and T2=0,39 s, in the direction with and without openings, respectively. 

4 SEISMIC ASSESSMENT WITHOUT AND WITH CONSIDERATION OF THE 
PRECEDENT LANDSLIDE-INDUCED DISPLACEMENTS 

4.1 DInSAR analysis and displacements application for the case study building 

Cosmo-SkyMed images, obtained in the framework of MapItaly Project [43], were pro-
cessed by means of DInSAR technique. In detail, X-band stripmap in ascending and descend-
ing mode images, characterized by a ground resolution of 3 x 3 m, were processed using 
SUBSIDENCE software. Coherent Pixel Technique–Temporal Phase Coherence (CPT-TPC) 
approach [44, 45] has been used to obtain ground displacements from satellite radar images. 
A detailed description of the whole algorithm can be consulted in [44, 45]. A phase quality 
value equal to 0,7 has been set in order to obtain an acceptable displacement error, lower than 
1,5 mm, and to select an adequate number of points. Fig. 4 (a, b) shows mean displacement 
rates maps for ascending and descending acquisitions.  

Starting from the discrete maps, vertical and horizontal E–W displacement components, 
with millimeter accuracy, have been obtained at the end of each year in the period 2012–2018 
and for the first three months of 2019, by a combination process. In this way, the profiles of 
cumulated vertical and horizontal (in the direction parallel to the building sides) displace-
ments, occurred to building foundations, have been provided. Moreover, to obtain the cumu-
lated displacement components at the end of 2019 and 2020, an extrapolation has been done, 
based on the hypothesis that the landslide phenomenon keeps evolving linearly in time, as ob-
served in the monitored period. The cumulate displacement profiles are shown in  Fig. 4 (c, d). 
The monitoring of the landslide that caused ever-increasing displacements of the foundation 
soil over the years can be also considered as base to carefully hypothesize the condition of the 
future years in order to program typical retrofit operation on the RC building [46] or to make 
prediction loss assessment evaluation for structures/infrastructures portfolio [47]. 
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Fig. 4. Foundation displacement profiles the end of each year in the period 2012–2020: vertical (a) and horizon-
tal (b). 

4.2 EQ and LAN+EQ results and comparisons 

As mentioned in Section 2.2 as first step of the proposed methodology, the seismic capaci-
ty of the RC elements at the LS-ls has been evaluated, after the definition of the seismic ac-
tion according to Italian NTC (2018) [20].  

The first case investigated is the EQ scenario, in which the building is in a deformed condi-
tion only for gravity loads before the application of the seismic action. Then, in the LAN+EQ 
scenario, the seismic assessment procedure is implemented on the structure, already deformed 
because of the differential slow-moving landslide-induced displacements, applied at the base 
of the first-floor columns.  

Following what illustrated in Section 2.2, pushover analysis has been implemented, by ap-
plying two monotonically increasing pattern of lateral forces to the structure, as recommended 
in NTC (2018) [20]. The resultant pushover curves are represented in Fig. 5. It can be ob-
served that LAN+EQ scenario’s curves (black dotted lines) start from a significant displace-
ment value of the control point induced by the landslide effect, while EQ scenario’s curves 
(grey continuous lines) start from quite null values of roof displacement.  

The seismic verifications in terms of ductile and fragile mechanisms in the step corre-
sponding to the inelastic demand point Dinel, for the LS-ls, have been carried out once ob-
tained the results of the pushover analysis. In Fig. 5, also the evolutions of the failure 
sequences found for both scenarios are compared. In both cases, the first failure mechanism 
attained is the tensile-shear failure in beam-columns unconfined joints (represented with red 
triangles), followed by brittle shear failures in the beams (orange squares) and in the columns 
(yellow circles). For each load case, ductile failures are never achieved at LS-ls, up to Dinel 
(indicated with a green pentagram). 

The application of the differential landslide-induces displacements provokes an aggrava-
tion of the stress state in the structural elements. In fact, they enter in crisis for lower steps 
with respect to those attained in the EQ scenario; moreover, the number of elements in crisis 
at the LS-ls, until the corresponding Dinel, increases. In particular, in the LAN+EQ scenario, 
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the first joint failures happen at the step zero of the pushover, meaning that they are caused by 
the action of the landslide, before the application of the seismic action.  
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the pushover curves and relative failure mechanism progress of structural elements, until 
the demand point, in the EQ and LAN+EQ scenarios: Mass X (a), Mode X (b), Mass Y (c) and Mode Y (d). 

It can be observed that, from EQ scenario to LAN+EQ scenario, the number of elements 
experiencing brittle crises at LS-ls passes from 11 to 19 for joints, from 7 to 17 for columns 
and from 2 to 8 for beams. This increase of the number of elements exceeding the ls can be 
attributed to the action of the landslide, which is active independently from the earthquake.  

Moreover, an overall comparison of the global structural condition between the two sce-
narios has been done in terms of safety index, E as suggested in Section 2.2. In the EQ sce-
nario, the safety index at LS-ls is equal to 0,27. Taking into account the previous landslide 
phenomenon with the first failure at the step zero of the curves, according to Sisma-Bonus 
Guidelines [48], the spectrum referred to the Beginning of Damage-ls (10 years return period) 
has been considered as a lower limit for the determination of PGAcapacity. The result is that in 
LAN+EQ scenario, a E of 0,11 has been obtained. In both cases the structure shows a lack of 
seismic capacity, meaning that it is able to withstand only a little percentage of the total de-
sign seismic action.  

5 CONCLUSIONS 

This study presented the seismic safety assessments of an existing RC infilled building, 
constructed in the 60s, located in a landslide-affected area. The work has a dual purpose. 
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From one side, it shows how the DInSAR satellite data can be used to support the structural 
health monitoring of RC buildings affected by slow-moving landslides. In general, the pre-
sented methodology can be applied also to phenomena with a different origin, if slowly evolv-
ing in time. On the other side, the aim is to highlight the importance of the seismic safety 
assessment in a multi-risk analysis, cumulating the action coming from the two different haz-
ards, that in the specific case are the landslide and the seismic action.  

The DinSAR remote sensing technique has been used for the detection of the landslide-
induced displacements, confirming to be an extremely effective tool not only for the monitor-
ing of phenomena at a territorial scale, but also with refers to the detail scale. A structural 3D 
model of the building, considering infills, has been implemented, to carry out the seismic as-
sessment in two phases. Initially, a traditional seismic assessment, based on non-linear static 
analysis, has been done. Then, the landslide-induced displacements obtained by DInSAR 
monitoring technique, affecting the base of the structure, have been applied to the model, al-
lowing to carry out a new pushover analysis in a multi-risk perspective.  

In the two cases, the evolution of the stress-strain condition in the members has a different 
evolution. Since the landslide-induced displacements vary among all the columns bases, the 
phenomenon causes the born of a heterogeneous stresses path in the structural elements, that 
becomes the starting condition for the application of the design seismic action. For this reason, 
in the LAN+EQ scenario, the number of elements exceeding the LS-ls increases.  

Moreover, the illustrated results remark that by neglecting the effects of the existing differ-
ential displacements landslide-induced, the safety index overestimates the threshold of the 
seismic safety. It is important to underline that an overestimation of E can conduct to an un-
derestimation in the definition of the structural retrofit procedures and of their costs. 
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VULNERABILITY OF ART WORKS TO BLAST HAZARD: THE 
FOUNTAIN OF NEPTUNE IN FLORENCE

Marco Domaneschi , Marco Tanganelli , Stefania Viti and Gian Paolo Cimellaro

Abstract

Conservation and protection of art works is a primary goal of each community, since arti-
facts represent a fundamental cultural and economic asset. In most cases, art goods are ex-
hibited in Museums, which are appointed for their protection. Some of them, however, are 
exhibited outdoor, since they are conceived and made to enrich the public areas. In these cas-
es, the art goods result to be even more vulnerable, since they are subjected both to natural 
hazard (i.e. earthquakes and floods) and to vandalic attacks. Art works have an intrinsic vul-
nerability, due to their irregular shape, slenderness, fragility and to their oldness. This paper 
is focused on the dynamic response of statues to blast explosion; a valuable case-study, i.e. 
the Fountain of Neptune, located in “ ”, in Florence. The 

is a marble and bronze opus made by Bartolomeo Ammannati between 1560 and
1565. The main character of the Fountain, Neptune, is a marble statue 5.7 meters tall, with a 
weight equal to 11.5 ton. A preliminary laser scanner survey has been made to achieve the 
geometrical representation of the statue. The geometrical model has been arranged, in order 
to be used for structural analyses. A numerical analysis has been performed to find the dy-
namic response of the statue to the loading resulting from a blast explosion. Such response 
has been found by assuming the explosion of assigned amounts of TNT. Some different cases 
have been considered, and a limit loading condition has been found for the blast, as a func-
tion of its amount.

Keywords:
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1 INTRODUCTION

Bartolomeo Ammannati

2 THE CASE-STUDY

2.1 The Neptune Fountain
Piazza della Signoria Bar-

tolomeo Ammannati Cosimo I de’ 
Medici
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Figure 1. The Fountain of Neptune

2.2 The statue of Neptune

Table 1. Mechanical properties of the marble

2.3 The structural model
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Figure 2. Geometrical and structural models.

3 THE BLAST ACTION
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Table 2. Main data regarding the blast loading.
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4 THE ANALYSIS

4.1 The preliminary investigations

Figure 3. Direction of analysis of the sculpture
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Figure 4. Position of the sculpture within the Fountain

Figure 5. Modal shapes of Neptune.
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1.39 m 

Figure 6.  Maximum stress (Pa) 
under gravitational loads

Figure 7. Top displacement at the overturning
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4.2 The dynamic analysis
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Figure 8. Duration of the analysis and loads timing.
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Figure 9. Displacements histories for the case # 1 (W = 10 kg)
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SIMPLIFIED ANALYSES FOR THE MODEL SETTING OF 
SCULPTURES: THE “OCEANO” BY GIAMBOLOGNA

Marco Tanganelli , Stefano Galassi and Stefania Viti

Abstract

The historical art works represent a priceless asset of communities. Despite their importance, 
such artifacts are often subjected to many hazards; in Italy, the seismic risk represents one of 
the most serious dangers which affect the art works, especially those more exposed to over-
turning. In these years, many studies have been made on the seismic response of artifacts,
which evidenced the possible vulnerability of statues to seismic excitations. This paper is fo-
cused on the safety assessment of one of the masterpieces of the XVI century art: the marble 
statue “Oceanus”, made by Giambologna in 1570. The sculpture, currently exhibited at the 
courtyard of the in Florence, has a mass of almost 2 tons, and a height of 
over three meters, and it is the only giant statue made by Giambologna. In the work, a simpli-
fied assessment of the seismic response of the sculpture, and of the consequent seismic safety,
has been made, by performing a non-linear static analysis. The role plaid by the base re-
straint and by the pedestal of the sculpture have been checked and discussed. The assessment
proposed in the paper is aimed at providing a general comprehension of the dynamic re-
sponse of the case-study under seismic excitations, and to suggest a proper criterion to set a 
more detailed model for further analyses. 
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Figure 1. The statue of Oceanus at the Museum of Bargello in Florence

 Barycenter of the statue 

       Barycenter of the pedestal 

  Barycenter of the system 
       “statue+pedestal” 

0.458 0.442 0.388 0.513 

Figure 2. The statue of Oceanus: geometrical and structural models and main data.
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3 THE SAFETY ASSESSMENT

3.1 The preliminary analyses

Figure 3. Main vibrational periods and modal shapes of the case-study.
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Figure 4. Stress distribution under gravitational loads only.

3.2 The seismic assessment
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Table 1. Parameters assumed for defining the seismic demand.
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Figure 6. Capacity domains of the case-study along the two main directions.

Table 2. Main quantities used for the safety assessment.
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Figure 7. Stress distribution found by performing the modal analysis.
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VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT OF MONUMENTAL ARTWORKS 
USING CONTACT TIME-HISTORY ANALYSIS

Raffaele Gagliardo , Michele Godio , Lucrezia Cascini , Francesco Portioli and
Raffaele Landolfo

Abstract

Strategies for the protection of the Cultural Heritage priceless value are highly demanded, 
being both earthquake and support movement (and a combination of the two of them) severe
threats for their safety and integrity. To this scope, computer-based numerical formulations 
have been representing a powerful tool for the simulation of expected loss in terms of pieces 
of art damages, with the scope to save them as much as possible. In this framework, the 
conference paper is devoted to the vulnerability assessment of monumental artworks using
dynamic analysis in a rigid block modelling environment.
The numerical formulation adopts a discrete rigid block-based model, where the mortar joints 
contribution is accounted for by frictional, no-tension interfaces between the masonry units.
The procedure adopted to solve the formulation is based on a dual variational problem where 
equilibrium, kinematic and failure conditions equations are involved at the same time, and
which is solved via mathematical programming.
An application to a system of two blocks vertically stacked, one representing the support and 
one representing the artefact, subjected to free rocking motion will be proposed in the paper.
The main scope is to investigate the seismic response of such a system, which is typical for 
most of museum’s collections (e.g., statues). The computational efficiency and accuracy of the 
proposed numerical strategy will be discussed.
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3 NUMERICAL APPLICATION TO A TWO-BLOCK SYSTEM SUBJECTED TO 
FREE ROCKING MOTION
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THE TARANTOLA ETRUSCAN PEDIMENT: NDT AND 3D MODEL 
CONTENT 

A. L. Ciuffreda , M. Coli , T. Donigaglia 1, P. I. Mariotti 2, T. Salvatici 1and G. Simoni 

Abstract 

The Tarantola Etruscan pediment comes from a single-chamber tomb located in the Tarquin-
ia area, dating back to 520-530 B.C.; it was found in 1904, during some agricultural works, 
close to Villa la Tarantola, from where the name. It consists of a trapezoidal tympanum 3.5 m
long and 1 m high with a painting banquet with four diners (men) recumbent on a mattress
placed at ground level. Fabrizio Lucarini detached it on behalf of the Royal Archaeological 
Museum of Florence, now National Archaeological Museum, where it is still conserved. The 
Tarquinia tombs were carved into the local Quaternary calcarenite named “Macco”. The 
pictorial decoration was removed as solid-wall that was reinforced at the back with a layer of 
concrete. In the last years, the Tarantola pediment had been restored by the Opificio delle 
Pietre Dure (OPD). In the frame of a cooperation agreement between OPD and the Depart-
ment of Earth Science (DST), it has been the subject of NDT analysis and survey for the re-
construction of a 3D model content. According to the MIBACT guideline (2011), the NDT 
surveys consisted into georadar, sonic and thermographic investigations. The location of the
NDT data in their real space in the 3D model allowed their correct interpretation for a multi-
disciplinary evaluation about the structures of the pediment. The NDT survey also allowed 
identifying and locating minor and micro fissures and gypsum integrations below previous 
painting restorations. In conclusion, the 3D modelling and NDT brought positive improve-
ments for the structural and conservation knowledge of the Tarantola Etruscan pediment al-
lowing better well-addressed restoration works.  
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3.1 Finding and conservative history
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4.3 Thermography campaign
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5. THE DEFINITION OF THE INFORMATIVE MODEL

5.1 The photogrammetric survey
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5.2 The modeling phase
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5.3 The implementation of the informative model
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CORRELATION OF VULNERABILITY AND CONSERVATION
BETWEEN ARTISTIC ASSETS AND STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS:

CAMPAIGN OF THERMOGRAPHIC SURVEYS ON THE FRESCOES
OF THE TEMPLAR CHURCH OF SAN BEVIGNATE

R. Liberotti, F. Cluni, F. Faralli and V. Gusella

Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering
University of Perugia 06125 Perugia, Italy
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Abstract. A museum, an art collection and a heritage architecture all in one the former Church
of San Bevignate is a 39.5m long masonry building that overlooks the countryside of the Um-
bria Region in Italy. Part of a Templar complex of the 13th century located in Perugia, it holds
within a precious series of frescoes, depicting the heroic deeds of the temple’s knights across
crossings and borders. The safeguard of historical buildings in seismic hazard-prone Regions,
as in this case, needs specific measures due, amongst other reasons, to the presence of artistic
assets unmovable precisely as frescoes, valuable plasters/stuccoes or in general wall decora-
tions. Therefore, to define a correlation of the seismic risks between masonry structural systems
and artworks is a mandatory condition in order to perform safety evaluation and to identify the
proper conditions for possible interventions. The efforts made to increase the level of knowledge
concerning such buildings mainly through Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) are also important
for such purposes. In this context, a non-invasive and contactless method was devised, which in-
tegrates the use of the thermal imaging camera with post-processing techniques and calculation
algorithms, aimed at revealing the peculiarities inherent in the walls decorated with frescoes:
a little-known possibility to bring out important factors for the conservation of the frescoes and
also information on the seismic vulnerability of such historical masonry architectures in order
to preserve the artefact from being damaged.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The protection of several types of museum collections against seismic phenomena is in-

creasingly gaining interest among a range of stakeholders: the arts and culture sector, scientists,

people working in local authorities and governments. Such approach takes into account the

observation that in many cases damages to heritage buildings and art goods are irreparable and

parietal art pieces e.g. frescoes, decorations and stuccos, are the example by antonomasia of

such scenario. Indeed, the aftermath of the recent Italian earthquakes (L’Aquila, Amatrice etc.)

in terms of destruction and harms to the historical collections and works was not secondary.

Special programs of earthquake preparedness must be conducted in order to mitigate the ex-

pected hazard, especially for earthquake-prone countries, such as the Mediterranean countries

and besides to avoid cultural losses that may have consequences on entire communities [1, 2, 3].

This contribution presents a contemporary approach to the theme of experimental investigations

relating to the protection of heritage masonry buildings and the parietal art goods associated

with it. The article constitutes the last phase of a research path started with laboratory tests

[4, 5, 6] and, with the collaboration of the Municipality of Perugia, applied subsequently to a

case study of value [7] and within the present contribution is examined more closely: the Italian

Templar church of San Bevignate, part of an architectural complex from the 13th century lo-

cated in the city of Perugia. Especially, this heritage building was selected because pose special

challenges for damage detection and conservation, due to the presence of large parts of frescoed

masonry surfaces. So, this heritage building represents a museum of itself, of its values and its

precious original contents. The diagnostic methodology applied in this work is the passive

thermography by means of an Infra-Red (IR) thermal camera that acquires the frescoes’painted

surface without the emission of artificial thermal loads to the frescoes themselves backed up

by the implementation of digital imaging processes. The surveys allowed identifying the main

masonry damages like fissures, damages in stone elements, putlog holes, with a peculiar focus

on the masonries’quality and texture. By means the data acquired it has been possible to ob-

tain, starting from the processing of thermographic data on the wall texture and by means of a

homogenization technique, an estimate of the fundamental mechanical properties of the load-

bearing structures. Indeed, an adequate knowledge of the masonries’peculiarities assumes great

importance for the estimation, through homogenization techniques, of the mechanical charac-

teristics [8] and collapse conditions [9] of the heritage buildings both in the static and dynamic

field [10, 11]. Besides, the in-situ measurement permitted to carry out an evaluation of the actual

state of frescoes concerning other risks connected to their survivals like detachments, delamina-

tion or moist areas. So, without harming the wall frescoes, e.g. by taking the traditional essays

or samples, valuable information were obtained concerning the frescoes conservation and at the

same time the seismic safety of this historical former church, now a full-fledged museum site.

2 THERMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS

An infrared camera is able to record the amount of radiated heat from a body.

The equation of Stefan–Boltzmann provides the relation between emitted radiation and sur-

face temperature:

E = εσT 4 (1)

where ε is the radiation (W/m2), T is the absolute temperature (K), σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann

constant (5.67 × 10−8 Wm−2K−4) and ε is the emissivity.

It is also necessary to introduce the relation between the wavelength of the maximum radia-
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tion intensity λ (μm) and the temperature

λ =
b

T
(2)

where b is the Wien displacement constant (2897 μmK).

The heat transfer in any material is affected by the presence of subsurface flaws or any other

inconsistency in the material thermal properties. Localized energy gradients on the surface of a

test object are due to the changes in the heat flow and can be measured using an infrared sensor.

For temperatures close to room temperature, the energy is in the infrared domain of the elec-

tromagnetic spectrum. In particular, the infrared radiation is the region of the electromagnetic

spectrum located between visible light and microwaves, containing radiation characterized by

wavelengths ranging from 0.75 to 10 μm.

Temperature distributions are obtained by data processing from the measured infrared radi-

ation and then recorded in the form of isotherm plots or thermograms. The electronic sensor of

the instrument acquires the value of energy stored by every single pixel and generate an image,

in greyscale represented by black and white shades or in a combination of levels of false colours,

of the observed object. To experiment the efficiency to evaluate, by means of thermographic

images, the texture of masonry walls covered with plaster or frescoes, a research program was

started [4, 5, 6].

In particular, three masonry samples, which differed for the textures (periodic, quasi-periodic

and random) were built. Using UNI solid bricks of dimensions 250 × 120 × 55 mm, either used

as a whole or split in two or four, the periodic texture was constructued with the running bond

scheme and using bricks with the same widths and heights. For the quasi-periodic texture, bricks

with different widths but equal heights were used, avoiding the correspondence of the vertical

mortar joints. In the last case, a random texture, made using bricks with different widths and

heights, was created. The masonry walls, before applying 10 mm-thick plaster, are shown in

Figure 1.

In that research, as well as for the present contribution, the thermographic camera model

885-2 manufactured by the Testo company has been used. This has a sensor of dimension

320 × 240 pixels. All the samples have been exposed to direct sunlight in order to improve the

heat flux through the body.

To derive the masonry texture from thermographic images, the following procedure was

proposed.

Assuming a Tt threshold temperature, that field is converted to a binary function, which is a

“black and white image” or material binary image, by

bi = bi (x, y) =

{
0 if Ti ≤ Tt

1 if Ti > Tt
(3)

where the value 1 (black) is associated with mortar pixels, the value 0 (white) with brick/stone pix-

els, and

Ti = Ti (x, y) x = 1, 2, ..., N y = 1, 2, ..., N (4)

are the temperature data, relating to each thermographic image pixel, that can be reported as a

scalar field where N is the image width in pixels (it is assumed that the image has equal width

and height).
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Figure 1: Samples with different masonry texture: (a) periodic, (b) quasi-periodic and (c) random. In the right col-

umn identified texture on random masonry sample: (d) thermographic image, (e) surface temperature as greyscale

values Ti(x, y) , (f) black and white image after thresholding bi(x, y), (g) identified texture after the application of

erosion and dilation factors, bd(x, y).

However, the final obtained binary image requires specific treatments in order to improve its

quality. At first, mortar (black) region of pixels which are surrounded by bricks’pixels (white)

are removed. Then the usage of morphological operators is required. In particular, erosion

and dilation operator, in this sequence, must be used, in order to smooth the contour of the

inclusions which otherwise would be very fragmented, due to the noise which belongs to the

image acquisition phase.

Moreover, it was highlighted that the use of sampling Kantorovich algorithm allows to en-

hance remarkably the quality of the thermographic images. Furthermore, a sensitivity analysis

was performed considering two sources of uncertainties: the first tied to the parameters of the

morphological operator, the second related to the effects of the environmental conditions high-

lighting the robustness of the proposed procedure.
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Applying the described process, the outcomes shown in Figure 1 were obtained; the compar-

ison with a digital image highlights the robustness of the procedure. In fact, the resultant black

and white image has a consistent separation of phases, i.e. each stone is surrounded by mortar

joints and unrealistic conjunction of inclusions is obliterated as much as possible.

Nevertheless, these results were obtained in laboratory. In order to check the reliability of

the proposed procedure on real cases and underline the effective importance of this tool in the

historical buildings’analysis, a peculiar study on the Templar architecture of San Bevignate has

been started, a former church from the 13th century, whose internal masonry walls are almost

entirely covered with precious frescoes.

3 THE TEMPLAR ARCHITECTURAL COMPLEX OF SAN BEVIGNATE

3.1 History of the Church

In the countryside of the city of Perugia, and more precisely near the monumental cemetery

of Monteluce, stands out for archaeological and architectural relevance the Heritage Templar

asset of San Bevignate. The church, sober and austere in its external appearance with stone

facades (Figure 2), is marked inside by decorations and in particular the pictorial cycles made to

remind the inhabitants of the mission carried out in the Holy Ground by the Militia Templi, a.k.a.

the Templars, the religious-chivalric order created in Jerusalem around 1119 on the initiative of

the French knight Hugues de Payns. This exceptional artefact testifies the presence of the order

in Perugia, indeed in 1256 the city’s Municipality granted the authorization at the Templar

diplomat friar Bonvicino to erect the religious building in place of a small church dedicated

to San Girolamo. Even though the Templars, at the time, were already present in the Umbria

region at the abbey of San Giustino d’Arna, since such seat was decentralized with respect to

the prosperous Perugia they requested a new one For the inhabitants of Perugia - and for the

Templars - devoting the church to the figure of San Bevignate, whose history is still shrouded

in mystery to this day, was important considering the popularity of its local cult back then [12].

Actually, he was not proclaimed a saint by the church of Rome but it was “laically” canonized

only in 1453 by means of a decree of the Municipality of Perugia. The Templars could not see

the cult of San Bevignate approved as the Congregation of Rites approved the Sanctification

only in 1605, despite this they considered him already the first Templars’Saint.

In 1262 the building of the Church was finished and also that of the Romanesque bell tower

with square plan. The construction of the former monastery - now used as a private residence –

is coeval to the one of the octagonal well, still visible in the garden to present day. In 1312, with

the suppression of the Templar Order, the monastery passed to the knights of San Giovanni

of Jerusalem and in 1324 Ricco di Corbolo, a merchant of Perugia, bought the architectural

complex and established a female monastic community there, likewise placed under the rule

of the Order of San Giovanni. In 1517, due to economic problems, the nuns who had dwelt

there were forced to leave the monastery which returned to the fully possession of the Order of

San Giovanni [13]. Since then, the church gradually lost its importance and in 1860, with the

suppression of various religious bodies, became the property of the Municipality of Perugia and

was deconsecrated. In the last century had various uses, a wood storage, a kennel and even a fire

station and such peculiar events permitted to preserve - strikingly - the frescoes because they

have been covered by plaster for decades. After a long and rather complex plan of consolidation

and restoration in response to the 1997 earthquake, in 2009 the monumental site reopened to the

public and the original decorative apparatus have also secured; result of an agreement between

the municipality and the superintendence of fine arts of Perugia. In addition, in 2020 another
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restoration plan concerning the frescoes of the counter-façade and part of the side walls was

also performed, with particular attention to the original tones to the valuable paintings.

3.2 Architectural feature of the Church

The church of San Bevignate is located near the ancient route Spargente that was one of the

five royal access road axis to Perugia. Such a distinguished monument of Gothic architecture

appears as a architecture of considerable size made of sandstone and with a double sloping fa-

cade decorated with a oculus and a single round-arched portal, adorned with a marble frame

with symbols typical of the Templars, while another small entrance door crowned with an ogive

arch is observable on a side. At the extremity of the façade two mighty buttresses are clearly

visible and recall the others located on the perimeter walls. The building ends with a quadrangu-

lar apse interrupted by a mullioned window made in travertine. The interior of the single-nave

church is divided by two large spans with an ogival cross-vaulted roof and a ribbed cruise that

covers the apsidal area, raised above the level of the nave. It is one of the most important doc-

umented Templar church in the world, since there is no such cycle of frescoes not even in the

Chapelle des templiers de Cressac, a Templar chapel located in southwestern France that shows

a valuable cycle of frescoes of reference on this theme. In addition, it is important to stress that

the presence in the church of the thirteenth-century frescoes constitute the first iconographic

documentation of the motion of the flagellants, also known as the disciplined, founded in Peru-

gia in 1260 by the friar Raniero Fasani. In this same year Bonvicino became interested in the

Roman Curia, under the Pope Alessandro IV, for the canonization of San Bevignate, and thus

indirectly his name was linked to homonymous mysterious hermit protagonist of the “Lezenda”

of Raniero Fasani itself. During the experimental campaign, the thermographic acquisitions, in

conjunction with digital photography, were executed on the south wall of the nave since the op-

posite wall and the apse are in aggregate with other parts of the complex of San Bevignate (not

the ideal environmental conditions under which passive thermal imaging must be performed),

Figure 3. Furthermore, at the time of the surveys, the entrance wall and other areas were cov-

ered by scaffoldings, because there was a restoration. Among the aformentioned valuable mural

paintings, the only certainly contemporaneous with the Templar period are actually those of the

counter-façade and those above the apse, all the others belong therefore to other Orders. More

specifically speaking, the series of the Apostles stands out on the side walls superimposed on the

previous decorations, Figure 4. With reference to the counter-façade above the main entrance,

is observable an unusual iconographic choice arranged in two registers inherent the efforts of

the Templars in defence of the holy sepulchre. Referring to the apse, articulated decorative

themes are observable portraying Biblical scenes and representations of Templar symbology

and of local religious life (e.g., some flagellants can be seen and two effigies of San Bevignate),

Figure 5. Concerning the apse and the decorations of the adjacent spans, geometric bands with

the cornflower sign refer to the French origin of the Templar order and the presence of the nine

stars surrounding the Templar cross in the fresco above the apse itself describes the nine Tem-

plars who founded the Order. At the top of the main wall of the apse the Virgin and Child are

represented enthroned surrounded by angels; under the windows, there are the symbols of the

four Evangelists and in the centre, immediately behind the altar, the Crucifixion is painted. On

the left wall of the Last Supper is represented and on the right wall, which has no openings

interruptions, the Universal Judgment is portrayed. In these portions, some flagellants can be

seen and this testifies the fact that the monks of San Bevignate did not limit themselves to ad-

ministering the Templar assets, but they also carried out functions of assistance and apostolate

among the local inhabitants. At the end of the nave that leads to the apse, above a pointed arch
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and within a complex decorative theme, fragments of the story of a miracle attributed to San

Bevignate can be glimpsed, in particular the event in which he revives a child torn to pieces by

a wolf. Behind the altar, a portrait of San Bevignate with a halo merits special mention and in

this scene, as previous described, he receives the blessing of a bishop who seems to grant him

the place in which to erect his church. In conclusion of this section, it behoves to bring up that

at the same time as the restoration works following the ’97 earthquake, valuable Roman ruins

were discovered under the church’s floorings. The finds extend for almost the entire width of

the nave above and consist in an ancient fullonica characterized by the presence of five basins.

The fragment of a mosaic with black and white tesserae, on the other hand, is attributable to a

previous Roman domus dating back to around the second half of 1st century BC. To date, this

archaeological site which also includes the crypt where was probably buried the Saint, apart

from the church, is completely open to the public in a single museum itinerary.

Figure 2: External view of San Bevignate. Image taken from https://www.iluoghidelsilenzio.it/chiesa-di-san-

bevignate-perugia/.

Figure 3: Schematization of the plan of the Church, inside the photographic cones of vision chosen for the survey:

in white the settings of thermographic shootings, in grey the digital photography ones.
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Figure 4: Inner view of the church of San Bevignate (see cone of vision 1 in Figure 3).

Figure 5: Picture of the altar, in background the lower register of the apse’frescoes (see cone of vision 2 in Figure 3).
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4 INFLUENCE OF PLASTER THICKNESS

One of the key factors in assessing the correct texture of the masonry is the plaster thickness.

In particular, since the plaster is made of a material which is very similar to the one the joints

are made of, and it has usually a greater thermal conductivity than the stone, the plaster diffuses

the thermal flux as it crosses the plaster, therefore the thermographic image, which measures

the temperature differences on the surface of the wall, may not represent in detail the actual

texture but could overestimate the presence of the mortar. In order to clarify this aspect, which

is crucial in estimating the mechanical properties of the masonry since usually the mortar is the

weaker phase, a preliminary study based on a numerical procedure using thermal finite element

analysis has been developed. A masonry wall was realized with bricks having width 250 mm

and height 55 mm, the thickness of the wall was 120 mm. A running bond texture was used,

with mortar joints having thickness 10 mm. Several thickness of plaster were considered, from

5 mm to 15 mm. In Figure 6 the surface temperature read in the outdoor surface of the wall

in steady state when the indoor temperature was 20◦C and the outdoor temperature was 0◦C is

shown. The plaster covers only the outdoor surface of the wall.

Figure 6: (a) Simulation of thermal image, (b) binary image, (c) equivalent rectangular blocks.

In the same figure, the black and white binary images obtained are shown. In order to

simplify the interpretation of the results, the stones were transformed to equivalent rectangular

blocks, as shown in the previous figure.

In Figure 7 the concentration ratio of the stone, which is the strong phase, is shown and

compared with the reference value.
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Figure 7: Concentration ratio of strong phase for various plaster thicknesses.

As can be appreciated, it seems that even small values of plaster thickness lead to a quite large

decrement of the percentage estimated for the stones, and therefore further studies are neces-

sary in order to fully assess the influence of plaster thickness when estimating the mechanical

characteristics of the wall.

5 EXECUTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN AND DIGITAL IMAGING

New technologies allow to conduct experimental investigations without harming the archi-

tectural quality of constructions, such innovations are exactly fitting with the disciplines inher-

ent the heritage architectures [14, 15]. Among the important factors influencing the seismic

response of Heritage buildings, the masonry quality and the knowledge of its processes of strat-

ification are certainly enclosed. The acquisition of information about the non-visible masonry

texture is the subject of such contribution, under the assumption that the masonry quality is

the basic element to analyse and eventually improve, e.g. regarding the preferable monolithic

behaviour, before to add any reinforcement intervention (metal tie-rods, mortar injections etc.).

During the actual experimental campaign, the experimental measurements were focused on

the north frescoed wall of the nave and the thermographic “pictures” were taken under passive

conditions: the inner wall’s surfaces were analysed without heating them, by exploiting direct

sunlight and observing the thermal transient on them. This results in different responses from

the elements with different thermal capacity, in particular by identifying - as mentioned earlier

- with black pixels the mortar and with the white ones the stone elements.

Referring to the frescoes that decorate the examined wall, rows of overlapping ashlars are

reproduced to imitate an austere wall face made of stone, this is a typical decoration of the

Templar churches aimed to recall the poverty of the holy land. Moreover, the series of the

twelve apostles stand out, distributed also on the other side wall, on the façade and the back

walls of the apse; such pictorial cycles were superimposed on the original decoration during a

second phase between 1283 and 1285. In particular, a first tranche of thermographic surveys

covered the mural paintings concerning the apostle’s cycle, Figure 6.

Furthermore, dealing with a real architecture, it was necessary to add to the procedure a new
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phase in order to enhance the quality of the final binary image, which is strictly connected to

the sharpness of the starting thermographic image. Indeed, compared to what has been above

described, an adjust contrast tool has been used aiming to improve the black-to-white mapping

of the thermographic greyscale image. In visual perception, the contrast is the difference in

luminance of colours that makes the elements of an image clearly distinguishable within the

same field of view. In the light of the above, the thermal images recorded during the surveys

were preliminarily modified by adjusting contrast so that the differences between black and

white were sharp and the highlights looks brighter and the shadows looks darker, with intensity

values that fill the entire range of intensities [0, 255]. Then, the procedure above described in

Section 2, was applied.

6 MASONRY WALL TEXTURE AND PECULIAR CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
FRESCOES

The approach was to have first an overview of the masonry texture and its quality and then to

proceed gradually more and more closely to the wall’s faces. Along with the thermographic im-

ages ordinary digital photos have been taken; in addition, reference thermal reflective elements

have been placed in front of the frescoes, made by two parallel rigid meter-sticks, in order to

be able to overlay subsequently the photos with the corresponding thermographic images in the

next phase. Considering that in this first case the meter-sticks were separated by 2.70 m, by

means of the procedure and its final binary images, elaborated by straightening photographic

and measurements digital techniques, it was possible not only to seize the quality of the masonry

texture but also its dimensional features, Figures 9 and 10.

Figure 8: One of the frescoes under investigation, in particular one belonging to the apostle’s cycle. 3.

A quasi-periodic texture made of stone blocks with different widths, ranging from 25 to 60

cm, but similar heights, of about 20 cm, has been observed; such results matches with what was

surveyed in the apse, concerning the areas where the fresco peeled off (see Figure 5) and on the

external façades.
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The benefits offered by the thermal imaging methods, regarding the safeguard of frescoes,

mural paintings and valuable architectonic elements, have been addressed by numerous au-

thors [17, 18, 19, 20, 16]. In addition, it was possible to contextually ascertain that there are no

detachments or infiltration phenomena in place that can afflict the health of the frescoes. More-

over, recalling the historical researches from which emerged that the frescoes of the Apostles

was superimposed to the pre-existing ones, the mortar distribution (in those areas ) suggests a

trace of the ancient techniques of fresco-makers: the surface of the previous fresco had been

probably “excavated” by the masons, allowing the new fresh plaster to cling to the ancient mor-

tar below, a less smooth and slippery surface than the one of the wall. Then, the presence of

few fragments of mortar out of the joints may show that in order to seat the new murals some

holes were made by hands in the previous frescoes and so their orientation does not follow an

exact pattern [17]. This, therefore, testifies that the proposed thermographic method, thanks to

the possibility to improve the parameters described Section 2, allows to gaininformation, which

must be critically analysed, even about masonries subjected to various superimposed layers of

frescoes.
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Figure 9: (a) Fresco under investigation. (b) Thermal image with improved contrast. (c) Final binary image (see

the cone of vision A in Figure 3). In the right column, a thermal analysis closer to the masonry surface than the

previous one: (d) Portion of the fresco under investigation. (e) Thermal image with improved contrast. (f) Final

binary image (see the cone of vision B in Figure 3).

7 IDENTIFICATION OF DEFICIENCIES AND DISCONTINUITIES

The role of the latter approach in detection and qualification of deficiencies/discontinuities

in the stonework is an important aspect [21, 22, 23, 24]. Through the analysis of another part

of the same wall, located near the apse and in the proximity of a window, it was possible to

discover the presence of a blind opening in the original masonry, which now is totally bricked

up (Figure 10). In this second case the meter-sticks were placed at a distance of about 1.40 m

leading to deduce a size of 65 × 75 cm for the part walled up with a masonry typology different

from sandstone. Additionally, there was pointed out the different emissivity and the presence of

an architrave made of another material (possibly wood) of about 15 cm thick. Moreover, about

the constructive phases and criteria, the peculiar workmanship, and the different material were

also observable on the abutments of the window.
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Figure 10: (a) Picture of a fresco near the apse. In the pictures, the reflective meter-sticks located as reference

points for the subsequent post-processing are visible. (b) Thermal image with improved contrast in which are

visible the structural peculiarities of the masonry wall, in the right corner is observable the former recess (see the

cones of vision 5 and B in Figure 3). (c) Particular of the fresco under investigation, are observable colours of

different gradation. (d) Thermal image with improved contrast. (e) Final binary image (see the cones of visions 6

and C in Figure 3).

Indeed, a toothing masonry has been realized, characterized by the process of leaving alter-

nate stone ”teeths” for a better adjoining block or brick wall to be started from. Even nowadays,

such technique is used when windows or door openings must be made from an existing wall,

by demolition and cutting of masonry, allowing the adjoining wall to develop without having

to adjust or cut bricks. It is also noteworthy to notice how, already with the naked eye - can

be seen in Figure 10 - portions of the fresco with colours of different gradation are observable,

probably due to varied breathability of the materials making up the masonry. This scenario is

also confirmed by what emerged from a closer thermographic picture: assuming a stratigraphic

interpretation of the wall, arise the construction phases of the ancient site executed by different

bricklayers, made by lower rows of a type of stone (which appears darker) probably of supe-

rior quality compared to that of the band between the recess and the window where instead the

masonry is composed of smaller elements thus making the presence of mortar predominant.

Moreover, it is interesting to reamrk that the filling of the recess does not present any masonry

texture as if it had been filled entirely with a concretion material. Finally, a thermographic in-

vestigation involved a part of the apse wall. This portion of the church was chosen because here

can be found the coexistence of portions of plaster with parts of the masonry emerging, beacuse

of the detachments of the fresco that in past centuries were witnessed by the restorers. From the
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thermographic images, one of them can be seen in Figure 11, it appears that to date there are

no infiltrative nor detachment or disruptive phenomena of interest undermining the safeguard

of the decorations under examination.

However, such item will be taken up in the future developments of the research campaign

considering also other portions of the church and to a large extent, with reference to the ongo-

ing works of consolidation, profiting from the opportunity to deepen the knowledge about the

architecture and frescoes’manufacturing techniques. Moreover, non-destructive testing (NDT)

techniques can be used in regard to both evaluation of mechanical properties and for characteri-

zation of microstructural features such as grain size, texture, nucleation, defects, deformations,

or damages in various contexts, also concerning historical masonries [25, 26, 27]. In particular,

the pictures obtained from thermographic surveys can be used to estimate the elastic character-

istics of masonry texture, by means of the method of the test-windows [28]; preliminary results

are reported in [7].

Figure 11: (a) Portion of the fresco under investigation, (b) thermal image where are highlighted in blue the edges

of what remains of the frescoes, (c) thermal image with improved contrast, (d) final binary image (see the cones of

vision 7 and D in Figure 3).

8 CONCLUSIONS

• A method to identify and interpret the differences of temperature in wall surfaces was

proposed and applied to a heritage architecture of great value; enabling the evaluation of

the historical masonry texture covered by rare frescoes;

• The outcomes highlighted the reliability of the devised procedures to identify masonry

texture, a necessary information to estimate the masonry mechanical characteristics;

• A preliminary study on the influence of plaster thickness has been made;
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• Moreover, the thermographic images have been very useful to detect deficiencies and

discontinuities in the wall, besides to find characteristics of the frescoes in terms of real-

ization criteria and actual conservation conditions;

• Without damaging the decorations by taking essays or samples, it was possible to obtain

information not only on the risk factors concerning the frescoes conservation but also

inherent to the seismic prevention, closely tied to the peculiarities and stratifications of

masonry;

• From a future perspective, considering that the results are promising, the thermographic

analysis will be extended to other portions of the Church.
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Abstract

The majority of the RC building stock in large cities consist of old buildings where most of them 
were designed with codes without any seismic provisions, thus leading, most likely, to important 
seismic vulnerabilities. Good knowledge about the building properties and vulnerabilities and, 
more importantly, on how to model the behaviour of the most relevant components, is funda-
mental to help analysts and practitioners in the assessment and strengthening of existing RC 
buildings.
This paper focuses on the numerical modelling of strengthening solutions for RC buildings, 
with the objective of defining a modelling approach that accurately captures the behaviour of 
retrofitted elements. To achieve this goal, retrofitted elements are simulated through distributed 
plasticity models and their seismic performance compared with the most recent experimental 
data available on this topic.
As a case study, an existing reinforced concrete building with typical properties of non-ductile 
buildings in Portugal is modelled and analysed through nonlinear static analysis to determine 
the building structural weaknesses. The retrofitting interventions were designed based on code 
recommendations.

Keywords: RC structures retrofitting, carbon fibre-reinforced polymer (CFRP), numerical 
modelling of strengthening solutions, seismic performance improvement.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A significant number of existing reinforced concrete (RC) buildings in earthquake-prone 

locations require seismic retrofitting since the majority of these buildings do not meet the cur-
rent seismic assessment code requirements. Several deficiencies are commonly found in this 
type of buildings, such as poor reinforcement details, lack of adequate transverse reinforcement
and insufficient confinement reinforcement at potential plastic hinges areas. These characteris-
tics decrease the RC members’ strength to shear forces, thus leading to premature brittle failures,
as have been observed on field surveys performed in areas affected by earthquakes [1]–[4].

Among the different strengthening techniques, the use of fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP) 
composites has become progressively suitable due to the fast installation, minimal modification 
to the existing architecture and satisfactory mechanical properties. Moreover, as a lightweight 
material, FRP does not modify the cross sectional properties of elements or the structure mass 
[5]. Accordingly, the seismic performance of RC elements retrofitted with FRP has been the 
subject of extensive investigation [6]–[13]. The majority of the studies focused on experimental 
campaigns carried out on RC elements retrofitted with FRP. Nonetheless, the present study will 
give emphasis to the modelling aspects of such type of intervention. 

Since it is acknowledged that vulnerable RC buildings require retrofit, it is crucial for prac-
titioners to have the means for modelling, with accuracy, the behaviour of the existing structures,
and, more importantly, to have the tools to correctly model the response of the existing retro-
fitted structural elements. Therefore, the first part of this paper focuses on the numerical simu-
lation of a RC column using the OpenSees [14] software, with the aim of validating the 
modelling approach with experimental data.

The second part of the study consists of the numerical modelling of a structure representative 
of the Portuguese building stock in the 1950s, also using OpenSees, before and after the retro-
fitting intervention. The structure’s capacity is estimated with nonlinear static analysis and its
seismic performance is evaluated through the calculation of the demand/capacity ratios recom-
mend by Part 3 of Eurocode 8 (EC8-3) [15]. The initial assessment indicates brittle and ductile 
failure modes in some structural elements (columns and walls). A strengthened solution em-
ploying CFRP is designed and numerically implemented in the structural model. Afterwards, a
new seismic evaluation is carried out and the structure’s safety assessed once more. The results 
demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the CFRP as a strengthening solution to elimi-
nate brittle and ductile mechanisms.

2 MODELLING APPROACH
This section introduces a numerical modelling approach to simulate the behaviour of FRP in 

RC elements using OpenSees, which will be validated through comparison of numerical with
experimental data.

2.1 Experimental data 
In order to fulfil the goal of accurately representing the real behaviour of retrofitted RC 

elements with FRP, first it was necessary to select a RC element tested experimentally from the 
literature. The specimen used in this paper is available in a study performed by Del Zoppo et 
al. [16] and consists of a RC column tested under axial load and cyclic lateral loading. The 
column was designed to old construction practice in order to be representative of real existing 
structures. As such, the specimen is characterized by poor quality concrete, no longitudinal 
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reinforcement in the cross-section secondary direction and the transverse reinforcement details 
are not compliant with current standards. 

The test specimen has a square cross-section 300 x 300 mm2 with six  18 mm longitudinal 
steel rebars and  8 mm ties spaced 150 mm apart. In the zone of the load application, the 
spacing between ties was reduced to avoid localized damages. The column height is 1800 mm,
and the lateral load was applied at a distance of 1500 mm from the foundation block. The aver-
age concrete compressive strength for the retrofitted specimen is fc = 14.9 MPa, whilst the av-
erage yielding strength of the steel bars in both longitudinal and transverse reinforcement is fy
= 531 MPa.

To what concerns the retrofit solution adopted, the column was wrapped with uniaxial car-
bon fibre reinforced polymers (CFRP) along 500 mm from the column base, which corresponds 
to the location of the plastic hinge development. The geometric properties and the reinforce-
ment details are illustrated in Figure 1. In addition, Erro! A origem da referência não foi 
encontrada. shows the mechanical properties of the CFRP.

Figure 1: Specimen geometry and strengthening configuration (adapted from [16]).

Material 
Number of 

plies

Thickness 

(mm)

Elastic modulus 

(GPa) 

Ultimate strain 

(%)

CFRP 1 0.33 230 1.3

Table 1: Carbon fibres material properties[in Del Zoppo et al. [16]].

Regarding the axial load applied, the specimen was subjected to a constant axial load ratio 
of 0.1, such that ν = N / Acfc, where N is the axial load, Ac is the concrete gross area and fc is the 
mean cylindrical concrete strength.
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2.2 OpenSees modelling
As mentioned before, the modelling of the specimen was conducted using OpenSees,an 

open-source software framework developed to simulate the behaviour of structures subjected 
seismic actions. There are two models that can be employed in OpenSees to simulate the ine-
lastic response of RC elements: distributed or concentrated plasticity approaches. In this study, 
the column was modelled trough a distributed plasticity approach, using the nonlinear-
BeamColumn command and considering a force-based formulation with four elements, each 
with five integrations points.

The element’s cross-section was represented by a fibre section, which in turn was subdivided 
into smaller fibre sections. These fibre objects are associated with uniaxial materials that ex-
press the stress-strain relationship of concrete, steel and CFRP. The behaviour of both the cover 
and core concrete fibres was simulated adopting the model suggested by Popovics [17], (Con-
crete04 material in OpenSees) whilst the steel was modelled through a uniaxial bilinear hyster-
etic material object, translated by the command uniaxialMaterial Hysteretic. The stress and 
strain values of the steel rebars were input into this command, which also allows for the con-
sideration of the pinching effect. Finally, the contribution of the CFRP was achieved by adding 
the effect of the confinement provided by the retrofit intervention.

The effect of the confinement provided by the transverse reinforcement and the CFRP acting 
simultaneously was determined through the confinement model proposed in Part 3 of Eurocode 
8 (EC8-3) [15]. The strength of confined concrete, fcc, the strain at which the strength takes 
place, εcc, and the ultimate strain of the extreme fibre of the compression zone, εcu., are given 
by the expressions (1), (2) and (3), respectively.

(1)

(2)

(3)

In the expressions above, fc is the concrete compressive strength, fyw is the transverse rein-
forcement yield strength, α is the confinement effectiveness factor, ρsx is the ratio of transverse 
reinforcement and εc2 is the strain at which fc takes place of unconfined concrete, taken as 0.002.
The mechanical properties adopted for all materials are shown in Erro! A origem da referên-
cia não foi encontrada.. The concrete tensile strength was taken as 10% of the compressive 
strength. 

Material fc (MPa) ɛc (%) ɛcu (%)
Concrete (core) 8//150 16.7 0.32 1.21
Concrete (core) 8//50 21.8 0.67 3.5

fy (MPa) fu (MPa) Es (GPa)
Steel 531 627 210

fc (MPa) ɛc (%) ɛcu (%)
CFRP 24.6 8.4 4.41
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Table 2: Mechanical properties of the materials used in the modelling.

The adequacy of this modelling approach was evaluated through comparison of the results 
from cyclic pushover analysis with the experimental test data. The results obtained are illus-
trated in Figure 2, where the black dashed line corresponds to the experimental data and the 
grey cyclic curves refers to the OpenSees results. As it can be seen, a good agreement between 
the experimental data and numerical modelling was achieved, not just in terms global strength
but also in what concerns the ability of the model in simulating the pinching effects. These 
results indicate that this type of approach is adequate to model FRP interventions in existing 
RC buildings. 

Figure 2: Comparison between experimental results and OpenSees.

An example of this FRP modelling approach application into a real existing building is de-
scribed in the following sections of this paper.

3 CASE STUDY APPLICATION

3.1 Description of the building and structural modelling
The RC building selected is a five-storey wall-frame RC building, built in the 1950s. The 

building has a total height of 15.4m with a typical floor heigh of 3.0 m, except for the ground
floor, for which the height is equal to 3.4 m. It has three and five frames in X and Y directions, 
respectively. A shear wall is positioned at the middle of the building, oriented in the X direction, 
on the first three storeys. The plan and elevation views of the building are shown in Figure 3.

The information about the section geometric properties and reinforcement ratios variation of 
the building structural elements is presented in Erro! A origem da referência não foi encon-
trada..
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Figure 3: Elevation and plan of the selected building.

Element Columns Beams Walls
Dimensions(cm) 23×25–25×87 13×31–25×68 250×25
Cross Section(cm2) 575–2175 403–1700 6250
Longitudinal rebar (cm2) 0.63–7.29 T:2.26–29.76

B: 3.93–33.58
15.78

Transversal rebar (cm2) 0.18–0.71 1.48 3.15
Spacing of stirrups(cm) 5-19 20–50 15

Table 3: Sectional geometrical properties and minimum/maximum reinforcement ratios of the structural ele-
ments (T and B refer to top and bottom beam reinforcements, respectively).

The building was modelled and analysed with OpenSees. All the structural elements were 
modelled using the nonlinearBeamColumn command and considering a force-based formula-
tion considering one element per beam, column and wall. The concrete and steel stress-strain 
relationships adopted at the fibre level were the ones mentioned in the previous section. The 
mean values of the material properties used in the model are listed in Table 4. The behaviour
of the smooth rebars was modelled by modifying the steel constitutive law, reducing the 
Young’s Modulus and maximum strength of the reinforcing steel to simulate the increase in 
member flexibility due to strain penetration effects [18].

The torsional stiffness was incorporated in the model by computing the elements torsional 
stiffness and assigning it through the section aggregator program command, while the rigid in-
plane stiffness of the floor slab was modelled considering a rigid diaphragm multi-point con-
straint, through the program command rigid diaphragm. Second-order effects were accounted 
for in the model by adopting a P-Delta geometric transformation for the columns and wall. The 
infill panels were also modelled by assuming the two-diagonal truss approach established in
[19]. The mass, which was obtained through the conversion of dead and live loads, was lumped 
at the centre of mass at each floor level. The dead loads include the self-weight of the RC 
elements, masonry infills and coatings, i.e., 8 kN/m2, while the live loads have been defined 
according to Part-1 of Eurocode 8 [20]. The fundamental periods of vibration of the building 
are 0.31s and 0.41s in X and Y directions, respectively.
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Concrete fc (MPa) Ɛc (‰) Ɛcu (‰) Ec(GPa)
Cover 28 2 4 30
Core 28 2 200 30
Steel fy (MPa) fu (MPa) Ɛsu (‰) Es(GPa)
Ribbed rebar 370 360 240 210
Smooth rebar 222 216 168 126
Masonry Gw (GPa) α τcr Ew (GPa)
Infills 1240 0.05 280 4092

fc-compressive maximum strength; Ɛc-strain at maximum strength, Ɛcu- concrete ultimate strain, Ec- modulus of 
elasticity of the concrete; fy-yielding strength; fu- ultimate strength; Ɛsu- steel ultimate strain; Es- modulus of elas-
ticity of steel; Gw- elastic shear modulus; α- post- capping degrading branch coefficient; τcr – shear cracking 
stress; Ew-modulus of elasticity of the masonry. 

Table 4: Material properties

A nonlinear static analysis was performed to evaluate the lateral capacity of the structure. 
The analysis was performed in both the X and Y directions, with positive and negative signs 
and, despite the slight asymmetry in the Y direction of the building, no significant differences 
were observed between the positive and the negative orientations. Two load patterns were con-
sidered: i) a modal load pattern, proportional to the fundamental mode of vibration, and ii) a 
uniform load pattern, proportional to the masses of the floors. Only the results corresponding 
to the modal pattern were considered since they correspond to a capacity curve with lower 
resistance and, consequently, more restrictive in terms of performance.

3.2 Seismic assessment 
The seismic safety of the buildings was evaluated in terms of the demand/capacity ratio 

(DCR) for each vertical structural element (columns and walls) following the procedure recom-
mended in EC8-3, which consists of comparing the chord rotation and shear demand with the 
capacity values of ultimate chord rotation and shear strength. The target displacement was de-
termined with the N2 method, also as prescribed in EC8-3.

As established in EC8-3, the return periods to consider in the assessment of the existing 
buildings are: 73, 308 and 975 years for the damage limitation (DL), the significant damage 
(SD) and the near-collapse (NC) limit states, respectively. According to each of the limit states, 
the reference ground acceleration (agR) is then multiplied by a coefficient. Only the response 
spectrum for the Type 1 seismic action (far-field earthquake) was considered, therefore, the agR
is 0.15g (Lisbon, Zone 1.3). The Portuguese Annex of EC8-3 [21] recommends that, for existing 
residential buildings, the assessment should be performed considering only the significant dam-
age (SD) limit state. 

Figure 4 shows the pushover curves obtained for the X and Y directions with the indication 
of the target displacement attainment at the SD limit state. It can be observed that, in the X
direction, brittle and ductile failures occur almost simultaneously before target displacement is 
reached. In the Y direction, the structure exhibits lower capacity, due to the absence of RC walls 
oriented in this direction, and also experiences a brittle failure before the target displacement is 
reached. In conclusion, the brittle failure was the conditioning mechanism for both directions,
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corresponding to a displacement of 0.0036 m and 0.0079 m for the X and Y direction, respec-
tively. The occurrence of this type of mechanism at early stages of lateral deformation is com-
mon in old RC buildings designed to resist gravity loads, as verified by [22].

(a) (b)
Figure 4: Pushover curves for the (a) X and (b) Y direction with the indication of the target displacement and 

failure mechanisms.

Figure 5 illustrates the location and type of damage experienced by the vertical RC elements 
when the displacement that corresponds to SD limit state is reached. As it can be seen, in direc-
tion X, some elements (columns and wall) are simultaneously affected by brittle and ductile 
failures on the first two storeys, while Y direction, the elements are only affected by a brittle 
mechanism on the ground storey.

Figure 5: Location and indication of the type of damage on the vertical RC elements.

The columns C5 and C2, located in level 1, were also included in Figure 5 as “Reaching 
Brittle Failure” because the value of the demand/capacity ratio (DCR) associated shear failure 
assessment was remarkably close to the unit, which means these elements were near to develop 
a brittle mechanism. 
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4 RETROFITTED BUILDING

4.1 Design and modelling of the retrofitting solution
The initial seismic assessment performed on the case study building indicated the need for 

improvement of some elements flexural and shear capacities. As stated before, FRP-wrapping 
is widely recognised as an effective strategy for increasing the deformation and shear capacity 
of RC elements, without modifying the structure’s stiffness [5], [23].

Following the advantages of this strengthening technique, a CFRP retrofitting strategy was 
developed and applied to the case study building to overcome its poor seismic performance. 

The design of the CFRP solution was based on the attainment of the target displacement, for 
SD limit state, without failure of any vertical member. This means that chord rotation and shear 
capacities of the elements identified in Figure 5 need to be enhanced. Erro! A origem da re-
ferência não foi encontrada. shows the actual and required capacity values of chord rotation 
and shear of those elements.

The determination of the right amount of FRP to comply with the required values of capacity 
followed an iterative procedure: i) knowing the required capacity that each element needs to 
reach, an initial strengthening solution is adopted and the new chord rotation and shear capacity 
of each element is computed; ii) if the capacity values obtained are higher than the values indi-
cated in Erro! A origem da referência não foi encontrada., a solution was achieved and 
applied to the structural model; iii) a new assessment is carried out. Otherwise, a new tentative 
strengthening solution needs to be considered and the procedure repeated. The new strengthen-
ing solution can be achieved by increasing the thickness of the CFRP sheet, the number of
layers or upgrading the chosen FRP material.

Direc-
tion

Vertical 
element

Failure
mecha-
nism

Actual 
[%]

Required 
[%]

Actual 
[kN]

Required 
[Kn]

X

C3L0_X Brittle - - 33.41 38.1
C3L1_X Brittle - - 33.0 35.8
C6L1_X Brittle - - 28.31 30.05
C8L1_X Brittle - - 88.5 90.2
W1L1_X Ductile 1.26 1.33 - -

Y
C2L0_Y Brittle - - 111.7 128.3
C3L0_Y Brittle 111.7 128.6
W1L0_Y Brittle - - 78.4 90.7

Table 5: Actual and required capacity values of chord rotation and shear for the damaged elements

From the iterative procedure depicted above, one layer of CFRP (with the properties de-
scribed in Erro! A origem da referência não foi encontrada.) was found to be enough to 
provide the desired capacity to retrofit the identified structural elements. Since these elements 
are subjected to a constant shear demand, the CFRP sheets were modelled as uniformly applied 
through the height of the element [24]. However, due to architectural constraints, the U-shaped 
or side bonded striped FRPs are, in some cases, the only possible solution. To avoid the fibres 
premature rupture, the corners of the elements were assumed to be rounded, with a radius of 4 
cm and, to improve the shear capacity of the elements, the CFRP sheets were considered to be 
applied with the fibres aligned along the direction in which enhancement of shear strength is 
pursued (i.e. horizontal) [25], [26].
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Fiber thickness 
[mm]

Tensile Strength 
[MPa]

Tensile Modulus 
[MPa] Elongation [%] Ultimate strain 

0.128 3450 230000 1.5 0.0015

Table 6: Properties of the CFRP [27]

Regarding the modelling of the retrofitted solution, the contribution of the CFRP was con-
sidered through the increase of the confinement of the retrofitted elements. The core and cover 
materials of these elements were replaced with an equivalent material with the properties cal-
culated by means of Equations (1) and (3). The model of the building remains the same, except 
for the retrofitted elements.

4.2 Assessment of the retrofitted building 
Finished the design and modelling of the retrofitting solution, a new assessment was performed 
to the structure to evaluate the effectiveness of the adopted solution. A pushover analysis was
again carried out to evaluate the lateral capacity of the structure. Figure 6 shows a comparison 
between the pushover curves obtained before (pre-retrofit) and after (post- retrofit) applying 
the CFRP. As it can be seen, the application of the CFRP contributed to an increase of the lateral 
strength of the structure, in both the X and Y directions, without modifying its initial stiffness. 
However, the structure’s capacity improvement is significantly higher in the X direction in 
comparison with the Y direction. This is due to fact the RC walls, which were strengthened at 
the first and second storey levels, are oriented in the X direction.

(a) (b)
Figure 6: Pushover curves obtained pre and post retrofitting for the (a) X and (b) Y direction.

A safety assessment was also carried out in terms of demand/capacity ratio evaluation (DCR) 
for each vertical structural element, as established in EC8-3. Figure 7 shows the pushover 
curves obtained for the X and Y directions with the indication of the target displacement that 
corresponds to the attainment of the SD limit state. In the X direction, the development of a 
mechanism, either brittle or ductile, still occurs but only after the target displacement is reached.
On the other hand, in the Y direction, the columns’ brittle failure is not expected to develop,
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and the ductile mechanism occurs for a top displacement much higher than the target displace-
ment. These results confirm the efficiency of the CFRP and its effect in the improvement of the 
structure’s seismic performance.

Figure 7: Pushover curves of the retrofitted structure for the (a) X and (b) Y direction with the indication of the 
target displacement and failure mechanisms.

5 CONCLUSIONS
This paper focused on the modelling of retrofitting solutions with carbon fibre-reinforced 

polymers (CFRP) to improve the seismic performance of RC structures. The first part of this 
research consisted of a proposal of a modelling approach to retrofit RC elements with CFRP.
The CFRP was included in the model through the increase of the element’s cross-section con-
finement.
The core and cover materials of retrofitted element were replaced with an equivalent material,
whose properties were determined using the confinement model proposed in EC8-3. Afterwards,
the modelling approach was validated against experimental data. The results showed a good 
agreement between the numerical and experimental data, indicating that the modelling ap-
proach is adequate to model FRP interventions in existing RC buildings. 

The second part of this investigation focused on the application of the proposed modelling 
approach to an existing RC building. The selected structure corresponds to a residential building 
built before the introduction of modern codes without appropriate seismic resistance and char-
acterized by (i) low confinement and tie reinforcement in vertical structural elements; (ii) in-
sufficient longitudinal reinforcement in all structural elements; (iii) smooth longitudinal 
reinforcement rebars; (iv) variation in height of the vertical structural elements section and v) 
absence of masonry infills at the ground level. Non-linear static analyses were carried out and 
a seismic evaluation was performed in terms of the demand/capacity ratio (DCR), following 
the procedure recommended in EC8-3. This assessment exposed brittle and ductile failures in 
some structural elements. A retrofitting solution employing CFRP was designed and imple-
mented numerically in the structure´s model. The comparison between the pre- and post-retrofit 
pushover curves showed a clear improvement on the buildings’ lateral strength, mainly on the 
X direction due to the retrofitting of the RC walls which control the behaviour of the structure 
in this direction. Additionally, the seismic safety of the structure, represented by the attainment 
of the target displacement at SD limit state without the occurrence of any failure mechanism,
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highlights the effectiveness not only of the modelling approach but also of the adopted retrofit-
ting solution.
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION ON ANCHORAGE 
PERFORMANCE OF EMBEDDED SMOOTH REBARS SUBJECTED 

TO CYCLICNG LOADING 

Anthony Paderno , Simone Pelucco , and Marco Preti

Abstract 

The most of the reinforced concrete frame structures of the European building stock have been 
built without attention to the seismic action or according to obsolete code. Before the 1970’s, 
in all the Mediterranean area, plain rebars were employed for the longitudinal reinforcement 
of structural members. Due to their smooth surface, they are characterized by poor bond ca-
pacity; this results in a significant slip of the loaded bar from the surrounding concrete, which 
strongly increases the structural deformation capacity compared to modern ribbed rebars.
Whereas the cyclic response of non-conforming reinforced concrete members and structural 
sub-assemblies is deeply investigated in literature, a scarce knowledge about anchored plain 
bar cyclic behaviour is noticed. In the recent years, detailed non-linear modelling of gravity 
load designed structures is widely used for the seismic vulnerability assessment; a deep inves-
tigation on full scale anchorage detailing is then fundamental for the correct modelling of such 
structures..
In the present paper an experimental investigation on different anchorage solution of plain 
rebar embedded in concrete is presented; straight, hook-ended and 45° bent rebar were ana-
lysed, monitoring their axial stress versus slip behaviour. A non-linear stress-slip behaviour 
was observed for all the anchorage solutions since the lower loading level. Stiffness degrada-
tion due to cyclic loading was observed; on the other hand, strength decay was visible only for 
straight anchorage length. Hook-end device and bar bent resulted effective in providing a good 
anchorage performance, on the other hand their response showed a progressive plasticization. 

Keywords:
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OUT-OF-PLANE TESTING OF MASONRY INFILL WALLS
MADE WITH LIGHTWEIGHT CONCRETE BLOCKS

Abstract

The masonry infill walls are widely spread over the reinforced concrete buildings due to dif-
ferent demands. The buildings' thermal energy efficiency is a top priority nowadays since 
many of the existing building stock comprises buildings with low energy performance. The 
buildings' external envelope is suffering a transformation with the appearance of the vertical 
hollow concrete blocks with high thermal and acoustic demands. However, recent evidence 
from a strong earthquake shows that the masonry infill walls are vulnerable to out-of-plane 
loadings and were responsible for many casualties, injuries, and economic losses. Based on 
that, this work's main objective is to study the out-of-plane (OOP) behaviour of masonry in-
fills made with vertical hollow concrete blocks. The experimental campaign comprises the 
OOP testing of three full-scale infill walls made up of these masonry units. One of them was
as-built without previous damage, one with previous damage due to an earlier in-plane test 
and the third one retrofitted. All the tests consisted of applying the loading-unloading-
reloading history of imposed displacements in the OOP direction through a uniformly distrib-
uted load. The results will be presented in terms of OOP force-displacement responses, de-
formed shapes, damage evolution, energy dissipation capacity and damping. Finally, the test 
results are compared to each other to assess the previous damage and the retrofit technique's 
effectiveness.

Keywords:
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1 INTRODUCTION

2 DESCRIPTION OF THE TESTING CAMPAIGN

2.1 Specimens characteristics
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Plastic connector

Steel connector

Steel Plate

Panel-frame transition
overlapping

Panel-Panel transition
overlapping

2.2 Description of the in-plane and out-of-plane test setup
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Steel Reaction
frame

Hydraulic atuator
Steel Profile

Anchorage of RC frame to 
the steel support beam

Anchorage of steel support
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3 DISCUSSION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1 Individual results

3.1.1. Specimen LWC_Ref
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3.1.2. Specimen LWC_IPOOP
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3.1.3. Specimen LWC_S
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3.2 Global results comparison
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SELECTION OF OPTIMAL SEISMIC RETROFITTING FOR EXISTING
SCHOOL BUILDINGS THROUGH MULTI-CRITERIA DECISION

MAKING

Wilson W. Carofilis , Nicholas Clemett , Giammaria Gabbianelli , Gerard O’Reilly ,
and Ricardo Monteiro

Abstract

The poor performance of school buildings in Italy during past seismic events has underlined 
their high vulnerability to earthquakes. To improve their seismic performance, retrofitting 
interventions are commonly designed and then evaluated against a range of key decision 
criteria. However, more than one intervention may be found to reduce the seismic risk of the 
structure but it may not be clear which scheme is the most effective given the diverse evaluation 
criteria. In such cases, multi-criteria decision-making procedures are practical tools that can 
help to solve this issue, especially when multiple evaluation parameters are considered. This 
study conducts a full seismic assessment of two existing RC school buildings located in different 
regions of Italy. For both buildings, similar retrofitting interventions are proposed and 
designed according to the requirements specified by the Italian building code, NTC 2018. The 
retrofitting interventions are assessed through non-linear dynamic analyses to thoroughly 
estimate their overall performance and expected losses. The retrofitting interventions are then 
comparatively evaluated considering parameters that integrate economic, social, 
environmental and technical aspects that have a significant role in the decision-making 
process. The preferential rankings of the retrofit alternatives obtained for both buildings are 
used to identify the optimal retrofitting solutions for each case and are compared to determine 
what parameters influence such optimal solutions according to the different buildings’ 
characteristics. The outcomes of this study can assist engineers, or general decision-makers, 
throughout the evaluation and subsequent selection of retrofit options for existing school 
buildings.
Keywords:
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1 INTRODUCTION 

2 MULTI-CRITERIA DECISION MAKING (MCDM) 

2.1 Description of the method 
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(1) 
vij = rij*wj (2)

(3)
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(4)

2.2 Evaluation parameters 

2.3 Environmental impact 
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3 CASE-STUDY BUILDINGS 

3.1 Structural modelling  
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3.2 Performance assessment 
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4 RETROFITTING INTERVENTIONS
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4.1 Performance assessment of retrofitting strategies 
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4.2 Collapse vulnerability and loss estimation 
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5 APPLICATION OF MCDM 

5.1 Input variables 

€ €

€ €

5.2 Ranking of retrofitting interventions 
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NUMERICAL INVESTIGATIONS ON THE RESIDUAL CAPACITY 
AND ECONOMIC LOSSES OF EARTHQUAKE-DAMAGED 

REINFORCED CONCRETE WALL STRUCTURES

Cristiana Ceccarelli , Simona Bianchi , Livio Pedone , Stefano Pampanin

Abstract

The substantial damage to Reinforced Concrete (RC) structural walls observed from post-
earthquake reconnaissance has prompted the attention on the need for improved code-based 
design provisions for these structural elements as well as for detailed investigations on their 
residual capacity, typically neglected in the retrofit/repair evaluation. Although several re-
search works and international guidelines focusing on the seismic performance of damaged 
structural walls are available from a state-of-the-art review, a specific methodology to evalu-
ate the earthquake-related damage to structural walls is still missing in literature. Therefore, 
this research work investigates the seismic residual capacity of RC walls through parametric
numerical analyses, aiming to provide indications on the assessment methodology to be used 
in practical applications. The numerical investigation is initially carried out by implementing 
Finite Element Modelling of RC walls with different mechanical properties and expected fail-
ure mechanisms. This allows to evaluate and collect stiffness/strength reduction coefficients 
to be adopted for different post-earthquake damage conditions. Then, the influence of residual 
capacity on the economic seismic losses of wall structures is investigated and discussed. Spe-
cifically, a multi-story case-study RC building is selected, and pre- and post-earthquake loss 
assessments are carried out considering alternative wall typologies and damage levels. Ana-
lytical-based nonlinear analyses highlight that the loss of stiffness and strength can lead to 
increasingly higher economic losses depending on the damage level of the structural wall. 
Moreover, substantial economic losses can be estimated if residual capacity is taken into ac-
count even at low-intensity seismic levels. Therefore, such methodology could provide valua-
ble information to support decisions on the post-earthquake repair/retrofit/demolition.

Keywords:
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Abstract

In this study a dedicated framework for seismic losses estimation in Reinforced Concrete build-
ings is presented, taking advantage of a simplified analytical structural analysis, a dedicated
drift-based fragility curves and a specific repair cost analysis. To this aim, the mechanically
based “Pushover on Shear Type model” (POST)-method, already know in the literature [1] for
simplified structural analysis, has been integrated herein to obtain expected losses due to earth-
quakes for infilled RC buildings. On the other hand, the thoroughly cost analysis dedicated to
only masonry infill panels and services (electric and plumbing system, sanitary equipment,
floors, etc.) restoration presented in [2] has been used to develop an integrated formulation for
loss estimation in Reinforced Concrete buildings.
The application to a wide dataset of buildings struck by L’Aquila (Italy) 2009-earthquake is
used as testbed for large-scale applications. In fact, the comparison with actual damage distri-
bution and repair cost provides a useful validation of the whole framework, from structural
analysis to loss prediction.

Keywords: Seismic risk, infilled RC buildings, mechanical methodology, loss prediction, val-
idation.

1 INTRODUCTION

The unfavorable combination of high exposure of artistic, monumental and residential assets,
together with the high seismic hazard and the high vulnerability of the major part of building
stock makes seismic risk in Italy and, generally in the Mediterranean area, a pivotal issue. Thus,
several methodologies for losses assessment of built inventory have been developed in Italy

[3]; [4]; [5]; [6]; [7]), belonging to the first generation of approaches
making use of empirical Damage Probability Matrix (DPMs) and damage factor (DF) to
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determine repair cost as a function of the complete replacement cost. The second generation of
methods ([8]; [9]; [10]) makes use of fragility curves for different building classes ([11]; [12];
[13];[14];[15];[16]) to evaluate seismic risk maps of Italy. The last generation of methods ([17];
[18]; [19]; [20]; [21]; [22]) estimates seismic losses through a component level approaches,
thus requiring the use of specific component fragility functions and consequence data.

In this study, a mechanical method for regional loss estimation is presented, taking advantage
of structural analyses performed through the simplified mechanical method POST ([1]) (Push-
Over on Shear Type models). POST method originally developed for fragility analysis of build-
ing portfolio ([23]; [24]; [25]; [26]), has been slightly adapted to properly determine damage
distribution and resultant losses within a component-based approach for economic (direct) loss
estimation.

To this aim, specific drift-based fragility curves and repair cost analysis have been defined
and used for three damage states (light cracking - DS1, extensive damage - DS2, severe damage
- DS3), describing the evolution of damage to the masonry infills and partitions in a RC building.

The application to a wide dataset of buildings (5095 RC buildings) struck by L’Aquila (Italy)
2009-earthquake is used as testbed for large-scale applications. In fact, the comparison with
actual damage distribution and repair cost provides a useful validation of the whole framework,
from structural analysis to loss prediction.

2 A REGIONAL LOSS ESTIMATION FRAMEWORK VIA POST METHOD

A novel methodology for regional loss estimation at the component-level is presented herein
based on structural analyses performed through the simplified mechanical method “POST” ([1];
[23]; [24]; [25]; [26]) (Push-Over on Shear Type models).

POST method is a simplified mechanical methodology for vulnerability and fragility assess-
ment at regional scale of RC buildings, which can be applied both at single building level ([1];
[23]; [24]; [26]) or at building class level ([25]).

The mechanical framework stated above is used to evaluate repair cost for a given building
considering the contribution of all its N-components:

The conceptual derivation of the adopted procedure is briefly recalled in Figure 1, which
shows: (i) the evaluation of IM value from ground motion characterization; (ii) the assessment
of spectral displacement and resultant roof displacement through IDA curves; (iii) the conse-
quent interstorey drift ratio (IDR) profile assessment throughout the height of building by
means of pushover analysis results; and (iv) lastly the definition of damage and resultant cost
through their comparison with capacity values related to specific damage levels.

The seismic hazard phase can be done both with results of Probabilistic Seismic Hazard
Analysis (PSHA) or from the results of ShakeMap scenario earthquakes, depending on the ob-
jective to be pursued, namely if an unconditional risk analysis (considering the seismic events
could occur in a given area and in a given time interval and their mean annual frequency of
exceedance) or a conditional risk analysis (referred to a specific scenario) should be performed.

The structural response phase is accomplished with the aid of POST method, which allows
to relate an engineering demand parameters (edp), i.e. roof displacement, and a resultant dis-
placement profile, given an intensity measure (IM) value, trough the use of simplified Incre-
mental Dynamic Analysis (IDA) curves within the SPO2IDA framework ([27]). The Static
Pushover (SPO) analysis is carried out in closed form based on a software package on Matlab
code thanks to the simplified assumption of shear-type behaviour for RC frames. In fact, the
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POST method starts generating geometrical and mechanical models of buildings based on a
simulated design procedure, accounting for the technical codes in force at the age of construc-
tion and the relevant seismic classification of the site. Then, the nonlinear behaviour of RC
structural components is reproduced by means of a tri-linear response, with two linear ascend-
ing branches up to yielding (defined in agreement with [28]) and perfectly plastic thereafter.
Note that eventual shear critical elements are not explicitly modelled (with modified plastic
hinges or explicit shear springs), but their damage due to seismic loading can be detected as
reported in [24].

Figure 1: Flow-chart of the procedure applied in this study for loss assessment

Infills have been explicitly included in the structural models, by means of a four-branch
force-displacement curve ([29]). The influence of the openings on infills’ lateral force-displace-
ment relationship is also considered, by means of the modifying behaviour parameters based
on [30].

The simplified assumption of shear-type behaviour for RC frames allows obtaining a multi-
linear storey shear -vs-interstorey displacement relationship at each storey by simply adding up
the lateral shear-displacement relationships of all the RC columns and infill panels along lon-
gitudinal and transverse direction, separately. In such a way, seismic response via a static push-
over curve is obtained in a closed-form procedure, which is force-controlled up to peak response
and displacement-controlled thereafter, once the distribution of lateral forces has been set.

Therefore, the structural response estimation is entirely evaluated via POST method, which
returns the evolution of the lateral displacement profile increasing the IM value through the
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results of static SPO analysis for each main direction of the building. The relation between IM
values and EDPs is given by the IDA curves related to the quadri-linear simplification of SPO
curve.

The damage estimation phase is performed by means of specific component fragility curve,
returning the probability of exceeding a discrete Damage State, DS, given the EDP.

It has to be noted, that due to the peculiarity of the building dataset considere in this work
(see later), resulting to be “lightly damaged” to infills only after the 2009 Abruzzi earthquake,
vertical structures will be neglected from damage and loss computation. Moreover, IDR thresh-
olds and resultant uncertainties for infills/partitions and services have been assumed in this
study from [31]’s proposal, which finds its background in [32]. In fact, the construction prac-
tices in Mediterranean region for residential RC buildings entail that services are generally al-
located within building enclosure, the latter typically made up of hollow clay bricks. In this
case, cascading effects could occur, such that damage to one, i.e. infills, could cause the fracture
of the other one, i.e. a water or electric distribution pipes or a sanitary equipment. Thus, damage
for both infill panels and services is strictly related to each other due to their firm interaction,
as it will be better shown in the following application.

The comparison between IDR demand and fragility curves allows determining DS for the
considered component. In such a way, the number of components suffering a given DSi can be
determined, thus evaluating its relative extension also considering the possibility of experienc-
ing different co-existing DSs along the building height (namely at different stories).

Finally, the loss estimation phase is fulfilled taking advantage of proper repair cost analysis
reproducing detailed quantity surveying considering a list of elementary actions to be performed
for an area of intervention given DM = dm, through the use of specific unit costs from a price
list (e.g., that for Public Works in Abruzzi Region - [33], as applied in the following section).
Thus, the values of repair costs for infills and services per square meters of storey surface for 3
DSs reported in [2] and [22] (briefly reported in table 1 and table 2) are used.

IPDS1 IPDS2 IPDS3

(€/m2) (€/m2) (€/m2)
solid panel (w/o openings) 77.0 105.3 285.8
panel with window 73.0 118.76 331.4
panel with door 69.2 131.55 374.9
interior partition 51.3 73.5 199.9

Table 1. Repair costs for double leaf hollow clay bricks for infills/partitions (IP) at each DS per infill panel unit
(from [2] and [22])

Services
DS1C Services

DS2C Services
DS3C

(€/m2) (€/m2) (€/m2)
All Services 0.0 128.8 ± 28.2* 258.9 ± 32.8*

(*) mean ± standard deviation

Table 2. Repair costs for services at each DS per plan surface unit (from [2] and [22])

Obviously, the damage and loss estimation steps have to be repeatedly calculated for all
building components and for all DSs. Nonetheless, a realistic definition of losses should con-
sider the fact that some activities should be carried out simultaneously for all the components
of a given portion of the building (“minimum area of intervention”) higher than that strictly
necessary for practical or aesthetic reasons which is assumed in this study as the whole storey.
In other words, it is assumed that all the (structural and non-structural) components located in
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a given storey are characterized by the maximum damage therein experienced, thus resultant
losses are consequently evaluated, favoring an intervention that meets practical and aesthetic
criteria.

3 APPLICATION OF REGIONAL LOSS ESTIMATION METHOD TO SLIGTHLY
DAMAGED RC BUILDINGS AFTER L’AQUILA EARTHQUAKE

A large-scale application of the mechanical method for regional loss estimation via POST
method is performed in this section, considering a building stock struck by the L’Aquila (Italy)
earthquake (April 6th, 2009) and damaged to only infills, which incidence represented, for RC
buildings, almost the entirety of actual losses after the most recent earthquakes occurred in Italy
[34].

The main features of the event and of the analysed building stock are completely treated in
previous works and briefly recalled in what follows. For further analysis the reader is referred
to [2].

The seismic event investigated for this application struck the Abruzzi region, with a magni-
tude Mw equal to 6.3, resulting in IX-X grade of the Mercalli-Cancani-Sieberg scale.

For this application, the IM characterization is fulfilled by means of the shake map of the
seismic event which struck the Abruzzi region on 6th April 2009, with a magnitude Mw equal
to 6.3, resulting in IX-X grade of the Mercalli-Cancani-Sieberg scale. The latter is derived fol-
lowing the procedure reported in [35].

3.1 Building stock description

Building stock characterization is made available from post-earthquake reconnaissance filed
trips carried out in the aftermath of L’Aquila earthquake with the supervision and coordination
of Department of Civil Protection (DPC), and recently made available on the Da.D.O platform
([36]). These inspections collected data for each building about location, typology, geometry,
age of construction, and suffered damage for structural components (including vertical struc-
tures, horizontal structures, stairs, roofs and infills) and non-structural components, by means
of the so-called AeDES forms ([37]). Additionally, for each component damage, its severity
and its extent have been recorded.

Overall, out of a total of about 7500 residential RC buildings listed in the Da.D.O. platform,
only a subset of 5095 buildings have been selected, hereinafter defined as “lightly damaged
buildings”, since they are characterized to be damaged only to infills.

Their main geometrical properties (number of stories, Ns, and average plan surface, A), are
thoroughly analyzed in ([2]), where it has been shown that a major part of considered building
stock is characterized by three or four stories (about 75% of the whole database), that 92% of
the building stock has been built after 1972 and that the most common average plan surfaces
range between 70 and 230m2 (about 80% of the building stock).

3.2 Building class definition for loss analysis via POST-method

The case study (large-scale) application is performed through a class-oriented approach to
reduce the computational burden required by the derivation of structural analysis for an exten-
sive (5095 units) building stock. In particular, 15 building classes have been considered herein
as a function of number of storeys, Ns, and average plan area, A, such that their statistical char-
acterization well reproduces data collected from post-earthquake AeDES survey forms. Thus,
for each class of storey (from 1 to 5), three further sub-classes (low, medium and high) of plan
area are defined.
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Moreover, in order to explicitly consider the uncertainties related to seismic risk estimation,
different kind of uncertainties are considered within a Monte Carlo simulation procedure ap-
proach, dealing with:
(i) geometrical-typological parameters, i.e. building plan ratio, infills thickness, the type

of opening (no opening; window opening; door opening).
(ii) material properties, i.e. compressive strength of concrete (fc), steel yield strength (fy),

mechanical characteristics of infill panels (shear strength - cr, shear modulus - Gw).
(iii) capacity models, both for the non-linear behaviour of both RC columns and infill panels.
(iv) intensity measure, from INGV ShakeMap in terms of PGA (mean and logarithmic stand-

ard deviation values at each site);
(v) record to record variability.
A summary of all the considered random variables (RV) and the parameters for their charac-
terization are briefly reported in Table 3.

Type of R.V. R.V. Reference Distribution Median value CoV
[-]

Geometry

Building area survey data uniform from survey -
Building plan
ratio [1]; [24] uniform median([1.0-2.5]) -

Infill:
Type of open-
ing

- discrete [solid; window opening;
door opening] -

Material
properties

fc [38] lognormal 25 MPa 31%
fy [39] lognormal Calculated Calculated

cr [40]; [41] lognormal [0.23-0.53] MPa** 30%

Modelling
parameters

y [28] lognormal 0.95·Calculated 28%
kelastic,infill

*

[29]

lognormal 1.09·Calculated 32%
kpeak,infill

* lognormal 1.63·Calculated 70%
Fcr

* lognormal 0.93·Calculated 19%
Fmax

* lognormal 0.93·Calculated 25%

PGA
PGA value
from Shake-
Map

http://shakemap.rm.ingv.it
[35] lognormal from

ShakeMap
from

ShakeMap

Record-to-record
variability

Record-to-
record varia-
bility

[27] lognormal Calculated Eq. (2)

*: sampled through the simulated annealing procedure according to (Vorechovský and Novák, 2009)
**: modified depending on the age of construction

Table 3: Summary of the considered random variables.

4 EVALUATION OF PREDICTED DAMAGE AND LOSSES FROM
STRUCTURAL ANLYSIS

Maximum damage (DSmax) can be easily determined from results of structural analysis as
the most severe DSi suffered in all stories and in both directions. Contrarily, mean damage
gathers information on both severity and damage extension – DEi related to DSi. To this aim,
DEi is evaluated from results of POST method as:

DE = ∑ 1 ∙ ∑ A ,, + ∑ A ,,∑ ∑ A ,, + ∑ A ,, (2)

where 1 is the indicator function which is 1 if infill panels at that storey are characterized
by DSi at least in one (longitudinal or transversal) direction and 0 vice-versa. Previous equation
is derived referring to the minimum area of intervention (the whole storey surface), thus
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assuming that all the (structural and non-structural) components located in a given storey are
characterized by the maximum damage therein (i.e. at that storey) experienced in both (longi-
tudinal and transversal) directions. In Eq.2 A is the area of jth infill panel in sth- or kth-
direction.

Obviously, since the damage distribution of infills can be characterized by the attainment of
different DSs along the height of building, a synthetic information about the co-existing DSi
and its extent is represented by the “mean damage” level (hereinafter referred to as DS), calcu-
lated as follows:

DS = i ∙ DE (3)

Therefore DS is always lower than or equal to DSmax, and it can range between 0 and 3, since
the maximum possible average damage is achieved when the maximum possible damage state
(DS3) is reached in the whole building (DE3=1).
Finally, the total repair cost for unit surface area (trc) is evaluated for each building as a func-
tion of specific repair costs for infills and services reported in Tables 1 and 2:

trc = 1 ∙ CDSiIP A ,, + A ,, + C (4)

The trc is evaluated by summing up the relative repair costs for each storey. The latter is
determined given the maximum DS (DSmax) suffered by at least one infill panel in one of the
two directions and extended to all the remaining one, in addition to services (plumbing systems,
radiators, electrical system, floor/wall tiles), too. This circumstance is given in Eq. (6) through
the indicator function (1i) which is equal to 1 when at least one infill panel suffers DSi at that
storey and 0 vice-versa. Obviously, the repair costs of infills are first multiplied by the panel
area (A ) and then divided by the floor area (A) to obtain the total repair cost for unit surface
area.

5 PREDICTED-TO-OBSERVED COMPARISON OF DAMAGE AND LOSSES

Predicted damage and loss estimation presented in the section 4 are here compared with
damage actually observed for the investigated buildings population (section 5.1) and with repair
costs directly obtained from this damage (section 5.2) (hereinafter referred to as “observed
damage” and “observed losses”, respectively). Note that all details about “observed damage”
and “observed losses” can be found in [2] and [22].

5.1 Comparison between Observed and Predicted damage

The actual data about damage suffered by the collected building stock (“observed damage”)
represents the anchorage to reality against which predicted data should be compared. Such a
comparison will be shown in this section to “validate” the mechanical based procedure pre-
sented in this work.

The observed-versus-predicted agreement in terms of maximum achieved DS, reported in
Figure 2, results very satisfying, considering the simplification of the method and its large-
scale application. A slight underestimation of no-damaged (DSmax=DS0) buildings can be
noted, along with an overestimation of DS3-buildings.
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“Predicted” damage well reproduces the “observed” damage, independently on the number
of stories, as shown in Figure 3, where “predicted” and “observed” DSmax scenarios are re-
ported depending on the number of stories, Ns, for the most frequent classes of Ns, namely
from 1 to 5 stories.

OBSERVED PREDICTED

Figure 2. Comparison between observed and predicted damage scenario in terms of DSmax

Figure 3. Comparison between observed and predicted damage scenario in terms of DSmax depending on the
number of stories (Ns)

Figure 4 reports the comparison between observed and predicted mean damage given the
maximum achieved DS, where the 16th, the 50th and the 84th percentiles are also reported. A
quite good agreement between mean “predicted” and “observed” mean damage can be gener-
ally observed.

Additionally, when median values of “observed” mean damage are considered, a clear trend
exists depending on the number of stories, as in Figure 5, where buildings are grouped depend-
ing on the maximum achieved DS. When DSmax is equal to DS1 or DS2, the average damage
tends to decrease when Ns increases from 1 to 3 stories, then keeping a pseudo-constant value
for taller buildings. At DS3, such a decreasing trend is observed from 1 to 5 stories. The pre-
dicted damage successes in reproducing such a trend.
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Figure 4. Predicted (POST)-versus-observed (OBS) comparison: mean damage-versus-maximum achieved DS
(DSmax); 16th, 50th and 84th percentiles.

Figure 5. Predicted (POST)-versus-observed (OBS) comparison, given DSmax: trend of mean damage depend-
ing on the number of stories.

5.2 Comparison between Observed and Predicted losses

In this section, the comparison between observed and predicted losses (in terms of trc) is
shown. In Figure 6, the 16th, 50th and 84th percentiles of observed and predicted trc are reported,
showing a very good agreement, on average, especially when DSmax is equal to DS2 (-11%) or
DS3 (-3%). A sligth overestimation of the “observed” losses is obtained at DS1.

In Figure 7, the trends between the trc and Ns, given DSmax, are reported. It can be noted that
both “observed” and “predicted” trc decrease, on average, when Ns varies from 1 to 3 when the
maximum achieved damage is DS1 or DS2, then keeping an almost constant value for higher
Ns. At DS3, a decreasing trend of trc is observed, on average, for Ns varying from 1 to 5, for
both “observed” and “predicted” trc.

As for the “predicted” trc, “observed” trc can be also shown as a function of mean damage
(Figure 8). A clear linear trend exists between the average mean damage and trc, with an in-
creasing slope for increasing maximum damage severity. Obviously, when the average damage
is exactly equal to a given maximum DSi (with i=1,2,3), trc can be very easily computed as the
sum of the repair costs per floor unit related to infills and services at that DSi, equal to respec-
tively: 142.1 €/ m2 for DS1; 352.9 €/ m2 for DS2 and 744.4 €/m2 for DS3. It can be easily
verified that the ratio between trc and average mean damage (=DSi) is very close to the slope
of the linear fitting plotted in Figure 8, for the “observed” trc.
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Figure 6. trc percentiles depending on DSmax: predicted (POST)-versus-observed (OBS) comparison.

Figure 7. Predicted (POST)-versus-observed (OBS) comparison, given DSmax: trend of trc depending on the
number of stories.

DSmax=DS1 DSmax=DS2 DSmax=DS3

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8. Predicted-versus-experimental comparison: trc depending on average damage level. Along x- and y-
axis the distributions of mean damage and trc are reported.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this work provides a regional loss estimation framework via the “Pushover on Shear Type
model” (POST)-method ([1]) for residential Reinforced Concrete (RC) buildings has been
shown. The proposed component-based procedure accounts for the contribution of infills/par-
titions and services to the buildings seismic repair costs, using dedicated drift-based fragility
curves and specific repair cost analysis for masonry infills and partitions and for three damage
states (DSs) proposed in [31].
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The methodology has been applied to a wide dataset of real buildings, struck by L’Aquila
(Italy) 2009-earthquake and resulted damaged to infills or partitions only, as testbed for its re-
liability and robustness.

A generally satisfying agreement between observed and predicted results was shown. In fact,
predicted damage successes in well reproducing the general observed trend in terms of maxi-
mum achieved DS, also catching their trend with the number of stories, namely, the higher the
number of stories, the higher the percentage of buildings with more severe damage. The me-
chanical method allowed to well reproduce the damage distribution observed over the buildings,
beyond their maximum value; in fact, the predicted mean damage index – combining damage
severity and its extent –well replicates the “observed” outcomes, along with their trends de-
pending on the number of storeys and on maximum achieved DS. Finally, a good agreement
can be found also between predicted and observed total repair costs, capable of also capturing
the observed trend of loss as a function of number of storeys and mean damage values.

In conclusion, the comparison between numerically predicted and actually observed damage
scenario and seismic losses allowed the validation of the implemented procedure, showing its
potential for large-scale applications.
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Abstract

The seismic assessment and retrofit of non-conforming Reinforced Concrete (RC) buildings still 
represent a challenge for researchers and practitioners worldwide due to several aspects. On one 
hand, low standards RC buildings typically present some failure typologies very different from newly 
designed buildings, and such failure modes should be properly modelled for a reliable seismic 
performance assessment. On the other hand, retrofitting strategies should be chosen carefully looking 
both at safety at collapse and at seismic capacity at less severe performance levels, considering non-
structural components as well. Masonry infills, typically defined as non-structural components 
despite their structural role, significantly affect the seismic behavior of existing RC buildings, 
especially at low-medium intensity measures. Therefore, when the seismic performance of as-built or 
retrofitted RC buildings is assessed, their contribution should be considered. In this work, a 
preliminary analysis of two 4-storey low-standard RC buildings, different for design typology, is 
presented, based on static nonlinear analyses. First, case-study buildings, representative of Italian 
pre-70 residential buildings, have been assessed in their “bare” configuration (without infills), as
common in design practice, in a code-based approach (according to Italian code). Based on the as-
built assessment outcomes, their retrofit has been designed by means of two main strategies: (1) the 
complete resolution of all the shear failures (in columns or joints), if any; (2) the reduction of the 
displacement demand by means of RC column jacketing, when necessary, along with the resolution 
of shear failures (as for the previous strategy). Then, both the as-built and retrofitted building 
configurations have been modelled and analysed explicitly considering the presence of infills and 
shear-critical elements. Fragility curves have been obtained at different Damage States according to 
European Macroseismic Scale EMS-98, considering record-to-record variability, and compared to 
each other. Remarks about the choice among strengthening strategies are carried out, based on these 
outcomes and on a preliminary estimation of the expected mean annual losses for the investigated 
buildings.

Keywords: RC buildings; damage states; masonry infills; strengthening; fragility curves; losses.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The seismic assessment and retrofit of non-conforming Reinforced Concrete (RC) buildings still 
represent a challenge for researchers and practitioners worldwide, due to several aspects. 
On one hand, low standards RC buildings typically present some failure typologies very different 
from newly designed buildings [1]-[2], and such failure modes should be properly modelled for a 
reliable seismic performance assessment. In existing buildings, columns can likely suffer shear 
damage under seismic actions, due to the very poor concrete quality or the insufficient stirrups 
mechanical percentage, leading to reduced lateral displacement capacity, especially if shear failures 
are expected to occur before the member yielding ([1], [3]-[6]). Additionally, beam-column joints 
typically in low-standard buildings have been not designed at all and totally lack of stirrups. This 
means that shear failures in those connections could occur before the yielding of the adjacent 
members, thus limiting the overall ductility capacity of the whole building [7].
On the other hand, retrofitting strategies should be chosen carefully to comply with current codes,
preventing the structural collapses (e.g. [1]). Nevertheless, in addition, a proper retrofit should also
guarantee an reduction in expected annual seismic losses (e.g. [8]-[11]). To this end, the retrofit
design should look at collapse safety and at seismic capacity at less severe performance levels as well. 
Especially at less severe performance levels, i.e. at more frequent seismic events, non-structural 
components must be considered. Among them, masonry infills, typically defined as non-structural 
components despite their structural role, significantly affect seismic performance and relevant losses 
in existing RC buildings, both as-built and retrofitted, as recently demonstrated by ([12]-[14]).
Therefore, when seismic performance of retrofitted RC buildings is assessed, their contribution 
should be properly considered in numerical modelling and in damage and loss assessment.
In this work, a preliminary analysis of two case-study low-standard RC buildings, different for design 
typology, is presented, based on static nonlinear analyses. The investigated case-study structures are 
4-storey buildings representative of Italian pre-70 residential buildings, designed for gravility loads 
only (GLD) or according to obsolete seismic design (OSD).
First, they have been assessed in their “bare” configuration (without infills), as typical in design 
practice. In such a first-step-assessment only nonlinear flexural response of beams and columns has 
been modelled, whereas columns/joints shear failures have been detected in post-processing, based 
on the current Italian code [15].
Then, based on the as-built assessment outcomes, the retrofit phase has been designed by means of 
two alternative strategies: 

1. Strategy “A”: the complete resolution of all the shear failures (in columns or joints), if any
(by means, for example, of localised steel cages, pre-stressed steel strips or wrapping with
Fiber Reinforced Polymers (FRP) fabrics);

2. Strategy “B”: the reduction of the displacement demand by means of RC column jacketings,
when necessary, along with the resolution of shear failures (as for the previous strategy).

These two strategies represent two boundary conditions for the retrofitted buildings since in strategy 
“A” no modification in the lateral stifness is produced, whereas strategy “B”, the most invasive one,
necessarily leads to a higher lateral stiffness of the building.
Lastly, both the as-built and retrofitted building configurations have been modelled and re-analysed 
explicitly considering the presence of infills, and, in the case of as-built configurations, potential shear 
failures in columns/beams and joints. SPO analyses has been carried out and Incremental Dynamic 
Analyses (IDAs) curves have been derived by means of SPO2IDA tool [16]. Fragility curves have 
been finally obtained at different Damage States (DSs) according to European Macroseismic Scale 
EMS-98 [17], considering record-to-record variability, and compared to each other. Remarks about 
the choice of the stregnthening strategies are carried out, based on these oucomes and on a preliminar 
estimation of the expected mean annual losses for the investiagated buildings.
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2. CASE-STUDY BUILDINGS

In this work, two residential RC buildings are investigated as case-study structures. They have the 
same floorplan (see Figure 1a), symmetric in both directions. 4 meters length bays are present in both 
directions, except than the central bay, which has a length equal to 3 meters. The interstory height is 
3 m. In both cases, in the transverse direction, only two (external) frames are present, as typical for 
pre-70 existing buildings in Italy.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Plan view of the case-study buildings and column labels (a) (measures in centimetres); 3D view (b)

The two buildings differ to each other for the design typology. One building has been designed to 
sustain gravity loads only, as typical in Italy before ’70 in most of the country. It will be referred to 
as Gravity Loads Designed (GLD) buildings. The other building has been designed according to an 
Obsolete Seismic Design (OSD) in force in Italy until the beginning of ’70 and adopted for the (few) 
sites classified as seismic zone in that time period, as described later. Therefore, the investigated 
buildings are representative of the Italian building stock related to the same time period (between ’50 
and the very beginning of ‘70) but located in different sites (with different seismic hazard at the year
of construction), as explained in section 2.1.

2.1 Location and seismic hazard

Both the considered buildings are in medium-high seismic hazard sites in Italy. The GLD building 
is located at Morra de Sanctis, in the Southern of Italy. Such location has been classified as a seismic-
prone site only after the well-known Irpinia earthquake (1980) and, therefore, all the buildings 
realized before ’80 have been designed to sustain gravity loads only.
The OSD building is assumed to be located in L’Aquila city (Abbruzi region, Italy), which has been 
classified as seismic-prone starting from the very beginning of the last century, and, thus, the major
part of its existing RC buildings has been designed to take into account seismic actions, according to 
seismic prescriptions as obsolete as their age of construction.
Figure 2a shows the location of these two sites on the current seismic Italian hazard map by the 
National Institute of Geophysics and Vulcanology (INGV) in terms of expected ground acceleration 
with a 10% probability of exceedance in 50 years. Additionally, Figure 2b reports a comparison 
between the pseudo-accelerations (Sa(T)) of the two selected sites at different return period (TR)
corresponding to four limit states according to Eurocode 8-part 1 [18] and Italian code [15]
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(Immediate Occupancy, TR=30y; Damage Limitation, TR=50y; Life-Safety, TR=475y; Near Collapse, 
TR=975y).
In both cases, it is assumed soil type “C” and soil topography “T2” [18] for the definition of the local 
seismic amplification effects.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Buildings locations on the current hazard map by the National Institute of Geophysics and Vulcanology 
(INGV) (a); comparisons among pseudo-acceleration (Sa(T)) spectra at different return periods (TR) (b)

2.2 Simulated design

The moment resisting frames (MRFs) system for both the buildings is characterized by 2D 
resisting frames in the longitudinal (X) direction, whereas, in the transverse (Z) direction, MRFs are 
present only along the exterior perimeter. Floors are 20 cm thick, with 4 cm RC slab. As shown in 
Figure 1a, the floor weight is sustained by the longitudinal frames only. Infills differ between the two 
directions for the openings presence: the opening percentage ranges from 0 to 15% of the infill total 
area, as qualitative shown in Figure 1b. An infill weight (per panel unit surface) equal to 2.00 kN/m2

and 2.36 kN/m2 for longitudinal and transverse direction, respectively, is assumed for exterior frames.
“Maximum allowable stress method” is adopted for the “simulated design” of these buildings [19].
Since all the buildings were “located” in the same time period, the design mechanical properties of 
reinforcing steel and concrete are identical for all the buildings. Maximum allowable concrete 
strength was assumed equal to 5 MPa or 6 MPa, for purely compressive loads or bending actions, 
respectively (according to [21]). A maximum allowable strength equal to 140 MPa has been adopted 
for reinforcing bars [21] in the hypothesis that steel typology “AQ42” was used, as typical in the 
reference time period in Italy [20]. It is worth noting that plain bars were used as reinforcement
typology, as typical in pre-‘70 RC buildings in Italy ([20], [22]).
Additionally, infill panels are supposed to be identical for both the analysed buildings, and in 
particular made up of hollow clay bricks assembled with mortar: the presence of two coupled leaves 
is assumed, with 120 mm and 80 mm thickness, respectively, as typical in Italian and Mediterranean 
area in the reference time period [23].
GLD buildings have been designed to sustain gravity loads only and to comply code prescriptions 
about minimum amount of longitudinal and transverse reinforcement as defined by the Italian R.D. 

Morra de Sanctis
(GLD)

L’Aquila
(OSD)
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[21]. On the contrary, OSD buildings are designed to sustain horizontal loads, too, the latter defined 
according to obsolete seismic codes in force in the reference time period ([24]-[25]), which allowed 
modelling the seismic actions as horizontal equivalent forces constant along the building height. The 
design horizontal acceleration was equal to 0.07 times the gravity acceleration ([24]-[25]).
Additionally, the total design base shear is divided among resisting frames proportionally to the 
vertical loads supported by each of them, as typical for the reference time period. This means that 
transverse frames should support very low lateral actions, whereas longitudinal interior frames should 
sustain the highest horizontal loads. As a result, transverse frames are almost identical between GLD 
and OSD buildings; whereas, longitudinal frames generally result in a higher reinforcement amount, 
especially at the lowest stories (where columns have the highest longitudinal reinforcement 
percentage). The reinforcement percentage values of the first-floor columns significantly decrease at 
the upper stories (varying around about 0.7%). Stirrups with 250 mm maximum spacing and 8 mm 
diameter have been used in the beams; stirrups with 140 mm spacing and 6 mm diameter have been 
used in the columns (in agreement with prescriptions by [21]). All the beams resulted in a 30×50 cm2

cross-section, whereas column sections vary from a minimum of 30×30 cm2 (for most of the columns) 
to a maximum of 30×40 cm2 (for central columns). Rectangular columns are always oriented in the 
longitudinal direction. Further details can be found in [26].

2.3 Material properties

Lastly, a key issue for the complete assessment and modelling of the case-study structures is the 
definition of the strength values used for concrete, steel and infills. 
As far as the as-built buildings is concerned, mean values of concrete compressive strength (fc) and 
reinforcing yielding strength (fy) have been assumed equal to 20.0 MPa and 322.4 MPa, respectively, 
according to suggestions by [27] and [20] for the adopted steel typology and the reference time period. 
Infill panels are characterized by a diagonal compressive strength (τcr) equal to 0.27 MPa and a Young 
modulus (parallel to the holes) of 3000 MPa. Such values are based on a subset of data collected in 
[28] on weak Italian infills characterised by horizontally placed hollow clay bricks with a void 
percentage of about 60%, as typical of the investigated case-study buildings. It is worth noting that 
the definition of infill mechanical properties is a complex issue, since they are characterised by a very 
high variability and they significantly depend on brick typology and strength, mortar mechanical 
properties, bricks void percentage, bricks compressive strength. Therefore, a further extension of the
present work should explicitly consider the possible variability of the key infill mechanical properties 
and their effect on structural response (e.g. [29]).

3. CODE-BASED ASSESSMENT AND DESIGN OF RETROFIT

This section shows the first-step seismic assessment of the two case-study buildings, performed 
according to the current Italian code [15]. A “Normal Knowledge Level” (KL2) ([15], [30]) has been 
assumed; therefore, according to [15], the mean values of the mechanical properties of existing 
materials used in the capacity calculation have been divided by a confidence factor equal to 1.20. 
Two performance levels have been analysed for this code-based assessment: “Damage Limitation” 
(DL) and “Life Safety” (LS) limit states, corresponding to seismic actions with a return period of 50 
and 475 years, respectively ([15], [30]). The building’s capacity at DL limit state is assumed to be 
achieved when for the first time an inter-story drift ratio (IDR) equal to 0.5% is achieved. The LS 
limit state is reached when for the first time a member achieves a chord-rotation equal to 3/4 of the 
ultimate rotation (θu) (flexural failure) or when a shear failure arises (in beams, columns, or joints), 
as explained in this section. Demand-to-capacity peak ground acceleration (PGA) ratio for each 
considered limit state represents the building’s safety index (SI) at that limit state. Thus, the design 
of retrofit has been carried out based on this index, as explained in detail in the next sub-sections.
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3.1 Modelling assumptions

The seismic response of the investigated case-study buildings has been numerically reproduced in 
OpenSees platform [31] and analysed by means of nonlinear static pushover (SPO) analyses in N2 
framework [32], according to the modelling assumptions explained herein. In particular, a lumped 
plasticity approach has been used for RC members by means of zero-length elements in OpenSees 
located at the ends of each beam/column element in series with elastic BeamColumn elements (see
Figure 3).
First of all, for this code-based assessment and the relevant design of retrofit intervention, the 
buildings have been modelled as “bare frames”, namely, infills are not included in the numerical 
models, unless in the definition of masses and loads, as usual in common practice approaches. 
Additionally, the “code-based” numerical models only reproduce the nonlinear flexural response of 
the RC members; therefore, static pushover curves are derived in the hypothesis that all the elements 
are “ductile” members.
For elements with plain bars, the flexural (bending moment, M – versus – chord rotation, θ) response 
of beams and columns has been modelled by means of the (quadri-linear) proposal by [22], calibrated 
for RC elements reinforced with plain bars, and implemented in the adopted software with a Zero-
Length Elements (Figure 3) characterised by the Pinching4 uniaxial material. The four-point 
envelope represents: the yielding point (“y”), the capping point (“cap”), the softening branches’ 
intersection (“int”), the zero-strength condition (“0”). Such material has been slightly modified by 
adding an additional point corresponding to the first cracking (“cr”) point (Figure 3).
Lastly, floors are assumed to be stiff in their own plane.

Figure 3: Schematic view of the modelling adopted for each bay in a code-based approach

In this code-based assessment phase, ductile members reach their capacity at the LS Limit State [18]
when their chord rotation demand reaches ¾ of the ultimate chord rotation capacity (θu), the latter 
assessed according to the proposal by [33], as suggested by the Eurocode 8 [18] and the Italian
prescriptions [34].
Nevertheless only the flexural response is modelled, as explained before, eventual shear failures in 
columns/beams or joints have been detected by means of a post-processing of the static pushover 
results, as common in practice. To this end, the Italian code-prescriptions have been adopted, so that:

- joint shear failure occurs when its principal compressive stress, pc, overcomes 0.5 times the 
concrete compressive strength, fc, or if the principal tensile stress, pt, overcomes 0.3 times the 
square root of fc [34], based on suggestions by [35] and limiting the joint failure to its shear 
cracking (each further strength mechanism beyond the shear cracking is neglected by this code);
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- columns/beams shear failure occurs when the demand shear load overcomes the shear strength, 
the latter evaluated according to the model by [36] as suggested by the Eurocode 8 [18] and [34],
and thus depending on the inelastic displacement demand.

3.2 As-built assessment according to Italian (D.M. 2018) code

SPO analyses have been performed separately in longitudinal (X) and transverse (Z) directions. 
Two lateral load patterns have been used: (i) (pseudo-)“Uniform” pattern, proportional to the storey 
mass distribution, and (ii) “Modal” pattern, proportional to the first-mode deformed shape in the 
considered direction, according to Italian prescriptions [15].
Figure 4 shows the resulting SPO curves in terms of top displacement (Δtop) - versus - base shear,
along with the achievement of the first joint cracking, the first shear failure in RC members, the first 
“ductile” failure (chord rotation demand reaches 3/4 θu), and the capacity point at the DL limit state, 
for GLD and OSD case-study buildings. SPO curves of OSD building generally present in the 
longitudinal direction higher base shear values and displacement capacity with respect to GLD
building; conversely, SPO curves in the transverse direction are quite similar to each other, mainly 
due to the very low difference in geometry and reinforcement amount in that direction (as a 
consequence of the simulated design, as explained in section 2). A global collapse mechanism is 
observed in the transverse direction for both the case-study buildings and for both the lateral load 
patterns; whereas local mechanisms are observed in the longitudinal direction. In particular, for the
GLD building local first- and second-floor mechanisms are observed applying respectively the 
“Uniform” and the “Modal” distributions; for OSLD building a second- and third-floor mechanism
are observed.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Static Pushover curves for (a) GLD and (b) OSD case-study buildings

Starting from each SPO curve (SPC), the capacity curve (CC) of the equivalent single-degree-of-
freedom (SDOF) system [32] can be obtained dividing the abscissa and ordinates of SPO curve by 
the first modal participation factor in the considered direction (see Figure 5a). The CC has been bi-
linearized using an equal-energy approach (according to [15]) thus obtaining an Elastic-Perfectly-
Plastic (EPP) curve (whose first elastic branch is characterised by an “effective” period, Teff). The 
EPP curve is, then, represented in the Acceleration-Displacement Response Spectrum (ADRS) 
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domain, where also the demand spectrum at the considered limit state can be reported (see Figure 
5b).

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Example of the seismic assessment procedure: from the SPO curve to EPP capacity curve (a); from the EPP 
capacity curve to the capacity spectrum (b)

In order to obtain the “capacity spectrum” for a given capacity point, the elastic capacity point (i.e., 
CELAs-built for the as-built configuration) should be detected starting from the corresponding inelastic 
capacity point (CINAs-built), using the equal displacement rule, modified for short period systems by 
[37]. In particular, in case of long or intermediate effective period of the equivalent SDOF (Teff≥Tc), 
the elastic and the inelastic displacements (i.e., the abscissas of CELAs-built and CINAs-built points) match 
each other, whereas the ordinate of CELAs-built point can be graphically obtained by intersecting the 
vertical line through CINAs-built with the elastic branch of the bi-linearization. The resulting spectrum 
passing by CELAs-built is the capacity spectrum at the considered limit state, to be compared with the 
demand spectrum at the analysed limit state. In particular, the demand-to-capacity ratio in terms of 
PGA is defined herein as the building’s safety index (SI), based on which the design of retrofit has 
been carried out.
In Figure 6 the above-explained seismic assessment procedure is shown for the (i) DL limit state, and 
the (ii) LS limit states (at the achievement of the first ductile failure (DF)), for GLD and OSD case-
study buildings, separately in longitudinal (X) and transverse (Z) directions.
Quite low SI values have been obtained at DL limit state, especially in the Z direction, being SIDLLS

equal to 0.63 and 0.50, for GLD and OSLD buildings, respectively.
For both the buildings and in both directions, the safety index at LS limit state (SILSLS,DF) is quite 
high, if only ductile failures are considered (especially for the OSLD case-study building).
Nevertheless, when shear failures are considered, too, at LS limit state, the SIs values significantly 
decrease, as reported in Table 1, which shows also the resulting SIs in terms of PGA at the first joint 
cracking and at the first shear failure in RC beams/columns for each direction and for both case-study
buildings. Note that, for the first joint failure, in both directions the same SI is observed, being the 
corresponding capacity return periods less than 30 years for both the main directions. Thus, for both 
directions, the same “minimum” code-based [15] spectum has been considered as capacity spectrum 
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(TR=30y). Based on these outcomes, the retrofit of the two case-study buildings has been designed 
by means of two main strategies, as explained in the next sub-section.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6: Seismic assessment with reference to Damage Limitation (DL) and Life Safety (LS) limit states for (a; c) 
GLD and (b; d) OSD case-study buildings

GLD OSD
X direction Z direction X direction Z direction

1st IDR=0.5% 0.77 0.63 0.73 0.50
1st joint failure 0.34 0.34 0.19 0.19
1st shear failure 0.62 0.52 0.43 0.47

1st ductile failure 0.87 0.93 0.93 0.96

Table 1: SIs summary

3.3 Design of retrofit

SILSLS,DF=0.87

SIDLLS=0.77

SILSLS,DF=0.97

SIDLLS=0.73

SILSLS, DF=0.93

SIDLLS=0.63

SILSLS,DF=0.96

SIDLLS=0.50
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The main aim of the design of the retrofit strategies is to increase the SI towards/beyond the unity,
by adopting one of the available retrofitting techniques or also combining them. Mainly, these 
techniques are based on strategies which involve the reduction of the seismic demand or/and the 
increase of the building’s capacity. In this work, two main strategies for the retrofit’s design have 
been considered:

(A) the complete resolution of all the shear failures (in columns or joints) only, by means, for 
example, of localised wrapping with Fiber Reinforced Polymers strips, steel cages, or pre-
stressed steel strips;

(B) the reduction of the displacement demand at DL limit state by means of RC column jacketings, 
when necessary, along with the resolution of shear failures (as for the strategy A).

Strategy “A” aims at the resolution of all the shear failures, both in joints and shear-critical columns,
by means localised interventions. According to this strategy (see Figure 7a), any shear failure in the 
post-retrofit phase is solved, so that the seismic capacity moves from the first shear failure of joint -
the minimum one in the as-built configuration - (at JAs-built in Figure 7a) to the first ductile failure (at 
CINAs-built). This strategy does not reduce the seismic displacement demand (being TeffAs-built

=TeffRetrofit), but only increases the shear capacity and, in tune, the deformation capacity of the 
retrofitted members. As a result, the final SI of the building is not higher or equal to the unity, but it 
corresponds to the first ductile failure capacity (which in these cases is always beyond the 80%, 
namely already “acceptable” according to current codes [15]). Such strategy could be pursued by 
means of FRP fabrics, steel cages or pre-stressed steel strips. However, note that the exact definition 
of the tecnique and the material properties to be used to apply this strategy is beyond the scope of this 
work.
Conversely, strategy “B” is based on the decrease of the seismic demand of the entire structure by 
means of the increase of building’s stiffness. In Figure 7b, the retrofit strategy “B” is graphically 
shown, starting from the elastic demand point in the as-built condition (DELAs-built). This point belongs 
to the demand spectrum at the considered limit state and can be detected considering the effective 
period of the equivalent SDOF (TeffAs-built). The corresponding inelastic demand (DINAs-built) can be 
found though the equal displacement rule. Therefore, to achieve SI equal to one, the retrofit 
intervention should be able to move the inelastic demand from DINAs-built to CINAs-built, reducing the 
effective period of the equivalent SDOF. This strategy may be implemented by using the RC
jacketing, making an additional concrete layer outside the perimeter of the existing members, and
introducing additional longitudinal and transversal reinforcements. For both the buildings, RC 
column jacketing are designed by assuming as CINAs-built the capacity at DL limit state, instead than 
the first ductile failure at LS limit state. It is worth noting that in a code-based approach, the safety 
check at DL limit state is not mandatory [15], but in this study it has been analysed to create an upper 
bound for the lateral stiffness that can be reached for these buildings. For both the buildings, the 
retrofit’s designed involved the columns belong to the MRFs along the exterior perimeter in Z 
direction (see Figure 8). The concrete overlay of the four-sided jacket is at least 100 mm, to guarantee 
a sufficient cover for the new reinforcement. In particular, all the jacketed columns resulted in a 50x60
cm2 cross-section (starting from the original 30x30 cm2) for GLD building and in a 50x70 cm2 cross-
section (starting from 30x30 cm for the corner’s columns and 40x30 cm for the remaining ones) for 
OSD building. The jacket's concrete class and the reinforcement steel type is C25/30 (fck= 25 MPa;
fcm=33 MPa), and B450C (fyk=450, fym=500 MPa) respectively [18]. The longitudinal reinforcement
is 12Φ18 and 12Φ20 (i.e., about 1% of the new cross-section area) for GLD and OSLD buildings, 
respectively. Additionally, stirrups with 140 mm spacing and 8 mm diameter have been used in both 
buildings; they were designed to guarantee a ductile behaviour for these new columns.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7: Strategies “A” (a) and “B” (b) for buildings’ retrofit in the ADRS domain.

These retrofit solutions allow to increase the safety indexes. 
If Strategy “A” is applied, SI at LS limit state increases from 0.34 to 0.87 for the GLD building, and 
from 0.19 to 0.93 for the OSD building (see Table 1); the re-analysis of the retrofit buildings is not 
necessary since no modification in mass and stiffness are expected to occur if this strategy is applied
[38]. Additionally, DL limit state safety check does not change at all, obviously.
On the contrary, if Strategy “B” is applied, the retrofitted buildings should be re-modelled and re-
analysed to prove its effectiveness. In this case, for member with deformed bars, namely only for 
columns interested by RC jacketing in the retrofitted buildings, the nonlinear flexural response has 
been modelled by means of the proposal by [39]. Note that, for sake of simplicity, and according to 
Italian code [15], it is assumed that the “new” jacketed” sections are made up of the new steel and 
concrete only, and that the whole new section will sustain the total axial load (including gravity loads 
already present in the as-built phase). The “shape” of the moment-rotation relationship of the 
nonlinear response used for these elements is similar to that already described for members with plain 
bars, except than for the softening phase, as shown in Figure 3. It is worth noting, however, that an
important difference exists between the models used herein for members with plain bars and with 
deformed bars: the model by [22] proposes a monotonic backbone that already reproduces the 
envelope of the cyclic response of columns subjected to cyclic lateral loading; on the contrary, the 
monotonic curve provided by [39]’s model does not account for any cyclic degradation, and some 
degrading rules have been suggested explicitly depending on the case-specific loading history. Such 
a discrepancy should be necessarily solved in future works, if a comparison based on static pushover 
curves has to be performed. With these modelling hypotheses, Figure 9 (a,b) shows the SIs in Z 
direction (the direction that conditioned the design of retrofit) for the buildings retrofitted by means 
of the Strategy “B”, highlighting a great reduction in the effective period of the equivalent SDOF,
and resulting in SIDLLS very close to the unity for both the buildings.
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dimensions in cm
dimensions in mm

Figure 8: RC jacketing defined according to Strategy “B”

(a) (b)

Figure 9: Seismic assessment with reference to Damage Limitation (DL) limit state for as-built and retrofitted (a) GLD 
and (b) OSD buildings

4. RE-ASSESSMENT OF AS-BUILT AND RETROFITTED BUILDINGS: ASSUMPTIONS

After the code-based assessment of the as-built buildings and the design of their retrofit, a re-
assessment of these buildings has been performed, as explained in this section. This further phase of 
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assessment is aimed at the evaluation of the “real” seismic capacity of the as-built and retrofitted 
buildings, explicitly considering the infills contribution, the beam-column joints nonlinear behaviour, 
and the limited displacement capacity of columns potentially subjected to shear failures (see section 
4.1). To this end, damage states definition according to EMS-98 macro-seismic scale [17] has been 
adopted instead than code-conforming limit states (see section 4.2).

4.1 Modelling assumption

A lumped plasticity approach has been used for RC members by means of zero-length elements in 
OpenSees located at the ends of each beam/column element in series with elastic BeamColumn
elements (see Figure 10), as for the “code-based assessment” phase.
For member with plain bars, the flexural (bending moment, M – versus – chord rotation, θ) response 
of beams and columns has been modelled by means of the (quadri-linear) proposal by [22], as already 
explained in section 3.1. In addition, for the as-built buildings, a pre-classification of each RC member 
has been performed to a-priori identify its failure mode (i.e., flexural element, F; flexure-shear 
element, FS; purely-shear element, S), by comparing plastic shear load and shear strength, the latter 
calculated according to [5]’s shear strength model. When FS or S elements were detected, the relevant 
flexural moment-chord rotation relationship shown in Figure 10 has been modified, according to [2],
by limiting the element deformation capacity according to [6]’s proposal for shear critical RC 
columns. For the GLD-building, only some interior columns at lower stories resulted to be FS-
elements. In the case of OSD-building, almost all columns at the first floor (except than column 
belonging to the exterior transverse frames) resulted FS-elements. In the retrofitted buildings for both 
the adopted possible strategies (“A” and “B”), it is assumed that the shear failures of these elements 
have been solved, with a proper technique (e.g., by mean of localized steel cages or FRP fabrics), so 
that the shear strength of each element becomes higher than its plastic shear load. In such a hypothesis, 
all the elements in the retrofitted buildings have been assumed as “ductile” (“F” failure mode) with 
their relevant displacement capacity. 
For members with deformed bars, namely for columns interested by RC jacketing (in the case of 
Strategy “B”), the nonlinear flexural response is modelled by means of the proposal by [39], as 
commented in section 3.1. Since model by [39] is used only for RC jacketed members, no further 
modifications are needed to account for any eventual shear failures. In fact, for each jacketed element, 
a proper number of stirrups can be used to prevent shear failures and ensure its ductile behavior. 
Nonlinear response of beam-column joints has been modelled, too (see Figure 10). A zero-length 
rotational spring has been introduced in the numerical modelling at each beam-column centreline and 
rigid offset spreading within the joint panel have been modelled at the ends of the beams/columns. 
The joint moment (Mj)- shear strain (γj) response depends on the joint typology. The model proposed 
by [7] is adopted for exterior joints. For interior joints, the joint shear strain values proposed by [40]
and the joint shear strength proposed by [41] have been used. For further details, see [7]. As for shear 
failures in columns, also for joints, it is assumed that, in the retrofitted buildings, the potential shear 
failure of these elements will be completely solved by means of proper strategies (e.g., by means of 
pre-stressed steel strips or FRP fabric in the joint core) in both the possible strategies (“A” and “B”), 
so that the beam-column joints become simple elastic elements.
About infill panels, two diagonal (concentric) compressive-only resisting struts (one per loading 
direction, as shown in Figure 10) have been implemented in each bay (with truss element of OpenSees 
library). [28]’s (tri-linear) model has been adopted herein: the corresponding axial load-axial strain 
(Nw-εw) response have been implemented with a Hysteretic uniaxial material (see Figure 10) for each 
truss element. Additionally, [42]’s reduction coefficients of infill lateral strength and stiffness have 
been used when openings are present.
Lastly, P-Delta effect are considered.
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Figure 10: Schematic view of the modelling strategy adopted for each bay for the “real” assessment approach

4.2 Damage States definitions

A key issue for the assessment of the “real” seismic capacity is the definition of Damage States (DSs) 
for the investigated buildings. Two aspects should be considered for these buildings, in agreement 
with [17]’s definition Table 2), namely:

the damage to infill panels, generally significantly affecting the relevant repair costs in the
aftermath of seismic events ([12]-[14]);
the damage to RC components (beams/columns and joints).

Therefore, each DS can be achieved due to the achievement of a certain damage level in RC members 
or in infill panels. The achievement of DS1, DS2, and DS3 due to infills is defined herein according 
to [43], namely when the interstory drift ratio (IDR) reaches the median IDR capacity at each DS (see 
Figure 11). In this study, the achievement of DS1, DS2, and, DS3 is also associated to the achievement 
of the first cracking, the first yielding and the first peak load, respectively, in one element among 
beams, columns and beam-column joints. However, damage to infills, from light cracking to severe 
damage, generally condition the achievement of DS1 to DS3 in infilled RC buildings [44], as in the 
present applications. 

DS EMS-98 [17] Adopted in this study

DS1 Negligible to slight damage

DS2 Moderate damage

DS3 Substantially to heavy damage

DS4 Very heavy damage RC beam/column zero-load or beam-column joint 
residual strenght

DS5 Collapse RC beam/column zero-load (if “FS”) 
or Vbase=0

Table 2. Adopted DSs definition for infills and RC members and comparison with EMS-98 macro-seismic scale

DS4 and DS5 are achieved due to damage to RC members only, since, at those DSs, infill panels 
should be already totally damaged. In this study, in agreement with [44], it is assumed that DS4 is 
achieved when a beam or a column completely losses its lateral load capacity or a beam-column joint 
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reaches its residual capacity. When this condition occurs in FS-elements, it is assumed that DS5 also 
occurs (contemporary to DS4), since, when a shear-critical element losses its lateral load capacity, it 
is also characterized by the onset of its axial-load failure, which reasonably leads to the collapse of, 
at least, a part of the building. DS5 is anyway reached when the building base shear becomes null. It 
is worth noting that the definition of DS4 and DS5 still deserves further investigations in future 
research efforts.

DS1 DS2 DS3

Figure 11: Example of damage state evolution for a masonry infilled frame for the experimental test “DIST Unina” 
performed at the University of Naples Federico II, adapted by [43].

5. RE-ASSESSMENT OF AS-BUILT AND RETROFITTED BUILDINGS: RESULTS
Based on the assumptions explained in section 4, in this section, the SPO curves of the as-built 

and retrofitted buildings are shown (section 5.1), along with the simplified Incremental Dynamic 
Analysis (IDA) curves obtained by means of SPO2IDA tool [16] in terms of spectral pseudo-
acceleration Sa(T) (section 5.2). Starting from Sa(T), and assuming the spectral shape suggested by
[15] for the Italian country, the corresponding PGA capacity values are obtained and fragility curves 
in PGA at each DS are finally shown in section 5.3. A preliminary comparison among the as-built
and the retrofitted buildings is also performed in terms of Expected Annual Losses (EAL) (section 
5.4).

5.1 SPO curves

SPO analyses have been performed for each case-study building separately in longitudinal (X) and 
transverse (Z) direction. Two lateral load distributions have been applied, as already explained in 
section 3. Resulting SPO curves – in terms of base shear versus Δtop - and their comparison are shown 
in Figure 12, grouped depending on the design typology and loading direction, for the as-built and 
the retrofitted buildings.
It can be noted that SPO curves related to the two as-built buildings are quite similar to each other, 
even if, as expected, OSD presents higher base shear values and displacement capacity of GLD in the 
longitudinal direction, as already highlighted in section 3. It can be noted that the “Uniform” 
distribution leads to higher base shear values. Additionally, the most important comparison can be 
performed by analysing the SPO curves related to the as-built conditions and Strategy “A” case. It 
can be observed that the SPO curves do not significantly change when Strategy “A” is adopted, except 
than (slightly) in the softening branch, since FS-elements in the as-built buildings (when involved in 
the collapse mechanism) present a stiffer softening branch and a lower displacement capacity than 
the “corresponding” F-elements in Strategy “A”. On the contrary, when RC jacketing are used, 
obviously, the SPO curves significantly change, incrementing their base shear values and 
displacement capacity. A very important increment in ductility capacity is also due to the global 
collapse mechanisms that generally characterise these buildings when the Strategy “B” is adopted.
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Figure 12: Comparison of SPO curves

5.2 Simplified IDA curves

SPO curves are obviously related to a multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) system. SPO curve’ 
abscissa and ordinates can be divided by the first mode participation factor (Γ) of the building, in 
each considered direction, to obtain the capacity curve (CC) of the equivalent SDOF system [32].
Then, each CC is multi-linearized to take in due account the strength and stiffness contribution of 
infill panels. Nevertheless, a zero-strength residual branch is introduced, whereas the softening branch 
is defined based on an energy-equivalent approach between the peak load and the zero-lateral load 
point on the pushover curve. As a result, four-branch capacity curves are obtained for each analysed 
building.
Starting from each quadri-linear CC, the related Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA) curve have
been derived thanks to the well-known SPO2IDA tool by [16], which provides the relationship 
between the selected engineering demand parameter (edp) and the seismic hazard intensity measure 
(IM). To apply the SPO2IDA tool, the CC should be first expressed in terms of ductility (μ) – strength 
reduction factor (R). The ductility μ is derived as the ratio between CC abscissas and yielding 
displacement. The factor R is the ratio between CC ordinates and yielding acceleration. SPO2IDA 
tool finally provides the IDA in terms of edp (spectral displacement) versus IM (spectral acceleration). 
Therefore, given a certain capacity edp, the corresponding 16th-, 50th-, and 84th- percentiles of 
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capacity IM can be obtained; alternatively, given a certain IM demand, the corresponding 16th-, 50th-
, and 84th- percentiles of demand edp can be derived. 50th-, 16th- and 84th- percentile IDA curves also 
allow quantifying the record-to-record variability, which will be used later for the definition of the 
fragility curves “slope”.

GLD Longitudinal direction Transverse direction
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Figure 13: GLD-buildings: Multi-linearized CC, simplified IDA curves and capacity at each DS (only results for
“Modal” distribution are reported, for sake of brevity)

Figure 13 and Figure 14 shows the multi-linearized CCs (reported as spectral displacement, Sd, versus 
spectral pseudo-acceleration, Sa, relationships) and the related (median, 16th and 84th percentiles) IDA 
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curves for the case-study buildings, along with the performance points related to the achievement, for 
the first time, of DS1 to DS5 (as defined in section 4).

OSD Longitudinal direction Transverse direction
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Figure 14: OSD-buildings: Multi-linearized CC, simplified IDA curves and capacity at each DS (only results from 
“Modal” distribution are reported, for sake of brevity)

It is worth noting that the achievement of DSi (with i=1, 2, 3) for infill panels is assumed to occur 
when the IDR demand in a panel reaches its median capacity value at that DSi. Additionally, due to 
the structural regularity of the case-study buildings and the same adopted capacity thresholds for all 
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the panels (for sake of simplicity), the achievement of DSi “contemporary” (namely, at the same top 
displacement level) occurs in all the panels in a storey, in a given direction.
It can be noted that, when Strategy “A” is applied, DS1-to-DS3 remain almost unchanged, whereas 
displacement capacity at DS4 and DS5 can more significantly increase, especially when their 
achievement in the as-built buildings was strongly conditioned by the achievement of a null lateral 
load in shear-critical columns involved in the collapse mechanism. 
On the contrary, when Strategy “B” is adopted, seismic capacity at all the DSs improves, above all at 
DS4 and DS5, but also at less severe DSs. This is mainly due to the increment of lateral stiffness 
induced by the RC jacketing and to the design approach chosen for this strategy (since it was designed 
to satisfy the DL limit state).
It is so clear that Strategy “A” and Strategy “B” create a range of minimum and maximum variation
of the seismic capacity for these buildings, especially for what concerns the first three DSs, strongly 
influenced by the infill panels capacity.

5.3 Fragility curves

In this section, preliminary fragility curves have been obtained in terms of peak ground 
acceleration (PGA). To this end, the seismic capacity in terms of Sa has been used for each case-
study, along with the spectral shape defined according to Italian code [[15]] for the sites of interest. 
A single fragility curve (for each DS) has been reported here for each case-study since it represents 
the minimum capacity between the two main directions and the two selected lateral load distributions
(Uniform or Modal). Minimum values of PGA capacities for each case-study are first shown in Table
3. Fragility curves are finally shown and compared to each other in Figure 15. Only record-to-record
(RtoR) variability is considered in this study. This is the reason why DS1 fragility curve is a “Z-
shaped” function, since DS1 generally belongs to the first (elastic) branch of the multi-linearized CC, 
and no RtoR variability exists in this range of behavior. Further sources of variability should be 
introduced in future works.

GLD
As-built Strategy “A” Strategy “B”

βRtoR
PGA
(g) βR2R

PGA
(g)

Retrofitted/
As-built βRtoR PGA (g) Retrofitted/

As-built
DS1 0 0.05 0 0.04 0.90 0 0.05 1.07
DS2 0.24 0.18 0.24 0.18 1.01 0.23 0.28 1.51
DS3 0.47 0.35 0.47 0.36 1.05 0.45 0.59 1.72
DS4 0.48 0.43 0.58 0.55 1.26 0.62 1.05 2.41
DS5 0.48 0.43 0.58 0.55 1.26 0.62 1.05 2.41

OSD
As-built Strategy “A” Strategy “B”

βRtoR
PGA
(g) βRtoR

PGA
(g)

Retrofitted/
As-built βRtoR

PGA
(g)

Retrofitted/
As-built

DS1 0 0.04 0 0.04 0.95 0 0.06 1.41
DS2 0.27 0.19 0.28 0.19 1.03 0.23 0.30 1.60
DS3 0.46 0.34 0.47 0.36 1.04 0.48 0.58 1.70
DS4 0.62 0.48 0.57 0.56 1.17 0.63 1.13 2.37
DS5 0.62 0.48 0.57 0.56 1.17 0.63 1.13 2.37

Table 3: Summary of median PGA capacity and logarithmic standard deviation due to record-to-record variability 
(βRtoR) of fragility curves
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 15: Comparisons among fragility curves: GLD (a,b) and OSD (c,d) buildings

The main outcomes from Table 3 and Figure 15 can be summarized as follows:
When Strategy “A” is applied, the seismic capacity at DS1, DS2, and DS3 changes in terms
PGA capacity only slightly (generally very below the 10%);
When Strategy “A” is applied, slight changes at DS1 can be ascribable to the small differences
in the very first branch of the multi-linearized CC; on the contrary, variation in PGA capacity
at DS3 are generally due to some difference in the softening branches of the multi-linearized
CC;
When Strategy “A” is applied, only PGA capacity at DS4 and DS5 is more significantly
affected; it can increase from +17% (OSD) to +26% (GLD), mostly due to the capability to
switch off column shear failures (when they resulted shear-critical elements in the as-built
buildings);
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When Strategy “B” is applied, the maximum increment in PGA capacity at DS1 to DS3 can
be observed, due to the higher lateral stiffness produced by the columns RC jacketing and the
way these jacketings have been designed (namely, to satisfy the DL limit state, see section 3);
When Strategy “B” is applied, the PGA capacity at DS4 and DS5 increases significantly (more
than 100%) also thanks to the global collapse mechanism they produce.

A final comment is about the difference in terms of capacity increment assessment obtained in this 
section and that obtained in a code-based approach (section 3). When safety check and retrofit design 
are performed in code-based approach, the first joint failure significantly influences the seismic 
capacity of the as-built building, limiting it to the first shear cracking in the joint panel in a force-
based approach. When shear-critical elements, like joints as well as columns, are analyzed in a 
displacement-based approach, contrary to what the code prescribes, the assessment results are very 
different, even in the as-built configurations. Additionally, infill panels are not accounted for in 
typically code-conforming practice-oriented analyses. As a result, even if Strategy “A” leads to a 
PGA capacity increment higher than 150% for GLD and 350% for OSD (from the first joint shear 
failure to the first ductile failure) in a code-based approach (section 3), such a high increment cannot 
be found when a displacement-based safety assessment is performed; in this latter case, the capacity 
increment ascribable to Strategy “A” is more limited (around +20%), at least for the buildings 
analysed in this work.

5.4 Preliminary estimation of EAL

A final comparison among the as-built and the retrofitted buildings is performed here in terms of 
mean Expected Annual Losses (EAL), to emphasize the importance of the less severe damage states
– and thus of masonry infills which condition the achievement of those DSs - to the seismic loss
estimation. It is worth remembering that EAL represents the average amount of money (generally 
expressed as a percentage of the total reconstruction cost) to be spent per year to repair damage due 
to seismic events during the building lifetime.
First, for each DS, the expected seismic losses, expressed as a percentage of the total reconstruction 
cost (%CR), should be defined. A clear association between %CR and limit states defined according 
to Italian [15] and Eurocode 8 [18] can be found in [44] and in [46]. In this work, such an association 
is preliminary based on a previous study by the Authors ([13]-[14]), which considered damage to 
infills/partitions and services only for the same DSs adopted herein (in particular from DS1 to DS3).
Therefore, 4%, 15%, and 31% of the building reconstruction cost has been assumed here at DS1, 
DS2, and DS3, respectively, only accounting for seismic losses due to infills/partitions and services 
allocated in within. DS5 is instead a physical collapse for the building and, therefore, it is associated 
herein to 100% of the reconstruction cost. 
Additionally, the mean annual frequency of exceeding a certain DS (λ) can be obtained (as the inverse 
of the capacity return period at that DS), thus obtaining all the information required to calculate the 
EAL, as the area underneath the λ-%CR curves (Figure 16). A maximum threshold for λ (10%) has 
been preserved in agreement with [46].
Resulting EAL values are finally reported in Table 4. It can be noted that the EAL related to the as-
built buildings and that related to the adoption of “Strategy A” are technically identical (about 3% of 
reduction). This means that, when seismic capacity increment affects the most severe DSs only, no 
benefits can be gained in terms of seismic losses. On the contrary, the increment in lateral stiffness 
(produced by Strategy “B”) can reduce the EAL of about 20% for both the case-study buildings.
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(a) (b)

Figure 16: Percentage of the Reconstruction Cost (%CR) depending on the mean annual frequency of exceedance each 
DS (λ)

EAL (%) GLD OSD
As-built 1.33 1.41
Strategy “A” 1.28 (-3%) 1.36 (-3%)
Strategy “B” 1.06 (-20%) 1.08 (-21%)

Table 4: Expected annual losses, EAL (in grey, its percentage variation with respect to the relevant as-built building).

6. CONCLUSIONS

A preliminary seismic analysis of two case-study low-standard RC buildings has been presented, 
based on static nonlinear analyses. The investigated case-study structures are 4-storey buildings 
representative of Italian pre-70 residential buildings, designed for gravity loads only (GLD) or 
according to obsolete seismic design (OSD). First, they have been assessed in a code-based approach 
according to the current Italian code [15], namely without infills (as typical in practice) and modelling 
nonlinear flexural response of beams and columns only, whereas columns/joints shear failures have 
been detected in post-processing (in a force-based safety check). Then, based on the as-built 
assessment outcomes, the retrofit phase has been designed by means of two alternative strategies, 
representing two boundary conditions for the lateral stiffness modification of the buildings: 

1. Strategy “A”: the complete resolution of all the shear failures (in columns or joints), if any,
at Life Safety limit state;

2. Strategy “B”: the reduction of the displacement demand by means of RC column jacketings,
designed at the Damage Limitation limit state, along with the resolution of shear failures at
LS limit state.

Then, both the as-built and retrofitted building configurations have been modelled and analysed 
explicitly considering the presence of infills and shear-critical elements, including beam-column 
joints. Fragility curves have been obtained at different Damage States (DSs) according to European 
Macroseismic Scale EMS-98, from DS1 to DS5, considering record-to-record variability, and 
compared to each other. DSs from 1 to 3 were significantly affected by the infill presence; they were 
always achieved due to the achievement of the relevant drift capacity in infill panels. 
The following conclusions can be drawn:
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when Strategy “A” is applied, the seismic capacity at DS1, DS2, and DS3 changes only
slightly (generally very below the 10% in terms PGA capacity);
when Strategy “A” is applied, only seismic capacity at DS4-5 is more significantly affected;
PGA capacity at DS4 and DS5 it can increase from +17% (OSD) to +26% (GLD), mostly due
to the capability to switch off column shear failures (when they resulted shear-critical
elements in the as-built buildings);
when Strategy “B” is applied, the maximum increment in PGA capacity at DS1 to DS3 can
be observed, due to the higher lateral stiffness produced by the columns RC jacketing and the
way these jacketings have been designed (namely, to satisfy the DL limit state);
when Strategy “B” is applied, the PGA capacity at DS4 and DS5 increases significantly (more
than 100%) also thanks to the global collapse mechanism they produce;
if mean Expected Annual Losses (EAL) are evaluated, it can be noted that, when seismic
capacity increment affects the most severe DSs only (as for Strategy “A”), no benefits can be
gained in terms of economic losses (only 3% reduction); on the contrary, the increment in
lateral stiffness produced by Strategy “B” can reduce the EAL of about 20% for both the case-
study buildings.

It is worth noting that the present study analyses only two case-studies in a static nonlinear analyses 
approach and only considering record-to-record variability to obtain fragility curves. Other case-
studies and sources of variability should be considered in future works, also in the context of nonlinear 
dynamic analyses. Additionally, the modelling strategies and DSs definition adopted herein will be 
deeper investigated, both about a more detailed definition of DS4 and DS5 (a topic still controversial 
in the literature), and about the modelling of further key shear-critical phenomena (above all involving 
beam-column joints), such as the joint axial load failure in as-built buildings (herein neglected).
Lastly, in this study, infill panels have been considered to be identical in the as-built and in retrofitted 
buildings. Nevertheless, such an aspect could be modified in future works to consider the possibility 
of a change in infill typology to address energy-efficiency requirements, at least when invasive 
strategies (like Strategy “B”) are implemented.
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Abstract

This study investigates the improvement in the seismic performance of an archetype reinforced
concrete (RC) frame due to varying structural retrofit levels. Specifically, the study attempts to 
map the increase of the displacement-based global ratio between capacity and life-safety de-
mand (CDRLS) to the reduction of seismic fragility. Such a reduction is characterized by the 
shift of the median fragility for different structure-specific damage states (DSs). The considered 
structure does not conform to modern seismic design requirements, and it is retrofitted using 
various techniques. Advanced nonlinear models are developed for the archetype frame, ac-
counting for potential failure mechanisms, including flexural, joint, and shear failure. Three 
common retrofitting techniques are investigated, namely RC jacketing, steel jacketing, and fi-
ber-reinforced polymers (FRP) wrapping of columns and joints. Each technique is specifically 
designed and proportioned to achieve predefined performance objectives (i.e., performance-
targeted retrofitting), thus generating many retrofit alternatives. The improvement in seismic 
performance for the retrofitted frames is first characterized by computing the global CDRLS,
which can be obtained using nonlinear pushover analysis combined with the Capacity Spectrum 
Method. Subsequently, cloud-based nonlinear time-history analyses are performed to derive
fragility relationships for the as-built and retrofitted configurations, monitoring the variation
in the median fragility for all DSs. Finally, the global CDRLS increase due to retrofitting is 
correlated with the corresponding shift in the median fragility. A linear trend is found, and it is 
used accordingly to develop simple models that engineers can implement to provide reasonable 
estimates for such shift once the global CDRLS is known.

Keywords: Retrofitting strategies, fragility relationships, nonlinear analysis, reinforced-con-
crete frames, performance-based assessment.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Many existing reinforced concrete (RC) buildings in earthquake-prone regions do not con-
form to modern seismic codes as they were mainly designed to resist gravity loads only. These
buildings are vulnerable to severe damage or even collapse under moderate-to-high ground-
shaking intensity levels [1]. This has led to significant economic and life losses, as demonstrated 
by numerous past earthquakes (e.g. [2], [3]).

To mitigate the consequences of earthquake events on such buildings and improve their seis-
mic performance, structural retrofitting is often necessary. Such an approach has become very
popular lately due to the ease of construction and cost-effectiveness compared to other drastic 
solutions like demolition and complete replacement.

Generally, retrofitting strategies aim to modify key structural parameters such as strength, 
ductility, and stiffness or reduce seismic demand. Several techniques (systems) are widely used
to implement one or more strategies. For instance, adding RC shear walls (e.g. [4], [5]) or brac-
ing (e.g. [6], [7]) to existing buildings improves both stiffness and lateral strength significantly.
On the other hand, base isolation can be implemented to reduce seismic demands by simply
decoupling the horizontal motion of the structure and that of the ground [8].

Many challenges may arise in adopting the above techniques, which are related to the archi-
tectural compatibility of the intervention, its invasiveness, the need to modify existing founda-
tions or adding new ones, in addition to the high implementation costs and long duration of the 
work. Therefore, less-invasive retrofitting techniques, which represent the main focus of the 
current study, are more common and popular. Examples include wrapping structural elements 
with fiber-reinforced polymers (FRP), and jacketing columns using either RC or steel jackets. 
These local techniques are fundamentally less expensive, and they pose a minimal degree of 
invasiveness/business interruption compared to RC shear walls or bracing.

Most of the past research focused on the experimental investigation of different retrofitting 
techniques and developing analytical and numerical models to simulate their effect on existing 
structural elements and/or systems. For instance, some studies investigated the effects of steel 
jackets on RC columns experimentally and developed design procedures (e.g. [9]–[12]), while
others explored FRP retrofitting (e.g. [12]–[15]) and RC jacketing for columns (e.g. [16], [17]).

Retrofitted buildings are expected to perform better against earthquake-induced ground
shaking. However, field observations for those buildings under actual seismic events are still 
scarce, indicating the lack of sufficient empirical fragility and vulnerability models in the liter-
ature. This demonstrates the need for numerically developing such models considering different 
retrofitting techniques and geometric layouts, which are essential for applications related to
seismic risk reduction and increasing resilience of earthquake-prone communities around the 
world. This has indeed attracted many research efforts in the past few decades, but a limited 
number of studies is available. A detailed review of such studies is outside of the current paper’s 
scope, but a few are briefly discussed to provide the reader with some background.

Some studies developed fragility relationships considering FRP, RC jacketing, base isolation,
and adding shear walls (e.g. [18], [19]). However, the fragility models accounted for collapse 
only, without considering other damage states (DSs). Moreover, retrofitting was either applied 
based on engineering judgment, i.e. without properly accounting for structure-specific seismic 
deficiencies or predefined performance objectives [18], or considering only one, rather than 
multiple, performance objectives (e.g. [19], [20]). Other studies considered applying different 
retrofitting techniques with varying intervention levels to achieve different performance objec-
tives (e.g. [21], [22]), but only collapse fragility relationships were evaluated.

The current study investigates the improvement in seismic performance of an archetype RC 
frame located in a high-seismicity zone considering varying levels of retrofitting intervention
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using three different techniques: FRP wrapping, steel jacketing, and RC jacketing. Each one is 
designed to achieve multiple predefined performance objectives, resulting in many realizations
of retrofitted buildings. These cases are first assessed by quantifying the displacement-based 
global ratio between capacity and life-safety (LS) demand (CDRLS), or simply capacity-to-de-
mand ratio. This parameter is equivalent to the “Percentage of New Building Standard” intro-
duced first by [23]. Subsequently, fragility relationships are developed accounting for different 
structure-specific DSs to investigate the effects of retrofitting on building-level fragility. An 
attempt is also made to correlate the CDRLS to the shift of fragility relationships due to retro-
fitting to derive a simplified model that can be used to estimate the shift in fragility based on 
the CDRLS value. A generalization of such a simplified model might be used, among various 
possible usages, to analyze and/or design scenario-based retrofit implementation plans at a port-
folio level by implementing it in a regional seismic risk model. Although such generalization 
is out of scope herein, it is deemed worthy of investigation.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the methodology implemented in the 
current study. This includes a description of the geometry and properties/details of the case-
study structure, an introduction to the adopted retrofitting techniques, the nonlinear modeling 
strategies for both the as-built and retrofitted case studies, the definition of DSs, and ground-
motion selection. Section 3 presents the design of the retrofitted case studies, the initial perfor-
mance assessment for both as-built and retrofitted cases, followed by fragility analysis. Section 
4 addresses the proposed mapping between the capacity-to-demand ratio to seismic fragility
median. Finally, section 5 provides some concluding remarks, highlighting the limitation of the 
study and future steps.

2 METHODOLOGY

2.1 Case-study building

An older five-storey, four-bay RC moment-resisting frame with a total height of 15 m and a 
uniform bay width of 4.5 m is considered, as shown in Figure 1. This frame is designed to resist 
gravity loads only according to the Royal Decree n. 2229 in Italy in 1939, which regulated the 
design of RC frames until 1974. Following this decree, simulated design is performed to define 
the proportioning and detailing of all the structural elements, using allowable stress design. 

Figure 1: Elevation view of the 5-storey case-study frame (cross-sectional dimensions are in cm)
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This frame does not satisfy the main seismic design provisions such as those for capacity 
design and strong-column-weak-beam. Beams and columns are poorly confined, and the latter 
elements have a very low amount of longitudinal reinforcement (i.e. less than 1%). Moreover, 
the joints lack transverse reinforcement, use smooth bars, and improper anchorage [24]–[26].
This makes the frame susceptible to developing brittle failure mechanisms such as joint failure, 
soft-storey, and shear failure. Typical average values for the material properties are used, which 
are representative of that era. Specifically, the average compressive strength of the concrete 
(f ) is 16.5 MPa, in compliance with other studies (e.g. [27], [28]). The average yield strength 
(f ) of reinforcing steel is 330 MPa [29]–[31].

2.2 Selected retrofitting techniques

Three different retrofitting techniques are investigated in this study: FRP wrapping, steel 
jacketing, and RC jacketing. Typical cross-sections for columns retrofitted using these tech-
niques are illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Typical cross-sections of a column retrofitted using (a) FRP; (b) steel jacketing; and (c) RC jacketing

FRP wrapping is mainly used for joints and columns to prevent brittle shear failure mecha-
nisms. It also provides a high level of confinement for columns, thus improving their ductility 
under extreme loading conditions (e.g. [13], [14]). The contribution of FRP wrapping to the 
stiffness and flexural strength is minimal as the unidirectional fibers are placed perpendicular 
to the longitudinal axis of columns.

Rectangular and elliptical steel jackets are another popular option to prevent shear failure of 
columns. They are also able to increase lateral stiffness due to the isotropic properties of steel 
[12]. However, only elliptical (or circular) steel jackets are used in the current study because
they are very effective in improving confinement and ductility due to the continuous confining 
pressure they provide [9]. This technique also offers some enhancement of flexural strength.
Conversely, experiments demonstrated that rectangular steel jackets lose much of their confine-
ment efficiency (e.g. [9], [16]). A gap of 50 mm is deliberately left between the edges of the
steel jacket and foundations/beams to prevent excessive flexural strength enhancement, which 
transfers forces to adjacent members [9].

RC jacketing is the most traditional and common technique in practice as it is characterized 
by a low cost and does not require specialized labor. It comprises encasing existing columns 
with a cast-in-place RC jacket to improve confinement, ductility, and both shear and flexural 
strengths. Continuous column jacketing in two consecutive floors also enhances joint behavior.
The thickness of an RC jacket is controlled by the size of longitudinal and transverse reinforce-
ment to be used, in addition to the minimum cover requirement (e.g. [16], [32]). Compared to 
the other two techniques, RC jacketing poses the highest level of invasiveness. It can notably 
increase the size of existing columns and might require extending reinforcement through slabs, 
foundations, and joints.

a) b) c)
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2.3 Design of retrofitting techniques

A trial-and-error design procedure is adopted for the three retrofitting techniques, aiming to 
achieve a predefined set of performance objectives, as explained later. For each technique, de-
sign iterations might vary with respect to detailing, geometric characteristics, and the number 
of retrofitted elements to ensure incremental improvements in seismic performance.

For the FRP technique, laminated pre-cured sheets with high-strength carbon fibers (CFRP) 
are wrapped around the full height of existing columns. The elasticity modulus ( f) is equal to
140 GPa, ultimate tensile strength (Ffu) is 2000 MPa, and rupture strain ( fu) is 1.2% [33],
assuming that each layer has a thickness of 0.5 mm. It is considered that the maximum number 
of FRP layers is five to ensure confinement efficiency [34]. It should be noted that the FRP is 
also used for joint retrofit in cases where joint failure is observed (mainly external ones). 

On the other hand, full-height elliptical/circular steel jackets are used. The space between 
the steel jacket and retrofitted column can be filled with either grout material or plain concrete 
[9], [12]. The jackets are made of structural steel grade S235 with an average yield strength (f )
of 235 MPa and a minimum thickness of 1.5 mm, which is increased during the iterative design 
process. As mentioned earlier, a gap of 50 mm is left between the edges of steel jackets and 
column ends to prevent transferring forces to adjacent members [9].

In the case of RC jacketing, a full-height encasement of existing columns is made using cast-
in-situ concrete, with the possibility of extending longitudinal reinforcement through founda-
tions and slabs. RC jackets with a minimum thickness of 50 mm are adopted, with at least 4Φ14
mm for external columns and 4Φ16 mm for internal ones (Φ refers to the diameter). Hoops with 
Φ8 mm are used with a spacing not exceeding 150 mm. The reinforcement and/or jacket thick-
ness are increased gradually during the iterative design, as stated earlier. The concrete material 
is characterized by f of 33 MPa, while f for the reinforcement is equal to 490 MPa.

2.4 Nonlinear modeling strategies

The nonlinear response of the case-study building is simulated by developing 2D numerical 
models using OpenSees [35]. Structural components are modeled as beam-column elements 
with finite-length plastic hinges to simulate the nonlinear flexural response, which is defined 
by performing moment-curvature analysis following the rules defined by [36] and [37]. The 
post-capping degrading response for the moment-curvature and the hysteretic parameters are 
assigned according to [38]. Additional shear springs are added in series to the beam-column 
element to account for potential shear failure modes, as illustrated in Figure 3. The backbone 
curve parameters for the shear response are calculated in accordance with [39]–[41].

Figure 3: Modelling strategy for structural components
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As mentioned earlier, joints in older Italian RC frames are characterized by the lack of trans-
verse reinforcement and the use of smooth bars with end-hooks, particularly in external joints 
[24]–[26]. Therefore, the early failure of such joints leads the building to develop a brittle fail-
ure mechanism. Therefore, an additional spring is added in each beam-column joint zone. The 
parameters of the nonlinear material of joints are defined according to [38], which is a mechan-
ics-based approach introduced in many other studies (e.g. [42], [43]).

To account for the effects of FRP on columns, the moment-curvature relationship is modified 
considering the confinement provided by this technique. This is achieved by first assuming that 
the entire column cross-section is confined rather than the core only since the FRP layers are 
wrapped around the external perimeter of the column. Next, the confinement pressure (f ) due 
to FRP wrapping is calculated based on [13] and then the compressive strength and ultimate 
strain of the confined concrete (f and ε ) can be estimated based on [44] and [13], respec-
tively. It should be noted that FRP wrapping around rectangular columns is less effective than 
circular ones because only inward corner forces provide the confinement in the former case 
instead of continuous pressure around the perimeter. Thus, a confinement effectiveness factor 
is used to reduce the value of f as per [33]. Moreover, the additional shear strength due to FRP 
is calculated and added to the shear strength of the as-built column in accordance with [13].

It should be noted that the unique failure modes pertaining to FRP, such as debonding and 
fracture mechanisms, are not explicitly modeled, assuming the FRP retrofitting is designed and 
installed appropriately so that the concrete and reinforcement will govern the softening behav-
ior of the retrofitted elements at high levels of deformation (e.g. [22], [45]). 

Steel jacketing is treated in a similar manner to FRP. The value of f is estimated as per [9],
whilst f and ε are found based on [44] and [16], respectively. These new values are adopted 
to modify the moment-curvature relationship. The additional shear strength due to the steel 
jacket is estimated according to [9].

Finally, columns retrofitted with RC jackets are treated as equivalent monolithic members.
This assumption is deemed valid as long as the jackets are well constructed and the surface of 
existing columns is adequately treated (e.g. [45], [46]). However, to address the possibility of 
a poor bond between the new RC jackets and existing columns, it is recommended to use the 
as-built value of f for the entire cross-section and to assume that lateral confinement is pro-
vided solely by the hoops of the new RC jacket [16].

2.5 Damage state definition and thresholds mapping 
Three structure-specific DSs are adopted in order to characterize different damage conditions, 

which reflect the performance level (PL) of the building. Each DS occurs when the structure 
attains a specific threshold defined with respect to an engineering demand parameter (EDP). 
This study adopts the maximum interstorey drift ratio (MIDR) as an EDP, which is a reliable 
and widely-used proxy to quantify global structural and nonstructural damage (at least in the 
case of drift-sensitive nonstructural components).

The MIDR thresholds are calibrated by assessing multiple measurable criteria during non-
linear static (i.e. pushover) analysis using a modal-pattern incremental load. These criteria are 
adopted from [47] and are also summarized in Table 1. The parameters and in Table 1
represent the yield and ultimate chord rotations, respectively. The latter parameter is evaluated 
according to [48]. It should be noted that the MIDR threshold for each DS is based on the first 
occurrence of any criterion among those shown in Table 1 (e.g. [47]).

The three DSs are described as follows: DS1, which accounts for moderate damage levels, 
is characterized by moderate structural and nonstructural damages with no significant yielding. 
The building here maintains the limited occupancy PL, but minor repairs may be required. DS2, 
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which corresponds to significant damage (SD), incorporates severe damages in both structural 
and nonstructural components, but buildings still retain some residual strength and stiffness.
The building in DS2 meets the PL of life safety (LS), in which significant repairs are needed,
which might not always be feasible. Finally, DS3 represents here the collapse-prevention PL,
characterized by the full exploitation of strength and ductility. Minimal residual strength and 
stiffness remain in DS3, and the building is in a near-collapse condition [49].

Level/DS DS1 DS2 DS3
Section 
Level

Reaching yield bending 
in a supporting column

Max. bending strength 
of a column is reached

Reaching shear failure 
in any element

Component 
Level

Reaching in any
supporting column

Reaching 75% of the 
in any component

Reaching the in
any component

Global
Level

Reaching the global 
yield point of the struc-
ture

Reaching the maxi-
mum strength

About 20% drop in 
the maximum strength

General
description

Moderate structural 
and nonstructural dam-
age. No significant 
yielding of members

Severe structural and 
nonstructural damage. 
Some residual strength 
and stiffness retained

Full exploitation of 
strength and ductility. 
Low residual strength 
and stiffness

Table 1: Criteria used for mapping of DSs; adopted from [47]

The analytical formulation for requires inputting the amount of transverse reinforcement. 
This is directly applicable for the existing structural components and those retrofitted using RC 
jackets. In the case of FRP or steel jacketing, the concept of equivalent transverse reinforcement 
is implemented (e.g. [12], [22], [45]). In this approach, the FRP or steel jacketing can be simply 
converted to standard transverse reinforcement that mimics their effect by generating a lateral 
confining pressure equal to that produced by either of them.

2.6 Performance-targeted retrofitting

As indicated earlier, varying retrofitting levels are designed and applied to the case-study 
structure to meet some predefined performance objectives (i.e. performance-targeted retrofit-
ting). These objectives represent achieving specific PLs (or DSs), either fully or partially, under 
a selected level of seismic hazard (e.g. [50]). The selected hazard level in all performance ob-
jectives is the one associated with life safety, i.e. corresponding to a mean return period of 475 
years (e.g. [48], [50], [51]), as it is the most relevant and widely-used hazard level for the design 
and assessment of buildings – and for which hazard maps/curves are readily available.

To investigate whether a retrofitting intervention achieves a particular performance objective, 
the displacement-based global ratio between capacity and LS seismic demand, i.e. CDRLS is
considered. The LS displacement demand is calculated by transforming the force-deformation 
relationship (i.e. capacity curve) derived from pushover analysis to a capacity spectrum of an 
equivalent single-degree-of-freedom (SDoF) system plotted in the acceleration-displacement 
response spectra (ADRS) space. Subsequently, the capacity spectrum method (CSM) is applied
in order to obtain a graphical representation of the performance [52]. A summary of the selected 
performance objectives is provided in Table 2.

It should be highlighted that the seismic demand used to design and assess different retrofit-
ting cases is characterized by a Type 1 response spectrum according to [53], with a peak ground 
acceleration (PGA) of 0.30g and ground type C to account for high-seismicity conditions.
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Performance objective Description

No-collapse performance Achieve the collapse-prevention PL (DS3) 
against the LS seismic demand

Limited performance Partially achieve significant damage PL 
(DS2) against LS demand (CDRLS≈ 75%)

Basic performance Achieve the significant-damage PL (DS2) 
against LS demand (100% of CDRLS)

Advanced performance Achieve moderate damage (DS1; limited 
occupancy) against LS seismic demand 

Table 2: Selected performance objectives for seismic retrofitting

2.7 Fragility relationships and selection of ground-motion records

Retrofitting of structures can result in a significant improvement in their seismic fragility.
Fragility relationships characterize the conditional probability of exceeding different building-
level, structure-specific DSs given a ground-shaking intensity level (IM), i.e. .
It is possible to derive fragility relationships by performing nonlinear time-history analysis
(NLTHA) using a set of unscaled (as-recorded) ground-motion records, i.e. by performing 
cloud analysis [54], among other alternative approaches. Hence, clouds of IM vs. EDP are de-
veloped and appropriate probabilistic seismic demand models (PSDMs) are fitted via power-
law regression, which allows deriving fragility relationships using a closed-form solution [55]
as shown in Eq. (1)-(2).

 (1)

 (2)

where and are the regression parameters, is the median IM, and is the dispersion. 
The records used for the NLTHA are adopted from the SIMBAD (Selected Input Motions for 
displacement-Based Assessment and Design) database developed by [56], which incorporates 
467 three-component records related to shallow crustal earthquakes with magnitudes between 
5.0 and 7.3 and epicentral distances less than 30 km [56]. To reduce the computational effort
yet maintaining the engineering significance of the analysis, only 150 records are selected fol-
lowing the same criteria defined in [20], [57]. Specifically, the ground motions are ranked with 
respect to their PGA, obtained as the geometric mean of the two horizontal components. For 
each ground motion, the horizontal component with the highest PGA is kept, and then the 150 
records with the highest ranking are selected. Such procedure is compatible with cloud analysis, 
and therefore it does not require a site-specific record selection. Moreover, this approach is
deemed appropriate for regional-scale seismic risk assessment of building portfolios, especially 
when coupled with optimal IMs.

The IM implemented in this study is the geometric mean of the 5%-damped spectral accel-
eration over a specific range of vibration periods (avgSa). Such an IM accounts indirectly for 
the effects of higher modes, in addition to the period elongation due to the strength and stiffness 
degradation as well as the damage of different components (e.g. [58]–[60]). This IM, compared 
to other conventional ones like the spectral acceleration at the fundamental period Sa(T1), min-
imizes response variability, and it has a higher relative sufficiency [61].
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The avgSa in this study is calculated considering 10 equally-spaced periods ranging within 
0.2T1 and 1.5T1 (e.g. [62]). However, to allow for fragility comparison between the as-built 
and the retrofitted case-studies, the same period range is adopted for all of them, which is based 
on T1 of the as-built case. This assumption is deemed appropriate as the change in T1 for the 
majority of retrofitted cases is not very significant.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Initial assessment for the as-built structure

To understand the response and failure mechanism of the as-built case-study structure, an 
initial assessment is carried out using pushover analysis to identify DS thresholds and then 
apply the CSM to evaluate the CDRLS before any intervention through retrofitting.

Figure 4(a) shows the pushover curve with the horizontal axis representing the MIDR among 
all stories and the vertical axis showing the base shear. The first occurrence of some damage 
observations are also illustrated in Figure 4(a), such as first yield for beams and columns, SD 
for columns and joints (θSD and ), and joint failure ( ); mainly external ones. The MIDR 
thresholds for all DSs are also summarized in Table 3.

It can be observed in Figure 4(a) that both DS2 and DS3 are controlled by the limit states of 
the joints, which take place before those pertaining to the columns. It is also noticed that the
beams do not reach their θSD and θ despite their yielding. This demonstrates that the nonlinear 
deformation is concentrated in the columns and joints, which depicts a non-ductile joint and 
column-sway mechanism. Accordingly, retrofitting efforts must be directed towards improving 
the key properties (i.e. strength, ductility, stiffness) of these structural components in particular,
which will eventually improve the overall plastic mechanism of the building towards a beam-
sway one (mainly characterized by beam hinging).

Figure 4: (a) Assessment for the as-built structure using pushover analysis and damage observations; (b) Graph-
ical illustration for the capacity and demand spectra using the CSM

Damage state (DS) DS1 DS2 DS3 
MIDR threshold [%] 0.41 0.93 1.71 

Table 3: MIDR thresholds for different DSs derived from pushover analysis

a) b) 
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Figure 4(b) illustrates the idealized capacity spectrum of the equivalent SDoF system and the 
demand spectrum, both elastic and inelastic, plotted in the ADRS space. Applying the CSM, it 
is found that the inelastic demand spectrum significantly exceeds the capacity of the as-built 
structure. In other words, the performance point (PP) cannot intersect the inelastic demand 
spectrum, thus indicating a CDRLS less than 1.0. According to Figure 4(b), the maximum ca-
pacity corresponds to a spectral displacement (Sd) of 0.07 m only. However, the expected de-
mand displacement identified through the intersection between the secant stiffness line and the 
inelastic demand spectrum is nearly 0.167 m. Therefore, the CDRLS of the as-built structure is 
very low, i.e. 42%, demonstrating the need for structural retrofitting.

3.2 Designed retrofitting solutions

As mentioned in section 2.3, the as-built structure is retrofitted with varying intervention 
levels to achieve the selected performance objectives (see Table 2). This process resulted in 13 
retrofitted case studies using FRP wrapping of columns and joints, 15 cases for steel jacketing, 
and 18 for RC jacketing. The details, layout, and amount of retrofitted elements using FRP for 
all performance objective are listed in Table 4. For the sake of brevity, only one retrofitted case-
study is described for each performance objective; particularly the one that satisfies the objec-
tive with the minimum possible amount of intervention.

Performance
objective

Achieved 
CDRLS

Description of FRP retrofitting Graphical
illustration

No-collapse
performance 65.4%

1 layer for external columns and joints in
the 1st to 3rd floor and 1 layer for internal 
columns in the 1st and 3rd floors

Limited
performance 75.5%

Same joint retrofitting as above. 2 layers 
for the 3rd floor columns and internal col-
umns of the 1st floor. 1 layer for external 
columns in 1st to 2nd floor.

Basic
performance 105.0%

Same joint retrofitting as above. 1 layer for 
the 2nd floor columns. 4 layers for the 1st

floor and internal columns in 3rd floor and 
5 layers for the 3rd floor external columns.

Advanced
performance N.A. N.A. N.A. 

Table 4: Description of FRP retrofitting alternatives for different performance objectives

Table 4 demonstrates that the advanced performance objective could not be achieved using 
FRP retrofitting. This is because FRP wrapping improves ductility through confinement and 
increases shear strength while its contribution to the lateral strength and stiffness is minimal
(less than 10% in the current study). In fact, enhancing these parameters (i.e. stiffness and lateral 
strength) is essential with respect to moderate damage PL (or DS1) as the columns will not 
yield quickly, especially at low IM levels. It should be noted that the maximum value of CDRLS
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that could be achieved is around 110% since the number of FRP layers that could be applied 
for the columns cannot exceed five layers (see section 2.3).

Table 5 provides similar information about the retrofitted case studies using steel jacketing.
It was possible to generate many cases of retrofitted buildings with large values of CDRLS,
particularly up to 147%. This is related to the high effectiveness of circular/elliptical jackets 
with respect to the high and continuous (radial) confinement they provide. This, in turn, signif-
icantly improves the ductility of the columns, thus making them capable of sustaining large
levels of inelastic deformation. This also improved the (near) collapse situation, allowing beams 
to undergo failure prior to columns. Like the FRP case, all these advantages are insufficient to 
make the structure experience moderate damage (DS1) only against the LS demand (i.e. the
advanced performance level) for the same reasons explained previously regarding the FRP.

Performance 
objective

Achieved 
CDRLS

Description of steel jacketing retrofitting Graphical 
illustration

No-collapse 
performance 61%

1.5 mm thick jacket mm for the external 
columns in 1st to 3rd floor and internal ones 
in the 3rd floor. Also retrofit external joints 
in 1st to 3rd floors using FRP.

Limited 
performance 80%

Same joint retrofitting as above. Use 1.5 
mm thick jacket for the external columns 
in the 1st to 3rd floor and internal ones in the 
1st and 3rd floor

Basic 
performance 106%

Same joint retrofitting as above. 1.5 mm 
thick jacket for the columns of 2nd floor. 
2.5 mm thick jackets for the 3rd floor and 
external columns of 1st floor. 3 mm jacket 
for the internal columns in 1st floor

Advanced 
performance N.A. N.A. N.A. 

Table 5: Description of steel jacketing retrofitting alternatives for different performance objectives

Finally, a summary for the case studies with RC jacketing is provided in Table 6, which 
shows that unlike FRP and steel jacketing, the advanced performance objective is achieved.
This is because the RC jacketing provides a significant overall enhancement for the stiffness 
and strength, both shear and flexural, and improves the ductility through confinement. These 
features can also shift the building mechanism from local (e.g. soft-storey) to global, i.e. beam-
sway. Therefore, the (frame-level) MIDR threshold of DS1 becomes much higher, and the ret-
rofitted structure will not be easily subjected to yielding and moderate damages, especially at 
low IM levels. Nevertheless, as illustrated in Table 6, achieving the advanced performance level 
requires retrofitting the entire columns in the frame, thus making a global intervention to the 
frame rather than local, which might be expensive and technically challenging.
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Performance 
objective

Achieved 
CDRLS

Description of RC jacketing retrofitting Graphical 
illustration

No-collapse 
performance 65%

Retrofit external columns in the 1st to 3rd

floor with 50 mm jacket with 4Φ14 mm 
bars and 1Φ8/150 mm hoops.

Limited 
performance 78%

50 mm jackets for the external columns in 
the 1st to 3rd floor with 4Φ14 mm bars and 
1Φ8/150 mm hoops. 50 mm jackets for the 
internal columns of the 3rd floor with 4Φ16 
mm bars and 1Φ8/150 mm hoops

Basic 
performance 105%

50 mm jackets for the external columns in 
the 1st to 4th floor with 4Φ14 mm bars and 
1Φ8/150 mm hoops. 50 mm jackets for the 
internal columns in 1st, 3rd, 4th floors with 
4Φ16 mm bars and 1Φ8/150 mm hoops

Advanced 
performance 181%

100 mm jackets with 8Φ16 mm bars and 
1Φ8/100 mm hoops for external, and with 
12Φ22 mm bars and 1Φ10/80 mm hoops 
for the internal columns of 1st floor. 50 mm 
jackets with 8Φ20 mm bars and 1Φ8/150 
mm hoops for external and with 8Φ22 mm 
bars and 1Φ8/150 for the internal columns 
of 2nd floor. 50 mm jackets with 8Φ14 mm 
bars and 1Φ8/150 mm hoops for the 3rd, 5th

and external columns of 4th floor. Similar 
jackets but with 8Φ16 mm bars for internal 
columns of the 4th floor 

Table 6: Description of RC jacketing retrofitting alternatives for different performance objectives

3.3 Fragility assessment

Upon developing all the case studies, including both the as-built and retrofitted structures, 
NLTHA is performed using the selected set of ground-motion records to assess the performance 
and derive the corresponding fragility relationships. Figure 5 shows both the IM vs. EDP cloud
along with the fitted PSDM and the derived fragility relationships for the as-built structure. As
demonstrated by Figure 5(a), the following points must be highlighted:

The as-built structure remained undamaged only in 19.3% of the analysis cases.

Moderate damage (DS1) was experienced by the frame in 23.3% of the cases.

The frame was subjected to DS2 in a considerable portion of cases, particularly 21.3%.
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The near-collapse condition characterized by DS3 was experienced by the as-built frame
in a significant number of analysis cases, which represents 36%.

Figure 5: (a) IM vs EDP cloud; and (b) fragility relationships for the as-built structure

The poor performance of the as-built structure is reflected in the fragility relationships in 
Figure 5(b), which shows that the building is expected to experience high DSs, even at low IM
levels. The fragility parameters including median ( ) and dispersion (β) are given in Table 7.

DS [g] β
DS1 0.083

0.2504DS2 0.180
DS3 0.316

Table 7: Fragility parameters for the as-built structure

Fragility assessment is then carried out considering the retrofitted case studies defined pre-
viously. To illustrate the substantial impact of retrofitting, the fragility relationships for the as-
built structure and the retrofitted cases are depicted in Figure 6. For each retrofitting technique, 
the fragility relationships for one retrofitted case only are plotted per performance objective,
particularly the one that satisfied that objective with minimal intervention.

As per Figure 6, a significant improvement can be observed in the fragility relationships of 
DS2 and DS3 when the frames are retrofitted until satisfying the basic performance objective 
(CDRLS≈100%), which is represented by the rightward shift. This improvement is very similar 
for the three different retrofitting techniques but slightly higher for both steel and RC jacketing.

Figure 6(a),(b) demonstrate that the improvement in the fragility relationships of DS1, unlike 
DS2 and DS3, is relatively low when the frames are retrofitted using either FRP wrapping or
steel jacketing. This can be explained by the fact that both techniques are mainly enhancing the 
ductility through confinement, in addition to prevention of shear failure, which is beneficial for 
DS2 and DS3 as they are associated with the performance of the building under high levels of 
inelastic deformation. On the other hand, improving DS1 fragility requires the enhancement of 
both lateral strength and stiffness to control the sway mechanism of the building and make it 
more difficult to develop moderate damages due to early yielding. However, the contribution 
of steel jacketing to the lateral strength and stiffness is minor compared to RC jacketing, 
whereas the contribution of FRP is approximately negligible.

a) b) 
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In contrast, RC jacketing can change the mechanism of the building to a full beam-sway one.
It also provides a significant overall improvement for all the aforementioned parameters, which 
resulted in a considerable shift in DS1 fragility relationship shown in Figure 6(c). Furthermore, 
the advanced performance objective could also be achieved using RC jacketing, which caused 
a considerable shift in the fragility relationships of the three DSs.

Figure 6: Fragility relationships for different performance objectives considering (a) FRP wrapping; (b) steel 
jacketing; and (c) RC jacketing

Overall, the previous analysis shows that the three techniques are similar with respect to 
improving the fragility relationships for the significant damage (DS2) and near collapse (DS3) 
conditions. In contrast, the improvement in DS1 fragility relationships is trivial if the FRP or 
steel jacketing are used. This indicates that structures retrofitted using these two techniques will 
remain highly susceptible to moderate damages, even at low ground-shaking levels.

4 CORRELATION BETWEEN CDR AND FRAGILITY PARAMETERS

The current study also attempts to map the improvement in the seismic performance of the 
case-study frame due to the varying retrofitting levels to the corresponding reduction in fragility. 
A reasonable approach to address this task is by correlating a simplified performance metric, 
which is the CDRLS in this study, to the median of all fragility relationships, i.e. . This is 
shown in Figure 7. A gradual increase in the values of for DS2 and DS3 is observed for all 
the retrofitting techniques, which results from the performance improvement characterized by 
the CDRLS. A sudden jump in the values of can be also noticed in Figure 7(c) for the RC 

a) b) 

c)
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jacketing, particularly at a CDRLS close to 90%. This jump represents the case in which the RC 
jacketing becomes very effective due to the shift of the failure mechanism to beam sway.

In contrast, the overall increase in of DS1 is trivial for both FRP wrapping and steel 
jacketing, as demonstrated by Figure 7(a),(b), even at very high levels of CDRLS (see Section 
3.3 for the discussion on this result). In fact, only the RC jacketing, with reference to Figure 
7(c), is capable of significantly improving the values for DS1, indicating that the structure 
becomes less susceptible to moderate damage, especially at low IM levels.

It should also be noticed that large values of CDRLS could be reached using either steel or 
RC jacketing. After these levels, the retrofitting might become ineffective because the failure 
becomes associated with the beams rather than the columns and/or joints. However, the extent 
of CDRLS increase in the case of the FRP technique is notably lower since a limited number of 
layers can be wrapped around to ensure confinement efficiency, as stated earlier.

Figure 7: Variation of against CDRLS for (a) FRP wrapping; (b) steel jacketing; and (c) RC jacketing

A simplified model expressing the variation in as a function of CDRLS is defined by the 
best-fit line that minimizes the sum of squares of residuals (i.e. least-square approach). It should 
be noted that the variation of is treated in a normalized fashion, which means that the de-
veloped expressions consider the variation in resulting from retrofitting as a percentage of 

of the as-built structure (∆ ). Figure 8 illustrates the fitted simplified models on the 
CDRLS vs. ∆ space, taking into account all the investigated DSs and retrofitting techniques. 
The coefficient of determination values (R2) are also shown, which depict a clear linear trend
between the two parameters. It must be noted that the initial CDRLS is assumed equal to 42%.

a) b) 

c)
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Figure 8: Correlation between the normalized variation of against the CDRLS for all DSs and techniques

The proposed simplified models can be easily used to provide reasonable estimates for the 
shift in fragility relationships of an as-built structure due to retrofitting once the CDRLS is de-
termined by just performing a pushover analysis. The outcome of these simplified models is 
directly used to modify the median values of the original fragility relationships to achieve the 
desired shift. Such an approach is deemed a quick and reasonable approximation in lieu of 
performing computationally expensive NLTHAs to derive new fragility relationships.

Nevertheless, it is important to highlight that the results obtained by the proposed models
are limited by the uncertainties associated with the adopted modeling assumptions, material 
properties, geometry, layout, etc. Accordingly, additional research effort is needed to improve 
the accuracy of these expressions through incorporating additional case-study structures with 
different failure mechanisms, geometric/material properties, and layouts.

5 CONCLUSIONS 

This study investigated the mapping between the improvement in seismic performance of a
case-study RC frame and the seismic fragility reduction, which was achieved by designing and 
implementing varying structural retrofit levels. This is specifically characterized by correlating 
the increase in the CDRLS values resulting from retrofitting to the shift of median parameters 
of fragility curves expressed by ∆ . The considered case study is an older non-ductile RC 
bare frame, which is designed to resist gravity loads only.

Three common and widely-used retrofitting techniques were adopted: FRP; steel jacketing, 
and RC jacketing. These techniques were designed via trial and error to achieve multiple 
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predefined performance objectives and thus generate numerous retrofitted case studies. The 
improvement in the seismic performance is initially quantified by applying pushover analysis 
in conjunction with the CSM in order to estimate CDRLS for each case study.

The analysis of the as-built structure demonstrated a very poor seismic performance due to 
its susceptibility to high DSs, even at low IM levels. In contrast, a substantial improvement 
could be achieved through retrofitting. For example, fragility analysis showed that the of
DS2 and DS3 increased by at least 125% using any of the three techniques by just achieving 
the basic performance objective through retrofitting. However, only the RC jacketing was very 
effective in improving the DS1 fragility curves compared to FRP and steel jacketing. This is 
attributed to the fact that the latter two techniques improve ductility only, which is necessary 
for the DSs associated with high levels of nonlinear deformation, i.e. DS2 and DS3. Conversely, 
improving DS1 fragility curve requires enhancing both stiffness and lateral strength in addition 
to controlling lateral-sway mechanisms in order to make it difficult to develop early yielding 
and experience moderate damages, especially at low IM levels. This was possible to accomplish 
only by using the RC jacketing technique.

Finally, simple mathematical models were developed to relate the CDRLS achieved by ret-
rofitting to the ∆ estimated using fragility analysis accounting for all DSs and retrofitting 
techniques. It is worth mentioning that these models are limited to the implemented case-study 
structure, modeling choices, and material properties. Therefore, additional research efforts are 
required in order to produce more generic models and reduce the uncertainty. After appropriate 
generalization, those expressions can be adopted to provide reasonable and quick quantification 
of the shift in median fragility parameters by just plugging in the value of CDRLS, which can 
be calculated using simple pushover analyses. Such a simplified method can be used to analyze 
and/or design scenario-based retrofit implementation plans at a portfolio level, drastically re-
ducing implementation efforts in a regional seismic risk model. 
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Abstract

Seismic strengthening of existing adobe masonry (AM) buildings has been recognized as a 
critical issue due to the dramatic consequences of recent seismic events occurred especially in 
developing countries, where a great part of the population lives in those constructions. Previ-
ous studies investigated the effectiveness of different retrofitting techniques by means of ex-
perimental programs consisting of either dynamic or static tests on reduced- or full-scale 
specimens, representing partial or complete AM dwellings. In this study, the output of diago-
nal compression tests on adobe masonry panels before and after external strengthening are 
presented. Three series of specimens were tested, namely, unreinforced and strengthened wal-
lets with textile reinforced matrix (TRM) systems made of either hemp or glass meshes. Those 
tests benefitted from the characterization of the mud mortar that was used for both masonry 
joints and matrix, representing typical characteristics of existing Italian AM buildings. Main 
testing outcomes obtained for the AM wallets, particularly in terms of observed damage and 
response curves, are presented and discussed. In the end, the effectiveness of the applied TRM 
systems in the improvement of shear strength and ductility capacity is assessed.

Keywords: Adobe masonry; Experimental tests; Textile reinforced matrix; Shear strength; 
Ductility; Hemp fibres; Glass fibres; Mud mortar.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Since ancient times, a large part of civil and historical buildings were realized in adobe 
masonry (AM), representing nowadays one of the most widespread structural typology in the 
world, especially in developing countries [1-4]. Furthermore, such constructions are not engi-
neered and the recent seismic events showed their vulnerability with dramatic consequences
for residents [5, 6].

In the recent past, seismic strengthening of existing AM buildings has been recognized as a
paramount issue. Indeed, a number of researchers investigated the effectiveness of different 
retrofitting techniques via experimental testing. Several studies dealt with dynamic testing on
reduced-scale specimens representative of AM dwellings, strengthened by means of mesh-
reinforcement embedded in mud-mortar [5, 7-10], horizontal low-cost post-tensioning straps
[11-13], systems of internal/external interconnected grids [14], combined mud-grout injection
of cracks and external mesh-reinforcement [15-16]. Such techniques proved to be very prom-
ising in reducing seismic vulnerability of AM constructions, even though more detailed and 
comprehensive assessments should be carried out.

Few experimental studies focused on the external strengthening of real-scale AM wallets,
most of which based on mesh-reinforced plasters. Specifically, cyclic tests on real-scale AM
walls were described in [17]. The specimens were firstly tested in the as-built configuration, 
then, hydraulic lime grout was injected in the cracks and synthetic mesh incorporated in the 
plaster was applied. The strengthening system restored the initial stiffness and improved both 
lateral strength and ductility. Similar findings were presented in [18]. Finally, Turanli and 
Saritas [19] performed diagonal compression tests on AM specimens externally strengthened 
with plaster reinforcement mesh placed along mortar bed joints. Despite the increased 
strength and energy absorption capacity, such solution appeared to be unfeasible for strength-
ening existing AM buildings.

Earthen dwellings can also be found in Italy, especially in Sardinia island, where such 
structural typology was largely adopted until mid-last century and, currently, represents a 
considerable part of existing buildings [20]. Sardinian AM constructions were generally real-
ized with adobe blocks reinforced with straw fibres, according to practice rules without any 
seismic design [21]. Within the framework of a comprehensive research program on seismic 
assessment and retrofitting of existing Sardinian AM dwellings [6, 21-24], the present study
deals with the results of diagonal compression tests on AM wallets. Specifically, three series 
of specimens were tested, namely: unreinforced and strengthened with two different textile 
reinforced matrix (TRM) systems, made of hemp and glass meshes, respectively. The hemp-
based TRM system (HTRM hereinafter) was composed of natural and sustainable hemp fibres, 
which however were characterized by considerable variability in mechanical properties due to 
production process. Conversely, the glass-based TRM system (GTRM) was produced using a
commercial glass-fibre mesh, which is usually adopted for strengthening of other traditional
masonry structures. Both hemp and glass textiles were embedded in the same mud mortar de-
tected in masonry joints of existing Italian AM buildings.

The following sections describe the experimental campaign, presenting its main outcomes
in terms of observed damage, response curves, and effectiveness of the applied TRM systems 
in the improvement of shear strength and ductility capacity for the AM wallets.

2 EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN

Diagonal compression tests were performed on 21 specimens equally divided into three se-
ries: unreinforced AM wallets (URM series); HTRM-strengthened AM wallets (HTRM se-
ries); and G-TRM-strengthened AM wallets (GTRM series). The adopted on-site 
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experimental set-up typology, suggested by relevant technical codes for existing masonry [25-
27], allowed avoiding the handling of specimens with reduced disturbance before testing.

2.1 Materials and specimens

AM blocks used for specimens’ construction were obtained by pressing a mixture of soil, 
water and straw fibres into moulds with grooved internal surfaces, whereas mud mortar with 
same composition of AM blocks (except straw fibres) was used for both masonry joints and 
TRM matrix, according to traditional Sardinian practice [20]. The experimental characteriza-
tion of masonry was carried out in [21, 23].

The adopted hemp textile was a bidirectional grid with mesh of 20×20 mm2 and thickness 
equal to 4 mm, which was made of three twisted yarns impregnated through epoxy resin ac-
cording to 70% fraction by volume, in order to preserve its durability. Tensile strength per 
unit length of reinforcement was obtained by testing and Young’s modulus was deducted giv-
en the value of volumetric resin fraction. More details can be found in [28]. A commercial
glass fibre reinforced biaxial grid was used for strengthening of GTRM specimens. The mesh 
was equal to 25×25 mm2, with yarns of thickness equal to 3 mm and 2 mm along weft and 
warp directions, respectively. The grid was coated with an acrylic polymer mixture. Material 
properties were provided by the supplier.

Main mechanical properties of the materials used for test specimens are summarized in
Table 1. In detail, the mean value and coefficient of variation (CoV) are provided for com-
pressive strength (fc), tensile strength (ft) and Young’s modulus (E). It is noticed that CoV is 
not reported for material properties of glass fibre grid, given the lack of data by the supplier,
and tensile strength of the hemp grid is given as force per unit length, due to diameter varia-
bility of the cord.

Property AM block Mortar Hemp grid Glass grid
fc (N/mm2) 1.08 0.50 - -
CoV 36% 14% - -
ft (N/mm2) 0.56 0.45 20* 1276
CoV 36% 20% 15% n.a.
E (N/mm2) 143 49 6500 - 7000 72000
CoV 40% 47% n.a. n.a.

* Tensile strength in terms of kN/mm
n.a.: not available data

Table 1: Mechanical properties of the adopted materials.

Adobe blocks used for construction of AM wallets were approximately 200×400×100 mm3

in size. Mud mortar joints were 10 mm thick. Two-leave AM specimens were fabricated with 
running bond configuration, reaching a size of 410×1230×1230 mm3. For both HTRM and 
GTRM series, the TRM was applied on both sides of the wallets. First, the wallet was exter-
nally hydrated. Then, a 10-mm-thick layer of mud mortar was applied. When mortar was still 
fresh, the textile was installed. Finally, a covering layer of mortar was applied until a total 25
mm thickness was reached. Special attention was paid to hemp-fibre grids for which an ad-
hoc, on-site fabrication process was implemented. Hemp meshes were realized by means of a 
proper wooden frame on which nails were placed with 20 mm spacing. Yarns were arranged
along both warp and weft directions by using the nails as guide, then were impregnated of res-
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in. Finally, square textiles with same specimens’ dimensions were obtained by cutting. Fig-
ures 1 and 2 show a schematic view of specimens and details on fabrication of hemp mesh.

Internal layerTextileExternal layer AM block

1230 460

12
30

Figure 1: Layout of reinforced specimen.

Figure 2: Detail of the on-site fabrication of hemp mesh.

2.2 Testing setup and procedure

In order to reduce disturbance on specimens, the diagonal compression tests were per-
formed directly in the manufacturing site by means of the movable system depicted in Fig-
ure 3. Specifically, the diagonal load was applied by reaction of a closed system with respect 
to the elongation of a hydraulic jack. Steel shoes were installed at both specimen’s corners in 
order to distribute compressive stresses. Between such shoes and the specimen, a proper fill-
ing with shrinkage-free mortar was realized. All specimens were erected on rigid blocks. 
Foam sheets with low density were interposed between AM wallets and support-block, with 
the aim to avoid potential friction. After the installation, the loading system was self-
supporting.

Diagonal compression load was applied with displacement control at 0.01 mm/s rate until 
failure was observed. The installed monitoring system was able to record diagonal displace-
ments and load. In addition, four linear variable differential transformers (LVDTs) were ar-
ranged on both external surfaces of the wallet according to the typical X configuration, as
shown in Figure 3. The gauge length was equal to 400 mm.

The average shear stress ( ) was derived from recorded load (F) by applying the formula-
tion suggested by the ASTM E519-15 [29] standard (ASTM hereinafter), which is based on 
pure shear assumption as given in Eq. (1) in which A represents the cross-section area of the 
specimen (i.e., length × thickness). The average shear strain ( ) on each side of the specimen
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was obtained as the sum of the axial strains derived from LVDT displacement recordings 
along and perpendicular to the loading direction, respectively, as reported in Eq. (2).

0.707 F
A

(1)

x y (2)

Figure 3: Picture of the experimental set-up.

3 MECHANICAL RESPONSE AND FAILURE MODE

Shear stress versus shear strain ( - ) curves for series URM, HTRM and GTRM, along 
with crack patterns at failure, are depicted in Figure 4. In order to discuss the obtained results, 
for each test main mechanical parameters of the wallet were defined: the peak shear stress ( p),
the elastic limit shear strain ( cr) corresponding to a shear stress equal to 0.7 p, the shear strain 
at failure ( u), the latter assumed as associated to a strength drop of 0.2 p beyond the peak.
Accordingly, the ductility capacity ( ) of the wallet was the ratio of ultimate to elastic shear 
strain values, as reported in Eq. (3). Such parameters are summarized in Table 2 in terms of 
mean and CoV for each specimen series.

u

cr

(3)

By observing Figure 4, all the specimens presented a mechanical response characterized by 
a first linear elastic branch up to first cracking, then a nonlinear curve up to peak stress and 
finally a softening until failure was observed. The recorded response was globally affected by 
high dispersion in displacement and force, especially in the post-peak range.

UMR specimens were characterized by shear strength ( p) equal to 0.107 MPa on average
with small dispersion (CoV = 7%). Conversely, ductility capacity ( ) resulted highly dis-
persed, with CoV = 41% and a mean value of 17.1. Unreinforced wallets showed similar
damage patterns at failure. Large stair-stepping diagonal cracks were observed on the speci-
mens, partially developed in joints and bricks. Shear failure occurred, resulting in quasi-brittle
post-peak response.
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Property URM GTRM HTRM
p (N/mm2) 0.107 0.120 0.134

CoV 7% 14% 13%
cr (-) 0.08 0.06 0.13

CoV 15% 20% 23%
u (-) 1.37 2.38 7.57

CoV 52% 23% 13%
(-) 17.1 38.2 61.4

CoV 41% 19% 22%

Table 2: Experimental results of diagonal compression tests.

As expected, a higher shear strength was found for GTRM specimens, namely p = 0.120 
MPa on average, in spite of a larger scatter (CoV = 14%). Generally, a more gradual post-
peak softening was observed with respect to the unreinforced specimens, resulting in consid-
erably increased ductility capacity, the mean value of which was 38.2. Failure modes were 
characterized by debonding of reinforcing grids after diagonal cracking onset, due to reduced 
mechanical compatibility of glass grid with respect to mud matrix.
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0.2

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08
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[-]
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0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08
[-]

HTRM

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08

[-]

GTRM

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: Experimental - curves and observed damage at the end of tests: (a) URM specimens; (b)
HTRM specimens; (c) GTRM specimens.

No premature debonding occurred in the case of HTRM-strengthened wallets. The ob-
served diagonal cracks followed the same profile of the inner unreinforced specimen; there-
fore, the imposed deformation was transferred to the TRM system up to global failure was 
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reached. HTRM-strengthened specimens showed a distinct hardening behaviour due to TRM
up to peak strength, followed by a gradual strength degradation up to failure. The peak stress
( p) was equal to 0.134 MPa. Also in this case, significant scatter was recorded. Very high 
ductility capacity was obtained on average ( = 61.4) with CoV = 22%.

4 STATISTICAL CONSTITUTIVE CURVES

Experimental testing confirmed a significant dispersion in the mechanical response of AM 
specimens. Specifically, high scattered values were recorded in terms of shear strain over all 
specimen series (i.e., URM, GTRM, HTRM). Regarding shear strength, considerably lower 
dispersion was observed with respect to strain, particularly in the case of URM specimens.
With the aim of assessing the influence of such variability on TRM strengthening efficiency, a
statistical analysis of the experimental results was carried out. Based on the assumption of
normal distribution of the shear stress (considered as random variable) conditioned upon shear 
strain, - curves of the 16th, 50th (median) and 84th percentiles of conditional shear stresses
were derived for each specimen series. Such curves are compared to each other in Figure 5. It 
is noted that diagrams are plotted up to 20% post-peak strength drop, which was assumed as 
ultimate limit state.

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04

[M
Pa
]

[-]

50th
16th
84th

URM GTRM HTRM

Figure 5: Statistical response curves corresponding to 16th, 50th and 84th percentiles of shear stresses.

Given the shear strain, the stress scatter (S) was computed as ratio of the difference be-
tween 84th and 16th values to the median value. Accordingly, similar scatter values were de-
rived for URM and GTRM specimens, equal to 26% and 25%, on average, respectively.
Conversely, a larger S-value was obtained for wallets strengthened by means of HTRM sys-
tem (S = 39%). Such result was partially expected because of the higher variability in hemp 
grid production process, as opposed to commercial glass-grid for which stringent quality-
control protocols are implemented during manufacturing [30]. By observing the statistical -
curves, some general trend can be extrapolated regarding the efficiency of the two considered 
TRM strengthening systems. Response curves of URM specimens were characterized by neg-
ligible hardening, with peak strength reached in the elastic phase and a subsequent sudden 
drop in strength, resulting in a fragile failure mode. On the contrary, - diagrams of HTRM
and TTRM series show a large hardening phase with gradual softening, representative of a 
more ductile failure. Therefore, in general, both TRM ensured considerable improvement of
shear capacity, although the HTRM solution appeared more effective. In fact, on average, the
increase of shear strength (e , computed as ratio of the strengthened to unstrengthened peak 
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stress) in this latter case was equal to 1.31, whereas the mean increasing ductility factor (e ,
defined as ratio of the strengthened to unstrengthened ductility capacities) was 3.60. By con-
trast, in the case of GTRM system, mean values of e and e were equal to 1.12 and 2.20, re-
spectively. Average values of stress scatter (S) and efficiency factors (e and e are 
summarized in Table 3.

Property URM GTRM HTRM
S (%) 26 25 39
e (-) - 1.12 2.20
e (-) - 1.30 3.60

Table 3: Stress scatter and efficiency factors.

5 CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, the critical issue of the retrofitting of AM buildings has been experimentally 
investigated. Specifically, the efficiency of two TRM systems made of glass- and hemp-fibre
meshes, respectively (both embedded in mud-mortar matrix) was assessed by means of diago-
nal compression tests on AM wallets. Overall, twenty-one specimens were tested and were
equally divided into three groups: unreinforced specimens (URM), specimens strengthened
with glass-based TRM (GTRM), and specimens strengthened with hemp-based TRM
(HTRM).

Experimental shear stress-strain curves derived according to the ASTM E519-15 standard 
[29] and observed failure modes allow the following conclusions to be drawn:

URM specimens failed in diagonal tension with wide cracks along joints and blocks, evi-
dencing negligible pre-peak hardening and a quasi-brittle post-peak behaviour.

The GTRM strengthening system considerably improved the mechanical behaviour of
AM wallets, producing significant hardening until peak stress was reached and post-peak
softening. Nevertheless, the failure mode was generally detected by the debonding of the
reinforcing glass-fibre grid from the mud-mortar matrix, which limited the ductility ca-
pacity. Resulting strength increase with respect to as-built configuration was equal to
10%, on average, whereas the improved ductility was twice.

Neither debonding nor local failure of the hemp-matrix system was observed on HTRM-
strengthened specimens. Their shear behaviour was generally characterized by large
hardening after cracking onset and very gradual softening in the post-peak response. In-
deed, the observed diagonal cracks gradually developed until failure, the latter being
caused by tensile fracture of hemp grid. Accordingly, the HTRM system ensured high ef-
ficiency, increasing the unreinforced shear strength by about 30% and resulting into a
ductility capacity 3.6 times that of URM wallets.

Definitely, the feasibility of using TRM with the aim to obtain a crucial reduction of the 
seismic vulnerability of existing AM structures has been illustrated in this study. Both the 
considered TRM strengthening systems ensured considerable retrofitting efficiency with high-
ly improved energy dissipation of AM wallets. The HTRM solution proved to be preferable 
due to its major mechanical compatibility with poor mud mortar and adobe blocks. Neverthe-
less, due to large dispersion of mechanical properties and response, great emphasis should be 
given on the improvement of the manufacturing process.
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Abstract 

The increasing development of computational power in modern digital devices has spread the use 
of structural optimization in design applications of different fields of engineering problems. This 
approach exposes engineers to challenging design procedures aimed to optimize all variables to 
satisfy the imposed requirements, finding the “optimal” solution. Despite this wide use, the appli-
cation of optimization algorithms for the design of seismic retrofitting strategies becomes tougher, 
due to the difficulties in finding a mathematical expression which includes and combines all the key 
variables (i.e., cost, safety, sustainability, design) and the nonlinearity of the analysis. In this paper, 
the Genetic Algorithm search method (GA) has been used to optimize the retrofitting, using Buck-
ling-Restrained Braces (BRBs), of a three-storeys RC structure designed to resist only gravity loads. 
The optimization aims to ensure the safety level required, minimizing intervention costs and use of
materials, particularly finding the best topology solution for BRB positioning. To this purpose, an 
objective function has been applied to the model to minimize retrofit costs intervention using GA. 
The procedure has been implemented in Python Programming Language. In particular non-linear 
static analysis has been run using OpenSeesPy framework to evaluate the seismic required safety 
level at each simulation, while GA has been carried out with a custom design code to provide the 
best topology position of BRBs to minimize costs and consequently the use of materials. The method 
brought out the real possibility to ensure the required seismic safety level while reducing interven-
tion cost and use of materials with an optimized and structured BRB positioning. 

Keywords: Structural optimiziation, Genetic Algorithm, Retrofitting, BRB. 
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1 INTRODUCTION

Soft-computing techniques are becoming increasingly common in the field of civil engineer-
ing for structural optimization. These methods are widely used for sizing, topology optimization, 
and form-finding of new structures and infrastructures [1], but structural optimization is less 
commonly used for structural retrofitting of existing structures. Despite the growing interest in 
retrofit of existing framed RC structures, it is difficult to find procedures to define the opti-
mal parameters for intervention design. It is also important to note that the displacement de-
mand on existing structures depends on the stiffness, the mass of the structure and the dynamic 
characteristics of the system. The introduction of new lateral-resisting components, such as 
braces, shear walls, or stiffening frames, alters the force-displacement demands, and the design 
of the retrofit cannot be achieved in a closed-form. As a result, retrofitting applications are often 
designed without an "engineered process", and often lead to an overestimated retrofit solu-
tion. The scientific community has only recently begun to address this issue, and some innova-
tive applications using soft-computing techniques and artificial intelligence have recently been 
proposed [2]. In this field, Genetic Algorithms (GAs) have shown to be especially useful for 
optimizing design processes. GA is a meta-heuristic algorithm built on Darwin's "evolution of 
species" [3], that has been commonly used for optimization problems [4, 5], but only a few 
recent applications are available for structural retrofitting. Di Trapani et al. [6] presented a GA 
model for designing steel jacket confinement of columns in 3D structures with a typical gravity 
load configuration. In the present paper a GA implementation, for structural optimization of 
seismic retrofitting interventions in 2D RC frames with BRBs, is presented. The aim is to use 
the GA approach to design BRB configurations that provide the necessary level of safety while 
minimizing costs. The RC frames are modeled using fiber section beam elements with force 
formulation and plastic hinge regions at the extremities, implemented using OpenSeesPy frame-
work [7]. The GA was implemented using a custom code written in Python programming lan-
guage [8], where a boolean integer design vector is used to assigns the position of the BRB and 
its orientation. For each configuration, the algorithm performs a modal and a non-linear static 
analysis to check the safety level of the frame according to N2 verification [9]. The fitness of 
the solution is evaluated at each iteration combining the retrofit cost and a penalty factor, im-
plemented to penalize infeasible solutions in terms of seismic safety. The opensource environ-
ment here proposed (Python-OpenSeesPy) allows finding the optimum BRB configuration for 
the frame to retrofit, ensuring seismic safety and minimizing the retrofit cost.

2 CASE OF STUDY AND NUMERICAL MODELLING

A case of study of 2D RC frame retrofitted with BRB elements is here presented, Figure 1.
The chosen case of study replicates a typical situation of framed structures designed in the early 
1980s in Europe. The frame has 5 storeys and 4 bays with a rectangular section for all elements, 
in particular, some columns are disposed to be stressed on their weak inertia axis and others are 
oriented on their principal strong inertia axis. 

The design of reinforcing steel of the section was evaluated using elastic calculations, as 
usually assumed in old designs approaches, particularly a set of static lateral load was assumed 
as a fraction of the axial forces in the columns for each storey. The latter was a usual assumption 
in design process according to old codes in Italy during the 1970s.

A process of calculation of uniformly distributed load was done before the implementation 
of the model in the algorithm, as result the assumed load on the beams was 33.64 kN/m at first 
storey, 32.89 kN/m at intermediate storeys and 15.79 kN/m at last storey. The load value here 
assumed are calculated as a combination of seismic loads-i.e. as the sum of dead gravity loads 
and a fraction of the live load.
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Figure 1: Studied frame geometry and sections.

The materials properties, Figure 2, of the concrete and the reinforcing steel used for the 
model design are reported in Table 1. The steel model used, take into account isotropic harden-
ing of the material and needs the tangent at initial strain hardening (Esh) as parameters. As
regards the concrete material, it was modeled without taking into account the tensile strength.
The depth of the concrete cover was set for all the sections to 25mm.

Figure 2: Fiber section discretization and materials behavior.

Steel Unconf. Concrete Conf. Concrete
fy = 319 MPa fc = 18.4 MPa fc = 18.4 MPa
fsu = 365 MPa fcu = 18.4 MPa fcu = 20.26 MPa
Esu = 210000 MPa Ec = 29444 MPa Ec = 32544 MPa
Esh = 31500 MPa εo = 0.002 εo = 0.0035
εsu = 0.06 εu = 0.0035 εu = 0.005

Table 1: Materials properties.

With regards to the elements section indicated in Figure 1, the geometry details are reported 
in the following Table 2.
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Section Dimensions Top reinf. Bottom reinf.
A 600x300 mm 3ϕ16 2ϕ16
B 600x300 mm 4ϕ16 2ϕ16
C 600x300 mm 6ϕ16 2ϕ16
D 300x600 mm 3ϕ16 3ϕ16
E 600x300 mm 4ϕ16 4ϕ16
F 300x500 mm 3ϕ16 3ϕ16
G 500x300 mm 4ϕ16 4ϕ16
A50 500x300 mm 3ϕ16 2ϕ16
B50 500x300 mm 4ϕ16 2ϕ16
C50 500x300 mm 6ϕ16 6ϕ16

Table 2: Sections and reinforcement adopted.

2.1 Modelling

As mentioned before, the numerical implementation of the considered frame was done using 
OpenSeesPy framework, in particular using for RC beams and columns the force-based ele-
ments with flexibility formulation. A “BeamWithHinge” element, based on plastic hinge inte-
gration [10], was used for the implementation of the beams and columns with a plastic hinge 
length equal to half the depth of the section for the columns and the depth of the section for the 
beams. The element state is determined using a total of six integration points (two for each 
hinge and two for the interior). Two different fiber sections are assigned for each element, one 
for the two plastic hinge regions and one for the remaining region of the element. The confined 
and unconfined concrete were modeled using Concrete01 uniaxial material, while the constitu-
tive law for the bars was implemented using the ReinforcingSteel uniaxial material (Fig. 2).

As regards the BRB, it is well known that it usually exhibits good capacity in tension and 
compression. During compression phase the core plate starts to buckle, but the phenomena is 
prevented by the reinforcing case (usually filled with concrete). The constitutive law of the 
element was implemented following the model suggested by Upadhyay et al. [11]. The model 
adopted used Steel02 material for the steel core and in order to take into account tension and 
compression a Pinching4 material is added in parallel to Steel02. At this point, the material 
model adopted was calibrated by comparing the results achieved with the experimental data 
available in Xu and Pantelides [12], the calibration results are presented in Figure 3. A corota-
tional element truss formulation is used to implement the BRB in the structural model.

The design of BRB features was executed before the implementation in the nonlinear models
of the frame. The dissipative length ( ) and the elastic end length were calculated following 
Gelfi et al. [13] relationship: 

(1)

Where is the elongation of BRB, is the plastic strain, is the storey displacement,
is the overall diagonal length of the BRB, is the inclination of the brace and is the height

of the considered storey. Two area parameters are set for the BRB and they are fixed in all the 
elements: Ac = 5000 mm2 for the core area, while in the elastic zone the section area is equal to 
Ae = 64500 mm2.
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The design length core, length end, diagonal length, inclination of the brace and the elastic 
modulus of the BRB vary on the basis of the considered bay.

Figure 3: Calibration of BRB constitutive model.

2.2 Analyses and structural safety

The implemented environment provides a modal dynamic and a static non-linear analysis 
for each analyzed configuration. Modal analysis was performed to identify the lateral load pro-
file to be applied to the structural nodes, while the NL analysis was performed to evaluate the 
capacity curve (force-displacement) of the analyzed configuration. The latter analysis was per-
formed under displacement control with incremental steps of 0.05mm and load profile propor-
tional to the first modal shape. The maximum displacement of 200mm was imposed on all 
analyses and the Newton-Raphson algorithm was used with a norm displacement increment 
check with tolerance equal to 10-6.

The required seismic action was estimated based on the elastic response spectrum reported 
in Figure 4, assuming a high seismicity zone (type 1) and design spectral parameters ground
acceleration on rock soil ag = 0.286g, soil factor S=1.332 and damping correction factor η=1 
(corresponding to 5% damping).

Figure 4: Pseudo acceleration response spectrum.

The safety of the structure was checked in compliance with Eurocode 8 [14] by comparing 
the required displacement demand with the capacity of the equivalent Single Degree of Free-
dom (SDOF) system, as expected in N2 method [15]. The SDOF capacity curve was linearized 
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with elastoplastic behavior, by the equivalent energy rule, and the seismic safety was evaluated 
by comparing the linearized SDOF response with the Acceleration-Displacement format 
(ADRS). Finally, structural safety index was evaluated as the ratio between the displacement 
capacity and the required displacement .

3 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE GA FRAMEWORK

The Genetic Algorithm is a meta-heuristic search method for optimization, based on evolu-
tionary processes in which the algorithm simulates biological mechanisms. The aim of the GA 
is to find the optimal solution of a predefined objective function using the solution's fitness 
value. In the present work, the fitness of a solution depends on retrofit cost and structural safety, 
in particular, retrofit cost has to be minimized.

As mentioned before the environment was implemented on custom code written in Python 
programming language, while for the analysis the OpenSeesPy library has been used, so that 
all the processes were implemented in one code using opensource tools only.

The first step of the procedure begins generating an initial random population of individuals
( in the present work), where an individual defines the location and orientation of the
BRB across the frame. Each individual of the population is identified by a design vector Vd ,
Figure 5, with 1 row and a number of columns depending on the number of the bays of the 
frame. An integer encoding type is used to enable BRB retrofit using boolean parameters from 
0 to 2, where 0 means bare frame, 1 means bay retrofitted with a BRB in the tensile direction
and 2 means bays retrofitted with BRB in compression.

Figure 5: Example of design vector.

Each design vector is decoded in a retrofit BRB topology configuration for the structural 
analysis to be executed. At the end of population analysis, the safety index ( ), retrofit cost and 
fitness of individuals are calculated. The retrofit cost is obtained through the objective function,
while the fitness value of the configuration is calculated as follows:

(2)

Where C represents the retrofit cost, while is a contribute that penalizes the solution if the 
safety index is less than 1. In particular, the latter coefficient is implemented as follows:

(3)

Where Cmax is the maximum retrofit cost if all the bays of the frame were reinforced using 
BRB. The cost function, hence the objective function to minimize, is calculated as the sum of 
two main contributions:

(4)

is the manpower and safety cost for each BRB (increased with the BRB number), while
is the cost that takes into account the scaffolding cost, demolition and rebuilding cost of infill

walls and the cost of BRB. Is important to notice that not only depends on the BRB geomet-
rical properties but it is strictly related also to the geometrical parameters of the bay’s walls.
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For each population, that identify a generation, a Tournament selection (Fig. 6) is applied to 
selects 2 parents individuals used to generate a new possible solution (offspring). This selection 
method runs a series of tournaments inside the population pool, where individuals are randomly 
selected and the winner is chosen by its fitness value; in the present work lower the fitness and 
better is the solution.

Figure 6: Example of tournament selection implemented.

The selected parents are then coupled using the Crossover operator, which is used to gener-
ate new offspring that will improve the exploration of the search space. In particular, Single-
point crossover is implemented, where a random point is evaluated to cut in half the two parents 
and the offspring are generated cross-merging the pieces of the two individuals. At this point,
the new offspring could be modified using the Mutation operator, which will randomly change 
an integer inside the design vector. In particular, if the chosen position has a value equal to 1,
it can be changed in a random value inside the list (0, 2), and so on for the other cases. The 
mutation will happen depending on a mutation rate parameter (mr = 0.2 in this work) defined 
by the user.

Is important to notice that the number of offspring is generally higher than population size 
(psize), hence before the process could proceed a Survival selection is applied to resize the off-
spring individuals to the population size. The survival selection will select the first psize individ-
uals with the best fitness to move forward to the next generation and repeat the process, but 
before that, a convergence check is executed to evaluate if the optimal solution has been reached. 
In this work the convergence is reached when there is no difference between old and new pop-
ulations for a certain number of generations, depending on the number of bays and storeys of 
the frame.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 7 shows the optimal retrofit configuration achieved by the Genetic Algorithm. Four
BRB are needed to secure the frame, one per storey disposed along the tensile direction at the 
three bottom storeys and along the compressive direction for the fourth storey.

Figure 7: First modal shape and last step of static non-linear analysis of the retrofitted frame.
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The optimal solution is achieved by the algorithm with a safety index and a retrofit 
cost of 28753€, while the total retrofit cost for all the bays of the frame with BRB is estimated 
to be 136597€, this means a saving cost of about 79%.

Finally, Figure 8 and 9 shows the verification of the displacement demand on the considered 
frame for both the bare (Fig. 8) and retrofitted (Fig. 9) configuration.

Figure 8: N2 verification of bare frame.

Figure 9: N2 verification of retrofitted frame.

As regards the implemented  GA, the best fitness values of each generation are plotted in 
Figure 10(b), or for each analyzed individual in Figure 10(c), while the color of the points de-
pends on the value of the safety index. It is observed that the solution comes after 50 generations 
of 5 individuals and a stable convergence is achieved with a constant value of fitness. 

It is also worth noting that the solution cannot be improved, meaning that the number and 
disposal of braces is the minimum for ensuring the safety level. Figure 10(d) shows the best 
individual fitness of each generation.

Furthermore, the number of unfeasible solutions is a limited part of all the generated config-
urations (Fig. 10(c)), which confirms that the GA tends to select only possible solutions within 
the search space. The convergence of the procedure is reached after 20 generations with 5 indi-
viduals, meaning that 100 modal and pushover analyses are needing, as shown in Figure 10(d).
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Figure 10: Results of the proposed procedure for the studied frame.

The efficacy and the stability of the proposed algorithm were assessed by comparing the
results with those of multiple simulations carried out with a Monte Carlo (MC) approach. A
comparison between GA retrofitted configuration, MC configuration and the bare frame is re-
ported in Table 3.

Configuration Period T[s] Cost [€] [m] [m]
Bare frame 1.002 0.585 - 0.09 0.146
Retrofitted (GA) 0.53 1.168 28753 0.05 0.043
Retrofitted (MC) 0.44 1.294 40439 0.04 0.0287

Table 3: Results comparison between the bare frame, retrofitted (GA) and retrofitted (MC) analysis.

The same number of analyses as GA individuals number was performed on frames with 
randomly disposed BRBs. In particular, the design vector was composed by generating a pseu-
dorandom integer number in the range 0 to 2 for each bay with equal probability. The number 
of generated configurations was selected to keep the same computational effort in comparison 
with the GA and having the same number of overall structural analyses (500 simulations).

Figure 11 shows the comparison between the results obtained through the MC simulation 
with those achieved with the proposed GA approach. The graphs show the cost (Figures 11(a) 
and 11(b)) and the safety index (Figures 11(c) and 11(d)) associated with each generated con-
figuration, while the red line indicates the moving average for each 5 individuals. It is evident 
that the GA quickly converges down to a minimum value of the cost of about 29000€, while 
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the distribution of the cost for the MC approach follows the "white noise" distribution, keeping 
the average cost on the starting value. 

A similar consideration can be made in terms of safety index, which is almost kept constant 
by the GA, searching smartly the best configuration on a limited range around 1. It is also 
observed as the Coefficient of Variation associated with the distributions of the GA is signifi-
cantly lower concerning that of the MC analysis, due to the capability of the algorithm in im-
proving the solution progressively.

Figure 11: Comparisons between GA and Monte Carlo simulations.

It is evident that the GA allows achieving safe results with the cheapest solution. It is also to 
note that with the same number of analyses, hence the same computational time, the best solu-
tion of the MC simulation is more expensive than the solution found by GA of approximately 
40.64% with an almost equal safety index.

5 CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented the proposal of a GA framework for designing the optimal configura-
tion of BRBs for the seismic upgrading of plane RC frames. The algorithm allows varying the 
position and the direction of the braces, while the mutation and generation operations search 
for the most suitable configuration of the retrofitted frame. The GA was implemented in a Py-
thon environment while the OpenSeesPy library was adopted for modelling and analyzing the 
frames, making up a unique open-source framework for analysis and optimization.  

Based on the obtained results and for the range of analyzed variables, the following conclu-
sions can be drawn:
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- the algorithm proved to be stable, finding the optimal configuration after a number 
of generations depending on the deformability of the structure;

- the solutions achieved for all the cases ensured the required safety level and proved 
to minimize the cost, on the basis of the selected features of the BRB;

- the penalty function implemented ensured the safety of the structure while the algo-
rithm minimizes the cost;

- comparison with Monte Carlo simulations has shown the intelligence of the Genetic 
Algorithm in using previous information data to improve the search inside the solu-
tion space;

Further analysis has to be done to assess the algorithm behavior of the algorithm implement-
ing 3D structural analysis and taking into account the possible shear increment at beam-column 
nodes.
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Abstract 

Shear failure of RC beams strengthened with composite textiles is often affected by the differ-
ent failure modes characterizing the FRP reinforcement. The most relevant analytical models 
for evaluating the shear capacity of RC beams strengthened with FRP take into account these 
failure modes by introducing an effectiveness factor “R”, which reduces the ultimate FRP 
tensile stress. Moreover, the interaction between stirrups and FRP reinforcement leads to a 
reduced efficiency of the transverse steel reinforcement due to the brittle failure of composite 
textile which hinders the yielding of all the stirrups involved by critical crack. In this regard, 
some analytical models introduce an effectiveness factor “r”, aiming at reducing the yielding 
stress of stirrups. The procedures to calculate the above two parameters represent the main 
differences characterizing most of analytical models, significantly influencing their results. 
For this reason, the present paper focuses on the comparison of the different procedures to 
assess the effectiveness factors, proposing a new procedure for each effectiveness factor by 
modification of already existing formulations. Influence of the arrangement of composite rein-
forcement on the efficacy of stirrups, affected by brittle failure of FRP, is considered by 
means of the ratio between effective strain of composite to yielding strain of steel. The pro-
posed procedures are employed in a design-oriented analytical model able to calculate the 
shear strength of RC beams retrofitted with FRP reinforcement arranged in any direction. 
The model is formulated aiming at representing an extension of EN1992 shear model to 
beams strengthened with FRP. The efficacy of the proposed procedures is assessed by com-
paring the experimental results against the predictions obtained via the design-oriented mod-
el and the above-mentioned analytical models.  

Keywords: Instructions, ECCOMAS Thematic Conference, Structural Dynamics, Earthquake 
Engineering, Proceedings. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Over the last years, several research groups have made significant efforts to develop inno-

vative structures, able to significantly reduce structural damage caused by destructive earth-
quakes [1-6]. Nevertheless, due to different factors (e.g. costs, business disruption, design 
limitations), a considerable share of construction market is still devoted to retrofit existing RC 
structures, especially those built between 1950s and 1970s, whose seismic performances are 
unsatisfactory if compared to recently built structures. To this aim, among the different tech-
niques used, externally bonded Fiber-Reinforced Polymer (EB-FRP) is one of the most em-
ployed, thanks to its excellent mechanical performance to density ratio. 

During the last two decades, several mechanical models have been developed to assess 
flexural capacity and confinement effect of RC members retrofitted with externally wrapped 
composite reinforcement (e.g. [7, 8]). On the contrary, it is challenging to develop analytical 
models able to accurately account for all the resisting mechanisms influencing shear behavior 
of RC members (e.g. aggregate interlock, shear span to depth ratio, size effect, dowel effect, 
ductility demand), and the topic is still widely debated in the literature [9-11]. Some shear ca-
pacity models (such as [12, 13]) were developed on the basis of the strut-and-tie resisting 
scheme, by using an additive approach. However, these models assume that there is no inter-
action between shear contributions provided by concrete, steel stirrups and FRP reinforcement, 
and each contribution is achieved at shear failure. Nevertheless, experimental results showed 
that this interaction occurs, and may lead to both a reduced shear contribution provided by 
steel stirrups due to brittle failure of FRP which can be achieved before that all stirrups pass-
ing through shear critical crack yield, and a reduced shear contribution provided by FRP due 
to possible limitation of the ultimate strain [14-16]. 

Differently from the American codes, those developed in Europe (e.g. [17-20]) evaluate 
shear capacity of retrofitted RC members by means of truss mechanism with variable inclina-
tion of concrete strut, consistently with that used by [21] for ordinary RC members. However, 
uncertainty arises when assessing shear capacity provided by concrete strut, being no common 
solution in the selection of the angle of reinforcement to be used in the case of simultaneous 
presence of steel stirrups and FRP reinforcement arranged with different inclinations.  

In this framework, the present paper focuses on the comparison of the different procedures 
to assess the effectiveness factors, proposing new procedures for the effectiveness factors ded-
icated to FRP and steel stirrups, by modification of already existing formulations. Influence of 
the arrangement of composite reinforcement on the efficacy of stirrups, affected by brittle 
failure of FRP, is considered by means of the ratio between effective strain of composite to 
yielding strain of steel. The proposed procedures are employed in a design-oriented analytical 
model able to calculate the shear strength of RC beams retrofitted with FRP reinforcement 
arranged in any direction. The model is formulated aiming at representing an extension of 
EN1992-1-1 shear model to beams strengthened with FRP. The main advantage of this model 
is the capability of simultaneously taking into account the presence, and their mutual influ-
ence, of steel stirrups, FRP reinforcement and concrete strut, in assessing shear capacity of 
retrofitted members. Closed-form equations are provided, for any amount and arrangement of 
shear reinforcement, able to calculate stress acting at failure on steel stirrups, FRP reinforce-
ment and concrete strut, as well as angle of inclination of concrete stress field with respect to 
member axis. The accuracy of the proposed procedures is assessed by comparing the experi-
mental results against the predictions obtained via the design-oriented model and the above-
mentioned analytical models. 

Moreover, a modified version of the model suggested by CNR is proposed and validated, 
aimed at overcoming the inaccuracy of the original model when assessing shear capacity of 
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concrete strut. In fact, in this case CNR model considers the angle of inclination of FRP rein-
forcement only, neglecting the presence of stirrups. The modified version of CNR, named 
CNRm, proposes to calculate an equivalent angle of shear reinforcement included in the eval-
uation of shear strength of concrete strut, obtained as a weighted average between shear ca-
pacity provided by steel stirrups and FRP reinforcement.  

2 DESIGN-ORIENTED MODEL 
Colajanni et al. [22] proposed a model based on the stress field approach, able to assess the 

shear capacity of RC members having transverse reinforcement arranged with two different 
inclinations. Here, that model is modified to be applied in the case of RC beams retrofitted 
with FRP reinforcement inclined in any direction. The proposed model also represents the ex-
tension of a model based on the stress field approach, able to assess shear strength of retrofit-
ted RC beams with vertically-oriented FRP reinforcement only [23]. On the basis of the same 
assumption of the models proposed in [22, 24], shear capacity of a strengthened RC beam can 
be assessed by means of three different equations, obtained by calculating the vertical equilib-
rium of beam segments, identified via three different sections parallel to stress field directions 
of concrete strut, steel stirrups, and FRP reinforcement, respectively (Figure 1).  

Figure 1: Different beam segments identified through three sections parallel to stress field direction of: concrete 
strut (a); steel stirrups (b); FRP reinforcement (c). 

By doing so, each of the three equilibrium equations, which are given below, depends only 
on two stress fields, and can be easily solved: 

1 1
2 2

2 2  cot cot sin  cot cot sinfw fw sw swv R r (1) 

2 2
2 1 2 1cot cot sin  cot cot sincw fw fwv R   (2) 

2 2
1 2 1 2cot cot sin  cot cot sincw sw swv r (3) 

In the above equations v is the shear strength made non-dimensional with respect to 
'

w cmb z f  ( wb  section width), /fw fw fuf , /sw sw sywf , 
'

12 / sinfw f fu w f cmfb f bt s f , and '
2sin/sw sw syw w w cmA f b s f  are the non-

dimensional stresses and the mechanical ratios of FRP reinforcement and steel stirrups, re-
spectively, ffu is the nominal rupture stress of the fiber, R the strain and stress “effective” coef-
ficient (effective strain fe= fu R, effective stress ffe=ffu R=Ef fe), and r is the reduction factor 
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of the efficiency of the steel stirrups. The values of these efficiency coefficients will be inves-
tigated and assessed in the following sections. 

The shear capacity of an RC beam is computed via the static theorem of theory of plasticity, 
which gives an assessment of the shear capacity as the maximum value among the possible 
solutions satisfying both the equilibrium condition (1)-(3) and the following inequalities of 
plastic admissibility: 

,0 1 1 1cw fw sw   (4) 

A plastic admissible condition is obtained by combining (1), (2) and (4), as follows: 
2 2 2

1 20  sin sin 1 cot 1cw fw fw swswR r   (5) 

The above inequalities clarify the relation between the stress fields of the web concrete, 
steel stirrups and FRP reinforcement. 

In this paper, only the case of major practical interest is considered, namely 1 and 2 ≤ 
90°. According to Colajanni et al. (2020), to evaluate the shear strength and cot  initially it is 
supposed that, at failure, the stress limit is reached simultaneously in the three stress fields (i.e. 

1cw fw sw ). Thus, on the basis of the upper limit imposed by Eq. (5), the first tenta-
tive value of the inclination of the web concrete stress field is obtained as follows: 

12 2
1 2cot  sin sin  1fw swR r   (6) 

Based on the results of the above equation, assuming cot lim = 2.5, three cases are defined: 
1 ≤ cot  ≤ 2.5: the stress limit is reached simultaneously in the three stress fields, and
shear resistance can be calculated by using Eq.(1) assuming 1cw fw sw ;

cot  > 2.5: the amount of FRP reinforcement and steel stirrups is not sufficient to induce
attainment of the maximum resistance in the web concrete stress field. Thus, cot  = 2.5 is
assumed, and the shear capacity is computed through Eq. (1), assuming 1fw sw .
The stress value in the web concrete field can be calculated by using Eq. (5), in which
cot  = 2.5;

cot  < 1: shear failure is due to attainment of the stress limit in the web concrete stress
field and in one of the two shear reinforcements. Therefore, the other shear reinforcement
is in the elastic range at beam failure. Now it is assumed that 1 < 2. With the aim of de-
termining if the maximum shear is given by Eq. (2) with the FRP reinforcement reaching
the effective strain in tension ( fw = 1) or (unlikely event) by Eq. (3) with the steel stir-
rups yielding in compression ( sw = -1), the following inequality is employed:

2 2
1 2sin 0.5 sinfw swR r   (7) 

If the inequality is true, then the FRP reinforcement attains its stress limit, and the stress 
acting on the steel stirrups is computed as follows: 

2 2
1 20.5 sin sin/sw fw swR r (8) 

Conversely, if the inequality is false, then the steel stirrups yield in compression, and the 
stress acting on the FRP reinforcement is calculated as follows: 

2 2
2 10.5 sin / sinfw sw fwr R (9) 
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3 FRP EFFECTIVENESS FACTOR 
Several experimental observations have shown that the failure of shear-strengthened RC 

beams with bonded FRP is often associated with achievement of a specific failure mode in-
volving the textile material. The most common FRP failure modes reported in the literature 
[25, 26] are the following: failure of the FRP; debonding at the FRP-concrete interface; exces-
sive width of the shear cracks and consequent loss of aggregate interlock; separation of the 
concrete cover along a vertical plane (peeling off) (e.g. [27]). To take these effects into ac-
count a reduced effective FRP design strength ffe = Ef × fe, smaller than its nominal design 
strength ffu = Ef × fu, was assumed. It was assessed by applying the effectiveness coefficient 
R to the nominal ultimate fiber strain. Over the last two decades, several formulations have 
been developed in order to estimate the above coefficient. In the proposed model, six different 
approaches to assessing the reduced effective FRP design strength are considered, with the 
aim of comparing their efficiency when introduced in the proposed model. Two of these six 
approaches are reported below, being assembled by using different equations reported in sev-
eral papers, while the other four approaches are those suggested by ACI [12], CNR [17], fib 
[20], and Mofidi and Chaallal [30]. 

3.1 First approach: Khalifa and Nanni [28, 29] and Pellegrino and Modena [27] 
According to the first approach, already used in [23], the value of R is the minimum among 

the three effectiveness coefficients Ri (i=1,2,3) proposed in [28, 29] and the fourth R4 reported 
in [27], i.e. 1 2 3 4, , ,R min R R R R .

The equations selected to describe the four modes of failure are reported below. The effi-
ciency coefficient R1, which takes into account the tensile failure of the FRP, is computed by 
means of the following equation: 

2

1 0.56 1.22 0.78fw f fw fR E E   (10) 

where Ef is the elastic modulus of the fibers. The coefficient R2, representing the debond-
ing phenomenon, is calculated using the following equation: 

2
3

2 6

738.93 4.06

10
ck ft e f f

fu ft

f d L E t
R

d
(11) 

where Le is the effective length, which is evaluated using the expression provided by ACI 
and CSA: 

0.58
23300 /e f fL E t (12) 

 is a parameter that takes into account the anchorage conditions, equal to 1 or 2 if the 
shear strengthening is U-shaped or side-only, respectively. The range of validity of Eq. (12) is 
20 ≤ Ef tf ≤ 90. In case of complete wrapping or U-shaped strengthening with anchorages able 
to prevent a debonding effect, the coefficient R2 is not taken into account. The coefficient R3, 
limiting the shear crack width, is set equal to: 

3
3 6 10 / fuR (13) 

In the case of side-bonding and U-jacketing reinforcement, FRP failure often involves the 
separation of the concrete cover along a vertical plane (peeling off). Hence, the coefficient 
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proposed in [27] is assumed equal to: 
2

,
4

2 cos

/
ct c c v

f f f f f e f f fu

f A b
R

n t L E h L h b
(14) 

Further details about the parameters involved by Eq. (14) can be found in the above-
mentioned paper. 

3.2 Second approach: Chen and Teng [25, 26] 
According to [25, 26] the coefficient of effectiveness is the minimum between two effec-

tiveness coefficients, namely 5 6min ,R R R . The effectiveness factor R5 takes into account 
the tensile rupture of FRP, which usually occurs across the critical crack, correlating it with 
non-uniform strain distribution in the FRP along a shear crack. The authors, assuming propor-
tionality of the fiber strain to the width of the shear crack, supposed an approximate strain lin-
ear distribution, where the FRP strain increases linearly from a minimum at the crack tip to a 
maximum at the lower end. Thus, R5 can be expressed as: 

5

1 ( ) /
2

w fh d z
R (15) 

where df = height of the FRP. Since experimental observations show that this kind of fail-
ure mode usually occurs in fully wrapped or U-wrapped RC beams, this coefficient must be 
considered only for these arrangements. Instead, the coefficient R6 takes into account failure 
through debonding of FRP, which may occur when the bond length is not sufficient. Accord-
ing to [25] the stress in the FRP is variable along the bond length, and its maximum stress 
(σf,max) can be evaluated as: 

'

,max 0.427 f c
f w L f fu

f

E f
E

t
(16) 

where βw = coefficient of the FRP-to-concrete width ratio; βL = bond length coefficient. 
These values can be calculated by using the following equations: 

2 / sin
1 / sin

f f
w

f f

w s
w s

(17) 

1 if 1

sin if 1
2

L (18) 

where λ = Lmax/Le = normalized maximum bond length; in which the maximum (Lmax) and 
the effective bond length (Le) are respectively: 

,

max
,

for U - wrap
sin

for side bonded
2sin

frp e

frp e

h

L
h

(19) 
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'/e f f cL E t f (20) 

where hfrp,e is the effective height of the FRP (further details can be found in [25]). Thus, 
the effectiveness reduction factor R6 can be expressed as: 

,max
6

1 cos2 2 for < 1
sin

2
21 for 1

f

f fu

R
E

(21) 

4 STEEL STIRRUPS EFFECTIVENESS FACTOR 
As recognized in several studies [14-16] the simultaneous presence of steel stirrups and 

FRP reinforcement leads to a reduction in the peak resistance provided by each shear rein-
forcement. The interaction between the two materials is expressed both in the decrease of the 
FRP shear contribution with the increase of the axial rigidity ratio between the internal steel 
and the external FRP [27] and in the inability of some or all of the steel stirrups, affected by 
critical fracture, to reach the yield strength due to FRP brittle rupture [14-16]. To overcome 
these drawbacks many models have been developed, connecting the interaction between the 
two reinforcement systems to their rigidities [30], or the shear crack width [31] or simply as-
suming a fixed reductive coefficient α = 0.75 [15]. 

On the basis of the parameter proposed by [15], in this paper the r reduction parameter is 
defined by means of a bi-linear expression that relates the reduction of the contribution to the 
shear strength given by the steel reinforcement to the ratio between the component of FRP 
effective strain in the direction of the internal steel reinforcement fe,sd and the internal steel 
reinforcement yield strain syw: 

,
,

,

0.75 if / 1.33

1 if / 1.33

fe sd
fe sd syw

syw

fe sd syw

r (22) 

where fe,sd = fe cosφ with φ equal to the angle between FRP reinforcement direction and 
steel stirrups. The reduction coefficient thus defined is able to take into account both that the 
strain of the most elongated steel stirrup, at beam failure, can be limited by the effective strain 
of the fiber, and that not all the stirrups along the critical crack are able to reach the yield 
strain. In particular, when εfe,sd/εsy = 1, only the most elongated stirrup, which intercepts the 
shear crack at the point of maximum width, can reach the yield strain (assuming perfect adhe-
sion with concrete). It is also noted that r can take on a value less than 1 even if the ratio 
εfe,sd/εsy is greater than 1. This makes it possible to take into account the second effect men-
tioned above, i.e. the non-uniform distribution of tension in the steel stirrups intercepted by 
the shear crack. 

As will be seen in the following sections, the modulation of the reduction coefficient α = 
0.75 proposed in [15], through the ratio between the deformations of the interacting materials, 
makes it possible to minimize the inaccuracy of the proposed models due to overestimation of 
the steel resistance contribution. 

The above effectiveness factor for steel stirrups is used in conjunction with effectiveness 
factors reported in sections 3.1 and 3.2 only. This is due to the fact that the effectiveness fac-
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tor proposed by Mofidi and Chaallal [30] already considers reduction of contribution provided 
by steel stirrups, while models proposed by investigated codes do not suggest any effective-
ness factor and are used in their original formulation. 

5 MODIFIED VERSION OF CNR-DT 200 R1/2013 [17] 
Shear capacity model suggested by CNR is developed with the purpose of representing a 

direct extension of the model proposed by EN1992-1-1 to evaluate shear capacity of ordinary 
RC members. Shear capacity of each element constituting the truss mechanism can be written 
in non-dimensional form, as well as shear capacity of retrofitted members, as given below: 

2

2

2

cot cot sin

cot cot sin

cot cot / 1 cot

min ,

s sw

f fw

c

s f c

v

v

v

v v v v

(23) 

In the third of (23), the angle  provided by CNR model is substituted with the to-be-
determined angle . In fact, considering the angle  would consequently neglect the presence, 
and its influence, of the other shear reinforcement when assessing shear strength of concrete 
strut. For this reason, a simple iterative procedure is proposed below to calculate angle 

According to the suggestion of CNR code, in the original version of CNR model the angle 
 is set equal to angle , while the inclination of concrete strut is assessed aiming at maximiz-

ing shear capacity of retrofitted RC member. Therefore, the sum of the first and second equa-
tion of (23) is equated to the third of (23), yielding: 

2 2 2 2

2 2

2

2 2

3 sin sin sin cot sin cot

sin sin 1 cot sin cot si

cot cot

co n cot t

sw fw sw fw

sw fw sw fw

(24) 

In the proposed version of CNR model, angle  contained in (24) is calculated by means of 
the following iterative procedure: 

A tentative cot  value is assumed, based on the sum of the mechanical ratios of each
shear reinforcement sw+ fw (alternatively a value of 1.75 can be used, being the average 
value of the range of variation of cot  suggested by CNR); 

By means of the first and second equation of (23) are computed shear capacities v’s and
v’f provided by steel stirrups and FRP reinforcement, respectively. These values are em-
ployed to calculate a weighted angle ' as ' ' ' ' '( ) /s f s fv v v v ; 

The angle ' obtained is inserted in (24), yielding a new cot  value.

This procedure can be used iteratively until the difference between two consecutive values 
of cot  is negligible. However, numerical analysis performed by means of the above proce-
dure showed that one iteration is sufficient to obtain accurate values of cot  

6 DATABASE DESCRIPTION 
With the aim of comparing the accuracy of the model described above, a database contain-

ing 158 specimens of RC beams having rectangular or T-shaped cross-sections, strengthened 
in shear by means of FRP strips or sheets was collected [14-16, 27, 32-51]. The specimen 
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characteristics and the test results are reported in in Table 1. The database contains beams 
strengthened with U-jacketing or complete wrapping schemes using carbon or glass fibers. 
The effective depth of the cross-section of the beams ranges between 155 and 831 mm, while 
the shear span is between 2.3 and 3.8. The transverse internal reinforcement is constituted by 
vertical steel stirrups whose maximum geometrical ratio is 0.48%. As regards FRP reinforce-
ment, the ultimate tensile strength ranges between 106 and 4361 MPa, while the elastic modu-
lus is comprised between 8 and 640 GPa. Lastly, the FRP geometrical ratio ranges between 
0.04% and 3.00%.  

The database was divided into two partial databases: DTB1, consisting of 138 specimens, 
in which the FRP reinforcement is arranged at right angles to the longitudinal axis of the 
member; DTB2, consisting of 20 specimens, in which the FRP reinforcement is arranged at an 
angle β different from 90°. 

7 INFLUENCE OF EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS 
The effectiveness factors described in previous sections are used to assess accuracy of the 

proposed design-oriented model, which is evaluated by means of the ratio between experi-
mental shear capacity νexp and theoretical prediction νthe of tests reported in Table 1. The pa-
rameters used to quantify the accuracy and reliability of the model are the average ratio 
between experimental and analytical values of shear capacity (Avg) and the Coefficient of 
Variation (CoV). 

Generally speaking, all the approaches used to calculate effectiveness factor provide satis-
factory results, as showed in Figure 2. Nevertheless, significant differences in the average and 
scatter values given by the analyzed approaches can be observed, highlighting the paramount 
influence of effectiveness factors in assessing shear capacity of RC beams. In fact, effective-
ness factor suggested by ACI provides the best average value (0.99), while that of fib gives 
the worst one (0.83), overestimating significantly, in average, the shear capacity of beams. On 
the contrary, effectiveness factor provided by Mofidi & Chaallal leads to an overall underes-
timation of the shear capacity, with an average value of 1.12. With regard to effectiveness fac-
tors described in sections 3.1 and 3.2, and that suggested by CNR, they provide similar 
average values, showing an overall slight overestimation of shear capacity. Concerning CoV 
values, it can be observed that FRP effectiveness factor proposed by Chen & Teng combined 
with that for steel stirrups proposed in this paper provides the lowest scatter (0.20). Even if 
ACI effectiveness factor gives the best average value, it leads to the highest scatter (0.31), 
similar to that obtained by using Mofidi & Chaallal equations (0.29). As for effectiveness fac-
tor named as “first approach”, as well as those proposed by CNR and fib, scatter values range 
between 0.24 and 0.27. All that said, it can be stated that the procedure to calculate effective-
ness factors which combines the best average accuracy (Avg value close to 1) and the highest 
reliability (low CoV value) is the one named “second approach”, which uses the equations 
proposed by Chen & Teng to evaluate effectiveness factor for FRP, and the equations pro-
posed in section 4 to assess effectiveness factor for steel stirrups. 

To provide an insight into the above-described differences, in Figure 3 are plotted the ef-
fectiveness factor values provided by the above-mentioned procedures for each specimens of 
the database. Moreover, power regression in the form y = Ax-B, as well as coefficient of de-
termination R2, are given for each group of effectiveness factors in the case of U-shaped 
strengthening configuration. The results showed in Figure 3 help to explain the average and 
scatter values plotted in Figure 2. As a matter of fact, fib and Mofidi & Chaallal procedures, 
which averagely overestimates and underestimates the shear capacity of beams, respectively, 
are characterized by parameters A of power regression equal to 0.20 and 0.08, respectively. 

Moreover, the high scatter in shear capacity assessment provided by ACI procedure is 
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Figure 2: Experimental vs. theoretical shear capacity by using the proposed design-oriented model calculating 
effectiveness factors as suggested by: ACI (a); CNR (b); fib (c); Chen & Teng (second approach, sections 3.2 

and 4) (d); Khalifa & Nanni, Pellegrino & Modena (first approach, sections 3.1 and 4) (e); Mofidi & Chaallal (f). 

Figure 3: Effectiveness factors for FRP calculated as suggested by: ACI (a); CNR (b); fib (c); Chen & Teng (sec-
tion 3.2) (d); Khalifa & Nanni, Pellegrino & Modena (section 3.1) (e); Mofidi & Chaallal (f). 

confirmed by R2 value, which is the lowest among those given by the analyzed procedures. 
With reference to complete wrapping configuration, it can be observed substantial differences 
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among the procedures. In fact, equations proposed by fib and Chen & Teng tend to provide R 
values higher than those given in the case of U-shaped configuration. On the contrary, equa-
tions proposed by CNR, Mofidi & Challal, and those listed in section 3.1, give R values simi-
lar to those for U-shaped strengthening scheme. With regard to ACI procedure, no trend can 
be noted, the R values being highly scattered.  

Once the procedure to calculate effectiveness factors was selected, the proposed design-
oriented model is validated against analytical results provided by code models suggested by 
ACI and CNR, as well as the proposed modified version of CNR, named CNRm.  

In Figure 4 and Figure 5 are showed the results of the ratio between the experimental shear 
capacity and the theoretical prediction for each specimen belonging to the database and for 
each of the above-mentioned models, considering the two partial databases. Regarding results 
reported in Figure 4, all the models provide reliable results, even if some substantial differ-
ence can be observed. In fact, CNR model provides the best average value (1.00), to which 
correspond, however, the worst CoV value (0.24). With reference to the proposed model and 
ACI one, they provide similar values, characterized by low scatter and with a slight average 
overestimation of shear strength of beams. It is worth recalling that, in the case of FRP rein-
forcement and steel stirrups arranged with the same inclination, CNRm model gives the same 
results of the original CNR one. 

Concerning beams having FRP reinforcement arranged with different inclination with re-
spect to that of steel stirrups, the proposed model gives the best results. Although all the mod-
els overestimate in average shear capacity of beams, the proposed model gives the closest 
average to 1 and the lowest scatter. These results prove the accuracy and reliability of the pro-
posed design-oriented model, and its superior performance in the case for which it was formu-
lated, namely when FRP reinforcement and steel stirrups are oriented with different 
inclinations. It should be stressed that, in this latter case, the proposed model is the only one 
derived from a consistent physical model. 

The results obtained in the two partial databases confirm that the use of an effectiveness 
factor that takes into account the strain experienced by FRP reinforcement oriented in any di-
rection, leads to superior performance of the proposed model, which is thus able to account 
for the main interactions characterizing the shear resistance of a strengthened RC beam. On 
the contrary, model codes consider the brittle failure of FRP reinforcement, but neglect the 
interaction of the retrofitting system with both steel stirrups and concrete strut.  

With regard to the results provided by CNR model and its modified version, CNRm, in 
Figure 5 it can be observed that the proposed calibration of ψ angle, which is the angle used in 
the evaluation of shear strength of concrete strut, slightly improves the performance of CNR 
model, reducing the scatter from 0.19 to 0.17. However, the proposed version of CNR model 
still significantly overestimates shear capacity beams, with an average value of 0.73.  

To shed light on how the calibration of ψ angle influences the assessment of concrete strut 
inclination, in Figure 6 are illustrated cot  values for specimens having FRP reinforcement 
and steel stirrups oriented with different inclinations. It can be noted that, for high amount of 
mechanical ratios of shear reinforcements, cot  values are lower when ψ angle is computed 
by means of the simple procedure proposed. This contributes to reduce the overestimation of 
shear capacity affecting CNR model, increasing its reliability. It is worth noting that the pro-
posed design-oriented model provides cot  values which are equal to 2.5 in most of the ana-
lyzed cases. This is due to the different formulation used to calculate effectiveness factor for 
FRP, and to the presence of the effectiveness factor for steel stirrups, which reduces the de-
nominator value of Eq. (6).  
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Figure 4: Experimental vs. theoretical shear capacity for DTB1: proposed design-oriented model with second 
approach (a); ACI (b); CNR (c); CNRm (d). 

Figure 5: Experimental vs. theoretical shear capacity for DTB2: proposed design-oriented model with second 
approach (a); ACI (b); CNR (c); CNRm (d). 
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Figure 6: Inclination of concrete strut cot  vs. sum of mechanical ratios of shear reinforcements fw + sw for 
DTB2: proposed design-oriented model with second approach (a); CNR (b); CNRm (c). 

8 PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS 
Once the accuracy and reliability of the proposed design-oriented model were proved, in 

this section a parametric analysis is carried out, by varying inclination of FRP reinforcement, 
with the aim of evaluating its influence on shear capacity of retrofitted RC beams, calculated 
by means of the above-mentioned models based on variable inclination of concrete strut. 

Among the several parameters influencing evaluation of shear capacity, mechanical ratios 
of shear reinforcements ( fw and sw), as well as inclination of steel stirrups (  = 90°), are 
assumed, while inclination of FRP reinforcement can vary in the range 45° ≤  ≤ 90°. To 
highlight some peculiar aspects of the proposed model, CNR one and its modified version 
CNRm, four different arrangements of shear reinforcement are assumed, considered repre-
sentative of real applications: the first two, fw = 0.15; sw = 0.05 and fw = 0.15; sw = 0.15, 
are selected to compare the influence of the increment of steel shear reinforcement having low 
amount of FRP shear reinforcement; the other two, fw = 0.20; sw = 0.40 and fw = 0.40; sw 
= 0.20, are selected to compare shear strength in the case of high amount of steel/FRP shear 
reinforcement. In Figure 7 are showed curves of theoretical prediction of shear capacity ob-
tained by means of the above models, calculated by varying angle of inclination of FRP rein-
forcement. 

Generally speaking, the proposed model provides shear capacity values which are in most 
cases lower than those given by the two versions of CNR model, confirming the findings of 
Figure 5 against experimental results. Moreover, the proposed version of CNR model pro-
vides shear capacity values which are close to that of original CNR models for low amount of 
steel stirrups, while approach to those of the proposed design-oriented model when increasing 
amount of steel stirrups. With the exception of the case with very low amount of steel shear 
reinforcement (i.e. fw = 0.15; sw = 0.05), the difference between shear capacity values given 
by CNR and CNRm increases when angle of inclination of FRP approaches to 45°. As already 
stated above, this difference is due to the inability of CNR model to properly take into account 
the inclination of both steel stirrups and FRP reinforcement when assessing shear strength of 
concrete strut. This difference is magnified when contribution to shear capacity provided by 
steel stirrups is significant. More precisely, considering only the angle of inclination of FRP 
in evaluating shear capacity of concrete strut, CNR model provides shear capacity values of 
retrofitted beams closer to those of the other models when contribution given by FRP rein-
forcement prevails ( fw = 0.40; sw = 0.20), while substantial differences can be noted when 
mechanical ratio of steel stirrups is considerably greater than that of FRP ( fw = 0.20; sw = 
0.40).  
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Figure 7: Shear capacity curves obtained with the proposed design-oriented model (black dotted line), CNR 
model (red dashed line), and CNRm model (green dash-dotted line), by varying angle of inclination of FRP rein-

forcement. 

Focusing the attention on the variation of shear capacity by changing angle of inclination 
of FRP reinforcement, it can be observed that the optimal angle to obtain maximum shear 
strength varies on the basis of mechanical ratios of steel stirrups and FRP reinforcement as-
sumed. For low amount of shear reinforcement, maximum shear strength is obtained for angle 
between 65° and 90°, while in the case of high amount of shear reinforcement, shear strength 
is maximized when FRP reinforcement is arranged with an angle less than 55°.  

9 CONCLUSIONS 
In the present paper was carried out a comparison between different procedures able to as-

sess the effectiveness factors used to reduce shear contribution provided by FRP reinforce-
ment when calculating shear capacity of retrofitted RC beams. In this regard, new procedures, 
by modification of already existing formulations, were proposed both for FRP reinforcement 
and steel stirrups. Concerning the latter, the proposed effectiveness factor aims to limit the 
strain of stirrups on the basis of the effective strain of FRP arranged in any direction. The 
above procedures were compared, together with those suggested by ACI, CNR, fib, and 
Mofidi and Chaallal [30], by calculating theoretical shear capacity of a group of 158 experi-
mental tests, by using a proposed design-oriented model based on stress fields with variable 
inclination of concrete strut. This model has the advantage to simultaneously take into ac-
count the presence, and their mutual influence, of FRP reinforcement, steel stirrups, and con-
crete strut, when assessing the shear capacity, as well as the concrete stress field inclination. 
The model was formulated in order to accurately take into account FRP reinforcement and 
steel stirrups arranged with different inclinations in evaluating shear strength of concrete strut. 
In this latter case, other models based on truss mechanism, such as that proposed by CNR, fail 
to consider the presence of both FRP reinforcement and steel stirrups when evaluating shear 
capacity of concrete strut. For this reason, a new simple formulation developed for CNR 
model was proposed, aimed at obtaining an equivalent angle of inclination to be used in eval-
uation of shear capacity of concrete strut, weighted on the basis of shear contributions provid-
ed by FRP reinforcement and steel stirrups. To highlight the improvement given by the 
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proposed modification to CNR model, a parametric analysis was carried out, by varying incli-
nation of FRP reinforcement, with the aim of evaluating its influence on shear capacity of ret-
rofitted RC beams, calculated by means of the above-mentioned models based on variable 
inclination of concrete strut. 

Once the effectiveness factors providing the best results were selected, the proposed model 
was compared against models proposed by ACI and CNR, as well as the proposed modified 
version of CNR, named CNRm. The main findings are summarized below: 

The procedure to calculate effectiveness factors which combines the best average accura-
cy (Avg value close to 1) and the highest reliability (low CoV value) is the one named
“second approach”, which uses the equations proposed by Chen & Teng to evaluate ef-
fectiveness factor for FRP, and the equations proposed in section 4 to assess effective-
ness factor for steel stirrups.

Concerning beams having FRP reinforcement arranged with different inclination with re-
spect to that of steel stirrups, the proposed model gives the best results. Although all the
models overestimate in average shear capacity of beams, the proposed model gives the
closest average to 1 and the lowest scatter. These results prove the accuracy and reliabil-
ity of the proposed design-oriented model, and its superior performance in the case for
which it was formulated, namely when FRP reinforcement and steel stirrups are oriented
with different inclinations.

With regard to the results provided by CNR model and its modified version, CNRm, re-
sults showed that the proposed calibration of ψ angle, which is the angle used in the
evaluation of shear strength of concrete strut, slightly improves the performance of CNR
model. However, the proposed version of CNR model still significantly overestimates
shear capacity of RC beams.

Regarding the parametric analysis, the proposed version of CNR model provides shear
capacity values which are close to those of original CNR models for low amount of steel
stirrups, while approach to that of the proposed design-oriented model when increasing
the amount of steel stirrups.

Focusing the attention on the variation of shear capacity by changing angle of inclination
of FRP reinforcement, it can be observed that the optimal angle to obtain maximum shear
strength varies on the basis of mechanical ratios of steel stirrups and FRP reinforcement
assumed. For low amount of shear reinforcement, maximum shear strength is obtained
for angle between 65° and 90°, while in the case of high amount of shear reinforcement,
shear strength is maximized when FRP reinforcement is arranged with an angle less than
55°.

10 APPENDIX 
fcm bw × d ρsw bf tf β ρfw ffu Ef vexp 

Spec. no. (MPa) (mm) (%) (mm) (mm) (°) (%) (MPa) (GPa) (-) 
Sato et al. 

(1997) [51] 
a/d = 2.5 

Esw = 183 GPa 
fsyw = 387 MPa 

No.2 35.7 150 × 240 0.42 C 0.11 90 0.15 3480 230 0.39 

No.3 35.3 150 × 240 0.42 C 0.11 90 0.15 3480 230 0.46 

Deniaud & 
Cheng (2001) 

[38] 
a/d = 2.8 

T6S4-C90 44.1 140 × 528 0.10 50 0.11 90 0.08 3400 230 0.19 

T6S4-G90 44.1 140 × 528 0.10 C 1.80 90 2.57 106 18 0.20 
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fcm bw × d ρsw bf tf β ρfw ffu Ef vexp 
Spec. no. (MPa) (mm) (%) (mm) (mm) (°) (%) (MPa) (GPa) (-) 

Esw = 260 GPa 
fsyw = 520 MPa T6S2-C90 44.1 140 × 528 0.20 50 0.11 90 0.08 3400 230 0.21 

Deniaud & 
Cheng (2003) 

[39] 
a/d = 3.0 

Esw = 200 GPa 
fsyw = 520 MPa 

T4S4-G90 30.0 140 × 362 0.10 50 1.80 90 2.57 106 18 0.30 

T4S2-G90 30.3 140 × 362 0.20 C 1.80 90 2.57 106 18 0.33 

T4S2-C45 29.4 140 × 362 0.20 C 0.70 45 0.50 442 45 0.33 

T4S2-Tri 30.4 140 × 362 0.20 C 2.10 60 3.00 124 8 0.35 
Bousselham & 
Chaallal (2006) 

[35] 
a/d = 3.0 

Esw = 215 GPa 
fsyw = 650 MPa 

SB-S1-0.5L 25.0 152 × 356 0.38 C 0.06 90 0.08 3100 243 0.46 

SB-S1-1L 25.0 152 × 356 0.38 C 0.11 90 0.14 3100 243 0.42 

SB-S1-2L 25.0 152 × 356 0.38 C 0.21 90 0.28 3100 243 0.44 

Pellegrino & 
Modena (2006) 

[27] 
a/d = 3.0 

Esw = 210 GPa 
fsyw = 534 MPa 

A-U1-C-17 41.4 150 × 250 0.39 C 0.17 90 0.22 3450 230 0.34 
A-U1-C-20 41.4 150 × 250 0.34 C 0.17 90 0.22 3450 230 0.32 
A-U1-S-17 41.4 150 × 250 0.39 C 0.17 90 0.22 3450 230 0.35 
A-U1-S-20 41.4 150 × 250 0.34 C 0.17 90 0.22 3450 230 0.34 
A-U2-C-17 41.4 150 × 250 0.39 C 0.33 90 0.44 3450 230 0.35 
A-U2-C-20 41.4 150 × 250 0.34 C 0.33 90 0.44 3450 230 0.33 
A-U2-S-17 41.4 150 × 250 0.39 C 0.33 90 0.44 3450 230 0.31 
A-U2-S-20 41.4 150 × 250 0.34 C 0.33 90 0.44 3450 230 0.30 

Leung et al. 
(2007) [43] 

a/d = 2.9 (SB) 
a/d = 3.0 (MB) 
a/d = 2.7 (LB) 
Esw = 210 GPa 
fsyw = 550 MPa 

SB-U1 27.4 75 × 155 0.28 20 0.11 90 0.10 4200 235 0.45 
SB-F1 27.4 75 × 155 0.28 20 0.11 90 0.10 4200 235 0.46 
SB-F2 27.4 75 × 155 0.28 20 0.11 90 0.10 4200 235 0.46 
MB-U1 27.4 150 × 305 0.28 40 0.22 90 0.10 4200 235 0.27 
MB-U2 27.4 150 × 305 0.28 40 0.22 90 0.10 4200 235 0.28 
MB-F1 27.4 150 × 305 0.28 40 0.22 90 0.10 4200 235 0.42 
MB-F2 27.4 150 × 305 0.28 40 0.22 90 0.10 4200 235 0.44 
LB-U1 27.4 300 × 660 0.14 80 0.44 90 0.10 4200 235 0.23 
LB-U2 27.4 300 × 660 0.14 80 0.44 90 0.10 4200 235 0.23 
LB-F1 27.4 300 × 660 0.14 80 0.44 90 0.10 4200 235 0.36 
LB-F2 27.4 300 × 660 0.14 80 0.44 90 0.10 4200 235 0.36 

Monti & Liotta 
(2007) [14] 
a/d = 3.5 

Esw = 210 GPa 
fsyw = 500 MPa 

UF90 11.0 250 × 410 0.10 C 0.22 90 0.18 2600 390 0.25 
US60 11.0 250 × 410 0.10 150 0.22 60 0.08 2600 390 0.22 
US45+ 11.0 250 × 410 0.10 150 0.22 45 0.06 2600 390 0.25 
US45++ 11.0 250 × 410 0.10 50 0.22 45 0.06 2600 390 0.26 
UF45+ A 11.0 250 × 410 0.10 C 0.22 45 0.18 2600 390 0.33 
UF45++ B 11.0 250 × 410 0.10 C 0.22 45 0.18 2600 390 0.34 
UF45++ C 11.0 250 × 410 0.10 C 0.22 45 0.18 2600 390 0.36 
US45+ D 11.0 250 × 410 0.10 150 0.22 45 0.08 2600 390 0.32 
US45++ E 11.0 250 × 410 0.10 150 0.22 45 0.08 2600 390 0.32 
US45++ F 11.0 250 × 410 0.10 150 0.22 45 0.08 2600 390 0.29 
WS45+ 11.0 250 × 410 0.10 50 0.22 45 0.06 2600 390 0.31 
USVA 10.6 250 × 410 0.10 150 0.22 38 0.05 2600 390 0.25 
USVA+ 10.6 250 × 410 0.10 150 0.22 38 0.05 2600 390 0.28 

Pellegrino & 
Modena (2008) 

[15] 
a/d = 3.0 

Esw = 210 GPa 
fsyw = 534 MPa 

B-U1-C-14 46.2 150 × 240 0.48 C 0.17 90 0.22 3450 230 0.34 

B-U2-C-14 46.2 150 × 240 0.48 C 0.33 90 0.44 3450 230 0.35 

B-U1-C-17 46.2 150 × 240 0.39 C 0.17 90 0.22 3450 230 0.32 

B-U2-C-17 46.2 150 × 240 0.39 C 0.33 90 0.44 3450 230 0.33 

Grande et al. 
(2009) [16] 
a/d = 3.4 

RS4Wa 21.0 250 × 411 0.10 C 0.19 90 0.15 2600 392 0.26 
RS3Wa 21.0 250 × 411 0.13 C 0.19 90 0.15 2600 392 0.34 
RS2Wa 21.0 250 × 411 0.20 C 0.19 90 0.15 2600 392 0.31 
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fcm bw × d ρsw bf tf β ρfw ffu Ef vexp 
Spec. no. (MPa) (mm) (%) (mm) (mm) (°) (%) (MPa) (GPa) (-) 

Esw = 210 GPa 
fsyw = 476 MPa 

RS4Ub 21.0 250 × 411 0.10 C 0.19 90 0.15 2600 392 0.23 
RS3Ua 21.0 250 × 411 0.13 C 0.19 90 0.15 2600 392 0.28 
RS2Ua 21.0 250 × 411 0.20 C 0.19 90 0.15 2600 392 0.29 

Belarbi et al. 
(2012) [34] 
a/d = 3.3 

Esw = 200 GPa 
fsyw = 276 MPa 

8-NA 20.7 457 × 831 0.15 254 0.22 90 0.06 3792 228 0.24 
8-DMA 23.8 457 × 831 0.15 254 0.22 90 0.06 3792 228 0.23 
12-NA 28.9 457 × 831 0.10 254 0.22 90 0.06 3792 228 0.15 
12-DMA 30.5 457 × 831 0.10 254 0.22 90 0.06 3792 228 0.18 
12-PC 19.2 457 × 831 0.10 254 0.22 90 0.06 3792 228 0.29 
12-HS-PC 18.3 457 × 831 0.10 254 0.22 90 0.06 3792 228 0.27 

Alzate et al. 
(2013) [32] 
a/d = 3.5 

Esw = 200 GPa 
fsyw = 500 MPa 

U90S5-a(L) 37.0 250 × 420 0.11 300 0.29 90 0.14 4000 240 0.16 
U90S5-a(S) 37.0 250 × 420 0.11 300 0.29 90 0.14 4000 240 0.14 
U90S5-b(L) 28.0 250 × 420 0.11 300 0.29 90 0.14 4000 240 0.21 
U90S5-b(S) 28.0 250 × 420 0.11 300 0.29 90 0.14 4000 240 0.20 
U90C5-a(L) 24.5 250 × 420 0.11 C 0.29 90 0.23 4000 240 0.22 
U90C5-a(S) 24.5 250 × 420 0.11 C 0.29 90 0.23 4000 240 0.20 
U90C5-b(L) 22.6 250 × 420 0.11 C 0.29 90 0.23 4000 240 0.26 
U90C5-b(S) 22.6 250 × 420 0.11 C 0.29 90 0.23 4000 240 0.24 
U90S3-a(L) 20.5 250 × 420 0.11 300 0.17 90 0.08 3800 240 0.25 
U90S3-a(S) 20.5 250 × 420 0.11 300 0.17 90 0.08 3800 240 0.23 
U90S3-b(L) 22.6 250 × 420 0.11 300 0.17 90 0.08 3800 240 0.22 
U90S3-b(S) 22.6 250 × 420 0.11 300 0.17 90 0.08 3800 240 0.24 
U90S3-c(L) 28.0 250 × 420 0.11 300 0.17 90 0.08 3800 240 0.20 
U90S3-c(S) 28.0 250 × 420 0.11 300 0.17 90 0.08 3800 240 0.16 
U90C3-a(L) 30.2 250 × 420 0.11 C 0.17 90 0.13 3800 240 0.17 
U90C3-a(S) 30.2 250 × 420 0.11 C 0.17 90 0.13 3800 240 0.18 
U90C3-b(L) 30.2 250 × 420 0.11 C 0.17 90 0.13 3800 240 0.16 
U90C3-b(S) 30.2 250 × 420 0.11 C 0.17 90 0.13 3800 240 0.17 
U45S5(L) 30.7 250 × 420 0.11 300 0.29 45 0.14 4000 240 0.17 
U45S5(S) 30.7 250 × 420 0.11 300 0.29 45 0.14 4000 240 0.18 
U45S3-a(L) 20.5 250 × 420 0.11 300 0.17 45 0.08 3800 240 0.23 
U45S3-a(S) 20.5 250 × 420 0.11 300 0.17 45 0.08 3800 240 0.24 
U45S3-b(L) 30.7 250 × 420 0.11 300 0.17 45 0.08 3800 240 0.17 
U45S3-b(S) 30.7 250 × 420 0.11 300 0.17 45 0.08 3800 240 0.17 

Panda et al. 
(2013) [49] 
a/d = 3.2 

Esw = 200 GPa 
fsyw = 252 MPa 

S300-U-90 40.4 100 × 230 0.19 C 0.36 90 0.72 160 13 0.22 

S300-UA-90 40.4 100 × 230 0.19 C 0.36 90 0.72 160 13 0.23 

S200-U-90 42.1 100 × 230 0.28 C 0.36 90 0.72 160 13 0.22 

S200-UA-90 42.1 100 × 230 0.28 C 0.36 90 0.72 160 13 0.23 
Baggio et al. 
(2014) [33] 
a/d = 2.9 

Esw = 200 GPa 
fsyw = 384 MPa 

6-G-N 50.1 150 × 310 0.21 100 0.51 90 0.34 575 26 0.16 
7-PD-G-N 50.1 150 × 310 0.21 100 0.51 90 0.34 575 26 0.15 
8-PD-G-CA 50.1 150 × 310 0.21 100 0.51 90 0.34 575 26 0.15 
9-PD-G-GA 50.1 150 × 310 0.21 100 0.51 90 0.34 575 26 0.16 

Colalillo & 
Sheikh (2014) 

[37] 
 a/d = 3.1 

Esw = 195 GPa 
fsyw = 501 MPa 

S5-US 47.6 400 × 545 0.07 100 1.00 90 0.25 961 95 0.11 
S5-UA 47.6 400 × 545 0.07 C 1.00 90 0.50 961 95 0.13 
S5-CS 47.6 400 × 545 0.07 100 1.00 90 0.25 961 95 0.16 
S2-US 47.5 400 × 545 0.14 100 1.00 90 0.25 961 95 0.13 
S2-UA 47.5 400 × 545 0.14 C 1.00 90 0.50 961 95 0.15 

Ozden et al. 
(2014) [48] 
a/d = 3.8 

Esw = 200 GPa 
fsyw = 249 MPa 

FBwo-C 12.4 120 × 339 0.14 20 0.13 90 0.05 4300 238 0.27 
FBw-C 12.4 120 × 339 0.14 20 0.13 90 0.05 4300 238 0.36 
PBw-C 12.4 120 × 339 0.14 20 0.13 90 0.05 4300 238 0.29 
FBwo-G 12.4 120 × 339 0.14 20 0.16 90 0.06 3400 73 0.27 
FBw-G 12.4 120 × 339 0.14 20 0.16 90 0.06 3400 73 0.34 
PBw-G 12.4 120 × 339 0.14 20 0.16 90 0.06 3400 73 0.34 
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fcm bw × d ρsw bf tf β ρfw ffu Ef vexp 
Spec. no. (MPa) (mm) (%) (mm) (mm) (°) (%) (MPa) (GPa) (-) 

FBwo-Hi-C 12.4 120 × 339 0.14 20 0.14 90 0.05 2600 640 0.24 
FBw-Hi-C 12.4 120 × 339 0.14 20 0.14 90 0.05 2600 640 0.27 
PBw-Hi-C 12.4 120 × 339 0.14 20 0.14 90 0.05 2600 640 0.31 

Mofidi & 
Chaallal (2014) 

[44] 
a/d = 3.0 

Esw = 206 GPa 
fsyw = 540 MPa 

WT-ST-50 31.0 152 × 350 0.38 88 0.11 90 0.07 3450 230 0.33 

WT-ST-70 31.0 152 × 350 0.38 88 0.11 90 0.10 3450 230 0.34 

WT-SH-100 31.0 152 × 350 0.38 C 0.11 90 0.14 3450 230 0.34 

Mofidi et al. 
(2014) [45] 
a/d = 3.0 

Esw = 205 GPa 
fsyw = 650 MPa 

S1-LS-NE 33.7 152 × 350 0.38 40 2.00 90 0.60 1350 90 0.34 

S1-LS-PE 33.7 152 × 350 0.38 40 2.00 90 0.60 1350 90 0.37 

S1-EB-NA 33.7 152 × 350 0.38 C 0.11 90 0.14 3450 230 0.36 

El-Saikaly et 
al. (2014) [40] 

a/d = 3.0 
Esw = 200 GPa 
fsyw = 580 MPa 

S1-EB 28.0 152 × 350 0.25 C 0.38 90 0.50 894 65 0.32 
S1-LS 28.0 152 × 350 0.25 20 1.40 90 0.21 2250 120 0.30 
S1-LS-Rope 28.0 152 × 350 0.25 20 1.40 90 0.21 2250 120 0.38 
S3-EB 28.0 152 × 350 0.38 C 0.38 90 0.50 894 65 0.38 
S3-LS 28.0 152 × 350 0.38 20 1.40 90 0.21 2250 120 0.36 
S3-LS-Rope 28.0 152 × 350 0.38 20 1.40 90 0.21 2250 120 0.42 

Qin et al. 
(2015) [50] 
a/d = 3.1 

Esw = 210 GPa 
fsyw = 542 MPa 

S00 29.6 125 × 295 0.29 C 1.00 90 1.60 986 96 0.37 

Chen et al. 
(2016) [36] 
a/d = 3.0 

Esw = 200 GPa 
fsyw = 416 MPa 

S8-U 46.1 200 × 320 0.25 50 0.17 90 0.08 4361 226 0.23 

S8-UFA1 46.1 200 × 320 0.25 50 0.17 90 0.08 4361 226 0.24 

S8-UFA2 46.1 200 × 320 0.25 50 0.17 90 0.08 4361 226 0.28 
Frederick et al. 

(2017) [42] 
a/d = 3.2 

Esw = 200 GPa 
fsyw = 415 MPa 

TB2 27.2 130 × 235 0.17 C 0.15 90 0.23 1400 119 0.37 

TB4 27.2 130 × 235 0.17 C 0.15 90 0.23 1400 119 0.42 

El-Saikaly et 
al. (2017) [41] 

a/d = 3.0 
Esw = 200 GPa 
fsyw = 580 MPa 

EBS-NA 28.0 152 × 350 0.25 C 0.38 90 0.50 894 65 0.32 
EBL-NA 28.0 152 × 350 0.25 20 2.00 90 0.30 1350 90 0.30 
EBS-BL 28.0 152 × 350 0.25 C 0.38 90 0.50 894 65 0.37 
EBS-ER 28.0 152 × 350 0.25 C 0.38 90 0.50 894 65 0.40 
EBL-RF 28.0 152 × 350 0.25 20 2.00 90 0.30 1350 90 0.41 
EBL-RW 28.0 152 × 350 0.25 20 2.00 90 0.30 1350 90 0.38 

Nguyen-Minh 
et al. (2018) 

[46] 
a/d = 2.3 

Esw = 205 GPa 
fsyw = 342 MPa 

A1-2.3-C 30.6 120 × 406 0.16 75 1.00 90 0.83 986 96 0.41 
A1-2.3-G 30.6 120 × 406 0.16 75 1.30 90 1.08 575 26 0.40 
A1-2.3-G-C. 30.6 120 × 406 0.16 C 1.30 90 2.17 575 26 0.43 
A1-2.3-C-C. 30.6 120 × 406 0.16 C 1.00 90 1.67 986 96 0.45 
A2-2.3-C 30.6 120 × 406 0.16 75 2.00 90 1.67 986 96 0.43 
B1-2.3-C 44.4 120 × 406 0.16 75 1.00 90 0.83 986 96 0.32 
B1-2.3-G 44.4 120 × 406 0.16 75 1.30 90 1.08 575 26 0.32 
B1-2.3-G-C. 44.4 120 × 406 0.16 C 1.30 90 2.17 575 26 0.34 
B1-2.3-C-C. 44.4 120 × 406 0.16 C 1.00 90 1.67 986 96 0.36 
B2-2.3-C 44.4 120 × 406 0.16 75 2.00 90 1.67 986 96 0.34 
C1-2.3-C 58.7 120 × 406 0.16 75 1.00 90 0.83 986 96 0.29 
C1-2.3-G 58.7 120 × 406 0.16 75 1.30 90 1.08 575 26 0.27 
C1-2.3-G-C. 58.7 120 × 406 0.16 C 1.30 90 2.17 575 26 0.31 
C1-2.3-C-C. 58.7 120 × 406 0.16 C 1.00 90 1.67 986 96 0.32 
C2-2.3-C 58.7 120 × 406 0.16 75 2.00 90 1.67 986 96 0.30 
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fcm bw × d ρsw bf tf β ρfw ffu Ef vexp 
Spec. no. (MPa) (mm) (%) (mm) (mm) (°) (%) (MPa) (GPa) (-) 

Oller et al. 
(2019) [47] 
a/d = 3.0 

Esw = 200 GPa 
fsyw = 646 MPa 

M1-a 42.8 200 × 493 0.12 50 0.17 90 0.04 2739 263 0.18 
M1-b 42.8 200 × 493 0.12 50 0.17 90 0.04 2739 263 0.17 
M1A 39.0 200 × 493 0.12 50 0.17 90 0.04 2739 263 0.19 
M1B 38.5 200 × 493 0.12 50 0.17 90 0.04 2739 263 0.19 
M2A 39.0 200 × 493 0.12 100 0.17 90 0.07 2739 263 0.20 
M2B 38.5 200 × 493 0.12 100 0.17 90 0.07 2739 263 0.19 
H1-a 44.4 200 × 493 0.12 50 0.17 90 0.04 2739 263 0.17 
H2-a 44.4 200 × 493 0.12 100 0.17 90 0.07 2739 263 0.17 
H2-b 49.7 200 × 493 0.12 100 0.17 90 0.07 2739 263 0.15 
H2A 44.7 200 × 493 0.12 100 0.17 90 0.07 2739 263 0.20 
H2B 49.6 200 × 493 0.12 100 0.17 90 0.07 2739 263 0.18 
H3A 44.7 200 × 493 0.12 C 0.17 90 0.17 2739 263 0.19 
H3B 49.6 200 × 493 0.12 C 0.17 90 0.17 2739 263 0.19 

Table 1: Characteristics of specimens and experimental results 
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Abstract 

The paper presents a new specific optimization framework that is directed at minimizing
seismic retrofitting intervention costs of reinforced concrete (RC) frame structures. A genetic 
algorithm routine is developed to provide as outputs the individuation of the retrofitted col-
umns (topological optimization) and amount of steel-jacketing reinforcement. The major nov-
elty regards the framework's capacity to perform retrofitting optimization both for RC 
structures with ductility-critical and shear-critical RC columns, also considering the addi-
tional shear demand due to infill-frame interaction. Modified genetic operators (population
generator, elitism, and mutation) are defined and calibrated to be effective and computation-
ally sustainable. The feasibility of each tentative solution is controlled by a static pushover
analysis in the framework of the N2 method, accomplished by a 3D fiber-section model im-
plemented in OpenSees. It is shown that the proposed procedure is sufficiently general and 
robust to handle structural configurations having different structural deficiencies, significant-
ly reducing invasiveness, downtime, and costs.

Keywords: genetic algorithm, structural optimization, seismic retrofitting, existing structures
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1 INTRODUCTION

Steel-jacketing (SJ) is one of the extensively used technique for retrofitting existing rein-
forced concrete (RC) structure designed prior to the entry into force of seismic guidelines.
The arrangement of a cage made of steel angles and battens provides additional confinement 
and transverse reinforcement to the RC elements, also increasing the shear strength.

Even though steel-jacketing is quite effective as a seismic retrofitting technique, its appli-
cation is invasive because it also involves several related operations, including the demolition 
and reconstruction of column-side masonries and plasters. This significantly affects the costs 
and the downtime associated with the intervention. 

In this context, one of the major issues that structural engineers face in the design of this 
kind of interventions regard the determination of the optimal position and arrangement of the 
retrofitting system. Nowadays the design of this kind of interventions is mainly based on en-
gineer’s intuition and experience that needs several trial-and-error attempts, requiring notice-
able time consumption.

In the last years, the scientific interest on the structural optimization was mainly focused 
on sizing and shape optimization of new structures. On the contrary, the issue of the optimiza-
tion of seismic retrofitting of existing structures has not been investigated many times in the 
past, while noticeable interest is emerging in the last years. Available studies have been ad-
dressed to the optimization of carbon fibre reinforcement of concrete slabs (Chaves and 
Cuhna 2014 [1]) or FRP jackets (Chisari and Bedon 2016 [2], Seo et al. 2018 [3]). Other 
applications of seismic engineering optimization are related to fluid viscous dampers (Pollini
et al. 2017 [4]), dissipative bracings (Braga et al. 2019 [5]) or both (Lavan and Dargush 
2009 [6]) as seismic retrofitting devices for frame buildings.

More recent studies addressed the issue of pushover-based optimization of seismic retrofit-
ting. Among these, Falcone et al. 2019 [7] proposed a framework implementing the optimiza-
tion of FRP jacketing and steel X-bracings as possible reinforcements for existing RC
structures. Papavasileiou et al. 2020 [8] faced seismic retrofit optimization of encased steel-
concrete composite columns comparing three different retrofitting methods: concrete jacket-
ing, steel jacketing and steel bracing.

Regarding steel-jacketing of standard RC columns, a recent study by Di Trapani et al. 
2020 [9] proposed an innovative framework aimed at minimizing seismic retrofitting costs
through genetic algorithm optimization. The framework provided both the optimization of the
position of the reinforced columns and the amount of reinforcement for RC structures present-
ing ductility deficiencies as major vulnerability, while having adequate capacity against local 
shear failures.The current paper provides a significant step forward to the methodology pro-
posed by Di Trapani et al. 2020 [9].

An updated optimization framework with general validity is proposed and tested. Besides 
the ductility issues, the new optimization framework can deal with steel-jacketing optimiza-
tion of potentially shear-critical RC columns, including also shear-induced mechanisms due to 
frame-infill interaction. The optimization is carried with a genetic algorithm-based algorithm.
Novel genetic operators (population generator, elitism, and mutation) are defined by modify-
ing the standard MATLAB® GA tool. The optimization framework provides as output the
cheapest seismic retrofitting intervention among the feasible ones, defining the optimal con-
figuration of the steel jacketing reinforcement of columns in terms of reinforcement location 
(topological optimization) and spacing between steel battens (sizing optimization). The feasi-
bility of each solution is verified by the results of static pushover analyses in the framework 
of the N2 method from the results carried out a 3D fibre-section model, developed in the 
OpenSees software (McKenna et al. 2000 [10]).
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2 DESIGN OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK

2.1 Problem statement and general operating principles

The proposed optimization framework works by connecting the MATLAB® genetic algo-
rithm (GA) tool with a FE structural model developed with the OpenSees software platform. 
The framework aims at minimizing an objective function that computes the steel-jacketing
retrofitting costs as a function of the design variables which define the retrofitting arrange-
ment. These are the position of the retrofitted columns (topological optimization) and the bat-
tens spacing (sizing optimization). The feasibility of each tentative solution is assessed by 
evaluating the ductility capacity and demand ratio ( /c d ) after performing pushover 
analysis of the structure in the framework of N2 method (Fajfar 2000 [11]). An adaptive pen-
alty function applied in the cases of unfeasible solutions.

The overall structure of the framework reflects the one proposed by Di Trapani et al. 2020
[9], for the optimization of the steel-jacketing retrofitting in case of structures with flexural 
ductility-related lacks. However, a strong review of the algorithm has been provided to rede-
fine the genetic operators to generalize the framework for both flexural ductility-critical and 
shear-critical RC structures. The reason behind the need to update the framework is that, dif-
ferently from RC structures with flexural ductility lacks, for shear-critical structures, a signif-
icant number of columns may need to be retrofitted. This is typical when the base shear
demand exceeds the shear capacity of a storey.  If the number of columns needing retrofitting 
is a high percentage of those included in the design space, a standard random selection of the 
individuals defining the population may have reduced probability to find feasible solutions.
This condition may lead a GA to stall or to find a local minimum solution even in the unfeasi-
ble space (Fig. 1). The first remedy that could be thought to avoid this drawback is the expan-
sion of the population of individuals (P) belonging to the design space to have a major chance 
to include feasible individuals. However, increasing the individuals means increasing the 
number on nonlinear static analyses and this very easily brings to a huge computational effort. 
Therefore, keeping a reduced population and a possibly restricted design space is fundamental 
to get an effective and affordable optimization through a genetic algorithm associated with to
nonlinear structural analyses. 

(a) (b)
Figure 1: Possible optimization outcomes in case of: (a) design space with prevalence of feasible solutions; (b) 

design space with prevalence of unfeasible solutions.
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2.2 Encoding of the design vector

As mentioned in the previous sections, the design optimization variables are the position of 
the retrofitted columns and the battens spacing (sb), assuming that:

i) The angles are constituted by L-shaped steel profiles having fixed lateral length (la) and
thickness (ta) for all the retrofitted columns.

ii) The battens are constituted by rectangular plates having fixed thickness (tb) and width
(wb) for all the retrofitted columns.

iii) Battens spacing is the same for all the retrofitted columns.
iv) The design space can be restricted to a reduced number of columns (e.g. those belong-

ing to the lower storeys).
A schematic representation of the design variables is illustrated in Fig. 2.

(a) (b)
Figure 2: Representation of the optimization variables: (a) Generic column retrofitting configuration for an 

RC structure; (b) Typical retrofitting arrangement for a column with generic batten spacing (sb).

The design vector collecting the design variable is formalized as follows: 

bs
b

p
(1)

where bs is a natural discrete number that represent the battens spacing (Fig. 4b), belong-
ing to the interval:

,min ,maxb b bs S s s (2)

where ,minbs and ,maxbs are the respectively the minimum and maximum battens spacing al-
lowed. The element p is the vector so defined:

T

ijcp (3)

in which the generic element ijc , is a binary number assuming the value 1 if a column is 
retrofitted and 0 if not. The subscript i denotes the position of a column in plan and j the
storey. In this way, each individual (namely a model) generated by the GA is univocally de-
fined by the b vector, which characterizes position and battens spacing of the retrofitted col-
umns.
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2.3 Definition of objective function and penalty function

The objective function evaluates retrofitting cost intended as the material cost and the 
manpower cost to realize columns steel jacketing ( SJC ) and necessary works for demolition 
and reconstruction of plasters and masonry ( MC ). The general expression of the objective 
function is therefore:

M SJC C C (4)

The cost MC is estimated considering a fixed amount ( mc ) of 2000€ per column. Assum-
ing cn as the number of retrofitted columns and all the potentially retrofitted columns have 
the same cross-section dimension, one obtains:

M c m

SJ c s s

C n c
C n W c

(5)

where ,s iW is the total weight of steel used to arrange a steel jacketing cage, sc is the man-
power and material cost per unit weight, which is estimated as 4.5€ / kg and Ws is the weight 
of each steel jacketing cage. The latter can be computed as:

( )s s A BW V V (6)

in which s is the specific weight of steel ( 378.5 /kN m ), AV is the total weight of the steel 
angles applied at the corners of a columns and BV is the total volume of the battens belonging 
to a cage (on the assumption of column of square cross section), that are:

8

2 2

A a a c

c
B b b a

b

V l t l

lV t l b h l
s

(7)

where al , at are the width and the thickness of an angle, bl , bt are the width and the thickness
of the batten, b , h are the dimension of the cross section of the column and cl is the length of 
a column.

The feasibility of a solution is known by the evaluation of the capacity/demand ratio ( ).
To effectively manage unfeasible cases a dynamic penalty approach is developed by summing
to the objective function ( C ) above defined the penalty function ( ) into the new objective 
function ( F ) so defined:

F C (8)

where is defined as:

3

max

0 if 1

1 if 1C
(9)

in which maxC is the maximum possible retrofitting cost evaluated by considering retrofitting
all the columns included in the design space with the minimum battens spacing. In this way, if
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a solution is not feasible, the current cost is fictitiously increased by maxC multiplied by the 

factor 3(1/ ) which takes into account the distance of the current solution from the feasibility
condition ( 1).

3 DEFINITION OF THE GENETIC OPERATORS

3.1 Population generator and elitism

The control of the population in terms of the selection of individuals is essential to the 
optimization effectiveness. As defined in Eq. 1, the genotype of each individual is a vector 
composed of one natural number representing the battens spacing sb, and a sub-vector (p) col-
lecting a number of binary variables which represent the retrofitted columns. In the selection 
phase, the parameter sb is randomly selected by the S interval, which includes all possible
spacing values as a multiple of a fixed minimum spacing variation sb.

As mentioned in previous sections, and depicted in Fig. 1, in case of structures having 
shear-related deficiencies, the number of unfeasible solutions belonging to the design space 
can be relevant. In order to avoid algorithm stall into unfeasible design subspace, the popula-
tion generator operator has been modified by introducing two subspaces in the definition of
initial population (Fig. 3). The first subspace (prand space) collects randomly created individu-
al. The second subspace ( Prp space) is defined by a specified percentage ( Prp ) of individuals
having an assigned probability of retrofitting (Pr). The percentage of randomly selected indi-
viduals rand( p ) is the complement to 100%. The probability Pr is typically high (e.g. 90%), 
this means that an individual included the Prp space is an individual with a high number of 
retrofitted column. The introduction of the Prp space within the initial population increases 
from the beginning the number of feasible solutions. This allows reducing population dimen-
sion and increasing the exploration efficiency of the algorithm.

Figure 3: Definition of the population (population generator).

To further improve the algorithm performance, the elitism function is used. This genetic 
operator involves copying a small number of the fittest candidates, unchanged, into the next 
generation. In fact, the fittest individuals of a population can be lost during the crossover op-
erations of consecutive generation analysis. Then, the use of the elitism function allows not 
losing good genetic heritage and consequently speeds up convergence. 
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3.2 Mutation and crossover

The crossover operator is employed to improve the genes of the individuals at the end of 
each generation. This is done by mixing chromosomes from parent better individuals. A uni-
form scatter crossover function is used in the proposed framework. The operating principle 
provides randomly selection of pairs of parent individuals from the previous generation. Their 
genomes are mixed with the generation of a random binary string of the same dimension of 
the parents. Base on the binary value (0 or 1) associated with each position, the gene is trans-
ferred to the child from the parent 1 or 2 (Fig. 4a).

The crossover function here used has a standard form, while modifications are made in the 
mutation operator. Mutation is used to bring about random changes in the population.

The standard MATLAB® mutation operator cannot handle heterogeneous vectors (e.g. 
vectors made of natural numbers and binaries as the vector b), and this made necessary the
definition of a new mutation function. The latter works by fixing first a suitable mutation ratio 
(Pm). Then a real number u ( [0,1]u ) is randomly selected for each gene. If u ≥ Pm the 
gene is maintained unchanged, otherwise if u < Pm the gene is mutated. For the Boolean vari-
ables included in the design vector, the mutation of a gene is simply a switch from 0 to 1 or 
vice-versa. For the natural variables (the battens spacing sb) the same procedure is applied, but 
in the cases in which a gene has to change (u < Pm) a further random number v ( [0,1]v )
is chosen in order to decide if mutation will increase or decrease the battens spacing.

The new random temporary parameter v leads the mutation toward an increase or decrease
of sb if 0.5v or 0.5v respectively. Increases and decreases of sb have the magnitude of 
the minimum spacing variation ( sb). A flow-chart example of the proposed mutation func-
tion is illustrated in Fig. 4b.

The application to the current case, in which a limited dimension of the population is used, 
require to increase the mutation to values which are larger than 1%. The relatively high value 
of mutation ratio helps in avoiding the stall of the analysis into local optimal solution.

(a) (b)
Figure 4: Example flow-charts of the: (a) uniform scatter crossover function; (b) proposed mutation function.

4 REFERENCE STRUCTURAL MODEL

The proposed optimization framework can work with any finite element program handling 
nonlinear static analysis. Tests and application presented in the current study are carried out 
using the OpenSees software platform and the structural modelling assumptions below de-
scribed. 
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4.1 Modelling of RC elements with and without steel-jacketing

Frame elements are modelled adopting distributed plasticity force-based elements with
five Gauss-Lobatto integration points available in OpenSees (Fig. 5). Fiber-section elements 
are modelled using a Concrete02 uniaxial material model for the cross-section fibers. It is as-
sumed that the effect of confinement is extended to the whole cross-section (Fig. 5) both for 
the cases of columns with and without steel jacketing reinforcement. This simplified assump-
tion allows a formal consistency with the confinement model in the case of concrete confined
by stirrups and steel jacketing (Campione et al. 2017 [12]) which provides uniform confine-
ment over the cross-section. In order to simulate the crushing of the cross-section fibers, Con-
crete02 material is combined with MinMax material. For the current case, it is assumed that 
crushing of fibers occurs in correspondence of the compressive strain ( cr) attained at a 30% 
reduction of the peak strength (Fig. 8).

Figure 5: Definition of the frame fiber-section elements with and without steel-jacketing reinforcement.

Confined concrete for RC elements confined only by stirrups will be characterized by pa-
rameters fc0, fcu, c0, cu (Fig. 5), while these parameters are changed into fcc0, fccu, cc0, ccu for 
RC elements confined by stirrups and steel jacketing (Fig. 5). Confined concrete parameters 
for the RC elements confined only by stirrups are evaluated using the stress-strain model by
Razvi and Saatcioglu 1992 [13]. As for the columns with steel jacketing retrofitting, con-
fined concrete parameters are obtained using the procedure already presented by Di Trapani 
et al. 2020 [9], which is based on the model by Campione et al. 2017 [12].

Steel rebars are modelled using the Steel02 (Giuffrè-Menegotto-Pinto) material model 
(elasto-plastic with linear strain hardening). Finally, rigid diaphragm behaviour is imposed at 
the floor nodes.

4.2 Modelling of masonry infills

Masonry infills (if any) are modelled as equivalent diagonal struts resisting only in com-
pression. The equivalent strut model by Di Trapani et al. 2018 [14] is used for the fiber-
section struts. The model provides a concrete-type compression-only stress–strain relationship 
defined by the four parameters, peak stress ( 0mdf ), ultimate stress ( mduf ), peak strain ( 0md )
and ultimate strain ( mdu ) obtained by empirical equations. The infill is supposed to collapse 
in correspondence of the axial strain 2mdc mdu .
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5 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS AND POSTPROCESSING

5.1 Pushover curve post-processing for feasibility assessment

The feasibility of each solution is assessment by a pushover analysis of the individual. 
Pushover analysis is carried out in the framework of the N2 method (Fajfar 2000 [11]), also 
provided by Eurocode 8 [15]. The feasibility of each solution is assessed by evaluating the 
ductility capacity / demand ratios defined by:

c

d

(10)

Where the ductility capacity ( c) is obtained as the ratio between the ultimate displacement 
capacity ( *

ud ) and the yielding displacement ( *
yd ) of the single degree of freedom bilinear 

equivalent curve (Fig. 6), while the ductility demand ( d ) of an inelastic SDOF system is 
evaluated as:

* *
*

* *

1 1 if 

if 

c
d c

d c

Tq T T
T

q T T
(11)

where T* is the period of the equivalent SDOF system having mass m*, and stiffness k* and
reduction factor q* evaluated as:

*

*
*
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y

*
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F
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y

**
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F
m)T(S

q
(12)

The coefficient is the final output of the processing of pushover curves and is used as a 
discriminating factor in the optimization process in order to establish the feasibility of each a 
single individual ( 1).

(a)             (b)
Figure 6: Typical equivalent SDOF capacity curve and bilinear equivalent curve for: (a) shear-resistant structure;

(b) shear-critical structure.

5.2 Shear verification of RC elements with and without steel-jacketing

Shear verification of columns is carried out in the post-processing phase in terms of 
strength. The ultimate displacement capacity of assumed for the SDOF system is the one as-
sociated with the first shear failure of a column. Therefore, if shear failure of a column occurs, 
the capacity curve is cut in correspondence of that event (Fig. 6b).  Shear verifications are 
carried out according to the model by Biskinis et al. 2004 [16], also included in Eurocode 8
[15] and in the Italian Technical Code [17] for the evaluation of shear strength of element 
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subjected to seismic loads. Still according to Italian Technical Code [17], the contribution of 
the steel-jacketing to the shear strength is evaluated.

5.3 Additional shear demand caused by infill-frame interaction

Masonry infills induce significant increase of shear in adjacent columns. In case of single 
concentric strut, the additional shear demand due to infills ( ,C infV ) can be estimated as (Di 
Trapani and Malavisi 2019 [18]):

, cos sinC inf str strV P P (13)

where, referring to the Fig. 9, strP is the current value of the axial force acting on the equiva-
lent strut, is the angle of inclination of the strut with respect to horizontal direction, and 
the friction coefficient associated with the infill-mortar-frame interface and assumed as 0.7 in 
absence of more detailed evaluations. The total shear demand on a column of the frame adja-
cent to and infill (VD) will be the evaluated as the sum of shear force currently acting on the 
column (VC,fr) and the additional shear demand (VC,inf) so that:

, ,D C fr C infV V V  (14)

6 TEST OF THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

As illustrated in previous sections, modified genetic operators have been introduced in the 
optimization framework. Their effectiveness is here tested in comparison with the standard 
ones, also providing some remarks on the most suitable calibration of parameters. The tests 
are carried out on a reference reinforced concrete frame case study structure having column 
with shear deficiencies in a high seismic hazard zone. 

6.1 Details of the reference structure

The case study building consists of a five-storey reinforced concrete structure designed to 
resist only gravity loads. The building is supposed being located in Cosenza (Italy), soil type 
C. The reference nominal life (VN) is of 100 years. The resulting return period is TR=975 
years. The structure (Fig. 7) has double symmetry in plan and is regular in elevation. Model-
ling assumptions are those illustrated in Section 4. Reinforced concrete elements are sup-
posed to be made of concrete having average unconfined strength 0 20 MPacf and steel 
rebars with nominal average yielding strength 455MPayf . Reinforcement details of beams 
and columns are shown in Fig. 12b and Table 1.

RC
members b x h (mm)

Longitudinal rein-
forcement

Transverse re-
inforcement

Beams 400 x 500 4+4 18 6 / 200 mm
Columns 500 x 500 12 18 6 / 200 mm

Table 1: Reinforcement details of beams and columns.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7: Geometrical dimensions of the case study structure: (a) 3D frame view; (b) dimensions in plan.

Vertical loads are modelled as point loads applied to the top node of each column as function 
of the respective tributary areas in plan. Pushover analyses are carried out by considering only 
a uniform profile for lateral loads acting along the softer direction of the structure. 

A regards steel-jacketing retrofitting, it is supposed that angles and battens are made of 
steel having nominal yielding strength 275 MPaybf and the same dimension for angles and 
battens (Table 2), while the battens spacing (sb) range of optimization is 150-400 mm.

Angles Battens

Lateral length la
(mm)

Thickness
wa (mm)

Width
wb (mm)

Thickness
tb (mm)

Spacing
sb (mm)

Columns 5 50

Table 2: Steel-jacketing arrangement details.

Moreover, to reduce the computational effort the following restriction have been applied to
the design space:

i) Retrofitted columns can be only located within the first the second floor.
ii) Battens spacing optimization can vary with a minimum step size sb of 50 mm

6.2 Case study structural configurations description 

An application of the proposed framework is carried out for a case study structure suppos-
ing two different configurations of the infills. The reference reinforced concrete frame struc-
ture is the same as the one described in the previous section. Infills are supposed made clay 
hollow masonry having thickness 250 mmt , elastic modulus 6400 MPamE compressive 
strength 8.6 MPamf and shear strength 1.07 MPavmf . Equivalent strut properties defined 
according to the model by Di Trapani et al. 2018 [14] are reported in Table 3.

t
(mm)

w
(mm)

fmd0
(MPa)

fmd0
(MPa)

md0
(-)

mdu
(-)

250 1053 1.88 0.073

Table 3: Geometric and mechanical details of the equivalent struts.
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In the first infilled frame configuration (IFC-1), infills are located on the side frames with 
symmetric arrangement (Fig. 8a). In this configuration, infills are not provided on the ground 
floor. In the second configuration (IFC-2), infills are provided only in one of the external side 
frames and extended to the ground floor (Fig. 8b). The reason for the choice of these two in-
fills configurations is related to the fact that they tend to induce a significantly different seis-
mic demand to structures in terms of shear and ductility. Furthermore, the optimization of the 
two structures is carried out supposing the RC frame columns being shear-critical (SC) or 
shear-resistant (SR). In the first case, shear reinforcement of columns is supposed to be as de-
scribed in Table 1. In the second case, columns are supposed to have adequate shear re-
sistance to carry seismic loads. This further test allows examining the general efficacy of the 
proposed algorithm to work with both the typologies of structures.

Moreover, to reduce the computational burden, the design space of retrofitted columns is 
limited to the first two floors (24 columns), where the maximum seismic demand is expected 
in terms of shear and ductility. Optimization tests are carried out considering a pushover anal-
ysis with a uniform distribution of lateral forces along z direction.

The adopted settings for the GA optimization framework are summarized in Table 4.

(a) (b)

Figure 8: Case study structures: (a) IFC 1: symmetric positioning of infills with pilotis storey; (b) IFC2:
asymmetric positioning of infills.

Dimension of the 
design vector 

dim (b)

Population 
size 
P

Dimension of 
the pPr space 

pPr

Prob. of retrofitting of an 
element in the pPr space 

Pr

Probability of 
mutation

Pm

No. of indiv. subject
to Elitism per gen.

E

25 80 50% 90% 10 5%

Table 4: GA framework settings used for the case studies.

6.3 Optimization results and discussion

As previously mentioned, four optimization tests have been carried out with the aim of as-
sessing first the responsiveness of the proposed framework in finding optimal retrofitting so-
lution under different potential damage scenarios (IFC-1 and IFC-2 configurations). Secondly,
the general validity of the framework, and in particular of the modified genetic operators, has 
been tested by considering both shear-critical (SC) and shear resistant (SR) configurations for 
the columns. This allows understanding the algorithm performance as a function of the variety 
of the population.

Infills
position

Infills
position

z
x

z
x
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  (a)    (b) 
Figure 9: Convergence history for: (a) IFC1 structure; (b) IFC2 structure. 

The convergence histories of the tests are depicted in Figs. 9. As it can be observed, the 
proposed framework is able to pinpoint an optimal solution for each examined cases efficient-
ly.  The performances of the optimal retrofitting configurations in terms of capacity curves are 
displayed in Figs. 10.  

The consistency of the optimal retrofitting arrangements with the expected structural defi-
ciencies is very clear from Figs. 11, showing the structural deformed shapes un-
der z+ pushover loads and depicting in red the retrofitted columns. In fact, for both IFC-1 and 
IFC-2 shear resistant structures, retrofitting was provided for central columns that have re-
duced ductility because of the significant axial force, and leeward columns subjected to axial 
force increases because of the base moment. The significant amount of retrofitted columns for 
the IFC-1.SR configuration is related to the more severe damage mechanism (soft storey) in-
duced by lateral loads. For what concerns shear-critical configurations IFC-1.SC and IFC-
2.SC, more retrofitted columns were found. The shear deficiency of columns and the associat-
ed retrofitting demand is more evident observing Figs. 11b, 11d. This highlights that the addi-
tional shear demand due to the pushing action of infills plays a relevant role. In fact, 
retrofitting was requested to every leeward column adjected to the equivalent struts.  

For all the retrofitting configurations low battens spacing was found (sb=150÷200 mm). 
This can be justified considering that fixed costs influenced more than steel cage related costs. 
Therefore, the framework tends to prefer solutions providing the minimum possible number 
of columns even with reducing the spacing of battens. 

         (a)                                      (b)                                         (c)                                     (d) 

Figure 10: Optimal solutions capacity curves for: (a) IFC1.SR; (b) IFC1.SC; (c) IFC2.SR; (d) IFC2.SC  

          (a)                                    (b)                                          (c)                                        (d) 
Figure 11: Optimal retrofitting arrangements for: (a) IFC1.SR; (b) IFC1.SC; (c) IFC2.SR; (d) IFC2.SC 

Retrofitted columns 

z 
x 

z 
x 

z 
x z 

x 
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Results of the optimization test in terms of cost, performance and arrangement are summa-
rized in Table 5. Based on the previously discussed results the proposed framework has 
demonstrated to be sufficiently robust against the heterogeneity of the populations.

The advantages in terms of economical cost savings can certainly justify the application of 
a retrofitting optimization framework in the current practice. Of course, this is even more true 
for larger reinforced concrete frames structures, where retrofitting and downtime costs be-
come a crucial issue.

Structural
configuration

sb nc C d c

(mm) (-) (€) (-) (-) (-)
IFC1.SR 150 7 21 171 3.92 4.63 1.179
IFC1.SC 150 16 47 402 2.75 3.90 1.419
IFC2.SR 200 5 14 239 4.56 4.86 1.065
IFC2.SC 150 13 38 823 3.15 3.93 1.244

Table 5: Results of the optimization.

7 CONCLUSIONS

The paper presented a new genetic algorithm-based framework aimed at the optimization
of steel-jacketing retrofitting interventions costs in reinforced concrete frame structures sub-
jected to seismic loads. The proposed optimization framework can effectively handle both in 
the cases of shear resistance and flexural ductility lacks, providing as output the retrofitted 
columns' position and the amount of reinforcement associated with the minimum cost. 

The development of the optimization framework was based on the MATLAB® GA tool, 
addressing special effort in revising the standard genetic operators (population generator, elit-
ism, and mutation) to effectively handle retrofitting optimization of RC frame structures in the 
cases of lacks in ductility, shear or combined shear and ductility. 

The proposed framework has been tested with a reference structure with different infills 
configurations and assuming the columns to be shear-critical or shear-resistant. Results have 
shown that the optimization algorithm is sufficiently general and robust both for the cases of 
shear-deficient or ductility-deficient structures. Economic and downtime gains are not clearly 
evident for structures with reduced size (as the ones examined in the paper); however substan-
tial savings can be expected for larger RC structures with a noticeable number of columns.
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EXPECTED ANNUAL LOSS ORIENTED SEISMIC RETROFITTING 
OPTIMIZATION OF RC FRAME STRUCTURES USING A NEW 

AI-BASED FRAMEWORK 
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Politecnico di Torino. Dipartimento di Ingegneria Strutturale, Edile e Geotecnica

Abstract 

The paper proposes a new genetic algorithm-based framework aimed at efficiently design mul-
tiple seismic retrofitting interventions for reinforced concrete (RC) frame structures minimizing 
the costs of intervention. The feasibility of each tentative solution is assessed by considering in 
indirect way the expected annual loss (EAL). EAL evaluation is performed referring to different 
limit states whose repairing costs are expressed as a percentage of reconstruction costs and 
evaluating the respective mean annual frequency of exceedance. To effectively engage both 
serviceability and ultimate limit states, the compresence of two different retrofitting systems is 
considered. Steel bracings are used to increase the global stiffness of the structure and improve 
operational and damage limit states performance. FRP wrapping of columns is used to manage 
the life safety and collapse limit state demands. The optimization carried out by the novel AI-
based framework implementing a genetic algorithm (GA). For both the retrofitting systems, 
their position within the structure (topological optimization) and their sizing are provided as 
output. Results will show that seismic retrofitting can be effectively optimized to minimize costs 
controlling the expected annual loss.  
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 INTRODUCTION 
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2.4 Optimization algorithm subroutines 
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2.4.1. Parent selection 
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2.4.3. Survival selection 

sorting and truncation selection

 REFERENCE STRUCTURAL MODEL 

OpenSees 

3.1 Modelling of reinforced concrete elements with and without FRP and of steel braces 
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3.2 Modelling of steel braces 
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 CASE-STUDY TEST OF THE OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK 

4.1 Details of the reference structural and performance of the as-built structure 
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THE ROLE OF THE SUSTAINED LOADS ON THE BEARING 
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Abstract 

Strengthening of reinforced concrete structures by steel jackets is a common retrofitting tech-
nique widely used in engineering practice. In most cases, reinforced concrete columns are 
strengthened under service loads while the columns are subjected to a certain amount of 
compressive stress caused by gravitational loads. In such cases, the bearing capacity for
strengthened columns can be different from that obtained without existing stresses. In this pa-
per, the effect of sustained loads in the prediction of the bearing capacity for strengthened 
columns is assessed by experimental, numerical, and analytical approaches. The results of the 
investigation revealed that the level of sustained loads at the moment of strengthening reduc-
es the bearing capacity of columns, influencing the overall performances of retrofitted struc-
tures.

Keywords: Steel Jacketing, Confined Concrete, Sustained Loads, Preloading, Retrofitting.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Retrofitting of existing RC frame structures by strengthening members such as beams and 
columns is among the commonly adopted strategies to improve the seismic capacity of exist-
ing buildings subjected to seismic actions [1-3]. Different approaches are available nowadays 
and each method provides different capacity improvement depending on the mechanical be-
havior of the confining device [3]. For example, Fiber Reinforced Polymers (FRP) sheets 
provide to the columns passive confining mechanism [4-9], and steel jackets provide semi-
active or active confinement [8-15]. Other techniques can be used to increase the cross-
section of the existing columns i.e. reinforced concrete jackets [18,19].

Most of the available analytical and mechanical models are provided without considering 
the effect of existing sustained loads on the members during the strengthening, that is a com-
mon situation for reinforced concrete structures. The consequence is that, when these formu-
lations are used for the assessment of buildings, it is not possible to consider whether the 
elements are already in a stressed/strained state able to change the effectiveness of the adding
reinforcement [8,17].

In the last years, few studies dealt with the modification of the capacity of strengthened 
members while loaded. In the case of FRP jacketing, the findings do not always lead to the 
same conclusions. Some authors state that there is no significant capacity modification [7], 
other authors state that there is a capacity reduction depending on the level of stress/strain act-
ing on the columns at the moment of strengthening [20]. In the case of steel jackets, it was 
demonstrated that there is a reduction of the capacity depending on the level of sustained 
loads in the columns when the reinforcement is applied [17]. An important role belongs also 
to the time-dependent effects to consider the modification of the compressive strength of the 
concrete.

This paper focuses on the evaluation of the compressive behavior of columns strengthened 
by means of external steel cages considering the effect of the presence of service loads, and 
how this effect can change the compressive capacity with respect to the commonly known 
compressive behavior of confined members without preload.

A numerical model is assessed by the finite element software Abaqus CAE to realistically 
reproduce the physical process. Results by a recent experimental investigation are used for the 
calibration and the validation of the FE model, demonstrating the reliability of the proposed 
procedure.

2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Retrofitting by strengthening on existing structures is usually performed under serviceabil-
ity loads (gravitational loads from beams and slabs with no live loads): the consequence is
that the concrete columns are subjected to a certain stress-strain level when become strength-
ened. The ratio between the acting stress and the compressive concrete strength 0cf can 
identify the preloading level as follows [6,17]:

max 0
p

c

Pn
P f

for   0 1pn (1)

After the strengthening, the column became confined only if further increasing of loads are 
applied, changing the behavior from plain concrete to confined concrete. This differs from the 
case of columns strengthened without preload and different results in terms of load-carrying 
capacity were found to be depending on the preloading level acting while the columns are
strengthened.
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In the following sections, the physical problem is faced by means of the finite element 
modeling software package Simulia Abaqus CAE, reproducing the pre-loading, the confine-
ment, and the failure compressive tests. The plasticity parameters for the concrete as well as 
the constitutive material modeling of steel and concrete are discussed also considering the in-
fluence of the time-dependent effects due to the concrete subjected to sustained stresses. The 
finite element model was calibrated on the basis of a previous experimental investigation car-
ried out by the authors. A further validation has been made with further new experimental 
tests presented in the second part of the paper, demonstrating the reliability of the findings 
and the suitability of the realistic prediction of the process carried out by numerical approach.

It is worth stating that the authors assessed this numerical procedure in the case of FRP-
confined concrete cylinders subjected to preload [6].

3 NUMERICAL MODEL

The finite element software ABAQUS CAE version 6.13 [21] was used to build a FE mod-
el of reinforced concrete columns externally confined with steel angles and plates according
to the study of Ferrotto et al. [16].

The column and the steel cage were modeled with C3D8-R elements (8-node linear brick, 
reduced integration, hourglass control). Mesh convergence studies were carried out to observe 
the influence of the aspect ratio of the C3D8-R elements on the global response and to deter-
mine optimal FE mesh that provides a relatively accurate solution with low computational ef-
forts. Elements with aspect ratio not higher than 1.5 resulted to be optimal for the numerical 
simulations.

Concrete prismatic specimen having dimensions of 200x200x750 mm and compressive 
strength of 25 MPa was used. The steel cage was composed by steel angles and strips with 
yielding stress of 275 MPa, having dimensions of 50/50/5 (mm) and 40/4 (mm) respectively.
Details of the specimen are shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Geometrical configuration of the strengthened specimen.
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3.1 Boundary conditions and interactions

Two rigid bodies at the top and the bottom of the specimen with the translational degrees 
of freedom restrained for the ends except for the vertical displacement (direction of loading) 
were defined. “Tie-constrain” interactions were used to define the contact properties between 
the steel battens and the steel angles to simulate the welding of the steel so that there was no 
relative motion between them. The same interactions were defined also between the concrete 
column and the steel angles. The latter assumption allows to define a perfect contact between 
steel angles and concrete (avoiding potential convergence problems due to other types of con-
tact modeling) provided that an adequate material constitutive law is defined for the steel an-
gles.

3.2 Material modeling of steel

According to Ferrotto et al. [16], during compression tests, RC Steel Jacketed columns can 
be loaded in two different ways, that are applying the load both to the steel angles and the 
concrete (angles fully-loaded) or to the concrete column only (angles indirectly-loaded). 
Buckling or frictional effects need to be considered in the constitutive modeling of the steel if 
tie-constrain interaction is used.

To take into account tangential stresses along the contact surfaces between steel angles and 
concrete (in the case of angles indirectly-loaded), Mohr-Coulomb criterion was adopted ac-
cording to Campione et al. [15] and Ferrotto et. al. [16, 17]. If 0.5 is used as a friction coeffi-
cient , the equivalent normal stress in the angles (fictitious yielding stress corresponding to 
the concrete-angles sliding) can be expressed as follows: 

1 0 max* 1 0 max

1 1 1 1 1 1

2
y

na l l fl l l flf
na t L t t L t

(2)

in which na is the number of the angles, L1 and l1 are the external and the internal sides of the 
angles in contact with the concrete column respectively, l0 is the overall vertical length along 
the columns and t1 is the thickness of the angles. For more details, please refer to the original 
treatment of the authors.

In the case of angles fully loaded, the model allows the evaluation of the critical stress tak-
ing into account possible buckling by the following equations:

22 2

2

1 1 2 2
4 16 42

ut yb b
c le t

b t ybs s

Nl t f sf l
s l t f t

(3)

* 2 2u s t s t ybN l t E l t f (4)

with sb being the spacing of the horizontal steel battens, lt the transversal width of the angles, t
the thickness of the angles, and εs the axial strain in the angle.

3.3 Material modeling of concrete

Material modeling of concrete has been performed according to Ferrotto et. al. [16] by us-
ing Concrete Damaged Plasticity (CDP) model available in the software package, by consid-
ering modifications for the plasticity parameters to overcome problems related to the triaxial 
stress state of concrete under high confining stresses. In detail, modification to the yield crite-
rion, the hardening/softening rule and the flow rule are provided by adequate laws for:

- the dilation angle ψ that defines the plastic flow potential;
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- the ratio between the compressive strength under biaxial loading and uni-axial com-
pressive strength fb0/fc0;

- the ratio Kc between the second stress invariant on the tensile meridian and that on the 
compressive meridian for the yield function.

In the present work, CDP model was used to perform simulation in the case of confinement 
under monotonic loads only, therefore the damage variables were not defined.

The parameter Kc is evaluated according to Ozbakkaloglu et al. [22] depending on the ratio 
fb0/fc0 as follows:

0.090
0

0

1.57b
c

c

f f
f

(5)

0.025
00.71 cKc f (6)

The dilation angle is evaluated depending on the external transverse mechanical confine-
ment ratio st.

, ,
, ,

0

ybst x st x
st st x st y

b b c

fA A
h s b s f

(7)

0.59456.3 ste (8)

In Eqs. (7) Ast,x and Ast,y are the area of the transverse steel bars along x and y direction re-
spectively, b and h are the dimensions of the concrete cross-section, sb and fyb are the spacing 
of the horizontal steel battens and the yielding stress, fc0 is the unconfined concrete strength.

A three-stage stress-strain relationship for the plain concrete is therefore used to take into 
account the modification proposal by Ferrotto et al. [16] depending on the external transverse 
mechanical confinement ratio st as well as the dilation angle.

1

2

1 1
0

1 1

0 1
0

2 2
1

2 2

0
1
1

1

c

c
c c

c

c

x
x

f
f

x
x

(9)

1 2 1 2
0 0 0 1

0 1

, , ,c c

c c c c
c c

c c

E E x xf fE E
(10)

1
st

0

0.2107 ln  + 1.6455c

c

(11)

In the above equations, 0c is the unconfined concrete peak strain, 1c is the increasing 
peak strain affected by the confinement, and cE is the modulus of elasticity of the plain con-
crete.

3.4 Simulation of the preloading

Differently to the case of strengthening of columns without preload, in the presence of 
loads (a situation that reflects several cases of reinforcement of existing buildings), the con-
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fining element gives its contribution starting from a certain stress/strain level. The external 
reinforcement should be modeled/activated as soon as the concrete reaches the state of stress 
at the moment of the application of the reinforcement.

The problem is solved by using the deactivation/reactivation elements technique identified 
in the software by the “model change interactions”. It is thus possible to define the assembled 
system in such a way to activate the wrapping contribution only when desired.

The simulation of the preload conditions is obtained by articulating the analysis into two 
steps: i) force applied to the top section of the specimen according to the fixed preload level,
ii) the external steel cage is activated and the load test continues until the failure of element.

Specifically, simulations under preload conditions require that in the first step a
force/displacement is applied to the non-confined element (with the reinforcement device de-
activated) and the stress/strain state at the end of the analysis corresponds to the tensional 
state relative to the preload level. In the second step, the confinement device becomes active 
in deformed conditions, characterized by the congruence of the nodal displacements of the 
concrete meshes, but with zero stress/strain state.

Axial stresses, lateral stresses and axial total strains corresponding to the middle section 
were recorded during the analysis.

The time analysis-stress and the stress-strain response are plotted in Fig. 2 for the case of 
compression test with no preload and with two different levels of preloading i.e. np 0.7 and 
0.9. It is possible to see that, coupled with the strain lag activation of the steel cage (and there-
fore the providing of the lateral confinement pressure), the strength decreases as the imposed 
preload level increases (Fig. 2).

In Fig. 3 the stress and strain distributions in the specimen confined with steel jackets are 
shown for three significant steps of the numerical process:

- The end of the first step (Fig. 3 a-b) in which the unconfined concrete reached the pre-
load without any contribution of the jacket;

- The beginning of the second step at increment 0 (Fig. 3 c-d) in which the concrete 
keeps the same stress/strain configuration of the previous step and the jacket becomes 
“active” in a virgin stress/strain state but having the same shape of the column;

- A certain increment of the second step (Fig. 3 e-f) in which the steel jackets contribute 
to the global response. In this phase, the strain compatibility is still given by “tie con-
strains interaction” and the strains in the jackets are lower than the cylinders because 
they are computed in the analysis before the preloading step. 

Figure 2: FE computational process (a) and Axial stress-strain behavior and lateral pressure evolution (b).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 3: Stresses and strains distribution in the model (case 2) during: end of first step (a and b); second step at 
increment 0 (c and d) and increment 7 (e and f)

4 EXPERIMENTAL TESTING

In the following, a brief description of an experimental investigation previously carried out 
by the authors is provided. For more details, please refer to the original paper by Ferrotto et al. 
[17]. It has to be pointed out that, in the frame of the present paper, additional tests carried out
for different concrete age specimens are presented to improve the number of data and the reli-
ability of the findings.

The experimental program consisted of compression tests on columns strengthened by 
means of steel cages under different load conditions. Tests on unreinforced, reinforced before 
any loading and reinforced after axial loading at a fixed rate of the capacity were performed
for low, medium and high level of the preload.

Fifteen compressive tests were performed. Among the total number of tests, ten columns 
were tested with an average concrete age of 146 days, while five additional columns were 
tested with an average concrete age of 530 days. The reason was to observe the effect of the 
aging of the concrete on the compressive capacity including sustained loads.

The external steel cages used for the strengthening were defined according to Fig. 1, con-
necting angles and battens by welding. For both angles and battens, no mortar was uses at the 
contact surfaces with the concrete columns.
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The steps of the tests of the preloaded specimens are listed hereinafter:
- Preloading: during this stage, the measuring of the shortening in the middle height of 

the specimens allowed to identify the stress-strain behavior of the unconfined concrete. 
Once the target preload was reached, stabilization of the load and acquisition of creep 
strains were performed;

- Strengthening: After preloading, digital transducers were removed from the concrete 
specimens and steel jackets were applied by welding;

- Unloading: specimens were unloaded and transferred to the load testing machine, 
strain gauges were applied to the steel cages and the digital transducers to the concrete 
specimens as in the case of the preload tests. Moreover, long digital transducers were 
assembled at the four corners of the specimens;

- Collapse test: the specimens were loaded up to collapse, recording axial strains of the 
columns and axial and lateral strains on the steel jackets.

Preloading was applied in a three-dimensional steel testing frame system composed by 
three rigid steel beams and four steel bars (diameter of 80 mm) fixed to the lower floor struc-
ture. Hydraulic jack and a load cell were placed between the central steel beam and the con-
crete specimen to apply the compressive force monitored by a digital data acquisition system. 

The welding of the steel cages was done while specimens were under a certain assigned 
stress/strain state. The apparatus for the preloading is shown in Fig. 4 coupled with a picture 
of a specimen reinforced under sustained loads.

(a) (b)
Figure 4: Preloading frame device (a); Strengthening of a specimen under sustained load.

Axial strains on the column specimens were measured by using two systems of digital 
transducers. Four of these had a gauge length equal to the internal length of the specimen (750 
mm) and were placed at the corners. Four other transducers were placed on the lateral faces of 
the column at the middle height, with a gauge length of 220 mm. The double system of trans-
ducers allowed the recognition of strain concentration in the middle of the specimens. Strains 
on the steel cages were also recorded by means of “linear type” strain gauges with a gauge 
length of 13 mm. Horizontal and vertical strain gauges were bonded to the steel battens in cor-
respondence of the middle height of the column and on the external surface of the steel angles 
at the top, middle and bottom respectively. This measurement layout allowed to obtain aver-
age strains and stresses of the battens (controlling, therefore, the evolution of the lateral pres-
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sure) and average strains and stresses of the angles (obtaining the axial load carried out by the 
angles). Details of the measurement setup are reported in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Arrangement of the measurement system.

4.1 Testing under sustained loads

The target strength for the concrete was 20 MPa. Concrete mixture was composed by CEM 
I 32.5 R, water, sand and aggregate with size varying from 0 to 20 mm, having proportion in 
weight 1:1.51:0.384:0.353. Concrete cubes having size of 150 mm were made during the con-
crete casting, for testing the compression strength after 28 days. The tests were performed ac-
cording to UNI EN 12390 Standards. Test results provided for the plain concrete a cubic 
compressive strength of 19.99 MPa (and therefore, a cylinder compressive strength of 16.59 
MPa), while the target strength fc0 was considered equal to 16.75 MPa based on the average 
from cubes and two full-scale plain concrete specimens (633.94 kN and 715.27 kN with aver-
age max load and stress of 674.58 kN and 16.86 MPa respectively).

Specimens were labeled depending on the type of preload (P#), the type of reinforcement 
(S) and the number of the specimen #. For example, specimen P0S1 referred to 0 preload 
force, specimen strengthened with steel jackets (S), specimen n1, while P60S2 refers to a pre-
load force nominally equal to the 60% of the strength, specimen strengthened with steel jack-
ets, specimen n 2. Table 1 lists the details of each test.

Specimen Type of test Preload level (%) 
and force (kN)

Average concrete 
age (days)

NC1-2 Plain concrete / 146
P0S1-2 Confined / 146
P0S3 / 146
P40S1 Preloaded and confined 40 / 270 146
P60S1-2 Preloaded and confined 60 / 402 146
P60S3 530
P70S1 Preloaded and confined 70 / 483 146
P70S2 530
P80S1-2 Preloaded and confined 80 / 530 146
P80S3 530
P90S1 Preloaded and confined 90 / 603 530
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Table 1: Type of tests.

Preload tests had variable duration depending on the evolution of creep strains after the 
maximum load was reached. The time of preloading for each specimen was: specimen P40S1, 
10 hours, P60S1-3, 11, 10 and 12 hours respectively, P70S1-2 6.5 and 8 hours respectively, 
P80S1-3 7.5, 5 and 8 hours respectively, and P90S1 7 hours.

In the case of low preload levels, i.e. for preloaded specimens at 40% and 60% of the 
strength, creep strains evolution was restricted and stable. Otherwise, for high preload forces
(i.e. 70-90%), higher creep strains evolution was observed followed by smeared cracking of 
the specimens.

During the last stage of the preloading, specimens were strengthened by the steel jackets; 
then, after the unloading and the transferring to the load testing machine, specimens were 
equipped with digital transducers and strain gauges before the final collapse tests. For more 
details, please refer to the original treatment of the authors [17].

4.2 Failure compressive tests

Compressive load-strain response of the strengthened specimens was characterized by load 
increasing behavior up to the maximum load capacity, followed by a strain-softening behavior. 
Compression tests were terminated in correspondence to a reduction of 85% of the maximum 
load. In some cases, a premature failure of the confinement device occurred by the failure of 
the welding between steel angle and strip causing a high loss of load (as for specimen P0S2).
Some pictures of strengthened specimens at failure are shown in Fig. 6.

The results showed a significant increase in load and deformational capacity compared to 
the compression response of unconfined specimens. It is important to note that this increase in 
the load capacity was due to the global contribution provided by the response of the confined 
concrete and the angles.

Compression tests of preloaded specimens showed differences with respect to the non-
preloaded ones. Load-strain curves were affected by a reduction of the maximum load-bearing 
capacity and a significant reduction in the secant stiffness. This effect was caused by the 
strain-lag (lower confinement lateral pressure for a given value of axial strain with respect to 
the non-preloaded specimens) directly proportional to the applied preload level as for the load 
carried out by the angles. These reductions can be observed in Table 2 that summarizes the 
experimental results (and subsequently the comparisons with the FE predictions).

Figure 6: Strengthened specimens at failure.
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5 COMPARISONS BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND FE 
PREDICTIONS

The comparisons between experimental results and FE predictions are presented hereinaf-
ter. The plasticity parameters of the concrete for the numerical model were calculated by us-
ing Eqs. (5-9), while the steel angles equivalent yielding stress was calculated by using Eq. 
(2). An equivalent elasticity modulus has been assigned to the steel angles to consider indi-
rectly the sliding between the steel and concrete contact surfaces according to Ferrotto et al. 
[17].

The effect of the sustained loads on the compressive strength of concrete need to be con-
sidered for the modification of the compressive response of the plain concrete depending on:

i) the level of sustained load applied before strengthening (preloading): this aspect modi-
fies, according to the statements presented in section 3.4, the load-strain response 
of the confined concrete because of the strain-lag effects;

ii) the modification of the plain concrete strength due to high sustained stresses: this as-
pect was considered according to the findings of Rüsch [23] and Tasevski et al. 
[24].

The first aspect was assessed by a modification of the hardening/softening function to con-
sider the reduction of the confinement effects due to the strain-lag. This causes a lower equiv-
alent compressive peak strain compared to confined concrete without preload. Besides, this 
effect resulted in much higher strain as the preload level increases. Differently from Eq. (11),
in the frame of this study, a new equation (Eq. 12) is proposed based on non-linear regression 
of the numerical results depending on the mechanical confinement ratio and the preloading 
level. The proposed equation considers the increasing of the concrete peak strain due to the 
confinement and, at the same time, the reduction of the latter due to the preloading effects by 
the parameter k(np). It is remarked that, by using Eq. (12), in the case of columns without any 
external reinforcement and no preload, the behavior of the plain concrete is obtained.

1
( ) st

0

2
( )

 (1+1.6877 )

1 0.0785 0.4695

p

p

c
n

c

n p p

k

k n n
(12)

The second aspect is assessed by a simplified analytical equation to predict the compres-
sive strength of concrete influenced by high sustained loads according to Tasevski et al. [24].
The proposed equation is selected in the present study to be used for the assessment of the 
numerical model.

0

0

1 0.75

1.6 0.8 0.75
c c p

c p c p

f np f if n

f np n f if n
(13)

As a result, in Fig. 7 a-b, the reduction parameter k(np) and the uni-axial stress-plastic strain 
laws used for the analyses are shown for the different preloading levels according to the ex-
perimental tests. The others plasticity parameters as well as the plain concrete strengths used 
for the numerical analyses are shown in Table 3. Finally, the experimental-numerical compar-
isons in terms of load-strain response are shown in Fig. 8, highlighting the suitability of the 
FE model to reproduce the compressive behavior of the strengthened columns under the dif-
ferent levels of preload.
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Specimen Pmax -Exp
(kN)

FE 
(kN)

FE/ Pmax -Exp

P0S1 1364.80
1317.88

0.97
P0S2 1402.97 0.94
P0S3 1341.60 0.98
P40S1 1297.30 1295.00 1.00
P60S1 1274.14

1271.40
1.00

P60S2 1237.31 1.03
P60S3 1214.10 1.05
P70S1 1179.80 1222.48 1.04
P70S2 1224.59 1.00
P80S1 1203.01

1182.37
0.98

P80S2 1323.13 0.89
P80S3 1141.30 1.04
P90S1 1153.24 1120.00 0.97

Table 2: Experimental and numerical results.

Figure 7: Reduction parameter k(np) (a); uni-axial stress-plastic strain laws used for the analyses (b).

Specimen Concrete 
strength (MPa)

Dilation
angle

Kc fb0/fc0 1c

P0S 16.75 42.45 0.736 1.21 0.00362
P40S 16.75 42.45 0.736 1.21 0.00350
P60S 16.75 42.45 0.736 1.21 0.00320
P70S 16.75 42.45 0.736 1.21 0.00289
P80S 16.08 41.89 0.736 1.22 0.00275
P90S 14.74 40.85 0.738 1.23 0.00257

Table 3: Plasticity parameters for the different case analyses.
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Figure 8: Experimental-numerical comparisons.

6 CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, the evaluation of the compressive behavior of columns strengthened by 
means of external steel cages considering the effect of the preload at the moment of strength-
ening was investigated by experimental and numerical approaches. Compared to the load-
bearing capacity of columns strengthened without preload, it was observed that there is a re-
duction of the capacity because of the preload depending on:
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A reduction of the compressive strength of the concrete induced by high sustained
loading;
The strain-lag effects of the confining device due to the preload.

Moreover, the above-mentioned effects are more significant with the increasing of the levels 
of preload.

A numerical FE model was assessed and used for the experimental-numerical comparisons, 
showing its reliability on the realistic prediction of the physical process and the results. The 
FE model can be used for subsequent accurate predictive scenarios including different me-
chanical properties for the concrete and the steel cages.
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Abstract. One of the main usages for a digital twin is the centralization and utilization of nu-
merical, physics, and experimental based data. While there has been a large amount of research
in the definition and utilization of computer simulations, there exists a gap in research in the
interaction between experimental setups and digital twins. This work focuses on an example
of how an experimental setup can interact with a digital twin via an operational platform. The
experimental setup for this work is a scaled 3 storey building excited with a 6-DOF ground
shaker under various controlled environmental conditions. For the digital twin, a server-based
operational platform is used to allow for interactions with the digital twin from any remote op-
eration site. The work in this paper gives an example of how the digital twin and experimental
setup interacts and explores the added benefits of using a digital twin in experimental research.
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1 Introduction

In the current state-of-the-art, digital twins are typically comprised of purely experimental

(pre-digital twins), or physics (numerical twins) based models [1]. It is currently rare for digital

twins to incorporate both types of models in a meaningful capacity. This has lead to a greater

desire in research to incorporate both experimental results and physics based simulations into

a single digital twin to be useful for an analyst. The research presented in this paper is a case

study for the centralization of experimental and numerical models into a digital twin.

The concept of “twinning”, the art of using a one-to-one surrogate for generating diagnos-

tic/predictive information, dates back to the NASA Apollo missions used for training astronauts

and diagnostic testing [2]. However, recently there has been a greater focus on the develop-

ment of digital twins that allows easy access to both accurate physics based simulations and

experimental data performed. This will lead to the utilization for decision making, such as

determining a maintenance schedule [3].

Some initial work has been done in the combination of experimental data and numerical

simulations, such as the work done in [3, 4, 5]. The majority of this work is focused on what is

termed “grey-box modelling” that uses a combination of physics based models and experimental

data to create a surrogate model. While this work is important for the use in digital twins, the

work presented in this paper focuses on how the information is passed between the experimental

data, physics based models, and the analyst via an operational platform.

The Digital Twin Operational Platform (DTOP) is the interface that an analyst uses to create

models, investigates numerical and experimental results, and create predictions based on the

available information. There are multiple methods researchers and companies have used to

develop operational platforms. Currently, a majority of available digital twins are operated via

an executable that can interact with a database or live sensor data. This, although designed as

such, limits both the number of people and whom can interact with the digital twin. Using an

executable is useful if only a small number of analysts are expected to use it, for example in

a power generating facility, however researchers tend to have a larger number of analysts at

various locations. In order to aide researchers in using a digital twin, this work focuses on an

web based platform that is accessible to any approved analyst with internet access.

With a web based platform, there is greater access to the DTOP, even at remote locations

such as test sites. However, there are connectivity issues between local hardware and the DTOP.

This work will demonstrate a case study for one method to combine the local hardware used

in experimental testing with the web based DTOP. Section 2 will describe the hardware setup

and testing conditions tested on the demonstration system discussed in Section 2.1. To discuss

the web based DTOP, Section 3 shows the generated digital twin for the demonstration system

and discusses some of the selected options used for the demonstration system and alternatives

for each option. Section 4 discusses the interactions between the DTOP and experimental setup

and demonstrates some of the added benefits to using a digital twin with experimental systems

in Section 4.1. Some concluding remarks are presented in Section 5.

2 Experimental Setup

The main purpose of these experiments are to characterize the combined effects of environ-

mental temperature and added masses on a civil structure. More information about this system

is given in Section 2.1. To test this combined effects, the advanced facilities at the Laboratory

for Verification and Validation (LVV) at the University of Sheffield. The LVV is equipped with

multiple environmental chambers with one specifically designed for shaker based vibration test-
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ing. This specific chamber is able to operate from −50 to 50oC with a shaker able to exert a

maximum acceleration of 3g.

To study the combined effects on this structure, a suite of tests are performed at multiple

temperatures with various added masses. For each temperature, the four values of added mass

are 0.0,5.72,11.44, and 18.2 Kg. Relative to the structure mass, this is 0%,4.0%,8.0%, and

12.7% respectively. These proportions are thought of as a high percentage, but still realistic

for civil structures. The temperature range of interest is based on yearly range in a seismically

active region. Specifically, northern Japan is used that has a typical range between −10 and

30oC, so the testing is performed on a slightly expanded range of −15 to 35oC.

For each combinations of temperature and added mass, a swept sine excitation is applied

via the 6 degree of freedom shaker. This excitation was applied in a single direction with

frequencies ranging from 3 to 30 Hz with a linear rate of 0.1 Hz/s and an amplitude of 0.8 m/s2.

This range is based on the first three bending modes obtained by preliminary tap tests where the

third natural frequency is near 25 Hz. Although this paper focuses on the connectivity between

the experiment and DTOP, these tests are also used for other work that focuses more on the

grey-box modelling.

2.1 Demonstration System

The experimental system tested in this work is a scaled 3 storey building. This is constructed

using extruded T-slot aluminium that is mounted to the shaker table. The general dimensions

of this building are 2.42 m tall with a cross-section of 930x820 mm. A photo of the test system

mounted to the shaker table within the environmental chamber is seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1: 3 storey building

One aspect of the experimental system is the sensor layout. For these tests, there are two

single-axis accelerometers for each pillar on each floor with a total of 24 accelerometers. In
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addition to these 24, there is also a baseline accelerometer on the shaker table to measure the

input and additional sensors on a single pillar at the half floors to identify if there are any local

modes in the support pillars experienced for this system in the range of interest. As a validation

for this system, a calibrated beam model is generated. This model has an adjusted Young’s

modulus because the exact heat treatment of the aluminium is unknown, to match the first three

bending frequencies that was obtained through some preliminary impact hammer testing. The

accuracy of the calibrated model for the first three natural frequencies are within 1.5%.

3 Digital Twin Operational Platform

The most import aspect of communication between a user of the digital twin, the stored infor-

mation, and the experimental system is the Digital Twin Operational Platform (DTOP). Using

a DTOP is a useful method to inspecting information for the digital twin, with an emphasis on

the ease-of-use. The main goals of a DTOP is to perform six main operations.

1. Access the collection of simulation, experimental, and historical results to aid in decision

making

2. Provide access to approved users

3. Maintain data security and redundancy

4. Schedule/perform novel simulations for the digital twin

5. Access real-time data from live sensors

6. Interact directly with the physical twin

These six goals of a DTOP represent all the needs expressed for the operational platform

aspect of the digital twin. While there is currently a large amount of work being done in order

to ensure that the digital and physical twins perfectly correlate, this work focuses on the access

to information and the user experience (the so-called human-computer interaction). For this

particular work, a large focus is placed on the first two operations listed above.

While discussing the access to digital twins via a DTOP, it is import to denote some of the

different frameworks available. One of the most important frameworks is the accessibility of

the DTOP to users. To discuss how a user can access a digital twin, Figure 2 shows the 3 main

methods to access a digital twin via a DTOP. There are both advantages and disadvantages for

each method.

The first method to access a DTOP is based on being stand-alone. This method is where

a local version of the digital twin is accessed, typically through an executable. All the infor-

mation from experiments, simulations, and sensors are all stored on a single machine. This

provides maximum information security, however, it greatly limits the amount of work that can

be performed. A common use for a stand-alone DTOP is in an energy producing plant. This

example is more focused on the daily operation and predicting the needed controls under vari-

ous circumstances. These types of use-cases require extremely high security and doesn’t have

a large number of simultaneous users.

The second method to access a DTOP is through a Local Area Network (LAN). This method

is an expansion of the stand-alone by allowing access to the DTOP for multiple users on the

same network. In addition to having multiple users, the LAN method also allows the utilization

of distributed computing. If the site has a local high performance computer, this method can
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Figure 2: Different methods to access digital twins via a DTOP

utilise it in making predictions and other calculations. This method is an expected use case for

the design and operation of complex systems. One example would be an aircraft, where there are

multiple aspects being evaluated simultaneously, such as structural and electrical design/repair.

While there is the ability for multiple users, this method also has high data security by only

allowing people physically on the network to access this information.

The final method is the web-based DTOP. This greatly expands the number of possible users

to anyone allowed access and internet access. Having this large accessibility encourages collab-

orative work and greatly expands the possibilities available. One such possibility is the ability

to easily have remote sensors and monitoring a system after deployment. This method is partic-

ularly of interest for research systems, civil structures such as bridges, and large scale designs

to incorporate multiple facilities at various locations.

4 Connectivity Example of Digital Twin and Experimental System

In order to demonstrate the connectivity aspects of a DTOP, an example DTOP is created

using the demonstration system. This DTOP utilizes the web-based method since the testing

and analysis are performed at separate locations due to social distancing requirements. To

structure the web-based framework, two actions are performed. The first action is the utilization

of the python code FLASK to create a webpage template to act as the user interface. FLASK

uses python as a programming framework and HTML/CSS for visualization and navigation.

This framework using FLASK can be used for any of the previously mentioned access methods

(stand-alone, LAN, or web-based).

It is simple to utilise FLASK for a stand-alone or LAN version, but to use it as a web-based

DTOP, a hosting service is required. This hosting can be done through a supporting organiza-

tion, such as an University, or via a private host. For the second action of this example DTOP, a
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service called Heroku is used to host the DTOP. Heroku was chosen for a few reasons including

a free tier of hosting for demonstration purposes, virtual computations, and database hosting,

but there are many other possible hosting services available that may fit other applications better.

There are two main simulations currently implemented in this DTOP, the first being a para-

metric beam finite element model. This simulation produces an ABAQUS run script then calls

ABAQUS to run the simulation. The other simulation, and the main focus of this paper, is for

post-processing the raw experimental data. A PostgreSQL database is utilized to store the raw

experimental data and is implemented using the Heroku service.

To demonstrate this example DTOP, the main navigation page is displayed in Figure 3. This

contains two main sections; The first section on the left side is a selection of the implemented

simulations. This section allows the user to select which simulation they wish to perform. The

other section on the right is an interactive visualization for the system of interest. This gives

an “as-designed“ geometric understanding of the system. One interesting aspect is that the

extruded aluminium portions of the system are given directly from the manufacturer.

Figure 3: Main Navigation Page of DTOP

In the current implementation, there is no live streaming of the sensor information. This

is primarily due to some of the proprietary software associated with controlling the environ-

mental chamber and shaker. A prototype of streaming the sensor information is currently in

development but is not the focus of this work. Instead, the data from the sensors is recorded

then uploaded to the digital twin database. This upload is possible to implement within the

DTOP, but currently is not to ensure a consistent data-structure. Currently, a separate python

script is run that gathers the correct meta-data and stores that information and sensor data to the

database.

For the post-processing aspect of the DTOP, there are two steps to perform this analysis. The

first step is the selection of what experimental data to process. To aid the user with this selection,

the DTOP queries the database to produce a list of available experimental tests that the user can

select via a drop-down menu option. Once a test is selected, the next step is performing the
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post-processing and visualization. This visualization is displayed to the user with an example

shown in Figure 4. The results shown are for a test at 25oC with no added mass.

Figure 4: Post-processing page of DTOP

There are five main parts to the screen in Figure 4. The first part is an expression of the

meta-data. This part gives users the testing parameters such as temperature and added mass,

along with the testing date and name. Part 2 gives the scalar post-processing values. These

values are the natural frequency and damping ratio for each of the three bending modes. The

natural frequency is calculated via a peak picking routine and the damping is determined by a

half-power method. Part 2 shows the values for these quantities by averaging all the excitation

direction sensor results for the 3 repeated tests per configuration. Both of these are shown in

greater details in Figure 5.

Part 4 allows for downloading the database entry onto the local drive, and can be seen in

more detail in Figure 5c This saves 6 pieces of information in a dictionary that is saved via a

.npy file. These are lists containing the sensor names, time history, and PSDs. Additionally

it also saves the meta-data and vectors containing the time and frequency for the time history

and PSD information. Part 3 of Figure 4, with a closer view in Figure 6, shows the auto Power

Spectrum Density (PSD) for a number of the sensors to denote some of the differences between

sensors and tests. Since there are a large amount of sensors, this part is categorized based on the

sensor location. In the current implementation, these sensors are categorized based on which

floor they measure. The user can select which floor to visualize via the drop-down menu.

The final part is a measure of the variability for the calculated scalar post-processing values,

specifically the natural frequencies. This shows a histogram of the calculated frequencies used

in part 2 and a fitted Gaussian distribution to the same data. The first natural frequency is shown

in Figure 7 with the histogram in blue and the fitted Gaussian distribution in red. This plot takes

a total of 54 sensor readings to create this histogram.
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(a) Part 1 - Testing parameters

(b) Part 2 - Average scalar post-processing values

(c) Part 4 - Local save option

Figure 5: Text-based reported post-processing

4.1 Added Benefits

Using a DTOP with an experimental system provides several benefits to both the testing

engineer and the analyst. One of the greatest benefits is the data storage and access. In a

traditional approach, the data is stored locally in a variety of formats depending on the software

used and engineering preference. After the data is collected, it is then transferred to the analyst

either via email or physical transfer such as with an USB removable drive. This requires the

analyst to understand the format used by the test engineer and be able to transform it into a

usable format for the analysis.

For a large amount of cases, the data is too large to send via email and the analyst is typically

not at the testing location. In some cases, the analyst might be in a different country where the

delivering of a physical transfer would introduce large amount of wasted time. Using a DTOP

centralizes the data and allows access to an analyst at any location in an easy to understand

format. This only requires the testing engineer to submit the test results to the database, and the

analyst can investigate the results via the DTOP. After investigating the results, the analyst can

ensure the accuracy of the tests, suggest additional testing configurations, and perform advanced

calculations/predictions in a timely manner.

In addition to the efficiency increase, using a DTOP also greatly increases the collaborative

nature of projects and increases visibility of the project for marketing purposes. Because the

data is stored virtually, access can be granted to any collaborators regardless of physical loca-

tion. In the same sense, the DTOP can be used for demonstrating the project potential, show

preliminary results without the need to transfer information, and to give a live demonstration of

the digital twin.
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Figure 6: Part 3 - Power spectrum densities

Figure 7: Part 5 - Histogram of fundamental frequency

5 Conclusions/Remarks

This work demonstrates a case study of how an operational platform can benefit experimental

operations through increased connectivity to analysts and simulations. The connectivity is based

on the use of a web-based digital twin operational platform. This allows the experimentalist to

upload experimental results and for an analyst to access this information via an easy to use

interface with high time efficiency due to the reduced data transfer time.

This paper presents an example operational platform that gathers the experimental data from

the database and performs post-processing on it from any device that has an internet connection.

These calculations are performed virtually so there are no hardware requirements to view the

data. This is particularly useful for demonstration purposes to present results without the need

to ensure correct data transfer.

The operational platform also highly encourages collaborative works where researchers from

different universities or companies are able to access and supplement all the collected simula-

tion and experimental data. With all of these benefits, an operational platform, particularly for

digital twin purposes, provides a useful user-interface for the collected data, perform additional

simulations, directly interact with the physical system, and promote collaboration and efficiency
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with both local and global partners.
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Abstract. Performance-based earthquake engineering is becoming ever-more popular due to
its capability to deliver structures that rationally meet society’s need for a safe built environ-
ment. An important barrier to the application of this approach is the high computational de-
mand required for providing detailed and accurate response characterization through nonlinear
time history analysis. In this paper, an efficient adaptive fast nonlinear analysis (AFNA) algo-
rithm is proposed to address this issue. This novel step-by-step integration scheme adaptively
updates all solver configurations in real-time, including number of pseudo modes considered
in the analysis, time step size, and potential nonlinear elements, in order to efficiently evaluate
the nonlinear dynamic responses. In particular, in modeling potential inelasticity, a distributed
plasticity model is considered to allow inelasticity to distribute along the length and height of
the elements. The practicality and potential of the proposed algorithm are illustrated on a full
scale archetype building subject to stochastic seismic excitations. The proposed algorithm is
shown to be around an order of magnitude faster than traditional direct integration schemes
while achieving a remarkable accuracy in both global response time histories and local hys-
teretic responses, therefore enabling efficient application of probabilistic performance-based
design frameworks that often require repeated evaluation of nonlinear dynamic systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Performance-based earthquake engineering (PBEE) has gained immense interest in the past

decades [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], and has recently been extended to wind engineering[6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,

12, 13, 14]. The popularity of PBEE can be traced back to its ability to meet society’s desire

for a safe built environment at reasonable economic cost. One of the key difficulties in the

applications of PBEE in practice is the potentially significant computational demand associated

with evaluating nonlinear responses of structural systems subject to extreme seismic events

through nonlinear analysis. This computational demand can become intractable in the case

of probabilistic PBEE based on stochastic simulation as such approaches generally require the

repeated evaluation of the system. The most straightforward solution for this issue is to improve

analysis efficiency by replacing traditional time consuming nonlinear time history analysis with

computationally tractable alternatives. While approaches such as pushover analysis can meet

the efficiency requirement, these approaches are generally incapable of capturing cumulative

damage mechanisms or effects of higher modes [15, 16, 11], nor are they able to provide full

time history responses.

Fast nonlinear analysis (FNA) [17] is a promising nonlinear time history analysis approach

to overcome the aforementioned limitations. This approach keeps the concept of modal coor-

dinate transformation and truncation, as in linear elastic analysis, which not only allows the

equations of motion to be partially decoupled, such that more accurate and efficient piece-wise

exact solutions can be used, but also enables the possibility to exclude unnecessary modes to

lower the dimensionality of the problem for better efficiency. Based on a pre-designated set of

elements that are expected to be nonlinear, this approach only considers these elements during

the solution process, and thus enjoys significant gains in computational efficiency. However, the

need to pre-designate elements that will experience inelasticity greatly reduces the general ap-

plicability of the FNA approach. In this work, an adaptive FNA (AFNA) is developed to address

this limitation, while preserving almost all the advantages of the FNA approach. The resulting

approach provides remarkably accurate full time history results at a fraction of the computa-

tional demand required by state-of-the-art direct integration schemes. The proposed approach

adjusts the solver configurations, e.g. number of pseudo modes, time step size, and potential

nonlinear elements, in real-time based on the state of the system, such that unnecessary compu-

tations and the need of a pre-designated set of potential nonlinear elements are eliminated. In

modeling inelasticity, a distributed plasticity model is considered in this work, allowing inelas-

ticity to distribute along the length and depth of the elements. A full scale archetype building

subject to stochastic seismic excitations is presented to illustrate the efficiency and potential of

the proposed approach.

2 PROBLEM SETUP

A structural system subject to dynamic load effects can in general be modeled as a multi-

degree-of-freedom (MDOF) system subject to stochastic excitations:

Mü(t) +Cu̇(t) + f nl(t) = F (t) (1)

where M , C are respectively the structural mass and damping matrices; u(t) is the displace-

ment vector while u̇(t) and ü(t) are its first and second derivatives with respect to time, i.e.

the velocity and acceleration vectors; F (t) is the external force vector while, considering a

fiber-based discretization, f nl(t) is the following nonlinear force vector:

f nl(t) = BTWσ(t) (2)
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where B is the compatibility matrix transforming responses at global degree of freedoms (DOF)

to fiber responses; W is a diagonal matrix collecting multiplication factors to perform numer-

ical integration for each of the fiber stress, typically obtained from the integration weights,

fiber areas, as well as element lengths; and σ(t) is the vector that collects the fiber stress at all

integration points of finite element discretization.

3 The adaptive fast nonlinear analysis method

In this section, the AFNA method is developed by making the solver configurations, includ-

ing time step size, number of pseudo modes, and set of potential nonlinear elements, of the FNA

approach adaptive in time. This eliminates the requirement of a pre-designated set of potential

nonlinear elements. Methods are outlined to this end that do not compromise the original merits

of the FNA approach.

3.1 The fast nonlinear analysis method

By moving the nonlinear force vector f nl(t) to the right hand side, and introducing an pseudo

positive definite stiffness matrix Ke to prevent singularity, Equation (1) can be rewritten as:

Mü(t) +Cu̇(t) +Keu(t) = F (t) +Keu(t)− f nl(t) (3)

It should be noted that, despite how the pseudo stiffness matrix Ke can be any arbitrary posi-

tive definite matrix, it is recommended to be taken as the initial elastic stiffness matrix of the

structural system. The P-Delta effect can be further taken into account by considering a reduced

stiffness matrix [17, 18].

By denoting f nlc(t) = Keu(t) − f nl(t) as the nonlinear correction force, Equation (3) can

be decoupled on the left hand side using the modal approach, as follows:

Θq̈(t) +Λq̇(t) +Ωq(t) = F̂ (t) + f̂ nlc(t) (4)

where q(t) is the modal displacements while q̇(t) and q̈(t) are its first and second derivatives

with respect to time; Θ = ΦTMΦ, Λ = ΦTCΦ, and Ω = ΦTKeΦ are respectively the diago-

nal generalized mass, damping and stiffness matrices; Φ is the pseudo mode matrix consisting

of the generalized eigenvectors of M and Ke. It is worth noting that the generalized masses

representing inertial effects can be non-zero or zero, which correspond to dynamic or static

modes respectively. In practice, higher order dynamic modes can be considered as static modes

by ignoring their inertial effects in order to enhance both the efficiency and stability of dynamic

solvers. In Equation (3), F̂ (t) = ΦTF (t) is the generalized force vector; f̂ nlc(t) = ΦTf nlc(t)
is the generalized nonlinear correction force vector, which can be evaluated as:

f̂ nlc(t) = ΨTW [σe(t)− σ(t)] (5)

where Ψ = BΦ is the modal strain matrix; σe(t) is the fiber stress elastic predictor for all fibers

evaluated with the elastic modulus and fiber strains ε(t) as:

ε(t) = Ψq(t) (6)

It can be noted that when a fiber stress is in the linear elastic range, it does not contribute to

f̂ nlc(t), and thus can be ignored. In practice, the FNA only considers a pre-designated set

of potential nonlinear elements, such that Equation (5) can be evaluated with much higher

efficiency if only a portion of the elements are potentially nonlinear.
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The FNA solves Equation (3) in a step by step manner, with a step size of Δt, and starts with

an initial guess solution at each of the time step through the Taylor expansion:

q(0)(t+Δt) = q(t) + Δtq̇(t) +
Δt2

2
q̈(t) (7)

q̇(0)(t+Δt) = q̇(t) + Δtq̈(t)

where the superscripts on the left hand side indicates the number of iterations. At the kth iter-

ation, q(k)(t + Δt) and q̇(k)(t + Δt) will be used to determine fiber strains and subsequently

fiber stresses σe(t) and σ(t) through the fiber material constitutive law. Finally, f̂
(k)

nlc (t) can

be estimated through integration. The solution at the next iteration, i.e. q(k+1)(t + Δt) and

q̇(k+1)(t + Δt), is obtained by the piece-wise exact solution [19] with the external loads con-

sidered as F̂ (t) + f̂
(k)

nlc (t). This iterative process continues until convergence is reached. The

algorithm performs the process described above for each time step over the time range of inter-

est to provide response time histories.

3.2 The adaptive solution procedure

The main limitation of the FNA approach is the requirement of a pre-designated set of poten-

tial nonlinear elements. The AFNA presented in this section addresses this issue by determining

the potential nonlinear elements during analyses in real-time. This feature allows AFNA to de-

tect the existence of nonlinear elements, and further enables AFNA to shift between linear

elastic and nonlinear solvers with different time steps and number of pseudo modes.

In the implementation, modes with natural frequencies greater than a threshold of interest,

fst, will be considered as static by ignoring their generalized mass or inertial effect, while the

reaming modes are considered as dynamic. In solving the response time histories, the algorithm

first assumes that the structural system is linear elastic and moves ahead with a relatively large

time step ΔLt while considering only the dynamic modes. At the end of each time step ΔLt,
fiber strains and stresses are determined based on the estimated solutions q(t+ΔLt) and q̇(t+
ΔLt) for the assumed linear elastic step. The algorithm will proceed to the next time step if all

fibers remain in their linear elastic loading/unloading/reloading range. Otherwise, the algorithm

moves back to the previous time step t and solves until reaching the time t+ΔLt using a smaller

time step ΔSt = ΔLt/η, in which η is an integer such that the ΔSt is not greater than half the

natural period of the highest dynamic mode Tmin, i.e. ΔSt ≤ Tmin/2, to ensure stability of the

approach. In general, the choice of eta = 4 will provide a good balance between accuracy

and efficiency. Within each small time step ΔSt the algorithm first forms a list of potential

nonlinear elements by checking the fiber strains or stresses based on the predicted solutions of

Equation (7). The solution process then enters the iterative scheme as in the FNA with all modes

considered, if the list of potential nonlinear elements is not empty. Otherwise, it proceeds to

the next small time step using the piece-wise exact solution considering the dynamic modes of

the larger time step phase without iteration. Within this context, when the algorithm reaches

t+ΔLt, the solution process then proceeds to the next time step considering the initial step size

ΔLt and starts another adaptive process if necessary. The entire process is then terminated when

reaching the end of the time sequence, providing a full range of inelastic response histories for

structures subject to dynamic external loads. The overall solution process is illustrated in the

flow chart of Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Flowchart illustrating the steps of the AFNA algorithm.
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4 CASE STUDY

A 37-story 6 span steel moment resisting frame assumed to be located in downtown San

Francisco is considered in this case study. The width of each span is 5 m while the story height

is 6 m for the first floor and 4 m for the remaining floors, leading to a total height of 150 m. Box

sections and W24 sections are considered respectively for columns and beams, with section

sizes summarized in Table 1. The elastic modulus and the yield stress are respectively taken as

Es = 200 GPa and σy = 355 MPa. The structural mass is modeled to be lumped at each floor

considering combined self and carried mass of 100 kg/m3, and super dead load of 23.5 kN/m.

Floor Beams Columns*

1-20 W 24×192 502×2.5

21-30 W 24×103 402×2.0

31-40 W 24×103 352×1.8

*(outer side size)2×(wall thickness)

Table 1: Sections with dimensions in (cm).

Figure 2: The two synthetic ground motion samples used in the case study: (a) GM1 (b) GM2.

The structure is assumed to be subjected to a 10% exceedance probability in 50-year seis-

mic hazard. Synthetic ground motions are generated via the model proposed by Rezaeian and

Der kiureghian [20], with the filter frequency and damping optimized to fit the target spectrum

constructed from the USGS unified hazard tool [21] for the building site, with the rest of the

parameters chosen to be consistent with Loma Prieta records (Moment magnitude = 6.93, Rup-

ture distance = 18.3 km). The two representative synthetic ground motion (GM) samples used

in this work are shown in Figure 2. For comparison, nonlinear time history analyses based on

the GM samples was carried out by direct integration in OpenSees. Elements experiencing in-

elasticity subject to the two GM samples are marked in red in Figure 3. It can be seen that for

the two cases (GM1 and GM2) the structure experiences, respectively, moderate and significant

nonlinearity.
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Figure 3: Elements experiencing nonlinearity (in red): (a) GM1 (b) GM2.

All results were estimated using a machine with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8750H CPU @ 2.20GHz

processor and 16 GB RAM. The comparison in terms of computational times is reported in Ta-

ble 2. It is seen that the AFNA is around an order of magnitude faster than the state-of-the-art

nonlinear analysis approach used in OpenSees for GM1, i.e. for moderate nonlinearity. Despite

how a lower gain in efficiency is achieved for GM2 (significant nonlinearity), the AFNA is still

notably faster. It should also be noted that the AFNA approach was programmed in Matlab and,

unlike the OpenSees solvers, was not fully optimized for computational efficiency. Thus, based

on the results, the AFNA algorithm is expected to be around an order of magnitude faster than

the direct integration even in the case of significant nonlinearity.

The comparison between the displacements under GM1 and GM2 at the 10th, 20th, and

37th floor obtained from direct integration and the AFNA approaches are reported in Figure 4.

A perfect correspondence can be observed over the entire time history. In addition, Figure 5

reports the comparison between the fiber strain and stress time histories and hysteretic curves

for an extreme fiber of the exterior first floor column for the two ground motions. It is seen that

the AFNA approach still achieves remarkable accuracy, even for highly localized responses,

e.g. nonlinear fiber strains or stresses, which are generally challenging to compute accurately

and efficiently due to the potentially large number of modes involved. Lastly, it is worth noting

that, despite how an elastic perfectly plastic (EPP) material was considered in the case study,
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Figure 4: Comparison of displacements obtained by direct integration and AFNA for: GM1 at (a) the 10th floor,

(b) the 20th floor (c), the 37th floor; and for GM2 at (d) the 10th floor, (e) the 20th floor, (f) and the 37th floor.

Figure 5: Extreme fiber responses for the exterior first floor column. Comparison between direct integration and

AFNA: (a) strain time history for GM1; (b) stress time history for GM1; (c) hysteretic curve for GM1; (d) strain

time history for GM2; (e) stress time history for GM2; (f) hysteretic curve for GM2.
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Ground motions GM1 GM2

Computational time: Direct integration (s) 64.58 63.90

Computational time: AFNA (s) 7.03 15.10

Table 2: Computational time for the nonlinear time history analyses.

the proposed algorithm can be used for materials with general constitutive relations.

5 CONCLUSION

In this work, a highly efficient adaptive fast nonlinear analysis (AFNA) algorithm was de-

veloped, as a computational efficient alternative to the direct integration approach to provide full

time history responses for computationally intensive engineering applications, e.g. performance-

based earthquake engineering. The algorithm implements the modal analysis concept that par-

tially decouples the equation of motions, such that piece-wise linear solutions are applicable.

Meanwhile, the algorithm updates the potential nonlinear elements, time step size, as well as the

number of pseudo modes to be considered in real-time during the solution process. In particu-

lar, in defining the structural model, fiber-based distributed plasticity models were considered.

The results show that the AFNA algorithm is capable of accurately estimating both the global

response time histories and local hysteretic behaviors with around an order of magnitude less

computational time as compered to state-of-the-art direct integration approaches. Finally, it is

worth noting that even though only seismic input was considered in the case study, the proposed

algorithm can also be directly applied to cases subject to stochastic wind loads. In this case,

the algorithm is expected to provide even greater time savings, as typically less nonlinearity

is experienced by structures subject to winds. Overall, the notable efficiency and accuracy of

the proposed AFNA approach illustrates its potential in computationally intensive applications,

such as probabilistic performance-based design frameworks, that require repeated evaluation of

nonlinear dynamic systems.
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Abstract

The increasing availability of strong motion records makes the use of real accelerograms an 
attractive option for a proper definition of the input motions in the dynamic analysis of struc-
tural and geotechnical systems. Despite different real accelerograms selection procedures have 
been proposed in the literature, there are situations in which it may be impossible to select a 
suitable code-required number of accelerograms without applying large scale factors which
distort the actual characteristics of selected motions leading to unrealistic input. In these situ-
ations, the use of artificial accelerograms could represent a possible alternative. 
A novel procedure for generating fully non-stationary spectrum compatible artificial accelero-
grams, is presented in this paper.
Depending on the aim to be achieved, it is possible to obtain the spectrum-compatibility be-
tween the generated samples and the target action in terms of response spectrum or Fourier 
spectrum, using two different corrective Power Spectral density function terms.
A numerical application shows the validity of the generation procedure and the accuracy of the 
model in reproducing realizations with statistical characteristics similar to those of the target 
motion.

Keywords: Artificial accelerograms, Fully non-stationary stochastic process, Real ground mo-
tion records, Spectrum-Compatibility.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The worldwide increasing availability of strong motion records makes the use of actual accel-
eration time-histories an attractive option to properly define the input motions for dynamic 
analysis of both structural and geotechnical (S&G) systems [1,2].

The characteristics of the expected ground motion at a given site are strongly affected by the 
possible coupling between the frequency content of the input ground motion and the frequencies 
of vibration of the soil deposit which, in turn, depend on the non-linear behaviour exhibited by 
soils when subjected to cyclic and dynamic loadings. Consequently, soil mechanical properties 
considerably influence the site response to the motion imposed by an earthquake at the bedrock 
level and, thus, should be properly accounted for in the definition of the interval of periods of
interest for the accelerogram selection [3]. 

In this vein and with reference to one dimensional site response analysis problems, a method
for the selection of proper sets of input ground motions accounting for most of these relevant 
issues has been proposed in Ref. [4]; Refs[5] and [6] showed that the soil heterogeneity in terms 
of shear wave velocity profile and the soil non-linear behaviour under cyclic loading signifi-
cantly affect: i ) the interval of vibration periods relevant for the accelerogram selection; ii) the
characteristics of the selected input motions. However, despite the availability of earthquake 
records, frequently it is not possible to find sets of time histories that satisfy the compatibility 
criteria between the selected records and a target code-prescribed response spectrum, without 
applying large scale factors to each record of the set [7]. For this reason, different numerical 
procedures capable to generate artificial accelerograms with energy and frequency content con-
sistent with those of actual acceleration records have been proposed in literature.

In [8], the authors proposed a deterministic modification method based on the harmonic 
wavelet transform, aimed at matching the elastic response spectrum of a given accelerogram to 
a target code-prescribed elastic response spectrum, while in [9], a novel formulation based on 
the wavelet transform has been used for the stochastic generation of fully non-stationary spec-
trum-compatible accelerograms. In [10] the evolutionary power spectra of seismic accelero-
grams, estimated using the method of separation, have been used to produce artificial 
accelerograms compatible with given recordings while, an iterative procedure based on the 
spectral representation of stochastic processes in which the ground motion is constituted by two 
waveforms, a real record and an artificial accelerogram, has been proposed in [11].

A new method for generating fully non-stationary spectrum compatible artificial accelero-
grams, that requires only the knowledge of the numbers of peaks, zero level up-crossings and 
the value of the total energy of the target signal, is presented in this paper. 

Depending on the aim to be achieved, it is possible to obtain the spectrum-compatibility 
between the generated samples and the target action in terms of response spectrum or Fourier 
spectrum, using two different corrective Power Spectral density function (PSD) terms. 

The proposed procedure requires the following steps: i) subdivide a selected target acceler-
ogram in many contiguous time intervals in which appropriate unimodal Power Spectral density 
functions and polynomial form of modulating function have been chosen to obtain the same 
energy and frequency content of real accelerograms expected at the site of interest, applying 
the stochastic generation method recently proposed in [12]; ii) evaluate the mean elastic re-
sponse spectrum and the Fourier spectrum of a set of generated fully non-stationary accelero-
grams samples; iii) satisfy the compatibility of so determined spectra to target ones by means 
of an iterative procedure.

A numerical application shows the validity of the spectrum-compatible generation procedure 
and the accuracy of the proposed model in reproducing realizations with statistical characteris-
tics similar to those of the target motion both in time and frequency domain.
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2 EVOLUTIONARY POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY FUNCTION METHOD FOR
MODELLING SEISMIC ACTION

The procedure for generating a set of fully non-stationary artificial accelerograms compatible 
with a target spectrum and having the same characteristics of an earthquake induced ground 
motion gUgUg , consist of the following four steps:

1) divide the time duration 0 DT of the analysed accelerogram gUgUg , in n contiguous time 

intervals of amplitude 1 ( 1, 2, , ), )k k kT t t k n , in each of which a uniformly modulated
process is introduced as the product of a deterministic modulating function, ( ) a t , times a sta-

tionary zero-mean Gaussian sub-process ( )kX t , whose power spectral density (PSD) function

kXG is filtered by two Butterworth filters:

42
,

2 2 4 4 2 2 2 2
, ,

1 1 ; 1,...,
π ( ) ( )k

L k k
X k

H k L k k k k k

k nG (1)

where k is a coefficient, given in closed form solution in [12], that makes unitary the variance 

of each sub-process ( )kX t while the predominant circular frequency k and the frequency

bandwidth k can be evaluated by the following expressions:
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being kP and 0,kN respectively the number of maxima and of zero-level up-crossings of each
k-th part in which the target accelerogram is subdivided;

2) evaluate the modulating function ( ) a t by least-square fitting the cumulative expected en-
ergy function of the stochastic process to the cumulative energy function ( )

gU
E t( )

gU
( of the target 

accelerogram subdivided in three-time intervals, according to [12]:
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being 1 1( , ) ( ) ( )j j j jt t t t t t 1( , ) ( ) ( )1j j11 j j, ) ( ) (, ) ( ) (111 ( ) () (( ) ( the window function and ( )t( ) the unit step function;

3) generate the ith fully non-stationary sample of the stochastic process 0 ( )iF t via the for-
mula:

0 1
1 1

( ) ( ) 2 ( , )sin
N

k

mn
i i

r Xk k
k r

F t a t t t r t+ rG( )( , )( ),,1 )),1( )k k1( )k k11 (4)

i
r being the random phase angles, uniformly distributed over the interval [0,2 ] and Nm

being the number of parts in which the k-th PSD function 
kXG is discretized with a

frequency sampling interval;
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4) obtain the spectrum-compatibility reducing the gap between the mean spectrum of the
generated samples 1

0( , )jS and the target one ( )
0( , )TS , through the introduction of a 

corrective iterative PSD function ( )
k

j
XG :

( ) 2
1 0

1 2
0

( , )( ) ( )
( , )k k

T
jj

X X j
SG G
S

(5)

being 0 ( ) 1
kXG  [14] and 0 the viscous damping.

According to the formulation described in [13], the generic spectrum-compatible sample 
can be generated as:

( )
0 1

1 1
( ) ( ) 2 ( , )sin ( ) .

N
j

k k

mn
ii

r X Xk k
k r

F t a t t t r t+ G r rG( )( , )( )( ),,1111, ), ),,1 (6)

2.1 Spectrum-compatibility

Depending on the purposes of the accelerogram generation procedure, the spectrum 
compatibility can be checked against the following targets:

i) the pseudo acceleration response spectrum ( )
0( , )T

RS of the target accelerogram;

ii) the Fourier spectrum ( ) ( )T
FS of the target accelerogram; 

iii) the code-prescribed elastic response spectrum ( )
0( , )T

CS .

To achieve the Fourier-spectrum compatibility ( ) ( )
0( , ) ( )T T

FS S , the corrective 

iterative PSD function ( )
k

j
XG term can be particularized as follows:

( ) 2
1

1 2

( ,0)( ) ( )
( ,0)k k

T
jj V

X X j
V

SG G
S

(7)

being ( ) ( ,0)T
VS and 1 ( ,0)j

VS the velocity response spectra for 0 =0.

3 NUMERICAL APPLICATION

In this section, in order to verify the accuracy of the proposed method, two different sets of one 

hundred artificial accelerograms spectrum-compatible with the pseudo acceleration response 

spectrum and the Fourier spectrum of the target accelerogram, have been generated.

3.1 Target accelerogram

The North-South component of the time history recorded at Vasquez Rocks Park 
(RJB = 23.1 km [15]) during the Mw = 6.7 1994 Northridge earthquake has been used as target 
accelerogram. 

The selected accelerogram, having an overall duration TD = 36.6 s and a sampling interval 
Δt = 0.02 s, has been recorded by a station with an average shear wave velocity in the upper 
30 m equal to Vs,30 = 996 m/s.
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The target ground motion is characterized by a peak ground acceleration PGA = 0.132 g, a 
total intensity equal to I0 = 1.9 m2/s3, a significant strong motion duration (i.e. interval of time 
elapsed between the 5% and 95% of I0) SMD = 7.3 s and a total number of zero-level up-
crossings and of peaks equal to N0

+= 196 and P0 =212, respectively.
As highlighted in [12], to obtain accurate results, the analysed accelerogram must be 

subdivided into n time intervals, each of which containing a number of zero level up crossings
at least equal to one; consequently, in this application, the target accelerogram is subdivided in 
73-time intervals with a constant time step of 0.5 s.
Further details about the parameters used to characterize the modulating function ɑ(t) and the 
PSD function 

kXG associated with each time interval, have been detailed in [13].

3.2 Spectrum compatibility

According to the procedure described in Section 2, a set of one hundred artificial accelerograms 
has been generated by using Eq. (4). 

Then, to satisfy the spectrum compatibility in terms of pseudo acceleration response spec-
trum (RSC) or Fourier Spectrum (FSC), the iterative procedure has been applied four times and 
two different sets of one hundred accelerograms, have been obtained by Eq. (6).

Figure 1 shows a comparison between the time history of the target accelerogram and the i-
th generated sample ( )

0 ( )iF t , after 4 iterations, using the pseudo acceleration response spectrum
compatibility (RSC) model (a) and the Fourier spectrum-compatibility (FSC) model (b). In both 
cases the variation in amplitude of the generated samples appears to be preserved in the time 
domain.

In Figure 2, the mean value of the cumulative energy function 0 ( )I t and the cumulative zero

level up crossing function 0 ( )N t of the generated samples applying the pseudo acceleration 
response spectrum compatibility (RSC) model or the Fourier spectrum compatibility (FSC)
model, after 4-th iterations, have been compared with the trend of the target functions.

In Figure 3 and 4 the average acceleration response spectrum ( )Sa T and the average Fourier

spectrum module | F g[ ( ) ] |g ( ) ] |gU t of the two sets of artificial accelerograms, generated after 4 
iterations by the RSC and FSC model, are compared with the corresponding target spectrum, 
respectively.

Figure 1: Comparison among the selected accelerogram (black line) and the corresponding i-th generated sample 
by the proposed fully non-stationary spectrum-compatible model, after 4 iterations: a) pseudo acceleration 

response spectrum-compatibility (RSC) model, b) Fourier spectrum-compatibility (FSC) model.
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Figure 2: Comparison among the cumulative energy function (a) or cumulative zero level up crossing function 
(b) between the target accelerogram and the corresponding mean cumulative functions of the 100 samples, 

evaluated using RSC model and the FSC model, after 4-th iterations.

Figure 3: Comparison between the pseudo acceleration response spectrum and the mean response spectra of the 
100 samples, evaluated using the RSC model and FSC model after 4-th iterations.

Figure 4: Comparison among the Fourier spectrum module of the selected accelerogram and the mean Fourier 
spectrum module of the generated sample, evaluated after 4 iterations by the: a) RSC model, b) FSC model.
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From the observation of the numerical results obtained in the time and frequency domain, it 
emerges that:

• the use of the pseudo acceleration response spectrum-compatibility (RSC) model leads to
outcomes statistically closer to those of the target one in terms of cumulative energy function

0( )I t and pseudo-acceleration response spectrum ( )Sa T respect to the trends obtained by
the application of the FSC model;

• the application of the Fourier-compatibility (FSC) model allows to obtain samples having
an average zero level up crossing function 0 ( )N t and Fourier spectrum closer to target one
trend respect to those evaluated though the RSC model.

4 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a new procedure for generating fully non-stationary artificial spectrum-
compatible artificial accelerograms, has been presented. 

Firstly, the target accelerogram is subdivided in many contiguous time intervals in which the 
modulating and the unimodal Power Spectral density functions have been evaluated to obtain 
an average trend of the cumulative energy function 0 ( )I t and zero-level up crossing function

0 ( )N t very close to the ones of the target accelerogram.
Then, depending on the type of spectrum compatibility to be achieved (response spectrum 

compatibility or Fourier spectrum compatibility), an iterative procedure based on the use of 
different corrective iterative PSD function terms, has been implemented.

The numerical results show that using the acceleration response spectrum compatible (RSC)
model, the generated samples have been characterized by an average cumulative energy 
function and pseudo-acceleration response spectrum very close to those of the target one, while
the use of the Fourier spectrum model (FRC) leads to samples having an average zero level up 
crossing function and Fourier spectrum in good agreement with the target one. 
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Abstract 

This paper presents an extension of the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition method (POD) to 
nonlinear dynamic analysis of reinforced concrete multistory frame structure where the 
material nonlinearity is modeled by the multi-fiber section. To test the effectiveness of this 
approach, we first perform a nonlinear dynamic analysis under a seismic excitation using a 
direct implicit time integration scheme. Then, based on structural response observations, POD 
modes were extracted and used to reduce the structural system subjected to different 
earthquakes. A comparison was made between full model and reduced model analysis in order 
to assess the effectiveness of this technique. 

Keywords: Reinforced concrete beam, Material nonlinearity, Multi-fiber section, Dynamic 
analysis, Reduced model, Proper Orthogonal Decomposition. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This paper presents an extension of the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition method (POD) to 
nonlinear dynamic analysis of reinforced concrete multistory frame structure where the material 
nonlinearity is modeled by the multi-fiber section. 

The multi-fiber section model consists in dividing the structural element cross section into a 
set of longitudinal fibers. Each fiber is made up of a single material and has the potential to 
undergo nonlinear inelastic longitudinal deformation according to the uniaxial stress-strain 
behavior of its corresponding material [1-4]. The layered shell element consists in dividing the 
2D structural element into layers along its thickness. Each layer is made up of a single material 
and can behave nonlinearly in 2D [5-7]. When dealing with nonlinearities, nonlinear solving 
techniques should be adopted. The classical and most used nonlinear solvers are the Newton-
Raphson method and its derivatives, displacement control approach and the arc length 
technique. 

Dynamic excitations in structures are usually studied using direct integration time history 
analysis. In this approach, temporal discretization is considered and the direct time integration 
is conducted using implicit methods like Newmark-  [8], Wilson  [9], HHT-  [10] or explicit 
methods like central difference and Runge-Kutta. The main concern in using the direct time 
integration analysis for linear and nonlinear models is its high computational cost especially 
when applied in structural seismic analysis. In fact for seismic analysis, the structure is 
subjected to dynamic excitations at its base. These excitations are generally based on the 
accelerograms of previously recorded quakes in the region. In order to cover all probable 
scenarios, the structure should be subjected to multiple accelerograms vibrating in all different 
directions which greatly increases the time cost of this analysis technique. 

Due to this setback, several model reduction techniques have been proposed to decrease the 
time cost of the dynamic time history analysis. For linear systems, modal truncation can be used 
to define the most influential mode shapes of the structure and then this truncated modal base 
is used to reduce the dynamic equation of the structural system [11-12]. For nonlinear 
structures, research based on the work of [13] has been conducted to determine an analogy 
between nonlinear normal modes and linear ones. However, this nonlinear modal analysis is 
not widely used due to the limitation when non-smooth nonlinearities are present in the structure 
[14]. 

The Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) is a data driven method based on the statistical 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of observations dataset. In other words, data obtained 
from observations at different time intervals (snapshots) are analyzed to determine the optimal 
subspace that can be used to recreate the entire dataset with minimum errors. This subspace is 
later used to reduce the model under consideration in calculation. The POD method dates back 
to the 1930’s and today is applied in fluid mechanics for model reduction of turbulent flow, 
model reduction of structural dynamics, damage detection, reduction of dynamic models for 
microelectromechanical systems and in lots of other domains. 

Seismic analysis considering nonlinear material behavior of reinforced concrete structures 
is classically conducted by two approaches. The first one is the pushover analysis which is a 
static nonlinear approach that tries mimicking the dynamic behavior of the structure by 
considering it to respond dynamically according to its fundamental mode shape only. 
Horizontal loads are distributed on the structure proportionally to this fundamental mode shape 
vector and are increased progressively while nonlinear material behavior is taken into account.  
This approach is limited to structures where the fundamental mode shape is the dominant mode 
of vibration and thus limiting it to regular low-rise buildings where no response in function of 
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time is required (only maximum values are provided). For other cases, the previously mentioned 
direct integration nonlinear time history analysis is used. 

According to the authors’ knowledge, the POD method was never used for reducing the 
direct integration nonlinear time history analysis of a Reinforced Concrete (RC) structure where 
material nonlinearity is modelled by the multi-fiber section approach. This paper presents a 
nonlinear multi-fiber RC multistory frame structure subjected to seismic excitations at its base 
and the POD is used to reduce the direct integration time history analysis cost. Section 2 
presents the modeling of material nonlinear behavior for a RC beam element using the multi-
fiber section approach. Section 3 is dedicated to the dynamic analysis of a RC element with 
material nonlinearities using classical and reduced POD procedures. Section 4 presents an 
application of the POD reduction method to the multistory frame structure under consideration 
while comparing the results with full model analysis. Section 5 summarizes the conclusions and 
future perspectives. 

2 MULTI-FIBER BEAM MODEL 

The concentrated (lumped) plasticity is the simplest and most popular approach to model 
material nonlinearity in structural elements. However, this technique is based on the assumption 
that nonlinear material behavior occurs only at specified concentrated points of the structural 
member (which is a major simplification). In addition, interaction between bending moments 
and varying axial forces at the plastic hinge is not taken into account. Moreover, the plastic 
hinges behavior is defined by characteristic curves (Moment versus Rotation or Force versus 
Displacement) provided by the seismic codes. These curves are based on rough estimations and 
assumptions which reduce their accuracy. On the other hand and as we will detail in this section, 
the multi-fiber beam model assures the distribution of nonlinear material behavior all along the 
structural element length and all over its cross section (distributed plasticity approach). In 
addition, this technique takes into account the interaction between bending moments and axial 
loads and can be applied to elements having non-typical cross sections. The fiber model 
approach is more computationally demanding than the concentrated plastic hinge technique 
however it remains efficient and very beneficial especially for wall elements modeled by the 
equivalent beam approach. 

Since 2D finite elements are not addressed in this paper, the multi-fiber beam approach is 
adopted in this work to model the nonlinear material in 1D finite elements (beams, columns, 
equivalent beam model for walls) while considering the Euler-Bernoulli hypothesis (planar 
sections before deformation remain planar and perpendicular to the element’s center line after 
deformation). 

As already mentioned, the multi-fiber beam approach consists in dividing the structural 
element cross section into a set of longitudinal fibers. As a consequence, using this modeling 
technique requires a 3-level analysis. 

Fibers are the fundamental level of analysis. Each fiber is made up of only one single 
material: for reinforced concrete members, the fibers can be made of steel reinforcements, 
confined or unconfined concrete. The fiber axial stress  and the longitudinal tangent 
Young modulus  are determined as a function of the longitudinal fiber axial strain . 
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Figure 1. Multi-fiber reinforced concrete section 

The element’s cross section is the second level of analysis. Applying the Euler-Bernoulli 
hypothesis will result in perfect bond conditions between fibers (no sliding of a fiber with 
respect to another is allowed). In 2D structural analysis, for a fiber having its centroid located 
at the ordinate y in the section reference, the axial longitudinal strain in the fiber  can be 
determined as a function of the section’s uniform axial strain along x axis  and the section’s 
curvature along z axis  

(1) 

since in nonlinear analysis the calculation is done by increments, we get: 

 (2) 

this axial strain increment of the fiber  causes an increment in the section’s internal axial 
force  and bending moment along  axis . 

 (3.a) 

 (3.b) 

for a single fiber, the resulting increment of internal forces in the section is 

 (4) 

for all the fibers, the entire resulting increment of internal forces in the section is 

 (5) 

where is the total number of fibers in the section and  is the section’s tangent stiffness 
matrix. 

The entire element is the third level of analysis. Linear shape functions are considered for 
longitudinal translation and Hermite cubic shape functions are used for bending. Applying the 
principle of virtual work we get 

 (5) 
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 (6) 

where  is the internal nodal force vector of the element,  is the element’s tangent 
stiffness matrix and  is the gradient operator containing the derivatives of shape 
functions. 

The volume integral required for the calculation of  and  is split into a surface 
integral on the cross section and a 1D integral along the longitudinal axis of the element. Since 
the element’s cross section is already divided into fibers, we substitute the surface integration 
by the summation of fiber areas. Next, the longitudinal 1D integration is done by Gauss points. 

3 FULL AND REDUCED DYNAMIC MODELS 

As already mentioned, the classical time costly approach for capturing the nonlinear seismic 
response of a structure in function of time is the full model implicit direct integration nonlinear 
time history analysis. The Newmark-  method [8] is one of the famous implicit direct 
integration techniques used for linear and nonlinear time history analysis. For this method, 
knowing the structural system state at instant  (displacement, velocity and acceleration 
vectors) and assuming a variation pattern for acceleration between instants  and  (i.e. 
constant average acceleration) makes it possible to express the dynamic equation of the 
structural system at instant  with only one unknown (the displacement vector at instant ) 
and thus solving easily the system. 

The proper orthogonal decomposition POD also known as the Principal Component 
Analysis PCA and the Karhunen-Loève Decomposition KLD is a statistical analysis of 
observation data. Let’s consider a data matrix  containing  observation vectors 

 and each observation vector is made of m dimension 

 (7) 

 is row  in matrix  and represents all the data collected on 
dimension . If data set  has a zero mean, the variance of  becomes 

 (8) 

and the covariance of  and   becomes 

 (9.a) 

(9.b) 

High value of  indicates high action on dimension  and vice versa. High value of 
 indicates high similarity between the actions on dimension  and dimension . 

On the other hand,   indicates zero resemblance (total independence) 
between the actions on dimension  and dimension . 

If data set  has a zero mean, the covariance of matrix  becomes 

 (10.a) 
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(10.b) 

Determining the principal components of data matrix  starts by finding a new 
orthonormal reference . The initial data matrix  is expressed in this new reference as 

. For  to be containing the principal components of the data observation, 
 should be a diagonal matrix. In other words, we have zero similarity between 

actions on different new dimensions in reference  ( .  
Since  is made up of  it is a symmetrical matrix and thus has real 

eigenvalues. 

  (11) 

where  is the eigenvectors matrix and  is the diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues. 
Eigenvectors are orthonormal vectors and we can demonstrate that the new reference  we 
were talking about in the previous paragraph is in fact the eigenvectors matrix ( ) of 

. In fact for  we get 

 (12) 

 is a diagonal matrix and . We notice that the higher  is the more 
we have actions on dimension  in the eigenvectors reference. As a conclusion, principal 
components of the data set  are the eigenvectors of  and modes with high eigenvalues 
are the most influential in representing . 

The orthogonal eigenvectors obtained are called POD modes and the corresponding 
eigenvalues are called proper orthogonal values. The POD modes can be used to reconstruct 
the initial data matrix . The higher the eigenvalue of a POD mode is, the more essential this 
mode is in recreating .  

By considering the most important  POD modes (  and placing them in , 
the  snapshot vector previously expressed in  dimensions can now be approximated in 
the lower  dimensions 

 (13) 

where  contains the coordinates of the snapshot vector in the new reference . The choice 
of the number  of POD modes to consider in the reduced new reference should satisfy 2 
conditions: 

1- The representation in the new reference should be accurate so the error should be minimal. 
The higher  is, the more accurate the approximation is. 

 (14) 

2- For the dimensions reduction to be efficient, the number of chosen POD modes  should 
be relatively small. 

In order to balance between accuracy and efficiency, an energy criterion is considered to 
determine the optimal value of . The Proper Orthogonal Value of a mode gives an indication 
on the energy carried by this mode. Generally, the first  POD modes carrying at least 99% of 
the total system energy are considered for the new reduced reference. 
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 (15) 

In structural dynamics, the POD reduction can be applied to the direct integration time 
history analysis for linear or nonlinear structures. In order to get the observation data required 
for the POD, we initially do a classical implicit direct integration time history analysis of the 
full structural finite element model subjected to a specific base excitation. Let’s consider a 
nonlinear structural system with  degrees of freedom and  snapshots were taken. We 
calculate the POD modes and proper orthogonal values of the data matrix  and then choose 
the subspace  containing the first  POD modes satisfying the 99% energy criterion. 
The dynamic equation of the system is 

 (16) 

By replacing  and its derivatives by  and multiplying both sides of the 
dynamic equation by  we get 

 (17) 

The previously  degrees of freedom dynamic system is reduced to  degrees of freedom. 
However, the nonlinear restoring force  cannot be reduced and always needs to 
be calculated in the full coordinate model which makes this step the most time consuming part 
of the entire process. In this case, the most effective direct time integration technique to adopt 
will be the one with the least recurrence for the expensive nonlinear restoring force calculation. 

Implicit direct time integration techniques are usually used in conjunction with the Newton-
Raphson approach for solving nonlinear systems. In order to reach convergence with this 
approach, multiple iterations are required at each time step and for every iteration we need to 
calculate the tangent stiffness matrix, its inverse and the nonlinear restoring force which are all 
time costly. Using the constant stiffness Newton-Raphson approach will save us the need for 
the tangent stiffness calculation and its inverse but will increase the number of iterations 
required for convergence. 

On the other hand and for explicit direct time integration techniques, the popular central 
difference method requires only one iteration per time step and no expensive calculation of the 
tangent stiffness matrix and its inverse are needed (only the nonlinear restoring force is 
required). However, the central difference approach is conditionally stable and needs to satisfy 
the following stability condition 

(18) 

where  is the time step and  is the largest natural pulsation of the system. Generally, the 
full model of the structure has a relatively large number of degrees of freedom and will result 
in high natural pulsations (for high modes) hence requiring small time steps to maintain 
calculation stability and consequently increasing the computational cost. Nevertheless, when 
working with a reduced structural model, significantly fewer number of degrees of freedom are 
considered and thus the reduced system will have smaller natural pulsations which makes it 
possible to use larger time steps while maintaining numerical stability. For this reason, in this 
work the central difference method is considered to be the most effective direct time integration 
technique for reduced models. 

Various applications of this POD nonlinear dynamic model reduction are possible. As 
already mentioned for the dynamic seismic analysis, the structure is studied for a range of 
possible earthquakes and is analyzed and checked for each excitation (earthquake record) 
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separately. Since we need to conduct an analysis for each excitation, we start with the classic 
full model implicit direct integration nonlinear time history analysis for the first excitation. By 
collecting snapshots from this initial analysis, we can determine the essential POD modes and 
use them to reduce the dynamic model in the analysis of the remaining excitations. [15] 
proposed this approach and applied it on a small scale steel frame in addition to using it for 
studying seismic base isolators. In the current article, we will use this approach and extend it 
on a reinforced concrete multistory frame structure while the material nonlinearity is modeled 
by the multi-fiber section technique. 

4 APPLICATION 

At first we need to consider the base vibrations to use. The following 4 earthquake recordings 
obtained from the Center of Engineering for Strong Motion Data CESMD 
(www.strongmotioncenter.org) were considered (refer to Table 1). 

Earthquake  Location Date Magnitude Measurement 
station 

Vibration 
direction 

Total 
duration 

Time 
step 

Northridge 
Los 

Angeles, 
USA 

01/17/1994 6.4 ML 
Newhall LA 
county fire 

station 
0° 60s 20ms 

Elcentro California, 
USA 05/18/1940 6.9 Mw Elcentro 0° 53.74s 20ms 

L’Aquila L’Aquila, 
Italy 04/06/2009 6.3 Mw 

L'Aquila  
V.Aterno  

Centro Valle 
90° 60s 20ms 

Chile 

Off the 
coast of 
central 
Chile 

02/27/2010 8.8 Mw Constitucion 
city 90° 120s 20ms 

Table 1: Considered earthquakes. 

Figure 2. Earthquakes accelerograms 
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 Figure 4. Position of nonlinear elements in RC frame 

The structure is a 2D Reinforced Concrete (RC) multistory frame made up of 10 stories and 
5 spans with a 3 m story height, a 5 m span length, a 4 t/m linear load is considered on beams 
and the structural self-weight is neglected (refer to Figure 3). All concrete columns and beams 
are divided into 1 m length finite elements and considered to have the same square cross section 
40x40 cm with four 20 mm High Bond HB reinforcing bars at both top and bottom sides (refer 
to Figure 5). The cross section is divided into 4 concrete fibers and 2 steel fibers. Rayleigh 
damping was used to get a 5% damping ratio for the first two eigenmodes (more than 90% of 
the total mass is participating in the first two eigenmodes). The energy criteria for POD modes 
selection is set to 99.9% (higher than 99% due to the complexity of reinforced concrete 
elements). 

Material nonlinearity is considered to occur in the elements near the beam column 
connections at the first 5 stories (refer to Figure 4). The steel rebar is considered to have a 
bilinear backbone curve (initially linear elastic then plastic with strain hardening) with a 
yielding stress of 400 MPa, a yielding strain of 2‰, an elastic Young modulus of 200 GPa, an 
ultimate stress of 420 MPa and an ultimate strain of 2.5%. Under cyclic loading, if nonlinearity 
is reached, the steel material will undergo a kinematic hysteresis behavior (refer to Figure 6). 
Concrete is considered to be unconfined and modeled according to a simplified version of 
Mander model [16] that takes into account the damaging phenomena. The maximum concrete 
compressive strength is 25 MPa at a corresponding strain of 2‰, the ultimate compressive 
strain is 4‰, the maximum tensile strength is considered 2.5 MPa (10% of the compressive 
strength) at a corresponding strain of 0.1‰ and the elastic Young modulus is 25 GPa (refer to 
Figure 7). 

 Figure 3. RC frame geometry and loading 
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Figure 7. concrete axial stress-strain curve 

 

Figure 5. RC element multi-fiber section 

Figure 6. Steel reinforcement axial stress-strain curve 

Northridge earthquake is considered as the initial vibration. Full Model (FM) implicit 
nonlinear time history analysis with a 20 ms time step was carried out for this earthquake. 50 
snapshots were taken for the resulting displacement vector during the first 15 seconds of the 
vibration (where most of the powerful excitation occurs) and at equally spaced time intervals. 
POD modes were extracted from the snapshot matrix and the dynamic system was reduced 
based on Northridge earthquake results. Then, Reduced Model (RM) explicit nonlinear time 
history analysis with a 20 ms time step was carried out for the remaining earthquakes (Elcentro, 
L’Aquila and Chile). 

It should be noted that for comparison purpose, FM implicit nonlinear time history analysis 
was conducted separately for Elcentro, L’Aquila and Chile earthquakes in order to have a base 
reference. Also RM analysis was performed for the Northridge earthquake for comparison with 
the initially calculated full dynamic model. 

For this structure, the reduced base is made of the first 4 POD modes since they represent 
more than 99.9% of the system’s energy. As a result, this structure with initially 1140 degrees 
of freedom is reduced to only 4. 
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Figure 8. Classic structural eigenmodes Vs POD modes 

By comparing the POD modes with the classical eigenmodes of the structure, we can clearly 
see the nonlinearity effect in the POD modes at the first 5 stories of the structure especially for 
modes 2 and 3. 

Figure 9. Structural top left corner horizontal displacement in function of time for Full Models (FM) and 
Reduced Models (RM) 

As we can see in Figure 9 the reduced models results are very close to the full models and 
at a fraction of the time cost, for further details refer to the following table 2. 

Earthquake FM time RM time Time 
saving Speedup Average 

error 
Max horiz 

displacement 
Northridge 795.73 s 47.80 s 93.99% 16.6 0.28 cm 45.06 cm 
Elcentro 687.03 s 44.51 s 93.52% 15.4 0.36 cm 23.96 cm 
L’Aquila 774.31 s 47.94 s 93.81% 16.2 0.79 cm 15.85 cm 
Chile 1661.06 s 106.57 s 93.58% 15.6 2.71 cm 27.24 cm 
Table 2: Accuracy and time saving of the Reduced Model (RM) with respect to the Full Model (FM). 
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We can clearly see the time saving benefits of the POD modes in reducing the nonlinear 
structural system. In addition, the POD modes extracted from the Full Model (FM) analysis of 
Northridge earthquake are working well in the reduction of the structural model subjected to 
other excitations (Elcentro, L’Aquila and Chile Earthquake). 

5 CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES  

In this paper we extended the application of the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition to reduce 
nonlinear dynamic analysis of reinforced concrete multistory frame structure where the material 
nonlinearity was modeled by the multifiber section approach. We succeeded in reducing a 1140 
degrees of freedom system to only 4 degrees while achieving a speedup of around 16 (the 
reduced model calculation is 16 times faster than the full model) and maintaining an acceptable 
accuracy level. It was also shown that POD modes obtained from the analysis of a full structural 
model subjected to a certain base vibration were also convenient for reducing the same model 
when subjected to different base excitations. The key point here is having a well representative 
snapshot matrix of the dynamic system. 

As perspectives for future work, we are looking forward for increasing the time saving, 
results accuracy and applying this approach on 2D reinforced concrete structural elements 
(plates, shells and membranes) by using the layered 2D element model. 
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Abstract

A Multi-resolution wavelet-based numerical method is developed for the fast prediction of 
transient response in elastic homogeneous and heterogeneous rods and beams. The method 
takes advantage of the remarkable mathematical properties of Daubechies wavelet and scal-
ing functions as basis functions for the spatial approximation of state variables. The Multi-
resolution capability of the Daubechies wavelet family, provides the hierarchical computa-
tional framework that incorporates both scaling and wavelet functions. An uncoupled solution 
system between each resolution is formulated, using an explicit time integration scheme. The 
first level of analysis provides the coarse solution, while finer approximations are sequential-
ly calculated and superimposed on the coarse solution, until the desired level of accuracy is 
achieved, without discarding the previous results obtained at coarser resolutions. Additional-
ly, due to the orthogonality and compact support of Daubechies wavelet family, the decoupled 
mass matrices of each resolution are diagonal, or block diagonal and the stiffness matrices 
are banded. The proposed method uses a uniform grid which remains practically unchanged 
when increasing the order of interpolation (p-method), owing to its meshless character. Nu-
merical results for the simulation of high-frequency wave propagation in isotropic and ortho-
tropic rods and beams are presented and compared against confirmed models, demonstrating 
substantial reduction in computational effort. Furthermore, additional benefits of the pro-
posed method are shown, such as the localization capabilities of the fine solutions, which ex-
hibit high sensitivity in detecting discontinuities resulted from material inhomogeneity.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The transient dynamic response of isotropic and composite materials and structures is at-
tracting intensive research over the last decade, as it is central to classical problems and appli-
cations. For instance, the design of passive and active Structural Health Monitoring (SHM)
systems based on linear guided waves is an emerging technology, which requires rapid and 
robust simulation tools for ultrasonic wave propagation in healthy and damaged structures.
However, the modeling of wave propagation in light-weight structures is computationally 
demanding, because of the high frequencies and wavenumbers involved in SHM applications. 
In addition, the anisotropy and inhomogeneity of composite light-weight structures, adds fur-
ther complexity and makes the analysis of such problems even more challenging. Traditional
methods, such as the Finite Element (FE) and Finite Difference Method, require very fine spa-
tial and temporal discretization, mandated by the small wavelengths and the high frequencies.
Remeshing techniques are implemented for the increase of the results accuracy, but using the 
h- or p-refinement method requires the introduction of intermediate nodes which render the 
simulation of Lamb or guided waves practically intractable in terms of required computation
time. Computational efficiency is further deteriorated in damage detection applications, where 
most of the widely used detection methods have been developed independently, without shar-
ing common features and synergies with numerical methods. 

A powerful and multifunctional mathematical tool, which is mainly used in signal pro-
cessing, pattern recognition and data compression, is wavelet analysis. During the past three
decades, various researchers have studied the use of wavelets to solve partial differential
equations (PDEs) [1]. Also, numerous works have investigated the application of several 
wavelets in computational mechanics and structural analysis. Patton and Marks [2] created a 
wavelet-based rod element for static and free vibration problems. Ma et al. [3] constructed a 
beam element based on Daubechies scaling functions, that exhibited great results in static
analyses. Diaz et al. [4] have also developed a Daubechies wavelet-based Euler-Bernoulli
beam element and a Mindlin-Reisner plate element for static problems. Except from 
Daubechies wavelets, Deslauries-Dubuc interpolating wavelets, known as interpolets, have 
been employed for the construction of beam elements for static [5] and wave propagation 
analysis [6]. Ko, Kurdila and Pilant [7] have developed a class of finite elements based on or-
thonormal compactly supported wavelets, and used Daubechies wavelets to solve a second 
order Neumann problem. In a different direction, wavelets have been used in dynamic prob-
lems for the reduction of PDEs to ODEs [8],[9] and for the development of wavelet-based 
time integration schemes [10]. Furthermore, B-spline wavelets have been studied for the con-
struction of rod, beam, and plate elements for static and dynamic problems
[11],[12],[13],[14],[15]. Moreover, Hermitian interpolation wavelets have been exploited for
the simulation of wave propagation in isotropic structures [16]. Nastos et al. have implement-
ed the Daubechies scaling functions and introduced the Finite Wavelet Domain (FWD) meth-
od for the simulation of wave propagation problems in rods, beams, membranes and plates 
[17],[18],[19]. Due to the orthogonality of Daubechies scaling functions, diagonal or block
diagonal consistent mass matrices are created, and the equivalent wavelet domain algebraic 
system is rapidly solved using explicit time integration, evincing high accuracy and conver-
gence rates. The FWD method incorporated first order shear and higher order layerwise theo-
ries either for beam or for plate structures, to achieve rapid and efficient simulation of 
symmetric and antisymmetric guided waves in thin and thick laminated composites.

All the forenamed wavelet-based methods are confined to the utilization of the scaling 
functions of each wavelet family; hence they can be termed as single-resolution (SR) ap-
proaches. However, the most distinct property of many wavelet families is the Multi-
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resolution (MR) property. This property has mainly been investigated by numerous scientists 
in the fields of image and signal processing, feature extraction, data compression and de-
noising, et cetera [20],[21]. During the last decade, many researchers implemented the MR 
approximation in the field of computational mechanics. Quraishi and Sandeep [22] have cre-
ated customized second generation wavelets that lead to a scale-decoupled system for the hi-
erarchical static analysis of beams and plates, because of the stiffness decoupling. Jang et al. 
[23] used hat interpolation wavelets to solve Neumann and Dirichlet boundary value problems.
Liu et al. [24] have developed a wavelet MR interpolation Galerkin method for the targeted 
enrichment of the solution of plane elastic problems. Also, several research works in the field
of fracture mechanics using wavelet MR approaches have also been reported [25],[26],[27].
Additionally, Shen, Li and Ou [28] have studied the wave dispersion characteristics of 2D 
elastic waves using multiscale B-spline wavelets on interval (BSWI) method.

The present work takes advantage of the MR property of Daubechies wavelet family, to 
develop a hierarchical computational method as an expansion of the FWD method. The pro-
posed method is termed as Multi-resolution Finite Wavelet Domain method (MR-FWD) and 
employs both Daubechies wavelet and scaling functions as basis functions for the generalized 
displacement field approximation. Due to the orthogonality and the MR property of 
Daubechies wavelet family, the solution system is uncoupled for each resolution in the wave-
let space. In the present paper, the concept of the MR-FWD method is introduced for 1D cas-
es, and its performance and functionalities are evaluated towards the simulation of 
longitudinal and guided waves in rods and beams.

In the following sections, the concept of the MR analysis and the mathematical properties 
of Daubechies scaling functions (SF) and wavelet functions (WF) are introduced. Then, the 
development of the MR-FWD approximation for rods and beams is described and the hierar-
chical solution scheme is formulated using explicit time integration. The final physical solu-
tion consists of the coarse resolution component and the superposition of sequential finer
resolution components that incrementally improve the accuracy of the analysis. Finally, nu-
merical results for transient dynamic analysis in homogeneous and inhomogeneous rod and 
beam structures are presented and evaluated.

2 MATHEMATICAL PROPERTIES OF DAUBECHIES WAVELET FAMILY

Daubechies scaling functions have been employed as basis functions for the FWD and oth-
er methods, owing to their remarkable mathematical properties [21],[29]. The Daubechies 
wavelet family consists of compactly supported orthogonal scaling functions φ(x) and wavelet 
functions ψ(x). Both SF (also called father wavelet) and WF (also called mother wavelet) are 
needed to form the Multi-resolution approximation. Also, both SF, WF and their derivatives 
are algorithmically constructed and do not have analytical expressions [30]. Many researchers
have studied the computation of wavelet integrals, also termed as connection coefficients,
which is a challenging task because of the highly oscillatory and noisy nature of many SF and 
WF [7],[31],[32]. The basic mathematical properties of Daubechies SF and WF are summa-
rized below.

Compact Support. Both SF and WF are bounded within an interval, which spans over a
compact support domain of grid points [0, 2L − 1], where L is the order of the SF/WF. For the 
sake of conciseness, Daubechies WF/SF of order L are termed as DBL. This can be visualized 
in Figure 1. The values of SF and WF beyond their support are zero by definition. So, the in-
fluence of each SF/WF is limited within their support domain, that depends on the order L.
Also, SF/WF of order L can be defined in the wavelet domain, either by translating the parent
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SF/WF at other integer points j, thus creating new SF/WF ( ),  ( )x j x j , or by shrink-
ing/dilating the parent functions to form new ones (2 ), (2 )j jx x .

Orthogonality. The integer translates of the SF/WF are orthogonal to each other, hence, 
they form an orthogonal basis in the functional space,

( ) ( ) i jx i x j dx (1)

( ) ( ) jix i x j dx (2)

( ) ( ) 0x i x j (3)

Vanishing moments. The number of vanishing moments signifies the maximum degree of 
polynomial that can be exactly approximated by SF/WF. Daubechies SF/WF of order L have
L vanishing moments, which are the highest amongst first generation wavelets. It should be 
noted, that a SF/WF with L vanishing moments can exactly represent polynomials up to L-1
order.

Two scale relation/ Dilation property. Provided by the dilation equations,
2 1

1

0
(2 ) 2 (2 )

L
j j

k
k

x h x k (4)

2 1
1

2 1
0

(2 ) 2 ( 1) (2 )
L

j k j
L k

k
x h x k (5)

where kh is the set of 2L filter coefficients, and j is the resolution or scale. The dilation prop-
erty constitutes the basis for the MR analysis since it mathematically connects the scaling and
the wavelet function. Also, SF and WF can be calculated at dyadic points from the dilation 
equations.

Figure 1: Example of Daubechies scaling φ(x) and wavelet ψ(x) functions of order L=6 (DB6).
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3 THE 1D MULTI-RESOLUTION FINITE WAVELET DOMAIN METHOD

In the present section, the basic concepts of the MR-FWD method for 1D problems and the
construction of MR wavelet-based elements for rods and beams are presented. Besides that, 
the MR hierarchical procedure using explicit time integration scheme and the achievement of
effective resolution decoupling are described.

3.1 Generalized approximation of field variables

For a generalized 1D problem, Figure 2 depicts a rod or beam structure that is subdivided 
into 2 segments, using a uniform grid of 3 grid points. Additional 2L-2 nodes (where L is the 
order of the SF/WF) are introduced at the left side of the physical domain, and so the wavelet
domain is formed. The case of DB3 discretization is shown in Figure 2, so the additional 
nodes are 4. The approximation of the generalized displacements u(x,t) in the segment be-
tween 2 grid points, also called a wavelet-based element, for R resolutions can be expressed as:

0 0
0

(2 2) (2 2) 0

ˆ ˆ( , ) ( ) ( ) { ( ) (2 )}s

n

R

Cn Fn
L n L

S

S
u x t u t n u t n (6)

where L is the order of Daubechies SF/WF, 0ˆCnu are the coarse wavelet coefficients of gener-
alized displacements at resolution 0, and ˆS

Fnu are the fine wavelet coefficients of generalized 
displacements at resolution S. Also, apart from the global coordinate system, a normalized 
local coordinate system is associated with each element, as shown in Figure 2. The local di-
mensionless coordinate variable ξ is given in terms of the global coordinate variable x as:

1

i i

i i e

x x x
x

x
x l

(7)

so, in Equation (6) the spatial variables x and ξ are limited to the ranges 0 ex l and
0 1, respectively. Also, le is the elemental length.

Figure 2: Discretization of the wavelet domain for 2 DB3 MR wavelet-based elements.

3.2 MR-FWD Rod-Beam element

The aforementioned MR approximation is implemented for the construction of Timoshen-
ko beam elements. It should be noted, that the rod element is basically included in the beam 
element, since the rod kinematics are comprehended in the first shear deformation theory 
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(FSDT). Specifically, the proposed wavelet-based shear beam element encompasses trans-
verse displacement and rotational degrees of freedom, except from axial displacement. Ac-
cording to the FSDT, the axial and transverse displacement, u and w respectively are
expressed by the following equations:

0( , , ) ( , ) ( , )xu x z t u x t x t z (8)

0( , , ) ( , )w x z t w x t (9)

where u0 and w0 are the axial and transverse displacement at the beam midplane, respectively,
and βx is the rotation of the neutral line. The axial and shear strain, εx and εxz, respectively, are 
calculated as:

0( , , ) ( , ) ( , )xx xx z t x t k x t z (10)
0( , , ) ( , )xzxz x z t x t (11)

in which 0 0,x xu , ,x x xk and 0 0,xxz xw . The generalized Hooke’s law takes the form:

0
11 11

0
11 55

11

0
0

0
[ ]

0

x x

xz xz gen gen

x x

N
BB A D

M

A
N A

k

B

D
(12)

where Nx, Nxz and Mx are the axial force, shear force and bending moment, and A11, A55, B11
and D11 are the extensional, shear, coupling and flexural stiffness terms, respectively. As 
shown in Eq. (12) the generalized Hooke’s law can take compact form, introducing the gener-
alized stress [ , , ]T

ge x x xn zN N M , the generalized strain 0 0, ],[ T
n xg e xz xk and the well-

known [ ]ABD matrix of the beam. The Principle of Virtual Work provides the variational 
form of the equation of motion for the FSDT beam:

..

0 0
0

l l TT T
gen gengen gen t lg ten o a S

dx u u dx u dS (13)

where 0 0[ , , ]T
gen xu u w are the generalized displacements, [ , , ]A A D

total diag is the 
diagonal total density matrix of the beam, in which ρA is the linear density and ρD is the rota-
tional inertia, and overbar variables are tractions and displacement on the boundary S. The 
approximation of generalized displacements of a MR-FWD shear beam element for R resolu-
tions is:

0 0 0,
0 0

0 0 0,

2 2 0 2 2 0,

ˆ ˆ
ˆ ˆ 2
ˆ ˆ

S
Cn Fn

S S
Cn Fn

n L S n L S
x F

R

xC n x n

u u u
w w n w n (14)

and the generalized strains for resolution R, are expressed as:

0 0 0
0 0

0 0 0

2 2 0 2 2

ˆ ˆ
ˆ ˆ,

ˆ
,

ˆ

x Cn Fn

xz Cn

n

R

x x

C F

Fn
n L S n L

x x x n

u u
w w

k
(15)
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where matrix ,x is the coarse strain shape function matrix:

0
0

1[
, 0

,
0 0 ,

, ] ex
e

n
n l n

n
l

(16)

and matrix ,x is the fine strain shape function matrix for resolution R:

, 2

0[ , 2 2

0 0 ,

0 0
1,

2

]

S

S S
ex

e
S

n

n l n

n
l

(17)

The implementation of Eqs. (14), (15), (16) and (17) to Eq. (13) yields the MR stiffness and
mass matrices of the shear beam element. For simplicity, the hierarchical MR process for res-
olution 1 will be presented, considering that the generalized displacement field is termed as u
in the physical space.

Resolution 1 (C0+F0). Following the hierarchical MR scheme, the fine approximation at reso-
lution 0 (F0) needs to be calculated and added to the coarse solution at resolution 0 (C0) in or-
der to obtain C1 solution. The MR discretized solution system is:

( ( )ˆ ˆ0 ) ( )
ˆ0 ( )ˆ ( () )

CC CFCC C C C

FC FFFF F FF

K KM u t u t
K u

F t
KM tt tFu

(18)

where ˆFu are the generalized fine wavelet coefficients and ˆCu are the generalized coarse 
wavelet coefficients of the coupled equations of motion for resolution 1. The coarse solution 
at resolution 0 (C0) is obtained assuming that ˆ 0Fu . In that way, this single-resolution 
coarse solution, termed as ˆCCu , is basically the same solution that the FWD method provides,
employing only the Daubechies SF φ(x). It is important to point out that ˆCu is not equal to 
ˆCCu , because of the coupling between the coarse and fine equations of motion. That coupling

emanates from the coupling stiffness matrices [ ]CFK and [ ]FCK that are nonzero in opposi-
tion to [ ]CFM and [ ]FCM that are equal to zero because of the orthogonality between φ(x) and 
ψ(x). Also, [ ]FFK and [ ]FFM are the fine resolution stiffness and mass matrices, respectively, 
and FF is the fine resolution load vector. More specifically, all the aforementioned MR stiff-
ness and mass matrices are calculated as:

11 1111 11

11 0155
55

00 1111
55

0

( )

kl kl

l

e
CC

e e

kl kl
e

e kl k
e

A
l l

AK

AS l
l

B

A
l

D

(19)
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11 1111 11

11 0155
55

00 1111
55

1

01 1

1

1( ) 1

kl kl
e e

kl k

e

e
C l

e

kl kl

F

e

A
l l

AK A
l

DA l

B

l
S

(20)

Te e
FC CFK K (21)

11 1111 11

11 0155
55

00 1111
55

2

02 2

2

2( ) 2

kl kl
e e

kl k

e

e
F l

e

kl kl

F

e

A
l l

AK A
l

DA l

B

l
S

(22)

00
total klC e

e
CM l (23)

002tot
e
FF al e klM l (24)

where ,1 2, ij
kl kl
j j

l
i i

k in which , 1, 2i j , determine the order of the derivation of the SF and 
WF, are the so called connection coefficients [17]. The computation of the connection coeffi-
cients is a challenging numerical procedure that is rigorously explained on [31],[32],[7]. Con-
sidering the previous equations, the wavelet integrals are given as:

( )1 ( )
0

( )1 ( )
0

( )1 ( )
0

1

2

i j ij
kl

i j ij
kl

i j ij
kl

k l d

k l d

k l d

Γ

Γ

Γ

(25)

Due to the orthogonality of SF and WF, there are no coupling mass matrices because:

1
0 0

Te e
CF FC total eM M l k l d (26)

The mass decoupling and the fact that the mass matrices are consistent and diagonal, leads to
crucial computational benefits in the transient dynamic structural analysis. The mass decou-
pling feature is further discussed in section 3.3 for the hierarchical MR procedure using ex-
plicit time integration.

Another important feature of the novel MR-FWD method, is that when the traditional p-
refinement method is utilized, the mesh remains practically unchanged [17]. Due to the mesh-
less character of the proposed method, increasing the order of Daubechies SF/WF only leads 
to an increase in the additional grid points to the left side of the physical domain (Figure 2)
and the rest of the mesh remains intact.

Moreover, the hierarchical MR solution system that is shown in Eq. (18) can be general-
ized for S+1 resolutions. The S+1 resolution stiffness matrices, mass matrices, generalized 
displacement vectors and load vectors are formed as:
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1 1 1 1 ˆ0 ˆ, , ,
ˆ0

s s s s
s s s sCC CF CC C C
CC CC C CCs s s s s

FC FF FF F F

sK K M F u
K M F u

K K M F u
(27)

It should be noted, that the MR procedure that is presented for the FSDT beam case in Eq. (18)
is the same for the rod case, and so is the generalized form of the MR matrices and vectors in
Eq. (27).

3.3 Hierarchical MR process using Explicit time integration scheme

The hierarchical MR process is shown in Eq. (18) for resolution 1. Essentially, the solution
at resolution S+1 is the superposition of two different solutions (coarse and fine) at resolution 
S, that are obtained in two independent steps. The first step is always the SR solution that 
provides the coarse component approximation. For generality, the MR procedure will be de-
scribed for resolution S+1. Considering Eq. (27), the following mass uncoupled MR solution
system, that involves both coarse and fine approximation is obtained at resolution S+1:

, , ,

, ,,

ˆ ˆ
0 ˆ

0
ˆ

s t s ss s t s t
C CC CFCC C C

s ss s t s ts t
FC FFFF F FF

u K KM u F
K KM u Fu

(28)

The component ˆ s
Cu is set as:

ˆ ˆ ˆs s s
C CCu u u (29)

where ˆ s
CCu is the already calculated single-resolution coarse approximation, and ˆ su is the

residual between ˆ s
Cu and ˆ s

CCu , called correction component. It is already mentioned that the 
multi-resolution coarse component ˆ s

Cu is not equal to the single-resolution coarse component
ˆ s

CCu because of the stiffness coupling terms. Combining Eqs. (28) and (29), leads to:

, ,

, ,,,

00
0

ˆ ˆ
ˆˆˆ

s t s ss s t
CC CFCC

s t s s ts ss s ts t
F FCFC FF CCFFF F

u K KM u
F K uK KM uu

(30)

The diagonality of the total MR mass matrix of Eq. (30) results in two uncoupled equations
for the prediction of ˆ su and ˆ s

Fu , using the central differences explicit time integration
scheme. Those are calculated as:

, , 1 , ,
2 0, 1

0

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
ˆ

s s t s t s s t s s t
CC CC CF Fs t

s
CC

M a u a u K u K u
u

a M
(31)

, , , 1 , , ,
2 0, 1

0

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
ˆ

s t s s t s t s s t s t s s t
F FF F F FC CC FF Fs t

F s
FF

F M a u a u K u u K u
u

a M
(32)

where 2
0 1/a t and 2

2 2 /a t , in which Δt is the time step for the explicit dynamic solver.
The superposition of the three components ˆ s

CCu , ˆ su and ˆ s
Fu at resolution S, forms the coarse

approximation of the next resolution S+1, as:
1, 1 , 1 , 1 , 1ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆs t s t s t s t

CC CC Fu u u u (33)
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4 NUMERICAL RESULTS

The efficiency and the functionalities of the MR-FWD method are evaluated towards the 
simulation of longitudinal and guided waves in homogeneous and heterogeneous aluminum 
rods and laminated carbon/epoxy beams. The mechanical properties of the involved materials 
are shown in Table 1.

E11 (GPa) E22=E33 (GPa) G12=G23=G13 (GPa) v12=v13=v23 ρ (kg/m3)
Aluminum 70 70 26.923 0.3 2700
Damaged Aluminum 7 7 2.6923 0.3 2700
Carbon/Epoxy 120 7.9 5.5 0.3 1580
Damaged Carbon/Epoxy 114 7.505 5.225 0.3 1580

Table 1: Material properties.

4.1 Homogeneous Aluminum Rod

An aluminum rod with length l=4m, cross section A=10-4m2 and mechanical properties that 
are shown in Table 1, is modeled. The rod is clamped at its left edge and it is excited at its
center ( 2x m ), by a 5-cycle tone burst with 25 kHz central frequency. The analysis duration 
is 0.3 milliseconds (ms). The effectiveness of the MR hierarchical procedure is investigated
for resolution up to 2, for DB3 wavelet-based elements. A converged 3-node FE analysis with 
401 nodes is considered the reference solution. It is worth mentioning that both the 3-node FE
and the DB3 wavelet-based elements, are quadratic approximation elements. The hierarchical 
process is shown in Figure 3, following top-down sequence.

The first step of the analysis is the SR approximation (C0) that involves 54 grid points. It is 
obvious that this coarse solution 0ˆCCu diverges a lot from the reference solution. Moving to 
resolution 1, the components 0û and 0ˆFu are calculated and superimposed to 0ˆCCu , using the 
same grid points. In that way, the coarse solution at resolution 1 (C1) is obtained, and it is 
shown that crucial correction is provided by 0û and 0ˆFu . The same procedure is repeated for 
resolution 2, but the shrinking of the DB3 WF requires the use of 104 grid points, for the cal-
culation of 1û and 1ˆFu . The total summation of the above 5 components
( 0 0 0 1 1, , , ˆ ˆ,ˆ ˆ ˆFC FCu u u u u ) provides the overall solution at resolution 2 (C2), which has converged
to the reference solution. It can be concluded, that the components ˆ su mainly improve the 
frequency and the time of flight of the wave packets, whereas the components ˆ s

Fu provide a
small correction on the amplitude of the wave packets. The functionalities of the fine compo-
nents will be extensively assessed at the inhomogeneous cases.
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Figure 3: Predicted axial displacement field of the aluminum rod. The MR hierarchical procedure is shown from
resolution 0 to resolution 2 (top-down sequence).

The MR hierarchical process demonstrates substantial reduction in the computational effort,
because not only the required grid points for a converged solution are much fewer compared 
to the 3-node FE, but also the mass diagonality permits the initial 2 2N N algebraic system 
(Eq. (28)) to be solved as two N N algebraic systems (Eq. (31) and (32)), using explicit 
time integration. Considering the computational cost in terms of floating-point operations 
(flops), a matrix inversion using LU decomposition requires approximately 32 / 3n flops. So, 
inverting two N N matrices requires approximately 75% less flops in comparison with in-
verting a 2 2N N matrix. In that way, additional computational benefits arise from the hier-
archical MR procedure, apart from the exploitation of the already calculated coarse solution.

4.2 Laminated Composite Beam

A 1m long unidirectional [0]8 carbon/epoxy beam with cross section A=10-4m2 and me-
chanical properties shown in Table 1, is modeled. The beam is clamped at its left edge and it 
is transversely excited at its center ( 0.5x m ), by a 5-cycle tone burst with 50 kHz central 
frequency. The analysis duration is 0.15 ms. The simulation of antisymmetric guided waves is
more challenging than the simulation of pressure waves, owing to the smaller wavelengths
and the dispersive nature of the antisymmetric mode. In this case, the effectiveness of the p-
method for resolution 1 solutions (C1) is demonstrated. As shown in Figure 4, MR-FWD 
models with DB3, DB6, DB8 and DB11 wavelet-based elements are used to predict the trans-
verse displacement field of the composite beam. The reference solution is a converged and
validated FWD analysis (C0) that employs DB3 elements with 434 grid points.
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Figure 4: Predicted transverse displacement of the right half of the laminated beam. Minimum number of nodes 
required for a converged solution are illustrated for each discretization case inside the parentheses.

The superiority of the high order MR DB elements is depicted in Figure 4, where it is ob-
vious that higher order MR models require substantially fewer nodes to obtain an accurate 
solution. Moreover, observing the case of DB3 discretization, the MR hierarchical method 
demonstrates remarkable precision and critically decreases the already decreased computa-
tional effort required by the single-resolution FWD method. Considering the grid points need-
ed for a converged solution, there is a reduction of almost 50% for the C1 DB3 case and up to
82% for the C1 DB11 case, compared to the C0 DB3 analysis. Finally, it should be noted that 
the wavelet-based FSDT beam elements do not exhibit shear locking effects, which is another
significant advantage compared to traditional shear beam FE [17].

4.3 Inhomogeneous Aluminum Rod

An inhomogeneous aluminum rod with length l=4m and cross section A=10-4m2 is mod-
eled. The rod consists of two different materials, aluminum, and damaged aluminum, and
their mechanical properties are shown in Table 1. The damaged area spans from 
2 2.2m x m , as depicted with dark grey in Figure 5a. The rod is clamped at the left edge 
and it is excited at its right free end ( 4x m ), by a 5-cycle tone burst with 25 kHz central fre-
quency. The duration of the simulation is 0.8 ms. The reference solution is a converged SR
analysis of 800 DB3 elements. Figure 5b depicts the axial displacement of the MR process,
for 200 DB3 elements and resolutions from 0 to 2.

It is obvious that the initial scale of analysis (C0) exhibits substantial error compared to the 
reference solution. Moving up to the C1 there is crucial correction of the predicted displace-
ment field, but there is still divergence from the reference solution. Finally, the C2 solution 
shows excellent agreement with the reference solution. The examination of the fine compo-
nents introduces certain critical results and reveals some of their extraordinary benefits.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) Wave propagation in damaged rod structure. (b) Axial displacement field of the inhomogeneous rod 
for resolutions 0, 1 and 2.

Figure 6: Contribution of the fine components of resolutions 0 (left) and 1 (right), in which the inhomogeneity is
precisely detected and also the higher wavenumber inside the damaged area is accurately predicted.

4m

2m
2.2m
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As shown in Figure 6, the fine components 0 1,ˆ ˆF Fu u exactly localize the span of the damage
and capture the higher wavenumbers inside the inhomogeneity due to the high frequency na-
ture of Daubechies WF. In particular, the 0ˆFu component uses the same nodes as the 0ˆCCu , but
efficiently approaches the smaller wavelengths that arise from the lower Young modulus of 
the damaged region. Apparently, the 1ˆFu component that uses double nodes in comparison 
with the 0ˆCCu solution, precisely predicts the higher wavenumbers inside the inhomogeneity.
Thus, besides the critical benefits of the MR-FWD method in terms of accuracy and computa-
tional effectiveness, there are additional gains concerning the fine components, which are ex-
tremely sensitive in detecting discontinuities and can numerically simulate steep gradients,
even at coarse discretization cases.

4.4 Damaged Composite Beam

A 1m long cross-ply [0/90/0/90]S carbon/epoxy beam with cross section A=10-4m2 is mod-
eled. The beam consists of two different regions, the pristine carbon/epoxy, and the damaged 
carbon/epoxy region. The mechanical properties of those materials are shown in Table 1. The 
damage is assumed to induce 5% degradation to all the elastic moduli. The damaged area
ranges from 0.75 0.8m x m , as illustrated with dark grey in Figure 7a. The beam is
clamped at its left edge and it is excited at its center ( 0.5x m ), by a 5-cycle tone burst with 
50 kHz central frequency. The analysis duration is 0.2 ms. The efficiency of the MR hierar-
chical scheme is highlighted in the previous sections. In this section, the sensitivity of the fine 
components is exhibited. A converged discretization of 314 grid points of DB8 elements is 
used for resolution up to 1.

Figure 7b depicts the predicted deflection of the beam for the converged solutions C0, C1

and the fine component 0
Fw . The objective of this analysis is not to emphasize the computa-

tional gains of the MR-FWD method in terms of the required grid points, since C0 and C1 ap-
proximations are in excellent agreement. Hence, moving up to resolution 1 does not offer any 
correction at the C0 solution. Nevertheless, the existence of the damaged area is not percepti-
ble at C0 or C1 solution, even though the right wave packet passes through the heterogeneity
at 2t ms . The fine component 0

Fw provides precise detection of the interfaces between the 
damaged and the pristine composite beam despite the small degradation of its mechanical 
properties by 5%. In this case, the fine component does not capture a dissimilar wavenumber
inside the heterogeneity, because of the insignificant difference among the material properties 
of the damaged and the pristine carbon/epoxy. Also, 0

Fw does not practically participate in the 
total solution in quantitative terms, since the C0 solution is meticulous due to the dense dis-
cretization. However, the fine solution can exactly localize the boundaries between the two 
materials, introducing a pioneering additional property of the proposed numerical method.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: (a) Wave propagation in damaged composite beam. (b) C0 and C1 solutions are converged (left) but the 
inhomogeneity is not visible. The fine component accurately delimits the damage span (right).

5 CONCLUSIONS

A novel Multi-resolution hierarchical wavelet-based method for the efficient simulation of 
transient dynamic response of rods and beams, is presented. Taking advantage of the remark-
able mathematical properties and the unique MR capability of Daubechies wavelet and scal-
ing functions, the proposed 1D MR-FWD method has been developed, as an expansion of the 
single-resolution FWD method. The MR approximation includes two types of variables, the
coarse and fine wavelet coefficients of each resolution. The implementation of the MR ap-
proximation at the equations of motion, yields a MR solution system that involves both coarse 
and fine resolution degrees of freedom. The hierarchical process starts with the coarse solu-
tion (C0), which basically is the FWD method, and then a fine approximation (F0) is calculat-
ed and superimposed on the coarse solution, forming the 1st improved solution (C1). This 
procedure can be continued until the desired level of accuracy is achieved. Therefore, the pro-
posed MR-FWD method exploits the non-converged solutions that are obtained at coarser
resolutions, compared to traditional numerical methods that discard them. Due to the orthogo-
nality of the Daubechies wavelet and scaling functions, the consistent mass matrices of each 
resolution are diagonal or at least block diagonal. Also, the mass diagonality results in decou-
pling of the discretized dynamic equations with the use of explicit time integration scheme. It
should be emphasized, that the approximation C1 provides a much more accurate prediction
than C0, using the same grid points as the approximation C0. Additionally, it should be noted, 
that performing p-refinement to the proposed method, leaves the mesh practically unaffected.
The precision and computational efficiency of the developed method were evaluated by com-

1m

0.75m
0.8m
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paring the predicted longitudinal and guided wave responses of homogeneous and heteroge-
neous rods and beams, with validated FE and single-resolution FWD models.

The numerical results demonstrated 4 key advantages of the MR-FWD method: (1) the MR 
property of Daubechies wavelets leads to a hierarchical MR set of dynamic equations, that
introduce a new type of refinement which utilizes the solution of an already obtained coarser
analysis; (2) the hierarchical MR procedure in synergy with the advantageous use of the clas-
sical p-method, enables the exact solution of demanding transient dynamic problems, using 
smaller size algebraic systems compared to the single-resolution FWD method; (3) the con-
sistent diagonal mass matrices of each resolution in conjunction with the mass decoupling,
lead to faster analyses with the use of explicit time integration; and (4) the fine components of 
the MR analysis introduce additional benefits to the MR-FWD method, such as the efficient 
capture of the higher wavenumbers and the exact localization of inhomogeneities and inter-
faces. Future work may focus on the inclusion of a higher order layerwise theory to the pro-
posed MR-FWD method, for the accurate simulation of both symmetric and antisymmetric
modes in thick composites and sandwich structures.
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Abstract 

Time history analysis using a time integration method is a powerful broadly accepted tool for 
structural dynamic analysis. In practical areas, such as earthquake engineering, computa-
tions based on time history analysis might be computationally very expensive. In 2008, a tech-
nique was proposed to considerably reduce the computational effort by reducing the data in 
the earthquake record. This technique, which is recently named as a SEB THAAT, is reviewed 
in this paper. After a brief review on the formulation and implementation, the positive points, 
the limitations, and the challenges facing versatile implementation of the SEB THAAT are ad-
dressed, and a future perspective is presented.  

Keywords: Time History Analysis, Earthquake Engineering, Computational Effort, SEB 
THAAT, Existing Challenges, Future Perspective. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The true behavior of structural systems is nonlinear and dynamic. Time history analysis us-

ing a time integration method is a versatile tool to study structures’ nonlinear dynamic behav-
ior. The analysis process is briefly reviewed in Fig. 1. Evidently, the analysis leads to 
approximate responses and is computationally expensive. Specifically, the run-time may be 
considerable in many real analyses. The significance of these features highlights in earthquake 
engineering, where seismic codes require structures’ time history analysis considering several 
ground acceleration records. Also there exist advanced seismic computations such as IDA 

 

Figure 1: Brief description of the process of time history analysis using a time integration method [1]. 

(Incremental Dynamic Analysis) [2], for which many time history analyses are essential and 
the computational effort can be very high. Some main approaches to lessen the computational 
effort are: (1) reducing the structural systems by replacing the structures finite element models 
with models with less degrees of freedom [3, 4], (2) reducing the number of essential earth-
quake records, e.g. see [5-7], (3) reducing the number of oscillatory modes [8, 9], and (4) us-
ing higher order time integration methods [10-12]. Meanwhile, in the last two decades, 
approaches are developed to reduce the computational effort by reducing the earthquake re-
cords’ data [13-15].  

The semi-discretized equation of motion can be expressed as [1, 11, 16-19]: 

ttt ffuM int endtt0

Initial Conditions :

0intint

0

0

0
0
0

ff
uu
uu

t
t
t

Additional Constraints :  Q

(1)

where, t  and endt  imply the time and the duration of the dynamic behavior; M is the mass ma-
trix; intf  and tf  stand for the vectors of internal force and excitation; tu , tu , and tu ,
denote the vectors of displacement, velocity, and acceleration; 0u , 0u , and 

0intf , define the 
initial status of the model (

0intf  is essential in presence of material nonlinearity; see [20]); and 
finally, Q  represents restricting conditions, e.g., additional constraints in problems involved 
in impact or elastic-plastic behavior [21, 22].  
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For time history analysis of Eq. (1), using a time integration method, the broadly recom-
mended integration-step [1, 23-26] is as follows: 

ttTt fcr ,,Min  (2)

where, T is the smallest oscillatory period with worthwhile contribution in the response [26], 
crt  stands for the largest integration step leading to numerically stable responses [10, 11, 23], 
tf  is the step by which the excitation is digitized [13, 25], and as addressed in [1, 23-26], 

impact is  thereandnonlinear  isbehavior  when the1000
impact no is  thereandnonlinear  isbehavior  when the100

linear     isbehavior  when the10
(3)

In view of Eqs. (1)-(3), there are techniques [14] that replace the earthquake digitized record 
and specifically replace endt  with newendt , such that: (1) after an ordinary time integration 
analysis, the main features of the response remain almost unchanged, and (2) 

endnewend tt (4)

There are also techniques [13, 15] that replace the excitation record, such that: (1) the main 
features of the response, e.g. peak response and frequency content, are almost preserved, and 
(2) the integration-step t , can be replaced with newt , satisfying

tt new (5)

The purpose of both of these groups of techniques is to reduce the number of integration steps, 
and accordingly, lessen the computational run-time and effort; also see [1]. 

With attention to the following features of a technique in the second group, i.e. the SEB 
THAAT (Step-Enlargement-Based Time History Analysis Acceleration Technique) [13, 27]: 

1. Significant reduction in computational effort; see Table 1,
2. Simple implementation; see [1, 13, 28]
3. Good accuracy for the time history of the response [28]
4. Versatility (see Table 1) [1, 28, 31-34],
5. Having a mathematical basis [13].

the objective of this paper is to review the SEB THAAT, address the existing challenges, and 
present a perspective of the future. 

2 THE SEB THAAT AND ITS PAST 
The SEB THAAT is developed, based on two mathematical statements, a broadly accepted 

convention, and a realistic assumption, such that to preserve convergence and its order, for 
responses obtained from time integration. The two statements are: 

1. Consider analysis of Eq. (1) by a time integration method of order q. Consider an ap-
proximation of the tf  in Eq. (1), i.e. tnewf , which converges to tf  with respect
to the integration step, with an order q' satisfying qq . Analysis of Eq. (1) by that
integration method, after replacing tf  with tnewf , would lead to responses con-
verging with order q (see [13, 35]).
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System 
Effort reduced in the price 

of negligible change in 
accuracy (%) 

Details 

Shear frames 60-80 
A few linear shear frames subjected to different 

excitations 

Residential buildings 50-90 

More than 200 buildings structures with linear 
and nonlinear behavior and regularity and irregu-
larity in plan or height subjected to different exci-

tations  

A thirty-storey building 50 
A thirty-storey steel three-dimensional frame 

subjected to two different excitations 

Bridges 30-80 
About 20 real bridges with linear and nonlinear 

behaviors, some with pre-stressed elements, sub-
jected to different excitations 

Power station, Cooling 
tower, Space structure, 

Silo 
>50 

One or two of each special structure, considering 
linear and nonlinear behavior and different near-
field and far-field excitations and different inte-

gration schemes 

Earth dams <80 
Several earth dams each subjected to many 

earthquake records 

Milad  
telecommunication tower 

50-70 
Considering linear and nonlinear behavior, near-
field and far-field excitations, and different inte-

gration schemes 

Structural systems 
damped non-classically 

30-90 
Considering linear and nonlinear behavior, and 

different integration schemes 

Table 1: A summary of the tests carried out on the SEB THAAT [1, 27-30]. 

2. In view of the Taylor series expansion [36], for an arbitrary continuous function of x ,
i.e. xH ,

2O2 xxHxxHxxH (6)

The convention is the second order of accuracy of majority of time integration methods [1, 10, 
11]. An extension of the SEB THAAT disregarding this convention is addressed in [13], the 
numerical tests are however few; see [37].  And finally, the realistic assumption is: 

The tf  in the right hand side of Eq. (1), though is available in digitized format, can be con-
sidered originally continuous with respect to time. 

Provided these considerations, implementation of the SEB THAAT means ordinary time 
integration analysis after replacing the tf in Eq. (1), digitized in step tf , with a new exci-
tation tnewf , digitized in step 

newf t ,

tnt fnewf (7.1)

,4,3,2n   (7.2)

where, n stands for the enlargement scale of the digitization-step (see also Fig. 2), and  
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Figure 2: Typical changes in the tf  in Eq. (1) because of implementation of the SEB THAAT:
(a) Digitization stations, (b) Digitized data. 
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and extension of Eqs. (8-13) to fractional/real values of n (see Eq. (7.2)), is discussed in [1, 38, 
39]. Evidently, in view of Eq. (2), the SEB THAAT is effective and may reduce the run-time, 
only when 

crf tTt ,Min   (14)

and more, in view of Eqs. (8-13), the effort needed for computing tnewf  is negligible com-
pared to that of the time history analysis. Accordingly, the enlargement scale n implies reduc-
tion in run-time for linear analyses, where no additional computation is needed to model the 
nonlinearities. Furthermore, in view of Fig. 1 and notion of computational effort [40, 41], the 
reductions in run-time and computational effort because of the SEB THAAT are identical, for 
linear analyses.   

There is no guarantee about sufficiency of the accuracy of the results of the SEB THAAT 
when using arbitrary value of n. The reason is that convergence (and its rate) is the only accu-
racy-related basis of the SEB THAAT. Furthermore, when the SEB THAAT is successful for 
some value of n, upper-bounds will exist on n. Considering this and some different theoretical 
questions, research on the SEB THAAT has been followed in two directions. In one direction, 
to study the performance of the SEB THAAT, many cases are studied, considering changes of 
structural system, time integration method, digitized excitation (e.g. far- and near-field earth-
quakes), etc.. For each case, responses are investigated for the following three questions:  

(1) Does tf  governs Eq. (2), for the case under study (see Eq. (14))? 
(2) For cases with tf  as the governing term of Eq. (2), can, for some value of n, imple-

mentation of the SEB THAAT cause no notable loss of accuracy, i.e. is the following 
statement correct? 

RRnewn :1 (15)

where, newR  and R are the responses obtained from time integration with and without 
implementation of the SEB THAAT, respectively. 

(3) For cases, where tf  governs Eq. (2), is the largest value of n satisfying Eq. (15) ( maxn ) 
consistent with Eq. (2), i.e. is the following statement correct? 

maxmax 1:,Min1: nntT
t

nn cr
f

new RR (16)
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The consequence was positive responses in almost all cases [1, 27-30, 37-39, 42-56]. Specifi-
cally, a very interesting numerical observation, for two cases reported in [42, 43], was the 
more accuracy after implementation of the SEB THAAT (compared to that of the ordinary 
analysis). This leads to the fact that the inaccuracy because of the SEB THAAT can be added 
or subtracted from the inaccuracy originated in the approximate time integration, and accord-
ingly, 

exactexactnew RRRR:Cases (17)

where, exactR  stands for the exact response and .  represents arbitrary norm [57]. Finally, it 
is worth noting that the reduction in run-time because of the SEB THAAT is generally con-
siderable, as addressed in Table 1 and Fig. 3. And, as already stated, for linear analyses, the 
reduction in run-time is equal to the reduction in computational effort. 

 
Figure 3: Reduction in the run-time with respect to the enlargement scale n, for linear analyses accelerated by 

the SEB THAAT. 

In the other direction, some theoretical studies were carried out. First, enlarging the digiti-
zation step, without changing the record at the non-eliminated time stations (see Fig. 4), 
which is implemented as a simple approach for faster analysis since decades e.g. [58], was 
studied. It was demonstrated that though in some cases the simple approach leads to good ac-
curacy and reduced computational effort compared to the ordinary analysis, the efficiency is 
in all cases better, when using the SEB THAAT [59]. Specially, cases were observed, where 
the result of the simple approach was totally erroneous, while the corresponding result of the 
SEB THAAT was satisfactory [59].  

Figure 4: Typical comparison between excitation records in implementation of the SEB THAAT and the tra-
ditional simple step enlargement approach considering 2n . 
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It is then studied whether the inaccuracy because of the SEB THAAT can lead to instabil-
ity, or in other words, whether the SEB THAAT may negatively affect the responses stability. 
The response was negative [1, 60], i.e. when Eq. (2) is satisfied the responses are numerically 
stable regardless of implementation of the SEB THAAT. The main reasons are the conver-
gence basis of the SEB THAAT and the relation between convergence and numerical stability 
in time integration analyses [61-63]. In the next step, selecting values for a and b in Eq. (8.2), 
different from those stated in Eqs. (11), and subjected to (see [13]): 

2
1

1

n

k
kb (18)

was studied [64]. As the result, though in some examples Eqs. (11) did not present the best 
alternative, the overall best selection can e considered as stated in Eqs. (11). Another question 
was on how to consider non-integer values as the enlargement scale n. This is essential espe-
cially with attention to Fig. 3 and when the maxn  available from Eq. (16) satisfies: 

21 maxn   (19)

Two simple approaches to extend the SEB THAAT to: 

Zqp
q
pnn ,,, max (20)

and 

numbers) real positive ofset  for the stands ( , max RRnn   (21)

can be found in [38, 39]. 
The effect of nonlinear behavior on the performance of the SEB THAAT was another area 

for theoretical study. The carried out brief study led to the good performance of the SEB 
THAAT, when adequate values are assigned to the nonlinearity parameters [49, 65]. Further 
study seems essential. 

Meanwhile, in response to a question, after a conference presentation, it was demonstrated 
that the T in Eq. (2) should be related to the response, the accuracy of which, is under study 
[66]. Some initial study was also carried out on the frequency content of the inaccuracies be-
cause of the SEB THAAT [67]. 

And finally, the most recent study was on the performance of the SEB THAAT when the 
structural viscous damping is non-classical. The study had a numerical/theoretical nature. As 
the consequence, for majority of integration methods, the performances of the SEB THAAT 
in application to classically and non-classically damped analyses are conceptually similar [27]. 
For other integration methods, the case may be the same as well, though can not be guaran-
teed before the analysis [27]. 

3 THE EXISTING CHALLENGES 
As implied in the previous sections and specifically in Table 1 and Fig. 3, the reduction in 

computational effort because of implementation of the SEB THAAT can be considerable. 
Considering this, the simplicity and versatility of the SEB THAAT, the comparisons made 
between the SEB THAAT and other analysis acceleration methods [1, 68], the importance of 
computational effort in practical structural analyses, and the fact that structural systems be-
come larger and more complicated every new day, the SEB THAAT can be considered a suc-
cessful analysis acceleration technique in need of further research for broad practical 
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implementation. Accordingly, special attention should be paid to the challenges facing the 
SEB THAAT. Some of the most important challenges are as follows: 

The first challenge relates to the T in Eqs. (2), (14) and (16). The T is not only vague, be-
cause of the expression “worthwhile contribution” in its definition (see the definition just after 
Eq. (2)), but also is not computable prior to the analysis. The consequence is a serious prob-
lem in determination of maxn  and n; see Eq. (16). Practical implementation of the SEB 
THAAT will hence be significantly affected and indeed becomes complicated, the least; i.e. 
what is the value to be assigned to step enlargement scale n resulting in the determination of 
the 

newf t  and tnewf ? Recently, efforts for overcoming this problem are reported (see
[31]). These efforts make use of a convergence-based conventional error-control method [23, 
69, 70] and the practical suggestions stated in seismic standards [25, 71]. According to these 
efforts, the analysis is carried out via sequential time history analyses, each throughout 

endt0  using a special enlargement scale. The repetitive analyses are continued, till two se-
quential responses are sufficiently close. The resulting analysis seems powerful and versatile, 
in the limits of structural dynamics problems, but not restricted to satisfaction of Eq. (14). 
More study on this effort and analyzing problems in real need of run-time reduction are essen-
tial. 

The second challenge relates to the true nature of many oscillatory behaviors, which is a 
combination of inertial (structural dynamics) behavior and wave propagation. As implied in 
Eqs. (1) and (2) and Table 1, the SEB THAAT is mostly applied to analysis of structural dy-
namic problems. Study on application of the SEB THAAT in analysis of wave propagation 
problems is complicated, especially because of the CFL condition [72] (this condition upper-
bounds the time integration step by a coefficient of the element sizes in spatial discretization 
by finite elements). Despite, successful numerical efforts presented in this regard [29, 30, 48], 
further detailed study is essential, both in theory, as well as in application. The relaxation 
method recently proposed for the CFL condition [73, 74] seems a good starting point. 

The third challenge returns to the purpose of the SEB THAAT, i.e. reduction of the compu-
tational effort in time integration analysis of structural systems against digitized excitations. 
As implied in Eqs. (2) and (14), the SEB THAAT cannot reduce the analysis computational 
effort, when the excitation digitization step tf  does not dominate Eq. (2), i.e. 

ttT
fcr,Min (22)

Overcoming this restriction is a main challenge facing the SEB THAAT for highly oscillatory 
and highly nonlinear problems, for which T can be sufficiently small to satisfy Eq. (22). 
Though the ongoing efforts on the first challenge seem effective in easing this challenge, di-
rect efforts to cancel this restriction would be instructive and reasonable. No such effort is re-
ported yet. Enhancement in the accuracy or order of accuracy of the integration scheme and/or 
the SEB THAAT seems an appropriate solution. 

A fourth challenge is implementation of the SEB THAAT in analysis of structural systems 
subjected simultaneously to several excitations digitized in completely different step-sizes. 
Considering that many important structural systems, e.g. offshore or super-tall structures, are 
in this group, overcoming this challenge is of high practical importance. No special effort is 
reported yet. 

And finally, for practical implementation of the SEB THAAT, besides clear determination 
of the enlargement scale (n) discussed as the first challenge, it is important to have an idea 
about the resulting reduction in computational effort. Figure 3 clarifies this ambiguity for lin-
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ear analyses. The case is however different for nonlinear analyses, and even there is yet no 
theoretical guarantee for the reduction of the run-time and computational effort. Especially the 
method of nonlinearity iteration and the related parameters can significantly affect the reduc-
tions. Though in many nonlinear analyses, the reduction in run-time is less than that reported 
in Fig. 3, the opposite can be correct, as well; see [42, 43, 75]. Considering that nowadays 
structural dynamic analyses are generally nonlinear, without overcoming this challenge, im-
plementation of the SEB THAAT would hardly be accepted in practice. Yet, no effort is re-
ported. 

4 A LOOK AT THE FUTURE 
In view of the discussions presented in Sections 1-3, the SEB THAAT can be considered 

as a successful analysis acceleration technique in need of further research. Nevertheless, espe-
cially to manage and access the research resources, it is important to have a perspective of the 
future of the SEB THAAT and the probable needs to this technique. 

With attention to Section 3, the SEB THAAT seems in progress in both numerical experi-
ments’ direction, as well as the theoretical aspects’ direction. The growing sizes of structural 
models, and complicatedness of analysis requirements from different points of view, e.g. ma-
terial and excitation, highlight the significance of analysis acceleration. In addition, the seis-
mic recording instrumentation is in progress towards smaller digitization step tf  [76]. 
Besides, because of the everyday advancement in structural design optimization and the grow-
ing popularity of the optimization, the T in Eq. (2) will likely become larger in future. These 
lead to more chance for tf  to be the governing term in Eq. (2). The consequence is more 
need to the SEB THAAT, in near- and mid-future. Accordingly, it is reasonable to anticipate 
efforts to overcome the first challenge addressed in Section 3, i.e. clear determination of the 
enlargement scale n, in near future. The study reported in [31] implies an initial step that 
should be established, after which extending the SEB THAAT to wave propagation problems 
can be anticipated for future studies. The next step can be plugging the SEB THAAT in a 
commercial soft ware, e.g. seismo-struct [77]. With an analysis soft ware equipped with the 
SEB THAAT, many different numerical tests, considering different structural materials, such 
as wood, aluminum, epoxy glass composites, different nonlinear behaviors, interaction with 
completely different behaviors, subjected to different earthquake records, temperature 
changes, soil-structure-interaction, etc. can be simply carried out. Specifically, efforts on the 
fourth challenge addressed in Section 3 can be carried out much simpler. In mid- and far-
future, it will be reasonable to try for improving the SEB THAAT, especially to overcome the 
third challenge addressed in Section 3. This seems possible, either directly with attention to 
the very details of the technique [1], the integration methods, or even by combining the SEB 
THAAT with other techniques, such as those proposed in [5-7, 14].  

Furthermore, and in view of the mathematical basis of the SEB THAAT [1, 13], this tech-
nique can be tested in non-seismic problems, where the excitation is not originated in earth-
quakes. First steps in this area are already taken; see [32, 78]. Even more, the digitization 
might be limited to some part or some components of the tf  in Eq. (1), or more, to terms of
Eq. (1) other than the excitation. Some related studies are already reported [33, 34]. In far fu-
ture, the SEB THAAT seems having the potential to be accepted as a general tool for data 
simplification for arbitrary numerical computation. The most important pre-requisite is how-
ever to overcome the first challenge addressed in Section 3. 

Meanwhile, no anticipation is possible for the future of the fifth challenge, addressed in 
Section 3. The reason is the same ambiguity for ordinary time history analysis, persisting 
since decades. A unique solution can however be anticipated for both ambiguities.  
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5 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
As a technique for accelerating time history analysis, by enlarging the excitation records’ 

digitization steps ( tf ), 
1. The SEB THAAT can be considered a successful analysis acceleration technique, in

need of further research.
2. For practical implementation in real problems, there are still challenges to be overcome;

the most important challenges can be summarized as:
(a) clear determination of the enlargement scale (n), 
(b) providing the capability to successfully implement the SEB THAAT in analysis 

of wave propagation problems, 
(c) providing the capability to successfully implement the SEB THAAT in analysis 

of highly oscillatory/nonlinear problems, 
(d) providing the capability to successfully implement the SEB THAAT in analysis 

of problems with several excitations completely different in digitization step 
and time length, 

(e) clarifying the amount of run-time and computational effort reduction in nonlin-
ear analyses prior to the analyses. 

3. The future of the SEB THAAT is promising, especially considering the improvements
in the recording instrumentation.

4. Besides, the challenges addressed in the Point 2 above, some areas for further research
are:

(a) Combination of the SEB THAAT, with other analysis acceleration techniques. 
(b) Plugging the SEB THAAT in commercial structural analysis soft ware, and ap-

plication of the SEB THAAT to different time history analyses. 
(c) Applying the SEB THAAT to computations other than those in structural and 

earthquake engineering. 
(d) Study on the details of the SEB THAAT, to improve the results accuracies. 

Finally, the author anticipates that the SEB THAAT will eventually be extended to a data 
simplification technique. 
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Abstract 

In recent years, the numerous seismic events occurred have pointed out the need for a prompt 
classification of the built heritage in terms of seismic vulnerability. the concept of vulnerability 
is closely linked to the definition of the capacity curve, requiring sophisticated numerical 
procedures to be perferomed, such as the inelastic incremental analysis. 
Therefore, the simplified method herein proposed requires use of only analytically simple anal-
yses such as the elastic analysis and the rigid-plastic analysis. For this reason, this method can 
be used in the immediate aftermath of an earthquake and also for a large-scale classification 
of the buildings. The proposed methodology has been set up by a wide parametric analysis, 
carried out on 420 frames designed according to 3 different approaches: the first one is linked
to the Theory of Plastic Mechanism Control (TPMC), assuring the design of structures showing 
global collapse mechanism (GMRFs), the second is based on the Eurocode 8 requirements 
(SMRFs) while the third is a non-seismic design, based on vertical loads (OMRFs). 

Keywords: Pushovers, Capacity, Performances, Vulnerability, Simplified methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The evaluation of seismic performances of existing buildings has gained, in recent years, an 
increasingly interest in seismic and structural engineering [1]-[11]. In particular, the setting up 
of design rules based on the so-called hierarchy criteria has changed the designer approach to 
let building able to withstand seismic events with an adequate level of reliability [12]-[22]. In 
the safeguard of the built heritage the knowledge of the seismic response of the structures plays 
a fundamental role [24]-[25]. Therefore, any seismic retrofitting or improvement of an existing 
building should be preceded by a strength evaluation phase before the intervention. The evolu-
tion of codes, numerical methods and calculation tools has provided designers the access to 
advanced methodologies of seismic assessment [26]. The seismic performances of buildings 
are evaluated by comparing the capacity of dissipating incoming seismic energy with the seis-
mic demand. The main difficulties that arise from developing a performance checking proce-
dure, are linked to the definition of damage levels corresponding to predetermined performance 
levels, in a methodology that can be applied in everyday practice [27]-[30]. Resorting to non-
linear static analysis, through a structural analysis programme, is conditioned by the precision 
of the structural model, having to be adequately accurate to catch the non-linear behaviour. The 
whole process is not easy to standardise and for this reason a simplified methodology, able to 
define the capacity curve analytically, has been defined. This model shows a full inclination to 
code liability not requiring complicated analyses and being uniquely defined. To this scope, 
several parametric analyses, in terms of pushover, on 420 frames, designed according to three 
different approaches, were made and their results in terms of capacity curves were analysed. In 
particular, each capacity curve has been simplified by defining 3 branches: the elastic response 
curve, the maximum horizontal forces multiplier curve and the mechanism equilibrium curve.
In this evaluation, the role of the beam-to-column joints has not been considered considering 
that the beam ends are equipped with full strength-full stiff joints [31]-[38].

2 TRILINEAR MODEL OF THE CAPACITY CURVE

2.1 Definition of the three branches

One of the most common tools adopted to assess the capacity of a structure is the pushover 
analysis. The simplified method herein proposed only requires use of common analyses such 
as the elastic structural analysis and the rigid-plastic analysis. For this reason, it lends itself well 
to be used in the immediate aftermath of an earthquake, not requiring any static or dynamic 
non-linear analyses. Therefore, the user can quickly obtain the capacity curve through the in-
tersection of three linear branches (Fig. 1), computed by means of simple equations reported in 
the following. The shape of the capacity curve, for a given structure, is affected by the occurring 
collapse mechanism. The first branch is affected by the elastic behavior of the structure. The 
knee depends on the plastic capacity distribution, appearing sharper as more as the plastic 
hinges develop simultaneously while the slope of softening branch is linked to the second-order 
effects.

Referring to the trilinear model proposed, the first branch of the curve can be approximated 
by the elastic response curve; the horizontal one is provided by the maximum load bearing 
capacity, while, the softening branch is given by the collapse mechanism equilibrium curve of 
the structure, influenced by the second order effects. The definition of the third branch, is linked 
to the concept of mechanism equilibrium curve [40], [41]. Therefore, the mechanism equilib-
rium curve is a straight line, expressed in the following form:

(1)
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Figure 1: Trilinear model of the capacity curve.

where α0 is the kinematically admissible multiplier of horizontal forces due to first-order rigid-
plastic analysis and γs is the slope of the mechanism equilibrium curve [42]-[51]. Providing 
input data about mechanical and geometric properties of structural members, acting forces [52]-
[54] and the potential collapse configurations, both α0 and γs can be computed for each type of 
possible collapse mechanism. According to the extension of the kinematic theorem of plastic 
collapse to the concept of mechanism equilibrium curve, the triggering mechanism will be the 
one characterized by the curve located below the others into a given displacement range com-
patible with the local ductility supply.

2.2 Parametric analysis

The definition of the horizontal branch of the trilinear curve and the plastic rotation demand
corresponding to the collapse condition was achieved through a wide parametric analysis on 
moment resisting steel frames (MRFs) and calibrated by regression analysis according to the 
results obtained by the pushovers performed on MRFs.
The parametric analysis has been carried out with reference to three categories of frames:

GMRFs (Global moment resisting frames) designed according to TPMC procedure
(showing global collapse mechanisms);

SMRFs (Special moment resisting frames) designed according to hierarchy criterion as
suggested by Eurocode 8 [53], able to avoid “soft storey” collapse mechanisms;

OMRFs (Ordinary moment resisting frames) designed without any requirement aimed
at the control of the collapse mechanism and usually showing “soft storey” collapse
mechanism.

The parametric analysis regarded 140 geometrical schemes of low-rise frames by varying 
the number of bays, nb from 2 to 6, the number of storeys, ns from 2 to 8, the bay span, equal to 
3,00 m, 4.50 m, 6.00 m, 7.50m and the three different design approaches for a total number of 
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420 designed structures. All the combinations were analysed considering dead loads equal 
to 3.5 , live loads equal to 3 and interstorey height of 3.5m [54].

2.3 Calibration of maximum multiplier formula

To define the horizontal branch of the trilinear curve and the point corresponding to the
collapse condition, wide parametric and regression analyses on moment resisting steel frames 
(MRFs) have been carried out. In particular, MRFs are analysed through pushover analyses -
[56] in order to check the correspondence between their results and the aforementioned trilinear 
model. The maximum multiplier corresponding to the maximum bearing capacity is derived by 
the Merchant-Rankine formula [57] as a combination of the collapse multiplier obtained by the 
rigid-plastic analysis and the critical collapse multiplier for vertical loads. Introducing a cal-
ibration factor, useful to ensure a large application of the method, the relation has been rear-
ranged as:

(2)

where:

(3)

(4)

 Ib and Lb are the inertia and the length of the beam, respectively; Ic e Lc are the inertia and 
the height of the column; E is the elastic modulus; a and  b are the regression coefficients. The 
parameter is calculated with reference to the first storey members.

The coefficient Ψ can be computed according to the following relation, which guarantees an 
accurate evaluation of the as Figure 2 testifies:

(5)

Figure 2: Regression analysis for the maximum multiplier formula.
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2.4 Characteristic points of the trilinear model

Starting from the trilinear approximation model, four characteristic points of the simplified
capacity curve (points A, B, C, D of Fig. (3)) have been identified. These points are associated 
to limit states with the meaning of identifying a target performance [58]-[61].

Figure 3: Characteristic points of the trilinear capacity curve

Point A

This point corresponds to the minimum value between the maximum storey displacement under 
serviceability conditions and the multiplier of the horizontal forces corresponding to the for-
mation of the first plastic hinge. It is associated with the "Fully Operational" limit state.
The multiplier corresponding to point A, will be calculated as follows:

(6)

Point B

Point B corresponds to the development of the maximum bearing capacity of the structure and 
to the elastic limit of the structure and is associated with the "Operational" limit state. To locate 
point B, the maximum multiplier has to be computed, by means of the Merchant-
Rankine formula (Eq. (2)).
Therefore, it can be stated that:

(7)

where the unknown is the top sway displacement 

Point C

Point C corresponds to the development of the collapse mechanism and is associated with 
the "Life Safety" limit state.

The corresponding top sway displacement can be derived as follows:

(8)

Point D
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Point D corresponds to the overcoming, at least in one member, of the local ductility supplies
and is associated with the "Near Collapse" limit state. This is the case of very rare seismic 
events in which considerable local ductility is required.

The corresponding top sway displacement , is calculated as follows:

(9)

where is the plastic hinge rotation assumed equal to 8.0 according to Eurocode 8 [60],
is the plastic hinge rotation corresponding to the formation of the collapse mechanism, 

is the total height of storeys involved into the collapse mechanism.
For the evaluation of plastic rotations occurring in the critical members, an analytical for-

mulation is proposed, based on a simplified Grinter’s (shear type) single storey portal in which 
it is assumed that the plastic moments are different at the top and at the base of the columns, to 
represent the plastic redistribution capacity characterizing frames with more storeys and bays. 
The relationships for the evaluation of the plastic rotation corresponding to the development of 
the collapse mechanism are proposed as follows:

(10)

(11)

where is the total height of storeys involved into the collapse mechanism, ns is the number 
of storeys, is the multiplier of the horizontal forces corresponding to the formation of the 
first plastic hinge, is the displacement corresponding to the formation of the first plastic 
hinge. The coefficients, determined by regression analyses, are given by:

(12)

(13)

(14)

The results of linear regression on GMRFs and SMRFs, are reported in Figs. (4-7).

Figure 4: Regression analysis GMRFs - θp.mec, 1st yielded element.
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Figure 5: Regression analysis GMRFs - θp.mec, critical column.

Figure 6: Regression analysis SMRFs - θp.mec, 1st yielded element.

Figure 7: Regression analysis SMRFs - θp.mec, critical column.
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3 ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES IN TERMS OF SPECTRAL ACCELERATIONS

3.1 ADRS spectrum approach

According to the ADRS spectrum approach, for each limit state, the spectrum will 
be be defined by means of the relationship . For the definition of the
capacity it is necessary to represent the characteristic points of the trilinear curve of the structure, 
in the ADRS plane through the abscissa, that is the displacement .

It is necessary to distinguish between the cases e . If . The capacity
in terms of spectral acceleration, for a specific limit state, can be obtained through the following 
relationship:

(15)

The demand is represented by the spectral acceleration provided by the code, for the specific 
limit state, considering the equivalent period of vibration T*. 

For the assessment procedure, the inequality has to be satisfied.
If  and q>1, according to equality of energy criteria, there is a different procedure

to evaluate the capacity that leads to the anelastic spectrum:

(16)

(17)

(18)

3.2 Nassar & Krawinkler approach

The proposed approach overcomes the limits of the verification methodology proposed by 
the current seismic codes. In addition, it accounts for second-order effects, occurring when the 
collapse mechanism is fully developed.

In the framework of capacity-demand checking procedure, the MDOF actual system is re-
placed by an equivalent SDOF system an equivalent SDOF system introducing the modal par-
ticipation factor Γ.  Multiplying the multiplier of horizontal forces α with the design base shear 
the capacity curve is reported in a - plane (base shear force-top-sway displacement).

The capacity curve must be reduced through the modal participation factor and represented 
in a F* - d* plane through the relations  , .

The demand can be estimated through the period T* and the equivalent mass m*.  In the 
following, the verification procedure for each characteristic point of the capacity curve approx-
imated with trilinear model is reported.

Point A (Fully operational)

The capacity in terms of spectral acceleration for the point A is given as follows:

(19)

Point B (Operational)

The capacity in terms of spectral acceleration for the point B is given as follows:
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(20)

Point C (Life Safe)

The capacity in terms of spectral acceleration for the point C is given as follows:

(21)

(22)

where and .

In the case of point C (and point D), the structure draws on its own plastic resources to 
dissipate incoming seismic energy. Consequently, the q structure factor comes into play, ex-
pressed according to the formulation of Nassar and Krawinkler [30], as a function of the duc-
tility .

Point D (Near Collapse)

The capacity in terms of spectral acceleration for the point D is given as follows:

(23)

(24)

To take these into account, the coefficient which is a function of the ductility and the 
slope of the equilibrium curve (expressing the sensitivity of the structure to second-order ef-
fects), has been introduced:

(25)

where and 

(26)

4 CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the proposed methodology opens-up new scenarios regarding the seismic 
classification of the built heritage. An analytical methodology allows to evaluate uniquely the 
seismic vulnerability of buildings without passing through complex analyses not manageable 
by means of codes and prescriptions. The trilinear model seems to be the right compromise 
between accuracy in analysis and computational speed and fits well in all the major seismic 
codes. The assessment of structure performances, in terms of comparison capacity-demand, has 
been performed by means of the Nassar & Krawinkler approach, characterized by a wide gen-
erality because it does not discriminate between high and low periods of vibration and accounts 
for second-order effects by means of the stability coefficient . Finally, it is important to note 
that discretization in characteristic points of the capacity curve makes easy the comparison ca-
pacity-demand and already shows inclination towards the generality of the application of the 
method, being associated with behavioural characteristics of structures that are independent of 
the structural type.
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Abstract

Existing steel moment-resisting frames in several seismic regions worldwide are often charac-
terised by high vulnerability to earthquakes due to insufficient local and/or global ductility. 
Nowadays, it is of paramount importance to assess their response under strong motions and 
provide cost-effective retrofitting strategies. Amongst others, the seismic behaviour of these 
frames is often strongly affected by the presence of masonry infills which, from one side, if 
adequately distributed, beneficially contribute to the seismic resistance of the structure provid-
ing stiffness and strength to the frame, from the other side often experience a brittle behaviour 
and are very vulnerable to seismic actions. To this end, the H2020-INFRAIA-SERA project 
HITFRAMES (i.e., HybrId Testing of an Existing Steel Frame with Infills under Multiple Earth-
quakeS) experimentally evaluated a case study building representative of non-seismically de-
signed European steel frames with masonry infills and investigated a possible retrofit strategy.
This paper takes advantage of the experimental results of the HITFRAMES project to calibrate
numerical models in OpenSees of a case study building which is analysed as bare, infilled and 
retrofitted frame with buckling-restrained braces (BRBs). The impact of masonry infills and 
BRB-retrofit is investigated by comparing the response of models with different configurations. 
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The numerical results provide some insights on the ability of BRB-retrofit option in protecting 
not only the steel frames from experiencing critical damage during earthquakes but also the 
masonry infills and on the importance of using appropriate models for the masonry infills in 
the assessment procedures.

Keywords: Existing steel frames, Retrofitting, Buckling-restrained braces, Masonry infills, 
Seismic response, Numerical Simulations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Many existing steel structures worldwide were built before the introduction of modern seis-
mic design provisions and may exhibit high seismic vulnerability due to lack of proper lateral 
resisting systems and detailing, as well as inadequate energy dissipation capacity [1,2]. Among 
others, Di Sarno et al. [3] investigated the failure patterns of an existing steel moment resisting 
frames (MRFs) located in Amatrice and damaged by the 2016 Central Italy earthquakes. The 
case study structure was characterised by large residual lateral drifts with significant yielding 
at beam-column connections and soft storey mechanisms. Severe damage was also noted in 
non-structural components, including in-plane and out-of-plane failure of masonry infill walls. 
This damage is consistent with damage reported in previous earthquakes (e.g., [4–6]). Although 
masonry infills can significantly contribute to the overall strength and stiffness of a steel MRF 
[7–9], their structural properties easily degrade with strong or long ground motions (GMs), as 
well as with cumulative demands, such as foreshock-mainshock-aftershock sequences, as in the 
case of the 2016 Central Italy Earthquake [10–13].

In this context, the H2020-SERA project HITFRAMES (Hybrid Testing of an Existing Steel 
Frame with Infills under Multiple Earthquakes) is aimed on assessing the seismic performance 
of existing steel frames with masonry infills under multiple earthquakes and the feasibility of 
retrofitting with buckling restrained braces (BRBs) [14–18]. Among others, the objectives of 
the HITFRAMES project include: (1) to experimentally assess the seismic performance of non-
seismically designed steel frames with masonry infills under earthquake sequences, including 
the effects of cumulative damage; (2) to evaluate the existing masonry infill models and to 
develop new calibrated models aimed at describing the behaviour of masonry panels within 
infilled steel MRFs; and (3) to experimentally evaluate the contribution and effectiveness of 
BRB-based retrofitting strategies in steel MRFs.

Figure 1 shows the set-up of the experimental test carried out as part of the HITFRAMES
project. It consists of a 75% scaled, two-storey steel MRF, designed primarily for gravity loads 
with insufficient seismic detailing [19,20]. The test was conducted at the Structures Laboratory 
(STRULAB) of the University of Patras, Greece, and it included a pseudo-dynamic (PsD) test-
ing procedure. The prototype building was designed to be a representative of non-seismically 
designed steel frames based on the characteristics observed in the Amatrice building [3]. The 
specimen was subjected to GM sequences, based on GMs recorded at Norcia (NRC) station, in 
Central Italy, and summarised in Table 1.

The present paper proposes a preliminary numerical study of the seismic response of the 
steel building tested during the HITFRAMES experimental campaign. First, a preliminary cal-
ibrated masonry strut model is developed, based on the observations of the HITFRAMES ex-
periment. This model is compared with three widely used single strut masonry models available 
in literature, through time history analysis and by considering GM1. Then, the numerical model 
is retrofitted by means of BRBs, in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the devices when 
interacting with the masonry panels. Finally, conclusions are drawn highlighting the relevance 
of accurately modelling the masonry infills while assessing the performance of the retrofitted 
structure.

Event Date & time Mw Repi [ km ] PGA [ g ]
GM1 24/08/2016 1:36 6.0 15.3 0.35
GM2 30/10/2016 6:40 6.5 4.6 0.48
GM3 26/10/2016 17:10 5.4 9.4 0.3

Table 1: Main characteristics of the GMs used during the HITFRAMES experimental campaign.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Experiment set-up: (a) 3D model of lab specimen; (b) constructed lab specimen.

2 EVALUATION OF EXISTING MASONRY INFILL MODELS

For the present paper, a non-linear OpenSees numerical model [21] is developed. Columns 
are modelled with a distributed plasticity approach (Steel01), while the beams are modelled by 
considering a lumped plasticity approach. In the latter approach, plastic hinges are modelled by 
considering the formulation by Lignos and Krawinkler [22] and modified according to Zareian 
and Medina [23]. Material properties are consistent with the characterisation tests performed 
on the steel members after the experiments.

Masonry panels are included by considering a macro-modelling approach, which consists of 
one simple compression-only diagonal strut on each direction (i.e. in X shape). The behaviour 
of the masonry infills is represented by using a pinching4 OpenSees material.

2.1 Calibration of masonry infill struts based on experimental results

The calibration of masonry struts is carried out by reproducing the deformation history im-
posed during the PsD testing in an OpenSees numerical model. The full GM sequence com-
prises six records in the following order: GM1, GM1, GM2, GM3, GM1 and GM2, with the 
last two upscaled to 300% in the acceleration axis. As the 75% scaling rules followed for the
lab specimen consider constant stress, the time axis in the accelerogram is also multiplied by 
0.751/2 = 0.87 in all GMs.

The masonry strut displacement values (δn) are directly obtained from the horizontal floor 
deformation (Δn), assuming negligible vertical deformation and by considering a simple geo-
metric transformation, as follows

(1) 

where d0 is the undeformed diagonal length, dn is the deformed diagonal length at step n, and L
is the span length of the frame. Forces are estimated under the assumption that the MRF system 
works in parallel with the masonry strut, which effectively creates a truss-like mechanism with 
the steel frame (i.e., the infill-frame interaction does not modify the frame deformation pattern), 
therefore, the forces assigned to the masonry strut in the numerical model are simply a subtrac-
tion of the total storey shear minus the storey shear exhibited by the bare frame at the same 
level of storey drift.

A1

B1
A2

B2
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For this purpose, the elastic and modal properties of the bare frame OpenSees model are 
validated by comparing the results of the lab characterisation tests (i.e., material testing, snap-
back test) [13] with the numerical model. The validated numerical model of the bare frame is 
then subjected to the storey displacement history observed during the PsD testing in a displace-
ment-controlled manner, with the resulting storey shear values (Vn) recorded. The resulting 
horizontal shear values at each storey (Vn) are approximated to diagonal equivalent forces (Fn), 
as follows

(2) 

where h is the inter storey height.
Figure 2 shows the forces and deformations attributed to one masonry panel (i.e., one com-

pression-only strut on each direction) in comparison with the calibrated model. Four masonry 
panels per storey are considered in the numerical model (i.e., two double layer walls), therefore, 
the struts shown in Figure 2 only withstand one quarter of the total load. The masonry struts are
calibrated on the pinching4 material in OpenSees, and their properties are summarised in Table 
2.

Figure 2: Hysteretic behaviour of the masonry struts during the HITFRAMES experiments, in comparison with 
the calibrated model. The calibrated pinching parameters are rDisp = 0.5, rForce = 0.2, uForce = 0.05. The cali-

brated degradation parameters are gK1 = 0.15, gD1 = 0.15, while all the others keep their default values.

2.2 Comparison of existing masonry infill models with experimental results

Several masonry strut models have been proposed in literature, nonetheless, most of them 
have been calibrated for reinforced concrete (RC) frames and their application to steel frames 
is not yet validated. Some of these models comprise complex strut configurations (e.g., multiple 
struts, additional shear springs, etc.), nonetheless, the most common ones are based on a single 
strut approach.

Panagiotakos and Fardis (PF) [7,24] proposed a single-strut constitutive model to represent 
the behaviour of solid (i.e., with no openings) masonry infills in RC frames. This model is 
characterised by four stress states: (1) initial elastic behaviour of the uncracked masonry infill;
(2) post-elastic linear response, characterised by a reduced stiffness; (3) softening of the ma-
sonry panel after the maximum force; and, (4) residual axial strength region. The strut resistance 
is calculated based on the area of the masonry strut, which is the product of the wall thickness 
and the theoretical width of the strut. This measure depends not only on the properties of the 
masonry wall, but also on the surrounding frame. Dolšek and Fajfar (DF) [8] proposed a similar 
model whose main difference is to have a strut resistance implicitly calculated in the capacity 
formulations. In addition, this model considers that the masonry strut possesses no residual 
capacity. Decanini and Fantin [25] proposed a model, successively updated by Liberatore and 
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Decanini (LD) [26], for the evaluation of the seismic response of high-rise RC buildings de-
signed as bare frames but with significant infill contribution. This model considers empirical 
relationships to define the horizontal capacity and stiffness of the struts.

A comparison of the calibrated masonry strut model is made with the aforementioned models 
proposed in literature and is shown in Figure 3. The basic material properties of the masonry 
were obtained from material characterisation tests: compressive strength, σw0 = 2.85 MPa; shear 
strength, τw0 = 0.653 MPa. The elastic modulus was estimated by using the relationship pro-
posed by FEMA 356 [27], Ew0 = 550σw0, while the shear modulus is considered to be Gw0 =
0.4Ew0. The following observations can be made from the comparison with the calibrated ma-
sonry struts: (1) the calibrated model for the bottom storey seems to have more similarities in 
terms of forces with the PF model and the DF model; (2) the LD model tends to underestimate 
the force capacity and to overestimate the deformation capacity; regardless of the similar inter-
storey heights, the top masonry strut exhibits lower capacity; and (4) the calibrated model ex-
hibits lower initial and post-yielding stiffness than any of the models available in literature. A
comparison of the backbone properties for each model is detailed in Table 2.

Figure 4 shows a comparison of the storey shear response obtained during the GM1 of the 
displacement-based test, by considering the LD and the calibrated models. As observed, the LD 
shows larger force at low values of displacement, in comparison with the calibrated model. On 
the other hand, forces are larger in the calibrated model at large displacement values. These 
observations are consistent with the larger initial stiffness and lower maximum force capacity 
of the LD model.

Storey
Properties 
[ kN, m ] Calibrated PF DF LD

1 Fy (eNf1) -100 -132.6 -88.9 -75.5
Fm (eNf2) -155 -172.3 -148.2 -94.4
Fu (eNf3) -15.5 -13.3 0 -32.6
k1 45455 60273 59267 94375
k2 5340 14704 21179 4974
k3 -1594 -2972 -2976 -415
δy (eNd1) -0.0022 -0.0022 -0.0015 -0.0008
δm (eNd2) -0.0125 -0.0049 -0.0043 -0.0046
δu (eNd3) -0.1 -0.0584 -0.0541 -0.1535

2 Fy (eNf1) -70 -132.6 -88.9 -78.2
Fm (eNf2) -130 -172.3 -148.2 -97.7
Fu (eNf3) -13 -13.3 0 -33.6
k1 41176 60273 59267 86889
k2 7229 14704 21179 4875
k3 -1671 -2972 -2976 -400
δy (eNd1) -0.0017 -0.0022 -0.0015 -0.0009
δm (eNd2) -0.01 -0.0049 -0.0043 -0.0049
δu (eNd3) -0.08 -0.0584 -0.0541 -0.1653

Table 2: Comparison among the parameters of the masonry strut calibrated model and the models of Panagio-
takos and Fardis (PF) [7,24], Dolšek and Fajfar (DF) [8] and Liberatore and Decanini (LD) [26].
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Figure 3. Comparison among the force-displacement curves of the masonry strut calibrated model and the mod-
els of Panagiotakos and Fardis (PF) [7,24], Dolšek and Fajfar (DF) [8] and Liberatore and Decanini (LD) [26].

Figure 4. Storey shear output during GM1, considering the frame with the masonry strut calibrated model and 
the Liberatore and Decanini (LD) [26] model subjected to a displacement-controlled test.
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3 ASSESSMENT OF THE RETROFITTED STRUCTURE

The frame with calibrated masonry struts is retrofitted by including diagonal steel braces 
equipped with BRBs. The sizing of the device is carried out by a simplified code-based design 
approach. For this matter, the structure is considered to be located in Central Italy and the design 
of the retrofitting was done in accordance with the recommendations of the Eurocode 8 Part 1 
(EC8-1) [28] and Eurocode 3 Part 1-1 (EC3-1-1) [29]. The design is performed for the Ultimate 
Limit State (i.e., probability of exceedance of 10% in 50 years), considering a Type 1 spectrum, 
with soil Type B, and Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) equal to 0.25g. The structure is de-
signed by considering a basic behaviour factor q0 = 3. The design requirements are paired with 
a commercial catalogue of BRB devices, and result on a device with an initial yielding force 
Fy0-BRB = 143 kN. The device is included in the numerical model by using the SteelBRB model 
[30] in OpenSees. The monotonic and hysteretic properties of the device are validated with a 
characterisation test made by the manufacturer. The hysteretic behaviour of the BRB model is 
shown in Figure 5. The length of the BRB is 1.535m, therefore, the device is connected in series
to a steel tubular section (Ø = 0.16m, t = 0.01m) which completes the diagonal length. The full 
BRB and elastic brace system is pinned at the ends.

Figure 5. BRB model in OpenSees by using the SteelBRB material. Fy0-BRB = 143 kN; F1-BRB-C = 178 kN; F1-BRB-T
= 151 kN.

Time history analyses based on GM1 were performed on the unretrofitted and retrofitted 
structures, by considering the calibrated masonry strut model and the LD model. Figure 6 shows
the spectrum of GM1 and the comparison of the spectral accelerations (Sa) corresponding to the 
fundamental period of each structure. The period of the unretrofitted calibrated structure 
matches the observed fundamental period during the characterisation test of the lab specimen. 
The addition of the BRBs further reduces its fundamental period to 0.11 s. While considering 
the LD model, the fundamental period is shorter in the unretrofitted structure due to the higher 
initial stiffness of the struts and reaches a value of 0.09 s with the addition of BRBs. As observed
in Figure 6, for the considered GM, the retrofitted structures benefit from a slight reduction on 
the demand due to the increased stiffness.

Figure 7, Figure 8, Figure 9 show the inter-storey deformation and storey shear demands 
during the time history analysis of GM1, for the calibrated and LD masonry strut models, con-
sidering the unretrofitted and retrofitted conditions. The deformation in the struts is compared 
with their own cracking deformation (δy), as suggested by the ASCE 41-17 [31] as a limit for 
the Immediate Occupancy Performance Level. When comparing the unretrofitted cases, the LD 
model exhibits lower deformation and force values than the calibrated model, as it avoids the 
strut deformation to reach significant levels of cracking. Nonetheless, the calibrated model (as 
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well as the lab specimen during the testing) exhibited extensive cracking in the struts. When 
comparing the retrofitted models, the addition of BRBs significantly reduce the demands on the 
masonry infills of the calibrated model. Nonetheless, the improvement is not as noticeable in 
the case of the LD model.

These observations highlight the sensitivity of considering higher values of initial stiffness 
in the masonry strut model. On one side, the larger stiffness underestimates the damage that the 
masonry panel could experience in the unretrofitted case. On the other side, it underestimates 
the capacity of the BRBs in protecting the masonry infills from damage in moderate intensity 
earthquakes.

Therefore, when the masonry strut properties are properly accounted for, the BRBs can pro-
tect the case-study structure from damage at lower and moderate intensity earthquakes, while 
they simultaneously increase the energy dissipation capacity of the structure at higher levels of 
demands.

Figure 6. Response spectrum for GM1, considering 3.3% damping, along with the fundamental period of the in-
filled frame model considering (a) the calibrated strut model and (b) the Liberatore and Decanini strut model 

[26].

Figure 7. Hysteretic behaviour of masonry struts in the first storey during GM1 considering the (a) calibrated 
strut model and (b) Liberatore and Decanini strut model [26].
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Figure 8. Inter-storey drift and storey shear comparison between the unretrofitted and retrofitted structures when 
considering the calibrated model for masonry struts.

Figure 9. Inter-storey drift and storey shear comparison between the unretrofitted and retrofitted structures when 
considering the Liberatore and Decanini [26] model for masonry struts.
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4 CONCLUSIONS

The present paper investigates the interaction of masonry infills and buckling restrained 
braces (BRBs) when these are used as a retrofit measure in existing steel moment resisting 
frames (MRFs). The study takes advantage of the experimental results of the HITFRAMES 
project to calibrate numerical models in OpenSees for a case study steel MRF which has been 
analysed as bare, infilled and retrofitted frame with BRBs. The impact of masonry infills and 
BRB-retrofit is investigated by comparing the response of different infills models. The numer-
ical results provide some insights on the ability of BRB-retrofit option in protecting not only 
the steel frames from experiencing critical damage during earthquakes but also the masonry 
infills and on the importance of using appropriate modelling strategies for the masonry infills 
during the assessment procedures. The following conclusions can be drawn:

All of the considered masonry strut models exhibited larger values of initial stiffness, in
comparison with the calibrated model. The Panagiotakos and Fardis (PF) model, and the
Dolšek and Fajfar (DF) model, exhibited larger force capacity but lower deformation
capacity than the calibrated model. The Liberatore and Decanini (LD) model exhibited
lower force capacity but higher deformation capacity than the calibrated model.
Large values of initial stiffness were translated in an underestimation of the seismic de-
mands (for GM1) and an overestimation of the capacity. This could lead to larger than
expected levels of damage in masonry panels. The calibrated model is able to capture the
cracking observed during GM1 in the pseudo-dynamic testing carried out on the lab
specimen.
The addition of BRBs as a retrofit measure for masonry infilled steel MRFs can reduce
the damage in the masonry infills at low and moderate seismic demands. Nonetheless, it
is necessary to consider a more accurate masonry strut model in the numerical analysis,
as the relative stiffness between the masonry and BRB system will dictate the capacity
of the BRB to protect the infills.
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Abstract 

It is now widely recognised that masonry infill plays an essential role in the seismic behav-
iour of existing steel buildings; however, there is still a lack of clear guidance on the model-
ling of masonry infill in the current Eurocode 8-Part 3. Several methods for the numerical 
modelling of masonry infills have been proposed in literature over the past few decades, 
which either adopt a detailed approach (micro-model) or a simplified approach (macro-
model). In the former case, bricks are individually modelled, taking into account the brick-
mortar cohesive interface, which is able to provide detailed insights of the behaviour of ma-
sonry infills and the frame-wall interaction but usually at a high computational cost. On the 
other hand, a simplified model can be easily built within finite element software, most of 
which replace the infill wall panel with one or more equivalent struts in the diagonal direc-
tion. It has been demonstrated that the strut models can simulate RC infilled structures’ glob-
al response with acceptable accuracy; however, there are still no adequate recommendations 
for their modelling within steel frames. Besides, these models are generally incapable of cap-
turing the interactions between the infills and the frame members. To this end, the present pa-
per numerically investigates an Abaqus macro-model of the infilled steel frame, which was 
experimentally tested as part of the recent SERA HITFRAMES project. The preliminary re-
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sults shows that the different detailing of steel frames could lead to different damage patterns 
in the infill walls when compared to RC frames. In particular, instead of a single diagonal 
strut, at most three struts were observed in this study. The results also suggested that the 
number and geometry of struts could change with increasing displacement demands, hence it 
might not be appropriate to use the same strut model for infill walls on different floors.  

Keywords: Seismic Behaviour, Masonry Infill, Existing Steel Frame, Experimental Test 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Masonry infill walls were widely used in existing steel frame structures as exterior walls 
mainly for insulation and aesthetic purposes; hence in the code-based assessment procedures 
of existing buildings, e.g., Eurocode 8-Part 3 [1], they are typically considered as non-
structural components. As a consequence, only the self-weight of infill walls is usually con-
sidered during the assessment, while their effects on the structural behaviour under lateral 
load are often neglected. However, it has been widely recognised that masonry infill can sig-
nificantly affect the seismic response of structures, as they considerably influence the lateral 
stiffness and strength of structures (and their distribution), as well as the energy dissipation 
capacity under seismic loading [2-8]. In addition, the strut action of infill wall panels may also 
exert concentrated force to beams, columns and beam-column joints, increasing local seismic 
demands. Besides, in the case of infill walls not uniformly distributed, e.g., non-infilled 
ground floor, severe soft-storey mechanisms can also be triggered [9-11], leading to complete 
failure of the non-infilled storey. 

Currently, a considerable number of studies focused on the behaviour of masonry infills 
within reinforced concrete (RC) frames, while the current knowledge level on the behaviour 
of infilled steel frames is still inadequate. Although the masonry infill confined by RC and 
steel frames share some commons in their seismic response, the different characteristics of 
steel frames may significantly alter masonry infill response. Steel frames are usually more 
flexible and more ductile and have different features and detailing compared to RC members, 
such as the aspect ratio of the frames and the geometries of steel beams and columns. Moreo-
ver, when involved in the infill-frame interactions, some local details typical of steel struc-
tures, e.g., stiffener plates and connections, may cause local stress concentration in the wall 
and, consequently, lead to a different response and failure mode of the masonry infills. De-
spite some experimental tests investigated the behaviour of infilled steel frame over the past 
few decades [e.g., 6, 12, 13], and a few simplified models have been proposed [e.g., 14, 15], 
further research is still of great necessity for the development of simplified models that can be 
used in practice for the assessment of infilled steel buildings. In addition, within the European 
context, there is an urgent need for additional and detailed rules and recommendations for the 
assessment of existing steel structures [e.g., 16] to be implemented within an updated version 
of the Eurocode 8-Part 3. These should include and consider the interaction with the masonry 
infills, thus promoting reliable assessment procedures. 

Finite element modelling of masonry infill can be classified into two groups, namely mi-
cro- and macro-modelling. Detailed micro-modelling approaches usually include a detailed 
description of brick units and mortar as continuum elements and the brick-mortar interfaces to 
simulate the cohesive behaviour between brick units and mortar. Such models are able to re-
produce the basic mechanisms of the masonry unit, hence are more likely to capture the com-
plex damage patterns of masonry infill accurately. However, the high computational cost of 
detailed micro-models usually constrains their application to small structures. To this end, 
simplified micro-models were proposed as an alternative to detailed micro-models, which 
usually neglect the geometry of mortar and utilise expanded brick units to account for the 
thickness of mortar [17-19]. Subsequently, the material properties are often defined based on 
masonry samples, and the interactions between expanded brick units are simulated through 
cohesive elements or surface-based cohesive behaviour. The simplified micro-modelling can 
effectively reduce the computational cost but may lead to less accurate results. On the other 
hand, macro-modelling approaches consider the masonry infill as homogeneous isotropic ma-
terial, whose mechanical properties can be defined based on various material tests of masonry 
triplets [11, 20, 21]. As a cost-effective computational strategy, macro-models are usually 
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adopted while investigating the global response of infilled frames and/or to perform prelimi-
nary analyses of the stress distribution in the infill wall panel. 

The present paper investigates the behaviour of infilled steel moment frames through the 
macro-modelling approach. The finite element models are validated based on the results of 
large-scale experimental tests conducted on a one-bay two-storey infilled steel frame as part 
of the HITFRAMES SERA project. The steel frame was designed to be representative of typi-
cal existing steel frames with inadequate sesimic detailing at joints. A pushover analysis is 
carried out, providing insights into the response of masonry infills. In particular, the change of 
number and geometry of struts formed in the infill walls were investigated considering in-
creasing displacement demands. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL TEST 

2.1 Description of the steel frame 

A two-storey single-bay 3:4 scaled steel frame was experimentally tested to investigate the 
behaviour of masonry infill confined by steel members. The test frame had a storey height of 
2.5 m, and span of 3.5 and 6.5 m in the transverse (X) and longitudinal (Y) direction, respec-
tively. A sketch of the steel frame is shown in Figure 1. The columns, primary and secondary 
beams profiles were HE 180A, IPE 200 and IPE 140, respectively. The test was performed in 
the X-direction with the columns placed along with their weak axis; beam-to-column joints 
were made through full penetration welds with stiffeners installed to increase joints’ rigidity, 
while beam-to-beam connections, for the primary beams, were placed at a distance of 400 mm 
with respect to the column axis. Besides, the columns’ bases were welded to 30 mm-thick 
steel plates with stiffeners to ensure their rigidity. The stiffened beam-column joints, the 
beam-to-beam connection and column bases are shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 1: Plan and side view of the steel frame experimentally tested in the laboratory. 

Figure 2: Detailing at the beam-column joints (left) and column base (right) of the test frame. 
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The test frame included a composite slab at both storeys, consisting of 150 mm-thick con-
crete slabs poured on a 1.25 mm-thick corrugated steel sheet. Shear studs were implemented 
on both external and internal beams to ensure the transfer of applied horizontal loads to the 
steel frame through the slab. However, shear studs were omitted in the 0.5-m-wide regions 
around the columns to avoid the development of composite actions in the joints. Finally, only 
the masonry infill in the transverse direction of the steel frame were included in the experi-
mental test, each consisting of two layers of 58 mm-thick perforated bricks of size 58  83  
190 mm. 

2.2 Experimental setup 

The test frame is shown in Figure 3 and was built in the laboratory, according to standard 
European constructional practice. The steel members were prepared in the workshop and fully 
assembled in the lab. Two parallel tubular beams were placed on top of each steel base plates 
and anchored to the strong floor in order to increase the rigidity of the base restraints of the 
test frame. Besides, the composite slab was built following the assembly of the bare steel 
frame, where the corrugated steel sheets were installed on the beams and fixed with the shear 
connectors, with the concrete slab subsequently cast and poured on-site. 

Figure 3: Experimental setup and positions of the actuators. 

As shown in Figure 3, two actuators were placed at each storey of the test frame and con-
nected to the reaction wall. Additionally, pre-cast concrete blocks were placed on the slab of 
each storey to simulate the gravity loads imposed on the structure, which would influence 
beams and columns’ behaviour. It is noteworthy that additional concrete blocks were used to 
represent the mass of infill walls in the preliminary dynamic characterisation tests and were 
successively removed upon the installation of infill walls. 

2.3 Experimental test scheme 

A snap-back test was performed to capture the frame’s modal properties for both the bare 
and infilled configurations. The initial displacement imposed on the frame also allowed the 
definition of the test frame’s lateral stiffness. Both stiffness and modal properties were used 
for the numerical models’ calibration. 

After the modal characterisation test, pseudo-dynamic (PsD) displacements’ control tests 
were performed to investigate the infilled frame’s behaviour subjected to an earthquake se-
quence. Three ground motions, recorded during the 2016 Central Italy earthquakes, were se-
lected to define the earthquake sequence used in the PsD tests. The time-history of 
accelerations of the earthquake sequence is shown in Figure 4. Two scaling factors (SF) of the 
earthquake sequence, SF = 1.0 and 3.0, were used during the PsD tests. The scaling factors 
were decided based on comparisons of the response spectra of selected ground motions with 
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the code-based elastic response spectrum, where the use of unit scaling factor was to investi-
gate the behaviour of the test frame subjected to real earthquakes, while the scaling factor of 
3.0 was adopted to ensure the failure of the test frame, i.e., the collapse of infill walls and se-
vere yielding of steel members. 

Figure 4: Accelerogram of the selected earthquake sequence. 

2.4 Experimental results 
The response of the infilled steel frame recorded during the entire PsD test, i.e., top storey 

displacement against base shear, is shown in Figure 5(a). Aside from the response curve, en-
velopes are also presented individually for the positive and negative direction. Subsequently, 
the corresponding backbone curve could also be derived based on the envelopes, which was 
assumed to be symmetric in the positive and negative direction. 

(a) (b) 
Figure 5: Response of the infilled steel frame with backbone curves: a) global response; b) first storey displace-

ment against base shear. 

As shown in Figure 5(a), the first significant change of the frame’s lateral stiffness corre-
sponds to a 10 mm top storey displacement. Then the steel frame reached the maximum base 
shear of around 650 kN when the lateral displacement at the top storey was approximately 25 
mm. This also marked the onset of negative stiffness in the backbone curve of the steel frame. 
In addition, degradation of strength was also noticed at 100 mm of top floor displacement, 
where the capacity of base shear dropped by about 8% to 600 kN. Lastly, the largest top sto-
rey displacement experienced during the PsD test corresponds to 140 mm, when the collapse 
of infill occurred, and the test was terminated. 

The pushover numerical analysis requires the knowledge of the forces and displacements’ 
distribution at both storeys. To this end, the response history at the first storey was determined 
and is shown in Figure 5(b). This also included the envelopes for the definition of the corre-
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sponding backbone curve. The comparison of the backbone curves for both storeys is shown 
in Figure 6, and six points were selected for the determination of displacement ratios of the 
top storey to the first storey, as also summarised in Table 1. It can be concluded that initially 
the displacement ratio was around 1.5, however, when the displacements were increased, the 
ratio was slightly reduced to 1.34 at point D and 1.20 at point E, which was attributed to the 
concentrated damage at the first storey. Consequently, it can be anticipated that soft storey 
mechanism might be triggered at some point beyond 140 mm top floor displacement. 

Figure 6: Comparison of backbone curves for the first and top storey of the steel frame (symmetric in the posi-
tive and negative directions). See Table 1 for more details. 

A B C D E F 
Top storey, d2 6.61 11.09 26.39 35.31 99.37 139.25 
First storey, d1 4.36 7.27 13.01 25.60 82.78 92.06 

d2/d1 1.52 1.53 2.03 1.34 1.20 1.51 

Table 1: Distribution of displacement demands along with the height of the steel frame. 

3 NUMERICAL STUDY 

3.1 Finite element modelling of masonry infill and steel frame 

Finite element models of the bare and infilled steel frame were built in Abaqus [22]. Only 
half of the 3D steel frame was modelled due to symmetry conditions and to reduce the com-
putational cost. Meanwhile, all the internal secondary beams were excluded from the model as 
their contribution to the lateral resistance of the steel frame were considered negligible. All 
steel and masonry components were modelled using the solid element C3D8R. Figure 7 
shows an overview of the Abaqus model. 

The material properties were defined based on the results of material tests when possible. 
For parameters that could not be obtained from the tests conducted, typical values recom-
mended in literature were adopted. The yield and ultimate strength of steel were defined to be 
433 and 575 MPa, respectively, while the Young’s modulus was assumed to be 210,000 MPa. 
On the other hand, as the masonry infill walls were modelled using macro-modelling ap-
proaches, the Young’s modulus of masonry was manually adjusted to be about 3,000 MPa 
based on model calibration.  

The concrete damaged plasticity model was used to simulate the inelastic behaviour of ma-
sonry. This model is characterised by five parameters: 1) dilation angle ( ); 2) the flow poten-
tial eccentricity ( ); 3) the ratio between initial equibiaxial compressive yield stress to initial 
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uniaxial compressive yield stress (fb0/fc0); 4) the ratio between second stress invariant on the 
tensile meridian to that on the compressive meridian at initial yield (K), and 5) the viscosity 
parameter ( ). Values recommended by D’Altri et al. [19], reported in Table 2 were adopted 
in this study as typical assumptions for masonry infill. Besides, the compressive and tensile 
strength of masonry were defined to be 5.70 and 1.30 MPa, respectively. Furthermore, the 
composite slabs were modelled as rigid bodies to simulate the rigid diaphragm behaviour and 
ensure a smooth transfer of load to the steel frame. Lastly, a 75 mm-thick concrete block was 
included in the model as the base of ground floor masonry infill. Since no damage was ob-
served on this concrete base during the experimental test, it was assumed to behave in the 
elastic range with a Young’s modulus of 35,000 MPa. 

Figure 7: Numerical models of the steel frame in Abaqus using macro-model of masonry infill. 

  fb0/fc0 K  
10° 0.1 1.16 0.667 0.0005

Table 2: Parameter to define the inelastic behaviour of masonry infill using concrete damaged plasticity 
model in Abaqus [21]. 

Beam-to-column joints, stiffeners, and cover plates of the beam-to-beam connections were 
modelled through tie constraint. Appropriate boundary conditions were applied at the end of 
the transverse beams to simulate the structure’s symmetric condition. Besides, in the region 
with shear connectors, a tie constraint was used to simulate the slab-beam interaction. Con-
versely, for the region without shear studs, a surface-to-surface contact interaction was de-
fined between the slab and the beam with ‘Hard’ normal behaviour and a friction coefficient 
of 0.7 for the tangential behaviour. Lastly, a surface-to-surface contact (with the same proper-
ties as above) was also introduced to simulate the masonry infill and steel frame interaction. 
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3.2 Model validation 

The numerical models’ validation was performed with respect to the stiffness and dynamic 
properties observed during the snap-back tests. During this test, lateral loads of 13 and 31 kN 
were imposed on the top storey of the bare and infilled frame, respectively. The comparisons 
of the numerical and experimental lateral displacement profiles are shown in Figure 8 and re-
ported in Table 3. 

As shown in Figure 8, both the bare and infilled frame models achieved a ‘good’ match of 
lateral displacements with the test mockup, and the discrepancies were all within 10%. In both 
cases, the comparison of the numerical and experimental results show a nearly identical initial 
lateral stiffness at the first storey. Conversely, the top storey’s lateral stiffness was slightly 
underestimated in the bare frame and slightly overestimated when the masonry infills were 
present.  

Figure 8: Comparisons of lateral displacement profile of the bare frame (left) and the infilled frame (right) during 
the modal characterisation test. 

Test Abaqus
First floor Top floor First floor Top floor 

Bare 5.25 13.97 5.28 +0.57% 14.78 +5.80% 
Infilled 0.34 0.75 0.34 0.00% 0.70 -6.67% 

Table 3: Comparisons of the lateral displacements of the steel frame obtained numerically and experimentally. 

3.3 Pushover analysis 

The results of the pushover analysis is presented hereafter. The numerical model was 
pushed up to 140 mm at the top storey, which was the maximum lateral displacement meas-
ured during the test. The pushover analysis was done assuming three displacement ratios of 
top storey to first storey (d2/d1). When the top storey displacement was less than 30 mm, the 
ratio d2/d1 was assumed to be 1.5. Then when the top storey displacement was between 30 and 
100 mm, the ratio d2/d1 reduced linearly from 1.5 to 1.2. Eventually, when the top storey dis-
placement was larger than 100, the ratio d2/d1 was equal to 1.2. Figure 9 presents the compari-
son between the pushover curve, i.e., the top storey displacement-base shear relation, and the 
structural response of the steel frame measured during the experimental test, while Figure 10 
shows the evolution of stress distribution in the infill walls during the pushover analysis. 

It can be seen that in general the numerical model were in good agreement with the test re-
sults when the displacement was smaller than 30 mm. However, the numerical model failed to 
capture the deterioration of strength which took place beyond 30 mm top storey displacement. 
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This is because that firstly a bi-linear relation was assumed for the mechanical property of 
masonry, which did not account for the strength degradation. Besides, the simplified model-
ling approach adopted was unable to simulate the falling of crushed bricks at the top corners. 
Consequently, the base shear of the numerical model continued to increase beyond the actual 
point of the onset of strength and stiffness degradation. 

Figure 9: Pushover curve of infilled steel frame. 

(a) (b) (c) 

(d)                                         (e)                                          (f) 
Figure 10: Stress contour of the masonry infill walls during the pushover analysis (See Figure 9): a) Point 1; b) 

Point 2; c) Point 3; d) Point 4; e) Point 5; f) Point 6. 

As can be seen in Figure 10(a), initially when the model was within the elastic range, stress 
concentration was noticed at both storeys surrounding the beam splice connections before any 
struts were formed in the infill walls. This illustrated the occurrence of cracks at the top cor-
ners of each infill wall, which were due to the interlock between the bolts of beam splice con-
nections and the top layer of bricks. When the displacement demand was increased, an 
inclined strut was formed within the lower storey infill wall, as can be seen in Figure 10(b). 
Successively, when the top floor displacement was approaching 30 mm (Point 3 in Figure 9), 
the previous strut was split into a diagonal strut and an off-diagonal strut, as shown in Figure 
10(c), and the diagonal strut appeared to be wider than the off-diagonal strut. In the meantime, 
an inclined strut started to form in the top floor infill wall as well, which had a similar shape 
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to the one previously formed in the lower storey infill wall. When the displacements at both 
storeys of the infilled steel frame were further increased, as shown in Figure 10(d) to (f), the 
contact length between the infill and the surrounding steel members remained almost un-
changed, and the diagonal strut in the lower storey infill wall was further split into two small-
er struts. It is clear that the upper strut connected the top corner and the end of contact length 
over the other column, while the middle strut connected the bottom corner and the mid-point 
of the contact length over the other column. Figure 10(f) also shows the tendency that with 
increasing lateral displacement, the upper strut would become wider, and the middle and low-
er struts might eventually become one single strut that has approximately the same width as 
the upper strut. It was also noticed that despite the infill wall on the top floor exhibited the 
same behaviour as that on the lower floor, the two infill walls contained different numbers 
and geometried of struts at the same step of pushover, which indicated that it might not be ap-
propriate to use the same simplified strut model to represent the infill walls on different floors. 

4 CONCLUSIONS  

This paper presented numerical modelling of infilled steel frame using a macro-model of 
masonry infill. It was concluded that the steel joints that were in contact with masonry infill 
caused local stress concentration in the part of infill wall adjacent to the joints. Besides, a sin-
gle inclined strut was noticed at small displacement, when the overall structural was within 
the elastic range. Subsequently, when the displacements at both storeys became larger, the 
single strut was firstly split into two struts and eventually became three struts. The width of 
struts was also found to be changing during the pushover analysis. Moreover, the contact 
length over beams and columns were also observed, which initially increased with increasing 
displacement and then remained approximately constant. Lastly, it was also concluded that 
the masonry infill on different floors could form different numbers of struts with varying ge-
ometries, which should be taken into consideration when developing simplified strut models. 

Future studies should be conducted using a more detailed micro-model of masonry infill to 
investigate the development of cracks in the infill walls and achieve more accurate observa-
tion of infill-frame interactions.     
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Abstract 

As widely investigated in literature, the local behavior of the joints strongly influences the 
whole performance of the steel structures; thus, both in the design and assessment of the mo-
ment resisting frame (MRF) the joint performance should be properly accounted for. The pre-
sent work is focused on local assessment and retrofit the beam-to-column joints of an existing 
non-conforming steel building. Therefore, the monotonic and cyclic behaviors of internal beam-
to-column joints are investigated by means of finite element analyses (FEAs). The main pecu-
liarities of these joints are the continuity of beams and hollow square columns interrupted at 
each level and connected both by bolts and fillet welds to the tapered flanges of the beams. On-
site surveys allowed fully characterizing the geometry of the joints. The joint assemblies were 
sub-structured from the moment resisting frames and analyzed against both the vertical loads 
and seismic actions. The results showed that these types of joints exhibit very poor seismic 
behavior, concentering most of the damage within the welds. Therefore, different local strength-
ening interventions were designed and numerically checked. The comparison between the re-
sponse of the unreinforced and the various strengthening joints is described, and the best 
solutions in terms of both cyclic behavior and technological feasibility are subsequently iden-
tified. 

Keywords: Existing structures, Beam-to-column joints, Seismic retrofit, ductile behavior, fi-
nite element model. 
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1 INTRODUCTION

Nowadays many studies investigated the behavior of the steel structures in seismic areas [1-
12], with the aim to obtain ductile structures that could resist to the earthquake action without 
showing any brittle behavior; however, in many cases, these studies and innovative solutions
could be applied not only to the new structures but could represent a viable solution also for the 
existing structures.

The existing steel buildings are characterized by a great variability in terms of structural 
conception, typology and distribution of resisting systems, and details adopted for the connec-
tions. Moreover, old steel buildings were often designed without considering any seismic action 
or, even when some lateral loads were considered, no hierarchy criteria between structural 
members were adopted. Thus, in the assessment of the existing steel building particular atten-
tion should be given to the joint’s details; indeed, as deeply investigated in literature for the 
new structures [13-22], also in the analyses of the existing buildings the joint could influence 
the global structural behavior.

In this framework, an existing steel multi-storey building located in Naples has been selected 
as a case study due to its structural peculiarities. The design was carried out in accordance to 
the Italian provisions that were in force during the 1960 as reported in [23]; therefore, only 
gravity and wind loads were considered at that time. The P-Delta effects were also completely 
neglected despite of the height of the building (22.5 m). The structure was conceived and man-
ufactured not in conformity with the majority of similar contemporary buildings.

The main aim of this research is to investigate the local behavior of the moment resisting 
joints and to investigate the efficiency of some local intervention to strengthen and improve the 
joint behavior. The paper is divided in four main parts; initially the structural feature of the 
building is described; then the main aspects of the finite element model (FEM) are presented. 
The third part is mainly focused on the results of beam-to-column joints under both vertical and 
horizontal action. Finally, the efficiency of four possible retrofitting solutions is presented.

2 DESCRIPTION OF THE STRUCTURE

2.1 History and general features

The multi-storey building serves for offices and depository of documents. The structure was 
built between 1960 and 1961 to replace a former two-storeys masonry construction used as 
public office. The V-shape of the original plan of the building was preserved (see Figure 1),
with a footprint of about 1400 m2. The design was carried out in accordance to the Italian pro-
visions that were in force during the 1960; therefore, only gravity and wind loads were consid-
ered. MRFs were adopted on the longitudinal axes of the construction, while various types of 
concentric braces (X and Y shaped) were located in the transverse direction.

Figure 1: Planar view of the building.
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2.2 History and general features

The columns of the MRF systems have a hollow squared tubes cross section, with a constant 
external size along the height of the building (140x140 mm), but the thickness of the tubes 
varies from 18 to 6 mm from the bottom to the top. The main beams are made with IPN 320 
profiles at all storeys. Floors were made using corrugated steel sheets filled with concrete for a 
total height of 55 mm. Geometrical features of MRF joints are summarised in Fig. 2.

According to the design report [23], all members are made with Aq 42 Steel, with an allow-
able stress of 1600 kg/cm2, with the only exception of the tubes, which are manufactured with 
Aq 55 Steel, with an allowable stress of 2000 kg/cm2. High-strength bolts (8.8) has been con-
sidered. 

A total of six beam-to-column joints (one for each floor) have been investigated under both 
vertical and horizontal actions. Therefore, a specified nomenclature was introduced to identify 
each investigated joint in function of the floor (“Fx”) and the load scenario (vertical or seismic).

3 MODELING ASSUMPTIONS

The finite element models (FEMs) were developed using ABAQUS 6.14 [24]. The model-
ling assumptions are the same as described by the Authors in previous publications [25-26].
Therefore, only the main features of the models are summarized in the following for the sake 
of brevity.

The beam-to-column joints were modelled considering a sub-assemblage of the whole struc-
ture, which is obtained by extracting both the columns and the beams at the inflection points of 
the bending moment diagram induced by gravity and horizontal loads on the MRF. All elements 
were discretized using C3D8R solid element type. The characteristic dimension of mesh was 
set equal to 5 mm for bolts, welds and plates, and 20 mm for the beams and the columns. 

According to the design report, a yield stress of 240 MPa was assigned to all the existing 
members, with the only exception of the columns, for which the yield stress was set to 300 MPa.

Figure 2: Detail of investigated MRF beam-to-column joints.

Steel yielding was modelled using the Von Mises criterion. The kinematic and isotropic 
hardening were implemented. The constitutive law for high-strength bolts (class 8.8) was mod-
elled according to D'Aniello et al. [27]. The weld steel was modelled with the Ramberg-Osgood 
constitutive law; in absence of more detailed information from the design report, the yielding 
strength of existing welds was assumed to be equal to the highest between the existing members 
(300 MPa). Finally, an European S355 steel grade was used for all strengthening elements.

Displacement histories were applied at the tip of the beams in the sub-assemblages, reaching 
a maximum chord rotation of 0.06 rad. AISC 341 [28] protocol was adopted for cyclic analyses.
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4 RESULTS FROM FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSES

4.1 Behavior of MRF beam-to column joints under vertical loads

The behaviour of MRF beam-to-column joints under vertical loads was investigated impos-
ing maximum vertical displacements at the beam tips equal to 120 mm.

As expected, the internal beam-to column joints showed a good overall response, with the 
activation of plastic hinges at the extremity of the beams with basically no involvement of the 
column that remains in elastic range (see Fig. 3). Plastic hinges start to develop nearby the 
continuity restraint, while increasing the vertical displacements also the activation other two 
plastic hinges at the beam extremity can be observed. Moreover, since the beam profiles do not 
change among the different floors, the response in terms of bending resistance is almost the 
same for all the investigated joints, as shown in Fig. 3a.
However, a very small difference in terms of elastic stiffness can be observed owing to the 
variation of the column bending stiffness at each floor.

(a) (b)
Figure 4: Results of MRF joints at 3rd floor under seismic loads in terms of moment-rotation curve (a) 

and PEEQ distribution of joint (b).

4.2 Seismic behavior of MRF beam-to column joints

The seismic behaviour of MRF beam-to-column joints is depicted in Fig. 4 in terms of mo-
ment-rotation curves and distribution of equivalent plastic strains (PEEQ); in Fig. 4b it can be 
notice that all plastic deformations are concentrated in the columns and in the fillet welds. The 
beams always remain in an elastic range; the same type of failure mode can be observed at each 
floor of the building. The maximum bending resistance is showed by the joint at the first floor,
as shown in Fig. 4a; indeed, due to the variation of the column thickness a reduction of the 
resistance along the structural height can be observed.

In Table 2 results from each scenario are reported in terms of maximum bending moments.

(a) (b)
Figure 3: Results of MRF joints at 3rd floor under vertical loads in terms of moment-rotation curve (a) 

and PEEQ distribution of joint (b).
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a) RS1 b) RS2 c) RS3
Figure 5: Different retrofitting solutions for the beam-to-column joint: weld collar (a), 65 mm high ribs (b), 

150 mm high ribs (c)

Floor Vertical [kNm] Seismic [kNm]
Floor 1 356.1 102.8
Floor 2 355.4 101.4
Floor 3 355.0 94.8
Floor 4 354.3 85.2
Floor 5 353.9 72.2
Floor 6 351.9 56.5

Table 2: Results from numerical analyses in terms of maximum bending moments.

4.3 Strengthening solutions

The results of the numerical analyses showed that MRF joints have a good behaviour under 
gravity loads while exhibit a poor ductile response, with a large plastic concentration in the 
column’s tip and in the adjacent fillet welds (see Fig. 4b). Therefore, three different strength-
ening interventions have been designed and numerically tested to improve the seismic perfor-
mance of the joints by preventing welds brittle failure. For sake of brevity only results of the 
joint at the third floor (with the medium value of column thickness) are reported hereinafter.

The main geometrical features of the interventions (see Fig. 5) are summarised as follows:
1. Complete replacement of the fillet welds with a continuous weld collar made with stronger

material (e.g. yielding stress equal to 450 MPa), see Fig. 5a (RS1).
2. Replacement of the welds and introduction of four 65x10 mm rib stiffeners made with steel

S355, two on each side of the column, shaped with an angle of 40°, see Fig. 5b (RS2).
3. Replacement of the welds and introduction of four 150x10 mm rib stiffeners made with

steel S355, two on each side of the column, see Fig.5c (RS3).
The results of monotonic analysis for each RS scenario are depicted in Fig. 6. Maximum 

bending moments and the relative increment with respect to unreinforced joint response are 
also reported in Table 3. As it can be observed, the retrofitting solutions provide a large varia-
tion of both resistance and elastic stiffness; indeed, with the only exception of RS1, that only 
implies the change of the welds, the introduction of the rib stiffeners increases the assembly 
stiffness and the resistance. The maximum increase of the bending capacity is not very high 
(RS3, 17% with respect to the unreinforced joint) but the real benefit of the presence of the ribs 
is to obtain a more ductile mechanism moving the failure from the weld to the column allowing 
a larger rotational capacity. This aspect can be better observed in case of cyclic analyses (see 
Fig. 7).

Thus, comparing the unreinforced solution with the RS3 (the one with two ribs) it can be 
observed that the first case a large concentration of plastic deformation appears in the welds 
and at the column tip. Contrariwise, the reinforced solution provides a slightly larger resistance 
and a more stable energy dissipation without pinching. In this case plastic strains are concen-
trated in the columns, leaving the welds in elastic range.
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Figure 6: Moment – rotation curves for all different strengthening solutions.

Intervention Mj,Max [kNm] Resistance increment [%]
RS0 (Unreinforced) 94.8 -

RS1 (Replaced Welds) 99.2 +5%
RS2 (Ribs 65 mm) 104.5 +10%
RS3 (Ribs 150 mm) 110.2 +16%

Table 3: Comparison between different scenarios in terms of bending moments.

5 CONCLUSIONS 

An existing non-code conforming six-storey steel building has been investigated. Particular 
attention was paid on both vertical and lateral behaviour of the MRF beam-to-column joints. 
From the results of FEAs the following observations can be pointed out:

Moment resisting joints are able to support the vertical loads showing only the activation of
the plastic hinges at very large value of chord rotation.
Lateral loads induce stress concentration in the welds around the columns, which represent
a brittle component. Therefore, local interventions have been designed to retrofit joints.
The first retrofitting intervention (RS1) involves the replacement of the original welds; re-
sults show that the increment of weld resistance is not enough to change the failure mode.
The second (RS2) and third (RS3) interventions consist in the use of rib stiffeners to in-
crease the resistance of the connection. The numerical results show that both under mono-
tonic and cyclic action the introduction of rib stiffeners allows to reduce the plastic demand
within the welds. Therefore, the local ductility of the joints is preserved despite additional
consideration should be done form a global point of view.

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7: Moment-rotation curves for the unreinforced column and the RS3 proposal (a) and distribution 

of equivalent plastic strains under cyclical horizontal actions for the same cases (b-c).
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Abstract. In this contribution, the dynamic response of two railway bridges, represented by
a viscoelastically supported Euler-Bernoulli model, subjected to high-speed trains is analyzed
and discussed. Different types of high-speed trains are considered, which are modeled as
moving mass-spring-damper (MSD) system. The structural response is determined by a dynamic
substructuring approach, in which the equation of motion of the beam bridge model and the
equations of motion of the MSD system, both written in state space, are coupled using a
generalized corresponding assumption. The coupled set of equations of motion representing
the dynamic soil-structure-vehicle interaction model are solved by time history analysis. The
utilized approach captures all essential features of dynamic soil-structure-vehicle interaction and
allows for a numerically efficient evaluation of the dynamic responses of the structure. Particular
attention is paid to the influence of the MSD system on the beam bridge during approach and after
departure. The structural response of the considered beam bridges is compared and discussed
for the different types of high-speed trains and different subsoil conditions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The increasing operational speed along train lines involves new challenges on the design of

railway bridges and on the assessment of existing bridges. At certain train speeds, especially

short-to-medium span railway bridges are excited to resonance, which leads to a significant

structural acceleration response at the deck level [1]. Resonance effects can lead to destabilization

of the ballast, to increased wearing of the rails which is associated with increased maintenance

costs of the line, and in extreme cases even to the hazard of train derailment. These aspects

demand a detailed dynamic analysis of the response behavior within the framework of a reliability

assessment of bridge structures for trains with high-speed. In common computational models

the subsoil of the bridge is assumed to be rigid and only a few studies deal with the influence

of SSI on the dynamic response behavior of the bridge (e.g. [2, 3, 4, 5]). However, dynamic

soil-structure interaction (SSI) effects may have a significant influence on the structural response

of high-speed railway bridges and therefore should to be taken into account when performing a

reliability analysis.

The most general modeling approach for the prediction of the structural response including

SSI is provided by three-dimensional (3D) finite element (FE) models [4, 6, 7]. A 3D FE bridge

model offers the possibility of taking the full coupling between the track and the soil into account,

the geometry of the bridge can be modeled in detail, and in a time domain formulation nonlinear

constitutive behavior can be implemented [3]. In a numerically more efficient but more elaborate

approach, an FE model of the bridge is coupled with a boundary element (BE) model of the

subsoil [3, 5, 8]. For instance, [5] investigated the influence of SSI on the structural responses

of a single-span railway bridge subjected to moving trains at different speeds. In this study, a

mass-spring-damper (MSD) train model is coupled with a 3D FE track and bridge model in

combination with the BE soil model. The prediction of the structural bridge response using FE or

BE-FE formulations involves a significant computational effort, and in the context of reliability

assessment, where many limit state function evaluations are required, it is not feasible to use such

complex and computationally expensive models. For this reason, the authors of this paper have

recently developed a numerically efficient dynamic soil-structure and bridge-train interaction

model [9] that allows for a large number of computations in the context of a reliability analysis.

In this contribution, this model is utilized to determine the structural response of beam bridges

subjected to moving high-speed trains. The trains are modeled as a planar MSD system, and the

bridges as an Euler-Bernoulli beam resting at both ends on spring-damper elements that capture

the effect of the subsoil. A dynamic substructuring approach is used to determine the system

response, in which the equation of motion of the beam bridge model and the equations of motion

of the MSD system are written separately in state space and then coupled via a generalized

corresponding assumption. Particular emphasis is paid to the influence of the MSD system on the

bridge response during approach and after departure of the bridge. In two application examples,

the structural response of two existing bridge structures subjected to three different German

high-speed InterCity Express (ICE) trains is assessed.

2 DYNAMIC SOIL-BRIDGE-TRAIN INTERACTION MODEL

2.1 Dynamic substructuring approach

The response of the coupled bridge-MSD system is found by a dynamic substructuring

technique [9]. In this approach, the equations of motion of the two subsystems (i.e., the bridge

and the MSD system) are derived separately and then coupled utilizing a coupling condition

at the interfaces of the subsystems. The beam bridge is subjected to a planar viscoelastic
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MSD system representing the moving train at constant speed v (see Figure 1). To account

for soil-structure interaction effects, the bridge is modeled as an Euler-Bernoulli beam with

spring-dashpot elements at both ends, which is thus non-classically damped. In addition, the

rotational springs consider the bending stiffness of the rails and the lumped masses account for

the mass of the foundation (see Figure 1).

� �
�

� �� �

� 	 
�

�

�
�

��� �

Figure 1: Viscoelastically supported Euler-Bernoulli beam model and planar MSD model, modified from [9]

The procedure described in [9] is based on a complex modal series representation of the beam

bridge displacement w(x, t) and the acceleration ẅ(x, t),

w(x, t) ≈ 2R
{

NΦ∑
r=1

Φr(x)yr(t)

}
, ẅ(x, t) ≈ 2R

{
NΦ∑
r=1

Φr(x)srẏr(t)

}
(1)

with Φr(x) denoting the r-th complex eigenfunction of the non-classically damped beam and sr
is the corresponding complex natural frequency. The modal equations of motion in state space

for the first NΦ modes of the Euler-Bernoulli beam read [9]

Abẏ +Bby = fb (2)

where y is the vector of the complex modal coordinates yr, r = 1, ..., NΦ, and their conjugate

complex counterparts ȳr, matrix Ab contains the coefficients of the decoupled first order differen-

tial equations related with ẏ, matrix Bb the coefficients related with y, and fb denotes the vector

of the modal interaction forces fr and f̄r, r = 1, ..., NΦ, between the bridge and the train model,

y = [y1, . . . , yr, . . . , yNΦ
, ȳ1, . . . , ȳr, . . . , ȳNΦ

]T ,

Ab = diag[a1, . . . , ar, . . . , aNΦ
, ā1, . . . , ār, . . . , āNΦ

] ,

Bb = diag[b1, . . . , br, . . . , bNΦ
, b̄1, . . . , b̄r, . . . , b̄NΦ

] ,

fb = [f1, . . . , fr, . . . , fNΦ
, f̄1, . . . , f̄r, . . . , f̄NΦ

]T

(3)
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The MSD train system is composed of rigid bodies with mass representing the passenger

stage, two bogies, and four wheel pairs connected with spring-dashpot elements, as shown in

Figure 1 [10, 11]. The equations of motion of this MSD system with 10 degrees of freedom

(DOFs) in state space representation are given as [11, 12],

Acḋc(t) +Bcdc(t) = fc(t) (4)

with the matrices Ac, Bc, and vector fc

Ac =

[
Cc Mc

Ic 0

]
, Bc =

[
Kc 0
0 −Ic

]
, fc =

[
Fc

0

]
(5)

composed of the mass matrix Mc, the damping matrix Cc, the stiffness matrix Kc, the vector Fc

comprising the axle forces, and the identity matrix Ic. The vector dc = {u(1)
c , . . . ,u

(j)
c , . . . ,u

(Nc)
c ,

u̇
(1)
c , . . . , u̇

(j)
c , . . . , u̇

(Nc)
c }T contains all DOFs of the MSD system and their first derivative in

time of the DOFs.

The equation of motions of beam and MSD system are coupled with the so-called generalized

corresponding assumption [9, 13], where it is assumed that the displacement in the vertical

direction of the beam and the MSD system at the contact point are equal. Consequently, lift-off

of the wheels is not possible, see Figure 2. The generalized corresponding assumption yields the

following expression for the vertical displacement u
(i)
w of the i-th wheel, which is at time t at

position ξi(t), together with Eq. (1) [9],

u(i)
w (ξi) = w(ξi, t) ≈

NΦ∑
r=1

Φr(ξi)yr(t) +

NΦ∑
r=1

Φ̄r(ξi)ȳr(t) (6)

Figure 2: Generalized corresponding assumption for beam and wheel contact at position ξi(t) [9]

Finally, the resulting coupled set of equations of motion in state space reads as [9, 13]

A∗(t)ẋ∗(t) +B∗(t)x∗(t) = f∗(t) (7)

with the time-dependent system matrices

A∗(t) = ΓT
1 (t)
[
AΓ1(t) +AΓ̇2(t) +AΓ2(t)S+BΓ2(t)

]
,

B∗(t) = ΓT
1 (t)
[
AΓ̇1(t) +BΓ1(t)

] (8)

and

f∗(t) = ΓT
1 (t)
[
f(t)−AΥ̇(t)−BΥ(t)

]
(9)
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The time-dependent transformation matrices Γ1(t), Γ2(t) include terms that consider the interac-

tion between the subsystems. This system of equations is solved for the vector x∗ utilizing the

4-th order numerical Runge-Kutta time-step integration scheme of the explicit form of Eq. (7),

i.e. ẋ∗(t) = A∗(t)−1 (f∗(t)−B∗(t)x∗(t)). A detailed derivation of the equations of motions of

the beam bridge model and the MSD system can be found in [9, 13].

2.2 Modeling of the approach and departure phase of the train

When the train approaches the bridge, the bridge is lowered slightly due to the flexibility

of the subsoil. This lowering must be taken into account in the mechanical model to avoid a

physically unreasonable acceleration jump in the calculation. The same applies accordingly

after the train has left the bridge. As described in [14], in the mechanical model the lowering

of the bridge in the approach and departure phases is achieved by two fictitious massless rigid

beams placed before and after the bridge, respectively, as shown in Figure 1. The effect of Nw

axle loads of the MSD system in the approach phase on the first massless beam and in further

consequence on the bridge model can be simply described by a force on the left support F0(t)
(at x = 0) that increases linearly in this phase [14],

F0(t) =
Nw∑
i=1

F
(i)
b (t)

(
1 +

vt− li
La

)
δ(x)Π(t, t

(A)
i , t

(B)
i ) (10)

where the Dirac delta function δ(x) indicates the position of F0(t) at x = 0, i.e. at the left beam

support. The i-th force F
(i)
b is activated at time t

(A)
i = (li − La)/v by the Heaviside function

H(t− t
(A)
i ) when it enters the fictitious rigid beam, and at time t

(B)
i = li/v deactivated by the

Heaviside function H(t− t
(B)
i ) when F

(i)
b runs onto the flexible support, i.e., Π(t, t

(A)
i , t

(B)
i ) =

H(t − t
(A)
i ) −H(t − t

(B)
i ). Accordingly, a single force FL(t) on the right support (at x = L)

captures the movement of the train away from the bridge [9],

FL(t) =
Nw∑
i=1

F
(i)
b (t)

(
1− vt− li − L

Ld

)
δ(x− L)Π(t, t

(C)
i , t

(D)
i ) (11)

At time t
(C)
i = (li + L)/v the i-th force of the MSD system leaves the beam bridge, and at

time t
(D)
i = (li + L + Ld)/v it leaves the fictitious rigid beam of length Ld, consequently,

Π(t, t
(C)
i , t

(D)
i ) = H(t− t

(C)
i )−H(t− t

(D)
i ).

The r-th modal form of these forces read as [9]

f
(r)
0 (t) =

∫
L

Nw∑
i=1

F
(i)
b

(
1 +

vt− li
La

)
δ(x)Π(t, t

(A)
i , t

(B)
i )Φr(x)dx =

Nw∑
i=1

F
(i)
b

(
1 +

vt− li
La

)
Π(t, t

(A)
i , t

(B)
i )Φr(0)

f
(r)
L (t) =

∫
L

Nw∑
i=1

F
(i)
b

(
1− vt− li − L

Ld

)
δ(x− L)Π(t, t

(E)
i , t

(F )
i )Φr(x)dx =

Nw∑
i=1

F
(i)
b

(
1− vt− li − L

Ld

)
Π(t, t

(E)
i , t

(F )
i )Φr(L)

(12)
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Consequently, the r-th modal load in Eq. (3) is given as fr = f
(r)
0 + f

(r)
b + f

(r)
L , where f

(r)
b (t) =∫

L

∑Nw

i=1 F
(i)
b (t)δ(x − ξi)Π(t, t

(B)
i , t

(C)
i )Φr(x)dx =

∑Nw

i=1 F
(i)
b (t)Π(t, t

(B)
i , t

(C)
i )Φr(ξi) accounts

for the modal form of the series of Nw moving single forces crossing the beam bridge. During

the approach and departure phase of the MSD system the dynamic interaction between the beam

and the MSD system is explicitly considered in the transformation matrices Γ1(t), Γ2(t), see

[9, 13].

3 Application

This dynamic substructuring approach is used to efficiently evaluate the acceleration response

of two example bridges subjected to the German InterCity Express trains ICE 2, ICE 3, and ICE 4.

In the considered configuration, the ICE 2 train with a maximum train speed of vmax = 77.8 m/s

(280 km/h) and a total length of Ltrain = 205.4 m is composed of one power car followed by

seven passenger cars. The UIC axle classification [15] of this train with in total 32 axles thus

reads Bo′Bo′ + 2′2′ + 2′2′ + 2′2′ + 2′2′ + 2′2′ + 2′2′ + 2′2′, with Bo′ representing one pair of

axles of the power car and 2′ representing one pair of axles of the passenger car. The considered

ICE 3 train contains four power cars and four passenger cars with an UIC axle classification

of Bo′Bo′ + 2′2′ + Bo′Bo′ + 2′2′ + 2′2′ + Bo′Bo′ + 2′2′ + Bo′Bo′. The length of this train

with 32 axles and a maximum speed of vmax = 91.4 m/s (330 km/h) is Ltrain = 200.8 m. The

considered ICE 4 train with a maximum speed of vmax = 69.4 m/s (250 km/h) has 3 power

cars and 4 passenger cars, which add up to 28 axles and a total length of Ltrain = 202 m. The

corresponding UIC axle classification is 2′2′ + Bo′Bo′ + 2′2′ + Bo′Bo′ + Bo′Bo′ + 2′2′ + 2′2′.
The parameters of the MSD model of the ICE 2 and ICE 3 can be found in [16, 17], and of the

ICE 4 train in [18].

In general, the maximum acceleration of the bridge deck is decisive for the assessment of the

reliability of the railway bridge exposed to high-speed trains [19]. Therefore, the acceleration

response of the two beam bridges subjected to the MSD system representing the considered

trains is computed for five different subsoil conditions. In this study, the time history of

the beam bridge response at closely spaced beam locations x is analyzed for a given speed

v of the train models in the observation period T = (l1 + Ltrain + La + L + Ld)/v, and

subsequently the absolute value of the peak response is recorded, i.e. the peak acceleration

a(v) = max {|ẅ(x, t, v)| : 0 ≤ x ≤ L, 0 ≤ t ≤ T}. The modal expansions are approximated

by seven modes, i.e. NΦ = 7. Structural modal damping of ζ̃r = 0.25 % (r = 1, ..., NΦ) is taken

into account and the surface of the beam is assumed to be perfectly smooth.

The properties of the soil under the bridge foundation are varied, representing a range from

moderately soft to stiff soils. Five homogeneous soils with different stiffness are considered,

whose soil parameters (constrained modulus Es, Poisson’s ratio ν, mass density ρ) are summa-

rized in Table 1 [13, 20]. Soil 1 with the lowest stiffness corresponds to a medium stiff soil and

soil 5 to a stiff soil (rock). Since the required contact area A0 of the foundations depends on the

soil stiffness (i.e. the stiffer the soil the smaller the required area), the product of the base area of

the foundation A0 and the root of the constrained modulus of the soil Es is kept constant when

determining k and c, i.e., A0

√
Es = 2.289 · 104 √Nm [14]. It is assumed that the foundation has

the same mass for all soils considered: m = 1.5 · 105 kg.
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Es ν ρ k c
[MN/m2] [-] [kg/m3] [N/m] [kg/s]

1 200 0,30 2263 5,895·108 1,089·106
2 250 0,28 2300 7,662·108 1,098·106
3 300 0,26 2333 9,495·108 1,106·106
4 400 0,25 2367 1,284·109 1,114·106
5 500 0,25 2400 1,605·109 1,121·106

Table 1: Soil parameters and corresponding parameters of the spring-dashpot elements [13]

3.1 Example bridge 1

Example bridge 1 models an existing single-span ballasted steel railway bridge located in

Austria with a span length of L = 16.8 m. Its bending stiffness is EI = 3.262 · 1010 Nm2 and its

mass per unit length ρA = 1.220 · 104 kg/m. Table 2 presents the first four natural frequencies

fr(= I(sr)/2π = Ωr/2π), r = 1, ..., 4, and equivalent damping coefficients ζr + ζ̃r for the

beam model on viscoelastic supports representing various subsoil conditions, and for the simply

supported beam bridge model (i.e., in this case the subsoil is rigid). In this context, it should be

noted that higher modes, associated with higher frequencies, are less critical for bridge failure

[13].

Table 2: First four natural frequencies and damping coefficients of bridge model 1 resting on soils 1 to 5 and on

rigid soil

soil no. 1 soil no. 2 soil no. 3 soil no. 4 soil no. 5 simply supported beam

f1 [Hz] 6.59 7.12 7.49 7.94 8.19 9.10

f2 [Hz] 8.96 10.19 11.34 13.16 14.68 36.39

f3 [Hz] 12.96 13.68 14.45 15.87 17.19 81.90

f4 [Hz] 38.80 38.85 38.89 38.99 39.08 145.60

ζ1 + ζ̃1 [%] 2.71 1.96 1.46 0.94 0.69 0.25

ζ2 + ζ̃2 [%] 5.41 4.79 4.35 3.77 3.39 0.25

ζ3 + ζ̃3 [%] 2.94 3.17 3.20 3.18 3.08 0.25

ζ4 + ζ̃4 [%] 0.42 0.43 0.44 0.45 0.46 0.25

Figure 3 shows the maximum acceleration response a(v) of example bridge 1 subjected (a) to

the ICE 2 train and (b) to the ICE 3 train as a function of the train speed v. The local response

peaks of these so-called response spectra are referred to as resonance peaks, and the associated

train speeds are known as critical speeds or resonance speeds. At such a critical train speed,

defined as v
(r)
j = dfr/j , j = 1, 2, 3, ..., the r-th natural bridge frequency is excited to a state of

resonance due to the repetitive axle loads with constant distance d [21].

When the beam is rigidly supported, the ICE 2 train induces a maximum bridge deck acceler-

ation a = 6.6 m/s2 at speed v = 79.5 m/s (which is close to the resonance speed v
(1)
3 = 80.1 m/s,

based on the wagon length of the ICE 2 train d = 26.4 m). For the beam resting on soil 5, the

maximum acceleration a = 3.6 m/s2 occurs at the train speed v = 71 m/s, which is close to the

resonance speed v
(1)
3 = 72.1 m/s. Soil 4 and soil 3 lead to the acceleration maxima a = 2.9 m/s2

and a = 1.9 m/s2 at the train speeds v = 68.8 m/s, v = 66.7 m/s, respectively. Due to the

considerable geometric damping at soil 1 and soil 2, no pronounced resonance peak is visible in

these cases. These results show that SSI reduces the peak accelerations at resonance compared to

the rigidly supported beam bridge model. Simultaneously, the corresponding critical train speeds
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also decrease, which could be of concern because these speeds are below the maximum train

speed (cf. Figure 3(a)).

The overall response behavior of this example bridge is very similar when subjected to the

ICE 3 train, see Figure 3. In the rigidly supported beam bridge model, the global acceleration

maximum at v = 74.6 m/s is a = 10.3 m/s2 , which is close to the resonance speed v
(1)
3 =

75.2 m/s, based on the ICE 3 wagon length d = 24.8 m. The global resonance peak of the bridge

resting on soil 5 is a = 5.7 m/s2 at v = 66.7 m/s (close to resonance speed v
(1)
3 = 67.6 m/s).

The structure in combination with soil 4 yields the maximum acceleration a = 4.1 m/s2 at

v = 64.7 m/s, and in combination with soil 3 a = 2.6 m/s2 at v = 60.4 m/s. As in the case of the

ICE 2 train, no distinct acceleration peaks can be observed for the structure resting on soil 1 and

soil 2.

Figure 3: Maximum bridge acceleration of example bridge 1 subjected (a) to the ICE 2 train and (b) to the ICE 3

train as a function of the train speed for different soil conditions.

Figure 4 presents the maximum acceleration response of example bridge 1 subjected to the

MSD system of the ICE 4 train. As before, the rigidly supported beam bridge model exhibits the

largest bridge deck acceleration a = 12.6 m/s2 at v = 86.4 m/s (close to the resonance speed

v
(1)
3 = 87.7 m/s; wagon length d = 28.9 m). Likewise, the maximum bridge acceleration and

the associated resonant speed decrease with decreasing base stiffness (soil 5: a = 7.9 m/s2 at

v = 77.7 m/s; soil 4: a = 6.7 m/s2 at v = 74.5 m/s; soil 3: a = 4.9 m/s2 at v = 70.7 m/s; soils 1

and 2: no pronounced response peaks).

Comparison of Figures 3 and 4 reveals that at bridge 1 on rigid soil the ICE 3 train leads to

the dominant resonance peak at the lowest speed, while the ICE 2 train induces the lowest bridge

accelerations. On the other hand, the ICE 4 train excites the bridge to the largest accelerations,

however, at the largest resonance speed compared to the other train models.
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Figure 4: Maximum bridge acceleration of example bridge 1 subjected to the ICE 4 as a function of the train speed

for different soil conditions.

3.2 Example bridge 2

With L = 21 m, the span length of example bridge 2, which is also the model of an existing

single-span ballasted steel railway bridge, is larger than that of bridge 1. The flexural stiffness

is EI = 2.6 · 1010 Nm2 and the mass per unit length ρA = 7083 · 104 kg/m. The first four

natural frequencies of example bridge 2 fr, r = 1, ..., 4, and corresponding equivalent damping

coefficients ζr + ζ̃r depending on the subsoil conditions are compiled in Table 3.

Table 3: First four natural frequencies and damping coefficients of bridge model 2 resting on soils 1 to 5 and on

rigid soil

soil no. 1 soil no. 2 soil no. 3 soil no. 4 soil no. 5 simply supported beam

f1 [Hz] 5.96 6.19 6.33 6.47 6.55 6.80

f2 [Hz] 9.18 10.45 11.61 13.44 14.96 27.20

f3 [Hz] 10.88 11.95 13.01 14.79 16.35 61.20

f4 [Hz] 28.62 28.67 28.73 28.85 28.99 108.80

ζ1 + ζ̃1 [%] 1.40 0.91 0.67 0.46 0.38 0.25

ζ2 + ζ̃2 [%] 5.52 4.88 4.4 3.79 3.37 0.25

ζ3 + ζ̃3 [%] 4.46 4.34 4.15 3.79 3.50 0.25

ζ4 + ζ̃4 [%] 0.45 0.47 0.49 0.52 0.56 0.25

Figures 5(a),(b) and 6 show the peak acceleration response of this structure subjected to the

ICE 2, ICE 3 and ICE 4 train models. In all cases, the maximum peak acceleration occurs at

the rigidly supported beam. The ICE 2 train induces large responses of the bridge resting on

soil 1 (smallest stiffness) compared to structure on the stiffer soils 5, 4, 3, and 2, as can be seen

from Figure 5(a). However, in general the ICE 2 train does not cause significant acceleration

responses of this structure. Another observation is that the peak acceleration of bridge 2 on soil 3

induced by the ICE 3 train is larger than for the bridge on soils 5 and 4, cf. Figure 5(b). Clearly,

the ICE 4 train yields the largest bridge accelerations, as can be seen from Figure 6. For instance,

the rigidly supported beam bridge model exhibits the largest acceleration a = 17.4 m/s2 at

v = 64.7 m/s, which is close to the resonance speed v
(1)
3 = 65.5 m/s. The peak acceleration and

the corresponding resonance speed for the bridge on flexible soil decrease with decreasing soil

stiffness. Soil 5: a = 13.2 m/s2 at v = 62 m/s (close to v
(1)
3 = 63.1 m/s); soil 4: a = 12.2 m/s2
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at v = 61.3 m/s; soil 3: a = 10.1 m/s2 at v = 59.8 m/s; soil 2: a = 8.2 m/s2 at v = 58.5 m/s;

soil 1: a = 5.9 m/s2 at v = 56.4 m/s.

Figure 5: Maximum bridge acceleration of example bridge 2 subjected (a) to the ICE 2 train and (b) to the ICE 3

train as a function of the train speed for different soil conditions.

Figure 6: Maximum bridge acceleration of example bridge 2 subjected to the ICE 4 as a function of the train speed

for different soil conditions.

4 CONCLUSIONS

In this study, a soil-bridge-train interaction model recently developed by the authors was used

to efficiently evaluate the structural response of two example bridges subjected to the German

high-speed trains ICE 2, ICE 3 and ICE 4. This model is based on a dynamic substructuring

approach in which the bridge is modeled as a beam and the train as a mass-spring-damper system.

To obtain physically meaningful results, the arrival and departure phases of the train were

considered. Train-bridge interaction was explicitly considered in the approach and departure

phases.

The influence of the soil-structure interaction and the bridge-train interaction on the response

of the example bridges subjected to the three different train types was shown. When the soil-

structure interaction is considered, the maximum acceleration at resonance is reduced due to the

additional damping of the system, but simultaneously also the resonance peaks are shifted to

lower train speeds. This trend is visible for the two example bridges and all three train types

considered.
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Based on past earthquake events, bridges are the most critical and usually the most vulnera-
ble component of road and rail transport systems, while bridge damage is related to substan-
tial direct and indirect losses. For the case of railway bridges, the estimation of seismic 
fragility is a rather complex and computationally demanding procedure due to the real-time 
interaction of the train movement and the bridge and the different failure modes of subsys-
tems. Several methodologies are available in the literature to estimate train-bridge systems' 
seismic fragility, ignoring the nonlinear behavior of the bridge during earthquake loading 
and the different failure modes of critical components. The scope of this research paper is to 
propose a component-based methodology for the estimation of bridge fragility curves, consid-
ering all critical components and failure modes of subsystems. The coupled VBI (vehicle 
bridge interaction) is solved in a software platform using the co-simulation approach, based 
on a force-displacement coupling technique and a Gauss-Seidel communication pattern. The 
co-simulation implementation, i.e., the orchestrator and the functional mockup units (FMUs), 
were developed in the environment of PyFMI. The vehicle-rail system is solved using a C++ 
tailor-made code based on a novel mathematical formulation of constrained dynamical sys-
tems with a set of pure ordinary differential equations and is wrapped in an independent 
FMU. The inelastic bridge model is developed and solved using OpenSees.py, which is 
wrapped in an independent FMU. Also, an ad-hoc software for implementing the probabilistic 
framework and the derivation of fragility curves is developed in Python. The methodology and 
the software developed are described and applied to a case study bridge of the Greek railway 
network, and the fragility curves are provided and discussed. 
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Abstract 

The application of precast post-tensioned segmental (PPS) bridge piers is growing in order to 
reduce global damages through rocking motion of the segments when subject to lateral exci-
tations. However, local damages still exist in form of concrete spalling and crushing at the 
compression zones when one segment rocks on top of the underlying segment. Hence, this 
work will address reduction of these local damages in PPS piers through confinement of con-
crete segments by glass-fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP) tubes and use of elastic layers be-
tween segments at the joints. To achieve this goal, a robust Finite Element (FE) model is first 
developed in ABAQUS software, and is experimentally validated using the existing literature. 
The cyclic behaviour of the experimentally-validated FE model is then determined. It was 
found that the GFRP tubes and elastic layers significantly reduce local damages of PPS piers 
at the joints. 

Keywords: Precast Post-Tensioned Segmental Piers, Glass-Fibre Reinforced Polymer, Finite 
Element Model, Elastic Layer, Cyclic Loading. 

1  INTRODUCTION 
Bridges are one of the crucial components of any transport network and any small disrup-

tion in their functionality can result in enormous economic damages and life losses. In par-
ticular, lateral excitations such as earthquake, can cause severe damages in bridge structures. 
Conventional cast-in-place (CIP) reinforced concrete (RC) piers are constructed monolithical-
ly with the bridge deck, and experience permanent damages in form of plastic hinges during 
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severe earthquake loadings. One of the most effective solutions to avoid any plastic hinge, 
widely considered by researchers in accelerated bridge construction (ABC) [1], is precast 
post-tensioned segmental (PPS) piers [2]. In ABC, the concrete segments are manufactured 
offsite with higher quality, and then transferred to the construction site to be assembled. Addi-
tionally, the construction process is expedited, and environmental pollution is reduced. The 
rocking mechanism of the segments and self-centering effect of the post-tensioned tendon de-
crease the residual deformation of the PPS piers [3].  

On the other hand, application of fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) material is growing in 
concrete piers due to its high stiffness and resistance against corrosion, weathering, and chem-
ical attacks [4,5]. Using FRP around concrete piers enhances their performance by adding ex-
tra confinement to the concrete. In existing piers, FRP tubes are used to strengthen the pier, 
and in design of new piers, FRP tubes increase axial loading capacity of the pier [4]. FRP 
tubes also prevent the cover concrete from spalling, and significantly increase the ductility 
and lateral strength of the pier subject to seismic loading events [6].The FRP tubes have larger 
flexural strength and higher strength-to-weight ratio compared to steel tubes, and reduce the 
creep strain of the confined concrete [7,8].  

In moderate- and high-seismicity regions, each segment of the PPS piers may still experi-
ence local damages at the contact interfaces (e.g. compression zones at the joints) in form of 
concrete spalling and crushing [4]. This is because of high stress concentration at the joints 
due to high compressive stresses [9]. To reduce or even eliminate concrete spalling and crush-
ing at the joints, the segments were confined with steel jackets [10,11,12]. However, the steel 
jackets yield, and thus induce permanent residual deformations in the pier. Therefore, this 
study adopts a new approach in order to reduce the local damages and a damage-free PPS pier. 
The current study numerically investigates PPS piers confined with glass fibre reinforced pol-
ymer (GFRP) tubes, where elastic layers are used between the segments. To achieve this aim, 
a robust FE model is first developed and validated. Then, cyclic behavior of the pier is studied 
to investigate the effects of GFRP tubes around the segments and elastic layers between the 
segments.  

2 NUMERICAL MODELLING 
Four PPS specimens are modelled: (1) PPS pier without GFRP tube and elastic layer, P, (2) 

PPS pier with GFRP tubes, PT, (3) PPS pier with elastic layers, PL, and (4) PPS pier with 
GFRP tubes and elastic layers, PTL. To study the effects of the flexibility of the elastic layers 
between the segments, three values of Young’s modulus are considered for the elastic layers: 
05, 10 and 15 GPa. All the PPS specimens are summarized in Table1, and the FE models of 
the PPS piers are shown in Figure 1. 

Pier Name Pier Description GFRP Tube Elastic Layer ( layerE ) 

P Without GFRP tube and elastic layer - - 
PT With GFRP tubes  - 
PL05 

With elastic layers 
-  (05 GPa) 

PL10 -  (10 GPa) 
PL15 -  (15 GPa) 
PTL05 

With GFRP tubes and elastic layers 
  (05 GPa) 

PTL10   (10 GPa) 
PTL15   (15 GPa) 

Table 1: PPS specimens with different configurations of GFRP tubes and elastic layers. 
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Figure 1 compares all the PPS pier specimens considered in this study. A 3D FE modelling 
of the PPS pier is developed in ABAQUS [13]. Figure 2 shows geometric details of the PPS 
piers. The 3D FE model of the piers is defined with n segments (n = 6), of width B (B = 0.5 m) 
and height h (h = 0.5 m). To provide the self-centering mechanism under a lateral cyclic load-
ing, an unbounded post-tensioned tendon passes through a duct in the segments, and is fixed 
to the top of the pier and the bottom of the foundation. The duct has a diameter of 80 mm, and 
the post-tensioned tendon area is considered 20 % of the segment area [14]. The elastic layers 
of height of hL (hL = 5 cm) are used between the segments. 

The segments, foundation, and tendon are modelled using eight-node 3D brick elements 
(C3D8R). The segments, layers, and tendons are deformable solids while the foundation is a 
discrete rigid element. The GFRP tubes are modelled as shell elements around the concrete 
segments. To model the joints, the surface-to-surface contact elements are adopted. The tan-
gential friction between the surfaces is taken 0.5 [15]. To model the normal contact between 
the surfaces, the hard contact is used. To model the unboundedness of the tendon, the friction-
less surface-to-surface contact element is adopted between the tendon and the inside face of 
the ducts, through the segments and layers. The unbounded tendon is embedded in a load stub 
at the top of the pier and in the foundation. 

Figure 1: The FE models of: (a) P, without GFRP tubes and elastic layer, (b) PT, with GFRP tubes, (c) PL, 
with elastic layers, and (d) PTL, with GFRP tubes and elastic layers. 

Figure 2: Geometric details of the piers: (a) P and PT, and (b) PL, and PTL. 

To define concrete material of the segments, there are two models in ABAQUS: (i) 
smeared cracking model, and (ii) damaged plasticity model. The concrete damage plasticity is 
recommended for concrete piers subject to monotonic, cyclic and dynamic loading as used in 
this study [13,16]. Figure 3a shows the stress-strain of concrete for both confined (with GFRP 
tubes) and unconfined (without GFRP tubes) concrete [17]. The concrete’s modulus of elas-
ticity, Poisson’s ratio, and density are 34.6 GPa. 0.2, and 22 kN/m3, respectively. To simulate 
the opening between the joints, tension strength of concrete is taken zero. The post-tensioning 
tendon is modelled by a bilinear elastic-plastic model, shown in Figure 3b. The initial post-
tensioning of the tendon is T0 = αfy, where α is the yield force ratio of the tendon, 0.2, and fy is 
yield stress of the tendon. The tendon’s modulus of elasticity, yielding stress, Poisson’s ratio, 
and density, 200  GPa, 2000 MPa, 0.3, and 78.4 kN/m3, respectively. To model the GFRP 
tubes, the elastic behavior of Lamina type is used [13]. To develop the material properties, 
five constants are required: three shear moduli (G12; G13; G23) and two Young’s moduli 
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(E11; E22). Each shear modulus is taken 3 MN/m2, and each Young’s modulus is considered 
65 GN/m2. 

Figure 3: Stress-Strain models of: (a) concrete, and (b) steel. 

The axial load subject to the pier is a fraction of the axial capacity of the concrete section, 
N = βfc

’Ag, where β is axial load ratio, 0.2; fc
’ is compressive strength of concrete, and Ag is the 

segment area. A gravity analysis is performed first, followed by a cyclic analysis. Displace-
ment-control method is used to apply a cyclic loading pattern to the control node located at 
the top node of the topmost segment. Figure 4 shows the cyclic loading pattern considered. 

Figure 4: Cyclic loading pattern. 
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3 VALIDATION 
The modelling approach, explained in Section 2, is validated through comparing with the 

experimental results by Palermo et al. [16,18]. The tested pier is composed of one concrete 
segment of height 1.6 m, and width 0.35 cm without any elastic layer or GFRP tubes. The 
model has two 12.7  mm tendons, which pass through a pair of ducts in the segment and are 
fixed to a load stub at the top of the pier and a foundation at the bottom of the pier, as shown 
in Figure 5. The post-tensioning force ratio, α, is 0.3, and the compressive strength of concrete, 
fc

’, is 54.1 MPa. The yield stress, fy, and ultimate stress, fu, of the post-tensioned tendons are 
assumed 1600 MPa and 1870 MPa, respectively. All the details of the modelling and loading 
are the same with those in the Palermo’s test [16]. As Figure 6 shows, the lateral force-drift of 
the FE model and the test are very compatible, which demonstrates the robustness of the FE 
model in capturing lateral behavior of post-tensioned rocking piers. This comparison validates 
the reliable simulating of the models to study the behavior of the PPS piers.  

Figure 5: Geometric details of the tested pier. 

Figure 6: Comparison of FE modelling and test pushover curves. 

4 ANALYSIS AND RESULT 
In this section, the cyclic behaviors of the eight piers, summarized in Table 1, are com-

pared. Figure 7 demonstrates hysteretic response curves of the piers: the base shear, V, versus 
drift, Δ/H ; Δ is the tip displacement of the pier, and H  is the total height of the pier. The re-
sults demonstrate different cyclic behavior for each pier. The pier, P, without any tube and 
layer, demonstrates a sudden reduction in its stiffness as the slope of the hysteretic loops sud-
denly drops after a few cycles at small drift ratios, less than 1% (Figure 7a). This stiffness re-
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duction is due to the concrete spalling and crushing at small drift ratios at the toe of the seg-
ments (see Figure 3a). Adding GFRP tubes around the pier’s segment, enhances the strength 
and slightly the ductility of the pier (Figure 7b). However, significant residual drifts are seen, 
particularly for the last cycles of the loading. Adding elastic layers between the segments 
slightly affects the strength of the pier, and gives zero-residual drift for the pier (Figure 7c). 
The simultaneous use of elastic layers and GFRP tubes increases ultimate strength of the pier, 
and results in zero-residual drift. This is very desirable in a PPS pier as it is intended to be a 
damage-free pier (zero-residual drifts).  

Figure 7: Hysteretic response curves of the piers: (a) P, (b) PT, (c) PL15, and (d) PTL15. 

Figure 8 shows hysteretic response curves of the piers with different values of Young’s 
modulus for the elastic layer. It is seen that the models with both GFRP tubes and elastic lay-
ers reach higher lateral strength. For the piers, PL and PTL, (Figures 8a and 8b), larger 
Young’s modulus of the elastic layers gives higher lateral strength; The maximum value of 
base shear for Young’s modulus of 15 GPa are 200 and 273.8 kN, for the piers PL and PTL, 
respectively. 

Figure 8: The effect of Young’s modulus of the layer on the hysteretic response curves of the piers: (a) PL, 
and (b) PTL. 
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Figure 9 shows the stress at the toe of the bottommost joint (base joint), located between 
the bottom segment and the foundation, for the piers P, PT, PL15, and PTL15. For the pier P, 
after a few cycles of loading, the concrete crushes at the toe subject to high value of strain 
(see Figure 3a), and consequently, an abrupt drop is seen in the compressive stress at very 
small drifts, less than 1% (Figure 9a). Using GFRP tubes around the segments delays the 
stress drop by adding confinement to the concrete (Figure 9b). Adding elastic layers to the 
pier eliminates the sudden drop in the compressive strength of concrete (Figure 9c). The pier 
with both GFRP tubes and elastic layers (Figure 9d) reaches to higher compressive strength 
for higher values of drift compared to when using elastic layers only (Figure 9c). Figures 10 
and 11 show the stress at the topmost, second bottom, and bottommost joints of the piers, PL 
and PLT. For both piers, the bottommost joint experiences the highest stress and local damage 
at their toes. The maximum values of stress is obtained for the models with Young’s modulus 
of 15 GPa (PL15 and PTL15).  

Figure 9: Compressive stress at the toe of the bottommost joint for the piers: (a) P, (b) PT, (c) PL15, and (d) 
PTL15. 

Figure 10: The effect of Young’s modulus of the layer on the stress at: (a) the topmost joint, (b) the second 
bottom joint, and (c) the bottommost joint of the pier PL. 
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Figure 11: The effect of Young’s modulus of the layer on the stress at: (a) the topmost joint, (b) the second 
bottom joint, and (c) the bottommost joint of the pier PLT. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
In this study, the effects of GFRP tubes and elastic layers on local damage of PPS piers 
were investigated. Hence, an FE model including GFRP tubes around segments and elastic 
layers in joints between segments were modelled using ABAQUS software.  

It is found that elastic layers significantly reduce local damages at the joints, and GFRP 
tubes improve the results for large drifts. The results also show that GFRP tubes increase 
strength of the PPS piers, and both elastic layers and GFRP tubes give a zero-residual drift 
for the pier. These conclusions are very promising in designing a damage-free PPS pier. 
Hence, elastic layers need to be designed, and experimental tests need to be conducted for 
further investigation and validation of the proposed strategy. 
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Abstract. This paper compares the efficiency of two active control systems based on the same
control algorithm in protecting rigid block-like structures from overturning. The control algo-
rithm is the Pole Placement Method that is aimed at transforming the rest position of a rigid
block into a stable equilibrium point. The two control systems differ in the position of the actua-
tor driven by the active control algorithm. In the first case, the block is placed on a horizontally
translating support that is connected to the ground by an actuator able to provide a controlled
displacement. In the second case, a small mass able to run at the top of the block is driven by an
actuator capable of applying a controlled displacement. This kind of protection system is com-
monly called Active Mass Damper. The effectiveness of the two control systems is analysed by
comparing the overturning spectra that represent the amplitude of the harmonic excitation able
to overturn the block versus its circular frequency. Several simulations have been conducted
using different recorded earthquakes to evaluate the performances of the two control methods
in the reduction of the rocking angle and the protection from the overturning of the block. The
results show the excellent performance of both the considered control systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The protection of rigid block-like elements such as obelisks, statues, storage boxes, trans-

formers, cabinets, and racks for both civil and industrial use is a challenging topic for civil

engineers. The most common failure of such elements is the overturning caused by base excita-

tion. Different techniques have been proposed to prevent such overturning. The majority of the

researchers proposed protection techniques that are based on passive control systems.

For example, in [1, 2], the authors studied the effectiveness of base anchorages. Some pa-

pers investigated the efficiency of base isolated systems [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Several authors used

mass-dampers that have been modeled either in the shape of a pendulum [8, 9, 10, 11] or as a

single degree of freedom mass running on the top of the rigid block [12, 13, 14]. Some papers

presented the coupling of rigid bodies with inerter devices [15, 16]. Lately, some researchers

studied the use of semi-active anchorages [17, 18], and active control techniques [19, 20, 21] to

increase the amplitude of base excitation required to topple a rigid block.

This paper compares the efficiency of two active control systems based on the same control

algorithm in protecting rigid block-like structures from overturning. The control algorithm is

the Pole Placement Method that is aimed at transforming the rest position of a rigid block into

a stable equilibrium point. In fact, in the classical rocking equations of rigid blocks based on

Housners model [22], the rest position is not an equilibrium point. The two control systems

differ in the position of the actuator driven by the active control algorithm. In the first control

system, the block is placed on a horizontally translating support. Such support has a mass that

is negligible compared to the mass of the block and it is connected to the ground by an actuator

able to provide a controlled displacement. This protection system was already studied in [20].

In the second control system, a small mass able to run at the top of the block is driven by an

actuator capable of applying a controlled displacement. This protection system is commonly

called Active Mass Damper (AMD).

For both methods, the linearized rocking equations are used to derive the control laws. The

optimal coefficients of the control laws are selected assuming the overshoot as the key param-

eter. Both the control systems exhibit a low sensitivity to the geometrical characteristics of

the rigid block so that the same optimized control coefficients can be used for a wide class of

rigid blocks. The robustness of the two control systems is also investigated by considering the

limitations of the control forces and different sampling and delay times.

The effectiveness of the two control systems is analyzed by comparing the overturning spec-

tra that are obtained with and without control. Such overturning spectra provide the amplitude

of the harmonic excitation able to overturn the block versus its circular frequency. Several

simulations have also been conducted using different recorded earthquakes to evaluate the per-

formances of the two control methods in the reduction of the rocking angle and the protection

from the overturning of the block under seismic excitation.

The results show the excellent performance of both the considered control systems. Con-

sequently, since the performances of the control systems are comparable for all the working

conditions considered, the choice between the two methods is dictated by the technical and

technological aspects of each specific application.

2 ACTIVE CONTROL METHODS

In both the control methods the mechanical system is a rigid block in the shape of a paral-

lelepiped with a height 2h and a base 2b (Fig. 1). The base dimension orthogonal to the rocking

plane has unitary length. The mass of the block is M = ρ× 2b× 2h× 1.0, where the mass den-
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sity ρ = 1800kg/m3. The block cannot slide, so its motion is described by only the Lagrangian

parameter θ(t) that is the rocking angle. In the first control method, the block is placed on a

horizontally translating support. Such support has a mass that is negligible compared to the

mass of the block and it is connected to the ground by an actuator able to provide the controlled

displacement uB(t) (Fig. 1a). In the second control scheme, a small mass m, able to run at the

top of the block, is driven by an actuator capable of applying the controlled displacement uT (t)
(Fig. 1b).

The control algorithm used in this paper is the Pole Placement Method (PPM) that is aimed

at transforming the rest position of a rigid block into a stable equilibrium point. It is worth

observing that, the two rocking equations describing the motion around the two base pivots of

a stand-alone rigid block, do not admit the rest position (θ(t) = 0) as an equilibrium point. The

PPM algorithm makes the rest position a stable equilibrium point in both the rocking equations.

Figure 1: Active control systems: (a) Base Active Control (BAC); (b) Top Active Control (TAC) or active mass

damper.

2.1 Base active control system

Since the active control system applied to the base of the rigid block and based on the Pole

Placement Method was already studied in [20], in this subsection only the main governing

equations are reported. The system shown in Fig. 1a can be described by the same equations of

a stand-alone block with an additional term due to the control device. The control displacement

uB(t) applies an acceleration üB(t) at the base of the block that works as the external excitation.

Hence, it appears in the equations of motion as a contribution added to external acceleration ẍg.

The equations of motion read

(JG +MR2) θ̈(t) + gMR sin (αcr − θ(t))−MR cos (αcr − θ(t))
(
ẍg(t) + üB(t)

)
= 0

(JG +MR2) θ̈(t)− gMR sin (αcr + θ(t))−MR cos (αcr + θ(t))
(
ẍg(t) + üB(t)

)
= 0

(1)

where g is the gravity acceleration; JG is the polar momentum evaluated with respect to the

mass centre G; αcr is the value of θ(t) in which the vertical projection of the mass centre G
passes through the base rocking corner; R is the distance between the mass centre G and the

base rocking corner.
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The control algorithm is obtained by linearising the equations of rocking motion with respect

to θ(t). This assumption leads to an excellent approximation in the case where θ(t) is very small.

This fact occurs in sufficiently tall blocks where θ has to be smaller than the critical angle αcr.

The Pole Placement Method has two main objectives: (i) to vanish the external excitation at

each instant and (ii) to make the rest position of the block a stable point. The first objective is

achieved by providing a control force opposite to the external one to the system. For the second

objective, the rest position of the block can be considered a stable point if the Jacobian matrix

is modified in such a way that the eigenvalues have negative real part. The control law üB(t),
representing the control acceleration that the actuator has to apply to the system at each time t
reads

üB(t) = ±gαcr − ẍg(t)− 1

4

(
4 + q222

)
ϑ(t)− g

ωo

q22ϑ̇(t) (2)

where q22 is a control coefficient that has to be determined. The sign (−) refers to the rocking

motion around the left corner, whereas the sign (+) refers to rocking motion around the right

corner.

2.2 Active mass damper system

The equations of motion of the controlled system in Fig. 1b are obtained via a Lagrangian

approach

0.25 [θ′′(t)(4b2(m+M) +m(4u(t)(2b+ u(t)) + h2
m + 8hhm) + 4h2(4m+M))+

4m(2bθ̇(t)u̇(t) + u(t)
(
g cos(θ(t)) + 2θ̇(t)u̇(t)

)
− 2hü(t))+

4ẍg(t)(− sin(θ(t))(b(m+M) +mu(t))− h(2m+M) cos(θ(t)))−
2mhm(g sin(θ(t)) + ü(t) + cos(θ(t))ẍg(t))]+

bg(m+M) cos(θ(t))− gh(2m+M) sin(θ(t)) + JGθ̈(t) = 0

0.25 [θ̈(t)(4b2(m+M) +m(4u(t)(u(t)− 2b) + h2
m + 8hhm) + 4h2(4m+M))−

2m(4bθ̇(t)u̇(t) + ghm sin(θ(t))− 2gu(t) cos(θ(t)) + (hm + 4h) ü(t)−
4u(t)θ̇(t)u̇(t)) + 2ẍg(t)(2 sin(θ(t))(b(m+M)−mu(t))−

(2h(2m+M) +mhm) cos(θ(t)))]−
bg(m+M) cos(θ(t))− gh(2m+M) sin(θ(t)) + JGθ̈(t) = 0

(3)

where hm/2 is the vertical distance between the centre of the small mass m and the top of

the block (see Fig. 1b.) Also in this case the control algorithm is obtained by linearising the

equations of rocking motion with respect to the variables θ(t) as

Ż(t) = A1(t)Z(t) +A2 +A3ẍg(t) +A4ü
T (t) (4)

where Z(t) =
{
θ(t) ϑ̇(t)

}T
is the state variables vector and the matrices A1, A2, A3, and

A4 read

A1(t) =

[
0 1
ω2
0 ∓ 2bm

JA,B
u̇T (t)

]
; A2 =

{
0

∓ bg(m+M)
JA,B

}

A3 =

{
0
ω2
0

g

}
; A4 =

⎧⎨⎩ 0
ω2
0

g
− hM

JA,B

⎫⎬⎭
(5)
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where ω2
0 = (hM + (2h+ hm/2)m) g/JA,B is the linear frequency associated to the motion of

the block and JA = JB is the total polar momentum evaluated with respect to one of the base

rocking corners. The following control law is assumed:

A4ü
T (t) = −A2 −A3ẍg(t)−Q(t)Z(t) (6)

where Q(t) is a weighting matrix

Q(t) =

[
0 1

ω2
0q12 ω0q22 ∓ 2bm

JA,B
u̇T (t)

]
(7)

By introducing Eq. 6 into the linearised equations Eq. 4, the linearised controlled system be-

comes

Ż(t) = (A1(t)−Q(t))Z(t) (8)

where the Jacobian matrix of the controlled system A1(t)−Q(t) does not depend on time.

The linearised system Eq. 8 admits the rest position θ(t) = 0 as stable equilibrium point if the

eigenvalues of the linearised Jacobian matrix are real, negative, and coincident. This fact occurs

for the control coefficient q12 = 1/4(4 + q222).
By expanding Eq. 6, it is possible to observe that the control displacement uT (t) has to satisfy

the following differential equation:

üT (t)∓ cu(θ̇)u̇
T (t)∓ c0 + cg(ẍg) + cθ(θ) + cθ̇(θ̇) = 0 (9)

where the coefficients in the equation are

cu(θ̇) =
2bmg

JA,B−hMg
θ̇; c0 =

bg2(M+m)
JA,B−hMg

; cg(ẍg) =
JA,Bω2

0

JA,B−hMg
ẍg

cθ(θ) =
1
4

JA,Bgω2
0

JA,B−hMg
(4− q222)θ; cθ̇(θ̇) =

1
4

JA,Bgω0

JA,B−hMg
q22θ̇

(10)

2.3 Ideal and real controlled system

The real working conditions of the controlled system differ from the ideal case because

(i) the control accelerations üB,T have to be limited to a threshold value that depend on the

characteristics of the actuator, (ii) the control device applies the accelerations üB,T with a delay

that depends on the characteristics of the control system, and (iii) the control algorithm is

obtained from the linearised equations of motion, hence it works sufficiently well with the

nonlinear mechanical system if the smallness of the rocking angle θ can be considered a valid

approximation.

It is considered that the actuators can reach the maximum acceleration üB
max = 0.2g and

üT
max = 2.0g, respectively for the base and the top active control system. Therefore, by taking

the moving mass of Fig. 1b m = γM , with γ = 0.1, it follows that the maximum control forces

FB
max = M0.2g and F T

max = m2.0g = γM2.0g are equal. In the simulations performed in the

paper, it is always considered this threshold value of the controlled accelerations.

As it is known, real control systems suffer of time-delays between the real time and the

application of the control displacement. One of the delays is the so-called sampling time δtc,
which measures the time-step between two successive data acquisitions of the state variables

necessary to evaluate the control displacement. The other type of delay is the time-delay δtd,

which is related to the speed of the control system and of the actuator to evaluate and to apply
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the control displacement to the system. An analysis to evaluate the robustness of the control

systems to a variation of the time-delays is performed below.

Both active control systems depend only on the coefficient q22 (Eq. 2 and Eqs. 9-10). The

search of the optimal value of such coefficient can be usually performed in terms of step re-

sponse of the system ([23]). In a rigid block system the step input cannot assume any value

because the block overturns over a threshold of the base acceleration. Hence, a small constant

base acceleration, capable of uplifting the block but not sufficient to overturn it, is considered.

The efficiency of the control system can be measured by evaluating the so called overshoot.
Under a step excitation, the block uplifts, reaches the overshoot, that is the maximum rocking

amplitude, and comes back to the rest position, thanks to the control apparatus. A parametric

analysis is performed in order to evaluate the overshoot as a function of the sole control coef-

ficient q22, in both the considered control systems. Such parametric analysis provide the same

value of the control coefficient q22 = 7 for both control systems.

3 UPLIFT AND IMPACT CONDITIONS

In order to correctly describe the behaviour of the system, the knowledge of the transition

conditions among the different possible phases of motion is needed. The system at hand presents

two transition conditions: uplift and impact.

The uplift condition provides the minimum base acceleration aup capable of uplifting the

block. It is assumed that the control system works after the beginning of the rocking motion.

The minimum value of the horizontal acceleration able to uplift the block can be obtained from

the balance between the resisting moment (due to the weight of the block) and the overturning

moment (due to the inertial forces).

During the rocking motion, when the rotation θ(t) approaches to zero, an impact between

the block and the support occurs. Consequently, the pivot of the rocking motion changes and it

is necessary to evaluate the angular velocity of the block after the impact. Post-impact condi-

tions of the rocking motion can be found assuming that the impact happens instantly, the block

position remains unchanged, and the conservation of the angular momentum is imposed.

3.1 Base Active Control system

Since the control system works only after the beginning of rocking motion, the uplift and

impact conditions are the same as those of a stand-alone rigid block. The uplift condition reads

|aup| ≥ g

λ
(11)

where λ = h/b is the slenderness of the block. An uplift occurs around the left (right) base

corner when aup > 0 (aup < 0).

The impact condition provides the following restitution coefficient

μ =
ϑ̇+

ϑ̇− =
(JO − 2bSy)

JO
(12)

where JO is the polar inertia of the block with respect one of the two base corners; Sy = ±Mb
(sign minus in case of re-uplift around the left base corner, sign plus in case of re-uplift around

the right corner) is the static moment of the block with respect to a vertical axis passing through

one of the two base corners and superscript (·)− and superscript (·)+ denote pre- and post-impact

quantities respectively.
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3.2 Top Active Control system

The acceleration able to uplift the system can be found from the balance between the resisting

and the overturning momenta as

|aup| ≥ (M +m)bg

Mh+m
(
2h+ hm

2

) (13)

An uplift occurs around the left (right) base corner when aup > 0 (aup < 0). By imposing the

conservation of the angular momentum before and after an impact, both evaluated respect to the

re-uplifting corner, the following restitution coefficient is obtained:

μ =
ϑ̇+

ϑ̇− =
4
(
JO − 2bSy +m

(
−b2 + 4h2 + u(t)2

))
+mh2

m + 8hmhm

4
(
JO +m

(
b2 + 2bu(t) + 4h2 + u(t)2

))
+mh2

m + 8hmhm

(14)

It is worth observing that, if m = 0 the uplift and the impact conditions given by Eq. 13 and

Eq. 14 becomes the same as those of a stand-alone rigid block.

4 PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS

4.1 Harmonic excitation

An harmonic base excitation is first considered. It reads

ẍg(t) = As sin (Ωt) 0 ≤ t ≤ tmax (15)

where Ω = 2π/Ts is the circular frequency of the excitation, Ts is the period of the harmonic

cycle, As is its amplitude, and tmax = 10s is the maximum time used in the numerical integra-

tions. The assessment of the efficiency of the two control algorithms in protecting the block

from the overturning is performed by comparing the results obtained with those of the uncon-

trolled system. A parametric analysis is performed to obtain overturning spectra, where the

overturning amplitude As of the excitation is plotted versus the frequency Ω. The single over-

turning spectrum is obtained for blocks with fixed base 2b, fixed slenderness λ, and fixed upper

limit of the control forces FB
max = F T

max (as explained in Subsection 2.3).

The overturning spectra referring to two blocks with different geometrical characteristics are

shown in Fig. 2. Specifically, the spectra in the first row of the figure refer to a block with

2b = 0.4 m and λ = 5, whereas the spectra in the second row refer to a block with 2b = 0.6 m

and λ = 7. Figure 2a shows the spectra of both the blocks obtained for three different couples of

time delays and where the Base Active Control (BAC) is used. As can be observed, the spectra

obtained for different time-delays are very close to each other. This means that the BAC system

manifest a good robustness to time-delays. In Figure 2b the spectra of both blocks with the Top

Active Control (TAC) and different time-delays are reported. The results show that the TAC

system is more sensible to time-delays than the BAC system. This means that the TAC does not

manifest a good robustness to time-delays. However, when the time-delays increase (from the

dashed curve to the dotted curve), the distance among the spectra reduces.

Finally, the comparison among overturning spectra with the BAC system, the TAC system,

and with No Active Control (NAC) are shown in Fig. 2c. These spectra refer to a fixed couple

of time-delays (δtc = 0.1s and δtd = 0.05s), that refer to a control apparatus of mean char-

acteristics as in [17] and [18]. As can be observed, both the control systems exhibit a better

performance than the case without active control. Nevertheless, the TAC system assures the
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best performances in reducing the overturning of the block, since for each frequency Ω of the

harmonic excitation the overturning of the block occurs for higher amplitude As of the excita-

tion.

Figure 2: Overturning spectra: (a) spectra of the Base Active Control (BAC) system obtained for different time-

delays; (b) spectra of the Top Active Control (TAC) system obtained for different time-delays; (c) comparison

among spectra for fixed time-delays (FB
max = FT

max, FB
max = 0.2Mg, FT

max = 2.0mg, m = γM , γ = 0.1).

4.2 Seismic excitation

Two earthquake records are used as seismic input. The earthquake records are

• Kobe, Takarazuka-000 station, ground motion recorded during the 1995 Japan earth-

quake;

• Parkfield, CO2-065 ground motion recorded during the California earthquake 1966.

Figure 3 shows the time-histories (left graphs) and the pseudo-acceleration elastic spectra

(right graphs) of the two earthquake records. The results of the parametric analyses are shown

by means of rocking maps that represent the contour plots (for a single seismic record) of the

maximum rocking angle in the parameter plane (2b−λ). The regions where the block overturns

(i.e., where the maximum rocking angle is θmax = π/2) are colored in dark grey; the regions

where the block does not overturn are colored in light grey, and the contour levels represent the

maximum values of θ(t). For each earthquake, the rocking maps of the two control systems and

the map obtained without active control are compared. In the analysis, the sampling time and

time-delay are assumed as δtc = 0.1s δtd = 0.05s, respectively, as in ([17] and [18]).

In Fig. 4 the rocking maps are organized in matrix form. Along the two columns there are the

maps of the earthquake records (Kobe and Pacoima), whereas the rows refer to NAC, BAC, and

TAC. As can be observed, the active control systems drastically reduce the overturning regions

(dark grey regions) with respect to the case without active control. However, the TAC appears to
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Figure 3: Time-histories (left graphs) and pseudo-acceleration elastic spectra (right graphs) of the earthquakes

analysed: (a) Kobe; (b) Parkfield.

be able to extend the safety region (i.e., the regions where no overturning occurs) to the whole

parameter (2b − λ) plane. In fact, the BAC is not able to protect the block from overturning in

the whole parameter plane under Kobe earthquake, as done by the TAC (see maps of the second

row in Fig. 4).

Fig. 5 shows sections of the rocking maps that help to understand the efficiency of the control

systems in reducing θmax. The sections are identified by paths I and II in Fig. 4. Specifically,

Fig. 5a shows the two section along path I , referring to Kobe earthquake, obtained for the Base

and the Top Active Control systems. Instead, Fig. 5b shows the two section along path II ,

referring to Parkfield earthquake, obtained for the BAC and the TAC systems. As can be can

be observed, the use of the TAC system generally leads to values of θmax smaller than those

obtained by using the BAC system.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The performances in protecting rigid blocks from the overturning of two different active con-

trol systems, both based on the same active control algorithm (i.e., the Pole Placement Method),

were investigated and compared. In the first control system, the block is placed on a horizontally

translating support that is connected to the ground by an actuator able to provide a controlled

displacement. In the second control system, a small mass able to run on the top of the block

is driven by an actuator capable of applying a controlled displacement. The control algorithm

based on the Pole Placement Method acts both vanishing the external excitation at each instant

by imposing a control force opposite to the external one and making the rest position of the

block a stable point by suitably modifying the Jacobian matrix of the system and its eigenval-

ues. A preliminary analysis that considers the overshoot as key parameter was performed to

evaluate the optimal coefficients of the control law for the two systems. The optimal value of

such coefficients weakly depends on the parameters characterizing the mechanical system and

is the same for the two different control systems.

The effectiveness of the two control systems was analysed by comparing the overturning

spectra that represent the amplitude of the harmonic excitation able to overturn the block ver-

sus its circular frequency. Results showed that both control systems significanlty improve the

behaviour of the rigid block with respect to the case without control. Nevertheless, if on the
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Figure 4: Rocking maps for two different earthquakes (Kobe e Parkfield) and three different configurations: No

Active Control (NAC), Base Active Control (BAC), and Top Active Control (TAC).

one hand, the Top Active Control system manifests better performances than the Base Active

Control system, on the other hand, this last exhibits an higher robustness to time-delays. Other
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Figure 5: Sections of rocking maps for two different earthquakes (Kobe e Parkfield) and two different configura-

tions: Base Active Control (BAC), and Top Active Control (TAC); (2b = 0.6 m).

simulations were also conducted using two recorded earthquakes to evaluate the performances

of the control methods in the reduction of the rocking angle and the protection from the over-

turning of the block. The results showed the excellent performance of both the considered

control systems. To conclude, since the performances of the control systems are comparable for

all the working conditions considered, the choice between the two methods is dictated by the

technical and technological aspects of each specific application.
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Abstract 

This paper presents uniform risk spectra for negative stiffness systems that do not exhibit 
hysteretic damping, named Negative Stiffness Bilinear Elastic (NSBE) systems. The NSBE os-
cillator can be used to describe the dynamics of deformable rocking systems with or without 
restraining systems flexible enough to lead to an overall negative stiffness. It can also be used 
to describe rocking systems equipped with curved extensions at their base. It has been shown 
that the response of an NSBE system can be well predicted using the response of a Zero Stiff-
ness Bilinear Elastic (ZSBE) system, which is a bilinear system of constant restoring force. 
The ZSBE system is a single parameter system; therefore it is simple to construct design spec-
tra for it. 

For a wide range of ZSBE system strength values, this paper employs Incremental Dynam-
ic Analysis using 105 ordinary (non-pulse-like, non-long-duration) ground motions to obtain 
the fragility functions for predefined limit-states of the ZSBE seismic response. Fragility func-
tions per limit-state are convolved with the seismic hazard to compute the Mean Annual Fre-
quency of exceedance (MAF). For this study, the seismic hazard curve for a site at Athens 
Greece is used as it is obtained via probabilistic seismic hazard analysis. Finally, uniform 
risk spectra per limit-state are obtained by computing the MAF for all the ZSBE oscillators. 
These spectra can be used for the design of NSBE systems, including rocking oscillators.  

Keywords: Uniform Risk Spectra, nonlinear dynamics, negative stiffness, rocking, rock-
ing spectra 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Rocking has been proposed as an alternative design method in seismic prone regions be-

cause it reduces foundation moments and results in resilient structures [1-19]. Differently 
from structures designed to yield, rocking systems present negative lateral stiffness after uplift. 

The negative stiffness value of the free-standing block is defined by its geometry (Fig. 1). 
Its negative stiffness, however, can be modified by the introduction of restrainers flexible 
enough to keep the post-uplift stiffness negative (Fig. 2a) [3, 5, 13, 20-22], or by equipping 
the blocks with extended curved ends (Fig. 2b) [14, 15]. These solutions increase the maxi-
mum displacement the rocking system can achieve before overturning, without affecting its 
uplifting force. The flexible restrainers also act as a redundant mechanism for the rocking 
structures, a desired mechanism by practicing engineers.  

Figure 1. Free-standing rigid rocking block. 

Figure 2. (a) Restrained rigid rocking block, and (b) Curved-base rigid rocking block. 

Seismic codes adopt the uniform hazard spectrum concept. The spectrum is constructed us-
ing a probabilistic framework and provides seismic actions with a given probability of ex-
ceedance. Recently, Luco et al. [23] proposed the Uniform Risk Spectra (URS), which 
provides seismic actions that results in structures with uniform risk of damage and/or collapse, 
an indicator much more meaningful for decision makers and users of the designed structure. 

Both the uniform hazard spectrum and uniform risk spectrum are useful tools that allow 
engineers to design structures by only estimating its fundamental period and damping ratio. 
The elastic spectra, however, cannot be used for designing rocking structures [24]. The inher-
ent negative stiffness of rocking systems would oblige engineers to carry out time-consuming 
time history analyses when designing such structures. 

Reggiani Manzo and Vassiliou [25, 26] have observed that rocking systems having the 
same uplift force and being far from their failure point will exhibit roughly equal displace-
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ment demand, independently of their post uplift stiffness. Therefore, the displacement of rock-
ing structures of uplift force fup can be computed using as a proxy the displacement of a bilin-
ear oscillator of uplift force fup and infinite displacement capacity (Zero Stiffness Bilinear 
Elastic (ZSBE) oscillators). This simplification allows the construction of spectra for a range 
of negative stiffness systems: free-standing rocking frames, restrained rocking frames, or 
rocking frames with curved ends. Therefore, the design of negative stiffness systems can be 
accomplished using a spectrum and avoiding time history analysis. 

In an attempt to propose a simplified design methodology for negative stiffness systems 
that also introduces the uncertainty of seismic action, this paper presents uniform risk spectra 
for rocking structures, using the ZSBE oscillator proxy.  

Previous studies have presented fragility curves for rocking structures [27-37], which also 
consider the random characteristic of seismic actions. Theses curves, however, were con-
structed using complex models, or in other cases, considering the classical description of the 
motion of rocking blocks by its tilt angle. Neither approach allows the construction of a single 
rocking spectrum that covers all range of systems with negative post-uplift stiffness. On the 
other hand, the uniform risk spectra proposed herein can be used for any system that presents 
negative post-uplift stiffness and does not present hysteretic damping.  

2 THE ZERO STIFFNESS BILINEAR ELASTIC SYSTEM (ZSBE) AS PROXY 
FOR NEGATIVE STIFFNESS BILINEAR ELASTIC SYSTEMS (NSBE) 

2.1 The Negative Stiffness Bilinear Elastic System 
The Negative Stiffness Bilinear Elastic (NSBE) system can describe the dynamics of free-

standing (Fig.1), restrained (Fig.2a), and curved-based (Fig.2b) rocking structures, or any oth-
er deformable system that presents negative post-uplift stiffness and does not exhibit hysteret-
ic damping.   

Fig.3 presents the NSBE oscillator, and its displacement-restoring force relationship. Up 
until uplift, the system behaves linearly with a positive stiffness (kpos), representing any de-
formability the system might present before uplifting. After uplifting, the tangent stiffness be-
comes negative (kneg). The displacement capacity (ucap) is defined not by material failure, but 
by the displacement where the restoring force becomes negative. Therefore, for an unre-
strained rocking column, the displacement capacity is equal to its width. 

Figure 3. (a,b) NSBE system; and (c) its displacement-restoring force relationship. 

Based on its displacement-force relationship (Fig.3c), the oscillator’s equation of motion is: 

( )( ) ( ) ,  ( )up g up
up

u tm u t f m u t uu t
u

 (1)
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( )
( ) ( ) ,  ( )cap

up g up
cap up

u u t
m u t f m u t uu t

u u
(2) 

The upper sign in Eq.2 corresponds to positive displacements, and the lower sign to nega-
tive displacements. 

Impact damping is the only source of energy dissipation, implying that the ends of the 
rocking element are protected from damage [38]. When the system’s displacement equals to 
the uplift displacement (uup), the integration is halted, and its post-impact velocity is calculat-
ed by a coefficient of restitution (rc): 

postimpact
c

preimpact

u
r

u
(3) 

Herein, a coefficient of restitution equal to 0.95 is assumed, corresponding to relatively 
slender structures.  

2.2 The Zero Stiffness Bilinear Elastic System 
Fig. 4 presents the displacement-force relationship of the Zero Stiffness Bilinear Elastic 

(ZSBE) system. The system presents the same equation of motion and assumptions of the 
NSBE system when its displacement capacity tends to infinity, resulting in a system with zero 
post-uplift stiffness (kneg = 0). 

The ZSBE can be used as a proxy for the prediction of the response of the NSBE [25,26]. 
Hence, studying the response of a ZSBE of a given fup and uup suffices for the description of 
the response of all NSBE of the same fup and uup, independently of their ucap. Therefore, spec-
tra providing umax of the ZSBE as a function of fup for a given uup can be used for the design of 
NSBE systems. Fig. 5 presents such a spectrum, extracted from Reggiani Manzo and Vassil-
iou [26]. It refers to uup=0.0005m and it gives the median response for a set of ground motions 
selected and scaled as discussed in [26]. 

Figure 4. Displacement-restoring force relationship of the ZSBE systems. 

2.3 Equal Displacement and Equal Energy Rules for Negative Stiffness Systems 
Reggiani Manzo and Vassiliou [25, 26] proposed that the displacement demand of NSBE 

and ZSBE systems can be related by two different rules: the Equal Displacement rule and the 
Equal Energy rule. 

The Equal Displacement rule assumes that the NSBE and ZSBE system will experience the 
same displacement demand (Fig. 6a): 

,
, ,

,

1dem NS
dem NS dem ZS ED

dem ZS

u
u u

u
 (4) 
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Figure 5. Design spectrum for negative stiffness systems. 

In which, ED is the ratio of the displacement demand of the NSBE system (udem,NS) to the dis-
placement demand of the ZSBE system (udem,ZS).  

The Equal Energy rule assumes that the displacement-force curves of both systems pro-
duce the same work. In other words, it assumes that the shaded areas of Fig. 6b are equal. 
Therefore, the ratio ( EE) of udem,NS to udem,ZS is: 

,,

, , , ,

2cap up cap dem ZS upcapdem NS
EE

dem ZS dem ZS dem ZS dem ZS

u u u u uuu
u u u u

(5) 

Figure 6. (a) Equal Displacement rule; and (b) Equal Energy rule. 

3 PROBABILISTIC FRAMEWORK 
Using the ZSBE proxy, the uniform risk spectrum for negative stiffness systems is a plot of 

the displacement demand of the system as a function of its normalized strength, in which all 
ordinates of the plot present the same mean annual frequency (MAF) of exceedance (Fig. 7b). 
It can also be interpreted as an iso-MAF contour plot of the seismic risk surface, which is a 
3D plot of the probability of exceeding a displacement demand for a range of systems with 
different normalized strengths (Fig. 7a).  
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Figure 7. (a) Seismic risk surface with an iso-MAF contour plot highlighted; (b) Uniform risk spectrum. 

The calculation of the probability of exceedance, also known as risk assessment, can be 
performed using the risk integral, the same framing equation of PBEE (Performance Based 
Earthquake Engineering) framework [39]:  

|LS C CEDP EDP P EDP EDP IM d IM (6)

In Eq. 6, LS is the mean annual frequency (MAF) of exceeding (i.e., violating) a limit state 
(LS). P(EDP > EDPC | IM) is the fragility function, which represents the probability that the 
engineering demand parameter (EDP) exceeds the capacity threshold of EDPC associated with 
LS for any given level of the ground motion intensity measure (IM), and (IM) is the MAF of 
exceeding a given value of IM, which can be retrieved from the site-specific seismic hazard 
curve. 

In this paper, the maximum horizontal displacement of the system, or as mentioned before, 
the displacement demand, was adopted as EDP. Note that Eq.6 gives a single-point of the 
seismic risk surface. To construct the complete surface, the equation had to be evaluated for 
several limit states and a range of systems with different normalized uplifting strength. Herein, 
the probability of exceedance was calculated for 3001 limit states, ranging from 0 to 3m, in 
steps of 0.001m; and 301 different systems with a normalized strength varying from 0.1 to 1.0, 
in steps of 0.05. 

Based on Eq.6, LS combines the structural response and the seismic hazard at the site. The 
fragility function, or vulnerability analysis, gives us information about the structural response 
of the system, connecting the EDP to the IM. Given that all results are conditioned on the IM, 
the IM has to be carefully chosen [40]. The adequate IM for rocking structures, however, is 
still an open discussion in the engineering community [27–30, 36]. Herein, the peak ground 
velocity (PGV) was adopted as IM, with further studies pending. 

Incremental dynamic analyses (IDA) [41] were carried out to obtain the fragility functions 
for each predefined limit state and different system. A set of 105 ordinary (non-pulse-like, 
non-long-duration) ground motions was used in each incremental dynamic analysis. The 
ground motions were gradually scaled so that their PGV is equal to 

 cm/s,1: 0.5 : 20 25 : 5 : 200PGV , in which PGV  is the geometric mean of the PGV
of the two horizontal components x and y of the individual ground motion: 

x yPGV PGV PGV (7) 

The model considers only planar response. Therefore, the nonlinear dynamic analysis was 
carried out only for one of the components of each ground motion (arbitrary component); the 
component was once chosen randomly, and then used for all analyses. After carrying out the 
analyses for all different scales and ground motions, the fragility function for each limit state 
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and system can be easily obtained on an EDP-basis or an IM-basis approach [40]. Here, the 
first was employed where for each IM-step value (stripe) the probability of exceeding the de-
terministic EDP capacity threshold is calculated as:  

number of records with 
|

total number of records
C

C
EDP EDP

P EDP EDP IM (8) 

The second curve necessary for the convolution represented by Eq.6 is the site-specific 
seismic hazard curve. In this study, a seismic hazard curve for a site at Athens, Greece was 
assessed via the open source platform OpenQuake [42]. The 2013 European seismic source 
model [43] was used for the calculations. The site-specific seismic hazard curve for the PGV
is presented in Fig. 8. 

Figure 8. Site-specific seismic hazard curve for PGV  in Athens, Greece. 

At last, after carrying out the vulnerability analysis for all desired systems and limit states, 
the uniform risk spectrum for a given MAF can be obtained as a cross-section of the seismic 
risk surface.  

4 RISK ASSESSMENT 
Herein, uniform risk spectra for quasi-rigid ZSBE systems (uup = 0.0005 m), computed us-

ing the probabilistic framework of the previous section, is presented.  

4.1 Fragility Curves 
As the first step of the vulnerability analysis, fragility curves were computed for the differ-

ent limit states and systems. As mentioned before, the ground motions were gradually scaled 
in stripes of PGV  cm/s,1: 0.5 : 20 25 : 5 : 200 . A finer discretization for smaller values

of PGV was necessary because low PGV ground motions might have small overturning po-
tential, but they have large probability of occurrence resulting in significant contribution to 
the convolution of Equation 6. 

Fig. 9 presents the fragility curve obtained using a coarse mesh (ranging from 1 to 100 
cm/s, in steps of 5 cm/s) and using the finer mesh for a system with normalized strength 
fup/(mg) = 0.15 and limit state of 9.0 cm. Because the fragility curve is created by a linear in-
terpolation between the values for which the probability was calculated, the coarse mesh can-
not capture the peaks and troughs as accurately as the finer mesh. If the risk quantity is 
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calculated using both fragility curves presented in Fig.9, the one with the coarse mesh overes-
timates the risk by 12%. 

Figure 9. Fragility curves obtained for coarse and fine mesh. 

4.2 Uniform Risk Spectra 
Fig. 10 presents the uniform risk spectra for negative stiffness systems with 2%, 10%, and 

50% probability of exceedance in 50 years, for a site in Athens, Greece. These probabilities 
correspond to a MAF of 0.0004, 0.0021, and 0.0139 per year, as given by Eq. 9, in which p is 
the probability of exceedance and T, the number of years considered. 

ln(1 )MAF p
T

(9) 

It can be observed that the spectrum with smaller probability of exceedance (2% in 50 
years) predicts larger displacement demands, while the spectrum with larger probability of 
exceedance (50% in 50 years) predicts smaller displacement demands.  

The figure also depicts an interesting characteristic: if the curves were scaled by two dis-
tinct factors at x- and y-axes, they would collapse into a unique curve. This a very remarkable 
characteristic that might allow negative stiffness systems to be designed for different perfor-
mance scenarios using a unique curve.  

Figure 10. Uniform risk spectra for negative stiffness systems with 2%, 10%, and 50% probability of exceedance 
in 50 years, for a site in Athens, Greece. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
This paper presented uniform risk spectra for negative stiffness systems, using the ZSBE 

proxy. It explains in detail the probabilistic framework necessary to construct such spectra, 
highlighting possible source of errors. It presents uniform risk spectra for three probabilities 
of exceedance: 2%, 10%, and 50% in 50 years. The uniform risk spectrum, however, can be 
computed for any given MAF and site, following the framework presented herein.  

Interestingly, it seems that the uniform risk spectra for different MAF can be scaled in the 
x- and y-axes, collapsing to a unique curve. This characteristic would make the design of neg-
ative stiffness systems even simpler: one “master” curve could be use to design negative stiff-
ness systems with different displacement capacities for different performance scenarios. 

Further studies are still necessary on which is the adequate intensity measure to be adopted 
for these spectra. 
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Abstract 

Free-standing multidrum stone columns are widespread elements in archaeological areas. The 
present study aims at investigating the behavior of these elements under seismic excitations. The 
dynamic behavior of free-standing multidrum columns is greatly affected by geometrical properties, 
constitutive materials, state of preservation, and amplitude and frequency of the seismic action. The 
first step of the research involved a wide and detailed survey for the definition of the mean 
geometrical properties affecting the seismic behavior of these columns in the archeological Pompei 
site. To this end, a wide range of grey-tuff columns (103 elements) from four different areas of the 
site involving private and public areas, were investigated. Then, numerical analyses were carried out 
based on the Finite Element Method (FEM) to investigate the seismic behavior of such elements. A 
column from the tetrastyle atrium of Casa del Fauno was selected for the analysis. The house is one 
of the largest and most visited private buildings at the Pompeii archeological site. The selected 
column presented deep degradation and needed specific and urgent attention for its assessment. In 
the following, the detailed survey and the modeling phases of the investigated element are described 
and the outcomes of the numerical analysis are reported and discussed.  

Keywords 
Pompeii archaeological site; cultural heritage; multidrum stone columns; geometrical properties; 

seismic assessment 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Understanding the seismic behavior of typical ancient structures is crucial for the conservation of 
historical and archaeological assets. In particular, many important Greek and Roman archaeological 
sites are located in the Mediterranean area which is characterized by a notable seismic activity.  

Columns are typical elements of ancient Greek and Roman architecture. In many cases, they were 
built with dry-overlapped stone pieces, namely the drums, placed above a stylobate, and typically 
carrying the load transmitted by a stone architrave or a wooden beam. Nowadays, multidrum stone 
columns are often free-standing elements, i.e. with no axial load except for their self-weight.  

When subjected to a seismic motion, the single drums can rock and slide independently or in 
groups, resulting in a complex and highly non-linear behavior of the whole column. The first 
systematic and landmark study on the analysis of the rocking response of a single rigid block was 
proposed by Housner in 1963 [1]. From then, numerous investigations focused on the analysis of the 
dynamic response of free-standing multidrum columns, by following analytical [2–5], experimental 
[6,7], or more recent numerical approaches [8–11]. The main findings of these studies can be 
summarized in the following points: i) when subjected to seismic excitation, multidrum columns 
show many patterns of the rocking motion, whose number increase with the number of constituent 
blocks, and continuously move from one of them to another, thus natural modes of vibration in the 
classical meaning cannot be defined [12]; ii) the dynamic behavior of these elements is extremely 
sensitive to even trivial changes of the parameters of the structure or seismic input;  iii) the slenderness 
and size of the columns affect their stability, with the higher slenderness, the higher the probability 
of collapse, and the higher size, for the same slenderness, the higher the stability; iv) low-frequency 
earthquakes are generally more dangerous than high-frequency ones [2,4,11,13]. Moreover, it was 
found that this type of structure, if well-preserved, is generally able to sustain notable seismic inputs 
[8,12]. However, typical forms of degradation can significantly affect the state of preservation and 
the stability of these elements. These are: material degradation; the presence of cracks; missing 
portions; deterioration of the contact surfaces among the drums; uneven profile of the column; 
misplaced drums after their re-erection; permanent relative displacements among the drums caused 
by past seismic events. 

This paper presents a part of a wide study aimed at the investigation of the seismic vulnerability 
of free-standing multidrum tuff columns at the Pompeii archaeological site. This was a part of a 
scientific collaboration between the Archaeological Pompeii Park (PAP) and the Department of 
Structures for Engineering and Architecture (DiSt) of the University of Naples Federico II aimed to 
support the monitoring of the state of preservation of the columns at the site and the development of 
programs of interventions. The investigation included 103 columns from four different areas of the 
site. The first phase of the research involved detailed surveys, archival researches and visual 
inspections to define the main geometrical properties of the columns and the most common forms of 
degradation and damage, that may affect their seismic behavior. After that, an analysis of the seismic 
behavior of such structures was implemented with a column from one of the largest and most visited 
private buildings at the site, Casa del Fauno. Indeed, when the investigation has been started, the 
selected column presented deep degradation and needed specific and urgent attention for its 
assessment. The study was carried out based on the Finite Element Method (FEM). Eight seismic 
records were selected for the analyses, to investigate the influence of different frequencies and 
amplitudes of the seismic input. The following sections firstly focus on the main geometric 
characteristics and common forms of degradation of the Pompeian multidrum tuff columns; then 
discuss the modeling phases of the investigated element and the outcomes of the numerical analyses. 

2 FREE-STANDING MULTIDRUM TUFF COLUMNS 

According to the results of previous studies, the main geometrical properties and the state of 
preservation of multidrum columns significantly affect their seismic response [1,12]. Therefore, the 
following sections present the results of a systematic and detailed survey of a wide number of 
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multidrum stone columns representative of a typical typology at the Pompeii archaeological site. In 
particular, free-standing Corinthian and Doric tuff columns were studied.  

2.1. Localization of the columns 

This part of the investigation involved structures from four different private and public areas of 
the site: a private house at Regio VI, Casa del Fauno (CF) and public areas at Regio VIII, 
Quadriportico dei Teatri (Q), Palestra Sannitica (PS), and Foro Triangolare (FT) (Figure 1). Note 
that the picture related to the Tetrastyle atrium of Casa del Fauno predates the recent restoration 
intervention (January 2021), that allowed removing the lateral supporting props shown in the picture. 

Tetrastyle atrium, Casa del Fauno (CF), Regio 
VI, Insula 12. 

Quadriportico dei teatri (Q), Regio VIII, 
Insula 7. 

Palestra Sannitica (PS), Regio VIII, Insula 7. Foro triangolare (FT), Regio VIII, Insula 7. 

Figure 1: Research areas. 

As shown in Figure 1 several columns are incomplete and in a state of ruins. This was probably 
related to the fact that throughout the excavation and/or the execution of later interventions certain 
parts were significantly damaged. In detail, 55 out of 103 columns were complete, i.e. all the parts 
from the base to the capital stand today, while the other 48 columns were incomplete, i.e. had missing 
parts. One incomplete column was found at the tetrastyle atrium of the Casa del Fauno, for which 
only the capital was missing. Table 1 reports the total number of investigated columns for each area 
and the relative numbers of complete and incomplete elements.  
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Table 1: Number of investigated columns for each area and complete and incomplete elements. 

CF Q PS FT Total 
number of free-standing columns 4 54 19 26 103 
number of complete columns 3 28 13 11 55 
number of incomplete columns 1 26 6 15 48 

2.2. Geometry and state of preservation 

The slenderness and the size of a column greatly affect its dynamic response [1,12,13]. The number 
of constituting drums is also relevant because it affects the energy dissipation due to friction. 
Literature studies showed that, on hard soil, it is possible to observe the effect of higher stability for 
a higher number of drums [8,10].  

Table 2 summarizes the mean geometric parameters and mass of the investigated complete 
columns. In particular, Table 2 reports: the total height, H; the diameter at the base, d; the aspect ratio, 
Η/d, which is a measure of the column slenderness; the quote of the center of mass, yCM; the distance 
from the center of mass of the column to the circumference at the base, R, which is a measure of the 
column size; the number of drums; the volume; the mass.  

Table 2: Main overall characteristics of the complete columns. 

CF Q PS FT 
Total height, H [m] 5.74 3.56 3.30 3.99 
Diameter at the base, d [m] 0.71 0.49 0.39 0.53 
Aspect ratio, Η/d [-] 8.09 7.27 8.53 7.50 
Quote of the center of mass, yCM [m] 2.79 1.70 1.58 1.88 
Distance center of mass - base perimeter, R [m] 2.82 1.72 1.59 1.90 
Number of drums 6 5 5 5 
Volume, V [m3] 1.70 0.63 0.37 0.85 
Mass, Μ [kg] 4407 1634 972 2214 

The presence of material degradation and damage must be also taken into account for structural 
modeling since they can significantly alter the dynamic response of a multidrum column. Common 
forms of degradation and damage were found among the investigated columns at the Pompeii site: 
the presence of cracks; missing portions; contact surface between the drums reduced by weathering, 
the presence of invasive and incompatible interventions (see Figure 2).   
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 2: Most common imperfections, damage and deterioration forms in the columns: the presence of cracks,  

missing portions, reduced contact surface between the drums (a), (b), (c), invasive and incompatible interventions (b), 
and (d). 

3 INVESTIGATION OF THE SEISMIC RESPONSE OF MULTIDRUM COLUMNS 

3.1. Description of the model 
The analyses herein presented refer to one column at the Casa del Fauno. The analyses were 

carried out with finite element modeling (FEM), by using the software Abaqus/CAE. Therefore, the 
column was modeled as an assembly of overlapping deformable blocks, i.e. the drums. The geometric 
characteristics used in the model are listed in Table 3. 

Table 3: Geometrical parameters used in the model. 

Free-standing multidrum column at the Casa del Fauno 
h [m] dinf [m] dsup [m] 

drum 1 0.55 0.73 - 
drum 2 0.99 - - 
drum 3 0.11 - - 
drum 4 0.76 - - 
drum 5 0.17 - 0.66 
capital 0.67 0.66 0.66 
column 5.72 0.73 0.66 

 Each drum was modeled as an isotropic and elastic semi-conical solid (Figure 3 (a)) with material 
properties defined based on information from the technical archive of the Pompeii archeological site 
(Table 4).  

Table 4: Material parameters used in the model. 

Grey tuff 
Bulk density, ρ [kg/m3] 1230 
Elastic modulus, E [GPa] 4.5 
Poisson ratio, ν 0.25 
Coefficient of friction, μ 0.5 
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The discretization of each drum was performed with 8-node hexahedra elements (Figure 3 (c)). 
Each drum was partitioned into eight portions, to obtain a regular and correct formation of the meshes 
(Figure 3 (b)).  

(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 3: The geometric model of a drum: semi-conical solid (a), partition in eight parts (b), and mesh configuration 

(c). 

The contact interaction between two consecutive drums was considered as governed by friction. 
Thus, it was modeled by adopting the Mohr-Coulomb criterion for the tangential stress along the 
surfaces, with dynamic coefficient friction equal to the static one (i.e. 0.5). This was consistent with 
the assumption made in other literature studies showing that the value of the dynamic coefficient 
friction has a negligible role in the analyses to capture columns seismic behavior [8,13]. Moreover, 
the hard contact behavior was set for the interaction between the drums in the normal direction, with 
compressive stress developed on the contact surface between two drums and zero stress when the 
drums are not in contact. Finally, the interactions between consecutive drums and between the first 
drum and the base of the column were defined by a “master” surface and a “slave” surface. A 
boundary condition of fully fixed connection was applied at the base of the column as well as the 
input seismic signals. Figure 4 shows the geometric assembly of the entire column; the defined 
interactions between adjacent surfaces; the boundary condition of fully fixed connection at the base; 
the application of a seismic input at the base; the final numerical model of the column with meshes. 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
Figure 4: Phases of the modeling process: assembling of the single parts of the column (a); definition of the 

interactions between adjacent surfaces (b); definition of the boundary condition at the base (c); application of the 
seismic input at the base (d); final numerical model of the column with meshes (e). 
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Each analysis involved two steps: the assignment of the geometrical and material properties, 
interactions and the acceleration of gravity; and the seismic input signal applied at the base of the 
column. The analyses were performed according to the dynamic implicit method, with the time of 
each step set equal to 0.005s. This latter was equal to the time step of the selected seismic records. 

3.2. Seismic input motions 

Eight seismic records with different frequencies and amplitudes were selected for the analyses: i) 
Irpinia, Italy (1980), recorded at Sturno, close to the epicenter and ii) Irpinia, Italy (1980), recorded 
at Torre del Greco, about 15km from Pompeii; iii); Molise, Italy (2002), recorded at San Severo, 
about 50 km from the epicenter; L’Aquila, Italy (2009), recorded at v. Aterno – Centro Valle, close 
to the epicenter; Kalamata, Greece (1986), recorded at Kalamata; Edessa, Greece (1990), recorded at 
Edessa; Aigio (1995), recorded at Aigio; Athens, Greece (1999), recorded at Athens. Table 5 reports 
the intensity measures and frequency content indicator of the seismic input motions selected for the 
analysis. In particular, the intensity measures PHA, PHV and PHD represent the maximum vector 
sums of the accelerations, velocities and displacements, respectively, in the two horizontal directions 
of the seismic records. The predominant period, Tg, was evaluated as the period corresponding to the 
maximum ordinate of the 5% damped pseudo-velocity spectrum. 

Table 5: Intensity measures and frequency content indicator of the seismic input motions selected for the analysis. 

Seismic record 
PGA PGV PGD PHA*  PHV* PHD* Tg [s]** 
[g] [cm/s] [cm] [g] [cm/s] [cm] E-W N-S mean 

Irpinia_Str 0.32 70.0 27.8 0.33 72.2 27.8 3.00 3.20 3.10 
Irpinia_TdG 0.06 8.1 6.1 0.06 8.8 7.1 6.49 0.67 3.58 

L’Aquila 0.66 42.7 6.8 0.77 46.7 6.8 0.67 0.50 0.58 
Molise 0.06 2.1 0.3 0.06 2.4 0.3 0.50 0.38 0.44 

Kalamata 0.27 31.7 6.5 0.35 38.5 6.7 0.67 0.55 0.61 
Edessa 0.10 11.2 1.1 0.11 12.0 1.2 0.67 0.70 0.68 
Aigio 0.52 51.3 8.3 0.53 51.3 8.6 0.55 0.55 0.55 

Athens 0.31 16.9 2.1 0.38 16.3 2.9 0.65 0.22 0.44 
*The maximum vector sum of the two relative components
**Predominant period corresponding to the maximum ordinate of the 5% damped relative 
velocity spectrum 

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The model of the column of Casa del Fauno was excited with the eight selected seismic records. 
To define the maxim ground acceleration sustained by the column for each seismic input without 
collapsing, a specific parametric analysis was performed by progressively increasing a scale factor 
applied to the intensities of the seismic records. Indeed, for each seismic input, the minimum value 
of the scaling factor leading to the collapse of the column was determined. Table 6 summarizes the 
outcomes of the analyses in terms of parameters of the seismic input motions leading to the collapse 
of the column and the number of collapsed drums beside the capital. 
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Table 6: Parameters of the seismic input motions leading to the collapse of the column. 

Seismic record Scaling factor 
PHA PHV PHD 

Collapsed parts 
[g] [cm/s] [cm] 

Irpinia_Str 0.5 0.17 36 13.9 Capital and 2 drums 
Irpinia_TdG 4 0.24 35 28.2 Capital and 4 drums 

L’Aquila 1.5 1.16 70 10.2 Capital and 2 drums 
Molise 16.8 1.01 41 5.6 Capital and 2 drums 

Kalamata 1.1 0.38 42 7.4 Capital and 3 drums 
Edessa 3.45 0.38 41 4.2 Capital and 2 drums 
Aigio 1.05 0.55 54 9.0 Capital and 2 drums 

Athens 3.3 1.24 54 9.5 Capital and 1 drum 

The studied column showed different dynamic responses for the different input motions. Seismic 
motions with the higher predominant periods were found to be more dangerous, leading to the 
collapse with lower values of PHA, and confirming fundamental conclusions found in previous 
numerical and experimental studies [11,12]. Indeed, two records of the Irpinia earthquake, 
characterized by a high value of Tg, led to the collapse with the lowest intensities. Moreover, 
according to Italian territorial classification [14], the Pompeii site falls in a seismic zone whose 
acceleration with a probability of exceeding equal to 10% in 50 years ranges between 0.15g and 0.25g. 
Therefore, considering the maximum vectorial sum, PHA, ranging between 0.21g and 0.35g, only the 
two records of the Irpinia earthquakes produced PHA at the collapse falling in this range or below it. 
Figure 5 plots the value of the PHA that produced the collapse of the column for each seismic record, 
represented by the value of its predominant period, and the range of expected PHA derived by Italian 
seismic classification.  

Figure 5: PHA that produced the collapse of the column for each value of the predominant period corresponding to 
the different seismic inputs and range of expected PHA derived by Italian seismic classification. 

The responses were characterized by different combinations of relative sliding and rocking among 
the drums. As assessed by previous studies [11], low-frequency earthquakes led to prevalent rocking, 
while high-frequency earthquakes led to significant sliding. Indeed, as an example, Figure 6 shows 
the displacements and velocities at the capital and base of the column under the Iprinia-Sturno and 
Edessa records. Figure 7 shows the failure process of the column within the last four seconds until 
the collapse. Both the records led to the collapse of the capital and two drums. However, the Irpinia- 
Sturno record initially induced the rocking of the entire column as a single block, then the failure 
process involved the rocking of the last two drums and the capital without permanent displacements 
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in the standing part of the column. The second input (i.e. Edessa) induced relative sliding between 
the drums, other than rocking. Unlike the first case, permanent relative displacements were produced. 

(a) 

(b) 
Figure 6: Displacements and velocities at the capital and base of the column under the Irpinia-Struno (a) and Edessa 

(b) input motions. 
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t = 22 s t = 23 s t = 24 s t = 25 s 
(b) 

Figure 7: Failure process of the column under the Irpinia-Struno (a) and Edessa (b) input motions. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents a part of a wide study focused on the investigation of the seismic stability of 
multidrum free-standing tuff columns at the Pompeii archeological site. The study involved, at first, 
extensive surveys and visual inspection aimed at the knowledge of the main geometrical properties 
and most common forms of degradation of such structures at the site. The study involved 103 grey-
tuff columns from four different areas of the site in private and public areas, selected as representative 
of typical column-type at the site. A study of the seismic behavior of one column from the tetrastyle 
atrium of Casa del Fauno was performed. This structure was selected for the analyses since it showed 
a high level of degradation and needed specific and urgent actions. The study was carried out based 
on the Finite Element Method (FEM). The performed investigations led to the following main 
conclusions:  

A considerable number of the surveyed columns were incomplete with missing parts, while 55
out of 103 columns were completely preserved;
The main geometrical parameters of complete columns, affecting their seismic behavior ranged
between:  mean aspect ratio, Η/d, 7.27m -8.53m; mean distance from the center of mass of the
column to the base perimeter, R, 1.59m - 2.82m; mean number of drums was equal to 5 or 6;
Eight seismic records with different frequencies and amplitudes were selected for the
numerical analyses aimed at investigating one multidrum column seismic behavior; the
minimum scale factors applied to the intensities of the seismic records producing the collapse
of the column was determined;
Two seismic records with the higher predominant periods were found to be most dangerous,
leading to the collapse with the minimum critical intensity measures, PHA. These intensity
values at the collapse fall into and below the range of expected values derived from the Italian
seismic zoning;
The studied column showed different dynamic responses for the different input motions, with
low-frequency records leading to prevalent rocking and high-frequency ones leading to
significant sliding and permanent relative displacements among the drums.

Information on the geometrical properties and the state of preservation of typical archaeological 
multidrum columns are useful for the assessment of the seismic vulnerability of these structural 
elements. Further research could be performed to assess the effect of different geometrical properties 
of the structures on their seismic behavior (i.e. slenderness and size of the column and number and 
size of the drums) and different forms of degradation, particularly considering the presence of cracks, 
missing portions, eroded surfaces, permanent relative displacements between the drums and/or 
uneven profile of the column.  
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Abstract. For rigid rocking models, energy dissipation relies solely on impact. Consequently,
the position of the impulse acting on the rocking body determines the magnitude of energy loss
and strongly influences the subsequent dynamic response. This paper evaluates the correspond-
ing influence of the location of the vertical impulse on the dynamic behaviour of flexible rocking
oscillators. The dynamic behaviour of a rocking flexible oscillator is explored in this study with
an impact model that parametrically considers the position of impulse. The influence of the po-
sition of impulse on the expected energy loss during impact, and on the overturning stability of
the flexible rocking oscillator are then examined. It is shown that the energy loss at impact re-
duces and the potential for overturning instability increases, for impulses located at increasing
distances from the future rocking corner.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The rocking problem of a rigid body was first systematically studied by Housner [1] with

the inverted pendulum model (IPM). Several idealisations were made: the rocking body and

the support medium are rigid; sliding and complete separation of the body from the support

are prevented; the motion is restricted to be planar; dissipation of energy depends exclusively

on impact. The impulse forces at impact were assumed to act on the future rocking corner.

Consequently, the resulting energy loss can be described as a function of the geometry of the

rigid body, and is often quantified with a coefficient of restitution parameter.

The coefficient of restitution arising from the assumption of impulses being applied at the

future rocking corner was found to overestimate the energy dissipation during impact by various

experimental investigations [2, 3, 4]. Modified values for the coefficient of restitution were

used in numerical simulations to achieve a better fit with experimental data. A similar approach

was followed for flexible oscillators by Acikgoz et al. [5, 6]. Kalliontzis et al. [7] modified

coefficient of restitution in a different way. A new width of the body was adopted by noting the

varying location of the instantaneous rocking corner of the rigid rocking body. The coefficient of

restitution was obtained by conserving angular momentum with the new future rocking corner.

Furthermore, coefficient of restitution was noticed to be velocity-dependent [3, 4, 8].

However, Shenton and Jones [9] noted that conserving angular momentum with a point other

than the future rocking corner is not a necessity dictated by mechanics: they hinted the ratio of

the impulse at the future rocking corner and the one at the previous rocking corner can be a

non-zero value (though a ratio of zero was adopted). Chatzis et al. [8] further extended this ob-

servation and quantified the influence of the location of the vertical impulse on the overturning

stability of rigid bodies: the future rocking corner was determined to be the least conservative

location. These results have later been extended to stacked rocking bodies [10].

The aforementioned publications show that the modelling of coefficient of restitution is of

significant importance to model the dynamics of rigid rocking bodies. This paper is devoted

to exploring the influence of modelling the coefficient of restitution for the flexible rocking

oscillator. In particular, it investigates how the coefficient of restitution is influenced by the

position of impulses, and how coefficient of restitution further influences the rocking response.

2 ANALYTICAL MODEL

The model is illustrated in Figure 1(a). There are two masses: the top one is a concentrated

mass m with negligible rotational mass moment of inertia at point P; the bottom one is a con-

centrated mass mA with mass moment of inertia IA at point A. The bottom mass takes the form

of a rigid ‘U‘ structure with a centroid at A; while the top mass is connected to the ‘U‘ structure

by a spring (with stiffness, k) and a viscous damper (with damping coefficient, c).
The body is symmetrical about a central vertical axis. The half width of the base is denoted

by b. The slenderness of the bottom mass, centroid, and top mass are given by αA, αcg, and α.

The height of the corresponding positions are hA, hcg, and h while their distances to either base

corner are given by RA, Rcg, and R, where cg refers to the centre of gravity.

There are three motion phases in this model: full contact phase, rocking around the left

corner o’, and rocking around the right corner o. The mechanical constraint for each phase

is illustrated in Figure 1(b)-1(d). Two degrees of freedom exist: the rotation of the body θ
and the lateral displacement u of the top mass. The system is subjected to horizontal ground

accelerations ẍg. Based on the mechanical constraints and excitations, the equations of motion

for each phase is derived using Newton’s law. They are similar to the ones proposed by Acikgoz
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Figure 1: Rocking model and phases.

and DeJong [11], with the difference of the bottom mass at non-zero height.

After obtaining the equations of motion, phase transition rules are defined. There are two

types of transition: uplift and impact, with the former indicating a transition from full contact

phase to a rocking phase, and the latter a transition from a rocking phase to another rocking

phase or to a full contact phase.

During full contact, the reaction forces from the support medium move along the base of

the body. Uplift happens when the position of the vertical reaction force coincides with one of

the corners of the base. Uplift involves a smooth transition between two phases of motion. In

contrast, impact involves impulsive forces and features a non-smooth transition. The horizontal

impulse experienced by the top mass is zero, as the spring and damper cannot transmit impulsive

forces over an infinitesimally small duration impact. Using this information and noting that

angular momentum is conserved around the locus of the impulsive force (located at a distance

λb from the future rocking corner) allows the calculation of the post-impact angular velocity θ̇+.

The following equation expresses the coefficient of restitution e which relates pre-impact and

post-impact angular velocities (i.e. θ̇+ = eθ̇−) for the body transitioning from a pure-rocking

phase to another pure-rocking phase:

e =
IA +mAh

2
A +mu(∓b+ u) + b(1− λ)(−mAb−mb±mu)

IA +mAh2
A +mu(±b+ u) + b(1− λ)(+mAb+mb±mu)

(1)

Here, the upper sign refers to transitions from rocking around the left corner to rocking

around the right corner, and the lower sign refers to vice versa. If e is positive, a new rocking

phases follows. A negative value is mechanically inadmissible; in this case, a transition to full

contact phase is assumed. For this to occur, e = 0 and this implies that λ attains a specific value

λ0. In the absence of any horizontal impulsive forces applied to the top mass, its post-impact

velocity is determined by the conservation of horizontal momentum.

3 INFLUENCE OF IMPULSE POSITION ON ROCKING BEHAVIOUR

3.1 Dimensional analysis

To obtain the effects of the position of impulses on rocking behaviour systematically, dimen-

sional analysis is employed. Single cycle sine and cosine pulses are used as excitations:

ẍg =

{
AP(ωt) t ≤ 2π/ω

0 t > 2π/ω
(2)
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where P denotes either sin or cos; A and ω denote the amplitude and frequency of the pulse.

Under the excitations shown in Equation (2), the response of the rocking oscillator can be

characterised by Equation (3).

(u, θ) = f(ωn, ζn, α, αA, ω, A, t,m,mA, IA, g, b, λ) (3)

With 13 parameters and 3 fundamental dimensions involved, the two non-dimensional re-

sponse parameters can be expressed by 13 − 3 = 10 non-dimensional parameters accord-

ing to Buckingham’s Π theorem [12]. The chosen three repeating parameters are: p, g and

m, while the Π groups are shown in Table 1. Note p is the frequency for rocking (p =√
(m+mA)gRcg/(IA +mAR2

A +mR2)). Thus, the dimensionless response parameters u/ucr

and θ/αcg can be obtained by Equation (4). ucr is a displacement used to nondimensionalise

lateral displacement, which corresponds to the critical lateral displacement when an undamped

body with a zero bottom mass height uplifts (ucr = ± (mA/m+1)gb
ω2
nh

).

Table 1: Π groups

Π groups Π1 Π2 Π3 Π4 Π5 Π6 Π7 Π8 Π9 Π10

Quantity ωn/p ζn αcg αA ω/p A/(g tanαcg) pt mA/m IA/(mAR
2
A) λ

(u/ucr, θ/αcg) = f(ωn/p, ζn, αcg, αA, ω/p, A/(g tanαcg), pt,mA/m, IA/(mAR
2
A), λ) (4)

3.2 Coefficient of restitution

The influence of the position of the vertical impulse, as expressed through the value of λ,

on the coefficient of restitution can be estimated by evaluating Equation (1) numerically for a

chosen rocking body. After defining the Π groups, a stocky but laterally flexible body is chosen

to investigate the relationship between the coefficient of restitution, the position of the impulse

and lateral displacement of the top mass at the moment of impact. The parameters chosen for

the rocking body are given in Table 2. The relationship between e, λ and u/ucr is illustrated in

Figure 2 for a range of plausible values.

Table 2: Simulation parameters for investigation of coefficient of restitution

Π1 Π2 Π3 Π4 Π8 Π9 Π10

Figure 2 2.43 0.05 0.35 0.6 0.47 0.56 [0, 1]

Figure 2(a) shows that e is monotonically increasing with respect to λ. This can be confirmed

to be true for all flexible rocking bodies. The partial derivative of e with respect to λ is shown in

Equation (5) and is always positive. Thus, the increasing trend is confirmed. Chatzis et al. [8]

established that the increase of λ within the expected physical bounds [0, 2] leads to an increased

coefficient of restitution for rigid rocking bodies. It is shown the trend is the same for flexible

bodies.

∂e

∂λ
=

2(m+mA)b
2(IA +mAh

2
A) + 2mmAb

2u2

[IA +mAh2
A +mu(±b+ u) + b(1− λ)(+mAb+mb±mu)]2

(5)
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Figure 2: Illustration of the relation between e, λ and u/ucr.

Figure 2(a) indicates the noteworthy influence of lateral deformations u/ucr on the coeffi-

cient of restitution e; while Figure 2(b) further investigates this relationship for an impulsive

force locus at the future rocking corner, i.e. when λ = 0. Coefficient of restitution is clearly

not a monotonic function of lateral deformation according to Figure 2(b). The lateral displace-

ment u at impact, can reduce or increase the coefficient of restitution depending on its sign and

magnitude.

For the example given in Figure 2, e is greater than 1 in some cases (e.g. λ = 1, u/ucr = −2).

However, different from the rigid body scenario, an e greater than 1 does not necessarily mean

gaining energy during impact. Similarly, an e smaller than 1 can still lead to increase of energy.

Furthermore, e with λ = 0, u/ucr = 0 is much smaller than Housner’s coefficient of restitution.

This mainly reflects the effect of the absence of horizontal impulse applied at the top mass.

3.3 Stability analysis

A slender body is chosen to examine the influence of the impulse locus on overturning insta-

bility. The parameters are presented in Table 3. In the experiment by Espinosa [13], it is noticed

λ = 0.3 is a reasonable value for the specific flat-base steel body placed on a sufficiently-stiff

rubber mat. According to this, only three values of λ around 0.3 are included (0, 0.2, 0.4) in

the following simulations. Figure 3 shows the stability diagram of a stiffer body; while Figure

4 illustrates that of a more flexible body. For both bodies, a sine and a cosine pulse excitation

is applied separately. Each point on the diagram corresponds to the result under a pulse with

a specific nondimensional frequency (horizontal axis) and nondimensional amplitude (vertical

axis). Three types of results are involved as indicated in Figure 3(a) (annotations are omitted

in other figures as the location of different types of results are similar): mode 1 failure (over-

turning with one or more impacts), mode 2 failure (overturning without impact), safe case (no

overturning). It can be seen from all the figures that an increase in λ leads to an expansion of

mode 1 failure area.
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Table 3: Simulation parameters for stability analysis

Π1 Π2 Π3 Π4 Π5 Π6 Π8 Π9 Π10

Figure 3(a) 2.43 0.05 0.15 0.28 [0, 6] [0, 8] 0.47 0.56 0, 0.2, 0.4
Figure 3(b) 2.43 0.05 0.15 0.28 [0, 6] [0, 8] 0.47 0.56 0, 0.2, 0.4
Figure 4(a) 9.82 0.05 0.15 0.28 [0, 12] [0, 24] 0.47 0.56 0, 0.2, 0.4
Figure 4(b) 9.82 0.05 0.15 0.28 [0, 6] [0, 10] 0.47 0.56 0, 0.2, 0.4
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Figure 3: Effects of position of impulse on stability (flexible case).
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Figure 4: Effects of position of impulse on stability (stiff case).

The stability of the flexible rocking bodies is less sensitive to the change of λ under cosine

pulse excitations. The trends are similar in Figures 3 and 4, indicating that the influence of λ on

the stiff and flexible oscillators are qualitatively similar.

The increasing λ leads to more instances of overturning for the investigated flexible bodies,

similar to the results obtained for rigid bodies [8]. In the rigid case, a reduced dissipation of

energy can be predicted by the increase of λ since it directly determines energy loss. However,

both rotational motion and lateral motion need to be considered to estimate energy loss at impact

for the flexible body. Thus, a numerical example is chosen to demonstrate the total energy
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Figure 5: Time history example.

dissipation. The investigated rocking body is identical to the one shown in Figure 3(a), and its

properties are provided in Table 3. The excitation that was considered is a sinusoidal pulse with

ω/p = 5.3 and A/(g tan(αcg)) = 5.

Figure 5(a)-5(b) show the time histories for rocking angle and total energy, which are all in

normalised forms. Note that Eref is the potential energy difference between the unstable and

stable equilibrium points of a rigid body with a similar geometry [11]. It can be seen from the

inset figure in Figure 5(b) that less energy was dissipated for larger λ, which leads to failure of

the rocking body for λ = 0.4.

To generalise this result further, the total energy dissipation is investigated analytically. The

following equation (6) shows the dissipated energy during impact (Ed); while the following

equation (7) shows the partial derivative of Ed with respect to e, which is always negative for

e > 0. Therefore, the dissipated energy is a monotonically decreasing function of e. Since a

greater λ invariably leads to a greater e, the dissipated energy also decreases with the rise of

λ. Therefore, it is reasonable to postulate that an increase in λ is likely to increase the risk of

overturning for most types of excitations.

Nonetheless, due to the coupling between u and θ, it is possible for the rocking body to

go directly from rocking into full contact [11]. The energy based considerations above do not

account for this behaviour.

1

2
Ed =− (IA +mAR

2
A +mb2 +mu2)(e2 − 1)(θ̇−)2 ∓mbu(e2 + 1)(θ̇−)2 (6)

∂Ed

∂e
=− [IA +mAR

2
A +m(b± u)2]e(θ̇−)2 (7)

It is also possible that a chosen value of λ may lead to an overall increase of the energy of the

system during impact. Such values need to be avoided as the system would be gaining energy

during impact. Similarly to [10], it is possible for this to happen for values of λ smaller than

unity.

4 CONCLUSIONS

• A flexible rocking model and an impact model parametrising the location of the vertical

impulse during impact is introduced.
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• The effect of the position of the impulse on the coefficient of restitution is analytically

and numerically examined, through studying the effect of changing the parameter λ.

• As the vertical impulse moves away from the future rocking corner, less energy is dissi-

pated during impact. This is likely to lead to a higher risk of overturning instability.
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Abstract. This study focuses on structural systems which are particularly attractive for bridge
design. Specifically, it investigates the seismic performance of single-column bridges, which are
either conventionally designed, with the column monolithically connected with the ground (i.e.
fixed-base), or designed with the column-footing system able to uplift and exhibit planar rocking
motion during an earthquake. Conventionally designed bridges sustain considerable damage
at the column ends after severe earthquakes. Seismic damage often determines whether the
bridge remains functional after a seismic event. On the contrary, rocking design implies that a
structure under seismic loading performs rigid body rotation around pre-defined pivot points.
Thus, in principle, it relieves the structure from excessive deformations and damage. However,
rocking isolation is not often applied in bridge engineering practice, mainly due to the lack of
thorough understanding of its dynamic (seismic) performance and its potential post-earthquake
financial benefits. This paper redirects our attention to the main benefits of rocking design
over the conventional (fixed-base) design and conducts a comparative study between the two
design methodologies in terms of their seismic losses and resilience in the aftermath of severe
seismic hazard scenarios. The analysis reveals the mitigated seismic losses and the remarkable
resilience that rocking design offers compared to the conventional (fixed-base) design after all
the examined seismic hazard scenarios. The above findings reinforce the potential of the rocking
design as an alternative seismic design paradigm for future bridge engineering applications and
serve as the basis for a more rational and holistic seismic assessment of single-column rocking
bridges.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Conventional bridge seismic design implies the column remains fixed with its foundation,

and subsequently with the ground, offering the necessary strength and ductility to the structure

to withstand seismic forces and avoid collapse. After severe earthquakes though, such a de-

sign concept leads to sustainable seismic damage and, thus, residual displacements. Seismic

damage is an important measure of post-earthquake functionality that often dictates whether a

bridge remains operational following a seismic event. On the other hand, rocking design allows

the structure to uplift and pivot during an earthquake relieving the structure from stresses and

subsequently seismic damage. The seminal work of Housner [1] first revealed the benefits of

rocking design over the conventional (fixed-base) design after the Chilean earthquake in 1960,

and many studies have followed [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17], among

others.

The structural configuration of Fig. 1(a), in which the column is monolithically connected

with the ground (i.e. fixed-base), is widely used for bridge design. On the contrary, the con-

figuration of Fig. 1(b) is designed in such a way that the column is monolithically connected

with the footing (or base) but the column-base system can detach from the (assumed rigid)

ground when subjected to a ground motion. Hence, the rocking structural system of Fig. 1(b) is

gaining momentum as an alternative bridge design paradigm, since it combines the benefits of

rocking isolation with the merits of the accelerated bridge construction method. To illustrate

its superior behavior, various studies have compared its seismic performance with the pertinent

performance of its fixed-base counterpart [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25], and references therein.

This work is motivated by the lack of analytical studies that thoroughly evaluate the post-

earthquake performance of the rocking system of Fig. 1. Hence, it extends the well-established

performance-based earthquake engineering framework to compare the post-earthquake perfor-

mance of the conventional design method with the rocking design in terms of: (i) the accumu-

lated seismic (repair) losses, and (ii) the resilience in the aftermath of severe seismic hazard

scenarios.

2 ANALYTICAL MODELLING

Fig. 1 illustrates the examined single-column structural systems. Fig. 1(a) shows the con-

ventional (fixed-base) design, while Fig. 1(b) illustrates the rocking column-base system that is

designed for bridges. Assuming rigid ground conditions and no sliding at the rocking interface

allow the structure of Fig. 1(b) to uplift and pivot during an earthquake exhibiting planar rock-

ing motion. When the rocking structure of Fig. 1(b) remains in full contact with the ground,

from a dynamics perspective, it behaves as a single degree-of-freedom system (i.e. similar to

the fixed-base structure of Fig. 1(a)). Thus, its motion is captured by the deformation of the

column u. After rocking commences, the motion of the rocking structure is captured by both

the deformation of the column u and the rocking rotation φ of the base [26, 27].

Consider the rocking oscillator of Fig. 1(b) with a concentrated mass m at height h. The

column has a total mass of mc and elastic stiffness of EI uniformly distributed along its

length. The rigid base has mass mb and width 2b, while its height is considered negligible

compared to its width. For simplicity, assume the lumped mass m creates no moment of

inertia, while the rigid base creates moment of inertia with respect to its center of mass equal to

Imb
= (1/3)mbb

2.

The equations of motion of the rocking oscillator of Fig. 1 can be derived using the general
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Figure 1: Single-column bridge: (a) designed conventionally with the column monolithically connected with the

ground (i.e. fixed-base); and (b) designed with the column-base system able to uplift and pivot during an earthquake

form of the Lagrange’s equation:

d

dt

(
∂L

∂u̇

)
− ∂L

∂u
= Q,

d

dt

(
∂L

∂φ̇

)
− ∂L

∂φ
= 0 (1)

where L = T − V , with T the kinetic energy, V the potential energy and Q the generalized

force, whose mathematical derivations are omitted herein for brevity (see [25] for more details).

While the structure of Fig. 1(b) exhibits planar rocking, the equations that describe its motion

are [25]: (
m+ 33

140
mc

)
ü+

(
m+ 11

40
mc

)
hφ̈ =

−Cu̇− 3EI
h3 u+

[(
m+ 33

140
mc

)
u− sgn (φ)

(
m+ 3

8
mc

)
b
]
φ̇2

−üg

(
m+ 3

8
mc

)
cosφ+ g

(
m+ 3

8
mc

)
sinφ

(2)

(
m+ 11

40
mc

)
hü+

[
(Imb

+mbb
2) +m (h2 + b2) +mu2 − sgn (φ) 2mbu

+mc

(
1
3
h2 + b2

)
+ 33

140
mcu

2 − sgn (φ) 3
4
mcbu

]
φ̈ =

−
(
2m+ 33

70
mc

)
uu̇φ̇+ sgn (φ)

(
2m+ 3

4
mc

)
bu̇φ̇

+ üg

[ −sgn (φ) (m+mb +mc) b sinφ

−
(
m+ 1

2
mc

)
h cosφ+

(
m+ 3

8
mc

)
u sinφ

]

+ g

[ −sgn (φ) (m+mb +mc) b cosφ

+
(
m+ 1

2
mc

)
h sinφ+

(
m+ 3

8
mc

)
u cosφ

]
(3)

whereas when it remains in full contact with the ground, the pertinent equation of motion be-

comes: (
m+

33

140
mc

)
ü = −Cu̇− 3EI

h3
u− üg

(
m+

3

8
mc

)
(4)

where C is the damping coefficient responsible for the energy dissipation while the structure

vibrates. ü and φ̈ denote the flexural and angular acceleration, while üg and g are the ground

and gravitational acceleration, respectively.

Rocking initiates when the overturning moment due to the external forces exceeds the restor-

ing moment of the structural system. Therefore, uplift occurs when [25]:

±h
m+ 11

40
mc

m+ 33
140

mc

[
Cu̇+ 3EI

h3 u

+üg

(
m+ 3

8
mc

) ]∓ üg

(
m+

1

2
mc

)
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where the upper sign denotes clockwise (positive) rotations and the lower sign counter-clockwise

(negative) rotations.

When during rocking, impact occurs, φ = 0 and energy is lost. Following [28, 29, 25], this

work assumes that after impact the rocking structure remains in full contact with the ground and

uplifts when Eq. (5) is satisfied. Under this assumption and through conservation of angular

momentum, the post-impact flexural velocity u̇+ can be expressed as [25]:

u̇+ = u̇− +
Imb

−mbb
2 +mc

(
−b2 + 1

3
h2 + 33

140
u2
)
+m (−b2 + h2 + u2)(

m+ 11
40
mc

)
h

φ̇− (6)

where u̇− and φ̇− denote the pre-impact flexural and angular velocity, respectively.

3 RESILIENCE-BASED EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING ASSESSMENT

To evaluate the seismic performance of a structural system, the Pacific Earthquake Engi-

neering Research (PEER) Center formulated the performance-based earthquake engineering
(PBEE) framework [30, 31]. The PBEE framework encompasses four steps: (i) hazard anal-

ysis, (ii) structural analysis, (iii) damage analysis, and (iv) loss analysis. On the other hand,

the resilience-based earthquake engineering (RBEE) framework illustrated in Fig. 2 appears to

be a more holistic approach and it is considered as an extension of the PBEE in the design

process. Specifically, the RBEE additionally incorporates the post-earthquake functionality and

resilience of the structure, which are also important indicators to evaluate its seismic perfor-

mance.

Figure 2: Resilience-based earthquake engineering framework
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Figure 3: Hazard curve (in logarithmic scale) for the area of focus after conducting probabilistic seismic hazard

analysis

3.1 Hazard Analysis

Assume that the examined structures of Fig. 1 are located in California laying on a strike-

slip fault. The minimum and maximum moment magnitudes Mw are taken as 5.5 and 8,

respectively, while the shear wave velocity averaged over the top 30 m Vs,30 is 480 m/s. The

Joyner-Boore distance RJB is 5 km. The IM considered herein is the peak ground velocity

(PGV ) [32, 33]. The PSHA provides a sample of 1,000,000 PGV values of ground excitations

that are probable to appear in the area of focus [34]. To connect the earthquake events that are

likely to appear in the examined area (i.e. California) with their annual frequency of exceedance,

the Gutenberg-Richter recurrence law is adopted: log10λM = 3.94− 0.89M , where λM is the

frequency of the earthquakes with magnitudes greater than M . Fig. 3 plots the hazard curve

(in logarithmic scale) that provides the mean annual frequency of exceedance λM of every

earthquake that is likely to occur in the area of focus characterized by the adopted PGV .

3.2 Structural Analysis

This section investigates the seismic response of the single-column structural systems of

Fig. 1. Each structure is considered to be part of a two-span box-girder bridge of total length L
= 60 m and width W = 10 m. Assume that the total mass of the column is mc = 0.25m, while

the total mass of the base is mb = 0.17m. The lumped mass m is located at height h = 8 m.

The rocking structure of Fig. 1(b) has base-width 2b = 4.6 m and slenderness α = 0.28 rad.

In addition, the examined structural systems have identical natural frequency ωn = 8p, where

p =
√
g/Rm is the frequency parameter of the rocking oscillator with Rm being the diagonal

distance of the lumped mass from the pivot point (Fig. 1(b)). The damping ratio ζ is taken

equal to 5% for the fixed-base oscillator of Fig. 1(a). For the rocking oscillator of Fig. 1(b),

this study follows [27, 28] and assumes a constant damping ratio of 5% during rocking and a

reduced damping ratio value during full contact (see [27] for further details).

To conduct the structural analysis, appropriate engineering demand parameters (EDPs) need

first to be defined. The two EDPs are: (i) the absolute peak flexural deformation |umax| normal-

ized with respect to the height h, and (ii) the absolute peak rocking rotation |φmax| normalized

with respect to the slenderness α.

EDP1 =
|umax|
h

EDP2 =
|φmax|
α

(7)
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Figure 4: Seismic response analysis of (a) the fixed-base bridge bent of Fig. 1(a), and (b) the rocking bridge bent

of Fig. 1(b)

Each of the structural systems of Fig. 1 is subjected to a series of strong ground motions

adopted from the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research (PEER) Center database [35]. The

database covers a wide range of both pulse-type and nonpulse-type ground motions with mag-

nitudes 6 ≤ Mw ≤ 8 and distance from the fault Rrup ≤ 50 km. To induce higher levels of

demand, a scale factor of 1, 1.25 and 1.5 is, respectively, assigned to the accelerograms of

the adopted database. Therefore, 960 response-history analyses are conducted for each of the

examined structural systems of Fig. 1.

Fig. 4 illustrates the seismic response of both structural systems of Fig. 1. As a first approach,

Fig. 4 reveals that uplift considerably reduces the structural deformation |umax|/h and therefore

damage at the column. However, it makes the structure prone to excessive rocking rotations

|φmax|/α, and thus, overturning. Therefore, Fig. 4 reveals the importance of a proper design for

a rocking bridge bent to avoid overturning (or collapse) and at the same time minimize structural

damage at the column.

3.3 Damage Analysis

The seismic response of a structure is related to the damage occurred at the structure through

appropriate damage measures. When excessive damage occurs, the structure collapses (or over-

turns for the case of a rocking structure) and subsequently it needs to be reconstructed. This

work assumes that damage is occurred only at the column of the structure due to seismic forces.

To quantify the seismic damage on the fixed-base structure of Fig. 1(a), this section adopts

the damage limit states (or limit values of column damage) proposed by [37, 36], according to

which damage is categorized into four levels/states, i.e. slight, moderate, extensive and com-
plete. Table 1 presents the damage limits states of the fixed-base structure of Fig. 1(a).

On the other hand, the seismic response of the rocking structural system can be adequately

described by three damage limit states. This work adopts the damage limits states proposed in

[25], which proposed damage limit states for rocking bridge bents based on equivalence of their

flexural deformation (|umax| /h) with the pertinent deformation of their fixed-base counterparts.

Table 2 presents these damage limits states. In Table 2, ucr is the critical deformation of the

column when rocking initiates (i.e. when the condition of Eq. (5) is met), and φcr is the critical
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Figure 5: Fragility curves of (a) the fixed-base bridge bent of Fig. 1(a), and (b) the rocking bridge bent of Fig. 1(b)

with respect to the adopted intensity measure

rotation for which the structure becomes dynamically unstable [27].

Based on Tables 1, 2, this section employs the the maximum likelihood estimation approach

[38] to estimate the probability of the examined structural systems to exceed the certain damage

limit states. Fig. 5 plots the fragility curves of the structures of Fig. 1. Note from Fig. 5

and Fig. 4 that, uplift mitigates both structural deformations and the structure’s probability to

excessive rocking rotations and thus overturning.

3.4 Loss Analysis

The structural damage of the examined structures of Fig. 1 accumulated in the aftermath of

a seismic event is connected with the seismic losses through decision variables such as: (i) the

seismic (repair) losses, (ii) downtime, i.e. the time that is required for the bridge to restore its

functionality, and (iii) resilience, i.e. the ability of the bridge to sustain a level of functionality

Damage

limit

state

Capacity limit

[36]

Damage description [37]

LS1 |umax|
h

= 0.005 Slight concrete cracking and spalling at the column. Onset of

yielding of the reinforcing bars. Column in operational condi-

tion (damage requires no more than cosmetic repair)

LS2 |umax|
h

= 0.010 Moderate concrete cracking and spalling at the column. Dam-

age to the exposed reinforcing bars. Minimal residual dis-

placements. Column is still operational (column is structurally

sound, damage is repairable)

LS3 |umax|
h

= 0.020 Extensive flexural damage at the column in the form of buckling

and/or fracture of the longitudinal reinforcing bars, transverse

steel loss, etc. Considerable residual displacements. Column is

not operational (column is structurally unsafe, damage is con-

siderable and repairs are immediate)

LS4 |umax|
h

= 0.025 Complete damage and collapse of the column (column and the

whole bridge need to be reconstructed)

Table 1: Damage limit states of the fixed-base bridge bent of Fig. 1(a).
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Damage

limit

state

Capacity limit [25] Response

mode

Damage description [37]

LS1 |umax|
h

= ucr

h
Rocking ini-

tiation

Slight concrete cracking and spalling at the

column. Onset of yielding of the reinforcing

bars. Column in operational condition (dam-

age requires no more than cosmetic repair)

LS2 |φmax|
α

= 0.35 Safe rocking Moderate concrete cracking and spalling at

the column. Damage to the exposed reinforc-

ing bars. Minimal residual displacements.

Column is still operational. Damage at the

pivot points and the abutments due to rocking

motion (column is structurally sound, dam-

age is repairable)

LS3 |φmax|
α

= 1.5
(
φcr

α

)
Rocking

overturning

Moderate concrete cracking and spalling at

the column. Damage to the exposed reinforc-

ing bars. Minimal residual displacements.

Column is still operational. Damage at the

pivot points and the abutments due to rocking

motion (column is structurally sound, dam-

age is repairable, the column-base system can

be reused after the applied repair methods,

the whole bridge needs to be reconstructed)

Table 2: Damage limit states of the rocking bridge bent of Fig. 1(b) [25].

for over a period of time.

Seismic losses are defined as the sum of the seismic consequences weighted with their prob-

ability of occurrence. Therefore, the expected seismic losses under a given IM can be expressed

as [39, 40]:

E (l) =
n∑

i=1

Ci · PLSi|IM (8)

where Ci represents the seismic consequences, e.g. the repair cost associated with the given

damage limit state i, and PLSi|IM is the conditional probability of the structure to be at the

given damage limit state (see Fig. 5). The seismic consequences associated with the given

damage limit states are assumed proportional to the reconstruction cost of the bridge [41, 39]:

Ci = RCRi · crec ·W · L (9)

where W and L are the bridge width and length, respectively. crec is the reconstruction

cost, which for the fixed-base structure of Fig. 1(a) is translated into 2,306 $/m2 in present

monetary values [42]. RCRi is the repair cost ratio that corresponds to each damage limit

state. The repair cost ratios are expressed as a percentage of the reconstruction cost of the

bridge, and differ from damage limit state to damage limit state — the more severe the damage,

the larger the repair cost ratio. Tables 3, 4 present the pertinent repair cost ratio values for each

damage limit state of the examined structures of Fig. 1.
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Damage

limit

state

Repair cost

ratio [37]
Repair methods description [43, 44]

Downtime

(days) [37]

Mean Standard

deviation

LS1 0.03 Repair slight concrete cracking/spalling at the

column (epoxy injection, patch with concrete,

etc.)

0.6 0.6

LS2 0.08 Repair moderate concrete cracking/spalling at the

column, repair damaged reiforcing bars (patch

with concrete, reinforce and recast, etc.)

2.5 2.7

LS3 0.25 Repair extensive concrete cracking/spalling at the

column, replace/repair longitudinal/transverse re-

inforcing bars (reinforce and recast, potential re-

placement of the column)

75 42

LS4 1 Demolition and reconstruction of the column and

the whole bridge

230 110

Table 3: Repair cost ratio and downtime values for each damage limit state of the fixed-base bridge bent of Fig. 1(a).

This study considers nine different seismic hazard scenarios with TR = 40, 72, 125, 225,

475, 975, 1,485, 2,475 and 4,975-year return period, which translate into a probability of 71%,

50%, 33%, 20%, 10%, 5%, 3%, 2% and 1%, respectively, that at least one such event will occur

in the next 50 years in the area of focus. The hazard curve of Fig. 3 provides the intensities in

terms of PGV values that correspond to the adopted seismic hazard scenarios, i.e. 0.37, 0.51,

0.65, 0.83, 1.08, 1.36, 1.53, 1.76 and 2.11 m/s, respectively. Fig. 6 presents a comparison

of the examined structural systems in terms of their expected seismic losses accumulated after

the considered seismic hazard scenarios. As a first approach, Fig. 6 shows that for all of the

examined seismic hazard scenarios, the rocking bridge bent of Fig. 1(b) provides a significant

post-earthquake financial benefit compared to its fixed-base counterpart. In particular, even

after a severe seismic event (i.e. with TR = 4,975-year return period), the rocking bridge bent

yields seismic losses which correspond to around 50% of the construction cost of the structure

— a considerable post-earthquake financial benefit.

fixed-base
rocking

Figure 6: Expected (seismic) losses of the examined bridge bents of Fig. 1 in the aftermath of various seismic

hazard scenarios
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Damage

limit

state

Repair cost

ratio [37]
Repair methods description

Downtime (days)

[37, 45]

Mean Standard

deviation

LS1 0.03 Repair slight concrete cracking/spalling at the

column (epoxy injection, patch with concrete,

etc.)

0.6 0.6

LS2 0.08 Repair moderate concrete cracking/spalling at the

column, repair damaged reiforcing bars (patch

with concrete, reinforce and recast, etc.). Repair

damage at the pivot points and the abutments

2.5 2.7

LS3 1 Repair moderate concrete cracking/spalling at the

column, repair damaged reiforcing bars (patch

with concrete, reinforce and recast, etc.). Re-

pair damage at the pivot points and the abut-

ments. Reuse the column-base system after the

applied repair methods. Reconstruction of the

whole bridge

46 22

Table 4: Repair cost ratio and downtime values for each damage limit state of the rocking bridge bent of Fig. 1

[25].

3.5 Resilience Quantification

Resilience, as a performance indicator, quantifies the recovery (or restoration) functions of a

structural system following a seismic event. These recovery functions depend on the associated

damage limit states. For instance, a bridge completely damaged needs more time to restore its

functionality compared to a slightly damaged bridge. The resilience of the structural systems of

Fig. 1 can be quantified under the investigated time-interval (e.g. Δt = 365 days) as [46]:

R =
1

Δt

t0+Δt∫
t0

Q (t) dt (10)

where t0 indicates the time-instant the seismic event occurs, and Q (t) is time-variant func-

tionality which herein is expressed as [47]:

Q (t) =
n∑

i=1

FRi (t) · PLSi|IM (11)

where PLSi|IM is the conditional probability of the structure to be at the given damage limit

state, and FRi (t) denotes the functionality restoration process of the structure for each damage

limit state. This study models the functionality restoration process of the examined rocking

structure as a normal cumulative distribution function corresponding to each damage limit state

i [37]:

FRi (t) =
1

2

[
1 + erf

(
t− μdi√
2σdi

)]
(12)

where μdi and σdi represent the mean and standard deviation of the time during which the

bridge is under restoration (i.e. downtime). Table 3 presents values mean and standard deviation
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fixed-base
rocking

Figure 7: Resilience of the examined bridge bents of Fig. 1 in the aftermath of various seismic hazard scenarios

under the investigated time-interval of Δt = 365 days

values of downtime (in days) for the fixed-base bridge bent of Fig. 1(a) proposed by HAZUS

[37]. To estimate the corresponding downtime values for a rocking bridge, Mantawy et al.

[45] experimentally compared the seismic performance of a rocking versus a conventionally

designed (fixed-base) bridge. That study revealed that the construction time of the rocking

bridge is, on average, 5 times lower than the construction time of the fixed-base bridge. In other

words, when the fixed-base and the rocking bridge bent of Fig. 1 need to be reconstructed (i.e.

when LS4 in Table 3 and LS3 in Table 4 are exceeded), the downtime of the rocking structure

is considered as 1/5 of the downtime of the fixed-base structure. Table 4 presents the pertinent

mean and standard deviation values of downtime for the rocking bridge bent of Fig. 1(b) [25].

Fig. 7 plots the resilience of each structural system and illustrates the dominance of the

rocking structure over the conventionally designed (fixed-base) structure after all the examined

seismic hazard scenarios. Note that the resilience of the rocking structure starts deteriorating

only when a maximum considered earthquake occurs (i.e. with TR = 2,475-year return period).

On the contrary, the resilience of the fixed-base structure is impaired even when a low intensity

earthquake occurs (i.e. with TR = 72-year return period).

In sum, Figs 6, 7 reveal the remarkable financial benefits (i.e. decreased seismic losses and

increased seismic resilience) that rocking design offers compared to the conventional fixed-base

design, illustrating its potential as a seismic-avoidance design paradigm for bridges.

4 CONCLUSIONS

This work evaluates the seismic performance of structural systems, which are particularly

attractive for bridge design. It focuses on single-column bridge bents either monolithically con-

nected with the ground (i.e. fixed-base) or able to uplift and exhibit planar rocking motion dur-

ing an earthquake. It extends the well-established performance-based earthquake engineering

framework to compare the examined structural systems in terms of their accumulated seismic

losses and resilience in the aftermath of severe seismic hazard scenarios.

The analysis reveals the considerably mitigated (seismic) losses of the examined rocking

structure compared to the pertinent losses of the fixed-base structure, illustrating its potential

as an economically feasible design solution. Further, results show that even under an extreme

seismic hazard event, i.e. with 1% probability of occurrence in the next 50 years (i.e. TR =
4,975-year return period), the rocking bridge bent yields financial losses equivalent to 50% of

the construction cost of the bridge — a considerable post-earthquake financial benefit. Fur-

ther, this paper also unveils the remarkable post-earthquake resilience of the examined rocking

structure after various seismic hazard scenarios. Importantly, the rocking bridge bent sustains
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its resilience at the highest level till a maximum considered earthquake occurs (i.e. with TR =
2,475-year return period and 2% probability of occurrence in the next 50 years). On the

contrary, the resilience of the fixed-base bridge bent is deteriorated even when a low intensity

earthquake occurs (i.e. with TR = 72-year return period and 50% probability of occurrence

in the next 50 years). The above findings redirect our attention to the main post-earthquake

benefits of rocking design when used as a seismic isolation technique for bridges and pave the

way for a more rational and holistic seismic assessment framework of single-column rocking

bridges.
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Abstract

A storey comprised of free-standing columns that may uplift under ground motion excitations 
can be regarded as a seismic isolation technique. These columns are referred to the literature 
as “kinematic bearings” and have been used in Russia and the wider region of the former So-
viet Union over the past 40 years. Despite the extensive use of kinematic bearings, there are 
only limited studies based on the results obtained by the analytical solution of the dynamic 
response of such structural systems. From this point of view, in the present study the dynamic 
response of multi-storey structures placed on the top of a kinematic storey is examined. For 
this purpose an analytical model that describes the dynamic response of such structures is 
introduced. As long as the curved configuration of the ends of the kinematic bearings can af-
fect the post-uplift stiffness of the kinematic storey, modal analysis is performed and the dy-
namic properties after the uplift are demonstrated. Subsequently, dynamic time history 
analyses are performed and the effect of post uplift stiffness of the kinematic storey on the 
displacement response of the base is investigated. Finally, the seismic demands of the super-
structure, as well as their distribution throughout the storeys are examined. 

Keywords: Rocking structures; Kinematic bearings; Seismic isolation; 
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1 INTRODUCTION
The dynamic response of rigid blocks rocking on a rigid ground was first studied by Hous-

ner [1], who highlighted the parameters that affect the stability of rigid bodies which can be 
uplifted under horizontal excitations. Since then, with the recognition of the remarkable prop-
erties of the rocking response, various forms of rocking systems have been studied, such as 
flexible rocking oscillators on solid [2-6] and flexible ground [7, 8], rocking structures on the 
foundations [9], rocking bridge piers [10-12], rocking frames[13-17], coupled conventional 
structures with rocking walls [18-20] and seismic isolation by forming a rocking floor at the 
base [21-24]. Despite the remarkable stability of free-to-rock large-scale systems, the basic 
requirement for the practical application of rocking systems is the prevention of overturning 
[25]. Along with the study of free rocking structural systems, the dynamic response of con-
trolled and energy dissipative rocking systems have also been studied. Pre-tensioned tendons 
[26-29] and energy dissipation mechanisms [30-32] have been implemented onto rocking sys-
tems in order to limit the seismic demands and increase the deformation capacity. At the same 
time, due to the strongly non-linear behavior of the rocking motion, small changes in both the 
rocking system and the ground motion parameters can lead to large variations in the response, 
so that the study of the phenomenon under a probabilistic framework yields more reliable 
conclusions [33]. To this end, various intensity measures have been proposed to describe the 
influence of ground excitations on the response of rocking systems [34-39]. 

Although the rocking isolation design strategy has been implemented in a limited number 
of bridges [40, 41] and tall chimneys [42], hundreds of rocking podium structures (RPSs) 
have been constructed over the past 40 years in Russia and the wider region of the former So-
viet Union [43]. RPSs are comprised of a superstructure placed on the top of a rocking story. 
The freestanding columns of the rocking story, referred to as "kinematic bearings" in Russian 
literature, can uplift under earthquake excitations, limiting the earthquake-induced loads on 
the superstructure. A complete presentation of the application of kinematic bearings in con-
junction with energy dissipation mechanisms in Russia is provided by Smirnov et al. [44],
while practical recommendations for the design of structures with kinematic foundations can 
be found in Cherepinskiy's book on kinematic foundations [45]. 

The first detailed study of the dynamic response of structures seismically isolated using a 
purely rocking floor at the base, considering that the superstructure behaves like a single de-
gree of freedom elastic oscillator, was carried out by Bachmann et al. [21]. The developed 
analytical model has also been verified by experiments [22]. Through the analytical model, 
the forenamed study concentrates mainly on the investigation of parameters related to the sta-
bility of such systems, under pulse-type and natural seismic excitations. Based on the sdof 
model of the superstructure, Bantilas et al. [23] investigated the parameters that affect the 
elastic demands of RPSs. Later studies of Bantilas et al. [24] highlighted the critical effect of 
the higher vibration modes on the dynamic response of RPSs consisted of multiple degree of 
freedom (mdof) elastic superstructure. Due to the coupling between rocking and elastic vibra-
tions, RPSs present a more complex response compared to solely rocking oscillators. 

At this point, it should be emphasized that despite the wide use of kinematic bearings, their 
dynamic response differs from that of purely rocking systems, since the bearing base of the 
former is configured concave in opposition to the flat base of the latter. The aforementioned 
configuration of the rocking base results in a rolling response of the kinematic bearing onto 
the foundation, with positive or negative stiffness, before it starts to purely rock. An analytical 
model of the dynamic response of rigid bodies rolling and rocking on rigid ground is present-
ed by Bachmann et al. [46] and Bachmann et al. [47].
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In the present study an analytical model that describes the dynamic response of multi-
storey structures placed on the top of a rocking base comprised of kinematic bearings is pre-
sented. As long as the curved configuration of the ends of the kinematic bearings can affect 
the post-uplift stiffness of the rocking storey, modal analysis is performed and the vibration 
mode properties after the uplift are demonstrated. In addition, dynamic time history analyses 
are performed on three typical multi-storey structures using the proposed analytical model.
Considering three different rocking columns configurations, the effect of post uplift stiffness 
of the rocking storey on the response of the base is investigated. Finally, of particular interest 
are also the determination of the magnitude and the distribution of the seismic demands 
throughout the storeys of the superstructure. For this purpose the seismic demands of the nine 
structural systems are also presented. 

2 DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF ROCKING PODIUM STRUCTURES
In the present section, the analytical model of the dynamic response of frame structures, 

seismically isolated using kinematic bearings, is presented. The model is based on the as-
sumption that the superstructure can be described by a mdof elastic oscillator, fixed on the top 
of a rocking frame comprised of kinematic bearings. The rigid frame consists of a cap beam 
with mass mb and N freestanding columns with mass mc, semi-diagonal length 2 2R H B ,
rotational moment of inertia around its center of mass Icm, and slenderness = atan(B/H). 
During the dynamic response, the rocking columns are considered to be in contact with the 
cap beam and the ground, while the friction coefficient at the contact surfaces is large enough 
to prevent any sliding. The idealization of the model is illustrated in Figure 1(a).

Figure 1: (a) Schematic representation of the analytical model, (b) geometric configuration of a typical kinematic 
bearing, and (c) static pushover curves of the kinematic storey.

A typical configuration of the kinematic bearings that comprise the rocking storey is pre-
sented in Figure 1(b). After the uplift occurrence, the curved extensions at the ends of the 
rocking columns result in the rolling response of the base storey before it starts to rock purely. 
With reference to Figures 1(b) and 1(c), the post uplift stiffness during rolling response de-
pends on the radius of curvature r of the extensions, while the wedge’s angle sets the limit 
between rolling and rocking response. According to Bachman et al. [47], the critical rotation 
of the rocking storey is given by the following equation: 
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cr

cr

cr

tanarctan , during rolling)
1 2

tan 'arctan ,
1 2 (1 cos )

(1)

where =r/(2H) is the non-dimensional radius of curvature of the extensions;
cr 0.5 1 tan / tan ' ; arcsin tan ' tan 2 ;and tan ' = B'/H (see Figure 1(b)).

The equations of motion of the RPS, as it is depicted in Figure 1 are expressed as follows:

g 2

tot

g 2 VA B 1 2 2 C 1 2 D
R R M R

(2)

g b bu ut t t (3) 

where A, B, C, and D are the coefficients listed in Table 1 for rolling and rocking response; 
is the mass ratio of the cap beam (mb) divided by the total mass of rocking columns (Nmc

is the mass ratio of the superstructure (Mtot) divided by the mass of cap beam (mb

slenderness of rocking columns; tu , tu and tu are the displacements, velocities, and accelera-
tions of the mdof oscillator with respect to the undeformed configuration of the system (see 
Figure 1(a)); K and C are the stiffness and damping matrices of the mdof oscillator, respec-
tively; is the influence vector of the ground motion ( =1 g is the ground acceleration; and

bu  and bu are the cap beam displacement and velocity, respectively. The base shear of the 
superstructure (V) is given by: 

b bV u ut t (4)

Rolling Phase Rocking Phase

,†A
2 2

2

4 cos cos cos
1 4

8 cos 1 cos

4 1 sin 2 cos sin

2 2

2

4 cos cos( ) cos
1 4

8 cos 1 cos

sin( )
4 1

2 cos sin sin

†B sin 2 cos sin sin 2 cos sin sin

†C cos 2 cos 1 cos cos 2 cos cos cos

†D

sin 2 cos sin

cos
2 cos 1 4 4

2 cos cos

cos 2 cos cos cos

sin 2 cos sin sin

†
bu 2 R sin sin r sin  2 R sin sin r sin sin

†
bu 2 R cos r 1 cos  2 R cos r cos cos  

* 2
o o cI I m R and Io is the rotational inertia of the column with respect to the pivot point.

†  
Table 1: Coefficients of the rocking storey equation of motion.

Until uplift occurs, the rocking base is assumed to remain inactive ( 0 ). Thus the su-
perstructure behaves as a fixed base mdof oscillator, and the equations of motion are given by 
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Eq. (3), considering b bu u 0 . When the horizontal overturning actions overcome the re-
storing forces of the RPS, uplift occurs, and the rocking story starts to roll. The uplift criteria 
can be summarized as follows:

g

tot

2 21 tan V
g 1 2 1 2 g

(5)

where V is the superstructure’s base shear given by Eq. (4) considering b bu u 0 . The upper 
and lower signs define rolling initiation

In the particular case where the superstructure is rigid, Eq. (2) and the coefficients of Table 
1 results in the equation of motion of rigid rolling and rocking frames[47], whose cap beam 
mass is equal to the sum of the mass of the superstructure and the mass of the cap beam of the 
RPS. On the other hand, if =0, Eqs. (2) and (3) are equivalent to the equations of motion of 
pure rocking RPSs [24].

In the rolling/rocking response of rigid blocks, energy dissipation occurs during impact 
when the tilt angle of the rocking columns reverses the sign. The solution of the impact prob-
lem results in the coefficient of restitution of the rocking base, as well as in the post-impact 
velocities of the floors of the superstructure as follows [24]: 

22
2

o

1 4 1
c 1 2sin

I 4 1
 and 2R cos 1 c+ -

t tu u  (6) 

where -
tu  and +

tu are the superstructure’s absolute velocity vectors before (-) and after (+) im-
pact, respectively.

Rolling Phase (I) Rocking Phase (II)

ML

2
c o b totNm I /4+m +M 0

0 M

2
c o b totNm I /4+m +M 0

0 M

CL
-

-C
-

-C

KL

c b totNm /2+m +M  - g 2
2R
-K

c b totNm /2+m +M  - g -  
2R

-K

g
c bNm /2+m c bNm /2+m

FL
c b tot(Nm /2+m +M )g 

0
c b totNm /2+m +M g 

0

Table 2: Linearized matrices of Eq. (7) during rolling and rocking phase.

3 THE EIGENVALUE PROBLEM
In order to obtain the linearized equations of motion of a RPS once uplift occurs, the non-

linear terms of Eqs. (2) and (3) expand into Taylor series about the static rest position of the 
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system ( t tu = 0 u = 0 and the higher order terms are omitted. The linearized equa-
tions of motion can be represented as follows: 

g
I|
L L L L L L LM u + C u + K u = -B F (7)

where uL = [ub,R ut]T and ub,R

dicular to the diagonal of the rocking columns. The linearized matrices of mass ( L), damp-
ing (CL), stiffness (KL) as well as the load vectors (B ) and (FL) during rolling (I) and 
rocking (II) are given in Table 2. 

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors that correspond to the vibration modes of the superstruc-
ture after uplift occurrence, as well as the eigenvalues correspond to the rocking and rolling 
vibration modes are calculated following the process applied for RPSs consisted of purely 
rocking columns by Bantilas et al. [24]. 

4 VIBRATION PRPOPERTIES
In order to study the modification of dynamic properties of typical structures of one to 10 

floors isolated using kinematic bearings, the eigenvalue problem is solved numerically. Su-
perstructures with shear displacement profile are considered. The construction of mass (M), 
stiffness (K) and the damping (C) matrices is based on the procedure presented by Thermou 
et al. [48] and has been also applied in RPSs [24]. Assuming that the superstructures are fixed 
on the top of a typical rocking frame, which consists of rectangular columns ( 4 / 3) of size 
R = 1.5 m, slende  and b equal 

ML), (KL), and (CL) are 
u,i an u,i)

of the uplifted structures are determined. The amplification factors of the natural frequency 
u,i u,i ) that correspond to the first (i = 1) vibration mode of typical 

superstructures from one to 10 floors (n = 1 ÷ 10) are presented in Figures 2. The amplifica-
tion of the natural frequency is more intense during rolling phase compared to rocking phase. 
Regarding the nondimensional radius of the curved extensions, superstructures placed on the 
top of a rocking base with negati cr) 0.5) during rolling present 
identical modification of their dynamic properties. However, kinematic bearings with positive 

.5) results in higher values of amplification. Regardless the radius of the curved 
extensions, the damping amplification factors take lower values compared to corresponding 
frequency ones.  

Figure 3: Amplification factors of the natural frequency (left) and damping ratio (right) of the first vibration
mode, as a function of superstructure storeys (n) for rocking podium structures. 
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In Figure 4 ( ) the eigenvalues ext(p ) that correspond to the rolling and the rocking mode
cr, 0.5 and 1.5}, as a 

function of size R, are presented. It has to be mentioned that these values correspond to the 
frequency parameter of the rocking base during rolling and rocking. Moreover, in Figure 4 ( )
the frequency parameter during rolling phase is presented as a function of the radius of the 
curved wedges. The eigenvalues correspond to a six strorey superstructure (n = 6) with shear 
deformation profile. In Figure 4 is also depicted, with dashed lines, the frequency parameter 

extˆ(p ) of a rigid rocking frame with cap beam mass is equal to the sum of the mass of the su-
perstructure and the mass of the cap beam of the RPS tot=

extp̂ is given by the following expression: 

*
ext Iˆ ˆp p k (5)

where p̂ the frequency parameter of a rigid rocking frame without curved extensions at the 
rocking columns; and *

Ik 2 1 the dimensionless stiffness of the rocking base during rolling. 
It is observed that the frequency parameter extp , which is calculated by the modal analysis, 

is estimated with high accuracy by the frequency parameter extp̂ of the rigid rocking frame, in 
cases of negative and zero stiffness 
positive stiffness, the frequency parameter values differ from the analytically calculated pa-
rameter, especially for small rocking columns (R < 1.5 m) with large radius of the curved ex-

.5). Moreover, in structural systems with radius of curvature
frequency parameter take lowers values in rolling than in rocking phase. In the special case 

extp 0.

, Rolling phase

cr , Rolling phase

0.5, Rolling phase

Rocking phase

R=1.0 m
R=1.5 m

R=2.0 m R=3.0 m

Figure 4: Frequency parameter as a function of size R and as a function of the wedge’s radius of a 
seismic isolated six storey shear structure and ). 

The effect of the superstructures flexibility on the frequency parameters is presented in Figure 
5 ( ) and ( ) cr) and positive stiffness ( The frequency 
parameter values of isolated shear superstructures with structural features R={1.00, 1.50, 2.00 
and ( ( , are illustrated as a func-
tion of the number of the floors (n). In dashed lines the frequency parameter ext

ˆ(p ) of a rigid 
rocking frame with curved extensions tot=
ures. The flexibility of the superstructure do not affect the frequency parameter values in case 
of negative stiffness systems. However, in systems with positive stiffness during rolling, as 
the flexibility of the superstructure increases the frequency parameter of the rigid rocking 
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frame differs substantially from the values of the analytical solution, especially for rocking 
columns of small size.

R=1.0 m

R=1.5 m

R=2.0 m

R=3.0 m

R=1.0 m

R=1.5 m

R=2.0 m

R=3.0 m

Negative Stiffness ( cr) Positive Stiffness ( 1.5)

Figure 5: Frequency parameter as a function of the number of the floors (n), of rocking base with (
and (b) positive stiffness during rolling phase.

The vibration mode eigenvectors of a typical three-story RPS (n = = 3) isolated using 
kinematic bearings are presented in Figure 6. Specifically, the vibration modes during rolling 
phase, considering wedges with nondimensional radius of curvature ={ cr, 0.5 and 1.5}, and 
rocking phase are displayed. The dashed black lines correspond to the full-contact eigenvec-
tors of the superstructure, while the continuous black lines correspond to the horizontal com-
ponents of the uplifted state eigenvectors of the RPS. The elastic components of the uplifted 
state eigenvectors are also presented in Figure 6 with continuous red lines. The calculation of 
the horizontal components of the eigenvectors herein is presented by Bantilas et al. [24]. 

The vibration mode eigenvectors of the uplifted structures present a compound shape that 
comprises an elastic component and a rigid body displacement due to the oscillation of the 
superstructure and the rocking action, respectively. Moreover, during the pure rolling/rocking 
vibration mode the elastic component eigenvector is negligible. Regardless the radius of the 
curved extensions the eigenvectors are identical during rolling and rocking phase. In any case, 
the magnitude of both the rigid body displacements of the uplifted state eigenvectors and the 
natural frequency amplification factors indicate the coupling between the response of the 
rocking base and the elastic vibration modes of the superstructure.  

5 SEISMIC RESPONSE UNDER NATURAL GROUND MOTIONS
In this section, the seismic response of multi-storey structures seismically isolated using 

kinematic bearings subjected to natural ground motions is examined. Specifically, the effect 
of the stiffness of the rocking storey on the overall response of the PRS is investigated. For 
this purpose, the three sets of ground motions proposed by FEMA P695 [49] are used to per-
form dynamic time history analyses. 

Dynamic time history analysis are performed on three typical shear structures with number 
of storeys n={3, 6 and 9}. The fundamental vibration period of the mdof oscillators is as-
sumed to be given by the empirical relation Tt,1 = n/10. Rayleigh damping with critical damp-

or the mdof oscillators. The 
mass (M), stiffness (K) and damping (C) matrices are constructed based on the procedure ap-
plied by Bantilas et al. [24]. Every superstructure is considered to be fixed on the top of a 
rocking storey comprised of rectangular columns ( oI = 4/3) with semi-diagonal length R = 
1.50 m, slenderness tan( )={0.10, 0.15 and 0.20}and tan( tan( ), and curved extensions 
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with non cr, 0.5 and 1.5}. Moreover, mass ratios /Tt = 10 
and = 10 are considered.

u,1 o,1 u,2 o,2 u,3 o,3 p = 1.27 rad/s

u,1 o,1 u,2 o,2 u,3 o,3 p = 0.00 rad/s

u,1 o,1 u,2 o,2 u,3 o,3 p = 2.53 rad/s

u,1 o,1 u,2 o,2 u,3 o,3 p = 1.76 rad/s

Figure 6: Vibration modes of a typical three-storey rocking podium structure ( , 
and

The effect of curvature of the free standing column’s curved wedges on the seismic re-
sponse of the rocking base is presented in Figure 7. Specifically, the maximum rocking re-
sponse of rocking base with curved extensions (| max|/ )ext, compared with the response of 
rocking base without curved extensions (| max|/ )flat is displayed. For small rocking rotations 
(| max|/ )flat < 0.5 the maximum response is almost identical. In general, the structures with 
curved extensions present increased stability. Due to the high nonlinearity there are only few 
cases where the structure without curved extensions develop finite rocking rotations 
(| max|/ )flat < 1, while the structure with curved extensions overturns. However, enhanced dis-
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placement capacity is achieved using columns with curved extensions. In Table 3 the rocking 
overturn probabilities of the examined structural systems are listed. It is obvious that rocking 
columns with curved extensions lead to significantly decreased probabilities of overturn. 
Moreover, the increase of the stiffness of the rocking base (larger radius of curvature), as well 
as the increase of the flexibility of the superstructure results in greater stability.

Negative Stiffness ( cr) Zero Stiffness ( 0.5) Positive Stiffness ( 1.5)

Figure 7: Comparison of the maximum rocking rotations between the isolated systems with with max ext and 
without max flat curves extensions, under the 100 natural ground motions of FEMA P695. 

tan( ) Negative Stiffness
( = cr)

Zero Stiffness 
( =0.5)

Positive Stiffness 
( =1.5)

Without 
Wedges

0.10
3 0.37 0.34 0.29 0.67
6 0.32 0.33 0.30 0.52
9 0.31 0.30 0.23 0.49

0.15
3 0.20 0.13 0.09 0.39
6 0.17 0.13 0.09 0.29
9 0.16 0.12 0.07 0.25

0.20
3 0.06 0.02 0.02 0.17
6 0.08 0.02 0.01 0.15
9 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.13

Table 3: Rocking overturn probabilities of the examined structural systems under the 100 natural ground motions 
of FEMA P695.
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Since rocking initiation, the seismic demands of RPSs present a lower bound of Vst [23]. 
Thus, Figure 8 presents the normalized seismic demands of the podium systems (Vb/Vst)Pod as 
a function of the maximum tilt angle of the rocking base (| max|/ cr). In cases where fairly 
small rocking rotations are developed (| max|/ cr

superstructure take values Vb/Vst

mands of the superstructure also increase until saturation occurs ( / cr)sat. In order to illustrate 
the effect of the dynamic characteristics of the superstructure on the elastic response, without 
a mean to quantify the problem, the seismic demand-tilt angle relationship is summarized in 
Figure 8 through a bilinear curve. The values of the normalized seismic demands (Vb/Vst)sat

and the critical tilt angle ( / cr)sat beyond which the slope (ks) changes, are also presented. It is 
observed that in cases of kinematic bearings with negative and zero stiffness the seismic de-
mands are stable (ks = 0) for rocking rotations max cr cr)sat. On the other hand, in case 
of kinematic bearings with positive stiffness the seismic demands increases (ks > 0) beyond 
( / cr)sat. Additionally, in case of rocking storey with positive stiffness, increasing the flexibil-
ity of the superstructure leads to higher values of the slope coefficient ks. In all cases, as the 
stiffness of the superstructure increases, the critical tilt angle ( / cr)sat increases too, regardless 
the stiffness of the rocking base.

Negative Stiffness ( cr) Zero Stiffness ( 0.5) Positive Stiffness ( 1.5)

ks=0.52

ks=0.19

ks=1.00

ks=0.00

ks=0.00

ks=0.00

ks=0.00

ks=0.00

ks=0.00

Figure 8: Normalized seismic demands (Vb/Vst)Pod of the nine multi-storey podium structures as a function of the 
maximum tilt angle of the rocking floor ( max/ ). 

The effect of the rocking base stiffness on the distribution of the elastic seismic demands 
throughout the superstructure is also examined. Figure 9 presents the storey shear (Vi) of 
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structures isolated with kinematic bearings of slenderness tan( ) = 0.15 and tan( ) = 0.30.
The black and red lines correspond to the average and maximum values of the storey seismic 
demands, respectively. In the same figure, the seismic demands of the fixed-base superstruc-
tures are presented with dashed lines. The results obtained by ground motions that cause over-
turning of the rocking base are omitted. In the case of isolated systems, the differences 
between the mean and maximum values of the storey shear are much smaller than those of the 
fixed-base systems. Regarding the distribution of seismic demands throughout the superstruc-
ture, the maximum shear of the RPSs is developed on the intermediate floors, in contrast to 
the fixed-base structures in which the maximum seismic demand appears at the base. The 
completely different distribution pattern of the seismic demands presented by podium struc-
tures, regardless the rocking base stiffness, indicates the excitation of higher modes of the su-
perstructure during impact [24]. Moreover, the differences between the mean and the 
maximum values of the storey shears are lower in cases of zero and negative stiffness than in 
case of positive stiffness of the base. That fact emerges due to the dependence of the elastic 
demands on the maximum rocking rotations, in case of rocking base with positive stiffness.
Although positive stiffness of the rocking base results in slightly higher values of seismic de-
mands in the superstructure, it should be preferable due to the fact that it significantly de-
creases the overturning probability.  

Negative Stiffness ( cr) Zero Stiffness ( 0.5) Positive Stiffness ( 1.5)

Figure 9: Average and maximum storey shear profiles (Vi). 
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CONCLUSIONS
In the present study, the dynamic response of seismic isolated multi-storey structures using 

kinematic bearings was studied. For this purpose, an analytical model that describes the dy-
namic response of multi-storey podium structures under rolling and rocking phase of the base 
was proposed. In addition, the effect of the radius of the curved extensions on the response of 
the rocking base and the seismic demands of the superstructure was investigated. The conclu-
sions of the present work can be summarized as follows:

1. The uplift of the rocking base results in an increase in both the natural frequency and the
damping ratio of the first vibration mode of the superstructure. During rolling phase the
dynamic properties amplification depends on the curvature of the columns’ curved exten-
sions.

2. The curved extensions of the kinematic bearings results in enhanced stability. Moreover,
as the stiffness of the rocking base increases the seismic stability increases too.

3. The magnitude of seismic demands depends mainly on the slenderness of the rocking
columns. In case of a rocking base with negative or zero stiffness the seismic demands
are independent of the features of the curved extensions. On the other hand, considering
rocking base with positive stiffness, the elastic seismic demands depends on the radius of
the curved extensions and on the developed displacements of the base.

4. Since rocking initiation, the distribution of the seismic demands throughout the super-
structure differs substantially from that of a fixed-base structure, regardless the stiffness
of the kinematic bearings.
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Abstract

In the present study the effect of impact modeling on the seismic response of multi-storey 
structures placed on the top of a rocking storey is examined. For this purpose, two impact 
models are introduced, where the energy dissipation is treated using the angular momentum-
impulse theorem combined with different assumptions regarding the post-impact state of the 
superstructure. The effect of the examined impact models on the dynamic response of nine 
typical multi-storey podium structures is assessed using synthetic pulse-like ground motion 
records. The superstructures are divided in three classes based on the lateral displacement 
profile of their fundamental vibration mode. Thus, the effect of the impact model on the max-
imum rocking rotations and elastic seismic demands as a function of the superstructure’s dy-
namic properties is investigated. The study concludes that the impact model presents a minor 
effect on the rocking response of the podium structure. On the contrary, it might substantially 
affect both the magnitude and the distribution of the seismic demands, especially in cases of 
stiff superstructures with flexural displacement profile.

Keywords: Rocking structures; Podium structures; Impact model; Synthetic ground motions 
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1 INTRODUCTION
The dynamic response of rigid blocks rocking on a rigid ground was first studied by Hous-

ner [1], who highlighted the parameters that affect the stability of rigid bodies which can be 
uplifted under horizontal excitations. Since then, with the recognition of the remarkable prop-
erties of the rocking response, various forms of rocking systems have been studied, such as 
flexible rocking oscillators on solid [2-6] and flexible ground [7, 8], rocking structures on the 
foundations [9], rocking bridge piers [10-12], rocking frames[13-17], coupled conventional 
structures with rocking walls [18-20]. Regarding the seismic isolation by forming a rocking
floor at the base [21-24], the first analytical study was carried out by Bachmann et al. [21]. 
Subsequently, Bantilas et al. [22] investigated the structural and the ground motion parame-
ters that affect the elastic demands of rocking podium structures (RPSs), while Bantilas et al. 
[23] examined the effect of the higher vibration modes of multi-storey superstructures on the 
dynamic response of RPSs. 

Due to the strongly non-linear behavior of the rocking motion, small changes in both the 
rocking system and the ground motion parameters can lead to large variations in the response, 
so that the study of the phenomenon under a probabilistic framework yields more reliable 
conclusions [24]. To this end, except of the investigation of the influence of ground excitation
characteristics on the dynamic response of rocking systems [25-30], the effect of modeling 
assumptions on the rocking response is of great interest.

In the rocking response of rigid blocks, energy dissipation occurs during impact when the 
tilt angle of the rocking columns reverses the sign. Although different models for energy dis-
sipation have been proposed [31-33], Housner's coefficient of restitution [1] has been widely 
used. Regarding the energy dissipation during impact, various conservation rules have been 
proposed in order to evaluate the post impact state of a rocking system. In the case of deform-
able rocking cantilevers, such approaches involve the conservation of the horizontal momen-
tum [34], conservation of the moment of momentum [35] and conservation of kinetic energy 
at the horizontal direction [6] combined with the assumption that the vertical velocity of the 
model is completely dissipated. The above conservation rules led to an increase in the elastic 
demands especially when applied to stiff systems [6, 36]. Due to this fact the conservation of 
horizontal momentum combined with the assumption that the relative velocity between the 
deformable oscillator and the base is constant during impact were introduced by Oliveto et al. 
[36]. Since then, the assumption of constant relative velocity has been adopted by other re-
searchers to study the response of both deformable rocking cantilevers [2-3]. Later studies of 
Giouvanidis and Dimitrakopoulos [37] prove that the relative velocity of a deformable rock-
ing cantilever before and after the impact does not remain constant.

Regarding the podium structures, assuming instantaneous impact and all the impact forces 
concentrated at the pivot points, the system can be considered isolated and conservation of 
angular momentum can be applied. Bachmann et al. [21] and Bantilas et al. [23] examined the 
response of sdof and mdof RPSs respectively, assuming that the relative horizontal velocity of 
the superstructure with respect to the cap beam of the rocking frame before and after the im-
pact remains constant. Moreover, Bantilas et al. [22] assumed constant absolute horizontal 
velocity of the superstructure during impact, in order to investigate the effect of the impact 
modeling assumption on the response of sdof RPSs. In the present study the effect of the two 
aforementioned impact assumptions on the response of multi-storey RPSs is investigated. 
Thus, nine multi-storey RPSs are examined under a set of synthetic pulse-like ground motion 
records, in order to assess the effect of the energy dissipation model on the response of the 
rocking base, as well as the elastic seismic demands.
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2 DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF ROCKING PODIUM STRUCTURES
In the present section, the analytical model of the dynamic response of frame structures, 

seismically isolated using a rocking story, is presented. The model is based on the assumption 
that the superstructure is described by a mdof elastic oscillator, fixed on the top of a rigid 
rocking frame. The rigid frame consists of a cap beam with mass mb and N freestanding col-
umns with mass mc, semi-diagonal length 2 2R H B , rotational moment of inertia around 
its center of mass Icm, and slenderness = atan(B/H). During the dynamic response, the rock-
ing columns are considered to be in contact with the cap beam and the ground, while the fric-
tion coefficient at the contact surfaces is large enough to prevent any sliding. The schematic 
representation of the model is illustrated in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the analytical model of multi-storey rocking isolated structures (a) and 
interaction of the rocking base with the superstructure (b).

The analytical presentation of the assumptions related to the model used herein is provided 
by Bantilas et al. [23]. The equations of motion of the sub-system of the rocking base, as well 
as the superstructure are given by Equation (1) and (2), respectively. 

2 2
o

g
tot

I 4 4 sin ( ) R 2 R sin 2( )

V(1 2 2 )gsin( ) (1 2 ) cos( ) 2 cos( )
M

(1)

bb

g

uu

2R sin( ) sin( ) 2R cos( )t t t (2) 

b) divided by the total mass of rocking columns 
(Nmc Mtot) divided by the mass of cap beam (mb);

2
o o cI I m R and oI is the rotational inertia of the column with respect to the pivot point; ,

 and are the title angle, the rotational velocity and the rotational acceleration of the rock-
ing columns; tu , tu  and tu are the floor displacements, velocities and accelerations with respect 
to the undeformed configuration of the system; M, K and C are the mass the stiffness and the
damping matrix of the superstructure; is the influence vector of the ground motion ( =1); g

is the ground acceleration; ub and vb the horizontal and vertical  displacements of the center of 
mass of the cap beam; and the base shear of the superstructure (V) is given by:
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b bV u ut t (3)

The terms buK and buC correspond to the dynamic loads applied to the superstructure 
due to the continuous displacement of the cap beam of the rocking base. The upper and lower 
signs in Eqs. (1)-(3) define rocking around
rocking columns respectively. 

Until uplift occurs, the rocking base is assumed to remain inactive ( 0 ). Thus the su-
perstructure behaves as a fixed base mdof oscillator, and the equations of motion are given by 
Eq. (2), considering b bu u 0 . When the horizontal overturning actions overcome the restor-
ing forces of the podium structure, uplift occurs, and the rocking story starts to roll. The uplift 
criteria can be summarized as follows:

g

tot

2 21 tan V
g 1 2 1 2 g

(4)

where V is the superstructure’s base shear given by Eq. (3) considering b bu u 0 . The upper 
and lower signs define rolling initiation

3 IMPACT MODELING
In the present study, in order to evaluate the influence of the adopted energy dissipation 

model on the elastic response of multi-storey RPSs, two different assumptions regarding the 
velocity of the superstructure during impact are examined. 

Due to the constant relative horizontal velocity (CRV) of the superstructure with respect to 
the cap beam of the rocking frame before and after the impact assumption, the coefficient of 
restitution (CORCRV) and post-impact horizontal velocities of the floors of the superstructure
are given by Eqs. (5.a) and (5.b), respectively.  

2
CRV

o

1 4 (1 )COR 1 2sin
I 4 (1 )

(5.a) 

t t CRV2R cos( ) (1 COR )u u (5.b) 

Additionally, the solution of the impact problem adopting the constant absolute velocity
(CAV) assumption results in the coefficient of restitution of the rocking base (CORCAV) as 
well as in the post impact velocities of the superstructure as follows:

2
CAV 2

o

1 4 4COR 1 2sin ( )
I 4 4 sin ( )

(6.a) 

t tu u (6.b) 

where -
tu and +

tu are the superstructure’s absolute velocity vectors before (-) and after (+) im-
pact, respectively.

In contrast to the CRV assumption (Eq. 5.b), the CAV assumption (Eq. 6.b) implies that no
horizontal impulsive loads are developed on the superstructure which might be crucial for the 
elastic deformation of the superstructure [36]. In the limit case of an extremely flexible super-
structure (Tt CAV assumption seems well-founded. On the contrary, in the case of a 
quasi-rigid superstructure (Tt

beam cannot change and as a consequence the CRV assumption is more appropriate. 
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4 SYNTETIC GROUND MOTION RECORDS
Near-fault ground motions often contain distinct velocity and acceleration pulses, caused 

primarily by the rapture forward directivity effect [38]. The impulsive characteristics of such 
ground motions are quite destructive for most civil engineering structures [39] as well as 
rocking systems [1]. Due to the limited number of recorded pulse-like ground motions, the 
Mavroeidis and Papageorgiou [40] procedure was adopted to generate synthetic ground mo-
tions for a wide range of moment magnitude–distance scenarios (Mw-Re). According to the 
model, a pulse-like ground motion can be synthesized by properly superimposing low and 
high-frequency signals that simulate the coherent directivity pulse and the incoherent seismic 
radiation, respectively.

The low-frequency component of the synthetic ground motion is modeled using the 
Mavroeidis and Papageorgiou [40] wavelet. In terms of velocity, the closed-form expression 
of the analytical pulse is given by: 

p p p
0 0 p 0 p 0 p

p p p

A T T2 21 cos t t cos t t v ,  t t t
v(t) 2 T T 2 2

0            ,  otherwise

(7) 

where Ap controls the amplitude of the signal envelope; Tp is the prevailing period of the sig-
nal; vp is the phase; p is a parameter that defines the oscillatory character of the signal ( >1), 
and t0 defines the epoch of the peak of the envelope. For every magnitude–distance (Mw-Re) 
scenario, a certain low-frequency signal is assumed using the mean values of the Mavroeidis 
and Papageorgiou pulse parameters (Ap, Tp, vp p). The mean values of the parameters vp and 

p are 1.93 and 1.83, respectively [41]. Moreover, the mean values of the velocity amplitude 
(Vp) and the prevailing period (Tp) of the pulse are given by Eqs. (8) and (9) [27]. The enve-
lope parameter Ap of Eq. (7) is calculated using the velocity amplitude and the phase of the 
signal. 

2 2
p w w e plog V 5.17 1.98min M ,7 0.14min M ,7 0.10log(R 0.562),   V  in cm / s  (8) 

p w plog T 2.87 0.47M , T  in s (9) 

The high-frequency component of the synthetic ground motion is modeled using the sto-
chastic method. In this approach, the Fourier amplitude spectrum of a windowed white noise 
is fitted on a "target" amplitude spectrum Y(Mw, Re, f). The "target" spectrum is expressed as 
a product of quantities which represent the earthquake source radiation E(Mw, f), the propaga-
tion path effects P(R, f), the site response G(f), and the type of motion I(f). The fitted ampli-
tude spectrum is transformed back to the time domain, yielding the synthetic high-frequency 
signal. A detailed review of the method can be found in Boore [42]. In the present study, the 
model parameters of Atkinson and Silva [43] is adopted to generate high-frequency synthetic 
time histories for different Mw-Re scenarios.

According to Mavroeidis and Papageorgiou [40], the simulation of a pulse-like synthetic 
ground motion requires the evaluation of the low and high-frequency components for a given 
Mw-Re scenario. Subsequently, the Fourier amplitude spectrum of the high-frequency compo-
nent is subtracted from that of the coherent pulse. Then, the resulting "residual" amplitude 
spectrum is transformed back to the time domain by considering that its phase coincides with 
the phase of the Fourier transform of the high-frequency component. Finally, the "residual" 
high-frequency signal and the low-frequency component are superimposed, yielding the syn-
thetic pulse-like time history. 
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In the present study, magnitudes Mw in the range 5.5–7.5 with a step of 0.5 and distances 
from the fault Re in the range 5–20km with a step of 2.5 km were considered [27, 28]. For 
every Mw-Re scenario, 100 simulations of pulse-like synthetic ground motions were generated 
using the aforementioned procedure. For the scope of this study a specific low-frequency sig-
nal is assumed for every Mw-Re scenario, using the mean values of the pulse parameters, in 
order to restrict the ground motion variability and as such to minimize the dependency of the 
time history analysis results on the characteristics of the signal.  

5 EVALUATION OF IMPACT ASSUMPTIONS
The effect of the assumptions regarding the velocity of the superstructure during impact on 

the response of multi-storey RPSs is examined in the present study. The considered multi-
storey podium structures are divided into three classes, based on the lateral displacements pro-
file of the fundamental vibration mode of the superstructure. For this purpose superstructures 
with flexural, shear and triangular lateral displacement profile are considered (Figure 2). Con-
sidering that in typical multi-storey structures the distribution of floor masses is constant and 
that the fundamental vibration period of the superstructure is Tt,1 = n/10, where n is the num-
ber of the floors, the definition of the mass (M) and stiffness (K) matrices are defined, given 
the lateral displacement profile [23, 44].The damping matrix (C) of each structure is assumed 
to be proportional to the mass and stiffness matrices (Rayleigh damping) considering critical 

wo vibration modes. In total nine different superstructures 
are examined. Specifically, for every displacement profile superstructures with n={3, 6, 9} 
floors are considered. All the structures are assumed to be fixed on the top of a typical rocking 
frame which consists of rectangular columns (
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Figure 2: Lateral displacement profiles of the examined multi-storey structures [44]. 

The values of the coefficient of restitution as obtained by CAV and CRV assumptions are 
presented in Figure 3. The only feature of the superstructure that affects the coefficient of res-
titutions is the mass ratio . The values of the coefficient of restitution obtained by the CAV 
assumption are much smaller than the corresponding values under the assumption of CRV. 

restitution under the assumption of CAV. On the other hand the coefficient of restitution un-
(1+ )” of Eq.(5.a) takes values greater than 10. 

=10, the coefficient of restitution using CRV assumption is iden-
1.
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Figure 3: Values of the coefficient of restitution, calculated by the two examined assumptions, as a function of 
. 

Figure 4 illustrates the responses of three RPSs under free oscillation of the rocking base 
u - u =0. The

mDOF elastic oscillators correspond to superstructures with n={3, 6 and 9} floors and shear 
displacement profile. The results are presented comparatively between the CAV and CRV 
impact assumption. The dynamic response of the rocking base is similar in both models. De-
spite the different values of the coefficient of restitution between the CAV and CAR assump-
tions, the energy loss during impact is comparable in both models. In the former case energy 
is dissipated exclusively by the rocking base while in the latter case energy is dissipated by 
the rocking base and the superstructure. Regarding the response of the superstructure the 
CAV assumption results in slightly larger elastic deformations. 

Figure 4: Response time histories under free rocking oscillations of the rocking base.

The maximum rocking response ( max/ ) for each of the examined structures considering 
CRV and CAV assumption, under the set of the synthetic pulse-like ground motions, are pre-
sented in Figure 5. It can be observed that the majority of the data follows a trend. However, 
there are many cases where RPSs considering CRV assumption overturns, while assuming 
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CAV assumption survives and vice versa. That fact is more intense in case of the 3-storey su-
perstructure. As the flexibility of the superstructure increases, the dispersion between the re-
sponses seems to be significantly decreased. However, the displacement profile of the 
superstructure seems not to affect the developed rocking rotations.  

Shear Displacement ProfileFlexural  Displacement Profile Triangular Displacement Profile

Figure 5: Comparison of the maximum rocking rotation calculated by the CRV and CAV assumption under the 
pulse like synthetic ground motions.

In order to examine the effect of the adopted assumption regarding the velocity of the su-
perstructure during impact on the elastic seismic demands of mdof oscillators, the maximum 
shears developed on the multi-storey superstructures are presented in Figure 6. The seismic 
demands normalized to the horizontal base shear (Vst), required to activate the rocking base 
under static conditions [22], as calculated using both impact assumptions are presented com-
paratively. The results obtained by ground motions that cause overturning of the rocking base 
are omitted. As emerged by the results of the tilt angles, the responses of the stiffer super-
structure present higher dispersion. Moreover, the displacement profile of the superstructures 
seems to affect the estimated maximum shear. Specifically, the increase of the effective mass
of the superstructure’s first mode (from flexural to shear displacement profile) results in high-
er correlation between the maximum responses obtained by the two energy dissipation models. 
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Shear Displacement ProfileFlexural  Displacement Profile Triangular Displacement Profile

Figure 6: Comparison of the maximum normalized shear calculated by the CRV and CAV assumption under the 
pulse like synthetic ground motions. 

In addition to the seismic demands in terms of maximum shear forces, their distribution 
throughout the superstructure is also of particular interest. Figure 7 presents the storey shears 
(Vi) of the nine podium structures. The solid and dashed lines correspond to the average and 
maximum values of the storey seismic demands, respectively. In the same figure, the seismic 
demands of the superstructures considering CRV and CAV assumptions are presented com-
paratively. The results obtained by ground motions that cause overturning of the rocking base 
are omitted. The differences of the maximum values of the storey shears between the two im-
pact assumptions seems to be important. However, regarding the mean values slight differ-
ences are depicted. In general, the CAV assumption results in increase of the shear in the 
lower floors. In upper floors the shears seems to be identical. The distribution pattern of the
mean seismic demands presented by podium structures, regardless the impact assumption, in-
dicates the excitation of higher modes of the superstructure during impact [23]. 
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Shear Displacement ProfileFlexural  Displacement Profile Triangular Displacement Profile

Figure 7: Average and maximum storey shear profiles (Vi). 

In order to statistically assess the effect of the impact assumption on the dynamic response 
of the RPSs, following Bachmann et al. [45], empirical cumulative distribution functions 
(ECDFs) are constructed. In Figures 8 and 9 the ECDFs of the maximum rocking rotations of 
the base, as well as the maximum elastic seismic demands are presented, respectively. In each 
figure the ECDFs considering both CRV and CAV impact assumption is depicted. Moreover, 
the 95% confidence interval is reported for the ECDF calculated by the response results as-
suming CRV assumption. These plots illustrate the probability that the maximum response is 
smaller than a specific value of the response, in terms of tilt angle of the base (| max|/ ) or 
maximum shear of the superstructure (|Vmax|/Vst).

The ECDFs of the response of the rocking base considering CRV and CAV assumption are 
almost identical (Figure 8). Thus, statistically the two different assumptions regarding the ve-
locity of the superstructure during impact do not affect the rocking response of RPSs. The ef-
fect of the superstructure’s flexibility and lateral displacement profile on the response of the 
base can be observed throughout Figure 8. It has to be mentioned that the ECDFs of the 9-
storey superstructure indicate the lack of rocking initiation under a large amount of ground 
motion excitations (>15%).
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Shear Displacement ProfileFlexural  Displacement Profile Triangular Displacement Profile

Figure 8: Cumulative distribution functions of the normalized maximum tilt angle max/ for the synthetic pulse 
like ground motions.

In Figure 9 the ECDFs of the maximum superstructure’s shear forces are presented. Unlike 
the response of the rocking base, the ECDFs of the seismic elastic demands considering the 
two impact assumptions present considerable differences. The variance of the responses is 
more intense in the 3-storey superstructure. As the flexibility of the superstructure increases 
the differences are diminished. The differences between the two impact models also tend to 
decrease as the effective mass the of the superstructure’s first vibration mode increases. The 
ECDF by the CAV assumption is inside the confidence interval of the CRV assumption
ECDF only in case of the 9-storey superstructure. In general, it is evident that CAV assump-
tion results in increased elastic seismic demands. That fact is more intense in case of stiff su-
perstructures.
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Shear Displacement ProfileFlexural  Displacement Profile Triangular Displacement Profile

Figure 9: Cumulative distribution functions of the normalized base shear Vmax/Vst for the pulse like synthetic 
ground motions. 

6 CONCLUSION
In the present study, the effect of the adopted energy dissipation modeling during impact 

on the response of multi-storey rocking podium systems are examined. Thus, two different 
assumptions regarding the velocity of the superstructure during impact is examined. Specifi-
cally, the assumptions of constant relative horizontal velocity and constant absolute horizontal 
velocity of the superstructure with respect to the cap beam of the rocking frame before and 
after the impact were considered. 

The response time histories indicate that the assumptions regarding the impact model may 
result in diverging estimates of the tilt angle, especially in case of stiff superstructures. How-
ever, the response of the rocking base in terms of empirical cumulative density functions is 
not affected by the assumptions regarding the velocity of the superstructure during impact.

The effect of the impact assumption on the elastic seismic demands depends on the stiff-
ness and the lateral displacements profile of the fundamental vibration mode of the super-
structure. As the flexibility and the effective mass of the first mode of the superstructure
increases, the effect of the two impact assumptions on the superstructure’s response tend to be 
less notable. Examining especially stiff superstructures the CAV assumption results in higher 
elastic demands. 
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Abstract 

It has been claimed that numerical rocking motion models are not only inaccurate, but that all 
rocking structures behave unpredictably. This paper revisits the issue of rocking motion un-
predictability and explores whether not the response to a single ground motion, but the statis-
tics of the responses to an ensemble of ground motions is predictable. 
To this end, a 3D rocking podium structure was constructed and tested on a shake table. A 
blind prediction contest was organized, where the contestants were invited to predict the CDF 
of the time-maxima of the responses. There were 13 participant teams that used FEM, DEM 
and rigid body models. 
It was found that several teams were able to predict the CDF with a decent accuracy. Both 
FEM and DEM can perform well, depending on the input parameters. Hence, it can be con-
cluded that 3D rocking motion is predictable in the statistical sense. 

Keywords: Rocking, Blind Prediction Contest, Shake table testing, Model Validation 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Rocking structures are the ones that can uplift from their base when subject to an earth-

quake. Such structures attracted the attention of the research community after the powerful 
1960 Valdivia (Chile) earthquakes, when Housner presented his seminal work [1] on the dy-
namics of the archetype rocking block (Figure 1). The rocking block dynamic model is useful 
because it can also describe the seismic behavior of non-anchored equipment [2-12], masonry 
structures [13-20], and ancient Greco-Roman and Chinese temples [20-22]. 

Motivated by the increasing stability of larger rocking blocks with identical aspect ratios, 
researchers have suggested using rocking as a seismic design strategy because the uplift of the 
block acts as a mechanical fuse and limits the design forces of both the superstructure and the 
foundation. The idea is applicable to both buildings [23-25] and bridges [26-40]. 

However, seismic analysis of rocking structures is not straightforward because, during the 
uplift, such structures have negative stiffness (in terms of the relation between the lateral force 
F and displacement u, shown in Figure 1). This is why their seismic response cannot be de-
scribed by any “equivalent linear” system such as those employed for ordinary yielding struc-
tures [41]. Even though attempts to create non-linear spectrum-based methods to present the 
maxima of the seismic displacement of rocking structures (not related to elastic response 
spectrum) have been made [43-43], these spectra were created by performing multiple time-
history seismic response analyses using Housner’s model. Therefore, Housner’s model is as 
useful for rocking structures as the elastic SDOF oscillator is for the fixed-base ones. 

2 THREE-DIMENSIONAL ROCKING – “WOBBLING” UNDER 2D/3D GROUND 
EXCITATION 

Housner’s model describes planar rocking of a rigid body excited by horizontal excitation. 
However, many real uplifting structures (e.g., bridges, statues, or ancient temples) would un-
dergo a 3-dimensional motion characterized by simultaneous uplift from the ground (rocking) 
and change of the contact point with the ground (nutation) without twisting or sliding out of 
its original position, called “wobbling” in this study. Real uplifting structures may also twist 
and slide out of their positions, a phenomenon not investigated in this study.  
There have been attempts to study wobbling using rigid body analytical dynamics. In [44], the 
motion of a rigid cylinder under seismic excitation was studied. Other researchers studied the 
3D response of ancient conical or cylindrical columns [20, 45-48]. Makris et al. [49] experi-
mentally tested scaled models of uplifting bridges that exhibited wobbling. All the above 
studies conclude that wobbling motion is present, even under planar initial conditions and/or  

Figure 1: Geometric characteristics of a rigid rocking body (a,b); Lateral force-deformation relation of an uplift-
ed rigid rocking body (c). 
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Figure 2: Cylinder allowed to wobble without twist [56] (Left); Wobbling frame [68] (Right). 

under planar ground excitation. Stefanou et al. [50] provided theoretical justification for the 
above observation. 

The 3D behavior of non-cylindrical rocking bodies received attention recently. Konstan-
tinidis and Makris [51] and Zulli et al. [52] studied the rocking motion of a 3D prism. Chatzis 
and Smyth [53] studied the motion of a 3D prism on a deformable base, taking sliding into 
account as well as the 3D dynamics of a rigid body with wheels on a moving base [54]. 
Mathey et al. [55] studied the influence of geometric defects on the 3D response of small-size 
blocks. They concluded that the blocks with imperfections are less stable than the theoretical-
ly perfect ones. 

Vassiliou et al. [56] studied a 2DOF rigid cylinder constrained to wobble above its initial 
position without twisting or sliding, i.e. without stepping out of its original position (Figure 2, 
left). Subsequently, Vassiliou [57] extended this model to include a slab on top of a set of cy-
lindrical columns (Figure 2, right). This is a model of a wobbling bridge, where the columns 
are physically constrained to wobble above their initial position without stepping out, under 
the assumption that wobbling is smooth and sliding on the ground does not occur. 

3 STATISTICAL SEISMIC RESPONSE MODEL VALIDATION 
A major drawback for rocking seismic response models is that they are not validated - at least 
not by means of the conventional approach of deterministically comparing the displacement 
response of the model and the prototype to a given ground excitation. This is further hindered 
by the fact that the seismic response of a rocking block is particularly sensitive to all of the 
parameters that define it and as such it has been characterized as “chaotic” (i.e. non-
reproducible and non-predictable). In fact, small model parameter perturbations lead to sub-
stantially different time-history responses. For this reason, experiments involving seismically 
or dynamically excited rocking specimens are seldom repeatable. 

This lack of validation effectively means that Housner’s model should not be used as its 
ability to represent the physical reality has not been proven. Consequently, rocking cannot be 
used as a seismic design strategy, given that the seismic response of such structures would be 
effectively unpredictable, by analytical or numerical methods. 

Bachmann et al. [58, 59] and Del Giudice et al. [60] suggested that the conventional seis-
mic response model validation procedure focused on deterministic reproduction of the exper-
imentally obtained response to a particular ground motion with acceptable accuracy is too 
strict of a test. Instead, they proposed a weaker, but sufficient, concept of statistical validation 
of structural seismic response models. This novel model validation procedure comprises two 
steps. First, an experimental benchmark dataset, measuring the recorded dynamic response of 
the same specimen (or essentially identical specimens) subjected to ensembles of consistently 
generated and scaled ground motions that represent a given seismic hazard, is developed. Sec-
ond, a model is used to produce a dataset comprising its dynamic responses to the same 
ground motion ensembles. Validation is conducted by comparing statistical distributions of 
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the pertinent response quantities of the model and the benchmark using the two datasets. Sta-
tistical seismic response model validation is a weak method in that it involves the statistics of 
model predictions of the response to ensembles of ground motions, rather than predicting the 
responses to every single ground motion deterministically. Bachmann et al. [58], [59] applied 
the statistical seismic response model validation procedure to validate the Housner [1] rocking 
response model. They performed 600 shaking table tests using a well-defined and repeatable 
uplifting structure as well as 600 numerical simulations for the same tests, and compared both 
the individual test responses and the statistical aggregates of these responses focused on pre-
dicting limit states such as overturning or maximum tilt angle. They showed that the 1963 
Housner model passes the weak validation test, even though it fails the strong validation test. 
Therefore, the Housner model was found to be good enough for the use in the scope of seis-
mic design. 

4 WOBBLING SEISMIC RESPONSE BENCHMARK DATASET 
Wobbling (three-dimensional rocking without sliding) is even harder to predict than planar 
rocking. Thus, developing seismic wobbling models is challenging, but is necessary in order 
to further develop seismic design of rocking structures as well as of non-structural elements, 
such as equipment, as outlined in the introduction of this paper. Validation of wobbling mod-
els is a key step in this development process. To facilitate statistical seismic response model 
validation of wobbling response models, a series of shake table tests was performed at the 
University of Bristol to create the benchmark response dataset.  

4.1 Specimen Description 
The wobbling specimen was designed at ETH Zurich and built in Bristol in the framework of 
the EU-funded research project SERA [61,62]. It comprises an aluminum slab supported on 
four wobbling circular structural steel columns resting on the shake table platform (Figure 3). 
The four columns had a height, diameter and wall thickness of 1000 mm, 244.5 mm and 8 
mm, respectively, with a corresponding slenderness (i.e., diameter to height) ratio of 
tan  = 0.2445 (Figure 4). Note that the size of the wobbling specimen is not representative of 
the size of a prototype bridge or a prototype podium building. The ground motion excitations 
used in the 

Figure 3: Wobbling specimen on the University of Bristol shake table. 
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Figure 4: Details of the wobbling specimen. 

shake table experiments were scaled to preserve acceleration scaling (as discussed later in this 
paper) so that the model represents a structure with a height similar to an actual bridge. The 
intent of the specimen detailing was to mimic the assumptions in Vassiliou’s [57] “wobbling 
bridge” model, namely that the structure is rigid and that the columns wobble without sliding 
or twisting about their longitudinal axis. Conical end restraints were placed at each end of 
each column to stop the columns from wobbling out of their original position (Figure 5). After 
the tests, scratches on the conical restrainers were observed, showing that the columns tried to 
“climb out” (Figure 5). Aluminum pegs were installed inside the columns (Figure 5) with 
enough clearance to enable unrestrained wobbling up to overturning, but engage early enough 
to enable easy recovery of the specimen to its original position after a test that resulted in 
overturning. Moreover, padded frames were placed under and around the specimen to protect 
the shake table platform (Figure 3). 

4.2 Specimen Excitation Using A Shake Table 
The wobbling response of the specimen was induced by a dynamic bi-directional (two or-
thogonal horizontal components) excitation of its support. This was achieved by placing the 
specimen on the top of the 6DOF 3 m×3 m shake table of the University of Bristol [63]. 

4.3 Ground Motions and Scaling 
To constrain the uncertainty in the ground motion excitation, ensembles of bi-directional 
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ground motions were synthesized using a spectral version of the Rezaeian and Der Kiureghian 
stochastic ground motion model [64-66]). More info on the ground motions used can be found 
in [61].  

Two recorded ground motions, the 1940 El Centro Array #9 record and the 1999 Chi-Chi 
CHY080 record, were used as the "seed" ground motions for the experimental campaign. 
Next, two bi-directional (two orthogonal horizontal components) ground motion ensembles, 
each comprising 100 synthetic ground motions, were generated from the two seed ground 
motions. These two ground motion ensembles were used to drive the shake table during the 
conducted tests. Vertical ground motion translational and the three rotational excitations were 
not considered.  

A detailed discussion on the scaling parameters of the tests can be found in [61]: The 
frequency of the excitations was scaled by a factor of 9.67 =3.11, so that the size of the 
structure in the prototype scale is 9.67 times larger and its height is 9.67m and representative 
of a typical overpass bridge.  

It should be noted that the wobbling specimen is only a distorted model of a prototype 
structure because the stress similitude is not preserved. Thus, the elastic modulus of the 
material and the natural frequencies of the prototype are not correctly scaled. In addition, the 
wobbling specimen columns are not perfectly rigid, as Vassiliou [57] assumes, nor are any 
realistic foundation condition modelled. However, it has been shown that the deformability of 
large structures does not qualitatively change their rocking behavior [67-74]. Ultimately, the 
conducted experiments serve to generate a benchmark dataset for wobbling seismic response 
model validation and do not aim at representing the nuances of a prototype structure without 
distortion.  

4.4 Motion Measurement 
The response of the wobbling specimen was measured using displacement and acceleration 
sensors.  

Figure 5:  Conical restraint and an aluminum peg at the bottom of the wobbling specimen column before in-
stallation (left). Metal shavings found after the shake table tests showing that the steel column scratched against 
the conical restrainer during the tests (right). 

Figure 6: Marker positions on top of the aluminum slab used for wobbling specimen displacement measurements. 
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The displacements were measured using an infrared tracking system, with six infrared passive 
markers installed on the top of the aluminum slab, as shown in Figure 6. The accelerations 
were measured using three-dimensional accelerometers. These sensors were placed on the 
shake table platform to record the actually applied excitation. 

4.5 Relevant Wobbling Response Quantity 
The horizontal displacement of the slab is the relevant response quantity in the created 
benchmark dataset, which was measured using the markers shown in Figure 6. The following 
maximum absolute average displacement (MAAD) of the wobbling specimen slab is defined 
as the relevant measure of the wobbling specimen response: 

1 3 4 6max
4t

u t u t u t u t
u (1) 

where ui is the Euclidean norm of the horizontal displacement at points Mi of Figure 6, rela-
tive to the shake table. Figure 7 plots the Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDFs) of the 
specimen MAAD (i.e. of u) for the El Centro and the Chi-Chi ground motion ensembles using 
thick black lines. 

5 WOBBLING SEISMIC RESPONSE BLIND PREDICTION CONTEST 
Statistical seismic response model validation was conducted for a number of wobbling re-
sponse models in the scope of a blind prediction contest organized by the Pacific Earthquake 
Engineering Research center (PEER), the University of Bristol, and ETH Zurich, launched in 
October 2019 with a prediction submission deadline on November 20th, 2019. The contestants 
were asked to use their models to predict not the wobbling specimen seismic displacement 
(Equation 1) to each of the 200 ground motions in the two ground motion ensembles, but the 
experimental CDFs of the wobbling specimen MAAD u response, as shown in Figure 7 using 
thick black lines. The as-built geometry of the wobbling specimen and the recorded shake ta-
ble accelerations were provided to the contestants, but no tests were performed to mechanical-
ly characterize the materials of the wobbling specimen (i.e., the steel of the columns and 
conical restrainers), as these were not essential in terms of affecting the response and use of 
common modulus of elasticity for steel and aluminum was sufficient.  

In the blind prediction contest, for each set of ground motion ensembles, the competing 
models were ranked according to the maximum vertical distance, i.e. the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov (K-S) distance [75], between their predicted and the experimentally obtained CDFs 
[61]. This paper revisits the ranking by using a different metric to rank the contesting models: 
Instead of the K-S distance, the models are ranked according to their performance in predict-
ing the median response along each ground motion ensemble. Given that two ensembles of 
ground motions were used, the average normalized error is taken as a best-fit performance 
indicator.  

Thirteen contestants participated in the blind prediction contest. The models they used can 
be grouped into three categories, as follows: 
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Figure 7: MAAD CDFs obtained from shake table tests (thick black lines) and CDFs of the same response quan-
tity obtained using the 13 contesting models for the El Centro and Chi-Chi ground motion examples. 

El Centro Chi-Chi Average 
Team number 
(method used) 

50, , 50,exp,
50,

50,exp,

m EC EC
EC

EC

u u
e

u

Team number 
method used) 

50, , 50,exp,
50,

50,exp,

m CC CC
CC

CC

u u
e

u

Team num-
ber (method 

used) 
50, 50,

50 2
EC CCe e

e

1 9 (FEM) 0.12 3 (DEM) 0.01 9 (FEM) 0.09 
2 12 (FEM) 0.18 13(DEM) 0.01 3 (DEM) 0.24 
3 6 (FEM) 0.21 9 (FEM) 0.06 6 (FEM) 0.28 
4 2 (FEM) 0.37 5 (DEM) 0.07 5 (DEM) 0.29 
5 3 (DEM) 0.48 8 (DEM) 0.07 12 (FEM) 0.36 
6 5 (DEM) 0.52 4 (FEM) 0.10 4 (FEM) 0.41 
7 4 (FEM) 0.73 1 (FEM) 0.22 13 (DEM) 0.48 
8 13 (DEM) 0.94 10 (FEM) 0.27 2 (FEM) 0.67 
9 7 (FEM) 0.95 6 (FEM) 0.35 1 (FEM) 0.82 
10 1 (FEM) 1.41 12 (FEM) 0.54 7 (FEM) 0.94 
11 10 (FEM) 1.92 7 (FEM) 0.94 10 (FEM) 1.10 
12 8 (DEM) 2.50 2 (FEM) 0.98 8 (DEM) 1.29 
13 11 (RB) 2.87 11 (RB) overturn 11 (RB) n/a 

Table 1. Contestant model ranking based on the error of predicting the median MAAD CDFs 

a) 8 contestants developed models based on the Finite Element Method (FEM), out of
which 4 used ABAQUS [76] (Teams #7,#9,#10, and #12), 2 used SAP2000 [77]
(Teams #2 and #4), 1 used Midas GEN [78] (Team #1) and 1 used OpenSees [79]
(Team #6);

b) 4 contestants used the Discrete Element Method (DEM) to build their models, out of
which 3 used 3DEC [80] (Teams #3, #5 and #8), and 1 used Code Aster [81] (Team
#13);

c) 1 contestant (#Team 11) used Vassiliou’s [57] Rigid Body (RB) model (independent-
ly, as Vassiliou was one of the contest organizers and did not take part in the contest).

The outcomes of the statistical seismic response validation of the contesting models are 
shown in Figure 7 and Table 1. Figure 7 graphically compares the predicted wobbling speci-
men MAAD response CDFs (F(u)) to the experimentally obtained wobbling specimen dis-
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placement response CDFs. Table 1 ranks the contestant predictions based on the u50 distance: 
Column 1 gives the ranking for the El Centro ensemble, column 2 for Chi-Chi ensemble, and 
column 3 gives the overall model ranking based on the average normalized u50 distance for the 
two ensembles of ground motions. 

Using a different metric than the one used in the blind prediction contest does change the 
overall ranking. However, the two models that scored the best in term of their K-S distance, 
continue to score the best in the u,50 distance: a) The model with the best score is the one 
submitted by Team #9 (Myron Chiyun Zhong and Constantin Christopoulos from the Univer-
sity of Toronto). They used FE software ABAQUS 6.13 with C3D20R quadratic brick ele-
ment, with reduced integration. They assumed a coefficient of friction of 0.3 and no Rayleigh 
damping [82]. The second best model was the one submitted by Team #3 (Daniele Malomo, 
Anjali Mehrotra, and Matthew DeJong from UC Berkeley). They used Distinct (or Discrete) 
element software 3DEC. The frictional mechanisms were modeled using a simplified Mohr-
Coulomb criterion with tension cut-off [83]. Zero Rayleigh damping was used. 

Both FEM and DEM models used in this blind prediction contest performed well or poorly, 
depending on the modeling parameters. For example, of the two best models, Team #9 devel-
oped an FEM and Team #3 used a DEM model. Thus, there is no basis to recommend FEM or 
DEM to model wobbling structures seismic response. However, it should be mentioned that 
MAAD CDFs produced by DEM models were close to the experimental benchmark CDFs, 
except in the case of the model developed by Team #8 which clearly underpredicted the re-
sponse for the El Centro ground motion ensemble. Similarly, the FEM models of Teams #2 
and #7 grossly underestimated the response, as can be seen in Figure 7. This does not mean 
that FEM models cannot perform well, or that such models would underestimate the response; 
the FEM model of Team #9 performed the best in all metrics. This is merely an indication that, 
when it comes to uplifting and rocking structures, modeling decisions should be made with 
care. This is more important for FEM models, as such models originate from continua, as op-
posed to DEM models that inherently assume the structure comprises of discrete parts.  

The specific Rigid Block model proposed by Vassiliou [57] and used by Team #11 con-
sistently overestimates the response. Hence it is conservative, but not accurate. It should be 
noted that the Rigid Block model formulation does not include any form of energy dissipation. 
Apparently, disregarding the energy dissipated in the tests through scratching of the conical 
restrainers leads to overestimation of the response. Therefore, this model can only be used to 
obtain conservative estimates of the response. 

6 ROLE OF ENERGY DISSIPATION IN MODELING OF WOBBLING RESPONSE 

Modelling of energy dissipation in structures is an open problem, not only for rocking 
structures, but for fixed base structures as well. The widely used Rayleigh model, although 
numerically convenient (akin to viscous damping in SDOF oscillators), is not validated exper-
imentally and can create implausible forces and moments, especially when the initial stiffness 
proportional component is included [84-86]. In the wobbling system discussed herein, energy 
is dissipated mainly through sliding (that created the metal shavings shown in Figure 5) and 
through radiation damping, through the interaction with the supporting wave transmitting 
structure [87]. Inherent material damping also exists, but since the stresses are relatively small, 
this form of energy dissipation is not expected to be significant when compared to the other 
mechanisms. Therefore, creating a mass and/or stiffness proportional damping matrix clearly 
has no physical meaning, especially if assigned to all degrees of freedom, including the rock-
ing interface.  
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Based on the above, it is not a surprise that the best models by Teams #9 and #3 do not use 
Rayleigh damping and rely only on modelling friction to dissipate energy. On the contrary, 
Team #1 model that assumed a damping ratio of 1% at 0.05s and 1.5s clearly underestimated 
the response. Team #4 model used Rayleigh damping, but with damping ratio set to very low 
values (0.1%), which was low enough not to suppress the response.  

Even though the Rayleigh damping model is not suitable for modeling the seismic re-
sponse of rocking or wobbling structures, this does not imply that the model should not incor-
porate any energy dissipation. The tests showed that the input seismic energy is dissipated by 
friction and radiation, and that it should be modelled explicitly. Neglecting energy dissipation 
completely, like in the Team #11 Rigid Body dynamics model, grossly overestimates the re-
sponse. The above observations on energy dissipation, corroborate that numerical models 
should respect the physics of the system, to the extent possible. This is does not hold for Ray-
leigh damping applied in rocking. 

7 CONCLUSIONS 
The seismic response of rocking structures is notoriously sensitive to all of the parameters that 
define it. As expected, numerical models often fail to adequately predict the seismic response 
of a rocking structure to a single ground motion. Based on this, researchers have claimed that 
not only are current models inaccurate, but that a numerical model accurate enough to predict 
the seismic response of rocking structures is not feasible. Hence, rocking is not used as a 
seismic design approach, and virtually all engineered structures are designed as fixed to the 
ground. 

Along these lines, this paper revisits the issue of seismic response predictability in seismic 
design. It claims that predicting the response to a single ground motion is too strong of an ac-
ceptance test for a model. Instead, the minimum precondition for a valid model to be used in 
seismic design is the ability to predict the statistical characteristics of the seismic responses to 
an ensemble of ground motions that are compatible to the seismic hazard of interest. This is a 
weaker, but sufficient model validation test. 

The objective of this study is to answer the question: Are seismic tests of three-
dimensional rocking structures predictable using numerical models? To answer the above 
question in a statistical sense, an experimental campaign has been designed to obtain observa-
tions of the seismic response of a rocking podium structure that was able to sustain three-
dimensional rocking motion without sliding. A stochastic model was used to generate two 
synthetic ground motion ensembles that match the physical characteristics of two recorded 
ground motions. These two ensembles were used to excite a rocking podium structure. 

A blind prediction contest was organized to evaluate the ability of several models submit-
ted by the contestants to predict the response of the rocking podium structure statistically. The 
models were evaluated based on their ability to predict not the time history response to each 
single ground motion, but the CDF of the maxima of the specimen displacement response 
time histories. Contestants used FEM, DEM and Rigid Body Dynamics models. 

The winning model, developed by means of the FEM, scored the best of all models in 
terms of its K-S distance from the experimental CDF. This paper shows that it performs the 
best when a different metric (the median displacement u50) is used to evaluate its performance. 
However, this is not sufficient to conclude that FEM models were uniformly better than the 
submitted DEM models, because some DEM submissions were also very accurate, plus some 
of the least accurate models were FEM. Therefore, both FEM and DEM can perform well or 
poorly in simulating the wobbling (three-dimensional rocking) seismic response, depending 
on the parameters used and the assumptions made.  
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Therefore, it can be concluded that the response of a 3-dimensional rocking structure is 
predictable in terms of a CDF of the maxima of the time-history responses to a set of ground 
motions. 

In terms of rocking and wobbling seismic response modelling guidelines, this blind predic-
tion contest confirmed that energy dissipation is a key factor that needs to be modelled, 
though not by means of Rayleigh damping. The models that best predicted the response used 
zero Rayleigh damping, but modeled energy dissipation directly through friction elements. A 
model with 0.1% Rayleigh damping that explicitly modelled friction as well also performed 
relatively well, but a model with 1% Rayleigh damping clearly underestimated the response. 
The rigid body model which modelled no energy dissipation at all, overestimated the response 
and should only be used only to obtain conservative wobbling response estimates. 
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Abstract

Hybrid walls, i.e. rocking walls with additional energy dissipation, represent a valid lateral 
force resisting system in seismic regions, due to the limited seismic damage experienced by 
this system and to the self-centering ability provided by unbounded post-tensioned tendons. 
These systems accommodate the displacement seismic demand by the development of a single 
gap opening at the wall base.
A sensitivity analysis of the various parameters has been carried out with the purpose to 
evaluate their influence on the finite element dynamic response of a selected case study. Three 
types of models are considered in order to describe the behaviour of the wall-foundation in-
teraction: fiber beam elements, compression-only springs and lumped rotational spring. The 
main parameters investigated are the damping model and damping magnitude, the elastic 
modulus of the concrete at the wall-foundation interface, the stiffness and number of the com-
pression only springs, the unbonded length of the rebars used as dissipating device and their 
hysteresis model. The sensitivity analysis was carried out with the OpenSees finite element 
software and allowed to preliminary address the influence of the selected parameters by com-
parison with a reference case study.

Keywords: Rocking walls, Nonlinear Static Analyses, Nonlinear Time History analyses, Ac-
celeration Spikes, Steel Dissipators.
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1 INTRODUCTION

To reduce the seismic vulnerability of existing buildings it is possible to use different in-
tervention techniques including rocking systems obtained with the insertion of unbonded 
post-tension cables inside precast structural elements, typically walls or columns
[1][2][3][4][5]. These systems are characterized by a bilinear elastic hysterical behavior, that 
is characterized by a limited ability to dissipate energy in the case of seismic events [6]. For 
this reason, additional energy dissipation systems are placed [7], including mild steel rebars
[8][9], hysteretic devices [10][11], linear and non-linear fluid-viscous damping [12][13] and 
friction devices [14][15][16] among others. They are defined as hybrid systems and are char-
acterized by a flag-shaped hysterical curve [9].

In these systems the demand for horizontal displacement is guaranteed by the development 
of a gap at the wall-to-foundation interface [17]. The unbonded post-tension tendons are sized 
to ensure no residual displacements at the end of the seismic event [18], allowing the structure 
to be fully operational after the seismic event [19][20][21]. Numerous studies on these sys-
tems have proved their performance under both quasi static and dynamic loading
[22][7][23][24][25][26][27] and parametric analyses have carried out to highlight the influ-
ence of post-tension tendons [28] and dissipative devices [29][30][31].

The present paper focuses on numerical modeling of hybrid walls by investigating the ef-
fects of different modeling techniques in dynamic non-linear analyses. The considered rock-
ing wall panel is taken from the DSDM project [32][23][33] in which shake table tests were 
conducted on a three story half-scale precast concrete structure whose lateral force resisting
system consisted entirely on rocking and hybrid walls. Herein, focus is placed on numerical 
modeling of a single hybrid wall panel and the effects of different modeling techniques in 
both nonlinear static and dynamic analyses [34][23][17] are investigated. The comparison be-
tween the investigated modeling techniques and the experimental tests is carried out in terms
of bending moment, rotation at the base and accelerations.

2 SELECTED CASE STUDY

The selected case study considers the hybrid walls adopted as lateral force resisting system
for a three-story half-scale precast concrete structure resembling a parking garage tested on
the Network for Earthquake Engineering Simulation (NEES) Large High-Performance Out-
door Shake Table at the University of California at San Diego. Detailed information on the
test specimen geometry, material tests and loading sequence can be found elsewhere 
[35][32][23]. The total mass of each floor, considering the tributary mass of the columns, is 
36.795ton, 38.999ton and 34.230ton for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd floor, respectively [17]; it is worth
noting that a vertical slotted connection between the wall and the floors allowed to transfer 
only horizontal loads from the floors to the walls.

This work focuses on the study of the single wall panel with additional steel rebars at the 
wall to foundation interface. The wall panel is 7.010m height, 2.438m long and 0.203m thick.
2 sets of tendons (each of them made by five 12.7mm diameter low-relaxation tendons) are 
placed on each wall with a total prestressing force in each wall was equal to 642kN. Two lon-
gitudinal reinforcing bars are used as hysteretic energy dissipators.
The relevant data for the finite element analyses are reported in Table 1.
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Unconfined concrete
Strength (fc’) 54MPa
Elastic modulus (Ec) 37000MPa
Strain at maximum strength (εc0) 0.2%
Ultimate compressive strain 0.55%
Confined concrete
Strength (fcc’) 80.8MPa
Strain at maximum strength (εcc) 0.67%
Ultimate compressive strain (εcu) 3.77%
Unbonded prestress tendons
Tendon set 5x0.5” strands
Prestressing force for each tendon set 235.75kN
Unbonded length (εcu) 8529mm

Table 1: Summary of the wall properties.

The input motion adopted for the selected case study represent a design basis earthquake 
for Seattle, i.e. a moderate seismic hazard [32]. It is worth noting that similitude law was not 
achieved by mass substitution but only by scaling the input ground motions, horizontal accel-
eration field amplified by 1.855 and ground motions time step compressed by 1.855.

3 FINITE ELEMENT MODELS

The finite element models presented herein represent a single hybrid wall panel. The tribu-
tary mass of each floor is modelled as lumped horizontal mass at the wall center line corre-
sponding to the floor height. The foundation is herein assumed as rigid.

Three different types of 2D-models have been developed with the software OpenSees [36]:
fiber beam elements model (FM), lumped rotational spring model (RS), and compression-
only springs model (MS) (Figure 1). For all the models, a Rayleigh damping with mass pro-
portionality is considered (damping coefficient equal to 0.01).

In the FM model (Figure 1a), different fiber sections are used to capture the hysteretic be-
havior of the elements. Regular fiber sections are adopted in the wall panel considering non-
linear stress-strain relationship for the confined and unconfined concrete and the reinforcing 
rebars. No fiber elements are placed above the first floor being the response in that region es-
sentially elastic. To simulate the wall-to-foundation rocking interaction, a fiber section with 
no reinforcing bars and no tensile strength concrete is positioned between the wall base and 
the ground. Each tendon set is constituted by a truss element fixed at the base and rigidly con-
nected at the top of the wall by rigid elements [37][27].

In the MS model (Figure 1b) the support of the wall is schematized with a series of axial 
springs acting only in compression to allow separation between the wall and the foundation 
during rocking. A total of 25 springs has been considered [17]. The elastic stiffness of each 
spring is calculated as EcA/L, where Ec is the elastic modulus of the foundation, A is the in-
fluence area of each spring and L is half the length of the wall. Yielding of concrete in com-
pression is also introduced in each axial spring with a normal bilinear model. 

In the RS model (Figure 1c), the wall panel is modeled with an elastic beam with a nonlin-
ear rotational spring connecting the wall base to the ground with a multilinear hysteretic mod-
el. The analytical formulations proposed by Restrepo and Rahman [9] is used for the 
definition of nonlinear properties of the rotational spring. An additional spring was placed in 
parallel to capture the behaviour of the dissipative devices [9][38][34].
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: Representation of the 1D elements models: fiber elements, FM, (a), multi-springs, MS, (b), rotational
spring, RS, (c).

In all models, the uniaxial material properties of the dissipative device are inserted with the 
Dodd-Restrepo model [39], with the factor Ω for the Bauschinger effect equal to 1.15. In MS 
and FB models, each dissipator set is constituted by a truss element fixed at the base and rig-
idly connected to the wall.

3.1 Sensitivity analysis of the parameters

A sensitivity analysis was conducted to investigate the main parameters affecting the dy-
namic response of the selected case study: elastic modulus of the concrete at the wall-to-
foundation interface, stiffness of the compression only springs, unbonded length of the rebars 
used as dissipating device and their hysteresis model. For both FM and MS models the effec-
tive debonded length is equal to 302mm.

The results of the sensitivity analysis are represented by means of a tornado diagram; Fig-
ure 2a shows the variation of the maximum displacement of the 3rd level for FM model, while
Figure 2b for MS model.

FM model

0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.5 1.75 2

Unbonded length of steel dissipators (Ld)

E rocking interface (Erock)

E column (Econf)

fiber discretization in x-direction (Nx)

fiber discretization in z-direction (Nz)

Variation of the maximum displacement at the 3rd level [%]
-100 -50  0      50      100

(a)
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MS model
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(b)

Figure 2. Tornado diagram for FM model (a) and MS model (b) model.

The parameters that mainly affect the horizontal displacements of the rocking wall are the 
total unbonded length of the mild-steel rebars and the stiffness of the compression-only
springs for MS model (Figure 2b) and the elastic modulus at the rocking interface for FM
model (Figure 2a).

4 FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSES RESULTS

In this section, the results of the nonlinear static and dynamic analyses are presented in 
terms of moment-rotation at the base and relative acceleration on the 3rd floor, both horizontal 
and vertical. The bending moment is calculated as the product between inertial forces and the 
distance to the rocking interface.
The nonlinear static results of the considered models are shown in Figure 3, where θ is the 
rotation at the base, i.e. at the gap developing at the wall-to-foundation interface, V is the
shear at the base and W is the half-weight of the model structure equal to 621.3kN [17].

0.0
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0.8

1.0

0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04

V/
W

θ [rad]

FM MS RS

Figure 3: Base shear–base rotation elements models with energy dissipators at the wall-to-foundation interface.

The red line in Figure 3 indicates the bilinear response of hybrid walls [9]. It shows a good 
approximation to the idealized bilinear response.

Nonlinear dynamic analyses were conducted. The sequence of the actual input ground mo-
tions used during the experimental tests is considered. Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6 show
the results of the three models, indicating how the models are able to reasonably describe the 
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global wall behavior. In these figures, the red line indicates the results of the experimental 
tests, while the blue line indicates the results obtained from the finite element model.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

Figure 4: Moment-rotation for fiber elements ‘FM’ (a), multi-springs only-compression ‘MS’ (b) and rotational
lumped spring ‘RS’ (c) model. Note: in red the experimental test and in blue the numerical results.

Figure 5 shows the horizontal accelerations. The models capture the acceleration trend, but 
not the exact peak values. These peaks are associated with horizontal acceleration spikes aris-
ing when the wall gains horizontal lateral stiffness in the unloading phase [23][40], which 
happens in proximity of zero-base rotation.

(a)
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(b)

(c)

Figure 5: Horizontal acceleration [g] for fiber elements (a), multi-springs only-compression (b) and rotational 
lumped spring (c) model for the hybrid wall. Note: in red the experimental test and in blue the numerical results.

Figure 6 shows the vertical accelerations. The peaks observed arise when the wall base gap
closes [23]. A good approximation is obtained compared to the experimental test. Vertical ac-
celerations are not investigated in the RS model.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Vertical acceleration [g] for fiber elements (a) and multi-springs only-compression (b) model for the 
hybrid wall. Note: in red the experimental test and in blue the numerical results.

Overall, the results show how the considered planar models predict quite well the rocking 
wall behavior in terms of moment-rotation, although significant differences are present close 
to zero base rotation where horizontal acceleration spikes arise.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper, the finite element modeling of hybrid walls, i.e. rocking walls with 
additional energy dissipation, is considered to highlight differences between different model-
ing techniques: fiber beam elements (FM), lumped rotational spring (RS) and compression-
only springs at the base (MS). The dynamic interaction between the wall and the building and 
the influence of the foundation was not considered. Mass proportional damping formulation is 
used with a damping coefficient equal to 0.01.

The RS model is the least suitable for capturing the rocking behavior, despite being the 
easiest to implement model. The sensitivity analysis shows that the main parameters affecting 
the results in terms of lateral displacements are the stiffness of the compression only springs,
the elastic modulus of the concrete at the wall-to-foundation interface in the fiber model, the 
unbonded length of the mild steel rebars and the amount of damping.
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After the sensitivity analysis, a reduced elastic modulus of concrete (0.6 of the elastic
modulus of plain concrete) has been considered. The total unbonded length of the energy dis-
sipators are equal to the unbonded length at the wall-to-foundation interface plus six times the 
value of the diameter of the rebars to account for strain penetration. For the definition of the 
stiffness of the springs, a value of half length of the wall has been considered.

Regarding nonlinear dynamic analyses, the models provide results qualitatively similar to 
the experimental test.
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Abstract 

In seismic regions, more often than never the dogma that bridge columns need to be firmly 
connected to the ground leads to huge pile foundations that require as much concrete as the 
superstructure. This is clearly a non-sustainable design method. To reduce the foundation de-
sign moment and possibly avoid the piles foundation, it has been proposed to let the bridge 
columns uplift and rock. 

This paper presents quasi-static testing of a 1:5 scale precast restrained rocking bridge 
column exhibiting negative stiffness. The proposed system is resilient, able to achieve limited 
to no damage during design earthquakes. It allows prefabrication and quick on-site assembly, 
which reduces the on-site construction time and traffic impact. 

As part of this experimental campaign, quasi-static cyclic tests were carried out on a rein-
forced concrete column allowed to rock on its interface with the foundation and cap-beam. An 
unbonded tendon was adopted to restrain the columns. The tendon was connected in series to 
a Belleville spring system to keep the overall post-uplift stiffness of the system negative. Large 
drifts lead to stress concentrations at the ends of the columns, therefore they were protected 
by steel jackets. 

The column was subjected to drift ratios up to 15%. The results show that it returned to its 
original position with negligible to no residual displacement. 

Keywords: rocking bridges, Accelerated Bridge Construction, sustainable seismic design, 
precast bridges 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) has emerged as a convenient method to reduce 
onsite construction time and traffic impact, as well as providing elements of higher quality 
due to its prefabrication offsite [1–23]. 

Within ABC two seismic design methods exist: (a) emulating connections of conventional 
reinforced concrete structures by creating fixed connections of the precast elements with cast 
in situ concrete or, (b) letting the precast elements rock by adopting dry connections com-
bined with prestressed or posttensioned unbonded tendons passing through the columns. The 
advantage of the former method is that it results in bridges that behave like the traditional cast 
in place ones, this it is an established and easily acceptable technology. The advantage of the 
latter method is that it is more resilient as it presents minimal damage and residual displace-
ment. Some of the techniques developed to emulate connections are: bar coupling [6, 7], 
pocket and socket connections [5, 10, 21, 23], and grouted duct connections [9, 22, 23]. 

As an alternative to emulated connections, rocking systems provide the additional ad-
vantage of reducing residual displacements and damage after the earthquake event ceases. 
Priestley and Tao [1] and Stone et al. [2] studied the behavior of precast posttensioned beam 
columns designed to rock in the connections. Mander and Cheng [13] developed the Damage 
Avoidance Design methodology for bridge piers, introducing the concept of precast postten-
sioned elements to bridge systems. Following on, Hewes and Priestley [17] and Billington 
and Yoon [18] also explored the adoption of posttensioned rocking elements to segmental 
columns. 

To control design displacements, researchers proposed introducing energy dissipation de-
vices to the system. Davis et al. [3], Finnson [4], Thonstad et al. [11] and Thonstad et al. [12] 
conducted an experimental campaign exploring the behavior of prestressed rocking piers with 
mild reinforcing bars connecting the foundation and column, and/or column and cap beam, 
which provided energy dissipation. With similar goal, Marriott et al. [20], Guerrini et al. [8], 
White and Palermo [24] and Mashal and Palermo [14] explored rocking piers equipped with 
external energy dissipaters. 

Sideris et al. [25–27] also proposed a posttensioned segmental column with a rock-
dominant connection at the bottom, and intermediate slip-dominant connections, which pro-
vided energy dissipation with low damage. 

The works mentioned above led to the development of systems with small residual dis-
placements and low damage after a ground motion excitation. Hence, they succeed in the goal 
of resilience. However, they result in foundation design moments that are on the same order 
with their plastic design counterparts. These design moments often require huge pile founda-
tions which can comprise up to 50% of the total Reinforced Concrete used in the whole pro-
ject. Aiming at decreasing the foundation design moments and obtaining a more sustainable 
system, it has been suggested either to not restrain the bridge columns at all [28–42] or to re-
strain them with flexible restraining systems [43–46]. In an effort to bring the concept of neg-
ative stiffness closer to practice, this paper presents quasi-static cyclic tests of a restrained RC 
concrete column exhibiting negative post-uplift stiffness. The column is allowed to rock 
freely on its interface with the foundation, while the cap beam and column are connected 
through a non-prestressed tendon in series with disc springs. 

2 BEHAVIOR OF NEGATIVE STIFFNESS BILINEAR ELASTIC SYSTEMS 

Rocking systems of negative stiffness present the Negative Stiffness Bilinear Elastic 
(NSBE) force deformation loop shown in Fig. 1, and discussed extensively in [30]. Up until 
uplift the system behaves linearly with a stiffness representing any deformability the system 
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might present before uplifiting. After uplifting, the tangent stiffness becomes negative. The 
displacement capacity is defined not by material failure, but by the displacement where the 
restoring force becomes negative. Therefore, for an unrestrained rocking column the dis-
placement capacity is equal to its width. One can increase it by equipping the column with 
extended curved ends [47–49] or by adopting a flexible restraining system. Herein, a flexible 
restraining system was adopted for the proposed column. 

Figure 1: Characteristic Pushover Curve of a NSBE Oscillator (figure from [30]) 

3 SPECIMEN DESIGN 

In the tests discussed in this paper, the restraining system of the column was designed to 
double the displacement capacity of the free rocking column, assuming that uup is negligible. 
The system was composed of an unbonded tendon in series with disc (“Belleville”) springs 
(Fig. 2). The disc springs were adopted to avoid yielding of the tendon in large displacements. 

Figure 2: Specimen 

The ungrouted tendon passed through the centerline of the column. One end was anchored 
in the bottom of the column, providing no connection between the foundation and the column. 
The other end was anchored above the beam, in series with the disc springs. No prestress 
loading was applied to the restraining system. 

The columns were protected by steel jackets at their ends. The jackets comprised a steel 
tube welded to a circular end plate. Steel jackets were also used by [11, 14]. However, in the 
tests discussed in this work, the stresses are expected to be smaller because of the springs. 
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Steel plates were also fixed to the floor and to the cap beam to avoid damage due to stress 
concentrations. The plates were equipped with sliding restrainers, which limited the sliding 
motion of the column. A restrainer was also provided to avoid twisting of the columns. Fig. 2 
presents the tested system, in which the elements discussed in this section are identified. 

The geometry of the column is shown in Fig. 3-4 and follows from scaling to 1:5 a typical 
overpass bridge column. 

Figure 3: Cap-beam elevation and cross-section (dimensions in mm) 

Figure 4: Column elevation and critical cross-sections (dimensions in mm) 

3.1 Restraining System 

The stiffness of the restraining system (kres) was obtained based on the force deformation 
curve discussed in [30], under the assumption that the pre uplift deformation is negligible. For 
small rotations, one can linearize and get the desired stiffness of the restraining system as: 

4 1
res

Vk
b

(1) 

where V is the total vertical loading acting on the column plus half of its self-weight,  is the 
slenderness angle of the column (i.e. width to height ratio), b=257.8 mm is the diameter of the 
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column, and is the factor by which the displacement capacity of a free rocking column with 
equivalent slenderness should be increased (i.e. =ucap/b). 

The tests were performed under a vertical load V=52.2 kN that would correspond to a nor-
malized axial load (v) of 5% in the columns, which is typical for bridge columns. Then, Eq. (1) 
gives the target stiffness of the restraining system that would result in doubling the displace-
ment capacity of the column (  = 2): kres=2302 kN/m. The restraining system was composed 
of a tendon with nominal cross-section area of 150 mm2 in series with 11 disc springs of indi-
vidual deformation capacity of 5.6 mm (Fig. 2). This design gives an overall stiffness of the 
restraining system of 2613 kN/m until 44 mm axial displacement. 

The tendon had threaded sockets at its ends. Therefore, it was anchored in the bottom end 
of the column, as Detail 1 of Fig. 4 shows. The other end was anchored at the top of the 
springs with a  nut. The tendon was unbonded through its entire length. 

3.2 Steel Reinforcement 

The column reinforcement was designed to resist the internal moment generated when the 
column rotates to a displacement equal to 2b=515.6 mm. It resulted in a longitudinal rein-
forcement composed of 6 B500B rebars of 8 mm-diameter (As = 3.02 cm2) distributed uni-
formly along the circular perimeter of the column. The longitudinal reinforcement was welded 
on the steel plate at the column ends. 

The transverse reinforcement comprised an 8 mm-diameter B500B spiral, which is the 
minimum according to Eurocode 2 [50] (Asw/s = 0.022 cm2/cm). 

3.3 Column steel parts 

The steel jackets consisted of a S355 steel tube 3.4 mm-thick, 245 mm-high and 257.8 mm 
in external diameter. The steel tube was welded in its base to a S355 steel plate 5 mm-thick. 
The detailing of the steel plate is different in the bottom and top part of the column. In the 
steel plate placed at the bottom of the column, a threaded steel tube was welded to it for an-
choring the tendon. In the top part, a circular annular plate was used to allow casting of the 
column. 

3.4 Slide and twist restrainers 

To limit sliding, the steel plates fixed to the ground and to the cap-beam were equipped 
with sliding restrainers that limited sliding to 5 mm in each direction (Fig. 5). 

Figure 5: Schematic illustration of the motion restrainers 
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3.5 Concrete mix 

The columns were casted in-house using a commercial dry mixture of self-compacting 
concrete of strength class C30/37 (fck = 30 MPa). Although the water/cement ratio suggested 
in the pack of the dry mixture was initially respected, the concrete workability was not the one 
expected, and more water had to be added to the mixture. 

Three standard cylindrical specimens of 150mm-diameter and 300mm-high were casted to 
define the strength and Young’s modulus of the concrete. The measured mean strength and 
Young’s modulus of the specimen were 45.4 MPa and 30 GPa, respectively. 

4 TEST SETUP AND INSTRUMENTATION 
The test setup is shown in Fig. 6a. It consisted of two vertical actuators and a horizontal ac-

tuator. The three actuators applied forces or displacements to a steel beam, which was con-
nected to the cap-beam with short wide flange steel beams. The steel beam is constrained, and 
out-of-plane displacement is not allowed. 

The setup kept the vertical force applied to the column constant and equal to 52.20 kN, 
simulating the gravitational loads of the super-structure. The rotation of the cap and steel 
beam was kept constant and equal to zero. For the cyclic test, the horizontal actuator applied 
the displacements defined in the loading protocol shown in Fig. 6b. The loading protocol con-
sisted of two consecutive cycles of same drift ratio, followed by a subsequent cycle of 1.25 
times the previous drift ratio. In total, the columns were subjected to 18 sets of two cycles 
each. The loading protocol was based on the American Concrete Institute recommendations. 
Since the most recent report [51] specifies that the drift ratio must be increased based on the 
yield strain, the increase of the drift ratios was based on an older report [52]. 

The displacement of the column and cap-beam were measured by an optical measurement 
device that tracks the positions of markers fixed in the specimen. The forces and strokes of all 
actuators were recorded by load cells and lasers installed on them. A load cell was also in-
stalled in series with the springs and tendon, recording the forces in the restraining system. 
Rosettes measured the strain in the steel jacket. 

Figure 6: (a) Test setup, and (b) Cyclic time history. 
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5 FORCE-DRIFT LOOPS 

Fig. 7 presents the force-drift response for low drift ratios (up to 1.1%), medium drift ratios 
(up to 4.2%), and high drift ratios (up to 15%). The drift ratio is defined herein as the ratio 
between the horizontal displacement of the beam and the height of the column (1450 mm).  

Figure 7. Force-drift relation for: (a) low drift ratio, (b) medium drift ratio, and (c) high drift ratio 

One can observe that the column presents almost no strength reduction. It is not clear 
whether the energy dissipation deduced from the area of the loops comes from the column 
itself or from friction of the set up. More tests are currently performed to quantify the friction 
of the spring and of the setup itself. In any case, there was only minimal damage in the col-
umns, so it is difficult to imagine a physically plausible way of energy dissipation within the 
column. 

Sliding and twisting of the specimen were limited, but not zero. Both motions could be ob-
served and measured with the optical position trackers fixed in several points of the column 
and cap-beam. Twisting was negligible. Sliding, however, was observed and it is also depict-
ed in the force-drift relations (Fig.7a-b). 

Fig. 8 shows the envelope of the force-drift response. As the protocol defined two cycles 
per drift amplitude, the envelope for both cycles is plotted. The same plot shows the envelope 
predicted by rigid body calculations, assuming a rigid column with same dimensions of the 
tested column (257.8 mm-diameter and 1450 mm-height), constant vertical load of 52.20 kN 
and restraining system stiffness of 2613 kN/m. The flexibility of the tested system only causes 
a slight deviation from the rigid body model that is non-negligible only for very small drift 
ratios, essentially before the column uplifts.  

Figure 8: Force-drift envelope 
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6 OBSERVED DAMAGE 

At the end of the test, almost no damage could be noticed at the column (Fig. 9c-d). No 
cracks or spalling of the column was observed. The top steel jacket, however, presented some 
minimal damage. The steel plate slightly bent (Fig. 9a) and the steel tube presented a dent 
(Fig. 9b), as a result of local buckling. Both damages occurred close to the end of the very end 
of the column, at drift of 12.7%. The bottom steel jacket did not present any damage visually 
observed, as the contact force there is smaller. 

Figure 9: (a) Bending of the steel plate, and (b) dent of the steel tube of the steel jacket at the end of test; (c) col-
umn, and (d) overall view of the system at 15% drift ratio. 

7 CONCLUSIONS 

Negative stiffness restrained rocking columns can be used in bridge design in an effort to 
reduce the design moment of the foundation and possibly save the piles. Such a system using 
disc springs in series with a steel tendon as a restraining system was tested to drift ratios up to 
15%. Negligible visual damage was observed. Since the force deformation loops did not 
change during the tests, no strength degradation was observed. Thus the system is resilient. 

As the aim of the proposed design approach is to reduce the design moment of the founda-
tion and avoid the huge pile foundations that are often designed in seismic areas, the system 
contributes to sustainable seismic design. 
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Abstract

Greece is divided into three seismic hazard zones ZI, ZII, ZIII. In the present research work, 
the same building in the three seismic zones of Greece is modeled, analysed and dimensioned 
and then the construction cost of its structural body is estimated. The building modeling was 
performed in SAP2000 using linear finite elements. The analysis of the building was per-
formed by dynamic spectral analysis methods using the design spectrum of EC8. A ten-storey 
building with a standard floor plan per floor was used. The purpose of this research paper is 
through comparative analytical estimation of construction costs to demonstrate whether the
cost of construction of the bearing structure of a reinforced concrete building is affected by 
the area seismic hazard, if this influence is significant and to what extent. Useful conclusions 
are drawn regarding the influence of seismicity on the construction cost of the load-bearing 
structure of reinforced concrete buildings.

Keywords: Seismicity, Cost, Reinforced Concrete, Seismic Hazard.
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1 INTRODUCTION

One matter that has troubled consultant engineers worldwide is the correct design and de-
tailing of a reinforced concrete (R/C) building [1]–[16]. However, another matter that has 
troubled engineers is the economical design of a R/C building, as far as the construction cost 
of the load-bearing structure is concerned. Several studies worldwide have taken place on this 
matter in order to find the most economical way of designing and detailing the load-bearing 
structure of structures, whether these structures are buildings [17]–[19], bridges [20]–[24] or 
other types of structures [25], [26].

2 DESCRIPTION OF BUILDING

The reinforced concrete structure that is simulated and dimensioned in the three seismic 
zones is a symmetrical ten-storey building, without a basement. The floor plan of the building 
is 25 m x 25 m, so its area is E = 625.00 m2, and is the same for each floor (Figure 1). The 
height of the ground floor is 4.5 m and the rest of the floors 3 m. In the center of each floor,
there is a strong core and two ductile walls around the center of the Y direction.

Figure 1: Floor plan.
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The dimensions of the beams’ cross sections of the building do not change per floor. The 
perimeter beams have dimensions 25 cm x 70 cm and the inner ones 25 cm x 60 cm in the X 
direction and 25 cm x 55 cm in the Y direction, apart from the core where they are also 25 cm
x 70 cm. The cross section of the columns varies in height; for the first two floors is 75 cm x
75 cm and then decreases by 5 cm per floor. The thickness of the ductile wall sections varies 
with height and changes every five floors. On the first five floors, it is 37.5 cm and for the last
five it is 25 cm. Enlarged boundary elements are used at both ends of the ductile walls T3 and 
T10 to avoid lateral buckling of structural walls under extreme seismic actions [27]–[34]. The 
thickness of the slabs is 15 cm.

3 MODEL DESCRIPTION

The modeling of the load-bearing structure is performed with the program SAP 2000. The 
ductile walls are modeled through the equivalent frame method (Figure 2). A vertical element 
is used, equivalent to a column, in the center of the wall, which is connected to the other 
structural elements with horizontal elements; rigid bodies at the level of the floors, with spe-
cial properties. These bodies have increased values of their characteristics so that they appear 
as rigid in relation to the neighboring elements. The nodes at the base of the structure have 
rigid supports so that the superstructure is not affected by the foundation structure [35], [36].

Figure 2: 3D building simulation.
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The construction materials of the load-bearing structure have the following characteristics:
Concrete quality C30/37
Steel quality B500C

The modulus of elasticity of concrete is 33 GPa, according to Eurocode 2 [37]. The value 
of the Poisson ratio is set equal to 0, according to the specifications of Eurocode 2 [37], for 
cracked sections of reinforced concrete. The beams are modeled as linear finite elements in 
space, placed on the centroid axis of the structural element. As the diaphragm action of the 
slabs is ensured, the beams are considered as T or L beams. The columns are modeled as line-
ar finite elements in space, placed on the centroid axis of the structural element, like the 
beams.

4 DIMENSIONING

4.1 Slabs

All slabs are quadrilateral and are reinforced in both directions and the calculation was 
done with Czerny tables. The maximum torque at middle of the slabs is M = 15.80 kNm. 
Therefore, reinforcement Ø10/190 (As = 4,13 cm2) is placed in the openings of the slabs. The 
supports that require additional reinforcement are Π1-Π4, Π3-Π6, Π9-Π12, Π11-Π14, as well 
as the core support and so additional reinforcement Ø10/250 is placed.

4.2 Beams

The detailing of the beams has been performed in the openings and the supports for the 
most unfavorable combination and according to the minimum requirements of Eurocodes 2 
and 8 [37], [38].

4.3 Columns

Detailing against biaxial bending with axial force is performed according to Eurocode 2
[37]. Similar to the beams, the most unfavorable combinations, the minimum requirements of 
Eurocodes 2 and 8 [37], [38] and the capacity design were used (Table 1).

Column vd μ1 μ2 Reinforcement
Κ1, Κ6, Κ19, 24 -0.07570 0.01544 0.00564 12Ø25

Κ2, Κ5, Κ20, K23 -0.12780 0.01795 0.00360 12Ø25
Κ3, Κ4, Κ21, Κ22 -0.17002 0.01773 0.00281 12Ø25
Κ8, Κ9, Κ16, Κ17 -0.16832 0.01783 0.00273 12Ø25

Κ7, Κ10, Κ15, Κ18 -0.12499 0.01787 0.00341 12Ø25

ZONE ΙΙ

Table 1: Longitudinal reinforcement of ground floor columns of Zone II

4.3 Structural walls
The detailing of the ductile walls has been performed according to the provisions of Euro-

codes 2 and 8 (Table 2) [37], [38].
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Structural Walls vd μx μy Reinforcement
Τ1, Τ2 0.0690 0.1200 0.0043 12Φ32

Τ3, T10 -0.1380 0.1750 0.0160 12Φ32
Τ4, Τ5 0.2420 0.0805 0.0052 8Φ25
Τ6, Τ7 0.1200 0.0755 0.0051 8Φ25
Τ8, Τ9 0.2631 0.0772 0.0052 8Φ25

ZONE III

Table 2: Tension reinforcement of ground floor ductile walls of Zone III

5 CONCRETE AND STEEL MEASUREMENTS

The amount of concrete does not change in the three seismic zones, as the dimensions of 
the elements remain constant. The measurement of the steel reinforcement of the slabs, beams, 
columns and walls took place after the completion of the detailing for all three seismic zones.

6 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

6.1 Analysis of concrete results

Figure 3: Percentage of structural elements concrete column compared to the total volume of concrete.

From Figure 3, it appears that the slabs have the largest percentage of the structural ele-
ments with a percentage of 51.57%. Then there are the walls with a percentage of 19.81%, the 
columns with a percentage of 14.63% and finally the beams with a percentage of 13.99%.

6.2 Analysis of reinforcement results for the ground floor

The following Table 3 and Figures 4-11 display the weight of steel of the structural ele-
ments of the ground floor for each zone.

Zone Slab steel 
(kgr)

Beam steel 
(kgr)

Column steel 
(Kgr)

Structural wall steel 
(kgr) Sum

Ζ1 10381.83 6739.43 6391.74 5538.13 29051.13
Ζ2 10381.83 8028.39 6405.58 7573.54 32389.35
Ζ3 10381.83 8561.27 7370.15 8784.73 35097.98

Table 3: Weight of steel of structural elements
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Figure 4: Total weight of steel of ground floor components for each seismic zone.

Figure 5: Beam steel weight of ground floor for each seismic zone.

Figure 6: Column steel weight of ground floor for each seismic zone.
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Figure 7: Wall steel weight of ground floor for each seismic zone.

Figure 8: Percentage increase of total weight of steel of ground floor structural elements per zone.

Figure 9: Percentage increase of beam steel of ground floor structural elements per zone.
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Figure 10: Percentage increase of column steel of ground floor structural elements per zone.

Figure 11: Percentage increase of wall steel of ground floor structural elements per zone.

The analysis of the above diagrams shows the following:
Transition from ZI seismic acceleration 0.16g, to ZII seismic acceleration 0.24g

Increase of 11.49% of the total weight of steel of all structural elements
Increase of 19.13% in the steel weight of the beams
Increase of 0.22% in the steel weight of the columns
Increase of 36.75% of the steel weight of the walls

Transition from ZII seismic acceleration 0.24g, to ZIII seismic acceleration 0.36g
Increase of 8.36% of the total weight of steel of all structural elements
Increase of 6.64% in the steel weight of the beams
Increase of 15.06% in the steel weight of the columns
Increase of 15.99% of the steel weight of the walls

Transition from ZI seismic acceleration 0.16g, to ZIII seismic acceleration 0.36g
Increase of 17.23% of the total weight of steel of all structural elements
Increase of 21.28% in the steel weight of the beams
Increase of 13.28% in the steel weight of the columns
Increase of 21.28% of the steel weight of the walls
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Increase in seismic acceleration
Zone Ι to Zone ΙΙ (0.24-0.16)/0.16 = 50%
Zone IΙ to Zone ΙIΙ (0.36-0.24)/0.24 = 50%
Zone Ι to Zone ΙIΙ (0.24-0.16)/0.16 = 125%

Figure 12: Percentage of steel of ground floor structural elements of Zone I.

Figure 13: Percentage of steel of ground floor structural elements of Zone II.
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Figure 14: Percentage of steel of ground floor structural elements of Zone III.

From the Figures 12-14, it is concluded that:
Slabs occupy their largest percentage in steel in ZI 35.74%, then in ZII 32.05% and 
finally in ZII 29.58%.
Beams occupy their largest percentage in steel in ZII 24.79%, then in ZIII 24.34% 
and finally in ZI 23.20%.
Columns occupy their largest percentage in steel in ZI 22%, then XIII 21% and fi-
nally in ZII 19.78%.
Structural walls occupy their largest percentage in steel in ZII 25.03%, then in ZII 
23.38% and finally in ZI 19.06%.

7 CONCLUSIONS

In the present work, a ten-storey reinforced concrete building, without a basement, of rec-
tangular conventional floor plan, was analyzed and detailed in the three seismic zones ΖΙ, ΖΙΙ, 
ΖΙΙΙ. The following conclusions emerged:
1. As the seismic hazard in the building increases, the largest percentage increase in steel

occurs in the seismic walls. Specifically:
• ZI (αg = 0.16g) → ZII (αg = 0.24g) percentage increase 36.75%
• ZII (αg = 0.16g) → ZII (αg = 0.36g) percentage increase 15.99%
• ZI (αg = 0.16g) → ZII (αg = 0.36g) percentage increase 36.96%

2. The increase in seismic acceleration:
• From ZI to ZII is a percentage of 50%, while respectively the increase in the total amount

of steel is 11.49%, significantly smaller.
• From ZII to ZIII is a percentage of 50%, while respectively the increase in the total

amount of steel is 8.36%, an even greater difference compared to the previous transition.
• From ZI to ZIII is a percentage by 125%, while respectively the increase in the total

amount of steel is only 17.23%.

3. In a reinforced concrete building designed in accordance with the Eurocodes, seismicity
affects the construction cost of the building but certainly the increase in construction costs
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is significantly smaller compared to the increase in seismic risk. The increase in the total 
cost of materials is much smaller than the increase in seismic accelerations.

4. A building may be detailed for a seismic hazard zone greater than that provided for in the
respective code, taking into account that there is a difference in construction costs.
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Abstract 

Most of the existing buildings in seismic prone regions have been built before the publication 
of modern design provisions against seismic events and progressive collapse. Nonetheless, 
some studies have highlighted the possible interaction between earthquake resistance and 
structural robustness, the latter being of interest to either individual extreme hazards (e.g., 
blast, impact, fire) or interacting hazards (e.g., landslides produced by seismic events). While 
retrofit strategies to improve the seismic performance of reinforced concrete (RC) structures 
have been widely investigated since many years, the topic of mitigation strategies against 
progressive collapse received very little attention. Progressive collapse can be described as a 
special type of structural collapse that involves several components of the structure as conse-
quence of an initial localised damage. The present study aims at investigating whether and 
how much seismic retrofitting may improve not only the earthquake resistance but also ro-
bustness. A four-storey, five-bay, RC frame building designed according to Eurocode 2 is 
considered as a case study. The frame was assessed by evaluating: 1) the capacity of the
structure to redistribute loads after a local damaging event; 2) the seismic capacity of the 
structure. Non-linear static analyses, i.e., PushDown and PushOver analyses, were carried 
out in OpenSees to evaluate the robustness and seismic resistance of the structure, respective-
ly. The progressive collapse capacity was evaluated under two relevant column-removal sce-
narios, i.e., the sudden loss of an internal and an external column, while the seismic
resistance was assessed under two load distributions, i.e., proportional to the first vibration 
mode and to the inertia masses. Subsequently, the impact of retrofitting with carbon fibre-
reinforced polymers on both structural robustness and seismic resistance was evaluated. The 
use of the retrofit measure allowed, on the one hand, the removal of all the shear failures due 
to horizontal seismic actions and, on the other hand, to increase the robustness of the struc-
ture. 

Keywords: Reinforced concrete buildings, structural robustness, retrofit operation, progres-
sive collapse, non-linear static analysis. 
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1 INTRODUCTION

Some iconic cases, such as the collapse of the Ronan Point Building (London, 1968) [1],
the Murrah Federal Building (Oklahoma City, 1995) [2], and the World Trade Centre (New
York, 2001) [3] highlighted the high consequences of progressive collapse, in terms of loss of 
lives and properties, significantly increasing the interest of the research community in this 
topic [4]. Since the 1940s, many studies focused on this research area, widely investigating 
various aspects of the problem by performing components [e.g., [5], [6], [7]] and large-scale 
experimental tests [e.g., [8], [9], [10], [11]], numerical modelling and simulations [e.g., [12],
[13], [14], [15], [16], [17]] and investigating several aspects of the design against progressive
collapse [e.g., [18], [19]]. These studies allowed to build up an increasing understanding of 
the structural response in progressive collapse scenarios, along with the definition of possible 
design strategies. However, design guidelines and codes [[20], [21], [22]] have been intro-
duced only in recent years, and most of the existing buildings worldwide do not incorporate
design provisions to achieve structural robustness.

Besides, existing reinforced concrete (RC) structures are often vulnerable to seismic ac-
tions, as demonstrated by many events worldwide [e.g., [23]]. However, in the last few dec-
ades, there has been a significant effort from the research community in order to address these 
issues, and many seismic retrofit strategies are currently available and implemented in prac-
tice [e.g., [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29]].

In contrast, a very limited number of research studies focused on the development and in-
vestigation of retrofit strategies to avoid progressive collapse for both RC and steel structures.
Among the few studies addressing this problem, Vieira et al. [7] experimentally investigated 
the effectiveness of the Textile-Reinforced Mortar and Near-Surface-Mounted reinforcement
techniques when applied for the strengthening of existing RC frames against disproportionate
collapse, showing an increase of the ductility by a factor of 1.95. Shayanfar et al. [30] numer-
ically investigated the use of several combinations of additional rebars and Carbon Fiber Re-
inforced Polymer (CFRP) layers for the retrofitting of 2-storey RC frame showing the 
improved catenary effects and the reduction of vertical displacements. Jinkoo et al. [31] in-
vestigated the effect of prestressing tendons on the progressive collapse performance of a RC 
structure by performing non-linear static and dynamic analyses investigating a 6- and a 20-
story RC structure subjected to a sudden column loss scenario.

Although the above-mentioned studies (and a few more) investigate retrofit strategies for
progressive collapse resistance, the knowledge level in this field is still very limited and there 
is a significant need for additional studies in this direction. Moreover, the vulnerability of 
these structures against multiple hazards offers the opportunity for integrated retrofit strate-
gies that otherwise would often not be economically sustainable if directed toward the im-
provement of the structural response against a single hazard.

Within this context and given the high vulnerability of RC buildings towards the two con-
sidered hazards (i.e., seismic actions and progressive collapse scenarios), the present study 
investigates the influence of the seismic retrofitting based on the use of CFRP on the structur-
al robustness of a case study RC structure.

2 CASE-STUDY STRUCTURE AND FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING

A five-storey, six-bay by four-bay RC building, designed according to Eurocode 2 [32] and
only to gravity loads, and previously investigated by the authors [[33], [34], [35]] was consid-
ered for case study purposes (see Figure 1). The building has a constant inter-storey height of 
3 m and span lengths along the x- and y-directions equal to 5 m. Columns have a 400 × 400 
mm2 square section, whereas beams are 300 × 500 mm2 at each floor. Concrete class C20/25
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and steel reinforcement bars B450C were employed in the design. Uniform longitudinal rein-
forcement consisting of and 6 18 and 8 18 were used for columns and beams, respectively. 
The same transverse steel reinforcement of 18 stirrups with 200 mm spacing and a concrete 
cover of 40 mm were used for both beams and columns.

A two-dimensional Finite Element (FE) model of the external frame in x-direction was de-
veloped in OpenSees [36]. A spread plasticity approach with displacement-based fibre formu-
lation was used, and each cross-section was discretised in 120 fibres: one hundred fibres 
relating to the confined concrete (i.e., the concrete core) and twenty for the concrete cover.
The stress-strain concrete behaviour was simulated through the uniaxial Kent-Scott-Park con-
crete model [37] (i.e., ‘Concrete01’ in OpenSees), while a uniaxial bilinear model with kine-
matic hardening set to 0.01 was adopted to simulate the steel behaviour (i.e., ‘Steel01’ in 
OpenSees). The characteristic cylinder compressive strength of concrete, fck, was set to 20
MPa. The characteristic yield strength, fyk, and Young’s modulus of the reinforcing steel, E0,
were set equal to 450 MPa and 200 GPa, respectively. The loads were applied as concentrated 
loads on the beams following a discretisation of the structure in which each beam element was
subdivided into 5 parts. Masses were concentrated at beam-column intersections while beam-
column joints were modelled as rigid. Geometric non-linearities in the form of both large dis-
placements/rotations and P-Delta effects were considered by means of a total corotational 
transformation.
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15
 m

x

z

C D E FB

30 m

Storey level 5

Storey level 4

Storey level 3

Storey level 2

Storey level 1

A

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Figure 1: Reference frame model

3 PROGRESSIVE COLLAPSE ANALYSIS METHODS

The present Section investigates three different strategies for progressive collapse simula-
tions. As shown in Figure 1, two different column removal scenarios were considered, i.e.,
scenario A1 and A2. Loads were applied according to the accidental load combination, as per 
UFC [21] guidelines:

= (1)

where DL and LL indicate the dead and live loads, respectively equal to 3 kN/m2 and 2 kN/m2.
A FE model in Seismostruct [38] was previously developed by the authors [35] for the case 

study frame, allowing the comparison of the numerical results and increasing confidence in
the modelling strategy. The comparison was initially carried out in terms of modal properties
showing a good match, i.e., the first vibration periods were 0.35 sec and 0.37 sec for the
Seismostruct and OpenSees model, respectively, while the second and third vibration periods
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were coincident. A further comparison was carried out investigating the behaviour under the 
progressive collapse scenarios. In particular, the results of Incremental Dynamic Analysis
(IDA) carried out in the previous study [35] were compared with the PushDown Analysis
(PDA) carried out in this study. The Dynamic Amplification Factor (DAF) is used in the 
PDAs in order to simulate the dynamic effects. Figure 2 shows three different approaches
used to carry out the PDAs, allowing the identification of the most appropriate one in terms of
convergence and analysis’ accuracy. The following approaches are evaluated:

The ‘Approach A’ is characterised by two Analyses (see Figure 2(a)). ‘Analysis 1’ con-
sists of a standard load control static analysis of the ‘undamaged’ structure, allowing the
definition of the reaction force (R) of the column where the column loss is successively
simulated. During ‘Analysis 2’ the column removal is simulated by two steps. ‘Step 1’,
represented in Figure 2(a), allows simulating the presence of the column before the re-
moval. The equivalent upward force F is applied to the frame, which entity corresponds
to the vertical load previously detected on that column. In this Step, the gravity loads and
the force F, are monotonically increased until the target value. In the following ‘Step 2’,
represented in Figure 2(a), a downward force F (equal to R in terms of values and oppo-
site in terms of direction) is applied to simulate the column removal. Moreover, the loads
on the beams adjacent to the removal are amplified with the DAF. This second set of
loads are thus gradually applied.
The ‘Approach B’ is characterised by a single step (see Figure 2(b)), consisting in a dis-
placement control analysis with the application of design loads amplified by the DAF.
This approach, differently from ‘Approach A’ neglects the initial condition before the col-
lapse but allows an easier implementation of the analysis. In addition, the displacement
control strategy allows the convergence of the analysis for larger displacements hence
better simulating the catenary effects.
The ‘Approach C’ is characterised by two Steps (see Figure 2(c)). ‘Step 1’ represented in
Figure 2(c) consists of a standard load control static analysis of the ‘damaged’ structure
with the application of the design loads. In the following ‘Step 2’ a displacement control
analysis is performed with the design loads amplified by the DAF.

The present Section of the work investigates the intensity of the DAF parameter by the 
comparison of the results of the PDAs and IDA. For this reason, the DAF was considered uni-
tary during these preliminary analyses.

The results of the PDAs were obtained in terms of α-θ curves, in which α represents the 
design load multiplier and θ the vertical drift of the control point. Specifically, α was obtained,
according to Eq. 2, as the ratio between the sum of the reaction values, relative to the base 
constraints, and the sum of the loads applied to the structure. The vertical drift was obtained 
as the ratio between the vertical displacement of the control point, v, and the beam length, L,
according to Eq. 3; the control point was coincident with the upper joint of the removed col-
umn.

ii

ii

R
R Qbd

(2)

arctg L (3)
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ANALYSIS 1

ANALYSIS 2- STEP 1 ANALYSIS 2- STEP 2

Approach A

Approach B

ANALYSIS 1- STEP 1

Approach C

ANALYSIS 1- STEP 2

Figure 2: Approaches used for PushDown Analysis (PDA) (scenario A1).

The comparison between PDAs and IDA is shown in Figure 3. Through these results, the 
specific DAF (DAFsp) was assessed as the ratio between the values of the load multipliers, α,
obtained from both analyses, as follows:

sp
PDA

IDA
DAF (4)
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The results of the PDAs overestimated the design load multiplier, α, overestimating the ca-
pacity of the structure. This is related to the lack of consideration of the dynamic amplifica-
tion during these analyses since the DAF was set equal to 1. However, this preliminary 
assumption allowed the evaluation of the DAF (DAFsp) based on the results of the PDAs and 
IDA according to Eq. 4. The DAFsp for the three Approaches and for the two removal Scenar-
ios is shown in Figure 4. Figure 4 shows that Approaches A and C provide DAF values lower
than the unit for high values of θ. The Approach B, on the other hand, led to a more realistic 
estimate of the DAF. Indeed, its value is always higher than the unit for both scenarios up to 
large vertical drift values and is aligned with DAF values obtained from other studies in the
literature [40]. Approach B, with the corresponding value of the DAF, was chosen as the
analysis method for the following part of the study. The DAF was set equal to 1.16, corre-
sponding to a value of plastic rotation of 0.03 rads, as suggested by UFC (table 4-1); the yield
rotation was calculated based on the recommendations of the Eurocode 8 [39].

Scenario A1- Approach A Scenario A1- Approach B Scenario A1- Approach C

Scenario A2- Approach A Scenario A2- Approach B Scenario A2- Approach C

Figure 3: Comparison between PushDown analysis (PDA) and Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA). 

Approach A Approach B Approach C

Scenario A1
Scenario A2

Scenario A1
Scenario A2

Scenario A1
Scenario A2

Figure 4: Dynamic Amplification Factor (DAF) assessment.
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4 PROGRESSIVE COLLAPSE AND SEISMIC ANALYSIS

4.1 Progressive collapse resistance assessment

Progressive collapse analyses were carried out to assess structural robustness under the two column-
removal scenarios previously discussed and shown in Figure 1. Unlike previous studies [[33], [34],
[35]], in which a building perimeter frame was considered, the structural system is herein supposed to be 
an internal primary frame. This led to an increase of design loads applied on beams equal to 23 kN/m 
according to Eq. 1.

The α-θ curves for the two scenarios and obtained with the PDAs are shown in Figure 5. For both 
scenarios, Figure 5 shows that the structure lack of robustness with shear failures of the beams corre-
sponding to α values of 33.05 and 47.61, respectively, for scenarios A1 and A2. The degrading model of 
Biskinis and Fardis [41] was used for shear checks.
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Figure 5: Pushdown analysis results: (a) scenario A1, (b) scenario A2.

4.1 Seismic safety assessment

In order to evaluate the seismic capacity of the structure, global and local checks were carried out
through non-linear static analysis performed according to NTC 2018 [42]. The construction site was 
coincident with L’Aquila (Abruzzo, Italy), the reference life of the structure, VR, was 50 years and soil
and topographic category were B and T1, respectively; the PGA was equal to 0,301g. Two different 
load distribution, such as the MODE and a MASS distribution, were considered. Local checks showed 
that almost all elements, vertical and horizontal, were subjected to brittle failures, as underlined by the
demand/capacity ratios collected in Tables 2 and 3 (Bold values in the tables indicate de-
mand/capacity ratios greater than 1). These checks were carried out step-by-step, and they were per-
formed in correspondence of a single step, i.e., that related to the identified performance point. The 
global checks compared the required inelastic displacement, Sd,inel with the ultimate displacement of 
the structure, du. This comparison was performed in the ADRS plane, allowing the comparison be-
tween the demand spectrum and the capacity curve. The intersection between the demand spectrum 
with the extension of the elastic branch provided the performance point. The results are shown in Fig-
ure 6, with the relative demand/capacity ratios.
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Floor level
Column Line

Mass distribution Mode distribution
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2.03 2.07 2.14 2.19 2.25 2.32 2.04 1.59 1.81 1.93 2.03 2.12 2.21 1.89
2 1.60 2.20 2.14 2.09 2.04 1.98 0.90 1.80 2.25 2.24 2.20 2.16 2.12 0.98
3 1.15 1.86 1.77 1.68 1.58 1.48 1.02 1.46 2.16 2.07 1.98 1.88 1.78 1.17
4 0.70 1.39 1.32 1.25 1.19 1.13 0.74 1.04 1.76 1.67 1.58 1.50 1.42 0.91
5 0.02 0.81 0.79 0.75 0.71 0.63 0.60 0.18 1.12 1.05 0.99 0.93 0.81 0.65

Table 1: Columns’ demand/capacity ratios.

Floor level 
Beam Span

Mass distribution Mode distribution 
A B C D E F A B C D E F

1 2.36 2.24 2.25 2.25 2.24 2.28 2.24 2.18 2.21 2.23 2.25 2.28
2 2.20 2.06 2.02 1.97 1.92 1.89 2.32 2.18 2.14 2.10 2.06 2.03
3 1.82 1.70 1.66 1.61 1.56 1.53 2.05 1.90 1.85 1.80 1.74 1.72
4 1.36 1.33 1.29 1.26 1.23 1.19 1.58 1.51 1.46 1.42 1.37 1.32
5 1.36 1.33 1.29 1.26 1.23 1.19 1.13 1.01 1.00 0.98 0.98 0.89

Table 2: Beams’ demand/capacity ratios.

D/C = 33 % D/C = 43 %

Figure 6: Global checks

5 INFLUENCE OF SEISMIC RETROFITTING ON STRUCTURAL ROBUSTNESS

The analysis results outlined the need to adopt a retrofit measure in order to prevent brittle fail-
ures occurring as a consequence of both considered hazards. In this study, the application of CFRP
was investigated as it represents a widely used strategy to improve the seismic performances of RC
frames. The impact of this retrofit strategy on the structural robustness was successively evaluated.
The CFRP were applied differently on vertical and horizontal elements so as to eliminate brittle fail-
ures. A single bandage ply was used for the beams, while a different composition was considered for 
the columns. Five layers of CFRP plies, coinciding with the limit set by CNR-DT 200 R1/2013 [43],
were used for the first floor level; three and two layers of plies were used for second and third floor 
level, respectively, while a single layer of ply was applied for fourth and fifth floor level. The analysis 
results showed that the application of CFRP allowed the removal of all the shear failures due to the 
seismic action, obtaining values of demand/capacity ratios lower than the unit.

Additionally, this retrofit measure had a beneficial effect, also improving the structural robustness
of the frame under both column removal scenarios, as shown in figure 7. The first brittle failure, for 
both cases, occurred for a higher multiplier value than in the case of the existing structure. In scenario 
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A2, the retrofitted structure is able to avoid progressive collapse and at the same time was character-
ised by little damage, as low drift values were reached. A lower increase of structural performance
was observed for scenario A1 where shear failures are observed for α values just above 100% i.e.,
α = 101.64, yet achieving structural robustness under the considered design loads. In this case, how-
ever, the activation of the alternative load path required large displacements, i.e., exceeded 10% of 
vertical drift, corresponding to a damage level significantly greater than in the previous scenario.
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Figure 7: Impact of retrofit measure on structural robustness: (a) scenario A1, (b) scenario A2.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this study, the structural capacity of RC framed structure through a multi-hazard approach was 
investigated. The impact of a retrofit measure, by the application of Carbon Fibre Reinforced Polymer
(CFRP), on structural robustness was assessed. Non-linear static analyses were carried out to evaluate 
the structure’s seismic capacity and its resistance to progressive collapse. The results of the analyses
showed the need for retrofitting in order to eliminate brittle failures and to increase the structural ca-
pacity. The study also provided some insights into the methodologies for progressive collapse analysis 
using non-linear static procedures. Three Approaches (i.e., A, B and C) were investigated and com-
pared with the results of non-linear dynamic analysis previously performed on the same case study 
structure. The following conclusions can be drawn: (i) among the alternative options for progressive 
collapse resistance assessment, a more realistic estimate of the dynamic amplification factor was ob-
tained with Approach B; (ii) the seismic safety and structural robustness are limited by premature brit-
tle failures and (iii) the use of CFRP as a retrofit measure was efficient for the case study structure, 
leading to the removal of all the shear failures due to the seismic action. On the other hand, the intro-
duction of this retrofit measure allows obtaining a positive result also in terms of structural robustness.
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Abstract. It is generally presumed that the design of tall buildings is mainly dictated by wind
loads rather than seismic actions because of the high flexibility and, therefore, long natural
periods. However, slender buildings exhibit a complex dynamic behavior, and the involvement
of higher modes can result in higher flexural and shear demands than expected. Overlooking the
importance of strength, stiffness, and stability requirements in seismic design of tall buildings
can thus leads to excessive damage, large residual deformations, and even failure. In this
regard, since pure rigid frames alone are not sufficient to withstand lateral loads, as those
due to earthquakes, bracing systems are often introduced to stiffen the steel frameworks of tall
buildings. The design of lateral bracing systems, in turn, calls for the selection of a suitable
pattern for the diagonals arrangement, which is commonly performed through trial-and-error
procedures that can require many iteration cycles. It is too evident that this approach does not
neither ensure the convergence towards a design solution able to fulfill all requirements, nor
the achievement of an optimal solution that minimizes the consumption of structural material
and thus the total construction costs. In this context, topology optimization might represent an
effective tool for improving the design of tall buildings under earthquake. Therefore, a topology
optimization methodology is here presented to support the selection of the most effective design
solution for the lateral bracing systems of tall buildings, in such a way to meet minimum weight
requirement while ensuring the highest structural performance. Specifically, a density-based
approach is adopted to establish an optimization design procedure able to generate optimal
lateral-resisting systems for tall buildings subjected to earthquakes. The optimum design is
formulated in terms of minimum compliance, also to facilitate the comparison of the material
distribution results with those already available in the literature. Numerical results presented
in this work are concerned with two-dimensional case studies, which are envisioned as part of
realistic tall buildings.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The introduction of automated optimization approaches has demonstrated great potential in

assisting designers to achieve more efficient and advanced structural systems than those ob-

tained using traditional iterative procedures. Specifically, topology optimization has attracted

significant attention in the last decades as a robust computational tool for the identification of

high-performing design solutions at reduced material consumption. Efficiency and effectiveness

of topology optimization for defining bracing systems in multi-story buildings has been widely

demonstrated in recent research works, most of which refer to wind loading within deterministic

frameworks [1–5].

Although interesting results have been successfully achieved under static loading conditions,

slender buildings exhibit a complex dynamic behavior where the involvement of higher modes

can result in high flexural and shear demands. To this end, a great effort has been devoted to

incorporate the topology optimization problem in a dynamic setting. Previous attempts targeted

at enhancing the dynamic performance of structural systems through topology optimization

have addressed the maximization of the natural eigenfrequencies of structures under free vi-

bration [6–9] and the minimization of the dynamic compliance [10–12]. Because element-wise

design variables operate on both stiffness and self-mass of the continuum domain, the mitigation

of the overall dynamic response can be properly performed within a topological optimization

approach via density-based formulations. However, it is easy to observe that optimizing the

topology of large-scale models, as the case of tall buildings, inevitably involves a huge num-

ber of degrees of freedom. Hence, the limitations associated with the use of computationally

expensive finite element models have led recently to the implementation of model reduction

techniques based on modal decomposition methods [13–15]. In dynamic topology optimization

problems, the seismic ground motion is usually modeled as stochastic process using the ran-

dom vibration theory. In most of the existing works, seismic loading conditions are commonly

simulated using a stationary Gaussian-type stochastic excitation whereas the design criterion is

concerned with the compliance minimization [16–18] or the strain energy minimization [19].

This paper presents a computational framework for the minimization of the dynamic compli-

ance in linear elastic multi-story buildings subjected to seismic ground motion. The optimiza-

tion procedure integrates the random vibration theory together with the Solid Isotropic Material

with Penalization (SIMP) technique whereas a gradient-based optimizer is employed for up-

dating the design variables. Particularly, the use of the random vibration theory offers several

advantages as compared to traditional time-history analyses since it allows to perform iterative

optimization procedures at affordable computational cost. Compared to response analysis based

on integration schemes in the time domain, in fact, this allows to speed up the optimization rou-

tines while accurately identifying the stochastic features of the seismic behavior of the building

without performing time consuming Monte Carlo simulations. Finally, numerical examples are

presented to demonstrate the influence of the mass modeling on the final topologies. The ap-

plicability of the formulation within topology optimization procedures as well as stability and

effectiveness of the proposed approach in finding the optimum solutions are discussed with ref-

erence to a paradigmatic case study. Mesh independent solutions are monitored by operating a

gradual refinement of the mesh structure over the design domain.

2 OPTIMUM DESIGN UNDER DETERMINISTIC CONDITIONS

This work is meant to optimize the lateral loading resisting systems for seismically excited

large structures by means of topology optimization. For a better understanding of the optimiza-
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tion problem, the topology optimization problem in static and dynamic settings are sequentially

discussed henceforth.

For a linear elastic structure with a continuous domain discretized into nd degrees of free-

dom and nf finite elements, the most common topology optimization problem formulation in

case of static loads aims at minimizing the compliance of the structural system under volume

constraints, that is:
min
ρ

{
u�Ku

}
s.t.
nf∑
e=1

Ve = Vmax

ρ ≤ ρ ≤ ρu,

(1)

where Ve is the volume of the generic finite element e within the meshed domain whereas ρ ={
d1 . . . ρe . . . ρnf

}
represents the set of design variables with lower and upper bounds ρ

and ρu, respectively. Moreover, K and u are global stiffness matrix and static displacements

vector, respectively. The constrain in Eq. (1) ensures that the volume of the final optimal

solution does not exceed a threshold value equal to Vmax.

In order to formulate the topology optimization for dynamic problems, a linear viscous elas-

tic structure is assumed according to the Rayleigh damping model:

C = a0M+ a1K, (2)

where M is the constant global mass matrix whereas a0 and a1 are two positive constants

calculated by imposing that the damping ratio ξs is the same for the first two modes of the

structure. Therefore, the following relationships hold:

a0 = ξs
2ω1ω2

ω1 + ω2

, (3a)

a1 = ξs
2

ω1 + ω2

, (3b)

where ω1 and ω2 are the first two circular natural frequencies of the structure. If the structural

system is subjected to a seismic ground acceleration üg within the time window [0, tf ], then the

motion equation reads:

ü+M−1Cu̇+M−1Ku = −rüg, (4)

where u are now the dynamic displacements of the structure, r is the incidence vector and

the dots indicate the derivative with respect to time. Formally, the statement of the topology

optimization problem for dynamical systems can thus be expressed by rearranging the static

compliance problem in Equation (1) as follows:

min
ρ

{∫ tf

0

u�Kudt

}
s.t.
nf∑
e=1

Ve = Vmax

ρ ≤ ρ ≤ ρu.

(5)
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3 OPTIMUM DESIGN FOR STOCHASTIC SEISMIC LOADING

The topology optimization problem for structures subjected to stationary stochastic seismic

loading is now discussed. The seismic ground motion model is a filtered white Gaussian noise,

and the structural system dynamics is described using the state-space representation. Once the

covariance matrix of the stochastic response is obtained, the topology optimization problem is

presented.

3.1 Stochastic seismic excitation model

Random vibration theory allows to assess the probabilistic response of dynamical systems

under random dynamic loads without the need of performing extensive Monte Carlo simula-

tions based on direct integration of the motion equations. This makes random vibration theory

especially attractive for topology optimization of large structures under dynamic loads charac-

terized by inherent randomness. Therefore, the seismic ground motion üg is herein modeled as

a stationary filtered white Gaussian noise through the Clough-Penzien filter as follows:

üg = a�
p zp, (6a)

żp = Dpzp + vpW, (6b)

where

ap =
{−ω2

p −2ξpωp ω2
k 2ξkωk

}�
, (7a)

zp =
{
up u̇p uk u̇k

}�
, (7b)

Dp =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
0 1 0 0

−ω2
p −2ξpωp ω2

k 2ξkωk

0 0 0 1
0 0 −ω2

k −2ξkωk

⎤⎥⎥⎦ , (7c)

vp =
{
0 0 0 −1

}�
. (7d)

where ωp and ξp, ωk and ξk are the filter parameters whereas W is a zero-mean white Gaussian

noise having constant power spectral density S0. It is evaluated as function of the peak ground

acceleration ümax
g according to the following relationship:

S0 =

(
ümax
g

)2
γ2

[
πωk

(
2ξk +

1

2ξk

)] , (8)

where γ = 2.8 denotes the peak factor, see for instance Liu et al. [20].

3.2 Covariance analysis

By assembling the equation of motion in Eq. (4) and the filter equation in Eq. (6), the

state-space representation of the overall dynamics is obtained as follows:{
żs
żp

}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ż

=

[
As Hp

04×2nd
Dp

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

A

{
zs
zp

}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

z

+

{
02nd×1

vpW

}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

f

, (9)
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where

zs =
{
u u̇

}�
, (10)

As =

[
0nd

Ind

−M−1K −M−1C

]
, (11)

Hp =
[
0nd×4 −ra�

p

]�
, (12)

while 0 is a (square or rectangular) null matrix or vector and I is the (square) identity matrix,

respectively (their size is explicated in the corresponding subscripts, where a single number is

used for a square matrix). Given this state-space representation, the response covariance matrix

of the resulting linear time-invariant system is defined as follows:

R = E
[
zz�
]
= E

[{
zs
zp

}{
zs zp

}]
=

[
Rzszs Rzszp

Rzpzs Rzpzp

]
, (13)

where

Rzszs =

[
Ruu Ruu̇

Ru̇u Ru̇u̇

]
. (14)

The matrix R, in turn, is the solution of the Lyapunov equation in stationary conditions, which

reads:

AR+RA� +B = 02nd+4×2nd+4, (15)

where B is a matrix whose elements are equal to zero expect that the element whose index is

(2nd + 4, 2nd + 4), which is equal to 2πS0.

3.3 Optimum design under stochastic seismic loads

By applying the mean value operator E[·] to the objective function F of the optimization

problem formulated in Eq. (5), it can be found that:

E [F ] = E

[∫ T

0

u�Kudt

]
=

∫ T

0

r� (K⊗Ruu) rdt, (16)

where⊗ is the term-by-term product and Ruu is the covariance matrix of the structural displace-

ments (i.e., the square block of size nd × nd of the matrix R in Eq. (14) whose elements index

lies between 1 and nd). Hence, by recalling that a stationary ground motion is here assumed,

the topology optimization problem in Eq. (5) can be simplified as follows:

min
ρ

{
r� (K⊗Ruu) r

}
s.t.
nf∑
e=1

Ve = Vmax

ρ ≤ ρ ≤ ρu

(17)
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4 COMPUTATIONAL ISSUES

4.1 Topology design via Solid Isotropic Material with Penalization

The Solid Isotropic Material with Penalization (SIMP) approach is adopted in this work in

order to find efficiently the optimal solution for the topology optimization problem formulated

in Eq. 17. The computational procedure starts with a spatial discretization of the continuum

design domain. The SIMP approach [21] is thus performed by assuming that the design variable

is constant over the finite element with a resulting uniform distribution of the structural mate-

rial. The mechanical properties of each element are determined using a heuristic power-law

interpolation that relates the element-wise design variable with the element elastic properties as

follows:

Ee(ρe) = ρpeE0 with ρmin ≤ ρe(dj) ≤ 1, (18)

where E0 is the elastic modulus of the base material and ρmin is a non-zero minimum value for

ρe(dj) that serves at preventing the singularity of the stiffness matrix. A coefficient p > 1 is

introduced to penalize the presence of intermediate densities in the relaxed setting and steer the

solution to discrete integer values (i.e., black-and-white digital image).

It is well recognized that topology optimization problems are especially sensitive to numer-

ical instabilities, which are related to the possible non-existence/non-uniqueness of the optimal

solution as well as to the lack of convergence, thereby resulting in some anomalies into the

final design. The presence of checkerboarding, mesh dependence and local minima makes the

interpretation of the optimal layout unfeasible and should be avoided by adopting a proper reg-

ularization scheme. To circumvent the occurrence of such problems, the density-filter proposed

in [22] is adopted in the present work. It relies on the convolution product between a filter

kernel and the design density vector, which leads to:

ρe(dj) =

∑
j∈Ne

Hejdj∑
j∈Ne

Hej

, (19)

where Hej are weighting functions defined through a linearly decaying function of fixed-length

radius rmin. The linear density filter function modifies the densities of the element e to be a

function of the design variable dj and of its neighborhood Ne.

Because the density variable is assumed to be constant over each finite element, the relation-

ship in Eq. (18) can be implemented for the finite element stiffness matrix by simply scaling it

before the global stiffness matrix is assembled. The finite element stiffness matrix is interpo-

lated and expressed in terms of E0 as follows:

Ke (ρe) = Ee(ρe)K
0
e = ρpeK

0
e, (20)

where K0
e is the finite element stiffness matrix with unit elastic modulus. The adoption of the

SIMP approach is particularly beneficial if implemented in iterative algorithms since it allows

calculating the finite element stiffness matrices at the beginning of the procedure. For each

loop, finite element stiffness matrices are simply updated using the fictitious elasticity modulus

Ee and then assembled to solve for the system covariance matrix.

4.2 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The derivative of the objective function f in Eq. (17) with respect to the design variable ρe
is:

∂f

∂ρe
= r�

(
∂K

∂ρe
⊗Ruu

)
r+ r�

(
K⊗ ∂Ruu

∂ρe

)
r. (21)
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For this preliminary study, a direct differentiation approach is adopted. The calculation of

the derivatives ∂Ruu/∂ρe requires the solution of the following associate stationary Lyapunov

equation:

A
∂R

∂ρe
+

∂R

∂ρe
A� + B̄ = 02nd+4×2nd+4 for e = 1, . . . , nf , (22)

with

B̄ =
∂A

∂ρe
R+R

∂A�

∂ρe
. (23)

It is also noted that:

∂A

∂ρe
=

⎡⎣ ∂As

∂ρe
02nd×4

04×2nd
04

⎤⎦ , (24)

in which

∂As

∂ρe
=

⎡⎣ 0nd
0nd

M−1∂M

∂ρe
M−1K−M−1∂K

∂ρe
M−1∂M

∂ρe
M−1 −M−1 ∂C

∂ρe

⎤⎦ . (25)

The derivative of C with respect to ρe is calculated as follows:

∂C

∂ρe
=

∂a0
∂ρe

M+ a0
∂M

∂ρe
+

∂a1
∂ρe

K+ a1
∂K

∂ρe
, (26)

where
∂a0
∂ρe

=
∂a0
∂ω1

∂ω1

∂ρe
+

∂a0
∂ω2

∂ω2

∂ρe
, (27a)

∂a1
∂ρe

=
∂a1
∂ω1

∂ω1

∂ρe
+

∂a1
∂ω2

∂ω2

∂ρe
. (27b)

The derivatives of the constants a0 and a1 with respect to ρe are calculated as follows:

∂a0
∂ω1

=
2ξsω

2
2

(ω1 + ω2)
2 ,

∂a0
∂ω2

=
2ξsω

2
1

(ω1 + ω2)
2 , (28)

∂a1
∂ω1

=
−2ξs

(ω1 + ω2)
2 ,

∂a1
∂ω2

=
−2ξs

(ω1 + ω2)
2 , (29)

whereas
∂ω1

∂ρe
=

1

2ω1

∂λ1

∂ρe
,

∂ω2

∂ρe
=

1

2ω2

∂λ2

∂ρe
(30)

are the derivatives of the first two circular natural frequencies of the structure. The terms λ1 and

λ2 are the first two eigenvalues of the following eigenproblem:

φ�
k Kφk = λkφ

�
k Mφk, (31)

in which φk is the kth eigenvector. The derivatives of λ1 and λ2 with respect to ρe are evaluated

as follows:

∂λ1

∂ρe
= φ�

1

[
∂K

∂ρe
− λ1

∂M

∂ρe

]
φ1,

∂λ2

∂ρe
= φ�

2

[
∂K

∂ρe
− λ2

∂M

∂ρe

]
φ2, (32)
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under the assumption of distinct real eigenvalues and the mass orthonormalization condition.

Finally, by virtue of the SIMP method, it is obtained that:

∂K

∂ρe
=

nf∧
e=1

∂Ke

∂ρe
=

nf∧
e=1

pρp−1
e Ke,0, (33a)

∂M

∂ρe
=

nf∧
e=1

∂Me

∂ρe
=

nf∧
e=1

qρq−1
e Me,0, (33b)

where
∧

stands for standard finite element assembly operator.

5 EFFECTS OF SEISMIC MASS MODELING ON FINAL TOPOLOGIES

In seismic topology design of structural systems, the dynamic load is design-dependent be-

cause the inertial load is function of position and value of the structural mass within the do-

main. In order to obtain objective, reliable, and feasible optimal solutions, a proper modeling of

the seismic mass is, therefore, of primary importance and deserves a thorough understanding.

Some examples are discussed in such a way to highlight the significance of the mass modeling

assumptions on the final topologies.

The reference model is based on a two-dimensional domain with single bay and high equal

to 5 m and 15 m, respectively. The inter-story height is equal to 5 m, thereby resulting in three

levels along the building elevation. The floors are made of concrete decks and their mass is

calculated considering dead and live loads equal to 7.0 kN/m2 and 2.0 kN/m2, respectively.

The design domain is discretized using 4-node quadrilateral Lagrangian (Q4) elements with a

uniform thickness equal to 0.15 m and a mesh size 0.25 m × 0.25 m (which implies a total of

1,200 finite elements). The continuum domain is modeled using steel as building material, with

elastic modulus E0 = 210 GPa. The algorithm is executed with constant penalization factor

p = 3, projection radius rmin = 0.3 m and initial volume fraction over the Q4 domain equal to

30%. The Rayleigh damping model is assumed with damping ratio equal to 5%. Fixed supports

are considered at the base and a symmetry constraint with respect to the centerline is enforced.

A seismic ground motion with ümax
g = 0.3g is assumed, with ξp = ξk = 0.6, ωp = 1.5 rad/s and

ωk = 15 rad/s.

A complete system is fully defined by combining the continuum domain with the discrete

elements of the gravity load-bearing frame, as already proposed in previous works [2, 23]. The

introduction of a non-designable secondary system improves the feasibility of the final solution

(e.g., clearer identification of the working points, disappearance of small multiple horizontal

elements) and makes the topological results independent from the direct application of the ex-

ternal load on the domain, whether it is static or dynamic. For a deeper understanding of the

role of the secondary systems and symmetry constraints on optimal topologies of lateral resist-

ing systems for tall buildings, the reader is referred to the work by Angelucci et al. [15].

For the seismic design of tall buildings, and multi-story buildings in general, the structural

mass of the system M can be decomposed into two contributions M = Mf + MΩ, where

Mf is the seismic mass of the building components estimated by considering the floor tribu-

tary areas and MΩ is the mass of the designable lateral resisting system. Nevertheless, it is

straightforward to recognize that, in multi-story buildings and especially for concrete slabs, the

mass is primarily located at the floor levels and the lateral resisting system contributes only

for a small fraction of the overall building mass. Since the seismic excitation produces inertial

forces mostly associated with the tributary mass of the building Mf , the introduction of the
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floor mass within the optimizable domain is incorrect from a conceptual standpoint. During the

optimization routines, in fact, the dynamic characteristics of the domain representing the lateral

resisting system are iteratively updated according to the new material distribution and the in-

herent structural mass is partially removed. Additionally, it can be demonstrated that when the

seismic mass is included in the designable domain, updating the mass arrangement at each iter-

ation slows down the rate of convergence and compromises the stability of the whole topology

optimization procedure. Therefore, it is required to allocate the tributary mass within a non-

optimizable domain, which remains constant during the optimization routines and expediently

relaxes the design-dependency of the tributary mass on the element variables (i.e., ∂Mf/∂ρe is

null). Moreover, since the weight of the bracing members is negligible compared to the mass of

the story levels, it is possible to assume a massless optimizable domain in the seismic analysis,

without any significant loss of accuracy. The structural mass is thus kept constant during the

iterative process, and this allows to state that the final topologies are almost exclusively depen-

dent on the stiffness properties of the continuum elements. Within the scope of this work, the

tributary mass is located at each floor level in the horizontal direction only, provided that the

dynamic excitation does not include external forces at the nodes in the vertical and rotational

degrees of freedom.

Figure 1: Reference models and optimal topologies for different mass modelling: lumped mass at the floor di-

aphragms (a, b); distributed mass at story levels (c, d); lumped mass at master nodes (e, f).

In the analysis and design of tall buildings subjected to lateral loads, floor slabs are usually

assumed to possess high in-plane stiffness, and the assumption of diaphragm constraints reflects

quite well the real behavior. This assumption justifies the concentration of the structural mass in

a single point at each floor as illustrated in Figure 1a, and allows to further reduce the degrees of

freedom of the structural system, thereby simplifying the seismic analysis. However, in case of

topology optimization, the introduction of a displacement constraint undermines the objectivity

of the final solution because the rigidity/flexibility of the floor diaphragms has a significant

influence on the building model. As illustrated in Figure 1b, the optimized layout shows a

design-dependent topology, where the diagonal arrangement of the lateral resisting system is

affected by the specific location of the tributary mass in the middle of each story level.

Since rigid diaphragm constraints lead to flawed solutions, the effects of floor deformability

cannot be disregard and a reasonable stiffness must be assigned to each floor. Figure 1c illus-

trates the designable and non-designable domains of the reference model, in which the tributary

mass is uniformly distributed at the floor levels. The beams are discretized into smaller ele-
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ments, which allows the mass nodes to be coincident with the interior joints of the quadrilateral

mesh. The optimal layout presented in Figure 1d results in a K-brace arrangement at the top of

the building, due to the development of inertial forces along the line. The top member, in fact,

is needed to transfer the load along the bay between the far sided columns. Although correct

from a topological standpoint, this solution is theoretically inaccurate since the presence of floor

beams at each story level contributes to transmit gravity loads to the vertical members of the

unbraced frame. The reference model is thus modified accordingly to reduce the tributary mass

to a discrete number of master nodes of the floor system located at the intersections of the sec-

ondary system (extreme corners of the quadrilateral mesh in Figure 1e). The resulting topology

in Figure 1f shows the optimal solution where theoretical concepts and modeling assumptions

are both fulfilled.

Because inertial loads originate at master nodes of the secondary system only and assuming

that the auxiliary perimeter framework is not included in the optimizable domain, the final

topologies are independent from the master nodes definition. This allows to choose arbitrarily

the secondary system bounding the continuum domain. Additionally, the distribution of the

seismic mass at a discrete number of nodes suggests the adoption of a reduced-order model

during the dynamic analysis of the structural system. Through static condensation, stiffness

and mass matrices (and implicitly the damping matrix) of the complete system can be properly

reduced to the degrees of freedom of the master nodes.

The demanding computational cost of the dynamic topology optimization process certainly

benefits from the sub-structuring technique, where inversion and eigenanalysis of large-size

matrices are generally involved. Without any loss of objectivity, the eigenvalue analysis can be

performed on the reduced-order system since natural frequencies and modal shapes are defined

at the master node locations only.

6 CASE STUDY

The topology optimization problem is solved next to define the lateral resisting system of a

multi-story building subjected to ground motion excitation. Particularly, given a stationary-type

support excitation described as filtered white Gaussian noise, the optimal material distribution

is attained by minimizing the dynamic compliance in the continuum design domain under a

volume constraint. The reference model is a regular multi-story building with height and width

equal to 40 m and 20 m, respectively. The external skin of the building is split into four panels,

such that each façade can be analyzed as a continuous optimizable design domain discretized

by using Q4 elements with uniform thickness equal to 0.15 m. A two-dimensional case study

is deemed accurate enough. The structure is idealized with fixed supports and symmetry con-

straints are imposed.

An auxiliary load-bearing framework bounding the continuum domain is designed with bay

width and inter-story height equal to 5 m and 4 m, respectively. W8x21 steel cross-sections

are preliminary designed to model columns and beams of the unbraced frame, which is con-

sidered as a non-designable domain during the optimization process. The frame members are

discretized into smaller elements, so that the nodes of the beam-column elements (thick black

lines in Figure 2) and those of the Q4 elements (grid area in Figure 2) coincide each other. This

operation results in a continuous connection between the discrete frame and the continuum

domain throughout height and width of the building. Floor slabs are placed every 4 m. The

associated seismic mass is calculated considering gravity loads equal to 9.0 kN/m2 and tribu-

tary influence areas. The floor mass is lumped at the master nodes at 5 locations for each floor

level, corresponding to the intersection of floor beam and column lines (black nodes in Figure
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2). The algorithm is executed once again with constant penalization factor p = 3, projection

radius rmin = 0.3 m and initial volume fraction over the Q4 domain equal to 30%.

Figure 2: Schematic of the constitutive elements of the numerical model.

The topology optimization is first performed for the reference model with unit mesh size

(1 m× 1 m, resulting in 800 finite elements). The optimal topology is displayed in Figure 3b in

terms of filtered design variables. Figure 3c shows the optimal layout obtained when refining

the design domain using a mesh size equal to 0.5 m × 0.5 m (total of 3,200 finite elements).

The results clearly demonstrate that the optimal topologies are qualitatively the same, with

the possible exception of major differences at the domain boundaries, which become gradually

smoother with the mesh refinement. The material distribution within the design domain assumes

a precise arrangement composed by two lateral columns and two pairs of full-width diagonal

braces. The optimized domain is post-processed to physically appreciate the results of the

topology optimization process and correctly identify the location of the working points of brace-

to-brace and brace-to-column nodes. It is worth noticing here that the optimal topology does

not include the presence of a secondary framed system (which is constituted by intermediate

beams and columns), and thus it can be omitted from the final layout. The evolution of the

optimal solution during the optimization routines is illustrated in Figure 4 by plotting objective

function (dynamic compliance) and constraint function (material volume) values with respect

to the number of iterations required until a tolerance of 1% is met (the filled circle marks the

convergence). The efficiency of the topology optimization framework is confirmed by the steady

convergence as well as the limited number of iterations.

7 CONCLUSIONS

The minimum compliance formulation for the topology optimization of large structures un-

der seismic excitation has been discussed in this work. The huge computational effort required,

even for the case of linear elastic systems, has made the adoption of classical time-history

dynamic analyses prohibitive. To overcome this challenge and deal with the topology optimiza-

tion of tall buildings under seismic loads, random vibration theory has been explored in this

study. The well-posedness of the optimization problem has been ensured through the adoption

of the SIMP approach. A sensitivity analysis of the objective function with respect to the ele-
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Figure 3: Reference model of the 40 m × 20 m tall building (a), optimal topologies for mesh sizes 1 m × 1 m (b)

and 0.5 m × 0.5 m (c), post-processed refined layout (d).

Figure 4: Objective function (left) and constraint function (right) value for mesh size 1 m × 1 m.

ment design variables has been assessed analytically to foster the employment of gradient-based

methods.

The present study has paid special attention to mass modeling techniques for tall buildings

under earthquakes within topology optimization procedures. Numerical examples have been

presented to validate the effects of preliminary theoretical assumptions on the final layouts.

Finally, a paradigmatic case study has been discussed to demonstrate effectiveness and stability

of the proposed framework in finding the optimum solutions. A gradually refined mesh process

has been also presented to explore the efficiency of the optimization procedure in avoiding

numerical mesh-dependency instabilities.

The findings presented here should be considered as a first attempt toward the development

of more sophisticated dynamic formulations within topology optimization frameworks. Fur-

ther improvements and extensions will be included in future works to identify optimal lateral

resisting systems for multi-story buildings subjected to stochastic processes, where fully non-

stationary models will be considered to simulate the seismic ground motion more accurately.
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Abstract 

The historical sites and monuments in Egypt are among the most important in the world and 
conserving this cultural heritage is crucial. The large damages observed in hundreds of monu-
ments and in the Zoser Pyramid after the Cairo Earthquake in 1992 unveiled the fragility of the 
Egyptian heritage asset to seismic hazards. This paper aims to investigate the use of the inno-
vative non-invasive vibration control device, the vibrating barrier (ViBa) as a potential strategy 
to mitigate the effects of the seismic action on the Zoser Pyramid. In this regard, a finite element 
model of the Zoser Pyramid and surrounding soil has been developed. A pertinent ground mo-
tion acceleration induced by the 1992 Cairo earthquake event has been simulated through spec-
tral representation method with power spectral density function defined by seismological data 
available for Saqqara. Moreover, a reduced-order model is implemented to facilitate the design 
of the ViBa device. The efficiency of the ViBa is assessed by numerical simulation of the finite 
element model of the ViBa-Soil-Pyramid system. Results show an evident reduction of the ac-
celeration and stresses on the Pyramid, especially in those areas where the damages have been 
observed.  

Keywords: Vibrating Barriers, Zoser Pyramid, Soil-Structure Interaction. 
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1 INTRODUCTION

Egypt has an extensive cultural heritage, reaching back more than five thousand years, with
a plethora of archaeological sites considered among the most important in the world. The ar-
chaeological site of Saqqara, located at a distance of about 20 km from Cairo city, is appraised 
as the world's most extensive burial ground with monuments of almost every period of ancient 
Egyptian civilization. In this area, the Step Pyramid of Djoser or Zoser’s pyramid is located. It
is therefore an important legacy of ancient construction to be preserved.

Although Egypt is a region of small to moderate magnitude earthquakes [1], several events
that occurred in the area from the late 1980s, with two main events, the 1992 Cairo earthquake 
and the 1995 Gulf of Aqaba earthquake, partly damaged the Zoser pyramid that needed of an 
important restoration activity to avoid the risk of collapse leading to its closure to visitors for a 
long time [1]. Therefore, it becomes evident that the preservation and conservation of archaeo-
logical monuments and sites require unconventional and exceptional seismic analysis and de-
sign. Conventional seismic protection systems mainly based on strengthening techniques or
local devices such as dampers or seismic isolators are based on structural invasive interventions 
whose application clearly might risk compromising the historical value of heritage structures 
such as the pyramid. Those techniques are generally applied to heritage structures as a repairing 
technique (as done to the Zoser pyramid) rather than as a preventive strategy to mitigate future 
seismic actions. Ancient monuments, therefore, are left generally unprotected from future cat-
astrophic events due to the difficulty to protect them without altering their historical value.

In this paper, the novel non-invasive seismic passive control device [2] called Vibrating 
Barrier (ViBa) is proposed as a mean of protection for the Zoser Pyramid. The ViBa is a device 
buried in the soil and detached from the surrounding structure able to absorb a significant por-
tion of the dynamic energy arising from the ground motion. It exploits the basic principle of the 
structure-soil-structure interaction introduced in the early 70’s [3][4]. To date, several studies 
on the efficiency of the ViBa have been carried out to mitigate the seismic vulnerability of 
different structures: Cacciola et al. [5] investigated the potential of ViBa for the seismic protec-
tion of monopiled structures, Tombari et al. [6]considered ViBa to mitigate the seismic risk of 
a nuclear reactor, Cacciola et al. [7]and Andreozzi et al. [8]applied ViBa to control the seismic 
response of heritage buildings, while the ViBa device was used to protect a large urban area in 
Coronado et al. [9] as well as a cluster of buildings in Tombari et al. [10]. Therefore, to mitigate 
the seismic response of the Zoser pyramid, the ViBa device has to be properly designed. In this 
regard, due to the lack of ground motion records in the area, a stochastic approach following 
the Boore method [11], has been adopted to determine the power spectral density function of
the ground motion ad the bedrock underneath the Zoser pyramid. The model has been calibrated 
using the seismological parameters related to the Cairo 1992 earthquake [12]. The stochastic 
model has been then used as seismic input for the design of the ViBa device.

Furthermore, a sub-structuring method is proposed in the paper to reduce the large order of 
the complete system composed of Pyramid and soil and the ViBa. Following this approach, it
is possible to optimize the ViBa to minimize the effect of the ground motion on selected-re-
sponse parameters (e.g. displacement, stresses). Several configurations of ViBas are proposed 
and their impact on the seismic response of the Pyramid is computed employing a pertinent 
Monte Carlo Simulation. The efficiency of the ViBa is assessed in terms of mitigation of the 
peak acceleration of the top of the pyramid and Von Mises stresses over one of the areas that 
has been damaged during the 1992 Cairo Earthquake.
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2 NUMERICAL MODELLING OF ZOSER PYRAMID

The Zoser pyramid is modelled in this study as a stepped solid structure (Figure 1a) with a
rectangular base of about 108 m × 120 m and a total height of about 63 m. Surveying with a 3D 
scanner has been carried on to determine the geometry of the Zoser pyramid. Soil investigations 
have been also conducted at the site. Specifically, samples from the stones inside the site were 
tested in the laboratory for determining the properties of the materials used in building the pyr-
amid. Moreover, a borehole with a depth of 10 meters was dug to determine the soil properties 
in Saqqara. The total borehole was limestone or sandy limestone interspersed with layers of silt 
at the depth of the borehole. No groundwater has been observed during the borehole. Geomet-
rical dimensions of the simplified geometry used in this study pertinent to North and West 
sections are reported in Figure 1b and 1c, respectively. The Pyramid is made of polished white 
limestone modelled as an isotropic linear material defined by the elastic modulus, ,  
Poisson's ratio, as well as unit density, , of 2900 . The position of the bed-
rock has been determined from previous studies available in the literature [13], [14] and it is 
considered to be located at 35m depth. The soil stratum between the bedrock and the base of 
the pyramid is assumed homogeneous with a shear wave velocity of 3000 m/sec considering 
the site investigation undertaken in the first 10m. Material properties used to define the linear 
elastic behaviour of the soil and Pyramid are shown in Table 1.

Figure 1. Zoser Pyramid, (a) 3D view, (b) North and c) West sections of the stepped Pyramid

Soil Pyramid

2200 45x106 0.25 2900 45x106 0.25

Table 1. Material properties for Soil and Pyramid

Numerical Finite Element models of the fixed-base Pyramid (Figure 2a) and of the full Pyr-
amid-Soil system (Figure 2b) are created through the software SAP2000 by using 8-node ele-
ments. A large soil model with lateral free boundaries, 500m far away from each edge of the 
Pyramid, is considered to mitigate the spurious waves reflected back to the system. Fully fixed 
restraints are used on the bottom of the soil to simulate the rigid bedrock.

A modal analysis is first carried out for the fixed-base Pyramid model: the first mode, asso-
ciated with its smallest width (Figure 3a) has a natural frequency of 14.6 Hz, while the second 
mode, associated with the largest width (Figure 3b) is characterized by the natural frequency of 
14.95 Hz.
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Figure 2. a) Mesh configuration of the fixed-base pyramid and b) soil-pyramid system 

Figure 3. The amplitude of the modal vector for a) the first and b) the second mode of the Pyramid.

Successively, the modal analysis is carried out on the full Soil-Pyramid system to account 
for the soil-structure interaction effects: the first natural frequency of the pyramid is shifted 
from 14.6 Hz to 10.54 Hz, while the second natural frequency changed from 14.95 to 10.73 
because of the soil flexibility (Figure 4a and b).

Figure 4. The amplitude of the modal vector for a) the first and b) the second mode of the soil-Pyramid system.
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3 PROPOSED METHOD FOR THE DESIGN OF THE VIBRATING BARRIERS

To mitigate the seismic response of the Zoser Pyramid, the non-localised system denoted 
Vibrating Barrier is employed in this section. Figure 5 shows a potential implementation of the 
Vibrating Barrier to protect the Zoser pyramid.

Figure 5. A potential configuration of the Vibrating Barriers to protect the Zoser pyramid

For a selected configuration, the problem to design the ViBa is therefore reduced to deter-
mine the mechanical parameters of the devices so that relevant response quantities (e.g., stresses, 
accelerations) are reduced. 

A reduced-order model capturing the ViBa(s)-Soil-Pyramid interaction is developed to re-
duce the computational complexity of the optimization problem used to design the ViBa me-
chanical parameters. Specifically, a sub-structuring method [15], determined in the frequency 
domain, is used to condensate the Soil-Pyramid system into complex-valued transfer functions 
and, to reduce the order of the full system to just 2 translational degrees of freedom related to 
the translational ViBa displacement, and to the displacement, , of its box foundation.

Although the design method proposed in the next section is developed by considering one 
ViBa device, the approach can be easily extended for any number of ViBas and any possible 
configuration and location, by adopting the superposition principle. 

3.1 A Multi-Step Approach to Evaluate the ViBa-Soil-Structure Interaction

The proposed method consists to subdivide the full domain into 2 partitions: the first subdo-
main represents the Soil-Pyramid system with any rigid excavations where the ViBas will be 
installed (Figure 6a); the second subdomain comprises the internal structure of the ViBa con-
tained by the rigid box-foundation resting on a flexible soil medium modelled through soil-
foundation impedance functions (Figure 6b). In the design approach proposed in this paper, 
only the translational degrees of freedom of the ViBa and its foundation, are considered. A 4-
step analysis is devised as follows: i) a steady-state analysis of the first subdomain subjected to 
bedrock ground motion displacement, , modelled as unitary constant function to derive 
the foundation input motion of the rigid excavation, ,  as well as the normalized dis-
placement in a relevant point of the Pyramid, ; ii) a steady-state analysis of the first
subdomain where a unitary displacement, , is applied to the centre of the rigidity of the 
excavation (Figure 7) to derive the displacement in a relevant point of the Pyramid, ,
as well as the complex-valued soil-foundation impedance, ; iii)  an inertial analysis of 
the ViBa-Soil subdomain where the soil is modelled through the impedance ; and iv) 

ViBa excavation
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recovery of the complete displacement of the relevant point of the Pyramid by adopting the 
superposition principle. It is worth noting the control parameter of the Pyramid can be repre-
sented not just in terms of displacements but even stresses, strains, internal forces, or any rele-
vant measure, without compromising the generality of the presented method.

Figure 6. Sub-structuring method: a) Soil-Pyramid System; and b) ViBa-Soil System

Figure 7. Steady-state analysis to condensate the Soil-Pyramid system into transfer functions

3.2 Reduced-Order ViBa-Soil-Pyramid Model Governing Equations

After computing the various complex-valued transfer functions,  in step i)
and in step ii), the design of the optimal ViBa parameters is performed on the reduced-
order model of step iii) and iv) in which an extremely fast optimization analysis can be imple-
mented. Considering the mechanical system of Figure 6b, the governing equations of the re-
duced-order model can be written in the frequency domain as follows:

(1)

where the dependencies from the frequency have been omitted.  Eq. (1) represents a system 
of algebraic equations in which and , are the unknown ViBa’s displacement and founda-
tion displacement, respectively, whilst is the ViBa parameter to be optimized. To perform 
the optimal design of the ViBa, the complete displacement of the relevant point of the Pyramid, 

, must be computed by superposition in step iv), as follows:

(2)

where is the Fourier transform of the earthquake ground motion displacement applied 
at the bedrock. It is worth mentioning that in Eq. (2), the terms within the brackets, 

Rigid excavation

a)
b)

Rigid excavation
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represents the non-dimensional transfer function 

between the response output of the Pyramid and the input ground motion at the bedrock.

Because of the derivation rule in the frequency domain, .

3.3 Optimal design of the ViBa 

The design of the ViBa, once the mass, , is assigned, involves the determination of the 
optimal value of the internal device, , which can be expressed as with
as an imaginary unit, , real-valued stiffness of the internal device and, as its loss factor

Therefore, Eq. (2) can be re-written as

(3)

in which the parameters to be optimised, listed in the design vector , are made 
explicit in the transfer function. The optimization approach adopted in this paper involves the 
mitigation of the stochastic response of the Pyramid. Considering a ground motion acceleration 
modelled as Gaussian zero-mean stochastic process with zero mean, fully defined by the 
knowledge of the power spectral density function , it becomes straightforward to ex-
tend Eq. (3) by using the Random Vibration Theory, as follows:

(4)

where is the PSD function in terms of acceleration at the reference point of the Pyramid 
and is the complex conjugate operator.

The largest value of the response in terms of acceleration, , of the reference point of
the Pyramid protected by the ViBa technology, can be derived from Eq. (4) in approximated 
fashion [8] as:

(5)

where is the zeroth-order spectral moment and is the peak factor.
The objective function of the optimization approach determined on the Reduced Order Model
(ROM) is defined as follows:

(6)

Clearly, other response parameters can be used such as the maximum stress in a specific 
element or the top displacement. The efficiency of the ViBa device is then measured through 
the reduction factor in terms of acceleration, , as follows:

(7)

Therefore, the optimization problem can be written as minimization of the objective function 
which can be solved with standard iterative algorithms for constrained optimization, such as 
the derivative-free method [16].
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4 NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this study, the method proposed in Section 3 is applied to mitigate the seismic response 
of the Zoser Pyramid. Three ViBa configurations (hereinafter called, Case 1-2-3), oriented in
the North-South (N-S) direction as depicted in Figure 8, are proposed.

Case 1 is represented by one ViBa on the Southern side of the Pyramid realized in a rigid 
excavation of size 20 m x 20 m x 20 m; in Case 2, one ViBa for each side of the Pyramid is 
considered; Case 3 considers one ViBa for each side of the Pyramid as in Case 2 but placed 
inside a larger rigid excavation of 60 m long, 20 wide and 20 m deep. Furthermore, in Case 3,
each box-foundation contains three internal vibrating masses supposed to oscillate synchro-
nously.

In every configuration, the excavations where the ViBas are located, are realized at a mini-
mum distance of 15 m from each side of the Pyramid. The box foundation of the ViBa is made 
of four concrete retaining walls and a matt foundation. The reference point used for the optimi-
zation procedure of Section 3, indicated by point ‘p’ in Figure 8, is selected at the top of the 
Pyramid. Moreover, an area of interest is to calculate the stresses induced by the seismic event,
denoted as representative element (RE) in Figure 8. Because of the damages that the Zoser 
Pyramid experienced over that area during the 1992 Cairo Earthquake [12], RE is employed on 
the edge of the pyramid.

Figure 8. Top view of ViBa configurations for Case 1-2-3

Figure 9. (a) the unilateral PSD function at the bedrock underneath the Zoser Pyramid, (b) a sample of the accel-
eration time series obtained by the spectral representation method
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The unilateral PSD function (Figure 9a ) at the bedrock, determined using the 
Boore method [11] and the relevant seismological parameters determined in [12], is used in Eq. 
(4) of the proposed approach to perform the optimal design of the ViBa. Furthermore, the same 
PSD function is also used to generate 30 realizations of the time-history acceleration functions
using the spectral representation method; these realizations are used to calculate the statistics 
of the seismic response of the Pyramid before and after being protected by the ViBa technology.
A random sample is shown in Figure 9b for illustration purposes.

For each case, the proposed 4-step approach is performed. Results of the steady-state anal-
yses of step i), , are shown in Figure 10a, while results from step ii), , are
shown in Figure 10b. Also, in step ii) the soil-foundation impedance, , of Eq. (1) can be 
computed. In this paper, the static values, =4320 GN/m (Case 1-2) and = 8077 
GN/m (Case 3) are used.

Figure 10. Results of the steady-state analysis in terms of a) and b) for Case 1-2-3

The optimization problem of Eq. (7) is performed for the 3 cases by considering the total 
mass of the ViBa devices, equal to 80% of the Pyramid mass, and by fixing the loss factor, 

to 0.1. To minimize the computational effort, a limited range of frequencies from 8 to 12 
Hz, hence, around the first natural frequency of the Pyramid, is considered. Optimal parameters
computed by using the proposed approach are reported in Table 2.

Case
ViBa 1 ViBa 2

GN/m GN/m
1 0.8 7190.6 0.1 - - -
2 0.4 2394 0.1 0.4 1696 0.1
3 0.4 1883.4 0.1 0.3 1464.2 0.1

Table 2. Optimal design of the ViBa for Case 1-2-3.

Figure 11 shows the results of steady-state analyses in terms of power spectral density func-
tions, for Case 1-2-3, where is the optimal design vector listing the param-
eters of Table 2. Results, obtained from the full FEM and ROM, are also depicted for a visual 
comparison. The reduced-order model with just 2 degrees of freedom captures satisfactorily the 
response of the full ViBa-Soil-Pyramid system. Furthermore, a comparison with the existing 
scenario without ViBa is reported with a grey dashed line. It can be seen that the ViBa technol-
ogy greatly modifies the Pyramid’s response by decreasing the total energy experienced by the 
Pyramid.
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Figure 11. Steady-state response of the pyramid for different cases.

Figure 12. Cumulative average of acceleration recorded at the top of the pyramid (a) and Von Mises Stress (b)
recorded at the specific element in respect of the number of realizations.

To assess the effects of the mitigation induced by the ViBa technology on the seismic re-
sponse of the Pyramid, a modal time-history Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) is performed by 
using the =30 generated realizations. The three Cases are compared to the existing scenario 
of the Zoser Pyramid with no seismic protection. Figure 12 shows the convergence of the results 
in terms of average acceleration and Von Mises stress at the control point and reference element 
indicated in Figure 8.

In Figure 13, the mitigating effect of the ViBa technology against the existing scenario with-
out the protection of the ViBa, is shown as acceleration and Von Mises time history functions 
for Case 1-2-3 for a randomly generated sample.  
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Figure 13. Acceleration time series and Von Mises Stress ( ) time series for the top of the pyramid and speci-
fied element of the pyramid (RE), respectively, for different cases.

The mitigation of the seismic response is evaluated through a reduction factor in terms of 
acceleration defined as:

(8)

where and are the accelerations computed at the reference point of the Pyra-
mid induced by the j-th realization for the full FEM model, before and after being protected by 
the ViBa technology, respectively. Therefore, the mean value is expressed as:
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(9)

A further expression of the reduction factor in terms of Von Mises stresses is defined as 
follows:

(10)

where and are the Von Mises stresses computed at the horizontally central-
second row-edge element of the pyramid induced by the j-th realization for the full FEM model,
before and after being protected by the ViBa technology, respectively. Accordingly, the mean 
value is determined as:

(11)

The mitigation induced by the ViBa on the seismic response of the Pyramid is shown in 
Figure 14a-b for both coefficients determined by Eq. (8) and (10). It is worth noting that the 
effect of the ViBa is beneficial for most of the events (only a few cases have been observed in 
which the ViBa was ineffective or slightly detrimental <2%) with a maximum reduction equal 
to 35 % on the peak acceleration and 39 % on the Von Mises stresses.

Figure 14. The mitigation provided by ViBa on the seismic response of the Pyramid; (a) mitigation on maximum 
acceleration, (b) mitigation on maximum Von Mises Stress.

A summary of the results is reported in Table 3 in which the computed averages of Eq. (9) 
and (11) from the MCS are compared with the target reduction obtained by the ROM through 
Eq. (7). Therefore, good reductions around 19% on the peak acceleration and about 23% on the 
Von Mises stress are observed for all three Cases A slight improvement of the reduction of the 
peak acceleration is obtained for Case 3 (about 25%) whilst a higher reduction of the stresses 
on the reference element is obtained for Case 1-2 (about 24%).  Remarkably, the three config-
urations used in this paper do not significantly affect the outcome once the same mass ratio is 
used, hence, more ViBas with smaller individual masses might be used to efficiently mitigate 
the seismic response of the Pyramid. 
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Case
Rel. err
(%)

Rel. err
(%)

1 20.95 17.86 14.75 23.94 -14.27%
2 23.219 20.04 13.69 23.86 -2.76%
3 24.46 19.02 22.24 20.08 17.91%

Table 3. Reduction of the Pyramid response in terms of max acceleration and stresses

It is worth mentioning that the ViBa technology affects the whole behaviour of the Pyramid 
and not just the investigated control point and reference element. Therefore, the complete con-
tour map of the Von Mises stresses is also shown for a specific instant, , in which 
the Pyramid experienced the maximum stress at the reference element. Figure 15 shows the 
distribution of the stresses for the existing situation subjected to the first realization; the maxi-
mum stresses occur in the same region where the Pyramid has been largely damaged during the 
1992 Cairo earthquake event.

Figure 16 shows the impact of the excavation on the stresses of the Pyramid for Case 1 and 
3 for the same realization used for Figure 15. In both cases, the changes in the distribution of 
the stresses on the Pyramid is minimal, indicating that the excavation on its own cannot reduce 
the seismic body waves as opposed to the effect of trenches on surface waves (see e.g. [17]).

Figure 15. Instantaneous Von Mises stress contour map of a) the central cross-section and, b) the 3D soil-pyra-
mid system for the first generated earthquake.

Figure 16. Effect of excavation on the response of the pyramid, (a) small excavation on one side of the pyramid, 
(b) large excavation on both sides of the pyramid.
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Figures 17-18-19 show the response of the Pyramid protected by the ViBa device. As it can 
be seen, the Von Mises stresses are reduced over a large volume of the Pyramid. Particularly in 
Case 2, the ViBas have a narrower but greater influence over the central area whilst the large 
ViBas on Case 3 act in a more uniform fashion.

Figure 17. Maximum Von Mises stress contour map in the central cross-section and 3D for case 1 for the first 
generated earthquake.

Figure 18. Maximum Von Mises stress contour map in the central cross-section and 3D for case 2 for the first 
generated earthquake.

Figure 19. Maximum Von Mises stress contour map in the central cross-section and 3D for case 3 for the first 
generated earthquake.
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, the innovative non-invasive vibration control technology called Vibrating Bar-
rier has been applied to reduce the seismic response of the Step Pyramid of Zoser. The Pyramid 
has been severely damaged during the 1992 Cairo Earthquake and to guarantee its preservation, 
the seismic risk should be mitigated. To reduce the computational complexity of the model 
during the design stage of the ViBa parameters, a 4-step approach has been proposed to derive 
a Reduce-Order Model by adopting a sub-structuring technique. Only 2-DOFs capturing the 
ViBa translations of the internal device and its foundation is required. The result of the inertial 
analysis is then related to the seismic behaviour of the Pyramid through non-dimensional trans-
fer functions obtained from steady-state analyses on the full FEM Soil-Pyramid system. Be-
cause the transfer functions are computed only once, this proposed approach allows performing
an optimization analysis on the several parameters of the ViBa through a very fast and robust 
procedure. By considering a spectral representation of the 1992 Cairo earthquake, the results in 
terms of peak acceleration and stresses on particular control points have shown a significant 
reduction of the seismic response of the Pyramid when the ViBa device is used. An average 
reduction ranging from 20% to 24% has been observed on the Von Mises stresses with maxi-
mum mitigation of up to 39%. Remarkably, reductions have been observed in those areas where 
the damages have been observed. Parametric studies changing the configuration of the ViBa 
with one or two box-foundations and small and large individual masses were also conducted to 
assess their impact on efficiency. Whilst results have been obtained with a large overall mass
of 80% of the Pyramid mass, the parametric analysis shows that several ViBa devices can be 
used with smaller masses or by improving its technology through inerters as done in [16].
Therefore, because of the impossibility to use conventional seismic control solutions without 
affecting its cultural heritage, the ViBa technology can be seen as a viable solution to guarantee 
the preservation of the ancient monuments as the Zoser pyramid.  
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Abstract

Nonstructural elements and contents often constitute a large fraction of the economic invest-
ment in ordinary buildings. In case of seismic events, damage to nonstructural elements not 
only contributes to the overall direct material costs but can also significantly impact the indi-
rect costs. The latter are especially affected by earthquake-induced damage if production and 
business flows depend on proper functioning of such nonstructural components, since conse-
quent downtime costs turn out to be very high. Within this framework, server racks' perfor-
mance under seismic loading is of interest in the present work. The economic relevance of these 
nonstructural components requires the implementation of proper design solutions so that their
performance under earthquakes can fulfill specific requirements. In this perspective, including
isolation devices between server racks and building floors is deemed effective for enhancing
the stability of the protected equipment, preserving the computer components' integrity and,
minimizing downtime losses. Hence, the present work is meant to optimize a hybrid isolation 
system for server racks. Specifically, the hybrid isolation device designed for such application 
combines at least two elastomeric isolators and three sliders, and it is intended for the seismic 
protection of server racks characterized by different configurations. The objective function is 
formulated to minimize the accelerations transmitted to server racks and manufacturing cost. 

Keywords: Constrained optimization – Cost minimization – Nonstructural elements – Opti-
mum structural design – Server rack – Seismic isolation
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1 INTRODUCTION

Nonstructural elements and contents contribute to large part of the initial economic invest-
ments in typical buildings, but they often undergo disproportional damage due to seismic ac-
tions even if the structure in which they are placed exhibits satisfactory performances [1]. Apart 
from contributing directly to final material costs after an earthquake, damage to contents housed 
in most buildings can cause inestimable losses (in case of objects of historical value) or the 
interruption of production/business flows (when damage occur in industrial equipments, com-
puter servers, etc.) along with extremely high downtime costs. For example, the economic cost 
due to the five-days of downtime for a single data center following the 1989 Loma Prieta earth-
quake or the 1994 Northridge and 1995 Kobe seismic events amounted to 5%-10% of the entire 
rebuilding cost [2]. In this regards, it is opportune to point out that many building contents –
such as computer servers or museum artifacts – are acceleration-sensitive, i.e., they are espe-
cially vulnerable to damage when subject to high accelerations [3]. In this perspective, there 
has been growing interest about the use of seismic isolators at the floor level because, in most 
cases, this can cope efficiently with the need of protecting acceleration-sensitive building equip-
ments under earthquake, provided that the building structure is properly designed against seis-
mic loads. In fact, it is recognized that seismic isolation of server racks would improve business 
resiliency at a low cost as compared to downtime losses [4].

Within this framework, the present paper proposes a novel design procedure in order to op-
timize a hybrid isolation system for server racks combining at least two elastomeric isolators 
and three sliders. The objective function is selected to minimize the accelerations transmitted 
to the servers placed in the racks as well as the material cost of the isolation system. Design 
variables include number, compound, and geometric dimensions of the elastomeric elements
and slider position. The final optimization problem is then solved using a suitable variant of the 
differential evolution algorithm [5] to handle the design constraints. The search for the optimal 
hybrid isolation system is carried out in two phases. The first phase is concerned with the iden-
tification of the optimal device to be deployed on all floors of a given building. The standardized 
optimal design is addressed next in the second phase, in which the design procedure is extended 
to determine which isolation device is best suited for all floors of the building stock under in-
vestigation. The sliders optimal topology is also investigated parallel to that in such a way to 
minimize the overturning moment. This final design phase is motivated by the fact that stand-
ardization and generalization of an industrial device during the development stage are crucial 
to reduce engineering and production costs. As a matter of fact, they allow to circumvent the 
redesign phase should any design condition changes and to reduce the costs related to the ac-
ceptance tests required in the development stage. Hence, it means no waste of any other devices 
except the installed ones, thereby saving materials and overall unitary industrial costs.

2 OVERVIEW ABOUT COMMON PRACTICES IN DATA CENTER DESIGN

Most of the world's largest data centers are housed within dedicated one-story buildings, 
which usually host some offices serving as technical or control rooms. Medium to large data 
centers are often located within the upper floor of a commercial building. The position of small 
data centers can vary considerably in terms of, both, building type and location within the host 
structure. Standard models exist for large data centers placement only, whereas they lack for 
small to medium-large ones [6].

The distribution of racks in the data center varies significantly, regardless of the size. The 
most common racks configuration in large data centers is based on rows of racks installed side-
by-side with alternating cold aisles and hot aisles [7]. Generally, the rows of racks are placed 
back-to-back, and all the holes through the rack are blocked off to create barriers that reduce 
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recirculation and divide hot aisles from cold aisles efficiently [8]. In some cases, hot aisles or 
cold aisles between two rows of racks are covered with a modular system of cooling contain-
ment. This choice reduces the energy cost and concentrates the refrigerated airflow on the rack 
when the server room is vast or the inter-floor space is large enough compared to the vertical 
dimension of the racks [9].

Figure 1 – Most common server racks configurations: a) single rack; b) row of racks; c) rows of racks with cov-
ered aisle.

The aisle containment system is composed of a series of light aluminum frames that do not
have a structural function. Generally, these systems are scalable, and thus there is no a fixed 
number of racks that compose the covered aisle. Server rooms can host multiple rows of racks 
and multiple covered aisles. 

Data center density is usually measured in terms of W/m2 or W/rack, which represent the 
electric power consumed per square meter and the electric power consumed per rack, respec-
tively. It means that a low-density data center is characterized by a configuration that consumes
few Watts per square meter of the server room. If a data center employs this configuration, then 
the rows are commonly composed of sparsely populated racks or spaced full single racks [10].

As reported in many guidelines, scalability brings added value to the data center. The scala-
bility requirement implies that the data center can be conceived and built according to a low-
density architecture able to meet current needs and to expand for fulfilling higher future de-
mands that require the postponed installation of further infrastructures such as UPS systems, 
air conditioners, and other racks [10]. This means that the data center layout can eventually 
evolve during its lifetime, with the possible exception of large and predefined configurations.

It is anticipated that this study addresses the seismic protection of a single rack, whereas the 
remaining configurations will be considered in future works. The configuration consisting of a 
single rack device is the most flexible one and facilitates later installations when data center
scaling is needed. Some available commercial proposals for server rack seismic isolation are 
intendend for a single item. They are generally modular systems, which means that it is possible 
to isolate more racks in a row by combining more devices [11–19]. Many other commercial 
devices propose total raised floor isolation [13,19,20]. Another solution adopted to achieve 
server rack seismic protection is obtained through the direct introduction of damping to the 
rack's steel structure or in the raised floor [21,22]. The main guidelines and codes that refer to 
electronic equipments installed in earthquake-prone areas suggest the use of a cabinet rack that 
has passed a codified seismic test, usually named "seismic rack" [23–30]. On the other hand, to 
make a non-conforming cabinet resistant against seismic actions, the installation of a "seismic 
kit" composed of steel braces is common. Both solutions are meant to enhance the rack re-
sistance and stiffness. Furthermore, technical codes in force indicate that racks in seismic areas
have to be anchored to the floor by fasteners together with shear keys. Although these specifi-
cations already existed during the 2010 Chile earthquake, the lack of fasteners and shear keys 

a b c
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was common in both new and old buildings [31]. It is worthy highlight that code requirements 
that target at increasing the system stiffness to reduce the drift generally lead to an increment 
of the acceleration demands in the electronic components of the racks, thereby amplifying the 
potential risk of interrupting the business continuity.

3 ANALYSIS OF ELASTOMERIC ISOLATORS

Design rules provided by EN 15129 [32] and EN 1337-3 [33] for seismic actions and static 
conditions, respectively, are the constraints of the optimization procedure.

The use of slender elastomeric elements is required to ensure a suitable level of isolation for 
light nonstructural elements. This condition turns out to be very binding for axial loads, since 
it makes elastomeric elements vulnerable to buckling phenomena. In order to overcome this 
issue, a hybrid isolation system is adopted, which combines elastomers with at least three sliders 
that aims at absorbing the axial load. Thanks to these features, elastomeric elements integrity
under seismic loads is governed primarily by shear deformability limits. In operating conditions,
the racks positioned inside the building are protected against horizontal environmental actions, 
such as wind. Therefore, only an accidental rotation equal to 0.03 rad and a horizontal force 
equal to 1 kN are considered during the optimization procedure to account for anthropic inter-
ferences. According to EN 15129, the design shear strain εq,E due to earthquake-imposed design 
displacement dbd is given by:

,
bd

q E
q

d
T

, (1)

where Tq is the total thickness of the active elastomer during shear. The design shear strain 
calculated using Eq. (1) has to be compared with the maximum shear strain equal to 2.5.

4 SEISMIC ACTION

The floor response spectrum method is a convenient way to find the nonstructural element 
acceleration on the floor during an optimization procedure because it is less computationally
expensive than a time history analysis [34]. The Italian building code (NTC18) floor spectrum 
formulation [35] is here employed, which demonstrated a good agreement with the Newmark 
response spectrum derived from a compatible time history analysis. 

According to NTC18, the seismic demand on nonstructural elements can be determined by 
applying a horizontal force aF defined as follows:

( )a a
a

a

S WF
q

, (2)

where Fa is the horizontal seismic force applied in the center of mass of the nonstructural ele-
ment, Sa is the maximum dimensionless acceleration, Wa is the weight of the element, and qa is 
the quality factor. The following relationship is adopted to determine the acceleration at the jth
floor of the structure corresponding to the ith mode:

( )ij ij i i iS S T , (3)

where Si(Ti) is the ordinate of the spectrum relative to the ith mode. Herein, Γi is the modal 
participation factor, which is defined by the relationship:

T
i
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M
M

, (4)
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where τ is the drag vector, φi is the ith normalized modal shape, and M is the mass matrix.
A ground spectrum for a high seismic risk zone with ag=0.26g is considered in the present 

work (Figure 2a). Additionally, it is assumed that the building containing the racks has to un-
dergo slight damage levels or to behave elastically; otherwise, business continuity would be 
jeopardized in any case. Therefore, the design of the isolation system will not rely on the duc-
tility reserve that the structure would provide by adopting a unit quality factor.

Figure 2 – Reference ground spectrum (left) and floor spectra for a 4-story building (right).

The floor spectra for ten buildings with an increasing number of floors were generated ac-
cordingly. As an example, the floor spectra for a 4-story building are shown in Figure 2b. All
buildings have a concrete frame structure and 5 m × 5 m square floor plan with an inter-floor 
height equal to 3.5 m. The first frame is replicated to obtain all buildings (Figure 3).

Figure 3 – Stock of buildings under consideration. 

5 OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE

The optimization problem is formulated, taking into account both, integrity of the isolated 
servers and system cost-effectiveness. Within the present work, the elastomeric isolator's be-
havior and the seismic actions are evaluated through an iterative search considering the me-
chanical characteristics of the elastomeric compound and the floor response spectra for each 
floor. The elastomer's lateral stiffness was calibrated by considering the damping related to the 
shear deformation calculated through the floor spectral displacement until convergence. The 
optimization procedure is divided into two phases. In the first phase, the optimum isolation 
system is identified separately for the ten buildings under consideration (Figure 4). Thus, for 
each candidate solution generated by the differential evolution algorithm, the iterative proce-
dure required to identify the isolation system's properties was conducted for each floor of the 
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considered building. In the second phase, all ten buildings are examined simultaneously in the 
attempt to determine the optimal isolator that complies with all constraints on all floors of all 
buildings. In this case, the isolator properties were identified for all floors of the ten buildings 
for each generation. The design variables in the optimization problem are diameter of the elas-
tomeric isolators, rubber height, type of compound, and number of isolators. From these quan-
tities, it is thus possible to derive number of rubber layers and number of steel layers for the 
isolator. The algorithm employs primary and derived design variables in order to calculate the 
material cost of the isolation system. The problem constraints are defined in compliance with 
the design rules in EN 1337-3 and EN 15129. Furthermore, the maximum acceleration at the 
top of the rack is required to be less than 0.20g, whereas the isolation system period is forced 
to be larger than 1 s. The limitation about the maximum acceleration transmitted to the servers 
by the rack is necessary to ensure that the hard disks would remain operational during seismic 
events. 

Figure 4 –Workflow of the optimization procedure for a single building

A special (μ+λ)-constrained differential evolution algorithm is adopted to solve the optimi-
zation problem. This algorithm uses a robust nature-inspired strategy that focuses on finding 
the best solution iteratively by checking a set of candidate solutions [36,37]. The objective 
function of the optimization problem ObjF is formulated as follows:

max
Mat Fixed

c Acc
Fixed

C CObjF Acc
C

(5)

where CMat is the material cost of the isolation system, CFix are the fixed costs, AccMax is the 
maximum acceleration recorded on the floors of each building. The two terms included in the
objective function are weighted using two user-defined coefficients (i.e., γC and γAcc). The con-
strained differential evolution algorithm's iterative strategy runs until the maximum number of 
fitness evaluations is reached. Meanwhile, the sliders position is optimized to reduce the over-
turning moment due to the seismic action. The only design variable is the position of the sliders 
as related to the dimensions of each individual rack. In this case, the optimum design is formu-
lated as a single-objective constrained optimization problem, and the ObjF f (xi) is calculated 
as follows:
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v

St

O

abMObjF
M

(6)

where Mstab is the stabilizing moment, and Mov is the overturning moment under seismic action.

6 RESULTS

Figure 5a shows the results for all the analyses performed in the first design phase by over-
laying the trends in the devices' geometric dimensions with the maximum acceleration values 
recorded for each building. Figure 5b illustrates the maximum acceleration among all floors of 
each building, and compare them to the acceleration of a floor-fixed rack. All results are listed 
in Table 1. A fundamental period equal to 0.33 s is considered for the non-isolated seismic rack
[38]. The numerical value of the weights are γC=3 and γAcc=0.30 [1/g]. The optimal number of
elastomeric devices was found equal to 2 for all cases (it corresponds to the lower bound).

Figure 5 – Results of the optimization performed in the first phase (left) and comparison between maximum ac-
celeration on the isolated rack and that of a fixed-floor rack (right).

Number 
of floors

Isolator
diameter

[mm]

Total rubber 
thickness 

[mm]

Cost of 
isolation 
system

[€]

Objective 
function

Max seismic 
displacement 

[mm]

Max acceleration 
isolated rack

[g]

1 37 40 288 1.29 77 0.1354
2 37 40 288 1.29 77 0.1354
3 37 40 288 1.29 77 0.1354
4 33 50 301 1.31 96 0.1083
5 32 60 313 1.36 115 0.1054
6 33 60 313 1.36 115 0.1094
7 35 60 313 1.38 115 0.1253
8 31 70 326 1.40 135 0.0981
9 34 70 326 1.42 135 0.1184
10 30 80 338 1.45 154 0.0930

Table 1 – Results of the optimization procedure in the first design phase.

The second phase of the optimization procedure is performed by assuming the same varia-
bles and constraints already employed in the first phase. The results are listed in Table 2.

Finally, the search for the sliders optimal position has been performed alongside the elasto-
meric elements sizing optimization. The search space area is limited to a single rack size equal 
to 800 mm × 1000 mm. The minimum number of sliders required for an equilibrium configu-
ration is three. In this study, the 4-slider scheme is also investigated.
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Isolator 
diameter

[mm]

Total rubber 
thickness 

[mm]

Cost of 
isolation 
system

[€]

Objective 
function

Max 
seismic 

displacement 
[mm]

Max acceleration 
isolated rack

[g]

30 80 338 1.45 154 0.0930
Table 2 – Results of the optimization procedure in the second design phase.

Figure 6 shows all feasible positions generated by the differential evolution algorithm during 
the optimization process in case of 4 sliders (color intensity indicates the age of the sliders' 
candidate positions during the optimization procedure, which means that lighter dots indicate 
earlier generations than darker ones). The final results for both the 4-sliders and 3-sliders prob-
lems are shown in Figure 7.

a) b)

c) d)

Figure 6 – Position of the sliders during the optimization procedure (the color gradient indicates the position dur-
ing the evolutionary search): a) position of slider number 1; b) position of slider number 2; c) position of slider 

number 3; d) position of slider number 4.
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Figure 7 – Optimal positions of the sliders in case of 3 (left) or 4 (right) devices.

7 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has explored the application of the constrained differential evolution algorithm 
for the optimum and standardized design of a hybrid seismic isolation device for a server rack. 
The device is designed in compliance with EN 15129 and EN 1337-3. Size of the elastomeric 
devices and positions of the sliders have been optimized.

The sizing optimization of elastomeric devices allow to draw the following general conclu-
sions:

the most important seismic demand parameter for the integrity of the elastomeric
isolators is the lateral seismic displacement, which increases as the number of floors
grows up and ultimately governs the total height of the device;
the isolator diameter is almost constant for all buildings under consideration and is
close to the lower bound of the search space;
the optimum design of the isolation system performed taking into account all build-
ings simultaneously leads to the same results carried out considering the tallest build-
ing only, which therefore rules the whole design because of the largest value of the
seismic demand.

As regards the sliders position, an intuitive layout is obtained for the configuration consisting 
of 4 devices, whereas the optimal arrangement for 3 devices is less predictable.

The optimization of the isolation system has been here performed through a constrained 
differential evolution algorithm. This numerical technique was able to reduce the total compu-
tational time and to provide a better solution as compared to a parametric analysis-aided ap-
proach. Therefore, the constrained differential evolution algorithm proved to be suitable for this 
optimization problem.

The design procedure herein proposed will be further extended in future works so as to ena-
ble the optimization of the other racks configurations typically encountered in data centers.
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Abstract

Mass damping is a well known principle for the reduction of structural vibrations and applied 
in tall building design in a variety of configurations. With mass usually small (around 1% of 
building mass), the properly “tuned” mass damper (TMD) shows great effectiveness in reduc-
ing wind vibrations, but minor advantages under earthquake excitations.
The above limitation can be surpassed by utilizing relatively large mass TMD. For this pur-
pose, two different solutions are here proposed. In both cases, the idea is to separate the 
building into two or more parts, thus allowing for a relative motion between them, and acti-
vating the mass damping mechanism.
In the first solution, the building is subdivided along elevation into an upper and a lower 
structure, separated by means of an intermediate isolation system (IIS). In the second solution, 
by revisiting the classical mega-frame typology, the exterior full-height structure provides the 
global strength and stiffness, and secondary structures, extending between two transfer levels, 
are physically detached from the main structure at each floor and isolated at transfer level.
Simplified lumped-mass models are developed for illustrating the dynamic behaviour of the 
two solutions and carrying out parametric analyses. Procedures for deriving optimum values 
of design parameters are also proposed and compared to the parametric study. 

Keywords: mass damping, motion based design, vibrations control, tall buildings, Mega Sub-
structure Control System, Intermediate Isolation Systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mass Damping (MD) is nowadays a consolidate passive strategy, widely applied in tall building 
design since 1976 (John Hancock Tower in Boston) for mitigating structural vibrations and improve 
serviceability and occupant comfort [1]. A Tuned Mass Damper (TMD) is an auxiliary device at-
tached to the main structure, consisting in a mass, spring, and damper. While TMDs with relatively 
small mass are very effective for reducing wind-induced response, they are not equally interesting 
under earthquake excitations [1 - 4].

In order to improve their seismic effectiveness, large mass TMDs can be utilized. With this 
choice, in fact, the system becomes most robust against deviations from design parameters and less 
dependent on the earthquake frequency content and the impulsive character of the seismic input [5].
This large mass can be obtained by converting a part of the structure into a huge mass damper, also 
appointed as non-conventional mass damper [5 - 9], thus combining control and structural functions. 
For this purpose, two different solutions are here proposed, by separating the building into two or 
more parts that vibrate out of phase and, thus, activate the mass damping mechanism.

In the first solution, the building is divided into two substructures, a lower and an upper structure, 
separated by means of a flexible horizontal disconnection, the isolation system, thus realizing an 
Intermediate Isolation System (IIS, Figure 1a). This configuration is widely utilized in Japan, where 
more than 60 buildings have been already realized [10], both for the seismic design of new build-
ings [11 - 17], and retrofit of existing buildings by means of vertical addition [13, 14]. While the IIS 
represents an extension of the Base Isolation System (BIS), its dynamics is more complicated due to 
the flexibility of the lower structure. In fact, the isolated upper structure behaves like a base isolated 
structure and as a large mass TMD for the lower structure [5 - 9, 18 - 26].

In the second solution, starting from the classical mega-frame typology for tall building struc-
tures [27 - 29], the building is subdivided in an exterior primary megastructure that provides the 
global strength and stiffness, and several interior secondary substructures, extending between two 
transfer levels, physically disconnected from the main structure at each floor and isolated at transfer 
level. Therefore, a Mega Substructure Control System (MSCS, Figure 1b) is realized, in which each 
isolated substructure behaves like a base isolated structure and the mass damping mechanism is ac-
tivated by allowing the relative motion between the substructures and the main structure. This ap-
proach has been firstly proposed by Feng and Mita in 1995 [30], and then developed by the same 
authors [30 - 32] and by other researchers in a variety of solutions [34 - 45].

Figure 1: (a) Intermediate Isolation System (IIS) and (b) Mega-Substructure Control System (MSCS).

Both the mass damping solutions can be preliminary analysed by means of a simplified two-
degree of freedom lumped mass model (2DOF MD, Figure 2b). For the Mega Substructure Control 
System, the main system accounts for the exterior megastructure, while the absorber globally repre-
sents the internal secondary substructures; instead, for the Intermediate Isolation System, the main 
and secondary system respectively refers to the lower structure and isolated upper structure. It is 
worth recalling that the IIS is generally analysed by means of a 3DOF model, accounting the DOFs 
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of the lower structure, the isolation system, and the upper structure. However, for evaluating its 
global dynamic behaviour, a 2DOF model can be adopted by satisfying the following two require-
ments: the upper structure is rigid with respect to the isolation system [46, 47], and the higher 
modes coupling is avoided [25, 48, 49].

In the present paper the dynamic behaviour of the two solutions is explored by carrying out par-
ametric analyses on the simplified lumped mass model. The authors also propose procedures for 
deriving optimum values of the mass damper's design parameters, by minimizing the displacement 
amplitude of the main system under white noise. Finally, the optimal procedures are compared to
the parametric study.

2. OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE FOR NON-CONVENTIONAL MASS-DAMPING (MD)
CONFIGURATIONS

Non-conventional mass-damping (MD) configurations utilising isolation system, such as Mega 
Substructure Control Systems and Intermediate Isolation Systems, can be preliminary analyzed by 
means of a simplified two degree-of-freedom (2DOF) lumped mass model, as depicted in Figure 2b.
The first oscillator represents the main system with mass, stiffness, and damping coefficients named 
as m1, k1, and c1, while the second oscillator represents the absorber (or secondary system) with 
mass, stiffness, and damping coefficients named as m2, k2, and c2.

Figure 2: (a) simplified SDOF FB model, (b) simplified 2DOF MD model.

The equations of motion of the 2DOF MD model are:

1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 1

2 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2

g

g

m x c x k x c x x k x x m x

m x c x x k x x m x
1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 gx k x x k m x1 1 1 1 1 2 11 1 1c x k x c x x k x xc x k x c x x k x x1 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 11 1 1 11 1

2 2 2 gx c x x k x x m x2 2 2 1 2 2 1 22 2 2 1 2 2 1c x kx k2 2 1 2 2 1

(1)

being x1 and x2 the relative displacements of the two oscillators with respect to the ground and ẍg
the ground acceleration.

By considering the stochastic nature of earthquake, the ground acceleration ẍg is modelled as a 
stationary Gaussian random process characterized by zero mean and white noise power spectral 
density Sẍg(ω) = S0, in which there is no statistical correlation on what happens in two subsequent 
instants t0 and t0+τ. Although it is neglected the dependency on the excitation frequency content, 
this process seems to be acceptable in an initial design phase, [e.g. 5].

For the 2DOF MD model shown in Figure 2, the optimization procedure provided by the authors 
is based on the minimization of the variance of the response x1, E[x1

2] given by:
2

2
1 0 1( )E x S H (2)
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where H1(ω) is the transfer function of the displacement of the main system expressed in the fre-
quency domain ω and obtained by means of the Fourier Transform of the linear differential equa-
tions (1) as a function of some dimensionless parameters:

3 2
3 2 1 0

1 4 3 2
4 3 2 1 0

( )
i B B i B B

H
A i A A i A A

, (3)

where the coefficients B1 – B3 and A1 – A4 are:
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and μ = m2/m1 is the mass ratio, ν = ω2/ω1 is the tuning ratio, ω1 and ω2 are the natural circular fre-
quencies while ξ1 = c1/(2m1ω1) and ξ2 = c2/(2m2ω2) are the damping ratios of the main and second-
ary system, respectively.

The ranges of values selected for the non-dimensional parameters, covering a wide range of civil 
engineering applications, are: μ = ]0, 2], ν = ]0, 2], ξ1 = [0, 0.1], ξ2 = [0, 1].

By applying the Cauchy's residue theorem, the integral (2) can be analytically obtained [50, 51],
leading to the following expression of E[x1

2]:
2 2

2 3 1 4 0 1 2 0 3 32 2
0 3 1 0 2 1 2 1 3

0 4
2

0 3 1 2 3 1 4

2
1[ ]

2 2
A A A A B A A A A

E

B
S A B B B A B B B

A A
A A A A A

x
A A

(4)

The square root of E[x1
2] is provided in Figure 3a and b, respectively for a damping ratio ξ1 equal 

to 0 and 0.05. Each triplet of charts refers to mass ratios equal to 0.01, 0.1, and 1, by assuming unit 
values of the spectral density S0 and the circular frequency ω1. From Figure 3 it can be noticed that, 
by increasing the damping of the first oscillator for the same value of mass ratio, the variance of x1
is reduced, highlighting the beneficial effect of ξ1 in reducing the response of the main system. In-
stead, by increasing the mass ratio for the same value of ξ1, the number of couples ξ2-ν character-
ized by the same variance increases, leading to lower dependance of the response on the design 
parameters, and thus, to a major robustness of the system.

The minimization of the variance E[x1
2](4) is implemented by imposing that its gradient is null

with respect to the tuning ratio ν and the damping ratio ξ2, i.e.: 
2

1

2
1

2

0

0

E x

E x
(5)

The optimal values of the tuning ratio νopt and the damping ratio ξ2,opt, obtained from Eq. (5), are 
presented in graphical form in Figure 4 by varying the damping ratio ξ1 and considering the range 
of validity of the mass ratio μ equal to 0 – 1. In particular, the optimal tuning ratio decreases, and 
the optimal damping ratio increases, by increasing the mass ratio. From Figure 4 the effect of the 
first damping ratio on the trend of the optimal parameters can be also evaluated. While the distance 
between the optimal tuning curves becomes significant for ξ1 equal to 0.05 and 0.1, with scatters up 
to 44% for medium-high mass ratios (Figure 4a), in terms of optimal damping curves, only for 

and for mass ratios approaching to 1, considerable scatters, up to 56%, are obtained (Fig-
ure 4b).

Depending on project specific considerations, related to both architectural/functional and con-
structive aspects, as well as to structural and dynamic requirements, the values of the optimal pa-
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rameters cannot always be simultaneously adopted. In order to account these cases, starting from 
the optimizing conditions of Eq. (5), a single design variable is assumed, either the tuning ratio νopt
or the damping ratio ξ2,opt, while the other variable and the mass ratio are assumed as design data.

Figure 3: Response displacement of the main system: (a) first column 1 = 0, (b) second column 1 = 0.05.

Also for these optimization procedures, the values of the optimal parameters are provided in 
graphic form (Figure 5), by assuming the damping ratio ξ1 equal to 0.05. 

It is worth emphasizing that the first procedure proposed in this paper represents the generaliza-
tion of the optimization algorithm implemented by [52]. In fact, by neglecting the damping of the 
main system, Warburton [52] imposes the minimization of the variance of the main system subject-
ed to a white-noise input, with respect to ξ2 and ν, thus analytically deriving optimal parameters.
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Additionally, by considering a single design variable, ξ2 or ν (Figure 5), the optimization method
degenerates into the procedure proposed by [30], when the damping ratio of the main structure is 
assumed equal to 0 and ξ2 is set equal to (2m2ω1)-1.

Figure 4: Optimal parameters: (a) tuning ratio opt , (b) damping ratio 2,opt .

Figure 5: (a) optimal tuning opt by varying 2 and , (b) optimal damping 2,opt by varying and .

3. PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS

A wide parametric analysis is carried out for analysing the dynamic behaviour of non-conventional
MD configurations and their potential benefits in reducing the seismic response of tall buildings, by 
adopting the simplified 2DOF model defined in the previous section 2 (Figure 2b). In particular, the 
dynamic characteristics of the MD models (periods and participating masses) are derived from clas-
sical modal analyses of the undamped system, while the complex eigenvalue problem has been 
solved in the state space for accounting the effect of the non-proportional damping. Then, response 
spectrum analyses are carried out by considering the complex modal superposition methods, in or-
der to derive the base shear and displacement demands. Finally, time history analyses are performed
for highlighting the effect of the seismic input (frequency content, duration, etc.), for discussing the 
effectiveness and robustness of the system, and for comparing different procedures of optimization.
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3.1. Simplified models and design parameters
A 40-story tall building is adopted as a reference for the fixed-base (FB) single-degree of freedom 
model, by assuming the mass m1 equal to 80000 kNs2/m and the damping ratio ξ1 equal to 0.05.
Three baseline SDOF FB (Figure 2a) models are defined by varying the fundamental vibration peri-
od T1, thus accounting for different structural solutions, from very rigid (e.g. stiff diagrid structures 
or diagonalized mega-frame) to more flexible structural systems (e.g. moment resisting frames or 
frame tubes). In particular, the fundamental vibration periods T1 are assumed equal to 1.62 s, 2.5 s, 
3.5 s.

The design parameters adopted for exploring the dynamic behaviour of the controlled 2DOF MD 
configurations (Figure 2b) are the mass ratio μ, the isolation period T2, and the damping ratio of the 
isolation system ξ2, which vary in the following ranges:

- T2 = 0.05 – 10 s (50 values);
- μ = 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5;
- ξ2 = 0.05 – 0.5 (26 values).

Hence, by varying all the design parameters, a total of 15600 models have been generated.
It is worth observing that, while some values of the mass ratios and of the isolation periods are 

not realistic, they are considered herein to fully characterize the behaviour of the system and pro-
vide a comprehensive view of its potential applications and limitations. The range for the damping 
ratio ξ2 has been chosen considering different isolation systems, composed either by high damping 
rubber bearings or by natural rubber bearings plus viscous or hysteretic dampers.

3.2. Non-proportional damping and complex mode superposition method
In the controlled MD configurations, the structural damping ξ1 is assumed equal to 0.05 while the 
damping of the isolation system ξ2 varies between 0.05 and 0.50. Structures with very different val-
ues of damping ratios represent non-proportional (or non-classical) damped system, characterized 
by complex-valued natural modes. In this case, the off-diagonal terms in the damping matrix C
cannot be neglected, since the system does not satisfy the Caughey and O’ Kelly identity: CM−1 K =
KM−1 C (with M, K, and C the mass, stiffness and damping matrices) [53]. Furthermore, when C is 
an arbitrary symmetric positive-definite matrix, the expansion in terms of the eigenvectors for the 
undamped system and real modal coordinates does not lead to uncoupled modal equations. There-
fore, rather than working with a second-order equation, it is more convenient to transform the equa-
tions of motion into a set of first-order equations involving complex modal coordinates and 
complex state eigenvectors, and working in the state space [54].

In the response spectrum analyses carried out in the following section, the complete-quadratic-
combination (CQC) rule is utilized in order to obtain the maximum responses associated to each 
degree of freedom. Being the system non-classically damped, the method described by Sinha and 
Igusa [55] is utilized in order to consider the complex-valued nature of the vibration mode shapes. 
Therefore, the maximum system response, R, is given by:

n n

1 1
R B B R Ri j ij i j

i j
(6)

with n the number of the considered vibration mode; Bi and Bj real-valued participation factors; Ri
and Rj spectral displacements; ρij real-valued modal correlation factors. The participation factors 
and modal correlation factors depend on the vector that defines which DOF is being considered; 
therefore, they assume different values when evaluating the response of each floor, differently to 
what is done in the case of CQC rule for classically damped systems, where these parameters are 
fixed quantities [56].
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3.3. Response spectrum analysis (RSA)
Response spectrum analyses (RSA) are carried out on all the simplified MD and FB models by uti-
lizing the acceleration response spectrum defined by the Eurocode 8 [57] for the design earthquake, 
characterised by 10 % probability of exceedance in 50 years (475 years Return Period).

The spectrum is depicted in Figure 6a, for ag = 0.35 g, soil type B (S = 1.2; TB = 0.15 s; TC = 0.5 
s; TD = 2 s), damping ratio equal to 0.05. The complex mode superposition method proposed by 
Sinha and Igusa [55], briefly recalled in section 3.2, has been used to consider the complex-valued 
nature of the vibration mode shapes. In Figures 6b and 7 the results of the analyses are firstly pre-
sented for the case of ξ2 = 0.30; then the effect of the damping ratio of the isolation system is evalu-
ated in Figure 8.

Figure 6: (a) EC8 elastic acceleration response spectrum, (b) base shear ratio v vs. TISO. for ξ2 = 0.30.

The Figure 6b depicts the base shear ratio between the base shear controlled MD configuration 
and the uncontrolled FB counterpart, i.e. v=VMD/VFB, as a function of the isolation period T2. From 
the chart, it can be immediately observed that the base shear ratio v is always less than one, approx-
imately between 0.95 e 0.85 for μ=0.1, between 0.85 e 0.50 for μ =0.5, between 0.68 e 0.30 for μ =1,
between 0.55 e 0.20 for μ =1.5, showing significant reduction by increasing the mass ratio.
Considering the trend of v for each mass ratio, three behavioural zone can be clearly identified. The 
first zone (e.g. very small values of T2) corresponds to the largest values of v, since the two parts are 
rigidly connected, thus no relative motion is allowed and no mass-damping mechanism arises. In 
particular, the first mode is the mode of the main structure, which activates all the mass of the sys-
tem and, due to the presence of the secondary system, shows a period slightly elongated with re-
spect to the uncontrolled baseline counterpart. Therefore, the base shear assumes values slightly 
lower than the FB counterpart and the ratio becomes less than one. The second zone (e.g. very large 
values of T2) shows base shear ratios that reach the relevant mass fractions of the primary system
m1/(m1+m2). In particular, the dynamic behaviour of the system tends to a condition of “perfect iso-
lation”, with the masses of the two systems almost completely decoupled, and the first and second 
mode respectively corresponding to the mode of the secondary and main system. The third zone
(e.g. intermediate values of T2) presents the minimum values of v, thanks to maximum exploitation 
of the mass damping mechanism. In this zone, the first and second modes are still the modes of the 
secondary and primary system. However, the interaction between the two parts leads to a transfer of 
a fraction of the main system’s mass from the second to the first mode, with a consequent signifi-
cant reduction of the ratio v.

In Figure 7 the shear ratio charts (v- T2) for three values of T1 (1.62, 2.5, 3.5 s) are coupled to the 
analogous charts depicting the displacement of the primary system in the MD configuration normal-
ized to the FB counterpart, i.e. d = d1,MD/d1,FB, and the deformation in the isolation system δ2, as a 
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7: Ratios v, d, and relative displacement δ2 for ξ2 = 0.30: (a) T1 = 1.62 s, (b) T1 = 2.5 s, (c) T1 = 3.5 s.

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8: Base shear ratio v as a function of ξ2 and T2 for (a) T1 = 1.62 s, (b) T1 = 2.5 s, (c) T1 = 3.5 s.

function of T2. Quite trivially, it can be observed that the minimum values of v and d are obtained 
for the same value of T2, which also corresponds to the maximum deformation in the isolation sys-
tem.

For the three baseline models, Figure 8 provides the trend of the shear ratio v as a function of the 
isolation period T2 and the damping ratio ξ2, for each value of the mass ratio μ. It can be observed 
that, in the third zone of “perfect isolation”, the shear ratio v is reduced by increasing T1, therefore
the effect of ξ2 becomes more significant for more flexible baseline models and isolation systems. 
In the second zone in which the mass damping mechanism is maximized and the primary and sec-
ondary systems are strongly coupled, the minimum values of v are obtained for values of ξ2 be-
tween 0.2 – 0.4, as discussed in detail in the following section.

3.4. Comparison between the results of optimal procedures and of the parametric analysis
In this section the optimal values of the parameters ν e ξ2 derived from the results of the RSA are 
compared to the ones calculated by means of the optimal procedures provided in section 2. For the 
sake of brevity, only the results obtained for the MD controlled configuration characterized by T1 =
1.62 s and μ = 1 are presented in the following.
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In particular, six optimal configurations are defined and named as A, B, C, D, FM, W. The solu-
tion A represents the optimal configuration that gives rise to the minimum values of the base shear,
and of the displacement of the primary system, obtained through the RSA. The solutions B and C 
are derived by assuming respectively ξ2opt or νopt from the optimal procedures of section 2, while the 
other one is retrieved from the parametric analysis (Figure 5); the solution D is entirely derived 
through the optimization procedure, i.e. the optimal values of both parameters are simultaneously 
considered (Figure 4). The solutions FM and W are derived by adopting the optimal parameters of 
the procedures suggested by Feng and Mita [30] and Warburton [52], respectively. The values of 
the optimal parameters, of the corresponding two complex modal damping ratios η1 and η2, as well 
as of the shear ratio v, of the six solutions are reported in Table 1. It can be observed that, the solu-
tions A and B provide the minimum shear ratio v, equal to 0.25, while the other solutions show val-
ues of the shear ratio varying between 0.28 and 0.34.

Ref. Optimal 
Solutions

νopt

-
ξ2opt

-
T2opt

s
η1

-
η2

-
v
-

This paper RSA A 0.523 0.33 3.10 0.207 0.267 0.25
RSA+OPT B 0.523 0.36 3.10 0.225 0.289 0.25
OPT+RSA C 0.330 0.33 4.91 0.281 0.172 0.30

OPT D 0.325 0.47 4.98 0.409 0.220 0.29
Feng and Mita FM 0.353 0.15 4.59 0.124 0.108 0.34

Warburton W 0.353 0.43 4.59 0.365 0.225 0.28

Table 1: Dynamic properties of the six optimal solutions.

3.5. Time history analyses
In order to assess and compare the response of the six controlled configurations under real seismic 
inputs, time history analyses are carried out on the relevant MD and FB models. A set of ten records 
registered during real earthquakes is used and scaled by means of the software SeismoMatch [58],
by checking the closeness of their average response spectrum to the target elastic spectrum (provid-
ed in Figure 6a) in the period range 0.05 - 4 s. Data of the ten scaled ground motions and corre-
sponding acceleration response spectra, with the average spectrum, are given in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Major data and acceleration response spectra of the scaled acceleration records.

The results of the analyses are here provided in Figures 10 and 11 in terms of base shear, relative 
displacements, floor absolute accelerations, by comparing the six controlled configurations and 
each MD configuration to the FB counterpart. 
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The Figure 10 depicts for each optimal solution the average peak response registered during the 
ten acceleration histories in terms of some response parameters. These parameters express the re-
sponse of the controlled configuration normalized to the uncontrolled counterpart, considering the 
base shear, v, the relative displacement, d, and absolute acceleration, a, of the primary structure.
The remarkable effectiveness of the controlled configurations emerges in terms of all the response
parameters. In fact, the shear ratio v varies between 0.194 and 0.345, the displacement ratio d be-
tween 0.388 and 0.689, and the acceleration ratio a between 0.553 and 0.726. In particular, the solu-
tion B provides the maximum reductions, with values very close to the ones of the solution A, while
the solution FM shows the minimum reductions and thus it represents the less efficient solution.
The average envelopes of the peak displacements and absolute accelerations, obtained from the time 
history analyses of the controlled configurations and baseline structure, are shown in Figure 11.
From the graphs it can be observed that, for all the optimal solutions the average values of story 
drift and absolute acceleration in the MD models are reduced with respect to the FB uncontrolled
structure. The solutions A and B are confirmed the most effective in reducing the seismic response 
of the primary system.
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Figure 10. Comparison between the six optimal solutions: (a) base shear ratio v, (b) displacement ratio d, (c) accelera-

tion ratio a.

Figure 11: Peak story displacements and absolute accelerations for the six optimal solutions.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper, the authors investigate the dynamic behaviour of mass damping (MD) configu-
rations utilising isolation system, such as Mega Substructure Control Systems and Intermediate Iso-
lation Systems, by preliminary adopting simplified lumped mass 2-DOF models. By considering a
stochastic approach, the seismic acceleration is modelled as a white noise and the variance of the 
displacement of the first degree of freedom is minimized in the first instance with respect to both
design variables, i.e. the tuning ratio and the damping ratio of the secondary system and secondly 
with respect to only one of these two variables. Furthermore, in order to validate this general proce-
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dure, a wide parametric analysis is carried out on simplified lumped mass models and the potential 
benefits of such systems in reducing the seismic response of tall buildings is examined.

In particular, by selecting a 40-story tall building and by varying the mass ratio, classical and 
complex modal analyses show three different dynamic behavioural zones as a function of the isola-
tion period: the first zone is characterized by a “fixed-base” behaviour, in the second zone the inter-
action between the two masses gives rise to the mass damping effect, while in the third zone for 
very long isolation periods, the two structural parts are almost dynamically decoupled.

Then, response spectrum analyses with complex modal superposition methods are performed,
with the aim to compare the base shear and the displacement demands with the fixed-base counter-
part simplified SDOF model. More in detail, a significant reduction of the seismic demand on the 
main system is observed when large mass ratios are adopted for the whole range of the isolation pe-
riod, thus confirming the structural robustness of such systems. Finally, time history analyses are 
implemented for underlining the effects of the seismic input (amplitude, frequency content, duration,
etc.) and for comparing the results of different procedures of optimization, both those proposed in
the present work and those of existing literature.
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Abstract

Diagrids are tubular structural systems made up of mega-diagonals arranged in a triangular
or tetrahedral pattern, which are placed all over the external surface of the building and usu-
ally span across several floors. In the last two decades, diagrids have experienced a remark-
able development as efficient structural systems in tall building design and construction. This 
was mainly due to their high lateral stiffness, capability to realize complex-shaped structures 
and obtain impressive aesthetic results, flexibility of the external diagonals’ layout, etc. The 
structural analysis of these systems is usually carried out by the Finite Element Method 
(FEM) or by numerical calculations based on simplified assumptions. Recently, we developed 
a matrix-based method (MBM) to perform the structural analysis of diagrid systems under 
static forces. The MBM was then coupled with an analytical formulation developed in the past 
years by some of the authors, the so-called General Algorithm (GA), in order to study the 
structural response of an external diagrid tube coupled with an internal shear wall under lat-
eral and torque static actions. The study allowed to investigate the influence of the diagonal 
inclination on the lateral and torsional flexibility of the diagrid-core system. In the past years, 
the analytical formulation of the GA was also made suitable to analyze the response of three-
dimensional tall building in the dynamic regime. In this contribution, we show new results 
regarding the dynamical behavior of an external diagrid structural system coupled with an 
internal shear wall, as obtained from the GA calculations. Modal analysis was carried out in 
order to obtain the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the tall building, and the influence 
of the diagonal inclination on the results was also investigated. Moreover, by applying differ-
ent harmonic oscillations at different frequencies at the base of the building, the damped dy-
namical response of the different diagrid-core systems was investigated.

Keywords: diagrid, matrix-based method, general algorithm, dynamic analysis, analytical 
method.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the last decades, the field of tall buildings has undergone a major development due to 
the introduction of new structural systems able to resist lateral loads very efficiently [1]. 
Among these, diagrid systems have been exploited worldwide due to their high lateral stiff-
ness and aesthetic potential. The diagrid is a tubular structure placed over the external surface
of the building, made up of inclined mega-diagonals [2,3] or tetrahedral configuration [4] 
which are designed to withstand both lateral and vertical loads. Therefore, in diagrid struc-
tures the conventional vertical columns are completely removed from the external tube, as the 
gravitational loads can be directly transferred to the ground via the mega-diagonals.

Besides the conventional application of Finite Element (FE) calculations, a variety of ana-
lytical and simplified methodologies have been proposed in the last years for the structural
analysis of diagrid systems under lateral loads. All these methods usually rely on the follow-
ing basic assumptions: (1) the deformation mechanism of the building is governed by the axi-
al elongation and shortening of the mega-diagonals, (2) the stress-strain relationship of the 
diagonals lies within the linear elastic regime, and (3) the floor slabs of the building remain 
plane after deformation. Based on these assumptions, Moon et al. [5] developed a stiffness-
based methodology for the structural analysis and preliminary design of rectangular diagrid 
tubes under horizontal forces. Mele et al. [6] proposed a hand-based method for the calcula-
tion of axial stresses in the diagonals under both lateral and vertical loads. Liu and Ma [7]
suggested a modular method for the structural analysis of arbitrary polygonal diagrid tubes, 
where the shear and bending stiffness of the diagrid modules were analytically calculated.

More recently, we developed a stiffness-based approach based on matrix calculus, which 
was called the matrix-based method (MBM), for the analysis of generic diagrid systems [8].
The MBM is based on the direct calculation of the global stiffness matrix of the diagrid, by 
considering the kinematic and equilibrium equations at the level of the rigid floors. The MBM 
allows to perform very quickly the structural analysis of diagrids under both lateral, vertical 
and torsional actions. Furthermore, the MBM has been recently integrated within a more gen-
eral semi-analytical framework, the so-called General Algorithm (GA). The GA has been de-
veloped by some of the authors in the last decades and allows to investigate the structural 
behavior of three-dimensional buildings made up of several vertical resisting elements, such 
as frames, tubes and shear walls [9-12]. Very recently, we have inserted the MBM within the 
GA environment in order to perform the structural analysis of an external diagrid tube cou-
pled with internal shear walls [13].

One of the main interesting features of diagrid structures is that their structural response is 
significantly affected by the layout of external diagonals. This means that the diagonal layout
can undergo optimization processes, finding the optimal diagonal arrangement to optimize
certain responses of the building. Moon [14] has early shown that there exists an optimal in-
clination of the external diagonals able to minimize the lateral building deflection under hori-
zontal loads. Various diagonal layouts have been proposed in the following years and the 
corresponding building efficiency under lateral loads has been investigated [15-18]. Attention 
has also been paid to torsional actions and the role that these might have in the parametric in-
vestigation of the diagrid structural response [13].

In this contribution, we make use of the MBM coupled with the GA in order to investigate 
how the dynamic response of an external diagrid tube coupled with an internal closed-section 
shear wall changes according to a change in the inclination of the external diagrid diagonals.
The natural frequencies and fundamental mode shapes of the building are extracted by solving
the multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) unforced undamped equations of motion. The analysis
of the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the buildings with different inclinations of the 
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diagonals reveals the influence of the diagrid geometry on the overall dynamic response of the 
system. Furthermore, the damped dynamic response of the diagrid-core structure is also stud-
ied under the application of harmonic oscillations of the base of the building. Comparisons 
between the obtained maximum displacements, velocities, accelerations, inter-story drifts and 
base shear values are finally made.

2 METHODOLOGY

As shown in [13], the MBM can be coupled to the GA in order to carry out the structural 
analysis of a diagrid-core system under lateral and torsional static actions. More details about 
the basic assumptions and the applications of the MBM and the GA can be found in [8-13]. In
the GA environment the building is assumed to be subjected to two horizontal forces (along 
the horizontal X and Y axes) and one torque moment (around the vertical Z axis) acting at the 
level of the floor centroids. It follows that the total number of DOFs in the GA is equal to 3N,
N being the total number of floors.

In this paper, the MBM-GA framework has been adapted in order to investigate the dy-
namic response of a diagrid-core system. First of all, the natural frequencies and fundamental 
mode shapes of the building are evaluated according to the MDOF undamped unforced equa-
tions of motion. Then, we apply harmonic oscillations at various frequencies at the base of the 
building and solve the dynamical problem based on the MDOF forced oscillations in presence 
of damping.

The first problem can be formulated in simple mathematical terms via the following matrix 
relationship related to the modal eigenvalue-eigenvector solution:

2
n nK M u 0 (1)

where K and M represent the stiffness and mass matrix of the structure, un is the mass-
weighted eigenvector associated to the n-th mode shape (n = 1, 2, …, 3N) and ωn is the angu-
lar frequency associated to the n-th mode of vibration. The angular frequency ωn is related to 
the vibrational frequency fn and period of vibration Tn by ωn = 2πfn = 2π/Tn. More details 
about the calculation of the stiffness matrix K and mass matrix M can be found in [9,11]. Af-
ter the construction of these matrices, equation (1) immediately yields the natural frequencies 
and mode shapes of the structure.

After evaluating the fundamental vibrational features of the diagrid-core building (frequen-
cies and mode shapes), we also want to investigate the dynamic response of the structure un-
der the application of harmonic oscillations at the base of the structure. This can be done by 
considering the complete dynamic equation, which includes the contribution of inertia, damp-
ing, elastic and external forces:

t t t textMδ Cδ Kδ F (2)

where C is the damping matrix of the structure, Fext(t) is the vector of external dynamic forces 
and δ׳׳(t), δ ׳(t) and δ(t) represent the vectors of floor accelerations, velocities and displace-
ments (the apex ׳ stands for the time-derivative). One can then separate the spatial and tem-
poral contribution within the dynamic displacements δ(t), as δ(t) = Up(t), where U is the 
matrix whose columns contain the time-independent mode shapes un obtained from equation 
(1) and p(t) is the vector containing the time-dependent principal coordinates associated to 
each mode shape. Hence, we obtain:

t t t textMUp CUp KUp F (3)
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Multiplying each term of equation (3) by UT and remembering that, due to the mass-
normalization of U, UTMU = I and UTKU = Ω, I being the identity matrix and Ω the matrix 
containing the eigenvalues ωn

2 on the diagonal and zero outside, it follows that:

t t t tT T
extp U CUp Ωp U F (4)

The problem can now be decoupled with respect to each individual mode n if one assumes 
that the matrix UTCU is diagonal, with diagonal elements equal to 2ξnωn, where ξn represents 
the damping ratio associated to the n-th mode of vibration. Then, one finally obtains the set of 
3N scalar equations whose unknowns are the temporal principal coordinates pn(t):

2
n n n n n np t 2 p t p t tT

n extu F (5)

Since we apply harmonic oscillations at the base of the building, the vector of external forces 
Fext(t) can be simply written as Fext(t) = Mug׳׳(t) = Mug׳׳sin(ωgt), where ug׳׳ is the vector asso-
ciated to the ground acceleration and ωg the angular frequency of the ground oscillation. The 
solution of the single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) equation of motion (5), with the application 
of the initial resting conditions, leads to:

n nt
n n d,n n d,n n g np t e A cos t B sin t C cos t (6)

where ωd,n = ωd(1-ξn
2) is the reduced frequency of the n-th mode of vibration due to its damp-

ing, and the coefficients An, Bn, Cn and ϕn take the following form:

n n n

n n n n n n
n

d,n

n 2 22 2
n n n n

n n
n 2

n

A C sin

A C cos
B

C
1 2

2arctan
1

T
n gu Mu (7)

where βn = ωg/ωn is the ratio between the angular frequency of the external excitation and the 
one associated to the n-th mode shape. Once all the 3N principal coordinates are evaluated 
from equations (6-7), the displacements of the structure δ(t) are immediately obtained as δ(t)
= Up(t). Known the time-dependent displacements of the building floors one can easily find 
the velocities δ׳(t) and accelerations δ׳׳(t) by single and double time-differentiation. The inter-
story drifts can also be evaluated directly from the vector δ(t). Finally, the total time-
dependent base shear V(t) is calculated by summing all the horizontal elastic forces at the lev-
el of the floors, which can be computed as Fel(t) = Kδ(t).

The analytical procedure described in the above paragraphs is applied to a tall building 
made up of an external steel diagrid tube coupled with an internal closed-section concrete 
core. Figure 1a shows the dimensions (in meters) of the building plane, while figure 1b re-
ports the six different lateral views by considering six different inclinations of the external 
diagonals [13]. The building has 40 stories and the inter-story height is equal to 4 meters,
leading to a total height of the building of 160 meters. The internal core is a 9 m × 9 m closed-
section shear wall made of concrete (Young’s modulus of 30 GPa) and 0.80 m thick. The ex-
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ternal diagonals are made of steel (Young’s modulus of 210 GPa) and their cross-sectional 
area is equal to 0.1 m2 [13]. The different diagonal inclinations of the models (figure 1b) 
range from 32.6° (model 1) up to 81.1° (model 6). The mass of the structure is calculated as-
suming a dead load for the floors equal to 7 kN/m2. Finally, the damping ratio ξn is considered
equal to 0.05 for all the modes of vibration.

Figure 1: Building geometry: (a) floor plan; (b) lateral views. From Lacidogna et al. [13].

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 1 shows the first ten values of the natural frequencies (in Hz) arising from the 
MDOF unforced oscillation problem reported in equation (1) for the six models. The letters X,
Y and Z in the parentheses describe the predominance direction of the mode shape: X and Y 
refer to lateral oscillations of the building along the X and Y direction, respectively, while T 
means that there is a not negligible contribution due to the torsional rotation of the building.

As can be seen, due to the symmetry of the building (figure 1a), the first two modes in-
volve lateral oscillations along the X and Y axis at the same frequency for all models. The
absolute value of this fundamental frequency is found to be maximum (0.364 Hz) for model 3 
and minimum (0.243 Hz) for model 1. The first frequency of model 4 (0.362 Hz) is close to 
that of model 3, whereas the first frequencies of models 2 (0.321 Hz), 5 (0.339 Hz) and 6
(0.320 Hz) lie in between. Since higher frequencies are associated to stiffer responses, these 
results reflect a feature already found from the static analysis performed in [13], i.e. model 1 
(the one with the shallowest diagonals) has the lowest lateral rigidity, whereas models 3 and 4 
(with diagonal inclinations around 70°) are the stiffest under lateral loads.

For higher mode numbers an important torsional contribution is found to appear associated 
with displacements of the structure along the Y direction. It is interesting to notice how the 
first mode shapes involving significant torsional rotations are found at the fifth mode for 
models 1 and 2 and at the third mode for the other models. Moreover, the fundamental fre-
quency values associated to these first torsional oscillations are found to decrease as the num-
ber of the model increases, i.e. it is maximum for model 1 (2.313 Hz) and it decreases up to 
the minimum value for model 6 (1.186 Hz). Again, since higher frequencies correspond to
stiffer responses, these results show that increasing the diagonal inclination of the diagrid 
leads to higher torsional flexibility, as already shown by the static analysis reported in [13].
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Mode number Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model6

1 0.243 (X) 0.321 (X) 0.364 (X) 0.362 (X) 0.339 (X) 0.320 (Y)
2 0.243 (Y) 0.321 (Y) 0.364 (Y) 0.362 (Y) 0.399 (Y) 0.320 (X)
3 1.499 (X) 1.857 (Y) 1.581 (Y+T) 1.442 (Y+T) 1.243 (Y+T) 1.186 (Y+T)
4 1.499 (Y) 1.857 (X) 1.834 (X) 1.746 (Y) 1.539 (Y) 1.458 (Y)
5 2.313 (Y+T) 2.105 (Y+T) 1.834 (Y) 1.746 (X) 1.539 (X) 1.458 (X)
6 4.115 (X) 4.777 (Y) 4.432 (Y+T) 4.200 (Y+T) 3.688 (Y+T) 3.520 (Y+T)
7 4.115 (Y) 4.777 (X) 4.432 (X) 4.200 (Y+T) 3.769 (Y) 3.607 (Y)
8 6.935 (Y+T) 6.281 (Y+T) 4.701 (Y+T) 4.284 (X) 3.769 (X) 3.607 (X)
9 7.879 (Y) 8.641 (Y) 7.698 (Y+T) 7.005 (Y+T) 6.027 (Y+T) 5.757 (Y+T)
10 7.879 (X) 8.641 (X) 7.834 (Y+T) 7.508 (Y+T) 6.961 (Y+T) 6.820 (Y+T)

Table 1: Natural frequencies (in Hz) of the diagrid-core system depending on the diagrid diagonal inclination.

After evaluating the natural dynamic response of the diagrid-core system, various harmon-
ic oscillations at different frequencies are applied to the base of the building and the dynamic 
structural response examined as obtained from equations (2-7). The time-dependent accelera-
tion applied at the base of the building is of the form ug׳׳sin(ωgt), being ug0.03 =  ׳׳ m/s2 the 
maximum ground acceleration in the X direction and ωg = 2π/Tg the ground angular frequency, 
with Tg varying in the range 0.01 s – 8 s. Figures 2-6 show the results in terms of maximum 
story displacement, maximum story velocity, maximum story acceleration, maximum inter-
story drift and maximum base shear, respectively, as a function of the applied ground oscilla-
tion period Tg and diagrid model.

Figure 2 shows that each diagrid-core system exhibits the largest value of the lateral dis-
placement when the period of the ground oscillation matches the fundamental period of vibra-
tion of the building. With reference to the frequency values reported in table 1, this is found to 
occur when Tg is approximately equal to 4.1 s, 3.1 s, 2.8 s, 2.8 s, 2.9 s, and 3.1 s for models 1, 
2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, respectively. Therefore the high peaks in the graphs of figure 1 refer to reso-
nance phenomena related to the first modes of vibrations of the diagrid-core system. Clearly, 
adopting different diagonal inclinations makes the position of this resonance peak to translate 
horizontally with respect to the variable Tg, as the fundamental frequency of vibration of the 
system changes (table 1). It is also interesting to notice that the amplitude of this resonance 
peak is maximum for model 1 (blue curve), while it reaches a minimum value for models 3
(orange curve) and 4 (purple curve). This result is again in agreement with the above-
mentioned fact that models 3 and 4 are indeed the most rigid ones against lateral forces,
whereas model 1 is the most flexible. Therefore, the maximum dynamic displacements of the
building floors are the highest for model 1, lowest for models 3 and 4, and exhibit intermedi-
ate values for models 2 (red curve), 5 (green curve) and 6 (light blue curve).

Figures 3 and 4 report the corresponding spectra of maximum story velocities and accel-
erations, respectively. Again, we find the largest resonance peaks in correspondence of the 
fundamental periods of the structure. However, in these cases we also start to see additional
resonance peaks at lower periods (higher frequencies). The velocity response spectrum shows
secondary resonance peaks around 0.5 – 0.7 s (figure 3), which correspond to the activation of 
the second lateral vibrational modes (table 1). These secondary peaks are also found in the
acceleration response spectrum (figure 4).

This spectrum is also found to exhibit tertiary resonance peaks around 0.2 – 0.3 s, which 
correspond to the resonance conditions along the third modes of vibration along the X direc-
tion (table 1). The amplitudes of the resonance peaks in the velocity spectrum (figure 3) ex-
hibit similar trends of those reported in the displacement spectrum (figure 2), but here the 
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difference between the peaks corresponding to the different diagrid models is reduced. In the 
acceleration spectrum (figure 4), the amplitudes of the fundamental resonance peaks get 
somewhat inverted, since model 1 is the one experiencing the lowest acceleration, whereas 
models 3 and 4 are the ones undergoing the highest value. This is mainly due to the fact that,
being models 3 and 4 the stiffest ones, they are not highly deformable but can undergo high 
accelerations due to their stiffer response.

Figure 2: Maximum story displacement of the diagrid-core system.

Figure 3: Maximum story velocity of the diagrid-core system.

Figure 4: Maximum story acceleration of the diagrid-core system.
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Figure 5 shows the maximum inter-story drifts depending on the diagrid-core model and 
the value of the ground oscillation period Tg. As can be seen, this spectrum strictly resembles 
the one of absolute displacements. However, in this case a somewhat clearer occurrence of the 
second resonance peaks at 0.5 – 0.7 s can be observed.

Figure 5: Maximum inter-story drift of the diagrid-core system.

Finally, figure 6 reports the maximum value of the total shear at the base of the building 
obtained for each oscillation period Tg and each diagrid-core model. In this case, three clear 
resonance peaks can again be observed, in analogy with the acceleration spectrum reported in 
figure 3. From the graph of the base shears, it can be seen that model 1 is the one absorbing 
the least amount of elastic force, as it is already known to the most flexible under lateral loads. 
On the other hand, since the other models are stiffer, they exhibit a higher value of the base 
shear. These results reflect the fact that, under dynamic excitations, there is a general trade-off
between the displacement-based and force-based demand. Stiffer structures obviously lead to
lower displacements but they usually are required to withstand higher amounts of force. On 
the other hand, more flexible solutions undergo larger displacements but they are less loaded. 
However, this is also strongly affected by the frequency of the external excitation. Large dy-
namic responses, with high dynamic amplifications, are obviously generated if the excitation 
frequency is close to the fundamental ones of the structure. Conversely, if we are far from the 
resonance condition, the dynamic response of the building might lead to low values of the 
displacements as well as elastic forces.

Figure 6: Maximum base shear of the diagrid-core system.
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4 CONCLUSIONS 

In this contribution we presented the analytical investigation of the dynamic response of a 
diagrid-core system for tall buildings. For this purpose, a matrix-based method (MBM) was 
employed within the framework of a General Algorithm (GA). For a set of diagrid-core sys-
tems with different inclinations of the external diagonals, the analytical formulation allowed 
to quickly evaluate the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the structure, as well as the 
damped response under harmonic oscillations at different frequencies. The semi-analytical 
formulation led to the investigation of the maximum values of the story displacements, veloci-
ties and accelerations under the external excitations, as well as the inter-story drifts and gen-
erated base shears.

It was found that diagrid solutions with very shallow diagonals lead to the highest lateral 
flexibility and lowest torsional deformability. Conversely, the lowest lateral flexibility was
found for diagonal inclinations close to 70°. These diagrid solutions led to the lowest values
of lateral displacements, but they were the ones experiencing the highest amount of elastic 
shear force in resonance conditions. Conversely, the most flexible solutions (with very shal-
low diagonals) were found to undergo the highest dynamic displacements, but experienced the 
least amount of elastic force. From these considerations, it follows that the dynamic response 
of a diagrid-core tall building strongly depends on the geometry of the external diagrid tube.
However, great attention must also be paid to the fundamental frequency of the external exci-
tation. When far from resonance conditions, each structural solution might have its ad-
vantages in terms of minimizing the lateral displacements and generated elastic forces.
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Abstract 

Slender structures as lighting poles and telecommunication towers are usually very sensitive 
to wind effects due their dynamic characteristics and due to their notable exposure to wind 
forces. Wind-induced forces produce fluctuating stress, which, despite the assessment of dy-
namic properties and the study of the environmental conditions, can lead to damage accumu-
lation and consequent collapse of these structures. Careful attention to wind forces has, 
therefore, to be paid for these typologies of structures, since several damages have been at-
tributed to fatigue issues. It is well known that damping and structural frequencies play a fun-
damental role in the structural response under wind loads; in fact, an increase of damping 
would lead to remarkable beneficial effects on the dynamic response of these structures. This 
paper focuses the attention on a mathematical model of a damped gyroscopic device con-
ceived as a dynamic stabilizer for such slender structures; the proposed mechanical device 
allows for an increase of structural damping with a consequent improvement of dynamic per-
formances of the tower subjected to wind loads. A parametric study for different mechanical 
properties of the gyroscopic device has been conducted in the present paper aiming to assess 
the effectiveness of the proposed apparatus for different configurations of the proposed de-
vice.  

Keywords: Monopole towers, Slender structures, Gyroscopic stabilizer, Frequency incre-
ment, Damping increment. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The Monopole towers are slender structures usually employed for supporting communica-
tion devices or lighting poles. It is generally recognized that these structures are very sensitive 
to wind effects and to uncertainties related to wind forces and to structural dynamic features 
[1, 2]. In past years, the authors have studied the dynamics of the monopole towers [3], 
among wind sensitive structures, ensuring the presence of specific design problems related to 
the definition of wind load and the dynamic characteristics of the structure as shown in [4, 5]. 
Dynamic performances of these structures are therefore strongly affected by environmental 
conditions and by dynamic and geometrical properties of these structures [6, 7].  

Proper assessment of environmental conditions (ground roughness, exposition, orographic 
placement) combined to dynamic structural characteristics of the mast, is an important topic 
since these factors deeply affect affects the structural dynamic behavior of these systems [3, 7, 
8]. However, despite the assessment of dynamic characteristics and the examination of the 
environmental conditions, cautious attention to fatigue problems has to be paid for this typol-
ogy of slender structures e.g. [7-9]. 

Gyroscopic systems have been always studied in automotive and in mechanical systems 
[10-14]; moreover, the interaction between the beam and gyroscopic devices has been studied 
by several authors for examining their dynamic behavior [15-18] moreover recently gyroscop-
ic devices were applied  as structural isolation device in seismic engineering [19]. 

This paper proposes a direct integration approach for simulating the structural interaction 
between the gyroscopic device and the vertical mast of the tower, utilizing a mathematical 
model of the gyroscopic device applied to lumped mass mast model already developed by the 
author in a previous paper [20], in the present work, a parametric study performed on mechan-
ical properties of the gyroscopic device has been performed, aiming to assesses and to opti-
mizes the performances of the proposed device.  

The principal component of the gyroscopic system is a rotating mass, having a horizontal 
angular momentum Ω perpendicular to the mast axis; the rotating mass is connected to the 
vertical shaft by a mechanical system provided with rotational damped spring system, which 
allows relative rotations (in the horizontal plane) between the vertical shaft and the rotating 
mass. The gyroscopic system reacts to the mast horizontal oscillations by coupling its vibra-
tions with the relative rotation of the gyroscopic device, consequently transferring the energy 
from the mast to the damped gyroscopic device [11]. 

Results show that the gyroscopic stabilizer allows, for an increasing of the natural frequen-
cy of the system, as confirmed by Yamanaka [21] and Carta et al. [17, 19] and for a remarka-
ble increasing of damping of the tower; which, plays an important role in the reduction of 
wind-induced vibrations amplitude of slender structures [22-24]. The study demonstrates that 
the effectiveness of the device depends on the mechanical properties of the gyroscopic device 
which have to be properly set in order to optimize the efficiency of the proposed apparatus. 

2 BACKGROUND MATHEMATICAL MODELS AND BENCHMARK SYSTEM 

The present approach is based on the dynamic equilibrium equations of the gyroscopic 
lumped system with gyricity Ω described by D'Eleuterio [11] and on the hypothesis of the 
continuous Euler-Bernoulli beam dynamic equation; in the present work, the structural damp-
ing of the mast is not taken into account. The proposed formulation is valid for a gyroscopic 
device positioned at the elevation HΩ of the mast, the equation considers the bending mo-
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ments Muu, Mvv and of the torsional moment Mww of the mast acting on the gyroscopic device. 
In case of small oscillations dynamic equation of the lumped gyroscopic device can be written 
as: 

,11

,22

,33 0

do up
ww ww

do up
uu uu

do up
ww ww

J C K M M v
J v M M
J u M M

(1) 

Where u and v respectively indicate displacements in the horizontal and transversal direc-
tion, the dot ‧ indicates time derivative, the superscripts ' indicate derivative with respect to 
the vertical axis w and the superscripts up and do indicate the position “up” and “down” of the 
cross-section respect to the position of the gyroscopic device. According to above-mentioned 
hypotheses and after a proper static matrix condensation dynamic equilibrium of the un-
damped free vibrations of the system can be written in matrix form as: 

Mx Kx 0  (2) 

H
H

(a)

H

u

n
H

m+m

m+M

m+M

0

v
m+m

H

m

(b) 

Figure 1: Monopole tower with gyroscopic device: (a) Schematic of the structure, (b) Generalized lumped mass 
model, orientation and displacements. 

Where M, and K represent respectively the 2N×2N mass and stiffness matrix of the system 
depicted in Fig.1 x  and x  symbolize respectively generalized accelerations and displace-
ments vectors of the 2N degrees of freedom (DOF) of the structure in the two directions u and 
v, being N the number of lumped masses of the system. 

Accounting on the further DOF α of the gyroscopic device and according to above men-
tioned hypotheses Eq.1 and Eq.2 [20], can be conveniently combined as a function of a non-
dimensional time 0t  and converted to non-dimensional displacements jx

Dj  in a ma-
trix forma as: 

2
0 ,

0

( , )C
Mn n n nM χ C χ K χ K χ χ (3) 
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Figure 2: (a) Rotating mass with the local reference axes, (b) schematic of the gyroscopic device placed on the 
mast. 

Where Mn, Cn and Kn represent respectively the normalized mass damping and stiffness 
(N+1)×(N+1) matrix of the system depicted in Fig.1, were the additional DOF present in the 
matrices is due to the further DOF α of the gyroscopic device and 0

00
k

M  is the reference 

pulsation of a single DOF with reference mass M0 and stiffness 3
3

0
EI

Hk , 
0M

M
nM , nC

and 
0M

K
nK  represents respectively the normalized mass matrix, damping matrix and stiff-

ness matrix of the system. The quantities χ  , χ  and χ  are respectively the unknown non-
dimensional vectors of the generalized accelerations, velocities and displacements with re-
spect to the dimensionless time τ, 2C J  is the damping coefficient of the of the gy-

roscopic device with stiffness K , inertia ,11J J , undamped pulsation k
J  and 

damping ratio . Normalized undamped pulsation of the gyroscopic device can therefore 
written as function of the reference system pulsation 0  as 

0
[20]. 

As it can be noticed form an examination of Eq. (1), displacements in the u-w plane do not 
involve the gyricity of the system, moreover, given the hypothesis of a lumped mass model 
having their barycenter coincident with the mast shear center cross-section; displacement u (in 
the u-w plane) can, therefore, considered decoupled from the remaining degrees of freedom of 
the structure [25]. The model described in section 2.1 with 2×(N+1) DOF, can be consequent-
ly reduced to a N+1 DOF system for proper boundary conditions which does not involve dis-
placements in the u-w plane. Accounting of the above-mentioned hypotheses the lumped mass 
model with the gyroscopic device will be treated in the following as a N+1 DOF system. 

To assess the effectiveness of the proposed apparatus, numerical integration of the discrete 
dynamic equations has been conducted, similar verification approaches were already utilized 
by the authors in [20, 26-28]. 
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3 NUMERICAL RESULTS 

The prototype of the proposed gyroscopic device applied to the lumped mass system de-
picted in Fig. 1 is examined in this section. Without any loss of generality, the lumped masses 
are constant and equally distributed in the shaft with mi=m; in order to perform a parametric 
study, generalized properties of the system are defined as a function of the reference system 
having mass M0 (mass of upper platform), stiffness k0 (stiffness of a cantilever beam  with 
height H and flexural stiffness EI), reference pulsation 0 . 

The gyroscopic system has been placed in the N-1-th mass of the lumped mass model with 
N=16. The considered structure is a slender lighting pole typically utilized for illumination of 
large areas, sizes and structural properties are shown in Table 1: 

H 
(m) 

ρmast
(kg/m) 

M0
(kg) 

D 
(mm) 

zΩ
(m) 

EI 
(N×m2) 

N 
(-) 

Δz 
(m) 

m 
(kg) 

0

(rad/s) 
22 71.47 687.9 211.2  20.6 3.07e+7 16 1.37 98.27 1.88 

Table 1: Structural properties of the monopole tower and of the corresponding lumped mass model. 

Generalized properties of the gyroscopic system (refer to Table 2) are defined as a func-
tion of the structural characteristics of the mast, therefore non-dimensional magnitudes defin-
ing the gyroscopic device are: the mass ratio μM,Ω=MΩ,TOT/M0 (respect to the reference mass 
M0), the radius of gyration ratio μρ,Ω=ρΩ/D (respect to mast diameter D), so that 

, 0 , ,( )p MJ M D  and ,11 ,22 ,0.5 pJ J J . Mechanical properties of the gyroscopic 
apparatus as stiffness kα, damping coefficient Cα, damping ratio α , pulsation  and normal-
ized pulsation αα are illustrated in Table 2. 

μM,Ω 
(-) 

MΩ,TOT 
(kg) 

MΩ
(kg) 

mΩ
(kg) 

μρ,Ω
(-) 

ρΩ
(m) 

JΩ,ρ
(kg×m2) 

JΩ,11= JΩ,22 
(kg×m2) 

Kα 
(N×m) 

Cα 

(N×m×s) 
α 

(-) 

 

(rad/s) 
αα 

(-) 
0.10 68.79 67.15 0.82 1.42 0.30 6.14 3.07 - 11.66 10 0.19 0.10 

Table 2: Mechanical properties of the gyroscopic device. 

It must be noted that the presence of the mass of the gyroscopic device affects the global 
behavior of the original structure, is therefore important to reduce as much as possible the ad-
ditional mass of the gyroscopic device MΩ,TOT and its radius of gyration ρΩ which respectively 
influence the structure natural frequency and its aerodynamic behavior. Therefore, careful at-
tention must be paid for the design of the gyroscopic apparatus especially regarding the addi-
tional mass increment for possible buckling effects and frequency reduction and its size for a 
suitable aerodynamic design. Equation 3 has been solved by fourth-order Runge-Kutta algo-
rithm [34] which requires appropriate initial boundary conditions at τ=0 selected to examine 
the dynamic response of the first mode by imposing zero velocities and initial displacements 
in the y-z plane, proportional to linear eigenvector Φ of the structure without gyricity (Ω=0) 
according to a preselected amplitude parameter δ =y/D. 
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Fig. 3. First vibration mode of the examined lumped mass model for μM,Ω =0.10, without gyricity (Ω=0). 

Free vibrations corresponding to the first mode of the dynamic system with the gyroscopic 
device are illustrated in Fig. 4, Fig. 4a shows normalized displacements x/D of the top of the 
tower and angular rotations α of the gyroscopic device acting with gyricity Ω=ωJΩ,p (ω=180 
rad/sec) for different stiffness Kα of the spring device. Results illustrate the effectiveness of 
the proposed device in increasing the total damping of the mast, low values of stiffness Kα 
involve higher values of angular rotations α (refer to Fig. 4b), which in turn allow higher 
equivalent damping ratios Ω of the tower. As can be observed by the inspection of Fig. 4a, 
the effectiveness of the device increases with the decreasing of the device spring Kα, which 
allows (for a constant gyricity Ω) the maximum effectiveness for Kα=0.01, by an inspection of 
Fig.4b, it must be noted that a further decreasing of the Kα would led, as expected, to unac-
ceptable angular rotations which it would not satisfy the hypotheses of small oscillations on 
which Equation 1 is based. 
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Figure 4. Time history analysis of the free vibrations of the first mode of the tower with μM,Ω =0.10, μρ,Ω=1.42, 
corresponding to an amplitude parameter δ =y/D =0.20 with constant gyricity Ω=ωJΩ,p (ω=180 rad/sec) for dif-
ferent stiffness of the gyroscopic device spring Kα: (a) normalized horizontal displacements y/D of the N-th point 

and (b) rotations α of the gyroscopic device. 

The results of Fig.4 are corroborated by the data illustrated in Fig.5. which show an in-
creasing of αΩ and of Ω with the decreasing of the spring stiffness Kα. The effectiveness of the 
proposed gyroscopic device acting with the same gyricity, is therefore directly connected to 
the spring stiffness Kα. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Parametric analysis as function of the stiffness of the gyroscopic device spring Kα for the first mode of 
the tower with μM,Ω =0.10, μρ,Ω=1.42, δ =y/D =0.20 and constant gyricity Ω=ωJΩ,p (ω=180 rad/sec), (a) Normal-

ized damped frequency αΩ and (b) equivalent damping Ω of the tower. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper investigated the effects of a prototype of a gyroscopic device installed in slen-
der monopole tower. Results show that the presence of the device allows for an increase of the 
frequency and for a remarkable increase of damping of the tower; the effectiveness of the de-
vice depends on its mechanical properties. A further parametric study assesses and optimizes 
the performances of the gyroscopic device as a function of the angular spring stiffness Kα 
which connects the gyroscope to the mast. Results illustrate that stiffness spring Kα can be 
considered a key parameter for adjusting and setting the mechanical properties of the gyro-
scopic device. 
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Abstract

The application of dynamic vibration absorbers (DVA) to Wind Turbine (WT) towers has the 
potential to significantly improve the damping of the tower and the nacelle dynamic respons-
es, thus increasing the reliability of WTs. The Tuned Mass Damper (TMD) is considered a 
benchmark for vibration absorption of WT. However, its effectiveness is limited by the re-
quirement of large masses, in association to its installation location. Thus, an alternative 
concept is introduced, which is based on a novel passive vibration absorption configuration, 
the extended KDamper concept. The KDamper is essentially an extension of the conventional 
TMD, introducing appropriate negative stiffness (NS) elements. Instead of increasing the ad-
ditional mass, the vibration absorption capability of the KDamper can be increased by in-
creasing the value of the NS element. Therefore, the KDamper always indicates better 
isolation properties than a TMD with the same additional mass. In this paper, the perfor-
mance of these concepts is examined for increasing the damping of WT towers. A constrained 
optimization procedure is presented, from which the optimal design parameters are obtained. 
Although both concepts present a good behavior, the KDamper-based design significantly 
increases the effective damping of the WT tower, retaining the additional masses in reasona-
ble ranges.

Keywords: Wind Turbines, KDamper, Negative Stiffness, Vibration Control, Damping, 
Tuned Mass Damped.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Wind power continues its rapid growth worldwide and as a result, wind farms are likely to 
comprise a significant portion of the total production of wind energy. The high-quality wind 
resource and the proximity to load centres make wind energy a compelling proposition. The 
WWEA predicts that offshore wind farms of 150GW will operate in the EU by 2030, contrib-
uting 14% of the EU’s total electricity consumption. However, the above prediction is very 
ambitious. In recent years, several failures have been recorded in existing wind turbines (WT).
It is estimated that the structural failure (tower, foundation) of the installed WT amounts up to 
10% [1]. In addition, the structural and foundation costs are excessively high, reaching up to 
17% for land based (onshore) and fixed bottom offshore WT.

From the above comments, and according to the International Energy Agency [2], it 
emerges as top priority to enhance research to avoid WT structural failures. A way to extend 
the feasibility of Wind Turbine towers is by means of structural control.

The concept of a resonant damper, like a Tuned Mass Damper (TMD) is among the ap-
proaches that have received the most attention in the literature. The principal of the TMD sys-
tem [3] is the degradation of the dynamic response of the system through energy transfer to a 
system of an additional mass, designed with optimum characteristics and adapted in a suitable
position in the structure [4,5]. Active [6,7] and semi-active [8–12] TMD have been examined
thoroughly in the latest year, enhancing the damping performance of the passive TMD. The 
downside of such designs is that their performance is directly (or obliquely) depended by the 
accuracy of the actuators output, which over time can have an alternation in its performance.
In addition, the essential limitations of all the aforementioned TMD-related concepts, are re-
lated with the location and the selected mass of these devices. TMD should be installed at the 
top of the tower or inside the nacelle in order to be effective, and is associated with large addi-
tional masses, which constitutes a major limitation, since additional mass is highly undesira-
ble at the top of the WT. In addition, a slight alteration in the system parameters can alter the 
TMD tuning and reduce the system performance [13].

In this paper, the (extended) KDamper is intervened between the nacelle and the WT tower. 
The KDamper, introduced in [14], is essentially an extension of the TMD, by incorporating 
appropriate negative stiffness (NS) elements. Instead of increasing the additional mass, the 
vibration isolation capability of the KDamper can be increased by the NS, overcoming the 
sensitivity problems of TMDs as the tuning is mainly controlled by the NS. Thus, the 
KDamper always indicates better isolation properties than a TMD with the same mass, find-
ing numerous applications for vibration absorption in structural systems [15–24]. Although 
the KDamper incorporates a NS element, it is designed to be statically and dynamically stable.

Section 2 of the paper presents the dynamic model of the WT tower. The developed model 
is an assemblage of prismatic beam elements with sway DoFs considered to be the dynamic 
ones. In order to verify the validity and the efficiency of the developed model, a set of simpli-
fied analyses were conducted and compared with a commercial software package based on 
FEM. The aerodynamic load is taken into account by generating artificial basic wind veloci-
ties following the corresponding regulations of EC1 and applying it at the WT following the 
procedure described in [25]. Section 3, presents the optimization procedure for the EKD. The 
independent design variables are presented, and proper limitations and constraints are im-
posed on the design variables and the system main dynamic responses, based on the proposed 
constrained engineering-criteria driven optimization procedure. In section 4, the numerical 
results are presented, where the effectiveness of the EKD is verified. A comparison with a 
conventional TMD (2% mass) confirms that the EKD manages to significantly increase the 
effective damping of the WT tower, and thus mitigate the WT dynamic responses, with small 
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additional masses and a realistically designed configuration. In section 5, the conclusive re-
marks are presented, based on the nonlinear dynamic responses of the controlled WT tower 
with the proposed VCS and the comparison with the conventional TMD.

2 MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF WIND TURBINE FOUNDED ON 
MONOPILE FOUNDATION

2.1 Dynamic Model of WT with Monopile Foundation

An onshore wind turbine (WT) tower of length lt and variable tubular cross-section At (x) is 
examined, as presented in Figure 1. The tower supports the NREL baseline 5MW nacelle and 
rotor [26,27]. In order to account the inertial forces applied by the mechanical parts (nacelle, 
rotor, and blades) an additional concentrated mass mtop is added at the top of the tower [27].
The WT is founded on a monopile of length lp of cylindrical cross-section Ap. The monopile is 
embedded in a layered Winkler type soil profile represented by a Kelvin-Voigt element (i.e. 
elastic spring - dashpot parallel configuration ks - c).

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Wind turbine tower of variable cross section founded on monopile foundation. (a) Uncontrolled struc-
ture, and (b) controlled structure with EKD at the top of the WT tower.
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The transient nonlinear dynamic response analysis of the tower-pile system is investigated
through a Beam of Variable Cross Section over a Beam on Winkler Foundation formulation 
accounting for both kinematic and inertia interaction. Considering large displacements and 
employing the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, the geometrically nonlinear equations of 
motion of the WT are obtained as follows:

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

t t t t

p p p p

u u x x u F x
u u x x u F x

t t t tp

p p pt p

M 0 C 0 K K
0 M 0 C K K

( )t tt tt tt t t ( )K ( )( )t tu ut t

((p p ptK ((p pu upu uu u pt
(1)

where denotes differentiation with respect to the time t. Moreover, [Mt], [Mp], [Ct] and
[Cp] are the matrices of mass and damping of the WT tower and monopile, respectively. [Kt], 
[Kp] and [Ft], [Fp] are the nonlinear stiffness matrices and force vectors containing the geo-
metrically nonlinear terms, while {ut, up}T denotes the vector of unknown nodal displace-
ments. By introducing a vibration control system (VCS) at the top of the tower, the tower 
related matrices of Equation 1 are modified as:
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n N n n n N n n N n N n
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0 0 0 M (2.a)
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t

n,c n,d

C CC 0
C

0 0 C C (2.c)

where [MN] is the N × N mass matrix of the uncontrolled WT tower with N DoF while [Mn]
indicates the n × n mass matrix of the VCS. Similarly, [CN] and [KN] are the Rayleigh damp-
ing matrix and the condensed stiffness matrix corresponding to the sway DoF. The expres-
sions of the matrices in Equation 2 depend on the VCS of choice (TMD, EKD).

2.2 Wind Loads

In this paper, the aerodynamic load is taken into account by employing a basic wind ve-
locity at the altitude of 10 m, Vb and applying the corresponding regulations of (EN 1991 -
Wind actions, 2010). Moreover, in order to account the wind velocity fluctuation at the alti-
tude of lt, an artificial velocity time history is generated by applying the procedures presented 
in [29–32] assuming a standard deviation σ. The total concentrated force exerted on the top of 
the tower is computed as in [27]. Apart from the concentrated force applied on the top of the 
steel tower due to operation of the turbine, an additional distributed loading along the tower 
height is taken into account due to the fact that a portion of wind forced is exerted directly on 
the tower. The spatial and time distribution of this loading is obtained by employing the pro-
cedures of (EN 1991 - Wind actions, 2010) and of the studies [29–31]. The basic wind veloci-
ty that is employed has corresponding standard deviation Vb = 27.0 m/s with σ = 3.30 m/s
(Vm(120m) = 39.93 m/s). The rotor is assumed to develop a constant angular velocity Ωbl =
12.1 rpm, while all the necessary blade profile characteristics are retrieved from [26,32]. Fig-
ure 2.a presents the mean wind velocity, and Figure 2.b the time history of the evaluated total 
forces ( )NF t for the aforementioned basic wind velocity (Vb = 27.0 m/s, σ = 3.30 m/s).
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) Wind velocity at the top of the WT tower, and (b) total concentrated force exerted on the top of the 
WT tower ( )NF t .

3 IMPLEMENTATION OF VIBRATION CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1 VCS Considered

The first vibration mitigation approach is based on the classical TMD. The additional mass 
(mD) of the TMD is attached at the top of the WT tower or inside the nacelle, using a positive 
stiffness element and a linear damper (kD, cD). This concept is employed as a benchmark be-
cause it has received the most attention in the literature due to the simplicity of its implemen-
tation. The main drawback of this option is the need for large additional masses, in order for 
the TMD to achieve significant effective damping, as will be observed in the numerical results. 
The parameters of the TMD configuration are presented below:

/D D topm m (3.a)

2 /D D D Df k m (3.b)

/ 2 / 2D D D D D D Dc m c k m (3.c)

The TMD tuning frequency is selected to equal to the fundamental frequency of the prima-
ry structure fD=f1. The damping ratio affects the transferred vibrating energy to the oscillating 
mass of the TMD, and the TMD stroke. As the damping ratio decreases, more energy is trans-
ferred to mD, as the oscillating mass has an increased stroke. As a result, the TMD is more ef-
fective. However, the TMD stroke is upper bounded due to the geometrical limitation that the 
oscillating mass is placed at the top of the tower. For this reason, the damping ratio is selected 
to be equal to 10% in order to be as effective as possible, and at the same time realistic. The 
mass of the TMD is be equal to 2%, an extreme value selected only for comparison reasons.

In this paper, an extended version of KDamper [21], will be employed at the top of the WT 
in order to protect the WT tower from environmental vibrations (wind), as presented in Figure 
1. The additional mass, mtop, of the nacelle, rotor and blades is no longer rigidly attached to
the WT tower but is mounted on an extended KDamper device. In this concept, the additional 
oscillating mass of the EKD (mD) is connected with the nacelle with a negative stiffness ele-
ment and a linear damper (kNS, cNS), and with the steel tower with a positive stiffness element 
(kPS), and the steel tower is connected with the nacelle with a positive stiffness connection 
(kR). This way, the EKD aims to isolate the vibrations of the nacelle form the steel tower. In
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addition, the EKD aims to increase the effective damping of the WT tower compared to the 
TMD with the same additional mass, as it has been proven that the KDamper always presents 
an improved dynamic behavior as compared to the TMD.

The configuration of the extended KDamper (EKD) implemented at the top of the WT 
tower is illustrated in Figure 1. The positions regarding the EKD are presented below:

/D D topm m (4.a)

D NS PSk k k (4.b)

2 / NS PS
D D D D

D

k kf k m
m

(4.c)

0
NS PS

R
NS PS

k kk k
k k (4.d)

0 0 02 / /NS PS
D top R D top

NS PS

k kf k m m k m m
k k

(4.e)

/ (2 ) / (2 )NS NS D D NS D Dc m c k m (4.f)

where μD is the EKD additional mass ratio. In order for the proposed configuration to be 
realistic, the design of the EKD concept foresees variation in all the stiffness elements to en-
sure that the system remain statically and dynamically stable:

(1 ) (1 )(1 ) 0
(1 ) (1 )

PS PS NS NS
R R

PS PS NS NS

k kk
k k (5)

Assuming that the mD, and the values of the stability factors εNS, εPS, and εR are supposed 
known, the stiffness elements kPS and kR, result from Equations (4.e, 5) as a function of f0, and 
kNS. Therefore, the independent design variables sought in the optimization are:

1. the nominal frequency f0;

2. the value of the negative stiffness (NS) element kNS;

3. the value of the damping coefficient cNS);

For the optimization process, the Harmony Search (HS) algorithm, a novel metaheuristic 
algorithm is used [33].

3.2 Optimal Design of EKD

Having established the nonlinear equations of motion Equation 1 for the controlled WT, 
the next objective is to determine the optimal EKD parameters in order to attain the best pos-
sible vibration control strategy. The objective function and the constraints are selected from 
the geometrically non-linear time domain responses, are described below:

i. Assign values to the known parameters (initial guess).

a) EKD is implemented at the top of the WT tower, and as a result the additional os-
cillating mass is desired to be the minimum possible. Thus, mD varies in the range
[0.1 0.5] %, one order of magnitude lower as compared to that of the TMD.

b) The stability factors of the kPS, kR are conservatively selected as 5%. The variation
of the NS element kNS, is selected equal to 10%, as indicated in [21].
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ii. Set the objective function (OF) as the minimization of the relative displacement of the
WT tower. (obtained from geometrically nonlinear dynamic analysis)

Re
0min: (OF)

t

l
top l lu u u (6)

iii. Set the geometrical constraint regarding the relative displacement of the oscillating
mass of the EKD and the top of the WT tower. The upper limit is equal to half of the
top tower diameter.

Re / 2 (Constraint 1)
t

l
D D l topu u u D (7)

iv. To ensure the effective operation of the WT. another geometrical limitation regarding
the relative displacement of the nacelle and the top of the WT tower is set:

Re 0.5 m (Constraint 2)
t

l
Nac nac lu u u (8)

v. Set an upper limit for the damping coefficients cNS with respect to the superstructure
mass. This constraint is based on previous works [47] as well as on manufacturing re-
strictions:

1000 / (Constraint 3)NSc kNs m (9)

vi. Set an upper limit for the NS per 1 tn of structure mass [14]:

50 / (Constraint 4)NSk kN m (10)

vii. The nominal frequency f0 of the SBA varies in the range [0.1 5] Hz, (Constraint 5).

Finally, the limits of the free design variables are: a) nominal frequency f0 (Hz) [0.1 5.0], b) 
value of the NS element kNS (kN/m) [-20000 -1], and c) damping coefficient cNS (kNs/m) [1
1000]. As for the parameters inherently involved in the HS algorithm, the commonly used 
values in relative literature are employed: HMS=75, HMCR=0.5, and PAR=0.1.

4 NUMERICAL APPLICATION

4.1 Considered WT tower and monopile systems

In this section, the NREL baseline 5-MW nacelle and rotor, supported by a steel tower of 
120 m height is examined. This choice is made due to the fact that is widely used in the litera-
ture as a benchmark option for vibration control of WT towers. The key properties of the wind 
turbine and the steel tower are listed in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively.

As far as monopile system is concerned, a steel tubular pile of constant cross section 
(Ep=2.1x108 kN/m2, ρp=7.8 tn/m3, νp=0.3, Gp=8.0769x107 kN/m2, lp=30.0 m, Dp=5.0 m, 
tp=0.08 m) is considered. The undrained shear strength of the soil profile is assumed to follow 
a parabolic distribution with depth with mean Su=60 kPa, , mass density γ=1 tn/m3 and modu-
lus of elasticity E=1800Su. The whole structure is subjected to the action of its total weight 
(including mechanical parts). More specifically, a distributed axial load along the length of 
the structure and a concentrated axial force at its top are applied, which are evaluated accord-
ing to the corresponding masses.
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Table 1: Key properties of NREL baseline 5 MW wind turbine.

Table 2: Key properties of the considered steel tower.

4.2 Nonlinear dynamic model verification

In order to verify the validity and the efficiency of the developed formulation, a set of sim-
plified analyses were conducted and the obtained results were compared with those obtained 
from the commercial software package SOFiSTiK [34] based on FEM. More specifically, in 
Table 3, the first 5 eigenperiods of vibration, are presented using SOFiSTiK, and are com-

Property Value

Rating 5 MW

Rotor diameter 126 m

Hub diameter 3 m

Cut-in wind speed 3 m/sec

Rated wind speed 11.4 m/sec

Cut-out wind speed 25 m/sec

Cut-in rotor speed 6.9 rpm

Rated rotor speed 12.1 rpm

Nacelle mass 240,000 kg

Rotor mass 110,000 kg

Blade material Glass-fibre

Blade length 61.5 m

Blade mass 17,740 kg

Blade CM (from blade root) 20.475 m

Blade damping ratio (all modes) 0.48%

Property Value

Height 120 m

Base diameter 8.43 m

Base steel thickness 0.048 m

Top diameter 3.87 m

Top steel thickness 0.025 m

Young’s modulus 210 GPa

Steel density 8,500 kg/m3

Total mass 798,640 kg

Location of CM (above base) 43.042 m

Tower damping ratio (all modes) 1%
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pared with those obtained from a FEM solution employing 24 prismatic beam elements for 
the tower and 60 for the monopile. Furthermore, the response of each tower configuration is 
examined performing a simplified linear static analysis, applying a concentrated force at the 
top of the tower. Table 3 presents the static deflections Xtop at the top of the WT tower ob-
tained from the developed model of the WT tower as compared with the aforementioned FEM 
solution, using SOFiSTiK software. It can be observed that the validity of the developed 
model of the WT tower is verified, as both the values of the WT eigenperiods and the static 
deflection of the top of the WT tower are in a very good agreement.

Eigenperiods (sec) Static deflection at the top 
of the tower Xtop (m)T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

Present Study 4.315 0.727 0.243 0.122 0.076 1.225
SOFiSTiK 4.310 0.726 0.246 0.128 0.081 1.233
Table 3: Eigenperiods of the WT tower, and static deflection at the top of the tower under static analysis.

4.3 Dynamic responses

The design parameters selected for the TMD system are μD=2%, ζD=10%, and fD=f1,
where f1 is the fundamental frequency of the primary structure. Regarding the EKD system, 
the selected additional mass is equal to μD=0.1%, 20 times lower as compared to that of the 
TMD, and the stability factors εNS, εPS, and εR are selected as 10%, 5%, and 5%, respectively. 
The optimal EKD parameters obtained following the procedure presented in Section 3.2, are 
presented in Table 4.

Fixed values Independent design variables Resulting stiffnesses
mD (tn) εNS, εPS, εR (%) f0 (Hz) kNS (kN/m) cNS (kN/m) kR (kN/m) kPS (kN/m)
0.403 10, 5, 5 0.3664 -9089.7 511.69 13057 54275

Table 4: Optimal EKD parameters.

The dynamic response of the WT tower relative displacement is presented in Figure 3.a, 
for the uncontrolled WT, as well as the controlled WT with a conventional TMD (2%), and 
the proposed EKD (0.1%) implemented at the top of the WT. It is observed that due to the 
nature of the external load, the first peak of the dynamic response is not affected by either sys-
tem, however, the 2nd peak is greatly reduced with the EKD system. As a result, the effective 
damping of the controlled system is significantly increased. In order to calculate the exact 
value of the effective damping, the initial and the controlled structures are subjected to a free 
vibration with initial conditions, as illustrated in Figure 4, and more specifically to that of the 
first modal eigenform of the uncontrolled structure. The effective damping is then calculated 
with the following logarithmic rule: 

Re

Re 2

2
ln

1

l
top eff
l

top eff

u t

u t T (1)

where T is the time between two consecutive peaks of the dynamic response, and utop
Rel is the 

top tower relative displacement. The effective damping of the initial structure, the TMD and 
the EKD systems are 2.67 %, 2.98 %, and 8.36 %. The TMD system slightly increases the ef-
fective damping, while the EKD system has more than 3 times the initial effective damping.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: (a) Dynamic response of the WT tower top relative displacement of the initial, the TMD and the EKD 
systems. (b) Additional oscillating mass relative to the tower displacement of the TMD and EKD systems.

Figure 4: Free vibration of the top WT tower of the initial uncontrolled structure, the TMD system, and the EKD. 
The initial displacement conditions imposed are according to the first modal eigenform of the initial WT.

Finally, the relative displacement of the additional oscillating mass of the TMD and EKD 
systems, is presented in Figure 3.b. The additional mass of the EKD has a stroke more than 
one order of magnitude smaller, as compared to that of the TMD. More specifically, the peak 
of the additional mass stroke is 1.11 m with the TMD system, and 0.076 m with the EKD sys-
tem.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a novel passive vibration absorption and damping concept, the extended 
KDamper, is examined for improving the WT tower dynamic behavior and increasing the ef-
fective damping. A wind turbine of 5MW supported by a steel tower of 120 m founded on a 
monopile was analyzed under a horizontal aerodynamic load due to the wind. The developed 
nonlinear dynamic model is an assemblage of prismatic beam elements, the validity of which 
is verified based on a comparison with a commercial software package on FEM. The aerody-
namic load is taken into account by generating artificial basic wind velocities applying the 
corresponding regulations of EC1, Part1,4. The proposed vibration control system (VCS) is 
designed based on a constrained optimization procedure, that accounts for geometrical, con-
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structional and manufacturing limitations. Based on the performed nonlinear dynamic analysis, 
the following conclusive remarks can be made:

i. The proposed nonlinear dynamic model is effective and efficient in implementing
VCS for vibration control of WT.

ii. The employed additional mass is significantly lower (0.1%, 0.403 tn) as compared to a
conventional TMD (2%, 8.6 tn).

iii. The EKD increases the effective damping (8.36 %) of the WT tower more than 3
times compared to the initial WT (2.67 %), while the TMD system achieves only a
slight increase (2.98 %).

iv. The additional mass stroke in the EKD is in the order of a few centimeters (7.6 cm),
overcoming the fundamental disadvantage of the TMD that requires large strokes,
more than 1 m.
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Abstract. Adaptive façades can be a solution to many urban aspects such as sustainability 
and energy efficiency. Along these lines, a parametric analysis has been conducted to investi-
gate the geometrical reconfigurations of the proposed adaptive solar shading system, the day-
light performance with Rhinoceros and the plugins Grasshopper and ClimateStudio as well as 
the structural behaviour with Karamba3D. A skeleton structure synthesized by GFRP bend-
ing-active elements and stabilized by a secondary system of cables with variable length and a 
PTFE tensile skin leads to a lightweight modular structure with embedded actuation. The 
control system is capable of flexible patterns and multi-stages of open, semi and close config-
urations for different sun shading effects, depending on the changeable weather conditions 
and the relative response required in every part of the façade. The mechanism recalls a 
Class-2 Tensegrity system with springed hinges, where the rigid members and the hinges are 
substituted by lamellas, which can be bend by controlling the length of the cables. Further-
more, the ever-changing modular structure, especially to the plethora of different configura-
tions, results in an aesthetically pleasing and organic dynamic filter for a tall building. 
Further research can be carried out about the wind load, how the structure can be naturally 
wind-resistant, and convective factors triggered by air movements between the façade and the 
building itself. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Adaptive building envelope design may provide a real-time process of reconfiguration on a 
daily and seasonal basis enlivening the environmental performance of the building and en-
hancing the end-users’ internal comfort. A viable design for adaptive shading systems is nec-
essary, especially when the building sector absorbs 40 % of the total energy use, even greater 
than the transport and industry sectors [1]. Current numerical studies evaluate the perfor-
mance of external shades by scoping the impact of them with regard to the building envelope 
and the indoor environment [2-6]. Different typologies of shadings such as overhangs, vertical 
fins, horizontal shading, egg-crate shading, perforated screens and exterior blinds are giving 
potential opportunities for energy savings and improvement of indoor environment. 

The sustainability role of the external shading elements can be further extended by means 
of adaptability either following environmental spaces and user needs or increasing the effi-
ciency and optimizing the materials in order to reduce energy consumptions [7]. The effec-
tiveness of kinetic façades in terms of energy savings is demonstrated in [8] with three 
existing buildings, Al Bahar Towers, Council House 2 and Q1 Headquarters Building. Adap-
tive folding shading systems placed externally on the Al-Bahar Tower in Abu Dhabi obtain 
different configurations, in order to regulate solar radiation and maximize the energy savings 
on cooling. In tracking the sun position, the kinetic system applied on the western façade of 
the Council House 2 in Australia provides full shading while minimizing the electricity con-
sumption by 85 %. Following the sun path with three different configurations by the motor-
ized swivel vertical louvers of the Q1 Headquarters Building in Germany, the adaptive 
external shading system succeeds in minimizing the electricity consumption, glare, as well as 
maximizing the heat gain and natural air ventilation. 

A systematic analysis for daylight performance of an adaptive façade shading system inte-
grated on a multi-storey office proves that rotation of the external shades and inclination of 
the slats may considerably influence the indoor daylight performance. Furthermore, shades 
can control the amount of incoming solar radiation and block the solar heat gain admitted into 
the open-space offices, while their impact on the air indoor temperature is significant by re-
ducing the overheating and cooling loads [9-10]. Indoor environment is related to the comfort 
of the occupants and inevitably affects the well-being, productivity and consequently pro-
vokes the economic benefit. For example, the rising demand for lighting energy is also asso-
ciated with the visual discomfort. Adaptive façade systems can lower the thermal load of the 
building by blocking the sunlight effectively, while daylight can be used properly during the 
day enhancing occupant comfort [11]. 

Adaptive sun shading systems can meet the changing solar radiation and provide an opti-
mal shading as well as maximization of the daylight use [12]. Relevant adaptive and kinetic 
systems that reflect principles of embedded actuation and meditated to sustainable issues, 
functionality and aesthetics considerations are presented in this paper. An experimental proto-
type in full-scale of a tensegrity structure is actuated in obtaining a responsive behavior 
through adjustment of tension members and actuators [13]. In this context, a conceptual de-
velopment of an adaptable structure aiming at structural simplicity and reduced energy con-
sumption during the reconfiguration is presented in [14]. The proposed actuation method 
conveys the ability to the structure to obtain different geometrical reconfigurations. The 
methodology approach of the responsive skylight modules leading to the integration of archi-
tectural kinetic elements and computational devices is presented in [15]. Design requirements 
of the project are the optimization of the thermal and daylighting conditions. The prototype 
system is based on tensegrity principles incorporated with photovoltaic panels in its structure. 
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A similar approach on adaptive tensegrity architecture mimics the dynamics of a blinking sail 
as a dynamic sun-screen harvesting device presented in [16].  

The current research project refers to the design and analysis of adaptive bending-active 
modules for a tensile solar shading system using as a case study the SFB1244 demonstrator 
tower located in the campus Vaihingen of the University of Stuttgart in Germany. A synergis-
tic architectural and engineering approach of the adaptive bending-active modules leads to the 
design of a high efficiency envelope system with improved load-bearing performance. Essen-
tially, the goal was to increase energy efficiency by controlling the light transmission and thus 
provide energy savings on cooling, heating and lighting demands. The characters of lightness, 
aesthetic quality and utilization flexibility were the most important to consider at the begin-
ning of the designing process. The software used for the parametric analysis include Rhinoc-
eros and Grasshopper for the 3D modeling, ClimateStudio for the daylight analysis and 
Karamba3D for the structural analysis; both ClimateStudio and Karamba3D work in the Rhi-
no/Grasshopper environment. The daylight simulations were carried out on different days and 
times throughout the year, to test the response and effectiveness of the various configurations 
that the adaptive system is capable of, using the parameterization of the Grasshopper model.  

2 DESIGN 

2.1 Adaptive bending-active modules 

The first idea was to use tensegrity for the mechanism of each module - specifically, a 
Class-2 tensegrity system for the vertical ribs of the shells, consisting of two cable-controlled 
rigid bars connected by a springed hinge. This approach, though, would have required a 
change of shape through approximation; this is why, at the end, the bending-active approach 
was chosen. This approach could keep the structure in the lightweight range, providing almost 
the same mechanism and the possibility of keeping the shape just as it was designed. The 
bending-active solution for the module mechanism recalls the bow-and-string principle; the 
original frame of bending-active elements consisted of a single vertically oriented bow in the 
middle. This disposition was eventually modified (as shown in Figure 1) to have two vertical 
elements instead, spaced enough to have a more even area distribution of the membrane. 

Figure 1: Adaptive bending-active system. 
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Each sun-shielding module is 2,00m wide and 0,90m tall, and its shape allows for each row 
to aesthetically interlock with the previous ones, with a 1,00m horizontal offset. The modules 
open and close by being constrained to the horizontal plane (identified with the midpoints of 
each row) by controlling the length of cables. 

Glass Fiber Reinforced Polymer (GFRP) was chosen as the material for the bending-active 
frame; this material allows good behavior on long-term deformation cycles and a very high 
strength-to-weight ratio. Architectural Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) was chosen as the ma-
terial for the membrane; the resin-painted fiberglass has excellent properties for a second skin 
facade, thanks to its weather resistance and self-cleaning behavior.  

2.2 Reconfigurations and integration to the Demonstrator 

The system is designed to flexibly work in various sunlight conditions, thanks to the ability 
of each module to change in configuration to a certain degree, from completely closed to 
completely open. This is possible thanks to the GFRP skeleton of each module, stabilized by 
cables and a PTFE membrane. The embedded actuation system, controlled by sensors, makes 
it possible to have different sun shading (and aesthetic) effects, visible as gradients on the fa-
çade throughout the day (as shown in Figure 2).  

The connection with the Demonstrator tower is realized through a steel space grid-like 
structure that gives the needed support to the panels and keeps the whole system lightweight, 
without obstructing the view from and to the building. 

Figure 2: Gradients in the adaptive configuration model. 

3 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 
The structural analysis was originally intended to be carried out in SAP2000; in order to do 

that, the 3D model had to be assembled in GeometryGym, a software that works in the Rhi-
no/Grasshopper environment and helps exporting the model to SAP2000, thanks to the con-
trolled IFC conversion of the files. The issues had with such a work outline were in the double 
curvature of the shell elements. Said software works best when synthesizing big models, de-
constructing them in smaller parts; when the mathematical conversion needed, from the 
Grasshopper boundary representation to a mesh, interests smaller elements with tighter toler-
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ances it becomes a problem. The approximation was excessive and it resulted in troubles re-
lated to the bijective individuation of points; this was especially an obstacle for the external  
forces and support placement. The ideal solution was to control the degree of approximation 
of the curvature of each element through a software that was closer to the Grasshopper native 
environment. For this reason, in the present work, it was decided to carry out the analysis in 
the Rhino environment with Karamba3D; this software made it possible to better control the 
approximation of the original shape, for both the frame and the membrane. The membrane 
was meshed, and its area was used for the wind load; its support was the frame, deformed, 
while the supports of the frame itself were placed in the intersection between the central verti-
cal and horizontal elements. The support structure was designed as a space grid structure, in 
order to be well distributed and light in both aesthetic and structural terms, while allowing for 
the full movement of each module. 

3.1 Wind load 
The main loads considered were self-weight and wind load; the latter was calculated from 

the local legislation and the Eurocodes. The obtained wind load was related to a wind speed of 
81km/h; this was the worst-case scenario, and in Stuttgart this condition is very rare (less than 
30 hours per year). Another scenario was taken into account, imagining the request of the cli-
ent to have the structure designed for 50km/h and 60km/h (wind conditions still rare for the 
city), to consider the advantages in terms of lightness and economy at the expense of having 
the façade closed when said wind velocities are reached. Tangential wind was also considered. 

3.2 Results 
After having the model assembled in Karamba3D, a strict hierarchy was followed in the re-

lationship between each element of the façade, so to have their structural behavior connected 
just as expected in working conditions. A nonlinear analysis was needed, because of the bend-
ing-active approach used; after solving using the specific analysis tool, the ModelView tool 
allowed the visualization of displacements (Figure 3) and stress on each of the models. A spe-
cific set of tools was placed on the Grasshopper canvas to get the axial stress results on each 
element. The highest displacements measured on the module frame were 2,83mm at the ex-
tremes, without considering the stabilizing effect of the steel cables. The highest value of ten-
sion measured on the support system is 0,61 kN, while the highest value of compression is 
0,43kN. 

Figure 3: Karamba3D result window. 
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3.3 Support system sections 
Following positive outcomes related to buckling, displacement and axial stress tests, the 

profiles chosen for the original wind condition (81km/h) were the EN10210 33,7x3,2mm with 
circular section. The provided results for a lower wind condition (60km/h) have led to a thin-
ning of the profile section, now the circular EN10210 26,9x3,2mm, which leads to increased 
lightness and economic convenience. 

4 DAYLIGHT ANALYSIS 
The daylight analysis was carried out in ClimateStudio; the chosen days for the simulations 

were the two solstices and the two equinoxes, and for each day the hour chosen was 9:30 am, 
12:30 am and 15:30 pm.  

All materials have been assigned to each element of the 3D model. Three case studies have 
been considered in this project: the bare structure, fully open configuration and adaptive con-
figuration. 

4.1 Parameterization 

The parameterization of the façade allowed each corner to independently open and close, 
causing a dynamic gradient on each side of the building. By changing the corner values in or-
der to follow the sun position at a certain time, the ideal overall configuration was researched 
each time (as shown in Figure 4 for March 20th, 15:30). Issues with the model were related to 
the cable slits, excessively large, and the BRep approximation from Grasshopper to ClimateS-
tudio, that caused some light to creep in. The solution was to reduce the slits and to mesh the 
entire façade, so the software could read it properly. 

Figure 4: ClimateStudio test environment. 

4.2 Results 
The results (Figure 5) show that the adaptive configuration always respects the ideal lux 

range (350-450), with peak values hardly over 500; the completely open configuration has 
worse results, especially during the cold months. The worst condition is, by far, the bare 
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structure, with average peak values of over 600lux. Furthermore, the façade shows its dynam-
ic aesthetic value the most when following the sun position in the adaptive configuration. 

Figure 5: Daylight simulation results (21st of December). 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 Overall results 
The designed adaptive façade proved to be very effective in its dynamic sun-shielding be-

havior, providing the right amount of daylight even when most exposed to the sun radiation. 
The structure, including the support system, is lightweight and thin, which is convenient for 
both its cost and aesthetic value. Furthermore, the sculpted feel given to the building helps 
create a sense of dynamism and the character of the façade becomes the character of the 
building.  

5.2 Further considerations 

The structure, especially the support system frame, can benefit from form-finding ap-
proaches aimed at optimizing the mass and geometry distribution of its elements. Furthermore, 
a tensegrity solution for the same space grid can be researched.  
Form-finding can also be used for the modules, to consider a change of shape related to the 
dynamic action of the wind in any configuration. This requires a new parameterization and the 
use of accessory tools in the Grasshopper environment.  
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Abstract

Tensegrity concepts are common in nature and are recognizable, e.g., in every cell, in the mi-
crostructure of the spider silk, and in the pattern of bones and tendons for control of locomo-
tion. This work deals with the formulation of a tensegrity model of spider dragline silk fiber at 
the mesoscale through a multi-domain network approach with tensegrity architecture. The
fiber is described as a multi-walled tube formed by coaxial cylindrical networks of beta-sheet 
crystals (crystalline domains) and polypeptide (amorphous) chains (noncrystalline domains). 
The given model generalizes a previous one recently appeared in the literature and paves the 
way to the optimal design of innovative biomimetic fibers with tensegrity architecture.

Keywords: Tensegrity, Spider Silk, Multiscale Modeling, Tensile Response.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Tensegrity principles are common in nature and exist, e.g., in every cell, in the micro-
structure of the spider silk, and in the arrangement of bones and tendons for control of loco-
motion. The present study deals with the formulation of a tensegrity model of spider dragline 
silk fiber at the mesoscale through a multi-domain network approach [1],[2] with tensegrity 
architecture [3]. 

The fiber is described as a multi-walled tube made of coaxial cylindrical networks of 
b-sheet crystals (crystalline domains) [4] and polypeptide (amorphous) chains (noncrystalline 
domains) [5]. Each tube is composed of a network of helical-shaped elements, loaded in ten-
sion (or strings) [6] and circumferential elements, loaded in compression (or bars).  

The strings correspond to domains of amorphous chains attached to crystalline do-
mains at their extremities, while the bars reproduce the compressive stiffening effect that is 
played by beta-sheet plated crystals in the circumferential direction, when the fiber is longitu-
dinally stretched [3],[6]. Radial links transfer the compressive stresses from one tube to an-
other.   

2 MESOSCALE MECHANICAL MODELING OF A SPIDER SILK FIBER

We now illustrate the mechanical behavior of the dragline silk fiber at the mesoscopic 
scale through a multi-domain network approach [1],[2] with tensegrity architecture [3]. The
fibre is described as a multi-walled tube made of coaxial cylindrical networks of -sheet crys-
tals (crystalline domains) [4] and polypeptide (amorphous) chains (noncrystalline domains, 
see Fig. 1) [5]. Each tube consists of a network of helical-shaped elements loaded in tension 
(or strings) [6] and circumferential elements loaded in compression (or bars). The strings are 
used to model amorphous chains attached to crystalline domains at their extremities, while the 
bars are introduced to simulate the compressive stiffening effect of the -sheet plated crystals 
in the circumferential direction, when the fibre is stretched along its direction  [3],[6]. Radial 
links reproduce the stresses of compression from one tube to another.  The different tubes 
forming the fibre model describe the homogenised properties of different sections of the core 
of the fibre. It is indeed largely accepted in the up-to-date literature that the outer lipid, glycol 
and skin layers minimally contribute to the overall mechanical response of the fibre [6]-[8]. 
We now focus the attention on the response of the fibre under an isochoric longitudinal 
stretching deformation, which stretches the fibre up to an engineering strain ,
where denotes the unstretched length of the fibre, and denotes the stretched length. If we 
consider that the volume of the fibre remains constant under stretching, as it is written in 
many experimental studies (refer, e.g., to [9],[10]), the length variation along the longitudinal 
axis occurs in association with a radial contraction of the fibre. The radial engineering strain

, where is the radius of the fibre in the unstretched configuration, and is 
the stretched radius, is related to the longitudinal strain  through 

(1)
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 1: Triple-walled tensegrity model of a portion of the dragline silk fiber at the mesoscopic scale: (a) overall 
views; (b) exploded view of the different walls. The red members are strings or tendons while the blue members 
are bars or struts.

We characterise the initial elastic response of the strings forming the multiwalled model in 
Fig. 1  through the following Young modulus: 

, (2)

where is the elastic modulus of -sheet crystal domains, is the initial (pre-yielding) 
elastic modulus of the noncristalline domanins and is the volume fraction of -sheet crystals
within the strings. 

The generic string yielding occurs when the engineering strain  of the element reaches a 
threshold value 

g
. The mechanical response of the string in the post-yielding regime is de-

scribed through the following incremental Young modulus: 
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, (3)

where  denotes the post-yield tangent modulus of the noncrystalline domains. 

We consider that the bars are characterized by a constant compressive modulus equal to ,
being not affected by yielding phenomena.  

Both the strings and the bars of the model (Fig. 1) are considered as rods with rectangular 
cross section with width and thickness . By considering the strings of the i-th wall, we con-
sider , where refers to the initial (undeformed) length of the circumferential 
bars, and  denotes the radial dimension of the layer. Considering the circumferential bars 
of the i-th wall, we assume and  

y
, where  indicates the longi-

tudinal spacing of such elements. Finally, for what concerns the radial bars we assume 
 and . The geometrical and mechanical parameters that describe

the proposed model(Fig. 1) are provided in Table 1. Such properties are imported from Refs.
[6]-[7] for what concerns the radial dimensions of the layers forming a dragline silk fibre with 
overall diameter of . The mechanical properties of the fibre elements are instead the fol-
lowing (elastic modulus of the -sheet crystals and mechanical properties of the links con-
necting the crystalline domains, in pre- and post-yielding conditions).  

wall d (nm) t (nm) (nm) x (%)
1 4100 800 859 0.40 20 4 0.4 7
2 2500 800 524 0.40 20 4 0.4 7
3 900 800 189 0.40 20 4 0.4 7

Table 1. Geometrical and mechanical properties of the model in Fig. 1. 

3 TENSILE RESPONSE

The use of the properties in Table 1 leads us to predict the engineering and true stress-
strain curves illustrated in Fig. 2. The engineering stress is obtained by dividing the total 
pulling force acting on the fibre by the initial cross section area . The true stress is related 
to the engineering stress through the equation , while the true strain is related 
to the engineering strain through   [12].  
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Fig. 2: Engineering (dashed line) and true (solid line) stress-strain responses of the multiwalled silk fibre model.

4 CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have illustrated a multi-walled generalization of the tensegrity model recently pro-
posed for the spider dragline silk fiber. The different tubes forming the fiber model describe 
the homogenized properties of different sections of the core of the fiber. It is indeed largely 
accepted in the recent literature that the outer lipid, glycol and skin layers contribute very lit-
tle to the global mechanical behavior of the fiber [6]-[8].  

The presented model generalizes the one proposed in [9] and paves the way to the op-
timal design of innovative biomimetic fibers with tensegrity architecture.
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Abstract. The design of buildings with a limited environmental impact and improved energy
efficiency is nowadays of fundamental importance to face the challenge of reducing pollution
and saving natural resources, without giving up comfort, indoor air quality and well-being. In
fact, it is well known that the building industry is one of the largest consumers of material and
energy resources and, among the many parts that make up a building, façades are responsible
for a huge energy exchange with the surrounding environment. Therefore, both the research
world and industry are very interested in effective solutions for smart and climate adaptable
façades. A variety of concepts and solutions, which are competing with each other, have indeed
already been developed. However, the field is not yet mature and an increase in emerging
and innovative solutions is expected and requires future research and further challenges to be
addressed. Recent studies have paid attention to the mechanics of folding sunscreens made
with origami panels activated by stretching or releasing strings, following the tensegrity design
philosophy. The present contribution is aimed at promoting innovative technological solutions
based on the study of new models for foldable façade modules, paying attention to geometric
patterns, deployability and mechanical properties.
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1 INTRODUCTION

One of the main challenges that contemporary architecture and civil engineering have to face

is the construction of sustainable buildings with high energy efficiency, capable of limiting their

environmental impact by minimizing the pollution they produce and the consumption of natural

resources. It is well known, in fact, that the building industry is among the largest consumers

of material resources and energy, accounting for about 40% of final energy consumption in the

European Union (EU) [1]. Sustainability is thus among the main objectives of Horizon 2020 [2],

the EU program for research and innovation. The challenge of the EU is maintaining the current

standards of living while decreasing the energy dependence on fossil fuels and reducing CO2

emissions by between 80% and 85% compared to 1990 [3].

Since the energy consumption of buildings is mostly related to air conditioning and domestic

hot water, electricity and gas [4], increasing importance has been given to the concept of energy

efficient buildings (EEBs), able to guarantee a condition of well-being inside, minimizing the

use of non-renewable energy sources, through the integration of “active” and “passive” typo-

logical solutions. Among the many parts that make up a building, façades are responsible for a

huge energy exchange with the surrounding environment. Hence, to save energy, the building

envelope must perform more than the simple function of separating the external space from the

inside, with insulation. The envelope is thus assigned the task of regulating the energy flow re-

lated to the passage of heat, the transmission of light and solar radiation and minimizing energy

consumption due to air conditioning. Therefore, both the research world and industry are very

interested in effective solutions for smart and climate adaptable facades. A variety of concepts

and solutions, as for instance double envelope systems, which are considered with increasing

interest in the EEB design [5, 6], have indeed already been developed. However, the field is not

yet mature and an increase in emerging and innovative solutions is expected and requires future

research and further challenges to be addressed [7]. Recent studies have paid attention to the

mechanics of folding sunscreens made with origami panels activated by stretching or releasing

strings, following the tensegrity design philosophy [8]. Glazing systems with morphing capa-

bilities controlled by pairs of superelastic cables reversibly actuated against each other have

also been considered, where superelasticity is also exploited to improve the structural behavior

of the façade system subjected to wind loads [9]. The possibility of harvesting energy under the

action of wind loads or partially recovering energy from the folding/unfolding mechanism has

also been considered in the literature [10].

The present paper, which is focused on dynamic solar screens and shading systems for

façades improving energy performance of buildings, is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we

briefly report about two of the existing state-of-the-art dynamic solar shading systems. Then,

Sect. 3 is devoted to the operating principles of tensegrity structures and the possible advan-

tages in using them as building envelopes. Basics on dynamics and foldability of tensegrity are

reported in Sect. 4. Finally, some remarks given in Sect. 5 conclude the paper.

2 STATE OF THE ART OF DYNAMIC SOLAR FAÇADES

The present section is devoted to a brief description of two significant examples of adap-

tive dynamic façades, that indeed constitute the state of the art of contemporary architectural

research about the building envelope, that, over time, has been transformed from a static and en-

ergetically passive element into a dynamic, permeable, and selective interface, designed to adapt

to changes in external environmental conditions and positively affect the thermo-hygrometric

and environmental parameters that guarantee comfort of users. Both examples are interesting,
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modern reinterpretations of the traditional, wooden shading façades, the so-called “mashra-

biyas” [11], common in Arab culture. Mashrabiyas are able to filter the light and control the

air flow to reduce the temperature and increase the humidity of the internal environments of a

building.

The first example we consider is the building of the Institut du Monde Arabe (IMA). Lo-

cated in Paris, France, the building of the IMA, designed by Jean Nouvel, Pierre Soria, Gilbert

Lezénés and Architecture Studio, has become a fundamental reference for dynamic façades.

In particular, the rectangular, south-west façade of IMA is a lattice made up of square mod-

ules equipped with motorized steel diaphragms, connected to photosensitive sensors. The di-

aphragms open and close every hour to regulate the amount of natural light that enters the

building, resulting in a dynamic shading system. It is emphasized in [12], to which we refer for

further details, that the adaptive façade of the IMA exemplifies the strengths and limitations of

mechanically operated designs.

The second example is the adaptive dynamic façade of the Al Bahar Towers, located in

Abu Dhabi, where the climate is very hot and humid, especially in the summer, with up to

100% humidity and temperatures that reach 50◦C, thus making a cooling system an equipment

of paramount importance for buildings. The cooling of the glass façades of the buildings is

guaranteed by a system of panels activated by low consumption electric linear actuators and

which dynamically responds to the position of the sun during the day. The result is a scalable

hexagonal shading device that acts as a solar barrier. This shading system allows the building to

reach and maintain optimal thermo-hygrometric well-being, protecting the inhabitants from the

glare of the sun rays and, at the same time, guaranteeing the right privacy. The shading system

is based on modules made of six panels, coated in polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), mounted on

a supporting structure made up of duplex stainless-steel frames [13, 14].

3 TENSEGRITY SOLAR FAÇADES

The design of active solar façades may exploit the advantages of tensegrity paradigm, that

leads to light, deployable and foldable structures. If well designed, the core module quickly

becomes scalable and is capable of being replicated to generate large-scale patterns.

Among the many different possible definition of “tensegrity”, the most widely accepted [15]

is that can be given by quoting words by Motro [16], i.e. “tensegrity system is a system in a

stable self-equilibrated state comprising a discontinuous set of compressed components inside

a continuum of tensioned components.”

Theoretical and experimental studies [17] have highlighted that lightness, modularity, syn-

ergy, self-stability, fractal properties, enantimorphism, distributability and foldability are typical

characteristics of tensegrity structures.

In particular, foldability makes tensegrity structures useful in many applications in which

transport and storage must be considered. For instance, in the field of extra-terrestrial appli-

cations, transport costs, lightness of materials and optimization of the available space are of

paramount importance [16].

The tensegrity structural paradigm can be exploited at different levels in the design of EEBs,

since tensegrity assemblies are minimum mass structures able to carry many different load

conditions, including compressive, tensile (under given stiffness constraints) and torsional loads

without yielding and instability phenomena [18–20].

Thanks to their special ability to act as extremely light systems with “morphing” abilities [8,

21–24], tensegrity structures allow designing dynamic solar screens leading to a limited use of

materials accompanied by a low level of energy consumption. A tensegrity reinterpretation of
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the system adopted in Al Bahar Towers is considered in [8, 25].

Furthermore, tensegrity-based dynamic faa̧des can also be exploited to harvest energy from

the environment, by converting mechanical energy stored in strings into electrical energy [10,

21, 26] or from solar panels, that can be endowed in the structure and modeled as special rigid

members [21, 27].

Finally, tensegrity lattices may be designed to operate as multi-scale actuators, capable of

transferring energy through compact solitary waves thanks to their highly non-linear dynamic

behavior [28–31].

4 DYNAMICS AND DEPLOYABILITY

This section illustrates a model for the numerical simulation of the dynamics of tensegrity

systems. The procedure, already applied to solar façades in [32], with appropriate changes

generalizes that presented in [33, 34] to account for the presence of wind forces [10, 35, 36].

Let us assume that the tensegrity structure is composed of nn frictionless nodes, nb straight,

uniform, rigid bars, and ns elastic strings, which carry only tensile forces.

The positions of nodes ni ∈ R
3, i ∈ [1, . . . , nn], and external forces acting on them are

respectively stored in node an load matrices

N =
[
n1 n2 · · · ni · · · nnn

] ∈ R
3×nn , (1)

W =
[
w1 w2 · · · wi · · · wnn

] ∈ R
3×nn . (2)

By calling bi and si the vectors connecting the end nodes of the ith bar and ith string, respec-

tively, and ri the position vector of the center of mass of the ith bar, all of them are grouped in

matrices

B =
[
b1 b2 · · · bi · · · bnb

] ∈ R
3×nb , (3)

S =
[
s1 s2 · · · si · · · sns

] ∈ R
3×ns , (4)

R =
[
r1 r2 · · · ri · · · rnb

] ∈ R
3×nb . (5)

Let us introduce the connectivity matrices of bars CB ∈ R
nb×nn , cables CS ∈ R

ns×nn , and

centers of mass CR ∈ R
nb×nn . The generic (i, j)th entry of CB (or of CS) takes values −1 or

1, if bi (or si) is directed away from, or toward node j th, respectively, or 0 if bi (or si) does not

touch node j. Similarly to CB and CS, matrix CR ∈ R
nb×nn is a connectivity matrix. Its ith row

stores the bar bi and its (i, j)th entry takes values 1/2, if bi touches node j, or 0, otherwise [37].

The connectivity matrices allows rewriting Eqns. (3)–(5) as

B = NCT
B , (6)

S = NCT
S , (7)

R = NCT
R . (8)

The matrix equation of motion of a tensegrity system is written as [38]

N̈M+NK = W , (9)

where N and W have been already defined by Eqn. (1) and Eqn. (2), respectively, N̈ stands for

the second derivative of N with respect to time, M is the mass matrix and K is the stiffness
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matrix. The last two are computed as

M =
1

12
CB

Tm̂CB +CR
Tm̂CR ∈ R

nn×nn , (10)

K = CS
T γ̂CS −CB

T λ̂CB ∈ R
nn×nn , (11)

where m̂ ∈ R
nb×nb and γ̂ ∈ R

ns×ns are diagonal matrices. The generic entry (i, i)th of m̂ is

the mass mi, i ∈ [1, . . . , nb] of the ith bar, while entry (i, i)th of γ̂ stands for the force density

γi, i ∈ [1, . . . , ns] along the ith string, given by

γi = max

[
0, Ki

(
1− Li

si

)]
+ γci , (12)

where Ki, Li, and si = ‖si‖ are the axial stiffness, the rest length, and the current length of the

string, respectively, and γci is the damping force density, computed as

γci =

{
ci
ṡi
si , if si ≥ Li ,

0 , otherwise.
(13)

The diagonal matrix λ̂ ∈ R
nb×nb in Eqn. (11) collects force densities in bars and is given by

λ̂ = − 1

12

⌊
ḂTḂ

⌋
m̂̂

−2 − 1

2

⌊
BT (W − Sγ̂CS)C

T
B

⌋
̂
−2

, (14)

where ̂
−2 ∈ R

nb×nb is a diagonal matrix, whose entries are �−2
k = ‖bk‖−2, and �A� is a matrix

keeping the diagonal terms of the generic square matrix A, while all the off-diagonal entries

are set to zero.

The stiffness matrix K is not constant, being a function of time and the mechanical variables

N, Ṅ, and γ̂, i.e. K = K(t,NṄ, γ̂).
The numerical integration of Eqn. (9) is made by employing the algorithm described in [33,

34], which is based on fourth-order Runge-Kutta schemes.

As a basic module of a façade one can consider the deployable structure reported in Fig.1,

which is a tensegrity system of class 6, meaning that the maximum number of bars concurring

in each node is at most 6 (see the classification introduced in [18]).

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The present contribution aims to promote innovative technological solutions to design shad-

ing façades of energy efficient buildings through tensegrity systems, which can also be exploited

as actuators to orient solar panels and as devices to harvest the wind-generated energy.

Recent studies have paid attention to the mechanics of tensegrity sunscreens activated by

stretching or releasing strings, also exploring the possibility of wind energy harvesting. Glazing

systems, with morphing capabilities, actuated with superelastic strings have also been consid-

ered in literature.

Future research in the field of tensegrity structures will focus on the possibility of using

composite materials to design of dynamic shading façades, also using rapid prototyping of

different architectural shapes through 3D and 4D printing technologies, at laboratory and full

scales.

In conclusion, lightness, controllability and even the high artistic value of tensegrity structure

are distinguished characteristics that can be exploited in the near future applications to building

faa̧des. Research in the field of tensegrity applied to buildings must necessarily take into account

functionality and eco-sustainability.
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Figure 1: Schematic view of a foldable class 6 sunscreen tensegrity system: nodes are depicted as white disks (as

ni and nj); red colored members are strings (as the generic sh); black colored members are bars (as bk); yellow

disks (as rk) stand for centers of mass of bars.
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Abstract. In recent years, the nonlinear response of tensegrity systems has attracted increas-
ing attention in the study of mechanical metamaterials. It has been shown in the literature that
geometry and prestress of an elastic tensegrity structure can be designed to obtain different
behaviors: stiffening, softening, and snap-through behavior in statics; propagation of solitary
waves in dynamics. However, the realization of tensegrity systems is challenging, because of
their prestressed state and the presence of tension-only cable members. A design method for
periodic lattices with null prestress and no cables is here proposed, in which the repeating
unit is at, or close to, a tensegrity configuration, maintaining the nonlinear types of response
aforementioned. These structures can be realized by conventional additive manufacturing tech-
niques, while the static and dynamic response can be predicted by means of stick-and-spring
models.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Nonlinear mechanical metamaterials have been the subject of numerous studies aimed at

discovering and exploiting new structural architectures with unprecedented properties [1–3].

Among lattice metamaterials, tensegrity periodic lattices have been found to possess a peculiar

types of behavior, owing to the highly nonlinear mechanical response of the constituting tenseg-

rity units, and to the fact that such response can be tuned by changing their geometry or prestress

level [4–12]. In particular, in [4, 5], the nonlinear static and dynamic response of the triangular

tensegrity prims (T3) was examined. In [6, 7], it was shown that a T3 can feature a stiffening

or a softening response to applied loads in dependence of its aspect ratio. In [8], two distinct

regimes of bistability have been highlighted in a case study. In [9, 11], the impact dynamics of

tensegrity columns was investigated, finding that such periodic structures support the propaga-

tion of solitary waves. In addition, it was shown in [10] that such solitary waves can be either

compression or rarefaction waves according to the geometry of the repeating unit. In [12], com-

pression compact waves were obtained in numerical simulations of tensegrity beams in two-

and three-dimensions.

While tensegrity units have a rich collection of mechanical responses which are attractive for

applications, prototyping and realization of tensegrity metamaterials are challenging, since they

are largely composed of tension-only prestressed cables [13]. Taking the cue from the study re-

ported in [14], where bistable lattices with tensegrity architecture were designed, fabricated at

the microscale using multiphoton lithography, and subsequently subjected to loading-unloading

compression testing, in this work we aimed at showing that similar structures can be realized at

higher scales with relatively inexpensive additive manufacturing techniques, such as fused de-

position modeling (FDM), in order to obtain lattice metamaterials with customizable nonlinear

response, possessing no cables and no prestress. We considered one of the systems analyzed

in [14], a double-T3 structure, and we fabricated it by FDM after redesigning its geometry.

More specifically, the system was conceived as a compliant mechanism by realizing nodal

member connections as flexible hinges [15, 16]. The fabricated structure was then subjected

to compression testing for determining its static response. The results of this test were used to

validate a Stick-and-Spring reduced-order model of the structure [17, 18] and its predictions.

The validated model was then used to perform impact dynamics simulations on lattice columns

composed of T3 units.

This paper is organized as follows. After outlining the basic properties of tensegrity systems

which can be inherited by tensegrity-like lattices in Section 2, the additive manufacturing pro-

cess and compression testing results are described in Section 3. Afterward, the reduced-order

Stick-and-Spring model, and the results of corresponding static and dynamic simulations are

presented in Section 4, while our concluding remarks follow in Section 5.

2 NONLINEAR LATTICES WITH TENSEGRITY ARCHITECTURE

Tensegrity structures are prestressed pin-connected frameworks composed of cables and

bars, which in many instances possess internal mechanisms stabilized by their prestress state.

In these cases, the mechanical response is mainly geometrical, that is, it is associated to large

configuration changes. The two-bar system depicted in Fig. 1(a) exemplifies this situation. In

the reference configuration (in black in Fig. 1(a)), the two bars are aligned and subjected to a

tensile prestressing axial force. The relation between the vertical load F and the corresponding

displacement δ is well approximated by a cubic whose slope in the origin, tanα, is directly

proportional to the prestressing axial force, while a stiffening effect can be observed when F
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increases.

Figure 1: Nonlinear lattices with tensegrity architecture. Two-bar systems with stiffening response (a). Two-bar

system with snapping response (b). Single unit (c) and double unit (d) subjected to a vertical load. Column

composed of several units (e).

For the two-bar system in Fig. 1(b), the reference configuration is slightly misaligned and

unstressed, with each bar inclined by an angle θ0. Bars are inflexible and unshearable, while re-

maining elastically extensible, and additional angular linearly elastic springs respond to changes

in angle at nodes. Such angular springs account for the fact that the fabricated structures are

monolithic, and bars nodal connections are realized as compliant hinges. If the elastic con-

stant of rotational springs is null, this system constitutes a classic example of bistable snapping

system (dotted curve in the F -vs-δ plot in Fig. 1,b). When the elastic constants take positive

values in a certain range, the system has just one stable configuration in absence of loads, while

retaining a snapping response (solid curve in the F -vs-δ plot in Fig. 1,b).

Figure. 1(c) shows a truss unit shaped as a T3 tensegrity system subjected to a vertical load,

and the associated deformation mode, in which a relative rotation between the top and bottom

bases occurs. The properties of such system depend on the initial twist angle ϕ between the

top and bottom bases. When ϕ = π/6, the system behaves similarly to the two-bar system in

Fig. 1(a) with null prestress [4]. When ϕ = π/6 + θ0, with θ0 < 0 a small overtwist angle, the

system behaves similarly to the two-bar system in Fig. 1(b). Figure 1(d) shows a truss shaped

as a double T3 system, obtained by assembling together two mirror images of the unit shown in

Fig. 1(c) [14]. In this way, under a vertical force, the relative rotations between the bases of the

units compensate each other, and in the resulting deformation mode, the top and bottom bases

undergo just a vertical relative displacement, and only the middle base rotates. Several units

can be assembled together in columns (Figure 1,e) so as to realize periodic lattices supporting

the propagation of solitary or compact waves [12, 14].
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3 ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING AND EXPERIMENTAL TESTING

The geometry of the double unit is shown in Fig. 2 (left, center). The top and bottom trian-

gular bases are inscribed in circles of radius a = 40mm, while b = 30mm is the corresponding

radius for the middle triangle. Each unit has height h = 60mm, and overtwist angle θ0 = −7
degrees. Nodes were realized as spheres of diameter ds = 6mm; the bars forming the bot-

tom, middle, and horizontal triangles are realized with a solid circular cross section of diameter

db = 4mm. The bars placed between the top and middle triangles, and between the middle

and bottom triangle, are subdivided into three segments: the bar main body, with same cross

section as mentioned above, and two terminal links to form the connections with nodal spheres.

The terminal links have a solid circular cross section of diameter dl = 2.2mm, and net length

ll = 4.7mm.

h

a

b

ds

db

dl

ll

h

Figure 2: Geometry of a double unit and fabricated sample.

Test samples were fabricated by FDM using the UltimakerTM S5 dual extruder 3D printer,

employing the Ultimaker Cura slicing software. The material chosen for the samples is poly-

lactic acid (PLA Tough Ultimaker), while polyvinyl alcohol (PVA Ultimaker) has been used

as water-soluble support material for fabrication. Figure 3(a) displays the fabrication process

preview and main setup parameters in Cura, while Figure 3(b) shows one sample immediately

after the fabrication process.

After removal of the supporting material, samples were subjected to a quasi-static displacement-

control compression test. An Instron 4482 testing machine, equipped with a 10 kN load cell,

was employed to carry out the experiments, setting a testing speed of 1mm/min. Data were

collected with an acquisition frequency of 20Hz, while the test was recorded with a camera

sampling rate of 60 fps at 1080 p resolution. The recorded motion of the structure and the force-

vs-displacement curve depicted in Fig. 4 confirm the expected snapping behavior of the double

unit.
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Figure 3: Fabrication preview display in Ultimaker Cura (a), and sample before removal of the supporting PVA

(b).

Figure 4: Compression testing results: force-vs-displacement curve.

4 NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

We consider a Stick-and-Spring model [17,18] in which bars are extensible but otherwise un-

deformable, behaving as axial springs, and equipped with angular springs responding to changes

in angle between pairs of adjacent bars. Figure 2 (left) shows the location of such angular

springs (green arcs, symmetric copies not shown). The axial spring constants for the bars of the

horizontal triangles are computed as EA/lf , with E the Young’s modulus, A the cross-sectional

area, and lf their fabrication length (inter-nodal distance). For the remaining bars, equivalent
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axial spring constants are computed considering each of them composed of three springs in se-

ries, corresponding to the three segments (two terminal links and the central bar body) they are

divided in, taking into account cross-sectional area and length of each segment. Angular springs

account for the bending stiffness of the terminal links, and their spring constants are computed

as EJ/ll, with J the inertia moment of the cross section and ll the link fabrication length.

Figure 5: Test-vs-simulation results comparison.

Displacement-control numerical simulations were carried out in a regime of large displace-

ments and rotations by imposing the vertical relative displacement between the top and bottom

bases, and by computing the balancing nodal forces applied to them. In calculations, we con-

sidered the value E = 1820MPa for the Young’s modulus, as given in the Ultimaker PLA

Tough specifications. Figure 5 compares simulation results to experimental ones, and it can

be observed that the simulated curve follows the experimental one qualitatively when nominal

values of the geometric parameters are considered. By adjusting slightly simulation parameters,

setting θ0 = −7.25 degrees, dl = 2.5mm, ll = 5.0mm (nominal values, θ0 = −7.00 degrees,

dl = 2.2mm, ll = 4.7mm), the simulated curve can be brought to be almost superposed to the

numerical curve.

Impact dynamics simulations were carried out on arrays composed of several units with

constant base radius a (Fig. 1,e), by integrating the equations of motion written for Stick-and-

Spring model [18], considering nodal lumped masses m = 0.01 kg. Figure 6 shows simulation

results for an array of 20 units, in which the rightmost base is fixed, while the leftmost base

is imposed a longitudinal velocity v0 = 2m/s, and an angular velocity about the longitudinal

axis ω = 150 rad/s, so as to trig the snapping of the leftmost unit. The nodal speed vn at

each triangular base is represented in Fig. 6 at three time instants, showing a localized wave

propagating along the array.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we showed that lattice metamaterials with tensegrity architecture and a highly

nonlinear behavior can be effectively fabricated by simple additive manufacturing techniques,

such as FDM, and that these types of nonlinear lattice units can constitute the building blocks of

three-dimensional arrays with a customized mechanical response. In particular, we redesigned

the double unit with snapping behavior studied in [14] by reducing bars cross section near
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Figure 6: Impact dynamics simulation on an array of 20 units: profile of the nodal speed (m/s).

the nodes, so as to obtain an easy-to-model compliant mechanism. Fabricated samples were

subjected to compression tests which confirmed the snapping behavior. The static response of

the double unit was accurately simulated by calibrating a Stick-and-Spring numerical model.

Such calibrated model was then employed for predicting the dynamical response of an array

of several units subjected to impact loading, confirming that these type of systems support the

propagation of solitary or compact waves, and that they can be realized by additive manufac-

turing techniques. These results can be extended to other types of tensegrity architectures and

fabrication techniques to widen the range of mechanical behaviors achievable by lattice meta-

materials.
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Abstract. A dynamic-stiffness matrix approach is presented for locally-resonant Timoshenko
beams with a periodic array of viscously-damped multi-degree-of-freedom resonators. First,
an exact dynamic condensation of the resonator degrees of freedom is pursued, expressing
the resonator reaction forces in terms of the deflections of the attachment points via perti-
nent frequency-dependent stiffness terms. On this basis, a direct integration deriving from the
theory of generalized functions provides the exact dynamic-stiffness matrix of the beam, whose
size is 4 × 4 for any the number of resonators and degrees of freedom within the resonators.
The dynamic-stiffness matrix is used to calculate the complex eigenvalues of the beam by a re-
cently introduced contour-integral algorithm, without missing anyone. Further, it provides the
transmittance for an insight into the elastic wave attenuation properties of the beam.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A great deal of attention was devoted in the last decade to the concept of locally-resonant

(LR) beams, i.e. beams coupled with a periodic array of resonators with one or multiple degrees

of freedom (DOFs). Indeed, as a result of the periodic resonance induced by the resonators,

these beams exhibit considerable mitigation properties of elastic waves over so called frequency

band gaps, whose position and amplitude determined by mass, stiffness and mutual distance

of the resonators. The typical model of LR beam adopted in the literature involves Euler-

Bernoulli or Timoshenko continuous beams coupled with mass-spring subsystems modelling

the resonators. Several numerical studies confirmed by experimental results were published in

this respect [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].

Here, the focus is on LR Timoshenko beams, when viscous damping is present within the

resonators. The exact dynamic-stiffness matrix (DSM) of the beam is obtained with size 4× 4
for any the number of resonators and DOFs within the resonators using, for this purpose, (1)

a dynamic condensation of the DOFs within the resonators to express their reaction forces in

terms of pertinent frequency-dependent stiffness terms and (2) a direct integration of the beam

motion equations based on the theory of generalized functions. The DSM is used to compute

the complex eigenvalues of the beam by a recently introduced contour-integral algorithm. The

interest in the proposed approach is twofold. The dynamic-stiffness formulation involves a

reduced number of variables compared with a standard finite-element (FE) approach while the

contour-integral algorithm proves successful in evaluating all complex eigenvalues, without

missing anyone, with remarkable computational efficiency. Additionally, the dynamic-stiffness

matrix allows a straightforward evaluation of the transmittance of the beam, for an insight into

its elastic wave attenuation properties due to local resonance.

2 DYNAMIC-STIFFNESS MATRIX FORMULATION

Consider the beam in Figure 1 under harmonic loads pv(x, t) = fv(x)e
iωt and pφ(x, t) =

fφ(x)e
iωt. Using generalized functions, the motion equations in the frequency domain are:

GA

(
d̄2V

dx2
+

d̄Φ

dx

)
+ ρAω2V +

N∑
j=1

Rjδ(x− xj) + fv = 0 (1)

EI
d̄2Φ

dx2
−GA

(
d̄V

dx
+ Φ

)
+ ρIω2Φ + fφ = 0 (2)

where bar means generalized derivative and Rj is the reaction force of the jth resonator, given

as

Rj = −keq(ω)V (xj) (3)

In Eq. (3), keq(ω) is the frequency-dependent stiffness of the resonator, which can be obtained

from its motion equations by an exact dynamic condensation in the frequency domain. For

instance, for a mass-spring-dashpot resonator

keq(ω) =
(k + icω)mω2

k + icω −mω2
(4)

where k, c and m are the spring stiffness, damping coefficient and mass of the resonator. Ana-

lytical expressions for the frequency-dependent stiffness are available also for various types of

multi-DOF resonators, see ref. [1].
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Figure 1: LR Timoshenko beam with 1-DOF viscous resonators.

The solution is built observing that Eqs. (1)-(2) can be reverted to two decoupled 4th order

differential equations only, whose general form is:

d̄4Z

dx4
+ p1

d̄2Z

dx2
+ p2Z + p3 = 0 (5)

In Eq. (5), symbol Z stands for either V (deflection) or Φ (rotation); symbols p1 and p2 are

defined as

p1 =

(
ρEIω2

G
+ ρIω2

)
/EI (6)

p2 =

(
ρ2Iω4

G
− ρAω2

)
/EI (7)

and p3 denotes the following functions:

p3 =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
1

GA

(
d̄2q

dx2
+

d̄2fv
dx2

)
+

(
ρω2

EGA
− 1

EI

)
(q + fv)− 1

EI

d̄fφ
dx

ifZ = V

− 1

EI

(
d̄2fφ
dx2

+
ρω2

G
fφ +

d̄fv
dx

+
d̄q

dx

)
ifZ = Φ

(8)

Recognize that fv and fφ in Eq. (8) the spatial load functions in Eqs. (1)-(2) while q depends on

the reaction forces Rj in Eq. (1), i.e.

q =
N∑
j=1

Rjδ(x− xj) (9)

The solution of Eq. (5) is

Z = Zom +
N∑
j=1

RjJZ,j + Ỹ
(f)
Z (10)

whose details are given in Appendix A for brevity.

Now, using Z = V given by Eq. (10) for V (xj) in Eq. (3), it is noticed that every reaction

force Rj depends only on the 4 integration constants ci,0 involved in Zom and the reaction forces

Rk at xk < xj . This means that all the reaction forces Rj can be expressed as functions of ci,0,

providing the frequency response function (FRF) vector Y(x, ω)

Y(x, ω) = W(x, ω)c0 +Y(f)(x, ω) (11)
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In Eq. (11), W is a 4× 4 matrix involving the solution of the homogeneous equation associated

with Eq. (5), c0 =
[
c1,0 c2,0 c3,0 c4,0

]T
, Y(f) is a 4 × 1 load-dependent vector. Elements

in W and Y(f) are available in analytical form, see Appendix A for conciseness; in particular,

here they are given for arbitrary polynomial loading functions fv and fφ. Vector c0 in Eq. (11)

is derived by enforcing the beam boundary conditions (B.C.), i.e.

Bc0 = e → c0 = B−1e (12)

where B and e are a 4 × 4 matrix and 4 × 1 vector, built from W and Y(f) computed at

x = 0 and x = L. The inverse matrix B−1 takes a closed analytical form, as shown in ref. [10].

Hence, replacing Eq. (12) for c0 in Eq. (11) provides an analytical expression for the FRF vector

Y(x, ω) of the beam in Figure 1, which can be implemented in any symbolic software package.

Eq. (11) is an exact analytical expression for the FRF vector Y(x, ω). It holds for any number

of resonators and DOFs within the resonators, any loads and positions of the loads relative to

the resonators, with significant advantages w.r.t. to the FE method where the mesh has to be

chosen depending also on the applied loads.

Here, Eq. (11) is used for two purposes. First, Eq. (11) is used to build the exact DSM D(ω)
of the beam, adopting the method in ref. [10]. Specifically, the procedure provides D(ω) in exact

analytical form and its size depends only on the number of DOFs at the beam ends, regardless

of the number of resonators and number of DOFs within the resonators. Second, Eq. (11) can

be used to calculate the transmittance of a cantilever beam [11, 12]. In this case, being Vge
iωt

the harmonic deflection at the clamped end x = 0, V (x) in Eqs.(1)-(2) is the beam deflection

relative to the ground and transverse load fv = ρAω2Vg is included in Eq. (1); accordingly

Rj = −keq(ω)(V (xj) + Vg) (13)

while the B.C. are

V (0) = 0 Φ(0) = 0 M(L) = 0 T (L) = 0 (14)

Using Eq. (13), changes to matrix W and vector Y(f) reported in Appendix A for Eq. (11) are

simple. The transmittance is |V (L) + Vg|/Vg.

3 CONTOUR-INTEGRAL ALGORITHM FOR EIGENVALUE CALCULATION

Computing the complex eigenvalues for the LR Timoshenko beam under study, without miss-

ing anyone and with the required accuracy, is a particularly challenging task since several modes

are expected to be close to each other, as a result of local resonance [17, 18, 19].

Specifically, the eigenvalues are calculated by the following key steps [17, 18, 19]:

1. Select a circle Γ = γ0+ρ0e
iθ on the complex plane with center γ0, radius ρ0 and 0 ≤ θ ≤

2π.

2. Compute two complex random source matrices U and V with dimensions n0×L0, being

n0 the size of the DSM D(ω) and L0 the number of source vectors in U and V.

3. Calculate the shifted and scaled moments Mk using a N0-point trapezoidal rule:

Sk =
1

N0

N0−1∑
j=0

(
ηj − γ0

ρ0

)k+1

D(ηj)
−1V, k = 0, 1, ..., 2K − 1

Mk = UHSk
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where ηj = γ0 + ρ0 exp 2πi(j + 1/2)/N0) for j = 0, 1, ..., N0 − 1, K is the maximum

moment degree assumed for the moment and UH denotes the Hermitian transpose of U.

4. Construct of the Hankel matrices ĤKL0 and Ĥ<
KL0

∈ C
KL0×KL0 so that:

ĤKL0 = [Mi+j−2]
K
i,j=1 ĤKL0 = [Mi+j−1]

K
i,j=1

5. Carry out a singular value decomposition of ĤKL0 .

6. Eliminate small singular value components σi < ε · maxi σi, set m̃ as the number of

remaining singular value components (m̃ < KL0) and build Ĥm̃ and Ĥ<
m̃ extracting the

principal submatrix with maximum index m̃ from ĤKL0 and Ĥ<
KL0

, that is

Ĥm̃ = ĤKL0(1 : m̃, 1 : m̃); Ĥ<
m̃ = Ĥ<

KL0
(1 : m̃, 1 : m̃)

7. Calculate the eigenvalues ζj of the linear pencil:

Ĥ<
m̃ = ζĤm̃

8. Compute the eigenvalues

ωj = γ0 + ρ0ζj, j = 1, ..., m̃

The algorithm captures all the eigenvalues ωj falling within the selected circle Γ, includ-

ing multiple ones [17, 18, 19]. Circles of increasing radius and centred at the origin can be

considered to explore the whole complex plane and calculate all the requested eigenvalues.

The accuracy of the algorithm is determined by the selection of the parameters K, L0, N0.

The maximum moment degree K can be set at least equal to N0/4 [20], while the minimum

number of source vectors L0 is such that σmin/σ1 < ε with small ε > 0; the number of quadra-

ture points N0 determines the quadrature error and can be set in advance.

The eigenfunction associated with every eigenvalue can be derived as non-trivial solution of

the eigenvalue problem involving the DSM D(ω), as evaluated for that eigenvalue [10].

4 NUMERICAL APPLICATION

Focus on the cantilever LR TImoshenko beam with 1-DOF resonators in Figure 2. Param-

eters of the beam are: E = 30 × 109 N m−2; G = 11.53 × 109 N m−2; ρ = 2500kg m−1;

a = 0.125m, N = 8 is the number of the resonators, L = 1.0m is the beam length. Further, the

parameters of the resonators are k = 1× 105 N m−1, c1 = 0.01N s m−1, m1 = 0.1kg.

Table 1 shows the first 13 complex eigenvalues, as computed from the proposed DSM ap-

proach via the contour-integral algorithm, along with the corresponding ones obtained by a

standard FE model, implemented in in ABAQUS employing a two-node shear-deformable lin-

ear FE for every beam segment between two resonators. Specifically, K = 20, L0 = 30 (with

ε = 10−10) and N0 = 700 are selected for the implementation of the contour-integral algorithm

(to calculate every eigenvalue, regardless of its position on the complex plane), while an au-

tomatic multi-level substructuring eigensolver is used in ABAQUS. The results in Table 1 are

in excellent agreement, confirming the accuracy of the DSM approach. Further, the eigenvalue

calculation via contour-integral algorithm is very expeditious, with savings up to 30% − 40%
with respect to the eigenvalue calculation in ABAQUS.
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L = Na

a

Figure 2: Cantilever LR Timoshenko beam hosting viscously-damped 1-DOF resonators.

Mode Eigenvalue (·104) [DSM]

1 ±68.39 + 0.000i
2 ±410.86 + 0.001i
3 ±846.54 + 0.023i
4 ±962.77 + 0.043i
5 ±986.62 + 0.047i
6 ±993.74 + 0.049i
7 ±996.37 + 0.049i
8 ±997.39 + 0.049i
9 ±1245.36 + 0.076i
10 ±1348.97 + 0.082i
11 ±1826.05 + 0.064i
12 ±3106.14 + 0.043i
13 ±4956.25 + 0.039i

Eigenvalue (·104) [FE]

±68.38 + 0.000i
±410.86 + 0.001i
±846.55 + 0.023i
±962.77 + 0.043i
±986.62 + 0.047i
±993.74 + 0.049i
±996.37 + 0.049i
±997.39 + 0.049i
±1245.39 + 0.076i
±1348.99 + 0.082i
±1826.12 + 0.064i
±3106.85 + 0.043i
±4956.87 + 0.039i

Table 1: Complex eigenvalues of the cantilever LR Timoshenko beam in Figure 2 computed by the proposed DSM

approach and the FE method in ABAQUS.
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Figure 3: Trasmittance of the cantilever LR Timoshenko beam in Figure 2: exact response without resonators

(blue continuous line); exact response with resonators by the proposed DSM approach (black continuous line) and

corresponding FE response in ABAQUS (red dashed line).
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5 CONCLUSIONS

Here, a DSM approach has been presented to calculate complex eigenvalues and frequency

response of LR Timoshenko beams, featuring a periodic array of viscously-damped multi-DOF

resonators. The approach relies on an exact dynamic condensation of the resonator DOFs and

a direct integration approach based on the theory of generalized functions, which provide the

exact DSM of the beam with size 4 × 4 for any number of resonators and DOFs within the

resonators. The DSM has been used to evaluate the complex eigenvalues, without missing

anyone, by a contour-integral algorithm of remarkable accuracy and, additionally, to evaluate

the transmittance of the beam.

6 Appendix A

This Appendix contains various formulas and expressions referred to in the main text.

In Eq. (10), Zom is the solution of the homogeneous differential equation associated with

Eq. (5), i.e.

Zom(x) =
4∑

i=1

ci,0αie
λix (15)

where ci,0 are integration constants, λi are

λ1,2 = ∓
((

−p1 −
√

p21 − 4p2

)
/2

)1/2

(16)

λ3,4 = ∓
((

−p1 +
√
p21 − 4p2

)
/2

)1/2

(17)

and the coefficients αi are

αi =

⎧⎨⎩
1 ifZ = Φ

− GAλi

ρAω2 +GAλ2
i

ifZ = V
(18)

Further, JZ,j = JZ(x, xj) in Eq. (10) is the particular integral of Eq. (5) that is associated

with the Dirac’s delta δ(x − xj) and its derivatives (see Eq. (8) and Eq. (9)). Based on the

approach in ref. [16], JZ(x, xj) can be obtained via direct and inverse Laplace Transforms of

Eq. (5), on setting fv = fφ = 0 in p3 given by Eq. (8). Specifically, JV (x, xj) is

JV (x, xj) =− (
√
2GAΣ1)

−1[B sinh(C(x− xj))+

D sinh(E(x− xj))]H(x− xj)
(19)

for

B =
(√

2C
)−1 [

Σ1 + Σ2 − 2(GA)2
]

C = ((Σ1 − Σ3) /(2EI GA))1/2

D = −
(√

2C
)−1 [

Σ1 − Σ2 + 2(GA)2
]

F = (− (Σ1 + Σ3) /(2EI GA))1/2

Σ1 =
[
(EI)2(ρA)2ω4 + 2EIGAρAω2

(
2GA− Iρω2

)
+(GA)2I2ρ2ω4

]1/2
Σ2 = GAIρω2 − EIρAω2 Σ3 = GAIρω2 + EIρAω2

(20)
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being H(x) = 1 if x > 0 and H(x) = 0 if x < 0. Also, JΦ(x, xj) is:

JΦ(x, xj) =−GAΥ−1
1 {cosh[S1(x− xj)]

− cosh[S2(x− xj)]}H(x− xj)
(21)

S1 = ((Υ1 −Υ2)/(2EI GA))1/2

S2 = (−(Υ1 +Υ2)/(2EI GA))1/2

Υ1 =
{
ρω2
[
(A EI)2ρω2 + 2AEIGA

(
2GA− Iρω2

)]
+(GA I)2ρω2

}1/2
Υ2 = AEIρω2 +GAIρω2

(22)

Finally, Ỹ
(f)
Z (x) in Eq. (10) is the particular integral of Eq. (5) that is associated with the

loading functions fv and fφ and their derivatives (see Eq. (8)), given as

Ỹ
(f)
Z (x) =

∫ L

0

J̃(x, ξ)fZ(ξ) dξ (23)

Based on Eq. (8), fZ in Eq. (23) is

fZ =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
1

GA

(
d̄2fv
dx2

)
+

(
ρω2

EGA
− 1

EI

)
fv − 1

EI

d̄fφ
dx

ifZ = V

− 1

EI

(
d̄2fφ
dx2

+
ρω2

G
fφ +

d̄fv
dx

)
ifZ = Φ

(24)

and J̃(x, ξ) is

J̃(x, ξ) =
√
2A−1

1

(A−1
2 sinh

(
2−1/2A2(x− ξ)

)
−A−1

3 sinh
(
2−1/2A3(x− ξ)

))H(x− ξ)
(25)

A1 = (p21 − 4p2)
1/2

A2 = (−p1 −A1)
1/2

A3 = (−p1 +A1)
1/2

(26)

Notice that J̃(x, ξ) is the particular integral of Eq. (5) acted upon by p3 = δ(x − ξ); its form

(25) is obtained, again, by applying direct and inverse Laplace Transforms to Eq. (5).
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Abstract. The class of nonlinear metamaterials with tensegrity architecture is particularly in-
teresting, since the mechanical behavior of such systems can be effectively adjusted by acting
on internal and external prestress, as well as the usual controls of geometry, topology, and me-
chanical properties of the members. This work is focused on the development of 3D versions
of the tensegrity braces (T-braces) recently proposed in the literature. The examined structures
are aimed at forming novel seismic isolators, reinforcing seismic-resistant frames of steel and
reinforced concrete buildings, as well as introducing the energy dissipation mechanisms of ma-
sonry walls, floor slabs, and junctions between seismic-resistant structures. This technology
consists of lightweight and high-strength systems with re-centering capabilities formed by a
variety of tensegrity systems. The tensegrity bracing systems incorporate superelastic shape
memory bars/wires acting as pre-tensioned dissipative elements. The struts are prevented from
buckling through the internal pretension of the braces via self-stress, and/or by contrasting
them against the elements of the structure (external pre-tension). Using fractal geometry con-
cepts, such systems can be designed through bio-inspired self-similar divisions of tensegrity
brace modules to enhance both the energy dissipation capacity and the buckling resistance of
the bracing system. Their development will significantly impact currently available techniques
for the seismic protection of masonry and framed structures.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A novel area of research has emerged over the last few years regarding the highly non-

linear dynamics of mechanical metamaterials formed by assembling tensegrity units and lumped

masses [4]. Experimental and theoretical studies have shown that the geometrically non-linear

response of several tensegrity units may gradually change from stiffening to softening, de-

pending on mechanical, geometrical, and prestress variables. Such behavior, which can be

dynamically tuned, supports highly-controllable bandgap and solitary wave dynamics. For this

particular reason, various tensegrity devices are being designed also for seismic protection [5].

A Tensegrity System is defined as a set of rigid bodies (subject to compression) that can be

stabilized (therefore balanced) by a set of cables (or tense elements), in the absence of ex-

ternal forces [6]. The strings are in pretension and that pretension helps the system to be in

equilibrium. There are several known examples of tensegrity structures, for example in nature

(the bone-tendon system), in the art (for aesthetic beauty), in architecture (for their properties.

These structures are nowadays usually referred to as “mechanical metamaterials”. It has been

found that linear elastic meta-materials can exhibit peculiar behaviors in the dynamical regime,

like,e.g., negative effective elastic moduli, negative effective mass density, phononic band gaps,

to name just a few examples [7]. The seismic response of strongly non-linear meta-materials

has been particularly investigated in this article. The tensegrity structures can be 3D printed

it is the system comprises of the bars and the strings. The strings are in tension and bars in

compression. When we try to change the position, the strings experience some forces which put

more compression on the bars and the strings face more tension These systems which are useful

in dissipating the seismic energy are called passive energy dissipation devices. Various designs

were studied before adopting the scissor-Jack design (SJD) by replacing the viscous damper

with the SMA wires [6]. The reason behind SJD is it has magnification factors substantially

greater than unity. Toggle-brace-damper (C & d) systems can also achieve the magnification

factor greater than the unity. Viscous dampers used in these systems are pretty heavy [8] -[9].

To reduce the weight and to enhance the amplification, shape memory alloy (SMA) wires have

been used in the current version of seismic devices. These SMA wires act as energy dissipators

inside the braces because of their shape memory effect and super-elastic effect without having

major deformation [11]. When stretched, the energy is dissipated in a considerable amount

[12]- [14]. Further SMA effect of the wire amplifies the even infinitesimal movement in bars

thus acting as sensors for energy dissipation device. In this article, two different types of seis-

mic systems have been described one is named a 2D bracing system and another is 3D bracing

system. In addition to the design, the experimental analysis of the 2D and 3D braces has been

discussed in the next sections. It has been seen that 3D braces are far more efficient in terms of

stability and dissipation because of the out-of-plane energy dissipation and the SMA effect of

the strings [10].

2 Materials and methods

The key focus of this study was on the design and development of an anti-seismic system

based on SMA wires. Furthermore, as discussed above, SMA wires have been used as restitu-

tion components instead of liquid viscous dampers to serve as passive energy dissipation (PED)

equipment. The dissipation in this system is solely elastic due to the peculiar nature of the SMA

wires. In this study, two types of bracing systems have been studied, namely the 2D bracing

system (Figure. 1) and the 3D bracing system. In the 2D bracing method, the SJD model was

used as shown in Figure 1 and was studied for its effectiveness. It was able to dissipate energy,
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but some limitations were observed. To overcome these drawbacks, particularly instability, less

energy dissipation compared to the 3D brace model, and amplification, a 3D tensegrity bar

model has been developed and theoretical results discussed in the following sections.

Figure 1: SMAD braces inserted into a frame structure

3 Anti-seismic response of developed 2D bracing system

After the design and development of the 2D tensegrity bar, theoretical tests were performed

to access the necessary information. In Figure. 2 of Ref. [3] the amplification properties of

the 2D tensegrity bar have shown and quite high amplification has been seen. In this system

of braces, the system can achieve extreme position, unlike the liquid viscous dampers. Further,

displacement in both the directions i.e, lateral and longitudinal directions has been seen, which

makes it a better energy dissipation device by dissipation a fair amount of energy. In this, u

and v represent the longitudinal and the lateral displacements of the framework. In a special

case of u/v = tanθ, β approaches to 0 i.e, β → 0, which signifies the negligible displacement

from reference or original configuration. The variation of u/v with θ for different values of β
is depicted in ref [3]. where u and v, denote the longitudinal and the transverse displacements

of the structure respectively.

Also, in Figure 3 of Ref. [3], the experimental and theoretical results were obtained and

compared. It can be observed that the experimental and theoretical results are nearly identical.

It is worth noting that minute residual strains are observed at unloading (not greater than 0.03

max) in experimental conditions.

4 Anti-seismic response of developed 3D bracing system

As discussed in previous sections, the extension to this work by designing a novel 3D tenseg-

rity brace has been provided (see Figure. 2). Both physical and constitutive models have been

developed and tested to characterize the force-displacement behavior of the bracing system.

Due to the 3D shape of this configuration, it is possible to obtain a tensegrity element with

increased stability towards out-of-plane buckling, and more effective in terms of energy dissi-

pation. Researchers have found that triangular cross-section is by far the most effective config-

uration for a tensegrity element, where N=3 [10].

Next, we show some numerical simulations of a 3D tensegrity bracing system, which enabled

us to characterize its force-displacement response to cyclic loading (Fig. 3). In Figure. 4)

it is displayed the geometric layout of the tested bracing. For further information about the
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Figure 2: 3D model of the tensegrity bracing

Figure 3: Mechanical loading cycle.

numerical implementation which was used for these simulations please refer to [15].

An initial pre-strain is introduced in the SMA wires (State A), prior to the implementation of

the mechanical loading cycle, shown in Figure. 3. In Figure. 5 we show a compilation of the

stress-strain-temperature responses of the SMA wires acting as ties in the 3D tensegrity bracing,

during the imposed loading cycle. We assume isothermal conditions during the mechanical

cycle, for an ambient temperature of 20 ◦C. Finally, in Figure. 6 we show the force-displacement

plot for the proposed 3D tensegrity bracing, during the mechanical loading. Due to the fact that

the horizontal (cables 1) and vertical (cable 2) ties are working in phase opposition, it is possible

to obtain a wide superelastic hysteresis, highlighting the great energy dissipating capabilities of

the proposed sytem.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In present work a novel method of developing seismic bracing systems with tensegrity ar-

chitecture has been shown. Computational calculations of 2D and 3D tensegrity braces have

been carried out to prove the effectiveness of the proposed systems. This research work is an

extension of previous research focused on the development of a 2D PED device with tensegrity

architecture incorporating SMA wires, which is a competitive alternative to viscous damper

systems. SMA effects of the restitution elements has been proved to be very effective in terms
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Figure 4: 3D numerical model of the tensegrity bracing (3D view and top view).
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Figure 5: Stress-strain-temperature response of the SMA ties.
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Figure 6: Force-displacement responses of a model frame reinforced with symmetrical SMAD braces.

of the displacement amplification factor and the energy dissipation capacity, because of the

super-elastic properties of the SMA wires without experiencing permanent deformations. A

3D tensegrity bracing has been developed to multiply the existing effectiveness, such as energy

dissipation and the stability of the bars. It has been seen from the theoretical results published

in Ref. [3] that the amplification factor of the 2D brace is enhanced when the SMA wires are

incorporated. In addition, in the case of the 3D brace, it is possible to obtain even more im-

portant energy dissipation features with additional lateral buckling restraints, as shown in the

Figure. 6. The non viscous nature of the SMA wires makes the system lightweight and provide

the opportunity to achieve extreme positions of the bar i.e., when the aspect angle is nearly 90

degrees. These features of the tensegrity bracing system would be very effective in technical

applications, and indeed future steps are being taken to develop real scale models to be validated

against experimental results by using various other meta materials and polymer materials and

techniques [16]-[19].
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Abstract

The widespread use of composite materials has led to the development of characteristics identification methods for

composite materials. This paper presents an inverse technique based on genetic algorithms to reconstruct material

stiffness properties of composites from dispersion relations of three fundamental modes of guided Lamb waves (A0,

SH0 and S0). The discrepancy between the mesoscopic dispersion relations computed for a textile composites and the

macroscopic dispersion characteristics computed for a tentative set of elastic moduli defines the objective function.

The proposed scheme is presented to obtain the elastic moduli of unidirectional carbon fibre reinforced polymer

composite. The results show that the proposed method can effectively inverse the dispersion curves to get mechanical

properties of composites.

Keywords: Textile composites, Guided Lamb wave, Dispersion relations, Genetic Algorithm

1. Introduction

Carbon fiber composite materials have been widely used in modern industries due to the characteristics of high

specific strength and high specific stiffness [1, 2]. Different types of damage can occur in composites structures,

which potentially leads to catastrophic failure of the whole system. Therefore effective and reliable Non-Destructive

Evaluation (NDE) and Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) techniques are of utter importance to develop. Various

algorithms were developed for damage identification, including time-of-flight, time reversal, migration technique,

tomography and phased-array beamforming [3, 4, 5, 6]. All of the above algorithms require prior knowledge of

elastic moduli particularly in anisotropic materials.

The traditional tests for determining the elastic properties of materials are generally expensive and time-consuming.

Over years, non-destructive techniques have been done to identify the elastic constants of composite plates as these

techniques are robust and quick to perform, especially guided wave technique [7, 8]. The use of guided wave for ma-

terial characterization yields a frequency-dependent behaviour of the waves that can be used in inverse identification

procedures. Different parameters, such as wave velocity [9], group delay curves [10], wavenumber [11], and dynamic

displacement response [12] are used to identify the elastic constants in the inverse process.

The solution of dispersion relations is the premise of the inversion process. Methods such as SAFE [13, 14, 15],

or WFE [16, 17, 18] using macroscale modelling are extremely efficient to compute the dispersion relations of lami-

nates as long as the elastic moduli are known for each individual layer. The methodology presented in [18] provides

a reduced formulation for WFE approach which in itself is a hybridization between periodic structure theory and

finite elements. This methodology, while revealing itself to provide accurate dispersion predictions, needs much more

computational resources than a macroscale model. Given that macro is superior to meso in terms of the computa-

tional time, but from the perspective of accuracy, it is opposite. Therefore, there is considerable motivation to bridge

them. The approach proposed in this manuscript takes advantage of the accuracy of the methodology for computing

dispersion relations in complex textile composites from [18] and the efficiency of the SAFE method to compute the

dispersion characteristics of macroscale laminate models.

Different inversion procedures have been used to identify the elastic constants of composite plates [12, 19, 20,

21]. Balasubramaniam [19] was the first to employ genetic algorithms (GAs) for inverting unidirectional composite
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material elastic moduli with significant success. The advantage of GAs over other search algorithms is that GAs do

not need an initial guess but rather a valid search space; GAs are also robust and avoid entrapment at local minima.

Neural network techniques have also been applied in solving inverse problems [12, 20]. More recently, a Bayesian

identification technique based on finite element modelling and the properties of propagating waves in multilayered

structures is proposed, which overcomes the limitations of ill-conditioning and non-uniqueness associated with the

conventional approaches [21]. Considering the advantages of GAs, GAs are adopted in this paper.

The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. 2, the proposed methodology is thoroughly described. In Sec. 3, the

scheme is validated using a simple orthotropic plate structure. Finally, Sec. 4 provides concluding remarks.

2. Inverse methodology based on a genetic algorithm

In this section, the GA is used to determine the elastic moduli of a material from its dispersion relations. A

schematic representation of the elastic moduli identification framework based on the GA method is shown in Fig.

1. The mesoscale model based on modified WFE approach [18]is used to calculate the mesoscale dispersion char-

acteristics, which is regarded as the input of an inverse algorithm. The macroscale model based on SAFE method

is used to calculate the iterative dispersion relations. The GWs-based identification of elastic properties is realized

through the minimization of an objective function, which is built on the relative discrepancies between the dispersion

characteristics computed using the mesoscale model and the SAFE method for a tentative set of elastic moduli at the

macroscale. The GA procedure iteratively updates the sets of elastic moduli in the SAFE formulation in order to min-

imise the objective function as presented in [22]. The iteration terminates when the stopping-conditions are fulfilled;

these can be when the value of the objective function for a tentative set of elastic moduli overcomes a threshold or

after completing a predefined number of iterations.

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the elastic moduli (Ci j) identification framework based on a genetic algorithm. The starting point for the

optimization process are the nine statically determined mechanical moduli for the textile composite. The mesoscale wave propagation properties

computed through a modified WFE scheme are compared to the macroscale SAFE estimations incorporating the mechanical moduli. The moduli

are updated iteratively until the mesoscale and macroscale wave propagation properties converge.

In this study, a chromosome is a set of nine elastic moduli (also called Ci j) describing the stiffness matrix of the

homogenised orthotropic material. Each individual modulus is a gene. A set of multiple chromosomes is called a

population, as depicted in Fig. 2.

2.1. Initialisation of the homogenisation process

Although it is not necessary for attaining convergence, using an initial guess allows for speeding up the process

(that is given that the initial guess is not far from the solution). Since the material is modelled to obtain its mesoscale
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Figure 2: Chromosomes incorporating the elastic moduli of an orthotropic textile layer. Multilayer structures can be considered with the size of

chromosomes varying accordingly. Nine idependent elastic moduli are included for each layer. These moduli are injected within a macroscale

SAFE calculation and results are compared against the mesoscale derived wave dispersion properties.

dispersion characteristics, it is convenient to use its effective elastic moduli obtained by static virtual testing (method

detailed in [23, 24, 18]) as initial guess but not necessary. A small set of chromosomes of the initial population is

set equal to the initial guess while the rest of the population is randomly generated from a small neighborly interval

whose median value is the initial guess.

2.2. Objective function

The objective function defines the discrepancy between the mesoscopic dispersion relations computed for a textile

composite and the macroscopic dispersion characteristics computed for a tentative set of elastic moduli. It is noted

that any property directly related to the dispersion characteristics of the structure (i.e. the computed wavelength,

wavenumber of wave speed) can be employed within the objective function in Eq. (1) with such correlated quantities

being expected to provide the same effective properties. The identification of the optimal set of elastic moduli is

realised through the minimisation of this objective function. The mesoscale dispersion relations are input to the

GA procedure and are not updated while the macroscale dispersion curves are computed iteratively using the SAFE

method for each updated set of elastic moduli. Different types of dispersion characteristics can be used for comparison:

the wavenumber or the group velocity displayed in Fig. 3 are two possibilities. While the group velocity values are

traditionally used [25, 26, 27] for GA-based homogenisation methods (for the simple reason that this parameter is

straightforward to obtain experimentally), the wavenumber parameter is also a good candidate. In this study, the

wavenumber is used to explore more possibilities.

The error function to be minimised is the Mean of the Relative Error (MRE) for each point of an individual

dispersion curve and is written as follows:

MRE(θ) =

n∑

i=1

∣∣∣∣∣∣
λmeso

i (θ) − λmacro
i (θ)

λmeso
i (θ)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ /n. (1)

with λ the dispersion parameter which is hereby taken as the computed wavelength (equivalently the phase velocity)

of the considered wave mode. Moreover θ the angle of propagation of consideration and n the number of compared

data points.

The relative error function is computed separately for the three fundamental modes (S0, SH0 and A0) and in a

few directions of propagation. The objective function is set to the maximum of any of these values, thus minimising

all modes simultaneously. All modes have to be considered as it would be useless to obtain a set of moduli that

reconstructs one mode only considering that results will be employed within wave interaction with damage modelling

or multiple ray reflection modelling where wave conversion phenomena are predominant. Using the sum of all relative

errors has been considered but revealed itself to slow down the optimisation process. It is noted that while the

formulation is globally applicable to frequency ranges including higher order modes, this study focuses on matching
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Figure 3: Dispersion relations (group velocity plotted in blue and wavenumber in red) of the three first modes in the x-direction of propagation for

a plate constituted of an orthotropic material. Comparisons on the sensitivity of both parameters are provided in Sec. 3 to determine which is best

for this application. (–) A0, (- -) SH0, (..) S0.

the dispersion characteristics within the range where only fundamental Lamb wave modes propagate, since this is the

range typically employed for damage identification.

2.3. Selection and genetic operators
Selection of the portion of existing population to breed. The fitness function is directly derived from the objective

function and determines the likeliness of a chromosome to be selected for the next generation. The selection process

can be visualised as a roulette wheel in which each chromosome covers an area of the wheel proportional to its

probability to be selected. The chromosomes for the next generation are selected one by one by turning the wheel.

All generations population contain an equal number of chromosomes thus a chromosome with a high probability of

selection might be selected more than once to be passed on to the next generation.

Creeping operation. A creeping operation is performed on each new candidate solution. A threshold is established

and a random number is generated. If the random number exceeds the threshold then the considered set of elastic

moduli is randomly scaled in the range of [1-δcreep, 1+δcreep], δcreep being the creep amount. Using this approach also

allows for a search outside the search space.

Single-point crossover of parent chromosomes. Some of the selected chromosomes mate through the crossover pro-

cess to create new offspring whose genes are a combination of its parent’s genes. The crossover rate defines the

number of parent chromosomes to be selected for cross-over. Two parent chromosomes are ‘cut’ at a single random

crossover point and their genes are interchanged.

Mutation of parent chromosomes. Finally some of the chromosomes are mutated to avoid stagnation of the solution

to a local minima. The mutation rate defines the number of genes to be mutated and their positions across the

chromosomes are selected randomly. The genes selected for mutations are each replaced by a newly generated one.

3. Case studies

To show the applicability of the method, it is firstly performed on a simulated orthotropic plate whose theoretical

elastic moduli are known. Its dispersion characteristics are computed using the WFE method similarly to the way it

would for a textile composite. In the following subsections, the elastic moduli are approximated using two different

approaches to validate and compare them. The approach called ‘brute-force’ with the ambitious task of reconstructing

all nine parameters at once is adopted here.
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3.1. Brute-force approach

The thickness of the plate and the density of the material are fixed (0.5 mm and 3212 kg/m3) as known and the

nine elastic moduli presented in Table1 in the ‘theoretical’ column are sought. These moduli represent a unidirectional

carbon fibre reinforced polymer composite whose fibre arrangement makes it slightly non-transverse isotropic. Table1

shows the results obtained for five different runs of the GA and the percentage of error to the theoretical value. In

order to validate the method, a random set of elastic moduli was used as initial guess for each run. The crossover and

mutation rates are both set to 0.1, the creep amount is set to 0.3 and the generated population size is 50 chromosomes.

The algorithm is launched considering the wavenumber dispersion relations for five runs. Parallel computing is

performed on a 4 cores and 8 Gb RAM system and the algorithm is coded in Python language.

Theoretical #1 #2 #3 #4 #5
C11 (GPa) 147.36 146.18 147.61 146.93 147.39 148.12

error (%) 0.80 0.18 0.29 0.02 0.52

C12 (GPa) 3.43 2.46 2.93 3.85 3.63 8.64

error (%) 28.23 14.49 12.18 5.68 151.65

C22 (GPa) 9.51 8.68 8.21 8.34 9.31 10.11

error (%) 8.71 13.70 12.29 2.15 6.30

C13 (GPa) 3.47 1.11 0.73 1.18 1.77 5.88

error (%) 67.84 78.84 65.85 48.83 69.59

C23 (GPa) 4.02 1.49 1.31 1.01 1.89 4.87

error (%) 63.04 67.49 74.94 52.98 21.17

C33 (GPa) 11.66 5.77 5.19 5.53 4.80 12.89

error (%) 50.52 55.49 52.54 58.85 10.54

C44 (GPa) 3.19 3.18 3.36 3.30 3.20 3.21

error (%) 0.20 5.44 3.44 0.31 0.56

C55 (GPa) 5.58 5.60 5.69 5.72 5.48 5.59

error (%) 0.35 1.99 2.52 1.88 0.22

C66 (GPa) 4.16 4.13 4.14 4.10 4.13 4.09

error (%) 0.72 0.41 1.51 0.57 1.54

Generations - 103 118 286 222 222

Time (h) - 25 30 59 49 46

Table 1: Results of the GA for five independent runs for the reconstruction of the elastic moduli of an orthotropic material whose real moduli are

displayed on the left-hand side, when k(ω) is considered.

The results are displayed for the wavenumber approach in Table1. It can be observed that this methodology, while

providing a realistic order of magnitude for the elastic moduli, yields strong relative error for many of them (> 10%).

Some elastic moduli such as C11 and C66 however, are in all five runs approximated with a very low relative error

(< 2%), while C44 and C55 are approximated with a tolerable error (< 6%). One can conclude that these parameters

are extremely sensible in comparison to the others.

Trying to optimise nine coefficients at once is a very ambitious task and the convergence is obtained after many

generations (at least 100) as seen in Fig. 4.a, and thus is computationally taxiing. Moreover, only two elastic moduli

are reconstructed with good accuracy and two more with a relatively low error. One can conclude that this approach

is neither time efficient, nor yields accurate results. However, the objective function value is smaller than 1% at

convergence for each of the runs. This indicates that even though the correct solution was not found, at least a solution

does exist. Therefore, there is a considerable motivation to employ the sensitivity of each individual mode to the

different moduli to optimise a reduced number of parameters at once in the future work.
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Figure 4: Value of the objective function as a function of the generation for the five GA independent runs for the reconstruction of the elastic moduli

of the orthotropic material. k(ω) is considered. Convergence is observed for all runs after 290 generations. 100 generations were needed for at least

one run to converge. The horizontal red line is plotted at 1% of error.

4. Conclusions

The GA is presented to reconstruct material stiffness properties of composites based on dispersion characteristics

of Lamb wave in this paper, which combines the advantages of WFE and SAFE. Case study has been selected to

illustrate the strengths of proposed approach. While the brute-force approach showed that the dispersion relations

have a very low sensitivity to some of the moduli if considered altogether. A sensitivity study is therefore hereby

performed in order to uncover the effect of each parameters to be optimised on the dispersion relations in the future.
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Abstract

Hybrid prognosis combining both the physical knowledge and data-driven techniques has 
shown great potential for damage prognosis in structural health monitoring (SHM). Current 
practices consider the physics-based process and data-driven measurement equations to 
describe the damage evolution and the mapping between the damage state and the SHM signal 
(or the feature extracted from SHM signal), respectively. However, the bias between the 
measurements predicted by data-driven equation and the actual SHM measurements, arising 
from uncertainties like damage geometries and sensor placement or noise, can lead to 
inaccurate prognosis results. To account for this problem, this paper adopts a methodology 
typically applied for sensor fault diagnosis, and develops a new hybrid state space model with 
a bias parameter included into the state vector and the measurement equation. Particle filter 
(PF) serves as the estimation technique to identify the state and parameters relating to the 
damage as well as the bias parameter, and RUL can be predicted by the PF estimates and 
physics-based process equation. The numerical study about the fatigue crack growth shows the 
new model together with PF can provide satisfactory estimation and prediction results in case 
of bias in the measurement model.

Keywords: Structural Health monitoring, Fault Prognosis, Hybrid Model, Measurement 
Equation, Particle Filter.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Prognostic is the process of predicting the future state and the remaining useful life (RUL) 
of a component or system. In the last decades, a great variety of damage prognosis techniques 
have been developed in SHM depending on the availability of physics knowledge and data. 
From the perspective of how the prognosis models are formulated, they can be distinguished 
into physics-based [1-3], data-driven [4-8] and hybrid methods [9-13]. Physics-based methods
utilize specific mechanistic knowledge and theories to formulate a pure physics-based model,
which describes the structural degradation phenomena as well as the links between the damage 
states and the SHM measurements. On the other hand, data-driven methods, resorting to data-
driven modelling techniques such as neural networks [6] and Markov chains [8], attempt to use 
amounts of data to build the relationship between the internal degradation behaviour and the 
external observations. Hybrid methods, taken as a combination of the two above methods, 
usually consider the physics-based process and data-driven measurement equations to describe 
the damage evolution and the mapping between the damage state and measurement, 
respectively. 

The right method (or model) should probably be case specific, as each type of method has 
its pros and cons [14, 15]. However, given the uncertainties arising from the complex structural 
degradation behaviour, the environment effects and the sensor health conditions [16, 17], both
the deterministic physic-based and data-driven models are unable to provide an accurate 
prognostic result. A well-acknowledged strategy for both the physics-based [1-3] and data-
driven methods [6, 8] to improve their prognostic performance is to set the parameters within 
the corresponding models as unknown components to be updated by a state estimation 
technique, such as particle filter (PF) given its good performance in nonlinear and non-Gaussian 
problem. On the other hand, this strategy is not fully exploited in hybrid methods, where the 
parameters in physics-based process equation are usually taken as unknown variables to be 
estimated by PF, while the parameters relating to the data-driven measurement equation are not 
[11, 18, 19].

The relationship between the damage state and the SHM measurement should probably vary 
in different specimens of same structure [9] due to the uncertainties mentioned above. As a 
consequence, the bias between the measurements predicted by data-driven measurement 
equation, often derived from training data, and the measurements from testing specimen is 
unavoidable. In this context, the measurement equation, that fails to be online updated or take 
the bias into account, will lead to inaccurate damage estimation [20] and prognosis [9] in case 
of large-level bias. Only a few studies relating to hybrid prognosis [9, 13] field attempt to solve 
this bias problem, where an additional measurement system is adopted to collect or calculate 
the true damage state and to update the measurement equation. 

The bias between the predicted measurements and the actual measurements can be regarded 
as a typical sensor fault, which can be detected, localized and identified by adding a parameter 
representing a bias in both the process and measurement equations for estimation [21-23]. It 
has been verified that this bias can have little effect on the estimation of other state components 
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when it can be accurately estimated by a state estimation technique [22, 23]. However, such 
idea, that has been validated for the sensor fault diagnosis problem [21-23] and the state 
estimation considering bias [22, 23], has not been used for hybrid damage prognosis.

This paper develops a new particle filter-based hybrid prognosis framework that combines 
the methods from sensor fault diagnosis and current hybrid prognosis investigations. The 
process equation is formulated resorting to the physical law describing damage propagation and 
a bias parameter, while the measurement equation representing the relationship between the 
damage state and the measurements is built by a polynomial fitting function and the bias 
parameter. Then, PF is used to estimate the damage state, damage parameters and the bias 
parameter. Finally, the future states and, consequently, the RUL can be estimated on the basis 
of the process equation and the estimated damage state and parameters. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the traditional and new 
models as well as the prognosis framework. The numerical validation is discussed in Section 3. 
Finally, Section 4 concludes this paper with some topics for future work.

2 DAMAGE PROGNOSIS FRAMEWORK

Particle filter-based damage prognosis framework generally has three main steps, namely, (i) 
formulating a state space model, (ii) estimating the unknown state components using PF and 
(iii) calculating the future state and RUL by the PF estimates and the physic-based process 
equation. 

2.1  Traditional and new models

Current PF-based prognosis investigations in SHM usually have the hybrid state space model 
formulated as

(1)

where f (·) is the physics-based function describing the evolution of the damage state, and h (·) 
is a function mapping the relationship between the damage state and the measurement, the 
subscript k is the time step, z represents the state vector, y is the output that is given by the 
measurement system, such as strain [11] and guided wave [9, 10], includes evolution 
parameters and x is the state relating to the damage (hereafter focusing on crack damage), ω 
and are the process noises, ν is the measurement noise. 

The relationship between the damage extent and measurement will inevitably vary in 
different specimens of same structure [9], due to the uncertainties like damage geometries and 
sensor error, which means the bias between the measurement predicted by a data-driven 
measurement equation derived from some specimens and the actual measurements from another 
one is typically unavoidable. Inaccurate estimation [20] and prognosis [9] may occur in case of 
large-level bias. Inspired from the sensor fault diagnosis investigations [21-23] and hybrid 
prognosis studies [9, 10, 13], a novel hybrid state space model is thus developed with the bias 
parameter b included as 
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(2)

where is the process noise for the parameter b. This model can provide satisfactory 
estimated damage state and parameters, because the bias between the output calculated from 
the function h (·) and the actual measurement y can be on-line estimated by the parameter b, as 
will be validated in Section 3.4.

2.2  Particle filter and RUL prediction

Particle filter serves as the state estimation technique in this study, due to its good 
performance in nonlinear and non-Gaussian problem. 

Figure 1 Sampling importance resampling (SIR) particle filter [24]

The sampling importance resampling (SIR) PF [25] with systematic resampling, as presented 
in Figure 1, is used in this study, and it consists of the three steps, i.e.,

(i) draw Np particles   from the prior probability density function 

(PDF) ,
(ii) calculate the weight  by the likelihood function  as

(3)

and assign its normalized form to each particle ,
(iii) Resample for using particle weights.

In addition, the kernel smoothing method [26] is adopted for the parameters  due to its 
good performance in current investigations [3],

(4)
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where  are the means of the samples. 
The prediction for future state and RUL is summarized in Table 1. At each time step k, the 

posterior PDFs of the state and parameters are adopted to calculate the future evolution of the 
particles. The RUL of each particle can be defined when its future state reaches a predefined 
threshold. 

Initialization: set  as 
For i = 1 : Np

j = 0
While

Calculate the future state by 
j = j +1

End

End

Table 1 Calculation of future state and RUL at time step k

3 APPLICATION

3.1  Crack growth and measurement

The crack growth data, as presented in Figure 2(a), are created by Paris’ law with parameters 
as in Table 2.

(5)

where x is the crack length, the subscript k means the k-th time step, , and F represent 
the load cycle increment, the applied fatigue stress range and the crack shape function,
respectively, C and m are two empirical values governing damage progression and

is the unbiased log-normal process noise with standard deviation σ. The

crack length 35 mm is set as the threshold for damage prognosis. 

Initial crack length x0 Parameter C Parameter m Noise 
15 mm 1.1994×10-14 3.79

Crack shape function F Applied fatigue stress Load cycles 
1 60 MPa 500

Table 2 Details for crack growth 

Given the difficulty in directly measuring the crack length, current SHM applications usually 
have advanced measurement system, e.g., guided wave [9, 10], strain gauge [11], adopted for 
online monitoring to estimate the crack length. In this study, the measurements at different crack 
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lengths (Figure 2(b)) are created via two steps: 
(i) calculate the measurements without the bias and noise by a polynomial fitting function
h (·), representing the relationship between the crack lengths and the SHM measurements

(6)

(ii) add the varying bias, as given in Eq. (7), and 33dB signal-to-noise ratio white 
Gaussian noise to the above measurements.

(7)

(a) Crack growth (b) Measurements in testing case and function h (·)

Figure 2 Testing data.

Note: the x-axis for the bias in Figure 2(b) is changed as crack length. 

3.2 Formulation of traditional and new models

Given the two parameters C and m will also vary in different specimens, they are taken as 
unknown variables and added to the state vector to form the traditional augmented state space 
model as 

(8)

where is log-normal process noise with the standard deviation σ [3], while

and are zero-mean Gaussian process noises.
The new hybrid model with a bias parameter included is given as

(9)
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where b is the parameter representing the bias, and is its process noise.

3.3 Particle filter parameters

All the PF parameters used in this study are reported in Table 3. The strategies about the 
distributions of initial intervals for C and m and the process noise ω are determined from [3, 11, 
12]. 

Number of particles Np STD in likelihood function h in Kernel smoothing
2000 0.04 0.1

Initial distributions for C, m Initial range for x, mm Initial value for b

x0 (14.5, 15.5) b0 = 0

Distributions of process noises {ω, ω1, ω2, ω3, ω4} for x, C, m, b
x, ω C, ω1 m, ω2 b, ω3

Table 3 PF parameters.

3.4 Results from estimation and RUL prediction

Figures 3 (a) and (b) present the estimation results using traditional model. The estimated 
crack length remains close to the true values until reaching about 17 mm, when the bias grows 
large enough to hamper damage estimation, as visible in Figure 2. The narrow confidence 
boundaries after about 6 104 load cycles show the existence of a poor particle diversity. In 
addition, the samples of the parameters C and m also fail to accumulate around the true values. 
The observation that the bias between the output of the measurement equation and the actual 
measurement will lead to inaccurate estimation is confirmed in [9, 20]. Figures 3 (c), (d) and 
(e) present the estimation results using the new model with included bias parameter. The 
estimated crack length, C and m are noticeably more accurate than those in Figures 3 (a) and 
(b), as the bias is correctly identified by the PF and is taken into consideration for the estimation 
for the other state components. Moreover, given the presence of measurement noise and the 
difficulty in estimating the time-varying parameter, the bias parameters from the 3×104 to 7×104 

load cycles are not accurately estimated, which leads to less accurate estimation for crack length 
at these load cycles.
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(a) Crack length, traditional model (b) Parameters C and m, traditional model

(c) Crack length, new model (d) C and m, new model (e) Bias parameter b

Figure 3 Estimation using traditional and new models

Figures 4 (a)(b) and (c)(d) present the prediction for future states at some selected load cycles 
using the traditional and new models, respectively. The grey dotted lines are the crack length 
trajectories predicted by the particles at the selected load cycles, and the grey histogram at the 
end of life (identified as a critical crack length) is the RUL posterior PDF. Figures 5 (a) and (b) 
present the RUL predictions using the traditional and new models, respectively, along with their 
95% confidence boundary. The predicted states and RULs from the new model always keep 
close to the true values, while those from the traditional model don’t. It can be concluded that 
the new model can provide more accurate estimation and prognosis results within a PF 
framework than the traditional model, for which the bias existing between the measurement 
equation and the actual observation prevents a correct estimation.

(a) N/3 load cycles, traditional model (b) 2N/3 load cycles, traditional model
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(c) N/3 load cycles, new model (d) 2N/3 load cycles, new model

Figure 4 Prediction at two selected load cycles from traditional and new models.

(a) Traditional model (b) New model

Figure 5 RUL Prediction from traditional and new models.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The bias between the measurements predicted by any data-driven measurement equation and 
the actual SHM measurements is unavoidable in hybrid prognostic investigations, which might 
lead to inaccurate prognostic results. Combining the ideas from sensor fault diagnosis and 
hybrid prognosis, this paper proposes a new hybrid state space model that always includes an 
adaptive bias parameter in both the state vector and measurement equation. The numerical study 
proves the new model can provide accurate estimation and prognosis for crack length when the 
bias can be accurately estimated. Our future work intends to validate this framework by 
experimental study. 
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Abstract 

This contribution studies the propagation of bulk acoustic waves in piezoelectric media 
discretized by the finite element method. The element elastic and dielectric stiffness matrices 
are split into basic and higher order components which are related to the mean and deviatoric 
components of the element strain and electric fields, respectively. This decomposition is applied 
to the total energy of the finite element assemblage. By a dispersion analysis the higher order 
total energy is related to the total energy error for the propagating waves. An averaged 
correlation is proposed as an error indicator for the finite element vibration eigenmodes in
piezoelectric solids.

Keywords: energy-orthogonal stiffness, numerical dispersion, piezoelectric media, vibration
eigenmodes.
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1 INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that the wave scattering at boundaries creates an interference field that, if 

composed solely of waves of frequency equal to a natural frequency of the bounded medium, 
takes the form of a standing-wave field which is an eigenmode of the continuum [1]. For 
homogeneous piezoelectric solids, whose three dimensions are comparable, this standing-wave 
field could be considered essentially composed of propagating quasi-longitudinal and quasi-
shear bulk acoustic waves. In this case the goal of determining the finite element mesh required 
to accurately represent a given number of eigenmodes could be approached by analysing the 
effect of the spatial discretization over the propagation of such bulk acoustic waves in 
unbounded media. This effect becomes apparent by observing the dispersive behavior of the 
waves, a phenomenon that is not present in the physical system [2]. This contribution extends 
the author’s previous research about homogeneous isotropic elastic solids [3].

The piezoelectric media covered in this research include PZT (Lead zirconate titanate 
(Pb(Zr,Ti)O3)) piezoceramics [4]. These are transversely isotropic and they behave the same as 
crystals in class Hexagonal (6mm). The poling direction is supposed along the Z-axis. The 
material constants for the piezoceramics selected (PZT-5H, PZT-8 and PZT-5A) can be found 
in reference [5]. Also PMN-PT (Lead magnesium niobate-lead titanate (Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-
PbTiO3)) <001> poled single crystals are covered [6]: the single crystal PMN-30PT from 
reference [7], and the commercial grade single crystals PMN-31PT and PIN-PMN-PT (TRS 
X2B and TRS X4B) from TRS Technologies Inc. [8] have been selected. These single crystals 
exhibit Tetragonal (4mm) symmetry in macroscopic material properties. See Appendix 1 for 
the material constants of the PZT piezoceramics and PMN-PT single crystals selected.

An enlightening discussion about PZT piezoceramics and PMN-PT single crystals in the 
context of sonar applications can be found in reference [9].

1.1 Finite element formulation 
In a lossless piezoelectric medium discretized by the finite element method the equations of 

equilibrium governing its linear dynamic response for time-harmonic waves will be [10],
2 exp( ), exp( )

, ;
exp( ), exp( )

uu u T
u u

u

i t i t
i t i t

K M K x F x x F F
K K

K K Q Q Q
exp(exp(exp(exp(exp(exp(x

exp(exp(
p(

exp(exp(exp(
p(

(1) 

where: M, consistent mass matrix; Kuu (K , Ku ), elastic (dielectric, piezoelectric) stiffness 
matrix of the finite element assemblage; xx ( FF , , QQ ), column matrix containing the complex 
amplitude of the nodal displacements (external loads, electric potentials, free electric charges);

2 T , circular frequency; T, period of wave; t, time.
The total energy will be equal to the sum of pure elastic energy and pure electric energy [11], 

1 1
2 2Re[ ] Re[ ] ( ) Re[ ] Re[ ] ( )M T E T

uuE a E bx K x K                    (2) 

At element level 

[ ] ( ) [ ] ( )

[ ] ( ) [ ] ( )
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e T T e T
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dV a dV b

dV c dV d
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K B e B K B e B
(3) 

where: Bu (B ), matrix relating the strain components (gradient of electric potential) to the nodal 
values of displacement (electric potential); CE, elasticity matrix evaluated at constant electric 
field; εS, dielectric matrix evaluated at constant mechanical strain; e, piezoelectric matrix. 
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If the matrices Bu and B are partitioned into mean and deviatoric components,  

, ,

, ,

; , ( )

; , ( )

e
u u u d u u u d uVe

e
d dVe

V dV a

V dV b

B B B B B B B B

B B B B B B B B
                            (4) 

the matrices Eq. (3a) and Eq. (3b) would be respectively decomposed as addition of basic and 
higher order components, 

, , , , , ,

, , , , , ,

; [ ] , [ ] ( )

; [ ] , [ ] ( )

e e e e T E e e T E
uu uu b uu h uu b u u uu h u d u dVe

e e e e T S e e T S
b h b h d dVe

V dV a

V dV b

K K K K B C B K B C B

K K K K B ε B K B ε B
(5)  

In this case it is said that the element stiffness matrices are formulated in energy-orthogonal 
form [12]. The decomposition in Eq. (5) holds for the complete model,  

, , , ,( ) ( )uu uu b uu h b ha bK K K K K K                                 (6) 

For a stationary wave the amplitudes of nodal displacements and electric potentials are real-
valued vectors in Eq. (1). Then, from Eq. (2a) and Eq. (2b), the period-averaged elastic and 
electric energies for the discretized domain will be, respectively, 

1 1
4 4( ) ( )M T E T

uuE a E bx K x K ( )TK(T E)( E)x K x                                         (7) 

By introducing Eq. (6) into Eq. (7), the basic and higher order period-averaged energies will 
be obtained. The latter components will be 

1 1
, ,4 4( ) ( )M T E T

h uu h h hE a E bx K x K , ( )T
hK,, (, hE) h

T E( hE) hx K xhh                      (8) 

2 DISPERSION ANALYSIS  
The unbounded piezoelectric domain is discretized by a regular mesh of finite elements. Two 

different isoparametric finite elements with consistent mass matrix are considered: the
hexahedron with twenty nodes and brick geometry HE20, Fig. 1, and the pentahedron with 
fifteen nodes and right prismatic isosceles geometry PE15, Fig. 2 [13]. The nodal lattice formed 
by the finite element assemblage has four and five nodes per unit cell, respectively. Different 
meshes with the same element volume can be selected by the aspect ratio parameter, 0 < γ ≤ 1;
the skew angle, 0 ≤ β < 90º (only HE 20 element); and the distortion-Z parameter, ε > 0.

For uniform plane harmonic bulk waves at the continuum piezoelectric medium, the 
displacement vector field and the electric potential field will be, respectively, 

ˆ exp( )exp( ) ( ) xp( )exp( ) ( )uA i i t a A e i i t bu a n r n r                     (9) 

where: Au and A , amplitudes of the wave; â, polarization vector; n, wave normal, unit vector 
indicating the direction of the wave propagation; r, position vector; = 2π/λ = ω/c, wave 
number; , wavelength; c, phase velocity at the continuum medium.

The wave normal has the components n1 = cos sin , n2 = sin sin  and n3 = cos , where: ,
azimuthal angle, 0 ≤  180º; , polar angle, 0 ≤ 180º, Fig. 1.  

The polarization vectors and phase velocities are solution of the stiffened Christoffel 
equation, which is expressed in abbreviated subscript notation [14],

2ˆ ˆ( ( [ ][ ] ( )) ) , , 1, ,3; , 1, ,6E S
iK KL Kj j i iL i ij j Lj j il C e n n e n n l a c a i j K L,3; , 1, ,6,3; ,, (10) 
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where the non-null values of liK are: l11 = n1, l15 = n3, l16 = n2, l22 = n2, l24 = n3, l26 = n1, l33 = n3,
l34 = n2, and l35 = n1.  

Figure 1: Piezoelectric domain discretized by a regular mesh of HE20 elements and unit cell with four nodes.
Polarization vectors.

Figure 2: Piezoelectric domain discretized by a regular mesh of PE15 elements and unit cell with four master 
nodes (m) and one slave node (s).

By solving the eigenproblem Eq. (10), three mutually orthogonal waves at the continuum 
medium are computed, Fig. 1: (âSS, cSS), slow quasi-shear wave, SS; (âFS, cFS), fast quasi-shear 
wave, FS; and (âL, cL), quasi-longitudinal wave, L.

Then, the electric potential at the continuum medium can be computed for each wave, 

ˆ( ( ) ), , 1, ,3; 1, ,6u S
i iK Kj i ij j jA A n e l n n a i j K,3; 1, ,6,3;3; (11) 

For the displacement vector field Eq. (9a) and for the electric potential field Eq. (9b), the 
densities of period-averaged pure elastic energy and period-averaged pure electric energy at the 
continuum medium can be respectively computed by the equations [14] 

2 2 2 2 2 21 1
0 04 4ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )M u E E S

Ki i KL Lj j i ij jE A l a C l a c a E A n n c b (12) 

X

Y

Z n

âL

âSS

âFS

X

Y
Z

β

2b*γ/ε

2b*ε2

2b/(ε*γ)

X

Y

Z
b/ε*γ* 3 2b/(ε*γ)

2b*ε2m
s
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2.1 Characteristic equations 
The characteristic equations can be found assuming harmonic waves Eq. (9) with different 

amplitudes in each node of the unit cell, 

ˆ exp( ) ( ) xp( ) ( ); 1, ,u
j jA i a A e i b j Nu a n r n rjj xpj xpxpˆu
jA ˆu
j eu A exu
jj exA ex N, (13) 

where: N, number of nodes per unit cell. 
Inserting the solutions Eq. (13) into the homogeneous part of Eq. (1), the characteristic 

equation for each node of the unit cell is yielded by equilibrium of nodal forces into the direction 
of the particle displacement [15],

2ˆ ˆ ˆ 0, 0uu u u
K M K K KF FF a F a F a (14) 

By considering Eq. (14) for each node of the unit cell, a homogeneous system of 2N algebraic 
equations is formed, 

2( , , , ) ( , , , ) ( , , , )
( , , , ) ( , , , )

uu uu u u

u

m m m
m m

0a α b α a α A
0a α a α A

(15) 

2 , (2 )m b b b c (16)

where: m, dimensionless wave number, 0 < m < 1; b, half of the element size; , dimensionless 
frequency of the discretized piezoelectric medium; ( , , )α form parameter for HE20 
mesh, or ( , )α form parameter for PE15 mesh. 

In this procedure both the global stiffness matrices and the global mass matrix have been 
expressed in a suitable form, 

2 0 3 0(2 ) ( , , , ) , (2 )xx xxc b xx uu u u bK K M M (17) 

The homogeneous system of 2N algebraic equations Eq. (15) can be reduced to a
homogeneous system of N equations by static condensation [16]. So, from Eq. (15),  

2 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )uu uu u u u ua ba b A a A 0 A a a A (18) 

Inserting Eq. (18b) into (18a), the condensate system of characteristic equations is formed, 
1 2( ( ) )uu u u uu u ua a a a b A 0 ZA 0 (19) 

2.2 Dispersion equations 
The system of homogeneous algebraic equations given in Eq. (19) has a non-trivial solution 

only if the matrix Z is singular; that is, det [Z] = 0. Then it is yielded the following polynomial 
equation which is called the characteristic frequency equation for the plane wave propagation, 

2
0

( , , , ) 0, 1N r
r Nr

c m cα (20) 

It is an important fact that the N zeroes of a polynomial of degree N  1 with complex 
coefficients depend continuously upon the coefficients [17]. Thus, sufficiently small changes 
in the coefficients of a polynomial can lead only to small changes in any zero. However, if the 
zeros are numerically computed, there is no simple way to define a function which takes the N
coefficients (all but the leading 1) of a monic polynomial of degree N to the N zeroes of the 
polynomial, since there is no natural way to define an ordering among the N zeroes. In the case 
of the HE20 mesh, for which the polynomial Eq. (20) is quartic, the above difficulty has been 
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overcome by computing the zeroes in closed form as functions of its coefficients. Then, the 
components  

( , , , ), 1, ,4k k m kα ,4 (21) 

will be continuous functions precisely defined. They are called the dispersion equations. 
Substituting Eq. (21) into Eq. (19), the displacement wave amplitudes corresponding to the 

nodes of the unit cell are yielded for each dispersion equation. Then, by Eq. (18b), the 
corresponding electric potential amplitudes are recovered. 

To find the zeros of a polynomial equation as functions of its coefficients beyond the quartic 
equation is a very difficult mathematical problem [18]. Then, for the mesh PE15 which has five 
nodes per unit cell, if the zeros of Eq. (20) are numerically computed, the above mentioned 
ordering difficulty could be a problem.  In this case, by considering the initial condition,  

10
lim ( , , , ) 0
m

m α (22) 

it is proposed to compute the first dispersion equation by a reduced unit cell obtained by a 
procedure of exact dynamic condensation [16].  

Assume that the total nodes at the unit cell are categorized as master nodes (m) and slave 
nodes (s), where the number of master nodes is four and the number of slave nodes is one, Fig 
2. With this arrangement, the system of characteristic equations Eq. (19) may be partitioned as

2( ) ( )
,

( ) ( )

u
mm ms m

u
sm ss s

q q
q

q q
Z Z 0A
Z Z 0A

(23) 

From Eq. (23) the relation of wave amplitudes between the master and slave nodes may be 
obtained as 

1( ) ( )u u
s ss sm mq qA Z Z A (24) 

Then, by back-substituting, the system of characteristic equations of the reduced unit cell is 
obtained as 

( ) , [ ( ) ( )]u u
R m R R mq q q qZ A 0 K M A 0 (25) 

Then, from Eq. (25), the reduced form of the characteristic frequency equation is obtained 
4 3 2

3 2 1 0 0, ( , , , , ), 0, ,3R R R R rRq c q c q c q c c m q rα ,3                (26) 

The first dispersion equation is computed by the following iterative procedure: 
Set by Eq. (22) the initial value 01iq .
Do for 0 1m , step m
1. Compute the coefficients 1( , , , , )rR ic m qα of Eq. (26).
2. Compute the zero 1q of the quartic polynomial Eq. (26).
Do while ( 1 1 1( )iq q q ) 
1. Refresh initial value 11 qqi .
2. Compute the coefficients 1( , , , , )rR ic m qα of Eq. (26).
3. Compute the zero 1q of the quartic polynomial Eq. (26).
End do 
3. Substituting 1q into Eq. (25) to compute the wave amplitudes at the master nodes.  
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4. Substituting 1q into Eq. (24) to compute the wave amplitudes at the slave nodes.  
5. Refresh initial value 11 qqi for the next step.          
End do 

It must be recall the equality of the energy and group velocities for bulk acoustic waves in a 
lossless piezoelectric medium [19], and the equality of the normal component of the group 
velocity and the phase velocity at the anisotropic continuum [20]. Then, the indicators of 
numerical dispersion for the phase velocity and the normal component of the group velocity are 
yielded for each dispersion equation. From Eq. (16),

1 1(2 ) ( ) (2 ) ( )p p gn gne c c m a e c c m b (27) 

The range of dimensionless wave number values where each dispersion equation represents 
the propagation of acoustic waves in the discretized medium will be called the acoustical branch 
of the dispersion equation. In order to determine the acoustical branches the following 
constraint conditions are imposed, 

1 , ,
1, ( , , , ) 0 2, , ( ) 0 ( )u u

jA A m j N a m bαα , (( (28) 

In molecular physics the condition Eq. (28a) is called the restriction of the lattice spectrum 
to the acoustical branch [21]. By considering Eq. (27b), the constraint condition Eq. (28b)
imposes that the normal component of the group velocity or energy velocity must have the wave 
direction. The preliminary constraint condition dim [N(Z)] = 1, over the dimension of the null 
space of matrix Z for the HE20 mesh, or dim [N(ZR)] = 1 for the PE15 mesh, must be imposed 
in order to Eq. (28a) would be a meaningful constraint condition. For each dispersion equation 
only the acoustical branch will be considered.  

2.3 Energy at the unit cell 
From Eq. (2), Eq. (16) and Eq. (17), the densities of period-averaged elastic and electric 

energies at the unit cell are computed, 
12 01

2 0

12 01
2 0

( ) Re[ exp( 2 )]Re[ exp( 2 )] ( )

( ) Re[ exp( 2 )]Re[ exp( 2 )] ( )

M T
uu

E T

E C i i d a

E C i i d b

x F

F

0 exp( 20
uu 2exp( 2exp( 2

exp( 2 0 exp( 20 2
(29) 

where: τ = t/T, 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1, dimensionless time; 0
uuF0
uuF  and 0F0F are column matrices of forces at the 

nodes of the unit cell; C = 1 for the HE20 mesh, C = 2/(3)1/2 for the PE15 mesh.
From the decomposition in Eq. (6), the above computed densities of period-averaged 

energies Eq. (29) can be partitioned as addition of basic and higher order components. Then, 
the percentage of period-averaged higher order total energy can be defined as 

( ) ( ) , ( , , , )M E M E
h h h h h he E E E E E E e e m α (30) 

From Eq. (29) and Eq. (12), the percentage indicator of total energy error associated with 
the spatial discretization that is introduced by the finite element model is defined as 

0 0 0(( ) ( )) 1 ( ) 1, ( , , , )M E M E
T T Te E E E E E E e e m α (31) 

From Eq. (30) and Eq. (31), a mapping between the total energy error and the percentage of 
higher order total energy can be also computed, 

( , , , )T T he e e α (32) 
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2.4 Substitute wave field
It is clear that the harmonic acoustic waves cannot be exactly captured by a regular mesh of 

finite elements HE20 or PE15. This fact is a consequence of the element interpolation which is 
quadratic. A substitute wave field [22] or alias field [13] has been obtained in the discretized 
unbounded medium by performing a dispersion analysis in terms of allowable polarizations of 
the continuum. The substitute wave field is obtained by collocating Eq. (13a) and Eq. (13b) in
each node of the unit cell. The assumption of different amplitudes is introduced because the 
equation of equilibrium is different for each node. The analysis yields the relative wave 
amplitudes and the dispersion relation under which the alias field may propagate in the 
discretized medium. The alias wave field will be

, ,,a a
S i i S i iN Nu u i i,S i ii,NS

a
, ,S i i,N ,S i iua NS iNN Naaa                   (33) 

where: iu~ , the values of Eq. (13a) at the nodes; ii , the values of Eq. (13b) at the nodes; iSN , ,
the nodal shape functions. 

By computing the wave amplitude distortion, the discretization error of the wave field Eq. 
(33) can be decomposed as addition of interpolation and pollution errors [23].  

2.5 Numerical research 
For the waves and media considered the indicators Eq. (27), Eq. (30) and Eq. (31) are 

computed versus dimensionless wave number for different meshes and directions of wave 
propagation. Five meshes having the same element volume will be considered for each of the 
elements analyzed. Specifically, for HE20 element, Fig. 1: 

Q1: square section; γ = 1, β = 0, ε = 1.
Q2: rectangular section with aspect ratio 1:2; γ = 1/√2, β = 0, ε = 1. 
Q3: skewed section; γ = 1, β = 45º, ε = 1.
Q4: distorted in the poling Z-direction with aspect ratio 2:1; γ = 1, β = 0, ε = 21/3. 

Q5: distorted in the poling Z-direction with aspect ratio 1:2; γ = 1, β = 0, ε = 1/21/3. 

and, for PE15 element, Fig. 2: 

T1: triangular section of equilateral geometry; γ = 1, ε = 1.
T2: triangular section of right geometry; γ2 = 1/(3)1/2, ε = 1.

T3: triangular section with angle of 30º opposite to the base; γ2 = 1/(3)1/2 tg75º, ε = 1.

T4: distorted in the poling Z-direction with aspect ratio 2:1; γ = 1, ε = 21/3. 

T5: distorted in the poling Z-direction with aspect ratio 1:2; γ = 1, ε = 1/21/3. 

Given the mesh and the piezoelectric medium, the dispersion analysis is numerically carried 
out by a step of π/36 for the azimuthal and polar angles, and a step of 1/10000 for the 
dimensionless wave number. As result the indicators Eq. (27), Eq. (30) and Eq. (31), are 
computed as finite sets of values. An example of the indicators Eq. (30) and Eq. (32) is shown 
in Fig. 3. It is observed that Eq. (30) and it is deduced that Eq. (31) both vanish as dimensionless 
wave number goes to zero; that is, as the mesh is refined and in the limit of long waves. It must 
be remarked that the behavior of the higher order total energy as dimensionless wave number 
goes to zero is a consequence that both the strain field and the electric field inside each element 
becomes uniform. That is, given the mesh, in the limit of long waves, the density of total energy 
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approaches to zero more slowly than its higher order component; and, given the wavelength, as 
the solution converges on account of mesh refinement, the density of total energy is increasingly 
dominated by its basic component.  

Investigating the relationship between the total energy error and the percentage of higher 
order total energy Eq. (32), it can be observed from Fig. 3 that both variables could be related 
by a cubic function for moderate values of the higher order total energy,  

2( , , ) ( , , )T h he A e B eα α (34) 

For each of the waves (SS, FS, and L) and piezoelectric media considered in this research, 
an averaged correlation between the total energy error and the percentage of higher order total 
energy is sought by computing averaged values for the coefficients A and B.

First, two reference values of the percentage of higher order total energy are selected,

1 2 1 220 : 0.10 0.20; 15: 0.075 0.15h h h hHE e e PE e e (35) 

Figure 3: Percentage of higher order total energy versus dimensionless wave number and versus percentage of 
total energy error. PMN-30PT, MESH Q4, L-WAVES,  = 45º. 

Then, by Eq. (30) and Eq. (32), the reference values related of dimensionless wave number 
and percentage of total energy error are respectively computed, 

1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2( , , ), ( , , )T Tm m e eα α (36) 

The mean value of each reference dimensionless wave number, and the root mean square 
value (based on the L2-norm) and the sup-norm value [24] of each reference total energy error 
are next computed on the range of propagation angles,

2 2

21 1
1,2 1,2 1,2 1,20 0 0 0

1,2 1,2

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) sup ( , , ) : 0 , ( )

M RMS
T

SUP
T

m m d d a e e d d b

e e c

α α
(37) 

Consistent with the discrete analysis carried out, the integrals in Eq. (37a) and Eq. (37b) are 
numerically computed. Mean values of the indicators of numerical dispersion for the phase 
velocity and the normal component of the group velocity Eq. (27) have been also computed.
Detailed values are presented in the Appendix 2 attached to this manuscript.

As a next step, the values computed in Eq. (37a) and Eq. (37b) are mesh-averaged,

PERCENTAGE OF HIGHER ORDER TOTAL ENERGY

0º

º
0º

m

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL ENERGY ERROR

eh

0º

º

0º
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5 51 1
1,2 1,2 1,2 1,25 51 1

5 51 1
1,2 1,2 1,2 1,25 51 1

20 : ( ) 20 : ( )
( ) ( )

15 : ( ) 15 : ( )

M M RMS RMS
j T T jj j

M M RMS RMS
j T T jj j

HE m m Q HE e e Q
a b

PE m m T PE e e T
(38) 

The results of Eq. (38a) and Eq. (38b) are displayed in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively, for 
each of the piezoelectric media and waves investigated. Similar mesh-averaged values of the 
indicators of numerical dispersion for the phase velocity and the normal component of the group 
velocity Eq. (27) have been also computed, Table 3.

From Table 1 and Table 2, it is deduced that the mesh-averaged root mean square values of 
the first and the second reference percentage of total energy error roughly correspond, in an 
averaged sense, to six and four elements per wavelength, respectively. In such averaged sense, 
the total energy error of the quasi-longitudinal waves is greater than the one of the quasi-shear 
waves. An opposite behavior is shown by the indicators of numerical dispersion. It is deduced 
from Table 3 that the numerical dispersion of the quasi-shear waves is greater than the one of
the quasi-longitudinal waves.

HE20 HE20
PZT-5H PZT-8 PZT-5A PMN-30PT PMN-31PT PIN-PMN-PT

1
Mm SS

FS
L

0.1758
0.1756
0.1748

0.1756
0.1758
0.1749

0.1755
0.1759
0.1748

0.1751
0.1754
0.1745

0.1753
0.1754
0.1745

0.1753
0.1754
0.1745

2
Mm SS

FS
L

0.2576
0.2568
0.2542

0.2571
0.2574
0.2545

0.2567
0.2577
0.2543

0.2553
0.2564
0.2530

0.2558
0.2563
0.2531

0.2557
0.2563
0.2532

PE15 PE15
PZT-5H PZT-8 PZT-5A PMN-30PT PMN-31PT PIN-PMN-PT

1
Mm SS

FS
L

0.1804
0.1804
0.1797

0.1804
0.1806
0.1798

0.1802
0.1807
0.1798

0.1794
0.1803
0.1796

0.1797
0.1804
0.1796

0.1797
0.1803
0.1795

2
Mm SS

FS
L

0.2628
0.2627
0.2606

0.2627
0.2632
0.2608

0.2623
0.2634
0.2607

0.2599
0.2624
0.2599

0.2607
0.2625
0.2599

0.2606
0.2624
0.2598

Table 1: Mesh-average of the mean values of the first and second reference dimensionless wave number. 

Finally, by the mesh-averaged reference values of total energy error Eq. (38b), the averaged 
values of the coefficients A and B for the cubic correlation Eq. (34) can be computed,

2
1,2 1,2 1,2[ * ]*RMS

T h he A e B e (39) 

Then the averaged correlation between the total energy error and the percentage of higher 
order total energy will be yielded 

2
2( ) , 0RMS

T h h h he A e B e e e (40) 

3 MODAL ANALYSIS 
As application it is explored the use of the averaged correlation Eq. (40) as a reference to 

apply the higher order total energy as an indicator of discretization error for the finite element 
vibration eigenmodes. These ones are the solution of the eigenproblem obtained by considering 
the homogeneous part of Eq. (1) and assuming stationary waves. In condensed form [10], 
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* 2 * 1 1, ( ) ( ) 1, ,T T
j j j uu u u j u ja b j nK x Mx K K K K K K K x, ( ) ( ) 1T T( )j j j uu u j u j j) 1,)u u

2 * 1 T ( ) uj
T ( )x Mx K K K K K2 * 1,j j j

2
j

1 xT
j

1 T1
uK KT1 n, (41) 

* 2 , 1, ,T
i j ij j i j nx K x* 2T
i j ij jijij

2x K x*T
i n, (42) 

where: j and ( , )T
j jx ,j j, )T

j are the finite element natural frequencies and eigenvectors.

HE20 HE20
PZT-5H PZT-8 PZT-5A PMN-30PT PMN-31PT PIN-PMN-PT

1
RMS
Te SS

FS
L

0.003122
0.002698
0.005648

0.002918
0.002818
0.005287

0.002759
0.003055
0.005546

0.003173
0.002731
0.006690

0.003013
0.002780
0.006288

0.002986
0.002761
0.006223

2
RMS
Te SS

FS
L

0.013157
0.011348
0.029571

0.012431
0.011925
0.026939

0.011570
0.012891
0.028789

0.012833
0.011663
0.038235

0.012206
0.011962
0.034769

0.012081
0.011782
0.034268

PE15 PE15
PZT-5H PZT-8 PZT-5A PMN-30PT PMN-31PT PIN-PMN-PT

1
RMS
Te SS

FS
L

0.005515
0.005529
0.007119

0.005209
0.005393
0.006555

0.005389
0.005588
0.007139

0.006292
0.005483
0.008989

0.006286
0.005412
0.007935

0.006180
0.005505
0.007664

2
RMS
Te SS

FS
L

0.022301
0.022770
0.033449

0.021252
0.022237
0.029710

0.021783
0.023049
0.033447

0.023798
0.022635
0.052871

0.024103
0.022367
0.043976

0.023750
0.022743
0.043680

Table 2: Mesh-average of the rms values of the first and second reference percentage of total energy error. 

HE20 HE20
PZT-5H PZT-8 PZT-5A PMN-30PT PMN-31PT PIN-PMN-PT

2
M
pe SS

FS
L

1.00392
1.00356
1.00194

1.00326
1.00352
1.00199

1.00342
1.00385
1.00196

1.00752
1.00321
1.00168

1.00665
1.00304
1.00170

1.00654
1.00310
1.00171

2
M
gne SS

FS
L

1.01941
1.01759
1.00936

1.01614
1.01740
1.00964

1.01692
1.01902
1.00947

1.03698
1.01583
1.00795

1.03269
1.01497
1.00809

1.03219
1.01525
1.00815

PE15 PE15
PZT-5H PZT-8 PZT-5A PMN-30PT PMN-31PT PIN-PMN-PT

2
M
pe SS

FS
L

1.00386
1.00352
1.00185

1.00330
1.00339
1.00191

1.00354
1.00365
1.00187

1.00640
1.00340
1.00164

1.00568
1.00322
1.00167

1.00575
1.00328
1.00165

2
M
gne SS

FS
L

1.01864
1.01718
1.00897

1.01596
1.01653
1.00914

1.01708
1.01781
1.00891

1.03090
1.01652
1.00673

1.02748
1.01561
1.00739

1.02783
1.01588
1.00717

Table 3: Second mesh-averaged reference values of the indicators of numerical dispersion. 

Eq. (41a) and Eq. (41b) are solved by LAPACK routines [25]. By considering the relation 
of K-orthogonality Eq. (42) for the condensed eigenproblem Eq. (40a), and taking into account 
Eq. (41b) and Eq. (7), it can be yielded the following expression for the modal total energy 

2 21 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 , 1, ,T T

j uu j j j j j jE j nx K x K 21
j j4 j

21
4j 4

2
jKT 1

j uu j j44x K xT 1
j j

1
4
1
4

T
jj KTT
j n, (43) 
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The error for the modal total energy computed with the discretized piezoelectric domain is 
estimated by a reference model that will be obtained by dividing each element of the actual 
mesh into eight elements. The modal total energy computed with the actual model and the one 
computed with the reference model will be compared for each eigenmode by

2( ) 1, ( ) 1REF REFTEE E E TEE (44) 

The modal total energy error Eq. (44) will be compared with a proposed total energy error 
indicator which is computed either by averaging the correlation Eq. (40) for the slow and fast 
quasi-shear waves, or by the correlation Eq. (40) for the quasi-longitudinal waves,

1
, , , 22( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), 0RMS RMS RMS

T SS T FS T L hTEES PHE e e a TEEL PHE e b PHE e (45) 

where PHE is the percentage of higher order total energy computed with the actual model.
From Table 2, the following inequality is clearly fulfilled, 

( ) ( )TEES PHE TEEL PHE (46) 

Finally, by taking into account Eq. (7), the percentage of modal electric energy will be also 
computed with the actual model, 

( )E M EPEE E E E (47) 

It must be remarked that, for plane bulk acoustic waves, Eq. (47) would be an accepted 
definition of electromechanical coupling coefficient from energy consideration [26].

3.1 Numerical research 
Two test problems discretized by the HE20 element have been analyzed, Fig. 4: a 

piezoelectric cantilever bimorph connected in parallel configuration made of PZT-5A (L = 16 
mm, b = 3 mm, t = 2 mm) [27, 28], and a piezoelectric cube laterally clamped made of PZT-5H
or, alternatively, PMN-30PT single crystal (L = 1 mm) [29]. A piezoelectric disk laterally 
clamped, discretized by the PE15 element, is also analyzed, Fig. 5 (R = 12 mm, t = 6 mm). The 
piezoelectric disk is made of PZT-8 or, alternatively, PIN-PMN-PT single crystal. In each test 
problem the electrodes are shorted and their mechanical effects are neglected.

Figure 4: Piezoelectric cantilever bimorph and cube laterally clamped discretized by the HE20 element. 
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Since the piezoelectric bimorph has two planes of symmetry, which are XY and YZ, the 
modes can be computed by idealizing one quarter of it and applying four combinations of 
boundary conditions on the two planes for symmetric motion (S) and for antisymmetric motion 
(A), see details in reference [30]. In this test problem, the swaying modes in the Z-direction 
(AS) and the torsion modes about the Y-axis (AA) have been computed, Table 4.

Figure 5: Piezoelectric disk laterally clamped discretized by the PE15 element. 

Similarly, since both the piezoelectric cube and the piezoelectric disk have three planes of 
symmetry, which are YZ, XZ and XY, the modes can be computed by idealizing one eighth of 
them, and applying six combinations of boundary conditions on the three planes for symmetric 
motion (S) and for antisymmetric motion (A). Also see details in reference [30]. In both test 
problems, the antisymmetric and symmetric longitudinal modes in the Z-direction (SSA and 
SSS), the antisymmetric and symmetric swaying modes in the Y-direction (SAA and SAS), and 
the antisymmetric and symmetric torsion modes about the Z-axis (AAA and AAS) have been 
computed. The results are displayed in Tables 5-16. 

For each test problem it is selected the set of consecutive eigenmodes for which the following 
condition is fulfilled: 0 < PHE eh2 (see Eq. (35)). 

#MODE FR (Hz) PHE TEE TEES PHE REF PEE
1 AS 3631.35 0.088188 0.005768 0.002247 0.026710 0.027781
2 AS 21217.95 0.092730 0.005303 0.002490 0.027706 0.031491
3 AA 22773.80 0.139349 0.002560 0.005760 0.039546 0.006289
4 AS 54358.47 0.103447 0.004919 0.003116 0.030374 0.038010
5 AA 68479.08 0.146347 0.002731 0.006376 0.041704 0.008586
6 AS 96273.68 0.120632 0.004907 0.004276 0.034929 0.046683
7 AA 114645.43 0.160009 0.003132 0.007674 0.045951 0.012958
8 AS 143956.67 0.143424 0.005613 0.006114 0.041300 0.056198
8 AA 161540.12 0.179748 0.003882 0.009780 0.052171 0.019010
10 AS 195356.94 0.170984 0.007262 0.008811 0.049380 0.065731
11 AA 209366.65 0.204825 0.005154 0.012858 0.026253 0.060229
12 AS 249168.34 0.201768 0.009994 0.012459 0.074345 0.058857

Table 4: PZT-5A cantilever bimorph. Proposed total energy error indicator TEES versus total energy error 
computed by mesh halving TEE.
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#MODE FR (Hz) PHE TEE TEES PHE REF PEE
1 A 1494798.75 0.044947 0.001012 0.000571 0.012649 0.378348
2 S 2253607.19 0.054692 0.000674 0.000850 0.014552 0.257970
3 A 2911828.99 0.103631 0.002572 0.003131 0.030457 0.160737
4 S 2925280.47 0.104319 0.003437 0.003174 0.031274 0.075176
5 A 2949444.83 0.103972 0.003440 0.003152 0.031517 0.070138
6 S 3219709.13 0.111434 0.002536 0.003635 0.030942 0.194094
7 A 3269260.33 0.132101 0.003350 0.005164 0.037684 0.242467
8 S 3293030.56 0.122009 0.004621 0.004382 0.037425 0.138397
9 S 3343606.11 0.123991 0.003496 0.004530 0.035570 0.043260
10 A 3407876.53 0.106406 0.002466 0.003306 0.029866 0.345914
11 S 3470792.89 0.108399 0.002632 0.003434 0.030465 0.269794
12 A 3546463.33 0.102105 0.001708 0.003037 0.027275 0.170078
13 A 3727337.34 0.127277 0.003860 0.004782 0.035938 0.082845
14 A 3730441.23 0.120325 0.004203 0.004258 0.034218 0.098911
15 S 3785874.14 0.130364 0.002186 0.005024 0.035527 0.050604
16 S 4064314.52 0.163973 0.005918 0.008088 0.050438 0.115876
17 A 4115269.62 0.191198 0.005907 0.011148 0.059473 0.164358
18 S 4218250.54 0.142201 0.004665 0.006015 0.039927 0.084108
19 A 4223091.77 0.165183 0.002378 0.008212 0.045304 0.032168
20 S 4354513.22 0.178546 0.006200 0.009660 0.051740 0.173579
21 S 4440349.35 0.154910 0.005003 0.007185 0.044617 0.090900
22 S 4475618.52 0.170321 0.006235 0.008754 0.047812 0.066334
23 A 4481882.47 0.171154 0.006331 0.008844 0.050257 0.167460
24 A 4530610.59 0.166572 0.005410 0.008357 0.050164 0.293279
25 S 4569360.37 0.204520 0.008802 0.012841 0.059976 0.112327
26 A 4691002.54 0.200371 0.009031 0.012300 0.058179 0.099302
27 A 4755510.15 0.192601 0.005597 0.011321 0.055896 0.129024
28 S 4796773.25 0.170910 0.007932 0.008817 0.052541 0.097511

Table 5: PZT-5H cube laterally clamped. Proposed total energy error indicator TEES versus total energy 
error computed by mesh halving TEE. Modes SS (S) and SS (A).

#MODE FR (Hz) PHE TEE TEEL PHE REF PEE
1 A 1955083.91 0.047784 0.004777 0.001186 0.014847 0.285874
2 S 2070385.14 0.105834 0.009124 0.007681 0.028318 0.006049
3 S 2347003.92 0.062630 0.002363 0.002204 0.016782 0.332819
4 A 2368802.89 0.113605 0.008700 0.009138 0.032137 0.029402
5 A 2594239.22 0.119986 0.009462 0.010457 0.037010 0.229177
6 S 2904544.18 0.144480 0.013562 0.016629 0.043907 0.180060
7 S 2947810.19 0.169046 0.026569 0.024778 0.055882 0.098489

Table 6: PMN-30PT cube laterally clamped. Proposed total energy error indicator TEEL versus total energy 
error computed by mesh halving TEE. Modes SS (S) and SS (A).

From Tables 4-16 it is deduced that the percentage of higher order total energy decreases as 
the mesh is refined. Then, it is verified that this energy component behaves as a modal error 
indicator, which is in accordance with the numerical dispersion analysis. 

From Tables 4, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13 and 15 it can be deduced that, for the solids made of PZT 
piezoceramics, the proposed total energy error indicator based on S-waves Eq. (45a) and the 
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total energy error computed by mesh halving Eq. (44) generally exhibit a similar evolution 
pattern as the modal order increases. Also, the proposed total energy error indicator Eq. (45a) 
generally overestimates the total energy error computed by mesh halving Eq. (44). Clearly, by 
the proposed total energy error indicator based on S-waves Eq. (45a), the accuracy of the finite 
element eigenmodes could be confidently verified in order to select a cutoff modal order given 
an upper bound for the total energy error close to one per cent.

The above behavior for the solids made of PZT piezoceramics could be expected based on 
the heuristic that, given the natural frequency, both the percentage of higher order total energy 
and the spatial discretization error should be mainly influenced by the error induced by the 
slowest quasi-shear waves which have the shortest wavelengths.

#MODE FR (Hz) PHE TEE TEES PHE REF PEE
1 S 1940056.24 0.037057 0.001392 0.000386 0.011346 0.131090
2 A 2089555.22 0.037879 0.000869 0.000404 0.010915 0.195819
3 A 2434954.09 0.079598 0.002009 0.001824 0.023051 0.374945
4 S 2487876.85 0.069741 0.001248 0.001393 0.019433 0.238560
5 S 2828993.11 0.080055 0.001657 0.001845 0.021692 0.044895
6 A 2982767.69 0.088200 0.001334 0.002250 0.023570 0.057256
7 S 3140640.11 0.090835 0.001926 0.002389 0.025225 0.186659
8 A 3297569.35 0.102153 0.002622 0.003040 0.029069 0.188117
9 S 3421891.52 0.123931 0.002632 0.004526 0.035635 0.075841
10 A 3467280.17 0.139115 0.003948 0.005748 0.041684 0.124472
11 S 3612688.32 0.126168 0.003720 0.004696 0.036407 0.106855
12 A 3775918.50 0.141560 0.003737 0.005959 0.040244 0.174574
13 S 3780264.69 0.128603 0.002931 0.004885 0.036160 0.190129
14 S 3901737.88 0.164548 0.005014 0.008147 0.047153 0.089534
15 A 3904222.86 0.151162 0.003813 0.006828 0.044073 0.255638
16 A 4005566.29 0.159113 0.003850 0.007596 0.045297 0.124791
17 S 4136640.68 0.181068 0.006140 0.009948 0.053140 0.203126
18 A 4178781.08 0.155419 0.003933 0.007234 0.044197 0.193035
19 A 4228182.19 0.167523 0.004781 0.008457 0.047798 0.067265
20 S 4249965.73 0.187775 0.007818 0.010734 0.057300 0.198316
21 S 4364136.58 0.167402 0.005350 0.008444 0.046784 0.079209
22 S 4501655.31 0.182042 0.006794 0.010060 0.050711 0.066730
23 A 4540145.24 0.163551 0.005669 0.008044 0.047357 0.312658
24 A 4620112.25 0.190505 0.007098 0.011064 0.052324 0.055107
25 S 4633649.48 0.179765 0.005468 0.009798 0.050850 0.123484
26 S 4688950.56 0.174831 0.005880 0.009245 0.049616 0.161655
27 A 4758178.95 0.185452 0.006966 0.010458 0.054770 0.122037
28 S 4795991.67 0.195165 0.005529 0.011639 0.056789 0.092402
29 A 4858675.43 0.203334 0.007203 0.012686 0.060966 0.174814

Table 7: PZT-5H cube laterally clamped. Proposed total energy error indicator TEES versus total energy 
error computed by mesh halving TEE. Modes SA (S) and SA (A).

From Tables 5-16,  it can be deduced that the modal total energy errors computed by mesh 
halving for the solids made of PMN-PT <001> poled single crystals are significantly greater 
than the ones computed for the solids made of PZT. This behavior is similar to the dilatational
locking phenomenon that is most commonly associated with nearly incompressible isotropic 
materials, i.e., with those for which the Poisson’s ratio approaches one-half very closely [13].
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From Tables 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 16 it can be deduced that, for the solids made of PMN-PT 
single crystals, only the proposed total energy error indicator based on L-waves Eq. (45b)
overestimates for some eigenmodes the total energy error computed by mesh halving Eq. (44); 
however, by the proposed total energy error indicator based on L-waves Eq. (45b), an upper 
bound for the total energy error generally can be satisfactorily estimated for the set of 
eigenmodes selected. Clearly, for the PMN-PT solids, the modal total energy error should be 
mainly influenced by the error induced by the quasi-longitudinal waves. Both for PMN-30PT 
cube and for the PIN-PMN-PT disk laterally clamped, the total energy errors computed by mesh 
halving, for the eigenmodes selected, generally can be accepted for all practical purposes from 
the engineering point of view.

#MODE FR (Hz) PHE TEE TEEL PHE REF PEE
1 S 1831206.39 0.056366 0.007051 0.001728 0.016903 0.079782
2 A 2215758.70 0.046708 0.004171 0.001126 0.014119 0.221063
3 S 2405588.22 0.110802 0.012973 0.008594 0.032335 0.076049
4 A 2664535.32 0.117330 0.010324 0.009894 0.034096 0.103798
5 S 2794592.00 0.126270 0.014561 0.011868 0.035678 0.121444
6 S 2949954.65 0.090059 0.009531 0.005195 0.025816 0.179932
7 A 3046735.64 0.097286 0.005731 0.006258 0.028028 0.330363
8 A 3090706.07 0.150862 0.016097 0.018547 0.042078 0.033922

Table 8: PMN-30PT cube laterally clamped. Proposed total energy error indicator TEEL versus total energy 
error computed by mesh halving TEE. Modes SA (S) and SA (A).

#MODE FR (Hz) PHE TEE TEES PHE REF PEE
1 S 2024859.86 0.044406 0.000407 0.000557 0.011471 0.000216
2 A 2303313.34 0.052876 0.000465 0.000793 0.014074 0.082242
3 S 2724869.55 0.070839 0.002311 0.001438 0.020973 0.147724
4 A 2809855.32 0.062111 0.001722 0.001100 0.018002 0.144506
5 S 2937759.52 0.082856 0.001065 0.001980 0.022996 0.152725
6 S 3039991.26 0.090128 0.001847 0.002352 0.025490 0.190031
7 A 3050295.13 0.112990 0.002373 0.003741 0.032682 0.375057
8 S 3549794.00 0.122028 0.003297 0.004383 0.034450 0.164487
9 A 3617277.27 0.125511 0.001897 0.004646 0.034861 0.136241
10 S 3635257.08 0.129175 0.003529 0.004930 0.034367 0.000358
11 A 3668364.29 0.115199 0.002482 0.003893 0.032078 0.189753
12 A 3765104.77 0.136739 0.003342 0.005546 0.036684 0.015491
13 A 3887782.42 0.136244 0.003633 0.005505 0.037601 0.063732
14 S 3893669.38 0.122578 0.003667 0.004424 0.033558 0.054943
15 S 4121863.35 0.159137 0.003041 0.007599 0.043516 0.038288
16 S 4262559.26 0.157842 0.003452 0.007471 0.044082 0.125908
17 A 4269201.31 0.175189 0.004846 0.009284 0.052109 0.234513
18 S 4270499.91 0.184011 0.007730 0.010289 0.053881 0.049026
19 A 4305152.76 0.191207 0.007863 0.011150 0.057651 0.078252
20 S 4430778.46 0.185779 0.004550 0.010497 0.052688 0.141208
21 S 4452728.08 0.186311 0.005351 0.010560 0.053636 0.169705

Table 9: PZT-5H cube laterally clamped. Proposed total energy error indicator TEES versus total energy 
error computed by mesh halving TEE. Modes AA (S) and AA (A).
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#MODE FR (Hz) PHE TEE TEEL PHE REF PEE
1 S 1696277.98 0.043646 0.001614 0.000966 0.011304 0.000239
2 A 2288255.39 0.051260 0.001024 0.001390 0.013540 0.118416
3 S 2600469.55 0.187436 0.027305 0.032316 0.049783 0.002476
4 S 2835507.34 0.091854 0.011700 0.005447 0.027974 0.036460
5 A 2943475.43 0.191199 0.021385 0.034021 0.052110 0.048119
6 A 3031360.11 0.092986 0.011084 0.005610 0.029612 0.107099
7 S 3437664.02 0.173580 0.041123 0.026517 0.067656 0.032985
8 S 3474206.51 0.106232 0.005290 0.007752 0.023311 0.134139
9 S 3491292.14 0.113828 0.005874 0.009182 0.032752 0.246306

Table 10: PMN-30PT cube laterally clamped. Proposed total energy error indicator TEEL versus total energy 
error computed by mesh halving TEE. Modes AA (S) and AA (A).

#MODE FR (Hz) PHE TEE TEES PHE REF PEE
1 A 51541.31 0.048021 0.002249 0.002153 0.013658 0.177725
2 A 124164.61 0.068596 0.003176 0.004425 0.019245 0.209649
3 A 136836.01 0.079258 0.003836 0.005929 0.022247 0.215999
4 S 150662.77 0.030442 0.001521 0.000860 0.008708 0.053842
5 S 189790.61 0.030784 0.001357 0.000880 0.008937 0.116753
6 S 194972.83 0.045667 0.002401 0.001946 0.012235 0.029768
7 A 198719.09 0.094287 0.005113 0.008433 0.026825 0.221408
8 A 217589.92 0.072451 0.004112 0.004942 0.020729 0.105793
9 S 229412.09 0.064027 0.004506 0.003849 0.017764 0.023877

10 A 230820.02 0.116057 0.008231 0.012870 0.033558 0.201034
11 A 231941.28 0.099038 0.005996 0.009319 0.027954 0.123675
12 A 251548.75 0.069560 0.003639 0.004551 0.019548 0.035352
13 A 257018.78 0.070986 0.001782 0.004742 0.018867 0.003714
14 A 272961.42 0.134343 0.009464 0.017351 0.039191 0.228955
15 S 273635.96 0.101763 0.006729 0.009848 0.027661 0.070426
16 S 277908.60 0.089192 0.006175 0.007533 0.024691 0.090064
17 A 281742.73 0.080465 0.004068 0.006113 0.022439 0.015318
18 S 287413.21 0.110412 0.003803 0.011627 0.030509 0.175302
19 S 287709.83 0.105576 0.006213 0.010613 0.029050 0.105030
20 S 298220.48 0.104759 0.010929 0.010447 0.029507 0.021874

Table 11: PZT-8 disk laterally clamped. Proposed total energy error indicator TEES versus total energy error 
computed by mesh halving TEE. Modes SS (S) and SS (A).

#MODE FR (Hz) PHE TEE TEEL PHE REF PEE
1 A 50070.97 0.061813 0.012118 0.004817 0.020158 0.282503
2 S 92783.92 0.043018 0.003907 0.002065 0.011601 0.116988
3 S 122410.01 0.064886 0.011353 0.005408 0.019192 0.183122
4 A 123322.12 0.076182 0.013804 0.007960 0.024150 0.262586
5 A 138967.48 0.086335 0.014515 0.010808 0.026849 0.245642
6 S 146426.59 0.050728 0.005403 0.003024 0.014895 0.390335
7 S 147337.01 0.112765 0.022865 0.021031 0.030776 0.057746
8 S 154795.39 0.081233 0.009450 0.009308 0.022474 0.086916

Table 12: PIN-PMN-PT disk laterally clamped. Proposed total energy error indicator TEEL versus total 
energy error computed by mesh halving TEE. Modes SS (S) and SS (A).
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#MODE FR (Hz) PHE TEE TEES PHE REF PEE
1 A 87719.21 0.058070 0.002506 0.003160 0.016293 0.201956
2 S 99192.21 0.011349 0.000872 0.000119 0.003663 0.084222
3 S 150752.21 0.026183 0.001172 0.000635 0.006924 0.009380
4 A 161484.50 0.081146 0.004074 0.006218 0.022875 0.217459
5 A 181107.96 0.096651 0.005297 0.008868 0.027251 0.225069
6 S 192771.32 0.046451 0.002909 0.002014 0.013028 0.035684
7 A 205686.40 0.044962 0.001804 0.001886 0.012630 0.076821
8 A 232909.21 0.060667 0.001457 0.003452 0.016920 0.054281
9 A 236444.46 0.110036 0.006662 0.011546 0.030906 0.217513

10 S 237038.78 0.075228 0.004841 0.005334 0.020399 0.021474
11 S 239632.74 0.063123 0.004437 0.003740 0.017414 0.059033
12 S 251119.89 0.062182 0.002908 0.003628 0.017460 0.138893
13 A 253819.79 0.071411 0.003699 0.004800 0.020122 0.061200
14 S 264704.16 0.084074 0.007583 0.006682 0.023419 0.021252
15 A 270231.84 0.138254 0.010584 0.018400 0.040243 0.187533

Table 13: PZT-8 disk laterally clamped. Proposed total energy error indicator TEES versus total energy error 
computed by mesh halving TEE. Modes SA (S) and SA (A).

#MODE FR (Hz) PHE TEE TEEL PHE REF PEE
1 S 76742.94 0.021142 0.003894 0.000423 0.006963 0.223332
2 A 88923.44 0.071038 0.013679 0.006721 0.023099 0.245894
3 S 97133.76 0.035209 0.004302 0.001308 0.009999 0.093410
4 S 125002.91 0.066811 0.008671 0.005800 0.018029 0.027904
5 S 145553.70 0.087838 0.014946 0.011277 0.024319 0.073728
6 A 163712.89 0.079371 0.012223 0.008796 0.024630 0.236595
7 S 167542.09 0.138053 0.030572 0.035242 0.039285 0.027827
8 S 172478.18 0.092090 0.016765 0.012673 0.026622 0.172292
9 A 185128.17 0.091919 0.014160 0.012615 0.028045 0.226468

10 S 188251.10 0.091829 0.012304 0.012584 0.025898 0.216315
11 S 193595.02 0.090701 0.012885 0.012206 0.026752 0.294166

Table 14: PIN-PMN-PT disk laterally clamped. Proposed total energy error indicator TEEL versus total energy 
error computed by mesh halving TEE. Modes SA (S) and SA (A).

4 CONCLUSIONS 
For piezoelectric media discretized either by the energy-orthogonal twenty-node hexahedral 

finite element or by the energy-orthogonal fifteen-node pentahedral finite element, by a 
dispersion analysis of plane harmonic bulk waves, an averaged correlation between the 
percentage of higher order total energy and the total energy error is yielded in each case both 
for the quasi-longitudinal waves and the quasi-shear waves. The use of such correlations as 
reference to apply the higher order total energy as an error indicator for the finite element 
vibration eigenmodes in piezoelectric solids is explored. As noteworthy conclusions:

For PZT piezoceramics discretized by regular meshes the numerical research reveals
that, by the correlation based on quasi-shear waves, the accuracy of the finite element
eigenmodes can be confidently verified in order to select a cutoff modal order given an
upper bound for the total energy error close to one per cent.
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For PMN-PT <001> poled single crystals a phenomenon similar to the dilatational
locking could affect the accuracy of the eigenmodes computed. In this case, the
correlation based on the quasi-longitudinal waves will be more accurate than the one
based on the quasi-shear waves. An upper bound for the total energy error generally can
be satisfactorily estimated for the set of eigenmodes selected.

#MODE FR (Hz) PHE TEE TEES PHE REF PEE
1 S 107006.40 0.009654 0.000537 0.000086 0.002590 0.000000
2 A 124403.79 0.068477 0.003158 0.004409 0.019188 0.213427
3 S 151530.13 0.029858 0.001511 0.000827 0.008527 0.060573
4 S 195671.83 0.045609 0.002416 0.001941 0.012245 0.035823
5 S 196124.61 0.052478 0.002468 0.002575 0.013839 0.000000
6 A 198897.48 0.097682 0.005574 0.009061 0.027787 0.218012
7 A 210858.61 0.043840 0.000851 0.001792 0.011718 0.084750
8 A 222906.51 0.099339 0.006712 0.009377 0.028718 0.208479
9 S 230153.98 0.065812 0.005252 0.004069 0.018289 0.026005

10 A 235937.00 0.076905 0.003900 0.005577 0.021555 0.080925
11 A 267146.81 0.081979 0.001640 0.006348 0.021983 0.051653
12 A 268071.13 0.082903 0.003441 0.006494 0.023966 0.089605
13 A 274323.99 0.125060 0.008319 0.014990 0.035278 0.222572
14 S 275419.64 0.103464 0.007639 0.010186 0.028167 0.058666
15 S 280164.97 0.084483 0.006603 0.006748 0.023722 0.102002
16 S 285448.64 0.117184 0.009301 0.013127 0.032024 0.000010
17 A 285499.46 0.084125 0.004895 0.006690 0.023488 0.039281
18 S 290762.64 0.100089 0.005552 0.009521 0.027868 0.147950
19 S 298812.82 0.103531 0.010995 0.010199 0.029058 0.021948

Table 15: PZT-8 disk laterally clamped. Proposed total energy error indicator TEES versus total energy error 
computed by mesh halving TEE. Modes AA (S) and AA (A).

#MODE FR (Hz) PHE TEE TEEL PHE REF PEE
1 S 71517.07 0.011112 0.001080 0.000107 0.003099 0.002713
2 S 113223.26 0.065395 0.008555 0.005510 0.017477 0.036065
3 S 124328.82 0.046330 0.005056 0.002450 0.013523 0.078704
4 A 130000.47 0.076123 0.012807 0.007946 0.024218 0.209863
5 S 147607.11 0.102151 0.017659 0.016404 0.028347 0.008013
6 S 150955.83 0.045439 0.004820 0.002342 0.013091 0.207442
7 S 176987.11 0.138696 0.036624 0.035666 0.038798 0.011464
8 S 178151.03 0.122330 0.020303 0.025855 0.033400 0.034825
9 S 195577.92 0.149584 0.036575 0.043366 0.042748 0.047200

10 A 201509.80 0.084117 0.011303 0.010138 0.025406 0.232569
11 S 216241.21 0.102550 0.011888 0.016565 0.029350 0.296416
12 S 216933.95 0.153221 0.033238 0.046159 0.046630 0.033856
16 A 227918.97 0.089985 0.011581 0.011969 0.026235 0.202592
14 S 228379.91 0.132431 0.023074 0.031669 0.038939 0.354035

Table 16: PIN-PMN-PT disk laterally clamped. Proposed total energy error indicator TEEL versus total energy 
error computed by mesh halving TEE. Modes AA (S) and AA (A).
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Appendix 1. Materials constants for selected piezoelectric media.

E
IJC (GPa) PZT-5H PZT-8 PZT-5A PMN-30PT PMN.31PT PIN-PMN-PT

11 126.0 137.0 121.0 160.4 124.0 119.0
12 79.1 69.9 75.9 149.6 111.0 105.0
13 83.9 71.1 75.4 124.0 104.0 104.0
22 126.0 137.0 121.0 160.4 124.0 119.0
23 83.9 71.1 75.4 124.0 104.0 104.0
33 117.0 123.0 111.0 120.0 108.0 114.0
44 23.0 31.3 21.1 53.8 63.0 66.0
55 23.0 31.3 21.1 53.8 63.0 66.0
66 23.5 33.6 22.6 28.7 35.0 25.0
810S

ij x (C/Vm) PZT-5H PZT-8 PZT-5A PMN-30PT PMN.31PT PIN-PMN-PT
11 1.505 0.797 0.811 4.394 1.186 1.062
22 1.505 0.797 0.811 4.394 1.186 1.062
33 1.302 0.514 0.735 1.227 0.806 0.645

iJe (C/m2) PZT-5H PZT-8 PZT-5A PMN-30PT PMN.31PT PIN-PMN-PT
15 17.00 10.40 12.30 31.84 10.30 6.90
24 17.00 10.40 12.30 31.84 10.30 6.90
31 -6.50 -4.00 -5.40 -5.22 -3.90 -4.80
32 -6.50 -4.00 -5.40 -5.22 -3.90 -4.80
33 23.30 13.20 15.80 30.40 22.30 18.60

ρ (kg/m3) 7500 7600 7750 7740 7740 8000
Table A1.1: Material constants for PZT piezoceramics and PMN-PT <001> poled single crystals.
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Appendix 2. Detailed results of the numerical dispersion analysis carried out for media 
and meshes selected. 

HE20 HE20
1
Mm PZT-5H PZT-8 PZT-5A PMN-30PT PMN-31PT PIN-PMN-PT

M-Q1 SS
FS
L

0.1802
0.1799
0.1791

0.1800
0.1801
0.1791

0.1799
0.1802
0.1791

0.1796
0.1797
0.1788

0.1798
0.1797
0.1788

0.1798
0.1797
0.1788

M-Q2 SS
FS
L

0.1756
0.1753
0.1745

0.1754
0.1755
0.1745

0.1753
0.1756
0.1745

0.1749
0.1752
0.1742

0.1751
0.1751
0.1742

0.1751
0.1752
0.1742

M-Q3 SS
FS
L

0.1710
0.1711
0.1706

0.1709
0.1713
0.1707

0.1707
0.1714
0.1706

0.1703
0.1709
0.1704

0.1706
0.1709
0.1704

0.1705
0.1709
0.1704

M-Q4 SS
FS
L

0.1559
0.1556
0.1548

0.1557
0.1558
0.1549

0.1557
0.1558
0.1548

0.1552
0.1554
0.1545

0.1554
0.1554
0.1545

0.1554
0.1554
0.1545

M-Q5 SS
FS
L

0.1963
0.1961
0.1951

0.1962
0.1962
0.1952

0.1961
0.1963
0.1952

0.1956
0.1960
0.1948

0.1957
0.1959
0.1948

0.1957
0.1960
0.1948

PE15 PE15
1
Mm PZT-5H PZT-8 PZT-5A PMN-30PT PMN-31PT PIN-PMN-PT

M-T1 SS
FS
L

0.1835
0.1834
0.1827

0.1834
0.1836
0.1828

0.1833
0.1837
0.1828

0.1826
0.1834
0.1826

0.1829
0.1834
0.1826

0.1829
0.1833
0.1825

M-T2 SS
FS
L

0..1804
0.1806
0.1799

0.1804
0.1808
0.1800

0.1802
0.1808
0.1800

0.1799
0.1804
0.1798

0.1803
0.1805
0.1798

0.1801
0.1804
0.1798

M-T3 SS
FS
L

0.1779
0.1780
0.1774

0.1778
0.1782
0.1775

0.1777
0.1782
0.1774

0.1761
0.1779
0.1772

0.1766
0.1779
0.1772

0.1767
0.1779
0.1772

M-T4 SS
FS
L

0.1542
0.1540
0.1534

0.1541
0.1542
0.1535

0.1540
0.1542
0.1535

0.1533
0.1538
0.1533

0.1535
0.1539
0.1533

0.1536
0.1538
0.1532

M-T5 SS
FS
L

0.2062
0.2062
0.2052

0.2061
0.2063
0.2053

0.2060
0.2064
0.2052

0.2051
0.2061
0.2050

0.2053
0.2061
0.2050

0.2053
0.2061
0.2049

Table A2.1: Piezoelectric ceramics PZT and PMN-PT <001> poled single crystals. Mean values of the first 
reference dimensionless wave number computed over the range of azimuthal and polar angles.
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HE20 HE20
2
Mm PZT-5H PZT-8 PZT-5A PMN-30PT PMN-31PT PIN-PMN-PT

M-Q1 SS
FS
L

0.2642
0.2631
0.2604

0.2635
0.2638
0.2607

0.2633
0.2641
0.2605

0.2620
0.2627
0.2594

0.2624
0.2626
0.2594

0.2624
0.2626
0.2595

M-Q2 SS
FS
L

0.2574
0.2565
0.2536

0.2569
0.2571
0.2539

0.2565
0.2574
0.2537

0.2551
0.2561
0.2523

0.2555
0.2560
0.2524

0.2555
0.2560
0.2525

M-Q3 SS
FS
L

0.2499
0.2502
0.2484

0.2497
0.2507
0.2486

0.2490
0.2511
0.2485

0.2478
0.2495
0.2477

0.2485
0.2495
0.2478

0.2484
0.2495
0.2478

M-Q4 SS
FS
L

0.2287
0.2274
0.2247

0.2281
0.2282
0.2252

0.2279
0.2283
0.2249

0.2265
0.2268
0.2234

0.2269
0.2269
0.2237

0.2268
0.2268
0.2238

M-Q5 SS
FS
L

0.2877
0.2870
0.2838

0.2873
0.2873
0.2841

0.2870
0.2878
0.2839

0.2853
0.2867
0.2822

0.2856
0.2866
0.2823

0.2855
0.2867
0.2823

PE15 PE15
2
Mm PZT-5H PZT-8 PZT-5A PMN-30PT PMN-31PT PIN-PMN-PT

M-T1 SS
FS
L

0.2675
0.2671
0.2650

0.2672
0.2676
0.2652

0.2669
0.2678
0.2651

0.2647
0.2668
0.2645

0.2655
0.2669
0.2644

0.2655
0.2668
0.2643

M-T2 SS
FS
L

0.2625
0.2629
0.2610

0.2624
0.2634
0.2612

0.2619
0.2636
0.2611

0.2608
0.2624
0.2603

0.2619
0.2625
0.2603

0.2614
0.2624
0.2603

M-T3 SS
FS
L

0.2589
0.2591
0.2572

0.2588
0.2597
0.2575

0.2583
0.2598
0.2573

0.2544
0.2589
0.2569

0.2554
0.2589
0.2569

0.2557
0.2588
0.2568

M-T4 SS
FS
L

0.2246
0.2240
0.2222

0.2244
0.2245
0.2225

0.2242
0.2246
0.2223

0.2222
0.2234
0.2214

0.2228
0.2236
0.2216

0.2228
0.2234
0.2215

M-T5 SS
FS
L

0.3007
0.3005
0.2974

0.3005
0.3009
0.2978

0.3001
0.3012
0.2976

0.2972
0.3004
0.2965

0.2980
0.3004
0.2964

0.2978
0.3004
0.2961

Table A2.2: Piezoelectric ceramics PZT and PMN-PT <001> poled single crystals. Mean values of the second 
reference dimensionless wave number computed over the range of azimuthal and polar angles.
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HE20 HE20
1

RMS
Te PZT-5H PZT-8 PZT-5A PMN-30PT PMN-31PT PIN-PMN-PT

M-Q1 SS
FS
L

0.003111
0.002440
0.005436

0.002951
0.002590
0.005160

0.002747
0.002839
0.005353

0.002781
0.002930
0.006342

0.002615
0.002996
0.006091

0.002589
0.002967
0.006031

M-Q2 SS
FS
L

0.003213
0.002519
0.005893

0.003019
0.002608
0.005474

0.002903
0.002856
0.005792

0.003171
0.002773
0.007055

0.003015
0.002799
0.006668

0.003008
0.002787
0.006613

M-Q3 SS
FS
L

0.003109
0.002493
0.004525

0.002987
0.002586
0.004330

0.002823
0.002803
0.004461

0.002940
0.002673
0.005224

0.002816
0.002728
0.004918

0.002774
0.002738
0.004890

M-Q4 SS
FS
L

0.003788
0.003075
0.006038

0.002963
0.003603
0.005626

0.002673
0.004038
0.005959

0.004246
0.002462
0.007375

0.003890
0.002583
0.006487

0.003829
0.002598
0.006303

M-Q5 SS
FS
L

0.002391
0.002962
0.006349

0.002670
0.002702
0.005853

0.002647
0.002738
0.006163

0.002729
0.002819
0.007449

0.002731
0.002793
0.007278

0.002728
0.002717
0.007277

PE15 PE15
1

RMS
Te PZT-5H PZT-8 PZT-5A PMN-30PT PMN-31PT PIN-PMN-PT

M-T1 SS
FS
L

0.005204
0.004828
0.006325

0.004864
0.004707
0.005857

0.005081
0.004887
0.006344

0.005872
0.004947
0.007948

0.005807
0.004918
0.007223

0.005738
0.005011
0.006921

M-T2 SS
FS
L

0.005582
0.005509
0.006614

0.005380
0.005401
0.006188

0.005476
0.005555
0.006638

0.006839
0.005756
0.010839

0.006869
0.005776
0.009606

0.006442
0.005813
0.008615

M-T3 SS
FS
L

0.005859
0.006131
0.009322

0.005642
0.005981
0.008403

0.005765
0.006151
0.009355

0.005729
0.006018
0.009636

0.005891
0.005922
0.008012

0.005936
0.006063
0.008553

M-T4 SS
FS
L

0.004190
0.003617
0.005639

0.003745
0.003699
0.005138

0.003880
0.003907
0.005625

0.004819
0.003422
0.007236

0.004663
0.003417
0.006429

0.004619
0.003452
0.006180

M-T5 SS
FS
L

0.006740
0.007562
0.007694

0.006416
0.007175
0.007187

0.006742
0.007438
0.007731

0.008203
0.007272
0.009288

0.008201
0.007028
0.008404

0.008165
0.007186
0.008053

Table A2.3: Piezoelectric ceramics PZT and PMN-PT <001> poled single crystals. Root-mean-square values of 
the first reference percentage of total energy error computed over the range of azimuthal and polar angles.
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HE20 HE20
2

RMS
Te PZT-5H PZT-8 PZT-5A PMN-30PT PMN-31PT PIN-PMN-PT

M-Q1 SS
FS
L

0.013381
0.010521
0.026983

0.012952
0.011113
0.025343

0.011943
0.012135
0.026457

0.011387
0.012881
0.032994

0.010701
0.013263
0.031433

0.010581
0.013028
0.031055

M-Q2 SS
FS
L

0.013659
0.010365
0.031094

0.013025
0.010741
0.027931

0.012411
0.011795
0.030371

0.012765
0.011805
0.040943

0.012112
0.012004
0.037724

0.012084
0.011841
0.037389

M-Q3 SS
FS
L

0.013164
0.010731
0.022453

0.012886
0.011173
0.021275

0.011972
0.012022
0.022036

0.011998
0.011668
0.027481

0.011539
0.012057
0.025402

0.011337
0.012025
0.025162

M-Q4 SS
FS
L

0.015347
0.012378
0.033683

0.011635
0.014993
0.030260

0.009988
0.016828
0.032918

0.017049
0.009974
0.047561

0.015701
0.010623
0.037925

0.015482
0.010723
0.036204

M-Q5 SS
FS
L

0.010234
0.012743
0.033641

0.011658
0.011603
0.029885

0.011535
0.011675
0.032162

0.010967
0.011987
0.042194

0.010975
0.011861
0.041363

0.010923
0.011295
0.041531

PE15 PE15
2

RMS
Te PZT-5H PZT-8 PZT-5A PMN-30PT PMN-31PT PIN-PMN-PT

M-T1 SS
FS
L

0.021343
0.019872
0.028526

0.020127
0.019338
0.025765

0.020836
0.020127
0.028627

0.022352
0.020431
0.039510

0.022299
0.020349
0.034663

0.022229
0.020722
0.032725

M-T2 SS
FS
L

0.021951
0.022818
0.030466

0.021364
0.022377
0.028074

0.021493
0.023026
0.030559

0.025771
0.023755
0.043109

0.026720
0.023791
0.037112

0.024810
0.023963
0.035260

M-T3 SS
FS
L

0.023094
0.025246
0.044886

0.022519
0.024654
0.038575

0.022695
0.025354
0.045003

0.020830
0.024875
0.094928

0.021604
0.024519
0.073876

0.021877
0.025062
0.079793

M-T4 SS
FS
L

0.017826
0.014637
0.028755

0.015975
0.015075
0.025083

0.016563
0.015944
0.028547

0.018830
0.013936
0.040516

0.018301
0.013951
0.033460

0.018200
0.014109
0.031638

M-T5 SS
FS
L

0.027293
0.031278
0.034614

0.026275
0.029741
0.031055

0.027327
0.030795
0.034500

0.031205
0.030180
0.046293

0.031590
0.029226
0.040770

0.031633
0.029860
0.038983

Table A2.4: Piezoelectric ceramics PZT and PMN-PT <001> poled single crystals. Root-mean-square values of 
the second reference percentage of total energy error computed over the range of azimuthal and polar angles.
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HE20 HE20
1

SUP
Te PZT-5H PZT-8 PZT-5A PMN-30PT PMN-31PT PIN-PMN-PT

M-Q1 SS
FS
L

0.004946
0.004842
0.010287

0.005104
0.005008
0.009793

0.004941
0.004932
0.010192

0.004871
0.004646
0.011434

0.004458
0.004730
0.010889

0.004589
0.004652
0.010801

M-Q2 SS
FS
L

0.006064
0.004773
0.011419

0.005429
0.004942
0.010569

0.006061
0.005058
0.011289

0.007097
0.004894
0.012986

0.006597
0.005017
0.012092

0.006802
0.005071
0.011983

M-Q3 SS
FS
L

0.006280
0.007473
0.012429

0.006588
0.007473
0.011731

0.006278
0.007473
0.012293

0.006705
0.007473
0.013516

0.006410
0.007473
0.012878

0.006537
0.007473
0.012787

M-Q4 SS
FS
L

0.006267
0.005446
0.012539

0.005117
0.005645
0.011542

0.004463
0.006180
0.012451

0.006485
0.004974
0.014192

0.005851
0.004977
0.012454

0.005693
0.004905
0.012105

M-Q5 SS
FS
L

0.004866
0.005615
0.011288

0.005098
0.005225
0.010573

0.004990
0.005453
0.011035

0.005691
0.005857
0.012766

0.005962
0.005873
0.012186

0.006050
0.005952
0.012215

PE15 PE15
1

SUP
Te PZT-5H PZT-8 PZT-5A PMN-30PT PMN-31PT PIN-PMN-PT

M-T1 SS
FS
L

0.017162
0.010875
0.022223

0.016391
0.010875
0.019957

0.017158
0.010875
0.022213

0.017801
0.010875
0.033930

0.018963
0.010960
0.033048

0.018396
0.011192
0.030928

M-T2 SS
FS
L

0.017410
0.017457
0.030500

0.017854
0.017457
0.028698

0.017448
0.017457
0.030492

0.020036
0.017457
0.060299

0.021348
0.017457
0.050362

0.019359
0.017468
0.046393

M-T3 SS
FS
L

0.018419
0.020527
0.051384

0.018323
0.020527
0.044223

0.018417
0.020527
0.051347

0.016684
0.020527
0.058955

0.017354
0.020527
0.047983

0.017172
0.020527
0.053773

M-T4 SS
FS
L

0.017173
0.010875
0.022248

0.016383
0.010875
0.019952

0.017168
0.010875
0.022238

0.017784
0.010875
0.033900

0.018966
0.010875
0.033078

0.018397
0.010875
0.030923

M-T5 SS
FS
L

0.017177
0.013150
0.022229

0.016386
0.012228
0.019925

0.017172
0.012845
0.022219

0.017794
0.014029
0.033913

0.018978
0.014507
0.033080

0.018397
0.014523
0.030943

Table A2.5: Piezoelectric ceramics PZT and PMN-PT <001> poled single crystals. Sup-norm of the first 
reference percentage of total energy error computed over the range of azimuthal and polar angles.
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HE20 HE20
2

SUP
Te PZT-5H PZT-8 PZT-5A PMN-30PT PMN-31PT PIN-PMN-PT

M-Q1 SS
FS
L

0.023199
0.023037
0.053215

0.024125
0.023882
0.050128

0.023117
0.023467
0.052505

0.020298
0.022050
0.060786

0.020892
0.022476
0.057137

0.020491
0.022309
0.056547

M-Q2 SS
FS
L

0.025362
0.021637
0.066331

0.024742
0.022538
0.057934

0.025350
0.022121
0.065265

0.029209
0.022383
0.095463

0.027160
0.023682
0.078166

0.027970
0.024075
0.083769

M-Q3 SS
FS
L

0.030076
0.038762
0.068921

0.031723
0.038762
0.063519

0.030035
0.038762
0.067837

0.027694
0.038762
0.079279

0.028404
0.038762
0.072882

0.028348
0.038762
0.072098

M-Q4 SS
FS
L

0.026212
0.025050
0.077414

0.020792
0.025642
0.067116

0.016989
0.025882
0.076350

0.026779
0.023777
0.100073

0.024285
0.023850
0.075566

0.023593
0.023456
0.071586

M-Q5 SS
FS
L

0.023427
0.023853
0.062078

0.024327
0.021739
0.056119

0.023882
0.022733
0.060119

0.023406
0.024290
0.073130

0.024710
0.024316
0.068866

0.024995
0.024581
0.069332

PE15 PE15
2

SUP
Te PZT-5H PZT-8 PZT-5A PMN-30PT PMN-31PT PIN-PMN-PT

M-T1 SS
FS
L

0.068776
0.045641
0.109239

0.067332
0.045641
0.092908

0.068762
0.045641
0.109166

0.068879
0.045641
0.217268

0.068204
0.046194
0.193448

0.068301
0.046726
0.182894

M-T2 SS
FS
L

0.063741
0.076963
0.193846

0.064894
0.076963
0.170351

0.063723
0.076963
0.193762

0.076098
0.076963
0.211705

0.082671
0.078231
0.171666

0.075965
0.079146
0.183435

M-T3 SS
FS
L

0.069605
0.084933
0.249039

0.071006
0.084933
0.202924

0.069599
0.084933
0.248812

0.058999
0.084933
0.735536

0.062114
0.084933
0.732378

0.062565
0.084965
0.723363

M-T4 SS
FS
L

0.068788
0.045638
0.109306

0.067344
0.045638
0.092869

0.068775
0.045638
0.109233

0.068894
0.045638
0.217447

0.068208
0.045638
0.193475

0.068322
0.045638
0.182868

M-T5 SS
FS
L

0.068803
0.055850
0.109354

0.067317
0.051635
0.092874

0.068790
0.054473
0.109111

0.068830
0.060503
0.217424

0.068148
0.063464
0.193497

0.068261
0.062776
0.183005

Table A2.6: Piezoelectric ceramics PZT and PMN-PT <001> poled single crystals. Sup-norm of the second 
reference percentage of total energy error computed over the range of azimuthal and polar angles.
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HE20 HE20
2

M
pe PZT-5H PZT-8 PZT-5A PMN-30PT PMN-31PT PIN-PMN-PT

M-Q1 SS
FS
L

1.00355
1.00337
1.00195

1.00294
1.00338
1.00200

1.00301
1.00370
1.00197

1.00716
1.00299
1.00169

1.00639
1.00284
1.00170

1.00624
1.00291
1.00171

M-Q2 SS
FS
L

1.00359
1.00336
1.00189

1.00297
1.00335
1.00194

1.00307
1.00367
1.00191

1.00724
1.00297
1.00163

1.00642
1.00282
1.00164

1.00626
1.00288
1.00165

M-Q3 SS
FS
L

1.00555
1.00415
1.00216

1.00464
1.00405
1.00223

1.00510
1.00438
1.00218

1.00876
1.00419
1.00191

1.00757
1.00392
1.00196

1.00759
1.00398
1.00195

M-Q4 SS
FS
L

1.00361
1.00360
1.00202

1.00291
1.00369
1.00205

1.00292
1.00402
1.00204

1.00768
1.00310
1.00170

1.00692
1.00302
1.00175

1.00690
1.00309
1.00177

M-Q5 SS
FS
L

1.00332
1.00331
1.00168

1.00285
1.00315
1.00175

1.00298
1.00348
1.00171

1.00674
1.00278
1.00147

1.00595
1.00258
1.00146

1.00573
1.00262
1.00147

PE15 PE15
2

M
pe PZT-5H PZT-8 PZT-5A PMN-30PT PMN-31PT PIN-PMN-PT

M-T1 SS
FS
L

1.00360
1.00335
1.00185

1.00308
1.00325
1.00191

1.00327
1.00350
1.00187

1.00599
1.00326
1.00167

1.00534
1.00310
1.00168

1.00540
1.00317
1.00166

M-T2 SS
FS
L

1.00436
1.00367
1.00194

1.00373
1.00354
1.00201

1.00405
1.00380
1.00197

1.00605
1.00377
1.00176

1.00530
1.00358
1.00180

1.00557
1.00363
1.00178

M-T3 SS
FS
L

1.00418
1.00361
1.00189

1.00357
1.00348
1.00197

1.00387
1.00373
1.00192

1.00766
1.00346
1.00159

1.00680
1.00327
1.00164

1.00667
1.00335
1.00163

M-T4 SS
FS
L

1.00292
1.00278
1.00160

1.00245
1.00278
1.00163

1.00255
1.00298
1.00161

1.00539
1.00253
1.00141

1.00480
1.00248
1.00145

1.00490
1.00254
1.00144

M-T5 SS
FS
L

1.00423
1.00421
1.00195

1.00368
1.00390
1.00205

1.00397
1.00425
1.00199

1.00690
1.00400
1.00177

1.00614
1.00367
1.00177

1.00620
1.00370
1.00174

Table A2.7: Piezoelectric ceramics PZT and PMN-PT <001> poled single crystals. Mean values of the second 
reference value for the indicator of dispersion associated with the phase velocity.
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HE20 HE20
2

M
gne PZT-5H PZT-8 PZT-5A PMN-30PT PMN-31PT PIN-PMN-PT

M-Q1 SS
FS
L

1.01756
1.01666
1.00943

1.01453
1.01668
1.00966

1.01490
1.01828
1.00953

1.03521
1.01476
1.00808

1.03136
1.01402
1.00813

1.03066
1.01433
1.00821

M-Q2 SS
FS
L

1.01770
1.01661
1.00909

1.01467
1.01654
1.00936

1.01515
1.01814
1.00920

1.03557
1.01465
1.00768

1.03153
1.01389
1.00776

1.03078
1.01419
1.00784

M-Q3 SS
FS
L

1.02754
1.02062
1.01052

1.02304
1.02006
1.01090

1.02534
1.02174
1.01064

1.04321
1.02075
1.00924

1.03735
1.01938
1.00950

1.03747
1.01965
1.00946

M-Q4 SS
FS
L

1.01778
1.01765
1.00965

1.01434
1.01810
1.00983

1.01444
1.01971
1.00973

1.03767
1.01519
1.00782

1.03389
1.01477
1.00818

1.03378
1.01510
1.00831

M-Q5 SS
FS
L

1.01647
1.01642
1.00812

1.01410
1.01562
1.00847

1.01479
1.01724
1.00827

1.03322
1.01381
1.00695

1.02933
1.01281
1.00690

1.02828
1.01299
1.00695

PE15 PE15
2

M
gne PZT-5H PZT-8 PZT-5A PMN-30PT PMN-31PT PIN-PMN-PT

M-T1 SS
FS
L

1.01745
1.01639
1.00885

1.01492
1.01588
1.00915

1.01584
1.01710
1.00896

1.02901
1.01585
1.00785

1.02590
1.01507
1.00796

1.02623
1.01539
1.00790

M-T2 SS
FS
L

1.02099
1.01789
1.00928

1.01798
1.01725
1.00965

1.01945
1.01850
1.00940

1.02925
1.01825
1.00832

1.02574
1.01727
1.00859

1.02701
1.01754
1.00845

M-T3 SS
FS
L

1.02015
1.01760
1.00894

1.01723
1.01695
1.00936

1.01862
1.01821
1.00906

1.03682
1.01680
1.00271

1.03275
1.01588
1.00534

1.03211
1.01625
1.00456

M-T4 SS
FS
L

1.01426
1.01358
1.00764

1.01194
1.01359
1.00782

1.01243
1.01457
1.00770

1.02615
1.01237
1.00658

1.02334
1.01210
1.00683

1.02384
1.01236
1.00683

M-T5 SS
FS
L

1.02035
1.02045
1.00922

1.01772
1.01899
1.00974

1.01908
1.02066
1.00942

1.03325
1.01931
1.00818

1.02968
1.01772
1.00824

1.02997
1.01786
1.00811

Table A2.8: Piezoelectric ceramics PZT and PMN-PT <001> poled single crystals. Mean values of the second 
reference value for the indicator of dispersion associated with the normal component of the group velocity.
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DISPERSION DESIGN OF 1D PERIODIC DISCRETE SYSTEMS USING
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Abstract. A new class of performance functions for dispersion design of 1D periodic discrete
systems using matrix rank is considered, and its regularization using existent log-det heuristics
is proposed. As an input, the desired dispersion dependency of a branch is used. The design
space is defined by a finite set of continuous parameters such as mass or stiffness constants.
The mass and stiffness matrices are assumed to depend linearly on these parameters. Ideally,
the representative dynamic stiffness matrix is singular at every point of the desired branch.
Instead, the sum of ranks for the representative dynamic stiffness matrix evaluated at several
discrete points is minimized using a surrogate log-det objective. This approach avoids ordering
or tracking of eigenfrequencies and reduces the design problem to a sequence of quadratic
programming problems. The considered periodic discrete systems are simplified objects for
method development with a future goal of dispersion design of acoustic metamaterials. Also, a
combination with reduced-order techniques is conceptually tested.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Dispersion design in acoustics seeks a material or a system that interacts with acoustic waves

in desired manner. Typical examples of desired behavior are prohibiting wave propagation in a

specific frequency range via stopping bands in metamaterials and elimination of reflected waves

with anechoic tiles. Usually, these designs are realized as an array of repeating heterogeneous

cells. Different options are available for manufacturing heterogeneous cells and they can use

solid-solid, solid-liquid or solid-air interfaces. Each cell can be described by a large number of

design parameters, which makes finding the design a challenging problem.

A common approach is to introduce a performance function that relates the design variables

to desired performances and to use it in a gradient-based optimization or integer programming,

see examples for maximizing relative band gap in [2] or design of self-collimating materials

in [10]. Unfortunately, the common performance functions are implicit functions of dynamic

equilibrium equations and their sensitivities are sometimes difficult to obtain, see [13] and refer-

ences herein. Alternative integer programming approaches need very large number of iterations,

e.g. of genetic algorithms. In this contribution a new class of performance functions based on

matrix rank is proposed and discussed. An advantage of using matrix rank is that several ex-

plicit surrogate functions for rank approximation are available simplifying computation of the

performance functions and their sensitivities.

The problem of minimizing the rank of a matrix is known to be computationally hard, see

[12, 7.3] and it is attributed to be NP-hard in general case [11]. Fortunately, several available

heuristics can efficiently solve it. These heuristics rely on different tractable relaxations of the

problem, e.g. a nuclear norm minimization, weighted norm minimization or minimization of

the logarithm of the determinant [4, 5, 9]. Tractable means here that one quadratic function

minimization or SVD per an iteration step is required and the number of such iterations is

affordable. Unfortunately, these heuristic methods guarantee the minimum rank solution only

in case of well-conditioned equality constraints on the matrix, see the proof in [11]. Various

numerical experiments show a satisfactory quality of the solutions obtained by the heuristics

for applications as low-rank matrix completion [5, 9], low-order system realization [5] and

lowest-dimension embedding of points in Euclidean space [5]. However, these methods are

not wide spread for design in vibration or acoustic systems so far. An example in [1] uses rank

minimization for reducing dispersion error in spatial discretizations of reciprocal mass matrices.

Therefore, exploring rank minimization formulations in dispersion design is promising.

For simplicity, examples here are limited to 1D periodic undamped systems consisting of

point masses and springs. Only continuous parameters for mass and stiffness constants are

used. Constraints are applied only on upper and lower limits of parameter values.

The contribution is organized as follows. First, equations of motion for a repetitive patch are

introduced and a rank minimization objective is formulated in Section 2. A log-det heuristic is

applied to the rank minimization problem and two illustrative algebraic examples are discussed

in Section 3. A combination of log-det heuristic with the reduced-order techniques is described

and illustrated with one algebraic example in Section 4. A numerical example for a uniform

back-bone mass-spring chain with a side branch at every second mass element are considered

in Section (5). Conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2 EQUATION OF MOTION AND RANK MINIMIZATION OBJECTIVE

The equations of motion for an infinite periodic mechanical system can be formulated in

different ways, see a comprehensive textbook [3]. Here, a form following [8] is considered for
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1D case. The representative patch of the periodic structure is assumed to have nrep unknown

amplitudes denoted as Ũ. These amplitudes satisfy equations

Q
(
K(s)− ω2M(s)

)
S(k)Ũ = 0, (1)

where ω and k are the angular frequency and wavenumber, K and M are the stiffness and

mass matrix. Herein, affine dependence of the stiffness and mass matrix on ns parameters s is

assumed with

K(s) = K0 +
ns∑
j=1

Kjsj, M(s) = M0 +
ns∑
j=1

Mjsj. (2)

These matrices are assembled for the periodic cell and a layer of neighboring elements. The

periodic boundary conditions are enforced via a shift matrix S whose entries on the slave side

are proportional to the phase shift exp(ik ·Δx) along the lattice vector for the periodic cell Δx.

The matrix Q filters degrees of freedom of the representative patch Ũ from the total model.

Thus, the equation of motion as in equation (1) allows us to define the representative dynamic

stiffness matrix (RDSM) with

A(s, k, ω) = Q
(
K(s)− ω2M(s)

)
S(k). (3)

We denote with Aj := A(s, kj, ωj) the RDSM evaluated at a specific frequency-wavenumber

pair (kj, ωj). Solvability of the equation of motion (1) at a frequency-wavenumber pair requires

that the corresponding RDSM is singular or it has a deficit of rank with

rankAj < dim (Aj) = nrep, j = 1, nw, (4)

where nw is the number of sampled frequency-wavenumber pairs. Inspection of all nw inequal-

ities is still a hard problem. Instead, a good solution is sought that minimizes the sum of the
ranks of RDSM for all pairs j with respect to parameters s. Such a sum now defines the ob-

jective of the dispersion design. This sum is equal to the product (nrepnw) at an initial value

of parameters s0. During the optimization process, for certain values of the parameters sk the

rank of some of the matrices Kdyn,rep(sk, ωj,kj) reduces to (nrep − 1) meaning that exactly

one branch of the dispersion relation crosses the prescribed frequency-wavevector pair (ωj,kj).
Reduction of the rank to (nrep − 2) or less would require that more than one branch of the

dispersion relation crosses the prescribed frequency-wavevector pair, i.e. two or more waves

can propagate with the same wavenumber and frequency, but a different mode. Such a multi-

ple crossing is possible but it does not significantly influence the design for a sufficiently large

number of target pairs per branch. Therefore, reduction of the objective increases the number

of the frequency-wavevector pairs at which the designed material follows the wanted dispersion

behavior. Thus, this objective can estimate the quality of the design.

To bring the objective to a concise form, let us define the rank identity for a block diagonal

matrix with

nw∑
j=1

rankAj = rank diagj=1,nw
(Aj) (5)

is valid for any set of square matrices Aj . Here, an operator diag denotes a constructor of a

block diagonal matrix from a list of rectangular matrices. Finally, the objective reads

J(s) = rank diagj=1,nw
(Aj). (6)
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The latter problem is still an affine rank minimization problem. Affinity easily follows from the

definition of individual subbocks of the objective matrix. Recasting leads to

diagj=1,nw
(Aj) = diagj=1,nw

(
Q
(
K(s)− ω2

jM(s)
)
S(kj)

)
=diagj=1,nw

(
Q

(
K0 +

ns∑
l=1

Klsl − ω2
j

[
M0 +

ns∑
l=1

Mlsl

])
S(kj)

)
= B0 +

ns∑
l=1

Blsl, (7)

where matrices {Bl}ns
0 are defined

Bl = diagj=1,nw

(
Q
(
Kl − ω2

jMl

)
S(kj)

)
. (8)

3 HEURISTIC RANK MINIMIZATION

Herein, a focus on log-det heuristics is made because of its simplicity and robustness. The

rank minimization problem stated above is solved approximately by log-det heuristics from [5].

A substantial difference to the original method is due to complex entries of the RDSM matrices.

These complex entries originate from the shift matrix S even for the case without damping.

The original rank minimization algorithm is valid for real semi-definite matrices. To bring our

problem to an appropriated shape, a matrix X is introduced with

X = diagj=1,nw

(
AH(s, ωj, kj)A(s, ωj, kj)

)
(9)

where superscript �H denotes Hermitian transpose (the conjugate transpose). The resultant

matrix is a Hermitian positive semi-definite matrix, which is sufficient for the original log-det

heuristics. The rank of matrix X coincides with the objective function (6), but dependency on

the free parameters is quadratic. A similar trick is used in [1] for dispersion error minimiza-

tion on a regular spatial grid of finite elements. Now, a rank minimization problem (RMP) is

formulated for matrix X with

s∗ = argmin
s∈K

(rank(X)), (10)

where K denotes an admissible convex set for parameters s. Rather than solving a RMP, a

log-det smooth surrogate for rank(X) is used

s∗ = argmin
s∈K

(log det (X+ δI)), (11)

where δ > 0 is a small regularization constant and I is as the identity matrix. Despite complex

entries of the matrix X, the determinant of a Hermitian positive definite matrix (X + δI) is

real and positive. Therefore, the objective function above is real and the optimization problem

well defined. Here, we follow the paper [5] and reduce the optimization to a series of quadratic

programming problems. First, a Taylor expansion of the objective function in the vicinity of the

current value Xk is carried out

log det(X+ δI) ≈ log det(Xk + δI) + trace (Wk(X−Xk)) , (12)

where Wk = (Xk + δI)−1 denotes the weighting matrix. The weighting matrix is evaluated

numerically. Thus, the linearization of the surrogate function (12) has only a dependence on

design parameters in the second factor (X − Xk). The algorithm is illustrated in Box 1. The

linearization of objective leads to real-valued Hessian Hjl and real-valued linear part fj with

Hjl = Re
[
trace

(
Wk(B

H
j Bl)

)]
fj = Re

[
trace

(
Wk(B

H
j B0)

)]
. (13)
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for dispersion design based on log-det heuristic proposed in [5].

Require: X � 0, δ > 0, ε ≥ 0, K 	= ∅ 
 � denotes semi-definite matrix

1: procedure MINRANKLOGDET(X(s),K, s0, δ, ε,maxiter)
2: X0 ← X(s0)
3: k ← 0
4: repeat
5: Wk ← (Xk + δI)−1

6: sk+1 = argmins∈K trace (Wk(X−Xk)) 
 Call quadratic programming solver
7: Xk+1 ← X(sk+1)
8: k ← k + 1
9: until (k > maxiter) ∨ (||sk+1 − sk||2 < ε)

10: return sk
11: end procedure

Computation with double precision leads to tiny imaginary parts in the coefficients. Therefore,

taking the real part is necessary.

The presented above algorithm is illustrated now with two algebraic examples. Both example

use double precision arithmetic and a value of the regularization parameter δ = 10−3.

Algebraic example 1. First, a real-valued example is considered, where Hermitian transpose

and usual transpose coincide. Find values of two parameters s = [s1, s2] within an admissible

set K = [0, 1]× [0, 1] that minimize the rank of a square matrix X ∈ R
4×4 given as

X = ATA, A = B0 + s1B1 + s2B2 (14)

with affine representation of matrix A with matrices Bi defined as

B0 =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
5000 20 1/3 1/3

20 5/4 1/3 1/4

1/3 1/3 1/3 1/3

1/3 1/4 1/3 1/4

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ B2 =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−1 −1 −1 −1

−1 0 −1 0

−1 −1 −1 −1

−1 0 −1 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ B3 =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0 0

0 −2 0 −2

0 0 0 0

0 −2 0 −2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
(15)

This RMP has the global minimum

A

(
s1 =

1

3
, s2 =

1

8

)
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
224973482

9
885118

9
0 0

885118
9

3490
9

0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ⇒ rank(X) = rank(ATA) = 2.

(16)

The log-det surrogate function shown in Figure 1 has its global minimum very close to the

global minimum of the original problem. The global minimum is observed at the cross-section

of two valleys where deficit of rank is one. Decreasing the regularization parameter would make

the valley flanks steeper but it does not change qualitatively the shape of the objective function.

The evolution of the surrogate objective over iterations is also shown in Figure 1. Convergence
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Figure 1: Surrogate objective function log det (X+ δI) for the algebraic example with a regularization δ = 10−3

(left). Convergence of the surrogate objective (right) from starting value [1/6, 1/12].

is achieved from starting value [1/6, 1/12] to the rank-2 solution

X∗(s1=0.333328, s2=0.125539)≈

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
2.5e7 9.83e4 0.0264 0.00515

9.83e4 388.0 1.09e− 4 −9.72e− 4

0.0264 1.09e− 4 1.11e− 9 −1.13e− 8

0.00515 −9.72e− 4 −1.13e− 8 2.32e− 6

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(17)

with two lowest eigenvalues below 10−5 within ten iterations.

Algebraic example 2. The second algebraic example treats a complex-valued square matrix

X ∈ C
3×3 depending on two parameters s = [s1, s2] within an admissible set K = [0, 1]× [0, 1].

Hermitian semi-positive matrix X is defined as

X = AHA, A = B0 + s1B1 + s2B2 (18)

with matrices Bi defined

B0 =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
5/4 1/3 −1/12 + i/3

1/3 1/3 i/3

−1/12 + i/3 i/3 − 5
12

⎤⎥⎥⎦ (19)

B2 =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
0 −1 1− i

−1 −1 −i

1− i −i 2

⎤⎥⎥⎦ B3 =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
0 −1 1− i

−1 −1 −i

1− i −i 2

⎤⎥⎥⎦ . (20)

This RMP has the global minimum

A

(
s1 =

1

3
, s2 =

1

8

)
=

⎡⎢⎢⎣
1 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

⎤⎥⎥⎦ ⇒ rank(X) = rank(AHA) = 1. (21)
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Log-det heuristic approximates this solution within ten iterations s1 = 0.334057, s2 = 0.126277
from starting value [1/6, 1/12]

X∗=

⎡⎢⎢⎣
0.995 −0.000721 + 0.00000133 i −0.00182− 0.000722 i

−0.000721− 0.00000133 i 0.00000157 (1.33 + 0.247 i)e− 6

−0.00182 + 0.000722 i (1.33− 0.247 i)e− 6 5.62e− 6

⎤⎥⎥⎦ .
(22)

and it demonstrates work of the log-det heuristic for a Hermitian semi-positive matrix.

4 COMBINATION WITH REDUCED-ORDER TECHNIQUES

Increasing size of the representative patch increases rapidly cost of evaluation of the co-

efficient of quadratic programming problem in (13). Therefore, reducing dimension of the

final RMP is very important. Here, a naive projection of the problem onto a reduced basis

Φ ∈ C
nrepnw×nr , nr � nrepnw is proposed in form

J̄(s) = rank(ΦHX(s)Φ). (23)

Accuracy and efficiency of the reduced problem depends strongly on the reduced basis. Ideally,

it should contain the kernel of the matrix X at the solution point s∗ and have comparable di-

mension. Practically, using few consequent eigenmodes of A at the initial approximation s0 is

possible and used herein. Formally, this reduce basis can be written in block-diagonal format

with

Φ = diagj=1,nw

(
[eig(Aj(s0))]:,nl..nu

)
, (24)

where eig is an operator returning in columns eigenmodes in ascending order w.r.t. real part and

an operation �:,nl..nu returns columns nl, nu of a matrix. This construction of the reduced basis

yields the reduced dimension

nr = nw(nu − nl + 1) (25)

The surrogate log-det function for the rank is computed in the same manner as for the full

problem. Finally, a following minimization problem is solved

s∗ = argmin
s∈K

(
log det (ΦHX(s)Φ+ δI)

)
, (26)

where the dimension of identity matrix is adjusted to nr.

We expect that the influence of reduced-order technique is two-fold. First, the dimension of

the problem significantly reduces. Second, the conditioning of the matrix ΦHX(s)Φ is better

than for full matrix X(s), which helps log-det heuristic to converge faster and allows lower

values of the regularization parameter δ. However, checking these two hypothesis goes beyond

the contribution.

Algebraic example 3. This example uses setup of algebraic example 1. The influence of the

reduced basis on the quality of the solution is studied in for two reduced bases

Φ1 =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0

0 1/5

1 −1

1 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , Φ2 =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 0

0 1

−1 0

0 −1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (27)
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The former basis is very close to the kernel of the matrix X at the solution point

ker(X) =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0

0 0

1 −1

1 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (28)

The surrogate objective function for the reduced basis Φ1 is shown in Figure 2 (left). It has

a global minimum close the exact one. The surrogate objective function for the reduced basis

Φ2 does not depend on the parameters and it cannot be used. It is an example of extremely

unfavorable choice of the reduced basis. Convergence to a solution s1 = 0.333337, s2 =
0.125002 is obtained within 10 iterations. Evolution of the objective during iteration process is

shown in Figure 2 (right). The absolute values of objective for the reduced problem are different

the full one, which is also clear from comparison of Figure 2 and 1.

Figure 2: Surrogate objective function log det (ΦHX(s)Φ+ δI) for the algebraic example with a regularization

δ = 10−3 using the reduced basis Φ1 (left). Convergence of the reduced surrogate objective (right) from starting

value [1/6, 1/12].

5 NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

A mechanical example illustrates performance of the proposed approach. A periodic system

with a uniform back-bone mass-spring chain and a side branch at every second mass element

is shown in Figure 3. Dimension of the representative patch is five, while seven continuous

parameters define system properties. The mass and stiffness constants in the back-bone are

fixed. Three mass and four stiffness parameters of the side branch can be varied within ranges

given in Figure 3. Stiffness parameters are denoted with letter β to avoid any confusion with

the wavenumber denoted with letter k.

The aim is to obtain a dispersion design with an almost constant frequency branch, which

also provides a near to zero group velocity. Five target wavenumber-frequency pairs are used
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Figure 3: Setup for a periodic discrete system. Overall view on 1D linear mass-spring system with side branch

(left) and a zoom in a repetitive structure with topology, parameters and their ranges (right).

with

nw = 5, akj =
πj

nw + 1
, ωj =1.58, j = 1, nw, (29)

where 2a is the physical length of repetitive structure, as shown in Figure 3. At these pairs,

the RDSM should be singular and it is achieved by minimizing the rank of the corresponding

matrix via log-det heuristic. Three starting value sets for design parameters are listed in Table 1.

The regularization parameter δ = 3 · 10−8, convergence tolerance ε = 10−10 and maximum 15

iterations is used in the log-det heuristic.

A solution is obtained after 15 iterations and the final values are given in Table 1. Reduction

of the surrogate objective over iterations is given in Figure 4. These curves have very steep

initial phase. Eventually, they flatten and come to saturation. If the convergence tolerance ε for

the increment of parameter vector is not reached then the algorithm iterates until the maximum

iteration number is reached.

Case β1 β2 β3 β4 m1 m2 m3

Starting values, set I 1.000 1.300 .6000 .1000 1.000 2.000 1.200

Starting values, set II 1.000 .5000 .6000 .1000 .5000 1.000 1.200

Starting values, set III .3000 .5000 .6000 .1000 .5000 2.000 2.000

Result, set I 1.098 .3000 .3009 .3245 .4443 .5395 .2848

Result, set II 1.089 .3000 .3001 .2883 .4359 .5731 .2676

Result, set III .3000 .3000 .3000 .0009 .2681 .8135 .2009

Result for ROM, set I .3558 .3000 .3000 .2932 .2000 .3950 .2759

Result for ROM, set II .3752 .3000 .3000 .2735 .2000 .2700 .2912

Result for ROM, set III .3442 .3153 .3000 .2483 .2000 .3209 .2646

Table 1: Starting and final values for dispersion design parameters of the periodic discrete systems.

Figure 5 illustrates the dispersion behavior for the obtained system for starting set I and III.

Result obtained with set II is very similar to one obtained for set I. The obtained system satisfies

the desired property of having a constant frequency branch for initial set I and II. Notably,

this branch is crossed by another branch and it is formed by third frequency for wavenumbers

ak < 2.02 and fourth frequency otherwise. Information about the order of frequencies was not

specified in the algorithm. Such a behavior illustrates the advantage of the proposed approach

over standard methods, where the objective is formulated with respect to a specific frequency.

Solution obtained from the starting set III is different and it satisfies the rank deficit condition

only at four out of five points.
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Figure 4: Convergence of the surrogate objective for initial parameter set I (left) and set III (right).

Figure 5: Dispersion behavior of the designed periodic discrete system with prescribed constant frequency ω =
1.58. Initial and final dispersion behavior for initial parameter set I (left) and set III (right).

Reduced-order technique presented in Section 4 is now applied to dispersion design problem.

Dimension of the original system is nwnrep = 25. Here, three eigenmodes in span nl = 2 and

nu = 4 per sampling pair is used. Thus, the problem is reduced to the size nw(nu−nl+1) = 15
as explained in equation (25). This reduction is not drastic and it only served to check algebraic

correctness of the approach.

Similar results are obtained for three starting parameter sets, see Table 1 and Figure 6. For

all initial sets, third branch branch crosses all target pairs and these solutions are considered as

satisfactory.

The considered example is undetermined, i.e. it has seven parameters and five conditions

to be fulfilled. It is not a surprise that more than one solution is inside the admissible set K
and they are obtained with the proposed approach. It is also clear that the influence of starting

approximation and algorithm setting is significant.
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Figure 6: Dispersion behavior of the designed periodic discrete system with prescribed constant frequency ω =
1.58. Initial and final dispersion behavior for initial parameter set II (left) and set III (right) obtained with reduced-

order technique.

6 CONCLUSIONS

This contribution considers a special problem of design of 1D periodic discrete systems

whose dispersion branch matches a prescribed dependency. For this problem, a new class of

performance functions is proposed that explicitly depends on the design variables and does not

require tracking of eigenmodes. This performance function is derived in several steps. First, a

match to a dispersion branch is collocated in few discrete wavenumber-frequency pairs. Second,

this match at discrete pairs is understood as the deficit of the representative dynamic stiffness

matrix’s rank. Thus, sum of these ranks is identified as a possible performance function and

its reduction means quality improvement of the design. Third, the latter rank minimization

problem is solved using log-det heuristics. Here, a modification for a case of square complex-

valued matrices is proposed. Fourth, the log-det heuristics reduces the problem to a series

of quadratic programming problems. The coefficients of the objective quadratic function are

obtained here for the case of affine dependency of the mass and stiffness matrices on the free

parameters.

Combining the proposed approach with reduced-order techniques is shortly discussed and a

version of the reduced basis is proposed.

This approach is illustrated with several algebraic examples and one mechanical example.

First algebraic example demonstrates the basic features of the rank minimization using log-det

heuristic. Second algebraic example confirms the extension of the log-det heuristic for Hermi-

tian semi-positive matrices. Third algebraic example demonstrates validity of projection-based

reduction for rank minimization problems. Finally, a mechanical periodic system is considered

and the concept of the dispersion design using log-det heuristic is demonstrated.

Further efforts may be focused on extending the approach to damped systems (achieving

so-called metadamping [7]) and exploring the method for larger or multidimensional systems.

Also, finding further explicit performance functions for different types of target dispersion be-

havior is of high scientific interest.
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Abstract. In frequency response analysis, it is of interest to simulate the dynamic response of
a system for many excitation frequencies. In order to accelerate the calculation, the system is
first transformed to modal space by calculating a limited set of eigenvectors and eigenvalues.
In this way, the number of degrees of freedom can be reduced from e.g. 50 million to 50,000.
However, due to the existence of structural and viscous damping, the system matrix in modal
space is dense in a general case.

In this work, a method to generate a preconditioner for the solution of modal frequency re-
sponse is proposed. First, a decomposition of the system matrix at one excitation frequency is
performed using a direct method (e. g. LU decomposition). In a second step, this decomposition
is modified for different excitation frequencies in an efficient way, by using a complex eigenvalue
problem. Although the modified decomposition is no longer exact, it has excellent characteris-
tics to be used as a preconditioner in an iterative method. Using a complex eigenvalue problem
and a decomposition update has already been proposed in [1] for a direct solution method.
However, in this work, the focus is on an iterative method.

By making use of the structure of the system matrix, it is possible to split the product Ax
in the iterative solver in multiple parts to iterate many right hand sides (for equal or different
excitation frequencies) at once. In this way, the iterative solver can make use of dense matrix-
matrix multiplications, using BLAS Level-3 [6], which results in better performance.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In modern finite element software (e.g. PERMAS [9]), an important problem is the calcu-

lation of the response of a system subject to harmonic loading. The system can represent a

large finite element model such as a car (see figure 1), an aircraft or a ship. It is also important

in the design of machine tools [3], spaceflight [4] or in acoustic analysis [5]. The dynamic

response is calculated with frequency response analysis. This analysis is performed for many

(e.g. 1000 or more) excitation frequencies. The solution at each excitation frequency requires

the solution of a linear equation system with millions of unknowns in modern applications. In

order to speed up the calculation, the dynamic system is typically transformed to modal space.

This is achieved by calculating a limited number of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the original

system. The quality of the transformation depends on the dimension of the modal space, e.g.

the number of calcuated eigenvalues. !

Figure 1: Porsche 996, by courtesy of Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche AG

In modal space, the mass and stiffness matrix are diagonal matrices, which is very convenient

for the frequency response analysis. However, a finite element model also often contains damper

elements or structural damping, which results in dense damping matrices in modal space. Kim

and Benninghof [1] noted, one of the two dense matrices can be diagonalized in modal space

by solving another complex eigenvalue problem. However, one dense matrix remains. If this

matrix is of low rank, the inverse can be updated easily with the Woodbury matrix identity as

noted by Kim and Bennighof. However, if the viscous damping matrix has full rank, there is no

advantage in doing this.

In this work, an idea is presented to solve this problem with an iterative solver, where the

inverse of the system matrix at a reference frequency is calculated and this solution is modified

by solving a complex eigenvalue problem, similiar to the work by Kim and Bennighof. The

iterative solver could be a purely iterative method (e.g. Jacobi iteration) or a more sophisticated

method like GMRES [2].

2 THEORY

In frequency response, the solutions x̃ ∈ C
n to the equation

(
−ω2M̃+ iωD̃+ iH̃+ K̃

)
x̃ = Ã (ω) x̃ = b̃ (1)

for different ω ∈ R have to be calculated. M̃ ∈ R
n×n is the mass matrix, D̃ ∈ R

n×n is

the viscous damping matrix, H̃ ∈ R
n×n is the structural damping matrix and K̃ ∈ R

n×n is
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the stiffness matrix. In addition, on the right hand side, there is a loading vector b̃ ∈ C
n. i

represents the imaginary unit. The matrices M̃, K̃, D̃ and H̃ are symmetric in most cases,

but they may also include rotational effects or special elements, that result in a non-symmetric

problem. In this work, only the symmetric case is considered. Furthermore, it is assumed that

the matrices D̃ and H̃ are positive semi-definite.

In modal frequency response, a generalized eigenvalue problem for K̃ and M̃ is solved

for a limited number of eigenvalues m and the system is transformed to modal space. Using

a transformation matrix Φ, we can transform the matrices to modal space: M = ΦTM̃Φ,

D = ΦTD̃Φ, H = ΦTH̃Φ, K = ΦTK̃Φ. The load is transformed as b = ΦTb̃ and the

displacement vector is x = ΦTx̃. Finally we arrive at the following equation system in modal

space: (−ω2M+ iωD+ iH+K
)
x = A (ω)x = b. (2)

The transformed system has a diagonal mass matrix M, a diagonal stiffness matrix K and a

dense viscous damping matrix D and a dense structural damping matrix H. The system size

is reduced from n × n to m × m. In this work, this system is investigated to be solved with

an iterative method. In general, iterative methods need a preconditioner to converge within an

acceptable number of iterations.

3 PRECONDITIONING

In order to judge the quality of the preconditioner, the convergence criterion of a purely

iterative solver is used, because it is very simple and easy to understand. The equation Ax = b
is iteratively solved using a preconditioner P. This means that every eigenvalue λ of I−P−1A
must fulfill

|λ (I−P−1A
) | < 1. (3)

It is desirable to construct a preconditioner that works for k values ω1 < ωi < ωk. First, a

reference circular frequency ωref with ω1 < ωref < ωk is selected and a direct solution method

(e.g. LU decomposition) is used to calculate the inverse of Aref = A (ωref). However, this

reference inverse is insufficient as a general preconditioner and it must be modified to adapt it

to each individual circular frequency ωi as will be seen later.

The idea consists of approximating the difference between A (ω) and A (ωref) with a matrix

S and an ω-dependent scalar factor f (ω). This approximation of A (ω) ≈ P = A (ωref) +
f (ω)S is taken as preconditioner.

In general, the difference between A (ω) and A (ωref) can be expressed as

A (ω) = A (ωref) + ((A (ω)−A (ωref)) (4)

= A (ωref) +
(−ω2 + ω2

ref

)
M+ i (ω − ωref)D

In this work, only an approximation of the mass matrix is considered. The reference matrix

Aref is modified with the mass matrix M, multiplied with a scalar function f (ω).

A (ω) ≈ A (ωref) +
(−ω2 + ω2

ref

)
M = A (ωref) + f (ω)M = P (5)

The expression is now transformed as follows,

P−1 = (Aref + f (ω)M)−1 =
(
Aref

(
I+A−1

ref Mf (ω)
))−1

(6)

=
(
I+A−1

ref Mf (ω)
)−1

A−1
ref
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Next, we solve a complex eigenvalue problem of A−1
ref M = QΛQ−1. We can now replace

A−1
ref M with an orthonormal eigenvector matrix Q and the eigenvalue diagonal matrix Λ:

P−1 = (Aref + f (ω)M)−1 =
(
QQ−1 + f (ω)QΛQ−1

)−1
A−1

ref (7)

= Q (I+ f (ω)Λ)−1 Q−1A−1
ref .

This expression for P−1is quite interesting, because first the right hand side is multiplied

with the reference inverse A (ωref)
−1

and then with the eigenvector matrices Q and a diag-

onal matrix, that is different for each ω. With the definitions U = Q, V = Q−1A−1
ref and

G (ω) = (I+ f (ω)Λ)−1
, we can write this as

P−1 = (Aref + f (ω)M)−1 = UG (ω)V. (8)

As can be seen, the only term that is ω-dependent is G, which is a diagonal matrix. In the next

section, it will be shown that this preconditioner can be evaluated in a very efficient manner.

However, first, the preconditioner quality is discussed. GNU Octave [7] is used for the

evaluation of the eigenvalues. A matrix A of the size m = 100 is selected, which corresponds

to 100 modes calculated. The stiffness matrix K is the identity matrix in modal space. The mass

matrix M is also diagonal and we set the valus of M equal to Mii = 1/i2, which corresponds

to circular eigenfrequencies ωi = i. Furthermore symmetric, positiv semi-definite matrices are

chosen for H and D. The eigenvalues of H and D are set to be randomly equally distributed

between 0 and dmax or hmax, respectively. In addition, we select a reference frequency ω = 50
and look at the absolute largest eigenvalue between ω = 0 and ω = 100. Depending on the seed

of the random generator, the eigenvalues of I − P−1 (ω)A (ω) look slightly different, but the

general picture is as seen in figure 2 and 3.
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Figure 2: Plot of the absolute largest eigenvalue of I − P−1 (ω)A (ω) for two different preconditioners, inverse

only and inverse with mass matrix modification. dmax = 1.0× 10−4
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Figure 3: Plot of the absolute largest eigenvalue of I − P−1 (ω)A (ω) for two different preconditioners, inverse

only and inverse with mass matrix modification. dmax = 1.0× 10−2

Using these definitions for M, D, H and K, figures 2 and 3 show the absolute largest eigen-

value of I−P−1 (ω)A (ω) for different values of dmax. As can be seen in the figure, at ω = ωref,

the absolute largest eigenvalue is zero as expected. The inverse is - of course - the perfect pre-

conditioner. For other frequencies the absolute largest eigenvalue is monotonously rising with

ω. If only the inverse at the reference circular frequency ωref is taken as preconditioner, it can

be seen that the absolute largest eigenvalue is rising quickly, depending on damping dmax. The

higher the damping, the better the inverse for neighbouring frequencies. If the inverse is mod-

ified with the above mentioned approach, the largest absolute eigenvalue is rising much more

slowly and remains below or equal to 1 in the investigated interval. Even in cases, where the

inverse-only preconditioner rises quickly as seen in figure 2, the absolute largest eigenvalue of

the modified inverse stays below 1. The reason for this will be investigated in future work.

4 IMPLEMENTATION

In order to use this formulaton, it is useful to have an efficient evaluation of the product

A (ω)x and the application of the preconditioner. The matrix is defined as(−ω2M+ iωD+ iH+K
)
x = b. (9)

In an iterative solver, the desired value is the residual r with

r = b− (−ω2M+ iωD+ iH+K
)
x. (10)

This can be rearranged to

r = b+Mxω2 − iDxω − iHx−Kx. (11)
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By defining the matrix

Ω =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
ω1 0 · · · 0

0 ω2
. . . 0

...
. . .

. . .
...

0 · · · 0 ωq

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ (12)

and assembling q right hand sides

B =
[
b (ω1) b (ω2) · · · b (ωq)

]
, (13)

it is possible to calculate residuals for multiple right hand sides with different ωi at once instead

of calculating each vector x with a different A(ω). With the iteration vectors

X =
[
x (ω1) x (ω2) · · · x (ωq)

]
(14)

the R can be expressed as

R = B+MXΩ2 − iDXΩ− iHX−KX. (15)

The preconditioner is applied to the residual r in order to get an increment on x:

dx = P−1r = UG (ω)Vr. (16)

The diagonal matrix G (ω) can be converted to a column vector g. Next, preconditioner vectors

for multiple right hand sides can be assembled to form a matrix

GR =
[
g (ω1) g (ω2) · · · g (ωq) .

]
(17)

In other words, just like the product A (ω)x, also in this case multiple vectors can be iterated

at once:

dX = P−1R = U (GR � (VR)) . (18)

Here � symbolizes the Hadamard product [8]. The Hadamard product is a entry-wise multipli-

cation of matrices. Both matrices must have the same dimension. The total operation count per

iteration and vector is a bit higher than compared to the case, where each vector is iterated with

the assembled matrix. However, modern CPU architecture is limited by memory bandwidth and

the proposed method can make full use of the CPU as only dense matrix multiplication are per-

formed. These can be efficiently performed with Level-3 BLAS [6], for example. A benchmark

test case will be performed in future work.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this work, the construction of a preconditioner for modal frequency response has been

presented. The inverse of the system matrix is calculated at a reference frequency with a direct

solution method (e.g. LU decomposition). The decomposition is modified by first solving a

complex eigenvalue problem. By solving a complex eigenvalue problem, the frequency specific

modification information is limited to diagonal matrices. These diagonal matrices can be trans-

formed to a column vector and efficiently evaluated by performing a Hadamard product with the

iteration vectors. The absolute value of the eigenvalues of I−P−1A are below or equal 1, if the

reference frequency is in the middle of the interval of interest. The absolute largest eigenvalue

of I−P−1A is slowly rising from zero at the reference frequency to 1 at the integration bounds.
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Abstract 

High-rise buildings with unusual shapes and high-technological systems are commonly used 
by companies to represent their economic power. In many cases, equipment consisting of 
LED screen walls is frequently not compatible with wind-induced displacements and acceler-
ations experienced at high floors. The aim of the research work is to design and optimize a 
control device for response reduction of a prismatic room equipped with LED screen walls on 
all sides. The control system is a passive sliding device located at the base of the room dis-
connecting the LED supporting frame from the building’s floor. Fragility analysis is carried 
out to compute the probability of exceeding predetermined displacements and acceleration 
thresholds with and without the control system. 

Keywords: Video walls, high-rise building, wind-induced vibration, wind tunnel tests, base 
isolation. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The wind induced vibration is an important topic for high-rise building with unusual shape 
because torsional effects and large oscillation along and across wind may affect the occu-
pants’ comfort largely discussed in literature [1-7]. A few information and recommendations 
are given by codes and literature for non-structural elements inside buildings that can be se-
verely damaged and therefore can influence costs of construction and maintenance. This is the 
case of LED screen walls which are used to disseminate entertainment messages and infor-
mation. They are sensitive to the floor wind induced vibration that can give significant defor-
mation to the wall and a consequent malfunctioning or collapse. 
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The LED screen walls operation is frequently not compatible with wind-induced displace-
ments and accelerations experienced at high floors in high-rise buildings. The proper func-
tioning of these high-technological devices can therefore require the installation of local 
control systems to reduce wind induced vibrations.  

In this paper, the wind-induced response of a LED video screen room was reduced by 
means of passive control system consisting in a base isolated floor which disconnects the sub-
structure from the building. The probability of exceeding predetermined displacements and 
acceleration thresholds with and without the control system was investigated through fragility 
analysis based on the PEER integral equation [8-10]. This allows to consider all the possible 
sources un uncertainties involved in the problem, like those related to wind load characteriza-
tion, structural modeling and analysis and damage occurrence [11-14]. Calculation was com-
puted on the high-rise building illustrated in Fig.1 and discussed in Section 3. Metti un 
riferimento ad un tuo articolo precedente 

Fig. 1 Numerical model of the pultruded GRP-Tubes substructure Metti un riferimento all’articolo da dove hai 
preso la figura (se già pubblicata) 

2 PROBABILITY-BASED DESIGN APPROACH 

The proposed methodology for the design of video screen rooms inserted in high-rise build-
ings accounts for randomness in the load characterization, the structural response estimation 
and the damage occurrence and exploits the PEER (Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research) 
equation [8, 9]. The annual probability of exceeding a selected level of damage is computed 
as follows: 

where DS is the selected damage state; EDP is the engineering demand parameter associated 
to the i-th DS;  is the fragility curve, i.e. the complementary cumulative distribu-
tion function (CCDF) evaluated for the specific EDP(DS) under investigation; the term 

 represents the probability density function (PDF) of the intensity measure (IM), 
i.e., the reference mean wind speed evaluated at Z/H; the term  represents 
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the probability density function (PDF) of the selected EDP conditional on the value of IM. 
This probability is evaluated by considering the N experimental realizations of the structural 
response components (EDP) evaluated from the FE model. 
The EDP are associated to the lateral deformation of a video component (i.e. with and without 
isolation system); the hammer effect on the corner (i.e. with and without isolation system); 
acceleration-dependent damages on mechanical components (i.e. with and without isolation 
system); the achievement of the maximum allowable stroke of the base isolation system. 

3 THE CASE STUDY 

3.1 The structural setup 
The case study structure is a 300 m high building with 138 × 138 m footprint. The building 
has 60 floors above ground and interstory height of 5.00 m [15]. It is assumed that inside the 
building a technological equipment is inserted consisting in LED screens joined to one anoth-
er to reproduce screen walls on the lateral surfaces of the room, on the ceiling and on the floor. 
The screens are supported by a pultruded GRP-Tubes substructure (Fig.2) that is pinned to the 
building floors. A Finite Element Model of the substructure has been built, using frame and 
shell elements to perform dynamic analyses.  

2.8 m

4.0 m 4.0 m 

Fig. 2 Numerical model of the pultruded GRP-Tubes substructure 

3.2 Wind tunnel setup 

The floors’ accelerations obtained from wind tunnel tests on a 1:400 reduced scale aeroelastic 
model of the tall building are used to evaluate the response of the substructure. Accelerations 
were acquired on an aeroelastic model with a sampling frequency equal to 1000 Hz for a time 
length equal to 180 s. At the prototype scale it corresponds to a time step equal to 0.05 s and a 
time length equal to 9000 s (i.e. 15 intervals 10 minutes long). Figure 3 shows a picture of the 
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test model during experiments. The model was equipped with 6 mono-directional accelerome-
ters fixed on 6 floors. The main frequency of the aeroelastic model was equal to 5.86 Hz and 
the structural damping ratio was around 2%. The wind velocity profile was assumed equal to 
the Terrain IV given by [16]. 

Figure 3: Test model during experiments. 

Figure 4 shows the relative peak displacements at the corner of the substructure illustrated in 
Fig.2. Results illustrated in Fig.4 suggest that after the 30th floor and for a wind speed bigger 
than 40 m/s at the building top, the substructure’s displacements and accelerations are not 
compatible with the proper functioning of the video screens. Indeed, to avoid damage to video 
wall components, the relative displacements should be contained within a few millimeters. 
Therefore, it can be suitable equipping the substructure with devices able to reduce the video 
room response, to avoid damage and ensure proper operating conditions. 

Figure 4: Relative ( ) peak displacements as a function of wind velocity (U) and height above ground (z/H) at 
corner of the substructure. 
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3.3 The base isolation system 

To reduce the wind-induced vibration response, a passive control system is designed, consist-
ing in a base isolated floor which disconnects the substructure from the building. The behav-
ior of the base isolation devices has been modeled by a bilinear force-displacement hysteretic 
model, with Ks being the stiffness associated to the second branch. The model consists of a 
spring and a slider and it is similar to devices used for the protection of industrial equipment 
[17]. The period of the system is defined as T=2 (M/Ks)0.5 where M is the structure’s mass 
and Ks represents the spring’s stiffness. 
Figure 5 shows the results of the parametric analysis on the variation of the device’s period T
and the friction coefficient  for the case z/H=1 and U = 111.8 m/s, in terms of relative dis-
placements  (Fig. 5). The period T varies with the change of Ks, whose interval of investiga-
tion ranges from 0.18 to 2793 kN/m. Three different values of the friction coefficients μ = 0.1, 
μ = 0.3, μ = 0.5 are considered. From the figure it is possible to observe that the relative dis-
placements ( ) are closely reduced with respect to those obtained without the isolation system. 

Figure 5: Corner’s relative displacements  as a function of the period T of the base isolation device. 

3.4 The damage limit states 

The main objective of the present paper is the evaluation of the probability-based performance 
of a video wall room integrated in a high-rise building by accounting for the occurrence of 
damages associated to the video components with and without a base isolation system. Hence, 
four different DS are considered (Table 1): the lateral deformation of a video component; the 
hammer effect on the corner; acceleration-dependent damages on mechanical components; the 
achievement of the maximum allowable stroke of the base isolation system. 
The isolator has the capacity of providing the restoring force (given by the spring) and the ca-
pacity of limiting the maximum displacements (given by the friction force originated at the 
slider). Consequently, a force is transmitted to the structure equal to the combination of the 
friction force, due to the friction of the slider, and the reaction force of the spring as a function 
of the stiffness of the spring. 
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Table 1 Damage limit states and thresholds considered for the design of the video wall room. 
Type of damage (DS) Classification 

DS1: Lateral deformation of a video component Non-structural 
DS2: Hammer effect on the corner Non-structural 

DS3: acceleration-dependent damages on me-
chanical components

Non-structural a 

DS4: achievement of the maximum allowable 
stroke of the base isolation system

Structural 

In Table 1, and a represent the absolute displacement and acceleration of the video’s sup-
porting structure, is relative displacement of two orthogonal faces of the supporting struc-
tures,  refers to the base isolation system’s stroke. 

4 EVALUATION OF DAMAGE PROBABILITY 

The calculation of  defined in Eq. 1 can be summarized according to the following 
steps: 

1. Select the damage state DS and evaluate the corresponding fragility curve
by means of a lognormal distribution. The selected values of μ and

 are reported in Table 2. 
2. Evaluate the PDF of mean wind speed annual maxima  at the reference 

height  according to [18] for suburban terrain, which is compatible with the mean 
wind profile of the wind tunnel tests. 

3. Evaluate the maximum structural response component EDP for each realization of the
experimentally recorded acceleration, i.e., 15 values. 

4. Assess the PDF of EDP by means of a GEV distribution that gives the best fitting of
the experimental values. 

5. Repeat steps 4-5 for all possible IM values to find  by sampling.

Table 2 Fragility curves: mean values and standard deviations [14].
Parameters a L

μ 0.01 m 0.002 m 0.5 g 0.1 m
0.5 0.5 0.6 0.5 

5 NUMERICAL RESULTS 

Figure 6 shows the annual damage probabilities  of DS1, DS2, DS3 and DS4, as a function 
of the height above ground z/H for video wall room integrated in a high-rise building by ac-
counting for the occurrence of damages associated to the video components with and without 
a base isolation system. Reductions of more than 50% are noticeable at the top floor for DS1, 
DS2 and DS3. It is worth noticing that higher values associated to z/H=0.83 are due to rele-
vant peak accelerations recorded during the wind tunnel tests. For this reason, the damage 
probability associated to DS4, which represent the exceeding of the maximum stroke of the 
base isolations system, is significant only for z/H=0.83. 
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Fig. 6 Annual damage probability as a function of the floor height z/H varying between 0 and 1 with (Con) and 
without (Unc) the base isolation system: a) DS1); b) DS4; c) DS2; d) DS3. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

The paper investigates the behavior of a base isolation system calibrated to increase the relia-
bility of non-structural elements affected by wind induced acceleration at building’s floors. A 
probabilistic framework for fragility assessment has been developed whose main features are: 

• numerical simulations are carried out on a FE model of the video room by using the
floors’ accelerations measured during aeroelastic wind tunnel tests on a scaled model
of the high-rise building .;

• uncertainties associated with the experimental assessment of the wind-induced accel-
erations and with the structural modeling and the damage estimation are considered;.

• the parameters of the base isolation system with hysteretic non-linear behavior are cal-
ibrated as a function of location along the building height to avoid the excessive lateral
deformation of the video components, the hammer effect at the corner, the accelera-
tion-related damage and the exceedance of displacement limits of the isolation devic-
es;

• the isolation system performance was discussed through a fragility analysis to com-
pute the probability of exceeding predetermined displacements and acceleration
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thresholds with and without the control system. It was observed that on the building 
top the reliability was increased of more than 50%. 
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Abstract 

Fragility curves are a well-established tool to define probabilistically the vulnerability of an 
asset to a prescribed hazard. The majority of previous studies have investigated the seismic 
fragility of structures and infrastructures. Nonetheless, recent disasters have highlighted the 
need to assess the vulnerability of aging bridges to gravity loads. Based on existing data from 
the literature and novel data from some real case studies, the present work presents analyti-
cal fragility curves of Italian bridges to traffic loads. The class of simply supported, beam-
type, prestressed concrete bridges constructed between 1960 and 1980 was considered, given 
that those structures are the most recurrent type of existing Italian bridges. Then, a fragility 
analysis was performed through a fully automated procedure implemented in MATLAB. Ge-
ometric, material and load parameters were defined as random variables considering their 
probability distribution and correlation through either univariate or multivariate models.
Structural fragility was evaluated with respect to the limit state of collapse. The output of this 
study can be of interest to engineers and decisions makers who must manage existing bridges, 
considering their probability of collapse under traffic loads and eventually limiting their use 
before structural retrofitting. 

Keywords: Prestressed concrete bridges; traffic loads; fragility; collapse limit state.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Structural safety of existing bridges is involving the worldwide engineering community 
during the last years due to recent casualties. In the aftermath of the Polcevera bridge collapse 
in Genoa in 2018 [1], an increasing attention has been paid towards safety evaluation and 
monitoring of existing bridges with a service life approaching to or even exceeding 50 years. 
This trend also led to new Italian guidelines for classification, safety checks and monitoring of 
existing bridges issued by the High Council of Public Works in April 2020 [2]-[4]. During the 
last years, overloads, collisions, flood and environmental degradation caused more than 80% 
of the total collapse cases [5]–[7][7]. Furthermore, the structural assessment and retrofitting of 
existing bridges is urgently needed also because of aging and material deterioration, lacking 
or ineffective maintenance, and climate change in multi-hazard environments involving both
human-related and natural events.

The study of existing bridges should take into account the following points:
(i) Traffic load conditions have been changing over time, i.e. different traffic loads were 

prescribed during original design in comparison with current code provisions.
(ii) Materials adopted in the past are not compliant with modern building codes and may 

be affected by significant variability and deterioration.
In this study, the structural fragility of a class of existing Italian bridges subjected to traffic 

loads is studied according to code-conforming capacity models and analysis procedures [8][8].
The most important properties of the bridge decks were probabilistically modelled based on
available data, randomly sampled via Monte Carlo technique, and propagated through struc-
tural analysis. Fragility analysis was fully implemented in MATLAB software [9][9], provid-
ing the conditional probability of collapse given the intensity level of code-conforming traffic 
loads.

2 METHODOLOGY

This study aims to define the vulnerability of existing Italian bridges subjected to code-
compliant traffic loads. Previous studies investigated the seismic fragility of bridges, but re-
cent disasters highlighted the need for a comprehensive investigation on their vulnerability to 
human-induced loads. A class of simply supported, beam-type, prestressed concrete (PC)
bridges was considered, since they represent more than 90% of the total bridge population in
Italy [10][10]. Previous studies [10][10]–[12][12] also reported that the time frame 1960–
1980 is the period when the highest number of bridges were built due to Italian economic 
growth and infrastructure development. In those decades, a relevant part of the Italian road
network was built. Based on available data collected by the authors on real case-study bridges,
the period 1970–1980 was chosen in order to carry out the fragility analysis of existing bridg-
es. Figure 1 outlines the methodology used in this study to assess the vulnerability of existing 
bridges to traffic loads, the distribution and design values of which was defined according to 
the Italian building code [8][8].

The material, geometric and load uncertainty models were defined in order to generate a 
set of case studies through a Monte Carlo simulation. Demand and capacity analysis were car-
ried out and the performance level of each model was calculated. The counted fragility was 
evaluated applying a frequentist approach. A lognormal distribution function was then fitted 
to fragility points in order to obtain fragility curves.
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Uncertainty modelling

Random generation of
structural models

Structural analysis

Performance assessment

Estimation of counted
fragility

Loads

Materials

 Geometry

Fitting of fragility curves

Figure 1: Flowchart of fragility analysis.

3 UNCERTAINTY MODELLING

Random variables (RVs) included both geometric and material properties. Based on 
[10][10] and some real case-studies, a subset of RVs were modelled through probability dis-
tributions, whereas other RVs were assumed to be statistically dependent upon the former 
RVs according to regression models. To that aim, the authors examined:

geometric properties of 14 bridges built in the period 1960 to 1980;
experimental data on mechanical properties of concrete (100 data), mild reinforcing
steel (65 data), and prestressing steel (21 data) of bridges dating back to the period
1970–1980.

Case-study bridges have different locations in Italy and were built by different construction 
companies to be representative of the selected class of bridges. In the following sections,
probability distributions and regression models are described.

3.1 Material properties

The database of material properties was based on laboratory test results of real case-studies 
collected by the authors. Figure 2a shows three alternative probability distributions fitted to 
experimental data to model the uncertainty in concrete compressive strength fc, namely nor-
mal, lognormal and Weibull distribution. Based on best fitting, the lognormal distribution 
with mean value of 38.5 MPa and coefficient of variation (CoV) of 11.4% was assumed.

The same procedure was applied to derive a probability distribution for the yield strength fy
of mild steel (Figure 2b). Best fitting produced a lognormal distribution with a mean value 
and CoV equal to 436 MPa and 6.4%, respectively.
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a) b)

Figure 2: Probability distributions for (a) concrete compressive strength and (b) yield strength of mild steel.

A probability distribution was also fitted to experimental data on the conventional yield 
strength of prestressing steel fp,01 (i.e., the tensile stress associated with a residual strain of 
0.1%). A limited amount of data was collected by the authors and data were fitted by a
lognormal distribution (Figure 3) with a mean value and CoV equal to 1665 MPa and 2.5%, 
respectively. These statistics agree well with different studies available in the literature (e.g., 
[13][13]–[15][15]).

Figure 3: Probability distribution for conventional yield strength of prestressing steel.

The weight per unit volume of reinforced concrete (RC) was modelled through normal dis-
tribution with mean and CoV equal to 25 kN/m3 and 5%, respectively, in order to account for 
the variability of permanent loads (G1k). Non-structural permanent loads (G2k) were modelled 
via a normal distribution with mean value and CoV equal to 2 kN/m2 and 10%, respectively.

3.2 Geometry

Geometric properties were defined for simply-supported PC bridge decks built between
1960 and 1980. The cross sections of the deck and longitudinal girders are shown in Figure 4,
highlighting the most relevant geometric properties considered in the analysis.
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Figure 4: Cross sections of the bridge deck and longitudinal girder.

The span length (L) and width (W) of the deck were assumed as main independent RVs.
Based on both literature [10][10] and case studies, the histogram of the bridge span length
was derived. Approximately half of the existing bridges have a length between 30 m and 35 m,
as depicted in Figure 5. A lognormal distribution was assumed, with a mean value equal to 
33.2 m and CoV = 13.6%. The distribution was truncated at 15 m and 45 m to obtain realistic
values of the bridge length in subsequent probabilistic simulation.

Figure 5: Probability distribution of girder span length.

Regarding the deck width W, a probability mass function (PMF) with three values equal to
8.5, 12.25 and 16 m having the same probability of occurrence was assumed. The slab thick-
ness (denoted by s) was modelled through a uniform distribution with a mean value and CoV 
equal to 0.25 m and 12%, respectively, in the range [0.2 m, 0.3 m].

The transverse reinforcement ratio ρsw (Asw/p, where p is the distance between stirrups) and 
prestressing ratio of the tendons σsp/fp,01 were considered as additional independent RVs. The 
former was modelled through a uniform distribution between 300 mm2/m (corresponding to 
8-mm-diameter stirrups with 330mm spacing as per minimum code requirement) and 1130 
mm2/m (corresponding to 12-mm-diameter stirrups with 200 mm spacing as maximum rec-
orded value). The prestressing ratio was modelled in two different ways: (i) uniform distribu-
tion between 40% and 60%, (ii) PMF with 3 equally probable values equal to 40%, 50% and 
60%. In this study, degradation of prestressing steel was not taken into account. The residual
stress levels σsp take into account average values of relaxation loss due to concrete creep,
shrinkage and relaxion of steel under tension [17][17].
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The set of independent RVs is listed in Table 1, providing their distributions, mean and 
CoV.

Random variable μ or discrete values CoV [%] Distribution
fc [MPa] 34.70 24.40 Lognormal
fy [MPa] 436.00 6.40 Lognormal

fp,01 [MPa] 1665.00 2.50 Lognormal
L [m] 33.20 13.60 Lognormal
W [m] 8.50 – 12.25 – 16.00 - PMF
s [m] 0.25 12.00 Uniform

ρsw [mm2/m] 715.00 34.00 Uniform
σsp/fp,01 [%] 50.00 12.00 Uniform
σsp/fp,01 [%] 40.00 – 50.00 – 60.00 - PMF
γc [kN/m3] 25.00 5 Normal

G2k [kN/m2] 2.00 10 Normal

Table 1: Distributions and statistics of independent random variables.

3.3 Correlation models

Based on case-studies, regression models were developed in order to model RVs condi-
tioned upon independent RVs. The following dependent variables were considered:

number of longitudinal girders, nb;
height of longitudinal girder, Hb;
area of girder cross-section, Ab;
width of girder top flange, Bsup;
distance of equivalent total prestressing area from top of girder cross-section, dsp;
geometric ratio of prestressing steel ρsp multiplied by dsp, ρsp · dsp.

In Table 2, the regression models used in this study are listed together with their coefficient 
of determination R2 and boundaries.

RV Regression model R2 Lower 
bound

Upper
bound

nb (W) 0.33bn W 0.51 2 8

Hb (ib, L) 0.28 0.03b
b

WH L
n 0.81 Hb ≥ L/20 3.2 m

Ab (Hb) 20.43 0.06b bA H 0.84 - -

Bsup (Hb) (G1k)
2

sup 1 1 10.34 0.02 0.02 0.002b k b k kB H G H G G 0.71 - 1.2

dsp (Hb) s 0.98p bd H 0.97 - -

dsp· ρsp (L) 5 5 2
s 8.16 10 1.85 10p spd L L 0.88 0.007dsp -

Table 2: Regression models

The following deterministic variables were assumed:
concrete cover equal to 0.03 m;
girder web equal to 0.2 m;
bottom flange thickness equal to 0.3 m;
geometric ratio of longitudinal reinforcing mild steel equal to 0.1%;
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Young’s modulus of steel equal to 200 GPa.

4 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
The first stage of structural analysis consisted in the modelling of loads on the bridge deck. 

Self-weight of deck components was evaluated according to G1k, sectional area of longitudi-
nal girders and their effective width weff (which was equal to ibeam). Non-structural permanent
loads were obtained according to G2k and weff.

Traffic loads were defined according to the Italian building code [8][8] and Eurocode 1 –
Part 2 [16][16]. The number of lanes adopted in the present study is either two or three, de-
pending on the randomly generated geometry of the deck in order to maximize the strength 
demands on the edge girders (i.e., bending moment at mid-span or shear force at girder ends).
The deck cross section was assumed to be rigid, according to design calculations at the time 
of construction and Engesser formulation [18][18]. The structural analysis procedure was im-
plemented in MATLAB [9] in order to automatically define traffic load distributions which
maximize bending moment and shear force on the edge girder.

Flexural and shear capacity models were also programmed in MATLAB to evaluate the 
collapse capacity of the edge girder as representative of the deck structural behaviour. The 
ultimate limit state (ULS) of the deck was thus defined as the attainment of either flexural or 
shear capacity in the edge girder.

The flexural capacity of the girder was evaluated on the basis of the following assumptions:
1. Plane cross section and perfect steel-concrete bond after flexural deformation;
2. maximum compressive concrete strain equal to 0.35%;
3. uniform stress distribution and zero tensile strength of concrete;
4. mild and prestressing steel with elastic-perfectly plastic behaviour and unlimited ductili-

ty;
5. yielded steel (i.e., to be checked in all cases after neutral axis is found).
Mild steel was defined through its geometric ratio ρs (e.g., 0.1%). The flexural capacity Mr

of girder cross section was basically predicted through sectional analysis at ULS.
The shear capacity Vr of the girder was evaluated by enveloping three different capacity mod-
els provided by current codes ([8][8], [17][17]). The first model describes the capacity of a
RC member in cracked conditions without shear reinforcement. The second model adopted in 
this study applies to PC beams in uncracked conditions. The third model applies to cracked 
RC beams with internal stirrups based on a strut-and-tie resisting mechanism.

5 COLLAPSE FRAGILITY OF CASE-STUDY BRIDGES

Fragility analysis was based on Monte Carlo sampling of independent RVs, which allowed 
the random generation of 10,000 model realizations based on their probability distributions. 
Regression models were then used to generate statistically dependent variables, considering
the model error of each regression equation. The magnitude of traffic loads was defined 
through an intensity measure (IM) denoted as and defined as the ratio between the incre-
mental and design first-lane tandem load, i.e. = Q1/Q1d with Q1d = 600 kN. Structural analy-
sis of each set of 10,000 deck models was carried out under varying from 0 to 2.5 with step
of 0.1. For each deck model, both flexural and shear capacities were computed.

The output of fragility analysis was the conditional probability of exceeding ULS given IM.
The maximum demand-to-capacity ratio (DCR) between flexural DCR (DCRf = Me/Mr) and
shear DCR (DCRs = Ve/Vr) was assumed as limit state function. Accordingly, ULS was as-
sumed to be attained or exceeded if DCR was equal to or greater than unity. Fragility was thus
defined as follows:
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P DCR 1| IM = im (1)

After that counted fragilities were computed over the whole range of IM levels, fragility 
curves were fitted through a lognormal distribution.

Fragility curves associated with flexural and shear failure modes were initially derived 
separately, considering either discrete values (Figure 6a) and uniformly distributed values
(Figure 6b) of prestressing ratio. In Figure 6, the lower x-axis indicates the selected IM chosen
(i.e., ), whereas the upper x-axis provides the corresponding the first-lane tandem load Q1.
Figure 6 shows the higher fragility of the existing Italian bridges under study in terms of flex-
ural failure. Indeed, the median value of the flexural fragility curve is lower than that of the 
shear fragility curve, regardless of the prestressing ratio. This means that the attainment of 
ULS is governed by flexural failure. As shown in Figure 6(a), shear fragility significantly re-
duces under increasing prestressing ratio. Table 3 outlines the median value, dispersion (i.e., 
the logarithmic standard deviation) and R2 of each fragility curve, evidencing that the lognor-
mal distribution fits very well the fragility points as demonstrated by R2 very close to unity.

b)a)

Figure 6: Fragility curves associated with flexural and shear failure modes: (a) discrete distribution of prestress-
ing ratio; (b) uniform distribution of prestressing ratio.

Failure mode or limit state R2

Flexural failure 1.69 0.31

0.99
Shear failure (σsp/fp,01 = 40%) 2.04 0.23
Shear failure (σsp/fp,01 = 50%) 2.30 0.23
Shear failure (σsp/fp,01 = 60%) 2.57 0.24

Shear failure (σsp/fp,01 uniformly distributed) 2.30 0.24
ULS 1.68 0.30 0.99

Table 3: Fragility parameters corresponding to flexural failure, shear failure, and ULS.

Figure 7 shows the fragility curve of the case-study bridges for the limit state of collapse, 
which is almost totally overlapped to that associated with flexural failure mode. However, the 
median value and dispersion are slightly different from those related to the flexural fragility 
curve because of a very rare occurrence of shear failure in some model realizations. Table 3 
shows that the selected bridges have a median collapse traffic load equal to 1.68 times the de-
sign load, with a dispersion = 0.30. It is also found that the conditional probability of col-
lapse under design traffic load (corresponding to = 1) is 4.4·10–2. Further studies are needed 
to assess the unconditional failure probability of collapse, namely, the failure probability de-
rived as a convolution of fragility and traffic load hazard.
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Figure 7: Collapse fragility curve of case-study bridges.

6 CONCLUSIONS

This study aimed at evaluating the fragility of existing Italian, simply supported, beam-
type, prestressed concrete bridges. A fragility analysis procedure was implemented in 
MATLAB software to generate a set of 10,000 random samples of bridge deck models and 
carry out their structural performance assessment. The procedure starts considering a set of 
variables, including independent variables modelled through probability distributions, de-
pendent variables evaluated through regression models, and deterministic variables. Assuming
code-conforming traffic-load models, each bridge model was randomly generated according 
to Monte Carlo sampling technique and was analysed under incremental loading to detect the 
attainment of both flexural and shear failure modes. In this regard, three alternative capacity 
models were considered to predict shear resistance of edge longitudinal girders.

The fragility of Italian existing bridges was calculated by assuming the scale factor of 
traffic loads as intensity measure IM, which was gradually incremented from 0 to 2.5. The
demand-to-capacity ratio DCR was considered as limit state function, hence identifying the 
occurrence of flexure or shear failure modes. These latter were first probabilistically assessed 
separately and then considered altogether to develop the collapse fragility curve of the select-
ed bridges. The large number of random samples allowed the estimation of collapse fragility 
according to a frequentist approach.

Analysis results show that the case-study bridges are significantly more vulnerable to flex-
ural failure than to its shear counterpart. In addition, shear fragility reduces under increasing 
prestressing ratio.

On the basis of these outcomes, it can be inferred that flexural behaviour has a remarkable 
effect on the vulnerability of the considered class of existing bridges. These preliminary re-
sults suggest a prioritization scheme for structural retrofitting of existing bridges against traf-
fic loads.
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Abstract 

Life-cycle cost analysis (LCCA) is used as a decision-making tool in the design phase to predict 
the expenses required over the lifetime of the bridge. The application of LCCA to bridges allows 
to consider different types of uncertainties such as those on loads, resistances, degradation and 
on the numerical modelling and structural response analysis. In this context, the present paper 
proposes a general framework for bridges’ LCCA under multiple hazards based on the use of 
the PEER equation. It allows to account for the random nature of hazards and for structural 
and modelling uncertainties, considering in a unified manner different hazards concurring to 
damage occurrence. The approach is for the first time applied to cost and fragility analysis of 
bridges subjected to fatigue, highlighting the possibility of treating the problem of fatigue dam-
age estimation with an approach similar to the one currently adopted for damage induced by 
other hazards, like earthquake and wind. Starting from the knowledge of the traffic load model, 
the gross vehicles weight is assumed as intensity measure (IM) and a fatigue damage index 
calculated through the Palmgren-Miner’s rule is adopted as engineering demand parameter 
(EDP). The damage accumulation is evaluated by considering the time dependency of the fa-
tigue damage index. The framework is applied to the case study of a composite steel-reinforced 
concrete multi-span roadway bridge located in central Italy. The evolution over time of the 
probability of failure and the life-cycle costs due to fatigue damage induced by heavy traffic 
loads are investigated. 

Keywords: Life cycle cost, PEER equation, multi hazard analysis, fatigue damage. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The correct definition of a life-cycle cost model for a bridge requires the preliminary selec-
tion of the limit states that could lead to bridge damage or collapse. The loads acting on the 
bridge are of different nature (earthquake, wind, traffic, degradation) and each one of them can 
lead to the achievement of more than one limit state. The main limit states which are taken into 
consideration in bridges are usually the achievement of the ultimate strength for bending and 
shear, the achievement of the serviceability limit states of deformation and stresses and the 
achievement of fatigue limit state [1]. In case of long-span bridges, aeroelastic limit states may 
also become important [2]. 

In this context, the fragility and cost assessment must be done exploiting a probabilistic ap-
proach to account for the random nature of hazards and for structural and modeling uncertain-
ties, also considering in a unified manner different hazards concurring to damage occurrence. 
[3]. Several studies have addressed the problem of evaluating the expected life cycle cost of 
structures [4,5,6], including design applications of the main structure [7] and/or auxiliary damp-
ing systems [8,9,10], which is related to the probability of failure calculated through the PEER 
convolution integral [11] or through a reliability analysis based on the calculation of the relia-
bility index [12].  

The objective of this paper is the estimation of lifetime costs of roadway bridges with spe-
cific focus on costs related to fatigue damage. The paper presents a general and comprehensive 
methodology accounting for multiple-hazards and several limit states, exploiting the PEER con-
volution integral to compute the probabilities of failure related to life-cycle costs. The applica-
tion of the PEER equation is subordinate to the definition of a hazard curve for each type of 
load (i.e. earthquake, traffic) and to the selection of the engineering response parameters char-
acterizing the damage limit states (forces, deformations, tensions and accelerations). The limit 
state conditions are expressed through fragility functions which lead to the determination of the 
probability that a damage threshold is exceeded [13].  

The proposed framework is particularized to the case of bridges subjected to fatigue damage. 
The estimation of fatigue-related probability of failure using the PEER framework is a novelty 
in the scientific literature and allows to insert the evaluation of fatigue-damage induced costs 
in a comprehensive and unified framework for life-cycle cost assessment of bridges. 

2 METHODOLOGY FOR LCCA OF BRIDGES  

2.1 General LCCA methodology in case of multiple-hazards 

The general formulation of the expected value of the total cost in the lifetime of a bridge, 
considering several hazard types and limit states at the same time, can be expressed through the 
following expression: 

E C Lt =C0+
Cm +Ci

(1+r)t + 
E[Cj,s,h ]

(1+r)t

S

s=1

J

=1

H

h=1

Lt

t=1

   (1) 

where E [.] denotes the expected value operator; Lt is the lifetime of the bridge expressed in 
years; J is the total number of the considered limit states; S is the total number of analyzed 
sections; H is the total number of the considered hazards; C0 is the initial cost of the bridge that 
includes the costs for design, testing, construction, terrain purchase and safety burdens; E[Cj,s,h] 
is the expected value of the cost of the j-th limit state being reached in the s-th section of the 
bridge and due to the h-th hazard, including cost of damage and repair; Cm is the maintenance 
cost per year; Ci is the inspection cost per year; r is the discount rate. 
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The total expected normalized cost is evaluated through normalization of the Eq. (1) with 
respect to the initial cost C0 as follows: 

c(Lt)= E
C Lt -C0

C0
=

cm(t)+ci

(1+r)t + 
E[kj,s,h(t)]

(1+r)t

S

s=1

J

j=1

H

h=1

Lt

t=1

(2) 

where cm=Cm/ C0, ci=Ci/ C0 and kj,s,h can be defined as follows: 

kj,s,h=

cjPj,s,h

C0
if Pj <P     

  
cr

C0
 if Pj =P           

 (3)     

where cj is the failure cost related to the j-th limit state, cr is the repair cost per unit length, P is 
the probability threshold beyond which the repair cost is required and Pj,s,h can be evaluated by 
using the PEER convolution integral, as follows: 

Pj,s,h= P DS EDP  f EDP IM f IM  dEDP dIM (4) 

where IM is the intensity measure related to the h-th hazard; EDP is the engineering demand 
parameter at section s; DS is the damage state associated to the achievement of the j-th limit 
state; P(DS|EDP) is the fragility curve (the complementary cumulative distribution function of 
DS conditioned to the occurrence of EDP); f(EDP|IM) is the probability density function (PDF) 
of EDP conditional on IM; f(IM) is the PDF of IM. 

The earthquake and the traffic are the main hazards stressing a bridge. For seismic risk as-
sessment, it is necessary to conduct a probabilistic analysis considering the site where the struc-
ture is located, the possible presence of nearby faults and the different magnitudes associated 
with the return period. By knowing this information, it is possible to determine the hazard curve 
that shows the variation of IM parameter versus the annual average of exceedance. In the earth-
quake case, the intensity measure (IM) can be defined as the spectral acceleration, the peak 
ground acceleration or the magnitude. The engineering parameters demand (EDPs) can be rep-
resented by internal forces, deformations, displacements or accelerations. The use of an EDP is 
specifically related to the analyzed limit state. For example, in the case of piers it is possible to 
use as EDP the displacement of the piers, which is closely linked to the bending and shear 
stresses that occur due to the seismic event.  

2.2 LCCA methodology for bridges subjected to fatigue limit state 

In this Section, the methodology is particularized to the LCC analysis of bridges subjected 
to fatigue damage due to traffic load.  

The proposed methodology adopts as IM the gross vehicle weight (GVW). The traffic hazard 
curve, whose first derivative is the f(IM) in the PEER equation, is specific for the analyzed 
bridge and represents the annual relative frequency of vehicles passages as a function of the 
GVW. It can be obtained following two different procedures: 

1. exploiting information provided by the National Standards that give the annual traffic
composition; 

2. using monitoring data obtained from a Weight-In-Motion (WIM) system capable of de-
tecting the total weights and the number of the vehicles that annually pass through the bridge.   

The proposed methodology adopts the fatigue damage index (D) calculated through the 
Palmgren-Miner’s rule, as EDP [14]: 
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D=
ni

Nii

(5) 

where ni is the number of cycles associated with the stress range Δσi and Ni is the corresponding 
cycles to failure obtained from the S-N Wöhler curve [15]. The time histories of the internal 
forces and the corresponding stresses at the analyzed sections are determined from the 
knowledge of the influence line of each type of vehicle and using the rainflow cycle counting 
method [16].  

Exploiting Eq. (4) it is possible to determine the annual probability of exceeding the fatigue 
limit state due to traffic load. The following steps are carried out for the computation of the 
PEER equation: 

partition of the GVW range, available from WIM data or from National Standards,
in a set of intervals. Knowing the annual number of passages corresponding to the
vehicles comprised in each subinterval, it is possible to determine a relative fre-
quency diagram of GVW which is used to obtain the probability distribution of GVW,
i.e., f(IM) (Figure 1 (a));

Figure 1. Probability density function of IM (a), probability density functions of EDP for different 
operating years: t1 = 1 year (b) and t50 = 50 years (c). 

for each k-th subinterval of GVW, a damage index Dk is computed as the sum of the
damage indices of the vehicles belonging to the k-th subinterval, exploiting Eq. (5).
Dk is assumed as the mean value of the EDP conditional on IM, f(EDP|IM). A normal
distribution is adopted for f(EDP|IM), with mean value equal to Dk and a coefficient
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of variation (COV) taken from literature, accounting for uncertainties in traffic load 
model characterization and response parameters estimation (Figure 1 (b-c)). To ac-
count for damage accumulation over time, the probability distribution of EDP is 
modified over years. In particular, for each k-th subinterval of GVW, the mean value 
of D at time ti, is obtained as the sum of Dk(ti-1) and Dk(ti). Moreover, if the traffic 
model is constant with time Dk(tLt)=Lt·Dk(t1); 

definition of the fragility curve P(DS|EDP); the fatigue damage occurs when the
damage value D (calculated through Eq. (5)) equals its critical value Dcrit:

Dcrit - D = 0 (6) 

Due to the random nature of fatigue damage, Dcrit can be considered as a random 
variable with mean value equal to unity. Therefore, the fragility curve is determined 
by defining an uncertainty on the critical damage value distributed with a log-normal 
distribution, as shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. Fragility curve. 

3 THE CASE STUDY 

The proposed framework has been applied to a continuous steel-concrete composite highway 
bridge located in central Italy. The structure is 570 meters long and includes 10 spans of varying 
lengths, represented in Figure 3. The cross section consists of two double-T welded steel girders. 
The PEER convolution integral is calculated on 57 sections, uniformly spaced every 10 meters 
over the bridge length. The detail category considered for the fatigue limit state is a continuous 
longitudinal weld between the web and the flange of the girder.  

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the bridge with the indication of the analyzed cross sections. 
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3.1 Hazard model 

For the evaluation of the fatigue limit state it is necessary to probabilistically characterize 
the traffic model through the hazard curve. For the sake of demonstrating the influence of the 
traffic model on the LCCA results, the analyses have been carried out considering two different 
types of traffic hazard curves: 

the first hazard curve has been constructed from traffic data obtained from a WIM
monitoring system located along the Interstate 80, Iowa, USA, known to the authors
from a separate research study. The traffic hazard curve has been defined experimen-
tally by choosing as the parameter that describes the load the GVW according to its
annual frequency of exceeding. The traffic hazard curve obtained from WIM data is
shown in Figure 4 (a);
the second hazard curve has been obtained considering the Fatigue Load Model 4
used by the European Technical Standard (Eurocode 1 – Part 2) [17] for the estima-
tion of fatigue damage on bridges (Figure 4 (b)). The Eurocode provides, for each
one of the five vehicles specified in Fatigue Load Model 4 and for a specific type of
road, the weight of the single axles and the percentage of the number of passages
with respect to the total number of annual passages. The IM is the GVW calculated
as the sum of the weights of the individual vehicle axles provided by the Eurocode.
The total number of vehicles is assumed equal to the one provided by the WIM sys-
tem, to consider the effect of the sole traffic distribution, being equal the traffic in-
tensity.

Figure 4 Traffic hazard curve obtained from WIM system (a) and from Eurocode (b). 

It is assumed that the annual composition of traffic does not change over time, so the PDF(IM) 
is the same for all years. On the other hand, the value of the EDP changes over time due to the 
accumulation of damage. 

3.2 Fatigue damage assessment 

The calculation of the damage index D is done through Eq. (5), where ni is determined from 
WIM data in case of use of the monitoring system while ni is defined as a percentage of the total 
number of vehicle passage in the case of adoption of Eurocode Fatigue Load Model 4. In both 
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cases, in addition to providing information regarding the total weight of the vehicles, the weight 
distribution of the axles and their spacing are provided. This information is necessary for the 
determination of the influence line which allows to evaluate the time histories of the internal 
forces and the corresponding stresses at the analyzed sections. The stress ranges are determined 
by the rainflow method [16] and the corresponding cycles to failure obtained from the S-N 
curve.  

The damage index D calculated for each range of GVW is assumed to have a normal distri-
bution with a COV=0.25. The uncertainty assumed on the Palmgren-Miner damage accumula-
tion rule (Dcrit) is assumed to be lognormal distributed with mean 1.0 and COV=0.3 [18]. 

Figure 5 shows the probability of exceeding the fatigue limit state over time of one of the 
most critical bridge sections (no. 43, at the midspan of the 8th span), calculated by Eq. (4). 
Figure 5 (a) represents the probability calculated from the hazard traffic curve obtained from 
the WIM system and Figure 4 (b) shows the probability referred to the hazard traffic curve 
obtained from the Eurocode. The increase in probability over time is due to the accumulation 
of damage caused by the passage of vehicles across the bridge.  

Figure 5 Probability of exceeding the fatigue limit state over the lifetime of the bridge in section no. 43 obtained 
using traffic model from WIM system (a) and from Eurocode (b). 

3.3 Life-cycle cost analysis 

LCCA is carried out by applying Eqs. (2-3). The initial cost C0 is taken from design docu-
mentation [12]. The maintenance cost Cm is considered as a percentage of the initial cost of the 
bridge. The annual percentage value is assumed to be equal to 1% [19]. The unit cj can be 
computed as a percentage ν of the initial cost C0 [12], as follows: 

cj=ν C0    (7) 

while the repair cost cr is taken as the 10% of cj (cr=0.1 cj). The coefficient ν is taken to be equal 
to 1.1 to account for demolition and disposal costs [12]. The annual inspection cost is defined 
through the price list of Italian National Autonomous Roads Corporation (ANAS) [20]. The 
cost items are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2.  
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Cost item Cost 
C0 [12] € 4.084.801  
Cm [19] € 40.848,01 
Ci [20] € 11.439,65 
cj [12] € 4.493.281,10 

Table 1: Costs of the bridge. 

Ci Cost 

Inspection of bridges and viaducts [20] 15.52 €/m 
Inspection of piers [20] 235.75 €/pier 

Table 2: Inspection Costs. 

The discount rate is assumed equal to r = 0.05 and the threshold of the probability beyond which 
a repair intervention is required is 10-2 [21].   

Figure 6(a) illustrates the expected life cycle cost over time of the bridge normalized with 
respect to the initial construction costs (Eqs. (2-3)) and Figure 6(b) shows the corresponding 
cumulated probability of failure as a function of time by comparing the case in which the hazard 
traffic curve is obtained from the monitoring system and when it is obtained from the Eurocode. 
In the case of Eurocode, it can be noted the cost increase associated to the attainment of the 
probability threshold.   

Figure 6 Expected normalized costs over the lifetime of the bridge (a) and the related probability (b). 
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Since the choice of the probability distributions of EDP and Dcrit significantly influence the 
expected costs, parametric analyses have been carried out on the variations of the COVs of EDP 
and Dcrit. Figures 7 (a) and 7 (b) show the normalized expected cost, evaluated for different 
values of COV of EDP (0.25, 0.5 and 0.8) for Dcrit lognormally distributed with mean 1.0 and 
COV = 0.3, for the case of Eurocode-based fatigue load model and WIM-based monitoring data 
load model, respectively. Figures 7 (c) and 7 (d) represent the normalized expected cost, eval-
uated with mean 1.0 and for different values of COV of Dcrit (0.1, 0.2 and 0.3) and for a fixed 
value of COV of EDP equal to 0.8, for the case of Eurocode-based fatigue load model and 
WIM-based monitoring data load model, respectively. It is visible from Figures 7 (a-b) that the 
expected cost increases over time and is greater when the uncertainty on the EDP is equal to 
0.8. On the other hand, Figures 7 (c-d) show that the cost is higher when the uncertainty on 
COV of Dcrit equals 0.3.  

Figure 7 Expected normalized costs over the bridge’s lifetime for different values of COV of EDP (a-b) and Dcrit 
(c-d). 

Figure 8 shows the results in terms of expected normalized costs (a-b) and the corresponding 
trends of the fatigue failure probabilities (c-d) considering COV of EDP equal to 0.8 (mean 
value equal to D) and Dcrit equal to 0.3 (mean value equal to 1.0). Figures 8 (a-c) are obtained 
with the Eurocode-based fatigue load model and Figures 8 (b-d) are obtained with the WIM 
data-based load model. In both cases it is possible to observe that the costs increase when the 
probability threshold is reached, as there is the need for a repair action. From results, it can also 
be noted that the Eurocode-based hazard traffic curve overestimates the cost with respect to the 
case in which the hazard curve is obtained from WIM data. 
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Figure 8 Expected normalized costs over the lifetime of the bridge (a-b) and the respective trends of the proba-
bilities (c-d). 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper a general methodology for the computation of the expected total life-cycle cost 
of bridges is proposed, based on the PEER equation for failure probability estimation. The ap-
proach is for the first time applied to cost and fragility analysis of bridges subjected to fatigue, 
highlighting the possibility of treating the problem of fatigue damage estimation with an ap-
proach similar to the one currently adopted for damage induced by other hazards, like earth-
quake and wind. Starting from the knowledge of the traffic load model, the gross vehicles 
weight is assumed as IM and the fatigue damage index calculated through the Palmgren-
Miner’s rule is adopted as EDP. The damage accumulation is evaluated by considering the time 
dependency of the fatigue damage index.  

The framework was applied to a continuous steel-concrete composite highway bridge lo-
cated in central Italy by evaluating the fatigue limit state from the traffic loads defined by the 
Eurocode and obtained through a WIM monitoring system, for different probability distribu-
tions of the EDP and for different fragility models. The comparison between the fatigue failure 
probabilities and the life-cycle costs obtained with the two traffic models highlighted that the 
Eurocode-based hazard traffic curve overestimates the cost with respect to the case in which 
the hazard curve is obtained from WIM data, encouraging the adoption of traffic monitoring 
systems for a correct damage estimation.   
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Abstract. This paper extends the existing formulation for life-cycle cost analysis (LCCA) of
tall buildings subjected to synoptic, mixed wind load climates. This situation arises, for ex-
ample, if the site is characterized by the presence of both tropical cyclones and extra-tropical
depressions. A parametric study is conducted to examine the dependence of building’s inter-
vention cost, due to wind-induced damage, on the building height. Special attention is paid
to the influence of wind load directionality, enabled by the modeling of the joint probability
of mean-wind speed and direction using an angular-linear model. Furthermore, the Layered
Stochastic Approximation Monte-Carlo (LSAMC) method is implemented for fragility analy-
sis, as an alternate, surrogate approach compared to the standard Monte-Carlo simulation via
physical building model. The results of the LSAMC simulations are validated by Monte-Carlo
sampling. The study demonstrates that the LSAMC method is eligible for wind-induced fragility
analysis while simultaneously achieving a remarkable reduction in computing time.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Tall buildings tend to oscillate in the along-wind, across-wind and torsional directions under

the effect of dynamic wind loads, arising from variable pressure distribution on the building

surface [1]. Due to the aleatory nature of the wind flow, efficiently quantifying wind loads

can be problematic for structural design. Great efforts have been devoted to the estimation

of wind load effects in the presence of uncertainties [2, 3, 4]. Adapted from performance-

based design that was introduced for seismic engineering, the field of performance-based wind

engineering (PBWE) has been introduced as an efficient approach that accounts for various

uncertainties, inherent in the interactions between structures and wind loads. PBWE has been

implemented for a wide range of structures and extreme wind phenomena; examples include

low-rise, light-frame wood structures subjected to hurricanes [5], tall buildings [6, 7, 8], long-

span bridges [9, 10], and various structures affected by non-stationary wind loads (e.g. torna-

does, thunderstorms) [11].

At the core of the PBWE is the uncertainty evaluation and fragility determination. Uncer-

tainty sources may incorporate wind turbulence, structural deterioration and experimental con-

ditions, used for wind load estimation. Some of these factors are aleatory, e.g. wind turbulence,

and thus cannot be eliminated, while uncertainties related to experiments can be minimized by

improving testing facilities and protocols. The concept of “fragility” is used to examine likeli-

hood of failure occurrence contingent on the prescribed uncertainties. In practice, the fragility

is expressed as the exceedance probability of a predefined performance objective, conditional

on a variable (e.g. mean wind speed) describing the intensity of the demand on the structure.

Performance objectives are described as limit-state conditions by a resultant structural effect,

for example, in tall buildings the top-floor lateral drift and acceleration for a serviceability limit

state and the internal stresses in a corner column for an ultimate limit state.

Currently, Monte-Carlo simulation is widely used for the assessment of fragility because

it is applicable to any structural, physical model and it is simple to implement. However, an

entrenched problem that the Monte-Carlo-based approach faces is that the process requires the

generation of a large number of realizations and, consequently, is time consuming and computa-

tionally expensive. To overcome this limitation, attempts have been made by using sophisticated

techniques [12] and improved algorithms, e.g. the Layered Stochastic Approximation Monte-

Carlo (LSAMC) method [13]. The LSAMC method is based on the Stochastic Approximation

algorithm [14]; it can derive the statistics of the performance objective indicator, expediting the

procedure for fragility evaluation while preserving fidelity. The objectives of this paper are to:

(i) describe the results of a parametric study implementing LSAMC-based fragility analysis for

a benchmark tall building with variable heights and (ii) investigate the dependency of life-cycle

cost assessment on the building height within the PBWE framework [15].

2 BACKGROUND THEORY

2.1 Multi-directional aerodynamic response of tall buildings

Capitalizing on the frequency-domain random vibration analysis for estimating wind-induced

loads and structural response of tall buildings, a linear, quasi-steady model for multi-directional

wind analysis allows a practitioner to simultaneously examine vibrations in along-wind, across-

wind and torsional directions [16]. Multi-directionality is necessary for dynamic analysis be-

cause wind load effects are multi-directional. Furthermore, several studies [15, 17] demonstrate

that there is a strong correlation between the local building orientation, another factor that in-

fluences directionality effect, and the structural performance.
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For a linear elastic building subjected to turbulent wind loads with a mean-wind, horizontal

incidence angle Ψ , the PSD of the generalized quasi-steady buffeting forces is

SQbQb
(n) =

∫∫ h

0

ρ2D2

4
Ū(z1)Ū(z2)ΦΦΦ

TC�C�C�

[
Suu(n, z1, z2) 0

0 Svv(n, z1, z2)

]
C�C�C�,TΦΦΦdz1dz2 (1)

where

C�C�C� =

⎡⎣cosΨ − sinΨ 0
sinΨ cosΨ 0
0 0 1

⎤⎦⎡⎣ 2CD(Ψ) C ′
D(Ψ)− CL(Ψ)

2CL(Ψ) C ′
L(Ψ) + CD(Ψ)

2DCM(Ψ) DC ′
M(Ψ)

⎤⎦ (2)

In the previous equations, SQbQb
is the PSD matrix of the generalized buffeting forces; ρ

is the air density; D is a reference floor-plan dimension (usually in the across-wind direction

at Ψ = 0; Ū(z) is the mean wind speed profile evaluated at height z; ΦΦΦ is the mode shape

matrix of the structure that can lead to inter-modal coupling arising from non-uniplanar, com-

plex structural modes shapes; CD(Ψ), CL(Ψ), CM(Ψ) is the aerodynamic coefficients of drag

force, transverse (lift) force and torque about z, respectively; C ′
D(Ψ), C

′
L(Ψ), C

′
M(Ψ) are the

corresponding derivatives with respect to Ψ ; Suu(n, z1, z2) is the cross spectral density function

of the along-wind turbulence component, evaluated at elevations z1 and z2, and Svv(n, z1, z2)
is the across-wind turbulence component. The cross-spectral density function between the two

turbulence components is omitted due to a weak correlation. Furthermore, a set of dimension-

less “model curves” in Eq. (3)–Eq. (4) are utilized to facilitate the parametric study of wind

loads, extracted from HFFB wind tunnel tests [18].

nSQxQx(n)(
1
2
ρŪ2(h)Dh

)2 =
aDf

1 + bDf cD
(3)

nSQyQy(n)(
1
2
ρŪ2(h)Dh

)2 =
aLf

1 + bLf cL
+ dLf

2 exp

[
−
(
f − eL
fL

)2
]

(4)

2.2 Brief introduction to PBWE analysis

A general procedure for PBWE [19] analysis is summarized in Fig. 1, which describes

the key steps that are usually involved in the assessment for structural design. The evalu-

ation of each of the joint probability density functions (PDFs) represents a particular step:

f(IM) for site and structure-specific hazard analysis, f(SP ) for structural characterization,

f(IP |IM, SP ) for interaction analysis, f(EDP |IM, IP, SP ) for structural analysis, f(DM |EDP )
for damage analysis and f(DV |DM) for loss analysis. When the performance related to a de-

cision variable DV is expressed by a limit state, which can be associated with an EDP (e.g.

the top-floor lateral drift), the procedure of PBWE assumes DV = EDP and can be concisely

summarized in Eq. (5) below, where G(·) is a complementary cumulative distribution function

(CCDF).

G(EDP ) =

∫∫∫
G(EDP |IM, IP, SP )f(IP |IM, SP )f(IM)f(SP )dIMdIPdSP (5)
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Aerodynamic 
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Structural 
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Damage 
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Loss 
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Location

Design
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Environment info

Structural info

Decision-
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Figure 1: PBWE flowchart, reproduced from [19]. IM : intensity measures; SP : structural parameters;

IP : interaction parameters; EDP : engineering demand parameters; DM : damage measures; DV :

decision variables.

3 NOVEL, LSAMC-BASED SIMULATION METHOD

3.1 Wind load modeling in mixed wind climates

A parametric angular-linear distribution model [20] can be employed for the description of

mean-wind speed and direction at a reference height (e.g. building’s rooftop). Based on the

marginal distributions of the two random variables (speed and direction), the general form of

the joint PDF is given by Eq. (6), where the two marginal PDFs are combined using a third

angular PDF g(ζ).

fV,Θ(v, θ) = 2πg(ζ)fV (v)fΘ(θ) 0 � v < ∞, 0 � θ, ζ < 2π (6)

In the previous equation, g(ζ) = 2π[FΘ(θ) − FV (v)] and FΘ(θ), FV (v) are the marginal

CDFs of the wind direction and wind speed, respectively. The Gumbel distribution can be

used to model the magnitude of wind speeds (annual maxima) for non-hurricane winds, and a

Weibull distribution for hurricane winds, specified in Eq. (7) and Eq. (8), respectively. For the

corresponding wind direction, a model based on a mixture of von Mises distributions [21], as

expressed in Eq. (9) below, enables the inclusion of several prevailing wind directions.

fV (v;μ, γ) =
1

γ
exp

{
−
[
v − μ

γ
+ exp

(
−v − μ

γ

)]}
(7)

fV (v; k, λ) =
k

λ

(v
λ

)k−1

exp
[
− (v/λ)k

]
(8)

fΘ(θ) =
Nm∑
j=1

ωj

2πI0(κj)
exp [κj cos (θ − μj)] (9)

In Eq. (9), Nm is the number of components in the mixture model; ωj are the nonnegative

weights for each component that must satisfy the condition
∑Nm

j=0 ωj = 1; I0(κj) is the modified

Bessel function of the first kind and order zero, evaluated at a nonnegative quantity κj; μj is the

mean directions for each prevailing wind [21].

For a site that is subjected to more than one type of extreme wind events, the wind modeling

is better achieved by separately examining each meteorological phenomenon, thus yielding a

comprehensive probabilistic description of the local wind environment [22]. This study exam-

ines a local wind climate typical of the Mid-Atlantic coast of the United States of America that
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is subjected to both extra-tropical depressions and hurricanes. Therefore, the joint CDF of the

annual maxima of the wind speed and direction, is formulated as:

Fm(v, θ) = FH(v, θ)FNH(v, θ) (10)

where fm(v, θ), fH(v, θ), fNH(v, θ) are the joint PDFs of the annual maximum mean-wind

speed and direction in mixed, hurricane and non-hurricane wind climates, respectively; fH(v),
fNH(v) are the marginal PDFs of the magnitude of the maximum mean-wind speeds for hurri-

cane winds and non-hurricane winds; fH(θ), fNH(θ) are the marginal PDFs of the correspond-

ing directions, respectively.

fm(v, θ) =
∂2Fm(v, θ)

∂v∂θ
= fH(v, θ)FNH(v, θ) + fH(v)fNH(θ) + FH(v, θ)fNH(v, θ) + fH(θ)fNH(v) (11)

where fm(v, θ), fH(v, θ), fNH(v, θ) = the joint PDFs of annual maximum wind speed and

direction in mixed, hurricane and non-hurricane wind climates, respectively; fH(v), fNH(v)
= the marginal PDFs of the magnitude of the maximum speeds for hurricane winds and non-

hurricane winds; and fH(θ), fNH(θ) = the marginal PDFs of the corresponding directions,

respectively.

3.2 Structural failure probability and LCCA

The objective of the fragility analysis is to estimate the probability that a specific EDP ,

conditional on the examined IM , exceeds a preselected threshold. Following previous studies,

the EDP is chosen as the lateral rooftop drift; the vector IM consists of two random variables,

the mean wind speed at the building rooftop, Ūh, and the corresponding mean wind direction, θ̄.

Structural fragility can be explicitly expressed by Eq. (12), where dj is the preselected threshold

for the j-th EDP . In this study, the threshold for the lateral drift of a building can be set as

1/400 of the building height [23]. Note that the obtained fragility is a fragility surface, allowing

for the assessment of the multi-directionality effect induced by the wind.

fj(v, θ) = P (EDPj > dj|Ūh = v, θ̄ = θ) (12)

Having obtained the joint PDF of intensity measures f(IM) and the fragility, the structural

failure probability with respect to the j-th EDP can be estimated by Eq. (13). Finally, the an-

nual probability of j-th EDP exceeding the preselected threshold is described by Eq. (14) [24].

Pj,event =

∫ 2π

0

∫ ∞

0

fj(v, θ)fV,Θ(v, θ)dvdθ (13)

Pj,annual = 1− exp (−νPj,event) (14)

In Eq. (14) ν is the average annual number of occurrences in the local mixed climate. As-

suming independence between hurricane and non-hurricane incidents, ν is estimated as the

summation of the annual rate of hurricane landfall and the number of monthly maximum non-

hurricane wind speeds occurring in any one year.

Capitalizing on the quantification of structural failure probability, the LCCA can be imple-

mented to predict damage-induced monetary losses over the structural life-time (with t unit
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time in years). The normalized, expectation of the relative intervention (maintenance, repair,

retrofitting, etc.) cost CE(t), adapted from the cost function in [25], can be calculated as:

CE(t) = E

[
C(t)− C0

C0

]
= E

⎡⎣N(t)∑
i=1

k∑
j=1

εje
−λtiPj

⎤⎦ (15)

In the previous equation, E[·] denotes the expectation operation; C(t) is the expected total

cost induced by damages; C0 is the initial construction cost of a structure; 0 ≤ ti ≤ t is the

random variable describing the time when the i-th hazard occurs; εj = Cj/C0 is a normalized

relative cost of the j-th limit state being violated at time ti calculated as the ratio of the expected

intervention cost related to the j-th limit state, Cj , to the initial cost; λ is the constant discount

rate, which places more weight on hazards occurring closer to the completion date of the struc-

ture over those that are not; Pj = Pj,annual is the failure probability of the j-th limit state, i.e. the

probability that intervention relating to the j-th limit state is desired; k is the total number of

limit states considered; N(t) is the number of wind occurrences, which is a function of ν during

the lifetime.

3.3 LSAMC method

Similar to the idea of the Latin Hypercube sampling, the LSAMC method uses the lay-

ered sampling of random variables within a Monte-Carlo simulation environment. As pro-

posed by [13], the key steps of the LSAMC method include: (i) dividing the range of each

random variable into a finite number of adjacent non-overlapping equally-probable intervals;

(ii) constructing a subspace of the random variables for each iteration, consisting of one of the

equally-probable intervals for every random variable; (iii) feeding the subspace to the standard

Stochastic Approximation algorithm, which has the form of Eq. (16), to find one root of the

examined problem subjected to perturbation. Iterating through all the possible subspaces of

the original random variables set yields a sequence of roots to the perturbed problem; this al-

lows to approximate the effects of the noises in a structural system through statistical moments

derived from the root sequence. By contrast, the ”exact” values are determined by a standard

”brute-force” Monte-Carlo simulation.

x̂̂x̂xk+1 = x̂̂x̂xk − akYYY k (16)

YYY k = ggg(x̂̂x̂xk) + eeek(x̂̂x̂xk)

In the previous equation, x̂̂x̂xk is the estimate of the root xxx at the k-th iteration; YYY k is the noisy

measurement at the k-th iteration; ggg(·) is the general vector-valued function from which the

root-finding equation ggg(xxx) = 000 is constructed; eeek is the noise introduced by the input of the k-th

iteration; ak is the gain sequence controlling the step size, which is subject to the convergence

conditions
∑∞

k=0 ak = ∞ and
∑∞

k=0 a
2
k = 0. Eq. (17) utilizes recommended values of the gain

sequence [14], where α is a constant belonging to the range (0.5, 1] and a, A are a strictly

positive constant and a nonnegative constant, respectively.

ak =
a

(k + 1 + A)α
(17)

The main advantage of the LSAMC method is the avoidance of time-consuming, computationally-

expensive Monte-Carlo simulations. However, it is worth noting that the advantage could be
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Figure 2: Key steps of the LSAMC method (workflow).

lost if the number of the random variables included were large. To illustrate the potential of the

LSAMC method, the reduction of computing time achieved by the LSAMC method, in the case

of two input random variables, can be as large as 88% compared to brute-force Monte-Carlo

simulation for a monopole tower structure under wind loads [13].

4 NUMERICAL APPLICATION

In this section, the application of the proposed LSAMC-based simulation to a set of variants

of a benchmark tall building is discussed. The LSAMC method is employed for the fragility

analysis and the estimation of Pj in Eq. (15). Furthermore, dependency of the life-cycle cost

variable CE(t) in Eq. (15) on the variable building height is examined.

4.1 Description of reference building structure and its variants

Based on the benchmark tall building model of the Commonwealth Advisory Aeronautical

Research Council (CAARC), a set of building variants is parametrically constructed. The vari-

ants share the same structural parameters (floor plan dimensions, unit mass and mass moment

of inertia, etc.) as the CAARC building, except for the building height h, which is set to vary

as h ∈ {100, 150, 200, 250, 300} [m]. The structural properties of the benchmark CAARC

building are listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Structural properties of the original benchmark CAARC building.

Quantity Unit Values

Height h0 [m] 183.0
Depth D [m] 45.7
Width B [m] 30.5
Unit-height mass m [kg/m] 2.23× 105

Unit-height mass moment of inertia Im [kgm2/m] 5.62× 107

Lateral-mode fundamental freq. n0,x, n0,y [Hz] 0.20
Torsional-mode fundamental freq. n0,z [Hz] 0.40
Structural damping ratio ξ0,x, ξ0,y – 0.01

For simplification, the fundamental lateral-mode frequencies of the building variants are

modifications of the original values, n0,x and n0,y in Table 1, inversely proportional to the build-

ing height, as expressed by Eq. (18) below. The torsional-mode frequency is not modified. In

addition, all mode shapes are assumed as dimensionless, monotonic functions, linearly varying
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along the building height.

n′
0,i ≈

h0

h
n0,i (i = x, y) (18)

4.2 Modeling of site wind climate

The buildings are assumed to be located in Miami, Florida (USA) where hurricanes are

frequent. To evaluate the probability distribution of the hurricane wind speed and direction (at

landing), a total number of 20 019 synthetic hurricane records, simulated in the Miami region

over a period of 20 000 years [17], are utilized. The angular-linear model for the hurricane wind

is obtained by fitting a Weibull model to the magnitudes of the wind speed and a two-component

mixture of von Mises model to describe the corresponding directions of the approaching storm;

the g(ζ) function in (6) is modeled as a two-component von Mises mixture model. The resultant

joint PDF of the hurricane mean wind speed and direction, evaluated at the rooftop of the

original CAARC building with h = 183m, is illustrated in Fig. 3, which is characterized by

two peaks. The predominant peak corresponds to the high probability of winds coming from the

east coast and the Atlantic Ocean, whereas the secondary peak is linked to the westerly winds,

originating from the Gulf of Mexico and crossing the peninsula.
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Figure 3: Joint PDF of the mean wind speed and direction for hurricane winds (Miami, Florida, USA) at the

reference elevation of the original CAARC building, h = 183m.

For the non-hurricane winds, the joint PDF of the mean wind speed and direction is obtained

by using wind record data collected at an offshore buoy station near the Miami site. The data can

be accessed by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) [26]. In order to

eliminate the influence of hurricanes, the Atlantic hurricane tracking database, HURDAT2 [27],

is used to manually remove the buoy data records related to days when a hurricane approaches

within a 500 km radius of the building site. In particular, the monthly maxima of the gust speed

and the corresponding direction are selected from the filtered buoy data records to form a non-

hurricane extreme wind dataset. The averaging time interval of the speed is transformed from

3600 seconds to 600 seconds for consistence with hurricane wind data. By fitting a Gumbel

distribution to the magnitudes of the wind speeds and likewise a two-component von Mises

mixture model to describe the directions, the joint PDF for the non-hurricane wind speed and

direction, is illustrated in Fig. 4; quantities are also evaluated at the rooftop of the original
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CAARC building with h = 183m. Fig. 4 indicates that easterly winds, coming from the sea,

play a prominent role in the local non-hurricane climate.
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Figure 4: Joint PDF of the mean wind speed and direction for non-hurricane winds (Miami, Florida, USA) at the

reference elevation of the original CAARC building, h = 183m.

The joint PDF of the wind in the mixed climates can be consequently estimated from the

Figs. 3 and 4 through Eq. (11). Since an analytical form of the CDF for the von Mises dis-

tribution is unavailable, the joint CDFs FH(v, θ) and FNH(v, θ) are found through numerical

integrations. The joint PDF is plotted in Fig. 5. It is clear that the compound joint PDF combines

features of the two separate PDFs related to both hurricane and non-hurricane climate.
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Figure 5: Joint PDF of the mean wind speed and direction for the mixed wind climate of Miami, Florida (USA) at

the reference elevation of the original CAARC building, h = 183m.

4.3 Characterization of uncertainty in the wind loads

As an example, this study analyzes uncertainty propagation due to experimental wind load

errors by considering a parameter denoted by ΔCD; this quantity describes the deviation of

experimentally estimated drag coefficient CD from an average, measured value at a particular

incidence angle, i.e., ΔCD = CD(Ψ) − E[CD(Ψ)]. Data points of the drag coefficients are

extracted from wind tunnel tests on a rigid, scale model of the original CAARC building [18];
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eleven incidence angles are tested with Ψ ∈ {0°, 5°, 10°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, 80°, 85°, 90°}.

Experimental data points of CD along with a Fourier series fitting are illustrated in Fig. 6.
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Figure 6: Drag coefficients CD measured at various incidence angles, reproduced from [18].
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Figure 7: Histogram of the dimensionless uncertainty parameter ΔCD.

Assuming that ΔCD, collected from all the measured data points, is independent of Ψ and

that ΔCD is identically distributed for different angles, a suitable distribution model can be

determined through Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test. A normal distribution, parame-

terized by a mean value of 1.000 and a standard deviation STD of 0.077, can adequately describe

the empirical histogram (and distribution) of the ΔCD in Fig. 7.

4.4 Structural fragility analysis

Both the standard brute-force Monte-Carlo simulation and the LSAMC method are em-

ployed. For the LSAMC method, the number of equally-probable subsets is 10; the parameters

of the gain sequence are set as a = 10, A = 0, α = 0.95. Structural fragilities against the

limit state of rooftop lateral drift are illustrated in Fig. 8; fragility curves related to mean in-

cidence angle Ψ = {0°, 45°, 90°} are exclusively shown for the sake of brevity. The LSAMC

results, represented by dashed, non-solid lines, are very close to those found by brute-force

Monte-Carlo method plotted as solid lines. By comparing the fragility curves corresponding to

different building heights, it is concluded that the wind speed required to reach the prescribed
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performance limit (h/400) decreases as the building height increases, indicating that a higher

building is more sensitive to wind-induced damage as the limit state is probabilistically violated

at a lower wind speed.
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Figure 8: Fragility curves against the limit state of lateral drift with uncertainty parameter ΔCD: a) h = 100m, b)

h = 150m, c) h = 200m, d) h = 250m, e) h = 300m (BF=brute force, SA=LSAMC).

Fig. 9 depicts the fragility surface of the CAARC building variant of height h = 200m;

other examples of fragility surface for other building variants can be similarly derived and,

thus, are not included. The fragility surface is generated by linear interpolation among the

fragility curves(Fig. 8) related to the eleven incidence angles. As shown, the fragility surface

has an irregular, “ragged” shape, which is attributed to the directionality of the wind load. In

Fig. 8c, the curves corresponding to different incident wind directions seem to shift back and

forth along the horizontal axis, because the wind-induced force is directional, thus leading to a

variation of fragility even for a same performance objective (EDP ).
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Figure 9: Fragility surface of the CAARC building variant of height h = 200m.
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4.5 Expected relative lifetime cost analysis

Fragility surfaces are used to calculate the failure probability and the expected lifetime cost.

According to the Eq. (15), the relative intervention costs due to wind-induced damage, associ-

ated with nonstructural failures on the building façade and triggered by disproportionate lateral

drift, is ε = 0.02 and the discount rate is λ = 0.05. Numerical values have been calibrated

according to previous studies [15, 17]. Using the above results of the joint PDF of the mean

wind speed and direction in mixed climates and the fragility surfaces, the expected relative life-

time intervention costs due to failures associated with lateral drift are illustrated in Fig. 10. The

maximum relative lifetime cost (asymptotic value as t tends to 100 years) is observed for the

building variant of height h = 300m and is approximately a quarter of the initial cost, while

the minimum relative lifetime cost is found for the building with height h = 100m, which is

roughly 2% of the initial cost. This remark suggests a superlinear relationship between building

height and expected relative lifetime cost (i.e. a superlinear increment of CE(t) with height).

This behavior can be associated to two aspects. First, due to the wind profile the wind loading

on a higher building is generally larger, thus causing larger-magnitude, wind-induced vibra-

tions; second, as discussed in the previous section, a higher building is more slenderer and

exhibits greater sensitivity to wind loads of same intensity because of the concurrent decrement

of fundamental frequencies. Consequently, the probability of exceeding the lateral drift limit

state and damage is superlinearly higher in a taller building, e.g. h = 300m, vs. h = 100m in

Fig. 8.
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Figure 10: CAARC building variants: expected relative, lifetime intervention cost due to wind-induced damage,

associated with nonstructural failures on building facade and triggered by disproportionate lateral drift.

5 CONCLUSIONS

This study examined the comprehensive application of the novel LSAMC method in the con-

text of PBWE. Special attention was paid to lifetime intervention cost analysis. A parametric

study was conducted, examining a set of variants of the benchmark CAARC building with equal

floor-plan dimensions but variable heights. The LSAMC method was used to estimate struc-

tural fragilities; results were compared against standard Monte-Carlo simulation. The LSAMC

method is adequate for the fragility analysis. The life-cycle cost assessment revealed a superlin-

ear relationship between asymptotic, expected relative cost and building height; this trend can

be ascribed to the reduction in structural stiffness and the increase in the sensitivity to wind-
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induced resonant response. This study confirmed the particular significance of nonstructural

facade damage caused by wind for operations and maintenance of a high-rise building.
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Abstract. The identification of high-fidelity surrogate models for real-time updating based on
continuous monitoring data, is an emerging and challenging topic in the structural system iden-
tification of historical structures with a special focus on damage identification and structural
health monitoring. Indeed, the protection of the historical and cultural heritage aimed at de-
veloping cost-effective and long-lasting dynamic monitoring systems in regions characterized
by high seismic risk, has received a growing attention in civil engineering. A dynamic monitor-
ing system is usually composed by a selected number of sensors installed in strategic positions
within the building which enable a continuous assessment of the structural conditions over time.
Then, the observation of the recorded data allows to identify any variations due to possible dam-
ages, i.e. novelty detection, which is classified as unsupervised learning. The basic idea behind
the present paper is to transfer knowledge from data to updated numerical models with varying
levels of complexity developed from the engineering judgment in order to detect and localize
damage in a probabilistic manner, moving on to semi-supervised learning. In order to accom-
plish this challenging task, a transfer Bayesian-based learning (TBL) methodology is proposed
by means of model class selection. For the purpose, different classes of FE (finite elements)
models, with a low level of complexity, are preliminary defined in such a way to reproduce
the structural dynamic behavior as a function of damage-dependent mechanical characteris-
tics (such as average elastic moduli) of pre-selected regions within the structure. Such regions,
designated as damage-sensitive, are defined on the basis of nonlinear static analyses and/or
Engineering judgment. Then, the large amount of measured data is periodically used for the
automatic Bayesian model selection procedure, i.e., the inverse problem to derive the posterior
statistics of the uncertain parameters over the space of the FE models classes. For verifying the
proposed methodology, an iconic monumental palace, located in Gubbio, Italy, named Consoli
Palace which has been monitored by the Authors since 2017, is used. The dynamic monitoring
system, updated in July 2020, comprises 12 uniaxial accelerometers installed at different levels
within the building.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The non-destructive nature and the relatively low economic impact of the technology make

SHM particularly suitable for the detection of structural damages suffered by monumental struc-

tures. Nowadays, the most common procedure in civil SHM concerns the data acquisition and

feature extraction (system eigenfrequencies and modal shapes) through signal processing [20],

while damage identification problems can be classified as a five-level hierarchical approachs

[9]: (i) detection; (ii) localization; (iii) classification ; (iv) assessment; (v) prediction. On the

one hand, variations over time (novelty detection) in the dynamic response of an healthy struc-

ture can be associated to material’s damage and deterioration [26], with a special attention to

proper techniques able to remove the environmental effects such as temperature and humidity

[14] and the different sources of uncertainties related to SHM can be accounted for by means of

Bayesian statistical frameworks [28, 1, 27]. On the other hand, long-term monitored data and

labeled features able to define the meaning of novelties detection to localize, classify, assess

and eventually predict damage are usually not available. Indeed, only a few recent contribu-

tions deal with long-term SHM data and damage detection so far [4, 3, 23, 2, 12].

In this context, SHM-based technologies are encompassing machine learning (ML) techniques

[18, 17, 24], devoting the attention to the semi-supervised learning paradigm, which allows the

use of large amount of monitoring data with and without descriptive labels [5, 6]. The process

of prioritizing the acquired data can be accomplished by using numerical models, i.e. precali-

brated surrogate models [11, 10], in order to transfer knowledge from the trained model to the

data and build a labeled training set. Such methods can be classified as transfer learning (TL)

techinques [21, 9, 19].

The present work presents a TBL methodology based on long-term monitoring data aimed at

evaluating the possible damage of monumental structures in a probabilistic way. In this frame-

work, TL concepts allow to compensate the lack of labeled structural data, especially in the

case of damage occurrence, by means of a trained surrogate model, which is used as a formal

prior belief for damage assessment. Then, a Bayesian-based procedure allows to associate a

probability of damage occurrence.

The effectiveness of the proposed methodology is demonstrated by making use of a real com-

plex historical masonry building as a case study, the Consoli Palace located in Gubbio, near

Perugia, in Italy. The structure has been monitored by the Authors since 2015. The continuous

monitoring data are used for the Bayesian-based updating of specific mechanical properties of

some pre-selected damage-sensitive regions by means of non-linear static analysis (NLSA) and

Engineering judgment (EJ). A trained surrogate model allows to reconstruct different classes of

FE models, with a low level of complexity, i.e., depending on a single uncertain parameter. The

results show the advantage of having long-term monitoring data on the correct estimation of the

uncertain parameters’ distribution enabling informed model-based decisions and providing a

basis to mitigate the risk of a false alarm. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section

2 presents the proposed methodology. Section 3 presents the case study. Section 4 summarizes

numerical results. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The proposed methodology, designated as TBL, schematically represented in Figure 1, em-

braces different consequential steps which can be summarized as follows:

1. Start continuous SHM.
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Figure 1: The proposed TBL methodology.

2. Data analysis and post-processing consisting of acquiring data from the monitoring sys-

tem (acceleration data, temperature information,crack amplitudes) and post-processing

data continuously over time to estimate the modal features (MF), such us natural frequen-

cies f exp
i , mode shapes Φexp

i and damping coefficients ζexp
i associated with each natural

vibration mode.

3. If t=1, where the term t stands for discrete time (days): FE modeling and evaluation

of damage-sensitive regions. The calibration process consists of solving the following

optimization problem:

Yopt = argmin
Y

M∑
i=1

p1ηf,i(Y) + p2ηΦ,i(Y) (1)

where M is the number of vibration modes; Y = {Y1, ..,Yu, ..,YU} is the vector col-

lecting the nth parameter to be calibrated with N total number of uncertain parameters;

p1 and p2 are the weights of the objective function; ηf,i(Y) = |f exp
i − fFEM

i |/f exp
i and

ηΦ,i(Y) = 1−MACi(Y) are the frequency-based ando mode shape-based residual func-
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tions, where the term MACi refers to the Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) between the

ith experimental Φexp
i and numerical ΦFEM

i mode shape.

With the main objective of selecting jth damage-prone regions R =
{R1, ..,Rj, ..,RN

}
with j = 1, ..N , both EJ and NLSA are used. Then, each region is considered as an

homogeneous portion of the structure in terms of material and, consequently, potential

damage. Hence vector X = {k1, .., kj, .., kN} is defined, collecting the multipliers of the

Young moduli (kj) of all the elements comprised in each region, with 0 ≤ kj ≤ 1.

4. Calibration of the surrogate model as a function of X. For the present paper, the Kriging

model is used, whose effectiveness in spatial interpolation was demonstrated in previ-

ous works by the Authors [11]. According to the Kriging model, the FE model-based

data X can be numerically interpolated by considering a regression model F , i.e., the

deterministic component, and an approximation error α, i.e., the stochastic component

[15]:

y(X) = F (β,X) + α(X) (2)

where β are the regression parameters of F . The approximation error α is assumed as

a random process with zero mean and covariance cov(Xi, Xj) = σ2R
(
θ, Xi, Xj

)
, with

σ2 variance of F (β,X) and R the matrix of stochastic-process correlations with compo-

nents r
(
θ, Xi, Xj

)
, where θ are the correlation parameters.

5. Construction of the SDC, i.e., a graphical chart able to directly associate a stiffness re-

duction to each frequency/MAC decay for the selected damage-prone region.

6. if t >1: novelty detection on a daily basis t, i.e. daily average values of MF. If a novelty

is detected, i.e., a frequency or MAC anomaly, increase the frequency of the modal tests

on a hourly basis t = t∗, i.e., MF(t∗).

7. Bayesian model updating of the uncertain parameters by means of the surrogate model.

Assuming that the identified model parameters kj are statistically independent [13, 4],

the surrogate model SM(X) can be subdivided in j surrogate models with a low level

of complexity, depending on kj , i.e., SM(kj). Hence, the t- and kj-dependent posterior

probability density function (PDF) can be evaluated as follows:

p(kj
∣∣d, t) = c · p(d∣∣kj, t) · p(kj∣∣μ(t− 1)) (3)

where c = 1/
∫
p(d
∣∣kj, t)p(kj∣∣μ(t − 1))dx is a normalizing factor called the evidence

of the SM(kj); p(d
∣∣kj, t) is the likelihood function that quantifies the agreement between

the measured data d and the surrogate-based data; p(kj
∣∣μ(t − 1)) is the prior PDF of kj

function of the mean value of the posterior kj evaluated at t− 1.

More in depth, the likelihood function p(d
∣∣kj, t) is modeled as a Gaussian distribution

with zero mean [13, 4] as follows:

p(d
∣∣kj, t) = 1[

2π
∏M

i=1(σfiσΦi
)2
](MD)/2

exp

(
−1

2

D∑
m=1

M∑
i=1

J err
i (kj, dk, t

))
(4)
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where index i = 1, ..,M refers to the reference parameter associated to the ith vibration

mode; index k = 1, .., D represents the number of measured data collected in the vector

d; J err
i = (σfi)

−2e2fi(X,d) + (σΦi
)−2eΦi

(X,d) is the measure of the fit function (error

function) which quantifies the discrepancy between the experimental data and the FE

model results with σfi , σΦi
standard deviations associated to the ith natural frequency and

vibration mode, efi = f exp
i − f̂i(X) and eΦi

= 1−MACi.

Finally, it is noteworthy that, theoretically, the prior distribution acts as a regulator in the

Bayesian-based model updating process and the more the number of data increases, the

less new data influences the updating process. This aspect can be counter-productive,

especially in the case of possible damage occurrence. Hence, the co-variance of the prior

distribution is assumed as known, while the mean value μ is updated step by step, given

the evidence of the knowledge acquired at the previous step.

8. Probabilistic damage identification which consits of calculating the probability P dam
j that

the updated jth parameter kup
j in a possibly damaged state is reduced from the undamaged

state kref
j [4, 25]:

P dam
j = P

(
kup
j � (1− kj)k

ref
j |dref,ddam

)
= F

⎛⎝ (1− kj)k
ref
j − kup

j√
(1− kj)2σ2

kref
j
+ σ2

k
up
j

⎞⎠ (5)

where F (·) is the standard Gaussian cumulative distribution function; kj ∈ [0, 1] is the

damage threshold selected for the jth damage-prone region and quantifies the reduction

of kref
j ; kref

j = 1 is the reference undamaged state. The possible outcomes of Eq. (5) are

summarized in Table 1, where P al
j is defined as probability alarm threshold.

No. Outcome P dam
j Meaning

1 kup
j = (1− kj)k

ref
j P dam

j = 0.5 = P al
j the damage threshold is reached

2 kup
j > (1− kj)k

ref
j P dam

j < 0.5 the damage threshold is not reached

3 kup
j < (1− kj)k

ref
j P dam

j > 0.5 the damage threshold is exceeded

Table 1: Possible outcomes of Eq. (5).

Additionally, in order to capture a possible damage occurrence, the damage factor DF is

introduced and defined as follows:

DF =
kref
j − kup

j

kj

(6)

From Eq. (6) it is possible to obtain DF=0 if kup
j = kref

j and DF=1 if kref
j − kup

j = kj . If

DF>1, it means that kup
j is strongly reduced with respect to the threshold kj , which is a

sign of a possible high level of damage for region j or a possible false alarm due the lack

of consistency with a damage in the jth region. Hence, the case of DF>1 needs to be

carefully checked in real world in order to avoid false alarms.
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3 THE CASE STUDY: THE CONSOLI PALACE

The Consoli Palace is a medieval building with a rectangular plan and a height of 60 meters

above the square level, located in Gubbio, Umbria, central Italy. With reference to Figure 2,

three structural components can be identified: a central body; a loggia, connected to the main

structure along the south wall; a bell tower. The architectural style of each façade (East and West

side), is characterized by round arched windows and merlons in the rooftop. The load-bearing

walls have a thickness of about 1.2 m and they are connected through horizontal masonry vaults.

The Palace is built in calcareous stone masonry with a regular and homogeneous texture.

Figure 2: The Consoli Palace, located in Gubbio, Umbria, central Italy.

3.1 The SHM system

The monitoring system (Figure 3) was installed and activated by the Department of Civil

and Environmental Engineering of University of Perugia in July 2020. Data are stored every 30

minutes with an acquisition sampling frequency of 40 Hz. The SHM system is characterized

by:

1. No. 1 NI CompactDAQ-9132 data acquisition system to which sensors A1-A12, C1-C2

and T1-T2 are wired;

2. No. 1 wireless gateway to which sensors C3,C4,T3-T6 are connected;

3. No. 12 PCB393B12 unidirectional accelerometers A1-A12, differently oriented, installed

at the 3rd (A7, A8 and A9), 5th (A4, A5 and A6), roof level (A1, A2, A3, A11 and A12)

and wired to the acquisition system through NI 9234 acquisition module;

4. No. 4 S-series linear variable transducers (LVDTs), denoted as C1-C4. Sensors C1-C2

are wired to the acquisition system by means of a NI 9219 acquisition modules;

5. No. 6 temperature sensors T1-T6.
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Figure 3: Continuous monitoring configuration.

For the numerical simulations, data stored between July 20th 2020 and December 21th 2020 are

used. The training period is set between July 20th 2020 and November 15th 2020). Environmen-

tal effects are removed by using Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) by means of the least-angle

regression (LAR) algorithm [8], which allows to efficiently select the predictors.

It is worth noticing that a training period of 1 year would be more appropriate in order to effec-

tively remove environmental effects.

3.2 FE model

According to Sect 2, step 3, a 3D FE model of the structure has been built and calibrated

within the Abaqus environment [22] in order to reproduce local and global modes of vibration

identified at t = 1. The masonry of the Palace is modeled by means of tetrahedral elements

with isotropic materials. The well known concrete damage plasticity (CDP) model is assigned

to reproduce the non-linear behavior and the assumed mechanical parameters are summarized

as follows [16]:
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• parameter which regulates the shape of the yield surface Kc = 0.667 (Lubliner criterion);

• eccentricity term e = 0.1;

• ratio between the ultimate compression strength in biaxial stress states and in uniaxial

conditions r = 1.16;

• viscosity parameter ν = 0.002.

Table 2 illustrates the principal vibration modes of the Consoli Palace: Fx1 is a global flexu-

ral mode along the x direction ; Fy1 is a global flexural mode along the y direction; L1 is a local

mode which pertains to the bell tower; T1 is a global torsional mode. The x and y directions

develop along the longer side and the shorter side of the Palace, respectively.

The relatively low quality of model calibration, i.e., values of MAC lower than 0.8, has been

already discussed in [14, 7].

Mode Fx1 Mode Fy1 Mode L1 Mode T1

f1 = 2.35 Hz f2 = 3.05 Hz f3 = 3.46 Hz f4 = 4.17 Hz

MAC1 = 0.98 MAC2 = 0.76 MAC3 = 0.64 MAC4 = 0.97

Table 2: FE model-based frequencies and MAC of principal vibration modes.

3.3 FE model-based damage prone regions

Damage-prone regions are selected by means of NLSA and EJ. More in detail, each selected

region allows to define a one-parameter dependent model. The different models (1-6) are de-

scribed in Table 3.

Model No. Region Description Uncertain Parameter Source

1 R1 Loggia k1 EJ

2 R2 Crack pattern x k2 NLSA

3 R3 Crack pattern y k3 NLSA

4 R4 Bell tower k4 EJ

5 R5 Staircase k5 EJ

6 R6 main façade’s degradation k6 EJ

Table 3: The different model selected by beans of NLSA and EJ.

In particular: R1 represents the poor connection exerted between the loggia and the central

body of the Consoli Palace (Figure 4a); R2 represents the crack pattern resulting from NLSA

along x direction capable of reproducing the existing pattern, especially along the south wall
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(Figure 4b); R3 refers to the crack pattern resulting from NLSA along the y direction (Figure

4c); R4 pertains to the bell tower (Figure 4d); R5 represents a possible damage to the principal

staircase (Figure 4e); R6, which represents degradation of the exterior texture of the main façade

of the building (Figure4f) due to climate-induced material aging [7].

Figure 4: Selected damage sensitive areas with reference to both FE model and real structure: a) R1, the loggia; b)

R2, crack pattern y; c) R3, crack pattern x, d) R4, the bell tower; e) R5, the staircase; f) R6, the façade degradation.

As reported in Table 3, in such areas, the multipliers of the Young’s moduli (k1, ..., k6) as-

signed to the isotropic material of each region are assumed as uncertain.

In order to calibrate the surrogate model, a total number of 500 samples (Ns) are randomly sim-

ulated for the uncertain parameters collected in vector X. The correspondence between both

frequencies and mode shapes is quantified by calculating the coefficient of determination R2

and the function JMAC = 1/Ns

∑
i(1 −MACi) by comparing the FE and the Kriging models,

respectively. Values of R2 and JMAC are summarized in Table 4. From the Table it can be noted

Parameter Vibration modes

Fx1 Fy1 L1 T1

R2 0.9833 0.997 0.999 0.9968

JMAC 0.0142 0.0015 0.0156 5.85E-5

Table 4: Values of R2 and
(
JMAC associated with the calibrated surrogate model.

that the surrogate-predicted frequencies and mode shapes (Kriging estimate) well fit the corre-

sponding FE values.

4 NUMERICAL RESULTS

The SM-based sensitivity damage chart SDC, which relates frequency and MAC values with

the uncertain parameters for each Model, is depicted in Figure 5. On the one hand, due to

the observed frequency decay, Fx1 (flexural mode along the x direction) appears as the most
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damage-sensitive vibration mode for damage-prone regions R2 and R5, Fy1 (flexural mode

along the y direction) for R1, R3, R4 and R6, L1 (local mode which pertains to the bell tower)

for R4 and R6, and T1 (torsional mode) for R1 and R2. On the other hand, it can be observed

that MAC variations can be considered negligible for all damage-prone regions except for R1

and R4. Indeed, a reduction of k1 provokes a modification in the local L1 mode shapes and a

reduction of k4 induces a huge reduction of Fy1 and L1 MAC values.

Finally, a damage scenarios (Table 5), designated as DII, is selected for the numerical analyses

Figure 5: SDC for frquency and MAC decays: a)-b) R1; c)-d) R2; e)-f) R3; g)-h) R4; i)-l) R5; m)-n) R6.

by artificially simulating the frequencies decays (reported in Table 5) extracted from the SDC

of region R2 in correspondence with the value of k2 = 0.3, while MAC decays are negligible.

Following, the main results of the Bayesian model updating are summarized by simulating

damage scenario DII. The uncertain parameter k2 is updated once the model is trained, i.e,

starting from November 15th 2020. From that moment on, the monitored data are gathered

together in subgroups of daily data-sets (t) in order to perform the Bayesian model updating

continuously over time on a daily basis. The first 20 days are considered as undamaged. Then,

a damage scenario is simulated and the frequency of the model updating is incremented on an

hourly basis (t∗), as described in Sect. 2.
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Damage Uncertain parameter Frequency decays

scenario k1 k2 k3 k4 k5 k6 Fx1 Fy1 L1 T1

DII 1 0.3 1 1 1 1 0.054 0.022 0.012 0.037

Table 5: Values of kj representing the different damage scenarios and corresponding frequency and MAC decays

(%).

Figure 6: Bayesian-based prior and posterior distributions by simulating damage scenario DII for k2 = 0.3: a) R2;

b) R4.

Results in terms of prior and posterior distributions for k2 and k4, when DII is simulated, are

depicted in Figures 6a)-b). From the results it can be observed that the posterior distributions

associated to the uncertain parameters k2 and k4 in the undamaged time period present a fluctu-

ation of the mean value of kj between about 0.9 and 1. This aspect can be related to the fact that

kj is sensitive to the slight variations which can daily occur in the frequency and, eventually,

MAC tracking as confirm by the SDC. This sensitivity to changing environmental conditions

can be considerably reduced by considering an appropriate training period, i.e., 1 year. More-

over, consistently with the SDC, the occurrence of a damage for region R2 is clearly highlighted

by a translation of the posterior curves towards reduced values of the selected uncertain param-

eter k2 (Figure 6a). In detail, it can be observed that the Bayesian-based procedure is able to

tracing back to the simulated damage scenario associated to R2, i.e., kup
2 ≈ 0.3. However, as

expected, the simulation of DII barely affects k4 (bell tower) in the damaged state (Figure 6b),

since the mean value of the posterior distribution doesn’t significantly change between healthy

and damaged conditions.

As concerns the probabilistic damage identification, Figures 7a)-f) illustrate the updated values
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of theuncertain parameters kup
j over the number of updates, while Figures 7g)-n) show the trend

of DF vs P dam, when simulating the occurrence of damage scenario DII. According to the SDC,

the simulated frequency decays are reported in Table 5. The values of kj selected for the eval-

Figure 7: Time series of kup over the number of updates by simulating the occurrence of the damage scenario DII

(Table 5 for each damage-prone region, with the indication of P al and kj : a) R1; b) R2; c) R3; d) R4; e) R5; f) R6.

uation of DF and P dam are the following: a) R1: k1 = 0.7; b) R2: k2 = 0.7; c) R3: k3 = 0.7;

d) R4: k4 = 0.4; e) R5: k5 = 0.7; f) R6: k6 = 0.7. Region R4 pertains to the bell tower and a

reduction of the bell tower’s stiffness corresponding to 40 % (k4 = 0.6) is assumed sufficient to

simulate a damage occurrence. From the Figures it can be noted that P al is reached for region
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R2, as expected, and for region R5. This result is consistent with the SDC-based results, since

both regions R2-R5 can be designated to damage when a frequency decay of mode Fx1 occurs.

The case of R5 deserves a particular attention and needs to be checked in the real-world struc-

ture with the main objective to avoid a false alarm. Indeed, after a certain number of updates

(see the multiple points in the damaged area), P dam tends to 1, DF approaches 1 and kup
5 faces

up to 1−k5. This fact is due to the higher sensitivity of k5 to small variations associated to Fx1.

On the contrary, the remaining regions exhibit a smaller probability of being damaged, which

is consistent with the simulated scenario.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The present paper has presented the numerical results of a transfer learning Bayesian method-

ology in the context of integrated SHM aimed at the probabilistic damage assessment of monu-

mental structures.

The case study building is the Consoli Palace, located in Gubbio, Umbria (Italy), which has

been monitored by the Authors since 2015 with an enhancement of the SHM sensors’ net-

work in 2020. The dynamic behavior of the Palace is reproduced on a calibrated FE model

and NLSA in conjunction with EJ enabled to pick damage-sensitive regions within the struc-

ture. Then, each selected region allows to define a one-parameter dependent model, i.e., the

multiplier of the Young’s Modulus assigned to the isotropic material associated with each re-

gion. The surrogate modeling has been performed by using the Kriging model in order to

define the region-dependent SDC as a prior knowledge of possible damage. Finally, a real time

Bayesian model updating of the selected uncertain parameters has been developed in order to

continuously identify the probability of damage occurrence over the selected regions. The main

advantages and innovations of the proposed approach concern:

• the use of real-time long-term monitoring data within the context of Bayesian TL where

the surrogate modeling allows real-time data;

• the use of damage factors and damage probabilities enabling informed model-based de-

cisions and providing a basis to mitigate the risk of a false alarm.

• the use of NLSA to generate estimates of potentially vulnerable structural regions along-

side with EJ.

• the possibility to continuously identify the probability of damage occurrence over time in

a timely manner.
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Abstract

Surrogate models, including neural network (NN), machine learning, and Kriging, are used in
various fields to reduce the computational demand of risk assessment and uncertainty analy-
sis. In civil engineering applications, surrogate models are usually trained on synthetic data 
generated with numerical simulation models, which might yield approximate responses and 
significant computational burdens. Post-disaster reconnaissance observations represent an
alternative source of data that could be used to train a surrogate model without the need for
numerical models. However, the limited number of reconnaissance observations available in
the literature might yield challenges, such as unbalanced data distributions. This paper pre-
sents a surrogate-based approach for seismic-induced damage prediction, where post-
earthquake reconnaissance data are exploited to train a NN model. The approach is demon-
strated on steel liquid storage tanks. Field data from past earthquake reconnaissance reports 
are first collected. Then, features representative of tank characteristics, seismic hazard pa-
rameters, and seismic-induced damage are extracted. A traditional two-layers NN model is 
built to map the relationship between tank characteristics, seismic hazard parameters, and 
seismic-induced damage. To tackle the challenge of unbalanced dataset, a cascade NN ap-
proach is proposed. In the cascade approach, two NN models are employed to predict the 
damage level of the steel tanks. The first NN returns a binary classification of the tank dam-
age (i.e., damage, no damage). If the tank results damaged, a second NN identifies the level of 
damage (i.e., minor, severe, collapse). The performance of traditional and cascade NN ap-
proaches is compared using different metrics. Results demonstrate that the cascade NN strat-
egy leads to more accurate damage predictions than the traditional NN approach. 

Keywords: neural network, reconnaissance data, damage classification, steel tanks, surrogate 
model, seismic risk-assessment
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1 INTRODUCTION
Performance-Based Design (PBD) is gaining prominence in the civil engineering commu-

nity [1]. PBD allows to holistically evaluate a structure for potential risks and engage building 
owners in cost-effective risk-mitigation strategies [2-4]. It follows that risk assessment is a 
key component of PBD, as it enables the estimation of the probability of occurrence of a cer-
tain damage state, considering a variety of hazard scenarios [1,5]. Typically, the performance 
of civil structures is assessed through nonlinear numerical models (e.g., finite element mod-
els), which permit the evaluation of the structure’s response beyond the elastic regime [2,6,7]. 
However, the computational demand of high-fidelity numerical simulation models, coupled 
with the necessity to simulate the structure under a large number of hazard and uncertainty 
scenarios, makes risk assessment a computationally demanding, if not impractical task.

Data-driven surrogate models [8-10], including neural network (NN), Kriging, and ma-
chine learning, have been proposed to reduce the computational burden of risk assessment
[11,12]. Surrogate models, or metamodels, are simplified mathematical relationships trained
based on input/output observations to represent the physical system under consideration. In 
civil engineering applications, metamodels have been used to replace computationally expen-
sive numerical models for uncertainty and risk analyses. For example, Sudret and Mai [13]
employed polynomial chaos expansion to generate fragility curves of a 3-story structure sub-
jected to seismic hazard. Later, Gidaris et al. [14] developed a Kriging surrogate model for 
seismic risk assessment of civil structures. The authors exploited the metamodel to construct 
fragility functions of a 4-story building under stochastic ground motions and uncertain struc-
tural parameters. Recently, Micheli et al. [15] proposed a multiple-surrogate models frame-
work for risk assessment of wind-excited tall buildings. The proposed framework exploits a 
set of Kriging surrogates to reduce the computational demand of risk assessment of high-rise 
structures subjected to wind load time histories. A drawback of using surrogate models for 
civil structures is the necessity to generate input/output observations to train the metamodel. 
Synthetic input/output observations are usually derived from numerical simulation models, 
which might lead to approximate responses. Furthermore, when the response of the structure 
is highly nonlinear, a large data pool might be required to train a reliable surrogate model [15-
17], yielding a significant computational burden. A solution to this drawback could be to ex-
tract input/output observations directly from field data [18]. In this context, post-disaster field 
reconnaissance reports could be a valuable source of information, enabling a realistic repre-
sentation of damage mechanisms and hazard characteristics. However, the use of post-disaster 
reconnaissance observations presents some challenges. For example, the limited number of 
records available could yield unbalanced datasets, eventually reducing the accuracy of the sur-
rogate model.

This paper investigates a surrogate-based approach for damage assessment of civil struc-
tures, where the metamodel is trained based on reconnaissance observations. The approach is 
demonstrated on aboveground, cylindrical, steel liquid storage tanks subjected to seismic haz-
ard. The seismic risk of storage tanks is significantly higher than ordinary structures, as dam-
age to liquid storage tanks could cause irreparable consequences to built and natural 
environments, including the release of hazardous materials, uncontrolled fires, and soil con-
taminations [19-21]. In the proposed approach, features representative of tank characteristics 
(e.g., diameter, height, thickness, liquid level) and seismic excitation parameters (e.g., peak 
ground acceleration, magnitude) are extracted directly from reconnaissance reports, along 
with the corresponding damage levels. Then, a surrogate model consisting of a two-layers NN
is built to map the relationship between inputs (i.e., tank and hazard features) and output (i.e., 
damage level). To tackle the unbalanced dataset challenge, a cascade approach is proposed, 
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where two NN models are employed to estimate the damage level of steel tanks. The first NN 
exploits a binary classification to guess if the tank is damaged or not. If the tank results dam-
aged, a second NN identifies the damage level between minor damage, severe damage, and 
collapse. The accuracy of the NNs is assessed on a testing dataset using different performance 
metrics, such as accuracy, precision, and recall. The performance at predicting seismic-
induced damage of the traditional two-layers NN and the cascade NN models is compared.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, the collected post-earthquake re-
connaissance data are described. Then, traditional and cascade NN approaches are introduced. 
After, the metrics employed to quantify the performance of the NNs are discussed. Finally, 
the damage prediction capability of traditional and cascade NNs is compared.

2 METHODOLOGY

2.1 Dataset Description and Features Extraction 
In this study, post-earthquake reconnaissance observations are employed as data pool for 

training a NN model. Such observations were derived from existing post-earthquake recon-
naissance report [22] and survey [23]. Both anchored and unanchored cylindrical steel tanks 
were taken in consideration. Features representative of tank and seismic hazard properties 
were extracted and used as inputs of the NN models described in Section 2.2. Tank features 
include geometric characteristics, such as diameter (D), height (H), shell thickness (t), and 
height of the liquid at the moment of the earthquake (HL). Peak ground acceleration (PGA) 
and magnitude (M) were selected as seismic hazard features. For some of the tanks, the thick-
ness was not documented in the post-earthquake report in reference [22]. The thickness of 
these tanks was estimated based on the work of Cortes and Prinz [24]. Similarly, for some 
earthquake events, the PGA was not reported, and it was estimated based on the location of 
the tank and the corresponding ground motion records [25]. The material properties of the
steel tanks were not enclosed in the reports. Therefore, yielding stress and modulus of elastici-
ty of steel were assumed to be the same for all tanks and were not included between the input 
variables. A total of n = 247 aboveground, cylindrical, steel liquid storage tanks observations 
were collected. Table 1 reports the statistics of the dataset, while Figure 1 (a) shows a sche-
matic representation of a storage tank, including the features selected to represent tank and 
seismic hazard characteristics.

Min. Max. Mean Standard dev.
Diameter, D (m) 2.0 83 22 14.3
Height, H (m) 3.0 45 11 4.0
Thickness, t (m) 0.001 0.098 0.01 0.01
Liquid height, HL (m) 0.0 44 10 8.4
Magnitude, M 5.5 8.4 7.0 0.64
Peak ground acc., PGA (g) 0.02 2.0 0.41 0.40

Table 1: Statistics of the dataset.

A description of the damage reported by each tank was also retrieved from the reconnais-
sance reports [20, 21], along with the corresponding values of tank and seismic features. The 
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steel tanks experienced various types of seismic-induced damage, including elephant foot 
buckling, roof damage, shell buckling, and complete collapse [20, 21]. The damage types 
were assembled in four main classes: class 0, no damage; class 1, minor damage; class 2, se-
vere damage; and class 3, collapse. Minor damage includes damage to the seal, minor roof 
damage, damaged valves, and, in general, damage that requires simple repairs. Severe damage 
comprises elephant foot buckling, shell buckling, local buckling caused by roof collapse, and 
floor plate rupture. Collapse is intended as the tank’s total failure, or widely spread damage 
that necessitates the replacement of the tank. Note that, if more reconnaissance observations
become available, additional damage mechanisms could be included and the damage classes 
may be further refined. Figure 1 (b) shows the distribution of the steel tank observations
among the four damage classes, where n0 represents the number of data in class 0, n1 in class 
1, n2 in class 2, and n3 in class 3, respectively. Figure 1 demonstrates that the dataset is se-
verely skewed toward one class only, with the majority of data lying in class 0, and a smaller 
number of observations belonging to class 3. Such an unbalanced dataset could cause poor 
performance of traditional NN models, as the majority of the NN algorithms available in the 
literature were developed considering a balanced data distribution [26].

(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) Schematic representation of an aboveground, cylindrical, steel liquid storage tank and input varia-
bles; (b) distribution of the data among the four damage classes.

2.2 Neural Network for Damage Prediction
A traditional two-layers NN is first used to map the relationship between tank and seismic 

hazard characteristics (i.e., inputs) and the corresponding damage class (i.e., output). The NN 
is composed of a hidden and an output layer, with sigmoid and softmax activation functions,
respectively. Figure 2 illustrates a representation of the NN architecture. In the figure, k1 and 
k2 indicate the number of neurons in the hidden and output layers, respectively. The NN has 
six inputs, corresponding to tank and seismic hazard features, and one output, representing the 
damage class. The output of the NN can be expressed as [27]:

y = g (f (w1 x + b1)) w2 + b2

where x is the input vector, w1 and w2 are the hidden and the output layers’ weights, b1 and 
b2 are the hidden and the output layers’ biases, f and g are the sigmoid and softmax activation 
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functions, respectively. The weights and biases are tuned based on the training dataset using a 
gradient backpropagation algorithm [27].

Figure 2: Neural Network configuration.

To tackle the unbalanced dataset issue (Figure 1 (b)), a cascade NN approach is proposed
as an alternative for seismic-induced damage prediction. Instead of a single NN, the cascade 
approach employs two consecutive NN algorithms to estimate the damage class experienced 
by a steel tank as a function of the input variables. The first NN is trained based on a binary 
classification of the data among class 0 (no damage) and class 1 (damage). Note that in the 
binary classification, all the damaged tanks are lumped in class 1, independently of the type of 
damage they experienced. A second NN classifies the type of damage among classes 1, 2, and 
3, eliminating the data in class 0, and thus, the source of unbalance. Both NN models have the 
same inputs (tank and seismic hazard features), but different outputs and number of training 
data. The proposed approach is schematically represented in Figure 3 (a).

(a)  (b)

Figure 3: (a) Cascade neural network representation; (b) data distribution among damage classes for the 1st and 
the 2nd NN models in the cascade approach. 
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It is worth noting that the cascade approach uses the dataset described in Section 2.1, 
where data were first rearranged in the binary classification damage/no damage. Then, for 
training the second NN, data belonging to class 0 were eliminated, leaving only observations 
lying in classes 1, 2, and 3. The distribution of the data among different damage classes is re-
ported in Figure 3 (b) for the two NN models. Furthermore, the architecture of the two NNs of
the cascade approach is the same as the one shown in Figure 2.

2.3 Performance Metrics
The effectiveness of both traditional NN and cascade NNs approaches at predicting the 

damage experienced by steel liquid storage tanks subjected to seismic hazard is assessed on a 
testing subset. Specifically, the tank dataset composed of n observations is divided into three 
subsets: training, validation, and testing. The training data (size ntr = 70% n) is used to train 
the NN models. The validation subset (size nval = 15% n) is employed to validate the models, 
while the testing subset (size nts = 15% n) is exploited to test the prediction capability of the 
NNs. The performance of the NNs at predicting the damage class in correspondence with the 
testing data is taken as an indication of the model’s performance on unseen data.

n ntr nval nts

Traditional NN 247 173 37 37

Cascade 1st NN 247 173 37 37
2nd NN 147 103 22 22

Table 2: Dataset sizes for the traditional NN and cascade NN models.

The performance of the NNs is evaluated using different metrics, including precision, re-
call, and accuracy. The precision can be defined as the percentage of damage cases correctly 
assigned by the NN. The recall represents the percentage of the true damage classes correctly 
predicted by the algorithm, also referred to as true positives. The accuracy is defined as the 
ratio between the number of correct predictions and the total number of observations. Preci-
sion and recall can be computed for each class, while accuracy is a global performance metric. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Neural Network 
The two-layer NN model described in Figure 2 was trained to predict the damage class ex-

perienced by the tanks between 0 (no damage), 1 (minor damage), 2 (severe damage), and 3 
(collapse) with the dataset described in Section 2.1 and reported in Figure 1(b). MATLAB 
Toolbox [28] was used to build, train, and test all the NN models developed in this study. The 
number of neurons k1 and k2 were selected iteratively to maximize the accuracy on the valida-
tion subset and set as k1= 40 and k2 = 3. The values of weights and biases obtained from the 
training process can be found in reference [29]. Note that the trained NN model can be em-
ployed to predict the damage level of steel tanks with characteristics lying in the ranges re-
ported in Table 1 only.

Precision, recall, and accuracy for training, validation, and testing datasets are reported in 
the confusion matrices in Figure 4. Each element of the confusion matrix Ci,j indicates the
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number of data known to be in class i and predicted in class j. The diagonal elements in green
are the damage classes correctly guessed by the NN model, while the off-diagonal elements in 
red are the categories predicted incorrectly. The confusion matrices also contain precision and
recall for each class, along with overall accuracy of the model.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: Confusion matrix for the traditional NN: (a) training, (b) validation, and (c) testing datasets. 

Results in Figure 4 indicate a relatively poor performance of the NN at predicting the dam-
age classes, with an average accuracy of 47.6% (accuracy averaged over training, validation, 
and testing datasets). Looking at recall and precision, it can be observed that the simplest class 
to predict is class 0, where the majority of the data is concentrated. The lowest values of pre-
cision and recall correspond to class 3, which corresponds to the class with the smallest num-
ber of observations available (Figure 1(b)). The poor performance of the NN can be attributed 
to the unbalance in the distribution of the data, which are severely skewed toward class 0. In 
particular, Figure 4 (a) shows that a very small number of data were used to train the NN in 
class 3, which might translate to poor accuracy of the model over both validation and testing
datasets, as demonstrated by Figure 4 (b) and (c). 

3.2 Cascade Neural Networks
In the cascade approach, two NN models were built and employed to classify the damage 

level of steel tanks, following the procedure summarized in Figure 3 (a). The first NN model
was trained to predict the binary damage classification 0 (no damage) and 1 (damage) based 
on the data distribution reported in Figure 3 (b). The second NN was trained to identify the 
damage level of the tank between class 1 (minor damage), class 2 (severe damage), and class 
3 (collapse). For both NN models, the number of neurons was selected iteratively as k1= 10
and k2 = 3, while weights and biases values can be found in reference [29]. Figure 5 illustrates 
the confusion matrices for the first NN, while Figure 6 reports the second NN results.

Results in Figures 5 and 6 show that both NN models yield similar performance, with an 
average accuracy of 73.4% for the first NN and 71% for the second model. For the first NN, 
the highest values of precision are reached in class 1, while the largest recall correspond to 
class 0 in training and validation datasets, and class 1 in the testing subset. On the other hand, 
results in Figure 6 show that class 1 seems to be the simplest class to predict with the second 
NN model, corresponding to relatively high values of precision and recall over training, vali-
dation, and testing datasets. 

A cross-comparison between the performance of the traditional and the cascade NN ap-
proaches demonstrate that the cascade NNs are 51.7% more accurate than the single NN. This 
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could be attributed to the more balanced distribution of the observations among different 
damage classes in the cascade approach. Overall, the performance of the models in terms of 
recall and precision varies with the damage class under consideration, with the highest values 
attained by the two cascade NN models. Based on the overall accuracy and the fair perfor-
mance at identifying different damage classes, the cascade NN approach is recommended as 
the method to use to estimate the damage level of steel storage tanks as a function of tank and 
seismic hazard characteristics.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: Confusion matrix for the 1st NN of the cascade approach: (a) training, (b) validation, and (c) testing 
datasets. 

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6: Confusion matrix for the 2nd NN of the cascade approach: (a) training, (b) validation, and (c) testing 
datasets. 

4 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an NN-based approach for damage prediction of aboveground, cylindrical,

steel liquid storage tanks was investigated. In the proposed method, data were derived from 
post-earthquake reconnaissance reports and surveys. Features representative of tank and seis-
mic hazard characteristics were extracted from the reconnaissance reports, along with a de-
scription of the corresponding damage modes. The different types of damage were initially 
classified into four classes, ranging from no damage to collapse. The limited number of re-
connaissance observations available in the literature yielded an unbalanced dataset, with the 
majority of the data skewed toward one class. First, a traditional two-layers NN was con-
structed to infer the unknown relationship between tank and seismic features (inputs of the 
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NN model), and corresponding damage class (output). Then, to tackle the unbalanced dataset 
challenge, a cascade NN approach was proposed, where two NN models were utilized to 
guess the damage class of the tanks. The first NN was trained based on a binary classification 
of the reconnaissance observations (i.e., damage, no damage). If the tank resulted in the dam-
age class from the first model, a second NN refined the damage guess between minor damage, 
severe damage, and collapse. The performance of traditional and cascade NN methods was 
assessed with different metrics, such as accuracy, precision, and recall.

Results demonstrated that the cascade NN approach led to a better performance than the 
conventional NN model, with an average accuracy of 73.4% for the first and 71% for the sec-
ond NN models. On the other hand, the traditional NN yielded a relatively poor performance, 
with an average accuracy of 47.6%. The values of recall and precision vary with the damage 
class under consideration. Overall, the two NNs in the cascade approach resulted in the largest 
values of both precision and recall compared to the traditional model. The enhanced perfor-
mance of the cascade NNs can be attributed to the more balanced distribution of the data rela-
tively to the traditional NN dataset. 

Overall, the paper showed that the cascade NN approach could be a viable alternative to 
traditional NN models, in particular when unbalanced datasets are available, such as for post-
disaster reconnaissance observations. Nevertheless, the accuracy of the cascade NN models 
could to be further improved by increasing the number of training data or using different data 
learning algorithms. Future investigations will entail exploring different machine learning al-
gorithms, applying other techniques to solve the issue of imbalanced data, and integrating the 
cascade NNs into a seismic risk assessment framework for steel liquid storage tanks. 
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Abstract

Building floor accelerations recorded during earthquakes represent valuable data which con-
tribute to the improved understanding of structural dynamic behavior and the state of the art 
and practice. After recording, all accelerations are considered to be “raw” (or unprocessed, 
uncorrected, unfiltered), and need to be processed before they can be used. In practice, the 
most common approach is to apply the conventional high- and low-pass filtering methods. 
However, some records cannot be corrected in such a manner and remain practically useless.
The problems which may occur when conventional filtering methods are applied are: (1) ina-
bility to distinguish frequencies of noise and signal, (2) change of noise characteristics in 
time, and (3) a need to estimate and pre-select the parameters of a chosen filter function. 
These issues can be avoided if wavelets are used for signal processing. In mathematical 
terms, wavelets are finite wave-like functions which are able to capture local changes, and 
are used to transform a signal into a representation which shows its properties in the time-
frequency domain. Such transformation is known as a wavelet transform. The continuous 
wavelet transform (CWT) was applied to recordings obtained from a 3-storey reinforced con-
crete building shake table test performed at the E-Defense facility in Kobe, Japan. It was 
demonstrated that the CWT represents a useful tool for the visual interpretation of the energy 
localization in the time-frequency domain, and that there is a large potential for the CWT ap-
plication in earthquake engineering.

Keywords: Wavelet, Transform, Acceleration, Noise, Filtering.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Accelerations recorded during earthquakes provide valuable data which can be utilized in 

various analyses to contribute to the expansion of knowledge and the improvement of the 
states of the art and practice. After they are recorded, all accelerations are considered to be 
“raw” (or unprocessed, uncorrected, unfiltered). So, in order to make them applicable, they 
need to be processed (i.e. “corrected”). In practice, the most common approach is to apply 
conventional high- and low-pass filtering methods. However, some records cannot be correct-
ed in such a manner, and they practically remain useless. 

An overview of the conventional filtering methods’ shortcomings can be found elsewhere 
[1] and will not be discussed here in detail. Nevertheless, the main problems which usually 
occur are: (1) an inability to distinguish frequencies of noise and signal, (2) the change of 
noise characteristics in time, and (3) a need to estimate and pre-select the parameters of the 
chosen filter function. These issues are avoided if wavelets are used for signal processing, and 
this fact was recognized by researchers and engineers [2, 3]. In mathematical terms, wavelets 
are wavelike functions that satisfy certain requirements, and they are used to transform a sig-
nal into a representation which shows the information of the signal in a more useful form. 
Such transformation is known as a wavelet transform, which is basically a convolution of the 
wavelet with the signal [4].

Analysis of a signal by using a wavelet transform starts with the selection of a single wave-
let, usually referred to as an “analyzing” or “mother wavelet”. Wavelets are manipulated by 
translation (i.e. movement along the time axis) and dilation (i.e. stretching or compressing), 
and they are used to decompose the signal into a series of basis functions of the finite length. 
Understanding the concepts of the scale-varying basis functions is key to understanding wave-
lets [5]. In a way, roughly speaking, the process can be seen as the “time-frequency” decom-
position of the signal, where “modes” represent individual parts of the signal. The essential 
difference between the wavelet transform and the well-known Fourier analysis is that the for-
mer can distinguish localized events at different times at the same frequency [6]. There is a 
wide selection of wavelets that can be used in practice, and they can roughly be divided into 
real and complex ones. The choice of wavelet depends on the signal properties and the pur-
pose of analysis. The most commonly used wavelets are Haar, Daubechies, Mexican Hat, 
Morlet, Meyer, Morse (some of these are shown in Fig. 1), and information about them is 
widely available in the literature.

Figure 1: Often used wavelets: (a) Daubechies of order 4, (b) Mexican hat, and (c) Morlet.

This paper provides an insight into the practicality and possible benefits of using wavelets
for raw acceleration processing. The paper is written from a practical point of view rather than 
in a mathematical manner, though the following two sections cover fundamental mathemati-
cal terms related to the continuous and discrete wavelet transforms. The benefits of the appli-
cation of wavelets in the processing of acceleration records will be highlighted to encourage 
their usage in engineering practice.
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2 CONTINUOUS WAVELET TRANSFORM
As previously noted, a function must fulfil certain criteria in order to be classified as a 

wavelet. These are: (1) its energy is finite, (2) it has a zero mean, and (3) the Fourier trans-
form must be both real and vanish for negative frequencies for complex wavelets [4]. If the 
mother wavelet is denoted as ψ(t), the continuous wavelet transform (CWT), T(a,b), is de-
fined as:

*=
1,T

t ba b f t dt
aa

(1)

where f(t) is a signal function, and a and b denote the dilation and translation parameters, 
respectively. Both parameters are real numbers, and a is always positive. It should be noted 
that the asterisk denotes that the complex conjugate of the wavelet is used, which needs to be 
taken into account only when complex wavelets are applied. The plot of T(a,b) against a and 
b is commonly referred to as “transform plot”.

Integration of the wavelet and signal product described by Eq. (1) represents a convolution. 
In the sense of its energy, the normalized wavelet function can be written as

,
1

a b
t bt

aa
(2)

and so Eq. (1) becomes

*
,=, a bT a b f t dt (3)

CWTs are operable at every scale, they are performed over a continuous range of a and b,
and the wavelet is shifted smoothly over a full domain of the considered signal. There are 
several advantages in applying the CWT. For example, the movement of wavelet along the 
signal enables identification of the “coherent structures” within the signal, whereas the Fouri-
er transform does not provide any information on the nature of the signal local features. Also, 
sudden discontinuities in the signal can be easily identified by the CWT. Furthermore, the se-
lection of ψ(t) can be such that the T(a,b) contains sufficient information for the reconstruc-
tion of the signal function f(t), and this is possible by using the inverse wavelet transform. 
However, it should be mentioned that in the inverse transform the original wavelet function is 
used, not the conjugate one. Thus, the integration over a range of a scales rather than all a
scales makes basic filtering of the original signal possible [4].

Under the assumption that the signal contains a finite energy, the signal’s total energy can 
be obtained by integrating its squared magnitude

2=E f t dt (4)

It is possible to determine the part of the energy corresponding to the particular scale a and 
location b as

2
=, ,E a b T a b (5)

Graphical representation of E(a,b) is called “scalogram”, and it provides a useful picture of 
the non-stationary process nature and energy distribution, which is shown in the application 
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example later in the paper. It should be noted that scalograms and transform plots have similar 
forms, which is a consequence of their definitions.

A known issue with the CWT analysis is the so called “edge” or “boundary” effect. It aris-
es from the fact that the signal data set is finite and that it usually needs to be analyzed as a 
whole. Practically speaking, wavelets extend beyond the signal edges, and the transform is 
disrupted. In transform plots and scalograms, the region that is potentially affected by the 
edge effect is called the “cone of influence”. Its extent is proportional to the wavelet width (i.e. 
it increases linearly with parameter a). However, since logarithmic scale is usually used for a,
the cone of influence becomes curved. The extension of the cone depends on the wavelet 
scale. Unfortunately, the precise way to determine the extent of cone at each scale does not 
exist, so it is rather a subjective decision. For instance, for Morse wavelets, which are used in 
the example in this paper, a useful proposal is available in the literature [7].

3 DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM
In order to present the basics of the discrete wavelet transform (DWT), firstly consider Eq. 

(2), a continuous signal f(t), and the discrete values of parameters a and b, which are linked to 
each other [4]. Thus, the discretization of the wavelet has the following form:

0 0
,

00

1 m

m n mm

t nb at
aa

(6)

where a0 is the selected dilation step larger than 1, b0 is the location parameter larger than 0, 
and m and n are integers that control the wavelet dilation and translation, respectively.

By considering Eq. (6), the wavelet transform of the signal f(t) becomes

, 0 0/2
0

=
1 m

m n mT a t nb f t dt
a

(7)

In the case of the DWT, the values of Tm,n are known as “wavelet coefficients”. In practice, 
the values of a0 and b0 are often chosen to amount to 2 and 1, respectively. These values lead 
to the so called “dyadic grid” arrangement, a simple and efficient discretization which leads to 
an orthonormal wavelet basis. By considering a0 = 2 and b0 = 1, Eq. (6) becomes

/2
, 2 2m m

m n t t n (8)

Moreover, it is common to select the discrete dyadic grid wavelets to be orthonormal (i.e. 
orthogonal to each other) and normalized so that they have unit energy. In other words, the 
product of each wavelet with all others in the same dyadic system is zero. This way, the in-
formation contained in each coefficient Tm,n is not repeated elsewhere, which provides the 
possibility to fully recover the original signal. If Eq. (8) is considered, the DWT can be ex-
pressed as

, ,=m n m nT t f t dt (9)

The considered signal can be reconstructed from the inverse DWT:

, ,m n m n
m n

Tf t t (10)
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Note that for the DWT described by Eq. (9) the transform integral is continuous over the 
discretized grid. Thus, the summation in Eq. (10) provides the return of the exact signal. It is 
important to note though that there is a difference between the DWT and the so called discre-
tized CWT, in which the discrete approximation of the transform integral is usually involved, 
in order to be able to perform its computation. Such computing of the CWT is quite robust, 
and in practice the fast Fourier transform is used instead.

Finally, the energy of the signal can be determined as

2 2
,= m n

m n

E Tf t dt (11)

4 EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION
In this section an example of application of the CWT is presented, and the application of 

the DWT may be found in the works of Pan and Kusunoki [2] and Kusunoki et al. [8], who 
used it to extract the predominant building response for structural health monitoring purposes. 
The signal that was analyzed is the absolute acceleration at the second floor of a 3-storey rein-
forced concrete frame building specimen recorded during shake table tests at the E-Defense 
facility in Kobe, conducted between the 3rd and 7th December 2019. The test was a part of the 
Tokyo Metropolitan Resilience Project, Subproject C, Theme 2 [9]. Some other recordings 
from the same building were previously subjected to the CWT by Yeow and Kusunoki [10].

The building properties and the description of ground motions used as input during the test 
are available in Yeow et al. [11]. For the analysis presented in this paper, the fourth applied 
motion was considered (denoted as 1.5–2 in [11]). During that input motion the structural re-
sponse was highly nonlinear. Raw absolute acceleration under consideration is shown in Fig. 
2. It was normalized with the respect to its absolute peak value, so it is dimensionless.

Figure 2: Normalized absolute acceleration recorded at the second floor of the considered building.

The CWT was applied to the recorded signal by using the cwt function which is integrated 
in the Wavelet Toolbox of MATLAB R2019b. The analytic Morse wavelet was adopted as 
the mother wavelet. The reconstruction of the signal was obtained by using the icwt function, 
which inverts the CWT coefficient matrix, by using the same predefined default parameters of 
the Morse wavelet as the cwt function. In order to perform filtering using the icwt function the 
frequency range of interest needs to be specified. This can be obtained using scalogram plots.

The scalogram obtained for the considered record is shown in Fig. 3. The dashed white line 
marks the cone of influence described earlier. Horizontal and vertical axes show time and fre-
quency in the logarithmic scale, respectively, and the wavelet transform magnitude scale is 
shown on the right. The interpretation of the scalogram presented in Fig. 3 is quite straight-
forward. The parts of it in which the magnitude is sizeable are either related to the response of
the structure, or to the noise and certain anomalies (e.g. a loose cable moving during shaking).
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In the considered case, the influence of the response in the fundamental mode is localized at 
approximately 1.5 Hz, whereas the influence of the second mode is obvious at 10 Hz. It can 
be seen that the scalogram can be used for the visualization of modes.

As noted above, in order to perform filtering, it is necessary to select the frequency range 
of interest. It is usually done intuitively, which may be seen as a limitation of the CWT ap-
proach. Herein, the frequency range of 0.2 to 12 Hz was chosen. In this way, the noise at fre-
quencies above 12 Hz was eliminated. A comparison of the raw and corrected accelerations,
normalized to their absolute peak values, is shown in Fig. 4. It is obvious that the spikes are 
eliminated, and that the original signal is successfully recovered.

Figure 3: Scalogram of the considered absolute acceleration record.

Figure 4: Comparison of the raw and corrected absolute accelerations in (a) the interval of 38 to 42 s, and (b) 
between 41 and 42 s.
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The corrected acceleration can be integrated in order to obtain velocity and displacement, 
but it usually needs to be baseline-corrected first. This known issue is beyond the scope of the 
paper, and more details can be found elsewhere [1]. Another issue is that wavelets have zero-
mean, meaning that the acceleration signal and its integrals (i.e. velocity and displacement) 
will always eventually return to zero. This poses an issue with obtaining residual defor-
mations, though such issues already exist when obtaining displacements from acceleration 
data using conventional means [12]. Alternatives such as using Kalman filters could be an op-
tion [13, 14], but this is outside the scope of this research and will not be elaborated upon fur-
ther here.

While not shown here, the DWT approach has been used in literature to extract out the 
predominant hysteretic response of buildings based on floor acceleration recordings. This is 
done by: (i) decomposing the acceleration recordings of each floor using the DWT, (ii) ob-
taining the relative floor acceleration and displacement response for each decomposition level, 
(iii) simplifying the multi-degree-of-freedom response into an equivalent single-degree-of-
freedom response for each decomposition level, (iv) using the equivalent response of each 
decomposition level to identify which should be eliminated, and (v) re-computing the equiva-
lent single-degree-of-freedom response using the remaining decomposition levels. Examples 
of the application are available in literature [2, 3, 8].

5 CONCLUSIONS
Wavelet transforms represent an alternative to the conventional high- and low-pass filter-

ing methods, with whose application it is sometimes not possible to correct the acceleration 
data recorded during earthquakes. Mathematical background of the continuous and discrete 
wavelet transforms was briefly provided, along with the example of application of the former 
on the acceleration recorded during the shake table test. Application of the continuous wavelet 
transform by using the available commercial software was demonstrated, along with interpre-
tation of the scalogram data and discussion on the pros and cons of the approach. Even though 
the use of wavelet transforms in earthquake engineering started only relatively recently, their 
large potential is already recognized.
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Abstract 

Earthquake loadings can cause significant principal stress rotation (PSR) in the sand bed.
Even the pure PSR (rotation of principal stress axis with constant principal stress magnitudes) 
can lead to the build-up of excess pore water pressures and accumulation of plastic strains, 
thus accelerating sand liquefaction in undrained conditions. This paper conducts the fully 
coupled finite element simulations of a centrifuge test to investigate the PSR effect under 
earthquake loadings. The PSR is considered by using a PSR model developed based on an 
elastoplastic sand model with kinematic hardening and bounding surface concepts. The nu-
merical predictions from the PSR model and base model are compared with the experimental 
results. The comparative study shows that the PSR model performs better than the base model 
at capturing the sand responses and liquefactions behaviors. The investigation also finds ob-
vious PSR in the sand bed and demonstrates the importance of considering the PSR effect un-
der earthquake loadings in undrained conditions. 

Keywords: Earthquake loading, Principal stress rotation, Elastoplastic model, Liquefaction, 
Finite element simulation 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Earthquake loadings can lead to quite complicated stress conditions in the soil bed, such as 

conditions with principal stress rotation (PSR). Early in 1983, Ishihara and Towhata found 
that the PSR at fixed principal stress magnitudes can also cause the build-up of excess pore 
water pressure, the reduction of effective confining pressure and the increase of plastic strain 
in undrained conditions, which could further accelerate sand liquefaction and lead to cata-
strophic failure of foundations [1]. Similar conclusion and the importance of considering the 
PSR were also proposed by other researchers [2-5]. Ignoring the PSR effect can lead to inac-
curate computations and unsafe designs. During last decades, numerous experimental and 
numerical attempts have been made to investigate the earthquake induced soil behaviors, such 
as VELACS (Verification of Liquefaction Analysis using Centrifuge Studies) [6], LEAP 
(Liquefaction Experiments and Analysis Projects) [7], etc. Although a number of numerical 
simulations have been conducted for these projects [7-10], there are few of them focusing on 
the PSR effect under earthquake loadings.  

Therefore, this paper aims to investigate the effect of PSR induced by earthquake loadings 
in the sand with a series of numerical studies using an elastoplastic constitutive model consid-
ering the PSR, which is improved based on a bounding surface model with the critical state 
theory. The model will be verified in the numerical simulations of geotechnical laboratory
tests and then implemented in the finite element simulations of the VELACS centrifuge mod-
el test. The numerical predictions from the original base model, the improved PSR model and 
the experimental results will be compared.

2 THE ORIGINAL BASE MODEL 
The bounding surface model proposed by Dafalias & Manzari [11] is chosen as the base 

model. This model adopts the critical state theory, the kinematic hardening rule and state pa-
rameter to represent sand with different initial states. To better illustrate and focus on the PSR 
effect, the fabric change effect in their original work is not considered in this paper. The basic 
model formulations are briefly introduced as follows. 

The yield surface of the model is given as: 

f = [(s - pα) : (s - pα)]1/2 - pm = 0 (1) 

where s and α are the deviatoric stress and back-stress ratio tensor, respectively. p is the 
confining pressure and m represents the radius of yield surface. The normal to the yield sur-
face is given as: 

 l = = n -  (n:r) I (2) 

where n is defined as the normal to the yield surface on the deviatoric plane. r equals to s/p
and I is the isotropic tensor. The elastic volumetric strain increment  and elastic deviatoric 
strain increment are given as: 

= dp / K (3) 
= ds / 2G (4) 

The plastic strain increment is given as: 

 = <L> R;    L =  ( ) : dσ;   R = n + D I  (5) 

where L is loading index and R represents the direction of . The plastic modulus Kp and 
the dilatancy ratio D are given as: 
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where b and d are distances between the back-stress ratio and bounding surface and 
dilatancy surface back-stress ratio, respectively. αin represents the value of α at the very be-
ginning of each loading stage and requires update when the negative denominator occurs. h0, 
ch and Ad are model parameters.  

3 THE MODIFIED PSR MODEL 
In the PSR model, the plastic strain increment is split into two parts—the monotonic strain 

increment ddddd and the PSR strain increment ddddd . The model formulations are briefly intro-
duced here and details can be found in Yang and Yu [12]. The subscript m and r represent 
monotonic and PSR loading hereinafter. The plastic strain increment is defined as: 

ddddddddddddddd = <Lm> Rm = ((( ddddddddddddddddd ) R  (8) 

ddddddddddddddd = <Lr> Rr = ( ddddddddddddddd ) Rr  (9) 

Rr represents the direction of PSR strain increment and is given as: 

Rr = n + Dr I;   Dr = Ar (1- α/αb
θ) α  (10) 

where Dr is the PSR dilatancy ratio and Ar is model parameter for the PSR effect on 
dilatancy. The PSR plastic modulus Kpr is given as: 
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where h0r and ξr are new model parameters for the PSR effect. The final relationship be-
tween the stress and strain increments can be derived as: 

dσ = Eep dε  (12) 
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where E is the elastic stiffness and Nr is defined to project the total stress increment to the 
PSR direction. It can be seen that the modified PSR model obtained a stiffness tensor inde-
pendent of stress increments and the linear relationship between the stress and strain incre-
ments, thus facilitating its finite element applications in boundary value problems.  
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4 MODEL CALIBRATION AND SIMULATIONS OF LABORATORY TESTS 
The sand used in the VELACS centrifuge model test chosen to be simulated is Nevada 

sand. Its specific gravity is 2.67 and has maximum and minimum void ratios of 0.887 and 
0.511, respectively. Therefore, a series of undrained triaxial tests (N50U1, N60U1002, 
N60U2501) and rotational shear tests using Nevada sand from Chen and Kutter [13] are 
adopted to calibrate the model parameters and verify the model. Some typical results are pre-
sented in Figure 1 & 2 and model parameters calibrated are listed in Table 1. The first 13 pa-
rameters are calibrated using the method proposed by Dafalias and Manzari [11, 14]. The PSR 
parameters h0r and ξr are calibrated by the shear stress-strain relationships in undrained rota-
tional shear tests while Ar is determined from the volumetric responses.  

Constant Parameters Value
Base model Elasticity G0 150

v 0.25
Critical state M 1.45

c 0.712
c 0.005

e0 0.807
0.5

Yield surface m 0.05
Plastic modulus h0 5.5

ch 0.968
nb 0.55

Dilatency A0 0.6
nd 3.5

Modified model Plastic modulus h0r 0.9
r 1.1

Dilatancy Ar 0.5
Table 1: Model parameters of Nevada sand used in the numerical simulation. 

Figure 1 presents the numerical predicted results along with the experimental results of un-
drained triaxial tests. The numerical simulations have successfully reproduced the sand re-
sponses under undrained monotonic loadings, including the contractive-dilative phase 
transformation, the peak stress ratio q/p’ around 1.45 and the increase of axial strains with 
deviatoric stresses. It should be noted that there is no difference between the predicted results 
from the base model and modified PSR model because the direction of principal stresses does 
not change in the monotonic triaxial tests. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 1: Predicted results and experimental results of stress-strain behaviors for undrained triaxial tests. 

Figure 2 shows the numerical predicted results of the undrained rotational shear test from 
the base model and the modified model, as well as the experimental results. In Figure 2a, the 
effective confining pressure p’ in the predicted results from the modified model reduced to the 
lowest value of 50 kPa, which agrees well with the experimental results. However, in the pre-
dicted results from the base model, both the reduction of p’ and accumulation of deviatoric 
stain were underestimated. In the shear stress-strain behaviors in Figure 2b, the modified 
model has reproduced the accumulation of shear strain and dramatic shear stain increase in 
the last few cycles, which indicates the occurrence of liquefaction and agrees well with the 
experimental results. However, the base model still underestimates the shear strain accumula-
tion because it is not able consider the PSR effect, which is important in cyclic loading condi-
tions such as in the rotational shear test. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 2: Predicted results and experimental results of stress-strain behaviors for undrained rotational shear test. 

5 FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 

5.1 Problem definition 
Model No.3 in VELACS centrifuge testing project is chosen to investigate the PSR effect 

and verify the modified model in boundary value conditions under earthquake loadings. The 
centrifuge model contains a 220 mm deep laminar box deposited with saturated sand, which is 
further horizontally divided into two layers with the relative density of 40% and 70%, respec-
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tively (Figure 3). The soil sample is measured with 7 accelerometers, 10 pore water pressure 
transducers and 6 displacement LVDT transducers. Horizontal base shaking is then applied to 
the laminar box. 

The numerical simulation is conducted using a fully coupled finite element computer code,
which adopts the Hilber-Hughes-Taylor α time integration method and a predictor-multi-
corrector algorithm to achieve quadratic accuracy [15]. The model scale gravitational acceler-
ation of 50 g is used in the simulation and 30 seconds is considered in total, as the liquefac-
tion occurs at the majority of the sand bed after 30 seconds. 

Figure 3: The front view configuration and the location of measuring instruments for the centrifuge model test. 

5.2 Predicted results and comparison with the experimental data 
The time histories of excess pore water pressure at typical locations are shown in Figure 4. 

Generally, the predicted results from the modified model have reached nearly the same peak 
value as the experimental data and agree well with the experimental results. In contrast, the 
base model has significantly underestimated the build-up of excess pore water pressures. For 
example, the peak value of excess pore water pressure from the base model only reached 27 
kPa in location P3, which is 15 kPa lower than the experimental data. The stress path in the 
p’-q space at a typical location is presented in Figure 5. It is obvious that the modified model 
has brought the soil to liquefaction and captured the critical features such as the zero p’ and 
the butterfly shape stress path in the liquefaction state while the base model only achieved the 
lowest p’ value of 5 kPa and does not reach the liquefaction state. Figure 6 shows the predict-
ed results of the displacement along with the experimental results in typical locations of L1 
and L2. It can be seen that there are again significant differences between the predicted results 
from the two models. The modified model has reproduced the increase of displacement after 
the base shaking started and generally agrees with the experimental data, although slight 
overestimation can be observed at location L2 in the last few seconds. However, the maxi-
mum displacements in predicted results from the base model are 0.51 mm at location L1 and 
1.52 mm at location L2, respectively, which is far from the experimental data. This is because 
the base model has failed in reproducing the PSR effect and liquefaction behaviors. The com-
parative study above has demonstrated that it is important to consider the PSR effect as ignor-
ing it can cause the underestimation of the build-up of excess pore water pressure, the 
decrease of effective confining pressure and the increase of displacement, thus leading to in-
accurate computations and unsafe designs. 
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Figure 4: Predicted results and experimental results of the excess pore water pressure build-up in location P1, P3 
and P7. 

(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 5: Predicted stress paths in location P7. 

(a) Location L1
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(b) Location L2

Figure 6: Predicted results and experimental results of the lateral displacement increase in location L1 and L2. 

6 CONCLUSION 
This paper presents the numerical investigation of the principal stress rotation under earth-

quake loadings using an elastoplastic sand model considering the PSR effect, which is im-
proved from a bounding surface model with the critical state theory. The modified model is 
verified by a series of triaxial and rotational shear tests and then implement in the numerical 
simulation of a centrifuge model test under earthquake loadings involving the PSR. The pre-
dicted results from the base model and the modified model as well as the experimental results 
are presented and compared. The analysis shows that the base model can reproduce sand re-
sponses under monotonic loading conditions without the PSR but in most cases underesti-
mates the build-up of excess pore water pressure, the decrease of effective confining pressure, 
the increase of displacement and fails to predict the liquefaction under loading conditions in-
volving the PSR, which may lead to unsafe designs. In contrast, the modified PSR model pro-
vides much more accurate predictions than the base model as its predictions generally agree 
well with the experimental results and capture most of critical features of sand behaviors un-
der the PSR. The comparative investigation demonstrates that it is important to consider the 
PSR effect in the simulation of geotechnical boundary value problems under earthquake load-
ings. 
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Abstract. This work investigates the performance of the enhanced beam Finite Element (FE)
formulations proposed in [20] for the dynamic response of frame structures subjected to shear
and torsional actions. These formulations introduce enriched kinematic descriptions to describe
the out-of-plane deformations of beam cross-sections, in addition to the standard in-plane rigid
modes. First model is based on the Vlasov’s theory, enriched to include shear induced warp-
ing, and is developed according to a displacement-based approach. To this end, additional
degrees of freedom (DOFs) are introduced at the two element end nodes and are used to inter-
polate warping along the element axis, so that the influence of warping restraints at the element
boundaries are properly accounted for. Second model is based on the Benscoter’s warping the-
ory, also enriched to include shear warping, and is developed according to a mixed formulation
free from shear-locking. Third model is the extension of second formulation and considers a
general and accurate warping description. Indeed, a variable number of additional DOFs is
introduced over the element cross-section and the warping displacement field is interpolated at
two levels, along the beam axis and over the cross-section plane.

Numerical analyses are presented to assess the performances of the three models in de-
scribing the seismic response of frame structures, when shear/torsional actions dominate the
structural behavior. Results are compared with the solutions obtained from standard beam and
more involving shell and brick FE models.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Simulation of the mechanical behavior of large scale structures is a challenging task, al-

though significant advances in computer technology were made during the last decades and in-

creasingly accurate computational models were proposed. In particular, civil engineering struc-

tures subjected to seismic actions deserve special efforts, as the dynamic response to ground

motions is strongly influenced by the material complex nonlinear behavior and multi-axial stress

interaction. Many works have focused on the effects of in-plane and out-of plane cross-section

deformation modes due to shear and torsional actions and, by employing enhanced beam mod-

els, they have proved that these phenomena can significantly reduce the element stiffness, influ-

encing the natural frequencies of the structure [1] and producing local and global buckling under

both static [2, 3, 4] and dynamic loading conditions [5]. Despite their considerable accuracy,

full generalization of these models and their introduction in numerical codes for the analysis

of large scale structures is hard to accomplish. Hence, more demanding two-dimensional (2D)

plate/shell or three-dimensional (3D) Finite Element (FE) approaches are often used, although

their lower efficiency and high computational cost. The adoption of beam FEs is to now the

most convenient choice for the analysis of large scale framed structures. However, standard

models are often based on classical rigid cross-section assumption and fail in correctly repro-

ducing the structural response, even more when thin-walled members subjected to shear and

torsion are considered.

Starting from the first proposals by Vlasov [6] and Benscoter [7], several enhanced beam

theories and numerical models were presented [8, 9, 10, 11]. An extensive review of the first

proposals is reported in [12], while more sophisticated formulations were recently developed,

to include also effects due to shear forces, e.g. [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. However, only in

few cases these models were focused on the analysis of large structures under dynamic loading

conditions, e.g [19].

This work explores the application to dynamic field of the 3D beam FE formulations pre-

sented in [20] and originally developed for the static analysis of frame structures subjected to

shear and torsional actions. Enriched kinematic descriptions are considered to include out-of-

plane deformations of beam cross-sections, in addition to the classical in-plane rigid modes.

Hence, warping effects related to both torsion and shear are accounted for.

First model is based on an extended Vlasov’s theory that includes both torsional and shear

warping and relies on an enriched displacement-based approach that prevents shear-locking

[21]. The out-of-plane cross-section displacement field is assumed as the linear combination

of three warping functions, a priori defined over the element cross-section, and the generalized

cross-section torsional curvature and shear strains. By introducing additional degrees of free-

dom (DOFs) at the element end nodes, these generalized strains are interpolated along the axis

as parabolic and linear functions, respectively. The model is referred to as Enhanced Vlasov

Displacement-based Element (EVDE).

Second model is based on Benscoter’s warping theory, also enriched to include both torsional

and shear warping. As opposed to the first model, warping variables defined along the axis

are assumed as independent kinematic quantities from cross-section strains. Hence, a mixed

approach is followed, where the warping displacement field is interpolated along the element,

together with the generalized cross-section stresses. The model is referred to as Simplified

Warping Mixed Element (SWME).

Third model is the general extension of the above latter formulation. Indeed, in addition to

the warping displacement interpolation along the element axis, this considers a 2D interpolation
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over the cross-section plane, thus allowing for higher order descriptions of the out-of-plane

deformations and full coupling of all stress components. The model is referred to as Enhanced

Warping Mixed Element (EWME).

Main details of the adopted beam FE models are reviewed, discussing their extension to

dynamic field. For EVDE and EWME, detailed derivation of the element governing equations

under dynamic effects is reported in [22] and [23], respectively, and is briefly recalled here.

More focus is dedicated to the dynamic extension of SWME, which is presented as a simplified

case of that proposed for the EWME.

Numerical analyses on a steel L frame and a reinforced concrete (RC) shear wall are pre-

sented to assess the performances of the three models in describing the seismic response of

the structures, when shear/torsional actions dominate the structural behavior. Elasto-plastic

and plastic-damage nonlinear material behavior is considered. Results are compared with the

solutions obtained from standard beam and more involving shell and brick FE models.

2 BEAM FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATIONS

The adopted model formulations are described referring to a straight beam with the local

intrinsic reference system (x, y, z) , being x the axis parallel to the section centroid locus and y
and z two general orthogonal axes lying on the cross-section plane. The element length and the

2D domain of the cross-section are indicated as L and A(x), respectively.

Under the assumption of small displacements and strains, all models introduce the descrip-

tion of the out-of-plane deformations partially removing the classical hypothesis of rigid cross-

sections. Hence, displacements um(x, y, z) of the generic point m are defined as the sum of

cross-section rigid body motions, ur(x, y, z), and warping displacements, uw(x, y, z), i.e.:

um(x, y, z) = ur(x, y, z) + uw(x, y, z) =

⎧⎨⎩
ur(x, y, z)
vr(x, y, z)
wr(x, y, z)

⎫⎬⎭+

⎧⎨⎩
uw(x, y, z)

0
0

⎫⎬⎭ (1)

Accordingly, three non-zero strain components are introduced, that is the axial elongation

εxx(x, y, z) and the two transverse shear strains, γxy(x, y, z) and γxz(x, y, z). These are col-

lected in vector εm(x, y, z) and are work-conjugate to the axial, σxx(x, y, z), and shear stresses

in the cross-section plane, τxy(x, y, z) and τxz(x, y, z), collected in vector σm(x, y, z).
Based on the above assumptions, three enriched beam FE formulations are derived. These

are presented in detail in [20] and are summarized in the following, focusing the attention on the

warping description hypotheses and the derivation of the element governing equations including

inertia effects.

2.1 Enhanced Vlasov Displacement-based Element (EVDE)

The EVDE formulation considers nine DOFs at each of the two end nodes, i and j, of

the element, being these the six standard translations and rotations, collected in vectors ui/j

and θi/j , respectively, and three additional DOFs used to describe cross-section warping, i.e.

the end cross-section torsional curvature, χxi/j , and shear strains, γyi/j and γzi/j , collected in

vectors ηi =
{
χx i γy i γz i

}T
and ηj =

{
χx j γy j γz j

}T
(Figure 1). Hence, the nodal

displacement vector is written as:

û =
{
uT ηT

}T
=
{
uT
i θT

i uT
j θT

j ηT
i ηT

j

}T
(2)

vectors uT and ηT collecting the standard and warping DOFs, respectively.
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Figure 1: Standard (black) and warping (blue) nodal DOFs for the EVDE

A reference basic configuration is introduced to remove the element rigid body motions and

only twelve basic displacements are used to define the element behavior. These are listed in

vector v̂, that results as:

v̂ =
{
uj θzi θzj θxj θyi θyj χxi γyi γzi χxj γyj γzj

}T
= âv û (3)

being âv the kinematic operator that removes the rigid body motions [20].

To avoid shear locking issues, generalized cross-section displacement interpolation is per-

formed by assuming the two cross-section shear strain fields, γy(x) and γz(x), as independent

quantities, instead of the bending rotations, θy(x) and θz(x) [21]. Thus, cross-section kinematic

vector results as:

ûs(x) =
{
u(x) v(x) θx(x) w(x) γy(x) γz(x)

}T
(4)

being u(x), v(x) and w(x) the rigid traslations and θx(x) the rigid torsional rotation. The nodal

DOFs introduced permit to express the displacement fields u(x), γy(x) and γz(x) as linear

functions along the element axis, and v(x), w(x) and θx(x) as cubic polynomials. The relations

between ûs(x) and v̂ is written in compact form as:

ûs(x) = N̂(x) v̂ (5)

where N̂(x) is the element shape function matrix containing the polynomial interpolations for

the displacement and shear strain fields [20].

By enforcing the cross-section compatibility conditions, the generalized cross-section strain

vector, ê(x) = D(x) ûs(x), is introduced, being D(x) the compatibility differential operator.

Vector ê(x) collects the axial strain, εG(x), flexural curvatures, χz(x) and χy(x), torsional

curvature, χx(x), shear strains, γy(x) and γz(x), and additional warping strains, ζx(x) = χ′
x(x),

ζy(x) = γ′
y(x), ζz(x) = γ′

z(x), related to warping, i.e.:

ê(x) =
{
εG(x) χz(x) γy(x) χx(x) χy(x) γz(x) ζx(x) ζy(x) ζz(x)

}T
(6)

where the apex denotes the derivative with respect to x. Hence, the following relationship holds

between the generalized cross-section strains and the nodal basic displacement vector:

ê(x) = D̂(x) N̂(x) v̂ = â(x) v̂ (7)

where â(x) = D̂(x) N̂(x) is the cross-section strain compatibility matrix.

According to Vlasov’s warping description [6], strain fields γy(x), γz(x) and χx(x) are used

to describe cross-section out-of-plane displacements. Indeed, displacement field uw(x, y, z) is

defined as the linear combination of assigned 2D warping functions, defined over the cross-

section area and collected in vector Mη(y, z) =
{
Mη x(y, z) Mη y(y, z) Mη z(y, z)

}
. These
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are associated to torsion and shear along y- and z-directions, respectively, and, thus, are com-

bined by means of the corresponding strain fields, assumed as warping parameters, ηs(x) ={
χx(x) γy(x) γz(x)

}T
, i.e.:

uw(x, y, z) = Mη(y, z)ηs(x) (8)

The warping functions Mη x(y, z), Mη y(y, z) and Mη z(y, z) are determined according to the

numerical procedure described in [20], which ensures the orthogonality conditions between

rigid and warping displacements, as required by Equation (1). Examples of warping functions

are depicted in Figure 2 for a S-shaped cross-section.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Warping functions for a S-shaped cross-section related to (a) torsion, Mη x(y, z), (b) shear along y-axis,

Mη y(y, z), and (c) shear along z-axis, Mη z(y, z)

Accounting for the warping description in Equation (8), material strains are determined as:

εm(x, y, z) = α̂(y, z) ê(x) (9)

where α̂(y, z) is the cross-section compatibility operator. By enforcing the virtual work princi-

ple, the generalized section stresses, ŝ(x), are defined as:

ŝ(x) =

∫
A(x)

α̂T
(y, z)σm(x, y, z) dA (10)

with:

ŝ(x) =
{
N(x) Mz(x) T p

y (x) Mp
x(x) My(x) T p

z (x) Bx(x) By(x) Bz(x)
}T

(11)

being N(x) the axial stress, Mz(x) and My(x) the bending moments and Bx(x), By(x) and

Bz(x) the bi-moments, work-conjugate to ζx(x), ζy(x), ζz(x) [6, 13], i.e.:

Bk(x) =

∫
A(x)

Mη k(y, z) σxx(x, y, z) dA , with k = x, y, z (12)

Quantities Mp
x(x), T

p
y (x) and T p

z (x) are the primary torsional moment and shear stresses, each

resulting as the sum of the corresponding standard stress, Mx(x), Ty(x) or Tz(x), and bi-shear,

M s
x(x), T

s
y (x) or T s

z (x).
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2.1.1 Derivation of the element governing equations

According to the displacement-based formulations [24], element equilibrium equations are

derived from the stationarity of a Lagrangian functional, L [um(x, y, z), u̇m(x, y, z)], function

of the displacements, um(x, y, z), and velocities, u̇m(x, y, z), and expressed as the difference

of the element kinetic, T [u̇m(x, y, z)], and potential energy, Π [um(x, y, z)], that is:

L [um(x, y, z), u̇m(x, y, z)] = T [u̇m(x, y, z)]− Π [um(x, y, z)] (13)

Kinetic energy is expressed first in terms of cross-section velocities, ˙̂us(x), and then in terms

of nodal velocities, ˙̂u, as reported in details in [22]. Hence, it finally results as:

T
(
˙̂u
)
=

1

2
˙̂uT (mr +mw) ˙̂u =

1

2
˙̂uT m ˙̂u (14)

where mr and mw are the element rigid and warping mass matrices related to the inertia effects

due to ur(x, y, z) and uw(x, y, z), respectively, while m = mr + mw is the total element

consistent mass matrix.

Similarly, potential energy is expressed first in terms of cross-section quantities, ê(x) and

ŝ(x), and then in terms of nodal quantities, û and p̂, this latter collecting in vector p the standard

forces and couples, pi/j and mi/j , work-conjugate to ui/j and θi/j , and in vector β the additional

generalized forces, βi and βj , work-conjugate to the warping DOFs, ηi and ηj , that is:

p̂ =
{
pT βT

}T
=
{
pT
i mT

i pT
j mT

j βT
i βT

j

}T
(15)

Hence, it results:

Π(û) = ûT

{
âT
v

[∫
L

âT (x) ŝ(x) dx−
∫
L

N̂T (x) q̂s(x) dx

]
− p̂+ p̂rq

}
(16)

where p̂rq is the vector collecting the basic reaction forces due to distributed loads, q̂s(x).
Under static loading conditions, the element equilibrium equations state that the term in brackets

must equal the basic nodal force vector, q̂, work-conjugate to v̂ [20]. Hence, by considering

Equations (14) and (16), expression of L in terms of nodal quantities is obtained as:

L
(
˙̂u, û
)
=

1

2
˙̂uT m ˙̂u− ûT

(
âT
v q̂− p̂+ p̂rq

)
(17)

and the element governing equations are derived by enforcing its stationarity as:

d

dt

∂L
(
˙̂u, û
)

∂ ˙̂u
−

∂L
(
˙̂u, û
)

∂û
=

d

dt

∂T
(
˙̂u
)

∂ ˙̂u
+

∂Π(û)

∂û
= 0 (18)

which gives the element equilibrium equations in the form:

m ¨̂u+ âT
v q̂+ p̂rq = p̂ (19)

Linearization of Equation (19) results as:

mΔ¨̂u+ âT
v Δq̂ = mΔ¨̂u+ âT

v k̂v Δv̂ = mΔ¨̂u+ âT
v k̂v âv︸ ︷︷ ︸
k̂

Δû = Δp̂ (20)

where Δ indicates the quantity increment and k̂ is the element tangent stiffness matrix, being:

k̂v =
∂q̂

∂v̂
=

∫
L

âT (x)
∂ŝ(x)

∂ê(x)

∂ê(x)

∂v̂
dx =

∫
L

âT (x)
∂ŝ(x)

∂ê(x)
â(x) dx (21)
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2.2 Simplified Warping Mixed Element

The SWME formulation considers an arbitrary number of nodes, nw, located along the ele-

ment axis (Figure 3), always including end nodes, i and j. At each node, three DOFs are added

Figure 3: Standard (black) and warping (blue) nodal DOFs for the SWME model

and used to interpolate cross-section warping due to torsion and shear. These are collected in

vector ηn =
{
ηxn ηy n ηz n

}T
, where subscript n = 1, . . . , nw indicates the node number.

Hence, the nodal displacement vector is written as:

û =
{
uT ηT

}T
=
{
uT
i θT

i uT
j θT

j ηT
1 ηT

2 . . . ηT
nw

}T
(22)

The element rigid body motions are removed from the standard DOFs, u, and vector v,

collecting the standard basic nodal displacements, is obtained as follows:

v =
{
uj θzi θzj θxj θyi θyj

}T
= av u (23)

being av the standard element compatibility matrix [18]. The total basic deformation displace-

ment vector v̂ reads:

v̂ =
{
vT ηx 1 ηy 1 ηz 1 . . . ηxnw ηy nw ηz nw

}T
=
{
vT ηT

}T
(24)

The SWME model follows a mixed beam formulation [25] where standard generalized cross-

section stresses, s(x) =
{
N(x) Mz(x) Ty(x) Mx(x) My(x) Tz(x)

}T
, are interpolated

along the element axis, by enforcing the equilibrium conditions in strong form, i.e.:

s(x) = b(x)q+ sq(x) (25)

being q =
{
px j mz i mz j mx j my i my j

}T
the vector collecting the basic nodal forces

work-conjugate to v, b(x) the equilibrium matrix [23] and sq(x) the generalized section stress

vector due to distributed loads.

In addition, the warping displacement field uw(x, y, z) is interpolated. To this end, Ben-

scoter’s warping description is adopted [7], where, similarly to Equation (8), uw(x, y, z) is de-

fined as the linear combination of warping functions, Mη(y, z). However, independent warping

parameters, ηs(x) =
{
ηx(x) ηy(x) ηz(x)

}T
, are considered to describe warping variation

along x. Hence, by exploiting the additional warping DOFs, ηxn, ηy n and ηz n at the element

nodes, polynomial interpolation of fields ηx(x), ηy(x) and ηz(x), respectively, is introduced and

Equation (8) is written as:

uw(x, y, z) =
nw∑
n=1

Nn(x)Mη(y, z)ηn (26)

being Nn(x) the Lagrange polynomial shape function associated to node n.
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The material strains εm(x, y, z) are, thus, determined as:

εm(x, y, z) = α(y, z) e(x) + αζ(y, z) ζs(x) + αη(y, z)ηs(x) =

= α(y, z) e(x) +
nw∑
n=1

[
∂Nn(x)

∂x
αζ(y, z) +Nn(x)αη(y, z)

]
ηn (27)

where three contributions are distinguished, the first related to rigid cross-section displacements

and the others to warping. Vector e(x) collects the standard generalized cross-section strains

work-conjugate to s(x) and matrix α(y, z) is the compatibility operator, while vector ζs(x) ={
ζx(x) ζy(x) ζz(x)

}T
contains the strain quantities assumed as equal to the derivatives of the

warping parameters with respect to x (see also Equation (6)). Matrices αζ(y, z) and αη(y, z)
are compatibility operators related to the warping field with size 3× 3 [20].

The virtual work equivalence, enforced by alternatively assigning a virtual variation to the

three fields composing εm(x, y, z) [20], leads to the definition of standard, s(x), and warping,

bw(x) and tw(x), generalized cross-section stresses, that is:

s(x) =

∫
A(x)

αT (y, z)σm(x, y, z) dA (28)

bw(x) =

∫
A(x)

αζ(y, z)
T σm(x, y, z) dA, tw(x) =

∫
A(x)

αη(y, z)
T σm(x, y, z) dA (29)

The latter are work-conjugate to ζs(x) and ηs(x), respectively, and are equivalent to the bi-
moments and bi-shears introduced in the EVDE model.

2.2.1 Derivation of the element governing equations

The element governing equations are derived from the stationarity of an extended Lagrangian

functional, expressed as function of four independent fields, being these the material rigid dis-

placements, ur(x, y, z), total strains, εm(x, y, z), and stresses, σm(x, y, z), and warping dis-

placement, uw(x, y, z), i.e.:

L(ur, εm,σm, uw, u̇r, u̇w) = T (u̇r, u̇w)− Π(ur, εm,σm, uw) (30)

where dependency of the quantities from spatial coordinates x, y and z is omitted for brevity.

The kinetic energy is expressed first in terms of rigid cross-section velocities, u̇s(x), being

us(x) =
{
u(x) v(x) θx(x) w(x) θy(x) θz(x)

}T
, and then in terms of all nodal veloci-

ties, u̇ and η̇, following [23]. This is accomplished by accounting for Equation (26) and by

expressing the rigid cross-section displacements and velocities in terms of nodal DOFs as fol-

lows:

us(x) = Ns(x)u+Nw(x)η and u̇s(x) = Ns(x) u̇+Nw(x) η̇ (31)

where Ns(x) and Nw(x) are the shape function matrices relating us(x) to the standard and

warping nodal DOFs, u and η, respectively. These are derived by using the unit load method,

described in more detail in [23] for the EWME. Hence, the kinetic energy results as:

T (u̇, η̇) =
1

2
u̇T mrr u̇+ u̇T mrw η̇ + η̇T mwr u̇+

1

2
η̇T (mr

ww +mww) η̇ (32)
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where mrr, mrw, mwr and mr
ww are the element mass matrices associated to the generalized

rigid cross-section velocity u̇s(x) and are defined as:

mrr =

∫
L

NT
s (x)ms(x)Ns(x) dx , mrw =

∫
L

NT
s (x)ms(x)Nw(x) dx = mT

wr

mr
ww =

∫
L

NT
w(x)ms(x)Nw(x) dx (33)

being ms(x) the standard rigid cross-section mass matrix [23], while mww is the element mass

matrix associated to the warping velocity u̇w(x, y, z) and is defined as:

mww =

∫
L

⎡⎢⎣ N1(x)msw(x)N1(x) . . . N1(x)msw(x)Nnw(x)
...

. . .
...

Nnw(x)msw(x)N1(x) . . . Nnw(x)msw(x)Nnw(x)

⎤⎥⎦ dx (34)

being msw(x) the cross-section mass matrix associated to u̇w(x, y, z), that results as:

msw(x) =

∫
A(x)

ρ(x, y, z)MT
η (y, z)Mη(y, z) dA (35)

where ρ(x, y, z) indicates the material density.

Similarly, the potential energy is expressed first in terms of the standard cross-section quanti-

ties, us(x), e(x) and s(x), and warping displacements, uw(x, y, z), and then in terms of standard

cross-section strains and stresses, e(x) and s(x), and nodal DOFs, u and η. Hence, it results:

Π(u, e, s,η) =

∫
V

εTm[e, uw(η)]σm(εm) dV +

∫
L

sT {e[us(u,η)]− e} dx+

+ Πext[u,η,us(u,η)] (36)

where Πext[u,η,us(u,η)] is the external load potential.

By considering Equations (32) and (36), expression of L results as:

L (u, e, s,uw, u̇, η̇) =
1

2
u̇T mrr u̇+ u̇T mrw η̇ + η̇T mwr u̇+

1

2
η̇T (mr

ww +mww) η̇ +

+

∫
V

εTm[e, uw(η)]σm(εm) dV +

∫
L

sT {e[us(u,η)]− e} dx+Πext[u,η,us(u,η)] (37)

and four element governing equations are derived, by assuming u, e(x), s(x) and uw as inde-

pendent variables, that is by imposing the following four stationarity conditions:

d

dt

∂L (u, e, s,uw, u̇, η̇)
∂q̇h

− ∂L (u, e, s,uw, u̇, η̇)
∂qh

=
d

dt

∂T (u̇, η̇)
∂q̇h

+
∂Π(u, e, s,η)

∂qh
= 0 (38)

with qh ≡ u, e, s, η.

For qh ≡ e, s, the term related to the kinetic energy vanishes and the resulting equations are

those holding for static loading conditions, that is the nonlinear material constitutive law and

element compatibility enforced in weak form as:

σm(x, y, z) = σ̂m[εm(x, y, z)] (39)

v =

∫
L

bT (x)e(x) dx (40)
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By contrast, for qh ≡ u, η the dynamic equilibrium equations result, related to rigid and

warping motions, respectively, and written as:

mrr ü+ mrw üw + aT
v q− prq = p (41)

mwr ü+ (mr
ww +mww) üw +

∫
L

⎡⎣ ∂N1(x)
∂x

. . .
∂Nnw (x)

∂x

⎤⎦bw(x) dx+

∫
L

⎡⎣ N1(x)
. . .

Nnw(x)

⎤⎦ tw(x) dx = β (42)

where prq is the vector collecting the basic reaction forces due to distributed loads, written

considering only the twelve standard nodal components, while vectors p and β contain the

element nodal forces work-conjugate to u and η, respectively. These are arranged in the total

nodal force vector p̂, resulting as:

p̂ =
{
pT βT

}T
=
{
pT
i mT

i pT
j mT

j βT
1 βT

2 . . . βT
nw

}T
(43)

Linearization of Equations (41) and (42) is written in compact form as [23]:[
mrr mrw

mwr mr
ww +mww

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

m

{
Δü
Δη̈

}
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Δ¨̂u

+

[
krr krw

kwr kr
ww + kww

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

k

{
Δu
Δη

}
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Δû

=

{
Δp
Δβ

}
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Δp̂

(44)

and gives the definition of the total consistent element mass, m, and stiffness matrix, k. Simi-

larly to m, matrix k is composed by five contributions. First four, krr, krw, kwr and kr
ww are the

element stiffness matrices associated to the generalized rigid cross-section displacement us(x)
and are defined as:

krr = aT
v f−1 av, krw = aT

v f−1 bsw, kwr = bws f
−1 av, kr

ww = bws f
−1 bsw (45)

where f is the standard consistent element flexibility matrix [25] and bsw and bws are the ele-

ment warping compatibility and equilibrium matrices, respectively [18, 23]. While, kww is the

element stiffness matrix associated to warping.

2.3 Enhanced Warping Mixed Element

The EWME formulation is the enhanced version of the SWME model. Indeed, a richer

warping interpolation is performed in this case, by introducing an arbitrary number, mw, of

DOFs at each of the nw element nodes. These are located at uniformly distributed points over

the cross-section, as depicted in the examples of Figure 4. Hence, vector ηn collecting all DOFs,

uwnm, with m = 1, . . . ,mw, for node n, now reads as:

ηn =
{
uwn1 uwn2 . . . uwnmw

}T
(46)

while nodal displacement vector û is arranged as in Equation (22).

As opposed to the SWME, where warping profiles, Mη(y, z), over the cross-section are

assigned, for the EWME, warping interpolation involves all three spatial dimensions. Hence,

instead of Equation (26), this assumes:

uw(x, y, z) =
nw∑
n=1

Nn(x)

[
mw∑
m=1

Mm(y, z) uwnm

]
=

nw∑
n=1

Nn(x)Mη(y, z)ηn (47)
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Figure 4: Examples of EWME warping DOFs for typical cross-sections at element node n

where Mη(y, z) is now a row vector containing 2D Lagrange polynomials Mm(y, z) used to

interpolate uw(x, y, z) over the cross-section plane.

The material strains, εm(x, y, z), are expressed in a similar fashion to Equation (27), i.e.:

εm(x, y, z) = α(y, z) e(x) +
nw∑
n=1

[
∂Nn(x)

∂x
αζ(y, z) +Nn(x)αη(y, z)

]
ηn (48)

although matrices αζ(y, z) and αη(y, z) have, now, size 3 × mw and contain polynomials

Mm(y, z) and their derivatives with respects to y and z [20].

Generalized cross-section stresses playing the role of bi-moments and bi-shears, bw(x) and

tw(x), are derived as in Equation (29) and all other fundamental relationships and governing

equations are obtained through similar derivations performed for the SWME, that lead to formal

identical expressions. Complete details of the element formulation are described in [23].

3 NUMERICAL APPLICATIONS

To validate and compare the performances of the adopted beam formulations, two numerical

applications are considered. First application simulates the behavior of a steel L frame with

beam and column having symmetric cross-sections and subjected to a base earthquake excita-

tion. Second application reproduces the response of a RC U-shaped shear wall under similar

loading conditions.

3.1 Steel L frame with flange continuity

The behavior of the steel frame depicted in Figure 5 is analyzed. The specimen is composed

by a 4m long column and 3m long beam having same I-shaped cross-section geometry. Cross-

section orientation is such that flange continuity is obtained at the beam-column connection

joint (point C in the figure) and rigid and warping displacements are prevented at the ends

of the frame (points A and E). Transverse displacement along y direction of point C is also

restrained. Similar specimen was studied in [26, 27] under static loading conditions, while,

here, dynamic response to ground acceleration is investigated. To this end, in addition to the

mass of the frame, a lumped mass M = 7645 kg is considered, applied at mid-span of the beam

(point D) and representing the mass of a typical slab supported by the frame. A small vertical

eccentricity e is assumed between mass and centroidal axis of the beam, being equal to 0.05m,

that is half of the cross-section width.

Elasto-plastic material response is assumed. Thus, J2 plasticity model with linear kinematic

hardening is adopted, with Young’s modulus Es = 205000MPa, Poisson ratio νs = 0.3, yield-

ing stress σs
y = 150MPa and hardening modulus Hs

k = 0.01Es. Material density is assumed as

equal to ρ = 7850 kg/m3.
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Figure 5: Geometry of the steel L frame with flange continuity.

A uniform mesh made of 10 and 14 FEs for beam and column, respectively, is used to model

the frame. For the SWME and EWME, parabolic warping interpolation is assumed along the

element axis, i.e. nw = 3. Same order of interpolation is considered for torsional warping

in the EVDE, while shear warping is assumed as linear (Equations (5) and (8)). Over the

cross-section plane, EWME considers parabolic and cubic warping interpolation along web and

flanges, respectively, and linear interpolation across the membrature thickness, i.e. mw = 28,

on the basis of the findings reported in [10, 18, 23, 20]. Same interpolation order is used to

compute warping profile functions Mη(y, z), adopted in the EVDE and SWME.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 6: Steel L frame: deformed shape for mode (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3, (d) 4, (e) 5, (f) 6
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Fiber discretization is used to compute nonlinear cross-section response, that is to evaluate

cross-section resultant forces and stiffness. In this case, fibers are distributed according to the

Gauss-Legendre rule, as exact integration of the element torsional stiffness is required to obtain

the correct response of the frame. Fiber grid is arranged to have 6 fibers placed along web and

flanges and 3 across the membrature thickness.

Table 1: Elastic circular frequency ωi [rad/s] obtained for the L portal frame

Mode

FE type 1st Flex. 1st Tors. 2nd Flex. 3rd Flex. 2nd Tors. 4th Flex.

Shell 10.55 20.03 123.01 140.28 176.37 356.54
EWME 10.49 19.80 123.67 143.36 176.70 358.47
SWME 10.48 19.80 123.66 143.35 176.61 358.41
EVDE 10.49 19.87 123.68 143.37 176.28 358.54

Rigid section beam 10.48 9.07 123.64 143.33 84.70 358.27

Figure 7: Steel L frame: circular frequency errors obtained with beam models with respect to the shell solution

For all models, damping ratio is set equal to 2% and introduced through Rayleigh method

on the basis of the first two elastic frequencies of the frame [28]. These correspond to the first

in plane flexural and torsional natural modes, respectively, as depicted in Figures 6(a) and 6(b).

Indeed, Figure 6 shows the deformed shapes for the first 6 elastic modes obtained with a refer-

ence model made of 2268 4-node Discrete Kirchhoff Quadrilateral shell elements. The blue and

colored configurations indicate the undeformed and deformed shapes, respectively. The circu-

lar frequencies ωi are reported in Table 1 and are compared with the values obtained from the

adopted enhanced beam models and with a standard beam model assuming rigid cross-section.

For this latter, cross-section torsional inertia is computed according to the thin-walled beam the-

ory and results equal to J = κt Iρ, being Iρ the cross-section polar inertia and κt = 0.001153 the

correction coefficient. Figure 7 shows the solution differences in terms of percentage error for

ωi with respect to the reference results. As shown, all enhanced beam formulations give similar

results that perfectly agree with the shell solution. By contrast, the standard beam model pro-

vides incorrect frequency values for the torsional modes. Indeed, this model neglects warping

and, thus, warping restraints at the boundaries. Moreover, due to the particular orientation, the
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end cross-sections of beam and column that meet at the joint C undergo equal warping profile.

As a result, when beam twists, warping of the end cross-section at C produces warping in the

column, which twists as well (see, for instance, Figure 6(e)). As opposed to the standard model,

in the enhanced beam formulations, the additional nodal warping DOFs placed at the nodes per-

mit to correctly account for boundary restraints. Moreover, mesh connectivity ensures warping

continuity between column and beam and, thus, the correct warping transmission at the joint C.

The frame dynamic response is also investigated by applying to the frame the ground ac-

celeration history depicted in Figure 8(a), and considering both linear elastic and elasto-plastic

constitutive behavior. Peak ground acceleration results equal to 0.4167 g, where g indicates

the gravity acceleration. Figure 8(b) shows the resulting Fourier transform and, thus, indicates

the frequency content of the acceleration signal. In the same figure, the green dotted vertical

line indicates the value of the first torsional natural frequency of the frame. Ground accelera-

tion is assumed to act in the direction Y transverse to the frame plane. Newmark method [28]

is adopted for time integration of the structure global equilibrium equations, with coefficients

β = 0.25 and γ = 0.5 and time step set equal to 0.001 s.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Time [s]

-0.4

-0.2

0

0.2

0.4

a
[g

]

(a) (b)

Figure 8: Base excitation signal: ground acceleration (a) history and (b) Fourier transform

Although mass eccentricity, e, is small, the applied ground acceleration mainly induces tor-

sional deformation of the beam and, due to warping continuity, torsion is transmitted to the

column. By contrast, transverse flexural deformation are mainly limited to the beam, as ex-

pected, given the assumed boundary restraints. Figure 9 plots the time-evolution of (a) the

torsional rotation, θBx , of the column mid-height cross-section, (b) the torsional rotation, θDx ,

and (c) transverse displacement, vD, of the beam mid-span cross-section, respectively, under

the assumption of linear elastic material. Solid black curves represent the reference solutions

obtained with the shell FEs. Red, yellow and blue curves refer to those obtained with the

EWME, SWME and EVDE models, respectively. Finally, dotted dark gray curves indicate the

response obtained with the standard beam formulations. As observed in the modal decomposi-

tion analysis, standard beam model, not considering the boundary warping restraints, provides

a significantly more flexible response, as opposed to all enhanced models that perfectly agree

with the reference response. In addition, standard model does not account for warping trans-

mission at the joint and, thus, gives null rotations for the column (horizontal line at zero in

Figures 9(a), as opposed to the enhanced beam models that correctly capture the column tor-

sional deformation.
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Figure 9: Linear elastic response of the steel L frame: time history of (a) the torsional rotation of the column at

mid-height (point B), (b) torsional rotation and (c) transverse displacement of the beam at mid-span (point D)
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Figure 10: Nonlinear response of the steel L frame: time history of (a) the torsional rotation of the column at

mid-height (point B), (b) torsional rotation and (c) transverse displacement of the beam at mid-span (point D)
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Similar results are plotted in Figure 10 for elasto-plastic material response, showing that

all enhanced beam formulations correctly simulate the evolution of the plastic effects in the

material. Indeed, due to warping constraints, torsion of the members induces significant shear-

lag effects and, thus, when ground acceleration reaches the peak value, at almost 1.3 s, axial

stress exceeds material yield stress, at both ends and mid-height of the beam. Consequently,

plastic strains affect the remaining part of the time-history response. As opposed to the beam

model formulations accounting for warping, the standard beam model does not capture shear-

lag and shows yielding of the material caused by severe torsional shear stresses acting in the

cross-section plane.

Fourier transforms of the beam and column rotation histories, θBx and θDx , are plotted in

Figure 11, for (a-b) linear elastic and (c-d) nonlinear material response, respectively. These

confirm that main frequency content of the response is associated to torsional deformation mode

of the frame. First torsional frequency of the frame is indicated by the green dotted vertical lines.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 11: Steel L frame: Fourier transform of the torsional rotation of (a-c) the column mid-height (point B) and

(b-d) beam mid-span cross-section (point D), for (a-b) linear elastic and (c-d) nonlinear material response

3.2 RC U-shaped shear wall

To investigate the performances of the presented enhanced beam models describing the in-

teraction between warping and damaging mechanisms, the response of the RC U-shaped shear

wall in Figure 12 is analyzed under dynamic loadings. Same specimen was experimental tested
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(a) Specimen geometry (b) Wall cross-section

Figure 12: RC U-shaped shear wall: (a) specimen and (b) cross-section geometry (dimensions in cm)

by Pegon et al. [29] under cyclic transverse loads applied at the top slab, while ground ac-

celeration is considered, here, as base excitation, i.e. the same signal reported in Figure 8 but

scaled so that peak ground acceleration results equal to 0.8334 g. This is assumed to act in the

x direction, parallel to the wall web.

In addition to the weight of the top slab, the wall is vertically loaded by a constant compres-

sion force equal to 2000 kN. As a result, a lumped mass M = 203969 kg is applied at the top

of the wall (at z = 3.90m), representing the mass of the slab and that of the additional vertical

load. Concrete density is assumed as equal to ρ = 2548.42 kg/m3.

The wall is modeled as a vertical cantilever, where square slabs are assumed to fully prevent

warping deformations of the bottom and top cross-sections. A uniform mesh made of 4 FEs is

used. For the SWME and EWME, parabolic warping interpolation is assumed along the element

axis, i.e. nw = 3. Over the cross-section plane, EWME considers cubic warping interpolation

along web and flanges and linear interpolation across the membrature thickness, i.e. mw = 24.

Same interpolation order is used to compute warping profile functions Mη(y, z), adopted in the

EVDE and SWME.

A cross-section fiber discretization is defined so that 9 fibers are placed along web and flanges

and 3 across the membrature thickness, while concrete response is reproduced by adopting the

damage-plastic model proposed in [18]. Table 2 lists the material parameters, being σt and

σc the uniaxial plastic limit stress in tension and compression, respectively, Hk and Hi the

kinematic and isotropic hardening moduli, respectively, Y0t and Y0c the damage thresholds in

tension and compression, respectively, kt, at, kc, ac and β parameters governing the damage

evolution. Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio are assumed as equal to E = 28000MPa and

ν = 0.25, respectively. The Giuffrè-Menegotto-Pinto model [30] describes the behavior of the

steel reinforcing bars, with Es = 200 000MPa, σs
y = 540MPa and b = 1.0% being the Young’s

modulus, plastic yield strength and ratio between hardening and elastic stiffness, respectively.

The transition coefficient R from the elastic to the plastic state required in the model results

from the following parameters: R0 = 20, a1 = 18.5 and a2 = 0.15 and no isotropic hardening

is assumed.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 13: Linear elastic response of the RC U-shaped shear wall: time history of the transverse displacement

u, along x, of the top slab obtained with (a) EWME (red dotted curve), (b) SWME (green dotted curve) and (c)

EVDE (blue dotted curve), compared with the reference brick FE solution (black curves)
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Table 2: Material parameters for concrete model in RC U-shaped wall.

σt σc Hk Hi Y0t kt at Y0c kc ac β

3.3MPa 30MPa 0.8E 0.001E 6.7 10-5 2.0 10-5 0.8 4.0 10-4 2.8 10-3 0.8 0.5

Damping ratio is set equal to 2% and introduced through Rayleigh method [28] on the basis

of the first two elastic frequencies of the frame and Newmark method [28] is adopted for time

integration of the structure global equilibrium equations, with coefficients β = 0.25 and γ = 0.5
and time step set equal to 0.001 s.

Figure 13 shows the evolution of the transverse displacement u, along x, of the top slab, un-

der linear elastic material behavior, for (a) EWME model (red dotted curve), (b) SWME model

(green dotted curve) and (c) EVDE model (blue dotted curve). Each response is compared with

a reference solution (black curve) obtained with a FE model made by 24480 8-node bricks.

As opposed to the steel portal frame analyzed in Section 3.1, in this test, the asymmetric ge-

ometry of the wall cross-section induces significant coupling between shear/bending in the x-z
plane and torsional behavior. As a consequence, only the most sophisticated EWME model is

able to correctly capture the shear/torsional warping interaction and provide the same solution

as that obtained by the brick 3D model. The SWME provides a correct response only for the

first 2 s of the history, while it slightly overestimates the wall horizontal displacement for the

remaining part. Worse results are obtained with the EVDE, whose response also shows a signif-

icant overestimation of the maximum displacements occurring during oscillations. However, if

compared with the solution provided by a standard beam model assuming rigid cross-sections,

that obtained with the SWME results significantly more accurate, proving that this model can

be considered as a good compromise between more sophisticated, but onerous, formulations

and simpler, but less demanding, approaches. The standard beam solution is plotted in Fig-

ure 14 as gray dotted curve. For this model, shear areas in the x and y directions are set equal

to Ax
t = 0.4286A and Ay

t = 0.7142A, being A the cross-section area, while torsional inertia is

assumed as J = 0.05495 Iρ, being Iρ the cross-section polar inertia.

Figure 14: Linear elastic response of the RC U-shaped shear wall: time history of the transverse displacement

u, along x, of the top slab obtained with reference brick FE (black curve) and standard beam (gray dotted curve)

solutions
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Different trend is observed for nonlinear material behavior. Figure 15 shows the displace-

ment time histories along x of the top slab, obtained by considering the nonlinear response of

concrete and steel. Figure 15(a) compares the solution obtained with the EWME (red curve)

with the linear elastic response provided by the brick FE model (gray curve). When ground

acceleration reaches the peak value, at almost 1.3 s, the wall significantly damages at the base,

without collapsing. As a result, structural response with lower frequency content is observed

compared to the linear elastic behavior. As expected, higher peak displacements occur in the

first part of the history, around the peak acceleration, while lower amplitude oscillations are

shown in the remaining part.

(a)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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-0.03

-0.02

-0.01

0

0.01

0.02
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u
[m

]
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SWME
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(b)

Figure 15: Nonlinear response of the RC U-shaped shear wall: time history of the transverse displacement u, along

x, of the top slab obtained with (a) EWME (red curve) and (b) SWME (yellow dotted curve), EVDE (blue dashed

curve) and standard beam (gray dotted curve)

In this case, all beam formulations, including the standard model, are able to correctly reproduce

the wall response, as shown in Figure 15(b). This compares solutions obtained with the other

beam models (SWME as yellow dotted curve, EVDE as blue dashed curve and standard beam as

gray dotted curve) with the EWME results (red curve). Indeed, after damaging, wall behavior is
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mainly governed by the nonlinear hinge that forms at the base and, although shear contribution

is not negligible, warping effects become less important.

Fourier transforms of the displacement histories are plotted in Figures 16, using same curve

styles of Figure 15. Green dotted vertical line indicates the value of the first elastic natural

frequency of the wall involving shear/bending in the x direction, coupled with torsion.

Figure 16: RC U-shaped shear wall: Fourier transform of the transverse displacement histories of the top slab

This plot confirms that, for the nonlinear behavior, natural modes of the wall that are excited by

the seismic action are associated to lower frequencies, compared to the linear elastic response,

as damage reduces the stiffness of the structure.

The values of the first four elastic circular frequencies ωi obtained from all models are re-

ported in Table 3.

Table 3: Elastic circular frequency ωi [rad/s] obtained for the RC U-shaped shear wall

Mode

FE type 1st Flex.(y-z) 1st Flex.(x-z)/Tors. 1st Axial. 2nd Flex.(x-z)/Tors.

Brick 28.24 30.39 181.91 465.05
EWME 29.03 31.02 185.08 490.81
SWME 29.01 31.60 185.08 510.73
EVDE 29.18 32.61 185.08 542.53

Rigid section beam 28.86 35.32 185.08 205.75

4 CONCLUSIONS

• This paper presented three beam FE formulations for the analysis of frame structures

subjected to dynamic shear and torsional actions. These are derived by extending to

the dynamic analysis previously proposed enriched models, where kinematic descrip-

tion includes shear and torsional cross-section warping and, thus, coupling between ax-

ial/bending and shear/torsional stress components.

• More sophisticated EWME model considers a detailed two-level warping displacement

field interpolation. By contrast, SWME model considers pre-defined profile functions
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to describe warping variation over the cross-section and interpolates warping along the

element axis only, by means of independent quantities, according to Benscoter’s theory.

Similar assumptions are made in the EVDE model, but warping axis variation is directly

linked to torsional curvature and shear strains, according to Vlasov’s theory.

• Numerical analyses performed on the steel L frame showed that, when torsional effects

dominate the response, standard beam formulations based on rigid cross-section assump-

tion fail in reproducing the correct structural behavior. By contrast, all three enhanced

FEs result highly accurate and are preferable to higher order shell/brick FE models for

the analysis of large scale structures, due to the lower computational cost these require.

This is particularly true for the simplest model of the three, EVDE, which, however, gives

satisfactory results only for open symmetric cross-section geometries, as proven in [20].

For closed and/or un-symmetric profiles, SWME model is the best alternative of the set,

as this involves a lower number of additional nodal DOFs than EWME.

• Numerical analyses performed on the RC U-shaped shear wall confirm the findings ob-

served for the steel L frame. Linear elastic response predicted with EWME model per-

fectly matches that evaluated with the 3D brick FE model. Good approximation is also ob-

tained with the SWME model. Instead, major discrepancies are detected with the EDVE

formulation, as a consequence of the non-symmetric cross-section geometry. However,

tests also showed that nonlinear phenomena due to onset of damage can significantly

modify the structural response, making the warping effects less important. As a result,

correct structural response may be obtained also with simpler models and even standard

formulations.
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Earthquake-induced pounding among contiguous building structures with insufficient separa-
tion distance, common in highly populated areas, may generate large impact forces that can 
significantly modify the overall dynamic behavior of the intervenient buildings. Serious struc-
tural damage or global collapse is among the negative consequences of building pounding. 
Inelastic behavior is inherent in building structures subjected to moderate to severe seismic 
excitations. Hence, the consideration of the inelastic behavior of building structures in the 
occurrence of pounding is extremely important to obtain more realistic results in the study 
and modeling of these phenomena. To this end, a Matlab-Simulink model was developed to 
emulate the elastic and inelastic behavior of two lumped mass SDOF structural systems under 
an earthquake excitation, where pounding is likely to occur. Using a smooth hysteresis model 
different hysteresis cases will be considered in the inelastic behavior of the structural systems, 
namely, stiffness degradation, strength deterioration, and pinching effect, arising in cyclic 
behavior of materials that compose civil engineering structures. A non-linear viscoelastic im-
pact model will be used to assess the magnitude of pounding forces and their relation with the 
interpenetration depth. It was verified that the consideration of elastic behavior in buildings 
prone to pounding overestimates the magnitude and number of impacts that the structures ex-
perience, and underestimates structural displacements, especially in flexible structures.  
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Earthquake-induced structural pounding between buildings is an insurgent field of investiga-
tion since in metropolitan areas it is very common to construct buildings very close to each 
other leaving small gap distances in between or even no space at all, increasing the likelihood 
of structural collisions in an earthquake event. These impacts can provoke substantial struc-
tural damage or global collapse of building structures. The overall dynamic behavior is thus 
greatly affected by this phenomenon and so importance should be given in the study of the 
respective consequences. The most practical and simple approach is to model buildings as 
SDOF lumped mass models considering elastic behavior. However, it has been verified previ-
ously that neglecting inelastic behavior in these situations can lead to significant overestima-
tions of the magnitude and number of impacts between the adjacent structures and 
underestimations of the displacement responses, especially in flexible structures. In this sense, 
the influence of inelastic behavior in SDOF structural systems is carried out using a smooth 
hysteresis model, implemented in a Matlab-Simulink model, for different levels of hysteresis 
degradation phenomena under cyclic loading. This parametric study will enable a further un-
derstanding of the inelastic behavior of structures under pounding forces.   
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Abstract. Virtual sensing enables expansion and transformation of measured quantities from
physical sensors into new quantities at unmeasured locations. This allows for estimating the
strain and stress in unmeasured locations of a system by transforming the physical sensors
(input) into the desired strain and stress response (output). This transformation model can be
based on either knowledge of the systems, data from the system, or any combination of these.
In this paper, supervised learning and data-driven models are applied to strain estimation of
an offshore wind turbine through Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Training data are used
to establish the data-driven model that enables a versatile strain estimation that functions well
under different wind scenarios than the training data set.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Virtual sensing transforms measured data into other quantities and/or expands the data to

unmeasured locations through virtual sensors [1]. We can categorise stress/strain estimation

technique as a subcategory within virtual sensing that estimates the full-field stress/strain re-

sponse of a system [2]. The reader should note that there is unfortunately not a consensus or

common terminology in the field of virtual sensing and stress/strain estimation [2].

Stress/strain estimation started in the 1950s with models of analytical relationships between

response and strain [3]. In the 1990s, transformation matrices started to replace the analytical

relationships with Okubo and Yamaguchi [4] introducing a displacement-to-strain transforma-

tion matrix, which is based on data of both strain and displacement. Hjelm et al. [5] used

mode shapes to create a transformation matrix - called the modal expansion technique - that

enabled full-field strain estimation. The techniques of stress/strain estimation were expanded

to include adaptive filters as Papadimitriou et al. [6] introduced the Kalman filter to full-field

strain estimation in 2011. In 2016, Maes et al. [7] compared the different techniques of the

transformation matrix (modal expansion) and adaptive filters (Kalman filter and the joint input-

state estimation algorithm) for strain estimation on an offshore monopile wind turbine and they

found the technique to be equal performance-wise. Accounting for the quasi-static response,

Iliopoulos et al. [8] fused both accelerometers and strain gauges into the modal expansion tech-

nique while Skafte et al. [9] applied Ritz vectors to the modal expansion technique. Risaliti

et al. [10] introduced the augmented extended Kalman filter on a nonlinear system using the

implicit equation of motion. Tarpø et al. [11] studied expansions of experimental mode shapes

used for stress estimation and they concluded that expansions of mode shapes is equivalent to

updating the system model. Nabuco et al. [12] estimated the dynamic full-field strain of an

offshore tripod structure during operation with high accuracy. Tarpø et al. [13] proved that the

modal expansion technique applies to a subsystem within a nonlinear and time-varying system

when the nonlinear and time-varying effects act externally on the subsystem. At the end of the

2010s, machine learning and data-driven models enter the portfolio of stress/strain estimation

techniques where Lu et al. [14] applied pattern recognition and Deng et al. [15] applied deep

learning to modal expansion.

In this paper, we will study data-driven strain estimation on an operating offshore wind tur-

bine in the Great Belt in Denmark. In general, a data-driven model consists of relationships be-

tween input and output of a system and is constructed through training data without any explicit

knowledge of the system [16]. Therefore, data-driven strain estimation enables a transformation

from physical sensors (input) to strain (output) at locations where temporary strain gauges were

placed during the training data. Thus, this form of strain estimation is unextendable to other

locations without adding information or new data to the model. This is the main drawback of

data-driven strain estimation. Data-driven strain estimation, however, has the advantage over

strain gauges in the form of prolonged service life. Strain gauges are known to be unreliable

over long-term monitoring - especially in an offshore environment where they are damaged

by the corrosive seawater. The service life of the data-driven strain estimation depends on the

utilised physical sensors (eg. geophones or accelerometers) and these often have longer service

life and are easier to replace than strain gauges. Furthermore, data-driven strain estimation is

independent of a system model (often a finite element model) and the accuracy of this model.

In this paper, we utilize training data to construct a data-driven model that can estimate the

strain response with high accuracy and reliability. The model works for different wind scenarios

than the one from the training data.
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2 STRAIN ESTIMATION USING PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS

In this paper, we apply the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [17] in a supervised learn-

ing approach to find a transformation matrix between the displacement (the input) and the strain

response of that system (the output) based on training data. Essentially, principal component

analysis is a dimensionality reduction of data to set of uncorrelated principal components or-

dered by contribution [17].

In this technique, we will stack the displacement vector, y(t), and the strain response, ε(t),
in a vector.

yc(t) =

[
y(t)
ε(t)

]
(1)

We estimate the covariance matrix of this stacked response and apply the singular value

decomposition on the covariance matrix.

USUT = E
[
yc(t)yc(t)

T
]

(2)

where S is a diagonal matrix holding the singular values, U holds the singular vectors as column

vectors, E[·] denotes the expectation operator, and (·)T denotes the transpose of a vector or

matrix.

We use the singular values, S, to find the dominating principal components to represent the

majority of the response. Then we can create a displacement-to-strain matrix, H, using the

singular vectors corresponding to these dominating singular components. We can estimate the

strain response in other data set by the displacement-to-strain matrix.

ε̂(t) = Hy(t) (3)

We must avoid an ill-posed problem, which requires a redundant sensor network with more

physical sensors than included singular vectors in Û. Fortunately, we can separate the data into

multiple frequency bands and find a set of singular vectors for each band.

3 CASE STUDY

3.1 Quality measures

In the literature or industry, there are no rules or guidelines for an evaluation of virtual

sensors. The most common approach is to compare the virtual sensors with a set of reference

sensors through different quality measurements. In this paper, we will use two different quality

measurements.

3.1.1 Coefficient of determination (R2)

The coefficient of determination (R2) [18] is a popular quality measure in statistics and modal

validation where a value of one indicates perfect correlation with the same amplitudes.

R2
i = 1− E

[
(εεεi(t)− ε̂εεi(t))

2]
Var [εεεi(t)]

(4)

where εεεi(t) is the measured strain response for the ith strain gauge, ε̂εεi(t) is the estimated strain

response at the same location, and Var [·] denotes the variance operator.
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Figure 1: Wind turbine near Sprogø and the Great Belt Bridge in Denmark

3.1.2 Normalised error in equivalent stress range

It is important to evaluate stress estimation in terms of the fatigue damage when the estima-

tion is intended for a fatigue analysis. When we have varying stress amplitudes, we must apply

cycle counting [19], like rainflow counting [20]. Sometimes, we might prefer to access fatigue

damage for variable amplitude loading in the form of a damage equivalent stress range, which

leads to the same fatigue damage as all stress cycles [19]. We calculate the damage equivalent

stress range for both reference and the estimated as follows

Δσeq =

(
1

ncycles

ncycles∑
j=1

Δσm
j

)1/m

, Δσ̂eq =

(
1

n̂cycles

n̂cycles∑
j=1

Δσ̂m
j

)1/m

(5)

where ncycles and n̂cycles are the total number of counted cycles for the measured and estimated

signal, respectively, Δσj and Δσ̂j denote the stress range from cycle counting, and m is the

”slope” of the SN curve. For this paper, we will assume m = 3, which corresponds to welded

steel structures [19].

The normalised error of the equivalent stress range is given as

ηi =
Δσ̂eq −Δσeq

Δσeq
(6)

Here ηi = 0 indicates a correct strain estimation in terms of equivalent fatigue damage while

a negative value suggests an underestimation and a positive value suggests an overestimation of

fatigue damage.

3.2 Wind turbine

The case study is an offshore wind turbine in the Great Belt in Denmark and the model of

the wind turbine is a Vestas V90, 3 MW installed on a gravitation foundation, see Fig. 1. The

wind turbine is equipped with a sensor network consisting of four Sigicom triaxial geophones
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Figure 2: Monitoring campaign during a month with the measured wind speed, wind direction, and the production

of power of the wind turbine. The chosen data sets are marked with a line and numbered where the training data

set is marked with a green line and the others are marked with red.

attached at the lower part of the tower and two strain gauges located just above the foundation.

The monitoring campaign was during a one month period, see Fig. 2, with a sampling frequency

of 20 Hz.

To exclude the quasi-static response of the wind turbine, we apply a high-pass filtered to all

data with a cut-off frequency of 0.2 Hz. We calibrate the geophones using digital correlation

[21] and we reduce the tilt effects on the geophones through the vertical geophones [22]. We in-

tegrate signals from the geophones into displacement by the integration theorem for the Fourier

transformation [23]. Then, the data is divided into 3 frequency bands: 0.2-0.7, 0.7-4.5, and

4.5-10 Hz using complementary filters. These filters are applied to avoid an ill-posed problem

for the strain estimation. We applied 40 minutes of training data to the principal component

analysis, as explained in Section 2, to generate the transformation matrix for each frequency

band. The training data set is marked with green in Fig. 2 and it has a wind direction of 180◦

and a low power production. The results of the strain estimation is shown in Fig. 3 for the

training data sets. This displacement-to-strain matrix is saved as the data-driven model for the

strain estimation for the entire monitoring period.

To illustrate the accuracy of the data-driven model, we apply the strain estimation model to

three other data sets with different wind direction and power production distributed over the

entire monitoring campaign, see the data sets marked with red in Fig. 2. Figs. 4, 5, and 6 show

the strain estimation in both time and frequency domain for the three data sets. Finally, Fig. 7

(a) shows the coefficient of determination (R2), Eq. (4), for all three data sets while Fig. 7 (b)

displays the normalised error of equivalent strain range, Eq. (6).

All coefficient of determination values are above 0.965 and the estimated equivalent stress

range is within ±7% of the measured one. All these values indicate that the data-driven model

estimates the strain response with high accuracy and low uncertainty. Furthermore, strain es-

timation of the training data has similar quality measurements as the other data sets. This

indicates that the displacement-to-strain matrix is versatile and applies to different wind scenar-

ios of wind directions, wind speeds, and power production than the original training data set,
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Figure 3: First data-set (training data) corresponding to the marking in Fig. 2 with measured strain (black line) and

estimated strain (red line): (a) frequency domain with the first two singular values of the spectral density matrix

calculated using Welch averaging method with segments of 2048 data points and 50 % overlap and (b) time domain

with a zoom on the strain response.
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Figure 4: Second data-set corresponding to the marking in Fig. 2 with measured strain (black line) and estimated

strain (red line): (a) frequency domain with the first two singular values of the spectral density matrix calculated

using Welch averaging method with segments of 2048 data points and 50 % overlap and (b) time domain with a

zoom on the strain response.
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Figure 5: Third data-set corresponding to the marking in Fig. 2 with measured strain (black line) and estimated

strain (red line): (a) frequency domain with the first two singular values of the spectral density matrix calculated

using Welch averaging method with segments of 2048 data points and 50 % overlap and (b) time domain with a

zoom on the strain response.
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Figure 6: Fourth data-set corresponding to the marking in Fig. 2 with measured strain (black line) and estimated

strain (red line): (a) frequency domain with the first two singular values of the spectral density matrix calculated

using Welch averaging method with segments of 2048 data points and 50 % overlap and (b) time domain with a

zoom on the strain response.
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Figure 7: Quality measurements where training data set is marked with × and the other data sets are marked with

◦: (a) the coefficient of determination (R2), Eq. (4), for the estimated and measured strain, and (b) the normalised

error in equivalent strain range, Eq. (6), for the estimated and measured strain.

which was constructed from.

4 CONCLUSION

In this paper, a data-driven strain estimation technique was introduced based on principal

component analysis and temporary strain gauges. After the creation of the data-driven model,

the temporary strain gauges become unessential for the future monitoring of the strain response

and they can be removed. The technique was applied to an offshore wind turbine equipped with

both triaxial geophone and strain gauges. A single data set was used to generate the data-driven

model that could estimate the strain response - using only vibration responses from the geo-

phones - with high precision in other data sets under different wind scenarios. Recapitulating,

the virtual sensors were reliable and robust regardless of wind direction, wind speed, and power

production of the wind turbine.
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The design process of a slender structure, such as a wind turbine tower, goes through the anal-
ysis of the natural frequency, since it is important that this frequency is away from the frequen-
cies generated by the excitation sources. The simplified analysis models and formulations are 
an important tool in the frequency evaluation on design phase, even though most formulations 
consider the structure with constant mass and inertia, which is not the case of wind turbine 
tower, that have a tapered shape. The main objective of this study is to evaluate the accuracy 
of the simplified models when applied to structures with variable inertia. The results of the 
simplified models applied to a small wind tower were compared with the finite element method 
and experimental results. The large scatter of the simplified method’s results, frequencies in 
the range of 0.8 – 2.12 Hz, emphasizes the importance of a reliable model to evaluate the fre-
quency. The Rayleigh and SDOF reduction methods were found to be accurate in evaluating 
the first frequency of the investigated tower under consideration.  
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Analysis and modeling of structures, under the influence of dynamic loads, is usually carried 
out through the application of the finite element method (FEM). These analyses are intrinsically 
dependent on the parameters considered in the model, and the parameters must translate the 
real properties of the structure so that the model's behavior is reliable as compared wih the 
physical behavior of the structure; for these purposes the model calibration using experimental 
data aims to improve the uncertainty of model parameters or inaccuracies in modeling. 
In the present work a numerical analysis was carried out, on a small wind turbine metallic 
hollow tower with hexa-decagon section and 17.80m high, applying the finite element theory 
with SAP2000® software. The FEM model was updated with the frequency results of in-situ 
vibration tests; to compare the results, two methods Experimental Modal Analysis (EMA) and 
the Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) were applied in the experimental tests to evaluate the 
dynamic properties of the tower.  
It is noticed that the first frequency of the model without calibration has a value of 2.129 Hz 
that is 32,2% above the real measured 1.610 Hz; after calibration update, the first frequency 
of the tower has a value of 1.590 Hz consistent with the results of the vibration tests. The static 
response of the structure to loading at the top, also shows a significant difference between the 
uncalibrated and the calibrated model: after calibration there is a 25% increase in displace-
ment at the top of the structure; the compression force is the one with the smaller differences, 
while the base shear and base moments increased tremendously but maintained the location of 
points of maximum stresses. 
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The telecommunications sector is a fundamental pillar of today's society. The answer to the 
need for constant communication is based on a network of structures, that allows the uninter-
rupted functioning of the communication system. Among these structures of the communica-
tion infrastructure are the so-called telecommunications towers, which are fundamental 
elements for the functioning of the system. Therefore, given the importance and actual de-
mand for these structures, there is a great need for a deep knowledge of their behaviour, to 
find more economically viable and safer solutions. Since the wind action is in fact the most 
significant and conditioning for the design of this type of structures, this work focusses on the 
study of different bracing schemes, which were divided into three groups differing by specific 
parameters or even locations. Starting from a base or initial model of a lattice tower designed 
according to Eurocodes (EC1 and EC3), five conceptual tower models were redesigned with 
different lay-out schemes, but without changing the territorial location and their height and 
width. These models were analysed and compared to understand how different bracing 
schemes can affected the wind action determination and what are their consequences on the 
behaviour of the structures and their design. 
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Abstract

A large amount of world population lives nowadays in earthen buildings, often constructed
only based on construction practice and within earthquake-prone regions. In the recent histo-
ry, several strong earthquakes had dramatic consequences on these structures, highlighting 
their significant seismic vulnerability due to multiple reasons, such as poor mechanical prop-
erties, poor detailing, and large inertia mass. Several aspects of seismic performance of exist-
ing earthen constructions need to be investigated through full-scale experimental testing. In 
this regard, the present study aims at contributing to the investigation by testing a full-scale 
adobe masonry wall with a central door-type opening under in-plane lateral loading with cy-
clic fashion. The mechanical behaviour of materials, specimen’s design, loading protocol and 
instrumentation setup are described. The experimental response curves, observed damage 
evolution and failure mode are discussed, especially focusing on dissipation capacity of the 
wall.

Keywords: Full-scale tests; Adobe masonry; Walls; Cyclic tests; Seismic capacity.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Unreinforced masonry (URM) structures represented the most popular solution for build-
ings adopted in many countries up to the last century, when other construction technologies 
became progressively more common [1]. Thus, a large portion of the existing building stock 
around the world is made of URM structures, often within high-seismicity regions such as Eu-
rope and Pacific Rim countries [2]. Among URM typologies, adobe masonry (AM) represents
one of the most ancient and widespread for historical construction as well as currently still 
used for construction of low-cost dwellings in less developed areas of the world [3-4]. Recent-
ly, several reconnaissance missions after strong earthquakes [5-9] revealed the considerable
vulnerability of existing URM structures, with severe damages and frequent global collapses
resulting in significant losses.

This framework led researchers in increasing interest on the seismic assessment and retro-
fitting of URM members during last few decades, resulting in numerous experimental investi-
gations. Firstly, these studies were mainly focused on the mechanical behaviour of URM 
walls representative of masonry piers, on the basis that these latter governed seismic response 
of the structure, whereas spandrel panels were considered secondary elements [10-11, among 
many others]. Then, several studies established the key role of spandrel panels in load-
carrying capacity under lateral actions [12-13], thus several testing programs were performed 
on both reduced-scale full-buildings and spandrels. Benedetti et al. [14] presented the experi-
mental results of 24 shaking-table tests on 1:2 scaled models of two-story masonry buildings
before and after cracks-repairing and strengthening of spandrels. The as-built specimens were 
characterized by severe cracks localized on spandrel-panels and showed higher capacity than 
strengthened ones for which critical damage occurred in the piers resulting in premature col-
lapse. A full-scale prototype of two-story URM building was tested under increasing cyclic
lateral load in both as-built and strengthened conditions by Moon and his co-authors [2, 15].
A combined strengthening system was applied to the structure, made of fibre reinforced plas-
tic e post-tensioning devices, proving to be considerably effective in improving original seis-
mic capacity. Bothara et al. [1] performed a shaking-table test on a half-scale model of an 
existing New Zeland URM structure with two stories, gable walls, inclined roof and slightly
eccentricity. The unreinforced test-building was prior shacked along longitudinal direction, 
then repaired and tested in the opposite direction. Intense rocking and out-of-plane phenome-
na were observed, especially on gable walls and experimentally-based fragility curves were 
derived. The results of an experimental campaign on URM spandrels ware presented in [16-
18]. Specific testing setups were realized in order to reproduce piers constraint effects and 
properly apply the cyclic lateral loading. Different spandrel configurations were tested show-
ing that their strength and failure modes were governed by the axial load acting along the 
member. Chourasia et al. [19] carried out quasi-static cyclic tests on full-scale single-room 
URM building composed of four orthogonal walls connected to a reinforced concrete (RC) 
slab on top, before and after strengthening by means of RC bands. Typical Indian materials 
were adopted for masonry. Brittle failure was observed for the unreinforced specimen, with 
huge diagonal cracks and sliding of RC roof, whereas the repaired one showed substantial 
strength improvement.

A first example of in-plane cyclic testing on full-sized URM wall with door-opening repre-
sentative of a structural sub-assemblage was reported in [20]. Firstly, monotonically increas-
ing lateral load was applied until damage occurred in the spandrel. Then, this latter was 
strengthened by means of inorganic reinforced matrix and further cyclic tests were carried out 
on the wall. Experimental evidence showed that most of the observed damage was localized 
in the spandrel-panel, whereas rocking of piers governed the hysteretic response, and the 
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strengthening system was effective in improving lateral response. Knox and his co-authors 
presented two experimental studies [21-22] focusing on the influence of spandrel panels on 
the mechanical response of URM structures under in-plane cyclic lateral loads. Pier-spandrel 
sub-assemblages were tested in [21] in which different failure modes of the whole structure 
were observed depending on different spandrel’s aspect-ratio (namely, height-to-width ratio).
The experimental outcomes derived from testing a half-scale two-story perforated (i.e., with 
multiple door- and window-type openings) URM wall were provided in [22]. The shallow 
spandrels behaved as coupling beams for masonry piers which were governed by rocking 
mechanism resulting in an elastic-perfectly plastic response with notable displacement ductili-
ty. More recently, an experimental and numerical study was carried out by Choudhury et al. 
[23] on typical Indian URM buildings. Specifically, the Authors performed cyclic in-plane 
tests on three different full-scale walls (respectively, with a door in the middle, a window in 
the centre and a solid wall) and a single-story one-room building, observing combined flexur-
al action and sliding shear. Finally, Howlader et al. [24] experimentally investigated in-plane
cyclic response of eight full-scale URM walls with semi-circular arched openings and materi-
als typical of Australian last-century constructions. Specimens were different in terms of di-
mensions of spandrels and piers as well as imposed vertical loads. The observed lateral load 
capacity and failure modes were governed by changes in wall geometry.

The experimental study presented in this paper fits in this line of research focusing on the 
mechanical response of a perforated adobe masonry wall, with a central door-type opening,
under quasi-static in-plane cyclic loading. Notice that, currently, no similar experimental stud-
ies are available in literature. A proper experimental characterization carried out for the 
adopted materials, i.e. adobe bricks and mud mortar representative of existing Italian earthen 
buildings and largely widespread in Sardinia island [25-26], is described according to a mul-
tiscale approach. Then, geometry of the wall specimen and details of the experimental pro-
gram are illustrated. Then, test results are presented and discussed in terms of both observed 
damage and response curves.

2 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

A full-scale AM wall with a central door-type opening was constructed within the structur-
al laboratory at the University of Naples Federico II. The wall specimen was tested into place 
under cyclically increasing lateral displacements and constant vertical loading. In the follow-
ing, a detailed description of material properties is reported according to a multiscale ap-
proach, from constituents to the behaviour of the adobe masonry under uniaxial compression
and shear. Then, the geometry of the wall specimen, test set-up and monitoring instrumenta-
tion along with loading protocol are described.

2.1 Material properties

The wall specimen was made of adobe bricks and mud mortar. Bricks were obtained by re-
producing the non-industrial manufacturing process, mainly based on the worker’s experience,
in compliance with Sardinian construction practice. Local soil, classified as clayey-silty sand,
was mixed with water and straw fibres by volume. Specifically, randomly oriented straw fi-
bres with different dimensions were added to a first soil/water mixture. Subsequently, some 
water or soil was added based on the mixture appearance evaluated by the manufacturer. Then,
the final form was achieved by filling a prismatic wood formwork characterized by internal 
grooved surface and the wet brick was left to dry to the sun. On average, straw fibres had di-
ameter equal to 3 mm, 70 mm length and 0.64% percentage by weight. Density and water 
content were 2.68 g/cm3 and 27%, respectively. Each adobe bricks was 200×400×100 mm3 in 
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size. The resulting mean unit weight was equal to 16.80 kN/m3 with a very limited coefficient 
of variation (CoV = 2%). Mud mortar used for masonry joints had same particle size of earth 
bricks, but no fibres were added to the mixture as typical of Sardinian adobe masonry [25, 27].
Nevertheless, a different amount of water was added during the mixing operations until a 20% 
optimal water content by volume was reached, in tune with trend from literature [28]. More 
detailed description of the production process and physical properties can be found in [26].

Mechanical properties of both adobe bricks and mud mortar were derived through uniaxial
compression and three-point bending tests. Overall, compressive standard tests [29] were per-
formed on 6 and 36 cubic specimens, respectively for mortar and bricks, from which mean 
values of compressive strength (fc) equal to 0.50 MPa (CoV = 14%) and 1.08 MPa (CoV = 
36%) were derived. Standard three-point bending tests on specimens 40 × 40 × 160 mm3, in 
compliance with the European standard EN 1015-11 [30], were carried out for assessing ten-
sile properties. In this case, for the adobe bricks test-specimens were extracted from original 
units, whereas for mortar characterization they were moulded into standard formwork. A total 
of 8 tests were performed on mud mortar and 36 on adobe bricks. Notice that higher number 
of experimental tests were systematically conducted for bricks in order to properly taking into 
account the further source of variability in mechanical response due to straw fibres with re-
spect to mud mortar. On average, tensile strength (ft) of adobe bricks was 0.56 MPa (CoV = 
36%) whereas a lower value (ft = 0.45) was obtained for mud mortar, as expected due to ab-
sence of fibres reinforcement, with CoV equal to 20%. Typical observed failure modes of
tested specimens in tension and compression are shown in Figure 1. Furthermore, main mate-
rials mechanical properties are summarized in Table 1.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Typical failure modes of material test specimens in tension (a) and compression (b).

Material fc ft Ec Et

[MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa]
Bricks 1.08 0.56 143 69

(36%) (36%) (40%) (29%)
Mortar 0.50 0.45 47.5 20.5

(14%) (20%) (35%) (33%)
* Coefficient of variation reported in round brackets.

Table 1: Main mechanical properties of AM constituents*.
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2.2 Experimental characterization of adobe masonry under uniaxial compression and 
shear

In addition to base materials, associated to bricks and mortar, the mechanical behaviour of 
the adobe masonry used for construction of the wall specimen was furtherly investigated by 
testing at the level of the elementary sub-assemblage. Specifically, mechanical properties of 
adobe masonry wallets under compression and shear, respectively, were assessed by means of 
uniaxial compression and diagonal compression tests.

Uniaxial compression tests were carried out on 8 adobe masonry single-leaf running-bond
wallets with size 610 × 650 × 200 mm3, composed of six horizontal courses and 10-mm-thick 
mud mortar joints. Wallets were subjected to monotonically increasing vertical displacement
by means of a universal electro-hydraulic testing machine with a 2000 kN force capacity and 
total stroke of ±150 mm. In order to achieve uniform distribution of axial stress a rigid steel 
beam was interposed between machine loading head and top of masonry prism. A load cell 
was used to measure applied force acting on specimen, whereas the deformations were meas-
ured by means of a specific monitoring-system composed of linear variable displacement 
transducers (LVDTs) installed vertically in the middle of the panel and horizontally along 
specimen’s thickness to monitor splitting phenomena at failure. Normal stress (σ) was derived 
considering the gross cross-section of the wallet whereas vertical strain ( ) was computed 
from records of vertical LVDTs.

For all specimens, failure mode was characterized by cracks along compressive isostatic 
lines, involving both bricks and joints (see Figure 2a,b), and considerable splitting observed 
within specimen thickness. Resulting stress-strain (σ- ) curves are reported in Figure 2c.
Compressive strength of the adobe masonry (fc,am) was equal to 1.32 MPa, on average, slight-
ly higher than bricks, with low dispersion (CoV = 8%). Conversely, larger scatter was record-
ed for Young’s modulus (Ec,m), evaluated at half peak-stress, the mean value of which was
425.4 MPa with CoV = 25%.

0
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]
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Typical damage state corresponding to compression failure (a,b) and stress-strain response curves (c).

Shear response of AM masonry was assessed by means of diagonal compression tests on
seven wallets of total size of 410×1230×1230 mm3 and running bond configuration Such 
specimens were built on specific supports in order to allow for the execution of testing by 
means of the portable loading set-up depicted in Figure 3a. This latter was composed of a
steel closed reaction-system acting as contrast to ejection of the hydraulic-jack interposed on
the specimen. The adopted testing set-up was able to reduce either disturbance of wallets due 
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to transportation to laboratory and preparation time. The testing machine reached maximum 
load of 500 kN and total stroke equal to ±75 mm. Double pair of linear variable differential 
transformers (LVDTs), with 400 mm gauge length, were installed in the middle of masonry 
external panels to monitoring the deformations along specimen’s diagonal. Experimental rec-
ords were processed according to the American standard ASTM E519-15 [31] in order to de-
rive shear stress and strain (τ-γ). Typical final damage state is reported in Figure 3b. Diagonal-
tension failure mode occurred with cracking patterns characterized by wide passing-through 
diagonal cracks generally involving both joints and bricks. Response τ–γ curves of all tested 
wallets are shown in Figure 3c. AM specimens were characterised by a pseudo-elastic branch
up to peak shear stress followed by limited softening until collapse occurred. Post-peak sof-
tening response was considerably different among specimens. Peak shear stress (τmax,m) equal 
to 0.107 MPa was obtained on average, with limited dispersion (CoV = 7%), whereas the
mean value of the initial shear modulus (Gi), assumed as secant at τmax/4, was equal to 185
MPa (CoV = 33%).

Table 2 summarizes strength and stiffness mean properties obtained for elementary AM
sub-assemblage under axial compression and shear along with their CoV. 

LVDTs

Hydraulic
jack

Reaction 
system

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0 0.02 0.04 0.06

[M
Pa

]

[-]

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: Diagonal compression tests on AM wallets: test set-up (a), typical failure mode (b), τ-γ curves (c).

Statistic Compressive properties Shear properties
fc,m Ec,m τmax,m Gi

[MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa]
Mean 1.32 425.4 0.107 185
CoV (8%) (25%) (7%) (33%)
* Coefficient of variation reported in round brackets.

Table 2: Mean values of mechanical properties of adobe masonry*.

2.3 Geometry of the specimen

The AM specimens was a full-scale single-leaf masonry wall with a door-type opening in 
the middle-length (Figure 4). The latter was 1.70 m-long and 2.00 m-high. The two adjacent 
masonry piers had same opening’s dimensions and were interconnected by a spandrel panel 
with height of 1.00 m. Three masonry layers were built above the piers in order to ensure 
proper vertical-load distribution. At the spandrel-panel intrados a wooden lintel was installed 
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with 150 mm anchorage-length within the piers. Therefore, the wall had total height and 
length equal to 3.60 m and 5.10 m, respectively, and 400 mm thickness.

3.6

2.0

1.7 1.7 1.7

1.0

0.4

Figure 4: Frontal and lateral views of the adobe wall specimen (dimensions in m).

2.4 Test set-up and instrumentation

The specimen was erected on a rigid reinforced concrete (RC) beam, acting as wall-
foundation. Such basement was anchored to the strong floor of the testing laboratory by 
means of pre-tensioned high-strength steel rebars. Vertical load on piers, kept constant during 
the test, was applied by means of two hydraulic jacks (one for each pier). Each hydraulic jack 
pushed against a steel reaction closed-system made of a rigid short beam, perpendicular to the 
wall, to which two steel rebars were connected. These latter were hinged to both ends so that
any parasite contribution of the test set-up to the overall response of the specimen was pre-
vented. Similarly, spherical hinges were introduced in-between hydraulic jack and the overly-
ing beam. In order to uniformly distributing the vertical load, two rigid I-beam were 
interposed between hydraulic-jacks and pier tops, on which levelled mortar layers were prior-
ly realized. Horizontal cyclic displacement was applied to the wall top by means of a servo-
hydraulic actuator, with a nominal capacity of 1250 kN and ± 25 cm stroke, anchored to a ver-
tical RC contrast. The actuator was equipped with a hinged head, with the aim to accommo-
date the actual deformed shape of the wall, fixed to a steel collar made of a couple of rigid 
plates located on the opposite sides of the wall and interconnected each-other by means of six 
steel bars, slightly pre-tensioned.

Main deformation sources were monitored during the test by means of a proper instrumen-
tation system installed on both front and back sides of the wall specimen. Specifically, on the 
front side, a total of eight linear variable differential transformers (LVDTs) were installed at 
the location of critical end sections of the piers and central spandrel element, in order to 
measure axial displacements due to bending. On the backside, specific vertical LVDTs were
mounted piers/foundation interface in order to measure the width of rocking-induced cracks.
Those displacement transducers were complemented by two couples of vertical wire potenti-
ometers (PTs) that measured the axial and bending deformations of each pier. Additional PTs 
were arranged along diagonals of piers and spandrel panel with the aim of monitoring shear 
deformations. Finally, a horizontal PT was installed at the same elevation of the actuator (i.e., 
y = 3055 mm) and connected to a wall edge.
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Figure 5: Test set-up and instrumentation installed on the adobe wall specimen before testing.

2.5 Loading protocol

Load application was performed in two consecutive stages. Firstly, vertical loads were ap-
plied on top of piers under force control in order to simulate gravity loads transferred by an 
ideal floor. After that effective contrast between jacks and piers were obtained, the axial load 
on piers was monotonically increased according to a force rate equal to 1 kN/s until load val-
ue of 88 kN was reached (corresponding to 10% of the mean ultimate load of pier cross sec-
tions). Then, such value was kept constant during the second stage of the test when in-plane 
horizontal cyclic displacement was applied to the wall corresponding to the top of the span-
drel, reproducing slab/wall transfer. The cyclic displacement history was composed of in-
creasing displacement blocks of three cycles at a given amplitude peak until failure was 
observed. The amplitude was increased between consecutive blocks of 5.6 mm. The dis-
placement rate was set at 0.70 mm/s. The cyclic displacement history is shown in Figure 6. A
sampling rate equal to 5 Hz was of all instruments to ensure a proper monitoring of defor-
mations during the entire test. The positive orientation was assumed as associated to a push-
ing action of the actuator. A total number of twelve displacement cycles were imposed on the 
specimen for a maximum displacement reached equal to 33.6 mm.
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Figure 6: Cyclic displacement time history.
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3 OBSERVED DAMAGE AND FAILURE MODE

Figure 7 shows the damage occurred to the specimen at the end of the experimental test. 
Horizontal cracks were observed on both sides of the spandrel panel along different bed joints
and extended to the whole length. On the lower part of the spandrel, in the proximity of the
lintel, a partially inclined crack was observed towards the left-hand side end. Such a crack 
pattern is representative of shear failure mode. Overall, a quite moderate damage was ob-
served on the spandrel. Conversely, both piers suffered large cracks on the bottom part. Spe-
cifically, sub-horizontal cracks concentrated in the first six/seven masonry layers from the 
base were firstly observed, subsequently evolving along inclined directions, mainly developed 
along mortar-joints. Corresponding to peak load condition, vertical cracks were observed 
within piers thickness due to failure of masonry in the compressed zone. Therefore, bending 
failure was experienced by the piers. Beyond the peak load, the wide cracks located at the 
base of the piers caused piers buckling and the experimental test was arrested when signifi-
cant out-of-plane deformations were identified.

Figure 7: Damages observed on the specimen at the end of the experimental test.

4 RESPONSE CURVES

The horizontal load recorded by the actuator load-cell is plotted against the horizontal dis-
placement measured by the PT positioned at the same height in Figure 8. Globally, the hyste-
resis curve appears quite symmetrical both in force and displacement for the first three cycles,
whereas the fourth group of cycles was slightly asymmetrical due to onset of vertical cracks
widening and piers buckling. The maximum horizontal force was reached in the positive ori-
entation and was equal to 86.4 kN, whereas 81.4 kN peak force was recorded in the opposite 
orientation. By assuming the lateral resisting force as the average of such values (Fmax = 83.9
kN), a load-capacity value equal to approximately 31% of vertical load (apart from the effect 
of self-weight) was reached by the AM wall. Therefore, an in-plane acceleration-capacity of 
0.31g can be assumed for the specimens. The experimental test was stopped during the first 
cycle of the fifth loading block when a horizontal force of 61.4 kN was attained on the last 
positive displacement cycle, evidencing approximately a 25% reduction in lateral resistance,
for which evident out-of-plane deformations were observed. Regarding the deformation ca-
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pacity of the adobe wall, the maximum horizontal displacements reached in the positive and 
negative orientations of lateral loading were respectively equal to 31.81 mm and 34.50 mm.
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Figure 8: Force-displacement (F-d) curve recorded during the experimental test.

The experimental response curve of the AM wall is reported in Figure 9 as backbone of the 
hysteresis cycles expressed in terms of lateral force versus inter-storey drift ratio (F-IDR), the 
latter assumed as the measured lateral displacement normalized to the height of the horizontal 
loading line from the base of the piers. Within the framework of seismic performance-based 
assessment of masonry structures, establishing a relationship between limit states and ob-
served damage appears crucial for response assessment as well as repair costs. Therefore, on
the envelope curve, three performance levels (PLs) were identified representative of signifi-
cant limit states of the wall:

elastic limit (PL1), corresponding to diffuse cracks on wall members and herein associat-
ed to 0.6Fmax;

peak condition (PL2), related to lateral peak-load attainment and for which severe dam-
age was observed on the wall (such as, vertical cracks due to rupture of masonry under 
compression);

ultimate limit state (PL3), identified when a drop in lateral force equal to 0.2Fmax was 
recorded and representative of incipient loss of load-bearing capacity for the wall.

Mean values, between positive and negative directions, of force (F) and inter-storey drift
ratio (IDR) corresponding to the above-defined PLs are summarized in Table 3. The AM
specimen reached a IDR value higher than 1.00% at failure, significant for a masonry struc-
tures, whereas peak condition was attained at about IDR = 0.61%. Finally, the elastic behav-
iour was overcome at very early stage (IDR = 0.02%).

PL1 PL2 PL2
IDR F IDR F IDR F
[%] [kN] [%] [kN] [%] [kN]

0.023 50.3 0.606 83.9 1.043 67.1

Table 3: Forces and inter-storey drift ratios associated with different performance limit states.
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Figure 9: Experimental envelope in terms of force versus inter-storey drift ratio (F-IDR).

5 CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, the nonlinear response of a full-scale adobe masonry wall with a central door-
type opening to cyclic lateral loading and constant vertical loading has been described. A de-
tailed experimental characterization of masonry constituents, i.e. adobe bricks and mud mor-
tar with peculiarities of existing Sardinian earthen dwellings, and of adobe masonry as a 
whole was carried out according to a multiscale approach. The geometry of the wall specimen,
test set-up, measuring system and loading protocol have been described. Preliminary experi-
mental results on the wall specimen have been discussed. Specifically, observed crack pat-
terns and failure modes have been firstly described; then, damage states were related to the
force-drift response by identifying specific performance levels. Based on such discussion, the 
following remarks can be pointed out:

The wall specimen reached its lateral strength due to bending failure of masonry piers as-
sociated with extensive toe crushing at the base of piers.

The spandrel panel suffered a relatively moderate damage, mainly due to shear action.

The ultimate limit state of the wall was characterized by incipient loss of wall load-
bearing capacity with visible out-of-plane deformations.

The in-plane response of the wall was defined by premature cracking and relatively large
ultimate inter-storey drift ratio, which was slightly larger than 1%.
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Abstract

It is worldwide recognized the importance of assessing the vulnerability of structures in seis-
mic prone zones. Focusing on steel structures, it is well-known that the behavior of beam-to-
column connections plays a key role in the seismic response of any moment-resisting frame
system. Recently, a research project funded by European Commission investigated the seismic 
performance of pre-qualified connections through numerical analyses and pseudo-static cy-
clic testing. From a designer perspective, it is, however, necessary to understand the efficien-
cy of such connections in terms of building performance to take a rational and conscious 
decision when designing a building. With this in mind, this paper investigates the influence of
different beam-to-column connections on the seismic response and vulnerability of medium-
rise steel frame structures. The behavior of these structures has been investigated by means of 
non-linear dynamic analysis for increasing seismic intensity levels using the OpenSeesPy fi-
nite element software. The record selection has been carried out through the Average Sa-
based method. The building performance has been assessed computing both maximum and 
residual interstory drifts, as well as fragility curves and absolute acceleration floor response 
spectra. The last mentioned enables to evaluate the likely damages experienced by accelera-
tion sensitive non-structural elements, giving an additional point-of-view for estimating the 
building content performance. The outcomes of this study provide useful information for prac-
titioners and designers interested in adopting the new set of pre-qualified connections, clari-
fying their effects on performance of common buildings and their content.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The importance of explicit modeling for beam-to-column connections is well-known and 
recognized in literature with unanimous consensus [1]. The stiffness and strength of beam-of-
column connections could affect both the static and dynamic response of structures, leading to 
unrealistic or unconservative results if their behavior is not adequately considered. To deal 
with such an issue, experimental data is necessary in order to study the hysteretic response of 
the connections and to calibrate numerical models that have to be accurate and computational-
ly efficient at the same time. However, analyzing data available in literature, it appears evi-
dent that exhaustive test results on the cyclic response of different typologies of beam-column 
connections are still missing, which could call for further efforts towards standardization.

Following damage observed after the 1994 Northridge (CA, USA) earthquake to steel 
structures, some significant efforts have been done by US researchers to investigate the re-
sponse of a wide set of selected joints, commonly adopted in moment-resisting frames 
(MRFs). The research outcomes allowed to conceive a specific standard [2] that describes cri-
teria for design, detailing, fabrication, and quality of the set of pre-qualified connections. 

Regarding the European context, a recent research project [3] tried to fulfill such gaps. The 
EQUALJOINTS project [3], funded by the European Commission, aimed at providing a qual-
ification of European beam-to-column joints adopted for seismic design. In order to accom-
plish such a goal, this project selected a set of common joint configurations and focused on 
the standardization of design and manufacturing procedures. In particular, bolted haunched, 
bolted extended stiffened end-plate, bolted extended unstiffened end-plate and welded dog-
bone joints were experimentally and numerically studied. From the results of the project, it is
possible to obtain the cyclic hysteretic response curves, in terms of moment-rotation relation-
ships, which are useful for the explicit modeling of the behavior of connections when inte-
grated in steel MRFs.

Recent studies also focused on the evaluation of the seismic response of steel MRFs con-
sidering the influence of joint behavior by means of numerical analyses [4] and shake-table 
tests [5]. 

The present study is meant to provide a further contribution on the evaluation of the influ-
ence of the explicit modeling of beam-to-column connections in the seismic vulnerability as-
sessment of steel MRFs; in addition, the results of the undertaken nonlinear dynamic analyses 
are used here to estimate the seismic demand on non-structural elements (NSEs) via floor ab-
solute acceleration spectra [6].

The consideration of NSEs in performance-based earthquake engineering is of paramount 
importance since they significantly contribute to economic losses and buildings' functionality 
issues [7-9]. Indeed, recent earthquakes have shown that earthquake-induced direct (i.e.,
structural and non-structural damages, deaths) and indirect (i.e., downtime and business dis-
ruption) losses might be socio-economically arduous [7].

Regarding the seismic performance assessment, several studies dealt with the selection of 
the most suitable parameter for measuring the damage of steel MRFs due to seismic actions. 
Generally, the choice bias for the interstory drift [10,11]. Besides, further studies comprised 
the computation of performance and fragility functions [12-17] or robustness [18] for steel 
MRFs.

This study aims to evaluate the influence of beam-column connections in the performance 
of a MRF steel building by employing fragility curves and interstory drift profiles; moreover, 
for a non-structural perspective, the connections' influence in the seismic demand on NSEs
was assessed through acceleration profiles and floor absolute acceleration response spectra.
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2 NUMERICAL MODEL OF THE CASE-STUDY BUILDING

The case-study building is a medium-rise steel MRF structure. The structural layout is pre-
sented in Figure 1. The building has 6-floor levels, with an interstory height of 3.0 m and a 
total height of 18 m. In the X-direction, the lateral stability is provided by a 4-bay MRF (Fig-
ure 1a) with all the beams spanning 6 m; contrariwise, the lateral support system in the Y di-
rection is offered by diagonal braces (Figure 1b), located in the two end frames (Figure 1c). In 
this direction, the bay length is equal to 5 m.

Figure 1: Structural layout: a) moment-resisting frame, b) concentrical braced frame, c) plan-view of the building.

The structure was designed in compliance with European standards [19,20] for steel struc-
tures under seismic actions. Table 1 reports the profiles assumed for both beams and columns.
It should be noted that all the sections are composed of an S355 material, the behavior of
which has been simulated by means of a Menegotto-Pinto material model [21]. The choice of 
the sections and the bay length in the X-direction was made according to the available data 
from the experimental tests conducted in [3]. The diagonal braces are composed of hollow 
square sections with a width of 100 mm and a thickness of 10 mm. Following the load analy-
sis, a uniform load equal to 40.5 kN/m and 30.25 kN/m was applied to the main internal and 
external beams (parallel to X-direction), respectively. At the roof level, the loads applied to
the beams are equal to 33.25 kN/m and 16.78 kN/m for internal and external beams, respec-
tively. Secondary external beams (parallel to Y-direction) are supposed to carry infills' weight, 
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computed and turned into a uniform load equal to 10 kN/m; the same beams at the roof are 
instead subjected to a load equal to 0.15 kN/m due to the parapet.

From a numerical point of view, the MRF connections were modeled following two differ-
ent approaches: 1) full-rigid beam-to-column connections, namely Rigid (R) model and 2) 
explicit modeling of connections. This latter modeling option makes use of the outcomes of 
EQUALJOINTS [3], and in particular of results corresponding to the bolted extended stiff-
ened end-plate connections, thus leading to the nomenclature of Extended Stiffened (ES) 
model. It should be noted that the bolted extended stiffened end-plate joint, in practical design, 
is generally assumed as rigid; therefore, the comparison between the two modeling approach-
es is consistent and is meant to shed light into the effects produced by basic modeling as-
sumptions made at the design level. To deal with the geometry of the building, and the 
selected beams and columns, four connections tested in the EQUALJOINTS project were se-
lected. Using the experimental results, the numerical models simulating the beam-column 
connections were developed using the pinching4 material model [22] available in Open-
SeesPy. For illustrative purposes, and to demonstrate the good prediction capability of the cal-
ibrated numerical models, Figure 2 reports the numerical-experimental comparison of the 
hysteretic curves. Assuming the nomenclature adopted in EQUALJOINTS [3], the joint E1-
TB-E-C1 (Figure 2a) and E1-XW-P-C1 (Figure 2a) refer to the HEB280-IPE360 and 
HEB340-IPE360 connection, respectively. 

Floor level Internal column External column Internal beam External beam Brace
1 HEB500 HEB340 IPE450 IPE360 100x100x10
2 HEB500 HEB340 IPE450 IPE360 100x100x10
3 HEB340 HEB280 IPE450 IPE360 100x100x10
4 HEB340 HEB280 IPE450 IPE360 100x100x10
5 HEB340 HEB280 IPE450 IPE360 100x100x10
6 HEB340 HEB280 IPE450 IPE360 100x100x10

Table 1: Selected sections for columns, beams, and braces.

The beam-to-column connections in the frames along the Y-direction were modeled as 
pinned. In this direction, only the braces act as lateral load-bearing elements. These members 
were modeled as truss elements, i.e., they sustain only tension and compression loads. How-
ever, due to their propensity for buckling, the braces were modeled with an asymmetric mate-
rial, which offers a full-strength for the tension load and a partial-strength for the compression 
load. It should be noted that the partial strength was calibrated in order to permit the brace to 
reach its critical load.

The three-dimensional numerical models were developed by the finite-element software 
OpenSeesPy [23]. Both columns and beams were modeled by force-based beam-column ele-
ments with two-point Gauss integration for the interior element and two-point Gauss-Radau 
integration over each plastic hinge length at the element ends [24]. Such an approach permits 
to capture the material nonlinearity by discretizing the sections in fibers (about 100 fibers, in 
this study).
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Figure 2: Calibration of the beam-column connection models with the test results provided by EQUALJOINTS 
[3].

Finally, a modal analysis was performed in order to capture both the free-vibration modes 
of the building with the two different modeling approaches and obtain essential information 
for the PSHA and record selection procedure, described in Section 3. Table 2 shows the first 
six periods of the building obtained from the two modeling approaches. The first, fourth, fifth,
and sixth mode are predominantly translational in the X-direction; the second mode is transla-
tional in the Y-direction, while the third mode is torsional. Note that these considerations are 
valid for both R and ES models. As can be observed in Table 2, the actual connections' effect
increases the first period by approximately 41%, while minor changes were obtained for the 
other periods.

Mode R-model ES-model Mode shape
1st 1.24 s 1.75 s Translational, X-direction
2nd 0.96 s 0.96 s Translational, Y-direction
3rd 0.71 s 0.77 s Torsional
4th 0.60 s 0.60 s Translational, X-direction
5th 0.49 s 0.54 s Translational, X-direction
6th 0.41 s 0.49 s Translational, X-direction

Table 2: Free-vibration periods for the R- and ES-model.

In the nonlinear dynamic analyses, a Rayleigh damping model with 2% of critical damping 
was set for the first and third modes of vibration resulting from each eigenvalue analysis per-
formed.

3 PSHA AND RECORD SELECTION

To obtain a suitable seismic threat for a specific location, a probabilistic seismic hazard 
analysis (PSHA) should be performed. As it is well-known, the PSHA gives the earthquake 
rate causing exceedance of any arbitrary ground-motion Intensity Measure (IM) at the site 
[25]. Therefore, the PSHA provides the seismic actions necessary to perform the structural 
design and assessment. In this study, the PSHA was performed with the assistance of the 
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OpenQuake platform [26]. The chosen location to perform the PSHA is the city of L'Aquila, a
high seismicity zone in Italy, also tragically known for the catastrophic 2009 earthquake. An
average seismic shear-wave velocity from the surface to a depth of 30 m (Vs30) equal to 200 
m/s was selected, corresponding to a class soil C in accordance with the soil classification 
proposed in Eurocode 8 [20]. Note that for the PSHA, an appropriate ground motion predic-
tion equation (GMPE) should be selected; in this study, the GMPE proposed by Lanzano et al. 
[27] has been used, since such equation is the latest revision for shallow crustal earthquakes in 
Italy.

Return Period [years] Probability of Exceedance Limit state 
30 81% in 50 years SLO – Immediate Occupancy 
50 63% in 50 years SLD – Damage Control Range
475 10% in 50 years SLV – Life Safety
975 5% in 50 years SLC – Collapse Prevention
2475 2% in 50 years
4975 1% in 50 years

Table 3: Return period of the record selection.

The Multiple-Stripe Analysis (MSA) [28] has been used to perform the seismic vulnerabil-
ity assessment. Therefore, for each stripe, a PSHA has to be performed, varying the IM in-
creasing the return periods. In Table 3, the six return periods (RPs) selected are reported, 
together with the probability of exceedance and the limit state associated in accordance with 
the Italian standard [29].

Figure 3: Ground motion spectra for the four selected limit states.
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Regarding the choice of the IM and the calculation of the conditional mean spectra (CMS) 
necessary for the record selection, the average spectral acceleration (AvgSA) was adopted 
[30]. The AvgSA permits to consider spectral accelerations in a wide range of periods; as 
suggested by Kohrangi and Bazzurro [30], the calculation of the mean of the log spectral ac-
celerations should be approximately in the range of 0.2T1 and 1.5T1, where T1 is the first vi-
bration period of the building. Since in this study there are two models with different first 
vibration periods, the computation of the range was performed considering the lower first pe-
riod (1.24s) for the lower bound and the higher first period (1.75s) for the upper bound, lead-
ing to a range equal to 0.2s – 2.6s.

For each RP 20 ground motions were selected and, for the return periods associated to the 
limit state in accordance with the Italian standard [29], depicted in Figure 3 together with Uni-
form Hazard Spectrum (UHS), the CMS, the median of the selected records, and the median 
plus/minus the standard deviation, i.e., the 2.5% and 97.5% percentile.

4 STRUCTURAL RESPONSE RESULTS

The MSA is a powerful tool to assess the seismic performance of a structure and, in this 
case, to investigate the effects of the two considered modeling approaches. The main perfor-
mance metric considered for steel structures is the interstory drift. Besides, this measure can 
be discerned in two parts, namely the transient drift and the residual (or permanent) drift. The 
former one represents the drift experienced during the analysis, and generally, from a perfor-
mance metric perspective, it corresponds to the maximum drift reached during the whole 
analysis. Instead, the latter represents the drift in which the structure lies after the dynamic 
analysis due to permanent deformations caused by the nonlinear behavior of the buckled or
yielded components. Therefore, for the sake of completeness, both maximum and residual in-
terstory drifts were recorded.

Moreover, after collecting the accelerations experienced by the case study structures, the 
floor absolute acceleration response spectra were computed to offer an overview of the differ-
ences between the two modeling approaches (R and ES model) in terms of seismic demand on 
NSEs.

4.1 Interstory drift profiles

The maximum peak interstory drift profiles, for each record, were recorded and are plotted 
in Figure 4. In particular, Figure 4 shows all the outcomes derived from the six RPs selected
and for the two considered configurations. It is worth mentioning that only the results in the 
X-directions are reported because in the Y-direction pinned connections are assumed. The re-
sults in the Y-direction are not discussed also because, from the eigenvalue analysis, it was 
observed that the different modeling approaches adopted in the two configurations modified 
the vibration periods but did not affect the global behavior of the structure in terms of modal 
shapes.

As a general remark, for both R and ES models and for all the RPs, the median peaks drift 
along the height are concentrated at the fourth and fifth floors. For instance, in the case of life 
safety limit state (i.e., 475-year RP), the median peak drift occurs at the fourth floor and it is 
equal to 1.83% for the R model and to 2.61% for the ES model. Similar considerations can be 
conceived for the other RPs.

As far as the seismic behavior for higher RPs is concerned, both modeling techniques re-
vealed a soft-story mechanism activated between the second and third floors. Therefore, one 
may deduce that explicit modeling of connections does not change the overall seismic behav-
ior of the structure when subjected to high seismic input.
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Figure 4: Interstory drift peak profiles for each RP in the X-direction.

However, although the drift trends are quite similar, the inclusion of the actual connections 
significantly increased the experienced drift values. This is especially true if medium-high 
RPs are considered. For the 475-year RP an increase of the peak drift equal to 43% is record-
ed, while for the 975-year RP an increase of 55% is observed. Lower percentage increases of 
the drifts are instead estimated for the 2475-year and 4975-year RPs, since the experienced 
drifts present a significant increment of 34% and 17%, respectively. The lower difference of 
the peak for the two higher RPs (2475-year and 4975-year) is due to the fact that both models,
with these RPs, are subjected to large displacements, which induced significant plastic defor-
mation in joints and elements, reducing in turn the stiffness and flattening the dissimilarity 
between the two structural models. Considering the FEMA-356 [31] interstory drift limita-
tions, the two models behaved quite well. In fact, according to FEMA-356 [31], the maximum 
drifts are equal to 0.7%, 2.5% and 5% for the immediate occupancy (30-year RP), life safety 
(475-year RP) and collapse prevention (975-year RP) performance levels, respectively. Only 
in the case of life safety (Figure 8c) such limits are exceeded since, for the ES model, a max-
imum peak interstory drift of 2.61% located at the fourth floor is assessed. It is worth men-
tioning that, although the structure was designed according to EC8 [20], the comparison in 
terms of maximum interstory drift has been conducted considering the thresholds provided by 
FEMA-356 [31] because the EC8 [20] only provides some indications for the serviceability 
limit states. 

4.2 Residual drift profiles

The median residual interstory drifts, together with the 16% and 84% percentile and the 
single drift profiles for each record, are reported in Figure 5. At first glance, it can be noted 
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that the higher differences between the R and ES models can be appraised for the lower RPs, 
namely 30- and 50-year RP. In these cases, the increase in terms of residual drifts is around
125% and 280% for the 30- and 50-year RP, respectively. However, considering the first four 
RPs, it can be noted that the record-to-record variability is considerably higher for the ES
model; nevertheless, for the 475- and 975-year RPs, this discrepancy is due to few records 
with very large residual drift demands.

Overall, both structures behave well with respect to the FEMA-356 [31] limitations. Re-
garding the immediate occupancy limit state (30-year RP), FEMA-356 [31] indicates a negli-
gible residual drift; in this context, a negligible maximum median value of 0.09% was 
obtained for the ES model, while an even smaller value was estimated for the R model, i.e., 
0.04%. In the case of the life safety limit state (475-year RP), the limitation coincides with
1.0% of residual drift. Again, both models experienced smaller values, i.e., 0.39% and 0.3% 
for the ES and R models, respectively. Finally, concerning the collapse prevention perfor-
mance level (975-year RP), a limit of 5% is defined, while the two models did not reach such 
value, since the maximum median residual drifts corresponded to 0.53% and 0.39% for the 
ES and R model, respectively.

Figure 5: Residual interstory drift peak profiles for each RP in the X-direction.

4.3 Floor acceleration response spectra

Although floor response spectra are generally not considered to assess the structural per-
formance, their evaluation could provide useful information regarding the dynamic response 
of the building and could also give an insight about the seismic demand at which the NSE in-
stalled in the building are prone.

Floor absolute acceleration response spectra were computed for each floor and RP. Figure 
6 shows the absolute acceleration floor response spectra related to the roof floor for all the 
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RPs under investigation. In the first two RPs, namely the 30-year and 50-year RP, distinct 
peaks can be observed in proximity to the first and fifth (R-model) or sixth (ES-model) free-
vibration periods (Figure 6a and 6b). Note that the spectra collected in Figure 6 are related to 
the X-direction; hence, a peak at the second free-vibration period, which involves masses in 
Y-direction, is not expected. Considering the differences between the two modeling ap-
proaches, it can be inferred that the median peaks in proximity to the sixth and fifth period for 
the R and ES model reached quite similar values (i.e., 0.8g and 0.66g for the 30-year RP and 
1.23g and 1.24g for the 50-year RP, considering the R and ES models, respectively). 

As regards the peaks at the first period, the differences are remarkable both in terms of 
spectral acceleration (0.74g and 0.25g for the 30-year RP and 1.0g and 0.49g for the 50-year 
RP, referring to R and ES models) and in terms of period shifting. Obviously, the first period 
elongation was expected for the ES model, as confirmed by the outcomes of the modal anal-
yses performed prior to NLTHAs. For higher RPs, a flattening effect in the first periods can 
be observed; this phenomenon is quite common and it is due to the nonlinear response of the
structures. In all RPs, the absolute acceleration response spectra present significant peaks in 
proximity to the structures' higher modes. Again, this outcome is not surprising since it is 
well-known that, in some circumstances, the floor acceleration response spectra are high-
mode dominated [32-34]. This behavior is also the consequence of the high fundamental peri-
od of the structure, which is associated with lower ground spectral accelerations with respect 
to the higher modes, although the associated seismic masses are lower. 

Figure 6: Absolute acceleration floor response spectra at the roof floor for each RP in the X-direction.
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5 FRAGILITY CURVES

The calculation of fragility functions was carried out in accordance with the indications 
provided by Baker [35], in which the fitting technique of the maximum likelihood was sug-
gested. Fragility curves obtained from the NLTHAs are shown in Figure 7; median and dis-
persion for each curve are also reported.

The limit states were defined following the indications provided by FEMA-356 [31] and 
already mentioned in the previous sections. FEMA-356 [31], concerning the steel MRFs, sug-
gests adopting a 0.7% transient interstory drift and negligible residual drift for the immediate 
occupancy limit state; 2.5% transient and 1% residual drift for the life safety limit state and 
5% transient or residual drift for the collapse prevention limit state. In addition, a further limit 
state was considered, namely collapse limit state, in which a limit of 10% transient or residual 
interstory drift was defined. Therefore, such parameters and thresholds were considered in the 
fragility curves computation for both models (R and ES model). Note that the curves con-
structed only refer to the X-direction of the structure.

As can be clearly seen from Figure 7, the ES model (dashed lines) presents a higher seis-
mic vulnerability for most of the limit states. In particular, the median for the attainment of 
the life safety limit state is equal to 0.34g against a higher value for the R model, i.e., 0.48g. 
The same applies to the collapse prevention (0.77g versus 0.83g) and collapse (2.06g versus 
2.14g) limit states. Only in the case of the immediate occupancy, the median presents identi-
cal values (0.09g), although the dispersion is different.

Figure 7: Fragility curves of the case study structure in the X-direction.

A straightforward conclusion can be done from a structural seismic performance perspec-
tive, adopting concepts similar to the collapse margin ratio (CMR), i.e. the ratio between the 
median collapse intensity and the intensity at the collapse limit state. The seismic intensities 
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(i.e., the AvgSA) for each limit state are 0.05g, 0.37g and 0.54g for the immediate occupancy, 
life safety and collapse prevention limit states. Therefore, the ratios between the median of 
each fragility curve and these last intensities are 1.8 (both models) for the immediate occu-
pancy, 1.3 and 0.92 (R and ES model) for the life safety, and 1.54 and 1.43 (R and ES model) 
for the collapse prevention limit state, respectively. Reflecting the outcomes related to the 
maximum peak interstory drifts, only in the ES model case for the life safety limit state the
ratio fell behind the unity, indicating a dangerous probability of reaching such limit state. This 
consideration also provides further insights into the importance of an accurate numerical 
modeling of the beam-column connections.

6 CONCLUSIONS 

Past earthquakes demonstrated that, although less attention is generally paid to the seismic 
performance assessment of steel buildings with respect to, for instance, reinforced concrete 
and masonry structures, this structural typology could suffer significant damages, both from a 
structural and non-structural point of view. For this reason, it is of paramount importance to
determine suitable models and methods to define the seismic performance correctly. As such, 
recent researches and projects focused on closing those gaps. In a European context, accurate 
investigations on pre-qualified joints' seismic behavior for steel buildings were missing until 
the very last years. Therefore, this study focused on evaluating the influence of the explicit 
modeling of joints in the structure's seismic performance. The performance metrics consid-
ered glanced at both structural and NSEs. Outlining that further research is necessary to define 
general conclusions for different steel buildings typologies and for all the pre-qualified joints, 
the outcomes of the analyses conducted in this study are listed in the following:

The explicit modeling of a rigid joint reduced the structure's overall stiffness; therefore, a
significant increment of the interstory drift can be observed. Similar considerations can
be made referring to the residual interstory drift.

The evaluation of the fragility functions, for different performance limit states, pointed
out a high vulnerability of the structure if the actual behavior of the joints is explicitly
modeled. For the case study structure, only in the case of life safety limit state, for the
configuration in which the joints' behavior is modeled, the minimum requirements were
not meet.

The shape of the floor absolute acceleration response spectra is significantly affected by
the modeling of the joints, in particular for lower return periods. This consideration is of
particular interest because the variation of the periods at which the maximum spectral ac-
celerations are observed could significantly modify demand on and, thus, design of NSEs
installed in the structure.
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Abstract

Due to the vulnerability of reinforced concrete hollow piers subjected to seismic actions, it 
becomes urgent to assess the expected shear damage and its evolution with the increase of the 
intensity level. Additionally, the focus of the scientific research dedicated to seismic be-
haviour of these elements is still reduced, in particular with regard to the limit states of dam-
age and to the economic consequences of repairing and retrofitting the physical damages ex-
isting in RC hollow piers subjected to the seismic action. This information is deemed crucial 
when cost-benefit analysis is concerned for the definition of measures for repair and retrofit 
of seismic damage.
This paper focus on the issue of damage to hollow piers due to the seismic action, proposing a 
methodology to characterize the limit states of damage under the perspective of the physical 
behaviour. It also intends to discuss adequate strengthening strategies and their direct costs, 
associated with each seismic physical limit state of damage. An extensive review of numerous 
cyclic experimental works on RC hollow piers will be performed, and in liaise with special-
ized construction companies, the direct repair costs will be estimated.

Keywords: Repair cost; Shear limit state damage, RC hollow-piers, Non-linear cyclic behav-
ior.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The hollow section piers are often used in high-rise bridges, particularly when it is neces-
sary to ensure high stiffness and simultaneously low weight, thus leading to a more economi-
cal construction. Hollow piers can be compared to reinforced concrete walls, however when 
such components are subjected to high intensity seismic actions can, in certain circumstances, 
evidence a significant vulnerability associated mainly to the low shear capacity. 

Due to the expected vulnerability of these piers, when subjected to seismic actions, it be-
comes urgent to assess the expected damage and its evolution with the increase of the intensi-
ty level. Additionally, it is noted that the focus of the scientific research devoted to seismic 
behaviour of these elements is still reduced, in particular with regard to damage and to the 
limit states of damage. This paper focus on the analysis of damages on hollow piers due to the 
seismic action, proposing a methodology to characterize the limit states of damage under the 
perspective of the physical behaviour. To establish a correspondence between physical dam-
age states and structural parameters, a set of results of quasi-static experimental tests was ana-
lysed, in hollow piers of reinforced concrete subject to cyclic loading [1-3].

An experimental test campaign was conducted in the Laboratory of Earthquake and Struc-
tural Engineering (LESE), located at the Faculty of Engineering of University of Porto, where 
a test setup was developed and that served to several research works on this field of study.

This experimental test campaign consisted of 12 piers, 6 with a squares cross section (PO1) 
and 6 with a rectangular section (PO2). The square piers have a section of 0.45x0.45m and a
wall thickness of 7.5cm. The rectangular piers have a section of 0.90x0.45m also with a wall 
thickness of 7.5cm. All piers are 1.40m tall and were built with ¼ scale from the original size. 
All the piers have different characteristics of materials, arrangement of shear reinforcement or 
cross areas of reinforcement. Table 1 shows these characteristics of the piers [1-3] and Figure 
1 illustrate the reinforcement details. An axial load of 250 kN was considered, that corre-
sponds to a normalized axial force of 0.08.

Designation Geometry fcm (Mpa)

Longitudinal 
Reinforcement Shear Reinforcement

area fsy (Mpa) ø
(mm)

fsy
(Mpa) Type

PO1-N1 Square 19,8 40φ8 625 3,8 390 2 legs
PO2-N1 Rectangular 19,8 64φ8 625 3,8 390 2 legs
PO1-N2 Square 27,9 40φ8 435 2,6 437 2 legs
PO1-N3 Square 27,9 40φ8 435 2,6 437 2 legs
PO2-N2 Rectangular 27,9 64φ8 435 2,6 437 2 legs
PO2-N3 Rectangular 27,9 64φ8 435 2,6 437 2 legs
PO1-N4 Square 28,5 40φ8 560 2,6 443 2 legs
PO1-N5 Square 28,5 40φ8 560 2,6 443 2 legs (EC8)
PO1-N6 Square 28,5 40φ8 560 2,6 443 4 legs (EC8)
PO2-N4 Rectangular 28,5 64φ8 560 2,6 443 2 legs
PO2-N5 Rectangular 28,5 64φ8 560 2,6 443 2 legs (EC8)
PO2-N6 Rectangular 28,5 64φ8 560 2,6 443 4 legs (EC8)

Table 1 :Properties of tested piers.
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Figure 1: Piers PO1-N5 and PO2-N5 reinforcement details [1].

2. LIMIT STATES OF SEISMIC DAMAGE

With the analysis of the experimental test it was possible to perform an evaluation of the 
damages in the columns. The types of damages that were observed correspond to: concrete 
cracking, concrete spalling and concrete crushing. After quantifying and analysing the dam-
ages due to the displacement applied on the top of the column, it was possible to identify sev-
eral response levels corresponding to the seismic damage limit states. The seismic damage 
limit states chosen for the present study were those defined by Delgado et al. [4]. These seis-
mic damage limit states are in line with other studies and documents, e.g. [5] and [6].

The methodology proposed by Delgado et al. [4] defines a total of four damage limit 
states. The first state of damage corresponds to slight damage. In this state, the damage is 
barely visible and does not compromise the structural stability. The visible damages are es-
sentially the beginning of cracking, in a small extension and density, concentrated on the low-
er third of the columns. The second state of damage, referred to as moderate damage, is 
distinguished from the previous state limit by the increase in cracking. The cracks have re-
duced openings, smaller than 1mm, being a large part of the typical cracks, shear cracking, 
which reach a maximum of 1mm of opening. The third state of damage is the state of exten-
sive damage. When a pier reaches this level of damage the element already requires attention 
and a significant repair. The most visible damages in the piers are the appearance of cracks 
openings of up to 3 mm and with a high density. In this state of damage the cracks are essen-
tially due to shear in the webs and to bending in the flanges also noting the effect of "shear lag 
effect". The cracks are evenly distributed over the entire section of the pier. It is also possible 
to observe some concrete spalling. The ultimate damage state is the collapse. When damage to 
the pier reaches this level, it is no longer economically and feasible to repair the structural el-
ement and its structural safety is seriously compromised. Between this state and the state of 
extensive damage, there is a significant evolution of damages, with emphasis on the concrete 
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crushing and an increase of the detachment of the concrete cover. Numerically, this state is 
defined when the shear stress is higher than the theoretical resistant value or the conventional 
shear occurs. Figure 2 illustrates the evolution of damage, in the various limit states of dam-
age.

a) b)                               c)                                      d)

Figure 2: a) Slight damage, b) Moderate damage, c) Extensive damage, d) Collapse.

After defining the several damage states, it is necessary to identify a response parameter 
capable to translate the evolution of the physical damages of the column in each of the above 
limit states. Thus, and with the purpose of using a single structural parameter for all limit 
states, which can be easily evaluated in any numerical model, the drift response parameter 
was selected. The correspondence between the four previously defined limited states of dam-
age and the drift values was established from the analysis of the experimental tests of the hol-
low piers, and considering a description of each boundary state. Table 2 translates the drift 
limit values associated with each physical damage state.

Limit State Drift (%) 
Slight 0.6 

Moderate 1.3 
Extensive 2.0 
Collapse 3.0 

Table 2 :Limit states and corresponding drift value. 

3. SEISMIC REHABILITATION TECHNIQUES

Currently, there are several techniques for the repair and strengthening of structures, with 
the aim to ensure the replacement or improving of seismic behaviour and capacity. This study 
was followed by the approach and characterization of repair techniques proposed in the re-
search project "PRISE - Evaluation of Losses and Seismic Risk of Buildings in Portugal" [7],
funded by the Portuguese Foundation for Science and Technology, in which the authors of 
this study were involved, and as presented in the work conducted by Delgado et al. [4]. In this 
project was built a database of unit repair costs for each repair technique, which includes ma-
terials and labour costs, obtained from surveys collected from several construction companies 
existing in Portugal and specialized in repairing/strengthening these damages. In this study, 
the costs of the access to the pier to be repaired and other works, were considered.
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3.1. Slight Damage 

This limit state is characterized by minor or irrelevant, and almost imperceptible visualized
damages, with very small cracks, up to 0.5mm of opening. For such pattern, with crack width 
less than or equal to 0.1mm, three possible repair techniques are identified and may or may 
not occur together, namely: surface painting; Surface plaster of the piers; Scrub surface with 
epoxy resin. If the environmental conditions of aggression are zero, no repair is necessary. For 
crack width between 0.1mm and 0.5mm, the most appropriate repair technique is the injection 
of epoxy resin.

The painting of the concrete surfaces of the piers must be carried out through water-based 
monolayer paint scheme. This painting should be done in two coats, with a smooth finish, re-
sistant to the alkalis of the hydraulic binders and complying with the minimum requirements 
of EN 1504-2 [8]. This painting should be done with elastic paints to prevent further fissure of 
the piers. The surface plater repair technique consists of a generalized treatment of the cracks 
at an unspecified location. The same plastering should be done with an adjuvant mortar. The 
last repair technique, applied on crack width lower than 0.1mm is to scrub the surface with 
epoxy resin. This technique consists on the application of impregnation product with one coat, 
resistant to the alkali of the hydraulic binders and fulfilling the minimum requirements of EN 
1504-2, [8].

3.2. Moderate Damage 

The state of moderate damage is characterized by small cracks in the abutment faces, cor-
responding to an opening between 0.5mm and 1.0mm. Structural stability is not compro-
mised, and any type of structural intervention is unnecessary. To repair crack openings, the 
most appropriate repair technique is the injection of epoxy resin, which must comply with EN 
1504-5 [9], regarding injections in reinforced concrete structures 

3.3. Extensive Damage 

In the limit state of extensive damages the crack width is, approximately, between 2mm to 
3 mm, and is visible some concrete spalling. When a pier reaches this state of damage it al-
ready requires some attention, and needs to be repaired in a short term in order not to com-
promise the structural stability. For this reason, it is necessary to proceed with a structural 
reinforcement of the element. The repair technique for the cracks consists of the injection of 
epoxy resin, respecting EN 1504-5 [9], as previously mentioned. When the pier has cracks 
and some spalling, it is necessary to proceed with the reconstruction of the piers. With respect 
to the structural reinforcement of the element this can be realized in three distinct ways: in-
crease of the section with the use of reinforced concrete; Bonding of metal sheets and Pier
engagement with carbon fibre blankets (CFRP).

When the piers have some concrete spalling, it is necessary to replace this same concrete. 
It is first necessary to remove the damaged concrete, to clean and to perform a surface treat-
ment with a needle hammer. Once the degraded concrete has been cleaned, it is necessary to 
place a new concrete in compliance with EN 1504-2 [8]. 

One of the most used strengthening techniques is the jacketing with carbon fibre blankets 
(CFRP). This technique has the advantage of causing a minimal increase of the section and 
greatly increasing the strength. This technique consists of bonding carbon fibre blankets using 
epoxy resins and then finishing with a self-adhesive mortar. In this type of strengthening, it is 
necessary to ensure that the ends are well bonded. Figure 3 illustrates the result of a CFRP-
reinforced piers. All of these glues referred to in the previous reinforcements must comply 
with EN 1504-4 [10].
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Figure 3: Pier reinforced with CFRP.

3.4. Collapse

As previously mentioned, the damage limit state corresponding to the collapse is character-
ized by a large concrete spalling and in which the theoretical resistance is exceeded. Thus, 
when a pier reaches this state of damage, it becomes economically impracticable to repair. If 
the demolition operation is not possible, there is no feasible repair techniques and only struc-
tural reinforcement is possible, using the reinforcement techniques described above.

4. DIRECT REPAIR COSTS ESTIMATION

After identifying the unit costs associated with the tasks and resources required for each 
rehabilitation and strengthening technique of the piers, the evolution of the cost according to 
the response of the structural element was quantified. The pier behavior develops according to 
its material and geometric characteristics, and the level of seismic action. The drift was con-
sidered as the response parameter, thus allowing to estimate the cost of piers rehabilitation for 
each seismic damage limit state [7]. The quality of the cost estimate for repair or strengthen-
ing is very important in the identification of the technique to be adopted. In the case of reha-
bilitation works, construction presents several sources of uncertainty, due, for example, to the 
difficulty in performing some of the tasks, making it difficult to quantify the necessary re-
sources, such as man cost and equipment needed in the intervention. However, in this work an 
estimate of the average costs of the pier rehabilitation was carried out according to its damage 
limit state and separating the cost by type of work to be carried out, that is, the cost of materi-
als, the cost of labor and cost of access to the pier area to be repaired and other additional 
works.

4.1. Slight Damage

For the limit state of slight damage, if the cracks have openings less than 0.5mm, the 
cracked surface must be repaired, corresponding to the pier bottom, in this case approximately 
equal to the dimension of the cross section. Table 3 illustrates the separation of repair costs 
according to the type of work to be carried out. 
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  Average Cost (€) 

Material  77 
Labors 49 

Accessibility and other works 21 
Total 154 

Table 3 :Pier repair costs for limit state of slight damage. 

4.2. Moderate Damage 

For the limit state of moderate damage with cracks between 0.5mm and 1mm, the injection 
of epoxy resin should be used. In this case, about 2/3 of the pier surface is cracked, including 
the repair costs associated with each task in Table 4. 

  Average Cost (€) 

Material  112 
Labors 98 

Accessibility and other works 49 
Total 259 

Table 4 :Pier repair costs for limit state of moderate damage. 

4.3. Extensive Damage 

The limit state of extensive damage is characterized by the deteriorating of the state of the 
structure, with the appearance of large cracks, with openings that can vary between 1 mm and 
3 mm, distributed on all sides of the pier, and it is also possible to verify the spalling of the 
concrete cover. When the pier reaches this state of damage, the surface treatment is not suffi-
cient to guarantee the necessary minimum requirements, thus it is necessary to proceed with a 
structural reinforcement of the element. Table 5 represents the different costs by type for re-
pair, taking into account an average estimate of the three structural reinforcement techniques 
namely: increase in section with reinforced concrete, reinforcement with the addition of me-
tallic profiles and reinforcement with carbon fiber blankets (CFRP).

  Average Cost (€) 

Material  245 
Labors 252 

Accessibility and other works 105 
Total 602 

Table 5 :Pier repair costs for limit state of extensive damage. 

4.4. Collapse

Finally, for the limit state of collapse, which is characterized by a large detachment of the 
covering concrete, its repair is economically unfeasible. Thus, the demolition and construction 
of a new pier corresponds to the work to be applied in this case. The total cost will reflect all 
the demolition work on the pier, involving the recycling of all materials, loading, transport 
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and unloading, as well as the auxiliary tasks necessary for cleaning the site. The cost of build-
ing a new pier includes the execution of an identical reinforced concrete pier, including the 
supply, placement, compaction and curing of the concrete. The total price for demolition and 
construction of this reinforced concrete pier is around € 699. Table 6 shows the costs separat-
ed according to the type of work to be carried out. Unit costs were estimated and validated 
through contact with specialized construction companies. 

Average Cost (€) 

Material 209 
Labors 280 

Accessibility and other works 210 
Total 699 

Table 6 :Pier repair costs for limit state of collapse. 

4.5. Evolution of structural intervention costs 

After analysing the costs of each structural repair and strengthening technique, it is neces-
sary to understand how the cost evolution occurs as a function of the structural response, con-
sidering in this case the drift as a response parameter. Thus, it will be possible to quantify the 
economic weight of each state limit for the repair or strengthening of the piers.

In order to make this analysis more global, it was adopted to represent the evolution of the 
ratio between the cost of repair and the cost of replacing the pier as a function of the drift, as 
illustrated in Figure 4, for each Limit State of Damage (LSD). This transfer evolution of dam-
age into costs, provides an important indicator for any cost estimate in hollow section rein-
forced concrete piers. Additionally, it also allows to assess the impact and efficiency of each 
repair or strengthening technique. Figure 4 reveals that the repair costs associated with the 
extensive and collapse damage levels mean that the repair of the structural element is not via-
ble. However, even in the case of slight and moderate damages the respective costs are al-
ready quite significant.

Figure 4: Evolution of the repair cost ratio (%) for each LSD/drift.
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In the case of this study, for structures that suffered from the impact of an earthquake and 
therefore in need of rehabilitation, factors such as the type, size of the bridge and how it will 
be made accessible must be taken into account. The places where structures are found that are 
damaged by earthquakes are usually difficult to access, and the debris on the site and the size 
of the structure contribute to a considerable increase in the budget. The piers previously stud-
ied are usually implemented in different types of bridges, with different dimensions and 
which, in terms of accessibility, can vary between easy access, moderately difficult access and 
difficult access.

5. CONCLUSIONS 
In the present study, the evolution of structural damage in hollow reinforced concrete piers

(whose behaviour is also representative of reinforced concrete walls) due to the action of 
earthquakes, with the purpose of defining limit states of damage (LSD), is based on a previ-
ous study of the authors of this study Delgado et al. [4]. This information was associated with 
repair and strengthening techniques, which are commonly applied in Portugal. Finally, the 
respective costs were estimated, which allowed to characterize the evolution of the costs of 
piers repair and strengthening as a function of the structural response. This work uses the con-
struction techniques and their unit costs established under the PRISE project.

In this study, it was intended to obtain a methodology that is capable of predicting an as-
sessment of the damage to the different piers, and the cost estimation of piers repair and 
strengthening, allowing to assess, in a simplified way, the cost estimate of the piers rehabilita-
tion with insufficient shear capacity for each limit state of seismic damage. The proposed 
methodology allows to conclude that the repair of hollow reinforced concrete piers has signif-
icant costs even for moderate damage, and the replacement costs for collapse and extensive 
damage are practically identical. Thus, both from the point of view of costs and seismic safe-
ty, this study identifies the urgency of verifying the shear capacity of bridge piers and, in case 
it is insufficient, proceed to strengthening it in order to avoid the most severe LSD or col-
lapse.
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Abstract. The European Union has sponsored the development of a new friction dissipating
system, for improving seismic behaviour of existing buildings. The proposed system consists
of CLT-elements connected to the external beams of existing reinforced concrete building using
steel profiles. Each of the steel profiles consists of two separate plates connected by a friction
connection made by preloaded bolts in elongated holes. The authors carried out the experi-
mental testing of the friction connection by estimating the corresponding hysteresis curve. A
Duhem-like mechanical model, matching with the experimental results, simulates the cyclic
response of the connection. The authors investigate the seismic performance of a structural
archetype, a plane RC frame with CLT shear walls equipped with this sort of friction dampers.
It is assessed the optimum preload condition to achieve an optimal seismic performance accord-
ing to the Italian seismic scenario by the fragility assessments. A selected suite of earthquakes
is the basis of Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA) of the structural archetype, without and
with the friction device. The optimum preload of the dissipating systems descends by optimizing
the structural performance: maximizing the dissipated energy by preventing damage to the CLT
panel and the reinforced concrete frame.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The vulnerability of the existing building entails developing non-invasive retrofitting ap-

proaches, based on passive devices [1, 2, 3].

The use of passive devices could be advantageous due to low-invasiveness and reduced in-

stallation time [4, 5], compared to more traditional seismic retrofitting strategies [6, 7, 8].

Among them, friction-based dampers have shown great potential, compared to the most dif-

fuse buckling restrained braces and fluid viscous dampers [9, 10]. The performance of friction-

based systems is sensitive to dampers’ location and the value of the slip forces. The first studies

about friction dampers directed on experimental tests and technological development of the

friction-based devices with the hysteresis loop’s rectangular shape [11], as the Slotted Bolted

Connection (SBC) discussed by [12, 13, 14]. Lately, several researchers proposed alternative

friction dampers featured by nonrectangular hysteresis curves. Among the others, Clifton et

al. [15] introduced the asymmetric sliding hinge joint (SHJ) for steel moment-resisting frames

with a nonrectangular hysteresis.

A few investigations dealt with applications of friction devices on timber shear walls. Filiatrault

et al. [16] proved the advantage in using friction sliders in timber sheathed shear walls. Loo

et al. [17] confirmed the findings by [16]: they applied symmetric slip friction connections to

replace the traditional nail plate hold-downs for timber Laminated-Veer-Lumber (LVL) walls.

Hashemi et al. [18] extended the study by [17] to Cross-Laminated Timber (CLT) coupled walls

and hybrid timber–steel core walls. Recently, Hashemi et al. [19] developed an innovative, re-

silient slip friction joint (RSFJ) characterized by a nonrectangular hysteresis shape.

The current research focuses on the e-CLT technology, developed on the ongoing multidis-

(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) Proposed friction energy dissipating system; (b) Illustration of a working application.

ciplinary Horizon 2020 research project e-SAFE (Energy and Seismic AFfordable rEnovation

solutions): an application of Asymmetric Friction Connection (AFC) dampers and CLT panels

on existing reinforced concrete structures for seismic retrofitting purposes.

The AFC is an arrangement of five plates, three steel plates and two thinner plates, named

shims, assembled using high strength bolts. The AFC were studied by [15]. Primary attempts

used brass shims based on the energy dissipation mechanism proposed by [14] for slotted bolted

connections. Succeeding studies carried out by [20] extended the SHJ idea to mild steel and alu-

minium shims. Fresh studies carried out by [21] introduced bisalloy grades 80 and 400 shims.
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Figure 2: (a) Possible profile design with front mounted CLT panel; (b) Possible profile design with back mounted

CLT panel.

The e-CLT technology consists of the external application of prefabricated Cross-Laminated

Timber (CLT) [22, 23, 24] structural panels by connecting them to the RC beams through AFC,

see Fig.1 and 2. If moderate earthquakes occur, the dampers rigidly connect the CLT pan-

els to the RC structure, by enhancing the lateral stiffness and strength. During strong ground

motions, the friction dampers activate with possible significant energy dissipation. The e-CLT

system aims at reducing the storey drift demand and the damage to nonstructural and structural

components. The presented retrofitting intervention may combine the e-CLT technology with

nonstructural pre-assembled panels made of wooden frames and provided with high-performing

windows to replace the existing ones. Not secondarily, structural and nonstructural panels in-

tegrate bio-based insulation materials and the desired finishing layer to improve the energy

performance and the architectural image of the renovated building [25].

The e-CLT technology comprises the installation of AFC, whose response is mostly driven by

Columbian forces. The damper consists of a contacting friction interface clamped by pretension

high strength bolts: the friction interface sliding guarantees energy dissipation. The device has

two cold-bent steel profiles that connect the CLT panels of two consecutive storeys with the ex-

isting interposed RC beam. The upper profile is connected to the RC beam by anchor bolts. The

bottom profile is provided with slotted holes and is connected to the upper one by pre-tensioned

high strength bolts. Standard timber screws connect both the upper and bottom profile to the

CLT panels. The authors present the experimental cyclic response of the considered AFC by

addressing the slip force’s role for its optimum design.

To the authors’ knowledge, a few studies focused on the optimum design of friction-based

dampers. The most recent researches examine the optimum design of friction-based dampers

installed on structural archetypes through nonlinear dynamic analysis driven by optimization

algorithms [26].

So far the most significant achievements about the optimum design of friction-based dampers

are:

• Optimum distribution of the friction device and optimum selection of the slip force value

can lead to a more than 50% reduction of the inter-storey drift in RC frames. Additionally,

a nonuniform distribution of the total slip force along the building’s height can further

reduce the inter-storey drift [27, 28].
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• The optimum slip load values are more affected by the amplitude and frequency of the

input earthquakes (e.g. peak ground acceleration) rather than the characteristics of the

structure [16].

• [29] derived an empirical equation which predicts the optimum slip load:

R = 1.12 e−0.11n (1)

where R is the ratio between the average of the slip loads with uniform cumulative distri-

bution and the average shear strengths of the storeys, n is the number of storeys.

The mentioned studies, focused on optimizing slip-forces in friction dampers, required exten-

sive parametric studies, which involved modelling a large variety of structural archetypes. How-

ever, the analyses’ main drawback stood in the adoption of simplified constitutive models for

concrete and the dampers and the modelling of the frames without the infill. The use of an el-

ementary Coulomb-like friction model may be inadequate due to the possible higher slip force

during the first cycles. The stability of the hysteresis loop and the magnitude of the friction

forces developed by AFC specimens are directly related to the shim material hardness [30].

The presence of the masonry infill affects the seismic performance of RC frames significantly

by increasing both the stiffness and resistance, as well as the ductility and pinching phenomena

[31].

This paper investigates the performance of the e-CLT technology on an RC frame with ma-

sonry infill, which is the primary unit of many existing RC buildings. The main novelties of the

research are:

• Discussion of the experimental cyclic response of a novel AFC, included in the e-CLT

technology, and presentation of an enhanced Coulomb-like model.

• Investigation of the seismic response of an elementary RC frame equipped with the AFC

using the Atan model calibrated on the experimental cyclic response of an RC frame with

clay infill. Estimation of the optimum slip-force in the considered system, which yields

the minimum displacement drift.

• Comparison between the optimization results with existing empirical formulations useful

for preliminary design.

The paper has the following organization. The second section formulates the optimization

problem, while the third presents and discusses the experimental tests on the friction-based

dampers. The fourth section addresses the modelling choices and the calibration of the hys-

teresis models for simulating the RC frame and the friction damper. The fifth section discusses

the first results obtained from the coupled system, while the sixth section deals with the op-

timization problem’s solution. The last section compares the obtained results to the existing

formulations by proposing alternative design approaches.

2 ACTIVATION CONDITION

The preliminary design of friction-based dampers may descend from the definition of their

activation condition. The activation identifies the phase when the inertial forces win the con-

nection’s slip resistance, and the device starts dissipating energy.

The activation condition definition is crucial: a precocious activation may lead to a non-optimum
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exploit of the structure’s elastic energy. A late activation determines the safety margin’s ero-

sion: the damper may start dissipating when the system has already suffered extensive and

critical damage. Therefore, the activation phase must occur just in time to yield the maximum

benefits to the structure.

Likely, the activation is not contemporary between all devices, since the structural deforma-

tion is not uniform within the structure. Therefore, the activation condition’s optimum design

is the most crucial task in designing a retrofitting intervention based on friction dampers. The

practitioner must design both the slip force and the distribution of the dampers inside the struc-

ture.

Let us consider an elementary structural archetype, a plane frame, representing the primary

structural unit in an RC frame building. The dampers’ activation at the i-th storey occurs when

the inter-storey drift exceeds a given threshold.

The authors will focus on estimating the slip force associated with a structural archetype’s

optimum seismic performance and will neglect to determine the dampers’ optimum distribution,

which can be the object of future investigations.

Why is the design of the slip resistance a minimum problem? Let us consider the maximum

inter-story drift, which is an acknowledged indicator of the damage level in both structural

and non-structural elements of RC structures [32]. The displacement drift depends on multiple

factors. The authors will consider the sole slip resistance of the damper:

dmax = f(Fs,R,x) (2)

where dmax denotes the maximum displacement demand, Fs,R is the damper slip resistance

and x collects additional variables affecting the maximum drift demand (structural stiffness,

e.g.). The following paragraphs explain the presumed evolution of the maximum displacement

demand as a function of the slip resistance, qualitatively illustrated in Fig.3.

Figure 3: Qualitative illustration of the trend of the maximum displacement dmaximum as a function of the slip

resistance of the AFC.

The displacement drift is related to the dissipated energy during the seismic excitation. If the

damper’s slip resistance tends to zero, the structure behaves as if no damper is installed.

lim
Fs,R→0

dmax = dmax,c (3)
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where dmax is the maximum displacement demand, and dmax,c is the maximum displacement

demand of the RC structure without dampers. If the slip resistance tends to infinity (Eq.4), the

damper does not activate, and the structure behaves as if no damper is installed and the CLT

panel behaves as an additional stiffening element reducing the maximum displacement demand:

the slip resistance would be higher than the shear resistance of the RC structure, expressed by a

double vertical line in Fig.3.

lim
Fs,R→∞

dmax = dmax,c − dCLT (4)

where dCLT is a contribution which lowers the displacement demand due to the additional stiff-

ness of the CLT panel. If the slip resistance increases from the zero value, see Fig.3, the dis-

sipated energy increases. The damper activates when there are low inertial forces. Still, the

friction-based device must endure significant displacement to obtain a meaningful energy dis-

sipation. However, the drift should reduce, and the following derivative would be negative:

lim
Fs,R→0

∂dmax

∂Fs,R

< 0 (5)

If the slip force is lower than the shear resistance of the structure, the damping device can

activate, green region in Fig.3. However, if the slip resistance reduces from the value corre-

sponding to the structure’s shear resistance (red area in Fig.3), the expected drift should reduce.

The damper may start dissipating when the system did not attain the maximum displacement

capacity, thus increasing the dissipated energy and possibly lowering the drift demand. The

AFC has larger displacement margin for dissipation. Therefore, the following derivative would

be positive:

lim
Fs,R→Fc,R

∂dmax

∂Fs,R

> 0 (6)

where Fc,R is the shear resistance of the RC frame. The design of the slip force resembles a

minimum problem. Likely, there is a force value which may minimize the drift demand during

seismic excitation. The mathematical problem cannot have a closed-form formulation. The

optimum performance depends on the expected seismic scenario. Therefore, the authors fol-

lowed an a posteriori approach, conventional in earthquake engineering. They select a set of

earthquakes, matching a given design spectrum. Then, they estimated the nonlinear dynamic

response of a specific structural archetype by varying the slip resistance in a given range—the

minimum of these values obtained from the considered list of earthquakes identifies the opti-

mum solution.

Fs,R,optimum = argmin
FR,s

dmax(FR,s, ag) (7)

where ag represents a seismic scenario. The paper aims to solve the minimum problem in a

specific structural configuration, representing the anatomical unit of the e-CLT technology.

3 Experimental tests

The authors investigated the cyclic behaviour of the AFC devised for e-CLT technology. The

considered setup focuses on the friction damper and does not include CLT elements. The ex-

perimental setup consists of a rigid steel frame, namely the columns have a 12.5mm thickness

and 100×200mm rectangular section, the bottom profile of the specimen is attached to the right
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column, while the top profile is in the central part of the frame and is free to slide, being con-

nected to the actuator of the press. An additional steel cap plate and two aluminium shim layers

were inserted between the profiles, to obtain an asymmetrical friction connection. The goal of

(a)

Figure 4: (a) Setup with all measuring instruments mounted; (c) illustration of the setup

the friction connection in the current setup is to have a 30kN sliding force, this threshold origi-

nates from the working limit of the press machine and previous FEM models [33]. The preload

force in the bolt was set to FP,c = 36kN, which resulted in an experimental slip resistance

Fs,R = 29.57kN, calculated as [17]. The experimental friction coefficient is calculated as:

μ =
Fs,R

nsnbFp,C

=
29.57

2 · 2 · 36 = 0.21 (8)

where Fs,R is the experimental slip resistance, ns = 2 is the number of shear surfaces, nb = 2
is the number of the preloaded bolts and FP,c is the preload force in the bolts. Interestingly, the

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: (a)Experimental hysteresis loop; (b) Force-Time function; (c) Dissipated Energy-time function.

estimation of resistant slip force is not unmistakable. The hysteresis loop does not display an

expected rectangular shape. There is a significant increment of the slip resistance in the first few

cycles at lower displacements, while it stabilizes at higher displacement to an almost constant

value equal to 30kN, as seen in Fig.5. This effect is not negligible, since there is an approximate

56% increment of the peak to the stable value at higher deformations. The modelling of this
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phenomenon is mandatory to achieve a reliable prediction of the performance of this system.

This aspect is in full accordance with the experimental tests reported by [30]. Specifically, the

adoption of an aluminium plate, characterised by low hardness, causes moderately stable loops.

The friction coefficient corresponding to the peak force value is, in fact:

μ =
Fpeak

nsnbFp,C

=
47.03

2 · 2 · 36 = 0.33 (9)

This value is in accordance with the findings by [30], who, in the case of aluminium shims,

obtained a static friction coefficient of 0.34 and a dynamic of 0.21.

4 MODELLING OF THE COUPLED SYSTEM: RC FRAME, CLT PANEL AND AFC
CONNECTION

The authors modelled the hysteretic response of the RC frame in Fig.6(a). Fig.6(b) shows the

experimental cyclic response by increasing the displacement at each cycle up to a drift of 2.5

%. The authors reproduced the hysteretic response in Fig.6(b) using the Atan model, presented

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6: (a) RC frame subject to cyclic loading after [31]; (b) Experimental hysteresis loop; (c) Comparison with

the Atan model.

by [34], which suits the simulation of mechanical systems with pinching, and both strength and

stiffness degradation. It is a hysteresis model based on the arctangent function characterized by

the following piece-wise definition:

1 - a1 arctan(b1x− |c1|) if {ẋ > 0, x > 0, |x| > q max(|x(t)|)∀t ∈ [0, t)}
2 - a2 arctan(b2x− |c2|) if {ẋ < 0, x > 0}
3 - a3 arctan(b3x+ |c3|) if {ẋ < 0, x < 0}
4 - a4 arctan(b4x− |c4|) if {ẋ > 0, x > 0, |x| < q max(|x(t)|)∀t ∈ [0, t)}
5 - a5 arctan(b5x+ |c5|) if {ẋ > 0, x < 0, |x| ≤ q max(|x(t)|)∀t ∈ [0, t)}
6 - a6 arctan(b6x+ |c6|) if {ẋ > 0, x < 0, |x| ≤ q max(|x(t)|)∀t ∈ [0, t)}

(10)

where the six conditional statements identify the transition between the different parts of the

hysteresis. A set of three parameters define the arctangent function in each section of the loop:

ai characterise the amplitude of the force, bi the x axis resolution and ci the residual displace-

ment. The subscript i varies between 1 and 6. The strength and stiffness degradation descend

from the use of an exponential function, like in [35, 36]. The exponential function expresses

the force and stiffness degradation as a function of the dissipated hysteretic energy (ε). The

energy-dependent definition of ai and bi is:

ai(ε) = e(−ξaiε)a0 (11)
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bi(ε) = e(−ξbiε)b0,i (12)

where ξai and ξbi are properly calibrated to the degradation of the strength and stiffness respec-

tively. The parameters are a0 =
2Fu

π
and b0,i =

k0,i
a0

, where k0,i is the tangent stiffness, and Fu is

the ultimate resistance.

Fig.6(c) displays the superposition between the experimental cyclic response of the RC frame

and the simulated one using the Atan model with the parameters in Tab.1. The model satis-

Table 1: Parameters of the Atan model for the simulation of the cyclic response of the RC frame in Fig.6.

Parameter Value

a0 140.12

b0,1,b0,4 0.71

b0,2,b0,3 0.32

b0,5,b0,6 0.25

c1−6 0.20

ξai,ξbi 0.00005

q 0.80

factorily follows the experimental data by exhibiting the expected degradation behaviour. The

model’s significant stability under dynamic excitation endorsed this model’s adoption: it was

explicitly conceived to enhance the stability of hysteresis models with pinching, which present

several convergence issues due to the stiffness boost in the pinched branches.

Columbian friction mainly drives the cyclic response of the AFC. Therefore, the authors adopted

the following definition of the slip force:

Fs(ε) = μ(ε)Fp,C sign(ẋ) (13)

where Fs(ε) is the slip force, Fp,C is the absolute value of the preload force, ẋ the velocity of

deformation, ε is the dissipated hysteretic energy. The definition of the friction coefficient is:

μ(ε) = μ0 [exp(−ξε(i)) + 1] (14)

where the μ0 and ξ from an ordinary least squares optimization are 0.33 and 0.00005 respec-

tively. The authors noticed that an exponential function closely follows the strength evolution

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7: Comparison between the experimental data and the Coulomb-like friction model: (a) Hysteresis loop;

(b) Force-Time function; (c) Dissipated Energy-time function.
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of the AFC. Fig.7 presents the comparison between the experimental data and the Coulomb-like

friction model. The model seizes the experimental response, but it exhibits an energy dissipation

higher than expected due to the loop’s non-rectangular shape due to the corner chirping effect.

The authors neglect this phenomenon in the current investigation due to its limited influence on

the dissipated hysteretic energy.

4.1 Modeling the coupled system

The assemblage of the RC frame with masonry infill, a CLT wall panel and the AFC rep-

resents the structural unit of the e-CLT technology. In the considered system, the CLT panel’s

in-plane resistance must be higher than the slip resistance of the AFC. The CLT panel increases

the RC frame’s strength and stiffness, but the sole AFC provides the extra dissipation capacity.

Accordingly, a linear elastic behaviour of the CLT is assumed for the modelling of the panel.

In the current case, the structural unit consists of the RC frame equipped with a 90mm thick

CLT panel, circumscribed by the frame. Likely, the CLT panel behaves like a clamped-clamped

beam. Therefore, the lateral stiffness is:

kCLT =
1

h3

12EI
+ 1.2h

GA

(15)

where kCLT is the lateral stiffness, h the panel’s height, E the longitudinal elastic modulus, I the

cross-section inertia, G the shear modulus, A the cross-section area. The authors adopted the

following parameters E = 11600MPa and G = 450MPa. The assemblage’s lateral resistance,

FT , is the summation of the three contributes, conditional of the exceeding of the slip resistance:

the resistance of the RC frame Fc, the slip resistance of the AFC Fs and the CLT panel contribute

FCLT .

FT (x, ẋ,max(|x(t)|), t, ε) = Fc(x, ẋ,max(|x(t)|), t, ε) + FCLT(x) if FT ≤ Fs (16)

FT (x, ẋ,max(|x(t)|), t, ε) = Fc(x, ẋ,max(|x(t)|), t, ε)+FCLT(x)+Fs(ẋ, ε) if FT > Fs (17)

where x is the top displacement of the frame, Fc is described by the Atan model, Fs by Eqs.(13)-

(14), and FCLT = kCLTx. Likely, the combination of Eqs.(16)-(17) would simulate the lateral

response of the structural unit obtained by assembling the RC frame, the CLT panel and the

AFC connection.

5 SEISMIC PERFORMANCE OF THE STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENT

The inelastic restoring force in Eqs.(16)-(17) participates to the equilibrium of single-degree-

of-freedom oscillator (SDOF), representative of the RC frame dynamic response. The equilib-

rium of a lumped mass above the frame yields the following ordinary differential equation under

earthquake excitation:

mẍ+ FT = −mẍg (18)

where m is the mass, x the displacement, ẍ the double derivative of x with respect to time, FT

the resisting inelastic force defined in Eqs.(16)-(17), and ẍg the ground acceleration. A SDOF

system is the most elementary structure. Nevertheless, it is the most meaningful, and the results

obtained from this basic structure have universal application. The SDOF model is used to as-

sess the slip force, which guarantees the lowest inter-storey drift. An RC frame represents any
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storey distinguished by a prevalent shear-type response. Accurately, any structure is a stand-

alone case, but an elementary model’s accurate analysis supports a mindful assessment of the

optimum ranges to be expected in more complicated structures. In contrast with the previous

section, the displacement is unknown and must descend from the numerical integration of the

ODE. Precisely, the authors used the explicit fourth-order Runge–Kutta method for the tempo-

ral discretization of the approximate solution of the ODE. The optimization of the slip force in

AFC descends from an indirect approach. The authors simulated the response of an RC frame

equipped with the AFC to a set of 41 earthquakes by varying the value of the slip force in a given

range. A list of 41 Italian earthquake records with magnitude ML ranging between 5 and 6.5,

reported in [37, 38], represented the base for generating 41 artificial earthquakes, scaled to the

same PGA and optimized to match a given design spectrum. The design spectrum corresponds

to the seismic scenario expected in L’Aquila, Italy, according to the National Seismic Code.

The algorithm presented by [39] is used to scale the accelerograms to a 0.3PGA, and carry out

the analyses based on coherent inputs. The algorithm modifies the frequency content without

producing substantial shape modifications. The force slip varied in the range 0-100kN, with a

1kN step. Fig.8 displays the results of the analyses. Fig.8(a) reports the maximum displace-

ment drift due to a single earthquake. Maximum inter-story drift is widely used to evaluate the

level of damage to both structural and non-structural elements in RC structures [32]. Fig.8(b)

superposes the curves in Fig.8(a) by considering the responses to the 41 earthquakes. The mean

and variance of the minima of the curves in Fig.8(b) leads to the normal distribution pictured in

Fig.8(c).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8: (a) Maximum drift of the RC frame from the response to the El Centro earthquake as a function of the

slip force; (b) Superposition of the maximum drifts of the considered system under the earthquakes in Tab.??; (c)

Half-Normal distribution of the slip force vales corresponding to the minimum drift.

The curves do not exhibit a smooth trend: they are very jagged. Still, despite the oscilla-

tion, each curve has a minima range with a concave shape by the minima. Hence, the authors

picked the argument corresponding to the lowest value, considered representative of the opti-

mum slip force. There are considerable differences between the curves obtained from different

earthquakes. This evidence agrees with the findings by [16]. They observed that the optimum

slip load values are more affected by the amplitude and frequency of the input earthquakes (e.g.

peak ground acceleration) rather than the structure’s characteristics.

Interestingly, the range of local minima gathers by the lower values of the slip force.

Also [29], [40] and [41] observed that the use of friction dampers leads to an optimum range

of slip load ratios that, on average, leads to lower inter-story drifts. According to [29], the

slip load ratio is the ratio between the slip value and the resistance of the structure without the
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passive device. They found the following empirical function for the prediction of the optimum

slip force as a function of the number of storeys n:

R = 1.12 e−0.11n (19)

If there is one storey, the R ratio is almost one. As the number of storeys grows, the R ratio

reduces to 0.12. This emirical equation does not agree with the outcomes of this investigation.

The R ratio in the considered configuration is R ≈ 0.23.

According to [29], in the considered case, the optimum slip resistance should be approximately

equal to 200kN. Numerous factors are affecting the optimum value of the slip force. Both the

RC frame and the AFC dissipate the seismic energy. The energy dissipated by the friction

dampers is proportional to both the slip force and the mutual drift. If the slip force is kept low,

the dissipated energy increment must descend from the increment in displacement. If the slip

force is higher, a lower displacement can generate the same dissipation. However, higher forces

cause the device activates when the RC frame has already experienced a significant displace-

ment drift. In the considered system, characterized by strength and stiffness degradation, if the

slip force was equal to 200kN, the AFC’s benefit was reduced by its tardy intervention.

Still, the RC frame with masonry infill can exhibit more the 50% strength increment to the same

structure without infill. If R is the ratio between the slip resistance and the RC lateral capac-

ity without the infill, the findings of this research and those by [29] become coherent, R will

approximate one. The masonry infill is determinant for the correct assessment of the optimum

slip force.

6 Conclusions

The paper addresses the seismic performance of the e-CLT technology via nonlinear dynamic

analysis on an elementary RC frame with masonry infill. The e-CLT technology is a seismic

retrofitting solution of existing RC building based on the use of cross-laminated timber (CLT)

panels and asymmetric friction connectors (AFC). In an RC frame, one end of the CLT panel

is fixed on the lower beam, while the other end is equipped with an AFC, connected to the RC

frame’s upper beam. The slip force’s exceeding in the AFC activates the dissipating device,

which possibly contributes to the seismic energy absorption and the reduction of the displace-

ment drift demand. The authors experimented the cyclic behaviour of the AFC and proposed

a Coulomb-like model with a friction coefficient dependent on the dissipated hysteretic energy.

The experimental data are used to simulate a frame’s coupled response with masonry infill

equipped with the AFC. The Atan model, which is an empirical hysteresis model proposed by

[34], simulates the experimental cyclic response of an RC frame with masonry infill, tested by

[31]. The authors tested the frame’s response, represented by an SDOF oscillator with a lumped

mass on the top, under a set of 41 earthquakes by varying the slip force in a given range. Inter-

estingly, there is a range of minima where the slip force is associated with a significant reduction

of the storey drift. The displacement reduction can be higher than 50%. However, as observed

by [16], seismic input’s nature significantly affects the optimum slip force’s value, which ex-

hibits a significant scatter. The mean value of the optimum slip forces found in the considered

structure is 45kN, which is approximately the 21% of the shear resistance of the frame. This

evidence does not match the findings by [29], who predicted higher optimum slip force values

in bare RC structural archetypes with friction dampers; while in the analyses of this paper the

RC frame was modelled with its real behaviour including the masonry infill. The masonry infill

can add more than 50% increment in strength and stiffness to the same RC frame without infill,

in which case the results from this paper would align with [29].
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Abstract

Recently, timber has gained increasing importance as a structural material, as it offers com-
petitive structural performance and efficient production combined with a significant reduction 
of the environmental impact. Light-weight timber frames provide an efficient structural solution
for wooden multi-storey buildings, in which the wall elements - acting as diaphragms - provide 
lateral stiffness and resistance to wind and earthquake loads. Light-weight timber frame ele-
ments are built up of several components (sheeting, fasteners, frame, support and anchorages),
each of them contributing to the total performance of the structure. The current paper presents
the outcome of experimental and numerical investigations on a ductile and replaceable sup-
porting and anchoring system for wood shear walls. The aim of the examined novel system is 
two-fold: (i) to limit the damage of the superstructure under seismic loads by concentrating 
plastic deformations on the anchoring elements, placed at the base of the building and (ii) to 
be replaced after getting damaged because of a significant earthquake. The supporting and 
anchoring detail is made of steel and designed appropriately to behave nonlinear in a ductile 
manner under severe seismic loads and thus to provide additional energy dissipation. The dam-
age is concentrated on the steel part, which acts as a dissipative mechanism limiting the forces 
transferred into the timber building. Consequently, the timber members remain undamaged for 
moderate earthquakes and slightly damaged in case of strong seismic events. A parametric
study, using FE models validated based on experimental results, was conducted with the objec-
tive to investigate the influence of the geometrical characteristics of the anchorage. Moreover, 
a built-up anchoring configuration optimized for replaceability was developed and analyzed.
Finally, recommendations for applications are provided, as well as the main conclusions of the 
study.

Keywords: timber shear walls, ductile and replaceable anchoring system, experimental tests, 
FE-investigation
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recently, timber has gained increasing importance as a structural material, as it offers com-

petitive structural performance and efficient production combined with a significant reduction 
of the environmental impact. Light-weight timber frames provide an efficient structural solution 
for wooden multi-storey buildings, in which the wall elements - acting as diaphragms - provide 
lateral stiffness and resistance to wind and earthquake loads. Light-weight timber frame ele-
ments are built up of several components (sheeting, fasteners, frame, support and anchorages); 
each of them contributes to the total performance of the structure.

Rising demand for multi-storey timber buildings leads to new challenges regarding stiffness, 
strength and ductility - properties responsible for the seismic performance. On the one hand,
because of their relatively low structural mass, timber buildings are exposed to lower seismic 
loads compared to other structural materials. On the other hand, the anisotropic and naturally 
scattering characteristics of wood material settle the design of timber structures for dissipative 
behavior a challenging process. Fundamental for the dissipation is the capacity design, which 
guarantees a reliable and accurate prediction of the nonlinear response of the dissipative ele-
ments. Therefore, an innovative support and anchoring system acting as a dissipative element 
was developed, aiming at improving the seismic performance of light-weight timber frame 
structures.

Currently, tension ties made of galvanized flat steel represent the common solution for an-
choring timber frames to the foundation. These ties are designed for uplift forces only; they are 
connected to the timber studs by means of screws or nails and to the foundations by anchor 
bolts. In [1][2], tension ties were investigated and it was found that, although the tested speci-
mens can resist adequate tensile forces and provide ductility redundancies, they are susceptible 
to sudden failures. The limited predictability of the governing failure mode of the tension ties 
was confirmed by own tests (Figure 8 b & c). Tlustochowicz [3], compared two different alter-
native techniques for the transmission of shear and tension forces: either through nailing plates 
welded to a foundation steel plate or via a HEB profile, which was connected to the studs of the
timber wall by glued rods and anchored in the foundation. The specimens with glued rods failed
suddenly in the glued interface [4]. The alternative with nailing plates is widely used in timber 
structures. Sufficient ductility can be provided by adequate number and strength of nails, but
sudden block failure of the connectors must be prevented.

In light-weight timber frames, the key component governing the ductility (stiffness and 
strength as well) is the shear connection between sheathing and frame. The investigated anchor-
ing detail was developed to enhance the ductility and dissipation capability of the structure by 
adding a dissipative mechanism at the base of the timber wall. The development of the novel 
anchorage targeted at eliminating the drawbacks of existing solutions, by providing a simple, 
reliable and replaceable element which, to some extent, also prevents damages to the main tim-
ber structure. To this end, the anchorage must provide a stable hysteretic performance in the 
plastic domain. Additionally, the opportunity to strengthen or substitute the anchorage after a
significant seismic event resulting in plastic deformations limited to the anchor system was also 
taken into account. This concept allows for a rapid restoration of the occupancy of the building 
after an earthquake.

The novel anchorage examined within the current study is made of steel and is integrated 
into the corner studs of a timber wall, as shown in Figure 1. It consists of a steel rectangular
hollow section (RHS) and a steel plate, welded to the upper flange of the hollow section. The 
steel plate is used for transferring vertical forces from the slitted timber stud by means of a 
double shear connection with steel dowels or bolts. The anchoring device is designed to transfer
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vertical loads (tension and compression) only. Shear forces are transferred by separate shear 
keys or angle profiles to the foundation.

The response of the structure to seismic loads can be “controlled” through definition of dif-
ferent performance levels for the proposed anchorages. Following the principles of the modern 
codes [6], three main performance levels are considered: damage limitation, significant damage 
and near collapse. By adjusting the elastic limit of the examined anchorage, the performance of 
the total building can be subdivided into: (i) damage limitation performance level: both super-
structure and anchorage respond elastic, (ii) the significant damage performance level (or ulti-
mate limit state): the anchoring device behaves nonlinear and dissipates energy, the timber 
superstructure remains undamaged or slightly damaged and (iii) near collapse level, damages 
(nonlinear response) are expected both at the anchorage and at the superstructure.

Figure 1: Innovative ductile and replaceable anchorage for timber shear walls

Crucial point of the developed concept is the capacity design of the detailing. The non–
dissipative elements should be designed appropriately to remain elastic, permitting yielding and 
nonlinear response of the dissipative elements. Material hardening and overstrength of the dis-
sipative elements must be considered. Concerning the tested subassemblies, fasteners, internal 
steel plate and timber studs were considered as non-dissipative elements. Regarding global sys-
tems, depending on the desired performance level, shear walls can also be considered as non-
dissipative for specific scenarios. 

The reliability of the novel ductile anchorage was investigated experimentally and validated 
numerically by the Institute of Steel Construction of RWTH University in Aachen, Germany.
The investigation was part of a national funded research project (HOLZBEBEN), in which the 
seismic response of light-weight timber frames was holistically examined including tests on 
connections details, on wall elements and on a reference structure [7].

2 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS
Two series of experimental tests both monotonic and cyclic were carried out. The aim of the

first series (S1) was the investigation of the principle of the novel anchorage and the validation 
of the numerical models, whereas the target of the following tests (S2) was to examine the
performance of the anchorages as parts of a realistic building, including the interaction with the 
timber members. For comparison reasons also tests on commercial tension ties were executed.
Table 1 provides an overview of the tested specimens and their characteristics.
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Series Specimen Anchorage
Dimensions
(b x t x h x d)
in mm

Material Connectors
Ø in mm Loading

S1 M01 novel anch. 200x100x100x6.3 S235 3 x threaded rods 
12-8.8

monotonic 
tension

S1 M01* novel anch. 200x100x100x6.3 S235 3 x threaded rods 
12-8.8

monotonic 
compression

S1 Z01 novel anch. 200x100x100x6.3 S235 3 x threaded rods 
12-8.8

cyclic 
(ECCS)

S1 Z02 novel anch. 200x100x100x6.3 S235 3 x threaded rods 
12-8.8

cyclic 
(ECCS)

S1 Z03 novel anch. 200x100x100x6.3 S235 3 x threaded rods 
12-8.8

cyclic 
(ECCS)

S2 A01 novel anch. 200x100x100x12.5 S355 14 x dowels 12-
S355

monotonic 
tension

S2 A02 tension tie HTT31 [9] S350GD 49 screws 5.0x80
+ 1 bolt 24-8.8

monotonic 
tension

S2 A03 tension tie HTT31 [9] S350GD 49 screws 5.0x80
+ 1 bolt 24-8.8

monotonic 
tension

Table 1: Overview of experimental tests

2.1 Investigation of Series 1

2.1.1. Test set-up and instrumentation
The tests of this series were conducted on a ZwickRoell Z100 testing machine. The speci-

mens were fixed through a bolt on a steel plate, which was rigidly clamped at the testing ma-
chine. The loads were transmitted from the machine jack through the timber element using a 
steel to timber connection.

Firstly, a monotonic tensile test (M01) was performed, in order to define the yield displace-
ment, according to ECCS testing procedure [8]. The determination of the yield displacement is
necessary to define the amplitudes for the following cyclic tests (Z01-Z03).

During the tests, the machine jack displacement and the applied load were recorded by the 
testing machine. In addition, the vertical displacement in the middle of the hollow cross-section 
(W1), the vertical displacement at the upper corner of the hollow profile (W2) and the relative 
displacement between the inner steel plate and the timber member (W3) were measured by 
displacement transducers. During the cyclic tests (Z01-Z03), the inclination of the right and left 
part of the hollow steel member flange were recorded by inclinometers (N1 and N2). The mon-
otonic and the cyclic tests were conducted in displacement control with a constant speed rate
of 0.1 mm/s. The instrumentation configuration is presented in Figure 2.

2.1.1. Results
Regarding the monotonic (M01 and M01*) tests, it was observed, that: (i) the novel anchor-

age presented significantly different stiffness in tension Kt =2.69 kN/mm and in compression 
Kc=23.92 kN/mm, (ii) in tension the behavior was ductile and a remarkable amount of energy 
could be dissipated, (iii) no brittle failure occurred despite extreme tensile displacement, and 
(iv) the high compression stiffness is present, when the system anchorage-stud returns to the 
initial position and the compression load was transferred by contact between the timber stud 
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and the flange of the RHS. The response of the anchorage is displayed in Figure 3, whereas the 
initial stiffness, the yield point (according to ECCS [8]), the dissipated energy and the damping 
ratio are depicted in Table 2.

Concerning the cyclic tests, it was observed, that the envelope curve is very close to the 
monotonic curve. Moreover, the anchorage was proved to be capable of dissipating energy and 
resisting a large number of loading cycles, without significant strength reduction (less than 7.5% 
as illustrated in Figure 4). In addition, the measurements of inclinometers confirmed, that the 
anchoring device responded in a symmetric way.

Figure 2: Series 1 test 
set-up

Figure 3: Load displacement curves M01 - M01* and Z01

Figure 4: Strength reduction between 1. & 3. cycle of each interval Figure 5: Deformed shapes of the 
specimen
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Test results Values
Initial stiffness in tension 2.69 kN/mm
Stiffness in compression 23.92 kN/mm
Yield force 12.30 kN
Yield displacement 4.48 mm
Dissipated energy 865 J
Equiv. damping ratio 7 %

Table 2: Series 1; results M01-M01*

2.2 Investigation of Series 2

2.2.1. Test set-up and instrumentation
After the applicability of the novel anchoring devices was experimentally proven in test-

series S1, the anchorages were designed for the shear walls of a multi-storey timber building.
In addition, commercial tension ties (HTT31, Simpson Strong Tie [9]), which could be used as 
a conventional solution for the same building, were selected as reference anchorages. Tensile 
tests were carried out on one specimen of the innovative anchorage and on two HTT31 speci-
mens. The innovative anchorage was made of steel S355 and its thickness was t=12.5 mm.
HTT31 anchoring elements are made of galvanized steel S350GD. According to [9], they can 
resist R1,c = 85.1 kN characteristic tensile load. They are considered to be very ductile and ca-
pable of dissipating energy and are assumed to provide sufficient dissipation capability for duc-
tility classes DCM or even DCH. 

Figure 6: Series 2, test set-up and instrumentation configuration

For the test-series S2 a new test set-up was used, accounting for the increased dimensions 
and expected loads. The test configuration, the specimens and the instrumentation system are 
depicted in Figure 6. The instrumentation of the novel anchorage consisted of eight displace-
ment transducers, two of them (d7 and d8) measuring the relative displacement between the 
internal steel plate and the timber stud. The other sensors (d1÷ d6) were measuring the response 
of the anchorage in terms of displacement at three points (left, right, middle) at the upper and 
at the lower flange of the hollow profile. The instrumentation of the tension ties included meas-
urement of the relative displacement between steel plate and timber member by displacement 
transducers d5 and d6 and measuring of the displacement in the middle of the bottom angle part 
by the transducer d7. In addition, the strains at three characteristic positions along flat steel part 
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of the ties were measured (s1÷ s3), in order to determine, the load distribution to the connectors. 
In all tests the hydraulic jack load and displacement were measured too.

2.2.2. Results
In Figure 7, the experimental results are presented. The novel device displays no failure until 

a load of 230 kN (max. load capacity of the hydraulic jack) with a corresponding displacement 
of about 90 mm. It is obvious, that such displacements are not considered as accepted under 
seismic loads. The maximum accepted displacement depends on the requirements of each build-
ing. Regarding the specimen, it is to underline, that after a displacement of about 40 mm, mem-
brane effects appear and are responsible for the change of inclination. Concerning the HTT31 
tension ties, it is to be noted, that their stiffness, calculated according to [14], was close to the 
suggested values and their capacity about 27% higher than characteristic strength provided in 
the approval [9]. The results of the experiments are included in Table 3. In addition, it is worth 
mentioning, that the two HTT31 specimens presented different failure modes (Figure 8: b & c).
The first one exposed net cross-section failure in tension, while the second one failed in the 
bottom part responsible for the connection to the foundation. Both failure mechanisms provided 
some plastic ductility followed by a sudden drop of resistance. Measurements by strain gauges 
showed a non-uniform force distribution along the HTT31 and the corresponding fasteners. The 
measured force decreases from 1 kN (point s3) to 0.67 kN (point s2) and 0.25 kN (point s3) (the 
values are normalized). Comparing the test configuration of the novel anchorage with the ref-
erence anchorage, the main conclusions are: (i) the novel anchorage is slightly stiffer and pre-
sents higher strength, (ii) the yield point is clearly identifiable and is about 50% higher (96.01
kN to 62.65 kN), (iii) both anchors are very ductile in monotonic tension however, the novel
anchorage has the potential to dissipate significantly more seismic energy by developing stable

Test results Novel A01 HTT31 A03
Initial stiffness 29.63 kN/mm 27.39 kN/mm
Yield load 96.01 kN/mm 62.65 kN
Yield displacement 3.14 mm 2.42 mm
Max. load >230 kN 109.17 kN
Max. displacement >90 mm 19.62 mm
Ductility factor - 8.1

Table 3: Series 2; results A01, A03

Figure 7: Test results A01 (novel anchorage) and A03 (HTT31)
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hysteresis in tension and compression. In general, the examined novel anchorage shows an ex-
cellent performance, regarding the decisive properties for the seismic design – stiffness, 
strength and ductility - compared with a very effective reference tension tie (HTT31).

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8: (a) Novel anchorage after loading with 230 kN and 94 mm deformation, (b) Failure mode of

HTT31- (A2) specimen, (c) Failure mode of HTT31 - (A3) specimen

3 NUMERICAL AND ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION
Numerical simulations were used to verify and to predict the behavior (load transfer, plastic 

hinges) of the examined specimens and to extend the study to other parameters (geometry, ma-
terial properties) allowing for an adjustment of the anchorage to the design situation. The nu-
merical investigations in this study were developed using the FEM software Abaqus Simulia 
2018 [12].

3.1 FEM modeling procedure
The numerical models consisted of solid elements and included the rectangular hollow sec-

tion (RHS), the steel plate, a foundation plate and the connectors, as depicted in Figure 9. The 
RHS, the steel plate and the foundation plate were modeled with a simplified isotropic bilinear 
material law for steel S235 and S355, according to the minimum requirements for steel as pro-
posed by Eurocode 3[11]. The material law for the steel to timber connectors is taken from 
experimental results published in [10]. The timber element was modeled assuming elastic be-
havior, based on observations from the tests. Regarding the interactions and boundary condi-
tions, the following options were applied: (i) “tie constraint” – for the welded connection 
between internal steel plate and hollow profile, (ii) “contact interaction” – for the interaction of 
different model components (bolts-timber, timber - RHS, RHS – foundation plate) in contact.
The ‘normal hard contact’ used in the model, allows for separation between the parts and the 
‘friction/penalty contact’ for considering friction effects. Sensitivity study for penalty values 
between 0.01 and 0.25 exposed that the penalty value does not influence the results. Regarding 
the boundary conditions, the foundation plate was fixed on both transverse edges, which ap-
proaches very close the real boundary conditions of the testing machine. The external loading 
was applied as imposed vertical displacement on the upper surface of the timber stud. For con-
vergence reasons ‘Dynamic Explicit Analysis’, with a smooth step amplitude was selected, 
considering geometrical and material nonlinearities. The kinetic energy at all stages of the anal-
yses (monotonic and cyclic) remained negligible. Regarding the discretization method, the 
mesh was adapted to the different components (4 mm for the timber stud and the hollow profile, 
1.5 mm for the connectors and 1 mm at the areas of the RHS, where plastic strains were 
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expected). The element type was linear hexahedral elements type C3D8R. The size of the mesh 
elements was adapted until the results were independent of the mesh.

Figure 9: Assembled finite element model and discretization

3.2 Calibration of the model
The numerical model was developed with the characteristics described above and was cali-

brated with the monotonic and pseudo cyclic load – displacement curve from the tests A01 and
M01 - M01*. In Figure 10, the results of the test and of the numerical simulation both in tension 
and compression are compared.

Figure 10: Comparison of response curves: test versus numerical reference model

Taking into consideration the simplified material law, the numerical and experimental results 
are in good agreement. The differences between the numerical and the experimental results are 
within an acceptable range for the intended application. In detail, the following deviations be-
tween A1 test and simulation are observed: (i) 1.0 % at yield force, (ii) 1.8 % at initial stiffness. 
Between M01-M01* test and FE model the deviations are: (i) 5.6 % at yield, (ii) 9.49 % at 
initial stiffness, (iii) 2.9 % at maximum load and (iii) 13.2 % at dissipated energy. The stress 
and stain distribution of the numerical model, that represented the specimen M01-M01* are 
displayed at the image series of Figure 11. The distribution of stresses and equivalent strain 
(PEEQ) illustrates the symmetric response of the anchoring and the sequential formation of 
plastic zones in the RHS, initially, near the foundation connector and at the sides of the vertical 
plate and afterwards at both ends of the webs.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 11: (a) stress distribution U2 = 5 mm, (b) plastic strains at U2 = 5 mm,

(c) stress distribution U2 = 25 mm, (d) plastic strains at U2 = 25 mm

3.3 Parametric Study
After the calibration of the numerical models based on the experimental results, a parameter

study was performed, in order to investigate the influence of the geometrical characteristics of 
the novel anchorage. The influence of wall thickness (t), width (w) and depth (d) of RHS was 
examined by varying separately these parameters in numerical models. As reference the an-
chorage with the properties as tested in first experimental series is used. The load-displacement 
curves in tension for various values of (t), (w) and (d) determined by FEM are presented in 
Figure 13. Furthermore, a simple analytical approach for the determination of the 

(a) (b)
Figure 12: (a) Simplified model for analytical investigation, (b) Influence of thickness on yield force according 

to numerical and analytical approach

yield force was developed. For the analytical approach, the plastic zones are reduced to plastic 
hinges Figure 12a.The influence of the thickness on the yield force by the analytical and the 
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numerical approach is illustrated in the Figure 12b. For the upper part of the plastic mechanism
with four plastic hinges, the following equations apply:

(1)

(2)

(3)

Combining the equations (1÷3) allows the calculation of the yield force Fy as function of 
thickness t, depth d, width w and material (fy):

(4)

Parametric studies have shown, that the thickness t has the strongest influence on the initial 
stiffness, the yield load and the dissipation capacity. The influence of the depth and width var-
iation is less significant, but changes of these parameters allow for a fine-tuning of the anchors, 
according to the specific structure and loading situation. Finally, the dependency of the dissi-
pated energy on thickness, depth and width of the RHS was examined by FE-analysis. To this 
end, each of these values was increased by 20% compared to the reference dimensions. The 
dissipated energy was determined for a loading cycle with a deformation amplitude of 30 mm 
in tension. It was found that 20% thickness increase (t = 7.5mm) leads to 53% more energy 
dissipation, 20% increase depth (d = 120 mm) absorbs 19.8% more energy and a 20% wider 
RHS dissipated 29.3% less energy.

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 13: Load-displacement parametric curves of the anchorage (a) wall thickness varying between 6.3 mm 
to 16 mm, (b) depth varying between 80 mm to 120 mm and (c) width varying between 180 mm to 250 mm

3.4 Optimization for replaceability
One of major aims of the development of the novel anchorage was its replaceability after a 

significant earthquake. The substitution of dissipating structural parts is always a great chal-
lenge, as the existing structure should be temporarily supported and residual forces in the mem-
bers or details are expected [15][16]. On the other hand, considering the concept of 
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replaceability in the design and detailing of a structure inherently includes the option of recen-
tering the main structure, under condition that the residual (plastic) deformations are limited to 
the specific dissipative objects. The introduced innovative anchoring solution can be also de-
signed for disassembling and replacing, as long as the connection of the anchor to the timber 
studs remains elastic. Also, the main timber structure shall not suffer significant damages. Us-
ing the validated numerical models, different alternatives following this concept were investi-
gated. The research focused on built-up members, in which one part only (the lower one in
particular) is considered to be dissipative and needs to be replaced. The upper (non-dissipative) 
part must remain robust and undamaged. After investigating several alternatives, the configu-
ration illustrated in Figure 14a, was selected as the most efficient one. It enables the transfer of 
gravity forces by contact and simultaneously the lower part (dissipative part) is activated only 
when uplift forces are present. The investigated hybrid built-up member consists of an outer 
profile with thickness t =16 mm and width w = 200 mm. Regarding the internal profile, the 
dissipative flange was selected as t = 6.3 mm; the webs are t = 16 mm thick as well. The total 
height of the anchorage remains 100 mm, the steel material is S235 for both the lower and the 
upper part. Τhe connecting bolts are M16-10.9. 

(b)

(a) (c)
Figure 14: (a) Built up optimized anchoring device, (b) Stress and plastic strain distribution, U2 = 5 mm, (c)

Stress and plastic strain distribution, U2 = 15 mm 

The results of the numerical simulation, plotted in Figure 15, are very encouraging, as the 
optimized configuration presents a similar initial stiffness to the RHS anchoring configuration 
with t = 10 mm thickness (Kt=10 = 14.57 kN/mm) and a performance (yield force and plastic 
behaviour), which corresponds to the novel RHS anchorage with a thickness between t = 8 mm
and t = 10 mm. The plastic hinges form in three regions (around the foundation bolt and at both 
ends of the dissipative flange), as illustrated in Figure 14 (b & c: plastic strains). The perfor-
mance limit was estimated to be at an uplift deformation of about 26 mm, where the concentra-
tion of strains is significantly beyond those in the reference configuration (RHS). Nevertheless,
the ratio between ultimate displacement (du = 26 mm) and yield displacement (dy = 1.4 mm)
combined with the stable cyclic response without pitching effects (Figure 15b) indicate that the 
optimized configuration is also capable of dissipating considerable amount of seismic energy. 
In order to keep the lower part replaceable, the webs of the lower profile must remain elastic, 
to enable unscrewing the connecting bolts.
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Figure 15: Load – displacement curves of the optimized anchoring configuration

4 APPLICATION
For the application of the novel anchors in timber buildings, the stiffness and strength char-

acteristics and relations of the timber superstructure and the anchors need to be considered. The 
anchors have different stiffness properties in pure compression (e.g., gravity loads govern the 
force) and if uplift forces (overturning moment governs) are present. In pure compression the
elastic stiffness of the anchors is very high, thus having limited influence on the stiffness of the 
building. The plastic deformations and cyclic energy dissipation are activated as soon as uplift 
forces appear. In order to avoid damages to the timber building, it needs to be designed using 
the lateral seismic actions corresponding to the yield force of the anchors. This shall comprise 
material overstrength and hardening effects of the dissipative part. Also, the transfer of the base 
shear force to the foundation and of the shear force between the storeys must follow this prin-
ciple. If designing for deformations on top of the building, the whole horizontal displacement 
shall be determined considering two components:

(i) the displacement Δ1, which is the sum of the horizontal head displacement of the wall 
on each floor due to shear loads and depends on the applied shear force on each floor 
and on the stiffness of the wall and 

(ii) the displacement Δ2, which is the result of the rocking effect due to usage of the novel 
ductile anchorage and depends on the presence of uplift forces and the corresponding 
stiffness of the anchoring

In order to achieve an optimum seismic performance in combination with limited damage to 
the building, the following aspects shall be considered:

anchorage should be equipped with sufficient strength to remain elastic under moderate
earthquakes (local damage limitation);
light timber shear walls should be designed appropriately according to capacity design as
non–dissipative elements for the design earthquake, in order to concentrate the damages in
the ductile anchoring device;
the inherently available ductility of the light timber shear walls should be activated only for
a near collapse seismic scenario. In such case, lateral deformations may become critical
(inter-storey drift, theory 2nd order effects). This can be controlled either by selecting stiffer
profiles or by using additional tension ties, which get activated after a certain, pre-defined
uplifting displacement.
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As horizontal displacements and drifts are decisive for the design of the ductile anchorage, 
a pushover analysis is recommended for the evaluation of the different performance levels. Fi-
nally, the novel anchorage is designed to transfer vertical loads only (uplifting and compression). 
In order to prevent unintended transfer of base shear forces, slotted holes for the innovative 
anchorage should be used. Additional shear keys preferably at the middle of the wall, are sug-
gested.

Figure 16: Shear displacements (left), displacement due to rocking effects at the base (right)

5 CONCLUSIONS
The current paper described the results of experimental and numerical investigations of an 

innovative, ductile and replaceable anchorage for timber shear walls. Aim of the developed 
device is the protection of the timber superstructure. One additional advantage of the investi-
gated system is its replaceability. The monotonic experimental tests have shown that the an-
choring device behaves in a very ductile manner, when uplift forces are present; in pure 
compression the loads are transferred by contact and the anchor behaves elastically with a high 
stiffness. Buckling effects under compressive loads should also be taken into consideration.
Cyclic tests have proved, that the investigated anchoring can withstand many loading cycles
even of high amplitude, without any significant reduction of its strength. Simultaneously a rea-
sonable amount of seismic energy can be absorbed. After validating the numerical models based
on experimental results, a parametric study was conducted and proved that the governing pa-
rameter for the behavior of the introduced anchorage is the thickness of the profile. Thicker 
profiles have an increased stiffness, yield force and dissipation capacity. Finally, the examined 
anchorage was optimized aiming at its replaceability. The most effective solution among sev-
eral investigated cases was a built-up member, in which only the lower part is dedicated to 
dissipate energy and must be replaced after a significant earthquake. The achievement of the 
intended plastic mechanism requires the application of capacity design rules, in order to prevent 
plastic deformations or damages in the connections to the timber studs and to the parts of the 
anchorage, which are supposed to remain in the structure.
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Abstract 

In the region of Groningen (NL), human-induced earthquakes initiated by gas extraction are 
causing structural damage. In that area, the building stock is mainly composed of unrein-
forced masonry (URM) buildings with light and flexible timber floors and roofs. Thus, an ex-
perimental campaign was arranged for assessing the in-plane response of these diaphragms, 
and a retrofitting method was developed, consisting of an overlay of plywood panels screwed 
to the existing sheathing around their perimeter. This light, reversible stiffening measure 
showed a great increase in the in-plane strength, stiffness, and energy dissipation of the 
floors. Subsequently, an analytical model was developed, showing very good agreement with 
experimental results, and enabling the design of retrofitting interventions with this technique. 
Starting from the formulated model, a user-supplied subroutine was implemented in the finite 
element software DIANA FEA, allowing to represent the in-plane response of the diaphragms, 
including their energy dissipation. Finally, the impact of this retrofitting intervention on a 
case study of an existing building was evaluated by means of nonlinear time-history analyses. 
The results of numerical analyses show that the user-supplied subroutine accurately describes 
the in-plane behaviour of the retrofitted timber floors. Besides, the proposed retrofitting tech-
nique greatly increases the global seismic performance of the building, compared with both 
its as-built configuration and to stiffer and less reversible strengthening measures. 

Keywords: Timber floors, Seismic Rehabilitation, Retrofitting, Seismic capacity, Masonry. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
In-plane response of timber diaphragms greatly influences the seismic response of existing 

unreinforced masonry (URM) buildings. As-built floors are often too flexible to withstand in-
plane loads without causing the out-of-plane collapse of the walls. Hence, a proper retrofitting 
of the diaphragms, as well as an improvement of their connections to the walls, have to be 
performed. In this framework, several strengthening techniques have been investigated in the 
recent years [1]-[14], aiming at enhancing the seismic properties of the existing diaphragms. 
Among these techniques, reversible ones are usually preferred when they are applied to mon-
umental structures, because of their lower impact [15]. 

Retrofitting interventions on timber diaphragms appear to be urgent and delicate in the re-
gion of Groningen, in the northern part of the Netherlands, where earthquakes induced by gas 
extraction are causing structural damage. The seismic events up to now have been light and 
have not caused collapses, but according to probabilistic studies, more intense events might 
occur. In that area, the building stock is mainly composed of URM low-rise buildings with 
light and flexible timber floors and roofs. This construction typology is widely present and 
very vulnerable to horizontal loads, because the buildings were not designed to withstand 
earthquakes, since seismic events were absent until recently. Thus, in 2018-19 a full-scale test 
campaign, recalled in Section 2, was arranged at Delft University of Technology for assessing 
the in-plane response of as-built and strengthened timber diaphragms typical of the Groningen 
area. The retrofitting measure consisted of an overlay of plywood panels screwed to the exist-
ing sheathing around their perimeter. This light, reversible strengthening measure showed a 
great increase in the in-plane strength, stiffness, and energy dissipation of the floors [14]. 

In this work, the analytical and numerical modelling of the refurbished floors is presented. 
An analytical model was firstly developed to enable a detailed design of the retrofitting inter-
vention with the proposed strengthening technique. The formulated model, presented in detail 
in [16] and recalled in Section 3, estimates well the floors’ strength, stiffness and energy dis-
sipation, including pinching behaviour. 

After these first steps, the impact of this retrofitting intervention in a case study of an exist-
ing building was evaluated by means of nonlinear time-history analyses. Three configurations 
were studied: an as-built one with flexible floors; one where a stiff and not reversible retrofit-
ting intervention was applied, such as the cast of a concrete slab on the existing diaphragms; 
one where the proposed strengthening method was applied. For the latter case, given the high 
amount of energy dissipation of floors already at limited in-plane deflection, and their charac-
teristic pinching behaviour, it was important to model in detail their seismic response for fully 
evaluating the impact of this retrofitting method. For this purpose, starting from the developed 
analytical model, a user-supplied subroutine was implemented in the finite element software 
DIANA FEA [17], allowing to represent the global in-plane response of the diaphragms. In 
this way, it was possible to simulate the nonlinear behaviour of both masonry (already fea-
tured by the software) and timber floors. The subroutine implementation is presented in Sec-
tion 4, while results from the analyses on the case-study building are discussed in Section 5. 

2 IN-PLANE EXPERIMENTAL TESTS ON TIMBER DIAPHRAGMS 
To gain more insight into the in-plane behaviour of timber diaphragms with Dutch features, 

an experimental campaign was arranged at Delft University of Technology [14]. The floors 
were initially tested in their as-built configuration, and then retested after being strengthened 
with an overlay of plywood panels screwed along their perimeter to the existing sheathing. 
Prior to testing, portions of diaphragms were extracted from existing buildings in the Gro-
ningen area, so that the material properties of the tested samples could be accurately replicat-
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ed and representative for the actual floors. Five full-scale samples representing half of a floor 
were tested in a vertical configuration (Fig. 1): two specimens were tested parallel to the joists 
(DFpar-1, DFpar-2) and two perpendicular to them (DFper-3, DFper-4), the last represented 
a roof pitch (DRpar-5). For the strengthened samples, the same nomenclature was adopted, 
adding the letter s at the end of each specimen name. As can be noticed from Fig. 1, the retro-
fitted floors exhibited a great improvement in strength, stiffness, and energy dissipation. To 
facilitate a detailed design of retrofitting interventions by adopting the proposed strengthening 
technique, an analytical model was formulated, which is presented in the next section. For fur-
ther details on this experimental campaign, the reader can refer to [14]. 
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Figure 1: Main characteristics and cyclic in-plane response of the timber diaphragms; floors tested parallel (a) 
and perpendicular to the joists (b), roof pitch (c) [14]. 
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3 ANALYTICAL MODELLING OF THE STRENGTHENED DIAPHRAGMS 

3.1 General 
The starting point for the formulation of the model was the evaluation of the load-slip be-

haviour of the screws fastening planks and plywood panels (Section 3.2). Based on their re-
sponse, the global in-plane response of the diaphragm was then derived analytically (Section 
3.3). The developed calculation model enables a good prediction of the diaphragms’ in-plane 
behaviour [16], as shown in Section 3.4. 

3.2 Evaluation of the load-slip behaviour of the fasteners 
Besides the experimental campaign on full-scale floors, tests were also performed on four-

teen small-size replicates for evaluating the response of the screws connecting plywood pan-
els and planks. These specimens were composed of a plank and a plywood panel portion 
fastened together by means of two screws (Fig. 2). The samples were tested in shear, under 
the quasi-static reversed-cyclic loading protocol of ISO 16670 [18]: seven replicates were 
tested parallel to the main direction of the plank, and the other seven orthogonal to it (Fig. 2a). 
Similar load-slip curves were obtained between the two loading directions (Fig. 3). 

Based on the obtained results, the load-slip response was modelled by means of a combina-
tion of a linear and a parabolic branch, representing the initial stiffness and the global behav-
iour, respectively [16]. A continuous curve was created with an extension of Foschi’s load-
slip model for nails [19]. With the proposed model, both post-yielding and softening behav-
iour of the fasteners can be described. The equation of the curve was defined as follows: 

Fs = (F0 + a ds + b ds2)[1 – exp(– K0 ds/F0)] ≥ 0; with a > 0, b < 0 (1) 

In Eq. 1, Fs and ds are the force and displacement of the screw, respectively; F0, a and b are 
the coefficients of the parabola representing the global behaviour, while K0 is the slope of the 
line representing the initial stiffness. This curve fits the experimental points with R2 = 0.83 
when the panel is loaded parallel to the plank, and with R2 = 0.95 if the force is applied per-
pendicular to it (Fig. 3). As a failure criterion, the ultimate displacement was considered as 
the one for which the transferred load drops below 80% of the peak strength during the sof-
tening phase, in agreement with the provisions of ISO 16670 [18] and EN 12512 [20]. As a 
last consideration, a scatter is present in the data points and the backbones, as it is usually ob-
served when analysing tests on timber joints. Yet, since a large number of screws is used in 
the whole floor, the global behaviour will approach the average trend. 

18 mm existing plank

18 mm plywood panel

4.5 40 mm screws

Loading parallel
to the plank’s
main direction

Loading orthogonal to the
plank’s main direction

(a) (b) 

Figure 2: Samples prepared for testing the screws fastening the plywood panels to the existing sheathing: 
schematic description (a) and example of specimen (b) [16]. 
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With the aforementioned procedure, it is possible to construct the load-slip curve starting 
from experimental tests, but in order to further generalize the proposed model, a fully analyti-
cal estimation of the curve was proposed as well [16]. This generalization was also necessary 
because some of the full-scale strengthened floors had different characteristics from the small-
size replicates: sample DFpar-2s featured 24 mm planks, and in specimens DFpar-2s, DFper-
3s, DFper-4s screws with a 5 mm diameter were used [14]. Therefore, the parameters K0, F0, 
a and b were also estimated according to formulations from standards or literature. 

The initial stiffness K0 was found to be well predicted with the expression provided in [21] 
for non-predrilled nails, thus K0 = 50 d1.7, with d nominal diameter of the screw. 

F0 can be predicted starting from the knowledge of the maximum force Fmax determined 
according to EN 1995 [22] and Johansen’s theory [23] for timber-to-timber joints, and with a 
screw sufficiently slender to develop two plastic hinges. Then, F0 can be estimated as Fmax/8 
(Fig. 4). 

To determine the parameters a and b, three points crossed by the parabola have to be iden-
tified. The last quantity to be estimated is thus the slip dmax of the screw at Fmax. To this end, 
firstly the expression of EN 409 [24] can be used for determining the angle α at which the 
screws’ bending moment is evaluated, and adopting for its calculation the shank or inner di-
ameter d1 of the screw. Secondly, the distance (b1 + b2) between the two plastic hinges ac-
cording to Johansen’s theory [23] is determined. By combining these two quantities, the slip 
at Fmax can be estimated as dmax = (b1 + b2) tan(α) (Fig. 4). The parabola is thus now identified 
by the three points (0, F0), (dmax, Fmax), and (2dmax, F0). Further details on the analytical deri-
vation of the proposed load-slip curve can be found in [16]. 

F0 (kN) 0.488 F0 (kN) 0.341 
K0 (kN/mm) 1.153 K0 (kN/mm) 1.061 
a (kN/mm) 0.417 a (kN/mm) 0.464 
b (kN/mm2) -0.015 b (kN/mm2) -0.019 
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Figure 3: Proposed load-slip curve (dashed) in comparison to experimental data points and backbones for the 
direction parallel (a) and perpendicular to planks (b). The main parameters of the equation are also reported [16]. 
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Figure 4: Comparison between the analytically derived curve and the ones obtained from the experimental 
data [16]. In the reported equations, the same notation as in EN 1995 [22] and EN 409 [24] is used. 

3.3 Prediction of the global response of the retrofitted diaphragms 
The floors were retrofitted by screwing plywood panels along their perimeter to the exist-

ing sheathing. This type of refurbishment is particularly advantageous, because the screws are 
placed in such a way that it is possible to identify their specific contribution to the overall re-
sisting mechanism. With reference to Fig. 5, when the strengthened floor is subjected to a hor-
izontal load and the panels are vertically arranged, the force is subdivided among the columns 
of panels, and the screws are opposing to it with their stiffness. Each column of panels is sub-
jected to rotation and sliding: the rocking behaviour is taken into account by considering the 
vertical screws, while the (very limited) slip is evaluated through the horizontal screws (Fig. 
5). In general, the diaphragms retrofitted with this method can be regarded as very similar to 
timber shear walls. Therefore, once the load-slip response of the single screw is known, the 
global behaviour can be predicted by considering equilibrium relations [16]. 

+

Sliding (average number 
of horizontal screws)

Rocking (vertical rows of 
screws)

Figure 5: Determination of the global floors’ response from single screws through equilibrium relations [16]. 
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Additionally, the evaluation of energy dissipation was essential, because the strengthened 
diaphragms proved to provide significant values of equivalent hysteretic damping, of approx-
imately 14-15% [25]. In order to consider this potentially beneficial effect in numerical mod-
elling, an analytical formulation for determining the evolution of pinching cycles was 
proposed [16]. 

The pinching behaviour implies the presence of a residual force at zero displacement: this 
load approximately corresponds to the force causing the very first yielding of the tested sam-
ple. In the analytical curve equation, F0 is the intercept on the y-axis (force) of the parabola 
representing the global response of the specimens. To capture the very first yielding on the 
analytical curve, the intercept on the y-axis assumed for the pinching cycle was 2/3F0, a value 
around which the initial slope of the curve starts to change. 

Starting from this first intercept, the pinching cycle can be estimated for a certain ampli-
tude identified by a point (δc, Fc(δc)) on the curve. As a first step, two lines are determined: 
one joining the points (0, 2/3F0) and (δc, Fc(δc)), and one crossing the point (δc, Fc(δc)) with 
slope K0 (Fig. 6, step 1). Then, the bisector of these two lines is found (step 2). In step 3, the 
remaining part of the cycle is defined: firstly, the line joining (0, 2/3F0) and the point on the 
bisector having x-coordinate equal to δc/2 is determined; secondly, a line parallel to the former 
one intersects the branch having slope K0, starting from the point (0, -2/3F0). 

In step 4, the whole multilinear cycle is determined, and could already be used for software 
implementation, as it was exemplified in [16]. The negative part of the pinching cycle (points 
B’, C’, D’ of Fig. 6) is antisymmetric to the positive one, as is assumed for the backbone 
curve equation. For a more refined evaluation of both pinching and damping properties of the 
diaphragms, this multilinear cycle is used in step 5 to construct four exponential branches, 
smoothening the straight lines, again similarly to Foschi’s formulation. The equations of these 
branches are reported in Section 4.3, in which the implementation of the user-supplied sub-
routine is presented. A graphical representation of them is given in step 6 of Fig. 6, showing 
the pinching cycles evolution. 

3.4 Comparison between analytical and experimental results 
By combining the derived analytical curve and the pinching cycles estimation, the cyclic 

response of the tested diaphragms was predicted: the reliability of the developed model can 
now be evaluated by comparing the analytical results with experimental ones. Therefore, this 
section presents a comparison of the analytical backbone (always depicted in red) and an es-
timated representative pinching cycle (always shown in dark blue), with the experimental hys-
teretic cycles (light blue). The results are shown in Figs. 7-9 for a diaphragm tested parallel to 
the joists (sample DFpar-1s, Fig. 7), a floor tested perpendicular to the joists (sample DFper-
4s, Fig. 8), and the roof pitch (Sample DFper-5s, Fig. 9); both the global behaviour and the 
initial response (up to 20 mm displacement) are displayed. For a more detailed comparison 
and overview, the reader is referred to [16]. As can be noticed, the analytical model proves to 
well predict the in-plane behaviour of all diaphragms, also when variations are present with 
respect to the reference tests on plank-plywood panel joints. In general, the initial stiffness 
and pinching response are accurately captured by the model, along with strength and dis-
placement at failure of the specimens. 
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Figure 6: Procedure for the determination of the pinching cycles from the analytical backbone curve [16]. 
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Figure 7: Comparison between analytical backbone (red) and a representative pinching cycle (dark blue) with the 
experimental hysteretic response (light blue) for sample DFpar-1s: global (left) and initial (right) response [16]. 
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4 NUMERICAL MODELLING OF THE STRENGTHENED DIAPHRAGMS 

4.1 General 
Given the great improvement in relevant seismic properties of the retrofitted timber dia-

phragms, it was important to properly model their in-plane response. In this way, the poten-
tially beneficial effect of their energy dissipation, provided at an already limited deflection, 
could be described. Yet, when considering existing URM buildings with timber floors, the 
behaviour of the diaphragms is usually simplified in numerical models. Existing or not stiff 
diaphragms are often modelled as (very flexible) linear elastic orthotropic slabs [26], while 
after retrofitting them the hypothesis of infinitely stiff diaphragms is frequently assumed, giv-
en its compliance with the pushover method [27]. 

Therefore, the potential energy dissipation of the floors is neglected, and their global in-
plane response is not fully considered. However, if it is possible to properly account for both, 
then an optimized design of the retrofitted diaphragms could be achieved, so that the floors 
can become an additional source of energy dissipation for the buildings in which they are pre-
sent. In order to further investigate these aspects, the aforementioned analytical model was 
implemented in a user-supplied subroutine to be imported in the software DIANA FEA, ver-
sion 10.4 [17]. This software already featured an advanced nonlinear model for masonry, but 
lacked suitable materials and constitutive laws for modelling timber floors. In the following 
sections, the adopted modelling strategy, the subroutine implementation, and its validation are 
discussed. 

4.2 Modelling strategy for timber floors 
In order to properly capture the in-plane and out-of-plane behaviour of the diaphragms, 

while simultaneously implementing the analytical model, a macro-element strategy was 
adopted (Fig. 10). The floors were modelled by combining linear elastic shell elements, for 
representing the out-of-plane behaviour under static vertical loads, and nonlinear macro-
elements overlapped to them for describing the in-plane behaviour. 

These macro-elements consisted of six trusses: four rigid trusses connected to form a quad-
rilateral, and two nonlinear trusses placed diagonally (Fig. 10), in which the nonlinear in-
plane behaviour of the floor was implemented adopting the proposed analytical model. This 
modelling strategy proved to be accurate and efficient, and was also adopted in past research 
studies [28], [29]. For the linear elastic orthotropic shells, the flexural characteristics were as-
signed considering an equivalence between the actual inertial properties of the joists, and 
those of the slab, so that the same vertical deflection could be achieved. 

Rigid linear trusses

Nonlinear trusses with implemented
analytical model

+

In-plane behaviour Out-of-plane behaviour

Linear elastic orthotropic
flat shell elements with 

equivalent flexural
characteristics and density

Figure 10: Adopted strategy for modelling in-plane and out-of-plane behaviour of timber diaphragms. 
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4.3 Implementation of the user-supplied subroutine 
In order for the user-supplied subroutine to be compatible with the DIANA FEA environ-

ment, the constitutive laws for the diagonal trusses of the macro-elements were implemented 
adopting the FORTRAN 90 programming language. Two types of input variables are required 
by the software: user-specified initialization parameters (not changing within the subroutine 
calculations), and initial state variables (varying during subroutine calculations, e.g. for de-
termining loading and unloading points). As output, DIANA FEA requires user-supplied sub-
routines to provide the stress-strain relation, to be adopted at every calculation step. 

Three relevant parameters for initialization were chosen: the strain max at peak stress max, 
the peak stress max itself, and the initial elastic modulus K0 (Fig. 11). These parameters are 
known, once the retrofitting of the diaphragm is designed through the analytical model, ac-
cording to the expected seismic loads. Besides, ten initial state variables were adopted, neces-
sary for describing all loading and unloading branches, and their initial value was set to 0. 
With reference to Fig. 11, these variables are the maximum strains ever reached in tension and 
compression ( t,max and c,max, respectively), and the stress-strain coordinates identifying the 
end of the loading and unloading branches in tension (points ( t,l , t,l) and ( t,ul , t,ul), respec-
tively) and compression (points ( c,l , c,l) and ( c,ul , c,ul), respectively). Through these varia-
bles, the pinching behaviour during unloading and reloading can be defined. The constitutive 
laws implemented through the user-supplied subroutine are now presented for the tensile 
branch only, since the compressive one follows antisymmetric relations. 

The material follows the tensile loading branch as long as   > 0 and   > t,max, with the 
constitutive law of Eq. 2 (Fig. 12, blue branch): 

  = ( y + a  + b 2)[1 – exp(– K0  / y)] (2) 

In Eq. 2, y = max/8, following the analytical derivation presented in Section 3.2. 

max

max
t,max

( t,ul , t,ul)
( c,ul , c,ul)

( t,l , t,l)

( c,l , c,l)

c,max

K0

Figure 11: Representation of the input parameters for the user-supplied subroutine. 
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Figure 12: Loading, unloading and reloading branches implemented in the user-supplied subroutine. 

After reaching t,max, the tensile unloading phase is defined if   > 0,  < t,max, and   < 0, 
with 0 initial strain at the beginning of the current step. In this case, the response is distin-
guished between the case in which the unloading starts from the envelope curve (at t,max, yel-
low branch of Fig. 12), and when the unloading occurs after a reloading phase (red branch of 
Fig. 12). In the first case, t,l ≡ t,max, and the constitutive law is formulated as (see Fig. 12 for 
the meaning of the various parameters): 

 = ft,ul = t,max – [ t,max – p0,ul – K4(  – t,max)]{1 – exp[2K0(  – t,max)/( t,max – p0,ul)]} (3) 

In the second case, instead, the relation is ( t,l ≠ t,max): 

 = t,l – ( t,l – ft,ul){1 – exp[2K0(  – t,l)/( t,l – ft,ul)]} (4) 

Finally, the tensile reloading phase is defined if   > 0,   < t,max, and   > 0, according to 
the constitutive law of Eq. 5: 

 = t,ul + (ft,l – t,ul){1 – exp[–2K0(  – t,ul)/(ft,l – t,ul)]} (5) 

with: 

 ft,l = t,max – [ t,max – p0,l – K4(  – t,max)]{1 – exp[D·K3(  – t,max)/( t,max – p0,l)]} (6) 

and: 

 D = 1 + ( t,max/ max)3 (7) 

With reference to Eq. 7, the parameter D is a factor accounting for the progressive degrada-
tion of the pinching cycles, becoming progressively less stiff when the floor drift increases 
(Fig. 6, step 6). 
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4.4 Validation of the user-supplied subroutine 

As already presented in section 3.4, the analytical model proved to be accurate for predict-
ing the global in-plane response of the retrofitted timber diaphragms. Since the model was 
implemented in the user-supplied subroutine, very close results were expected, useful to vali-
date both the subroutine itself, and the adopted modelling strategy for timber diaphragms. 

As validation example, a retrofitted timber diaphragm with similar characteristics to sam-
ple DFpar-1s was modelled. A 4×6 m floor was considered, supported on the long sides, hav-
ing as in-plane properties an initial stiffness of 10 kN/mm, and a strength of 150 kN activated 
at 60 mm displacement. The floor featured 60×130 mm joists at a heart-to-heart distance of 
500 mm, while the thickness of both plywood panels and planks was 18 mm. The elastic 
modulus of timber was assumed to be 10000 MPa. On the basis of these characteristics, 
equivalent input properties were determined for the elements in the numerical model. 

The modelled diaphragm consisted of a mesh of 1×1 m macro-elements (capturing the in-
plane response), overlapped to flat shell elements (accounting for the out-of-plane behaviour), 
as shown in Fig. 13. The three initial parameters, required by the user-supplied subroutine for 
determining the constitutive law of the nonlinear diagonal trusses, can be derived from geo-
metrical considerations. Starting from the whole floor deflection u, the displacement δ of a 
truss is given by: 

 δ = (u cos α)/m (8) 

where α is the angle between the truss and the loading direction (Fig. 13), and m the number 
of macro-elements rows parallel to the applied load in half of the floor (in this case, m = 2). 
The shear force F/2 is then subdivided among the s trusses in one macro-elements row, and 
transformed into an axial force N on a single one: 

 N = F/(2 s cos α) (9) 

From the knowledge of the geometrical relations for N and δ, also the initial stiffness of the 
diagonal trusses can be calculated. For convenience, a unitary section was adopted for the 
truss elements, so that force and stress could be coincident in their values.  

The properties of the shell elements were derived by considering an equivalence in flexural 
properties between the joists and the slab, defining an equivalent elastic modulus Eeq: 

 Eeq = EtimberIjoists/Islab   (10) 

where Ijoists is the sum of the moments of inertia of the single joists, and Islab is the moment of 
inertia of the slab, defined by attributing to the shell elements a thickness of 36 mm (planks 
and plywood panels). According to the reference system of Fig. 13, the elastic modulus Eeq 
was assigned to all directions, while the shear moduli were different: a value of 0.1 MPa was 
assigned to Gxy, because the in-plane behaviour was already described by the macro-elements, 
while Gxz = Gzy = Eeq/16 (similarly to an actual timber material). The main material properties 
assigned to the model are summarized in Table 1. Hinged supports were placed to the two lat-
eral edges parallel to the application of the in-plane load (Fig. 13). 

The floor was firstly subjected to a linear static analysis to verify the equivalence in flexur-
al properties between the slab and the joists (Fig. 14a). Both the self-weight and a vertical 
load of 1.5 kN/m2 were applied. Then, two in-plane cyclic analyses were performed, one to 
assess the global cyclic behaviour (Fig. 14b), and one in which local loops were imposed (Fig. 
14c). These analyses were displacement-based, and the displacement was applied at the floor 
midspan (Fig. 13). Finally, a time-history analysis was conducted (Fig. 14d), subjecting the 
floor to a scaled seismic signal, representative for the Groningen area. 
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As can be noticed (Fig. 14), both out-of-plane and in-plane behaviour of the floor are 
properly captured by the adopted modelling strategy and the implemented subroutine. The 
deflection under vertical loads proved the correct application of the flexural properties to the 
shell elements: the obtained displacement was practically coincident with the one calculated 
analytically by considering the floor joists. With regard to the in-plane response, strength, 
stiffness, energy dissipation and pinching behaviour are well described in all in-plane analyses, 
with a response quite close to that of reference sample DFpar-1s (Fig. 7a). 

Hinged supports

Shell elements
(out-of-plane response)

Nonlinear diagonal trusses
(in-plane response)

Cyclic loading

α

δu

Figure 13: Model of the retrofitted diaphragm for the validation of the user-supplied subroutine. 

 Table 1: Properties adopted in the floor model. 

Function Element type Property Value 

Macro-elements 
representing the 

in-plane behaviour 
of the floor 

Rigid trusses Elastic modulus Et (MPa) 1010 

max 0.01 

Diagonal trusses max (MPa) 12000 

K0 (MPa) 5520000 

Shell elements 
describing the out-
of-plane response 

of the floor 

Elastic moduli Ex, Ey, Ez (MPa) 62000 

Shell elements In-plane shear modulus Gxy (MPa) 0.1 

Shear moduli Gxz, Gzy (MPa) 3880 
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Figure 14: Results from the analyses conducted for the validation of the user-supplied subroutine and the overall 
modelling strategy for timber floors: out-of-plane static analysis under vertical loads (a); complete displacement-

based in-plane cyclic analysis (b); displacement-based in-plane cyclic analysis with local loops (c); in-plane 
time-history analysis under an induced Groningen earthquake accelerogram (d). 

5 CASE STUDY: A MASONRY DETACHED HOUSE WITH TIMBER FLOORS 

5.1 Introduction 
The implemented user-supplied subroutine opened up the opportunity to analyse the bene-

ficial impact of a dissipative retrofitting of timber diaphragms in an existing URM building. 
The effect of floors strengthened with plywood panels, and thus with a light, reversible tech-
nique, was compared to that of the as-built configuration, and of another not reversible retro-
fitting measure, widely applied also in the past, and namely the cast of a reinforced concrete 
slab on the existing diaphragms. Several studies have already shown that the latter retrofitting 
measure could be detrimental for masonry buildings [28]-[30], and not advisable if the con-
struction is protected or part of the architectural heritage of a certain context [15]. Yet, the 
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need of stiffening in their plane the existing, inadequate floors, combined with design rules 
based on the hypothesis of infinitely stiff diaphragms [27], could often result in realizing a 
concrete slab. This intervention undoubtedly increases the overall seismic masses, but con-
temporarily improves the static out-of-plane behaviour of the floor, and also the in-plane ca-
pacity of walls. After applying these retrofitting measures, or similar ones making the floors 
almost infinitely stiff, the contribution that is missing is the potential energy dissipation that 
the floors could provide. If, instead, the diaphragms are strengthened with a dissipative tech-
nique, allowing efficient shear transfer and horizontal loads redistribution, and at the same 
time a controlled deflection, then their role can be quite beneficial. With the adopted retrofit-
ting solution, this advantageous effect can be obtained, and through the user-supplied subrou-
tine it can be evaluated through numerical analyses, fully accounting for the nonlinear in-
plane response of the floors. 

5.2 Characteristics of the analysed building 
A detached house typical of the Groningen area was selected as the case-study building 

(Fig. 15). This URM low-rise house has a relatively simple structure, but some irregularities 
are present, such as the position and shape of wall openings, and the thickness of the walls, 
not constant along the height, with gables featuring a single-leaf wall (100 mm thick) instead 
of the ground floor double-wythe walls (210 mm thick). Besides, one more single-leaf wall 
was present, supporting one of the floors approximately at midspan, in correspondence to the 
staircase (Fig. 15). Three configurations were studied: one represented the as-built house with 
flexible diaphragms; in the other two, the floors were retrofitted with plywood panels or with 
a concrete slab. The properties of masonry, reported in Table 2, were assumed to be the same 
for the three configurations. The adopted values are in line with the characteristics of medi-
um-low quality masonry: these material properties fall on the conservative side with respect to 
experimental tests performed on both existing and replicated Dutch masonry [31], [32], and 
were also defined according to calibration studies [33]. Shell elements with the implemented 
DIANA FEA Engineering Masonry Model [34] were used for modelling the masonry. 

For all configurations, nonlinear incremental dynamic analyses were performed, by sub-
jecting the house to seven accelerograms of induced earthquakes retrieved from the seismic 
database of the Nederlands Normalisatie-instituut (NEN) [35]. The main loading directions x 
and y were studied separately, therefore a total of 42 analyses were performed. The signals 
were referred to an average peak ground acceleration (PGA) of 0.17g, and are shown in Fig. 
16; a Rayleigh damping of 2% was considered in the analyses. While for walls a density of 
2000 kg/m3 was assumed, for the diaphragms the density values included the self-weight of 
structural elements, a dead load of 1.00 kN/m2 (accounting for further elements such as non-
structural walls, finishes, plants, pipes), and 30% of the live load, equal to 1.75 kN/m2 for 
Dutch residential buildings [36]. 

The as-built configuration featured flexible diaphragms: the 4.0×4.6 m floor presented 
75×180 mm joists at a heart-to-heart distance of 800 mm; the 4.6×6.8 m floor had 60×160 
mm joists arranged at 750 mm heart-to-heart distance; the roof presented 50×105 mm rafters 
at 900 mm heart-to-heart distance; all diaphragms had 18 mm thick planks. These structural 
properties were translated in the numerical model by following the modelling strategy for 
shell elements described in Section 4.2. In this case, because of the very small energy dissipa-
tion observed from tests on replicated as-built floors [14], the diaphragms were modelled with 
linear elastic orthotropic shell elements (thus without overlapping the nonlinear macro-
elements), whose properties are reported in Table 3. The in-plane shear moduli of the dia-
phragms were derived by considering the flexural properties of the planks or the joists [14]. 
These values would correspond to equivalent shear stiffnesses of 108 to 216 kN/m, and are 
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thus in line with other similar stiffness estimations for existing floors from literature [3], [4], 
[7], [8], [11]-[14]. From an in-situ inspection, it was noticed that a timber wall plate sur-
rounded the whole roof, and the floor joists were also connected to this structure. Therefore, a 
continuous hinged connection was assumed between diaphragms and walls at the floors sup-
ports. A continuous connection among masonry walls was assumed as well. In general, the 
main elements of vulnerability due to the diaphragms flexibility, are related to the lack of 
seismic load redistribution among the walls in the x direction, and to the very low stiffness of 
the roof structure in the y direction, with possible local collapses of the north and south wall 
gables. These issues were confirmed by the observed failures, as discussed in the next section. 
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Plan view 3D model view
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Figure 15: Main properties and geometry of the case-study building. 
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Figure 16: Adopted signals for time-history analyses; their average response spectrum is also reported. Data 
from NPR 9998 Webtool [35]. 
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The following modelling strategies were adopted for the building with retrofitted floors: 

In the configuration with diaphragms retrofitted by casting a concrete slab on them,
the floors were also modelled with linear elastic orthotropic shell elements, having
the properties of structural reinforced concrete (Table 4). The thickness of the slab
was 50 mm, as it would commonly be realized in practice [1], [6], [27]-[30].
For the configuration featuring floors retrofitted with plywood panels, the model-
ling strategy discussed in section 4.2 was adopted: besides the linear elastic ortho-
tropic shell elements, also the nonlinear macro-elements were present. The
retrofitting interventions on the diaphragms were designed according to the global
in-plane capacity of the piers, and conservative out-of-plane drift limits for the
walls. The maximum base shear of the house (approximately 450 kN) was evaluat-
ed through a preliminary pushover analysis applied to the configuration with stiff
diaphragms, and then the loads at floor and roof level were estimated through the
lateral force method. The retrofitting intervention was designed accordingly,
providing sufficient strength to activate in-plane failure mechanisms, but at the
same time deflection capacity. With regard to this latter aspect, to prevent out-of-
plane walls failure, the maximum midspan displacement, at which the diaphragms
reached their strength, was fixed at 2% of the out-of-plane walls (or gables, for the
roof) height. This value is in line with the 2.5% global drift suggested by New Zea-
land standards [37], which includes, however, also the displacement contribution of
the in-plane walls. The potential stiffening effect of the out-of-plane walls was con-
servatively not taken into account, also because of the presence of large openings.
Besides, use of dry screed made of loose material was assumed. Table 5 reports the
properties of the retrofitted diaphragms adopted as input for the numerical model.

Table 2: Properties adopted for masonry shell elements based on [31]-[33]. 

Property Value 
Young modulus Ex parallel to bed joint(MPa) 1500 

Young modulus Ey perpendicular to bed joint (MPa) 2000 
Shear modulus Gxy (MPa) 800 

Mass density ρ (kg/m3) 2000 
Bed joint tensile strength ft (MPa) 0.15 

Fracture energy in tension GF1 (N/mm) 0.01 
Compressive strength fc (MPa) 14 

Fracture energy in compression Gc (N/mm) 30 
Friction angle (°) 34 
Cohesion (MPa) 0.2 

Fracture energy in shear (N/mm) 0.1 
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Table 3: Properties adopted for the shell elements (thickness = 18 mm) representing the flexible diaphragms. 

Property Value 
4.0×4.6 m floor 4.6×6.8 m floor Roof 

Young moduli Ex, Ey, Ez (MPa) 978000 620000 405000 
In-plane shear modulus Gxy (MPa) 12 7 6 

Shear moduli Gxz, Gzy (MPa) 61125 38750 25312 
Mass density ρ (kg/m3) 9440 9270 6170 

Table 4: Properties adopted for the shell elements (thickness = 68 mm) representing the concrete slabs. 

Property Value 
4.0×4.6 m floor 4.6×6.8 m floor Roof 

Young moduli Ex, Ey, Ez (MPa) 30000 30000 30000 
Shear moduli Gxy, Gxz, Gzy (MPa) 12500 12500 12500 

Mass density ρ (kg/m3) 4336 4290 4250 

Table 5: Properties adopted for the macro-elements and shell elements (thickness = 36 mm) representing the 
diaphragms retrofitted with plywood panels. 

Property Value 
4.0×4.6 m floor 4.6×6.8 m floor Roof 

Macro-elements 
max 0.027 0.019 0.012 

max (MPa) 12700 21200 13700 
K0 (MPa) 2490000 5980000 5980000 

Shell elements 
Young moduli Ex, Ey, Ez (MPa) 122000 77500 50700 

In-plane shear modulus Gxy (MPa) 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Shear moduli Gxz, Gzy (MPa) 7640 4840 3170 

Mass density ρ (kg/m3) 4940 4860 3310 

5.3 Results of the time-history analyses and discussion 
The three configurations of the house were subjected to the seven signals shown in Fig. 16, 

by progressively scaling them until collapse. The results in terms of PGA at collapse of the 
configurations are presented in Fig. 17. The reference design response spectrum (2475 years 
return period) for the location of the house (Godlinze) corresponded to an expected maximum 
PGA of 0.17g: as can be noticed, the as-built configuration already collapsed at this level of 
intensity under almost all signals, making a retrofitting intervention necessary to increase the 
seismic performance of the house. Instead, the floors stiffened with a concrete slab greatly 
improve the capacity of the building, but the best performance is obtained with the plywood 
panels overlay, in both directions. The latter retrofitting intervention is easily applicable, light, 
reversible, and provides a beneficial energy dissipation to the diaphragms, improving even 
more the seismic capacity of the house. 
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Figure 17: PGA at collapse for the three configurations in the x (left) and y direction (right). 

The effect of the diaphragms on the response of the building is represented in Fig. 18: the 
base shear-displacement curves are reported at collapse, and refer, as a representative example, 
to signal 1 applied in the x direction (the weakest); the control node for displacement corre-
sponds to the centre of mass of the roof. The as-built configuration shows a very flexible re-
sponse: the floors undergo large displacements at an already limited signal amplitude, and the 
in-plane walls are not brought into play. Besides, the crack pattern (Fig. 18a) shows a partial 
out-of-plane collapse of the 100 mm thick central wall, and of the north gable, probably due 
to torsional effects. 

A very different situation is noticeable with the floors retrofitted with concrete slabs. In 
this case, the failure of the building is fully related to the in-plane walls, and a beneficial re-
distribution of horizontal loads is achieved among the various walls; the force-displacement 
graph also confirms a typical in-plane failure of masonry (Fig. 18b). 

A hybrid response between the first two configurations is obtained when the floors are ret-
rofitted with plywood panels: a larger displacement capacity of the diaphragms together with 
an in-plane failure of the walls is noticeable (Fig. 18c). The crack pattern is similar to that ob-
served for the concrete slab configuration, with a slightly higher amount of damage in the out-
of-plane walls, because of the lower stiffness of the floors. Yet, the beneficial dissipative ef-
fect of the diaphragms leads to a 30% higher performance of the building in terms of PGA. 

The possibility of withstanding more intense earthquakes does not only depend on the low-
er seismic mass provided by the reversible retrofitting intervention, but also because of its en-
ergy dissipation capacity. In fact, first of all, the higher mass of the concrete slab has a 
beneficial effect on the in-plane capacity of the wall, which is increased due to the larger ver-
tical precompression applied. Secondly, by performing a modal analysis, the fundamental pe-
riod of the house retrofitted with concrete slabs resulted as 0.1 s, while for the configuration 
with diaphragms strengthened with plywood panels it was 0.14 s. In both cases, the structure 
in the elastic phase is stiff, as expected when studying a low-rise masonry building; however, 
the plateau of the design average response spectrum starts at a period of 0.19 s (Fig. 16). 
Since the displacement capacity of the diaphragms retrofitted with plywood panels immedi-
ately brings into play their nonlinearity (including pinching cycles and energy dissipation), 
this configuration has a rapid increase of its period, and becomes quickly subjected to the 
maximum spectral acceleration. When concrete slabs are present, the diaphragms can be re-
garded as infinitely stiff, thus the response is approximately linear elastic until the in-plane 
capacity of the weakest wall is reached. The combination of a higher precompression on the 
walls (and therefore a higher in-plane strength) with a limited displacement capacity, com-
pared to the floors retrofitted with plywood panels, implies a slower evolution of the period 
due to nonlinearities, and the spectral plateau is reached at a later stage. Nevertheless, the re-
versible retrofitting still shows a higher capacity, confirming its beneficial dissipative role. 
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Figure 18: Base shear vs. roof displacement response and crack opening (Ecw1) pattern of the three configura-
tions: as-built (a), floors strengthened with concrete slabs (b), diaphragms retrofitted with plywood panels (c). 
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The dissipation provided by the floors is furtherly highlighted by Figs. 19 and 20, both 
showing the positive effect of the plywood panels retrofitting on the response of the building. 
Fig. 19 compares the in-plane behaviour of the most solicited wall at the collapse PGA for the 
concrete slab configuration, and the same response with the plywood panels overlay. As can 
be noticed, in the latter case the wall has not yet reached its capacity, but has just started to 
behave nonlinearly. Fig. 20 shows the total hysteretic energy dissipated by the structural 
components of the house: the amount of energy dissipated by the floors is relevant and, espe-
cially in the early phase of an earthquake, this can helpfully reduce in-plane loads on the walls. 

As last consideration, in [25] a value of equivalent hysteretic damping ratio ξ = 15% was 
determined for the diaphragms retrofitted with plywood panels. The difference in PGA at col-
lapse between the configuration with stiff floors and that with the dissipative diaphragms was 
on average 30% (Fig. 17). This result appears to confirm the obtained 15% damping ratio: if 
the floors were retrofitted with plywood panels, and for a simplified modelling (e.g. a pusho-
ver analysis) they were assumed as stiff, their dissipative contribution could be taken into ac-
count by considering an overdamped spectrum reduced by the factor η = [10/(5+ξ)]1/2 [38]. It 
is interesting to notice that η = 0.71 for ξ = 15%, a value suggesting that the collapse response 
spectrum could indeed correspond to approximately 30% higher spectral acceleration when a 
dissipative retrofitting of the floors is designed, and in addition to the further nonlinear con-
tribution of the in-plane masonry walls. 

Diaphragms retrofitted with concrete slab Diaphragms retrofitted with plywood panels

PGA = 0.48g
(collapse)

PGA = 0.48g
(collapse at 0.76g)

Figure 19: Comparison between the in-plane response of the most solicited wall under the application of signal 4 
in the configuration having floors strengthened with concrete slabs (left) and with plywood panels (right). 
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6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this work, starting from an experimental campaign on as-built and strengthened timber 

diaphragms, the analytical and numerical modelling of the retrofitted floors was presented, 
including an application to a case-study existing building. 

The strengthening technique, consisting of an overlay of plywood panels screwed along 
their perimeter to the existing sheathing, showed a great improvement in strength, stiffness 
and energy dissipation of the diaphragms. In order to enable the design of the proposed retro-
fitting method, and to account for the nonlinear and dissipative response of the floors, an ana-
lytical model was formulated, starting from the load-slip behaviour of the single screws 
fastening plywood panels and planks. The analytical model shows good agreement with the 
experimental results, and can be adopted to determine the relevant seismic properties of the 
retrofitted diaphragms. 

The formulated model opened up the opportunity to implement a user-supplied subroutine 
in the software DIANA FEA: the subroutine validation demonstrated that an accurate numeri-
cal modelling of the in-plane response of the floors can be achieved. Then, the proposed retro-
fitting intervention was applied to the case-study of an existing building, and the seismic 
response was compared to both that of the as-built house, and that of a configuration in which 
the floors were stiffened with concrete slabs. The numerical time-history analyses showed that 
the diaphragms retrofitted with plywood panels can greatly improve the seismic capacity of 
the building, mainly because high energy dissipation is provided, and already at limited de-
flections. This allows to beneficially dampen the in-plane loads on the walls, obtaining the 
best performance, even in comparison to the configuration retrofitted with concrete slabs. 

Therefore, the choice of light, reversible and dissipative retrofitting like the proposed one 
could be not only a more suitable technique for seismic strengthening of buildings belonging 
to architectural heritage, but also more beneficial in improving seismic capacity compared to 
stiffer, not reversible, and less sustainable techniques. 
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Typically, panel-to-panel and panel-to-foundation connection zones in Cross-Laminated Tim-
ber (CLT) walls consist of steel-to-timber mechanical connections (hold-downs and angle-
brackets) and timber-to-timber contact. While hold-downs and angle brackets are extensively 
studied in literature, the role of timber-to timber contact is underestimated. The platform con-
structional technology used for build CLT walls requires that the vertical timber panels com-
presses the horizontal CLT floors, engaging the orthogonal to grain timber properties in the 
seismic response. 
This paper discusses a new development concerning a theoretical sectional model for CLT 
panels proposed by the authors in a recent work, where strength of the panels subjected to 
combined axial force and bending moment was studied accounting for orthogonal to grain 
timber properties. As advancement, a theoretical moment-curvature model for CLT panels is 
proposed in this paper and the displacement capacity (i.e., ductility) is investigated. The main 
parameters which affect the ductile behavior of the panels have been studied by means of 
parametric analyses, i.e. varying cross-section dimensions, amount of axial force, and hold-
downs resistance. 
Theoretical results have been also compared with numerical ones derived from a bi-
dimensional finite element model developed by the authors and a good matching between the 
results has been highlighted. 
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Abstract

Repairing stop-splayed scarf-joints in beams or truss-rods is a frequent occurrence in restoring 
ancient timber structures. Reinforcement of carpentry joints by means of metallic elements as 
well as unconventional materials is extensively investigated in literature, while timber pegs in 
timber to timber connections are studied referring mainly to new timber structures.
In the present paper, authors’ previous research analysing the mechanical behaviour of stop-
splayed scarf joints reinforced with timber pegs has been carried on, focusing on the evaluation 
of ductility which can be achieved by reinforcement with timber pegs. Moreover, the role of 
slenderness, the rate between jointed timber thickness and peg diameter is analysed.
An experimental program has been carried out testing in axial tension two samples of fir scarf 
joints with an ash key: one sample constituted of two simple scarf joints, and one constituted of 
three scarf joints reinforced with two ash pegs of 20 mm of diameter. Comparing experimental 
results has allowed to better understand the role played by timber pegs in reinforcement and to 
evaluate the influence of reinforcement on ductility of reinforced scarf joints behaviour.
Experimental results have also been compared with those obtained in a previous experimental 
study where an analogous experimental program has been made on smaller scarf joints rein-
forced with two ash pegs of 8 mm of diameter. So, the role played by slenderness has been 
focused.
The evaluation of the attained results, even if not exhaustive for a reliable theoretical formula-
tion of timber peg behaviour in reinforcing stop-splayed joints, has allowed the identification 
of some interesting features, that is stiffness and reinforcement due to timber pegs.

Keywords: stop-splayed scarf joint, reinforcement, timber peg, ductility, slenderness, timber 
structures.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the field of ancient timber structures restoration, the need of substituting rotten portions 
of structural elements, preserving the original spatial configuration without modifying their 
structural behavior is advisable. At this aim, when total or partial substitution of an element is 
needed, the employment of traditional carpentry joints normally leads to a more conservative 
approach. In particular, in ancient trusses and floors, taking off the end portions of rafters or 
beams, damaged by biotic agents often due to high moisture content inside the masonry walls, 
is sometimes inevitable. 

A quite speared methodology of restoration envisages the introduction of new timber ele-
ments connected to the standing structure. This connection is generally realized with metallic 
bolted plates, steel pins, or epoxy resin adhesives. According to their arrangement and geometry, 
common traditional carpentry joints can be divided in four main types: a) tenon and mortise 
joints; b) notched joints; c) lap joints and d) scarf joints. These connections are generally fixed 
or reinforced with metallic connectors, or epoxy resin adhesive, even if some disadvantages 
may occur such as (i) moisture condensing problems in the interface between timber and steel 
elements, (ii) questionable aesthetic output in uncovered structures, and (iii) the difficult re-
versibility of the intervention with resin adhesives [1, 2]. Nowadays an efficient alternative is 
the use of timber pegs in timber to timber connections. In literature, reinforcement of carpentry 
joints by means of metallic elements, as well as unconventional materials, is extensively inves-
tigated, while fewer papers can be found regarding the employment of timber pegs. In a review 
paper by Branco and Descamps [3] a state of art is described where many interesting references 
are quoted concerning the main themes as modelling and simulation of analysis and strength-
ening of carpentry joints. Moreover, several papers focusing on birds mouth joint [1, 2], mortise 
and tenon joint [4-6], and dowel joint [7, 8] can be found. A general overview regarding lapped 
scarf joints is presented by Kunecký et al. [9] in which the stiffness assessment of jointed struc-
tural elements for different joint positions and element sizes is investigated. Arciszewska-
Kędzior et al. [10] performed both experimental and numerical analyses to study the mechanical 
behavior of a lapped scarf joint with inclined contact faces and four oak dowels. Sangree and 
Schafer [11] presented an experimental study on the mechanical behavior of a stop-splayed 
scarf joint with transverse key. Mechanical tests on four specimens simulating real joints have 
been performed and the study has been completed using a three-dimensional finite element 
model created using ABAQUS. Ceraldi et al. [12] analyze the mechanical behavior of stop-
splayed scarf joints unreinforced and reinforced with timber pegs and with steel pins, subjected 
to tension test, to assess the reliability of employing timber fasteners. The role of the fastener 
inside this tensile-resistant carpentry joint and its contribution in yield strength and stiffness 
have been investigated. Aira et al. [13] experimentally analyze the structural behavior of halved 
and tenoned scarf joint subjected to tensile stresses in order to describe the different failure 
modes. In Perria et al. [14] results of an experimental campaign and an analytical model for the 
behavior of the halved under-squinted scarf joint are presented. Different aspects that influence 
the behavior of the connection subjected to pure compression, pure bending and combined com-
pression and bending are analyzed. The stiffness of scarf joints with keys and timber pegs has 
been investigated and modelled by Fajman and Màca [15], including the role of friction forces, 
already studied in [16]. An experimental evaluation of traditional scarf joinery behavior in 
bending can be found in Hirst et al. [17]. More recently, in Karolak et al. [18] a more in-depth 
analysis on the current state of knowledge related to scarf and splice carpentry joints in flexural 
elements as well as selected examples of tensile elements is presented. 

The rheological behavior of timber to timber joints connected by timber pegs, its modelling 
and the formulation of corresponding design rules, can be more extensively found in literature 
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referred to new structures, such as timber frames. Generally, research about timber peg behav-
iour in simple and double shear plane joints fastened with timber pegs and its theoretical and 
numerical interpretation aims to the identification of codified design rules, usually starting from 
those derived from Johansen’s theory [19] prescribed for calculating strength capacity of steel 
fasteners [20-23]. Design rules validated for mortice and tenon joints have been proposed in
[24, 25]. Many research, instead, have investigated the role of the different parameters influ-
encing the joint behavior: rate of diameter and timber board thickness [21]; dowel bearing 
strength [22, 26, 27, 28]; shear and bending of the peg [19, 29, 30, 31]; direction of the load 
[32]; ductility [21, 33, 34, 35].

In the present paper, authors’ previous research analyzing the mechanical behaviour of stop-
splayed scarf joints reinforced with timber pegs has been carried on, focusing on the evaluation 
of ductility which can be achieved by reinforcement with timber pegs. 

Ductility describes the ability of a structure to attain large deformation in the plastic range 
before its collapse. In timber structures, it may predominantly be supplied by plastic behaviour 
of the connections which are the critical regions for load transfer. There are several definitions 
of ductility, all related to stress, strain or energy, which may be useful in different situations 
[34]. For connection design, definitions referring to absolute values of rotation and displace-
ment may be the most applicable [33]. Also, ductility may further be divided into static ductility 
for constant loads, and dynamic ductility for cyclic loads [33]. Commonly, it is defined as the 
ratio between ultimate and yield displacement, according to the European code EN 12512 [36] 
and the Swiss code SIA 265 [37] for timber structures.

Since knowledge of the yield point and ductility of a structure is important in seismic design,
their investigation has become more and more of interest within recent years. From structural
engineering point of view in general and for timber engineering, there is not a unified definition 
of the ductility term, nor is there a common understanding on how ductility shall be used in 
structural design. As a result, several methods have been developed in order to determinate the 
point of yield and, consequently several measures for evaluating of the ductility of timber struc-
tures and connections are obtained. In Northern America is widely used the equivalent energy 
elastic-plastic method (EEEP); in the European code EN 12512 (CEN method) the 1/6 method 
is adopted [36]; the 0.5 Fmax method so as deduced from Karacabeyli and Ceccotto and finally, 
according to Yasamura and Kawei, the 10-40-90 method are also employed. A detailed descrip-
tion and discussion of those different methods can be found in [33]. According to these ap-
proaches, the evaluation of ductility can be carried out on the analysis of the load- displacements 
diagrams resulting from experimental tests or, alternatively, on approximating curves. This pa-
per is focused on comparing two analysis methods commonly used in determination of yield 
load and deformation and of failure load and deformation, respectively.

An experimental program has been carried out testing in axial tension two samples of fir 
scarf joints with an ash key: one sample constituted of two simple scarf joints, and one con-
stituted of three scarf joints reinforced with two ash pegs of 20 mm of diameter. Comparing 
experimental results has allowed to better understand the role played by timber pegs in rein-
forcement and to evaluate the influence of reinforcement on ductility of reinforced scarf joints.

Experimental results have also been compared with those obtained in a previous experi-
mental study where an analogous experimental program has been made on smaller scarf joints 
reinforced with two ash pegs of 8 mm of diameter. So, the role played by slenderness has been 
focused.

The evaluation of the attained results, even if not exhaustive for a reliable theoretical formu-
lation of timber peg behaviour in reinforcing stop-splayed joints, has allowed the identification 
of some interesting features, that is stiffness and reinforcement due to timber pegs.
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2 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

2.1 Samples and test set-up

The experimental program concerns two samples of stop splayed scarf joints made of fir, 
(Abies alba) with a key made of ash, (Fraxinus excelsior), whose dimensions and geometry are 
illustrated in Figure 1.

Sample A_D20 consists of two unreinforced joints, while sample B_D20 is constituted by 
three specimens of the same type of sample A_D20 but reinforced with two ash pegs with di-
ameter of 20 millimeters (Figure 1).

Proportions and limit dimensions recommended for traditional configuration of scarf joints, 
with length three times the height of the cross section, have been assumed in their design.

Figure 1: Specimen geometry of samples A_D20 e B_D20 (dimensions in mm)

Density and parallel to grain compression strength ( c,0) of the two employed essences 
quoted in Table 1 have been experimentally determined in previous research [22, 31] with an 
average moisture content approximately equal to 12%.

Timber Density (kg/m3) σc,0 (MPa)

Ash 652 56.3

Fir 472 39.2

Table 1: Mean values of density and parallel-to-grain compression strength.

Samples have been tested in tension with a universal electromechanical test machine with 
hydro pump LOSENHAUSENWERK, Mod: UHP 60, electronic control with control unit 
Zwick Roell, (Figure 2), in displacement control, at a speed of 0.8 mm/min, until a complete 
loss of bearing capacity was reached.
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Figure 2:  Test set-up

2.2 Unreinforced sample (Sample A_D20)

Final collapse of an unreinforced scarf joint with a key loaded in tension [32], can occur on 
the following critical surfaces: (i) compression failure at key contact inclined surface (notch 
area), (ii) shear failure through the horizontal plane in the heel surface, (iii) combined tension 
and bending failure at the reduced section above the notch and (iv) compression failure perpen-
dicular to grain of the key (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Failure surfaces of an unreinforced scarf joint with a key

Both specimens of sample A_D20 have failed due to shear stresses through the heel area
(Figure 4). Force-displacement diagrams (Figure 5) show that the observed behavior can be 
schematized with two linear steps: the elastic one, and, after the yielding point, the plastic one, 
with a relevant hardening. Stiffness, which is governed only by the level of confinement of the 
key, increases in the plastic phase, due to the enforcement of the key, which has shown no 
deformation at all after collapse of both unreinforced joints. In specimen 1A_D20 this increase 
is more than in specimen 2A_D20 as its elastic stiffness is 26% of the plastic one, while that of 
test 2A_D20 is 35%.
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Figure 4: Failure mode of specimens 1A_D20 e 2A_D20

Figure 5: Force-displacement diagrams of sample A_D20

2.3 Sample reinforced with pegs (Sample B_D20)

In addition to the failure mode on the critical surfaces of a scarf joint with key, the reinforced 
joint can collapse in the single plane shear joint for embedment of the connected parts or failure 
of the peg in bending or “effective peg shear” failure mode, which is a combination of peg 
shearing, peg bending and embedding of timber boards [31].

Specimens 1B_D20 e 2B_D20 have both failed due to shear stresses through the heel area,
while bending of the peg and embedding in the connected zone have been of little intensity in 
the first test and absent in the second. The key hasn’t shown deformations (Figure 6).
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Figure 6: Failure mode of specimens 1B_D20 e 2B_D20

Specimen 3B_D20 has shown a different failure mode as collapse has been determined by 
embedding of the lower connection, with scarce deformation in the pegs, while the key has been 
undeformed (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Failure mode of specimen 3B_D20

Comparing force-displacement diagrams for sample B_D20, quoted in Figure 8, it can be 
noted that only the specimen 2B_D20 doesn’t have the ductile phase expected for the presence 
of the pegs [12], as collapse has been attained without deformations in the peg connection.
Nonetheless, while specimens 2B_D20 and 3B_D20 present the same behaviour until the rup-
ture of the first, specimen 1B_D20 differs from both. During the test of specimen 1B_D20, an 
initial crack developed in the notch area, parallel to the grain. This splitting due to tension per-
pendicular to the grain induced by compression parallel to the grain of the fibres, has generated 
a little crack which has not extended to the edge of the joint, as the presence of the peg connec-
tions delayed this occurrence, which at the end has induced shear collapse in the heel area.
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Figure 8: Force-displacement diagrams of sample B_D20

2.4 Discussion of experimental results

In Table 2 yielding force Fy and maximum force Fmax values are summarized, together with 
corresponding displacement. In sample B_D20, due to the presence of the peg, the yielding 
point has been determined following the American procedure ASTM 5764 [38], consisting in 
choosing as yield point the intersection of the load-displacement curve with a straight line par-
allel to the linear phase of the diagram shifted to a distance equal to 5% of fastener diameter.

Specimen d Fy uy Fmax uf

mm (N) mm (N) mm
1A_D20 20 11664.1 8.1 13514 8.1
2A_D20 20 10025.0 5.6 13129 5.6
1B_D20 20 16507.5 8.3 21227 8.2
2B_D20 20 14701.3 3.8 15959 3.7
3B_D20 20 16590.3 4.4 18340 5.4

Table 2: Force and displacement values for sample A_D20 e B_D20

The reduced number of performed tests doesn’t allow choosing a diagram fully representa-
tive of each sample behavior; so, with aim of comparing the rheological behavior of the two
samples, all the diagrams are together compared in Figure 9.

The reinforcement with timber pegs is resulted efficient as it has induced a considerable 
increase of yielding and maximum forces values with respect to the unreinforced sample. In 
fact, sample B_D20 mean values Fy,mean=15933 N and Fmax,mean= 18509 N are 47% and 39% 
larger than the corresponding values of sample A_D20 Fy,mean=10845 N and Fmax,mean= 13322 
N. This enforcement can be ascribed to the interaction between the timber peg and the joint,
which has delayed the failure along the typical critical surfaces of the scarf joint. So, a reliable 
prediction of load-bearing capacity of the reinforced stop-splayed scarf joint depends upon 
evaluating the amount of load transferred to the joint, inducing the collapse of critical surfaces,
as observed in [12].
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Figure 9: Comparison of force-displacement diagrams of samples A_D20 and B_D20

The observed rheological behaviors are quite different both in elastic and plastic range.
While sample A_D20 shows a liner response in the elastic as well as in the plastic phase, sample 
B_D20, when deformation appears in the simple shear plane joint constituted by the timber peg 
connection, shows a stiffer behavior in the elastic phase and a more ductile behavior, in the 
plastic one. In fact, the overall behavior of the reinforced joint is conditioned by the force dis-
tribution among the resisting elements, i.e., the ash key and the added fasteners, which act as 
damping elements in transferring loads. Moreover, the stiffening effect can be related to the 
friction forces generated by the contact between the two timber elements, which help hold tight 
the connection and enhance the level of confinement of the key. The presence of no negligible 
friction forces when timber pegs are used and the influence of the key on the joint axial stiffness 
have been already noticed and measured in [11, 15, 16], highlighting that the more the key is 
confined, the stiffer is the joint behavior.

3 INFLUENCE OF SLENDERNESS ON DUCTILITY

3.1 Ductility

Ductility is related to the ability of a structure to attain large deformations in the plastic range 
before its collapse and without substantial reduction in strength in specimen loaded in displace-
ment control. There are several definitions of ductility, all related to stress, strain, or energy, 
which may be useful in different situations. For connection design, definitions referring to ab-
solute values of rotation and displacement may be the most applicable (see [33]).

Commonly, ductility ratio is defined as the proportion of the displacement at failure uf to the 
displacement at yielding uy, so as deduced in the European and Swiss codes [36,37], which is 
given by:

f
f

y

uD
u

(1)

An additional definition of the ductility ratio is also based on the displacement uu at ultimate 
load Fu and it is represented by the following equation:
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u
u

f

uD
u

(2)

These parameters can be determined from the analysis of the load-displacements graphs re-
sulting from experimental tests. The displacement at yield uy, with the corresponding yielding 
load Fy, describes the point where the elastic behavior passes into a plastic behavior. So, in
order to estimate ductility, the identification of yield point is necessary and as a yield criterion 
for timber connections is not well defined, several methods for its determination have been 
developed [36,37,39,40,41].

In the present paper, Eqs (1) (2) have been used to estimate the level of ductility of the two 
stop splayed scarf joints samples tested: sample A_D20, unreinforced, and sample B _D20 re-
inforced with timber pegs. In figure 10, referring to a graph for a specimen of sample B_D20, 
are identified:  Fy as the force at the yield point, determined by the method based on a 5% 
diameter offset, Fmax as the  maximum value registered and Fu as the ultimate force at the failure
point.

Figure 10: Identification of force values for samples B_D20

A summary of load and displacements at the yield and failure points, for the two samples 
under consideration is given in Table 3. 

Specimen
d Fy uy Fmax uf Fu (N) uu Df Du

mm (N) mm (N) mm mm - -
1A_D20 20 11664.1 8.1 13514 8.1 3593.8 8.21 1.00 1.01
2A_D20 20 10025.0 5.6 13129 5.6 5669.5 5.74 1.00 1.02
1B_D20 20 16507.5 8.3 21227 8.2 9807.7 8.35 0.99 1.00
2B_D20 20 14701.3 3.8 15959 3.7 12944.1 4.15 0.97 1.08
3B_D20 20 16590.3 4.4 18340 5.4 15163.5 8.01 1.23 1.83

Table 3: Determination of the displacements at point of yielding (uy) and failure (uf) and ductility ratio based 
on Eqs (1) and (2).

As can be seen from Table 3, the ductility values show a uniformity of results in unreinforced 
and reinforced samples, respectively. Also, the mean value of ductility, at the yield point, in-
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creases by approximately 6% in the reinforced joint compared to the unreinforced one. Further-
more, the mean ductility value increases if the ultimate displacement is considered. As can be 
easily seen, in this case the increase in ductility is about 30%. However, evaluating the plastic 
displacement (uf - uy) only the reinforced specimen 3B_D20 shows a definite ductile behavior.

3.2 Role of slenderness

The present experimental results have also been compared with those obtained in a previous 
study [12], where an analogous experimental program has been made on smaller scarf joints, 
unreinforced sample A_D8, and reinforced with two ash pegs of 8 mm of diameter, sample 
B_8D (see Figure 11).

Fig. 11. Specimen geometry of samples A_D8 and B_D8 [12] (dimensions in mm)

So, the role played by slenderness in reinforcement with timber pegs has been evaluated. In 
that regard, the slenderness λ is defined as follows:

s
d

(3)

where “s” is the smallest thickness of the pegged joint and “d” is the diameter of peg.
The slenderness values of B_D20D and B_D8 are quoted in Table 4:

Specimen h s d λ
cm cm cm

B_D20 140 48 20 2.4
B_D8 100 44 8 5.5

Table 4: Slenderness values for samples B_20D and B_D8
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Speci-
men

d Fy uy Fmax uf Fu (N) uu Df Du

mm (N) mm (N) mm mm - -
1A_D20 20 11664.1 8.1 13514 8.1 3593.8 8.21 1.00 1.01
2A_D20 20 10025.0 5.6 13129 5.6 5669.5 5.74 1.00 1.02
1B_D20 20 16507.5 8.3 21227 8.2 9807.7 8.35 0.99 1.00
2B_D20 20 14701.3 3.8 15959 3.7 12944.1 4.15 0.97 1.08
3B_D20 20 16590.3 4.4 18340 5.4 15163.5 8.01 1.23 1.83
1A_D8 8 5849.7 5.9 6070.5 6.7 6058.9 6.72 1.14 1.15
2A_D8 8 6837.6 6.4 7504.61 8.6 4772.2 15.41 1.34 2.42
1B_D8 8 6955.6 4.5 8678.9 12.7 6918.3 14.10 2.83 3.13
2B_D8 8 9264.8 6.9 9486 8.8 9327.0 9.01 1.28 1.31
3B_D8 8 6969.1 4.9 8770 8.5 7945.0 14.73 1.74 3.03

Table 5: Comparison of samples_D8 and samples_D20

Also, the ductility gain obtained reinforcing the scarf joint with timber pegs is larger for the 
slenderer samples. In fact, for samples_D8, Df and Du increase of 57% and 40% respectively 
with the reinforcement, while for samples_D20 they increase only of 6% and 30%, respectively.

4 CONCLUSION

The reduced dimensions of the tested samples in this step of the research do not allow de-
finitive conclusions about the influence of reinforcing stop-played scarf joints with timber pegs 
on ductility. Nonetheless, some interesting remarks have been deduced with can guide model-
ling the reinforced joint behavior. 

First of all, the reinforcement with timber pegs is resulted efficient as it has induced a con-
siderable increase of yielding and maximum forces values with respect to the unreinforced sam-
ple and it leads to a ductility increase. A fundamental question is given by the reference point: 
the European code and Swiss code for timber structures set the reference to the displacement at 
failure, whereas other methods consider the displacement at ultimate load to evaluate the duc-
tility ratio.

Moreover, the observed rheological behaviors are quite different both in elastic and plastic 
range. While sample A_D20 shows a liner response in the elastic as well as in the plastic phase, 
sample B_20, when deformation appears in the simple shear plane joint constituted by the tim-
ber peg connection, shows a stiffer behavior in the elastic phase and a more ductile behavior, 
in the plastic one.

Finally, a more sensitive gain in ductility can be observed when the slenderness is low. In 
particular, according the Eqs (1-2) for samples_D8, Df and Du increase of 57% and 40% re-
spectively with the reinforcement, while for samples_D20 they increase only of 6% and 30%, 
respectively. So, in designing reinforcement with timber pegs checking slenderness is necessary,
as one of the parameters orienting the choice of peg diameter to be employed.
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Abstract

In Italy, as well as in other earthquake-prone countries, most buildings have been erected with-
out considering the effects of seismic excitation or according to obsolete seismic design provi-
sions. Furthermore, they also suffer from significant structural deficiencies because of the low 
mechanical characteristics or the natural decay of the materials. The seismic vulnerability of 
the existing building stock is a serious economic and social concern and the need for retrofit-
ting or rebuilding grows as time progresses. In this framework, this study investigates a newly 
developed retrofit technique for buildings with RC framed structure. The intervention is realized 
by means of Cross-Laminated Timber (CLT) panels placed over the exterior walls and connected 
to the RC structure by friction dampers. The CLT panels provide the existing structure with addi-
tional lateral stiffness and strength. The role of the friction dampers is twofold. On one hand they 
cap the internal forces of CLT panels, thus controlling the reaction forces transmitted to the exist-
ing structure and avoiding the failure of CLT panels themselves. On the other, friction dampers 
dissipate part of the input earthquake energy. The effect of these multiple features could reduce
the storey drifts demanded by the earthquake to values compatible with the structure capacity.
This paper aims at sounding the impact of the proposed retrofit solution on the response of 
the RC framed structure to be upgraded. To this end, a one storey RC frame representative of 
existing RC framed structures designed considering only gravity loads is upgraded by a CLT 
panel and friction dampers of usual size. The impact of the retrofit intervention is investigated 
in terms of the achieved increase of stiffness, strength and energy dissipation capacity. The 
bare RC frame and the frame equipped with CLT panel and friction dampers are modelled in 
OpenSEES environment. Hence, the nonlinear responses of the two frames are assessed by mon-
otonic and cyclic pushover analyses and the comparison between the results obtained for the bare 
and the upgraded frame quantifies the expected impact of the proposed retrofit intervention.

Keywords: Existing buildings, RC framed structure, seismic retrofit, CLT, friction dampers.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In European seismic countries – such as Italy, Greece, Bulgaria, Turkey, Romania and the 
Balkan peninsula [1] – the building stock designed without anti-seismic criteria or according 
to old seismic standards is extremely wide, including mainly masonry or Reinforced Concrete 
(RC) framed buildings. For instance, in Italy, over 55% of the existing residential buildings 
was built before the 1970s [2], when seismic regulations were not in force and only gravity 
loads were considered at the design stage. Moreover, these buildings are over 50 years old, 
which means that they have reached their nominal service life, exhibiting structural deficien-
cies mainly due to the naturally decay of the materials originally used.

In this framework, seismic upgrading of the existing buildings is strongly needed, in order 
to ensure a higher level of safety for inhabitants, meanwhile to reduce the economic losses 
and environmental harm which could be caused by the damage or collapse of buildings in the 
event of earthquakes.

With reference to RC framed structures, the current seismic upgrading techniques are 
aimed at increasing the strength, stiffness, and ductility capacity of the structure and/or reduc-
ing the seismic demand. The most common techniques include the strengthening of the exist-
ing structural members by traditional materials (i.e. steel, concrete) or innovative ones (fibre-
reinforced polymer, textile-reinforced mortar), as well as the addition of new RC shear walls 
or steel-braced frames. Other techniques include the installation of base isolators or energy 
dissipation devices. The main drawbacks that limit the wide applicability of these techniques 
are the excessive costs and time for implementation as well as the high occupants’ disturbance. 
In fact, common strengthening techniques require the temporary downtime of the building and 
considerable demolition and reconstruction actions, which may affect up to 70-75% of the 
total construction costs in a new building [3]. Instead, the addition of a new seismic-resistant 
system requires relevant enlargements and reinforcement of the foundations and is not always 
possible if located externally to the building.

In order to overcome these drawbacks, newly seismic retrofit techniques need to be inves-
tigated, which can be able to meet the current needs of cost-effectiveness, quick installation
and reduced users’ disturbance. To this purpose, the use of Cross Laminated Timber (CLT) 
has been recently investigated as an alternative and sustainable solution to increase the seis-
mic performance of the existing buildings, thanks to its high mechanical performance [4].
CLT is a plate-like engineered timber product, commonly composed of an uneven number of 
timber board layers, which are arranged crosswise to each other at an angle of 90° and quasi 
rigidly connected by adhesive bonding. The crosswise build-up provides the material high ca-
pacity of bearing loads both in-plane and out-of-plane, allowing its use for structural purpose
[5].

Strengthening technique based on coupling the infill outer walls of the existing RC framed
buildings by CLT panels has been investigated by Sustersic e Dujic [6-7], in view of an inte-
grated retrofitting approach aimed also at increasing the energy efficiency of the buildings.
Specifically, they proposed to realize the connection between the panels and the structure 
through special steel brackets, provided of ductility and energy dissipation capacity. The ex-
ternal application of CLT panels has been recently investigated also within the AdESA project
[8], resulting in a real application on a case study characterized by a prefabricated RC structure. 
Stazi et al. [9] proposed CLT shear walls in replacement of the existing masonry infill walls. 
In particular, the results of preliminary numerical studies proved that CLT infills allows the 
RC frame to reach higher lateral stiffness and peak load values compared to common masonry 
infills. CLT infilled shear walls have been also analysed by Haba et al. [10], who investigated 
narrow CLT elements bonded to each other and onto the RC frame with epoxy resin, with po-
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tential results in terms of stiffness and ductility capacity according to the experimental activi-
ties conducted. Then, the use of post-tensioned, dissipative, and re-centering rocking CLT 
walls located in the external perimeter of the building has been investigated by Sandoli et al.
[11]. In this work, nonlinear analyses on a case study showed the considerable effectiveness 
of this intervention in terms of seismic capacity increase, even using a small number of CLT
walls with limited size.

The research on the topic of seismic upgrading of RC frame structures through strength-
ening CLT panels is still ongoing, and further studies are needed. Additional investigations on 
connection systems between the CLT panels and the existing structure are also required, in 
order to make this renovation solution concretely and widely applicable [12]. In this frame-
work, this study investigates an innovative seismic retrofit technology (named e-CLT) for RC 
framed buildings based on the use of CLT panels placed over the exterior walls and connected 
to the structure by means of friction dampers [13]. This solution is currently under develop-
ment within the ongoing multidisciplinary Horizon 2020 innovation project, called e-SAFE 
(energy and Seismic AFfordable rEnovation solutions), aimed at investigating innovative and 
combinable integrated retrofitting interventions. In this work, the impact of the e-CLT retrofit 
intervention on the response of the RC framed building structures is investigated, referring to 
existing structures designed considering only gravity loads. In the following sections, first the 
proposed retrofitting system is presented focusing on its components, mechanics, and installa-
tion. Hence, a RC frame is designed according to old building regulations and from this a set 
of single-storey frames with and without e-CLT is derived. The aim is to analyse the seismic 
response of RC frames upgraded by the e-CLT system, considering the number of CLT panels 
and friction dampers applied, as well as the contribution/presence of infill walls.

2 SEISMIC UPGRADING BY e-CLT SYSTEM

The e-CLT system is aimed at reducing the drifts demanded by earthquakes and improving 
the seismic performance of the building for the expected levels of seismic excitation. It con-
sists in the application of CLT panels on the outer side of the existing walls, by connecting 
them to the RC structure through friction dampers (Figure 1a). The system is conceived so 
that in occurrence of moderate ground motions, the dampers rigidly connect CLT panels to 
the RC structure, thus making available additional lateral stiffness and strength that reduce 
drifts and may protect non-structural elements. Conversely, dampers activate in occurrence of 
stronger ground motions, thus dissipating part of the input seismic energy. This further re-
source of the system activated at this seismic excitation level, after cracking of non-structural 
elements, reduces the damage of structural components and protect the building from col-
lapse. Furthermore, the activation of the dampers defines an upper bound to the force sus-
tained by the CLT panels, thus preventing their failure even under strong ground motions. The
installation of CLT panels from the outside of the building minimizes the occupants’ disturb-
ance, while maintaining the building operativity. 

The mechanical characterization of the proposed friction damper is currently under inves-
tigation within the e-SAFE project [14]. The damper is basically made by two steel profiles, 
which connect the CLT panels of two consecutive floors to the existing interposed RC beam
(Figure 1a). One profile (named “anchor profile”) is connected to the RC beam by anchor 
bolts and to the other profile (named “free profile”) by slotted holes and pretensioned high-
strength bolts. Common timber screws connect both the steel profiles to the CLT panels. The 
shear force is transmitted from the free to the anchor profile by means of the friction exerted in the 
contact surface. During an earthquake, when the force transmitted by the damper attains the value 
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of the friction force, the free profile slides on the anchor one and thus dissipates seismic energy
(Figure 1b).

(a) (b) 

Figure 1: (a) e-CLT system and (b) behaviour of e-CLT system under seismic loads

The e-CLT system is designed also to allow a quick and easy external installation, which
can be performed by means of a mobile lifting equipment (cranes, aerial platforms, etc.), pro-
ceeding to apply panels from the ground floor to the top of the building. In particular, the an-
chor profiles of each damper can be pre-assembled on the top of CLT panels off-site, in order 
to connect directly the panels to the existing RC beams through chemical anchors.  
Moreover, the e-CLT system is designed to be combined with energy-efficient solutions, in 
view of an integrated (seismic and energy) approach to the buildings renovation. More details 
can be found in [15].

3 CASE STUDY 

The case study is a one storey, three-bay RC frame having net height and net width of 
3.2 m and 11.1 m, respectively. The columns have cross-section of 30x30 cm and are rein-
forced by four rebars with diameter of 14 mm, while the beams have cross-section of 
30x50 cm and are reinforced by nine rebars with the 14 mm diameter. Both columns and 
beams have been designed according to the regulations in force in Italy during the 1970s, as 
well as the construction practices of that period. In particular, the cross-sections size and the 
steel reinforcements area of the frame members have been designed by means of the allowa-
ble stress method [16], considering gravity loads only. Columns have been designed to resist 
only to axial force, that was evaluated on the assumption of a 4-storey RC frame. 

Steel grade Feb38K with a characteristic yield stress fyk=375 MPa is assumed for rebars, 
while the characteristic compressive cubic strength Rck of concrete is assumed equal to 
20 MPa (corresponding to cylinder strength fck equal to 17 MPa). 

The case study frame has been analysed considering both the bare and the infilled configu-
ration. Specifically, the infill wall has been assumed made of two leaves of hollow clay bricks 
(8-cm and 12-cm thick, internally and externally respectively, with an intermediate air cavity), 
according to the construction techniques used in Southern Italy between the 1950s and 1980s.

existing 
infill wall

e-CLT 
system

RC beam

friction 
damper 
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Window openings in the infill walls have been considered according to two layouts. In the 
first and the second layout, openings are assumed in the two lateral bays and in the central one, 
respectively.

The impact of the e-CLT system on the seismic response of both bare and infilled case 
study frame has been investigated, considering two different configurations of the seismic ret-
rofit system (configurations 1 and 2 in Figure 2). Specifically, configuration 1 (Figures 2a, c) 
involves the application of a single CLT panel to the central bay of the frame, while in con-
figuration 2 (Figures 2b, d) the RC frame is retrofitted by 2 CLT panels applied to the lateral 
bays of the frame.

CONFIGURATION 1 CONFIGURATION 2

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 2: Investigated configurations of the e-CLT retrofitting intervention on the case study frame: (a) bare and 
(c) infilled frame with e-CLT in configuration 1; (b) bare and (d) infilled frame with e-CLT in configuration 2.

In both configurations, 10-cm thick, 3-ply CLT panels made of C24-class boards are as-
sumed. Each CLT panel is 2.9-m high and 3.7-m wide and is connected to the RC beam by 
means of two anchor profiles arranged on its top. Two friction dampers connect the bottom of 
each CLT panel to the foundation of the RC frame. The friction dampers are 450-mm wide 
and 8-mm thick and are arranged symmetrically each other, at a distance of 0.45 m from the 
side edge of the panel.

4 NUMERICAL MODELLING

A numerical model has been implemented in OpenSees environment, in order to analyse 
the nonlinear response of the investigated RC frame at pre- and post-intervention state, con-
sidering the configurations described in Section 3. 

Figure 3 shows the numerical model schema, referring to a single infilled bay of the case 
study frame, equipped with CLT panel and friction dampers. The detailed description of the 
parts the numerical model (RC frame, CLT panel, friction damper and infill) is reported in the 
following Sections.

friction damper 
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Figure 3: Numerical model schema, referring to a single infilled bay of the case study frame
at post-intervention state.

4.1 RC frame 

Beams and columns of the RC frame have been modelled differently. Specifically, the 
“beamWithHinges Element” is used for columns. This element consists in a member with a 
linear-elastic region in the middle and plastic hinges at its ends. The length of the plastic 
hinges is equal to the depth of the column cross section. Instead, beams where the CLT panels 
are fixed at post-intervention state are discretized in five elements (elements B1-B5 in Figure 
3). The intent was to locate along each beam four intermediate nodes (nodes nb2, nb3, nb4 and 
nb5 in Figure 3) to connect the beam and the two anchor profiles. The two lateral beam por-
tions (elements B1 and B5) and the central one (element B3) are modelled by the “nonlinear-
BeamColumn Element”, a nonlinear force-based beam-column element able to replicate the 
spread of plasticity along the member. Three and five Gauss integration points are assigned to 
the lateral and central portions of the beam, respectively. Whereas, the “elasticBeamColumn 
Element” is used to model the beam portions B2 and B4, assuming that plastic hinges form 
outside of the damper length. Instead, the beams belonging to the span without CLT panels
are modelled by nonlinear force-based beam-column elements, with five Gauss integration 
points.

A fibre cross section is assigned to each plastic zones of nonlinear RC members, consider-
ing both the concrete part and steel rebars. The concrete part is dived into fibres having con-
stant 5-mm depth, to which the Mander constitutive law (“Concrete 04” uniaxial material) is 
assigned. Instead, single fibres enclosed in the cross section are used to model the steel rebars.
In particular, an elastic-plastic material with isotropic strain hardening (“Steel 02” uniaxial 
material) is assigned to steel rebars. The parameters used for the two materials are summa-
rized in Table 1.

Beam discretization

Anchor profile

Anchor 
profile

Free 
profileFRICTION 

DAMPER

Homogenised-orthotropic 
shell element

X

Y

Elastic
shell element + truss element

Truss 
element

CLT panel
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Concrete

Average compressive strength 25 MPa
Strain at maximum strength 0.002
Strain at crashing strength 0.0035
Young’s modulus 31,500 MPa

Rebars

Average yielding strength 380 MPa
Young’s modulus  200,000 MPa

Table 1: Material properties of RC frame members.

4.2 CLT panel

The 3-ply CLT panel (layers thickness: 30-40-30 mm) is modelled as an assembly of 10-
cm thick “MITC4 Shell Elements”, as shown in Figure 3. In order to model the multi-layer 
panel layout, an orthotropic and homogenized material is assigned to the cross section of each 
shell element, according to the reduced cross section method proposed in [17]. This method is 
based on the reduction of a multi-layer material into a single-layer one by means of specific 
composition factors, assuming a plane stress state of the timber panel. This assumption is
widely adopted to define the material properties of CLT for the needs of seismic modelling,
when building nonlinear behaviour is mostly localized in connections [6,18].

The material properties of the homogenized CLT material are reported in Table 2 and are 
based on the mechanical characteristics of C24-class spruce wood, according to EN 338 [19].
The value of shear modulus was reduced to 500 MPa since generally CLT panels are not 
glued on their narrow face. For the same reason, the value of Poisson’s ratio has been set 
equal to 0.0 [20].

CLT

Perpendicular-to-grain Young’s modulus (Ewx) 4622 MPa
Parallel-to-grain Young’s modulus (Ewy) 6748 MPa
Perpendicular-to-grain Young’s modulus (Ewz) 370 MPa
Shear modulus 500 MPa
Poissont’s ratios 0.0
Density 420 kg m-3

Table 2: Material properties of CLT panel.

4.3 Friction damper and connection elements

As shown in Figure 1a, the proposed friction damper is made by two steel profiles (i.e. an-
chor and free profile), which mainly consist of a middle web and two side flanges. The 
“ShellMITC4 Element” and the “Truss Element” are used to model both these components. 
Specifically, the web of each profile is modelled by five 8-mm thick shell elements (Figure 3),
while the flanges are modelled by truss elements (8-mm thick and 100-mm depth) which con-
nect the edge nodes of the above-mentioned shell elements. An elastic material is assigned to 
web and flanges of the steel profiles, assuming that they do not yield. The Young modulus of 
steel (Es=210.000 MPa) is considered for the assigned material. 

A “zeroLength Element” is used to connect the adjacent nodes of the anchor profile and 
“free profile” of each friction damper. In the X direction, an elasto-plastic material with strain 
kinematic hardening constitutive law (“Steel01” uniaxial material) is assigned to each element,
in order to model the sliding movement of the upper profile when the shear force attains the 
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value of 30 kN. In the Y direction, two of these elements are characterized by a large stiffness,
in order to simulate the pretensioned high strength bolts that connect the two steel profiles.

Then, “Two Node Link Elements” are used to model the connection between the friction 
damper and CLT panel by means of timber screws. An elastic material is assigned to each el-
ement, whose stiffness is calculated in accordance with the Eurocode 5 [21] assuming the use 
of 30 screws for each damper.  

The same modeling is used for the anchor profiles on the top of each CLT panel, using 
“zeroLength Elements” with large stiffness to connect the web to the RC beams, in order to
simulate the connection by means of chemical anchors. 

4.4 Infill wall

The infill walls are modelled by a pair of diagonal “Truss Elements”, which connect the 
top of each column with the bottom of the subsequent one (Figure 3). These elements are 
supposed to have no tension resistance and their force-displacement relationship is calibrated 
to replicate the shear force-drift relationship of the infill panel, as proposed by Panagiotakos 
and Fardis [22] and Celarec et al. [23]. This relationship consists of four branches: a first elas-
tic branch up to the first cracking of panel, a second branch with a lower stiffness up to the 
complete cracking of panel, a degrading branch and a last branch with a residual resistance. 
The stiffness and the value of the maximum force of each branch are determined according to 
the equations proposed in [23]. The multi-linear force-displacement relationship thus obtained 
is then converted into an equivalent stress-strain relationship. The values of stress and strain 
corresponding to the three corners of the envelope are assigned to the truss member by means 
of the “Hysteretic” uniaxial material implemented in OpenSees. The force-displacement rela-
tionship is first determined for the infill without openings assuming that it is 20-cm thick, as 
reported in Section 3, the shear cracking strength is equal to 0.28 MPa, while Young modulus 
and shear modulus are equal to 4130 and 1240 MPa, respectively. The ordinates of this force-
displacement relationship have been reduced to 50% for the infill with openings. These rela-
tionships define a layout of infills with high mechanical properties. Other two infill layouts 
are defined reducing the ordinates of the force-displacement relationships of the first layout to 
80% and 60%, in order to represent infills with lower mechanical properties and/or window
openings having larger size.

5 ANALYSES AND RESULTS 

Monotonic and cyclic pushover analyses in displacement control have been carried out
both on bare and infilled RC frame at pre- and post-intervention state (Figure 4a). First, a ver-
tical load of 292.5 kN has been applied at the top of the two central columns, a vertical load of 
146.25 kN at the top of the two lateral ones, and a uniformly distributed load of 26 kN has 
been applied on each beam. These loads are consistent with those used to design the frame.

The top horizontal displacement corresponding to the near collapse limit state of the bare 
RC frame is determined by monotonic pushover analysis. In this case, the top horizontal dis-
placement is increased until in one column the chord rotation has attained its ultimate value 
determined according to Eurocode 8 – part 1-3 [24]. The cyclic pushover analysis is per-
formed for all the considered frames. The applied top horizontal displacement is cycled ac-
cording to the loading protocol reported in Figure 4b, where the maximum amplitude is equal 
to the top displacement corresponding to the near collapse limit state of the bare RC frame.
The hysteretic responses of bare and infilled frame are shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. 
Specifically, the seismic response of the masonry infilled frame has been investigated assum-
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ing the three different levels of quality of masonry infill, i.e. mechanical properties equal to 
100%, 80% and 60% of the reference infill defined in Section 4.4.

(a) (b) 

Figure 4: (a) Cyclic pushover analysis on bare RC frame equipped with e-CLT in configuration 2 
and (b) cycling loading protocol.

CONFIGURATION 1 CONFIGURATION 2 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5: Hysteretic responses of the investigated bare frame at pre- and post-intervention state,
with e-CLT system in (a) configuration 1 and (b) configuration 2.  

The impact of the retrofit by e-CLT system on the seismic capacity of the case study 
frames has been investigated in terms of the achieved increase of lateral strength, stiffness, 
and energy dissipation capacity. The lateral strength is assumed equal to the maximum hori-
zontal force sustained by the system during cyclic loading. The lateral stiffness is calculated 
as the ratio of the lateral strength to the corresponding displacement. Finally, energy dissipa-
tion capacity is quantified as the energy dissipated during cyclic loading, which is calculated 
as the area enclosed by the hysteresis loops.

The hysteretic responses of the bare frame at pre- and post-intervention state (Figures 5a,
b) show a considerable increase of the seismic capacity after the application of the e-CLT sys-
tem. In particular, the lateral resistance of the structure upgraded by the e-CLT in configura-
tions 1 and 2 reaches the values of 231 kN and 300 kN. Compared to the lateral strength of 
165 kN at pre-intervention state, the achieved percentage increase is 40% and 82% for con-
figurations 1 and 2, respectively. Furthermore, the application of a single CLT panel equipped 
with two friction dampers (configuration 1) provides the RC frame with an increase of lateral 
stiffness and energy dissipation capacity of 93% and 128%, respectively. Instead, by adding 
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two CLT panels and four friction dampers (configuration 2) the stiffness of the structure in-
creases of 165%, while the energy dissipation capacity of 275%. 

CONFIGURATION 1 CONFIGURATION 2 

Values of masonry infill at 100%, high mechanical properties

(a) (b)

Values of masonry infill at 80%, intermediate mechanical properties

(c) (d) 

Values of masonry infill at 60%, low mechanical properties

(e) (f) 

Figure 6: Hysteretic responses of the investigated infilled frame at pre- and post-intervention state, with e-CLT 
system in (a-c-e) configuration 1 and (b-d-f) configuration 2, assuming the mechanical characteristic values

of the masonry infill at: (a,b) 100%; (c,d) 80%; (c,d) 60%.
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The impact of the e-CLT system on the capacity of infilled frames (Figure 6) is less re-
markable, because the infills make the frame stiffer and stronger, and significantly depends on 
the capacity parameter. As showed by the comparison of the hysteretic responses of the in-
filled frame at pre- and post- intervention state, the application of CLT panels determines a
negligible increase of the lateral stiffness, regardless of the mechanical properties of infills.

The increase of lateral strength is also low, with higher percentage increase for infills with 
low mechanical properties (increase of 16% and 26.3% in configuration 1 and 2, respective-
ly). However, the introduction of the e-CLT still leads to a significant increase of the lateral 
residual strength of the RC frame after the infill failure and even a more remarkable increase 
of energy dissipation capacity. The percentage increase of lateral residual strength achieved 
by the retrofit with e-CLT in configuration 1 and 2 is about 38% and 77%, respectively. Final-
ly, the percentage increase of energy dissipation capacity achieved for infills with high, inter-
mediate and low mechanical properties is 82%, 89.5% and 98.5% after the application of the 
e-CLT in configuration 1 and 146%, 162.7% and 182.6% in configuration 2.

6 CONCLUSIONS

This paper investigates the potential impact of an innovative seismic retrofit technology on 
the response of RC framed structures. This technology, named e-CLT system, consists in the 
application of CLT panels on the outer side of the existing walls, by connecting them to the 
RC structure through innovative friction dampers. The friction damper is still under develop-
ment and here it is idealised with a connection with rigid-plastic cyclic behaviour. The results 
reported in this work evidence the potential of the e-CLT system in enhancing the seismic 
performance of existing RC framed buildings considering different features of the buildings to 
be upgraded (with and without infill walls) and different importance of the retrofit solution
(one or two CLT panels with dampers for the one storey, three-bay RC frame considered as 
case study).

Even the configuration with the single CLT panel, if applied to the bare RC frame, leads to 
a significant improvement of all the seismically relevant features of the building: lateral 
strength, stiffness and energy dissipation capacity. In this case, the largest impact is on energy 
dissipation capacity. Significant is also the impact on lateral stiffness. However, when the e-
CLT system is applied to infilled frames, even considering the solution with two CLT panels,
the impact on the lateral stiffness is minor. Instead, the improvement achieved in terms of in-
crease of energy dissipation capacity remains significant: for instance, even in the case of the 
stiffest and strongest considered infill, it was found equal to 82% and 146% for the configura-
tions with one or two CLT panels, respectively. The increase of lateral strength of the infilled 
frame provided by the e-CLT system is fair.

Based on these results, the e-CLT system appears to be a promising tool for seismic up-
grading of RC framed buildings. Its effectiveness is expected to be great in fulfilling the Near 
Collapse performance objective, which relies mostly on energy dissipation capacity of the 
structure. Instead, when the improvement of seismic performance is mainly related to the in-
crease of lateral stiffness, as in the case of damage limitation performance objective, the ef-
fectiveness of the-CLT system could be limited when it is applied to infilled frames. In the 
future, more comprehensive investigation will be performed, based on the experimental me-
chanical characterization of the proposed friction damper. Furthermore, the effectiveness of 
the e-CLT system will be also investigated by multi-storey numerical models.
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Abstract 

The retrofit of existing masonry buildings plays a relevant role in the Italian building context, 
both for preservation and requalification of the cultural and architectural heritage. 
Historically, timber has been widely used in unreinforced masonry (URM) buildings, mainly 
for horizontal structures. In recent years, the use of timber in the retrofit of existing buildings 
has gained an increasing interest for the improvements of both structural and energetic 
performances. Indeed, wooden elements present good hygrothermal properties and, thanks to 
their lightweight and stiffness, they are suitable for the seismic improvement of masonry 
buildings. The aim of this paper is to numerically investigate the seismic strengthening of 
existing URM structures by means of cross laminated timber (CLT) panels, evaluating the 
coupling degree of the timber-masonry integrated system. The investigation was carried out 
through a finite element modelling. First a parametric local model of a CLT-masonry coupled 
wall was calibrated with literature experimental data. Then, the study was extended to a 
XVII-century URM building located in the Italian Alpine region (Roana, Vicenza province). 
Non-linear static analyses were carried out in order to assess the local and global behavior 
of the URM-CLT system and its potential benefits. Results suggested a seismic capacity 
improvement due to shear strength increase and global weight reduction. 

Keywords: masonry building, CLT, seismic retrofitting, integrated intervention technique, 
FEM. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The seismic retrofit of existing buildings has gained more and more interest in the Italian 
context due to the necessity of protecting the cultural and architectural heritage. The great var-
iability of the building typologies and the sustainability requirements lead to the necessity of 
finding alternative solutions to invasive interventions. As a matter of fact, massive replace-
ments of the wooden floors with RC elements, insertion of RC curbs, etc., within unreinforced 
masonry (URM) buildings aimed at activating an ideal ‘box-like behavior’, proved to be dam-
aging, by excessively weighing down the structure and leading to local collapses of vulnera-
ble portions of the buildings [1]. 

These observations led to the need for a more accurate study on the effects of the interven-
tions and the search for innovative methods. Timber structural elements, which were histori-
cally used in masonry buildings even for seismic purposes [2][3], present favorable 
characteristics for some of the problems that characterize conventional reinforcement inter-
ventions, such as reduced weight, which permits widespread intervention in the structure with 
a limited variation of the total seismic mass, and good mechanical properties, often more 
compatible with URM historical structures. Furthermore, the rapidly evolving of timber tech-
nology in recent decades developed more efficient materials, e.g., Cross Laminated Timber - 
CLT, widening its application field and possibilities. 

The intervention described in this paper is addressed to existing URM buildings which 
need an improvement in terms of structural-seismic capacity, functionality and energetic per-
formances. Based on the effectiveness of URM-CLT coupling walls for shear capacity [4][5] 
and energetic performances improvement [6], such as the benefits of stiffened timber dia-
phragms [7][8], an integrated intervention aimed at the insertion of a CLT endoskeleton with-
in a URM structure was designed. 

The intervention consists in inserting a CLT structure inside the perimeter walls, substitut-
ing the un-strengthened existing floors and inner partitions and assembling a inner core able 
to bear part of the static and eventual seismic loads. The paper presents the procedure imple-
mented to simulate the intervention. First, a coupled URM-CLT wall was modeled within fi-
nite element (FE) software (i.e., DIANA FEA [8]): the model was validated through the 
comparison with literature studies [10][11] and the influence of FEM parameters involved in 
the system were evaluated. Following, global models of an existing URM structure and the 
proposed integrated CLT-URM were created. The CLT nest was designed through a specific 
software for timber structures ([12]), defining the structural properties such as panel thickness 
and connection types. Modal and non-linear static analyses were performed, and the results 
compared.  

1.1 State of Art 

The CLT technology consists of layered panels of solid timber, in which each layer is ori-
ented perpendicular to adjacent ones. This configuration permits the use of the material for the 
realization of large boards that can be used for both wall and floor elements, being able to 
bear both in-plane and out-of-plane loads. Those characteristics make the CLT an efficient 
and versatile element, which use has spread largely in recent years. CLT products are widely 
used for new buildings, but in recent years are also gaining attention for the retrofit of existing 
buildings [4][10][13][14]. 

One of the most acknowledged intervention consists in coupling CLT panels to masonry 
walls, thus providing benefits on structural, energetical and architectural fields [6][15]. In this 
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framework, two main approaches can be adopted, depending on the location of CLT rein-
forcement panels, at the exterior or interior of walls [4][14], as shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1: Approaches for CLT intervention on existing structures [6] 

Particular attention has to be paid to connection systems among the existing structure and 
CLT elements. Different approaches can be adopted, such as connection at floor levels, taking 
advantage of existing RC curbs [14], or distributed URM-to-CLT connections realized with 
screwed joints [16]. The connection system plays a crucial role in the intervention, having to 
transmit actions from one system to the other and to provide ductility and resistance. Howev-
er, studies proved that coupling at floors levels, without specific URM-CLT diffused connect-
ors, is enough for shear and displacement capacities improvement of a URM wall [4]. 

1.2 Case Study 

The case-study belongs to a building system known as “Cattedra”, rised in Canove di Ro-
ana (Vicenza), in the North-East Italian Alps. The intervention is limited to this original build-
ing which dates back to the XVII century. It’s a three-story building with a rectangular plan 
(10m x 13m)(Figure 2). The structure is composed of stone masonry (SB) walls in the lower 
section, and hollow clay brick (HCB) masonry in the upper one (due to an elevation interven-
tion), while floor and roof structures are RC based. 

Figure 2: Plans and elevations of the case study. 
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The intervention concerned the upper stories of the building, excluding the first floor, due 
to the toned of preserving the existing conditions at this level (Figure 3). Indeed, the interven-
tion consisted of removing the existing floors and roof structures and inserting a CLT nest, 
connected with the existing URM structure at floor levels. No direct connections were provid-
ed between CLT panels and URM walls.  

Figure 3: Intervention scheme: a) existing structure, b) demolished parts, c) new CLT nesting structure. 

2 COUPLED WALL SIMULATION 

The FE modeling of the global structure had to be preceded by the study of a local model, 
consisting of a 40 cm-thick masonry wall retrofitted with three 6 cm-thick CLT panels (Figure 
4). The model was compared and validated with a literature example provided by [10], since 
the same FE code was used and later subjected to a parametric analysis involving both mason-
ry and CLT systems. 

Figure 4: Local FEM model for URM-CLT interaction 

2.1 Model Generation 

The FEM model was realized with DIANA FEA software [8]. The masonry panel was 
modeled with 4-noded quadrilateral linear flat shell elements: a macro-modeling approach for 
material behavior was implemented, and units and mortar properties were merged into a con-
tinuum homogeneous material [17]. Physical non-linearities follow the smeared crack ap-
proach (Total Strain Based Crack in DIANA), in which tensile and compressive behaviors are 
described by stress-strain curves. Specifically, a linear softening behavior in tension and a 
parabolic behavior in compression were chosen. CLT panels were modeled with 4-noded 
quadrilateral linear curved shell. The layered structure of CLT was simplified into a homoge-
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neous linear orthotropic material, which elastic properties were calculated according to the 
analytical approach for composite sections suggested by Eurocode 5 [18]. Table 1 reports the 
material parameters. 

Masonry CLT 
Elastic Properties Material Properties 

E 2500  MPa Ex  9000  MPa 
ν 0.25 Ey 4500 MPa 
WURM  14  kN/m3 Ez 1000 MPa 

Total Strain Parameters Gxy 821 MPa 
ft 0.01  MPa Gxz 370 MPa 
Gt 0.00135  N/mm Gyz 121 MPa 
fc 3  MPa 
Gc 4.8  N/mm 
β 0.01  WCLT 4.5 kN/m3 

Table 1: FEM parameters for masonry and CLT material models (Young’s and shear moduli E and G, Poisson’s 
ratio ν, specific weight W, compressive and tensile strength fc and ft, compressive and tensile fracture energy Gc 

and Gt, shear retention factor β).  

The panels were externally connected via nodal springs, which represent the tension and 
shear connections (i.e., hold-down and angle bracket), while 3D line interface elements were 
introduced to simulate in-plane joints between panels. The CLT panels were connected to the 
URM wall through 3D surface interface elements. At last, a no-tension non-linear 3D line in-
terface element was modeled, which represents the contact interactions at the base of the pan-
el; this was to simulate base compression and neglect tensile retention during shear loads. 
Table 2 shows the FE parameters implemented for the connection elements.  

Figure 5: Local reference axes for connection elements in FE model. 

Connection Typology ks,x [N/mm] ks,y [N/mm] ks,z [N/mm] 
Hold-down nodal spring 50000 0 0 
Angle brackets nodal spring 0 50000 50000 

ki,x [N/mm3] ki,y [N/mm3] ki,z [N/mm3] 
in-plane joints 3D line interface 10 0.16 0.16 
URM-CLT connection 3D surface interface 1 0.05 0.05 

Table 2: FEM parameters for connections: linear spring stiffness ks and interface stiffness ki along x, y and z lo-
cal axes [4]. 
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Pushover analyses were carried out on the URM wall and on the coupled one to evaluate 
the in-plane response of both systems.  

By comparing the capacity curves (Figure 6), no significant differences can be noticed on 
the elastic branch [4]; this suggests that, in this phase, the response of the reinforced system 
was still determined by the masonry characteristics. When cracking occurred, an increase both 
in post-elastic stiffness (and consequently maximum shear) and in the ultimate displacement 
capacity was observed in the coupled model. These results suggest that the CLT system is 
more effective in the masonry damaged conditions, leading to a significant increase of system 
ductility (almost doubled with the CLT panels reinforcement). 

The capacity curves compared to the ones provided by the reference case resulted in a 
good match both in terms of maximum shear resistance and ultimate displacement capacity 
was detected. 

Figure 6: Comparison between FE models of URM and retrofitted walls compared to Giongo et al. [4] 

2.2 Parametric Study 

A parametric study was performed to assess input parameters and evaluate the incidence of 
various characteristics on the wall behavior. The investigated parameters involved both ma-
sonry and CLT systems, starting from the reference values used in the previously described 
model. In the Total Stain Based Crack model used for masonry, the main uncertainties con-
cern tensile and compressive energy fracture and shear behavior (rotating crack and fixed 
crack models); therefore, these parameters were taken in account for the parametric analyses 
carried out on the URM model (Table 3), which led to the analysis of 9 cases. 

1 2 3 

Parameter 

Gt [N/mm] GT 0.012 0.005 0.00135 
Gc [N/mm] GC 4.8 3.6 2.5 

Shear behavior S rotating fixed 
β = 0.01 

fixed 
β = 0.05 

Table 3: Parameters for masonry analyses. Reference parameters cells, used for the previously validated model, 
are filled in grey. 

The obtained pushover curves (Figure 7) revealed that the Gc parameter had low impact on 
global behavior, presumably because compressive strength of masonry is way higher than ten-
sile one, which play the major role in shear failure. The differences observed for Gt parameter 
are more evident, as a higher value provided a much higher displacement capacity (+71% on 
the reference one). An even major influence was noticed for the shear behavior. In particular, 
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rotating crack model provided a higher ideal yielding point and, consequently, higher shear 
resistance, while the two fixed crack model curves presented equal elastic branch. However, 
the higher shear retention factor β led to both higher post-elastic stiffness and ultimate dis-
placement values. 

Figure 7: Pushover curves by variation of a) compressive fracture energy Gc, b) tensile fracture energy Gt, and c) 
shear behavior model 

The parameters of the CLT system, i.e., hold-down stiffness, in-plane joints stiffness and 
panel’s thickness (Table 4), were evaluated through 9 cases on the reinforced model. 

1 2 3 

Parameter 
HD ks,x [N/mm] HD 10000 20000 50000 

in-plane ki,y [N/mm3] K 0.05 0.16 1.5 
panel thickness [mm] T 60 90 140 

Table 4: Parameters for CLT system. Reference parameters cells, used for the previously validate model, are 
filled in grey. 

By comparing the obtained capacity curves (Figure 8), small dissimilarities can be noticed 
by changing connection type, as both for hold-downs and in-plane joints, with slightly higher 
shear values reached by the system as elements’ stiffness increases. However, differences are 
not very significant, which suggest that relevant improvements could be achieved by interven-
ing on both connection systems. No major differences were observed with the variation of 
CLT panel thickness, since the shear behavior of the panel is still ruled by connections in the 
range of the measured displacements. 
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Figure 8: Pushover curves by variation of a) hold-down stiffness, b) in-plane joints stiffness, and c) panel’s 
thickness. 

3 MODELING OF THE INTEGRATED INTERVENTION 

The extension of the local simulation to a real-scale structure was carried out by assessing 
a URM case study and then its retrofitted configuration with the endoskeleton integrated solu-
tion. FE models within DIANA FEA environment were generated, preceded by the prelimi-
nary design and dimensioning of the CLT inner structure.  

3.1 Preliminary design of CLT nest 

The internal CLT nest was sized by the means of TimberTech Buildings software [12], by 
assuming the CLT nest  as independent from the URM structure. The numerical model was 
based on the definition of a macro-element for CLT system, which considers the different 
contributions in deformation and resistance provided by panels and connection elements. The 
software allows to easily design the structure through pre-defined elements and to verify it by 
means of linear static and dynamic analyses, for both vertical and horizontal loads. The pro-
cess led to the definition of three-layered 10 cm panels for walls and five-layered 14 cm and 
16 cm panels for the first and the second floor, respectively. Table 5 reports the details of the 
panels’ types.  

Element Material n. of
layers Thickness [mm] Layers’ thickness 

[mm] 
Walls Spruce C24 3 100 30 - 40 - 30 

First floor Spruce C24 5 160 40 - 20 - 40 - 20 - 40 
Second floor Spruce C24 5 140 40 - 20 - 20 - 20 - 40 

Table 5: CLT panels typology 
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Tensile and shear connections were sized with reference to the most common commercial 
typologies. Three types of hold-down and one type of angle bracket were used (Table 6), de-
pending on their location in the structure. 

 Furthermore, panels were connected through in plane joints, consisting in 6 mm x 80 mm 
screws, spaced 150 mm and coupled with a 27 mm Laminated Veneer Lumber (LVL) board.  

Element Typology Connector n. connectors

HD340 Hold-Down Nail 4x60mm 20 

HD440 Hold-Down Nail 4x60mm 30 

HD540 Hold-Down Nail 4x60mm 45 

AB240 Angle Bracket Nail 4x60mm 36 

Table 6: Hold-down and angle brackets types. 

3.2 Global FE model generation 

The overall FE study was carried out with DIANA FEA [8]. Firstly, a URM model of the 
existing structure was created. As in the local model, masonry walls were modeled as 4-noded 
linear flat shell elements. A Total Strain Based Crack material model was chosen, which 
properties are reported in Table 7. Tensile and compressive strength values were obtained 
from the Italian seismic code [19][20] following the results of IQM (masonry quality index) 
analyses carried out for walls [21]. The fracture energy values were chosen by the previous 
local modal and from multiple values suggested by scientific literature [22], assuming a con-
servative low tensile fracture energy, close to the brittle behavior. 

Figure 9: FEM model of a) URM building and b) CLT nest. 

Masonry properties of the retrofitted model did not change since no intervention was pro-
vided for masonry, in order to assess directly the benefits of the endoskeleton addition. The 
CLT structure was modeled in reference to the preliminary design . CLT material properties 
and connection elements were the same of those of the local FE model (Table 1), i.e., nodal 
springs for hold-downs and angle brackets and linear interface elements for in-plane joints. 
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Masonry 
Parameter SB Masonry HCB Masonry 
E [MPa] 1740 4550 

ν 0.25 0.25 
w [kN/m3] 20 14 

Tens. function Linear softening Linear softening 
ft [MPa] 0.018 0.037 

Gt [N/mm] 0.00135 0.0045 
Comp. function Parabolic Parabolic 

fc [MPa] 1.12 1.85 
Gc [N/mm] 4.8 5 

β 0.01 0.01 
Table 7: Mechanical parameter for masonry type (SB: stone blocks; HCB: hollow clay bricks). 

The values for the connections’ stiffness were analytically identified according to the Eu-
ropean regulations for steel-to-timber fasteners and connectors [18]. As the project did not 
provide for any connection between the masonry walls and the CLT panels, the 3D surface 
interface elements were not considered, likewise the layout in [4]. At last, non-linearities were 
located in the masonry material model only. 

Modal and pushover analyses were performed on the URM and the URM-CLT models. 
Uniform loads in both principal directions were considered for pushover analysis.  

3.3 Results 

The modal analyses results (Table 8) showed an increase in modal frequencies due to nest-
ing intervention, partly due to the decrease of total mass for the reinforced model (about 
25%). The modal participation mass factor also decreases to around 65% for the first two 
bending modes, in each principal direction. This could be due to the difference in terms of 
masses and stiffnesses distributions generated by the presence of the endoskeleton only at the 
second and third floors, whereas the first one remained unchanged.  

Mode URM model Reinforced model 
f [Hz] % mx % my f [Hz] % mx % my 

1 6.147 0.00% 75.55% 7.298 0.09% 66.89% 
2 8.052 76.15% 0.00% 8.491 65.66% 0.10% 
3 9.787 2.21% 0.01% 10.845 0.56% 0.01% 

Table 8: Frequencies and mass participation factors for the first three modes: URM and reinforced (URM+CLT) 
models. 

Pushover analyses results were evaluated in terms of equivalent acceleration at the base, 
thus normalizing the results to the mass of the model to obtain comparable curves (Figure 10). 
This comparison shows an increase in maximum equivalent acceleration for the retrofitted 
model. Differences were more pronounced for Y direction analyses than X direction’s ones; 
this suggests that the intervention could be more effective on the shear capacity of the weaker 
direction. Ultimate displacement capacity does not get significantly affected instead. 
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Figure 10: Pushover curves for X e Y directions analyses 

Further observations can be made from the contour of tensile strain, where cracks should 
rise. On the URM model (Figure 11a), damage is mainly located on the piers of the ground 
floor, while upper levels are less damaged. With the intervention (Figure 11b), the damage 
involves all stories, thus exploiting the resistant elements along the entire height. Moreover, in 
the URM model, tensile strains significantly spread in piers and lintels, whereas in the URM-
CLT model strains are lumped in piers, i.e., the resistant elements of masonry structures. 

Figure 11: Damage patterns for a) URM and b) retrofitted models. 

At last, to measure the intervention benefits, seismic safety verifications were carried out 
according to the Italian code [19], by comparing PGA (peak ground acceleration) values for 
derived from the capacity curves. The results showed an improvement on the global behavior 
of the building thanks to the intervention, with an increase of +8.6% and +19.8% in X and Y 
directions, respectively (Table 9). Further improvements can be obtained, taking into consid-
eration that, currently: i) the intervention is lumped at second and third stories, whereas the 
first one is the most solicited by uniform mass distribution and, ii) no improving interventions 
such as injections or joints rebars were adopted for masonry walls. 
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URM URM+CLT 
Direction PGAC [g] PGAC [g] Δ PGAC [%] 

+X 0.222 0.241 8.6% 
+Y 0.187 0.224 19.8% 

Table 9: Near-collapse PGA capacities (PGAC) and percentage variation between un-strengthened and retrofitted 
cases. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

The modelling of a novel intervention technique for URM buildings was discussed in this 
paper. The study was carried out both at local and overall scale. The local model, on which 
parametric analyses were performed showed that: 

the CLT reinforcement is effective on the post-elastic phase of masonry, when
cracking occurs and cause a loss in masonry stiffness;
the timber connections (i.e., hold-down and angle brackets) play a fundamental role
in the effectiveness of the system, since they affect its stiffness more than CLT
panel thickness.

The local FE model allowed the connections of timber (both panel-to-panel and floor-to-
panel) to be calibrated and to be implemented within a global FE model of an existing URM 
building. Modal and pushover analyses were carried out, on both as-built and retrofitted mod-
els. Results suggested that: 

mass reduction due to substitution of RC floors with lighter timber panels induced
the increment in mode frequencies;
retrofitted configuration can bear a higher equivalent acceleration than as-built one;
the intervention led to a more homogeneous damage pattern, involving more re-
sistant elements than the un-strengthened case;
the intervention was effective, taking into consideration that it is limited to the sec-
ond and third floor (demolition of two RC floors and RC roof), and provided an
improvement in terms of PGAC up to 20%.

The results showed that the CLT endoskeleton proposed here is a promising technique to 
improve the seismic performances of URM buildings. However, further studies need to be 
carried out to better clarify the effectiveness of the intervention and to extend its field of ap-
plication. 
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Abstract 

In the last decades, low-damage post-tensioned technologies have been introduced in the field 
of timber constructions, with the aim to obtain structural solutions able to guarantee, in case 
of seismic events, not only the safeguarding of human life, but also the rapid re-use of the 
buildings without permanent damage. To this aim, structural systems based on rocking dissi-
pative timber walls have been conceived, which rocking behaviour is due to the presence of 
post-tensioning cables, and the dissipative contribution is provided by steel dampers, easily 
replaceable after an intense seismic event. The paper presents a numerical non-linear model 
to predict the response of PT-timber walls, particularly useful to support the design. In par-
ticular, the geometrical non-linearity due to the rocking behavior of the walls and material 
non linearities that characterize the dampers, are specifically taken into account. The post-
tensioned systems characterized by the single wall configuration with axial dampers are ana-
lyzed by considering different initial post-tensioning levels. The proposed numerical model-
ling strategy has been validated with experimental literature tests, demonstrating its 
effectiveness in predicting the behavior of post-tensioned walls subjected to cyclic loads. 
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the last two decades, the employment of timber buildings is increasing in seismic prone 
areas, thanks to the significant evolution of performances of these constructions against seis-
mic actions, mainly due to the development of new technologies [1]. The most common tim-
ber buildings are composed of engineered timber walls, i.e. Cross Laminated Timber (CLT)
or Laminated Veneer Lumber (LVL), connected to each other and to the foundation through 
steel connectors, such as angle-brackets, hold-downs, nails, and screws. During a seismic 
event, the energy dissipation is mainly devoted to connectors, which could be severely dam-
aged [2-5]. Moreover, both internal and external timber walls are load bearing elements, lead-
ing to an excessive use of the material and to the impossibility of moving the internal walls,
so their position constitutes an architectural constraint. In order to avoid these drawbacks,
low-damage post-tensioned (PT) technologies have been introduced [6], which entrust the en-
ergy dissipation to rocking timber walls equipped with dampers, whose main advantages are: 
the re-centering of walls at the end of the seismic motion, additional energy dissipation, and 
easy replacement of dampers. Since this system is predominantly employed in seismic prone 
zones, the assessment of a numerical modelling strategy to predict the cyclic behavior of post-
tensioned timber walls assumes significant importance within the structural engineering field. 
Downstream of this brief discussion, the paper presents numerical models to predict the re-
sponse of PT-timber walls, particularly useful to support the design. In particular, the geomet-
rical non-linearity due to the partial uplift of the walls and material non-linearities that 
characterize the dissipaters, are specifically taken into account. The responses in terms of hor-
izontal load-displacement curves and post-tensioning (PT) force-displacement curves are pre-
sented. The post-tensioned systems characterized by the single wall configuration with axial 
dampers are analyzed by considering different initial post-tensioning levels. The proposed 
numerical modelling strategy has been validated with literature experimental tests, demon-
strating its effectiveness in predicting the behavior of post-tensioned walls subjected to cyclic 
loads.

2 LOW DAMAGE TIMBER SYSTEMS

Low damage timber systems arise from the need to guarantee, in case of a critical seismic 
event, not only the safeguarding of human life, but also the rapid re-use of the buildings with-
out permanent damage. Laboratory tests and numerical investigations highlight that CLT tra-
ditional buildings can resist high intensity seismic actions [7]; however, a high-permanent 
damage in connection steel elements and on timber panels is generally observed. From these 
observations comes the idea of conceiving a system able to prevent damage to the load-
bearing structural elements. In this regard, low damage timber systems were thought to be 
constituted of timber elements destined to remain in the elastic field during a seismic event, 
and steel dampers, destined to be severely damaged and then easily replaced. It deals with 
rocking dissipative walls, which rocking behaviour is due to the presence of post-tensioning 
cables placed inside cavities in the wall, fixed at the base and anchored at the top of the wall, 
while the dissipative contribution is due to steel dampers. The dampers can work as axial 
dampers, positioned at the base of the walls, and/or shear dampers, i.e. connecting adjacent 
rocking timber elements along elevation [6, 8–12]. The contribution of post-tensioning cables 
and steel dampers could be simply recognizable by observing a typical flag-shape force-
displacement curve of a post-tensioning wall subjected to cycling loading (Figure 1), in which 
the bilinear envelope is mainly due to the rocking behaviour, controlled by the post-tensioning 
cables, and the amplitude of the flag is mainly due to the dissipative contribution of the steel 
dampers. This system takes inspiration from precast post-tensioned concrete elements that 
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were firstly developed by Stone et al. [13], and then investigated by Priestley et al. [14] with-
in a five-story building.

Figure 1: Typical flag-shape force- top displacement (F-Δ) curve of a PT- wall subjected to cycling loading.

To confirm the validity and the growing diffusion of this structural idea, some buildings are 
recently constructed in New Zealand adopting this innovative solution. Furthermore, it is im-
portant to underline that the design of post-tensioned timber buildings is also proposed in the 
Australian and New Zealand design guidelines [15].

3 LITERATURE EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGNS

The firsts experimental campaigns have been performed on Laminated Veneer Lumber (LVL) 
PT- walls, in reference to single-wall [9] and double [6] systems. In particular, these configu-
rations have been tested with and without dampers to highlight their benefits in terms of dis-
sipative contribution. The dampers employed for the single wall systems are fuse-type
dampers [8, 16, 17], which connect the PT wall to the foundation and works along the axial 
direction. These are characterized by a mild steel round bar placed inside a confining tube, 
and the space between them is filled with grout or epoxy, which act as a buckling restraint. 
Instead, the dampers employed for the double-wall systems are U-shape dampers [18, 19]
connecting the walls along elevation.
Similarly, Ganey et al. [10] carried out an experimental campaign on single PT- wall systems 
without damping, and on double walls connected by U-shape dampers, while Massari et al. 
[11] conducted experimental tests on a single PT-wall system provided by fuse-type dissipat-
ers, but using CLT walls. 
Some authors have also proposed a configuration in which the PT- walls are connected to 
boundary columns by means of dampers [20], ensuring the support to the inter-floor beams 
connected to the diaphragm. This system avoids the vertical uplift generated by the rocking 
behaviour that causes vertical displacements incompatible with the diaphragm system, leading 
to unexpected damage.
In the present paper, the results of the experimental campaign conducted by Sarti et al. [9]
was employed to validate the proposed numerical model, which will be presented in the next 
section. The experimental campaign concerns single wall systems, made of LVL character-
ized by a modulus of elasticity Et of 11 GPa. The rocking behavior is entrusted to two post-
tensioned steel bars characterized by a diameter of 32 mm, a Young modulus of Ep of 170 
GPa, and a yield strength fpy of 835 MPa. The dissipative contribution is due to fuse-type 
dampers characterized by a diameter of 14 mm, a mild steel with a Young modulus of Es of 
200 GPa, and yield stress fsy of 400 MPa. The single wall system has been tested in the vari-
ous configuration: 

post-tensioned configuration (no dampers), with initial post-tensioning levels of 200
kN, 400 kN, and 600 kN;
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post-tensioned configuration with two couple of fuse-type dampers, with initial post-
tensioning levels of 400 kN and 600 kN;

post-tensioned configuration with four couple of fuse-type dampers, with initial post-
tensioning level of 400 kN.

Figure 2 shows the geometric and mechanical characteristics of the experimental setup.

1.57 m

0.19 m

0.24 m 0.61 m0.61 m

4.1 m

PT-bar

Fuse-type damper

LVL

0.35 m 0.35 m

Material Property Value

LVL
Young Modulus Et 11 GPa
Compression strength 
parallel to grain fct

45 MPa

PT- bar 
steel

Yield stress fpy 835 MPa
Ultimate stress fpu 1030 MPa
Young Modulus Ep 170 GPa
Yield stress fsy 400 MPa

Mild steel Ultimate stress fsu 500 MPa
Young Modulus Es 200 GPa

Figure 2: Geometric and mechanical characteristics of the reference experimental setup.

4 NUMERICAL MODELING

In order to predict the response of PT-timber walls, a numerical model was developed, partic-
ularly useful to support the design of the described system. The proposed numerical model 
has been validated on the experimental campaign results conducted by Sarti et al. [9] de-
scribed in section 3. For the sake of brevity, the comparison between experimental and nu-
merical results will be shown for post-tensioned configurations with two couple of fuse-type 
dampers, and initial post-tensioning levels of 400 kN and 600 kN.

4.1 Description of the numerical model

The proposed numerical model has been developed in the OpenSees [21], a software frame-
work for simulating the seismic response of structural and geotechnical systems, realized by 
the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center.
The numerical model of the structural system, shown in Figure 3, accounts for the geometrical 
and mechanical non-linearities. In particular, the first is due to the rocking behaviour of the 
system allowed by introducing unilateral constraints at the base, the second is mainly due to 
the presence of axial dampers simulated by non-linear springs. LVL walls and columns have 
been schematized with 2D Quadrilateral elements (Quad) associated with an elastic ortho-
tropic material, supposing that timber elements remain in the elastic range.
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The PT- bars have been modelled with truss elements, which is associated with an elastic-
plastic force-displacement response with an initial imposed strain that simulates the initial
post-tensioning level. Furthermore, to capture the rocking behaviour of LVL panels, the uni-
lateral constraints at the base have been represented by inserting zero-length elements, charac-
terized by an elastic no-tension material (gap elements).
For the simulation of the test performed with axial dampers, non-linear springs that simulate 
their behaviour are included in the model. The two pairs of axial dampers, placed at the base, 
are simulated with non-linear springs using zero-length elements.

WALL
QUAD ELEMENTS

AXIAL DAMPERS
NON-LINEAR ZERO LENGTH ELEMENT

GAP ELEMENTS

PT-BARS
TRUSS ELEMENTS

Fd

Δd

Figure 3: Numerical model.

4.2 Validation of the proposed numerical model

In this section, a comparison between experimental results and numerical simulations is 
reported in terms of horizontal load/ drift curves and PT-force/ drift curves, by considering the 
post-tensioned configuration with two couple of fuse-type dampers, with initial post-
tensioning levels of 400 kN and 600 kN. The horizontal load/ drift curves are shown in Figure 
4(a) and Figure 4 (b) for initial post-tensioning levels of 400 kN and 600 KN, respectively. 
The monotonic envelopes are characterized by a well-defined bilinear curve, in which the 
transition point between the first branch and the second one, corresponds to the drift at which 
the first cable is subjected to an increment of tension due to the wall rocking. The comparison 
shows a good agreement between experimental and numerical results, in terms of initial stiff-
ness, strength and cyclic behaviour. In this regard, the predicted cyclic behaviour is slightly 
underestimated, because of the presence of frictional dissipations not included in the numeri-
cal model. It is interesting observing that the model is able to capture also the effect of in-
creasing the initial post-tensioning level on the global response of the system: a greater
strength characterizes the configuration with the higher PT-level, and it shows a greater re-
centering capacity, recognizable by the typical flag shape. Focusing on the behaviour of the 
PT-bars, these are subjected to an axial deformation make the PT force increase with respect 
to the initial imposed load, due to the wall uplift. This variation will be higher for the cable 
close to the wall edge that is uplift. To clarify this behaviour, the numerical wall base uplifts,
evaluated at 20 cm from the base, are reported in Figure 5 for various drift levels, where the 
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position of the cables is drawn in order to perceive their increasing deformation as the drift of 
the wall increases. It is interesting to highlight that the base uplifts for fixed values of drift are 
similar for both the post-tensioning levels of 400 kN (Figure 5(a)) and 600 kN (Figure 5(b)), 
suggesting that the kinematic of the system is almost independent from the initial post-
tensioning level. However, it affects the lateral strength of the wall (Figure 4). The good 
agreement between experimental tests results and numerical simulations is well confirmed 
also by the comparison in terms of PT force-drift response of the walls for both the initial 
post-tensioning levels of 400 kN (200 kN for each cable) and 600 kN (300 kN for each cable) 
reported in Figure 6(a) and (b), respectively. For both the post-tensioning levels, graphs show
that the numerical model well captures the PT force variation in both the loading and unload-
ing phases, showing a slight difference for the cable further from the uplifted wall corner.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Horizontal load/ drift curves: (a) initial PT-force of 400 kN and (b) initial PT-force of 600 kN.

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Numerical wall base uplift for various drift levels, evaluated at 20 cm from the base: (a) initial PT-
force of 400 kN and (b) initial PT-force of 600 kN. 
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(a) (b)
Figure 6: PT-force/ drift curves: (a) initial PT-force of 400 kN and (b) initial PT-force of 600 kN.

CONCLUSIONS

The paper deals with a proposal for a non-linear numerical model, developed in the OpenSees 
framework, for the prediction of the cyclic response of rocking dissipative timber walls, by 
virtue of the fact that in the last decade, a diffusion of low damage systems have been ob-
served, so it is particularly important to develop numerical models that can support the design 
phase. The proposed numerical model specifically considers geometric and material non-
linearities associated with the rocking behavior and the entry into the plastic field of the 
dampers, respectively. A first validation with experimental results from literature is presented 
here. In particular, the global response in terms of horizontal load-displacement curves and 
post-tensioning force-drift curves has been investigated, demonstrating its effectiveness in 
predicting the behavior of post-tensioned walls subjected to cyclic loads with different levels 
of post-tensioning force.
Further developments will be to verify the numerical model's capability to predict the non-
linear response of different experimental tests on various PT wall configurations, also includ-
ing shear dampers. After the proper validation of the rocking wall numerical model, it will be 
employed for design purpose in a more complex framework, togheter with the timber frame 
structure designed for gravital loading.
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Abstract 

Southern regions of Europe are characterized by presenting a large number of existing build-
ings with reinforced concrete (RC) structures with masonry infills. From a structural point of 
view, they are characterized by one-way RC frames, with poor structural details and masonry 
infills, contributing to the high seismic vulnerability of these constructions.  
Current retrofitting technologies, such as reinforced concrete jacketing of columns, concrete 
shear walls or FRP wrapping, could be effective but require the occupants’ relocation, avail-
able perimetral space and legislative constraints. The use of CLT panels, as an innovative ret-
rofitting technique, seems to be a reasonable alternative for existing buildings given their 
easy and fast assembly, high performance and reversibility.  
This paper presents a numerical analysis to evaluate the seismic behavior of masonry-infilled 
RC portal frames strengthened by an external CLT panel. The 20 cm thick masonry wall was 
represented by two nonlinear diagonal elements with a multi-linear plastic constitutive law,
including a Pivot hysteresis type in the axial direction. On the other hand, the 100 mm thick 
CLT panel was modeled through an orthotropic elastic shell-element. The study comprises 
four different connections between the RC frame and CLT panels. These connections are 
modeled through nonlinear Pivot links in both uplift and lateral directions. Their cyclic re-
sponse, including degradation parameters, effective stiffness and force-deformation envelope 
curve, was calibrated based on previous experimental results. Numerical results confirm that 
CLT panels can be an efficient strengthening solution to increase the initial stiffness, as well 
as energy dissipation, while decreasing the impact of strength degradation on the response of 
masonry-infilled RC frames against in-plane quasi-static cyclic loading. 

Keywords: RC Frame; Masonry infills; Cross Laminated Timber; Quasi-static Analysis 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Masonry-infilled reinforced concrete (RC) buildings constitute a significant part of the ex-
isting building stock across southern regions of Europe [1]. Consequently, many studies have 
been conducted to analyze the properties of infilled RC frames, in order to improve their 
weaknesses and prevent their failure under cyclic loading [2][3].  

The presence of infill walls on the bare frame can induce unexpected force distributions
that can lead to local failures during intense ground shaking [4]. The main failure modes in 
masonry-infilled RC frames that have been shown in experimental, analytical, and numerical 
research works are: corner crushing mode; sliding shear mode; diagonal cracking mode; diag-
onal compression mode; and the failure of the RC frame [5]. Furthermore, when subjected to 
seismic loads, RC frames are susceptible to non-ductile failure modes, particularly the frames 
built according to previous codes and standards [6]. Therefore, seismic retrofitting seems in-
evitable. Some of the available retrofitting techniques aim to directly strengthen the masonry 
infill, besides an improvement of the RC frame structure. Indeed, there is a wide range of ret-
rofitting techniques that are divided into two general approaches: structure-level retrofit and 
member-level retrofit [7].

Cross-laminated timber (CLT) panels are a combination of several crosswise-stacked lum-
ber boards that confer high in-plane stiffness. These panels allow fastening the construction 
work and can contribute to meet societal goals in terms of environmental sustainability, im-
proving the energy performance of buildings, while reducing CO2 emissions of construction. 
Sustersic et al. [8] introduced CLT as a seismic retrofitting method for infilled RC buildings 
by developing a three-step over strengthened connection. This study showed that longer CLT 
panels are more efficient than shorter segments under seismic forces for a better bending be-
havior. 

On the other hand, Stazi et al. [9] showed that RC frames strengthened by CLT can reach 
higher lateral stiffness and peak load values than masonry-infilled RC frames. In both cases, 
the use of prefabricated timber panels improves the energy efficiency of the building by re-
ducing global energy demand up to nearly 60% [10]. 

Experimental evaluations have shown that the connection used to connect panels and the 
main RC structures play a crucial role in the overall seismic response, given their nonlinear 
behavior that promotes energy dissipation [11][12]. Considering this fact, special attention 
should be given to their design and assessment. 

The present work studies the response of strengthened RC frame under cyclic loadings 
with a special focus on strength degradation, stiffness deterioration, ductility and energy dis-
sipation. A one-story one-bay infilled reinforced RC frame is used as a case study, where its 
seismic response is improved through a collaborative CLT panel. Four different connections 
between the CLT panel and RC frame, are evaluated by adopting distinct properties to non-
linear link connection elements. It is worth noting that these properties were defined based on 
tests results obtained through previous experimental campaigns [13][14][15]. The masonry 
infill is represented by an equivalent diagonal element, consisting on a macro-modeling pro-
cedure that exploits the multi-linear plastic link element with Pivot hysteresis law, available in 
SAP2000 NL software [16]. Moreover, the CLT panel is represented by the Homogenized-
Orthotropic-plane stress-reduced cross-section (HOBS) approach [17].  
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2 DESCRIPTION OF THE INFILLED RC FRAME 
The RC frame employed here, representing the actual building practice in Portugal, was 

built and tested at the University of Minho's laboratory in the 2/3 scale RC frame by Silva et 
al. [13]. Figure 1 shows the geometry and reinforcement scheme. 

(a) (b)
Figure 1: RC frame used in this study, Geometry, (b) Reinforcement scheme (Silva et al. [13]) 

The frame length and height are 2575 mm and 1770 mm, respectively. Beam and columns 
sections are 270×60 mm and 160×160 mm, respectively. The masonry infill was built with 
294x187x140mm bricks with vertical perforation, using murfor RND 0.5 100 reinforcement 
in every two rows, and murfor L +100 anchors to connect the infill to the RC frame at the 
same level of reinforcements. The rebars used in the RC frame and masonry infill are an
A400NR, and A500NR, respectively. The concrete of the RC elements is from the C55/67 
class. For lying of masonry units, an M10 mortar is employed. The thickness of the horizontal 
joints is assumed to be 0.5 cm. More details can be found in Silva et al. [18]. 

3 CLT PANEL AND CONNECTIONS 
The CLT panel has a thickness of 97 mm, comprising three layers with thicknesses 35, 27, 

and 35 mm. The panel’s mechanical properties, including moduli of elasticity and shear mod-
ulus, are determined according to standard EN 338 [19] and DIN 1052 [20], while the Poisson 
coefficients are obtained according to Bodig et al. [21]. 

Four different connections were considered in this study. The first (Figure 2 (a)) consists of 
a prefabricated mechanical connector, angle bracket AE116, widely used in the CLT struc-
tures [14]. The second one, Figure 2 (b), comprises three parts: a steel strap and steel threaded 
rods connecting to the beams, a steel bracket connected to the panel through self-tapping 
screws, and a steel plate connecting the steel strap with the steel bracket. The first two are de-
signed to behave essentially elastic, whereas the last part is designed with a controlled failure, 
ductility and energy dissipation. This connection was developed and characterized by Suster-
sic [15]. The third and fourth connections, developed by Sustersic [15], adopt a newly de-
signed angle bracket and two steel threaded rods with a length of 50 mm and grade rods of 4.6 
and 8.8, respectively (Figure 2 (c)). The connections of Figure 2 (a) were selected because 
they represent a common in CLT buildings, while the remaining ones have presented an ade-
quate response under cyclic loading both for sliding (shear) and uplift (tension) motions [15]. 
It important to mention that the availability of experimental tests [14][15] allows calibrating 
numerical models, increasing the reliability of their results.
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(a) Connection I (b) Connection II (c) Connections III and IV
Figure 2: The CLT connections considered in this study. (a) Angle bracket AE116; (b) Steel strap & 

bracket; (c) Steel bracket & rods 

4 MODELLING METHODOLOGY 

4.1 Characteristics of RC plastic hinges 
The RC frame is represented through linear elastic frame elements with plastic hinges at 

their ends that concentrate the nonlinear behavior of the beam-column joints. These plastic 
hinges whose properties are obtained according to Eurocode 8 (part 3) provisions [22] are 
governed by the Pivot hysteresis model, available in SAP2000 NL software [16]. The Pivot’s 
coefficients are then adjusted in order to obtain an agreement between the numerical model 
and the test results from Silva et al. [13], in terms of the envelope curve, as shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 3: Experimental/analytical cyclic response of the selected RC frame from Silva et al. [13]

4.2 Characteristics of the masonry infill 
The confined masonry infill is represented with two diagonal multi-linear link elements 

following the Pivot hysteresis law. The parameters of the links, including Pivot coefficients 
and Force-Deformation envelope definition, along with plastic hinges assigned to RC joints, 
are obtained after a calibration process based on the test data available in Silva et al. [10]. 
Figure 4 allows evaluating the response of the masonry infilled RC frame under cyclic loading 
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and verifying the agreement between the numerical model and the experimental data in terms 
of force-displacement curves. The accuracy of the method is satisfactory in terms of the enve-
lope curve, while the model is not accurate enough in terms of unloading stiffness.

Figure 4: Experimental/analytical cyclic response of the selected infilled RC frame from Silva et al. [13]

4.3 Characteristics of connections between the CLT and frame 
The connections between the CLT panel and the RC frame are represented by multi-linear 

plastic link elements that are governed by the Pivot hysteresis law. The force-deformation def-
inition and Pivot’s coefficients are obtained by a calibration process based on the experi-
mental campaign developed by Matos et al. [14]. For connection I (angle bracket AE116), 
Figure 5 allows the numerical and experimental results of cyclic tests, for both lateral (a) and 
uplift (b) motions, in terms of force-deformation curves. In turn, Figure 6 presents the tension 
and shear response of an over strengthened connection (II), according to the experimental re-
sults obtained by Šušteršič [15]. The connections III and IV, presented in Figure 2 (c), were 
tested for loads applied in horizontal and vertical directions. In this regard, Figure 7 shows the 
behavior in shear for both numerical and experimental responses under cyclic loads for con-
nections III (4.6 grade rods) and IV (8.8 grade rods). 

(a) Lateral Loading (b) Uplift Loading
Figure 5: Experimental/analytical cyclic response of the first connection I 
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Figure 6: Uplift and Lateral force versus deformation in connection II [15]

(a) (b)
Figure 7: Experimental/analytical cyclic response, (a) Connection III, (b) Connection IV 

4.4 Simulation of the infilled frame strengthened by CLT 
The CLT panel and connections are simulated separately in this study. The panel is discre-

tized according to the homogenized-orthotropic-plane stress-reduced cross-section method. 
The modeling approach adopted considered the three-layered panel as a single-layer shell el-
ement [17], based on reduction coefficients that result in a simplification, which requires less 
computational efforts, where most of the attention must be paid to connections modeling. 
Their correspondent links, divided into two sliding and uplift springs, can be distributed along 
panels’ borders (beams and columns) or concentrated in four positions (corners). Considering 
the latter, in which the upper and lower beams corners are linked to the panel so that the end 
of connections is set to the end of beams, all springs are attributed by multi-linear plastic link 
elements.  

The loading pattern applied in the experimental campaign [10] followed FEMA 461 [14], 
in which the displacement is applied throughout 16 steps, starting from 0.5 mm, and ending in 
75 mm. Each step is repeated two times except for the first one, which is repeated six times.
The numerical study adopts the same loading pattern as the experimental work. 
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5 NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In this section, one can evaluate the structural responses, under cyclic loading, obtained 

through the numerical modes used to represent the distinct connection schemes under study. 
The behavior is evaluated in terms of base shear versus top displacement, dissipated energy, 
and ductility factor. 

5.1 Force-displacement response of frames 
Figures 8-11 present the force-displacement responses of the bare frame, the bare frame 

strengthened by CLT, infilled frame, and infilled frame strengthened by CLT, subjected to 
cyclic loading considering the four CLT connections.

(a) (b)
Figure 8: Force-displacement response considering connection I: (a) Bare frame and bare frame 

strengthened by CLT; (b) Infilled frame and infilled frame strengthened by CLT 

(a) (b)
Figure 9: Force-displacement response considering connection II: (a) Bare frame and bare frame 

strengthened by CLT; (b) Infilled frame and infilled frame strengthened by CLT 
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(a) (b)
Figure 10: Force-displacement response considering connection III: (a) Bare frame and bare frame 

strengthened by CLT; (b) Infilled frame and infilled frame strengthened by CLT 

(a) (b)
Figure 11: Force-displacement response considering connection IV: (a) Bare frame and bare frame 

strengthened by CLT; (b) Infilled frame and infilled frame strengthened by CLT 

The overdesigned connection II makes 473% and 107% improvement in the maximum ca-
pacity of the bare frame and infilled frame, respectively. In this joint, unlike others, no 
strength degradation is observed for both bare and infilled frame strengthened. On the other 
hand, connection I has an increase of 104% and 27% in the strength capacity of the bare and 
infilled frame, respectively, which seems negligible compared to connection II, while the 
pinching effect as an index for evaluating energy dissipation is the same as previous. Figures 
10 and 11 show the substantial ability of connections III and IV to dissipate energy, even 
more than connection II, although these connectors are simpler and then cheaper than three-
part connection II, indicating that more efficient joints associating seismic reliability are pos-
sible at a lower cost. Connection IV shows about 30% and 15% improvement in strength ca-
pacity for bare and infilled frames, respectively, which is not satisfactory enough based on the 
differences in their rod strength. In other words, it proves that the geometry of connection, 
such as plate’s thickness, number of rods and their size, makes a more contribution to modify-
ing seismic properties of structures. 

With regards to Figures 8-11, it is proved again that infills generally improve the post-
elastic behavior of bare frames with increasing maximum strength and dissipating more seis-
mic energy despite the fact that the ultimate strength stays almost unchanged. Comparing the 
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results of the bare frame strengthened by CLT panel and those of infilled frame, a result is that 
the bare frame strengthened by CLT has higher seismic performance than the infilled frame 
due to the considerable potential shown to increase the energy dissipated, the initial stiffness, 
unloading and reloading stiffness, load carrying capacity, and decreasing strength/stiffness 
degradation. 

It should be pointed out irregular responses in two opposite loading directions, as shown in 
Figure 11, due to unequal inelastic behavior in tension and compression. 

In summary, Figure 12, through the backbone curves obtained from the cyclic analysis, 
compares the strengthening effect of the CLT panel connected to the RC frame considering 
four different connections. The comparisons are divided into two cases: bare frame (Figure 12 
(a)) and masonry-infilled frame (Figure 12 (b)). 

(a) (b)
Figure 12: Pushover curves considering all connections, (a) Bare frame and bare frame strengthened by 

CLT; (b) Infilled frame and infilled frame strengthened by CLT 

Figure 12 shows that connection II, which presents a higher strength capacity than the re-
maining ones, did not achieve its post-peak strength, while other connections underwent that 
region. Furthermore, connection III presented higher peak strength per rod strength in com-
parison with connection IV; maybe referring to that strength itself is not a priority in the seis-
mic design of connections. It should be stated that the CLT strengthening using connection I 
(AE116), which has a small contribution to the frame, has about the same peak capacity as the 
infilled frame (~160 kN). 

5.2 Structural ductility 
Having extracted the Pushover curves from the cyclic curves, the structural ductility factor

(R), according to FEMA 2004 [23], is computed for all cases as: 

/m yR (1) 

In which, Δy and Δm indicate the yield displacement and the displacement associated with 
the structure's maximum shear capacity, respectively. These amounts are achieved by calcu-
lating the equivalent bilinear curve, which has the same area as the envelope curve, as shown 
below.
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Figure 13: Definition of yield and maximum displacement 

Therefore, all envelope curves in Figure 12 are transformed to equivalent bilinear curves,
and then the ductility factor is calculated for the bare frame, infilled frame, and infilled frame 
strengthened by adding a CLT panel, considering the four selected connections (Table 1).

Table 1: Structural Ductility Factor 

Bare Frame
Bare Frame Strengthened by CLT

Connection I Connection II Connection III Connection IV
14.29 18.87 11.63 15.63 10.00

Infilled Frame
Infilled Frame Strengthened by CLT

Connection I Connection II Connection III Connection IV
7.04 15.63 9.17 9.09 9.01

As shown in the above table, the infilled frame and infilled frame strengthened by CLT 
have mostly a lower ductility factor than the bare frame and bare frame strengthened by CLT, 
respectively, owing to failures of masonry that usually happens before the frame or connec-
tions. In addition, adding CLT led to an enhanced ductility in the infilled frame strengthened 
by CLT compared to the infilled frame due to transferring a part of loading from the masonry 
infill to the CLT panel. However, regarding the bare frame, adding CLT panels might not re-
sult in ductility increment, as shown in the case of the bare frame strengthened by CLT with 
connection II and IV. Nevertheless, there are other definitions for ductility that may be ac-
companied by increasing these amounts. 

5.3 Energy dissipation 
In order to have better comparisons between all frames under cyclic loading, in terms of 

energy dissipation, the accumulated energy versus displacement was calculated from base 
shear versus top displacement (Figure 8-11) and presented in Figure 14. According to Figure 
14 (a), energy dissipation of the bare frame strengthened by CLT with connections I-IV is 1.6,
4.4, 3.1, and 3.4 times higher than that of the bare frame, respectively. In addition, Figure 14 
(b) shows that energy dissipation of infilled frame strengthened by CLT with connections I-IV 
is respectively 1.3, 2.2, 1.9, and 2 times of infilled frame. The direct result is the seismic effi-
cacy of CLT panels as a renovation of infilled RC frames. On the other hand, for comparing 
the effect of masonry infill in dissipation, energy dissipation of infilled frame and infilled 
frame strengthened with CLT with connections I-IV (Figure 14 (b)) are, respectively, 95%, 
57%, 0%, 18%, and 15% larger than those of bare frame in Figure 14 (a). As a matter of fact, 
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while masonry infills contribute to increasing energy dissipation of bare frames, there are not 
as efficient as adding CLT panels to bare frames.  

(a) (b)
Figure 14: Accumulated dissipated energy considering all connections, (a) Bare frame and bare frame 

strengthened by CLT; (b) Infilled frame and infilled frame strengthened by CLT 

6 CONCLUSIONS 
In the present study, the seismic resistance of masonry-infilled RC frames retrofitted with 
CLT panels was evaluated. A collection of previous experimental tests on RC frame, masonry 
infills and connections was considered for calibrating finite element models that comprise 
four distinct connection techniques. The numerical simulations performed allowed to draw the 
following remarks: 

Adding a CLT panel increases the frame's load-carrying capacity, accompanied by an
increment of the initial stiffness and post-yielding stiffness. However, in spite of the
lessening pinching effect, stiffness and strength degradation, which is widely found in
masonry-infilled frames, does not change considerably;
Connections play a critical role in the post-yielding behavior of frames. An essential
part of energy in cyclic loading is dissipated by these joints. The simulations showed a
connection with lower load-carrying capacity and cheaper might result in better seis-
mic behavior, mainly depending on joints' geometry;
Regarding the ductility factor, defined by FEMA 2004, adding CLT panels does not
always result in a ductility increment for bare frames, in opposition to what was ex-
pected. However, the ductility of infilled frames might be increased by adding CLT.
Due to the first nonlinearity and failure observed in the structure by infill, along with
the elastic behavior of CLT panels and high load-carrying capacity of connections in
the post-elastic range, it can be concluded that CLT panels make much more contribu-
tion than masonry infills to energy dissipation under cyclic loadings.

Finally, it seems clear that CLT panels can be used as a strengthening measure that improves 
the seismic response of RC structures. However, it is crucial to develop connections able to 
ensure accurate performance, as the existing ones were not designed for this particular appli-
cation. 
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Abstract. Cross-Laminated Timber (CLT) walls are used in CLT buildings to carry both 
vertical and horizontal loads. The mechanical behaviour of CLT shear walls for lateral loads 
is typically assumed to be governed from the base connections, which transfer the horizontal
loads from the upper storeys to the foundations. However, in a CLT building, other connection 
typologies, such as the connection between shear walls and perpendicular walls, can contribute 
to the mechanical performances of the CLT shear walls. This paper presents a study on the
effects of the perpendicular walls on the lateral stiffness of Cross-Laminated Timber shear 
walls. An analytical model for the calculation of the lateral stiffness of CLT shear walls 
connected at the base with typical hold-downs and angle brackets and to perpendicular walls 
by means of wall-to-wall connections is presented. The analytical model is compared with 
different models taken from the literature and validated against a numerical model developed 
in SAP2000. The analytical model is used to perform a parametric study in which the geometry 
and the connections are varied while different assumptions on the mechanical behaviour of the
perpendicular walls are considered. Results of the parametric analyses showed that the 
perpendicular walls increase the lateral stiffness of CLT shear walls. The increase of lateral
stiffness depends on the stiffness of the wall-to-wall connections, position and assumption on
the behaviour of the perpendicular walls. Results of this study represent a basis for future 
studies in which the contribution of the perpendicular walls is investigated at building level. 
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Background

The wooden structures sector has been growing strongly in recent decades due to a
combination of different factors, such as the sustainability of the material, the fact that the 
structures are made of prefabricated elements which permit a fast erection of buildings and their 
good mechanical performances in case of seismic actions. In this context, Cross-Laminated 
Timber (CLT) structures play an important role that strongly contributes to the growth of the 
sector.

CLT structures are realized by means of CLT panels, which are mutually connected with 
metal fasteners and mechanical anchors. The Lateral Load Resisting System (LLRS) of this 
structural typology is composed of the CLT shear walls, which are connected to foundations by 
steel brackets, such as hold-downs and angle brackets, using small diameter fasteners like 
screws and nails. The CLT panels have a stiff behaviour if compared to that of the mechanical 
connections, therefore in a CLT building most of the structural flexibility is provided from the
connections, which consequently play the most important role in terms of stiffness, strength 
and ductility of the structure.

The seismic performance of CLT structures has been the central topic of several 
experimental research projects that were carried out on wall systems and full-scale buildings. 
In Europe several experimental campaigns were performed to investigate the seismic behaviour 
of CLT shear walls, see for instance [1-3]. The results of these studies showed that the layout 
of connections influence the cyclic behaviour of shear walls and that the CLT panels act as rigid 
bodies with low in-plane deformations. One of the largest experimental research activities on 
the seismic behaviour of low-and-medium-rise CLT buildings was carried out within the SOFIE 
Project [4], in which shake table tests on a three- and a seven-story CLT building were 
performed. The outcomes of tests on the buildings showed that the CLT panels remained
undamaged and failures were observed only locally in joints and connections.

In CLT buildings, the lateral deformation mechanisms of the shear walls are considered 
when determining their lateral stiffness and resistance. CLT shear walls subjected to lateral 
loads typically deform with a combined mechanism of rocking and sliding. Regarding the 
lateral resistance, a global failure mechanism related to rocking behaviour is typically observed 
in CLT shear walls with a low width-to-height aspect ratios, while sliding failures occur in CLT 
shear walls with high width-to-height aspect ratios [3, 5]. Regarding the lateral stiffness, several 
analytical models are available in literature to calculate the shear wall lateral stiffness and some 
of these analytical studies are discussed in the next sections.

Knowing the lateral stiffness of CLT shear walls is important for determining the distribution 
of the lateral loads among the shear walls of CLT buildings. If a rigid behaviour can be assumed 
for the floor diaphragms, the distribution of the lateral loads among the shear walls can be 
assumed – in elastic analyses – proportional to their lateral stiffness. The load undertaken from 
each shear wall can be then used for designing the wall base connections, unless capacity design 
strategies are adopted. The overall lateral stiffness and capacity of the CLT building is therefore
calculated as the sum of the capacities of the individual shear walls, which work as an in-parallel 
system.

However, the lateral stiffness of CLT shear walls can be influenced from other connections 
typologies that are present in CLT buildings, such as the connections between the shear walls 
and perpendicular walls, see Fig.1. Such connections can contribute to variate the lateral 
stiffness of CLT shear walls and contribute mostly to the so-called box-behaviour of the CLT
buildings.
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Fig.1: Representation of a typical CLT building with shear and perpendicular walls.

1.2. Effect of perpendicular walls
The behaviour of shear walls can be influenced from the three-dimensional behaviour of the 

building. In this respect, the perpendicular walls and the connections to the shear walls can play 
an important role. However, the research on the effects of perpendicular walls on seismic 
performance of CLT shear walls is limited.

The effects of perpendicular walls was found in several experimental campaigns on full-size 
Light Frame Timber (LFT) platform buildings [6, 7]. Such effects were found also from 
Popovski and Gavric [8], who investigated the three-dimensional performance of a two-story
CLT building under lateral cyclic loads. In this experimental study, uplift of the perpendicular 
walls, which contributed to the overall building capacity, were detected. Such result highlighted 
that perpendicular walls may act as a hold-down system and have a significant effect on the 
lateral-load resistance and deformability of CLT structures. In a subsequent study [9] the same 
authors calculated the building lateral capacity and found an additional contribution to the 
lateral resistance given from the perpendicular walls. In the study, the authors concluded that 
the influence of perpendicular walls shall be included in the analytical design of CLT shear 
walls.

The influence of the perpendicular walls on the lateral stiffness and capacity of CLT 
buildings was found also in analytical and numerical studies.

Shahnewaz et al.[10], presented closed-form equations to estimate the deflection of single 
and coupled CLT shear walls under lateral loading considering the influence of wall-to-wall 
and floor-to-wall connections. Parametric analyses showed that the presence of perpendicular 
wall reduces the deflections as a function of the stiffness of the connections.

Hummel et al. [11] considered the influence of the perpendicular walls in seismic analyses
of CLT buildings, to evaluate the q-factor. From this study, it is emerged that connecting shear 
walls to perpendicular walls provides an increase of the lateral resistance and of the deformation 
capacity of the building.

Tamagnone et al. [12], proposed a simplified non-linear procedure for seismic design of CLT 
wall systems that was validated against two- and tree-dimensional numerical models. While 
acceptable accuracy was obtained in the comparison with two-dimensional numerical models,
larger errors were detected in comparisons with three-dimensional models due to the box effect 
of the CLT building provided from the connection between perpendicular walls. In this study, 
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the authors concluded that the box behaviour has a stiffening influence on the response of shear 
walls, which decreases the sliding and rocking deformations of the shear walls.

Typically, in the practical design, the influence of the perpendicular walls on the mechanical 
behaviour of CLT buildings is not taken into account. Although this approach simplifies the 
seismic design procedure, from the other side it neglects the effects of the perpendicular walls 
and the box behaviour of the building, which was found in several studies to be significative.

With the aim to quantify these effects, this paper proposes an analytical model for the 
evaluation of the elastic horizontal stiffness of CLT shear walls connected to perpendicular 
walls through wall-to-wall connections.

2. HORIZONTAL STIFFNESS OF CLT SHEAR WALLS
2.1. Analytical models from the literature
Analytical models for the design of CLT shear walls are based on the different contributions 

of the shear wall deformations.
The evaluation of lateral stiffness of CLT shear walls is carried out with analytical models 

that consider the kinematic behaviour of the wall. Typically, three displacement contributions 
take place in CLT shear walls under lateral loads: rigid-body rotation (rocking), rigid-body 
translation (sliding), and panel deformation which has a shear and a bending contribution, see 
Fig.2.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 2: CLT shearwall deformation mechanisms: rocking (a), sliding (b), in plane shear deformation (c), in
plane bending deformation (d).

The total displacement of CLT shear wall, , subject to a horizontal force F, can be
written as shown in equation Eq.(1):

(1)

Eq.(1) is valid for a single CLT shear wall, while in the case of multi-storey shear wall 
assemblies the contribution of the cumulated rotation should be also taken into account.

Several models for calculating the horizontal displacement of a CLT shear wall, which are
based on different assumptions regarding the deformation mechanisms, are available in
literature, see for instance [3, 5, 13-15]. In the next, three of these models are discussed to report 
a short state-of-the-art. The models are reported by considering the effect of the lateral loads 
and neglecting the contribution of the vertical loads, as not of interest for the scope of this work.

2.1.1. Casagrande et al. [5]
Casagrande et al. [5] presented a simplified analytical method to evaluate the horizontal 

displacement of a CLT shear wall. Three deformation mechanisms are considered: rigid-body 
rotation, rigid-body translation and in plane shear panel deformation. In this model, the bending 
deformation of panel is neglected.
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The contribution of rocking deformation depends on the stiffness of the hold-down and on 
the wall geometry, according to Eq.(2):

(2)

In which:
F is the horizontal force,
h is height of the CLT shear wall,
(τb) is the distance of hold-down from the point of rotation of the CLT panel,
KHD is the stiffness of the hold-down
The horizontal sliding contribution depends on the angle bracket’s stiffness, see Eq.(3):

(3)

In which:
nAB is the number of angle brackets,
kAB is the stiffness of one angle bracket.
The shear panel deformation depends on the geometry and the shear modulus of the CLT 

panel, see Eq.(4):

(4)

In which:
GCLT and Aeff are the shear modulus and the effective shear area of the CLT panel.

2.1.2. Hummel et al. [13]
Hummel et al. [13] proposed a method that takes into account the four deformation 

contributions shown in Fig.2.
Two cases are considered for the rocking deformation: a rigid foundation (for instance,

concrete foundation) and an elastic foundation (for instance, CLT floor). While in case of rigid 
foundation, the rocking contribution is the same of Eq.(2), in case of elastic foundation, the 
rocking contribution is given in Eq.(5):

(5)

In which KD is the stiffness of elastic foundation and l* is the distance between the centre of 
rotation of the wall and the furthest hold-down and lc is the length of zone in compression. The 
stiffness of elastic foundation can be calculated as , where bs and ts define the wall 
width and thickness, respectively, and Es is the modulus of elasticity of the elastic foundation.

The contributions due to sliding and shear deformation can be calculated with Eq.(3) and (4)
respectively.

The contribution due to the bending deformation can be calculated with Eq.(6):

(6)

In which:
ECLT and Ieff are the elastic modulus and the effective inertia of the CLT panel.
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2.1.3. Gavric et al. [3]
The model proposed from Gavric et al. [3] takes into account the whole load-displacement 

curve of the connectors and it is able to predict the entire elasto-plastic behaviour of the shear 
wall, by means of a step-by-step analysis. In this paper, only the part related to elastic 
displacements is presented. The difference between the model proposed from Gavric et al. [3]
and the previous two models regards the behaviour of angle brackets for tensile loads. The 
analytical model from Gavric et al. [3] assumes that all wall base connections react with vertical 
tensile loads.

This model considers the four shear wall deformation contributions given in Fig.2. The 
lateral displacement due to rigid-body rotation is given by the rotational equilibrium 
considering the tensile force in the generic connection. The contribution of rocking deformation 
can be calculated with Eq.(7)

(7)

In which:
Ki and xi are the vertical stiffness and the distances from the point of rotation of the CLT 

panel of the ith wall base connection.
The contributions due to sliding, shear and bending panel deformations can be calculated 

with Eq.(3), (4) and (6), respectively.

2.2. CLT shear walls connected to perpendicular walls
In the next, an analytical model of laterally loaded CLT that considers the contribution of 

the wall base connections and the contribution of the connection between the shear wall and the 
perpendicular wall is presented. The model is defined with the aim to quantify the additional 
contribution of the connection between the shear wall and the perpendicular wall on the lateral 
stiffness of the shear wall.

The model, shown in Fig.3, is based on the following assumptions: only the wall-base 
connections and the wall-to-wall connections between the shear wall and perpendicular wall
are considered. The monodirectional behaviour of the wall base connection is considered, 
therefore hold-downs are modelled as vertical elastic springs whereas angle brackets as 
horizontal elastic springs. It is assumed that the CLT walls behave as rigid bodies, hence the 
deformations due to CLT panels are not taken into account.

Fig. 3: Mechanical system of CLT shear wall connected to a perpendicular wall.
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Consider the kinematic variables of the mechanical system shown in Fig.3, v and ϑ, whose 
meaning is given in Fig.3 and the substitutions shown in Eq.8.

(a)
(8)

(b)

(9)

The total potential energy principle is used for defining the equilibrium equations of the 
system shown in Fig.3, with the aim to define the horizontal displacement of the model as 
function of the stiffness of the connections. The total potential energy of the mechanical system
can be evaluated as the difference between the elastic energy of the system and the energy 
associated to the external horizontal force, see Eq.(10).

(10)

In which KAB represents the sum of the horizontal stiffness of the angle brackets, KHD
represents the vertical stiffness of the hold-down, Kx and Ky are the stiffness of the wall-to-wall 
connections in the horizontal and vertical direction, respectively, and nw-w is the number of wall-
to-wall connections.

According to the total potential energy principle, the equilibrium condition of the mechanical 
system shown in Fig.3 can be found by equating the first derivative of the total potential energy
respect to the kinematic variables of the system to zero.

∂
∂

(11)

∂
∂

(12)

Eq.(11) and Eq.(12) represent the system of two equations, one of translational equilibrium
and one of rotational equilibrium, which describe the analytical model shown in Fig.3.

(13)

2.3. Comparison of elastic stiffness matrix
The different wall displacement contributions described in the previous sections represent 

equilibrium equations of different elastic systems. On this basis, the displacement contributions 
of the CLT wall system can be written in the form shown in Eq.(14).

(14)

In which F is the vector of the forces, K is the elastic stiffness matrix of the system and δ is
the vector of the displacements.
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The analytical model of Casagrande et al. [5], described in section 2.1.1, can be written as 
shown in Eq.(15).

(15)

The analytical model of Hummel et al. [13] can be written as in Eq.(15) in case of rigid 
foundation, whereas in case of elastic foundation can be written as shown in Eq.(16).

(16)

The analytical model of Gavric et al. [3], described in section 2.1.3, can be written as shown 
in Eq.(17).

(17)

The analytical model presented in this work, described at the Section 2.2, can be written as 
shown in Eq.(18).

(18)

It is possible to observe that, the equations (15) to (17) describe diagonal matrices, in which 
sliding and rocking of a single shear wall are independent. In these cases, the stiffness of rocking 
(Krocking) and the stiffness of sliding (Ksliding) depend on terms in the diagonal of the stiffness 
matrix.

The new model of shear wall with wall-to-wall connections given in Eq.(18) describes an 
elastic stiffness matrix in which sliding and rocking are mutually influenced. Shear wall 
connected to perpendicular wall model constitute a system, which is statically indeterminate,
differently from the shear wall models without wall-to-wall connections between perpendicular 
walls.

From the resolution of the system described with Eq.(18), it is possible to obtain the 
horizontal contribution of deformation due to rocking (δrocking), see Eq.8(a), and sliding (δsliding),
see Eq.8(b), which depend on the stiffness of hold-down, angle brackets and wall-to-wall 
connections. As consequence, the rocking stiffness (Krocking) and the sliding stiffness (Ksliding)
of the system depend on hold-down, angle brackets and wall-to-wall connections, and can be 
calculated with Eq.19(a) and (b).

(a)

(19)
(b)

Since the CLT walls deform under lateral load as an in-series system, the overall stiffness of 
the system can be calculated with Eq.(20). According to Casagrande et al. [5], Eq.(20) can 
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schematized as shown in Figure 4(a) in the case of shear wall without the wall-to-wall 
connections. Considering the effect of the wall-to-wall connections the system can be modified 
as shown in Figure 4(b), from which is possible to observe that the sliding and rocking stiffness 
continue to work as in-series system. However in this case, the mutual influence of the
connections system contribute to increase their magnitude working as an internal in-parallel 
system.

(20)

(a) (b)
Fig. 4: Scheme of two elastic in-series springs for single shear wall (a) and for shear wall connected to 

perpendicular wall (b).

The horizontal elastic displacement of the CLT shear wall can be calculated as function of 
the overall stiffness of the system as shown in Eq.(21):

(21)

3. NUMERICAL MODEL
To validate the correctness of the analytical model presented in the previous section, an 

analogous numerical model of CLT shear wall anchored with wall base and wall-to-wall 
connections is presented in this section. The numerical model, developed in the FE software 
SAP2000 [16], is a two-dimensional model composed of shell elements and elastic springs, see 
Fig.5.

To simulate the assumption of wall panel rigid behaviour, the CLT panel was modelled as 
isotropic shell element from SAP2000 library with a high elastic modulus equal to 
200.000 MPa. Analogously to the analytical model, hold-downs and angle brackets were 
considered effective along their primary direction. Hold-downs were modelled as 1-joint 
vertical elastic springs connected to the tense side of the wall end. Angle brackets were 
modelled as a unique lumped 1-joint horizontal elastic springs connected to the wall end. The 
compressed corner of the CLT shear wall was modelled with a vertical support that allowed 
horizontal translation and rotation. The wall-to-wall connections were modelled with a series 
of 1-joint elastic springs acting in the vertical and horizontal direction, z and x according to 
Fig.5.
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Fig. 5: FEM model of CLT shear wall and connections.

The values of stiffness of the elastic springs representing the different CLT connections were 
taken from experimental campaigns from the literature. Such values and the wall geometries 
are given in the next section, in which a parametric analysis is presented with the aim to check 
the correctness of the analytical model and to investigate the stiffening effect of the wall-to-
wall connections in different geometrical and mechanical conditions.

4. PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS
The analytical model presented in section 2.2 and the numerical model presented in the 

previous sections are used in this chapter to perform a parametric analysis in which different 
geometrical and mechanical properties of CLT walls are considered.

Since the lateral behaviour of a CLT shear wall strongly depends on the wall aspect ratio 
three different wall aspect ratio equal to b/h=0.5, b/h=1.0 and b/h=1.5 were analysed in the 
parametric analysis, see Fig.6.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6: Aspect ratio of the shear walls: b/h=0.5 (a), b/h=1 (b) and b/h=1.5 (c).

The parametric analysis was carried out by considering mechanical properties of wall base 
connections based on experimental results from Gavric et al. [3]. In this study, hold-downs with 
twelve 4×60 mm nails, and angle brackets with eleven 4×60 mm nails were tested under tension 
and shear loads, respectively. Based on these experimental results, the values of stiffness of 
hold-downs and one angle bracket used in the parametric analysis were set equal to 4.59 kN/mm 
and 1.96 kN/mm, respectively. As shown in Fig.6, one, two and three angle brackets were 
considered for the three different wall aspect ratios b/h=0.5, b/h=1.0 and b/h=1.5, respectively.
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The stiffness of the wall-to-wall connections was assigned based on experimental results 
from [17], in which wall-to-wall connections between perpendicular walls with self-tapping 
screws 10×180 mm, installed with an inclination of 90° respect to the plane of the shear wall,
were tested. A stiffness equal to 1.53 kN/mm was considered for the wall-to-wall connections 
in both vertical and horizontal direction. The spacing between each connection was set equal to 
300 mm that for a wall height of 3 m led to a number of wall-to-wall connections equal to nw-

w=10.
As shown in Fig.1, perpendicular walls can be connected to shear walls in different positions.
Such positions can differently influence the mechanical behaviour of the shear wall. To 

evaluate such aspect, three different position of the wall-to-wall connections were considered 
in this study, as shown in Fig.7:

i. Perpendicular wall on tense side of the shear wall,
ii. Perpendicular wall on central side of the shear wall,

iii. Perpendicular wall on compressed side of the shear wall.

(i) (ii) (iii)

Fig. 7: Position of perpendicular wall respect to shear wall: tense side (i), central side (ii) and compressed 
side (iii).

It should be mentioned that the stiffening contribution of the perpendicular walls on the 
lateral stiffness of the shear wall depends on the wall-to-wall connections as well as on the 
stiffness of the wall base connections of the perpendicular wall. From Fig.8(a), it is possible to 
observe that the rocking mechanism of the shear wall is influenced from the vertical stiffness 
of the wall-to-wall connections and on the vertical stiffness of the hold-downs of the 
perpendicular wall. On the other hand, the sliding mechanism is differently influenced from the 
perpendicular walls, which cannot undertake the horizontal load of the wall-to-wall connections 
since their wall base connections mostly have a hinge behaviour in the direction out of the 
plane, which do not permit the transfer of such forces, see Fig.8(b). To investigate such aspects,
the parametric analysis was performed in three different conditions:

iv. Both vertical and horizontal stiffness considered with Ky=Kx=1.53 kN/mm;
v. Only the vertical stiffness considered with Ky=1.53 kN/mm and Kx=0;

vi. Only the vertical stiffness considered with Ky=0.35 kN/mm and Kx=0;

While the condition iv is representative of the potential condition in which the lateral load 
can be transfer to the perpendicular wall by means of both rocking and sliding mechanism, the 
conditions v and vi represent the realistic conditions in which only the rocking mechanism
contributes to transfer the lateral load to the perpendicular walls. The condition v represents the 
case of perpendicular wall connected at the base with highly rigid hold-downs whereas in the
condition vi represents the case of perpendicular wall connected at the base with flexible hold-
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downs. In the case vi the stiffness Ky is calculated assuming an in-series behaviour of wall-to-
wall connections and hold-down of the perpendicular wall.

The parameters used for the parametric analyses are summarized in Table 1.

(a) (b)
Fig. 8: Rocking (a) and sliding (b) mechanism of shear wall connected to perpendicular wall.

Perp. wall 
Position

h

[m]

h/b

[-]

KHD

[kN/mm]

KAB

[kN/mm]

Ky

[kN/mm]

Kx

[kN/mm]

nw-w

[-]

Tense side

3

0.5

4.59

1.96 1.53(iv,v) 1.53(iv)

10Central side 1.0 3.92 0.35(vi) 0(v,vi)

Compressed 
side

1.5 5.88

Tab. 1: Parameters used for the parametric analyses.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To evaluate the influence of the wall-to-wall connection on the lateral stiffness of the shear 

walls, the parametric analysis was carried out considering the conditions given in Table 1 and 
the benchmark condition in which the wall-to-wall connections are not considered. Such 
analyses were performed by using the equations of the analytical model given in Section 2.2 
and the numerical model presented in Section 3. Results in terms of wall stiffness from the 
analytical and numerical models showed differences smaller than 1% for all the conditions 
analysed.

The results of parametric analysis are reported in Fig.9, Fig.10 and Fig.11, for the cases iv,
v and vi described in the previous section, respectively. The figures show graphs organized in 
matrix form representing the different wall aspect ratios and perpendicular wall positions. Each 
graph reports the lateral stiffness and the rocking and sliding displacement contributions of the 
shear wall. The rocking and sliding displacement contributions were calculated as the ratio 
between the rocking and sliding displacement, calculated from Eq.8(a) and (b), and the total 
displacement, calculated from Eq.9.
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Aspect ratio shear walls
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Fig. 9: Results of parametric analysis for the case iv.

It is possible to observe that there is an increase of the lateral stiffness in all cases analysed,
due to the effect of the wall-to-wall connections. Such effect is always larger in the case of the 
perpendicular wall is anchored to the tense side of the shear wall and reduces as the 
perpendicular wall is moved toward the compressed side of the shear wall. The highest 
increases of stiffness are observed for wall aspect ratios equal to b/h=0.5 and such stiffening 
effect decreases as the wall aspect ratio b/h increases.

In the case iv, in which the shear walls can potentially transfer both uplift and lateral forces 
to the perpendicular walls, the highest increases of stiffness are observed. In this case, increases 
of the lateral stiffness up to 14 times respect to the case without the wall-to-wall connections 
can be observed. The results in terms of increase of lateral stiffness of the case iv show the 
potential effect of the wall-to-wall connections on the stiffness of the shear wall.
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Fig. 10: Results of parametric analysis for the case v.

In the case v, in which the shear walls transfer only uplift forces to the perpendicular walls 
and the latter are anchored with stiff hold-downs, great reductions of the increase of lateral 
stiffness in comparison to the case iv are observed. In this case, increases of the lateral stiffness 
up to 2 times respect to the case without the wall-to-wall connections can be observed. Such 
result is due to the absence of the stiffening contribution for the sliding mechanism, which 
consequently become the predominant deformation mechanism. Such aspect can be observed 
also from the deformation mechanism contributions: in the cases where there are the highest 
increases of lateral stiffness there are also the greatest change in the deformation mechanisms 
of the shear wall.

In the case vi, in which the shear walls transfer only uplift forces to the perpendicular walls 
and the latter are anchored with flexible hold-downs, further reductions of the increase of lateral 
stiffness in comparison to the case v are observed. In this case, increases of the lateral stiffness 
up to 1.4 times respect to the case without the wall-to-wall connections can be observed.

In both cases v and vi, it is interesting to note the when the perpendicular wall is placed on 
the compressed side of the shear wall, none increase of stiffness is detected.
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Fig. 11: Results of parametric analysis for the case vi.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a study on the effect of the perpendicular walls on the lateral stiffness of CLT 

shear walls is presented. A new analytical model capable of calculating the stiffness of CLT 
shear walls connected to perpendicular walls through wall-to-wall connections is presented.
The new analytical model is compared with several analytical models taken from the literature 
and the differences among the models are described through their stiffness matrices.

The analytical model was validated against numerical models developed in SAP2000 and 
used to perform a parametric analysis in which different wall geometries, anchoring 
configurations, position of the perpendicular walls and assumptions of the load transfer from 
the shear wall to the perpendicular walls were considered. The results of the parametric analysis 
showed that considering the effect of the perpendicular walls increase the lateral stiffness of the 
shear walls and modifies the contributions of rocking and sliding displacement of the shear 
walls in comparison to the cases in which the perpendicular walls are not taken into account. It 
was also shown that stiffening effect of the perpendicular walls strongly depends on the 
capability of their wall base connections to undertake the uplift and out-of-the-plane forces 
transferred from the shear walls. With current connection technologies available on the market, 
the perpendicular walls can contribute to increase up two times the lateral stiffness of shear 
walls.
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Future studies of the authors will focus on the contribution of the perpendicular walls on the 
lateral capacity and ductility of the shear walls and on the effects of the box-behaviour at 
building level.
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Abstract

This paper deals with the conception, the experimental and numerical characterization of an 
innovative post-tensioned CLT wall system equipped with external and replaceable hysteretic 
devices. The cyclic behavior of the post-tensioned walls was firstly investigated at the mechan-
ical laboratory of CIRI-EC of University of Bologna by means of experimental tests on single 
component of the structural system and on the full-scale post-tensioned CLT walls prototypes. 
Results from experimental tests demonstrate the capability of the conceived post-tensioned wall 
systems to withstand significant drift without damage on the main timber and steel components.
A good dissipative capacity of the wall configurations equipped with dissipaters was also ob-
served. A nonlinear Finite Element model capable of reproducing the wall system hysteretic 
behavior was developed in the OpenSees framework. Implemented FE numerical model demon-
strated a good capability of reproducing the experimental response.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The growing diffusion of timber buildings in seismic areas drawn the scientific community's 
attention to this kind of structures[1–4], leading to the conception of structural solutions able to
preserve the buildings after a seismic event. To this aim, low damage post-tensioned technolo-
gies were introduced [5–8], which entrust the horizontal load to rocking dissipative timber 
walls. The rocking behavior is mainly controlled by PT (Post-Tensioned) bars positioned into 
cavities in the walls, fixed at the base and connected at the top of the wall, that control the re-
centering of the system. The dissipative contribution is devoted to hysteretic dampers, simply 
replaceable after a seismic event, connecting the base wall to the foundation [9,10] or adjacent 
timber elements along elevation [10,11]. This paper deals with the experimental characteriza-
tion, and numerical investigation of an innovative post-tensioned CLT wall system, equipped 
with external and replaceable hysteretic dampers. The investigated wall system was conceived 
referring to previous experience on GluLam and LVL post-tensioned technology available in 
literature [5,6,12] and then improved adapting the system to the use of CLT panel [7,8] and 
external replaceable hysteretic dampers [9].
The cyclic behaviour of the post-tensioned walls was investigated at the mechanical laboratory 
of CIRI-EC of University of Bologna by means of experimental tests on a single component of 
the structural system and on the full-scale post-tensioned CLT walls prototypes. Results from 
experimental tests demonstrated the capability of the conceived post-tensioned wall system to
withstand significant drift without damage to the timber elements. A good dissipative capacity 
was also observed, mainly due to the entering into the plastic field of the dampers, which result 
severely damaged and easily replaceable. 
A nonlinear Finite Element model capable of reproducing the wall system cyclic behaviour was 
developed in the OpenSees framework. The implemented FE numerical model demonstrated a 
good capability to reproduce the experimental response, resulting in an efficient tool for simu-
lating the response of the entire building realized using the developed technology.

2 EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN

The analyzed configuration is characterized by a single dissipative rocking wall connected to
GluLam boundary columns. The GluLam columns are assumed to be part of a timber frame 
aiming to resist to vertical loads, while the CLT PT-wall system preserves the building against 
the horizontal action. The boundary columns were thought to be connected to the inter-floor 
beams, to avoids their direct connection with the rocking wall, that could lead to vertical dis-
placements incompatible with the diaphragm system, as suggested by previous authors [12].
The rocking behavior is entrusted to the PT-bar and the dissipative contribution is devoted to 
hysteretic dampers. In particular, two pairs of dampers are placed along the base of the wall, 
working predominantly in the axial direction (axial dampers), and two pairs of dampers are 
positioned at the wall/column interfaces, working predominantly in the transversal direction 
(shear dampers). In addition, a post-tensioned only configuration (with no dampers) was con-
sidered, to highlight the dissipative and resistant contribution of the dampers. The PT-bars are 
also positioned in columns to simulate the presence of axial load.
The adopted hysteretic dampers are the so-called X-brackets [10,13], which was conceived to 
be employed both as axial and shear dampers. At the component level, tests were conducted to
characterize the connection system developed for the fastening of the hysteretic dampers to the 
CLT panel adopting a superficial FRP reinforcement [14]. Results demonstrated the effective-
ness of the fasting system, especially with regard to the replaceability of the hysteretic dampers.
At the system level, the single wall configuration with boundary columns was considered with 
an initial post-tension load of 350 kN. Figure 1 reports the test setup, the sample's geometry,
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and the cyclic protocol used to impose the top displacement to the wall, evaluated according to 
UNI EN 12512 [15], reaching 1.5% drift. The CLT panel was realized with C24 wood layers,
while the initial PT (Post-Tensioned)- Force was conferred through a dywidag steel bar 
(“www.dywidag-systems.com/emea”) of  32 mm, characterized by a modulus of elasticity of 
205 GPa and a yielding stress of 950 MPa. In addition, the X-Brackets are characterized by 
steel S275 and a thickness of 8 mm. 
The horizontal cyclic displacement was applied to the system by means of an hydraulic actuator 
with a capacity of 1000 kN, positioned at 3.1 from the wall base, while the initial PT force was
applied to the PT-bars by means of a hydraulick jack. Furtermore, the horizontal loads were 
measured during the test togheter with the PT forces. These records are essential for the recon-
struction of the global responce of the system. Moreover, in order to obtain information on the 
local responce of the system, Linear Variable Displacement Transducers (LVDTs) were em-
ployed to measure displacements in crucial points of the system, as shown in Figure 1. In par-
ticular, one LVDT was positioned in correspondence of the actuator, to record the 
displacements imposed to the system; two LVDTs measured the slip between the wall and the 
steel foundation; eight LVDTs measured the base uplifts of the wall and columns, in order to 
derive the neutral axis dephts; two LVDTs measured the vertical slip between column to wall 
interfaces.

Figure 1: Column-wall-column test setup and adopted load protocol.

At tile of example, Figure 2 (a) show the view of the PT configuration equipped with both axial 
dampers (framed in red) and shear dampers (framed in blue). In Figure 2(b), global results in 
terms horizontal load/ drift curves are shows for the PT configuration (red) and for the PT con-
figuration with dampers (blue). The two curves show an almost bilinear trend, more evident for 
the PT configuration, which transition point represents the drift at which the PT bar in the wall 
starts to deform. From the comparison between the two curves, it clearly emerges the contribu-
tion of dampers in terms of energy dissipation and strength, appreciable through the amplitude 
of the cycles and the horizontal load values reached with the same drift, respectively.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2: (a) View of the setup and (b) Experimental Horizontal load - Drift curves.

3 EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

In order to design, and then to simulate, the experimental campaign, a non-linear numerical 
model was developed in the OpesSees frame work[17]. The model took into account both geo-
metrical and material non-linearities, the former due to the rocking behaviour of the system, 
and the latter due to the presence of axial and shear dampers. In particular, the behaviour of 
axial and shear dampers were calibrated on the base of experimental results obtained on the 
single components.
In this section, the main results of the experimental campaign are shown, compared with outputs 
of the numerical simulations. In particular, results obtained for the PT configuration (no damp-
ers) and for the PT configuration equipped with axial and shear dampers are shown. Figure 3(a) 
and (b) report the horizontal load/ drift curves for the PT configuration and for the PT configu-
ration equipped with dampers, respectively, highlighting their benefits in terms of energy dis-
sipation and strength. The comparison between experimental and numerical results shows a 
good agreement in terms of initial stiffness, strength and cyclic behaviour. However, a slight 
underestimation of the cyclic behavior can be observed in the numerical simulations, mainly 
due to some frictional dissipation neglected in the numerical model.
The good agreement between experimental and numerical results is also confirmed by compar-
ing the local behavior of the system, particularly on the wall uplifts measured along the base at 
the height of 20 cm shown in Figure 4. Furthermore, this plot helps to understand the behavior
of the PT-bars, which, during the wall rocking, was subjected to elongation, and so to a PT-
force increase, to accommodate the kinematic of the system. Figure 5 (a) shows the comparison 
between the experimental and numerical column to wall vertical slip versus drift, in which the 
left column, the wall and the right column are denoted as C1, W and C2, respectively. This 
comparison show a good agreement between results, even if the numerical model slightly over-
estimated vertical slips. These results are of particular interest, since the dissipative contribution 
of the shear dampers maily depends on the colum to wall vertical slip; it is therefore possible 
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to find information on the behavior of dampers even if it is not directly investigated from an 
experimental point of view. In this regard it is also useful to analyze some results carried out 
by the numerical model: as an example, the Figure 5 (b) shows numerical vertical slip/ shear 
force curves of the pair of shear dampers connecting the left column with the wall. In particular, 
it is evident that the shear dampers work in the plastic field ensuring a strong contribution in 
terms of energy dissipation; furthermore, it was predominantly exploited in one direction. In 
fact, due to the rocking behavior, when the system is pulled, the vertical slips between the left 
column and the wall is reduced, due to the limited width of the column, compared to that ob-
served when it is pushed. The opposite is observed for the vertical slips between the wall and 
the right column.

(a) (b)
Figure 3: Horizontal Load-Drift curves: (a) PT configuration; (b) PT configuration with dampers.

Figure 4: Base vertical uplifts: PT configuration.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5: (a) Vertical slip/ Drift curves for the PT configuration with damper; (b) numerical vertical slip/ damp-

ers’ shear force.

CONCLUSIONS

Results of an experimental campaign on post-tensioned CLT wall system equipped with exter-
nal and replaceable hysteretic devices were reported in this paper, demonstrating the capability 
of the developed system to withstand significant drift, until 1.5%, without damage in the struc-
tural timber elements and the principal connection systems. Moreover, a good dissipative ca-
pacity of the wall configuration equipped with both axial and shear dampers was observed, and 
the replaceability of the hysteretic dampers was also proved during the experimental campaign. 
Furthermore, a numerical model was specifically developed to predict the response of the pro-
posed systems', considering the geometric and material non-linearities mainly due to the wall 
rocking behavior and to the hysteretic dampers. The proposed numerical model demonstrated
a good capability of reproducing the experimental response both at global and local levels, and 
the ability to provide reliable prediction on behaviors not directly investigated during the ex-
perimental tests on the PT-wall system, such as the response of the hysteretic dampers. There-
fore, it can be employed for the modelling of similar PT-wall systems supporting the design
phase. 
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Abstract

For the design of dissipative heavy timber frame structures, in the context of modern seismic 
design approach based on the mechanical triad of strength, stiffness and ductility, brittle tim-
ber failure modes can be avoided by integrating hybrid timber-steel system into modern tim-
ber connection technology. Thus, the overall seismic performance of timber structures can be 
improved, entrusting the dissipation function to ad hoc conceived devices, like steel links. 
With reference to the structural type of Moment Resisting Frames (MRF), steel links located 
at the ends of the beams are able to provide a significant dissipative capacity, by means of 
cycles of plastic deformations, while timber members and steel connections, to be designed 
with an adequate overstrength as respect to the link, behave in elastic field. 
In this regards, the paper presents the capacity design and the mechanical characterization 
through monotonic numerical analyses of two different timber beam-to-column joint with 
steel link for MRF structures, consisting of a timber beam and a steel link connected each 
other by means of a stiffened end-plate and glued-in steel rods.
The proposed design criteria of the joint are validated through the evaluation of performance, 
by means of nonlinear pushover analyses on the joint refined FEM models, in terms of key 
parameters, such as ultimate resistance, stiffness, rotation capacity and failure modes. The 
numerical results confirm the plastic deformation of the link, which large dissipative capacity 
of the joint corresponds to. 

Keywords: Seismic resistant timber structures, beam-to-column joints for dissipative timber 
moment resisting frames, steel link, component method for timber joints, capacity design for 
timber structures, FEM analysis of beam-to column joints for timber MRFs. 
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1 INTRODUCTION

Toward the dissipative seismic resistant timber structures design, steps must be taken to 
overcome the seismic deficiencies related to the inherent fragility of wood. Since timber is a 
material with an elastic-fragile behavior, in the present anti-seismic regulations, such as in 
Europe the Eurocode 8 [1], it is indicated that the joints could dissipate through the plastic 
deformations of metallic connectors. However, joints are structural elements with an im-
portant role in bearing the design loads. In view of the development of heavy timber seismic 
resistant structures, in the context of modern seismic design approach based on the mechani-
cal triad of strength, stiffness and ductility, the dissipative capabilities should be delegated to 
specific devices [2]. In fact, by integrating modern steel connection technology into timber 
system, brittle wood failure modes can be avoided and the overall seismic performance of 
timber structures can be improved. Some recent research has focused on the development of 
hybrid timber-steel, instead of relying on an all-timber structure, showing good potential for 
improving the behaviour of seismic resistant timber structures [2-4]. Very efficient solutions 
are steel links, to be located in timber members depending on the seismic resistant structural 
type, which are able to provide a significant dissipative capacity, by means of cycles of de-
formations in plastic field, if designed with adequate strength, stiffness and ductility.  

It is therefore possible to take advantage of the knowhow on steel constructions related to 
the seismic design criteria, according to the approach based on the ductile and dissipation re-
quirements (capacity design), adopting necessary adaptations corresponding to the peculiari-
ties of timber, which should be based on the calibration of the fundamental parameters. With 
reference to the structural types of Moment Resisting Frames (MRF), steel links located at the 
ends of the beams [5-12] have the function of ductile fuses, where the plastic hinge in bending 
is concentrated, while the timber members should be designed with an adequate overstrength, 
to remain in elastic field. Recently Montuori and Sagarese [9] have applied the steel reduced 
beam sections, commonly proposed for steel MR frames [10, 11], to timber beams.  

The crucial aspect is the design of joints. In timber structures engineering this issue is cer-
tainly innovative, it requiring a significant detailed study aimed at characterizing the mechan-
ical behavior of connections in terms of stiffness, strength and ductility.  

In this regards the paper focuses on the design of two beam to column timber joints, with 
the same configuration, equipped with different steel links, for dissipative heavy timber MRF. 
It illustrates a part of a wider study, including both numerical and experimental investigations 
on either joints or whole structural systems. 

The joints are designed through the capacity design approach, by applying the component 
method, with the aim to allow the plastic hinge formation in the steel links, while the timber 
member and the connections are designed to remain elastic, with adequate overstrength.  

The mechanical characterization of the joints is carried out through monotonic numerical 
analyses, on refined FE models, already calibrated upon past experimental tests [8], by means 
of the structural calculation program ABAQUS FEA (2019). As a result, the numerical F-u 
(vertical force-displacement) and M-  (bending moment-rotation) curves obtained are com-
pared to evaluate the capabilities of the joints and the adequacy of the proposed design criteria.

2 DISSIPATIVE JOINTS DESIGN 

2.1 Design criteria of the joint 

The detail of the configuration of the beam-to-column joint with steel link under study is 
shown in Figure 1a. In particular the steel link is connected to the timber members by means 
of bolted endplates stiffened by triangular plates. The capacity design is applied on two levels 
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[12]: for macro-components, they being timber beam and column, steel link, connection be-
tween link and timber members, so that timber members and connections have an over 
strength as respect to the steel link; for sub-components, they being timber members, steel 
link, connection elements, such as, end-plate, stiffeners and steel bars, imposing a collapse 
hierarchy of components for achieving an overall ductile failure of the joint (Fig. 1).  

Figure 1: a) Identification of the joint components; b) the reference joint [mm; 12]. 

With regards to the capacity design for macro-components, the dissipative link should be 
designed in order to achieve a pure bending behavior, so that the full plastic bending re-
sistance and the rotation capacity of the dissipative link should be not affected by axial and 
shear forces (Eurocode 3 (EC3) part 1-1[13]. At the same time, the link cross sections should 
have high ductility, according to EC8 [1]. For non-dissipative elements, such as timber beams 
and columns, the capacity design criterion should be satisfied, according to EC8 [1].  

With regards to the capacity design for sub-components, according to the component 
method (EC3 part 1-8 [13]) the joint is assumed as an assembly of components, whose me-
chanical behavior is studied separately, taking into consideration the contribution of each one 
in terms of strength, stiffness and rotation. The link to column connection is assumed as rigid. 

The design bending resistance of the joint is determined as it follows [12]: 

Mi,Rd = Fi,Rd · z (1) 

where z is the lever arm of the resistant bending moment (Fig. 2) and Fi,Rd is the resistance 
of the weakest joint component, such as the smallest value among the following ones, where 
the stiffened endplate is studied as an equivalent T-stub (Fig. 2b, c; EC3 part 1-8 [13]). 

a) Stiffened endplate joint b) T-Stub in tension c) T-Stub in compression

Figure 2: Joint models [13]. 

For the T-stub in tension (Fig. 2b), Ft,T-stub,Rd is the minimum contribution provided by the 
following possible failure modes (EC3 part 1-8 [13]: 1) complete yielding of the flange; 2) 
bars failure with yielding of the flange in presence of prying forces; 3) bar failure in tension. 

For the T-stub in compression (Fig. 2c; EC3 part 1-8 [13], Fc,T-stub,Rd is evaluated with ref-
erence to an effective compression area, assuming the compression centre (cp) approximately 
located at the centroid of the T section identified by the stiffener and the steel link flange.  
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For the steel stiffeners, Fs,Rd is determined through the equivalent truss model [14], which 
defines the equivalent strut area of the stiffener, with a possible yielding failure mode. 

For the glued-in steel bars in tension (pull-out; CNR-DT 206 R1/2018 [15]), Fax,Rd is eval-
uated with reference to the following possible failure modes: a) bar failure in tension; b) fail-
ure for debonding at the adhesive to timber interface; c) failure of timber in tension; d) failure 
of timber for splitting in the bar direction. The latter can be avoided by respecting the mini-
mum distances from the edge and minimum spaces between the glued bars in tension [15]. 

2.2 The joints studied 
The reference joint [12] is shown in Figure 1b. New link devices are here adopted, such as 

HE100A (Fig. 3a) and IPE100 (Fig. 3b) steel profiles. The hierarchy resistance criteria are 
applied to design the joints components (timber beam, end-plate, stiffeners, bars). Definitely 
the two study joints have the features shown in Figure 3, they also differ for the endplates 
thickness, they being 20 and 15 mm thick, respectively. Material grades are given in Figure 4. 

In Table 3 the results of the joints design are presented. The outputs are provided for the 
joint components in terms of design resistance Fi,Rd, bending resistance Mi,Rd (eq. 1) and over-
strength (OSi), evaluated as the ratio Mi,Rd/Ml,pl,Rd, where Ml,pl,Rd is the bending design re-
sistance of the link. It is apparent that the dissipative link is the first component to reach the 
elastic limit (yielding). Moreover the overstrength coefficient of the timber beam as respect to 
the link is larger for the IPE100 device and the collapse hierarchy changes for the two cases.  

Figure 3: Geometrical features: a) HE100A and b) IPE100 joints. 

HE100A IPE100
Collapse hierarchy Fi,Rd 

[kN] 
Mi,Rd 
[kNm]

OSi 
[%]

Collapse hierarchy Fi,Rd 
[kN] 

Mi,Rd 
[kNm]

OSi 
[%]

Link yielding / 26 1,00 Link yielding / 12 1
Pull-out (Mode d) 137 27 1,04 Stiffners yielding 89 17 1,43
Stiffners yielding 183 35 1,35 T-stub in tension (Mode 1) 132 26 2,12
Pull-out (Mode c) 208 40 1,53 Pull-out (Mode d) 137 27 2,19
T-stub in tension (Mode 1) 219 42 1,61 T-stub in compression 165 32 2,64
T-stub in compression  220 42 1,62 Pull-out (Mode c) 208 40 3,39
Bar failure in tension  226 43 1,66 Bar failure in tension 226 43 3,62
Timber beam in bending / 50 1,95 Timber beam in bending / 50 4,16

Table 3: Study joints: collapse hierarchy, design force (Fi,Rd) and bending resistance (Mi,Rd), over-strength (OSi). 

3 MECHANICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF THE JOINTS 

3.1 Monotonic numerical analysis 

The mechanical behavior of the HE100A and IPE100 joints is examined through a mono-
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tonic nonlinear numerical analysis through the software ABAQUS FEA (2019). The implicit 
dynamic analysis is performed applying a load history in displacement control. The displace-
ment is imposed at the end of the cantilever beam, with increment of 20mm up to collapse, 
corresponding to the test speed of 0,2 mm/s [16]. The F-u and M-  curves are drawn to evalu-
ate the global and local behavior of the joints. In particular, the bending moment at the joint 
(M) and the corresponding rotation ( ) are evaluated at the mid section of the link; the dis-
placement (u) in z-direction is evaluated at the applied force (F) section (Fig. 4a). 

 
Component Beam Bars End-Plates Link 

Material Timber Steel 
GL24h 10.9 S275 S355 

[N/mm3] 3,80 e-6 7,85 e-5 

E [MPa] E0=390 210000 E90=11600
el [MPa] 24 900 275 255 
u [MPa] / 1000 430 510 
u [MPa] / 0,178 0,376 0,261 

 

 

Figure 4: a) Geometric model and performance parameters of the joint; b) Materials features: density ( ), elastic 
modulus (E), elastic ( el) and ultimate resistance ( u) resistance, elastic ( el) and ultimate ( u) strains. 

With regard to the material models, timber is assumed with an elastic fragile behavior, 
while for end-plate, bolts and link steels an isotropic hardening model is adopted, according to 
EC3 part 1-1 ([13] Fig. 4b), and true stress-true strain equations.  

In Figure 5 the Force-displacement (F-u) and Moment-rotation (M- ) curves of the 
HE100A and IPE100 joints are presented and compared. Specific performance points are evi-
denced, corresponding to the link yielding (PY), full plasticization (PP) and ultimate strength 
(PC), as collapse condition and the end of the numerical analysis, it corresponding to the buck-
ling of the link web (HE100A) or flange (IPE100). 

 

Figure 5: F-u and M-  curves; performance points: Y-yielding, P- plasticization, C- collapse. 

It is observed that the HE100A joint has greater stiffness, strength and ductility as respect 
to the IPE100 joint thanks to the link steel profile and the larger end-plate thickness. In both 
joints the plastic deformation of the link occurs, achieving the formation of the plastic hinge.  

3.2 Analysis of results 

The stress distribution in the joint and the AC yield (Actively Yielding) distribution that 
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identifies the attainment of yield stresses in the joint are shown in Table 5 at the collapse con-
dition, where the maximum stress value ( max) of each joint component is also given. 

HE100A IPE100

 

 Link End Plate Threaded Bars Timber beam Stiffeners Link End Plate Threaded Bars Timber beam Stiffeners
max 438 260 537 11,9 299 402 222 308 7,5 289

Table 5: Stress [MPa] distributions and maximum value in the joint components at collapse PC. 

For each i-th component (end-plate, stiffeners, threaded bars or timber beam) of the joints, 
the demand capacity ratio (DCRi,j,el= i,j/ i,el) between the maximum stress value evaluated at 
PC point ( i,PC) and the stress value at the elastic limit PY point ( i,el;) is provided in Table 6. 

[%] Link End Plate Thread Bars Timber beam Stiffeners 
 HE100A IPE100 HE100A IPE100 HE100A IPE100 HE100A IPE100 HE100A IPE100
DCRi,el,C 123 113 95 81 60 34 50 31 109 105

Table 6: DCR [%] at PC for HE100A and IPE 100 joints. 

The following collapse hierarchy of the joint components is evidenced: Link web 
(HE100A) or flange (IPE100) buckle, thus inducing the joint collapse, stiffeners undergoes 
plastic deformation, while end-plate, bars and timber beam are still in elastic field.  

4 CONCLUSIVE REMARKS 

The paper focuses on beam to column joints with dissipative steel link in the beam for 
seismic moment resistant heavy timber framed structures. In particular, the capacity design is 
applied through the component method, defining a collapse hierarchy on two levels, macro-
components and sub-components. For both the joints, the numerical non linear pushover anal-
ysis has confirmed both the formation of the plastic hinge in the link which dissipates the en-
ergy through plastic deformation and the collapse hierarchy of the joint components, 
validating both the efficiency of the system and the proposed design method.  

Future developments include the numerical evaluation of the cyclic behavior of the joints. 
Moreover, experimental tests will allow to check the accuracy of the proposed design criteria 
and the calibration of the design parameters.  

The topic is noteworthy, as background for the development of the chapter on seismic-
resistant timber structures of the technical standards for constructions. 
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Abstract

The paper focuses on a retrofit strategy applicable to existing reinforced concrete (RC) frame 
structures to reduce their seismic vulnerability. The intervention strategy, for the sake of brevity 
named RC-TP (Reinforced Concrete-Timber Panels), consists in the removal of the existing 
masonry infills and in their replacements with Cross Laminated Timber (CLT) panels fixed to 
the concrete elements by means of a timber subframe and a dissipative connection comprised 
of metal dowel-type fasteners. The analyses were performed via finite element modelling by 
adopting numerical strategies with different levels of refinement. In particular, refined 3-di-
mensional models (created using the software Abaqus) and simpler 2-dimensional models (cre-
ated using the software SAP2000) were used. At first, the refined modelling approach was 
validated on experimental evidence on timber and concrete connectors available from the lit-
erature. Then, such 3-dimensional models were used to investigate the connection system of the 
proposed retrofit strategy paying particular attention to possible out-of-plane effects that can-
not be directly observed with 2-dimensional models. The obtained results were used to calibrate 
the 2-dimensional models so that these “secondary” effects could be accounted for even in the 
simplified modelling. Subsequently, both modelling approaches were used to analyse an iso-
lated one-storey one-bay frame via nonlinear static analyses that addressed the a) bare, b) 
original masonry infilled, and c) retrofitted configurations. The two alternative numerical strat-
egies showed consistent results, both suggesting that the proposed intervention can signifi-
cantly improve the seismic behaviour of existing RC frames.

Keywords: Structural rehabilitation; Seismic engineering; Concrete structures; Timber pan-
els; Finite-element modelling; Nonlinear analyses.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Reinforced concrete (RC) buildings represent a large percentage of the built heritage stock 
of many countries. Over the last decade, numerous studies have shown that, even in the case of 
minor earthquakes, past construction practices often led to vulnerabilities that resulted in ex-
tensive damage and collapse of the RC structure or portions of it [1], [2]. Examples of such 
vulnerabilities are the collapse of the masonry infills, the brittle shear failure of the RC elements 
or the activation of soft-storey mechanisms. Most of these buildings, indeed, were designed 
using codes that when they did not neglect the seismic action, accounted for it only partially. In 
addition, the presence of masonry infills was often disregarded in the modelling phase although 
nowadays it is well-known that their presence has a strong influence on the seismic behaviour 
of the structure [3], [4].

As a consequence, the interest of the scientific community towards such issues has grown 
over the years, with new solutions to improve the seismic behaviour of RC structures being 
proposed more and more frequently. Among these, the solutions that see the use of timber ele-
ments are gaining attention (e.g., [5]-[8]). In this regard, a retrofit intervention presented by 
Smiroldo et al. [9], [10] is being developed at the University of Trento (Italy). Such intervention 
strategy aims at mitigating the seismic vulnerability of existing RC structures without modify-
ing the original structural system. The intervention, named RC-TP (Reinforced Concrete-Tim-
ber Panels), consists in the removal of the existing masonry infills and in their replacement with 
Cross Laminated Timber (CLT) structural panels connected to the existing RC frame so as to 
redistribute the stresses due to the seismic action in order to avoid the development of brittle 
collapses and to favour the development of ductile mechanisms. 

In this paper, the RC-TP retrofit strategy was studied via finite element modelling by adopt-
ing numerical strategies with two different levels of refinement: a 3-dimensional (3D), refined 
modelling approach was developed by using the finite element software Abaqus [11], while a 
2-dimensional (2D), simpler approach was developed using the software SAP2000 [12]. In the 
first phase, the refined approach was calibrated on experimental evidence from the literature
[13]-[15] concerning concrete-to-timber and timber-to-timber connections. Then, the 3D ap-
proach was used to reproduce the connection details implemented in the proposed intervention. 
Starting from the outcomes of the refined 3D models and focusing on the observed out-of-plane 
secondary effects that could have not been explicitly reproduced by 2-dimensional models, the 
2D approach was tweaked to take implicitly into account such effects. Subsequently, the anal-
yses were extended to more complex models of multiple-fastener connections and then to com-
plete one-storey, one-bay RC frames retrofitted with the RC-TP intervention. The frame was 
analysed also considering the “bare frame” and “original masonry-infilled” configurations. 
Both in the refined and in the simplified approach, the masonry infills were simulated with
modelling strategies adapted from the literature [16]-[18].

In all the configurations analysed, the alternative modelling approaches led to consistent 
results and confirmed the ability of the proposed intervention system to enhance the seismic 
behaviour of existing RC frames.
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2 PRE-INTERVENTION RC FRAME

The intervention system presented in this paper is designed to be applied to existing struc-
tures. Consequently, the geometry, the detailing and the material properties of the case-study
RC frame and masonry infill were selected so as to reflect the typical characteristics of buildings 
belonging to the existing stock. Table 1 reports the mechanical properties assumed for concrete 
(frame elements), steel (rebars and confinement reinforcement) and masonry (infills) in the nu-
merical models.

Concrete Steel Masonry
fc

[MPa]
Ec

[MPa]
fy

[MPa]
Es

[MPa]
fm

[MPa]
fv,0

[MPa]
Em

[MPa]
16,73 25673 440 21000 6,00 0,25 3000

Table 1: Mechanical properties of existing materials

Table 2 reports the geometrical and load characteristics of the RC frame used in the numer-
ical analyses, where n is the number of longitudinal rebars, Φ is the diameter of rebars in mil-
limetres and @ is the stirrup spacing in millimetres.

Pre-intervention characteristics Value

Concrete 
frame

Length l [mm] 5000
Height h [mm] 3000
Column section (base × height) [mm] 300 × 300
Beam section (base × height) [mm] 300 × 500

Reinforcements

Column longitudinal rebars n3+3 Φ16
Column confinement reinforcement (2-legged stirrups) Φ6 @150
Beam longitudinal rebars at ends (top – bottom side) 6 Φ14 – 4 Φ14
Beam longitudinal rebars at mid-span (top – bottom side) 2 Φ14 – 4 Φ14
Beam confinement reinforcement (2-legged stirrups) Φ6 @200

Masonry infill Thickness [mm] 200

Loads
Vertical distributed (upper beam) [kN/m] 10
Vertical concentrated (each column) [kN] 100

Table 2: Geometrical and load pre-intervention characteristics

3 INTERVENTION SYSTEM

Because the proposed intervention strategy has been fully illustrated in [9] and [10], in the 
present paper, only a brief description is reported. Starting from the masonry-infilled original 
configuration (Figure 1a), the first step is the removal of the masonry infill (Figure 1b).
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 1: Intervention procedure

Subsequently, a timber subframe is connected to the RC elements through metal screw fas-
teners (Figure 1c). This connection is reported in Figure 2 and is named “RC-Conn” for the 
sake of brevity. It comprises partially-threaded concrete screws (named RC-F), inserted with 
washers (RC-W). The fasteners are regularly spaced at 15 cm and are designed not to exceed 
the elastic range when the structure is subjected to design-intensity earthquakes.

RC-F RC-W
Figure 2: RC frame – timber subframe connection (RC-Conn)

In the last step of the implementation procedure (Figure 1d), a timber panel is inserted inside 
the RC frame and is connected to the timber subframe by using partially threaded timber screws
(CLT-F) and washers (CLT-W) as those represented in Figure 3. This connection is named “T-
Conn”. In the models described in the present paper, the screws were spaced at 10 cm. The role 
of the T-Conn is that of transferring the stresses from the timber subframe to the CLT panel and
of dissipating seismic energy by engaging the post-elastic behaviour of the fasteners.

CLT-F CLT-W
Figure 3: Timber subframe – CLT panel connection (T-Conn)

Table 3 and Table 4 give the geometrical characteristics of screws and washers, respectively.

T-Conn

Gap

RC-Conn
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L
[mm]

Lt
[mm]

d1
[mm]

d2
[mm]

RC-F 200 80 12,0 8,8
CLT-F 120 60 10,0 6,4

Table 3: Geometrical properties for screws

W1
[mm]

W2
[mm]

s
[mm]

RC-W 44,0 13,5 4,0
CLT-W 30,0 10,8 6,4

Table 4: Geometrical properties for washers

At the perimeter of the CLT panel, between the panel edges and the internal faces of the RC 
frame there is a gap (visible in Figure 1d). This gap creates the necessary space for the insertion 
of the panel into the frame and, above all, ensures that the transfer of stress between the frame 
and the panel is governed by the T-Conn rather than by direct contact. In this way, it is possible 
to optimize the force-transfer mechanism so as to favour the development of ductile mecha-
nisms (bending) instead of brittle failures (shear).

In the present study, the timber subframe is made of Glued Laminated Timber (grade class 
GL24h according to [19]) with b × h dimensions equal to 100 × 120 mm (Figure 1c), while the 
CLT panel (grade class C24 according to [20]) is 3-layered and 60 mm thick. The mechanical 
properties and the density of the timber elements are reported in Table 5 and were defined 
considering the relative Standard Codes [19], [20], and the studies of Bogensperger et al. (2011)
[21], Harris et al. (2013) [22] and Gečys at al. (2015) [23].

Bending Tension Compression Shear Density
fm

[MPa]
ft,0

[MPa]
ft,90

[MPa]
fc,0

[MPa]
fc,90

[MPa]
fv

[MPa] [kg/m3]
GL24h 24,0 19,2 0,5 24,0 2,5 3,5 420

C24 24,0 14,5 0,4 21,0 2,5 4,0 420

Elastic modulus Shear modulus Poisson ratio
EL

[MPa]
ER

[MPa]
ET

[MPa]
GRL

[MPa]
GTL

[MPa]
GTR

[MPa] νRL νTL νRT

GL24h 11500 300 300 650 650 65 0,00894 0,00894 0,538
C24 11000 370 370 690 690 69 0,0420 0,0270 0,602

Table 5: Mechanical properties and density for the timber elements

Additionally, in case of damage or collapse of the RC frame the use of structural CLT panel 
leads to a “bearing capacity reserve” for vertical actions. For this reason, the external layers of 
the CLT panel are oriented along the vertical axis.
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4 NUMERICAL MODELS

In the present work, two different modelling approaches were used to investigate the RC-TP 
intervention system. The software Abaqus was used to develop 3-dimensional (3D) refined 
models (Figure 4a), while the software SAP2000 was used to develop 2-dimensional (2D) sim-
plified models (Figure 4b). Specifically, the refined approach was calibrated based on experi-
mental evidence available from the literature. Subsequently, it was used to investigate the 
connections implemented in the RC-TP intervention by reproducing them singularly. Further-
more, by using the 3D refined model it was possible to study possible secondary out-of-plane 
effects that could not have been directly observed with 2D models. The results obtained per-
mitted to calibrate the simpler 2D models to account for the secondary effects with smaller 
computational effort than that required by the refined models.

Both the refined and the simpler models were used to analyse the above-mentioned RC frame 
under monotonic in-plane loading considering the bare, the masonry infilled and the retrofitted 
configurations.

(a) (b)
Figure 4: Alternative numerical approaches: a) Refined 3D Abaqus model; b) Simplified 2D SAP2000 model

4.1 3D modelling

The present chapter focuses on the refined 3D modelling strategy used to reproduce the RC-
TP intervention system previously described. This strategy was developed using the software 
Abaqus/Explicit and adopted to perform nonlinear dynamic quasi-static analyses under dis-
placement-control.

In the definition of the analysis steps, the “target time increment” coefficient was calibrated 
through a sensitivity analysis so as to reduce the processing time to the minimum without af-
fecting the quality of the numerical results.

With the purpose of verifying the absence of dynamic effects, and hence confirm the accept-
ability of the results, the ratio between internal and kinematics energy was checked a posteriori. 
As suggested by [24] and [25], this ratio should not exceed 10%. Thanks to the selection of an 
adequate “time step” and the application of a “smooth” displacement with a sufficiently small
initial slope, it was possible to limit the dynamic effects within the predetermined range.

The refined 3D model is represented in Figure 5a. It was obtained by assembling the indi-
vidual elements that compose the system (a few of these elements are visible in Figure 5b). The 
geometry of each element was carefully designed and then imported from a 3D CAD [26] en-
vironment.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5: Intervention system – refined 3D finite element model

Concrete frame, CLT panel, timber subframe, fasteners and washers were all modelled as three-
dimensional solid elements (3D solid part) with a homogeneous solid section. Steel bars and 
stirrups, instead, were modelled as one-dimensional elements (3D wire part).

Regarding the definition of the materials, the steel elements (bars, stirrups, fasteners and wash-
ers) were simulated as isotropic elastic-plastic elements. The three layers that compose the CLT 
panel were obtained from the division of a single homogeneous solid element and are oriented 
alternately. Each layer was modelled as an elastic orthotropic material with Hill plasticity, as 
recommended by [27], where the failure surface was defined with reference to the fc,0, fc,90 and 
fv strength values reported in Table 5. Because of the failure surface symmetry, the positive
(tension) stress limit for each principal direction was assumed as identical to the related nega-
tive (compression) limit. It was therefore decided to refer to the values associated with the
compression parallel and perpendicular to the grain. This choice is justified by the fact that the 
expected collapse mechanism sees the local bearing failure of the wood material in the proxim-
ity of the screw fasteners, which depends almost exclusively on the compressive strength pa-
rameters.

The timber subframe was modelled similarly to the layers of the CLT panel (i.e. elastic or-
thotropic material with Hill plasticity). 

The concrete elements were simulated as homogeneous and isotropic, with a post-elastic 
behaviour based on the “Concrete Damage Plasticity” constitutive law available from the soft-
ware library, which relies on the material fracture energy for governing the post-peak softening
(for more details see [11]). The tension and compression curves for uniaxial loading are re-
ported in Figure 6, where: and are the stress strain values associated to ten-
sion and compression; is the initial elastic modulus; are the elastic stresses for 
tension compression;  is the maximum compression stress.
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Tension Compression

Figure 6: “Concrete Damage Plasticity” behaviour

The interaction between steel reinforcements and frame elements was reproduced with an 
“Embedded region” constraint (Figure 7). This constraint implies a perfect adherence between 
the constrained elements.

Figure 7: Refined modelling approach – “Embedded region” constraint between concrete and the steel reinforce-
ments 

A general “Hard” contact was applied to all the solid elements of the model to avoid unreal-
istic material penetrations. Additional interaction properties were assigned to the surfaces be-
tween the elements (“Individual property assignments”) to reproduce the overall behaviour of 
the system. In particular, a “tangential behaviour” with penalty friction formulation was as-
signed to the contact surfaces (fasteners-washer, CLT panel-timber subframe, CLT panel-
washer, timber subframe-washer, timber subframe-RC frame) using diversified frictional coef-
ficients for the various surface types (e.g., Figure 8 shows the in-contact surfaces between metal 
fasteners and connected elements).
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Figure 8: Refined modelling approach – Individual property assignments: fastener cylindrical contact-surfaces

The pull-out mechanisms associated with the threaded portion of the screw fasteners were
modelled through a cohesive contact with an elastic uncoupled behaviour depending on  ,

, (stiffness associated respectively to the normal and the two shear-directions) for which,
once the design strength is reached, a damage function reduces the tangential resistance (Figure 
9).

Figure 9: Cohesive fracture energy – damage evolution

To obtained the above mentioned behaviour the "maximum nominal stress" (MAXS) option 
was selected [27]. As a consequence, the pull-out mechanism activates when Equation 1, which 
depends on the parameters , , (normal and shear stresses) and , , (corresponding
reference strength values), is satisfied.

(1)

For the modelling of the contacts, the interacting surfaces were categorized into “master” 
and “slave” surfaces. The mesh characteristics played a fundamental role in the process of at-
tributing the master/slave categories. For all solid components, prismatic “C3D8” elements 
were preferred to linear tetrahedral elements “C3D4” (which might lead to less reliable results) 
or quadratic tetrahedral elements “C3D10” (which imply longer analysis durations).

Traction

SeparationA
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Because the solid models of the RC frame, CLT panel and timber subframe present numer-
ous holes due to presence of the fasteners, it was necessary to partition the geometry to facilitate 
meshing. Sensitivity analyses were performed and meshes with diverse levels of refinement 
were adopted for different elements and for different areas in the same element. For example, 
in the CLT panel, the areas around the fastener holes required a more refined mesh with respect 
to the rest of the element (Figure 10).

Figure 10: RC-TP refined model – mesh

Once the main aspects of the model were defined, preliminary small-scale analyses were 
conducted with the aim of calibrating and validating the modelling parameters. The shear and 
pull-out behaviours of the fasteners were studied separately, considering both the connection 
with concrete and timber. The numerical results obtained were compared with experimental 
evidence available from the literature. As an example, Figure 11a and Figure 11b give the com-
parison between numerical results (red curves) and experimental results taken from [13] (for 
concrete pull-out) and from [15] (for timber shear) respectively.

(a) (b)
Figure 11: Numerical calibration and validation of the connection behaviour in the refined model (red curves) –

comparison with experimental evidence: a) concrete pull-out, b) timber shear

For the original pre-intervention frame configuration, the masonry infill was treated simi-
larly to the concrete elements. Specifically, the infill was modelled with a macro-modelling 
approach (Figure 12a) where mortar and bricks were represented by an equivalent homogene-
ous isotropic material (Figure 12b). The post-elastic behaviour was simulated by adopting the
“Concrete Damage Plasticity” constitutive model (Figure 6) as suggested by [16]. With this 
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modelling strategy, it is possible to account for both rocking and diagonal shear failure mecha-
nisms. The contact interaction between masonry and concrete is reproduced by a general “Hard”
contact and a frictional “tangential behaviour”.

(a) (b)
Figure 12: Refined modelling approach: a) masonry infilled frame; b) mortar and bricks represented as an equiv-

alent homogeneous material

4.2 2D modelling

The present chapter focuses on the 2D modelling approaches adopted to simulate the bare 
frame, the original masonry-infilled frame and the retrofitted frame.

Regarding the retrofitted frame, the modelling strategy presented in this section Figure 13a)
is an updated version of that exposed in detail in [9] and [10]. The main upgrades consist in an 
improved characterization of the non-linear properties of the elements and in an improved def-
inition of the behaviour of the connections. By relying on the findings of the 3D refined models,
the 2D approach was calibrated to account for possible out-of-plane secondary effects. The 
main characteristics of the 2D models are summarized in the following paragraphs.

The concrete frame was modelled by using frame elements capable of accounting for the 
nonlinear behaviour of concrete and steel. Deformation-controlled and force-controlled hinge 
elements were assigned at the extremities of columns and beams to consider respectively bend-
ing and shear collapse.

The nonlinear response of the beam-column joint was simulated by using two cross nonlin-
ear links connected to the extremities of columns and beams. The joint model adopted herein
has been proposed by Sung et al. (2013) [28] and it permits to account for the failure of the 
joints with small computational effort.

The CLT panel was modelled via layered orthotropic nonlinear shell elements where each 
of the three layers was assumed to be “inactive” along its weak direction.
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The timber subframe was an elastic frame element. The validity of the elastic-behaviour 
assumption was confirmed a posteriori by investigating the subframe stress state.

(a) (b)
Figure 13: Simplified finite element model: a) Complete intervention system; b) Interaction system

As extensively described in [10], an “interaction system” reproduces the interaction between 
RC frame, timber subframe and CLT panel. In Figure 13b, it is possible to observe the frame
elements that represent the middle line of the column “RC frame”, the internal face of the col-
umn “CF” and the middle line of the timber subframe “SF”.

The interaction system (Figure 13b and Figure 14a) is obtained from the overlap of a “con-
nection system” and a “contact system”. 

The connection system (Figure 14b) simulates the RC-Conn (represented by the link ele-
ments “CL”) and the T-Conn (represented by the link elements “TL”).  In addition, this system 
simulates the contact-interaction between the timber subframe “SF” and the internal face of the 
concrete frame “CF”. This contact is governed by gap link elements “GL”.

The contact system (Figure 14c) replicates the direct contact between CLT panel and RC 
frame. This contact occurs when the gap between the CLT panel and the internal face of the RC
frame (CF) goes to zero and it is reproduced by using hook link elements “HL”.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 14: Interaction system between RC frame, timber subframe and CLT panel: (a) Complete interaction sys-

tem; (b) connection system; (c) contact system

Table 6 reports a summary of the abbreviations used for the main elements and a brief de-
scription of the relative functions.

ID Name Functions

CF Concrete Frame - Massless rigid frame.
- Represents the internal surface of the RC elements.

KF Fake Frame - Massless rigid frame.
- Used as a support element in the contact system.

SF Subframe Frame
- Elastic frame.
- Geometrical characteristics of the timber subframe.
- Positioned on the middle line of the timber subframe.

CL Concrete fastener 
Link

- Nonlinear link.
- Represents the RC-Conn.

FL Frame-thickness 
Link

- Rigid link
- Represents the in-plane semi-thickness of column and beams.

GL Gap Link - Nonlinear gap link.
- Reproduces the contact between RC frame and timber subframe.

HL Hook Link - Nonlinear hook link.
- Reproduces the contact between timber subframe and CLT panel.

KL Fake Link - Rigid link.
- Used as a support element in the contact system.
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TL Timber fastener 
Link

- Nonlinear link.
- Represents the T-Conn..

Table 6: Interaction system – Abbreviations used and main functions

The nonlinear behaviour of CLs and TLs was defined based on the results obtained from the 
refined Abaqus 3D models because such models account for possible effects due to the out-of-
plane eccentricity associated with the physical thickness of the various components. The details 
of the curves assigned to the CLs and TLs are given in the next section.

The response of the original masonry infilled system was simulated by using an equivalent 
diagonal struts model (Figure 15). This model was defined starting from the approaches pro-
posed by Al-Chaar (2002) [17] and Liberatore et al. (2018) [18]. Specifically, the proposed 
masonry model consists of two eccentric diagonal rods, whose location in the RC frame is 
given by the provisions of [17], while the compression behaviour of the rods is defined accord-
ing to [18]. The tensile strength of the diagonal elements reproduces the tensile strength of the 
masonry. Consequently, if a lateral force is applied as shown in Figure 15a, the two links work
as strut and tie. The behaviour of each diagonal link is reported in Figure 15b, where the blue
branch and the red branch represent the compression and the tension response respectively.

(a) (b)
Figure 15: Original masonry-infilled system: a) Equivalent diagonal “strut and tie” model; b) Force-displacement 

response

According to [17], in order to consider the confinement produced by the masonry infill, the 
portions of beams and columns between the joints and the diagonal links are modelled as rigid 
elements (Figure 15a). Only the intermediate sections of columns and beams can therefore de-
velop nonlinear responses. 
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5 NUMERICAL ANALYSES AND RESULTS

5.1 Preliminary analyses

The first step of the numerical study presented herein saw the simulation of isolated RC-
Conn and T-Conn connections under pull-out and shear loading conditions. Several configura-
tions were considered (e.g., pull-out tests carried out by pulling the screw directly or by pulling 
the subframe, or shear and pull-out tests performed “with and without” washers). Figure 16
shows the most relevant results: a) RC-Conn - push-out; b) RC-Conn - shear parallel to the 
subframe; c) T-Conn - shear perpendicular to the subframe; d) T-Conn - shear parallel to the 
subframe.

RC-Conn | push-out RC-Conn | shear parallel to the subframe

(a) (b)

T-Conn | shear orthogonal to the subframe T-Conn | shear parallel to the subframe

(c) (d)
Figure 16: Tests on RC-Conn and T-Conn – stress contour

Subsequently, in order to account for possible out-of-plane displacements due to the eccen-
trical interaction between RC frame – timber subframe – CLT panel, a test structure (referred 
to as "Test-Module") was defined (Figure 17). The size of the Test-Module was selected so as 
to replicate the “base-unit” of the retrofit system. Because the RC-Conns have a 15 cm spacing
and the T-Conns have a 10 cm spacing, the Test-Module comprise two RC-Conn and three T-
Conn fasteners.
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Figure 17: “Test-Module” 

The out-of-plane effects observed from the analysis of the Test-Module were included in the 
simplified 2D models through the response-curve attributed to the TL and the CL elements (for 
labelling details please see Table 6). In particular, such secondary effects were found to be non-
negligible when the force was applied in the Z-direction (Figure 18a).

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 18: “Test-Module” – out-of-plane secondary effects 

Figure 19 shows the backbone curves of the T-Conn shear tests (Figure 19a) and RC-Conn
pull-out tests (Figure 19b). The green curves were obtained from the 3D model neglecting the 
secondary effects by restraining the out-of-plane movements. The blue curve obtained with the 
refined model considering the secondary effects. The red curves, which are the idealized ver-
sions of the blue curves, were subsequently implemented in the 2D model to account for the 
secondary effects.
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T-Conn – Shear RC-Conn – Pull-out

(a) (b)

Figure 19: Backbone curves from single-connection tests: a) T-Conn shear; b) RC-Conn pull-out 

Figure 20 shows the response of the Test-Module obtained by using the 3D refined model-
ling approach and the 2D modelling approach (with secondary effect accounted for). In partic-
ular, in Figure 20a, the force applied to the panel was parallel to the X-direction (Figure 18c),
while in Figure 20b the panel was pulled and pushed in the Z-direction (see Figure 18a and 
Figure 18b).

Test-Module – X-direction Test-Module – Z-direction

(a) (b)

Figure 20: Behaviour of the Test-Module obtained with the 3D (blue) and the 2D (red) approach: a) X direction;
b) Y direction

As it is possible to observe from the graphs, the outcomes of the two modelling approaches
are consistent for both test configurations. When including the out-of-plane secondary effects
in the 2D model, it was possible to match closely the curves from the 3D model at a much 
smaller computational effort. As visible from Figure 20b, it is interesting to notice that both the 
3D and the 2D models experienced a sudden stiffness increase at a negative displacement close 
to –20 mm . This increase is due to the gap between the CLT panel and the RC frame (repre-
sented by the HL elements in the 2D model) that goes to zero involving a direct contact (ob-
servable from Figure 18b).
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5.2 Full-scale one-storey one-bay frame

After having calibrated the 2D modelling approach on the results from the connection tests 
studied with the 3D approach, and having proof-checked the correspondence between the ap-
proaches through the analysis of the Test-Module, the case-study frame described in section 2
was modelled.

The one-storey, one-bay frame was analysed considering three alternative configurations: 
Bare frame (Figure 21a), Masonry infilled frame (Figure 21b) and RC-TP retrofitted frame
(Figure 21c). Based on the findings reported in [9] and [10], the optimal RC-TP configuration
for the case-study frame was assumed to be that having a GAP of 20 mm and T-Conns arranged 
only along the beams.

The three frame configurations were analysed with both modelling approaches via nonlinear 
static analysis. In the first step, the vertical loads (values reported in Table 2) were applied to
the columns and the upper beam. Then, the in-plane horizontal force was introduced at the top
joint level and was incremented until the collapse of any of the structural elements was reached. 

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 21: 3D and 2D models of the case-study frame configurations: a) Bare frame; b) Masonry infilled frame;

RC-TP retrofitted frame
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Bare frame Masonry infilled RC-TP retrofitted
3D Abaqus refined ap-

proach
2D SAP2000 simplified ap-

proach

Figure 22: Isolated frame backbone curves – comparison between the 3D and the 2D modelling approach

Figure 22 reports the results obtained by performing the nonlinear static analyses of the iso-
lated frame in the three configurations and using both modelling approaches. Both numerical 
strategies produced consistent results, showing similar behaviours for all the analysed configu-
rations in terms of stiffness, strength and failure mechanism.

For all three configurations the frame collapsed due to the bending failure of the concrete 
column. However, for the masonry infilled frame, the column failure was preceded by the col-
lapse of the infill which caused an evident reduction in the load bearing capacity at a displace-
ment level close to 20 mm. The retrofitted frame, instead, showed a remarkable increase in the
bearing capacity, with the peak capacity at a displacement of approximately 40 mm. The bend-
ing failure of the concrete columns in the retrofitted frame occurred at displacement values
similar to those observed in the bare frame, attesting that the proposed intervention does not 
impede the full development of the column flexural ductility.

6 CONCLUSIONS 

The present paper reports the results of a numerical study on a retrofit intervention for exist-
ing RC masonry infilled structures. The intervention, named RC-TP, is aimed at reducing the
seismic vulnerability of this kind of structure by replacing the masonry infills with timber pan-
els connected to the RC-frame with screw-fasteners. The present research focused on the mod-
elling of the pre- and post- intervention system via two alternative numerical strategies with 
different levels of refinement. In particular, a 3D refined modelling approach and a 2D simpler 
modelling approach were investigated. Preliminary analyses on isolated connections permitted 
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both to validate the 3D modelling approach on experimental evidence available from the liter-
ature, and to calibrate the 2D models to account for secondary effects that cannot be directly 
observed by two-dimensional models. Consequently, an isolated one-storey one-bay concrete 
frame representative of the built stock of many Countries was modelled using both strategies 
and considering the “bare”, the “masonry infilled” and the “retrofitted” configurations. The RC 
frame was subjected to nonlinear static analyses until the collapse of any of the structural ele-
ments was reached. The analysis outcomes showed that the proposed retrofit system can effec-
tively reduce the seismic vulnerability of existing masonry infilled RC frames, consistently with 
the findings of preliminary studies previously published. By virtue of the good correspondence 
between the refined 3D approach and the less refined but computationally far more efficient 2D 
approach, future steps of the research will be devoted to using the 2D models for extensive
parametric studies on all the details affecting the performance of the timber-panel strengthening 
technique discussed herein.
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Abstract 

In the aftermath of the 2014 South Napa Earthquake, several failures of fire-sprinkler systems 
were observed. The failures were related to excessive displacements of these systems leading 
to an uncontrolled interaction with the surrounding nonstructural components, e.g., suspend-
ed ceiling systems, light fixtures, and ventilation ducts. The large displacements of the fire-
sprinkler system can be related to the support elements with under-designed flexibility and/or 
failures of the support elements in which demand exceeded capacity. In addition to the exces-
sive interaction with the surrounding nonstructural components, the large displacements can 
result in failures of the joints that are designed to accommodate only a limited rotation. To 
investigate the seismic performance of a typical fire-sprinkler system, a building in Napa, 
California (USA) was selected. A fire-sprinkler system in this building was damaged by the 
2014 South Napa Earthquake and the damages were captured in 3D with high accuracy by a 
laser scanner. A finite element model of this building was generated and studied earlier but 
was limited to elastic models of both the building and the fire-sprinkler system. Artificially 
large amplifications of the seismic excitation over the elevation of the building were observed. 
The building’s model was evaluated based on the ambient vibration tests. Amplification of the 
seismic excitation over the elevation was estimated from an instrumented building with a sim-
ilar design and resonant frequencies. The amplified seismic impact was imposed on the fire-
sprinkler system, which was modelled as a system with nonlinear behavior.  

Keywords: Fire-sprinkler System, Seismic Performance, Nonstructural Components, Ambi-
ent Vibration Study, Nonlinear Modelling. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

A fire-sprinkler system represents a complex piping system suspended from the ceiling that 
spreads out in space and consists of many joints. To investigate the seismic performance of a 
typical fire-sprinkler system, a building in Napa, California (USA) was selected. The fire-
sprinkler system in this building was damaged by the 2014 South Napa Earthquake and the 
damages were captured in 3D with high accuracy by a laser scanner. A finite element model 
of this building was generated and studied earlier [1] but it was limited to elastic models of 
both the building and the fire-sprinkler system. In this study, artificially large amplifications 
of the seismic excitation over the elevation of the building were observed. To address this 
shortcoming, a new model of the building and the fire-sprinkler system was generated. The 
building’s model was calibrated based on the ambient vibration tests. Amplification of the 
seismic excitation over the elevation was estimated from an instrumented building with a sim-
ilar design and resonant frequencies. 

2 AFTERMATH ANALYSIS BY LASER SCANNING 

Immediately after the 2014 South Napa Earthquake, the parking structure with a failed fire-
sprinkler system was laser scanned by means of a C10 ScanStation from Leica Geosystems 
[2]. A global view of the building taken from Google Earth is shown in Figure 1a. The overall 
view of the point cloud collected during this scanning project is presented in Figure 1b. The 
point cloud presented in Figure 1b is a registration of point clouds collected from more than 
14 stations throughout the structure. The point cloud registration was conducted in Cyclone 
from Leica Geosystems [3]. 

a) Aerial view (Google Earth) b) Point cloud
Figure 1: Overall view of the parking structure. 

As was discussed in the earlier paper [1], most failures of the fire-sprinkler system were 
observed on the 3rd floor of the structure, the structure’s highest elevation, where the suspend-
ed fire-sprinkler system was located. In other words, this was the highest floor with a ceiling 
from which the system can be suspended.  Therefore, this elevation was studied in more detail 
and 13 stations of the laser scanning project were conducted on this floor. As a result, all fail-
ures of the fire-sprinkler system were documented within a few millimeters of accuracy. In 
addition, the failures were captured from many points by the still imaging camera built into 
the scanner. A detailed discussion of the failures was provided in [1]. 

3 RESULTS OF AMBIENT VIBRATION STUDY 

A solid element model of the parking structure was generated earlier. It was based on the 
geometry captured by the laser scanner and a few assumptions about the materials used in the 
structure’s construction. To access the actual performance characteristics of the structure, an 
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ambient vibration study was conducted. It was conducted on the top floor of the parking struc-
ture from which the fire-sprinkler system was suspended as presented in Figure 2a. 

A portable data acquisition system (PI-6008U from Pacific Instruments [4]) was used in 
this study. The system has a flexibility in its power supply and as one of the available options 
it can be powered by a car battery. This power supply option was used in this study. The ac-
celeration of the ambient vibrations was recorded.  

a) Global view of setup b) Data acquisition system and recording
laptop 

Figure 2: Setup of ambient vibration study. 

Three different models of accelerometers were used. Two of them were of a piezoelectric 
type and the third one was a MEMS accelerometer. The results for one of the piezoelectric 
accelerometers discussed herein. The MEMS accelerometer was triaxial, therefore only the 
orientation of the piezoelectric accelerometers was changed to measure the structure’s re-
sponse in all three principal directions. The orientations of the piezoelectric accelerometer in 
Z and X are shown in Figure 3. The orientation of the accelerometer to measure the response 
in Y direction is presented in Figure 4a. The latter shows an example of another piezoelectric 
accelerometer. For comparative analysis of the MEMS and the piezoelectric accelerometer, 
both were installed on the same block as presented in Figure 4b. 

a) Up or vertical orientation (Z) b) Transversal orientation (X)
Figure 3: Orientations of accelerometer to measure response in Z and X. 
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a) Longitudinal orientation (Y) b) MEMS and piezoelectric accelerometer
on the same block 

Figure 4: Orientation of accelerometer in Y and two accelerometers sharing at the same location for a compara-
tive study. 

Typical results of the ambient vibration study are presented in Figure 5. Both plots show 
Fast Fourier Transforms of the acceleration records. The plot on the left is obtained for the 
orientation in the transversal axis of the structure and the plot on the right corresponds to the 
records obtained for the longitudinal orientation of the accelerometer. Based on these plots, 
the lowest resonant frequencies of the structure are 4.8 Hz and 6.9 Hz in the transversal and 
longitudinal directions, respectively. 

It is worth noting that both resonant frequencies of the structure are located within the fre-
quency range of the AC156’s spectral plateau [5].  

a) X or transversal axis b) Y or longitudinal axis
Figure 5: Results of ambient vibration study. 

4 TIME HISTORY BASED ON AC156 SPECTRA 

A selection of a time history for the finite element analysis was based on requirements of 
AC156. The hazard level at the site was taken from the USGS’s maps [6]. The SS values for 
California are presented in Figure 6a. In this figure the legend shows the correlation between 
the color and range of SS expressed in percent of g. Figure 6b shows the close-up view of 
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these maps with the city of Napa shown in the magenta box. A tri-axial time history satisfying 
the requirements of AC156 was developed earlier [7] and had been utilized for the non-
structural testing at the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Center (PEER) – UC Berkeley for 
quite some time. It was scaled accordingly, assuming a maximum value of SS for Napa.  

a) SS hazard map for California b) SS hazard map in vicinity of Napa, CA
Figure 6: Hazard maps 

5 FINITE ELEMENT MODEL 

All modelling was conducted in SAP2000 [8]. The finite element model of the piping sys-
tem is presented in Figure 7. It was generated based on the laser scans. It consists of the main 
supply constructed of a 114-mm pipe that branches out to a 50-mm pipe with sprinkler heads 
at the very end. The 114-mm pipeline consists of 3 major sections. Section 1 of the main sup-
ply runs along the length of the structure and is parallel to the horizontal ceiling or the third 
floor. Section 2 is shorter and runs across the width of the structure. Section 3 also runs along 
the structure’s length, but it is inclined to accommodate the sloped ceiling of the ramped sec-
tion of the floor as opposed to Section 1.  

Figure 7: Finite element model of fire-sprinkler system. 

All pipes were modelled as frames in SAP2000 terminology. The intersection points be-
tween the beams and the 114-mm pipelines were modelled as frictionless rollers allowing the 
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pipe to move along its longitudinal axis and restraining the pipe in both the vertical and trans-
verse directions. The effective mass of the pipelines was increased to account for the weight 
of the water inside the pipes. 

Typical installations of rods used for suspending the piping system from the ceiling are 
shown in Figure 8. The supporting rods were modelled as rods with rigid connections to the 
pipes and the ceiling. Since the actual installation used the threaded rods, the effective diame-
ter of the rods was reduced accordingly, and they were also modelled as elastic frames in the 
first stage of analysis. 

a) Large diameter pipe b) Small diameter pipe
 Figure 8: Typical installation of supporting rods. 

Based on the results of the time history analysis of the elastic FE element model, it was 
concluded that the bending stress in a few supporting rods is below the yielding stress of mild 
steel. Nevertheless, failures of the supporting rods were observed as presented in Figure 9.  

a) Large diameter pipe b) Small diameter pipe
 Figure 9: Typical failures of supporting rods [1]. 

The failure in the right image is related to the low-cycle fatigue capacity of the smaller 
rods in bending. As opposed to that, the left image shows a failure of the larger supporting rod 
that resulted from the failure of the anchoring part of the rod. The anchor’s depth was not suf-
ficient to avoid a failure of the concrete. These nonlinear effects will be modelled in the next 
stage of the finite element modelling. This part of the finite element modelling is ongoing. In 
this stage a number of component tests will be performed to generate a realistic model. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the laser scans of a parking structure a finite element model of the fire-sprinkler
piping system was generated.

To estimate the dominant frequencies of the structure it was studied via ambient vibra-
tion tests.

A few assumptions were made for the first stage of modelling. The resulting simplified
model was studied in a linear time history analysis.

The results of the first stage clearly show larger stresses as the locations of the observed
failures, although they were below the yielding stress of mild steel.

The first stage analysis shows a strong need for non-linear analysis based on component
testing of typical connections. This part of the study is ongoing.
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Abstract. In this paper the possibility to improve the dynamic and seismic response of cabinets
that can exhibit rocking dynamics is investigated. The generic cabinet is modelled as an assem-
bly of rigid components and can undergo a change of configuration. The scope of the research
is to verify if the allowed deformation could protect the cabinet by preventing the overturning
or reducing the amplitude of rocking oscillations. The control of the deformation is obtained
by using linear visco-elastic devices, whose mechanical characteristics are at the base of the
parametric analysis performed in the paper. An extensive parametric analysis is carried out by
numerically integrating the equations of motion. The effectiveness of this protection method is
analyzed by comparing the behaviour of rigid and deformable cabinets under one-sine pulse
and seismic excitations. For the one-sine pulse excitation, the comparison is made with over-
turning spectra that provide the amplitude of the excitation able to overturn the cabinets versus
its circular frequency. For the seismic excitation, the comparison is performed by using dif-
ferent registered earthquakes and comparing the maximum rocking angle reached during the
motion. The results show that the ability of cabinets to change their configuration improves the
dynamical and seismic performances compared to those of the equivalent rigid cabinets.
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1 Introduction

The protection of rigid blocks from the overturning is a fascinating argument in the scientific

literature. Most of the studies on the protection of rigid blocks from overturning are focused

on the use of external devices such as base isolation [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] and base anchorages [6, 7].

Several authors used mass-dampers, that have been modeled either in the shape of a pendulum

[8, 9, 10, 11] or as a single degree of freedom mass running on the top of the rigid body [12, 13,

14]. Some researchers studied the use of semi-active anchorages [15, 16] or base active control

systems [17, 18, 19] to increase the amplitude of base excitation required to topple a rigid body.

This paper investigates the dynamic and seismic response of cabinets that are constituted by

four external panels, hinged to each other in the four vertexes of the body. Four linear visco-

elastic devices of equal characteristics are associated with these hinges. Due to this particular

configuration, the body can deform as an articulated quadrilateral. Additionally, it is assumed

that the body can undergo a rocking motion but cannot slide. The equations of motion are

obtained by a Lagrangian approach. Two different impacts are considered in the paper: the

classical impact of the base of the body with the support during the rocking motion and the

impact on security stops, needed to limit the maximum angular deformation.

The model presented here is conceptually similar to the flexible rocking body models pre-

sented in [20, 21, 22] or [23], where the flexible rocking model was used to interpret the exper-

imental response of tuff walls. However, the novelty of the paper is not in the description of a

flexible rocking structure but in the investigation of the behaviour of a structure where specific

devices are added to guide its deformation with the aim of reducing the amplitude of the rocking

oscillation and preventing the overturning.

An extensive parametric analysis is performed by numerically integrating the equations of

motion. The effectiveness of this protection method is analyzed by comparing the behaviour of

rigid (i.e., with fixed connections) and deformable cabinets under one-sine pulse and seismic

excitations. For the one-sine pulse excitation, the comparison is made with overturning spectra

that provide the amplitude of the excitation able to overturn the cabinets versus its circular

frequency. For the seismic excitation, the comparison is performed by building rocking maps

that are contour plots of the maximum rocking angle in a specific parameter plane. Different

recorded earthquakes have been used in the simulations.

2 Mechanical model of the cabinet

The mechanical system used to schematize the cabinet is shown in Fig. 1a. The perimeter

panels are connected through hinges and four equal Kelvin-Voight devices in the vertexes of the

cabinet (see Fig. 1a). With this particular structure, the mechanical system can deform as an

articulated quadrilateral and its kinematics would be undetermined without the Kelvin-Voight

devices. The vertical distance h between two consecutive shelves is constant so the total height

of the cabinet is 4h. The base of the cabinet has a dimension 2b and its depth (i.e., the dimension

orthogonal to the plane of Fig. 1) is d = 1.0m.

All panels have a thickness s = 0.02m and a bulk density ρ = 650kg/m3 (i.e., chipboard

wood). The cabinet may contain additional masses placed on the shelves. Such masses are

quantified multiplying a bulk density ρfill = 130kg/m3 for the volume between two consecutive

horizontal panels and are added to the mass of the panel on which they are placed. Considering

also the additional masses M , the masses of the seven panels mj (j = 1, ..., 7) are evaluated as
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m1,3 = ρ · d · s · 4h
m2,4−7 = ρ · d · s · 2b+M

(1)

It is assumed that the additional mass M is located in the same mass centre of the panel on which

it is placed and that there is no inertia moment associated to these masses. Since the sliding of

the cabinet is prevented, the motion of the body can be divided into two different phases: (i) the

full-contact phase, where the body deforms as an articulated quadrilateral (Fig. 1b), and (ii) the

rocking phase, where the body rotates alternatively around one of its base corners and deforms

at the same time (Fig. 1c). The Lagrangian parameter θ(t) describes the deformation of the

cabinet, whereas the parameter ψ(t) describes the rocking motion.

Figure 1: Model: (a) Geometrical characterization; (b) Full-contact deformed configuration; (c) Rocked and de-

formed configuration.

2.1 Equations of motion

The equations of motion are obtained through a Lagrangian approach. For brevity, only

the equations of the rocking phase around the left corner A are presented in this section. The

equations of the full-contact phase can be obtained by those of the rocking phase by neglecting

the angle θ(t) and its time-derivatives (θ(t) = θ̇(t) = θ̈(t) = 0). The two equations of motion

of the body that rocks around the left base corner read:

h2 (4m1 + 16m2 + 4m3 +m5 + 4m6 + 9m7) [ψ
′′(t) + θ′′(t)]−

bh (4m2 + 4m3 +m5 + 2m6 + 3m7) {ψ′′(t) sin[θ(t)]− ψ′(t)2 cos[θ(t)]}−
h (2m1 + 4m2 + 2m3 +m5 + 2m6 + 3m7) g sin[θ(t) + ψ(t)]−

h (2m1 + 4m2 + 2m3 +m5 + 2m6 + 3m7) x
′′
gr(t) cos[θ(t) + ψ(t)]+

(J1 + J3) θ
′′(t) + 4cθ′(t) + 4kθ(t) = 0

(2)
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(J1 + J2 + J3 + J4 + J5 + J6 + J7)ψ
′′(t)+

b2 (m2 + 4m3 +m4 +m5 +m6 +m7)ψ
′′(t)−

2bh (4m2 + 4m3 +m5 + 2m6 + 3m7)ψ
′′(t) sin [θ(t)]−

2bh (4m2 + 4m3 +m5 + 2m6 + 3m7)ψ
′(t)θ′(t) cos [θ(t)] +

h2 (4m1 + 16m2 + 4m3 +m5 + 4m6 + 9m7) [ψ
′′(t) + θ′′(t)] +

b (m2 + 2m3 +m4 +m5 +m6 +m7)
{
g cos [ψ(t)]− sin [ψ(t)] x′′

gr(t)
}
−

bh (4m2 + 4m3 +m5 + 2m6 + 3m7) {θ′′(t) sin [θ(t)] + θ′(t)2 cos [θ(t)]}−
h (2m1 + 4m2 + 2m3 +m5 + 2m6 + 3m7) g sin [θ(t) + ψ(t)]−

h (2m1 + 4m2 + 2m3 +m5 + 2m6 + 3m7) x
′′
gr(t) cos [θ(t) + ψ(t)] = 0

(3)

Eq. 2 models the deformation of the body and Eq. 3 models the rocking motion. In the remaining

of the paper, the dependence of θ, ψ, and xgr on t is omitted.

2.2 Uplift conditions

The uplift acceleration aAUP , able to uplift the body around A coincides with the expression

of x′′
gr obtained from Eq. 3 when ψ = ψ̇ = ψ̈ = 0

aAUP = {bg (m2 + 2m3 +m4 +m5 +m6 +m7)−
bh (4m2 + 4m3 +m5 + 2m6 + 3m7) [θ

′′ sin (θ)− θ′2 cos (θ)]−
gh (2m1 + 4m2 + 2m3 +m5 + 2m6 + 3m7) sin (θ)+
h2 (4m1 + 16m2 + 4m3 +m5 + 4m6 + 9m7) θ

′′} /
[h(2m1 + 4m2 + 2m3 +m5 + 2m6 + 3m7)cos (θ)]

(4)

The uplift acceleration aAUP depends on the geometry of the cabinet and on its deformation

during the full-contact phase (i.e., depend on θ, θ̇ and θ̈).

2.3 Impact conditions

The model presented in this paper considers two different kinds of impact: (i) the impact

between the base of the cabinet and the support during the rocking motion and (ii) the impact

on security stops that are used to limit the deformation of the cabinet.

The impact conditions referring to a cabinet that after an impact re-uplifts around the left

corner A are obtained assuming that the cabinet position after the impact remains unchanged,

the angular momentum of the whole cabinet around the re-uplifting corner A is preserved,

and the horizontal momentum of the cabinet is also preserved. Under such assumptions, it is

possible to evaluate the post-impact angular velocities θ̇+ and ψ̇+ as functions of the pre-impact

angular velocities θ̇− and ψ̇−

θ̇+ = θ̇− + rϑ(θ)ψ̇
−; ψ̇+ = sθ(θ)(θ̇

− − θ̇+) + sψ(θ)ψ̇
− (5)

where

rθ(θ) =

[
4b2 (2m1 +m2 +m4 +m5 +m6 +m7)−
2bh (2m1 + 4m2 + 3m3 +m5 + 2m6 + 2m7) θ

]
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
b2(m2 + 4m3 +m4 +m5 +m6 +m7)−
bh(8m2 + 8m3 + 2m5 + 4m6 + 6m7)θ+
h2(4m1 + 16m2 + 4m3 +m5 + 4m6 + 9m7)θ

2+
4h2(m1 +m3) + J2 + J4 + J5 + J6 + J7

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
(6)
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sθ(θ) =
h2 (16m2 +m5 + 4m6 + 9m7) + J1 + J3[

JA − bh(8m1 + 8m2 + 2m5 + 4m6 + 6m7)θ+
h2(4m1 + 16m2 + 4m3 +m5 + 4m6 + 9m7)θ

2

] (7)

sψ(θ) =

[
JA − 2bSyB + bh(4m1 − 4m3)θ+
h2(4m1 + 16m2 + 4m3 +m5 + 4m6 + 9m7)θ

2

]
[
JA − bh(8m1 + 8m2 + 2m5 + 4m6 + 6m7)θ+
h2(4m1 + 16m2 + 4m3 +m5 + 4m6 + 9m7)θ

2

] (8)

The quantities rθ(θ), sθ(θ), and sψ(θ) play the role of restitution coefficients and depend on

the deformed configuration of the system. Inside their expressions, JA is the polar inertia of

the whole cabinet with respect to A and SyA is the static moment of the system with respect a

vertical axis passing through A.

Security stops are introduced to limit the deformation (i.e., the maximum value of θ) during

the motion. By referring to an impact on security stops during a rocking motion around the

base corner A, it is possible to obtain the post-impact velocities θ̇+ and ψ̇+ as functions of the

pre-impact angular velocities θ̇− and ψ̇−y through the following relationships:

θ̇+ = −ηθ̇−; ψ̇+ = ψ̇− + p(θ, ψ)θ̇− (9)

where

p(θ, ψ) =
(η + 1)h (2m1 + 4m2 + 2m3 +m5 + 2m6 + 3m7)⎡⎢⎣ b (m2 + 2m3 +m4 +m5 +m6 +m7) sin(ψ)−

h (2m1 + 4m2 + 2m3 +m5 + 2m6 + 3m7) θ sin(ψ)+
h (2m1 + 4m2 + 2m3 +m5 + 2m6 + 3m7) cos(ψ)

⎤⎥⎦
(10)

It is assumed that after an impact on security stops the value of θ̇ changes its sign and is reduced

to a fraction of the value before the impact. The restitution coefficient η depends on the char-

acteristics of the security stops and η ≤ 1. The angular velocity ψ̇+ is obtained by assuring the

conservation of the horizontal momentum of the cabinet.

3 Numerical simulations

An extensive parametric analysis is performed by numerically integrating the equations of

motion. Such analyses are performed varying the oscillation period T of the cabinet in the

full-contact phase and the dimensions (i.e., base 2b and slenderness λ = 2h/b) of the cabinet.

All the other quantities are fixed: damping ratio of the cabinets ξ = 0.05, restitution coefficient

of the security stops η = 0.5, maximum angle allowed by the security stops θmax = 0.1rad,

and the cabinet is considered to be full (i.e., the additional mass M is added to the mass of the

shelves from 4 to 7, see Fig. 1a).

3.1 One-sine impulsive excitation

In the analyses performed in this section, the cabinet is excited by a one-sine pulse excitation:

ẍg(t) =

{
As sin

(
2π
Ts
t
)

0 ≤ t ≤ Ts

0 Ts < t ≤ tmax

(11)
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where Ts is the period of the one-sine cycle, Ω = 2π/Ts is the circular frequency of the ex-

citation, As is its amplitude, and tmax is the maximum time used in the numerical integrations

(tmax = 10Ts). The results are arranged in overturning spectra, that provide the amplitude of

the excitation that generates the first overturning occurrence versus the circular frequency of the

excitation.

An initial parametric analysis is performed to investigate the sensitivity of the dynamics of

the cabinet to T . In such an analysis the geometrical characteristics of the cabinet are fixed,

2b = 0.6m, 4h = 2.6m. Figure 2a presents the results obtained with a model that does not

include security stops, whereas Fig. 2b shows the corresponding results obtained by including

the security stops. In the two figures, dashed lines refer to a rigid cabinet, whereas solid lines

refer to a deformable cabinet. The spectra are labelled with the value of the period T used

in the analysis. Such labels are surrounded by an ellipse if, during the motion, the cabinet

impacts on security stops or by a rectangle otherwise. In Fig. 2a, since the security stops are

not considered, the labels are all rectangular. Such a convention that shows the occurrence

of impacts on security stops is used in all the figures of this section. In Fig.s 2a and 2b, the

overturning spectra of the deformable cabinets with periods T ≥ 1.0s are above the curves

of the rigid cabinets in a wide range of the values of Ω. This means that the amplitude of

the excitation As required to overturn a deformable cabinet is higher than amplitude needed to

overturn the corresponding rigid cabinet. Moreover, the comparison between Fig. 2a and 2b

shows that, when impacts on security stops occur (e.g., cabinet with T = 1.5s), the presence of

the security stops significantly affects the dynamics of the cabinet. Nevertheless, the overturning

spectrum obtained for T = 1.5s in Fig. 2b is still above the curve of rigid cabinet in most of

the considered range of Ω. In general all the overturning spectra in Fig. 2 present a jump. As

it occurs in rigid blocks ([24, 25]), also in deformable rocking bodies such a jump is associate

to a change of the overturning mode. Specifically, before the jump the body overturns hitting

once the ground, whereas after the jump the body overturns without hitting the ground. The

deformability of the cabinet shifts the jump on the left leading to a general improvement of the

behaviour of the cabinet.

In the following analysis the dimensions of the cabinet, 2b and 4h, are considered as variable

parameters. In Fig. 3, the results of the analysis are arranged in matrix form. Each row refers

to a different base dimension, whereas each column refers to a different height of the cabinet.

As expected, the dimensions of the cabinet significantly affect the overturning spectra of the

rigid body. In general, the deformable cabinets are less prone to overturn than the equivalent

rigid cabinets, especially for more slender cabinets (i.e., those in the upper row). In Fig. 3, the

left graph on the first row and the middle graph on the second row refer to cabinets with λ = 3
and different scale size. The comparison of the two graphs shows that the improvement in the

dynamics of the deformable cabinets (solid lines) with respect to the correspondent rigid case

(dashed lines) is smaller in the cabinet with larger scale.

3.2 Seismic excitation

A parametric analysis is performed to assess if the deformation of the cabinet can reduce the

amplitude of the rocking oscillations and eventually avoid the overturning of the cabinet during

a seismic event. For this analysis, seismic events with different characteristics are selected.

Fig. 4 shows the time-histories of the seismic records that are listed in the following:

• Kobe, Takarazuka-000 station, ground motion recorded during the 1995 Japan earth-

quake;
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Figure 2: Overturning curves for different period T : (a) Overturning curves without security stops; (b) Overturning

curves with security stops (ξ = 0.05, η = 0.5, θmax = 0.1, 2b = 0.6m, 4h = 2.6m, cabinet full).

Figure 3: Overturning curve for different geometrical characteristics of the cabinet (ξ = 0.05, η = 0.5, θmax =
0.1, cabinet full).
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• Newhall, Newhall-360 station, ground motion recorded during the 1994 Northridge, Cal-

ifornia earthquake;

• San José, Fremont Mission San Jose motion recorded during the October 17, 1989, Lorna

Prieta earthquake.

Figure 4: Time-histories of the recorded earthquakes.

The results of the parametric analysis performed with seismic excitation are arranged in

rocking maps. Such rocking maps are contour plots of the maximum rocking angle in the pa-

rameter plane 2b-λ. The rocking maps obtained for rigid and deformable cabinets are compared

to assess if the deformation improves the seismic behaviour of the cabinets.

In Fig. 5 the rocking maps are organized in matrix form where each column refers to a dif-

ferent earthquake (Kobe, Newhall, and San José). The first row shows the maps of the rigid

cabinet, rows two and three refer to deformable cabinets with T = 1.0s and T = 1.5s, re-

spectively. In the maps, the light grey regions (rocking regions) are those where the cabinet

undergoes rocking motion. The contour levels inside these regions refer to the maximum rock-

ing angle reached during the motion. The dark grey regions (overturning regions) are those

where the cabinet overturns. The first row of Fig. 5 shows that the rigid cabinet overturns in

almost all the parameter plane except that in the right lower part of the maps that correspond to

combinations of larger values of the base and lower slenderness of the cabinet. Rows two and

three of Fig. 5 show that deformable cabinets have smaller overturning regions that generally

tend to shrink as T increases. As an exception, for the Newhall seismic event, the cabinet with

T = 1.0 s does not overturn in the whole parameter plane, whereas the cabinet with T = 1.5 s

overturns only in a small portion of the parameter space. Finally, the contour levels inside the

light grey regions show a general reduction of the maximum rocking angle when the period T
increases.
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Figure 5: Rocking maps for three different earthquakes (Kobe, Newhall, San José) (ξ = 0.25, η = 0.5, θmax = 0.1,

cabinet full).
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4 Conclusions

This paper presents the model of a cabinet that can undergo a guided deformation. This

model has been used to investigate the possibility to improve the dynamic and seismic behaviour

of cabinets and racks by providing them of the ability to change their geometrical configuration

during the rocking motion. The kinematic related to the change of geometrical configuration

is specific to the model studied in this paper but can be easily generalized to other models

representing cabinets and racks, both for civil and industrial use.

It has been assumed that the body can undergo only rocking motion, without sliding. The

equations of motion have been obtained through a Lagrangian approach. The classical impact

of the body base with the support during the rocking motion and the impact on security stops

needed to limit the maximum angular deformation have been considered to describe the motion

of the system.

An extensive parametric analysis has been performed by numerically integrating the equa-

tions of motion. The improvement in the dynamics has been analyzed by comparing the be-

haviour of rigid and deformable cabinets under one-sine pulse and seismic excitations. For the

one-sine pulse excitation, the comparison has been made with overturning spectra that provide

the amplitude of the excitation able to overturn the cabinets versus its circular frequency. For

the seismic excitation, the maximum rocking angle reached during the motion under different

recorded earthquakes have been arranged in rocking maps and compared.

The results shows that the ability of a cabinet to change its geometrical configuration be-

fore and after the start of the rocking motion significantly improves its dynamical and seismic

performance compared to the performance of an equivalent rigid cabinet.
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Abstract 

This paper presents a finite element (FE) modeling approach for simulating the 3D response 
of a free-standing cylindrical column. The model is validated against experimental results, 
which involved testing of the cylindrical steel column under a set of 100 bidirectional ground
motions. The specimen was free-standing and allowed to slide and rock in all directions. Both 
the tested specimen and the shake table platen were stiff enough to be modeled as rigid. The 
contact surface was modeled using Coulomb friction for the tangential behavior and stiff con-
tact for the normal direction. Two energy dissipation mechanisms were modelled; friction and 
radiation damping. Since Rayleigh damping is not directly linked to the physical problem, it 
was set equal to zero. 
It has been proven that the response of a single column to an individual ground motion is a 
chaotic and unpredictable problem. Therefore, a statistical approach was utilized to compare 
the numerical to the experimental results, using the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
for the main response quantities (i.e., maximum displacement at the top of the column and 
residual displacement), demonstrating satisfying agreement. 
The influence of the friction coefficient was assessed through an extensive sensitivity analysis 
using non-linear time-history analyses. Results proved that the statistics of the response only 
smoothly depend on the exact value of the friction coefficient even though the response to an 
individual ground motion seems chaotic. 
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1 INTRODUCTION

Rocking structures are the ones that are allowed to uplift. Under ground motion, uplifting 
occurs when:

tangu g tagu gg (1)

where üg is the ground acceleration, g is the gravity acceleration, and α is the slenderness of 
the block (Figure 1). It is assumed that the sliding surface is sufficiently rough to prevent slid-
ing. This uplifting effect acts as a fuse, limiting the inertial forces transmitted to the super-
structure. After uplift, a rocking oscillator demonstrates negative stiffness, making the 
description of such systems significantly different to the conventional ones.

Figure 1. Geometric properties of a rocking block.

The first analytical study of this phenomenon is dated back to 1885 [1,2]. However, rocking 
structures have been systematically studied after 1963, when Housner published his seminal 
paper [3] where two main properties of the rocking structures were elucidated: i) out of two 
geometrically similar rocking blocks (same α) the larger one (larger R) can survive an excita-
tion which will topple the smaller one ii) longer period ground motions have a higher over-
turning potential [3]. 

The rocking oscillator has been used to describe the dynamic behavior of free-standing 
equipment [4-16], masonry structures [17-26] and ancient temples [27-34]. Rocking is also a 
promising seismic response modification technique, both for bridges and buildings, with prac-
tical applications in the former USSR and New Zealand. Applications in buildings may com-
prise a soft-rocking-story mechanism [35-37], or a rocking wall [38, 39], whereas in bridges, 
rocking piers [40-56]. Several analytical studies investigated the response of rocking struc-
tures combined with external dampers or restraining tendons [57-60]. The influence of the 
flexibility of the rocking body was also studied, both analytically and experimentally [61-65].

The analytical model proposed by Housner describes the planar response of a rigid rocking 
body when subjected to one-directional excitation. However, under seismic excitation, rock-
ing structures are subjected to bidirectional (or three-directional when the vertical acceleration
is considered) excitation [66-69]. Under these conditions, an unanchored body may rock in 
3D dimensions (wobble). When it is not restrained, it may also slide out of its initial position
or completely detach from the support. 

This study aims at developing a practical three-dimensional finite element model to predict 
the response of free-standing cylindrical rocking columns. The validity of the proposed model 
is assessed by statistically comparing numerical and experimental results. The experimental 
results comprise 100 shake table tests, using a cylindrical steel column with a slenderness (α)
of 0.2. The number of tests performed is large enough to create an experimental benchmark 
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dataset, which could be used for a statistical comparison. The specimen was subjected to two-
dimensional excitation, and it was free to slide, rock and wobble in all directions. As the col-
umn is free to slide and wobble out of its original position, it serves for validation of numeri-
cal models used for the description of the seismic behavior of unanchored equipment, rather 
than of structures that use rocking as a seismic isolation strategy, where the rocking members 
would not be allowed to slide. 

2 STATISTICAL VALIDATION
Rocking is often characterized as “chaotic”, in the sense that the response of rocking objects 

is sensitive to the initial conditions [70], often making tests non-repeatable. Therefore, vali-
dating numerical models in a deterministic way does not even make sense.

Bachmann et al. [71] and Del Guidice et al. [72,73] claimed that validating a numerical 
model using a single ground motion is a sufficient but not necessary validation procedure. 
The seismic response is inherently stochastic since the excitation is stochastic. Therefore, a 
statistical (and not a deterministic) validation of the numerical model is proposed. During this 
statistical validation, the statistical distributions of the main response quantities of the model 
and the experiments are compared. This procedure requires an experimental benchmark da-
taset, where the same (or identical specimens) are excited by an ensemble of ground motions. 
Afterwards, a numerical model is used to create another dataset, using the same ensemble of 
excitations. The validity of the numerical model is assessed by comparing the Cumulative 
Distribution Function (CDF) of these two datasets for the same response quantities (i.e., max-
imum displacement at the top and residual displacement). This validation test is weaker (and 
easier to pass), yet sufficient for earthquake engineering applications.

3 NUMERICAL STUDIES OF ROCKING STRUCTURES: RESULTS OF A BLIND
PREDICTION CONTEST

During the last decade, both FEM and DEM numerical models were developed to predict 
the rocking problem [74-79]. A recent blind prediction contest organized by ETH Zurich, the 
University of Bristol and the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research (PEER) Center, shed 
light on the efficiency of numerical models used to describe the statistical response of a rock-
ing podium structure [80,81]. Unlike the tests discussed in this paper, the tests of [80,81] con-
cerned a rocking podium structure that was restrained not to slide or wobble out of its original 
position. Thirteen contestants participated, using FEM, DEM, and analytical rigid-body mod-
els [80,82-83]. One of the important outcomes of this contest is that there is no basis for rec-
ommending FEM or DEM to model the response of wobbling structures; the accuracy of 
these models depends on the modeling assumptions. Moreover, it was proven that even 
though the winning models precisely captured the Cumulative Distribution Function of the 
maxima of the responses to each set of excitations, they were unable to accurately predict the 
response to each individual ground motion.

4 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
This section briefly presents an experimental investigation designed at ETH Zurich and car-

ried out at EQUALS Lab, University of Bristol [84]. This investigation includes 115 shake 
table tests of cylindrical free-standing rocking bodies, which were free to slide and rock in all 
directions. More details about the tests can be found in [84]. From the various free-standing 
columns which were experimentally tested (Figure 2), this paper utilizes the results of one cy-
lindrical column to assess the efficiency of the proposed FE model (Figure 3, right). The ex-
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perimental results from [84] served as an experimental (benchmark) dataset, to assess the pro-
posed FE model.

The experimental results of [84] serve for model validation and were not chosen to represent 
specific free-standing rocking equipment. The specimens were designed to remain elastic af-
ter each test, so the same specimen could be excited with a large number of earthquake excita-
tions to create a database suitable for a statistical validation. The specimens were made of 
round steel pipes, with different dimensions and slenderness.

The rocking response was induced by a di-directional dynamic excitation using a shake ta-
ble. The applied ground motions were synthesized using a spectral version of the Rezaeian 
and Der Kiureghian stochastic ground motion model [85-86]. The 1989 Loma Prieta UCSC 
Lick Observatory ground motion record was used as a seed ground motion to generate an en-
semble of 100 ground motions. The ground motions were scaled, with the frequency of 
ground motions increased by 2 without changing the amplitude. Therefore, in the prototype 
scale, the columns are 4 times larger.

5 NUMERICAL MODEL
The finite element software ABAQUS [87] was utilized to perform the analysis. The model 

comprised the cylindrical rocking body and a moving flat base-slab. The moving flat base 
emulates the top surface of the shake table. Both the rocking column and the flat base were 
modeled as rigid, since they were stiff enough and demonstrated no damage after testing. The 
flat base-slab was vertically supported by a spring-dashpot system to simulate the vertical 
stiffness of the shake-table platform and the radiation/impact damping mechanism (Figure 3, 
Left). Its rotation was constrained and set equal to zero. This approach was previously used in 
[88] in an effort to model radiation/impact damping, and it was shown that that in the planar 
case it leads to Housner’s solution, as long as the stiffness of the spring is relatively high. 
Therefore, the spring constant was set to 109 N/m so that the pre-uplift vertical eigenperiod of 
the system is 0.001 sec. All rotations of the base were fixed. To apply the ground motion, the 
base moved parallel to x and y axis. 

A uniform mesh with a size of 5 mm was utilized in all analyses. A 4-node 3D rigid quadri-
lateral finite element was used both for the rocking column and the flat base. The motion of 
the specimen was monitored with a reference point at the top of the column. The contact sur-
face was simulated using Coulomb friction for the tangential behavior and ABAQUS stiff 
contact [87] for the normal direction. An explicit scheme with a fixed time increment of 10-6

sec was used in all cases.
The developed numerical model considers two main damping mechanisms; friction and ra-

diation/impact damping. Inherent Rayleigh damping is set to zero since this energy dissipa-
tion mechanism is inconsistent with the physical problem. Energy dissipation through friction 
is considered through the friction coefficient, whereas radiation damping through the utilized 
dashpot. Neither the friction (μ) nor the dashpot (ζ) coefficient was known a priori; the influ-
ence of the friction coefficient was assessed through an extensive parametric analysis employ-
ing non-linear time history analysis.
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Figure. 2. Free-standing rocking column specimens on the shake table at EQUALS lab, University of Bristol.

Figure 3. Left: Schematic representation of the rocking column, the constraint of the flat base and the spring-
dashpot system bellow the base; Right: Dimensions (in m) of the tested specimen.

In this parametric analysis, the coefficient of friction μ was varied from 0.3 to 2. Not all the 
above values are realistic, but the analysis explores the influence of extreme values of the 
modelling parameters on the rocking response. The damping ratio ζ corresponding to the ver-
tical vibration mode (i.e. radiation damping) was set to ζ=1%. This damping should not be 
confused with Rayleigh, which was equal to zero in all tests. 

6 RESULTS

6.1. Deterministic Comparison

Figure 4 presents scatter plots that compare the experimental to the numerical results for 
different values of the critical modeling parameter (i.e., friction coefficient). The investigated 
response parameters are the maximum displacement (umax) at the top of the rocking column,
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and the residual displacement after the end of the excitation (ures), both measured in meters. In 
the following plots, “OT” denotes overturning of the specimen. In all scatter plots, the hori-
zontal axis corresponds to the experimental results, whereas the vertical to the numerical ones.

It is evident that the numerical results are moderately correlated to the experimental ones. 
Moreover, similarly to previous studies , the numerical model often fails to predict overturn-
ing. However, the relevant question in earthquake engineering is not whether the model is ac-
curate but whether it is biased and whether it induces more uncertainty than the ground 
motion. Comparing the results of individual ground motions, it is not possible to identify clear 
patterns of the influence of the coefficient of friction on the maximum response of the body. 
Most importantly, minor changes in the coefficient of friction, lead to very large changes in 
the response.

6.2 Statistical Comparison

When the numerical results are statistically assessed, clear trends emerge (Figure 5), simi-
larly to what was observed for the planar rocking model by Yim et al [89] as early as in 1980. 
An increase of the friction coefficient leads to an increase of the maximum displacement of 
the rocking column (Figure 5, left). The residual displacement does not seem to depend on the 
coefficient of friction, provided that there is no overturn. Hence, neglecting sliding (i.e. using 
a very high value for μ) is a conservative modelling approach, at least in terms of maximum 
displacement and prediction of overturning probability.

Figure 4. Deterministic comparison for experimental and numerical results of the columns. Sensitivity analysis 
for friction coefficient. Left: Maximum Displacement, Right: Residual Displacement
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Figure 5. Statistical comparison for experimental and numerical results of the columns. Sensitivity 
analysis for friction coefficient. Left: Maximum Displacement, Right: Residual Displacement

7. CONCLUSIONS
The presented numerical model simulates the response of a free-standing cylindrical col-

umn. The column had a slenderness ratio of α = 0.2, and, during testing, it was free to slide 
and rock in all directions. It is shown that the model performs poorly when it is deterministi-
cally assessed based on its ability to predict the maximum displacement at the top of the col-
umn. However, it can perform well, when it is evaluated based on its ability to predict the 
CDF of the maxima of the response to a set of ground motions. 

The friction coefficient between the rocking block and the supporting surface was varied 
numerically and its influence was assessed with a large number of non-linear time-history 
analyses. Even though the exact value of the friction coefficient significantly influences the 
deterministic response, it affects the statistical response only moderately. The CDF curves 
show that an increase of the friction coefficient amplifies uplifting and leads to larger maxi-
mum rocking displacements, thus making the model more conservative. A friction coefficient 
equal to μ = 0.3 and a radiation damping equal to ζ = 1% leads to the optimal match between 
experimental and numerical results.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Earthquake losses may be due to structural damage, damage of non-structural components

(e.g. infills, piping system) and also due to the damage of the structure’s contents. Non-

structural damage can be due to damage of components attached, or anchored, to the hosting

building, or due to damage on the freestanding inventory of the building. In the latter case,

there is a huge variability of systems and configurations hampering the systematic study of the

problem and the recommendation of generally-applicable guidelines. The risk assessment of

building contents is a complicated task since the response of the contents depends also on the

behaviour of the hosting structure. As a result, there may be cases where a strong earthquake

does not overturn an object but strongly damages the structure, while more benign ground mo-

tions may leave the structure intact however causing losses due to damage on the building’s

contents.

The paper focuses on the seismic performance, fragility and risk assessment of freestand-

ing building contents. Freestanding building contents are treated as rocking rigid blocks and

are modelled using Housner’s theory [1]. A specifically tailored version of the Incremental

Dynamic Analysis (IDA) method is proposed in order to assess the structure and its contents

considering that the structural collapse implies also collapse/overturning of the contents [2].

A second point of interest is the derivation of fragility curves and the calculation of the Mean

Annual Frequency (MAF) of building contents.

Despite the significance of the problem, there are relatively few past studies on the seismic

response assessment of freestanding contents, especially compared to the case of anchored non-

structural components and anchored building equipment. The paper presents a performance-

based seismic fragility and risk assessment framework for freestanding building contents. Con-

trary to previous works on the seismic fragility assessment of rocking contents, the proposed

methodology discusses how the response of the hosting building and that of the contents are

coupled and also the effect of different stories and different block geometries. In order to con-

sistently study the effect of increasing seismic intensity in a performance-based setting, a mod-

ified version of the well-known Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA) method is presented. It is

shown that the EDP that should “drive” the IDA simulations is that of the building rather than

that of the contents and also that the collapse of the building should not be neglected. Moreover,

the calculation of fragility and risk are discussed. Existing fragility assessment methodologies

are adopted showing that the IM of the building should be adopted (instead of that of the con-

tents), while a procedure that uses the total probability theorem in order to calculate the MAFs

combining fragilities that were separately generated for the structure and for the contents is in-

vestigated. Overall it is shown that the problem is not as simple, as it may initially seem, and

that various tools should be appropriately combined in order to accurate and efficiently calculate

the risk of freestanding contents.

2 Theory of the rocking block

In order to study the seismic response of freestanding bodies to an earthquake ground motion,

it is assumed that the bodies are orthogonal blocks. Following the pioneering work of Housner

[1], the problem of rocking and overturning of freestanding blocks to earthquakes has been

the subject of intense analytical and experimental research. Despite its apparent simplicity, the

rocking problem has been proven difficult, since the blocks behave nonlinearly and also due to

the occurrence of many impacts between the rocking bodies and their base. The fundamentals

of rocking theory are briefly summarized in order to allow studying the seismic behaviour of
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freestanding rocking blocks. A rigid block of dimensions 2b × 2h that oscillates about pivot

point A (or A’). The block has weight W and moment of inertia I0 about point A.Assuming

that the block is homogeneous and thus the center of gravity is located at height h, the block’s

slenderness angle is equal to α = atan(b/h). The slenderness angle α together with the size

parameter R =
√
b2 + h2 define fully the geometry of the block. Consequently, the equation of

motion of the rocking block is [1]:

Ioθ̈ (t) +mgR sin [αsgnθ (t)− θ (t)] = −müg (t)R cos [αsgnθ (t)− θ (t)] (1)

where the angle of rotation θ is the only degree of freedom. The sign function is used to define

the pivot point (A or A’), i.e. when A’ is the pivot point, the angle θ is negative. The above Eq.

1 can be solved either with the aid of an Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) solver or using

simple Finite Element models (e.g Diamantopoulos and Fragiadakis[3]).

3 Seismic response assessment of building contents

The procedure followed for the seismic response assessment of freestanding building con-

tents is relatively easy. The building is subjected to an acceleration timehistory and the total

acceleration response history of the storey of interest is stored. The stored storey acceleration re-

sponse history is used as the input acceleration time history for the rigid block assessment. This

conceptually simple cascading procedure requires two models, one for simulating the building

and a second for simulating the freestanding contents. Moreover, after every building simula-

tion the complete acceleration, or velocity, response history has to be stored for every storey.

This workflow is used also for developing the fragility curves of the rocking objects of interest.

Seismic response assessment requires to define pertinent Intensity Measures (IM) and En-

gineering Demand Parameters (EDP) for both the structure and the contents. This step is also

important for the fragility assessment. IMs represent seismic intensity, while the EDPs are used

to measure the demand, or the “damage”. In order to distinguish the quantities that refer to

the “structure” and the “block’, the superscripts “s” and “b” ’ are used, respectively. There-

fore, EDP (s) and IM (s) are the IM and the EDP of the structure, while EDP (b) and IM (b)

refer to the rigid block. For a block at storey j, IM (b) will coincide with (or be derived from)

the structure’s EDP
(s)
j , or, simply, the peak floor acceleration of the storey is the peak ground

acceleration for the rocking body. Therefore, the selection of EDP
(s)
j and IM (b) should be

consistent.

For moderate-period structures with no near-fault activity, an appropriate choice for the

intensity measure of the building IM (s), is the 5%-damped, first-mode spectral acceleration,

Sa(T1, 5%). Moreover, the most common EDP for moment frames is the maximum interstorey

drift. However, since our focus is on freestanding components, instead of the maximum inter-

storey drift, a consistent quantity should be chosen as the EDP (s), while the intensity measure

IM (s) is always Sa(T1, 5%), although other measures are also possible.

For a rocking block, the most intuitive IM choice is the peak ground acceleration (PGA),

since it is the parameter that defines the maximum overturning moment, while according to

üg ≥ tanα and üg ≥ μ tanα the PGA defines whether rocking and sliding respectively or

none of the two will occur. Although it is not necessary, the PGA is normalized with gtanα
and thus the block’s IM is IM (b) = PGA/gtanα, where IM (b) ≤ 1 implies that the block

does not start rocking. Furthermore, past research[4, 5] has shown that the PGV is also an

important response parameter that provides a good correlation between seismic demand and

block overturning. For simplicity, we choose not to normalize the PGV , but researchers[?] have
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also proposed the normalized quantity pPGV/gtanα as an IM suitable for rocking blocks. Our

results have shown that the PGV (or PFV ) performs well as an IM and hence we have chosen

the simplest IM possible. Therefore, the IM (b) for a rocking block at storey j considered,

is either the normalized peak floor acceleration PFAj , or the peak floor velocity PFVj; the

parameter chosen will be also used as the demand parameter of the building EDP
(s)
j . The most

suitable engineering demand parameter EDP (b) for the rocking block is the rotation angle θ
normalized by slenderness angle α, i.e. EDP (b) = |θ|/α.

In order to assess a system’s capacity, meaningful performance objectives related with the

system’s modes of failure or damage have to be identified. For rocking systems, overturning is

the primary limit-state of interest, while rocking initiation is also of interest but it can be easily

identified from the PGA. Depending on the freestanding component, (e.g. its purpose, its ma-

terial, etc), “limited” damage can be identified for normalized rotation values θ/α ≈ 0.1÷ 0.3,

“moderate” damage for θ/α ≈ 0.3 ÷ 0.5 and “overturning” is assumed for θ/α ≥ 1. Recom-

mendations of limit-state thresholds for rocking bodies can be found in various publications,

e.g. Dimitrakopoulos and Paraskeya[6], Psycharis et al.[7] and Kavvadias et al.[8]. In practice,

these limits vary considerably and it is not possible to decide threshold values that are generally

applicable. For example, for sensitive mechanical equipment a rotation θ/α ≥ 0.1 may result

to permanent damage and thus in terms of loss the outcome will be the same with overturning.

Another important aspect is the geometry of the block. Slender blocks start rocking for smaller

acceleration values, while stocky blocks require higher acceleration values to start rocking and

are more stable.

4 Fragility and risk calculations

The seismic risk assessment of building contents requires the prior knowledge of their fragility.

As fragility, or “fragility function”, we refer to the cumulative distribution function of the ca-

pacity of an asset to resist an undesirable limit-state [9]. For building contents, the fragility

provides the probability of overturning as a function of the seismic excitation. Although often

in the literature the terms “fragility” and “vulnerability” are used interchangeably, in this work

we assume that fragility refers to the overturning probability as function of seismic intensity,

while vulnerability is used to measure loss. Past research on fragility assessment focuses on

the risk assessment of the structure itself[10], while the contents are examined separately and,

usually, neglecting the effect of the hosting structure. Independent, and often generic, fragility

curves for various building contents can be found in guidelines (e.g. FEMA P-58[11]) and

the literature. Such fragility curves are empirical and are targeted to specific component types

(e.g. cladding panels, masonry parapets). The direct fragility calculation that is here proposed

through simulations allows to consider additional sources of uncertainty (e.g. related to the

shape of the object, its mass distribution) and hence is preferable.

The fragility function is the conditional limit-state exceedance probability, given by the ex-

pression:

FR = P (EDP > edp|IM) (2)

The structure is first examined. There will be simulations that the building collapses (denoted as

“C”) and simulations where no collapse occurs (denoted as “NC”). Making this separation and

dropping the conditioning term in order to simplify the notation, i.e.: P (EDP ) = P (EDP >
edp|IM), the probability of Eq. 2 is calculated using the total probability theorem (TPT) as

follows:

F
(s)
R = P (EDP (s)|NC)PNC + P (EDP (s)|C)PC ⇔
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F
(s)
R = P (EDP (s)|NC)(1− PC) + PC (3)

where P (EDP > edp(s)|C) is equal to 1 since the inequality is always satisfied and PNC =
1− PC .

Focusing on the rocking body, when an object is subjected to a seismic ground motion there

are three possible types of response: (i) the object may not rock and remain at rest, (ii) it may

rock, or (iii) it may overturn. Using the total probability theorem for the block, the fragility

function becomes:

F
(b)
R = P (EDP (b)|NoRock)PNoRock+P (EDP (b)|Rocking)PRocking+P (EDP (b)|Ovtn)POvtn

(4)

where P (EDP (b)|NoRock), P (EDP (b)|Rocking) and P (EDP (b)|Ovtn) are the probabilities

that EDP (b) = θ/α exceeds a threshold value edp(b) and PNoRock, PRocking and POvtn are the

corresponding probabilities of no rocking, rocking and overturning, respectively. Blocks that

will not rock, will not exceed any edp(b) value and thus P (EDP |NoRock) = 0, while the

overturning blocks always exceed the limit-state threshold and thus P (EDP |Ovtn) = 1. The

conditional limit-state probability (fragility) is further simplified to:

F
(b)
R = P (EDP (b) ≥ edp|Rocking)(1− POvtn − PNoRock) + POvtn (5)

The calculation of Eq. 5 is discussed in the sections that follow. A fundamental assumption

of our derivation is that the simulations that collapse the building also overturn/collapse the
freestanding contents [2].

The risk is expressed as the mean annual frequency (MAF) of a limit-state being exceeded.

Adopting the PEER’s formula, the limit-state MAF for the structure and for a rigid block are

calculated with the aid of the following expressions: where λ
(s)
EDP , λ

(b)
EDP is the mean annual

frequency of the engineering demand parameter (EDP (s) or EDP (b)) exceeding threshold level

and dλ
(s)
IM , dλ

(b)
IM is the slope of the seismic hazard curve. The limit-state MAFs are easily

obtained convolving the site hazard curve, expressed as function of the IM, with the fragility

curve obtained with respect to any of the EDPs of interest. For the structure, the IM of interest

is always available, e.g. spectral acceleration Sa(T1, 5%), but for the block this information is

available only at the ground floor. For assets located at a storey, the calculation of dλ
(b)
IM has no

meaning and thus their fragility should be calculated as function of IM (s) instead of IM (b):

λ
(b)
EDP =

∫
IM(s)

P (EDP (b)|IM (s)) |dλIM | (6)

Conditioning the block’s fragility to IM (s), i.e. using Eq. 6 is also conceptually preferable since

the MAF is directly calculated from the site’s hazard. Note that we have dropped the superscript

“s” from dλIM(s) , since dλIM always refers to the site and thus the structure.

A simplified and more generic methodology for the seismic risk of structure’s contents is

possible if we apply the total probability theorem (TPT), using the block’s intensity measure

IM (b) as an intermediate variable. This allows to expand Eq. 6 and obtain the MAF using the

expression:

λ
(b)
EDP =

∫
IM(s)

∫
IM(b)

P (EDP (b)|IM (b)) dP (IM (b)|IM (s)) |dλIM | (7)

where P (IM (b)|IM (s)) = P (EDP (s)|IM (s)) is the building’s fragility curve. Eq. 7 can be

used in order to calculate separately the fragilities thus bypassing the need for performing build-

ing simulations and storing the response acceleration histories for the stories of interest.
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5 Incremental Dynamic Analysis for freestanding components

The Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA) method is used for calculating the limit-state

fragilities for both the structure and its contents. IDA involves subjecting the structure, or

the block, to a suite of ground motion records, each scaled to multiple levels of intensity. Af-

ter incrementally scaling every ground motion, single record capacity curves are produced in

terms of demand versus seismic intensity.IDA has conceptual similarities to the Multiple Stripe

Analysis (MSA) method[12, 13], where instead of scaling separately all ground motions, every

record is scaled to the same IM level. Since for every scaling level the ground motions have

the same IM value, the EDP values form a “stripe” which allows to directly calculate the me-

dian (50% percentile) and the 16% and 84% percentile capacity curves conditional on the IM.

Strictly speaking, in IDA the scaling factors will be different, but stripped data can be easily

obtained with interpolation. For the sake of simplicity, in this work MSA was performed (i.e.

scaling the records to a common IM level), but loosely speaking the “term” IDA is used since it

is more widespread and difference is merely a matter of implementation. Below we first discuss

how the IDA method is applied for the cascading problem at hand. We first examine the struc-

ture since the ground motions are applied at the base of the building and in the subsection that

follows we discuss how the fragilities of the freestanding contents are obtained from the floor

response histories.

5.1 Hosting structure

For the four-storey RC building considered [2], every IDA curve is plotted in the EDP-

IM plane as shown in Figure 1. The median curve (50% percentile) provides an estimate of

the expected value and the fractile curves can be used to measure the dispersion[14]. The IDA

capacity curve of Figure 1 is not the most common form of IDA where EDP (s) is the maximum

interstorey drift ratio. A different EDP has to be adopted for studying building contents which

leads to the representation of Figure 1, where the EDP (s) is either the normalised peak floor

acceleration (PFA), or the peak floor velocity (PFV ). The summarized EDP-IM plots (Fig.

1a or b) allow to directly calculate P (EDP
(s)
j |NC) and PC (Eq. 3) for every IM stripe. If the

EDP
(s)
j values are lognormally distributed, the buildings fragility for the jth storey is calculated

as follows:

P (EDP (s) ≥ edp(s)) = 1− P (EDP (s) < edp(s)) = Φ

(
μlogEDP − edp(s)

σlogEDP

)
(8)

where μlogEDP and σlogEDP are the mean and the standard deviation of the logarithm of the

demand, always conditional on the IM (s). Regardless the IM, the fragility of the building

should be obtained combing Eq. 8 with Eq. 3:

F
(s)
R = Φ

(
μlogEDP − edp(s)

σlogEDP

)
(1− PC) + PC (9)

where PC is the percentage of collapsed simulations. Obviously different fragilities will be

obtained depending on the EDP of interest.

Based on Figure 1 and Eq. 8 it is understood that the calculation of Eq. 8 is not efficient

when the drift is used as the EDP. This is understood looking at Figure 1 where it is evident that

the median (or the 16, 84% fractile) curves, conditional on the IM, cannot be calculated above

the IM level where more than 50% (or the 16, 84% fractile, respectively) of the single-record
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Storey capacity curves for the four-storey RC building considered, using as EDP: (a)

the Peak Floor Acceleration (PFA), and (b) the Peak Floor Velocity (PFV ).

IDAs become horizontal. On the contrary, when the PFA, or the PFV , is adopted, the median

and the 16, 84% fractiles can be easily calculated due to the practically monotonic increase of

the IDA curves.

Moreover, although the drift is not the primary EDP of interest, the IDAs should be driven

by the drift, or any other EDP that is related with the structural damage. This is because when

structural collapse occurs, the freestanding contents are also considered collapsed (overturned).

In the single-record capacity curves of Figure 1, the solid dots indicate when the building col-

lapses, i.e. either when the analysis structurally fails, or when the maximum drift threshold is

exceeded. The dots are transferred in Figure 1 indicating the occurrence of structural failure.

This is done merely for visualization purposes since all simulations after the dots are assumed

collapsed. This visualization shows that even for relatively low PFA, or PFV values, struc-

tural damage may have already occurred.

5.2 Rocking contents

Figure 2 shows the EDP-IM plots of a freestanding block with R = 1.0m and α = 0.2.

The hosting structure was subjected to the IDA simulations of Figures 1 and 3 and then the

simulations (shown as black dots in Fig. 1) are transferred to the EDP (b) − IM (b) (Fig. 2a),

or the EDP (b) − IM (s) plane (Fig. 2b). In both plots the collapsed simulations appear as dots

just right to the vertical line at EDP (b) = 1. The dots below the horizontal line at IM (b) = 1
(Fig. 2a) correspond to the no rocking simulations. As already discussed in a previous section,

the EDP (b) − IM (b) representation is the natural EDP-IM choice, but is not the easiest choice

when it comes to the calculation of MAF λ
(b)
EDP . Moreover, as shown in Figure 2a, the data in

the EDP (b) − IM (b) form a cloud, while if they are plotted in the EDP (b) − IM (s) place they

are already conditional on the IM (s).

Both EDP-IM representations allow to calculate the fragility of the blocks, but with respect

to a different IM. Defining the fragility conditional on the IM of the structure, i.e. F
(b)
R =

P (EDP (b)|IM (s)) can be used for directly calculating the MAF using Eq. 6. On the other

hand, the intuitive definition F
(b)
R = P (EDP (b)|IM (b)) provides the storey fragilities with

respect to the block’s IM and always for the storey of interest. Another major difference is

that when IM (b) is adopted, the EDP-IM data appear as a “cloud” (Fig. 2a), while when IM (s)
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: Seismic response of a freestanding building object with R = 1.0m and α = 0.2: (a)

plotting EDP (b) − IM (b) results to cloud data, (b) plotting EDP (b) − IM (s) results to data in

stripes.

is adopted instead, they appear in stripes (Fig. 2b). The IDA method can be directly applied

to the striped data, while the cloud data require a different post-processing in order to derive

the fragility curve. In the case of Figure 2b, the data form stripes and hence they can be post

processed as was already shown in Section 5.1 for the building:

F
(b)
R = Φ

(
μlogEDPb − edp(b)

σlogEDPb

)
(1− POvtn − PNoRock) + POvtn (10)

Since the F
(b)
R is calculated at every stripe PNoRock, POvtn are simply obtained as the percent-

age of simulations where no-rocking and overturning was observed, respectively. An alternative

efficient way is to fit the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of a lognormal distribution on

the striped EDP-IM data as discussed by Baker [15]. If the data are not stripped, as in Figure 2a,

the cloud analysis method should be used instead.

6 Numerical Results

The acceleration and the velocity response spectra [2] allow to understand how the structure

filters the record, i.e. they show the modes that are amplified and those that are filtered out.

However, rocking structures do not have modes of vibration in the classical sense, i.e. like

an elastically deforming body. For this reason, Figure 3 shows the mean rotation demand for

two rigid blocks with the same size parameter R = 1m and varying slenderness angle α. A

smaller slenderness α value implies a more slender block, hence the block is more sensitive to

overturning and keen to larger rotations. Having set overturning simulations to θ/α = 1, very

interesting findings are offered by Figure 3. At Sa(T1, 5%)=0.4g (Fig. 3), the mean rotations

of the scaled ground motions are very close to that of the top storey, while the demand is

considerably smaller at lower stories. When the building is inelastic (Sa(T1, 5%)=1.0g, Fig.

3b), the blocks that are subjected to the storey response histories have smaller rotation demand

compared to the “ground” records. Therefore, regardless of the Sa(T1, 5%) level, the building

alters the frequency content of the ground motions reducing the fragility of the block for any

slenderness angle α.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: Mean rotation demands for rigid blocks with R = 1m as function of the slenderness

angle. The spectra were produced for building response histories scaled at: (a) IM (s) = 0.4g
(elastic structure), and (b) IM (s) = 1.0g (inelastic structure).

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Fragility curves for a block located at the 3rd storey of the building: (a) slender block

(R = 1.0m,α = 0.2), (b) stocky block (R = 1.0m,α = 0.35).

The remaining of the paper is focused on the seismic fragility assessment of the freestanding

contents. We isolate two freestanding rocking blocks with R = 1m. The first has a slenderness

angle α = 0.20 and is considered as “slender”, while the second has α = 0.35 and is referred

as “stocky”. Three limit-states are identified for each block. For the slender block, the corre-

sponding EDP (b) = θ/α threshold values are assumed as 0.3, 0.5 and 1, respectively, while

for the stocky block the values are 0.1, 0.3 and 1. Different threshold values are used for each

block due to their very different dynamic behaviour (e.g. see Fig 3). For example, θ/α = 0.1 is

easily exceeded for the slender block and thus it is not a reasonable threshold, while for a stocky

block the limit-state fragility of θ/α = 0.5 will, practically, coincide with that of overturning

(θ/α ≥ 1).

Figure 5 shows the block overturning fragilities using PFA as the intensity measure IM (b)

of the block. The solid lines refer to the block subjected to the original ground motions, while

the dashed lines were obtained using the response history of the fourth storey. Also, the dark
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: Overturning fragility curves of a slender (R = 1.0m, α = 0.2) and a stocky block

(R = 1.0m,α = 0.35) assuming IM (b) = PFA: (a) the block is considered overturned when

the structure collapses, (b) the collapse of the structure is omitted.

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Overturning fragility curves of a slender (R = 1.0m, α = 0.2) and a stocky block

(R = 1.0m,α = 0.35) assuming IM (b) = PFA/gtanα: (a) the block is considered overturned

when the structure collapses, (b) the collapse of the structure is omitted.

lines correspond to the slender block and the grey to the stocky. As expected, the slender

block is always more vulnerable, while the building reduces its fragility (Fig. 5a). On the

contrary, the building fragility overall increases for the stocky block. This is in agreement with

the rocking spectra of Figure 3. In order to better understand the importance of considering

the collapse of the structure, Figure 5b, repeats the fragility curves of Figure 5a, but this time

ignoring the coupling between the structure and the block. In other words, in Figure 5b, we

do not assume that the block overturns when structural collapse occurs. As before, for the

slender block the fragilities are only slightly affected, but for the stocky block the fragility is

very different. According to Figure 5a and b, when the coupling is neglected, the building is

beneficial also for the stocky block.

The results of Figure 5 are repeated in Figure 6 but with IM (b) = PFA/gtanα, instead of

PFA. Since the blocks have a different slenderness angle α, the normalized IM (b) affects the
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(a) (b)

Figure 7: Storey overturning fragility curves: (a) slender block (R = 1.0m,α = 0.2), (b) stocky

block (R = 1.0m,α = 0.35).

fragilities obtained. Qualitatively the results are the same compared to those of Figure 5a and

b, but the fragilities curves are less dispersed, bringing closer the slender and the stocky block

fragilities. Figure 6b also shows the 90% bootstrap confidence intervals around each fragility

curve. The narrow confidence intervals obtained, verify that the comparison is statistically

significant.

Figure 7 presents for all stories of the structure the block overturning fragilities assuming

IM (b) = PGA/gtanα. For both blocks, the storey fragilities practically coincide, while the

“ground” fragilities differ considerably from those of the four stories. In principle, the fragility

curves should coincide since they provide a property of the system that should not be sensitive

to the ground motion set. However, due to the substantially different frequency content of the

ground motions this in not the case here. Of interest is also to show the fragilities obtained

using as IM (b) the PGV (or PFV ) instead of the PGA (Fig. 8). Adopting the PGV , the

storey fragilities appear more dispersed compared to the PFA/gtanα, which is more profound

for the stocky block. Quantitatively, as before, the stocky block is more vulnerable on the

ground, while the slender block is less affected by the structure compared Figure 5a. As a

general conclusion, although qualitatively our conclusions are not affected by the IM (b), the

fragility curves will differ and their interpretation requires attention. Furthermore, Figures 7a

and 8a show the 90% confidence intervals which again verify the statistical significance of the

fragilities obtained.

In order to calculate the limit-state mean annual frequencies (MAF) of the block, we adopt

the hazard curve that corresponds to a site in the island of Crete, Greece. As discussed in

a previous section, the limit-state MAFs are “exactly” calculated with Eq. 6. Alternatively,

the MAFs can be calculated with Eq. 7 finding separately the fragility of the block and of

the structure. The calculation of Eq. 7 requires the derivative of the block’s fragility, which

essentially is the probability density function (PDF) for a number of discrete limit-states. For

the example considered, the MAFs of Eq. 6 and Eq. 7 are shown in Table 1 for the first and the

fourth storey of the RC building considered. In Eq. 7 two IM (b) were considered, PGA/gtanα
and PFV . Sufficient accuracy between the MAFs of the two approaches is achieved when the

PFV is used as the intermediate variable in Eq. 7, while significant errors are observed for

IM (b) = PFA/gtanα. Although not shown, poor results were observed when the PFA was
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(a) (b)

Figure 8: Storey overturning fragility curves using PFV as the IM of the block: (a) slender

block (R = 1.0m,α = 0.2), (b) stocky block (R = 1.0m,α = 0.35).

used as IM (b). Moreover, the simplified method of Eq. 7 produces slightly better estimates for

the slender block. The cloud data should be handled carefully, since the associated dispersion

is naturally large. The main reason for the large variation of the MAFs in Table 1 is the biased

fragilities of the blocks when the IM considered is the PFA. However, we have observed that

using the PFV as IM, the approximate evaluation tends to produce smaller errors.

Table 1: Limit-state MAFs obtained for a rocking block using the exact (Eq. 6) and the simpli-

fied approach (Eq. 7) with either PFA/gtanα or PFV as the intermediate variables.

Slender block
storey IM (b) (θ/α ≤ 0.3) (θ/α ≤ 0.5) (θ/α ≤ 1.0)

1st storey exact 7.389 ×10−4 2.918 ×10−4 1.894 ×10−4

simpl. PFA 13.304 ×10−4 6.843 ×10−4 5.760 ×10−4

simpl. PFV 5.470 ×10−4 2.427 ×10−4 1.940 ×10−4

4th storey exact 58.502 ×10−4 12.372 ×10−4 4.035 ×10−4

simpl. PFA 40.966×10−4 21.168 ×10−4 12.938 ×10−4

simpl. PFV 33.753 ×10−4 11.930 ×10−4 4.959 ×10−4

Stocky block
storey IM (b) (θ/α ≤ 0.1) (θ/α ≤ 0.3) (θ/α ≤ 1.0)

1st storey exact 3.328 ×10−4 1.831 ×10−4 1.661 ×10−4

simpl. PFA 5.556 ×10−4 4.534 ×10−4 4.395 ×10−4

simpl. PFV 2.753 ×10−4 1.903 ×10−4 1.822 ×10−4

4th storey exact 53.987 ×10−4 7.115 ×10−4 1.661 ×10−4

simpl. PFA 30.435×10−4 11.557 ×10−4 6.623 ×10−4

simpl. PFV 31.043 ×10−4 6.180 ×10−4 2.269 ×10−4

The comparison of the MAF estimates is better understood looking at the fragilities of Figure

9. The fragility P (EDP (b)|IM (s)) is compared with the direct calculation and is calculated as

P (EDP (b)|IM s) =
∫
IM(b) P (EDP (b)|IM (b)) dP (IM (b)|IM (s)). Essentially the calculation
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(a) (b)

Figure 9: Fragility curves using the exact (Eq. 6) and the simplified approach (Eq. 7) for the

slender block (R = 1.0m,α = 0.2) and the stocky block (R = 1.0m,α = 0.35): (a) first storey,

(b) forth storey, respectively.

of Eq. 7 is repeated leaving out the slope of the hazard curve dλIM(s) , which is common for both

MAF equations. Figure 9 shows the good performance of PFV as opposed to PFA/gtanα,

while better agreement is shown for the overturning limit-state and for the slender block.

Accepting that the choice of the IM (b) is important, it is necessary to investigate where do

the errors shown in Figure 9 come from. This is understood comparing Figure 7 and Figure 9.

Figure 7 shows that the fragility curves of the block at the building and at the ground will differ

for the stocky block but not for the slender block. Since the collapse of the building does not

affect the overturning fragility of the slender block (Fig. 7a), the overturning fragility of the

slender block is almost the same regardless, if the structure’s collapse is neglected or not, hence

the overturning MAF of Figure 9 is closely estimated. On the other hand, for the slender block,

the building and the ground fragilities differ and this is transfered to Figure 9b. However, even

for the stocky block, the solution provided is acceptable given the many sources of uncertainty

on the problem at hand. Another important remark is that the block used in this example were

obtained including the building’s collapse. Therefore, when the building’s collapse does affect

the fragilities, as in the case of the slender block, Eq. 7 is accurate. This hampers the use of Eq.

7 when generic fragility curves are to be adopted.

7 CONCLUSIONS

The fragility assessment of freestanding building contents has been discussed. The building

contents were modelled as rigid blocks and it was assumed that they are hosted in a four-storey

RC building. It has been shown that the problem addressed is complicated since the response of

the structure and the contents are coupled. The findings of the study have been been obtained

using a single two-dimensional, four-storey building and hence cannot be always generalized.

For this reason, further research is required in order to fully understand the effect of the structure

on the fragility of freestanding contents. Nevertheless, the work presented should be considered

as an attempt to offer some first guidelines on how the rocking problem can be handled for

freestanding objects that are hosted in a building.
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Abstract. Structures with passive energy dissipation systems are characterized by a complex
dynamic behavior due to the hysteretic nature governing the response of the adopted devices.
Mathematically speaking, the hysteretic models currently available to simulate the behavior of
rate-independent devices, such as metallic and friction dampers, are much more complicated
than those developed for rate-dependent devices, such as viscous fluid and viscoelastic solid
dampers. To allow for a straightforward, accurate and efficient modeling of rate-independent
energy dissipation devices in practice, we introduce a novel phenomenological model suitable
for both metallic and friction dampers. Such a model offers the advantage of requiring an
easy calibration procedure since it is based on a set of only four parameters having a clear
mechanical significance. The proposed model is employed to simulate the actual behavior of
some metallic dampers, denominated Shear Links, that have been experimentally tested at the
University of Naples Federico II. In addition, numerical simulations are performed to show the
capability of such devices in protecting structures from earthquake excitations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Passive energy dissipation represents one of the most effective techniques for the seismic

protection of buildings and bridges [1, 2, 3, 4]. This technique requires the use of special

devices, called dampers, that are characterized by a high energy dissipation capacity and are

generally incorporated in the external frames of a structure thus dissipating energy throughout

its entire height [5].

Dampers typically exhibit a complex hysteretic behavior. In particular, such a behavior is

referred to as rate-independent if the device restoring force depends on the device displacement,

whereas it is defined rate-dependent when the device restoring force is a function of the device

velocity. Clearly, there may exist some dampers showing both types of behavior at the same

time [6].

Examples of rate-independent passive energy dissipation devices, commonly used for seis-

mic protection of structures, are metallic dampers and friction dampers, whereas examples of

rate-dependent devices are viscous fluid dampers and viscoelastic solid dampers.

Several hysteretic models have been proposed in the literature for simulating the complex

behavior occurring in dampers [7]. Typically, rate-independent hysteretic models are much

more complex than the rate-dependent ones from a mathematical point of view [8].

Among existing rate-independent models, the Bouc-Wen model [9, 10] and its modified

versions [7] seem to be the most suitable ones since they allow for an accurate prediction of the

hysteretic response of both metallic and friction dampers by using a relatively small number of

parameters. Unfortunately, these models require parameters with no clear mechanical meaning

thus involving the use of complex and time-consuming identification procedures. In addition,

due to their differential nature, they are not computationally efficient since they require the

numerical solution of a first-order nonlinear ordinary differential equation for the evaluation of

the hysteretic variable at each time step of a nonlinear dynamic analysis.

To foster the use of accurate and efficient rate-independent models in practice, this paper

proposes a novel phenomenological model able to predict the hysteretic behavior generally

displayed by metallic and friction dampers. Compared to the celebrated Bouc-Wen model or

its modified versions, the proposed model, belonging to a more general class formulated in

[11, 12, 13], is based on a set of only four parameters having a clear mechanical significance.

For such a reason, it needs a straightforward calibration procedure and, consequently, it may be

easily adopted in practice.

The paper is organized into three parts. In the first part (Sections 2 and 3), we first derive

the nonlinear equilibrium equations of a typical building frame equipped with energy dissi-

pation devices and subjected to earthquake excitation. Subsequently, we briefly describe, for

the reader’s convenience, the three main categories of dampers with particular emphasis on the

description of their hysteretic behavior.

In the second part (Section 4), we present a preliminary formulation of the proposed hys-

teretic model suitable for rate-independent dampers, such as metallic and friction devices, and

then we illustrate the influence of the four parameters on the hysteresis loop size and/or shape.

Finally, in the third part (Section 5), we adopt the proposed hysteretic model to simulate

the experimental behavior of a particular class of metallic dampers, denominated Shear Links,

and we perform several nonlinear dynamic analyses on a building frame equipped with such

devices to show their capability in reducing both floor relative displacements and absolute ac-

celerations.
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2 NONLINEAR EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS

The response of a Multi-Degree-Of-Freedom (MDOF) system is generally governed by the

following system of coupled second-order nonlinear Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs):

Mü(t) + Cu̇(t) + Ku(t) + fn(t) = p(t), (1)

in which u(t), u̇(t), and ü(t) are the generalized displacement, velocity, and acceleration vec-

tors, respectively, whereas M, C, and K represent the generalized constant mass, damping,

and elastic stiffness matrices, respectively; in addition, fn(t) is the generalized nonlinear force

vector, which may have rate-independent and/or rate-dependent hysteretic nature, whereas p(t)
represents the generalized external force vector depending on time t.

In this work, we specialize such nonlinear equilibrium equations to the structural model of a

typical building frame equipped with energy dissipation devices, each mounted in combination

with two diagonal braces. In particular, we introduce a 3-story two-dimensional (2D) structural

model whose geometry is defined in a global, right-handed Cartesian coordinate system (O, Y ,

Z), as shown in Figure 1.

For simplicity, we assume that: a) frame elements, such as beams, columns, and braces, de-

form within their linear elastic range during the earthquake excitation, whereas the hysteretic

devices exhibit nonlinear behavior; b) columns are axially inextensible; c) beams and braces

are axially inextensible and flexurally rigid. We observe that these assumptions, typically intro-

duced in the literature [14], can be removed without any influence on the proposed results.

Figure 1: 2D structural model of a typical building frame with added dampers.

The above-described structural idealization allows us to write the displacement, velocity, and

acceleration vectors of the 2D structural model, relative to the ground, as follows:

u =

⎧⎨⎩
u(1)

u(2)

u(3)

⎫⎬⎭ , u̇ =

⎧⎨⎩
u̇(1)

u̇(2)

u̇(3)

⎫⎬⎭ , ü =

⎧⎨⎩
ü(1)

ü(2)

ü(3)

⎫⎬⎭ , (2)

where u(i), u̇(i), ü(i) represent, respectively, the displacement, velocity, and acceleration along

the Y -axis of the i-th floor.
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On account of that, the constant mass, damping, and elastic stiffness matrices become:

M =

⎡⎣M (1) 0 0
0 M (2) 0
0 0 M (3)

⎤⎦ , C =

⎡⎣C(1) + C(2) −C(2) 0
−C(2) C(2) + C(3) −C(3)

0 −C(3) C(3)

⎤⎦ ,
K =

⎡⎣K(1) +K(2) −K(2) 0
−K(2) K(2) +K(3) −K(3)

0 −K(3) K(3)

⎤⎦ ,
(3)

where M (i) is the i-th floor mass, C(i) is the i-th floor damping coefficient, whereas K(i) is the

i-th floor elastic stiffness, obtained by summing the elastic stiffnesses of the i-th floor columns.

Finally, the nonlinear force vector and the external force vector are given by:

fn =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
f
(1)
n

f
(2)
n

f
(3)
n

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ , p = −
⎡⎣M (1) 0 0

0 M (2) 0
0 0 M (3)

⎤⎦⎧⎨⎩
1
1
1

⎫⎬⎭ üg, (4)

where f
(i)
n represents the nonlinear force of the i-th floor, whereas üg is the ground acceleration

applied along the Y -axis. In particular, if the vector fn is a function of the displacement vector

u, its three components are computed as:

f (1)
n =

3∑
j=1

f
(1)
j (u(1))−

2∑
j=1

f
(2)
j (u(2) − u(1)),

f (2)
n =

2∑
j=1

f
(2)
j (u(2) − u(1))−

2∑
j=1

f
(3)
j (u(3) − u(2)),

f (3)
n =

2∑
j=1

f
(3)
j (u(3) − u(2)),

(5)

where f
(i)
j is the rate-independent hysteretic force exhibited by the j-th damper of the i-th floor.

Conversely, if the vector fn is a function of the velocity vector u̇, the displacement u(i),

appearing in Equation 5, has to be substituted with the velocity u̇(i); in such a case, f
(i)
j would

represent the rate-dependent hysteretic force displayed by the j-th damper of the i-th floor.

3 ENERGY DISSIPATION DEVICES

Several types of passive energy dissipation devices have been adopted worldwide to protect

structures from earthquake excitations. According to the nature of their hysteretic behavior,

such devices may be classified into three categories [7]:

1. rate-independent hysteretic devices: dampers whose restoring force does not depend on

the rate of variation of the displacement (i.e., velocity) but only upon the displacement

amplitude and the sign of the velocity (i.e., direction of the motion). Some examples are

represented by metallic dampers and friction dampers.

2. rate-dependent hysteretic devices: dampers whose restoring force depends, partially or

totally, on the rate of variation of the displacement (i.e., velocity). Examples of such

devices are viscous fluid dampers and viscoelastic solid dampers.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: Typical hysteresis loop of (a) metallic and (b) friction dampers.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Typical hysteresis loop of (a) viscous fluid and (b) viscoelastic solid dampers.

3. further devices: dampers which cannot be classified by one of the above-described basic

types. Some examples are friction-spring devices with re-centering capability and fluid

restoring force-damping devices.

Figure 2a (b) illustrates the typical force-displacement hysteresis loop of a metallic (friction)

damper, whereas Figure 3a (b) shows the hysteresis loop which generally characterizes a viscous

fluid (viscoelastic solid) damper.

Clearly, the hysteresis phenomena observed in these devices are induced by different types

of mechanisms. As a matter of fact, in metallic dampers such a nonlinear behavior is associated

with yielding of mild steel, whereas in friction dampers it is due to the sliding friction across

the interface between two solid bodies.

Furthermore, in viscous fluid dampers the energy dissipation is due to the friction between

fluid particles and the piston head, whereas in viscoelastic solid dampers it is related to the

deformation of solid elastomeric pads.

4 PROPOSED HYSTERETIC MODEL

In this Section, we focus on the modeling of rate-independent hysteretic devices which,

differently from the rate-dependent ones, require much more complex hysteretic models.

In particular, we first summarize the formulation of a novel uniaxial phenomenological
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model belonging to a more general class introduced by Vaiana et al. [11, 12, 13, 15]; sub-

sequently, we illustrate the influence of the four model parameters on the size and/or shape of

the restoring force-displacement hysteresis loops.

4.1 Model Formulation

In the Proposed Hysteretic Model (PHM), u (f ) represents the damper axial/transverse dis-

placement (restoring force), whereas u̇ is the damper axial/transverse velocity.

The restoring force, during the generic loading case (u̇ > 0), is evaluated as:

f
(
u, u+

j

)
=

{
c+
(
u, u+

j

)
u ∈ [u+

j − 2u0, u
+
j

]
(6a)

cu (u) u ∈ [u+
j ,∞

)
, (6b)

whereas, during the generic unloading case (u̇ < 0), it is computed as:

f
(
u, u−

j

)
=

{
c−
(
u, u−

j

)
u ∈ [u−

j , u
−
j + 2u0

]
(7a)

cl (u) u ∈ (−∞, u−
j

]
. (7b)

In Equations 6 and 7, c+ and c− represent, respectively, the generic loading and unloading

curves:

c+
(
u, u+

j

)
= kbu+ f0 +

ka − kb
c1

[
+u− u+

j − α1 log

(
c1 + e

+u−u+
j

+2u0−α2

α1

)
+ c2

]
, (8)

c−
(
u, u−

j

)
= kbu− f0 − ka − kb

c1

[
−u+ u−

j − α1 log

(
c1 + e

−u+u−
j

+2u0−α2

α1

)
+ c2

]
, (9)

whereas cu and cl are, respectively, the upper and lower limiting curves:

cu (u) = kbu+ f0, (10)

cl (u) = kbu− f0. (11)

The internal variable u+
j (u−

j ), that represents the displacement value where the generic load-

ing (unloading) curve intersects the upper (lower) limiting curve, is given by:

u+
j = +α1 log

{
c−1
1

[
e
+

uP+c2−c1(ka−kb)
−1(fP−kbuP−f0)

α1 − e
+uP+2u0−α2

α1

]}
, (12)

u−
j = −α1 log

{
c−1
1

[
e
−uP−c2−c1(ka−kb)

−1(fP−kbuP+f0)
α1 − e

−uP+2u0−α2
α1

]}
, (13)

in which uP and fP are the coordinates of a generic point P belonging to c+ or c−.

As regards the internal parameters f0 and u0, they are evaluated as:

f0 =
ka − kb
2c1

(2u0 − c2) , (14)

u0 =
1

2

[
α2 + α1 log

(
ka − kb

δk
− c1

)]
, (15)

where δk is a numerical parameter set equal to 10−20, whereas ka, kb, α1 and α2 represent the

four model parameters to be calibrated from experimental or numerical data, with ka > kb,
ka > 0, α1 > 0, α2 > 0. Finally, c1 and c2 are two constants whose expressions, depending on

the four model parameters and omitted for brevity, will be illustrated in detail in a future work.
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Figure 4: Influence of the PHM parameters variation on the hysteresis loop size and/or shape: (a) ka, (b) kb, (c)

α1, and (d) α2.

4.2 Parameter Sensitivity Analysis

Figure 4 shows how the size and (or) the shape of hysteresis loops, obtained by imposing a

full sinusoidal cycle of displacement having unit amplitude and frequency, change(s) due to the

variation of each PHM parameter, namely ka, kb, α1 and α2.

5 NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

This Section illustrates the results of several nonlinear time history analyses performed on

a building frame equipped with energy dissipation devices and subjected to earthquake exci-

tation. In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the adopted passive control system and its

capability to significantly decrease both floor relative displacements and absolute accelerations,

the numerical results are compared with those obtained by analyzing the same building frame,

having linear elastic behavior, without using the hysteretic devices.

To carry out the nonlinear dynamic analyses, the proposed hysteretic model, described in

Section 4, is employed to simulate the behavior of each damper adopted in the passive con-

trol system. Furthermore, an accurate and computationally efficient explicit time integration

method, described in [8], is adopted to numerically integrate the system of nonlinear equilib-
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Figure 5: Shear Link: (a) typical lateral view and (b) comparison between experimental and analytical hysteresis

loops of device SL 30 3.

rium equations. Due to its explicit nature, such a method offers the advantage of performing

nonlinear dynamic analyses without adopting iterative procedures.

Both the hysteretic model and the numerical method have been implemented in the computer

program MATLAB.

5.1 Structure Properties

Figure 1 shows the 2D structural model of the building frame selected to perform the numer-

ical experiments. In particular, it is a three-story, three-bay reinforced concrete structure whose

beams (columns) have a length of 6.0 m (3.2 m) and are characterized by a rectangular section

with size 0.3 m x 0.4 m (0.5 m x 0.5 m).

The masses of the first, second, and third floor are equal to 85200 Ns2m−1, 57400 Ns2m−1,

and 42600 Ns2m−1, respectively, and are assumed to be lumped in the respective floor mass

center, namely MC1, MC2, and MC3.

As a result of the assumptions made in Section 2, the total number of Degrees-Of-Freedom

(DOFs) is equal to 3, whereas the three natural periods, evaluated without taking into account

dampers and steel braces, are T1 = 0.2220 s, T2 = 0.0916 s, and T3 = 0.0630 s. As typically

done with reinforced concrete structures, it is assumed that each mode has a damping ratio of

5% [14].

The passive control system consists of 7 dampers which are mounted between the steel braces

and the upper beam, as illustrated in Figure 1. The adopted devices, denominated Shear Links,

are metallic dampers, having rate-independent hysteretic behavior, that are manufactured from a

I-shaped laminated steel plate [16, 17]. As shown in Figure 5(a), this type of device is typically

made up of a) vertical stiffeners, that ensure the device stability, b) external flanges, that allow

for the device connection to structural elements, and c) dissipative windows, that are capable

of dissipating energy. Bolted connections are employed to facilitate the installation process; in

particular, slotted holes are used for the upper connection in order to avoid axial forces on the

device.

The Shear Links employed in this paper have been experimentally tested by Nuzzo et al. [18]
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Figure 6: Time histories of the MC3 (a) relative displacement and (b) absolute acceleration obtained with (red

line) and without (blue line) metallic dampers.

at the laboratory of Department of Structures for Engineering and Architecture of the University

of Naples Federico II (Italy). In particular, the device adopted in the numerical simulation,

denominated SL 30 3, exhibits the restoring force-displacement hysteresis loops of Figure 5(b)

when subjected to a displacement time history having increasing amplitude [18].

5.2 Applied earthquake excitation

The analyses are performed by imposing, along the Y -axis, the component SN of the 1994

Northridge motion, and by adopting a ground acceleration record time step of 0.005 s.

5.3 Hysteretic model parameters

The complex behavior of each Shear Link is simulated with the novel phenomenological

model, presented in Section 4, whose 4 parameters have been calibrated on the basis of the

experimental hysteresis loops obtained by Nuzzo et al. [18]. In particular, the values identified

for such parameters are: ka = 2x 108 N/m, kb = 6x 106 N/m, and α1 = α2 = 0.002 m.

Figure 5(b) compares the experimental hysteresis loops of the device SL 30 3 with those

predicted by means of the proposed hysteretic model thus demonstrating a satisfactory agree-

ment between them.

5.4 Numerical results

Figure 6(a) illustrates the time histories of the MC3 displacement, relative to the ground,

obtained with (red line) and without (blue line) metallic dampers; similarly, Figure 6(b) shows

the time histories of the MC3 absolute acceleration obtained with (red line) and without (blue

line) Shear Links. Looking at such comparisons, it is evident that the adopted passive protection

system is capable of limiting potential damages induced by seismic events since it allows for

the reduction of both floor relative displacements and absolute accelerations.
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6 CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a preliminary formulation of a novel uniaxial phenomenological model

that is capable of simulating the complex behavior of both metallic and friction dampers by

employing four parameters having a clear mechanical significance.

The proposed model has been calibrated on the basis of some experimental hysteresis loops

obtained by Nuzzo et al. [18] during an experimental campaign performed on Shear Link

devices. In particular, the accuracy of the model has been verified by comparing the simulated

restoring force-displacement hysteresis loops with those obtained from the experimental tests.

In addition, the proposed model has been employed to analyze a building frame equipped

with Shear Links. The numerical results obtained by applying an earthquake ground acceler-

ation have demonstrated the capability of the adopted dampers in controlling excessive floor

displacements and accelerations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Nowadays the large majority of statues contained in museums are not equipped to resist

oscillations induced by earthquakes. For this reason, seismic protection of artefacts belonging

to the cultural heritage is a topic that has received significant interest over the last years [1, 2,

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. In particular, researchers focused on the study of the rocking behaviour of rigid

bodies since the statues, which are simply supported on the floor or a pedestal, could overturn

under seismic excitation. Moreover, their overturning and damage is potentially associated with

significant human and economic losses [9, 10].

Base isolation represents one of the most adopted strategies for the seismic protection of

artefacts belonging to the cultural heritage. In fact, such a technique has been used for the

protection of some statues in Italy, such as the Riace bronzes exhibited in the Archaeological

Museum in Reggio Calabria [11], the Dancing Satyr at the Dancing Satyr Museusm in Mazara

del Vallo, and the Imperatore Germanico at the Edilberto Rosa Museusm in Amelia [12].

The most used isolation device - mostly for the seismic protection of buildings and bridges

- are the Elastomeric and Sliding isolators. The formers provide energy dissipation by using

an elastomeric material, whereas the latters display an energy dissipation capacity due to the

friction damping occurring at the sliding interface. Both seismic isolation bearings display a

force-transverse displacement relationship of hysteretic nature.

The dynamics of a base-isolated rigid body strictly depends on the interaction between the

complex nonlinear behaviour of the isolation devices and the rocking behaviour of the rigid

body. Consequently, it is very important to adopt a hysteretic model able to accurately predict

the seismic isolators response.

In this paper, we investigate the rocking response of a Caryatid from the Erechtheion, mod-

elled as a rigid body freestanding on an isolation system made of Lead Rubber Bearings, i.e.

one of the most popular elastomeric isolators used in Civil Engineering applications.

The behaviour of the elastomeric devices is predicted by using an efficient uniaxial phe-

nomenological model belonging to a recently developed class [13, 14, 15]. Since the model has

an algebraic nature, the device restoring force is computed by solving an algebraic equation so

that the numerical solution of a first-order nonlinear ordinary differential equation at each time

step of the analysis is not required. Moreover, the model is based on a small set of parameters

having a clear mechanical significance.

Nonlinear dynamic analyses are carried out on the above-mentioned Caryatid statue, with

and without isolation, in order to establish the performance of the latter in protecting the anal-

ysed art object from seismic excitations.

2 SEISMICALLY ISOLATED RIGID BODY MODEL

The Caryatid from the Erechtheion under investigation has been modelled as a symmetric

rigid body freestanding on an isolation system made of elastomeric bearings. We supposed that

the friction between the statue and the isolated base is high enough to avoid the sliding.

The geometrical parameters of the model are shown in Fig. 1(a), namely the distance R
between the centre of gravity and the centre of rotation, and the slenderness γ measured as the

tilt angle relative to the vertical axis when the body is at rest. Their values are taken from a

paper by Constantinides et al. [16] who studied the seismic response of six statues belonging to

a collection shown at the University of California, Berkeley.

The Caryatid’s mass m, equal to 3 172.05 kg, has been obtained supposing that the density

of Caryatid’s material is equal to 2 650 kg m−3. Hence, the Caryatid’s fundamental angular
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(a) Geometrical properties (b) Full-contact phase (c) Rocking phase

Figure 1: The Caryatid from the Erechtheion.

rocking frequency is given by

ωr =

√
mgR

JO
≈ 2.60 rad s−1, (1)

where g is the gravity acceleration and JO is the polar inertia around one of the two Caryatid’s

centre of rotation.

Finally, the mass of the isolated base mb is supposed to equal to 212 kg.

2.1 Kinematic phases

There are two phases of motion that can occur, namely the full-contact and the rocking

motion. The former is described by one degree of freedom, i.e. the horizontal movement of the

base x(t), whereas in the latter there are two degrees of freedom activated: one is the horizontal

movement and the other measures the tilt angle of the body ϕ(t).
The equations of motion change depending on the phase of motion that the rigid body un-

dergoes.

2.2 The full-contact motion

In the full-contact phase, the Caryatid does not rock while the isolated base moves as shown

in Fig. 1(b).

The equation of motion that describes this phase is

(m+mb) (ẍg + ẍ) + nd f = 0, (2)

where ẍg is the ground acceleration, nd is the number of devices that support the isolated base

and the statue, and f is the generalised restoring force of the elastomeric isolator.
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2.3 The rocking motion

Fig. 1(c) illustrates the rocking motion. In this phase, the Caryatid rocks while the isolated

base moves; thus there are two degrees of freedom activated.

By using the signum function sgn(·), as shown in [3], this phase can be described by just

one set of two equations, regardless of the centre of rotation around which the Caryatid rocks.

Hence, we have

m (ẍg + ẍ+ ẍϕ) +mb (ẍg + ẍ) + nd f = 0, (3)

JO ϕ̈+m (ẍg + ẍ)R cos(sgn(ϕ) γ − ϕ) = −mgR sin(sgn(ϕ) γ − ϕ), (4)

in which ẍϕ is the acceleration of the centre of mass relative to the ground. This acceleration

depends on the rocking angle ϕ, since

xϕ = sgn(ϕ)R sin(γ)−R sin(sgn(ϕ) γ − ϕ). (5)

Consequently, the second derivative with respect to the time of (5) is:

ẍϕ = R sin(sgn(ϕ) γ − ϕ) ϕ̇2 +R cos(sgn(ϕ) γ − ϕ) ϕ̈. (6)

2.4 Collisions

As usual in the specialised literature, we assume that when the Caryatid collides with the

isolated base, the linear (angular) momentum remains unchanged whereas the linear (angular)

kinetic energy decreases. Accordingly, the angular and the linear coefficients of restitution

obtained by the law of momentum conservation are [2]:

eϕ = 1 +
2R2 sin2(γ)m

R2 cos2(γ)mm̃− JO
, (7)

and

ex =
2R4 sin2(γ) cos2(γ)mm̃

R2 cos2(γ)mm̃− JO
, (8)

where m̃ = m/(m+mb).

3 LEAD RUBBER BEARINGS AND THEIR MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Elastomeric isolators are one of the most popular devices used for the protection of mechan-

ical and civil systems from seismic events. They are characterised by layers of elastomeric

materials and thin reinforcing elements. Elastomers provide energy dissipation and flexibility,

whereas the reinforcing elements avoid the lateral expansion of the elastomer due to the axial

compressive load.

In this Section, the main characteristics of Lead Rubber Bearings (LRBs) - one of the most

used types of elastomeric isolators - are illustrated. In addition, the proposed hysteretic model,

able to predict the complex hysteretic behaviour of such isolators, is described.

3.1 Lead Rubber Bearings

Lead Rubber Bearings have a circular or square transverse cross-section and are connected

with the superstructure and the substructure by means of two steel plates bounded to the top and

the bottom surfaces of the devices, see Fig. 2(a). Additionally, they are characterised by one

or more lead cores that provide high values of horizontal stiffness and energy dissipation. In

particular, the damping factor of such devices can reach a value up to ξ ≈ 15÷ 35%. Fig. 2(b)

shows the typical hysteresis loop shape displayed by LRBs.
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(a) Cutaway drawing (b) Restoring force-displacement hystere-
sis loop

Figure 2: Lead Rubber Bearing.

3.2 Proposed hysteretic model

In this Section, we present the proposed hysteretic model able to predict the complex be-

haviour of the LRBs isolators. The accuracy and the computational efficiency of such a model

have been demonstrated in previous papers [13, 17], by comparison with the celebrated Bouc-

Wen model [18, 19]. In fact, the latter model requires the numerical solution of a differential

equation to compute the restoring force of the device, what increases the overall computational

effort. On the contrary, the proposed hysteretic model is of algebraic nature, i.e. the restoring

force can be computed by means of algebraic equations; moreover, the model is based on just

three constitutive parameters that can be calibrated from experimental tests [20] or by means of

a design procedure described in [21].

Making reference to [22] for further details, the generic hysteresis loop is modelled by four

types of curves, namely the upper (lower) limiting curve cu (cl) and the generic loading (un-

loading) curve c+ (c−), as shown in Fig. 3. The point of intersection between the upper (lower)

limiting curve and the axis of ordinate is denoted as f0 (−f0). In addition, the starting and the

ending points of the generic loading (unloading) limiting curve have abscissa x+
i and x+

j (x−
i

and x−
j ), respectively. The model assumes that the horizontal distance between the starting and

the ending points for both loading and unloading curves is constant and equal to 2 x0, where x0

is an internal model parameter.

The restoring force in the generic loading case is equal to f = c+ when x+
i < x < x+

j and

f = cu when x > x+
j ; whereas f = c− when x−

j < x < x−
i and f = cl when x < x−

j .

The expressions of the upper (lower) and the loading (unloading) limiting curves used for

predicting the hysteretic behaviour of LRBs are

cu = kb x+ f0, (9)

cl = kb x− f0, (10)

and

c+ = kb x+ (ka − kb)
[(1 + x− x+

j + 2 x0)
(1−α)

1− α
− (1 + 2 x0)

(1−α)

1− α

]
+ f0, (11)

c− = kb x+ (ka − kb)
[(1 + x− x−

j + 2 x0)
(1−α)

α− 1
− (1 + 2 x0)

(1−α)

α− 1

]
− f0, (12)
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Figure 3: Proposed hysteretic model.

where ka, kb and α are the model’s constitutive parameters. The mechanical significance of

these parameters is illustrated in [22].

Finally, the internal model parameters x0 and f0 are computed as follows:

x0 =
1

2

[(
ka − kb

δk

) 1
α − 1

]
, (13)

f0 =
ka − kb

2

[
(1 + 2 x0)

(1−α) − 1

1− α

]
, (14)

in which δk may be set equal to 10−20, as shown in [13].

4 APPLICATION TO A CARYATID FROM THE ERECHTHEION

In this Section, we show the results obtained from some nonlinear time history analyses on

the Caryatid from the Erechtheion described in Sec. 2. The East-West component of ground

acceleration recorded at the AI 011 DZC station during the Düzce earthquake (Turkey), that

occurred on the 12th of November 1999, is used as seismic input. Such an acceleration, dis-

played in Fig. 4(a), has been taken from the Engineering Strong Motion (ESM) database [23].

The rocking response of the non-isolated Caryatid subjected to the above-mentioned acceler-

ation is shown in Fig. 4(b). As a result, the Caryatid needs to be protected since, due to the

assumed excitation, it overturns after approximately thirty-five seconds.

Firstly, we built the Caryatid’s rocking spectrum when it is subjected to the Düzce earthquake

acceleration, see Fig. 5(a), where Tr refers to the rocking period. We observe that the Caryatid

is vulnerable to such an excitation when its rocking period is less than four seconds. Hence, the

base isolation will be efficient if it increases the Caryatid rocking period above four seconds.

Fig. 5(b) shows the horizontal displacement spectrum referred to the isolated Caryatid with

LRBs devices by increasing the viscous damping factor, where Tbi is the isolation period. This

spectrum allows one to infer the isolation period and the equivalent viscous damping factor

providing a displacement less than the device’s maximum allowed displacement, xmax.

Fig. 6 illustrates the time histories of the rocking angle (a) and displacement (b) of the base-

isolated Caryatid characterised by the properties shown in Tab. 1(a). The adopted constitutive

parameters of the model are shown in Tab. 1(b). Such parameters have been obtained from the

design procedure described in [21].
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: The East-West component of the Düzce earthquake acceleration recorded on the 12th

of November 1999 (a); Non-isolated Caryatid’s rocking response (b).

(a) Caryatid’s Rocking spectrum (b) Horizontal displacement spectrum for the isolated
Caryatid with LRBs devices

Figure 5: Response spectra obtained from the Düzce earthquake acceleration.

The results are very satisfactory, given that the base-isolated Caryatid does not rock, remov-

ing the possibility of damage due to collisions. Moreover, the attained displacements are much

smaller than the device’s maximum assumed displacement whose value is shown in Tab. 1(a).

Table 1: LRBs’ properties (a); The model constitutive parameters of the model (b).

nd [-] Tbi [s] xmax [m] ξ [%]

4 2 0.30 30

(a)

ka [N m−1] kb [N m−1] α [-]

6.22× 104 6.22× 103 44.69

(b)
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: The rocking (a) and horizontal displacement (b) responses of the seismically base-

isolated Caryatid.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The rocking behaviour of a Caryatid from the Erechtheion subjected to the 1999 Düzce

earthquake (Turkey) has been investigated. After approximately thirty-five seconds the statue

overturns. Consequently, a base isolation supported on four Lead Rubber Bearings as seismic

protection system has been considered. We modelled the Caryatid object under study as a

symmetric rigid body able to rock about one of the two bottom corners and assuming that

sliding was prevented. Regarding the collisions, we applied the laws of conservation of linear

and angular momentum in order to evaluate the angular and linear coefficients of restitution.

The complex hysteretic behaviour of the assumed elastomeric devices has been predicted

by an innovative uniaxial phenomenological model of algebraic nature. As a consequence,

the computational effort is drastically reduced, since there is no need to solve any differential

equation to evaluate the device’s restoring force as in the well-known Bouc-Wen model. In

addition, the algebraic nature makes the model suitable for a design procedure able to provide

the required constitutive parameters. The related procedure will be illustrated in a forthcoming

paper [21].

Numerical assessments have been carried out on the Caryatid statue, with and without iso-

lation. Firstly, we computed the rocking and horizontal displacement response spectra of the

statue subjected to seismic excitation, in order to establish the isolation period and the device’s

maximum displacement to utilise. The results have shown that the Lead Rubber Bearings isola-

tion system not only avoids overturning of the Caryatid, but it completely removes the rocking

motion; hence, any kind of damage due to collision is avoided. Moreover, the horizontal dis-

placements attained by the base-isolated are less than the maximum displacement allowed for

the adopted device.

In future papers, further types of rate-independent hysteretic devices [24, 25, 26, 27, 28] will

be employed to evaluate their capability in protecting rigid bodies from earthquake excitations.
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Abstract

Fiber-reinforced elastomeric isolators (FREIs) are elastomeric devices which have been introduced
as a low-cost alternative to the well-known steel-reinforced elastomeric isolators (SREIs). As 
common in rubber-based devices, the application of FREIs to lightweight structures is challenging:
when the mass is limited, the resulting slender bearings tend to become unstable under large 
horizontal displacements. On the basis of numerical and experimental findings, this research work 
aims to demonstrate a simple to implement and low-cost approach to extend the application of FREIs
to lightweight structures. The technique here discussed allows (i) to reduce the horizontal stiffness of 
FREIs, (ii) to increase the stability range of the bearings, and (iii) to obtain a desired hardening 
response for large lateral deformations, with no instability.

Keywords: seismic isolation, elastomeric isolators, fiber-reinforced elastomeric isolators, low-cost 
seismic isolation, finite element analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION

Fiber-reinforced elastomeric isolators (FREIs) are made by bonding together layers of elastomer and 
layers of carbon or glass fibers. These bearings were introduced as a low-cost alternative to common 
steel-reinforced elastomeric isolators (SREIs) [1]. Several studies have shown the advantages of using 
FREIs in common base isolation applications. In particular, it has been proved that FREIs can be 
made using a cold vulcanization process, which is less expensive than the vulcanization process used 
for SREIs [2]. With the same process it is possible to manufacture eco-friendly and low-cost devices 
using elastomeric layers of recycled rubber and readily available fiber fabrics [3, 4].

FREIs are generally used in unbonded applications (U-FREIs). In this configuration, the imposed
shear load is transferred thought friction [5]. U-FREIs show an unique rollover deformation when 
they are displaced under lateral loads ( [1], [6]): the top and bottom sides of the bearings detach from 
the horizontal subgrades, while the lateral surfaces of the bearings rotate until they touch the 
horizontal plates [7]. Depending on the aspect ratio of the bearing and the applied axial load, the 
lateral response of a FREI can become unstable for a lateral displacement larger than half of its base 
( [8], [9]). Analytical models for the static and dynamic response of rubber bearings have been 
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proposed ( [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]). But the challenging lateral response of the bearings has prompted 
several experimental ( [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20]) and numerical studies ( [21, 22]).

For elastomeric base isolation systems, the period of isolation is function of the applied vertical load
( [23], [24]). Ideally, a rubber-based device should be flexible, stable under large lateral deformations, 
and should show hardening for very large displacements to contain the deformation of the bearing 
and to prevent damage. With this aim in mind,  different geometric configurations have been tested, 
most of which have been obtained by creating vertical holes in FREIs to reduce their horizontal
stiffness, with a minimal impact on the stability of the bearing under lateral loads ( [25], [26], [27],
[28]). A different concept for the modification of the response of U-FREIs is discussed in the present 
work. In particular, the effects of horizontal holes on the lateral response of rubber-based devices,
introduced by the authors earlier [29], are discussed. Results of experimental and numerical analyses
are presented to show that by changing the geometry of a FREI, it is possible to obtain:

a controlled reduction of the horizontal stiffness.
hardening under large lateral deformations.
a wide range of stable response.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TESTS
2.1.Description of the tested samples

The bearings tested in this study were manufactured by Kirkhill Manufacturing Company, Downey, 
CA following Caltrans specifications [30]. As per specifications, laminated pads were made by 
bonding together elastomeric layers and fabric reinforcements. Each of the tested bearings was cut 
from a pad of bigger dimensions. Each sample was made by bonding 9 layers of neoprene to 8 layers 
of bidirectional glass fiber reinforcements. 

A total of 4 bearings were tested; Table 1 gives an overview of the main geometric characteristics of 
the bearings. In Table 1: 2b is the side of the bearing perpendicular to the holes, 2a is the side parallel
to the holes; 4A ab is the plan area of the bearing; H is its total height; V HA is the volume 

of the bearing; Ø is the diameter of the single hole; holesV is the total volume of the holes.

Figure 1 is a schematic of the tested samples, with dimensions. The four samples have the same 
geometry (130(2a)x60(2b)x52(H) mm) and an increasing number of holes (0, 4, 12, 20).

Table 1: Description of the tested bearings.

N.
test

Elastome
r

Fabri
c Modifies 2a 2b A H V

n°
holes

Ø
holes Vholes

Vholes/
V Name

[-] [-] [-] [-]
[mm

]
[mm

]
[mm2

]
[mm

] [mm3] [-] [mm]
[mm3

] [mm3] [-]

1 Neoprene Glass
Unmodifie

d 130 60 7800 52
40560

0 0 6 0.0 0.00% 130x60 U

2 Neoprene Glass 4 holes Ø6 130 60 7800 52
40560

0 4 6 67856 1.67% 130x60 4H

3 Neoprene Glass
12 holes 

Ø6 130 60 7800 52
40560

0 12 6 20357 5.02%
130x60

12H

4 Neoprene Glass
20 holes 

Ø6 130 60 7800 52
40560

0 20 6 33929 8.37%
130x60

20H
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Figure 1: Bearing: a) 130x60 U, b) 130x60 4H, c) 130x60 12H, d) 130x60 20H. All the bearings have 52 mm height.

The holes are made using a drill press (Figure 2), while clamping the sample between two steel plates 
for alignment. As clear from Table 1, the percentage of removed volume is rather low, being always
less than 10% of the total volume of the bearing.

Figure 2: Creation of the pattern of holes in a FREI.

2.2.Description of the tests

The shear tests were performed using the test frame shown in Figure 3a. and applying the quasi-static 
lateral displacement of Figure 3b (strain rate of 1%/s). During testing, a vertical load of 18.8 kN was 
imposed on the bearings. Additional information on the testing apparatus are available in literature
[31].

Figure 3: a) Testing frame, b) Time-history of the imposed lateral displacement.

2.3.Experimental test results

Figure 4 shows the deformed shape of the bearing during testing. Each column shows three different 
steps:

Column 1 - full vertical load and zero lateral displacement.
Column 2 - full vertical load at a shear deformation of 50%.
Column 3 - full vertical load at a shear deformation of 100%.

The four rows of the Figure show the four test pieces described in Table 1: Description of the tested 
bearings.Table 1 (first row: no modification; last row: 20 holes). As intuition suggests, a greater vertical 
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deformation corresponds to a larger number of holes. Nevertheless, this variation is minor because of
the very low volume of the rubber removed during drilling. All the samples show the onset of a stable

roll-over deformation well before 50%H .

Figure 4: Tested samples at H = 0%  with  full compression, H = 50%  and H = 100%: a) 130x60 U, b) 130x60 
4H, c) 130x60 12H, d) 130x60 20H

Figure 5 shows the horizontal force-displacement curves obtained from the experimental tests and
the comparison between specimens with the same geometry (130x60x52 mm) and variable number 
of holes. As clear from this plot, while the peak horizontal load is substantially reduced by the holes,
the curve of the bearing with 20 holes shows a positive tangent stiffness, with no instability of the 
rubber device. Table 2 reports the numerical value of the secant stiffness for each of the samples. 
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Figure 5: Lateral force displacement response of the tested bearings.

As clear from Figure 5, the sample 130x60 U (top line with + markers) shows a large initial stiffness,
with an initial linear response. As the displacement increases past the initial deformation, the bearing 

shows softening and a peak of the response for a lateral deformation of 45 mm ( 86%H ). A similar 
result is obtained for the sample with one column of holes (130x60 4H, second curve from the top). 
The curve differs very little from the one of the unmodified 130x60 U, which is not surprising 
considering the low percentage of removed volume (1.67%, see Table 1). The lateral secant stiffness 
differs no more than 7% from that of the unmodified sample (Table 2). Again, the response shows 

negative horizontal stiffness starting from a lateral displacement value of 48 mm ( 96%H ) that is
the peak of the lateral force. Compared to the bearing with no holes, an improvement in the lateral 
response of the sample win 4 holes is evident, as this device has a large range of stable deformations.
Because the peak of the response was reached during testing, by increasing the lateral displacement, 
the bearing 130x60 4H would show instability. By increasing the number of holes, the lateral response 
of the sample changes significantly. For the bearing with 20 holes, the lateral stiffness is largely 
reduced. In general, the reduction of stiffness is proportional to the percentage of volume removed
from the sample (Table 2).

Table 2: Lateral secant stiffness at different imposed deformations, for the tested bearings.

[mm]

130x60
U 130x60 4H 130x60 12H 130x60 20H

HK
[N/mm]

HK
[N/mm]

1 % U
HK

[N/mm]
HK

[N/mm]
1 % U

HK
[N/mm]

HK
[N/mm]

1 % U
HK

[N/mm]
5 200 188 6.20% 159 20.5% 124 37.9%
10 156 150 3.52% 118 23.9% 91 41.5%
15 136 128 5.44% 104 23.6% 77 43.0%
20 122 114 6.51% 87 29.0% 67 45.1%
25 111 103 7.30% 79 29.1% 58 47.9%
30 102 97 5.03% 73 27.8% 54 46.9%
35 93 87 6.50% 66 29.7% 51 45.3%
40 87 83 4.22% 63 27.7% 48 44.5%
45 81 77 4.27% 60 25.8% 47 41.7%
50 72 71 1.37% 55 23.2% 43 40.1%
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For the bearing with 20 holes, the most significant improvement concerns the overall response of the 
sample: as can be seen in Figure 5, when the lateral displacement increases, the response remains 
stable. The bearing shows no softening and the lateral stiffness is always positive: by creating holes 
in a bearing, it is possible to modify an unstable device to obtain a stable response. This modification 
of the response is only possible when a larger volume of rubber is remover. If the volume of removed 
rubber is less than 5%, the modification of the response is not appreciable. Figure 6 is a plot of the 
tangent stiffness of each bearing as function of the imposed deformation. As clear from the figure,
the first two samples show a softening response with a stable peak around 25 mm of lateral 

displacement ( 50%H ); for the unmodified sample, the tangent stiffness then becomes negative 
around 45 mm as mentioned above, while the sample with 4 holes shows a negative tangent stiffness 
for large deformation. The samples with 12 and 20 holes, show a decreasing stiffness up to 

65%H , with hardening past this level of deformation.

Figure 6: Tangent stiffness vs imposed displacement for the tested devices.

3. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
3.1.Analysis setting

The numerical analysis were performed using MSC Marc [32], a general-purpose finite element 
analysis software. Marc is designed to perform complex non-linear analyses in one, two or three 
dimensions. This characteristic, combined with the ability to perform complex contact analyses at 
large strains and the wide choice of hyperelastic material models suitable for elastomers, makes 
MARC a good choice for numerical analysis of rubber-based devices such as FREIs. Two-
dimensional plain strain analyses were used for this study. In all the FEAs, the elastomer was modeled 

using a Neo-Hookean hyperelastic material fully defined by two constants 1C and 2C , where [33]:

1

1
2

2
2

2 2 3 2 3

C G

CK G KC
(3.1)

with K being the bulk modulus of the rubber. The fiber reinforcement layers were modeled using a

linear elastic material. The layers are fully defined by three parameters: the elastic modulus fE , the

Poisson’s ratio f and the equivalent thickness of the fiber layer ft . All the parameters used for 
FEAs are detailed in Table 3.
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Table 3: Parameters of the numerical model defined in MARC.

1C 2C fE f ft
[MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [-] [mm]
0.55 1000 70000 0.1 0.1

The elastomeric layers were modeled using a four-node, isoparametric, quadrilateral element, written 
for plane strain incompressible applications [34]. The reinforcement layers were modeled using an 
isoparametric, plane strain, 2-node element [34]. The top and bottom supports were modeled using 
rigid contact lines. The interface between the bearing and the rigid supports has been set as "contact" 
in MARC with a friction coefficient of 1 ( [5], [6]).

3.2.FEA results: lateral load-displacement curves

Figure 7a shows the horizontal force-displacement curves obtained from FEAs. As clear from Table 
4, the variations of horizontal stiffness when holes are made in the bearings are the same as those 
obtained from the experimental tests (see Table 2). The FEAs results are consistent with the 
experimental findings. Starting from the basic 130x60 geometry, the horizontal stiffness is reduced 
on by 6%, 27% and 45%, by drilling 4 holes on one column, 12 holes on three columns and 20 holes 
on 4 columns respectively.

Figure 7: Lateral load-displacement curves: a) 130x60 FEA with variable number of holes, b) comparison of 
experimental vs FEAs results.

Figure 7a, shows a FEAs response of the bearing similar to that determined with experimental tests. 

From the lateral response, it is clear that the stable range for bearing 130x60 12H is larger than that 
of bearing 130x60 U, as the latter reaches a peak of the response for a displacement of only 50mm. 
Moreover, the bearing with 20 holes shows hardening, with no softening.

Table 4: Lateral secant stiffness at different imposed displacements from FEAs.

[mm]

130x60 U 
FEA 130x60 4H FEA 130x60 12H FEA 130x60 20H FEA

HK
[N/mm]

HK
[N/mm]

1 % U
HK

[N/mm]
HK

[N/mm]
1 % U

HK
[N/mm]

HK
[N/mm]

1 % U
HK

[N/mm]
5 92 85.23 7.0% 66.82 27.1% 46.06 49.8%

10 102 90.54 11.5% 70.99 30.6% 54.09 47.1%
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15 103 91.57 11.1% 71.79 30.3% 54.17 47.4%
20 101 89.71 10.9% 70.34 30.1% 52.13 48.2%
25 89 79.59 10.7% 62.40 30.0% 45.49 49.0%
30 87 78.80 9.9% 61.78 29.4% 44.15 49.5%
35 85 78.81 7.0% 61.79 27.1% 43.25 49.0%
40 82 76.35 6.8% 59.86 26.9% 42.96 47.6%
45 78 74.60 4.6% 58.49 25.2% 43.27 44.6%
50 74 72.31 2.1% 56.69 23.2% 44.14 40.2%

3.3.FEA results: stress distribution in the bearings

Figure 8 shows the Von Mises stress contours at three levels of lateral deformation for each of the

tested bearings. From left to right, a snapshot is given for 0H , 50%H and 100%H under
the same axial load of 18 kN. As clear from Figure 8, the holes change the stress distribution in the 
device, with the bearing becoming mostly unloaded in the central area, with a large increase of stress 
in the confined regions of the elastomer. Compared to the unmodified bearing, under pure 
compression and zero lateral displacement, there is an increase in peak stress in the bearings with 12 
holes and 20 holes. These devices show an increase of stress of 27% and 42% respectively.

Under large lateral displacements, as the holes in the bearings tend to collapse under the imposed 

deformation, a stress redistribution happens. For the bearing with one column of holes, at 100%H

, the stress level is very similar to that of the unmodified device (Figure 8c, Figure 8f), with a 
difference of only 3%. The percentage of removed volume with a single column of holes is too low 
to induce significant changes in the lateral response of the device. By removing at least 5% of the 
initial volume, a controlled reduction of the initial stiffness at low deformations can be obtained. Due 
to the presence of the holes, a redistribution of the stresses at the edge of the bearing in induced.
Under large imposed deformations, the small holes created in the samples collapse on themselves,
with the bearing showing hardening.  
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Figure 8: Equivalent Von Mises stresses: a) compression and zero lateral displacement, 130x60 U; b) 50% 130x60 
U; c) 100% 130x60 U; d) compression and zero lateral displacement, 130x60 4H; e) 50% 130x60 4H; f) 100% 

130x60 4H; g) compression and zero lateral displacement, 130x60 12H; h) 50% 130x60 12H; i) 100% 
130x60 12H; j) compression and zero lateral displacement, 130x60 20H; k) 50% 130x60 20H; l) 100% 130x60 

20H.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This study aims to introduce a new rubber–based technology for base isolation of lightweight 
structures. Experimental and FEAs show that it is possible to obtain an improvement in the response 
of FREIs by creating simple patterns of holes in the elastomer. It was found that by removing at least 
5% of the initial volume of rubber an improvement in the lateral response of the device can be
obtained, to get:

i. a controlled reduction of the horizontal stiffness (6%, 27% and 45% reduction with 4, 12
and 20 holes respectively),

ii. an extension of the stable range of deformation of the bearing. With imposed deformations

up to 100%H , the bearing always showed a positive horizontal stiffness. Devices 

which are unstable beyond a deformation of 90%H show a larger stable range when 
modified with lateral holes.

FEAs confirmed the experimental results. The stress analysis of the bearing helps understanding the
behavior of the modified FREIs under combined axial and shear loads. As the number of holes 
(columns of holes) increases, the area close to the holes becomes stress free. Under large imposed 
deformations, the small holes created in the bearing collapse, and a redistribution of stresses occurs 
in the device. Additional studies are needed to investigate the effect of the aspect ratio of the bearing,
of different materials and geometries on the lateral and vertical response of the devices when pattern 
of holes of different sizes and shapes are created.
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Abstract

The vertical behavior of Fiber Reinforced Elastomeric Isolators (FREIs) is controlled by geometric 
and mechanical parameters, such as primary and secondary shape factors, shear modulus of the 
rubber and effective compressive modulus of the rubber-reinforcements compound. Several studies 
dealt with the vertical properties of the bearings, deriving analytical formulations in function of the
bearing geometry and materials’ properties. These relations have been derived under pure 
compression, considering the interaction between single rubber layers and flexible reinforcements. 
As of today, few works have been proposed on the influence of the horizontal displacement imposed 
on the bearing, i.e. no interaction between vertical pressure and horizontal displacement on the
vertical stiffness and the compressive modulus has been accounted for. In this paper, a numerical
study on the influence of the primary and secondary shape factor, the shear modulus of the rubber 
and the vertical pressure on the vertical properties of the FREIs is presented. In a first stage the 
behavior of square shaped FREIs under pure compression is examined and relative outcomes are 
presented. Then the influence of the horizontal displacement on the vertical response of the 
bearings is considered. Interesting results on the trend of the vertical stiffness and compressive 
modulus are obtained and useful considerations on the stability of FREIs are provided.

Keywords: Fiber-Reinforced Elastomeric Isolators, Vertical Properties, Elastomeric Seismic 
Isolators, Rubber bearings, Seismic Isolation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Fiber-reinforced elastomeric isolators (FREIs) were introduced as alternative seismic isolation 
devices to steel-reinforced elastomeric isolators (SREIs). Several advantages in cost and 
manufacturing result replacing steel reinforcements with fiber fabrics such as:

Fiber fabrics are much lighter than steel, despite having similar elastic mechanical
properties. With the same volume of reinforcement, fiber-reinforced bearings are therefore
lighter than steel-reinforced ones [1].
Fiber-reinforced bearings can be produced in a cheaper and faster manufacturing process,
i.e. cold vulcanization process [2].
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From larger sized pads, it would be possible to cut bearings of the required size and different
shapes (i.e. strip-shaped) [1, 3, 4].

Using fiber-reinforced bearings in unbonded configuration, i.e. allowing the marginal areas of the 
bearing to detach from the supports during horizontal displacement resulting in the rollover 
deformation, further advantages can be achieved. 

As the marginal portions of the bearing gradually detach from the supports during horizontal
displacement, the contact area reduces and consequently the lateral stiffness of the bearing,
increasing the efficiency of the isolation system [5].
The tensile stresses that would develop in the marginal area of the bearing in bonded
configuration are greatly reduced when these marginal portions can detach from the supports
[6].
The rollover deformation proceeds until the initial vertical faces of the bearing fully touch
the supports becoming horizontal and increasing the lateral stiffness of the bearing. As this
occurs at large deformations, the isolation system acquires greater stability at large
displacements [5, 6].

The response of fiber reinforced elastomeric isolators has been studied in several works. Analytical 
formulations for vertical ( [1, 7, 8, 9]) and horizontal stiffness ( [10, 11, 12, 13]) have been 
proposed, and a number of other studies have investigated the mechanical properties of bearings 
through experimental tests ( [4, 3, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]) and finite element analysis ( [22,
23, 24, 25]). Furthermore, analytical models for static and dynamic response have been proposed (
[26, 27, 28, 29, 30]).

The vertical stiffness of an elastomeric bearing is primarily controlled by two parameters [31]:

primary shape factor 1S (defined as the ratio between the loaded area and the area free to bulge) and 

effective compressive modulus cE (defined as the instantaneous elastic modulus of the rubber-
reinforcements compound). The lateral response of an unbonded FREIs can be stable or unstable
(Figure 1). In the first case, the bearing shows a positive tangent lateral stiffness throughout the 
lateral deformation; in the second case the horizontal tangent stiffness of the bearing could decrease 
until becoming equal or less than zero. The horizontal response is mainly controlled by the 
secondary shape factor [32], that is the ratio between the base side in the horizontal displacement 

direction and the total height of the bearing ( 2 /S B H ). Current codes require stable behavior to 
bearings [33, 34, 35], i.e. a sufficiently high secondary shape factor. Several experimental and 

numerical studies have shown that a stable behavior is ensured if 2S is at least equal to 2.5 [36, 37, 
36, 38].
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Figure 1: Stable vs unstable lateral behavior of U-FREIs under combined axial and shear load.

Elastomeric bearings require larger vertical stiffness than horizontal one (e.g. at least two order of 
magnitude) to support the weight of the superstructure and avoid potential rocking motions [39, 31].
Comparing the vertical stiffness under pure compression and the secant horizontal stiffness of a 
generic bearing with a sufficiently large primary shape factor, this requirement is easily met.
However, during the rollover of the lateral displacement, the contact area between the bearing and 
the supports is reduced, which also reduces the vertical stiffness of the bearing. It is therefore 
necessary to take this reduction into account when comparing vertical and horizontal stiffness. In a
safety evaluation, the vertical and horizontal stiffnesses could be compared at a given level of 
horizontal displacement.

However, few studies have considered the reduction of vertical stiffness with increasing horizontal 
displacement [40] and there is a lack of knowledge on the influence of the main geometric and 
mechanical parameters on the interaction between vertical and horizontal response. This work 
proposes a large number of finite element analysis on square shaped FREIs, varying different 
mechanical and numerical parameters. The influence of the primary and secondary shape factor on 
the combined vertical and horizontal response is taken into account.

2. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS: OVERVIEW

Several different values for two combinations of geometric and mechanical parameters were 
considered:

Geometric: base dimensions 2 2B a b and thickness of the elastomeric layers et ;

Mechanical: shear modulus G of the elastomer and vertical applied pressure v .

In addition, four parameters were also kept constant: the total height of the bearing 
( 1)e fH nt n t , the equivalent thickness of the fiber reinforcement ft , Young’s modulus fE of

the fiber fabric and its Poisson’s ratio f . All the considered parameters are listed in Table 1. By 
permuting the parameters shown in Table 1, a total of 240 numerical models were obtained, with 9 
different secondary shape factors, ranging from 1 to 5, and 16 primary shape factors, from 5 to 62.5.
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Table 1: Variable parameters considered in the finite element analysis.

2 2a b B H et G v fE ft f

[mm] [mm] [mm] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [mm] [-]
100 100 2 0.4 2 70000 0.1 0.1
150 5 0.8 4
200 1.2 6
250 8
300
350
400
450
500

All the finite element analyses were carried out using MSC Marc [41], a general purpose FEA 
software optimized for non-linear analyses. This software allows careful modeling of nonlinear 
behavior, with a wide choice of hyperelastic material models for elastomers.

The elastomer was modeled using a Neo-Hookean hyperelastic material. When the compressibility 
of the elastomer is taken into account, the strain energy density function can be obtained as [42]:

2
1 1 2ln )( 3 2 ( 1)W C I C JJ (2.1)

where 1C and 2C are material constants, 2 2 2
1 1 2 3I the first invariant of the right Cauchy-

Green deformation tensor  and 1 2 3J the determinant of the deformation gradient. 

The strain energy density function for an incompressible Neo-Hookean material is given by:

1 1( 3)W C I (2.2)

obtained from (2.1) when 1J . The two constants 1C and 2C can be correlated to the Lamè 
constants:

1

1
2

2
2

2 2 3 2 3

C G

CK G KC
(2.3)

The fiber reinforcement layers were modeled using a linear elastic model, with each layer is fully 

defined by the three parameters shown in Table 1 ( fE , f and ft ). The elastomeric layers were 
modeled using a four-node, isoparametric, quadrilateral elements, implemented for plane-strain 
incompressible applications [43]. The reinforcement layers were modeled using an isoparametric, 
plane-strain, 2-node rods or cords (i.e. rebars), in conjunction with the 4-node plane strain 
continuum elements used for the rubber layers [43]. Top and bottom supports were modeled using 
rigid contact curves. A “touch” type of contact between the bearing and the rigid supports has been 
set, with a friction coefficient of 1, a reasonable value to describe the friction at the rubber-steel 
interface [44].
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2D models were used for this study, taking into account the out of plane dimension of the bearing, 
resulting in equivalent 3D models (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Full 3D numerical model vs equivalent 3D FEA model.

3. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS RESULTS: VERTICAL STIFFNESS

3.1 – Pure compression

The trend of vertical stiffness under four different values of vertical pressure (from 2 to 8 MPa) and 

for different values of the shear modulus is shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 for 2et mm and 
5et . In each graph, the vertical stiffness is plotted with respect to the vertical displacement 

(primary axes, black curves) and to the primary shape factor (secondary axes, gray curves); for each 
curve, each marker stands for a different secondary shape factor, i.e. one of the bases listed in Table 
1 being the total height constant. This representation allows to simultaneously monitor the 
interaction between mechanical and geometric parameters on the vertical stiffness of the bearings.

The significant role of the primary shape factor 1S is confirmed, i.e. an approximately quadratic 
relationship with the vertical stiffness is found. The vertical stiffness does not vary appreciably with 

the vertical pressure applied as 1S varies. With the same 1S , even if the vertical pressure is four
times higher, the vertical stiffness is almost constant. A clear change of response is appreciable in 

vertical displacements. The vertical response may be split into two ranges of 2S ; for a generic G

modulus and a generic vertical pressure v :

If 2 2.5S : the vertical displacement varies slightly between one bearing and another, 

varying less and less and tending to a vertical asymptote as 2S increases, regardless of 
mechanical parameters (pressure and shear modulus).

If 2 2.5S : displacements under vertical load vary more and more as 2S decreases..

The transition value 2 2.5S agrees with previous findings from literature regarding the stability of 

bearings subjected to simultaneous vertical and horizontal load: bearings with a larger value of 2S

have a more stable behavior and are less dependent on mechanical parameters ( [37, 38]).
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Figure 3: Vertical stiffness under pure compression for different vertical pressure, primary and secondary shape factor, 
2et mm: a) 0.4G MPa , b) 0.8G MPa . c) 1.2G MPa
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Figure 4: Vertical stiffness under pure compression for different vertical pressure and secondary shape factor, 5et
mm: a) 0.4G MPa , b) 0.8G MPa . c) 1.2G MPa

3.2 – Combined vertical and horizontal load

The vertical stiffness of bearings under combined vertical and horizontal load is reduced due to the 
rollover: the marginal areas of the bearing detach from the supports, the contact area is reduced and 
consequently the vertical stiffness. The reduction of vertical stiffness involves an increase in the 
axial compressibility of the bearing. Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the trends of vertical stiffness with 

vertical and horizontal displacement, for 2et mm and 5et mm. The left columns of the figures 

show the v vK trends, while those on the right show the v HK trends; each row refers to a 
different value of the shear modulus G .

As from Figure 3 and from Figure 4 it can be deduced that the trend of the vertical stiffness does not 
depend on the applied pressure (its effect is to increase the compression and, therefore, the vertical 

displacements), e.g. 8v MPa was considered in Figure 5 and Figure 6.
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Compared to the vertical displacement, the stiffness is constant in a first part, where the horizontal 

displacement is zero. The horizontal extension of the constant stiffness section is smaller as 2S

increases, because the vertical stiffness increases.

Vertical stiffness is always decreasing as the horizontal displacement increases with an almost

linear trend; this decrease is smaller for the higher values of 2S . Table 2 shows the average on the 
pressures and on the G modulus of the ratios between the vertical stiffness at the generic level of

horizontal displacement ( vK ) and that under pure compression (
(0)
vK ). Again, there is a difference 

in vertical response between bearings with 2S lower and higher than 2.5:

If 2 2.5S : the vertical stiffness, even at large displacements, still anyway around the 50% 

of that under pure compression. This reduction tends to zero as 2S increases, with a vertical 

stiffness at 2.00H for 2 5.00S on average 17% lower than the stiffness under pure
vertical load.

If 2 2.5S : as 2S decreases, the bearings is unstable before one of the selected thresholds of 
horizontal displacement and the computation of the vertical stiffness is meaningless. For 
bearings that reach full rollover, the vertical stiffness almost drops to zero.

As mentioned, the vertical stiffness must be sufficiently higher than the horizontal stiffness. Their 
ratio must have at least two orders of magnitude of difference. Considering a ratio between vertical 
stiffness under pure compression and horizontal stiffness equal to 500, this ratio is reduced under 
combined vertical and horizontal action according to Table 2. The numerical values are shown in 

Table 3. As can be seen, only where 2S is at least equal to 2.5 this ratio remains greater than 100 
up to full rollover.
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Figure 5: Vertical stiffness variable with vertical and horizontal displacement, 2et mm: a) 0.4G MPa , b)

0.8G MPa . c) 1.2G MPa .
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Figure 6: Vertical stiffness variable with vertical and horizontal displacement, 5et mm: a) 0.4G MPa , b)

0.8G MPa . c) 1.2G MPa .
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Table 2: Average 
(0)/v vK K ratios for different horizontal displacement levels.

2S

H 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00
(0)/v vK K

0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
0.50 0.51 0.72 0.82 0.87 0.90 0.91 0.93 0.94 0.95
1.00 - 0.28 0.54 0.67 0.75 0.80 0.84 0.86 0.89
1.50 - - 0.27 0.47 0.60 0.68 0.76 0.81 0.85
2.00 - - 0.03 0.25 0.43 0.56 0.69 0.76 0.83

Table 3: Examples of  /v HK K ratios for different horizontal displacement levels.

2S

H
1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00

/v HK K
0.00 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500
0.50 238 356 406 430 445 454 463 468 472
1.00 - 111 262 325 365 389 412 427 437
1.50 - - 118 224 290 327 368 396 413
2.00 - - 33 116 209 260 320 364 392

4. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS RESULTS: COMPRESSIVE MODULUS

4.1 – Pure compression

The compressive modulus cE under pure compression depends solely on the mechanical and 
geometric properties of the bearing. Starting from the vertical stiffness obtained in §3.1, it is 

therefore possible to obtain the cE modulus under pure compression by varying both the geometry (
1S , 2S ) and the mechanical parameters (G , v ), as follows:

( 0) v r
c H

c

E K t
A (4.1)

where rt is the total rubber height and cA the contact area between bearing and support. Figure 7
and Figure 8, as done for vertical stiffness, show the trends of the compressive modulus under pure 
compression as the vertical pressure, secondary shape factor (primary axes, black curves) and 
primary shape factor vary (secondary axes, gray curves). Again, the vertical pressure does not affect 
the shape of the curves, making these translate horizontally (black curves) or vertically (gray 
curves). The secondary shape factor affects the response under pure compression only for low 

values ( 2 2.5S ), while for high values the compressive modulus seems to converge to a common 

value for a fixed G and v . Finally, the G modulus clearly affects the compressibility of the
bearing, more significantly when the thickness of the elastomeric layer is greater.
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Figure 7: Effective compressive modulus under pure compression for different vertical pressure, primary and 
secondary shape factor, 2et mm: a) 0.4G MPa , b) 0.8G MPa . c) 1.2G MPa
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Figure 8: Effective compressive modulus under pure compression for different vertical pressure, primary and 
secondary shape factor, 5et mm: a) 0.4G MPa , b) 0.8G MPa . c) 1.2G MPa

4.2 – Combined vertical and horizontal load

The effective compressive modulus cE of the bearings under combined axial and shear load was 
determined as follow:

)
) )

(
( ( ( )
v r v r

c H
c H v H c H

E
AA

K t F t (4.2)

being v vF A the vertical applied force and v the total vertical displacement at the top of the 
bearing. During horizontal displacement, the total vertical displacement and the contact area vary, 
increasing and decreasing respectively, resulting functions of the horizontal displacement. Since the 
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vertical displacement increases as the horizontal displacement increases while the contact area 

decreases, the cE modulus can either decrease or increase.

Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the trends of the cE modulus with the horizontal displacement. 
Again, a dual range can be defined by the secondary shape factor:

If 2 2.5S : the modulus has a strictly decreasing trend with the horizontal displacement, the 

more marked the lower is 2S . This is because the vertical displacement in formula (4.2)
increases faster than the contact area decreases.

If 2 2.5S : the cE modulus is constant in a first section up to a horizontal displacement 

around 150 mm, then cE rapidly decreases. In the first section, the variations in vertical
displacement and contact area are almost equivalent, so the modulus varies little noticeably.

In the second section, due to the full rollover, the contact area increases and the cE modulus 
can only decrease.
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Figure 9: Effective compressive modulus vs horizontal displacement, 2et mm: a) 0.4G MPa , b) 0.8G MPa
. c) 1.2G MPa .
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Figure 10: Effective compressive modulus vs horizontal displacement, 5et mm: a) 0.4G MPa , b) 

0.8G MPa . c) 1.2G MPa .

5. CONCLUSIONS

The vertical response of a large number of fiber-reinforced elastomeric isolators was analyzed in 
this paper, i.e. vertical stiffness and effective compressive modulus have been studied into details.
Two conditions of variation of the vertical properties were considered: vertical properties both 
under pure compression and combined vertical and horizontal load. The geometric and mechanical 
factors considered allowed to draw general conclusions on the variability of the vertical response. 
The bearings exhibit a response mainly dependent on geometry rather than on applied pressure; the 
mechanical parameters influence the magnitude of the response but not the shape, which is 

preserved. The main role of the primary shape factor 1S on the vertical response of a single 
bearings under pure compression is confirmed. When the bearing is subjected to simultaneous 
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vertical and horizontal action, the secondary shape factor 2S plays a key role, particularly affecting
the stability of the bearing. A transition value approximately equal to 2.5 can be found, which 
separates the response of stable from unstable bearings. Unstable bearings show a rapid decrease in 
vertical stiffness and effective compressive modulus; in stable bearings the vertical response 
parameters decrease less noticeably as the lateral stiffness increases. It is essential that the vertical 
stiffness tends to be higher than horizontal stiffness even under lateral deformation: this
requirement tend to be met by bearings with a secondary shape factor greater than 2.5.
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Abstract 

The work presents some preliminary results of experimental tests performed on a Helical 
Wire Rope Isolator (HWRI), to the aim of describing the dynamic behavior of the metal isola-
tion device, without pre-load and under the effect of a vertical pre-load, for different dis-
placement amplitudes. During the dynamic tests, the testing machine allows to apply a 
vertical displacement or load history to the tested device, subjected to a constant vertical pre-
load. The dynamic behavior of the tested device depends on the applied displacement ampli-
tude: the HWRI displays an asymmetric behaviour, i.e. a different response when it is subject-
ed to compression or tension; in the latter case, it shows an hardening effect for larger 
displacements. Moreover, the experimental tests make clear that the application of a vertical 
pre-load determines a different behaviour in Compression vs. Tension, with slightly variable 
damping properties. In order to simulate the dynamic behavior of the HWRIs in Compression-
Tension direction, a nonlinear model is proposed, that is validated by comparing the experi-
mental hysteresis loops obtained during cyclic tests with those predicted analytically.  
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Vertical Vertical 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Helical Wire Rope Isolators (HWRI) are metal devices which are effective in protecting 
sensitive equipment from shock and vibration [1], so that they are frequently used as devices 
for the earthquake protection of that equipment installed in buildings [2] and for the reduction 
of seismic vibration induced on high voltage ceramic circuit breakers [3-6]. But, they have 
been also adopted as vertical isolators under the basement of the two statues known as 
“Bronzes of Riace” [7]. 

HWRIs are made of a stainless steel cable embedded into two aluminum alloy or steel re-
tainer bars. They can deform in both vertical and horizontal directions and they have a signifi-
cant dissipation capacity caused by the inner sliding friction and rubbing among the various 
strand’s wires and among the intertwined strands [1]. The mechanical behavior of HWRIs de-
pend on their geometrical characteristics: the height to width ratio, the device’s diameter, the 
number of strands, the cable length and twist, the number of cables per section and the num-
ber of loops [2].  

A HWR Isolator, manufactured by Powerflex s.r.l (Limatola, Italy), has been experimental-
ly investigated in its vertical direction, named Compression/Tension. The aim of the experi-
mental tests was to study the dynamic behaviour of the considered device in a quite large 
displacements range, by assigning four different values to the vertical pre-load. Literature 
shows the results of experimental tests performed within a relatively small displacements 
range [2, 6, 8]. 

The experimental investigation of the tested HWRI has been carried out by operating a 
testing machine available at the Laboratory of Department of Structures for Engineering and 
Architecture of the University of Naples Federico II. Its dynamic behavior has been studied 
by analyzing the values assumed by two parameters computed from the experimental hystere-
sis loops: the average effective (or secant) stiffness in both Compression and Tension, and the 
average equivalent viscous damping ratio.  

2 HELICAL WIRE ROPE ISOLATOR UNDER TESTING 

HWRIs are metal devices that are obtained by wounding a wire rope in the form of a helix 
and embedding into two drilled metal retainer bars. The rope is given by the layering of sev-
eral strands around a central one. The HWRIs manufactured by Powerflex S.r.l (Limatola, Ita-
ly), have a rope that is composed by six strands, each consisting in 25 wires, and a central 
strand with 49 wires. The cable is made of stainless steel type 316, whereas the material of the 
retainer bars is an aluminum alloy.  

Figure 1 shows the geometrical characteristics of the tested HWRI and the indication of the 
tested vertical direction: Compression/Tension. 

Table 1 lists the geometrical characteristics (cable’s diameter, length, width and height of 
the device) of the tested devices: HWRI PWHS16010 and HWRI PWHS16040. 

 (a)     (b)    (c) 
Figure 1: Mount of a wire rope (a); helical configuration of the cable (b); stranded cable’s cross section (c). 
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HWRI l [mm] h [mm] v [mm] h/v dr [mm] 

PWHS 16010 267 100 110 0.90 16 
PWHS 16040 267 125 150 0.83 16 

Table 1: Geometrical characteristics of the HWRIs selected for experimental tests. 

3 TESTING MACHINE FOR COMPRESSION/TENSION TESTS 

The dynamic experimental tests on the selected HWRIs in Compression/Tension direction 
have been carried out through a testing machine (Figure 2) available at the Department of 
Structures for Engineering and Architecture of the University of Naples Federico II (Italy): an 
MTS Series 370 Servohydraulic Load Frame. The load frame is suitable to perform tests in 
compression and tension. It includes an axial hydraulic actuator with a maximum capacity of 
250 kN and a stroke of 150 mm. Both displacement and force controlled procedures can be 
followed. In the configuration shown in Figure 2, the dynamic actuator is mounted on the up-
per crosshead, while a load cell is mounted below the lower hydraulic wedge. The data acqui-
sition system along with the control of the hydraulic actuator are performed with a software 
running on a personal computer. For Compression/Tension tests, the steel retainer bars of the 
isolator are gripped by the upper and lower rigid steel parts of the machine. All tests were 
conducted by imposing vertical displacements at room temperature and the data were sampled 
at 102.4 Hz. The relative vertical displacement and vertical load time histories have been 
measured. 

Figure 2: Testing machine and the HWRI mounted in vertical direction. 

4 EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION TESTS 

Cyclic tests have been carried out in order to understand the influence of displacement am-
plitude and vertical pre-load on the dynamic behavior of the selected HWRIs in vertical 
(Compression/Tension) direction. Nine different displacement amplitudes, four vertical pre-
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load values and a testing frequency of 0.1 Hz have been assumed, where the maximum ampli-
tude has been chosen to prevent damage to the aluminum alloy retainer bars. The testing pro-
tocol consisted in applying ten fully reversed sinusoidal cycles of vertical displacement, 
having specified amplitude A and frequency f, while a constant vertical pre-load was applied 
to the device. The dynamic displacement-controlled tests are listed in Table 2. 

No. of Tests Frequency [Hz] Amplitude [mm] Vertical Load [kN] 
HWRI PWHS 16010 

6 0.1 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15 0 
6 0.1 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15 2 

HWRI PWHS 16040 
6 0.1 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 0 
6 0.1 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 1.2 
6 0.1 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 2 
6 0.1 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 3 

Table 2: Dynamic tests in vertical direction. 

5 EXPERIMENTAL TESTS OUTCOMES 

The results of the dynamic experimental tests performed on the investigated HWRI PWHS 
16040 are presented in this paragraph. The dynamic parameters evaluated from the asymmet-
ric experimental force-displacement hysteresis loops are the average effective (or secant) 
stiffness values in Compression and Tension, and the average equivalent viscous damping ra-
tio. The effective stiffnesses in Compression and in Tension, corresponding to each load cycle 
of a dynamic test, have been evaluated based on the peak vertical load and displacement [10], 
both on Compression side and on Tension side: 

max
,T

max
eff

f
k

u
      min

,C
min

eff
fk  
u

(1) 

where maxf , minf , maxu , and minu  are the peak values of vertical load and displacement, respec-
tively, at the extremes of the cyclic displacement range. The average effective stiffnesses 

,T_aeffk  and ,C_aeffk  have been calculated as mean values of those obtained from seven of the ten 
experimental loading cycles. The equivalent viscous damping ratio of the device at each cycle 
has been evaluated as [11, 12]: 
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where dE  represents the dissipated energy, that is, the area within the asymmetric hysteresis 
loop, and sTA , sCA  and rectA are the following areas: 

2
sT eff,T max

1A k  
2

 u  ,   2
sC eff,C min

1A k  
2

 u  ,   max minArect  u f (3) 

with max minu u  the positive and negative maximum displacements, and minf  the negative peak 
value of vertical load. The average equivalent viscous damping ratio aeq,  has been calculated 
as mean value of those obtained from seven of the ten loading cycles applied to the device. 

Regarding the influence of the displacement amplitude on the dynamic behavior of the 
tested HWRI, Table 3 presents the values of the average effective stiffnesses and the equiva-
lent viscous damping ratio obtained for six different amplitudes without the effect of the ver-
tical pre-load. It can be observed that the tested metal device displays higher effective 
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stiffnesses and equivalent damping ratio at smaller displacements. The effective stiffness in 
Compression and the equivalent damping ratio decrease with increasing displacement ampli-
tude, whereas the effective stiffness in Tension increases dramatically at the largest ampli-
tudes. Figure 3 shows the asymmetric force-displacement hysteresis loops obtained in 
Compression/Tension direction (compression and tension are assumed, respectively, negative 
and positive) for all six different values of amplitude, for f = 0.1 Hz and without the effect of 
the vertical pre-load. It is worth to note that the shape of the hysteresis loops changes accord-
ing to the displacement amplitude: at the smallest amplitude the hysteresis loops display a sof-
tening stiffness in Compression and a slightly hardening stiffness in Tension, whereas at the 
highest amplitude the experimental cycles exhibit a stronger nonlinear stiffening behavior on-
ly on Tension side. 

Pv = 0 kN, f = 0.1 Hz Amplitude 
[mm] 

,C_aeffk  [N/m] ,T_aeffk  [N/m] aeq,  [%] 

Compression/Tension 5 859659 1238110 22.7 
Compression/Tension 10 576639 1038541 17.5 
Compression/Tension 15 454733 999633 15.0 
Compression/Tension 20 386610 1023578 13.5 
Compression/Tension 25 341244 1114642 12.4 
Compression/Tension 30 305053 1343628 11.4 

Table 3: Influence of displacement amplitude. 

As regards to the effect of the vertical pre-load on the dynamic behavior of the tested metal 
device, Tables 4 and 5 show the results obtained in Compression/Tension direction for four 
different values of vertical pre-load, by applying a sinusoidal harmonic motion having fre-
quency of 0.1 Hz and amplitude equal to 15 mm and 30 mm, respectively. From the examina-
tion of the outcomes, it can be deduced that, in the case of an intermediate displacement 
amplitude (15 mm), an increase in the pre-load produces a reduction in the average effective 
stiffnesses and an approximately constant equivalent viscous damping ratio (Table 4).  

A = 15 mm, f = 0.1 Hz Vertical Load 
[kN] 

,C_aeffk  [N/m] ,T_aeffk  [N/m] aeq,  [%] 

Compression/Tension 0.0 454733 999633 15.0 
Compression/Tension 1.2 406447 864757 14.6 
Compression/Tension 2.0 410924 878796 15.0 
Compression/Tension 3.0 413397 894691 14.7 

Table 4: Influence of vertical load for A = 15 mm. 

On the other hand, in the case of a larger displacement amplitude (30 mm), an increase in 
the vertical pre-load produces a strong increase of the average effective stiffness in Tension 
while the variation of the stiffness in Compression is negligible, and determines a slight de-
crease of the equivalent viscous damping ratio (Table 5). 

A = 30 mm, f = 0.1 Hz Vertical Load 
[kN] 

,C_aeffk  [N/m] ,T_aeffk  [N/m] aeq,  [%] 

Compression/Tension 0.0 305453 1343628 11.4 
Compression/Tension 1.2 304997 1693672 10.6 
Compression/Tension 2.0 305366 1736038 10.0 
Compression/Tension 3.0 307147 1943828 9.5 

Table 5: Influence of vertical load for A = 30 mm. 
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Figure 3: Force-displacement hysteresis loops of HWRI PWHS 16040 at different displacement amplitudes in 
C/T direction, for Pv = 0 kN and f = 0.1 Hz: (a) ±5, (b) ±10, (c) ±15, (d) ±20, (e) ±25, (f) ±30. 
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Figure 4: HWRI PWHS 16040: Influence of vertical pre-load at A = 15 mm in Compression/Tension direction. 
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Figure 5: HWRI PWHS 16040: Influence of vertical pre-load at A = 30 mm in Compression/Tension direction. 

Figures 4 and 5 show the asymmetric force-displacement hysteresis loops obtained in 
Compression/Tension direction, under the effect of different values of vertical pre-load, at the 
displacement amplitudes A = 15 mm (Figure 4) and A = 30 mm (Figure 5). It can be observed 
that at the largest displacements, the applied vertical pre-load affects much less the dynamic 
response of the metal device only on Compression side. 

6 NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL BEHAVIOUR 

As far as the modeling of the dynamic behavior of HWRIs in the vertical direction is con-
cerned, a Modified Bouc-Wen Model (MBWM) is proposed to predict their response. This 
analytical model is obtained by modifying the expression of the generalized force (Eq. (4)) of 
the Bouc-Wen Model (depending on five parameters k2, kd, , e n): 

2uf k u z u  (4) 

where u is the generalized relative displacement, and z(u) is the hysteretic variable given by 
solving the following first order differential equation: 
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sgn n
dz k z u z u (5) 

The proposed modification of the generalized force: 
1 2

1 2 2
u u uf u e e e k u z (6) 

allows to simulate the asymmetric behaviour in Compression/Tension direction. The proposed 
model depends by eight parameters k2, kd, n, , , 1, 2 and , where the latters 1, 2 and  are 
those determining the asymmetry of the loops.  
The experimental hysteresis loops, obtained by the dynamic tests performed on the different 
HWRIs, are compared to those derived by the application of the proposed numerical model: 
the values of the above eight parameters are calibrated in order to simulate the experimental 
response for a certain vertical pre-load and all the different displacement amplitudes. In par-
ticular, such values are: k2 = 1100000, kd = 8500000, n =1,  = 3000,  = 0, 1 = 775, 2 = 630 
and  = 55. 
Figure 6 shows the analytical versus experimental comparison for the HWRI PWHS 16010, 
subjected to a pre-load of 2 kN, with varying the displacement amplitude as described in Ta-
ble 2. It demonstrates that the proposed mathematical model can satisfactorily predict the dy-
namic response in a wide displacement range. This satisfying agreement is achieved by all the 
tested devices, under the different vertical pre-loads. 
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Figure 6: HWRI PWHS 16010: experimental versus numerical hysteresis loops, under a pre-load of 2 kN. 

7 CONCLUSIONS 

The experimental investigation of the dynamic response of HWRIs, manufactured by Pow-
erflex S.r.l (Limatola, Italy), has been carried out by adopting a testing machine available at 
the Department of Structures for Engineering and Architecture of the University of Naples 
Federico II, which allows to impose vertical displacement or load histories to the tested device 
with a constant vertical pre-load.  

Each test consisted in imposing ten cycles of sinusoidal displacement having specified am-
plitude and frequency, under four different values of vertical pre-load. Six amplitude values 
have been chosen with the maximum one selected in order to avoid damages to the two alu-
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minum alloy retainer bars of the device during the experimental tests. The most investigated 
loading frequency was assumed equal to 0.1 Hz. 

According to the experimental tests results, the tested device is characterized by high effec-
tive stiffnesses and equivalent damping ratio in the case of very small imposed displacement 
amplitudes. These parameters decrease with increasing displacement amplitude, except for the 
effective stiffness in Tension that dramatically increase towards the largest amplitudes. The 
shape of the hysteresis loops changes according to the displacements amplitude: at the small-
est imposed displacements, the hysteresis loops display a softening stiffness in Compression 
and a slight hardening in Tension, whereas, at the largest imposed displacements, the device 
exhibits a hardening stiffness in Tension. 

Regarding the effect of the vertical pre-load on the dynamic behavior of the tested HWRI, 
the experimental outcomes reveal a reduction in the effective stiffness in Compression and an 
approximately constant equivalent viscous damping ratio due to the increase of the vertical 
load, while the effective stiffness in Tension increases for the largest amplitudes. 

In order to simulate the dynamic behavior of the HWRIs in Compression-Tension direction, 
a nonlinear model has been proposed, accurately calibrated, and validated by comparing the 
experimental hysteresis loops provided by cyclic tests with those predicted mathematically. In 
future papers, it will be necessary to identify a more suitable hysteretic model among those 
already available in the literature [13-20]. 
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Abstract

More than 87% of the Colombian population lives in zones of intermediate and high seismic 
hazard, which has generated an increasing interest toward base isolated structures. Nowadays,
this technique has been mainly applied to hospitals and bridges. However, it is necessary to 
expand the action field of isolators to diverse kind of structures in countries with high seismic 
hazard. In this direction, the performance of circular unbounded fiber reinforced elastomeric 
isolators (U-FREI) was studied in a two degrees-of-freedom (DoF), medium scale structure,
under seismic excitation. This evaluation was achieved employing a Real-Time Hybrid 
Simulation (RTHS), which is defined as a modern cyber-physical technique used for the 
experimental evaluation of complex systems, that treats the system components with predictable 
behavior as a numerical substructure, and the components that are difficult to model as an 
experimental substructure. In this case, the main structure was considered as the numerical 
substructure and a couple of U-FREI was treated as the experimental substructure. The RTHS 
was evaluated using a set of Current Assessment Measurements, where an accurate tracking of 
the transfer system was determined. Furthermore, the experimental results were compared with 
Shaking Table Tests (STT) developed at University of Naples Federico II. Particularly, peak 
and RMS comparison of force and acceleration signals showed a similar behavior of the RTHS 
according to the STT results. Overall, both approaches demonstrated that the U-FREI were 
able to reduce more than the 70% of the structural drift with respect to the fixed structure, and 
the applied RTHS methodology was verified.

Keywords: structural control, real-time hybrid simulation, unbounded circular fiber reinforced
elastomeric isolator, current assessment measurements.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Earthquakes are one of the main natural hazards in countries of the Pacific zone such as 
Colombia, Mexico, Ecuador, Chile and Japan. To counteract the effect of the earthquake, there
are two widely accepted and implemented alternatives. The first consists in isolating the
structure at the base, thus reducing the energy input of the earthquake to the building [1–3].
While the second one concentrates in mitigating, through auxiliary devices, the energy that has
been transmitted by the earthquake to the structure [4–6]. In a conventional design, the building
will dissipate this energy through vibrations that can lead to the generation of damage in its
structural and non-structural elements.

In response to this issue, one of the alternatives for structural control that became popular
in Japan was the seismic isolation, due to its great performance during the Kobe earthquake
of 1995 [7]. De la Llera et al. in [8] has shown the positive experience of the base isolation
application with budget limitation and other technological constraints. A cost reduction 
alternative consists of simplifying the isolator installation process, due to it can be located
between the foundation and the structure without bonding at the contact surfaces. This 
simplified installation method is named ‘unbonded application’ which has been recently 
investigated on Fiber Reinforced Elastomeric Isolators (FREI) [9].

Unfortunately, to validate the performance of such systems in civil structures would be
necessary to implement full-scale experimental tests. These tests require enormous resources 
that can be prohibitive for some projects. In contrast, the evaluation of non-conventional and
earthquake-prone structures is currently being promoted using Real-Time Hybrid Simulation
(RTHS). These simulations allow the study of complex systems by classifying components that
are easy to model as numerical substructure and components whose behavior is difficult to
predict as experimental substructure [10–12]. Thus, the numerical substructure is represented
computationally, while the experimental substructure is constructed and tested physically [13–
15]. Therefore, RTHS technique involves advantages as low cost, small space, low loading
capacity requirements [12, 16].

This study addressed this issue developing a RTHS for a structure with unbounded seismic 
isolators U-FREI (Unbounded Fiber Reinforced Elastomeric Isolators).

2 SHAKING TABLE TEST (STT)

2.1 Main structure

Losanno et al. [17] conducted a series of Shaking Table Tests (STT) with an experimental two
degrees-of-freedom (DoF) base isolated system. This structure was installed at the Department
of Structures for Engineering and Architecture (DiST) of the University of Naples Federico II
in Italy. A cylindrical U-FREI was used bellow each column. Also, previously in the research
[18] both polyester and carbon reinforcement were considered, where their characterization was 
developed through uniaxial shear and compression tests. In this case, the results obtained by
Losanno et al. in [17] are used as the reference data, with the aim of validating the RTHS
results achieved in this application. The reference structure consists of a steel frame, with a
total height of 2.9 m and plan dimensions of 2.65x2.15 m2, as shown in Figure 1. The total
weight of the structure is 77 kN, with a base load of 36 kN and a top load of 41 kN.
Additionally, the structural response was measured through 3-axis accelerometers
(PCB356A17) and displacement sensors (Micro-epsilon ILD1402-600, Wenglor CP35MHT80)
in each level.
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Figure 1: Scheme of the reference structure.

The dynamic characteristics of the main structure in fixed-based configuration were
identified through shaking table tests in [19], and masses, natural frequency and damping ratio
are presented in Table 1.

ζ (%)

3675 4180 3.81 1.00
Table 1: Dynamic properties of the main structure.

2.2 Circular unbounded fiber reinforced elastomeric isolators

The main structure was supported by four cylindrical U-FREI, as shown in Figure 2. These 
isolators have a diameter of 80 mm and total height of 44 mm. Particularly, these U-FREIs
are composed of 15 rubber layers with a thick of 2 mm, which were reinforced by 14 polyester
fiber layers with a thick of 1 mm. The total height of rubber is Hr = 30 mm. The same 
manufacturing process is also described in Madera Sierra et al. [20].

Figure 2: U-FREI.

The U-FREIs employed in the STT were characterized using a cyclic test with a maximum 
displacement of 9 cm, i.e. 300% shear strain. The hysteretic behavior of two set of these 
isolators is shown in Figure 3, as references T1a and T1b. In this study, two set of isolators,
with the same geometry of those used at University of Naples, were analyzed in the LINSE 
Laboratory at Universidad del Valle, Cali, Colombia. These isolators were characterized with 
an equivalent cyclic test that presents a maximum displacement of 5 cm, whose results are 
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indicated in Figure 3 as LINSE (Sp1) and LINSE (Sp2). A challenging non-linear behavior is 
exhibited by U-FREIs as recently confirmed by several attempts to develop accurate hysteretic 
models [21–23].

The effective lateral stiffness of the devices was calculated based on the peak-to-peak
lateral response for each deformation cycle, as shown in Eq. (1), where and are 
the maximum and minimum values of the force during the i-th cycle, and and are 
the corresponding for the displacement. The equivalent damping ratio was estimated as a
function of the dissipated area, , during each deformation cycle, as shown in Eq. (2). Both 
parameters are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3: Hysteresis loops from cyclic tests for (a) Reference specimen T1a; (b) Reference specimen T1b; 
(c) LINSE specimen 1; (d) LINSE specimen 2.

(1)

(2)

Figure 4: Comparison for the LINSE’s and Federico II specimens of the (a) Secant stiffnesses and (b) 
Damping coefficients.

Even if secant stiffness of LINSE prototypes lightly exceeds the values from previous ones,
it can be noted that a significantly lower damping is obtained especially at low deformation 
levels. This is probably due to a different rubber compound assumed in the manufacturing. 
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3 REAL-TIME HYBRID SIMULATION

Real-time hybrid simulation (RTHS) is a modern cyber-physical technique used for the
experimental evaluation of complex systems, which treats the components with predictable
behavior of the system as numerical substructure and the components that are difficult to
model as experimental substructure. In this implementation, the structural system (without
isolators) is considered as the numerical substructure since it can be modeled with a high level
of accuracy, whilst the isolators are considered as the experimental substructure.

One of the main challenges of the RTHS is the generation of the boundary conditions in
the experimental substructure. This process demands a detailed knowledge of the actuators
that apply the information obtained from the numerical integration. These actuators are known 
as transfer systems. In this implementation two decentralized transfer systems are included.
One of them is focused on the normal force, which is directly applied to the isolator specimens,
and the other reproduces the horizontal displacement at the base of the numerical substructure
through a shear force.

The input of the RTHS is the base acceleration caused by the Campano- Lucano (CAM
50%) earthquake scaled to the 50%, , which corresponds to the first input of the numerical
substructure model (see, Figure 6). The horizontal displacement of the numerical substructure
at the isolator location was taken as the reference signal of the horizontal transfer system, .
This process generates physically a displacement in the experimental substructure that
corresponds to the measured displacement, , as shown in Figure 5. Furthermore, the
vertical transfer system induces a normal force, , with a reference value of 19 kN, being
this value, the structural weight supported by each isolator during the STT. In this direction,
the shear force produced by the experimental substructure is the feedback force, , and
this signal is assigned as the second input of the numerical substructure.

Figure 5: RTHS scheme.
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Figure 6: Ground acceleration of the CAM50% earthquake.

3.1 Numerical substructure

The main structure was modeled as a two DoF system, as shown in Eq. (3). In this state space 
representation and are the bottom and top structural masses, as indicates in Figure 7.
and are the stiffness and damping of the main structure, respectively. Moreover, and 

are the displacement of the isolators and the structural displacement. The four system 
states correspond to the isolator displacement, , the structural displacement, , the isolator 
velocity, , and the structural velocity, . As mentioned above, the system inputs are the 
ground acceleration, , and the isolator shear force, , which is measured during the 
RTHS. It is important to mention that the system output is the first state of the numerical model.

Figure 7: Main structure scheme.

(3)
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3.2 Experimental substructure

The behavior of the isolators in unbounded configuration is highly complex: because of the 
variation of the contact area [14, 18], it tends to decrease the horizontal stiffness and increase 
the energy dissipation. Also, U-FREI performs a phenomenon denominated roll-over as 
mentioned previously. A complete roll-over takes place when the original vertical face of the 
isolator is approaching the horizontal support [9, 18, 24, 25]. It is shown that after the initial 
point of roll-over, a gradual softening of the isolators is produced, and after the end point of full 
roll-over, it can be observed an effect of stiffness hardening. Thus, in this study the U-FREIs 
are considered as the experimental substructure. For this purpose, an experimental setup was 
developed to couple the experimental substructure with the cybernetic component of the RTHS.

The experimental setup involves a moving plate, which is released in the vertical direction 
to allow the movement associated with the compression of the isolators. In addition, this plate 
is supported on linear bearings, which are oriented in the horizontal direction. In this 
configuration, two isolators are disposed in the experimental setup as shown in Figure 8. Thus,
the opposition force of the isolators was measured by a load cell Optima OP-312-3. The normal 
force was set to 19 kN during the simulation, which is applied by a vertical hydraulic actuator. 
The compression load cell Omega LPCH-5-M12 was used to control the vertical compression.

(a) (b)

(c)
Figure 8: (a) Experimental setup, (b) Experimental setup scheme, and

(c) Deformed U-FREI.
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3.3 Transfer systems 

The RTHS control scheme is shown in Figure 9, where the horizontal control displacement is
achieved through an actuator Shore Wester 911D, which has a linear variable differential
transformer (LVDT). This LVDT allows to measure the displacement of the actuator piston
with higher precision. This actuator is activated by a hydraulic pump that presents a maximum
flow of 13.2 liters per minute. Particularly, the system pump-actuator or plant was modeled as
a continuous system with one pole at the origin, without zeros, a nominal gain of 14, and a
delay of 33 milliseconds. Due to the considerable noise in the LVDT measure, a Kalman
filter was designed to obtain an adequate signal, according to the RTHS scope. As shown in
Figure 9, the plant was feed-back using the filtered actuator displacement, , and a
unit delay. This close loop generates a stable system, in contrast to the marginal stability of
the plant in open loop. Moreover, the internal loop can filter the high frequency components
of the controller output, . Nevertheless, the adequate tracking characteristics (amplitude
and angle phase) of the horizontal transfer system were achieved using an optimal control
technique in the external loop. In this case, a controller was employed, which Riascos et
al. in [26–28] designed using the hinfstruc Matlab function, where the optimization was
developed for minimizing the error signal, , and the operational voltage signal, .

On the other hand, the vertical control force consists of three components. The first
component is a linear function expressed as , which determines the nominal voltage 
required by a Power Unity to apply a force, , in the actuator. The second component is a 
term based on a hysteretic loop between the actuator force and the power unity voltage. This 
term depends on the error sign, as described in Figure 9. The third component consists of a 
proportional-integral (PI) controller, which fits the voltage to achieve a measured force close to 
the reference despite of the isolator deformation.

Figure 9: RTHS scheme.
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4 RTHS IMPLEMENTATION

This RTHS was implemented with a high-speed executing computer (SpeedGoat target 
machine). For this task, a host computer with Matlab’s Xpc protocol and a sampling frequency 
of 1024 Hz was used. The SpeedGoat has high processing capacity to guarantee real-time 
evaluation of the hybrid simulation. For the CAM 50% earthquake, a comparison between STT
and RTHS approaches is presented in Figure 10.

Figure 10: RTHS implementation.

4.1 RTHS performance

Assessment measures are adopted to determine the accuracy of the RTHS. The parameters 
selected in this study focused especially on the tracking accuracy of the main transfer system. 
These parameters involve time or frequency domains. For example, the difference of maximum
error and the maximum difference errors are calculated in time domain, as given in Eqs. (4) and 
(5). The frequency evaluation index (FEI) compares the target and measured signals in the 
frequency domain using the fast Fourier transform (FFT), and the equivalent frequency ( )
identifies the cycle frequency where there is the most energy of the signal, as given in Eqs. (6)
and (7), respectively. The generalized amplitude, , and generalized angle, , depend on the 
FEI as expressed in Eqs. (8)-(9). Further, the delay, , between the target and measured signals 
is determined in function of FEI, which is the opposite value of the FEI argument over the 
equivalent angular frequency, as given by Eq. (10). 

(4)
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(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(ms)
0.52 1.00 0.27 2.25 2.87

Table 2: Assessment measures.

4.2 RTHS Comparison 

To validate the RTHS results some comparison indexes were proposed. These indexes allow 
to determine the peak and Root Mean Square (RMS) coherence between the force, acceleration, 
or displacement, of the RTHS , with respect to those obtained with the STT .
Both indexes are defined in Eqs. (11)-(12). The comparison index results are listed in Table 3,
where can be observed the adequate correspondence between the force and acceleration signals 
obtained with the RTHS in comparison with those of the STT. However, the displacement 
signal between both approaches presented considerable differences. These differences indicate 
that the isolator displacement in the RTHS technique was approximately only 66% of the STT 
response. This was caused by the higher stiffness of the specimens used in this study, which 
also present lower damping for small deformations. In addition, the upper structure presented a 
maximum inter-story drift of 0.109% through the STT, whilst a drift of 0.179% was achieved 
with the RTHS approach. This drift difference was caused by the high stiffness of the U-FREIs 
employed during the RTHS, since these isolators transmit more seismic energy to the upper 
structure in comparison with those implemented in the STT.

(11)

(12)
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Signal (%)
Force 104 105
Acceleration 91 95
Displacement 67 66
Table 3: Indexes of comparison between responses for RTHS and STT.

5 CONCLUSIONS  

The main findings of this study can be listed as follows:

Experimental results show that the horizontal transfer system was able to generate the
isolator displacement obtained from the numerical integration with good accuracy.
The equivalent frequency of the RTHS reported an operational frequency at 0.52 Hz,
which allowed to the transfer system achieving an excellent tracking with respect to the
desired displacement, where generalized amplitude of 1.00 and delay lower than 3
milliseconds were obtained.
The RTHS achieved an adequate prediction of the peak and RMS force and acceleration
of the isolated structure, despite of using a simplified model of the main structure and
an experimental substructure with different mechanical characteristics in terms of
stiffness and damping, with respect to that presented during the STT.
In the RTHS technique, the isolator displacement was approximately a fraction, i.e. 66%
of the STT response. This was caused by the higher stiffness that presents the specimens
used in this study, which present poor damping for small deformations.
Overall, both approaches demonstrated that the U-FREIs were able to reduce
considerably the structural drift with respect to the fixed structure, and the applied
RTHS methodology was verified.
As a further development the authors will improve the numerical models of the structure
in order to improve the accuracy of the RTHS.
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Abstract

In common practice, uncoupled hysteretic models, that is, models that do not consider the bi-
axial interaction between the restoring forces along two generic orthogonal transverse direc-
tions, are typically employed to perform nonlinear time history analyses of base isolated 
structures. However, such models do not suitably reproduce the exact response of the struc-
ture when the system is subjected to external excitation in two orthogonal directions. Thus, 
the selection of suitable phenomenological model and the time integration method is im-
portant while carrying out nonlinear time history analysis (NLTHA) of base isolated struc-
tures. In the present study, a detailed investigation is carried out to assess the effectiveness of 
two hysteretic models to reproduce the hysteretic behaviour of the elastomeric bearings. A 
three-dimensional base-isolated reinforced concrete building is analysed under earthquake 
excitations, by employing a novel biaxial phenomenological model denominated Multiple 
Springs Exponential Model (MSEM) and Biaxial Bouc-Wen model (BBWM). Numerical accu-
racy and the computational efficiency of these methods are assessed through NLTHA. The 
results show that the novel method is advantageous and computationally efficient in compari-
son with BBWM.

Keywords: Hysteresis model, base isolated structure, phenomenological model, multiple 
springs, nonlinear time history analysis.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Base isolation is one of the effective response control technologies that helps in reducing 
the seismic response of structures by introducing isolation bearings between the foundation 
and superstructure of the building [1,2,3,4]. The continuous development in the base isolation 
technology and innovative isolation devices [5,6,7,8] lead to a significant increase in the base 
isolated structures in the recent years. The behaviour of base isolated structures is highly in-
fluenced by the base isolation system, which need to be carefully investigated [9,10,11]. Due 
to the difficulties associated with the development of detailed finite element models of isola-
tion bearings, several studies were carried out to identify a hysteresis model to reproduce the 
most realistic behaviour of the bearings [12].

In addition, the isolation bearings display a coupled behaviour when subjected to external 
excitation in two orthogonal directions [13]. Several phenomenological models are widely 
used to reproduce the biaxial rate-independent behaviour of seismic isolation bearings ob-
tained from cyclic experimental tests.  Biaxial differential models are mostly employed to re-
produce the hysteresis phenomena, due to its accuracy and requirement of a smaller number 
of model parameters [14]. However, the computationally efficiency of such models are affect-
ed due to the physical insignificance of the model parameters. Also, they demand a numerical 
solution of a differential vector equation to obtain the response of the building at each time 
step of a Nonlinear Time History Analysis (NLTHA).

One of the most commonly used models is the Bouc-Wen model (BWM), but the nonlinear 
time history analysis of a structural model using BWM demands increased computational ef-
fort. Further, the interpretation of BWM parameters is not straightforward due to its peculiar 
formulation [15]. The recently formulated Biaxial Bouc-Wen model (BBWM) is capable of 
reproducing the biaxial behaviour of the isolation bearings. Despite its reported accuracy, the 
physical interpretation of model parameters and the computational time remains as a major 
difficulty during the response analyses of base isolated buildings. 

Considering the assessment of base-isolated building response, the accuracy of the nonlin-
ear analyses depends on the selection of suitable phenomenological model and the time inte-
gration method to solve the nonlinear equilibrium equations. In this context, the present study 
aims at investigating the novel coupled phenomenological model developed by Vaiana et al. 
[14] to simulate the rate-independent hysteretic behaviour of isolation bearings of a base iso-
lated structure. Multiple Springs Exponential Model (MSEM), formulated from the general 
class of novel phenomenological model, is considered for the study. The obtained results are 
compared with the BBWM results in order to check the accuracy and computational efficien-
cy of the MSEM. Further, Nonlinear Time History Analyses (NLTHAs) of a two-story base-
isolated reinforced concrete building is also carried out using MSEM and BBWM to model 
the behaviour of isolation bearings. Considering the importance of time integration method in 
the NLTHA of base-isolated buildings, the widely used Newmark’s constant acceleration 
method is used along with the BBWM model. In case of base isolated building with MSEM 
mode, Chang’s explicit method is used for NLTHA due to reduced computational effort and 
the results obtained from this novel methodology is compared with the conventional proce-
dure.

2 HYSTERESIS MODELS

The response of a base-isolated structure is highly influenced by the dynamic properties of 
the isolation devices. Hence, the selection of a suitable hysteresis model plays a major role in 
the nonlinear analysis of such structures. Hysteresis models, ranging from simple bilinear 
models to complex models and developed for particular applications, are available in the liter-
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ature [16,17]. In the present study, a novel biaxial phenomenological model, denominated 
Multiple Springs Exponential Model (MSEM) and formulated by Vaiana et al. [14], is con-
sidered along with the celebrated BBWM. The hysteresis models used to represent the behav-
iour of isolation bearings are presented in the following subsections.

2.1 Bouc-Wen model

BWM is governed by a first-order nonlinear Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) charac-
terized by six parameters that govern the shape and size of the hysteresis loops. The model is 
based in the Duhem hysteresis operator and simulates a smooth transition between elastic and 
post-elastic states [18,19]. Park et al. [20] extended the uniaxial model to simulate the biaxial 
rate-independent hysteretic behaviour of systems and materials. Finally, the generalized biax-
ial formulation of the model is proposed by Harvey and Gavin [21], and the components of 
the generalized force vector are given by:

(1)

where and are parameters with dimensions of stiffness and displacement, respectively, 
and are the generalized displacements along X-axis and Y-axis, respectively, a is a dimen-
sionless parameter, and and are dimensionless variables which can be obtained from the 
following system of two coupled first-order nonlinear ODEs:

(2)

(3)

where , , and are dimensionless parameters that control the shape of the hysteresis loops. 
Thus, BBWM requires the calibration of seven parameters to simulate the exact hysteresis 
behaviour of isolation bearings through experiments. BWM is used along with Newmark’s 
constant average acceleration method to solve the nonlinear equilibrium equations. This 
method is unconditionally stable and also allows the use of large time steps while fulfilling 
the requirement for accuracy [22,23]. However, the computational efficiency of the method is 
highly affected by the convergence issues due to the conjunction of the method along with the 
iterative procedure [24].

2.2 Multiple Springs Exponential Model

The novel family of biaxial models proposed by Vaiana et al. [14] is capable of simulating 
the typical bidirectional kinematic rate-independent hysteretic behaviour displayed by me-
chanical systems and materials. The biaxial model is formulated by employing the multiple 
springs model [25] in conjunction with the uniaxial phenomenological models developed by 
Vaiana et al. [26,27]. The model was developed by introducing n evenly spaced springs in a 
circular configuration around the origin of the adopted coordinate system as shown in Figure 
1(a). Each spring is made up of two different springs in parallel such as the elastic spring with 
generalized tangent stiffness , and a rate-independent hysteretic spring with generalized 
tangent stiffness , as shown in Figure 1(b). The generalized tangent stiffness kt is obtained 
by summing and .
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Figure 1: (a) Plan view of the multiple springs model, and (b) i-th spring [14].

The generalized force-displacement hysteresis loops characterizing the i-th spring of the 
proposed model may be limited to two parallel straight lines (curves), as shown in Figure 2. 
The integration of the general expression of the generalized tangent stiffness functions yields 
the expressions for the generic loading (unloading) curve and for the upper (lower) limiting 
curve. The integration constants are obtained by considering the intersection of generic load-
ing (unloading) curve and upper (lower) limiting curve. The abscissa of the intersection point 
is represented as the generalized history variable.

Figure 2: Hysteresis loop limited by two parallel (a) straight lines, and (b) curves [14].

Multiple Springs Exponential Model (MSEM) considered in the present study belongs to 
this family of biaxial models, which is obtained by selecting a suitable generalized tangent 
stiffness functions and then by deriving the particularized expression of the generalized force, 
history variable, and internal constant parameters. For simplicity, same properties are as-
signed for all the springs in the model, thus obtaining an isotropic model. MSEM is a more 
sophisticated model where the typical generalized force-displacement hysteresis loop of the i-
th spring is limited by two parallel straight lines or curves. This model requires four parame-
ters to simulate the complex biaxial hysteresis phenomena. The general expression of the gen-
eralized tangent stiffness functions can be obtained from the sum of following expressions of

and :

(4)
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(5)

(6)

where , , , and are the four model parameters that fulfill the following conditions: 
, , , whereas is real.

The general expression of the i-th spring generic loading and unloading curves can be writ-
ten as follows:

(7)

(8)

Further, the expressions of the upper and lower limiting curves are given by:

(9)

(10)
The general equations used to evaluate the generalized history variable for the generic loading 
and unloading cases are as follows:

(11)

(12)

The expression of the constant parameter u0 can be derived by assuming that the upper (lower) 
limiting curves and generic loading (unloading) curves have the same generalized tangent 
stiffness functions at their intersection point. It can be given by:

(13)

Further, the expression for the constant parameter f0 is obtained as follows:

(14)

In the present study, this novel coupled phenomenological model is used along with an ex-
plicit unconditionally stable time integration method. This strategy avoids the use of iterative 
procedures for solving nonlinear equilibrium equations and it is useful when complex prob-
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lems need to be addressed [28,29]. The explicit time integration method considered in the 
study represents a specific algorithm developed by Chang [30] and adopted by Vaiana et al. 
[31] for base-isolated structures. In case of non-stiffening systems, this method tends to be 
unconditionally stable and has a second-order accuracy. Further, the method does not suffer 
from numerical damping and displays only a small relative period error.

3 NUMERICAL MODEL

A three dimensional (3D) structural model with two substructures such as the n-story su-
perstructure and a base isolation system is considered to assess the accuracy and computation-
al efficiency of the proposed model. The 3D model defined in global, right-handed cartesian 
coordinate system attached to the mass centre of the base isolation system is shown in Figure 
3. The nonlinear analysis of the base isolated structure is carried out considering the following
assumptions: (a) the deformation of the superstructure is within the linear elastic range during 
the earthquake excitation, (b) the floor diaphragm is infinitely rigid in its own plane, (c) the 
columns are axially inextensible, (d) the beams are flexurally rigid and axially inextensible, (e) 
the base isolation bearings are axially inextensible.

Figure 3: Three-dimensional model of base isolated structure.

The superstructure of the base isolated structure is a two-story reinforced concrete structure 
with vertical geometrical irregularity. The plan dimension of the building is 10.0 m x 8.0 m 
with a story height of 3.50 m. The weight of the superstructure is 1802.90 kN. The first three 
natural periods of the superstructure are 0.15 s, 0.14 s sand 0.10 s. The total weight of base 
isolation system with 9 elastomeric bearings is 914.90 kN. The bearings are placed between 
the superstructure columns full diaphragm. The base isolation system is designed to provide 
an effective isolation period of 2.25 s and an effective viscous damping of 15% at the design 
displacement 0.50 m. As per the assumptions considered for the nonlinear analysis of the 
structure, the number of degrees-of-freedom of the super structure and the isolation system
are equal to 6 and 3, respectively.

The nonlinear equilibrium equation considered for the analysis of the Multi-Degree-Of-
Freedom (MDOF) base isolated structure is given by:

(15)
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where, , , and are the generalized displacement, velocity, acceleration vectors, 
respectively, , , and are the generalized constant mass, damping and elastic stiffness 
matrices, respectively, is the generalized nonlinear force vector, and is the gener-
alized external force vector at time 

g
.

For the adopted base isolated structure idealization, the motion vectors of the model rela-
tive to the ground can be written as follows:

(16)

where, are the displacement, velocity and acceleration vectors of base 
isolation device (superstructure) of size 3x1 (3nx1), respectively. 

The force vectors are given by:

(17)

where, is the nonlinear force vector of the base isolation system with dimension 3x1, 
is the influence matrix of base isolation system (superstructure), and is the ground 

acceleration vector of dimension 3x1.

4 HYSTERESIS MODEL PARAMETERS

The parameters of the biaxial Bouc-Wen model adopted to simulate the behaviour of the 
elastomeric bearings are shown in Table 1. MSEM requires calibration of four parameters 

and ‘n’ number of springs. MSEM model parameters are identified using Particle 
Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm [32] which is a computational technique with easy im-
plementation and convergence properties. In the algorithm, a set of random parameters are 
first initialized, and the value of each parameter is iteratively modified. The optimization is 
performed by considering the interaction among the parameters and the objective function is 
minimized. MSEM parameters are calibrated in the present study by minimizing the follow-
ing objective function:

(18)

where, is the j-th component of the generalized force vector computed using MSEM 
and is the j-th component of the generalized force vector describing the behaviour of the 
isolation bearings using BWM. The following PSO parameters are used to avoid premature 
convergence of the solution in the local optimum points:

population size: 100,
number of iterations: 200,
acceleration factors: c1 = c2 = 2,
maximum and minimum inertia weights: wmax = 0.9 and wmin = 0.4.

The adopted MSEM parameters are listed in Table 2. The comparison of hysteresis loops 
of BWM and MSEM model with the calibrated parameters are shown in Figure 4. The plots 
are obtained by imposing eight-shaped displacement orbit given by 

g p
and 

, with = 0.5 m and = 2π rad/s. It can be clearly seen that the MSEM 
model is capable of representing the hysteresis behaviour of the isolation bearing with re-
duced number of parameters, in comparison with BWM.
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K [N/m] A a b c d [m] e
1.83e6 1 0.10 1.00 0.00 0.017 1.00

Table 1: BWM parameters used in the NLTHAs.

n ka [N/m] kb [N/m] α [m-1] β [N/m]
16.00 5.78e8 1.83e5 1.04e4 0

Table 2: MSEM parameters used in the NLTHAs.
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Figure 4: Comparison between BBWM and MSEM hysteresis loops along (a) X-axis, (b) Y-axis, and (c) gener-
alized force paths by applying eight-shaped generalized displacement orbit.

The numerical model has been programmed in MATLAB and run on a computer with In-
tel® Core™ i5-5200U processor and a CPU at 2.20GHz with 8.00 GB RAM. The computa-
tional time of BBWM is 20.97 s, whereas the MSEM model required only 0.53s, which is 
about 2.50% of the BBWM computational time. Along with the computational time, the mod-
el also exhibits acceptable accuracy with reduced number of model parameters, making the 
calibration process easier.
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5 NUMERICAL ANALYSES OF A BASE-ISOLATED STRUCTURE

The response of the base isolated structure under bidirectional earthquake excitation is pre-
sented in this section. In the analyses, the BBWM and MSEM are used to reproduce the dy-
namic behaviour of the isolation bearings of the base isolated structure. Further, conventional 
time integration method is used along with BBWM to numerically integrate the nonlinear 
equilibrium equations, whereas Chang’s explicit method is used along with the novel MSEM. 
The NLTHA of the base isolated structure is performed by imposing Northridge earthquake 
acceleration time history along X-axis and Y-axis as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Ground acceleration time histories of Northridge earthquake along (a) X-axis and (b) Y-axis.

The numerical results and computational time are compared to assess the accuracy and 
computational efficiency of the solution strategies. The first order nonlinear ODE in the 
BWM is solved using the unconditionally stable semi-implicit Range-Kutta method with 50 
number of steps [33]. The results of the NLTHAs are listed in Table 3. It can be clearly seen 
that the maximum and minimum values of the base isolation system mass centre displace-
ments  , velocities and accelerations obtained using BBWM and MSEM are al-
most equal. In addition to the seismic response of the base isolated structure, the total 
computational time required to perform NLTHAs by BBWM and MSEM are also given in 
Table 3. It can be clearly seen that the MSEM reduces the computational time drastically. 
Since, the obtained computational time highly depends on the CPU speed, relevant memory 
and background process running on the computer, an additional parameter which is the 
total computational time percentage is also evaluated as follows:

(19)

This parameter provides a more meaningful measure of the computational benefits associ-
ated with MSEM, in comparison with BBWM. The value of the 

p
in the order of 0.87% 

highlights the advantages of implementing this model in structural analysis tools and com-
mercial computer programs.

Further, the comparison of displacement, velocity and acceleration response measured at 
the base isolation system mass centre obtained using BBWM and MSEM models are shown 
in Figure 6(a) to 6(f). The results clearly highlight the accuracy of the novel biaxial phenome-
nological model in comparison with the BBWM. A minor difference arises in terms of hyster-
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etic response of the isolation bearings in Figure 6(g) and 6(h) due to different formulations of 
the models to be properly calibrated on experimental tests.

BBWM MSEM
12104 105
- 0.87

Max 0.33 0.33 0.00
Min -0.33 -0.33 0.00
Max 0.23 0.25 8.00
min -0.18 -0.21 14.29
Max 0.89 0.90 1.11
min -0.83 -0.82 -1.20
Max 0.98 1.08 9.26
min -0.85 -0.89 1.12
Max 5.16 4.90 -5.04
min -3.93 -3.83 -2.54
Max 10.37 10.47 0.96
min -10.55 -10.30 -2.37

Table 3: NLTHAs results under Northridge excitation.
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Figure 6: Seismic response of the base isolated structure (a) displacement along X-axis, (b) displacement along 
Y-axis, (c) velocity along X-axis, (d) velocity along Y-axis, (e) acceleration along X-axis, (f) acceleration along 

y-axis, (g) hysteresis loops along X-axis, and (h) hysteresis loops along Y-axis.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In the present study, the accuracy and computational efficiency of the two biaxial hysteret-
ic models to reproduce the behaviour of elastomeric bearings is assessed. A novel biaxial 
phenomenological model denominated Multiple Springs Exponential Model is compared with 
the commonly used Biaxial Bouc-Wen Model. The novel model is found to be advantageous 
in comparison with BBWM due its reduced number of model parameters, physical interpreta-
tion of parameters, easier calibration, and reduced computational time.

Further, NLTHA of a three-dimensional base isolated reinforced concrete building is also 
carried out. Considering the importance of time integration methods employed in NLTHA of 
base isolated structures, Newmark’s constant average acceleration method and Chang’s ex-
plicit method are used along with BBWM and MSEM, respectively. The dynamic response of 
the base isolated structure obtained using the MSEM model and Chang’s explicit method 
closely matches with the results from the conventional procedure using BBWM and New-
mark’s method. Further, the total computational time percentage of the novel method is only 
around 0.87% which highlights the computational efficiency and suitability of this model for 
implementation in structural analysis tools. 
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Abstract 

Although seismic isolation devices are effective in protecting structures during an earth-
quake, they are generally large, heavy, and expensive, making their application prohibitive 
for housing buildings. In the last few years, different strategies have been investigated to 
make seismic isolators cheaper and lighter for housing buildings in developing countries. 
Lower costs can be obtained at different scales: simplifying the installation process of devic-
es, reducing energy consumption during manufacturing, and using recycled materials. Both 
weight and cost of isolators could be reduced by adopting flexible reinforcements in place of 
steel reinforcing plates, also allowing easier installation without bolted connections in un-
bounded configuration. Costs can be further reduced by replacing natural rubber with a re-
cycled elastomer. It has been demonstrated that trying to give a second life to rubber is 
challenging, since devulcanization process, capable of breaking chemical bonds between
rubber and sulphur, is highly polluting and requires high consumption of energy. In the pre-
sent work, a recycled compound has been preliminary developed with mechanical properties 
not significantly lower than virgin rubber. Obtained parameters are satisfactory for use in 
unbounded isolators with flexible internal reinforcement where internal stresses are signifi-
cantly reduced. In particular, a novel compound has been properly formulated in order to be 
lower cost in comparison to traditional one. Mechanical characterization of the material
showed excellent properties including shear modulus and hardness similar to those of a soft 
rubber, even if a reduced ultimate deformation capacity is achieved. Furthermore, rubber ad-
hesion with different fabrics has been investigated. Preliminary results are very promising
and pave the way for the development of high-performance and low-cost rubber isolators.

Keywords: Base isolation, fibre reinforced elastomeric rubber isolators, recycled rubber 
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1 INTRODUCTION

Base isolation is one of the most effective technologies in seismic protection of structures
[1]. Its objectives are the protection of human life and the reduction of damage caused to 
buildings during earthquakes. Despite all, the system is rarely used in emerging countries due 
to its relatively high cost and features of the design codes. In fact, classical steel-reinforced 
elastomeric isolators (SREIs) are generally large, heavy, and expensive due to the highly la-
bor-intensive manufacturing process, making their application prohibitive in the case of hous-
ing buildings. In the last years, many efforts have been done trying to develop novel low-cost
seismic devices, in order to expand the market of seismic protection systems also to ordinary 
housing buildings, particularly in high seismicity areas of developing countries [2,3]. Lower 
costs can be obtained by: (i) simplifying the installation process of the devices, (ii) reducing 
energy consumption during manufacturing process and (iii) using waste and recycled materi-
als. The first approach was aimed to replace steel plates with fibre sheets [4]. In comparison 
with rigid reinforcements, flexible reinforcements are lighter and can be easily introduced in 
the manufacturing process of elastomeric rubber bearing to be installed under the structure in 
an unbonded configuration [5,6]. In fact, in masonry buildings, these devices are placed di-
rectly under the foundations of the structure, with no need for additional transfer elements, 
leading to a significant reduction of the construction costs [3]. These new devices are known 
as fiber reinforced elastomeric isolators (FREIs) [7]. Costs can be further reduced by replac-
ing virgin rubber with a recycled low-cost elastomer, mitigating, at the same time, the threat 
of rubber scraps increasing all over the world. However, recycling rubber is challenging, due 
to its chemical structure and composition, which make it an insoluble and infusible material 
that cannot be easily reprocessed. One of the major methods of sustainable management of 
used tyres is grinding them and use the rubber particles to produce a new environmental-
friendly polymer. The fabrication process of these material consists in grinding rubber into 
particles of different shape and dimensions, mixing them with a low amount of polyurethane 
and then hot pressing or cold forging the material in order to obtain recycled rubber pads. This 
material is characterized by density low and low mechanical properties [8]. Another method 
to obtain a 100% recycled rubber material consists in compression moulding of rubber gran-
ules at elevated temperature and pressure, necessary to break the crosslink bond, without the
addition of any binder [9–11]. This material exhibits good mechanical properties and high 
density [12]. Some studies have shown the possibility of using rubber pads to produce recy-
cled rubber isolators reinforced with carbon fibres (RU-FREI) avoiding the vulcanization pro-
cess [13]. In fact, manufacturing cost of one RU-FREI is of a few Euros and about 1/10 of the 
cost of a traditional SREI. Shaking table tests, performed by Losanno et al. [14,15] confirmed 
the effectiveness of the RU-FREI isolation systems in reducing the accelerations and inter-
story drifts along the height of the building. However, RU-FREI could be employed as seis-
mic isolation system for heavy structures, such as masonry buildings, because when designed 
for a lightweight frame, these bearings end up having a low aspect ratio, becoming unstable 
under large lateral deformations [7]. In the present work, the authors introduce a new com-
pound whose characteristics are in between virgin natural rubber and recycled rubber. For this 
purpose, a novel compound has been formulated and the physical and mechanical properties 
have been investigated. The material has shown excellent mechanical properties compared to 
that of natural rubber, in terms of both shear modulus and hardness, even if a reduced ultimate 
deformation capacity is achieved. Most importantly, the material exhibited excellent adhesion 
both with metal and synthetic fabric, preventing debonding which characterized RU-FREI. 
Thus, the cost savings for raw materials combined with satisfactory mechanical performance 
could pave the way to a novel low-cost isolation system. Finally, the preliminary design of 
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seismic isolator reinforced with nylon and polyester fabric is presented as prototypes to be 
tested in the near future.

2 DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMPOUND 

Both physical and mechanical properties of the compound are investigated to assess hard-
ness, stiffness, equivalent viscous damping, deformation, and durability properties of the 
compound.

The rheometric behaviour of the material has been investigated according to ISO 3417 [16].
Two moulding temperatures, 140°C and 177°C, are considered in order to find the optimal 
combination of curing temperature and time. This test describes precisely and quickly curing 
and processing characteristics of vulcanizable rubber compounds. A test piece of rubber com-
pound is contained in a sealed test cavity under positive pressure and maintained at a specified 
elevated temperature. A rotor biconical disc is embedded in the test piece and is oscillated 
through small specified rotary amplitude. A complete cure in terms of applied torque versus
cure time is obtained. 

Shore Durometer A (UNI EN ISO 868 [17]) and international rubber harness degrees 
(IRHD) (ISO 48 Method N [18]) were evaluated. The hardness is evaluated by inducing re-
versible, elastic deformation by means of a specially shaped indenter. Five samples of 35 mm 
diameter and 6 mm thick, with smooth, flat surface are tested for 3 sec in case of Shore A and 
30 sec for IRHD, and the average values of hardness are computed. Tests are conducted both 
on samples cured at 140°C for 25 minutes and 170°C for 9 minutes.

Tensile tests are conducted on dumb-bells specimens, according to ISO 37 [19], using ten-
sile tester, equipped with 10 kN loadcell. Six samples of thickness 2 mm, width 4 mm and 
length 20 mm were tested and the average value was computed for the only rubber compound
moulded at 140°C for 25 minutes. Test are conducted with a strain rate of 500 mm/min up to 
failure.

Tear tests are conducted following ISO 34-1 [20], using the trouser test pieces. It is pre-
ferred to other methods since providing information about the fundamental tear properties of 
the material and less sensitive to the length of the cut. The tearing force is applied by means 
of a tensile testing machine, which operates continuously at 100 mm/min until the test piece 
breaks. Five samples of thickness 2 mm, width 15 mm and length 100 mm were considered 
and a cut of length 40 mm was applied in the longitudinal direction.

Shear tests are conducted with a quadrupole setup. The test pieces consist of four rectangu-
lar rubber pads 4 mm thick, 25 mm long and 20 mm wide, bonded on four rigid plates of the 
same width. This system is connected to an actuator, which applies shear deflection with a 
strain rate of 5mm/min. Samples are subjected to four static half-cycles of shear amplitude 
20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and then 100%. Also dynamic properties are estimated considering a 
frequency of 0,5 Hz.

Rubber aging behaviour is also investigated by performing accelerated aging, according to 
ISO 188 [21]. Samples are conditioned at 70°C for 168h (7 days).

Finally, the adhesion of rubber with different supports (steel, nylon, polyester) is investi-
gated performing peeling tests, according to ISO 813 [22]. A strip of rubber is bonded to a 
single plate of rigid material and peeled with an angle of 90° with a strain rate of 50 mm/min.
The applied force required to tear the rubber from the support is measured. The standard test 
piece consists of a strip 6 mm thick, 25 mm wide and 125 mm long, bonded to a square area 
of size 25 mm on the surface of a metal plate and of the fiber textiles bonded on a rigid sup-
port.
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3 CHARACTERIZATION TESTS

3.1 Tyre rubber crumb

Use of tyre rubber crumb provides advantages during the moulding process due to the 
bonds that are activated during the grinding. In particular, styrene butadiene rubber (SBR) and 
natural rubber (NR), unlike butyl rubber, ensure good compatibility not only with the virgin 
rubber compound, but also with the fabric providing good adhesion. For this purpose, a rub-
ber crumb composed by SBR and NR was chosen.

TGA analysis are performed by considering the temperature ramp of Figure 1a and the 
weight loss percentages are reported in Figure 1b and summarized in Table 1. A first weight 
loss of 14 wt% is observed at around 350°C due to the plasticizers, followed by significant 
weight loss of 54 wt% at around 545°C, which corresponds to SBR and NR. Residuals are 
attributed to other fillers, such as silica, typical of tyre compounds, or other additives.

Table 1. Reclaimed rubber composition

Components T [°C] wt %
Absorbed water 70 0.47
Plasticizer (oil, volatile components) 350 13.63
Polymers (NR and SBR) 545 54.96
Carbon black 700 25.13
Ash, inorganic components (ZnO, SiO2,...) >700 5.85

(a) (b) 

Figure 1. TGA analysis of tyre reclaimed rubber: (a) Temperature-Time procedure; (b) Weight loss

3.2 Novel rubber compound investigation

The vulcanization process of the compound at different temperature was investigated. 
Rheometric curves at 140°C and 177°C are reported in Figure 2. Curing is governed by acti-
vators, catalysts, cross-linking agents, hardeners, and accelerators. The time required to obtain 
the curing curve is a function of the test temperature and the vulcanization characteristics of 
the rubber compound [23]. By increasing the testing temperature from 140°C to 177°C, the 
time to achieve the 90% of cure decreases of about 8 times. The material also shows a stable 
behaviour at 140°C, since the curve reaches a plateau, without experiencing a reversion of
torque [24].
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Figure 2. Rheometric curves of the novel rubber compound at 140°C and 177°C

Average values of hardness are reported in Table 2, for samples cured at both 140°C and 
170°C. Durometer values are typical of a soft vulcanized rubber [17]. These results indicates 
that hardness is sensitive to the vulcanization process. In particular, the curing cycle of sample 
moulded at 140°C is longer than that of samples moulded at 170°C. In fact, slower vulcaniza-
tion processes at lower temperature allow the formation of stronger networks, which results in 
higher hardness of the material.

Table 2. Hardness values

Shore A IRHD
Test temperature 140°C 170°C 140°C 170°C

Average value 47.4 45.1 41.32 34.65

Tensile and tear tests on rubber specimens cured at 140°C for 25 min, revealed an excellent 
behaviour of rubber compound (Figure 3a-b). The maximum average stress and strains are 2.6 
MPa and 330%, respectively. Even if these values are lower than  virgin rubber compounds, 
they are significantly higher than previously adopted reclaimed compounds for RU-FREIs
[8,12]. A tear resistance of 6.94 N/mm was measured, which is lightly lower than the mini-
mum requirements, i.e.8 N/mm [20]. However, these results are highly promising for applica-
bility to elastomeric seismic isolators in unbounded configuration. Unlike isolators in bolted
configuration, in unbonded application rubber ends are not constrained by steel plates and are 
free to strain with very limited internal stress. With increasing shear deformations, the ends at
contact with the supports tend to rolls-off and vertical faces rotate in a roll-over mechanism
[25]. This also results in a significantly lower internal peeling stress at rubber-fibre interface.

Hardness and mechanical properties of the material are also investigated after accelerated 
aging. In particular, after conditioning rubber at 70°C for 7 days a hardness and tensile 
strength increase of 9% and 36% were measured, while elongation at break decreased of 8.5%.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3. (a) Tensile test and (b) tear test

(a) (b)
Figure 4. Shear test on rubber: (a) Setup of quadrupole test; (b) Results 

Shear modulus and damping were evaluated for a shear strain γ=100% being 0.39 MPa and 
4.9% respectively, while dynamic properties were estimated around 0.52 MPa and 10.4 %,
respectively. A low shear modulus of the compound, combined with a higher shear strain ca-
pacity, can lead to design of seismic isolators with higher shape factors, thus preventing lat-
eral instability which strongly limited previous investigations on RU-FREIs.

In FREIs, the bonding between layers is of paramount importance since it may govern the 
failure of the bearing. Tests showed an excellent adhesion of rubber with metal. For all sam-
ples rubber tearing occurred before any debonding from the support (Figure 5), providing op-
timal adhesion between the two materials. For nylon and polyester fabric, a proper adhesive 
was introduced to impregnate the textiles in order to promote the adhesion. Also in this case, 
tests showed and excellent behaviour with the tearing of the rubber from the support both for 
nylon and polyester (Table 3).

Table 3. Strength of adhesion of steel vs synthetic fabric (nylon and polyester)

Steel Nylon Polyester
dmax [mm] 181 170 181
Fmax [N/mm] 7.46 7.01 7.46
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 5. Quality of adhesion between rubber and (a-b) steel, (c-d) nylon; (e-f) polyester

Table 4. Technical datasheet of novel rubber compound
Properties Value Specification
Hardness (Shore A) 47.4 ISO 868
Hardness (IRHD) 41.3 ISO 48
Tensile strength 2.6 N/mm2 ISO 37 Type 2
Elongation at break 330% ISO 37 Type 2
Tear resistance 6.5 N/mm ISO 34-1
Specific gravity 1.18 g/cm3 ISO 1183-1
Shear modulus 0.52 MPa UNI 1827
Damping 10.40% UNI 1827
Adhesion to metal 7.5 N/mm ISO 813
Adhesion to nylon 7.0 N/mm ISO 813
Adhesion to polyester 7.5 N/mm ISO 188
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4. PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF ISOLATORS

On the basis of the preliminary characterization of the novel rubber compound whose main
properties are summarised in Table 4, prototype isolators reinforced with polyester and nylon 
fabric have been designed. Nylon fabric and Polyester fabric coated with graphene were 
adopted as reinforcement. These are balanced fabrics with a very low cost with respect to 
conventional steel shims. The geometry of the devices is summarized in Table 5 and sketched 
in Figure 6.

Table 5. Geometry of rubber isolator reinforced with polyester/nylon fabrics

Device n° of rubber layers D [mm] H [mm] tr [mm] tf [mm] S [-]
RR - Nylon 8 200 49.5 5.17 1.16 9.7
RR - Polyester 9 200 49.5 5.02 0.54 10.0

Compared to RU-FREIs from literature [13–15], these prototypes are characterized by a
higher shape factor roughly equal to 10. These values are consistent with those of FREI de-
vices fabricated with virgin rubber. Differently, in case of RU-FREIs, the relatively large 
shear modulus of the rubber and the limited shear strain (γ=50%), resulted in a slender ge-
ometry with an aspect ratio close to 1. Consequently, the use of softer compound with higher 
deformation capacity allows to design more squat geometry thus preventing instability issues 
[26]. Lateral stability will be investigated up to complete roll-over of the vertical faces under 
shear tests. In addition to this, vertical behavior will be tested in order to assess the compress-
ibility of the bearing and the influence of limited elastic modulus of the reinforcement in 
comparison to conventional steel plates and carbon fibers.

Finally, it will be necessary to select the most suitable hysteretic model, among those in-
troduced in the literature [27–31], to allow for an accurate simulation of their nonlinear re-
sponse.

Figure 6. Elastomeric rubber isolator reinforced with polyester/nylon fabrics

4 5 CONCLUSIONS

A new  recycled compound with promising mechanical properties has been developed. The
material has been extensively characterized and its physical and mechanical properties have 
been investigated and properly calibrated.

The shear properties of the material are in between natural rubber and totally-recycled rub-
ber pads, exhibiting shear strain up to 100%, i.e. around two times higher than the latters. Al-
so, tensile strength is satisfactory for use in unbounded configuration with flexible internal 
reinforcement where internal stresses are significantly released.

In addition to this, the novel compound has shown excellent adhesion not only with steel 
but also with different fabrics such as nylon and polyester. These are very common, cheap
textiles commonly used for industrial application such as conveyor belt or work clothes. They
can be easily purchased and inserted in the manufacturing process. Devices can be produced 
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by direct molding, overlaying rubber layers and flexible reinforcements. Consequently, not 
only the weight of the devices is significantly reduced, but also the efforts associated to their
fabrication.

The lower shear modulus and the higher shear strain of the compound compared to that of 
recycled rubber pads allow the fabrication of devices with higher shape factors. This can sig-
nificantly increase the stability limits that were poorly investigated in previous investigations.

The next step of the study is aimed to develop prototype of isolators to be experimentally 
tested. The proposed technology is very promising and could pave the way for the develop-
ment of high-performance and low-cost rubber isolators.
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Abstract

The most important demand parameter for a seismically isolated structure is the maximum 
displacement at the isolation level. Currently, the most accurate way to estimate both the 
maximum isolator displacement and the isolator shear force is to perform bounding analyses. 
Accordingly, in bounding analyses, the lower and upper bound characteristics of isolator 
units are used in order to consider the change in isolator properties due variation in loading 
history, aging and environmental factors such as climatic conditions that the isolator is
exposed during its lifetime. The objective of this study is to experimentally investigate the 
change in mechanical properties of a lead rubber bearing under very low ambient 
temperature. For this purpose, a lead rubber bearing with a total height of 361 mm, a 
diameter of 1020 mm and a lead core diameter of 190 mm is subjected to displacement-
controlled loading at different ambient temperatures. The seismic isolator unit was first kept 
in room condition (20°C) for 24 hours in ESQUAKE Seismic Isolator Test Laboratory
established in Eskisehir Technical University and then tested under cyclic motion. Then, the 
isolator unit which was conditioned at -30oC for 24 hours, was subjected to the same cyclic 
loading. Recorded force-displacement curves for both ambient temperatures are compared. In 
the loading protocol, the amount of axial load was 4500 kN (6 MPa normal stress), the 
amplitude of the horizontal motion was 280 mm (100% shear strain), the number of cycles 
was 3 and the frequency of motion was 0.1 Hz. Based on the test results conducted for both 
ambient temperatures, post-yield stiffness, effective stiffness, energy dissipated per cycle and 
equivalent damping ratios of the isolator were calculated for each cycle and compared with 
each other. Results showed that mechanical properties of lead rubber bearing significantly 
changed under low ambient temperature when compared to those obtained at laboratory 
conditions. When the ambient temperature drops down to -30oC from 20oC, the amplifications 
in post yield stiffness and characteristic strength are 10% and 50%, respectively.

Keywords: Seismic Isolation, Ambient Temperature, Cyclic Loading, Lead Rubber Bearing. 
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1 INTRODUCTION

Seismic isolation is an earthquake resistant design strategy which is adopted to protect 
structures against adverse effects of ground motions. It relies on lengthening of natural period 
of structure by introducing systems, that possess low horizontal stiffness, between the 
superstructure and substructure. Accordingly, in case of a seismic excitation, rather than the 
seismically isolated structure, seismic isolators will undergo large deformations and dissipate 
energy. Among various seismic isolation systems, lead rubber bearing (LRB) is one of the 
most widely used seismic isolators. They are composed of alternate layers of rubber and steel 
plates with a lead core at the center that passes through the height of the bearing. Rubber 
layers are responsible for the lateral stiffness of the bearing whereas lead core provides the 
required lateral strength. Since it was invented by Robinson in the 1970s, LRBs have been 
used in several structures (bridges, hospitals, data centers etc.) around the world [1-3]. In 
parallel, several research has been conducted to determine performance of LRBs under the 
effect of different parameters [4-10]. One of these parameters is the change in ambient 
temperature.

Mechanical properties of LRBs, mainly post yield stiffness and characteristic strength, are 
related to properties of rubber and lead, respectively. Although there are numerous studies 
that focused on the change in rigidity of rubber at low temperatures [11-17], very few 
experimental data are available for modification of LRB properties at low temperatures [18-
20]. The LRB tested by Hasegawa et al. [18] was 250 mm in diameter with a lead core 
diameter of 38 mm. Displacement controlled LRB tests were conducted at temperatures of 40, 
20, 0 and -20°C for a shear strain of 100% at 0.3 Hz. It was reported that the exposure time of 
the bearing to these temperatures is 5hrs. Similarly, Constantinou et al. [7] conducted tests 
with an LRB having rubber and lead core diameters of 381 mm and 70 mm, respectively. 
Isolator tests were carried out at a shear strain of 58% and loading frequency was 0.35 Hz. 
Constantinou et al. [7] stated that LRB was conditioned at -26°C and 20°C for 48 hrs prior to 
tests. Compared to LRBs used in experimental studies of Hasegawa et al. [18] and 
Constantinou et al. [7], LRB tested by Cho et al. [19] was a large size bearing with rubber and 
lead core diameters of 860 mm and 170 mm, respectively. The total rubber thickness was 288 
mm and tested at a shear strain of 15%. Temperatures considered by Cho et al. [19] were -20, 
-10, 0 and 23°C. It is to be mentioned that 15% shear strain is very low to be representative of 
seismic behavior of an LRB designed to undergo large deformations. Accordingly, variation 
in mechanical properties of a large size LRB exposed to low temperature was revisited by 
Park et al. [20]. Rubber and lead core diameters of the LRB were 800 mm and 180 mm, 
respectively and tested at a shear strain of 100%.

The objective of this study is to determine the effect of low ambient temperature on 
mechanical properties of a lead rubber bearing. Accordingly, first, a large-size LRB was 
tested at both room (20°C) and low (-30°C) temperatures under dynamic conditions. The 
tested seismic isolator is subjected to displacement-controlled loading cycles that corresponds 
to 100% shear strain. Test results obtained for two distinct ambient temperatures are used to 
construct force-displacement curves for both conditions. Variation in characteristic strength
(Q), post yield stiffness (Kd), effective stiffness (Keff), dissipated energy per cycle (EDC) and 
equivalent damping ratio (ξeff) computed for both conditions are compared with each other.
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2 TESTED LEAD RUBBER BEARING

The bearing tested in this study is a large-size LRB with rubber and lead core diameters of 
1020 mm and 190 mm, respectively. Height of the bearing is 436 mm including the top and 
bottom plates together with the end shim at the top. It is composed of 28 layers of rubber each 
of which has 10 mm thickness with a total rubber height of 280 mm. Geometrical properties 
of the tested LRB is presented in Figure 1.

25mm top plate
25mm end shim

27@3mm internal shim

28@10mm G55 rubber

25mm bottom plate

36
1

25
25

25
43

6

190 Ø
lead core

980 Ø
internal shims

1020 Ø
rubber isolators

Figure 1: Section cut of test specimen.

3 ISOLATOR TESTS AT ROOM AND LOW AIR TEMPERATURE

In order to determine the mechanical properties of the specimen, its hysteretic response in 
shear was recorded under a constant compressive load. Accordingly, the LRB was subjected 
to three cycles of sinusoidal motion with amplitude equals to 280 mm that corresponds to 
100% shear strain. Frequency of the motion was 0.1 Hz where the maximum velocity is 176 
mm/s. The axial force acting on the bearing was 4500 kN which result in 6 MPa normal stress. 
The LRB was first tested at a temperature of 20°C after conditioning for 24 hours inside the 
laboratory and tested again at a temperature of -30°C after conditioning for 24 hours inside 
the air-conditioned room (Figure 2.a). Tests were conducted at ESQUAKE Seismic Isolator 
Test Laboratory of Eskisehir Technical University. The test setup of ESQUAKE shown in 
Figure 2.b is capable of applying dynamic motions in both horizontal and vertical directions. 
Table 1 presents the loading capacities of ESQUAKE test setup. Horizontal force-
displacement curves obtained from tests for 20°C and -30°C are given in Figure 3.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) Air-conditioned room and (b) seismic isolator test setup of ESQUAKE
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Max. Vertical Load: 20.000 kN
Max. Horizontal Load: 2.000 kN

Max. Horizontal Stroke: ±600 mm
Max. Velocity: 1.000 mm/s

Table 1: Properties of ESQUAKE test setup.
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Figure 3: Force-displacement curves of LRB tested at a) 20°C and b) -30°C.

4 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF LRB 

Mechanical properties of the tested LRB such as post-yield stiffness (Kd), characteristic 
strength (Qd), effective stiffness (Keff), energy dissipation capacity (EDC) and effective 
damping ratio (ξeff) for temperatures of 20°C and -30°C are presented in Table 2. Data given 
in Table 2 are computed by means of Equations (1)-(4) and Figure 4. In Equations (1) and (2), 
Q1′, Q1″, Q2′ and Q2″ are the isolator forces at 50% of the maximum positive and negative 
horizontal displacements dmax and dmin as per ISO 22762-1 [21]. Q1 and Q2 of Equation (3) are 
the isolator forces at dmax and dmin, respectively (see Figure 4).

Temperature Cycle Qd
(kN)

Kd
(kN/m)

Keff
(kN/m)

EDC
(kN m)

ξeff
(%)

-30°C
1 489 2020 3441 504 0.29
2 414 1919 3100 433 0.28
3 372 1864 2913 382 0.26

20°C
1 324 1833 2706 335 0.25
2 286 1796 2510 297 0.24
3 260 1766 2392 264 0.22

Table 2: Mechanical properties of LRB at 20°C and -30°C

In order to better understanding of change in mechanical properties of LRB isolator at low
temperature, Figure 5 is depicted. In this figure amount of variation in isolator properties with 
respect to the room temperature is presented for all considered features. Accordingly, 
comparison of test results obtained for temperatures of 20°C and -30°C reveals the following 
conclusions. Characteristic strength (force intercept at zero displacement) Qd of the tested 
LRB increases when the temperature drops down to -30°C. The amount of amplification in Qd
is 50% for the first cycle whereas it is 45% and 43% for the second and third cycles, 
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respectively. Similarly, post-yield stiffness Kd of the LRB increases as the temperature 
decreases. However, the amount of variations in Kd, which are 10%, 7% and 6% for first, 
second and third cycles, are relatively small compared to those computed for Qd. Based on the 
data presented in Table 2, the amount of change in effective stiffness Keff due to temperature 
decrease is 27% for the first cycle and reduced to 24% and 22% for the second and third 
cycles, respectively. According to Table 2, energy dissipation capacity EDC, defined as the 
area under force-displacement curve at each cycle, increases as the temperature decreases. 
Amplification in EDC at first, second and third cycles are computed as 50%, 46% and 44% in 
the same order. In parallel, reducing the temperature from 20°C to -30°C contributes to an 
increase in effective damping ratio eff equal to 17% for the first cycle. The amplifications are 
19% and 18% for the second and third cycles, respectively. Considering the test results, it is 
evident that amount of variation in mechanical properties of LRB is not constant at all loading 
cycles and the trend is to decrease with increasing number of cycles. 
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Figure 4 - Force-displacement definitions for LRBs.
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Figure 5: Amount of variation in mechanical properties of LRB isolator per cycle with respect to room
temperature.

5 CONCLUSIONS 

This study quantifies the variation in mechanical properties of an LRB isolator under the 
effect of very low ambient temperatures. For this purpose, an experimental investigation was 
performed at 20°C to -30°C. Recorded force-displacement curves for both considered
temperatures are compared. Results showed that characteristic strength and post-yield 
stiffness of bilinear force-displacement curve of the tested LRB increases when the 
temperature drops from 20°C to -30°C. The amplifications in strength and stiffness are 
observed to be in the order of 50% and 10%, respectively. As the number of cycles increases, 
these values decrease gradually.
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Abstract 

The majority of the existing seismic protection systems and techniques are related to horizontal
ground motions, while there are only a few vertical seismic protection systems. The main reason 
is due to the conflict concerning the demand for isolation stiffness. More specifically, a vertical
isolated system must have sufficient vertical rigidity to sustain the weight of the isolated ob-
ject/system and retain the static vertical deflection in reasonable limits. On the other hand, the 
isolated system must also have enough flexibility to isolate the accelerations. In order to over-
come this difficulty, a novel vertical seismic absorber system is proposed, that combines a
Quasi-Zero Stiffness (QZS) design including negative stiffness elements, an enhanced Tunned 
Mass Damper (TMD) and an inerter. The QZS oscillator manages to maintain the vertical ri-
gidity of the structure, the inerter manages to reduce the frequency of the system, without weak-
ening the structure or increase the seismic load and the TMD is responsible for absorbing the 
external excitations, significantly increasing the effective damping. This way, the dynamic be-
havior of the system is improved, in terms of absolute accelerations, and simultaneously, the 
static settlements are retained at any desired level. The design is based on engineering criteria, 
and the excitation input is selected according to the seismic design codes.  

Keywords: Vertical Seismic Protection, Negative Stiffness, KDamper, Damping, Vibration 
Absorption. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Earthquakes consist one of the major environmental hazards. During 2011 e.g., over 20,000 
people died and about a million people lost their homes globally, due to earthquakes and their 
effects. Moreover, a wide class of ground vibrations generated by heavy and high-speed vehi-
cles such as trains and trucks, construction activities (i.e., dynamic compaction, roadbed com-
paction, pile driving, blasting) or blasts, present a frequency spectrum in the order of a few Hz. 
Together with other sources inside the building, (e.g., impact noise between floors), noise pol-
lution is their major effect. 

The conventional design approach to address such loads consists of stiff and highly damped 
structures. Apart from technical (and financial) constraints in their realization, (e.g., current 
unavailability of large sized dampers, cases of heavy structures, etc.), such designs may result 
to reverse effects concerning certain aspects of their desired dynamic behavior. For example, 
stiff and highly damped structures can enhance the transfer of base acceleration excitations to 
the main structure. This may result to damaging effects in the interior of the structure relating 
e.g., to the secondary loads (machines, sensitive equipment, etc.) in the case of earthquakes.

Isolation appears to be a promising alternative, as it is based on the concept of altering the 
dynamics of the system and to reduce the vibration, rather than increasing the resistance capac-
ity of the structure. The concept of isolation relies on a flexible layer between the structure and 
its base. This way, the fundamental natural period of the base isolated system is significantly 
longer, and thus, the structure can absorb less energy from the broad base excitation frequency
spectrum. However, in order to isolate the building from its base, large displacements are re-
quired due to the fundamental dynamic behavior of the system, which can be even in the range 
of tenths of centimeters for certain earthquakes. These displacements can be hardly acceptable 
for numerous reasons, such as structural pounding, sensitivity in horizontal loads, proper con-
nection for utilities, and more, rendering this concept inadequate for retrofitting.

The above comments have motivated the development of alternative vibration control strat-
egies, which among others, include: (i) Tuned Mass Dampers (TMDs), (ii) Inerters, (iii) Nega-
tive Stiffness Devices (NSD) and “Quazi Zero Stiffness” (QZS) oscillators, and (iv) Negative 
Stiffness driven Absorbers/KDampers. (Figure 1)

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1 (a) Inerters; (b) Negative Stiffness Absorbers/QZS oscillators; (c) KDamper concept; (d) Proposed Stiff 
Dynamic Absorbers

The Tuned Mass Damper (TMD) has a long history, with applications in several types of 
engineering structures, such as high-rise buildings and skyscrapers [1,2,3], bridges [4], wind 
and wave excitation in wind turbines [5], etc. In addition, the TMD can be used as a possible 
supplement to the conventional base isolation approaches, implemented within the bases of 
structures, aiming to reduce the displacement demand [6–8]. The main disadvantages of 
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vibration absorption techniques that use a TMD-related approach are associated with the re-
quirement for large additional masses in order for the TMD to be effective, and with the fact 
that a slight alteration of its parameters can alter the TMD tuning and consequently reduce the 
system’s performance significantly [9].

In an attempt to reduce the requirements for heavy oscillating masses under the TMD con-
cept, the inerter has been introduced in the early 2000s [10,11]. The inerter is a two-terminal 
element (Figure 1.a), which has the property of generating at its ends a force that is proportional 
to the relative acceleration of its terminals. The main advantage of the inerter lies in the fact 
that it does not need to have large mass in order to achieve the same inertia effect as the addi-
tional mass required under the TMD approach. The essential limitation of the inerter is the 
complex and elaborate mechanical design configurations needed for its implementation, and 
the reduction of the effective damping of the system due to the increase of the effective mass.
Moreover, the major disadvantage of the TMD in base isolation applications, is that enhances 
the transfer of base acceleration excitations to the main structure, even more significantly than 
a damper of a high value. As mentioned, this can result to damaging effects in the interior of
the structure.

A parallel direction to the various TMD approaches is the concept of introducing negative 
stiffness (NS) elements for vibration absorption (Figure 1.b). The use of negative stiffness ele-
ments (or “anti-springs”) for vibration isolation was first introduced in the pioneering works of 
Molyneaux [12], and of Platus [13]. The central concept of these approaches is the significant 
reduction of the isolator’s stiffness, which, consequently, leads to the decrease of the natural 
frequency of the system even at almost zero levels. Towards this direction, the so called “Quasi-
Zero Stiffness” (QZS) oscillators have been proposed [14]. An initial comprehensive review of 
such designs can be found in [15]. Nagarajaiah et. al [16] introduced a new structural modifi-
cation approach for the seismic protection of structures using an adaptive negative stiffness 
device that resulted to the decrease of the dynamic forces imposed on the structure. The QZS 
oscillators are designs of an essentially non-linear stiffness, combining a positive spring in par-
allel with a non-linear spring, which exhibits a negative stiffness region under nominal load. In 
this way, QZS oscillators combine a high static stiffness, capable of maintaining the structural 
load, with a low dynamic stiffness, enabling a low isolation frequency. However, QZS oscilla-
tors offer a low damping capacity. In addition, even small load disturbances around the static 
equilibrium point of the QZS designs can significantly affect their response. 

Extending the concept of the traditional Tuned Mass Dampers, a novel passive vibration 
absorption and damping concept (the KDamper) is introduced [17]. Compared to the TMD, the 
KDamper uses an additional negative stiffness spring (Figure 1.c). connecting the additional 
mass to the ground. This negative stiffness spring generates a force in phase with the accelera-
tion response, acting essentially as an inertial force of the additional mass. In this way, the 
performance of the KDamper can be drastically increased, just by increasing the value of the 
negative stiffness spring and without the need to increase the value of the additional mass. Thus,
the KDamper has been shown to present extraordinary damping/absorption properties, with 
relatively small (even minimal) values of the additional mass. 

Although the KDamper incorporates a negative stiffness element, it is designed to be both 
statically and dynamically stable. Thus, the KDamper can be designed to present the same over-
all (static) stiffness as a traditional reference original oscillator, while simultaneously offering 
drastically increased damping properties. Since the presence of a negative stiffness spring in 
series with a positive stiffness spring can result to a negative stiffness value, the static behavior 
of the KDamper can be controlled to be similar to that of a QZS oscillator, ensuring both high 
static stiffness and low dynamic stiffness. 
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A number of KDamper designs [18] and extensions [19] have been applied as seismic ab-
sorbers in the bases of structures. Their overall static stiffness is allowed to vary, ranging from 
low values that are similar to that of seismic isolation systems, up to values corresponding to a
significantly higher stiffness. In the former case, the KDamper presents a behavior similar to 
that of a base isolated system, combined however with a drastically increased damping. In the 
latter case, the KDamper has shown the ability to drastically reduce the structure base displace-
ments relative to the ground in the range of few centimeters, while maintaining the absolute 
structure accelerations within reasonable limits. This aforementioned result implies that the 
KDamper can be used as an alternative method to conventional base isolation systems, enabling 
its implementation (under certain conditions) even for retrofitting existing structures.

Quite recently, the extended KDamper has been used in parallel to an inerter (Figure 1.d).
[20] for vertical seismic protection. Under a proper optimization procedure, this combination 
has shown to result to configurations offering a stiff vertical static stiffness (and thus an ac-
ceptable vertical static displacement of the structure) with an acceptable level of reduction of 
the vertical accelerations induced to the structure. This concept is the underlying notion and 
configuration of the Stiff Dynamic Absorbers.

The first key difference between the proposed design and the one proposed in [20], is that 
the static loading is now borne only by the external (Figure 1.d) spring element of the SDA, 
and not by the overall static stiffness of the assembly. The rest of the spring elements ,
(Figure 1.d) need to participate only in the dynamic response of the excited system, similarly
to the concept of the QZSs. 

The second key difference is the fact that a new more general objective function is introduced 
for the optimization procedure. It is thus shown that a unique optimal SDA design can be used,
not only for the vertical seismic protection of the structures, but also for a range of important 
vertical dynamic absorption applications, including low frequency machine mounts and impact 
noise insulation.

2. STIFF BASE ABSORBER WITH EXTENDED KDAMPER AND INERTER

2.1. Conventional SDoF damping system

The fundamental aim of seismic isolation is to decrease the natural frequency of the system,
below the dominant energy-containing frequencies of ground motion excitation, thus allow-

ing reduced peak accelerations of the structure. A major constraint with this approach lies in 
the weakened static loading capacity of the structure as a result decreasing its overall stiffness,

, leading to large static displacements. Denoting with the XVSD vertical static deflection of the 
conventional spring-mass system in Figure 2:

Figure 2. Conventional vibration damper
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XVSD=
mg
k

=
g

2πf 2

The equation of motion of this system is:

muS+cuS+kuS= mSXG,

where us=XS XG. Assuming a harmonic base excitation in the form of XG t = Gejωt,
the steady-state response will be:

uS t =USejωt

where US denotes the complex amplitude. The equation of motion of the SDoF sys-
tem can be written in the following form:

ω2 US+ jωcUS+kUS= mAG

The Transfer Functions of the system are calculated as:

US= US AG = 1m
where:

= ω2m+ jωc+k

HAS= AS AG = ω2 XS AG =1 ω2HUS

The natural frequency and the damping ratio of the SDoF isolated system are:

f =
1

2π

ζ= c (2 mk)

2.2. Proposed extension of KDamper equipped with inerter

This paper proposes a seismic protection system based on the combination of a Tuned Mass
Damper (TMD) and a Quasi-Zero Stiffness (QZS) design introducing negative stiffness ele-
ments, accompanied by an inerter (Figure 1.d). The first component of the proposed system 
(combination of a TMD with a QZS design) is essentially based on the KDamper concept [17],
whereby the introduction of the negative stiffness element reduces transmissibility of the sys-
tem by lowering the natural frequency while increasing the effective damping of a conventional 
TMD. The introduction of an inerter between the structure and the ground results to an increased 
effective mass of the system without the need for additional weight, further improving its dy-
namic behavior. The proposed design is based on the one proposed by [20], with several differ-
entiations. The positive stiffness element connects the structure to the additional mass  ,
which in turn is connected to the ground through the NS element  , as per the initial KDamper 
design [17]. The spring element connects the structure directly to the ground, accompanied 
by the inerter .

The overall stiffness of the system can be calculated as:

ktot=kR+
kPkN

kP+kN
(10)

(2)

(9)

(1)

(3)

(4)

(8)

(5)

(7)

(6)
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A key difference between the proposed design and the one proposed by [20], 2020 is that the 
static loading is now borne by the element only (which is equal to the stiffness of the initial 
structure, ) and not the overall , while the , elements participate only in the dy-
namic response of the excited system. As the static capacity of the system is fully maintained,
the system can be designed for larger absolute magnitudes of the NS element , while the
static deflection remains at acceptable levels. This enables better seismic isolation and 
reduced transmissibility of the system, while maintaining its static rigidity. 

Denoting the relative displacement between the structure and the ground as us=XS XG, the 
equations of motion for the two masses are:

(mS+bR)uS+cP(uS uD)+kRuS+kP(uS uD)= mSXG (11)

mDuD+cP(uD uS) + cNuD+ kNuD+kP(uD uS)= mDXG (12)

The steady state responses of the system are:

uS t =USejωt (13)

uD t =UDejωt (14)

where , denote the response complex amplitudes. The abovementioned equations of 
motion of the system hence become:

ω2(mS bR)US +jωcp(US UD)+kRUS+kP (US UD)= mS G (15)

ω2mDUD+jωcp(UD US) + jωcN UD  + kNUD  kP(UD US)= mD G (16)

The resulting transfer functions (TFs) can be derived:

US

UD

US G

UD G
= H 1 mS

mD
(17)

where:

H= 

ω2(mS  bR jωcp kR+kP jωcp kP

jωcp kP ω2mD jω(cp N kN+kP
(18)

HAS= AS AG 1 ω2HUS (19)

HAD= AD AG 1 ω2HUD (20)

The following quantities represent the area under the transfer functions of the system 
(scaled by the factor ) and are indicators of the transmissibility of the system within the 
frequency range of interest to .

S (21)

(22)

AS (23)
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Denoting by A the PSD of the ground motion acceleration, the response power spectral 
densities can be calculated:

S= A

= A

AS= A

The root mean square (RMS) values of the responses are finally defined as the root under 
the area of the PSD curve, which can be used as indicators of the actual energy content of the 
response:

RUS= SUS(+∞
-∞ ω)dω (27)

RUD= SUD(+∞
-∞ ω)dω (28)

RAS= SAS(+∞
-∞ ω)dω (29)

Next, the following quantities concerning the system configuration are introduced:

m =μDmS

b =μ mS (31)

= (2 mSkR (32)

= (2 mSkR  (33)

3. OPTIMISATION METHOD FOR THE CONFIGURATION OF THE VERTICAL
EXTENDED KDAMPER & INERTER SYSTEM

3.1. Objective function

The quantity AS as defined in equation (23) is selected as the primary objective function for 
the reference optimization of the structure under the proposed approach. AS represents the area 
under the acceleration transfer function of the system and is a measure of the transmissibility 
of the system. Hence, this quantity can be a good indicator of the portion of energy that is 
transferred to the structure as absolute acceleration, and consequently for the magnitude of the 
expected force reactions borne by the structure during the earthquake. It is noted that this ap-
proach does not require the use of a specific excitation power spectrum or time history excita-
tion, leading to an optimized design that depends solely on the characteristics of the structure
and can be used across a range of low-frequency excitations.

As a secondary approach, and for the purposes of comparison and verification of the pro-
posed method, the quantity RAS as defined in equation (29) is used as an alternative objective 
function. RAS is an indicator of the actual energy content of the response to a specific excitation 
PSD. Section 4.2 explores the extent to which the response results derived from solving the 
problem with either of the two objective functions are equivalent.

(24)

(25)

(26)

(30)
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3.2. Fixed parameters

The following are considered as fixed parameters of the system with regards of the optimi-
zation problem:

XVSD: The static deflection of the structure depends on the initial stiffness of the structure
and its mass, or, in other words, its natural frequency, f

XVSD=
mSg
k

As mentioned in section 2.2, a highlight in the proposed system is the fact that the static 
vertical deflections are determined by the initial vertical stiffness elements of the struc-
ture, hence:

kR =kS (35)

This way, the static vertical deflections of the system are maintained at the desired level, 
while the negative stiffness element participates only in the dynamic response of the 
system. The static settlement of the rigid mass XVSD (or, alternatively the initial stiffness 
of the structure (kS or its initial natural frequency ( ) is therefore the first fixed design 
variable of the system. XVSD is taken equal to 2cm in the reference problem. The impact 
of XVSD is also explored in section 4.2 where results of the optimization are shown for
the range 1-3cm. 

mS mD The reference structure mass mS is taken 1000kg. The small oscillating mass
mD is determined through (30) where μD is taken equal to 5%.
εN  εP and  ε : Variations from the design values of the various stiffness can occur due
to many factors such as temperature variations, manufacturing tolerances, or nonlinear
behavior. The values of εN  εP and  ε are taken equal to 10%, 5% and 5% respectively.

3.3. Optimized parameters

The four parameters that are optimized under the proposed method are:

kN: The value of the NS element. The NS element maximum (absolute) value is equal
to -100 N/m per kg of structure mass, as presented in [17]; the minimum value is equal
to -800 N/m per kg

 and : The damping factors related to the stiffness elements kP,kN In the reference
problem, the upper limit of the damping ratios is set 1.0%.

μ : The inertance ratio of the main structure inerter, . The upper limit of μ is set to
2.0.

3.4. Dependent variables 

Positive stiffness element Kp derived from the static stability limit case:

To ensure that potential loss of the static stability is prevented, the possible variations of
kN kP kR should be taken into consideration in the design and optimization of the system. The 
stiffness parameters of the system may present significant fluctuations since almost all NS de-
signs result from unstable non-linear configurations [21]. Consequently, an increase of the ab-
solute value of kN and/or a decrease of the values of kP and k by a factor εN  εP and

(34)
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ε respectively, may result in the system being unstable. In the limit case that the total overall 
stiffness  ktot as calculated by equation (10) is equal to zero, the system is unstable:

ktot=0 (1 εR)kR+
(1 ε )kP(1+εN)kN

(1 εP)kP+(1+εN)kN
=0

kP=
(1 εR)(1+εN)

(1 εP) (1 εR)+(1 εN) kN k
kN

Equation (36) shows the dependance of on kN εN  εP and ε . The values of εN  εP and  ε
are fixed design parameters (paragraph 3.2), and kN is obtained through the optimization (par-
agraph 3.3); hence the value of kP can be derived from the above.

4. OPTIMIZATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

4.1. Reference optimization problem and results 

The extended KDamper & inerter system is configured to control vibrations of a rigid mass 
of mS=1000 kg. The optimal parameters are selected according to the optimization procedure 
described in section 3, using the interior-point optimization method. The results are presented 
for different values of the fixed parameter XVSD within the allowable range of [1 3] (cm). The 
full set of parameters is presented in  Table 1. The transfer functions HAS, HUS, and the response 
PSDs SAS, SUS are presented in Figure 3 and Figure 4 for different values of the design parameter 
XVSD in order to evaluate the sensitivity of the TFs and response PSDs to the parameter XVSD.
The acceleration response spectrum utilized in this paper is the one used in [20] and it is based 
on a database of 50 artificial accelerograms, generated to match the EC8 spectrum with char-
acteristics: Type 1 with spectral acceleration avg (g)=0.9*0.36. 

It can be observed from Figure 3 that the maximum values of acceleration HAS and SAS are 
not substantially affected by the XVSD. The relative displacement HUS is affected in the low-
frequency range, while the SUS is less affected.

(kN/m) (kN/m) (kN/m) (%) (kNs/m) (%) (kNs/m)

XVSD=1cm 0.05 0.60 -164.31 981.00 236.03 1.00 0.626 1.00 0.626

XVSD=2cm 0.05 0.43 -86.45 490.50 125.76 1.00 0.442 1.00 0.442

XVSD=3cm 0.05 0.36 -59.10 327.00 86.55 1.00 0.362 1.00 0.362

Table 1: Full set of the system parameters in the range of the design parameter XVSD=[1 3] (cm).

(36)

(37)
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(a)                                                    (b)

Figure 3. Transfer Functions of the optimized system with XSVD varying in the range [1 3] (cm). (a) Structure 
absolute acceleration HAS;(b) structure relative displacement HUS.

(a) (b)
Figure 4. Response PSDs considering the ground motion acceleration excitation PSD, SA, (a) Structure absolute 

acceleration SAS; and (b) relative displacement SUS.

The following section explores the impact of the selection of objective function to the opti-
mization problem. This is evaluated in terms of response to excitation PSD and time history 
response to the sample of 50 artificial accelerograms. In order to better observe the effectiveness 
of the proposed configuration, in the next sections the responses are compared with a highly 
damped (ζ=15%) conventional damper (CD) as described in paragraph 2.1.

4.2. Effect of objective function ( AS, RAS)

As discussed in paragraph 3, the optimization approach considers the area under the accel-
eration transfer function of the system (scaled by a factor ) as the primary objective function 
for this problem, AS as defined in equation (23). One of the motivations of this paper is to 
explore its equivalency vs. the more conventional approach of using a measure of the actual 
content of the response (such as RAS defined in equation (29)) as the objective function. 
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The results are shown for a ground motion acceleration excitation PSD and subsequently 
verified through time history analyses. An acceleration response indicator is defined as:

rAS = AS

S (+∞
-∞ ω)dω

rAS = AS

S (+∞
-∞ ω)dω

Figure 5. Variation of the acceleration response indicator rAS over the XVSD, of the conventional damping system 
and proposed configuration, for the two objective functions examined.

Figure 5 above presents the response indicators with respect to varying XSVD  in the cases of: 
(i) the Ext. KDamper & inerter system optimized via AS as the objective function (blue line), 
(ii) the Ext. KDamper & inerter system optimized via AS as the objective function (red circles),
(iii) the conventional damper (yellow line). It is evident that the two optimization methods co-
incide.

The PSD response results are subsequently verified with time history analyses from the 50 
accelerograms. Below are the cumulative results showing the peak values of the quantities of 
interest (structure absolute acceleration S, structure relative displacement S, and oscillating 
mass relative displacement ) for XVSD in the range of [1 3] (cm). Blue color corresponds to 
the reference optimization of the extended KDamper & inerter system, as described in Table 1.
Red color shows the optimization using the same fixed parameters and constraints, but using 

AS as the objective function (instead of AS). Finally, the orange bar represents the conven-
tional damping system. Figure 6(a) shows the peak S averaged over the 50 accelerograms,
while Figure 6(b)-(d) show the overall maxima of the peak quantities. It can be verified that the 
two objective functions yield very similar results across all quantities of interest. Moreover, it 
is observed that the proposed optimized system can reduce the structure peak acceleration up 
to more than 50% when compared to a conventional damping system, while maintaining the 
displacement within a satisfactory range.

(39)

(38)
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(a)                                              (b)

(c)                                                   (d)
Figure 6. Results from the time history responses over 50 artificial accelerograms with the system optimized for 
the two different objective functions, and for the conventional damper. (a) Peak absolute acceleration averaged 

over the 50 accelerograms; (b) Overall maximum of the peak absolute acceleration; (c) Overall maximum of the
peak relative structure displacement absolute accelerations; (d) Overall maximum of the peak relative oscillating 

mass displacement.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a stiff dynamic absorber, combining a negative stiffness element, a
tuned-mass damper and an inerter. The system is configured under a proper optimization pro-
cedure, and the results are subsequently verified with an excitation PSD, generated from a da-
tabase of artificial accelerograms designed to match the EC8 vertical spectrum as well as with 
time history results from the individual accelerograms.

Results indicate that the proposed system can drastically reduce structure accelerations (>50% 
reduction compared to a conventional damping system), while the vertical displacement re-
mains at satisfactory levels. The proposed system thus demonstrates an enhanced dynamic be-
havior while maintaining suitable vertical stiffness. A key highlight of the proposed system in 
relation to previous works is the fact that the initial static stiffness is retained, since the negative 
stiffness elements participate only in the dynamic response. 

Moreover, a new optimization approach is utilized through the introduction of a more gen-
eral objective function which depends solely on the characteristics of the structure and not the 
excitation parameters. The suitability of this method is tested using response spectra and time 
history analyses for the abovementioned excitations, and verified through a comparison with 
previous optimization strategies that depend on a specific spectral excitation. The comparison 
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results confirm that a unique optimal stiff dynamic absorber design can be used across a wide 
range of important vertical dynamic absorption applications, as well as structure seismic pro-
tection. 
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Abstract 

With the development of performance-based earthquake engineering (PBEE) for mitigating 
seismic risk, significant work has been carried out to implement risk-based design and 
assessment frameworks. However, the probabilistic nature and computationally heavy 
implementation of the PBEE framework when using a component-based loss assessment
approach, made it less desirable for practitioners. As a consequence, methods employing storey 
loss functions (SLFs), which ease the computational cost of the component-based approach,
have emerged. The use of predefined SLFs, especially at a design stage, is desirable where 
component information is likely missing. This article describes an object-oriented toolbox, 
recently developed in Python, for the estimation of SLFs. The step-by-step implementation is 
described along with a comparative demonstration of its application to a case study existing 
building versus the more rigorous component-based approach described in FEMA P-58. The 
attained loss metrics demonstrate the quality and prove that the SLF-based approach, while 
being more simplistic in nature, achieves accurate results with relative ease across all levels of 
seismic response.   

Keywords: PBEE, seismic assessment, loss estimation, storey loss function.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Over the years, it has become paramount to characterize seismic risk using terms more 
meaningful to stakeholders and practitioners. These performance measures can be characterised 
by losses, downtime and casualties/fatalities. To avoid describing performance at discrete 
hazard levels, as typically prescribed in design codes (e.g. [1]–[3]), probabilistic frameworks 
have been developed to include uncertainties for hazard, structural response, damage and 
monetary loss. One of these frameworks is the performance-based earthquake engineering 
(PBEE) proposed by the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research (PEER) Center [4].
However, due to its probabilistic nature and computationally expensive implementation, it has 
become popular primarily within academic research or specialized reports, such as FEMA P-
58 [5], rather than a widespread code-based implementation for practitioners. While existing 
structures might offer easily-accessible information regarding their component inventory, the 
opposite is the case for newly designed structures and practitioners may be hesitant to carry out 
a full loss-driven design consisting of many trials and iterations. Over the years, many risk-
targeted design methods have been developed, where many of them ([6]–[13]) are risk-targeted 
approaches using collapse risk as their primary design objective, while others ([9], [11], [14])
explore the possibility of using economic loss as well. To simplify the codification of these 
approaches, alternatives to component-based probabilistic loss estimation are sought.

Ramirez and Miranda [15] looked into simplifying the PEER’s building-specific loss 
estimation methodology by creating so-called engineering demand parameters versus decision 
variable (EDP-DV) functions, where the structural response parameters, or EDPs, are directly 
related to economic loses, or DVs. These functions typically define monetary loss at a storey 
level hence are termed storey loss functions (SLF). They provide readymade loss functions 
describing the repair costs over a predefined building inventory of damageable components in
a simplified manner, thus reducing the among of data required to be handled for the building’s 
inventory during loss assessment. As mentioned earlier, during the design phase of new 
buildings, the complete component inventory of the building might not be fully known, 
therefore generic SLFs will potentially help avoid the issue of having excessive computations 
required in component-based driven approaches. These SLFs have been recently implemented 
in Silva et al. [16] for steel buildings in a European context, for example, although options for 
reinforced concrete (RC) buildings are generally lacking.

Based on the storey loss estimation framework by Ramirez and Miranda [15], a toolbox for 
creating generic user-based SLFs has been developed. Component quantities, fragility and 
consequence functions are used as input elements to generate FEMA P-58 compatible SLFs [5].
While the framework by Ramirez and Miranda [15] uses cost distributions for different RC 
building occupancies in California, Papadopoulos et al. [17] developed SLFs for steel buildings 
in Greece. Similarly, SLFs were developed for URM buildings by Ottonelli et al. [18] and 
masonry infill walls by other researchers [19]–[21]. Additionally, recent studies on loss 
estimation ([22], [23]) highlighted the need for developing SLFs to cover a wide range of
building characteristics, such as its storey-wise functionality, typology of structure, and 
occupancy. Sullivan [23] presented a simplified loss assessment approach to calculate expected 
annual loss, EAL, however, a limitation was mentioned, whereby the knowledge of quantity, 
distribution, and characteristics of all damageable components within the building inventory 
might not always necessarily be readily available and, to address it, SLFs may be used. On the 
contrary, Perrone et al. [22] proposed a method for estimating the EAL of Italian RC buildings 
using suitable SLFs, further highlighting the need for developing simplified alternatives.

This paper describes the development of a toolbox that allows the automated production of 
SLFs through regression analysis using the results of random sampling of component damage 
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states and costs, including damage correlation among components. Contrary to past research, 
the aim is not to create generic readymade loss functions for a specific building category, but
to develop a tool for any user to create their own functions, based on an existing database of 
components, such as FEMA P-58 or expert opinion, without being limited to existing SLF 
libraries. The framework implemented within the toolbox is described herein. The main 
decisions encompassing the use of the toolbox include: the building characterisation through
the definition of component inventory, defined by component quantities, fragility and 
consequence functions; performance grouping of components based on EDP sensitivity; 
identification of possible interactions among different components; choosing the number of 
simulations for the sampling of damage states; and selecting a regression fitting type. The latter 
may be extended by adding more regression options. Finally, the framework is validated with 
a case-study application to a generic RC building, and the results are compared with a 
component-based loss assessment of the same building (Figure 1) following FEMA P-58.

2 STOREY LOSS FUNCTION ESTIMATION TOOLBOX

As previously mentioned, the framework implemented within the SLF estimation toolbox
consists of the following steps:

1. Building characterisation;
2. Component inventory definition;
3. Component grouping;
4. Consideration of correlations between components;
5. Monte Carlo Simulation of damage states;
6. Repair cost computation;
7. Storey loss function fitting.

Figure 1: Flowchart of storey loss function generation framework.

The first step of the framework is the identification of the building’s characteristics including 
the number of storeys, global dimensions, occupancy type and usage. However, if those are yet 
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to be identified, SLFs may still be identified for a desired reference area and extrapolated to a 
specific building configuration through the actual building area. Once the building 
characteristics have been identified, or the reference area selected, a damageable component 
inventory may be created. Building occupancy type and structural typology will play a key role 
in gaining insight into possible distributions of components if they are not preliminary known, 
as is common for new designs. The distributions (mean and uncertainty) of those components 
may be obtained from empirical and statistical data, collected from existing buildings and 
surveys, or based on expert opinion or personal judgment. The inventory consists of structural, 
non-structural components, and building contents likely to be damaged, all of which contribute 
to the economic losses deriving from required repair costs following seismic damage.

Typically, the component inventory has information on item types, component quantities, 
EDP sensitivity and typology (structural or non-structural) of each component. Three 
performance groups are identified unless otherwise specified, and fragility and consequence 
functions for the components should be provided. To compile the component database, damage 
states and associated fragility and consequence functions may be adapted from the FEMA P-58 
database or other similar sources. Additionally, it needs to be specified whether the component 
will be affected by the EDP of the floor slab above the current storey or by the supporting floor 
slab at the current storey. For example, water distribution piping systems connected to the 
ceiling in a storey will be sensitive to the peak floor acceleration (PFA) of the above floor, 
while contents, such as electronic equipment will usually be sensitive to the PFA of the 
supporting floor. To account for this, a simplifying assumption is made within the toolbox, 
whereby the component losses in storey i, but affected by the upper floor, are computed as part 
of, or moved to, storey i+1. Even though the physical location of costs with respect to which 
storey the loss will be assigned is not quite correct, it will still lead to a correct total cost in the 
building. 

In order to utilize the framework for 3D buildings, it needs to be applied to both directions 
of the building separately. Additionally, each direction will include components oriented along 
that direction. Essentially, the analyst would need to identify, for each damageable component 
at each storey level, in which principal direction of the building it is sensitive to damage. This 
way, the components can be grouped and anlaysed separately using the structural demands in 
the two orthogonal directions. To what pertains non-directional components, the framework is 
applied only once. In this case, both directions of seismic action are of importance, and the 
maximum value of two demand parameters in both directions may be multiplied by a non-
directional conversion factor, as suggested in FEMA P-58, and used for a single SLF in the 
analysis. However, interactions of seismic effects in two orthogonal directions on a given 
component are not accounted for an in cases where such interaction is expected to be significant, 
more advanced methods of loss assessment should be adopted. 

Once the component inventory is identified, components may be classified into groups 
depending on the type of the component (i.e. structural or non-structural) and their EDP (e.g. 
peak storey drift (PSD) or PFA). Components within a performance group will be assessed 
together for a mutual demand and subsequent losses will be summed up to estimate the group’s 
SLF. In other words, losses from all components within a performance group will be tied to the 
same EDP.

Similar to past studies ([15], [17]), the effects of such EDPs, such as vertical acceleration or 
building torsion, are not accounted for within the framework. Additionally, as discussed in
O’Reilly et al. [24], torsion could be better dealt with by adopting a component-based approach. 
However, if one is to provide the toolbox with fragility and consequence functions associated 
with components other than PSD- or PFA-sensitive (e.g. peak floor velocity), the toolbox will 
still be capable of producing the appropriate SLFs. This classification of components into 
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different performance groups allows the disaggregation of losses at later stages to identify the 
main contributors to the economic losses, which can be useful in deciding which type of 
retrofitting strategies should be adopted as demonstrated by Carofilis et al. [25].

Similar to the studies of Ramirez and Miranda [15], structural and non-structural 
components sensitive to the same EDP may be grouped to allow for the consideration of 
possible correlations between the damage states. For example, a specific intensity level may 
not result in damage to a specific non-structural component, but it may affect a different 
component connected to it that does suffer a degree of damage. To repair this damaged 
component, access should be first granted, which foresees the removal of the portion or the 
entirety of the undamaged non-structural component. Essentially, for any independent 
component i, all damage states (DSs) are assumed to have an independent sequential occurrence 
unless otherwise specified and each DS is assumed to be mutually exclusive. A probability of 
occurrence is assigned to mutually exclusive DSs, which sum up to 100%. In contrast, if DS j
of component i is dependent on the occurrence of a DS d of a component m, then the DS of 
component i is assumed independent of component m unless component m is in DS d or higher 
(i.e. DS d in component m triggers DS j in component i). As illustrated in Figure 2, for an EDP 
of edp, if component m is in DS3, then even if there is no indication of damage for component 
i, the latter component is assumed to be in DS2. 

Figure 2: Relationship between causation and dependent components.

With a component inventory identified along with possible correlations among the damage 
states of different components, Monte Carlo simulations are performed. For each simulation, 
damage and repair costs are sampled for each component within the performance group, where 
all costs are added to obtain the performance group’s total loss for a given EDP. Essentially, 
the algorithm samples damage states for each component at a given EDP level and for a 
specified number of simulations. A random value is generated within 0 and 1 and a DS is 
assigned to a component based on its fragility functions. An example describing the relationship 
between causation and dependent components is illustrated in Figure 3. At an EDP level of 0.02 
(point 1 in Figure 3), if the sampled probability for the causation component is 0.3, then DS3 is 
assigned to the component. At the same EDP level, a sampled probability of 0.8 is assigned to 
the dependent component, which sets it in DS1. Following the relationship of the components 
described in Figure 2, the DS of the dependent component is modified to DS2. 
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Figure 3: Damage states and fragility functions of a sample: (left) causation component and (right) dependent 
component.

Once damage states for all components have been sampled, repair costs may be evaluated. 
For each component, at each sampled DS, the repair cost is assigned based on the provided 
consequence function. If the consequence function is represented only by the mean value, then 
the mean value is assigned, while if a distribution is provided, then a value as the repair cost is 
sampled from the repair cost distribution. 

Finally, SLFs for component groups may be identified through regression analysis on 
sampled repair costs. More than one analytical expression may be used within the toolbox at 
https://github.com/davitshahnazaryan3/SLFGenerator (Figure 4), while possible addition of 
new functions may be considered, as future research identifies better alternatives. The Weibull 
cumulative distribution function may be used to perform the regression, described in Equation 
1:

1 exp xy (1)

where, α, β and γ are the fitting coefficients, x is the EDP value and y is the fitted loss value. 
Alternatively, the regression model proposed by Papadopoulos et al. [17], defined in Equation
2, may be used:

1x xy
x x

(2)

where, α, β, γ, δ and ε are the fitting coefficients, x is the EDP value and y is the fitted loss value.
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Figure 4: Overview of the storey loss function generator interface.

3 EXAMPLE APPLICATION

To demonstrate the capabilities of the toolbox for generating SLFs, a generic case-study RC 
building of 3 storeys and a reference area of 432 m2 (Figure 5) is designed according to 
Eurocode 2 [26] and Eurocode 8, EC8, [27] provisions. Based on the design, a three-
dimensional non-linear numerical model was created using OpenSees [28] and incremental 
dynamic analysis [29] was carried out. Finally, using the generated SLFs, loss assessment was 
carried out and compared with the component-based assessment following the FEMA P-58
guidelines. It is important to note that the results are not meant to be indicative of typical RC 
building performance, but more as a comparative exercise between the two approaches. The 
building is assumed to be located in the city of L’Aquila, Italy on a stiff clay site according to 
EC8’s site classification. The gravity loads, including imposed and dead loads, were assumed 
as 8.06 kN/m2 and 6.56 kN/m2 at the general floor and roof level, respectively. The building
has two seismic frames along its perimeter in each of the principal directions. The material 
properties used in the design and detailing were 25 MPa for the concrete compressive strength 
and 415 MPa for the steel yield strength. No plan or elevation irregularities are present. The 
replacement cost of the building was assumed as 1572000€.
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Figure 5: Plan and elevation view of the structural configuration of the case study building.

PFA and PSD sensitive components were considered within the component inventory of the 
case study building. Components with sensitivity towards one direction of seismic action and 
having the same EDP sensitivity were grouped, while non-directional components were 
classified into a different performance group. Moreover, PFA-sensitive components were 
grouped depending on the location within a storey and to which EDP they were sensitive. For 
example, components such as piping systems located in a storey j but sensitive to the EDP of 
the above storey were tied to the PFA of storey j+1, while electronic devices in storey j were 
tied to the PFA of storey j, as described previously. Table 1 to Table 3 summarise the mean 
structural, PSD-sensitive and PFA-sensitive non-structural component quantities.

Table 1: Mean quantities for the damageable PSD-sensitive non-structural components of the case-study RC 
building in X (Y) direction.

ID Component Unit Quantity per storey
Storey 1 Storey 2 Storey 3

B101 Exterior masonry infill with windows
per 
m2

84(63) 72(54) 72(54)

B102 Internal masonry partition 67.75
(32.3)

59.8
(24.2)

59.8
(24.2)

B103 Internal gypsum partition 105(75) 95(62) 95(62)

B104 Non-monolithic precast concrete 
stairs

per 
unit

1(-) 1(-) 1(-)

B105 Door 6(4) 6(4) 6(4)
B106 Small window 2(2) 2(2) 2(2)
B107 Medium window 7(0) 7(0) 7(0)
B108 Large window 3(0) 3(0) 3(0)
B109 Very large window 1(0) 1(0) 1(0)
B110 Office chair 2(-) 2(-) 2(-)
B111 Basic chair 12(-) 12(-) 12(-)
B112 Armchair 4(-) 4(-) 4(-)
B113 Oven with cooker 2(-) 2(-) 2(-)
B114 Fridge 2(-) 2(-) 2(-)
B115 Washing machine 2(-) 2(-) 2(-)
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Table 2: Mean quantities for the damageable PSD-sensitive structural components of the case study RC 
building in X (Y) direction.

ID Component Unit Quantity per storey
Storey 1 Storey 2 Storey 3

A101 Exterior beam-column joint (end-
hooks) per 

unit

4(-) 4(-) 4(-)

A102 Interior beam-column joint (weak col-
umns) 6(4) 6(4) 6(4)

A103 Gravity column 6(-) 6(-) 6(-)

Table 3: Mean quantities for the damageable PFA-sensitive non-directional non-structural components of the 
case-study RC building.

ID Component Above 
EDP Unit

Quantity per storey
Storey 

1
Storey 

2
Storey 

3

C101 Fancoil

1

per 
unit 8 8 8

C102 Ceiling systems per 
m2 418.5 418.5 432

C103 Lighting systems

per 
250m

20 20 20

C104 Piping systems – water distribu-
tion (pipe) 0.879 0.879 0.879

C105 Piping systems – heating distribu-
tion (pipe) 0.927 0.927 0.927

C106 Sanitary waste piping

per 
unit

0.879 0.879 0.879
C107 Small bookshelf 2 2 2
C108 Large bookshelf 2 2 2
C109 Luxurious bookshelf 2 2 2
C110 Small wardrobe 2 2 2
C111 Medium wardrobe 4 4 4
C112 Large wardrobe 2 2 2
C113 Small sofa 1 1 1
C114 Medium sofa 3 3 3
C115 Small table 6 6 6
C116 Medium table 2 2 2
C117 3 compartment shelves 6 6 6
C118 4 compartment shelves 3 3 3
C119 5 compartment shelves 2 2 2
C120 Singe bed 2 2 2
C121 Double bed 4 4 4
C122 Kitchen equipment 2 2 2
C123 Computers and notebooks 0 8 8 8
C124 TV equipment 4 4 4

C125 Fire sprinklers water piping 1
per 

250m 0.753 0.753 0.753

C126 Fire sprinklers drop

per 
unit

12 12 12

C127 Distribution panel for fire sprin-
kler

0

1 1 1

C128 Hydraulic elevator 1 0 0
C129 Battery rack 1 0 0
C130 Battery charger 1 0 0
C131 Distribution panel for the elevator 1 0 0
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Knowing the quantities at each storey, creating SLFs necessitates the definition of fragility 
and consequence functions for all components within the inventory. Table 4 to Table 6
summarise the damage descriptions, the sources for the function definitions and the fragility 
parameters for structural, PSD-sensitive and PFA-sensitive non-structural components, 
respectively. For the majority of the components, fragility and consequence functions were 
adopted from the available literature ([19], [30], [31]), while for the remaining components, 
mean repair costs were based on typical costs expected in Italy. To what pertains the fragility 
functions of the latter components, they were primarily tied to fragilities of other components. 
This is a correlation assumption between two components, even though it was not directly 
implemented. In the absence of fragility functions for some non-structural components, some 
assumptions were made using engineering judgment. While many components (e.g. doors, 
chairs, fridges, washing machines) were assumed damaged when the interior masonry partitions 
have reached collapse DS, others (e.g. windows) were assumed damaged when the exterior 
masonry walls have reached collapse DS, considering that collapse of walls or partitions would 
damage the adjacent chairs, doors and windows. Similarly, TV and computers were considered 
damaged once there was 30% damage and falling of ceiling tiles and many other components 
(e.g. bookshelves, wardrobes, sofas, tables, shelves, beds and kitchen equipment) were 
damaged once there was large leakage of piping systems. 

Table 4: Fragility function parameters and repair costs for PSD-sensitive non-structural components.

ID Damage states Source

Fragility function parameters Mean re-
pair cost 

€
Median (% for 

PSD, g for 
PFA)

Dispersion

B101

DS1 Light cracking
DS2 Extensive cracking
DS3 Corner crushing
DS4 Collapse Cardone & Perone 

[19]

0.10
0.30
0.75
1.75

0.5
0.5
0.4

0.35

62
117
234
234

B102
DS1 Light cracking
DS2 Extensive cracking
DS3 Collapse

0.15
0.40
1.00

0.5
0.5
0.4

62
117
234

B103

DS1 Operational
DS2 Damage limitation
DS3 Significant damage
DS4 Near collapse limit 
state

Sassun et al. [31]

0.18
0.46
1.05
1.88

0.52
0.54
0.4

0.38

34
62

1243

B104

DS1 Non-structural dam-
age
DS2 Structural damage
DS3 Loss of live load ca-
pacity

FEMA P-58 [32]
0.50
1.70
2.80

0.6
0.6

0.45

918
4852

30097

B105

DS1 Damaged Personal judgment

1.88 0.38 220
B106 1.75 0.35 134
B107 1.75 0.35 212
B108 1.75 0.35 298
B109 1.75 0.35 449
B110 1.88 0.38 199
B111 1.88 0.38 49
B112 1.88 0.38 199
B113 1.88 0.38 569
B114 1.88 0.38 649
B115 1.88 0.38 349
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Table 5: Fragility function parameters and repair costs for PFA-sensitive non-structural components.

ID Damage states Source

Fragility function parameters Mean re-
pair cost 

€
Median (% for 

PSD, g for 
PFA)

Dispersion

C101 DS1 Falls

FEMA P-58 [32]

0.80 0.4 1035

C102
DS1 5% damaged
DS2 30% damaged
DS3 50% damaged

0.55
1.00
1.50

0.4
0.4
0.4

49
69
99

C103 DS1 Disassembly of rod 
system at connections 1.00 0.4 583

C104 DS1 Small leakage
DS2 Large leakage

0.55
1.10

0.4
0.4

307
2302

C105 DS1 Isolated support fail-
ure
DS2 Multiple supports 
failure

0.55
1.10

0.4
0.4

307
2302

C106 1.20
2.40

0.4
0.4

525
3737

C107

DS1 Damaged Personal judge-
ment

1.10 0.4

35
C108 80
C109 140
C110 70
C111 126
C112 199
C113 179
C114 399
C115 20
C116 159
C117 80
C118 90
C119 99
C120 169
C121 349
C122 962
C123 1.00 0.4 1220
C124 610

C125 DS1 Spraying and drip-
ping leakage
DS2 Joints break – major 
leakage

FEMA P-58 [32]

1.10
2.40

0.4
0.5

252
1911

C126 0.75
0.95

0.4
0.4

43
43

C127 DS1 Damaged 3.05 0.4 7298
C128 DS1 Damaged 0.50 0.3 10753
C129 DS1 Batteries spill acid 1.11 0.6 10032
C130 DS1 Damaged 1.07 0.4 9560
C131 DS1 Anchorage failure 3.05 0.4 7298

Consideration was already given here for correlations among damage states of different 
components in the case study building. Components like doors, windows, chairs were tied to 
the DS of causation component due to the absence of fragility functions in the literature. 
However, additional logical correlations based on engineering judgment were assigned among 
other components within the same EDP-sensitivity group. Table 7 describes the damage of the 
causation component, as well as its effect on the correlated component. It is important to note 
that this set of correlations will not be considered within the component-based loss assessment 
framework hence some difference in results should be expected a priori should this aspect have 
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a notable impact. However, a demonstration of variation of including such correlations with 
respect to ignoring them in an SLF-based approach will be commented on later.

Table 6: Fragility function parameters and repair costs for structural components.

ID Damage states Source

Fragility function parameters Mean re-
pair cost 

€
Median (% for 

PSD, g for 
PFA)

Dispersion

A101 DS1 Light cracking
DS2 Concrete spalling
DS3 Concrete crushing

FEMA P-58 [32]
for fragility func-
tions and Cardone 

[33] for costs

2.00
2.75
5.00

0.4
0.3
0.3

2090
3026
4093

A102 1744
2861
4488A103

Table 7: Correlations between DSs component of the case study building.

Causation 
Component 

ID

Damage de-
scription of 
causation 

component

Dependant 
Component 

ID
Effect on the dependent component

DS of a de-
pendent 

component

C104 DS1 Small 
leakage

C102 30% damaged DS2

C103 Disassembly of rod system at connec-
tions DS1

4 RESULTS

The toolbox was applied at each storey of the building and SLFs were derived based on the 
component data provided previously. Correlations among dependent component DSs were 
considered as described in Table 7. For PSD-sensitive components, a set of three SLFs were 
derived for both principal directions and the non-directional components, corresponding to each 
of the three storeys of the building. For PFA-sensitive components, loss functions for four floors 
were derived, based on whether the component was sensitive to the PFA of the above floor or 
the floor upon which it is placed. The PACT software [32] provided with FEMA P-58 was used 
to conduct the component-based loss estimation, where a non-directional conversion factor was 
assumed to be 1.2. Apart from record-to-record variability, no epistemic uncertainty was 
considered for simplicity, as this study acts as a comparative study between two methodologies. 

To attain the SLFs, performance grouping was applied and Equation 2 was used to carry out 
regression and identify mean curves. Sample SLFs for the 2nd storey and 2nd floor of the building 
are provided in Figure 6 and regression parameters are provided in Table 8. Losses of non-
structural (NS) components start accumulating at low values of PSD, which is particularly due 
to low capacities of interior and exterior infills (Table 4). In contrast, losses of structural (S)
components start accumulating once a certain threshold of PSD value is reached, which could 
be attributed to the high capacities of well-designed ductile columns. The toolbox was also 
applied assuming component correlations. Figure 6(b) demonstrates the SLFs of PFA-sensitive 
components on the 2nd floor of the case study building. The consideration of correlation among 
some of the components as detailed in Table 7, has an impact on the losses within PFA values 
of 0.5 to 2.5g. The inclusion of correlations results in an increase in vulnerability through the 
curves shifting to the left in Figure 6(b).
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Figure 6: SLFs for the case-study building intermediate (2nd) storey level and 2nd floor (Equation 2). (a) PSD-
sensitive components, (b) PFA-sensitive non-structural components.

Table 8: Regression parameters for the fitted SLFs at the 2nd storey of the case study building using Equation 
2.

Perfor-
mance 
group

Direction 1 Direction 2

α β γ δ ε α β γ δ ε
PSD S 2.435 2.285 5.300 0.970 1.333 2.020 1.676 2.936 0.978 2.168

PSD NS 1.348 1.892 1.351 1.908 138.3 1.402 1.563 1.406 1.574 174.7
PFA NS, 
correlated 2.003 0.271 2.010 0.270 176.7 - - - - -

PFA NS, 
uncorre-

lated
2.112 0.410 2.115 0.408 259.7 - - - - -

Probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) was performed using OpenQuake [34] with
the SHARE hazard model [35]. A set of 30 ground motion record pairs were selected from the 
NGA West-2 database [36] with each record’s soil type being consistent with that of the site. 
Hazard curves obtained from PSHA were used to carry out the loss assessment. Figure 7
illustrates the hazard curve for the selected case study location. The intensity measure (IM) 
selected was the spectral acceleration, Sa(T*), at a conditioning period, T*. Since the building 
has two principal modes of vibration in two orthogonal directions, following the suggestion of 
FEMA P58 [5], a T* of 1.1s corresponding to the arithmetic mean of two orthogonal modal 
periods was selected. Non-linear response-history analyses were conducted and the results were 
used to carry out loss assessment using the PACT software for a component-based approach 
and using the SLFs generated via the proposed toolbox for the SLF-based approach.
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Figure 7: Hazard curve for the site considered in L’Aquila, Italy at a period of 1.1s.

The approach proposed by Ramirez and Miranda [37] was used to perform an SLF-based 
loss assessment. Residual deformations are accounted for to compute the probability of the 
building being demolished after an earthquake. The economic loss computed consists of the 
following terms: losses due to building collapsing; repair costs due to the building’s structural 
and non-structural components being damaged; and losses resulting from the demolition of the 
building if excessive residual drifts were recorded. For the case-study building, probability of 
the building being demolished due to excessive residual drifts is assumed to be lognormally 
distributed with a median of 0.015 and a logarithmic standard deviation of 0.3 [37].

Based on the loss assessment results, the expected annual loss (EAL) was computed for the 
case study building by integrating the vulnerability curve, expressed in terms of expected direct 
economic loss as a function of IM, with the site hazard curve defined according to Equation 3.

|T
dHEAL E L IM dIM
dIM

(3)

where dH/dIM is the mean annual frequency of the ground motion IM. EAL disaggregated by 
cost type and vulnerability curves are presented in Figure 8. The EAL computed using SLFs 
was 0.63%, which is slightly lower when compared to the one computed via the FEMA P-58
component-based approach, which amounted to 0.66%. As observed, the main contribution to 
the EAL comes from non-structural components, while structural components represent the 
lowest proportion. This demonstrates how structural components designed following seismic 
code provisions have larger capacities against damage. The similarity of vulnerability curves,
as well as the proportions of contributions towards EAL, enforce the quality of a more simplistic 
SLF-based approach in ensuring proper assessment of losses when compared to the more 
rigorous component-based approach.
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Figure 8: (left) Vulnerability curves and (right) expected annual loss showing the breakdown of different 
contributors in a comparative assessment between an SLF-based and component-based loss assessment 

approach.

Finally, Figure 9 provides the relative contributions to the vulnerability curves as a function 
of the return period. As observed, the main contributors at low hazard levels are the non-
structural repair costs. With increasing return period, the costs from collapse and demolition 
start increasing, with collapse taking a significant portion of the costs at higher return periods.
Cost contributions form demolition losses are quite high at high return periods, where in the 
absence of collapse the building needs to be demolished. Essentially, even though one might 
expect for structural component repair costs to increase with increasing return period, as they
undergo damage, it precedes by the building needing demolition or collapse, therefore loss 
contributions from structural repair costs are inexistent at higher return periods as well. 

Figure 9: Relative contribution to expected loss with respect to increasing return period for a (left) SLF-based 
approach and (right) component-based approach. As reference points, the 100, 475 and 2475-year return periods 

have been annotated on each plot.

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

With the lack of available tools to develop storey loss functions (SLFs) to fit specific needs, 
this article aims to fill the gap by introducing an SLF generation toolbox for seismic design and 
assessment of buildings. A description of the toolbox is presented, and it was validated through 
an application to a case study building in a comparative study with the more rigorous 
component-based loss assessment described in FEMA P-58. Additionally, the toolbox was 
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applied to compare the effects of assumptions where component damage states were considered 
independent and where the dependency of damage states of different components was assumed. 
The main observations from the study are as follows:

The toolbox can consider component correlations. An example at the 2nd floor of the
building considering peak floor acceleration sensitive components demonstrated that
inclusion of dependencies and interactions of various components may impact the
vulnerabilities avoiding potential underestimations in costs;
SLFs were developed for the entire case study reinforced concrete building
accounting for the response in both directions and a subsequent loss assessment was
carried out. Results were compared to a component-based loss assessment approach
with a good match in EAL between the two approaches;
A close match of SLF-based loss estimates to the detailed component-based loss
assessment was observed in the distribution of losses among performance groups per
intensity highlighting the validity of the developed tool and its accurate applicability
for the intended scopes initially outlined;
While important for loss assessment on existing buildings, the SLF generation
toolbox may be even more of an important tool for new designs within new risk-
based design approaches.
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Abstract

The Italian peninsula has been subjected to several destructive earthquakes over the last 50 
years which denoted the high vulnerability of the existing building stock. In this context, the 
analysis of post-earthquake damages is of paramount importance for manifold reasons, such 
as the management of the emergency phase for establishing the usability of buildings and the 
identification of the main sources of vulnerability for future risk mitigation plans. Since about
50 years, the post-earthquake usability of buildings is assessed through simplified forms filled 
by experts and practitioners during extensive in-situ inspections. The data collected during 
the post-earthquake inspections have been recently catalogued in the Observed Damage Da-
tabase (DA.D.O), which is a freely available platform for the scientific community. Starting 
from the data available in the DA.D.O platform, the damage reported by Italian school build-
ings have been analyzed in order to elaborate a proper school buildings database. The results 
of this statistical investigation are used for identifying the main sources of vulnerability char-
acterizing the Italian school buildings and assuming a key role for the empirical calibration 
of reliable procedures of large-scale seismic risk assessment, mapping and reduction.

Keywords: Risk Assessment, School Buildings, Post-Earthquake Damages, DA.D.O plat-
form.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The post-earthquake inspections made after major earthquakes in the Mediterranean area 
highlighted the high vulnerability of building portfolios, especially with regard to existing 
structures built before the introduction of seismic provisions in national and international 
building codes. In Italy, the damages observed after the major seismic events occurred over 
the last 50 years raised the awareness of public institutions, researchers and practitioners 
about the vulnerability of existing buildings and the need for a large-scale seismic risk as-
sessment to promote seismic risk mitigation programs [1-6]. Within this framework, the sci-
entific community has developed several empirical and analytical procedures to define 
vulnerability curves for different building typologies, e.g. reinforced concrete (RC) buildings 
[7-11], masonry buildings [12-13], precast buildings [14], based on post-earthquake damage 
observations. Specific studies dealing with the seismic vulnerability assessment of relevant 
building typologies, such as schools [15-17], hospitals [18] and ecclesiastic heritage [19-22]
are also available. Among the most common approaches adopted to assess and mitigate seis-
mic risk, it is worthwhile mentioning also mechanical-based approaches [23-25], rapid visual 
screening (RVS) methodologies [26-27] and hybrid methods.  

Empirical methods consist in the statistical processing of data about damages observed af-
ter past earthquakes. The data analysis allows to estimate the probability of occurrence of a 
certain damage state for increasing seismic intensities. The final output is represented by fra-
gility curves, which can be considered vulnerability curves if a certain quantification of the 
expected losses is taken into account in the adopted intensity measure (IM). Over the years, 
several empirical-based vulnerability functions have been developed by referring to different 
building typologies. Qualitative and quantitative measures have been adopted to define the IM 
used in the vulnerability curves. In particular, the most widely adopted quantitative measure is 
the peak ground acceleration (PGA), while for the qualitative measures, some macro-seismic 
scales are defined, such as the Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI), Medvedev–Sponheuer–
Karnik (MSK) and Mercalli–Cancani–Sieberg (MCS). Qualitative and quantitative measures 
are often freely available online for different seismic events [28-29].

The damage probability matrix (DPM) proposed by Braga et al. [30] was one of the first 
empirical methods to be developed. It consists in the definition of the discrete probability that 
a certain damage - measured according to a macro-seismic scale - occurs in the total sample 
of investigated buildings. Braga et al. adopted the MSK scale to apply the DPM method to RC 
buildings damaged by the Irpinia earthquake (1980). Rossetto and Elnashai [31] proposed 
empirical fragility curves for RC buildings using a database of about 350.000 units. Di 
Pasquale et al. [32] developed a loss model based on the damage observed during past earth-
quakes in Italy. Lagomarsino and Giovinazzi [33] proposed, for several building typologies in 
the Mediterranean area, a methodology for relating macro-seismic and mechanical models for 
vulnerability assessment, basing on post-earthquake observations. Recent works [6-22] have 
refined the empirical methodologies and the related vulnerability and fragility curves by using 
large samples of buildings damaged by recent earthquakes. A useful tool for analyzing the 
damage occurred after Italian earthquakes has been recently developed by the Italian Depart-
ment of Civil Protection: the Observed Damage Database (DA.D.O) web-gis platform, which 
collects the results of post-earthquake inspections made after the major Italian earthquakes.

Using the data available in DA.D.O. platform, the present study focuses on the assessment 
of damages occurred in Italian school buildings after the main Italian seismic events over the 
last 50 years. All data have been firstly extracted from DA.D.O. platform and then processed 
by taking into account some typological parameters, such as construction typology, year of 
construction, number of storeys, area and structural regularity. Once all data have been orga-
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nized in a specific database, they have been processed for a twofold scope: (a) providing a
statistical quantification of the damaged school buildings and their main typological features; 
(b) providing vulnerability curves, according to the defined building classification.

2 DA.D.O. PLATFORM: A DATA COLLECTION OF EARTHQUAKE RELATED 
DAMAGE OVER THE LAST 50 YEARS IN ITALY

The Da.D.O. web-gis platform has been conceived with the specific purpose to collect, 
catalogue and compare data related to damage and structural characteristics of buildings in-
spected after earthquakes occurred in Italy over the last 50 years. Data from ten seismic 
events characterized by a high seismic intensity are provided [34]: Friuli 1976; Irpinia 1980; 
Abruzzi 1984; Umbria-Marche 1997; Pollino 1998; Molise 2002; Emilia 2003; L’Aquila 
2009; Emilia 2012, Garfagnana 2013. A summary of the general information present in the 
database is provided in Del Gaudio et al. [8], which reports that the total number of inspected 
buildings amounts to 320.000, subdivided among 78% of masonry buildings, 8% of RC build-
ings and 14% for other construction typologies. Since the survey forms have been modified 
over the years, the information available for each seismic event can vary. Presently, post-
earthquake inspections are carried out by using the AeDES form [36], which was firstly intro-
duced following the Umbria-Marche 1997 event. Previously, different survey forms were 
adopted (former versions of the AeDES form). For each seismic event collected in the Da.D.O. 
platform, Table 1 reports the key information accessible for each building. In particular, the 
information available in each survey form can be summarized in five macro-sections: 

1. Building registry: general information and location of the buildings (e.g. year of con-
struction, latitude and longitude, municipality, census code);

2. Geometry: main typological and geometrical features (e.g. number of storeys, qualita-
tive estimate of area, inter-storey height);

3. Use destination: information about the use of the building from stakeholders (e.g.
building use, number of occupants, strategic destination);

4. Position in urban context: information about the position of the building (e.g. refer-
ence with the position of near buildings, soil and topography);

5. Construction typology: main structural features (e.g. construction material, presence of
retrofit devices, regularity).

The level of completeness and the quality of the data depends on the seismic events, more 
detailed information being available for more recent earthquakes. Table 1 reports a general 
indication about the level of detail of the recorded information distinguishing between: com-
plete (C), incomplete (I) and absent (A) information. Regarding the building registry, all sur-
vey forms contain some details, however, for the first three considered events (Friuli 1976, 
Irpinia 1980 and Abruzzi 1984), the latitude and longitude are referred to the municipality in
which the buildings are located and not to the specific location of the analyzed building. Con-
cerning the geometry, the survey forms used after the first three events only report the plan 
dimension, while from the Irpinia 1980 earthquake the number of storeys and inter-storey 
height are also available. Only the data about the Abruzzi 1984 earthquake do not report the 
inter-storey height. The forms used in the first three events did not provide details about the 
use of the buildings, while for the Umbria-Marche 1997 and the Pollino 1998 earthquakes this 
information is reported, allowing to classify the buildings also based on their strategic im-
portance. With regard to the position in the urban context, the form used in the Friuli 1976 
earthquake reports if the building is isolated, outer-edge or in the corner of other building 
complexes. Only in the case of the Irpinia 1980 and the Abruzzi 1984 earthquakes, this data is 
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not reported. Lastly, with reference to the construction typology, complete information is pro-
vided for all seismic events but for the first three events only the construction material is re-
ported.

Seismic event Building regi-
stry Geometry Use destina-

tion
Position in 

urban context
Construction 

typology
Friuli 1976 I I A I I
Irpinia 1980 I C A A I
Abruzzi 1984 I I A A I
Umbria-Marche 1997 C C I C C
Pollino 1998 C C I C C
Molise 2002 C C C C C
Emilia 2003 C C C C C
L’Aquila 2009 C C C C C
Emilia 2012 C C C C C
Garfagnana 2013 C C C C C

Table 1: Summary of the key information reported in the survey forms adopted after the Italian seismic 
events occurred over the last 50 years (information about damage data are herein excluded)

As for the details related to the identification of the building’s features, also the damage
classification is related to the survey form adopted for the post-earthquake inspections. The 
forms used for the first three considered seismic events (Friuli 1976, Irpinia 1980 and Abruzzi 
1984) do not allow to identify the damage extension [8]. The form adopted following the
Friuli 1976 earthquake only allowed to classify buildings based on their global damage state, 
while more detailed information was introduced in the forms adopted during the following
earthquakes. In particular, starting from the Pollino 1998 earthquake, it was possible to collect
details about the damage state of five building components (vertical structures, horizontal 
structures, stairs, roofs and infill panels or non-structural elements). Table 2 reports the dam-
age levels adopted in each survey form by grouping the different damage states in four main 
sub-categories. More in detail, the survey form adopted after the Friuli 1976 earthquake pro-
vides a synthetic judgement about observed damages (from destroyed to undamaged) subdi-
vided in five damage levels (L0-L4). The survey form adopted after the Irpinia 1980 
earthquake presents eight damage levels (L0-L7), while in the case of Abruzzi 1984 earth-
quake, the damage state was classified distinguishing between five damage levels (L1-L5) 
defined according to the EMS98 scale. From the Umbria-Marche 1997 earthquake, the Ae-
DES survey form was introduced and the damage levels were classified according to damage 
states (D) defined according to the EMS98 scale. 

It is worth mentioning that in the DA.D.O platform the details provided by the Institute of 
Geophysics and Vulcanology (INGV) for the characterization of the seismic events are also 
reported. This data includes: shake maps [37], date, magnitude, distance, geographic position 
(epicentre and hypocentre) and macro-seismic intensities in terms of Mercalli-Cancani-
Sieberg scale (IMCS) [38].

Seismic event Damage levels Heavy dama-
ges

Medium da-
mages

Light 
damages

Null 
damage

Friuli 1976 5 L3-L4 L2 L1 L0
Irpinia 1980 8 L5-L6-L7 L3-L4 L1-L2 L0
Abruzzi 1984 5 L4-L5 L2-L3 L1 /
Umbria-Marche 1997 3 D4-D5 D2-D3 D0-D1 /
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Pollino 1998 4 D4-D5 D2-D3 D1 D0
Molise 2002 4 D4-D5 D2-D3 D1 D0
Emilia 2003 4 D4-D5 D2-D3 D1 D0
L’Aquila 2009 4 D4-D5 D2-D3 D1 D0
Emilia 2012 4 D4-D5 D2-D3 D1 D0
Garfagnana 2013 4 D4-D5 D2-D3 D1 D0

Table 2: Summary of the damage classification in the survey forms used after the main Italian seismic 
events, considering 4 macro-sections of damage: heavy, medium, light and null.

3 SCHOOL BUILDINGS DAMAGED BY ITALIAN EARTHQUAKES: 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS ON THE SPECIFIC-CLASS PARAMETERS

Using the data available in the DA.D.O platform, all the school buildings damaged follow-
ing the selected seismic events have been classified and statistically analysed. As reported in 
Table 1, the usage of the buildings was not available for seismic events occurred before 2002. 
In order to identify the school buildings for all considered seismic events, the information 
provided by DA.D.O platform has been compared with the Open Data about Italian schools
provided by Italian Ministry of University and Research (MIUR) [39]. For each damaged 
building, DA.D.O provides the latitude and the longitude, while the MIUR database provides
the address and the municipality of all Italian school buildings. Using reverse geocoding algo-
rithm [40], latitude and longitude of all Italian school buildings have been found and matched 
with latitude and longitude of the damaged buildings, by imposing a tolerance -in absolute 
value- to the fourth decimal place. The summary of the identified school buildings, subdivid-
ed for construction typology, is provided in Table 3.

Seismic event
Number of school build-

ings extracted by
DA.D.O.

RC [%] Masonry [%] Other typolo-
gies [%]

Friuli 1976 / / / /
Irpinia 1980 / / / /
Abruzzi 1984 3 0.0 100.0 0
Umbria-Marche 1997 153 15.0 79.5 5.5
Pollino 1998 25 12.0 64.0 24.0
Molise 2002 248 48.8 35.1 16.1
Emilia 2003 17 0.0 88.2 11.8
L’Aquila 2009 616 54.7 27.8 17.5
Emilia 2012 577 34.9 44.7 20.4
Garfagnana 2013 / / / /

Table 3: Number of school buildings damaged by Italian seismic events over the last 50 years, accounting 
for the construction typology.

For Friuli 1976 earthquake, for the fixed tolerance, the matching procedure has not provid-
ed any useful results. The Irpinia 1980 earthquake, although several data are available, has
been discarded because for this event the coordinates available are referred to the municipality 
and not to the specific location of the building. For Abruzzi 1984, Umbria-Marche 1997 and 
Pollino 1998 earthquakes, several units have been identified, as reported in Table 3. Although 
the adopted identification procedure can be affected by uncertainty, some random checks have 
been performed, observing a good level of accuracy. The distribution of the selected school 
buildings along the entire territory can be displayed using the extracted data. Figures 1 and 2 
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report the identified school buildings for Pollino 1998 and Emilia 2013 earthquakes and, addi-
tionally, the IMCS for each municipality.

Figure 1: Distribution of school buildings damaged by Umbria-Marche 1997 earthquakes, with indication of IMCS
for each municipality.

Based on the defined school building database, several observations can be made on damaged 
masonry and RC school buildings, with the aim to evaluate the entire school building portfo-
lio damaged by recent Italian earthquakes. Firstly, the year of construction for masonry and 
RC school buildings has been analyzed (Figure 3) NC indicates the school for which this in-
formation was not available. As expected, about 75% of masonry units were built before 1961 
and about 90% before 1980. A different situation is observed for RC school buildings, where
about 60% of the units were built before 1980. In 1980, the first seismic building code was 
released in Italy. This aspect suggests that the greater part of masonry and RC school build-
ings was not designed according to seismic details, which highlight a high seismic vulnerabil-
ity of the building portfolio.
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Figure 2: Distribution of school buildings damaged by Emilia 2013 earthquakes, with indication of IMCS for each 
municipality.

Figure 3: Percentage of masonry and RC school buildings, subdivided for year of construction parameter.

Figure 4 reports the number of storeys by distinguishing between masonry and RC
buildings. Approximately 75% of the masonry and RC school buildings have three or fewer 
storeys. This observation implies that most of the damaged Italian school buildings can be 
classified as low-rise buildings (this evidence is also reported in several scientific works, e.g. 
[25, 27]). No particular evidence can be extracted from the inter-storey height parameter:
about 85% of the RC school buildings presents values that range from 2.50 m and 3.50 m, 
while the remaining 15% presents higher values. The inter-storey height is more discretized 
for masonry buildings; higher inter-storey heights are observed in the schools built before 
1920 (> 5.00 m), while inter-storey heights ranging from 3.50 m to 5.00 m have been ob-
served for more recent buildings.
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Figure 4: Percentage of masonry and RC school buildings, subdivided for number of storeys parameter.

Less homogenous is the distribution of the area parameter. As shown in Figure 5, about 40% 
of masonry school buildings and 25% of RC school buildings have an area ranging from 50 
m2 to 300 m2, while about 50% of masonry and RC school buildings presents an area com-
prised from 300 m2 to 1200 m2. The high percentage of buildings characterized by large plan
dimensions might suggests that this parameter can influence the seismic behavior.
As for the area parameter, also the structural regularity is an important parameter for defining 
the seismic vulnerability. This information is not available for all the units. In particular, the
data available for school buildings damaged by Abruzzi 1984 and Umbria-Marche 1997 
earthquakes do not report information on regularity and then they have been classified as NC. 
Looking at the percentage of regular and irregular school buildings, Figure 5 reports a sum-
mary for all the units. It is evident that about 50% of masonry and RC buildings presents
structural irregularities. This aspect needs to be taken into account, considering that the struc-
tural irregularity assumes a key role in the seismic response of buildings.

Figure 5: Percentage of masonry and RC school buildings, subdivided for area parameter.
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Figure 6: Percentage of masonry and RC school buildings, subdivided for structural regularity parameter.

4 EMPIRICAL ESTIMATION OF THE SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR OF ITALIAN 
SCHOOL BUILDINGS: DAMAGE DISTRIBUTION AND VULNERABILITY 
CURVES

The data collected in the DA.D.O. platform reports the results of the inspections made by 
practitioners and researchers rushed to the scene in the days after the earthquakes. As for rap-
id visual screening procedures, the definition of the damage state is based on the surveyors’
experience, although some guidelines describing the different damage states are available. As 
previously discussed, it is worth mentioning that the survey forms adopted over the years can 
differ both in terms of investigated structural elements and damage classification. The survey 
form adopted in the Abruzzi 1984 earthquake contains judgments only about vertical and hor-
izontal structures, while the one employed in the Umbria-Marche 1997 earthquake also con-
siders damage to stairs. A complete information is provided for the Irpinia 1980 earthquake 
and for earthquakes after the Pollino 1998 and the Molise 2002 earthquake (AeDES form), in 
which damage data about vertical and horizontal structures, stairs, roofs and non-structural 
elements (such as infill panels for RC buildings) are present.

Basing on the developed school buildings database, it is possible to provide a critical dis-
cussion on the damages reported by school buildings after the selected earthquakes, by means 
of DPMs. Since the damages in AeDES form are classified according to the EMS98 scale, it 
is necessary to convert the damage levels reported for those earthquakes in which the AeDES 
form was not adopted (see Table 2) into the EMS98 measure scale. The methodology pro-
posed by Del Gaudio et al. [8] has been adopted for the conversion into the EMS98 measure 
scale. Then, DPMs can be elaborated, as shown in Figures 7 and 8, accounting for horizontal 
structures, stairs, roofs and non-structural elements and by separating the RC and masonry
school building samples.
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Figure 7: DPM for masonry and RC school buildings, accounting for damages on horizontal structures and stairs.

The results of the statistical analysis show that about 85-90% of the RC buildings have a 
damage level D0 and 10% have a damage level D1, with regard to horizontal structures, stairs 
and roofs. Despite the sample was not sorted for year of construction, few damages were de-
tected. Different evidence is shown for non-structural elements (e.g. masonry infill panels and 
partitions), which show about 40% of units having damage level D1 and about 20% having 
damage levels ranging from D2 to D5. For non-structural elements, similar percentages are 
reported for masonry school buildings, for which non-structural elements present damage lev-
els greater than D0 for about 55% of the units. Again for masonry buildings, DPMs show sev-
eral damages on horizontal structures (about 45% of buildings have a damage level greater
than D0), whereas few units present damages to stairs and roofs.
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Figure 8: DPM for masonry and RC school buildings, accounting for damages on roofs and non-structural ele-
ments.

With regard to vertical structural elements, data can be processed by means of vulnerability 
curves. In particular, the entire set of school buildings has been subdivided into three samples: 
(a) Masonry school buildings, (b) RC school buildings designed before 1980 (pre 1980), (c) 
RC school buildings designed after 1980 (post 1980), by assuming 1980 as the threshold year 
that separate the buildings with and without seismic details. To this scope, for each unit of the 
three samples (Nunits), damage data are reported in Figure 9, in which the abscissa reports the 
IMCS identified for each municipality and the ordinate reports the mean damage (μD), evaluat-
ed as the weighted average of the buildings having a certain damage “DS” equal to an as-
signed value of damage “ds”. This formulation, as proposed in [8], is reported in the 
following:

(1)
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Figure 9: Vulnerability curves of RC and masonry school buildings damaged by Italian earthquakes.

Three points have been obtained for each value of IMCS and all points have been fitted 
by lognormal cumulative functions and by optimizing the problem, assuming the minimum of
the sum of squared errors between the set of points and the proposed curve. The result shows
that RC buildings designed after 1980 present lower damages also for the highest values of 
the IM assumed, while the trend increases for RC buildings designed before 1980. Masonry 
buildings present substantial damages for high values of IMCS, also arriving at values of μD
equal to 0.4. Overall, the obtained vulnerability curves present a safer scenario for RC build-
ings than masonry ones. The observed low values of μD, also for higher values of IM, requires
to better investigate the vulnerability of this typology of buildings, also considering other 
damage sources. As a matter of fact, it seems that the RC school buildings did not suffer dam-
ages.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

This study has analyzed the effects of earthquakes occurred over the last 50 years on the 
Italian school building portfolio. The data collected in the DA.D.O. platform have been used 
to perform this investigation. A database including information about masonry and RC school 
buildings surveyed after Italian earthquakes has been created. A critical discussion of the key 
features of Italian school buildings, accounting for construction typology, year of construction, 
number of storeys, area and structural regularity is provided. In addition, a post-processing of 
the damages suffered after the selected seismic events has been carried out, by providing 
damage probability matrices for damages on horizontal structures, stairs, roofs and non-
structural elements and vulnerability curves accounting for damages on vertical structural el-
ements. 

The results of the statistical investigations have provided a basic idea about the seismic 
performance of Italian school buildings. The database will be used for future investigations
aimed at defining a taxonomy of Italian school building and identifying the main vulnerability 
sources, basing on the damages suffered during past seismic events. The elaboration of the 
information collected in the database can assume a key role for future empirical procedures, 
aimed at investigating the seismic risk at regional scale for school buildings and at providing 
strategies of seismic risk mapping and reduction.
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Abstract

The estimation of expected seismic losses at regional scale represents a critical issue for the 
assessment of the seismic risk and for the evaluation of the seismic resilience of large com-
munities. As a basic step, the assessment of economic losses requires the computation of the 
building performances in terms of engineering demand parameters such as interstorey drift 
ratios and peak floor accelerations in order to assess the distribution and the extent of the 
damage experienced by various building components. The Stick-IT model (Stick for Infilled 
frames Typologies) was recently proposed to predict the response, in terms of engineering 
demand parameters, for infilled RC building typologies. Stick-IT is a MDOF system consist-
ing of a series of lumped masses connected by nonlinear shear link elements. The model pa-
rameters can be defined for building typologies starting from low level information that can 
be easily retrievable at the large scale via image-based processing techniques integrated with 
generic information about typical construction features, such as in plan dimensions, the num-
ber of stories or the percentage of infills openings and considering the infills consistency.
This paper adopts the Stick-IT model to predict damage and expected losses for a set of RC 
infilled buildings located in L’Aquila town. The application shows the advantages and the po-
tentiality of the proposed model when adopted for large scale loss assessments.

Keywords: nonlinear response history analysis; IDR; PFA; Stick model.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The PEER framework [1] allows estimating the expected losses in the aftermath of damag-

ing earthquakes involving a four-step procedure: hazard analysis, structural analysis, damage, 
and loss analysis. In this context, the structural analysis is required to calculate the building 
performances expressed in terms of engineering demand parameters (EDPs) such as inter-
story drift ratios (IDRs) and peak floor accelerations (PFAs). The EDPs may be used to pre-
dict the distribution and the extent of the damage in structural, non-structural components and 
building contents and then, relying on suitable cost functions, are often adopted to quantify 
the economic losses.

At the building level, the most complete procedure to assess building structural perfor-
mances consists of performing Nonlinear Response History Analyses (NRHA) on refined fi-
nite element models (e.g., [2]). However, the structural modeling and computational effort 
required for the analysis at the single building level are not suitable also for large-scale anal-
yses. To overcome this issue, faster and simpler approaches are required. In this sense, differ-
ent approaches were proposed in the last years relying on static analysis performed on refined 
[3] or simplified models [4]-[6], or on NRHAs performed on simplified models (e.g., shear 
models [7]). The latter models has been demonstrated to describe the non-linear characteris-
tics and failure modes of multi-story buildings with sufficient accuracy both at the building 
scale and at the regional scale, enabling to capture the story-level damage concentration due 
to seismic loads [8]-[10]. Further, appropriate calibration of the simplified MDOF model, de-
pending on specific features of the building typologies to be assessed, improves the accuracy 
of response prediction [7]. Recently, in Gaetani d’Aragona et al. [11] a simplified multi-
degree of freedom (MDOF) model, named Stick-IT, was proposed to evaluate the response of 
building typologies representative of RC infilled moment resisting frames. The model was
calibrated to represent the behavior of infilled Italian typologies and has been demonstrated to 
reliably predict the building response and direct economic losses when compared to more re-
fined finite element models [12].

In Gaetani d’Aragona et al. [11] simplified formulas based on few geometrical and struc-
tural parameters are proposed to define the structural model. The formulations require as-
sumptions in defining the infill consistency which may affect structural behavior and the as-
sessment of repair costs [7]. The definition of these properties can be of difficult when dealing 
with the assessment of the behavior of a large building portfolio and need to be hypothesized
on the basis of specific considerations based on construction techniques in force in the ana-
lyzed region also depending on the construction time. For this reason, in this paper, the impact 
of these assumptions on the assessment of repair costs is analyzed.

Following, the Stick-IT model is first briefly introduced. Next, the adopted methodology to 
evaluate expected seismic losses is described and an application of the model for L’Aquila 
town is presented.

2 STICK-IT FOR RAPID EDP ASSESSMENT
In Gaetani d’Aragona et al. [7], building typologies representative of RC infilled moment 

resisting frames are modeled with simplified Stick model (Stick-I), which is a MDOF Non-
Linear Shear Model consisting of a series of masses lumped at the story level and connected 
in series by means of nonlinear shear springs; the Stick-I model is developed for each direc-
tion of the building (see Figure 1).
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X
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Figure 1: Simplified Stick model for infilled RC frames.

The story-level backbone of such spring is approximated by a four-linear backbone curve
which can be defined based on 7 parameters (Figure 2). To simulate the hysteretic behavior, 
and in particular the pinched response and the strength and stiffness cyclic degradation of the 
story-level spring link element, the Pinching4 material available in OpenSees [13] is adopted.
In general, such material requires the definition of 21 parameters governing the pinching re-
sponse as well as stiffness and strength deterioration. 
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Figure 2: Definition of Stick-IT parameters for envelope curves.

In Gaetani d’Aragona et al. [11] an evolution of the stick model to predict the response 
of existing infilled RC typologies was introduced. The latter, denominated Stick-IT (i.e. Stick-
I referred to a building Typology), is characterized by suitable parameters enabling to de-
scribe the backbone and hysteretic behavior at the generic story of the typology. In order to 
derive the story-level backbone and hysteretic parameters of Stick-IT, in [11] a regression
study was performed on a large database, comprising 5632 Stick-I models. The database of 
Stick-I models was obtained with the following procedure: (a) assemble a large portfolio of 
building FE models with simulated design procedure; (b) determine the backbone (depending 
on 7 model parameters) for stick-I referring to longitudinal and transversal directions for all 
the building models in the generated portfolio; (c) perform calibration of the hysteretic behav-
ior for stick-I model adopting a generic algorithm GA procedure and determine hysteretic
model parameters (7 model parameters for the pinching4 material).

The regression study was finalized to describe the Stick-IT model as a function of few 
variables, mainly those ones that could be easily retrieved for large scale studies, e.g. from 
rapid on-site surveys or remote sensing procedures. As a result of the regression study per-
formed in [11], given the building storey class ns, the Stick-IT backbone curve at each story 
can be derived by the following parameters: dimension of the building in the analyzed direc-
tion (L=Lx or Ly depending if longitudinal or transversal direction is considered), the normal-
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ized storey number for the generic ith level nnsi(=i/ns) and the opening percentage op, repre-
senting the area of openings for the infills with respect to of the infill area for each panel. In 
addition, the infill elastic shear modulus Gw is considered to represent the infills consistency. 

The model parameters for envelope curves are expressed with an exponential type formula-
tion as in Eq. (1), that expresses the generic parameter Pb,i of the backbone curve at the ith sto-
rey:

4 53 6
, 1 2 (1 )a aa a

b i w op nsiP a a L G n              (1)

In Eq. (1) L is the dimension of the building in the analyzed direction (L=Lx or Ly depend-
ing if longitudinal or transversal direction is considered), while other parameters are explained
above.

Concerning the parameters defining the hysteretic behavior, a simplified approach was 
adopted in Gaetani d’Aragona et al. [11], assuming that the pinched behavior is symmetric in 
both the positive and the negative direction and neglecting the strength deterioration mode. 
This way the number of parameters defining the hysteretic behavior of the spring is limited to 
3 pinching parameters and 4 degradation parameters depending on energy. Eq. (2) expresses 
the stiffness deterioration index (δki) as a function of ncyc depending on two parameters gK2
and gK4:

4
2 lim

gK

i cyck gK n gK             (2)

Similar expression can be adopted for deterioration of reloading stiffness. For further de-
tails, please refer to Gaetani d’Aragona et al. [11].

3 APPLICATION TO L’AQUILA TOWN

3.1 Building inventory
In the aftermath of L’Aquila earthquake, the Italian government fully funded the reconstruc-
tion process of damaged buildings. In Del Vecchio et al. [14] the repair costs for a database 
composed of 120 residential buildings damaged and repaired after L’Aquila earthquake is an-
alyzed. The repair costs were defined and calculated, after suitable design, by practitioners
during the reconstruction process. In this paper, the repair costs by Del Vecchio et al. [14] are 
adopted as a reference for comparison of repair cost predictions.

Figure 3: Location of selected buildings (black dot) and accelerometric stations (AQU, AQK).
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Generally, damage and loss assessment of large building portfolios is carried by grouping 
buildings with similar characteristics (e.g., [15]). However, the method analyzed in this paper 
lend itself to be applied considering more specific building features as explained above.

For this application, a subset of 6 buildings from the database analyzed in Del Vecchio [14]
was selected (see Figure 3). The buildings were selected to be close to the accelerometric sta-
tion and to have approximately a rectangular shape in plan, to be representative typical heigth 
distributions in the town (3,4, and 5 stories). In Table 1, the main geometrical features for the 
analyzed buildings are reported, including the angle of orientation with respect to North, the 
number of stories (ns), the Surface Area (SA), and the longitudinal and transverse building 
dimensions (Lx, Ly).

id Angle to N(°) ns SA (m2) Lx (m) Ly (m)
1 5 5 274 23.60 11.60
2 30 5 256 18.00 14.20
3 45 4 90 12.70 7.10
4 45 4 170 17.00 10.00
5 30 3 210 20.40 10.30
6 35 3 193 16.60 11.65

Table 1: Geometry of the selected buildings.

3.2 Seismic hazard
The 2009 L’Aquila earthquake was characterized by a magnitude Mw=6.3 and a fault-

normal mechanism at about 9 km depth and an epicentral distance from L’Aquila city of
about 6 km. For the analysis, the acceleration time-histories recorded for the L’Aquila earth-
quake by two different accelerometric stations (AQU, AQK) located in proximity with the 
analyzed buildings were analyzed. Both ground motion records were recorded on soil class B,
with a PGA ranging between 0.25-0.35g, and were extracted from the Italian Accelerometric 
Archive (ITACA 3.1, http://itaca.mi.ingv.it/). Figure 4 represents the 5%-damped Pseudo-
acceleration spectrum for both records in the N-S and E-W directions.
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Figure 4: 5%-damped Pseudo-acceleration spectrum for AQU and AQK ground motion records.
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The horizontal components of the selected records were suitably scaled in order to account 
for the local amplification at the building site, and rotated according to the orientation of the 
principal directions of the structure [16].

3.3 Model and Structural Analysis
The structural analysis is performed via NTHA for each selected building, considering the 

simplified Stick-IT model generated according to the procedure described in §2 and by adopt-
ing median parameters for regression parameters. The building geometry (i.e., approximate
longitudinal and transversal dimensions as well as number of stories) necessary to retrieve 
model features can be obtained with rapid image-based processing techniques (e.g., [17]-[18]).
However, in this study, such features were derived from the original building database [14].
The analyzed buildings are assumed approximately regular both in plan and in elevation. Fi-
nally, the storey mass is obtained multiplying the surface area SA(=Lx∙Ly) by unit load of 1.1 
tons/m2. For the upper story the unit load is assumed equal to 0.9 tons/m2.

The infill panel consistency, represented by the infill thickness, shear modulus, and open-
ing percentage are considered as a variable parameter to quantify its influence on the building 
response and assessment of repair costs. To this end, three different thicknesses for the infill 
panels are considered, 20cm-24cm-30cm, corresponding to weak, medium and strong infill,
respectively, according to Hak et al. [19]. To simulate different infill thicknesses, the proce-
dure proposed in [12] is adopted. The opening percentage is considered constant and equal to 
20% of the area of the infill panel. The adoption of different opening percentages along the 
height also significantly influences the builing response and the distribution of lateral defor-
mations (e.g., [21]-[22]). However, this effect is not investigated in this study.

For each one of the two ground motion records in §3.2, each model was analyzed by rotat-
ing and scaling the ground motion components in the two separate directions (longitudinal 
and transverse).

The Stick-IT model is able to predict the intensity and distribution of Engineering Demand 
Parameters such as Interstory Drift Ratios (IDRs) and Peak Floor Accelerations (PFAs).
However, in this study only IDRs are evaluated, since only damage experienced by drift-
sensitive components is considered.

As an example, Figure 5 depicts the maximum IDR profiles obtained for the Stick-IT mod-
el of the building with ‘id 1’ (see Table 1) subjected to the two records AQU and AQK and
analyzed in the two orthogonal directions. As an assumption, the longitudinal direction is the 
direction of maximum extension of the building in plan. For this reason, due to the largest 
amount of infill panels, it represents the direction characterized by higher capacity to with-
stand to lateral loads, and with lower deformability. In particular, due to the lower excursion 
in the nonlinear range for the longitudinal direction, the IDRs for AQU and AQK are much
closer than those obtained in the transverse direction, where the two records may lead to sig-
nificantly different IDR (due to concentration of damage) and the maximum IDR may be lo-
calized in a different story.

In particular, the Figure 5(a)-(c) depicts the shape of IDR for varying infill thicknesses.
Obviously, the higher the infill panel thickness, the lower the maximum experienced IDR.
However, while for the transverse direction this effect is evident, in the longitudinal direction
this effect is negligible. Further, by keeping as a reference the panels with tw=24cm, the max-
imum scatter between different thicknesses is obtained for the AQK record in the transverse 
direction, at the third story, where a scatter of 76% in IDR value is achieved. The effect of
infill thickness produces a significant variation of IDR [22], and thus of the potential damage 
experienced by drift-sensitive components.
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Figure 5: Distribution of maximum IDRs for (a) tw=20cm, (b) tw=24cm and (c) tw=30cm for building ‘id 1’.

3.4 Damage and Loss assessment
In this section the damage and loss assessment is performed adopting global indicators (i.e., 

EDPs) as a proxy for damage prediction. To this end, suitable EDP-dependent damage func-
tions for both structural and nonstructural components specifically calibrated for typical Ital-
ian standard components need to be adopted. For residential buildings the largest amount of 
repair costs mainly depends on damage to infills and partitions [14]. For this reason, this pa-
per limits the assessment of repair costs only referring to the costs related to repair of infill, 
partitions and integrated components (i.e., plumbing and electrical system, doors and win-
dows).

With reference to the infill walls and interior partitions, Del Gaudio et al. [23] recently
proposed damage fragility functions for typical Italian hollow clay infills, with and without 
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openings, based on the analysis of a large experimental dataset. The proposed values were 
adopted to capture the observed damage experienced by exterior and interior infills at differ-
ent stories.

Direct losses associated to infills, partitions and integrated components are calculated by
adopting the cost function developed in Del Vecchio et al. [14] for Italian standards. The 
functions include the cost of all the repair actions needed to restore the building to its pre-
event conditions depending on the presence/absence of openings, the damage state experi-
enced, and the extension of the damaged components.

The extent of damageable components need to be quantified based on a simulated architec-
tural layout that can be obtained based on the procedure reported in [12]. In particular, the 
procedure assumes that infill wall panels extend along the whole exterior perimeter of the 
building, while partitions are located along each bay in each building direction. Further, it is 
considered that the 50% of exterior infill panels has openings while the 50% has no openings, 
and interior partitions are always classified as elements with openings. The simulation of the 
architectural layout, significantly influences the prediction of repair costs, while it has no in-
fluence on the building structural response. Thus, in this section the extent of partitions will 
be also varied in order to quantify the influence of this assumption. In particular, it will be 
considered the 100% of the extension of the simulated layout and then, the 50% and the 150%
of the extension obtained for interior partitions. For instance 50% means that only the one half
the bays in the longitudinal and transverse direction of the building, the number and extension 
of which depends on the simulated design, are filled with partitions. Finally 150% of the ex-
tension of the simulated layout means that there is the 50% more of partitions with respect to 
those simulated. Instead, the extension of perimeter infills is considered invariant.

Figure 6: Actual vs Predicted repair costs to infill panels, partitions and integrated components for tw=20cm-
24cm-30cm.

The damage level was calculated by adopting as input parameters the IDR for each story 
and direction obtained in §3.3. The maximum repair cost between those obtained considering 
the records AQU and AQK is assumed as a reference. By summing up the repair cost between 
each story and direction, the total repair cost for infills, partitions and integrated components 
is calculated. For each story, it is assumed that the level of damage for the generic type of 
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component (i.e., infill/partition with openings or without openings) is the same throughout the
story, but may be different between orthogonal directions. Figure 6 depicts the comparison 
between the actual and the predicted repair cost obtained by adopting different infill wall 
thicknesses (and 100% of the extension of infill/partitions obtained via simulated architectural 
layout). It can be noted that the prediction is in general acceptable, and it is most approximat-
ed when adopting tw=24cm.

In particular, for tw=20cm the mean (median) ratio between the predicted and the actual re-
pair cost for infills, partitions and integrated components is 1.39 (1.15). For tw=24cm these 
ratios reduces to 1.00 (1.04), and for tw=30cm to 0.93 (0.81). The maximum scatter between 
predicted and actual repair cost is achieved for tw=20cm and is of 134%. Thus, the mean con-
sistency for infill panel seems to lead to more reliable predictions for repair costs. However, 
this assumption should be validated on a larger building database.

Another assumption regards the extension of damageable components. This is expected to 
be an influential parameter in terms of estimation of repair cost, characterized by a larger dis-
persion due to extreme variability of the possible configurations of the interior architectural 
layout. Obviously, the incidence on the total repair cost due to the different architectural lay-
out of interior partitions mainly depends on the surface area of the building.

Figure 7: Actual vs Predicted repair costs to infill panels, partitions and integrated components for tw=24cm and 
considering 50% and 150% of simulated architectural layout for interior partitions.

As evidenced in Figure 7, which depicts the comparison between the actual and predicted 
repair cost considering different extensions for interior partitions (architectural layout), ac-
counting for lower extension leads to underprediction or repair costs, while larger extension to 
overprediction of repair costs. In this case, by adopting the IDRs obtained considering the
mean infill consistency for the model, the adoption of 50% of initial simulation of partition 
layout leads to a median (and median) underestimation of repair costs with respect to the ac-
tual ones of 15% and to an overestimation of 23% if a 150% of the initial layout is adopted, 
suggesting that the original simulated layout leads to the best prediction of repair costs. Final-
ly, the maximum scatter between predicted and actual repair cost of ±30% is obtained for the 
single building.
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4 CONCLUSIONS
This study presents the first comparisons of a simplified loss assessment procedure to 

evaluate expected seismic losses at the large scale.
The procedure is based on the adoption of a simplified multi degree of freedom 

MDOF Stick-IT model introduced in [11], which allows to rapidly calculate the performance 
of infilled RC buildings in terms of engineering demand parameters EDP such as interstory 
drift ratios, IDRs, and peak floor accelerations, PFAs, using Nonlinear Response History 
Analyses.

The loss assessment procedure was tested on a set of 6 buildings damaged and re-
paired after the 2009 L’Aquila earthquake. Firstly, main building features such as in plan di-
mensions and story number were retrieved, and a building inventory defined. Then, the Stick-
IT model were defined for each one of the considered building. Next, after rotating and scal-
ing two ground motion records for the L’Aquila earthquake, NRHA were performed by
adopting the Stick-IT models. The response for each typology was expressed in terms of max-
imum IDR along building height. Finally, by adopting suitable cost functions, the repair costs 
for infills, partitions and integrated components are calculated and compared to the actual re-
pair costs for these components.

In this study the validity of some assumptions to be adopted for large scale assessment
purposes were tested. Firstly, the model requires the definition of the consistency of infill
panels that contribute to the resistance and deformability against lateral loads. While this pa-
rameter is easy to define at the building level, it is of difficult definition for a large building 
portfolio for which only low-level information are available. By considering three possible 
consistencies according to the technical literature (weak, medium and strong), it has been 
found that the ‘mean’ consistency for infill panels generally leads to the best prediction for 
repair costs of infill, partitions and integrated components, while the other generally leads to 
an overestimation or underestimation of repair costs due to a different prediction of lateral 
deformations that is about 40% in terms of mean error for the considered building set, while a
maximum scatter of 135% may be achieved for the single building.

Further, also the simulated design procedure adopted to quantify of the extension of dam-
ageable components was tested. This is characterized by a large dispersion due to extreme 
variability of the possible configurations of the interior architectural layout. The influence of 
this quantification alter the prediction of repair cost of about 20% in mean terms for the con-
sidered building set, while it leaded to a maximum scatter of about 30% for the single build-
ing. However, it is expected that the influence of this parameter is conditioned on the in plane 
shape ratio and the surface area of the building, and further studies are required to quantify the 
effect of these hypoteses.

In this proposed study, median values for definition of Stick-IT model parameters as pro-
posed in [11] were employed. However, due to the large amount of uncertainties in the Stick-
IT model definition, a fully probabilistic framework application would allow a more realistic 
assessment of repair costs. Moreover, time-based assessment of expected seismic losses could 
be performed by repeating the evaluation at various level of earthquake intensity according to 
the seismic hazard of the area. Future studies will address these issues.

Despite this application is limited to the assessment of infills, it shows the possibility 
to easily implement the proposed methodology for rapid estimation of expected losses at the 
large scale. Other cost-functions could be adopted, suitably accounting, e.g. for costs of accel-
eration sensitive components.
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Abstract 

Strong seismic events are the main cause of serious damage to cultural heritage, especially to 
historical churches characterized by a lack of efficient resisting mechanisms and by high vul-
nerability due to their structural systems peculiarities. Their poor seismic performance is 
demonstrated by the recurrence of specific seismic damage mechanisms. In this paper, an em-
pirical probabilistic damage predictive model recently presented in the literature is used to 
provide a scenario dependent risk assessment in a seismic prone area in Italy. In this response 
model, the damage is expressed by a continuous index and the seismic action is described by a
scalar intensity measure. For the illustrative case study, a sample of churches falling into a 
limited area of Marche Region, hit by the Central Italy 2016 seismic sequence, has been chosen. 
The sample includes all the historical churches belonging to the Archdiocese of Camerino-San
Severino. The damage scenario following a seismic event of magnitude 5.8, generated by the 
Camerino fault, has been evaluated to illustrate the capability of this model in the prediction 
of post-earthquake situation. Risk maps obtained by means of the method presented in the pa-
per, can provide a notable support to the organization of post-event emergency actions and to 
the planning of preventive actions for the risk mitigation.

Keywords: Historical churches; Seismic damage; Predictive empirical model; Shear-wave 
velocity.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The Italian territory is popular for its high number of historical churches constituting a very 
dominant part of the cultural heritage for the country. Unfortunately, most of the Italian territory
is characterized by high seismicity and the effects of seismic events on the cultural heritage 
may be destructive, as demonstrated over the last years by seismic sequences, such as Irpinia 
earthquake (1980), Umbria Marche earthquake (1997), Molise earthquake (2002), L’Aquila 
earthquake (2009), Emilia Romagna earthquake (2012), Central Italy seismic sequence (2016).

Churches are characterized by structural and typological vulnerabilities higher than vulner-
abilities of ordinary masonry buildings [1]. This bad seismic performance is caused by specific
architectural configurations, such as large halls, absence of internal diaphragms, and presence 
of vaults and arches.

Studies carried out after seismic events, highlighted that the seismic response of churches is 
featured by a set of macro-elements, such as façade, transept, nave, apse, characterized by in-
dependent dynamic behaviors [2]; this is also confirmed by different analytical studies on the 
vulnerability assessment of single churches (e.g. [3-5]) and of groups of churches (e.g. [6-8]).
In addition, the analysis of the observed damage after past seismic events, such as the Umbria-
Marche 1997 earthquake [9-11], the Molise 2002 earthquake [12], L’Aquila 2009 earthquake
[13-15], the Emilia 2012 earthquake [16,17], and Central Italy 2016 seismic sequence [18-23]
demonstrated that damage mechanisms have constant characteristics, in spite of the uniqueness 
of each structure.

Starting from the damage observed after the seismic events, it is possible to define empirical 
predictive models relating damage with intensity measure. In literature, studies on this topic 
provided statistical analyses of the damages and models based on a discrete description of dam-
age (damage limit states) [10, 13, 15, 18, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26].

Moreover, thanks to the enhancement of the seismographic network in recent years, recorded 
ground motions allow to develop more accurate relationships between ground motion intensity 
measure and observed damage. Indeed, recent works avoided the approximate description pro-
vided by macro-seismic scales and preferred a description based on objective measures of the 
ground motion, such as the Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) [18, 21, 23, 26].

A probabilistic response model based on the analysis of data coming from post-earthquake 
surveys of historical churches has been defined in [27]. This empirical probabilistic damage 
model relates the measure of the ground motion intensity to the overall damage index, defined 
in a continuous range.

In this paper, an application of this predictive probabilistic damage model has been devel-
oped, considering a strong event generated by the main local seismogenetic source that struck 
514 historical churches (Archdiocese of Camerino-San Severino) located in this seismic prone 
area. A damage scenario following an event of magnitude 5.8 generated by the Camerino fault 
has been considered and the intensity measure at the site of each church has been evaluated 
using the Ground Motion Prediction Equations of Sabetta and Pugliese [28]. In addition, the 
effects of local site amplification due to soil type is taken into account by means of the specific 
values of the time-averaged shear-wave velocity S,30V . The application depicts the potentialities 
of the model in the prediction of post-earthquake damage scenarios model, and the potential 
use of this risk assessment in the decision-making process by simulating a problem often arising 
in the post-event emergency phase, regarding the selection of those historical churches that may 
have suffered the highest damage levels.
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2 EMPIRICAL DAMAGE PROBABILISTIC MODEL 

In this section, a brief introduction of the damage probabilistic model proposed by Morici et 
al. [27] and used in the following, is reported.

The model assumes that the damage index is a continuous random variable D , and the val-
ues d are in the domain [0,1] while the seismic intensity is described by a positive scalar ran-
dom variable I , in the domain 0,i . The boundary value 0d represents the case of 
marginal damage while 1d represents the case of collapsed church.

The probability to observe a damage level lower than an assigned value d , given the seismic 
intensity, defines the system response, described by the following Cumulative Density Function 
(CDF)

D IF d i P D d i (1)

where 0,1d . The conditional CDF of damage, given i , can be expressed in the form:

*
0 0 1 11 1D I D IF d i F i H d F i F i F d i F i H d (2)

since the expected conditional Probability Density Function (PDF) is expressed by a continuous 
function in the open interval (0,1), and discontinuities are awaited at the boundaries 0d (no
damage) and 1d (collapse).

In Equation 2, 0F i provides the probability of observing 0d , 1F i the probability of

observing a damage 1d , and the function * ; dD IF d i Θ is a conditional CDF describing the 

distribution of damage probability for the range 0 1d . H x is the Heaviside step function,

such that 1H x for 0x and it is 0 elsewhere. 
The associated conditional PDF has the form

*
0 0 1 11 1D I D If d i F i d F i F i f d i F i d (3)

where is the delta Dirac function that expresses the derivative of the Heaviside function, 
while *

D If d i is the derivative of *
D IF d i with respect to d . Figure 1 shows the condi-

tional CDF D IF d i and PDF D If d i adopted in the model.

The functions 0 0;F i Θ and 1 1;F i Θ are selected from the exponential family according 
with the available data and model discussed in [27]. In particular, the functions assume the
forms 6.32

0
iF i e and 0.076

1 1 iF i e . The conditional PDF * ; dD If d i Θ consists of a
combination of two Exponential Distribution Functions (EDF),

4.9111 9.2474 4.9111 9.2474 4.5176 12.4867 1 4.5176  12.4867* 1 i d i i
D

d i
If e

i
i e e e

A
d where the 

term A i is a normalization coefficient 
0

*1

D IA i f d ddi . Finally, in the model, the

measurement of the seismic intensity is described by means of the Peak Ground Acceleration 
(PGA).
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Figure 1: (a) Conditional CDF and (b) conditional PDF assumed in the [27] model.

3 APPLICATION OF THE PROBABILISTIC DAMAGE MODEL

3.1 Seismic scenario

In this paragraph, the evaluation of a damage scenario is presented, the Camerino fault has 
been considered as the seismic source and the damage expected in the set of historical churches 
belonging to Archdiocese of Camerino-San Severino, has been evaluated.

The Fault is located to a depth of 9-15 km (Figure 2b) and it is characterized by a potential 
magnitude Mw=5.8, testified by the seismic event of 1799 that had a complex, and probably 
multiple, source that produced two separate areas of maximum damage [29]. The fault belongs 
to the Central Apennines fault system, where the active faults consist of arrays of distinct over-
lapping segments which may be unconnected or linked into a single continuous fault surface 
[30] as illustrated in Figure 2c. In addition, unconnected adjacent faults may interact each other 
through their stress fields, activating different earthquake sequences [30]. However, according 
with [31], it is possible to assume that the surface faults, belonging to each seismogenic zone 
responsible for generating single seismic events with multiple ruptures, are the surface mani-
festations of earthquake-related deformation.

Figure 2a reports the geographic location of Camerino fault, and Figure 2b shows the distri-
bution of the historical and recent seismic activity of the region and the areas mainly damaged 
after the event of 1799, identified with light blue rectangles [29]. Finally, Figure 2c displays
the Central Apennines Fault System where measured active surface faults and related deep seis-
mogenic structures are also shown [30].

The distribution of intensity measure If i in terms of PGA, given the epicentral distance 
r and the magnitude M , is evaluated by using Ambraseys et al. Ground Motion Prediction 
Equation (GMPE) [28] that assumes the form

10 1 2 4 10log logS A A S SI C C M C C S C S (4)

where is a 0-mean Gaussian random variable with standard deviation that represent
the inter-event residual, AS and SS are dummy variables depending on superficial soil category 

(rock, stiff, soft and very soft soil), 2 2
0r h contains the epicentral distance r and the fic-

titious depth h , and 1 2 4, , , ,A SC C C C C are the model constants.
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Figure 2: (a) Geographic location of Camerino fault; (b) Distribution of the historical and recent seismicity of the 
area with the areas mainly damaged after the 1799 earthquake [29]; (c) the Central Apennines Fault System [30].

In this study, parameters of the Eq. (4) are evaluated from the work [28] and the following 
values are assumed: 1C =-1.48, 2C =0.266, 4C =-0.922, AC =0.117, SC =0.124 and 0 3.5h ,
while the standard deviation of is equal to 0.25. The dummy variables AS and SS refer to 
the site classification: for S,30V 180m/s , 0AS and 1SS (very soft soil), for 

S,30180m/s V 360m/s , 0AS and 1SS (soft soil), for S,30360m/s V 750m/s , 1AS
and 0SS (stiff soil), and for S,30V 750m/s , 0AS and 0SS (rock).

The possible effects of local amplification caused by the local geology of the site and iden-
tified by the category of soil, are evaluated by means of the S,30V parameter. The S,30V value 
represents the time-averaged shear-wave velocity to 30 m depth, and it is representative of the 
soil deformability. The specific S,30V of each church site has been selected on the basis of the 
studies of USGS [32-33].

Figure 3 shows the distribution of the S,30V at each church site derived from the USGS S,30V
Map Viewer. The table reports the number of historical churches placed in sites with different 
range of S,30V . Figure 4a shows the distribution of the mean value of intensity measure for each 
kth church ( 1,..,514k ) where the index has been assigned after the churches have been or-
dered according to the expected intensity measure. Figure 4b reports the PDF of the intensity 

k
If i expected at each kth church, considering their epicentral distance and the relevant S,30V .
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It can be observed that the seismic intensity is mainly related to the epicentral distance while 
the local amplification related to S,30V plays a secondary role.

The distribution of damage can be evaluated by combining the damage model with the dis-
tribution of seismic intensity:

k k
D D IF d F d f i di (5)

where k
DF d is the CDF of the damage relative to the kth church.

Figure 5 reports the CDF k
DF d and the related PDF k

Df d of damage for each church. It 

can be noticed that the probability of observing undamaged churches 0d increases with
the reduction of the seismic intensity.

Camerino fault

Churches location

Vs,30 [m/s2]
0 < Vs,30 ≤ 240
240 < Vs,30 ≤ 300
300 < Vs,30 ≤ 360
360 < Vs,30 ≤ 490
490 < Vs,30 ≤ 600
600 < Vs,30 ≤ 760

Figure 3: S,30V distribution over the territory for the churches of the Archdiocese of Camerino San-Severino.

[ ]i g k
If i

[ ]i gthk Church
(a) (b)

kth Churchkth Church

Figure 4: (a) mean expected intensity measure of seismic hazard; (b) distribution of intensity given epicentral 
distance
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k
DF d k

Df d

d
(a) (b)

d

kth Church

kth Church

Figure 5: Damage distribution given epicentral distance and VS,30: (a) CDF k
DF d and (b) PDF k

Df d .

Figure 6a shows the distribution of the mean damage k
D and k k

D D where k
D is the 

standard deviation of each church, over the seismic intensity. Figure 6b reports the 25nd percen-
tile, the median, and the 75nd percentile for the damage of each church. Moreover, also the 
extreme values corresponding to the 5 and 95 percentiles are reported.

Finally, Figure 7 describes the overall damage scenario expected for the churches of the 
Archdiocese of Camerino- San Severino, by combining results obtained from the damage mod-
els with the location of the historical churches. In details, the expected mean value of d of 
each church is illustrated by a red color scale and the table reports the number of historical 
churches suffering of different levels of damage.

[ ]i g
(a) (b)

d d

[ ]i g

k
D
k k
D D

50th

25th

75th

95%

5%

Figure 6: Damage distribution given seismic intensity (a) mean damage and (b) percentiles of damage.

3.2 Decision making

The damage scenario, that represents the combination between the response model and the 
seismic hazard, may be used to take decisions concerning specific actions oriented to mitigate 
the seismic risk or to improve the emergency management. 

In particular, the following decision problem concerning the emergency management is con-
sidered to illustrate the potentialities of the methodology presented for the risk assessment. 
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Camerino fault

Churches location

dk

0 < d1 ≤ 0.10
0.10 < d2 ≤ 0.15
0.15 < d3 ≤ 0.20
0.20 < d4 ≤ 0.25
0.25 < d5 ≤ 0.30
0.30 < d6 ≤ 0.35
d7 > 0.35

Figure 7: Damage distribution over the territory for the churches of the Archdiocese of Camerino San-Severino.

After a seismic event, the total set of churches must be divided into two subsets where, in 
one case, a damage larger than an assigned threshold is expected while, in the other case a 
damage lower than this threshold is expected. The sub-division is based on the location of the 
churches. A percentage of misclassification is expected in both the subsets, and the study wants
to divide the total set in such a way that the misclassification is minimized.

The churches have been classified considering the median value of the seismic intensity at 
their site. This is an information usually available after the seismic event and it depends on the 
church location only, so that a classification based on the geographical position is possible. The 
median value of the intensity can be evaluated by Eq. 4, neglecting the last term related to the 
uncertainties. A threshold 0i is chosen to divide the total set into two subsets where the median 
value of the expected intensity is lower or higher than 0i .

The number of churches falling in the set where the median value of the intensity is lower 
than 0i is denoted by 0 0n i . It can be concluded that the total probability to observe the event 

0E in this subset can be obtained by combining the probability to observe a damage lower than

the threshold d with the probability of selecting a church in this subset

0 0
0 0 0 0

0 0

1 dn i k
E DP E i f d dd

n i
(6)

while 1 0 0 01E EP E i P E i provides the probability to observe the event 1E within the 
same subset.

In this analysis, two threshold damage values 0.1d and 0.2d have been considered.

Figure 8 shows the trends of 0 0EP E i and 1 0EP E i , the value of seismic intensity 0i that
minimizes the probability of misprediction is highlighted by the dashed line. The optimal values
of the seismic intensities 0i are 0.1240g for 0.1d , and 0.1708g for 0.2d , respectively.
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0EP E i

0 0.1240i

1 0EP E i

0 0EP E i

0.1d

(a)
[ ]i g

0 0.1708i

0.2d

1 0EP E i

0 0EP E i

0EP E i

(b)
[ ]i g

Figure 8: Probability of the two events 0E and 1E for different threshold of the intensity, for 0.1d and 

0.2d .

4 CONCLUSIONS

An illustrative application, starting from the empirical predictive model for the seismic dam-
age of historical churches recently presented in the technical literature, has been proposed in 
this paper. In this empirical probabilistic model, the damage is expressed by a continuous index 
and the seismic action is described by a scalar intensity measure. A sample of churches falling 
into a limited area of Marche Region hit by the Central Italy 2016 seismic sequence has been 
chosen for the illustrative case study.

A specific scenario has been considered, assuming a seismic event of magnitude 5.8 gener-
ated by the Camerino fault. The probability distribution of damage has been evaluated for 514 
historical churches, according to their locations and the mechanical properties of the soil. Re-
sults have been discussed and risk maps have been presented.

Potential use of this risk assessment methodology in the decision-making process has been 
illustrated by simulating a problem often arising in the post-event emergency phase: the selec-
tion of those historical churches that may have suffered the highest damage levels.
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Abstract

In this paper, a framework developed for the seismic risk assessment and loss estimate of the 
Health-Care sector is described. The methodology herein presented derived from a wider
study that refers to a multi-hazard (earthquake, hurricane, flood, landslide, rockfall, ava-
lanche) and multi-asset (healthcare and energy infrastructure).
The loss estimate is based on the probabilistic modelling of hazards and asset vulnerability 
and an overall assessment of the impact generated from the suffered damage treated as a de-
terministic consequence of it.
Specifically, the total impact computation is based on the combined analysis of different as-
pects, such as physical damages, service reduction, and social impact. For the sake of com-
pleteness also the impact is evaluated per each aftermath level. It must be pointed out that in
so doing the loss computed per each impact can be ensured as hazard independent.
An important role in the impact evaluation is also played by resilience. A simplified evalua-
tion of preparedness and resourcefulness at asset and local level is performed to originate a 
set of resilience-based coefficients which, in turn, are used to influence the evaluation of the 
loss per each impact component and level of damage.
Finally, the Expected Annual Loss (EAL) is provided as the exponential relation between the 
probability of damage occurrence expressed as mean annual frequency, and the loss, ex-
pressed in economic terms. So, this relation can define the properties of damage occurrence 
and loss of each possible event. Thanks to the quantitative approach of the framework it can 
be seen how each risk aspect influence the curve properties, such as the horizontal stretch due 
to resilience influence on the loss degree and the vertical stretch due to vulnerability effect on 
the damage occurrence.

Keywords: Asset Integrity Management, Loss assessment, Probabilistic assessment, Ex-
pected Annual Loss, Territorial scale, Decision Support System
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1 INTRODUCTION

When assessing the risk posed by a certain hazard the first parameter to be qualified is its 
frequency of occurrence. The definition is deeply related to the relevant historical data for a 
given geographic reference. The determination of the hazard alone cannot be directly used if 
not correctly correlated in space and time.

The determination of the hazard starts from the qualitative depiction of a plausible threat 
scenario for which the occurring frequency is determined. The definition of exposure calls 
into play the time and spatial correlation as some areas might be more prone to a certain haz-
ard rather than others (e.g. the threat of an earthquake is deeply correlated to the geographic 
location of an asset and the surrounding context).

Along with the determination of possible threats and relevant frequencies, the vulnerability
of the asset shall be determined as well using a structural and logistics assessment.
The impact could be evaluated for different kind of assets as well as for different kind of tar-
gets. The weighted average of all the estimated impacts (damages) arising from the execution 
of a threat is called Impact.

Figure 1: Key elements of Risk Assessment

2 HAZARD ASSESSMENT

In the proposed methodologies the Hazard is considered through the definition of the Haz-
ard curves (Figure 2). They describe the frequency of occurrence of the Intensity Measure (IM) 
of a certain hazard (e.g. PGA for earthquake), allowing in this way extended and detailed 
analyses. For the Hazard data collection, it will be possible to consider the following sources:

Literature Databases;

National Codes (it provides the procedure to obtain the hazard curve, if available);

Websites Databases;

Thematic maps on hazard distribution produced at the national level.
In the case of Literature databases and National Codes, besides having the entire hazard 

curve, we can obtain a limited number of IMs with the associated frequency/probability of 
occurrence. In this case, the few data available (IMs) can be used to build up the hazard curve 
through a fitting process through power or exponential laws, following the procedure present-
ed hereafter.
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2.1 Hazard curve definition

The Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA), expressed in g, are commonly given for 4 different 
percentage of exceedance in 50 years, which are commonly 2%,10%, 50%, and 68%. 

The hazard is often expressed in terms of exceedance probability, rather than in terms of 
exceedance rate (number of events per unit time). The exceedance probability is the probabil-
ity that a certain intensity will occur at least once in a given period.

The two can be related using a concept called a Poisson process, which is a stochastic pro-
cess that counts the number of events and the number of times in which they occur in a given 
interval. The relationship is explained in the following formula:

(1)
In which G is the occurrence rate (i.e. events per unit time) that is expressed as the inverse 

of the return period Tr, while P is the probability of occurrence of at least one event in the 
considered period t.

Based on this formulation the occurrence rate, Mean Annual Frequency (MAF), and the re-
turn periods (Tr) can be calculated considering a reference period t=50 years:

(2)

Therefore, The Mean Annual Frequency (MAF) and the return period (Tr) can be comput-
ed by the 4-given percentage of exceedance in 50 years (Table 1).

Probability 
in 50 years Tr MAF

% y 1/y
2 2475 0.0004

10 475 0.0021
50 72 0.0138
68 40 0.0228

Table 1: Mean Annual Frequency values (MAF) – Earthquake case

For each site is possible, by using the IMs (e.g. PGA for the earthquake) of the different re-
turn periods and the MAF, to define the hazard curve (Figure 2) by fitting the 4 points.

Figure 2: Typical Hazard curves for Earthquake
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3 VULNERABILITY DEFINITION

Vulnerability is a measure of asset damage/failure due to a hazardous event. As an alterna-
tive, it could be also defined as the target’s inability to deter and withstand the specific disas-
ter. The assessment can be defined considering three different factors: Geographical location;
Hazard response; Target hardness.

The vulnerability assessment is made by an exhaustive Database generated through the 
knowledge from literature, internal resources or by directly inputting the fragility curves pa-
rameters, in case of ad hoc developed fragility curves.

For each asset category, 4 damage states are selected (DS1, DS2, DS3, DS4), defined to 
represent the most important probability of exceedance, following the Hazus [5] subdivision 
of damage levels.

DS1
(Slight)

Flexural or shear type hairline cracks in some beams and columns near joints or 
within joints

DS2
(Moderate)

Most beams and columns exhibit hairline cracks. In ductile frames, some of the 
elements have reached yield capacity, showing larger flexural cracks and spall-

ing. Nonductile frames may exhibit larger shear cracks and spalling

DS3
(Extensive)

Some of the elements have reached the ultimate capacity. In ductile frames large 
flexural cracks, spalled concrete and buckled reinforcement occur. The nonduc-
tile elements may experience shear or bond failures at reinforcement splices, or 
broken ties or buckled reinforcement in columns, leading to a partial collapse

DS4
(Complete)

The structure is collapsed or in imminent danger of collapse due to brittle failure 
of nonductile elements or loss of frame stability. Approximately 13%(low-rise), 
10%(mid-rise) or 5%(high-rise), respectively for low/mid/high-rise, of the area 

of buildings, is expected to be collapsed
Table 2: Limit states description [5]

As can be seen in Figure 3 and Table 3, for each asset category is set 4 levels of damage, 
which represent 4 levels of criticality. For each damage state is defined:

Percentage of damage, per each level and asset, which are stored in an internal database;

The description of the visible effect on the facility per each damage level (Table 2).
This subdivision in 4 levels is useful to check out the probability of damaging and to know 

also the damage level that can be reached with this value of probability. The 4 levels are used
in this analysis to reach a desirable level of simplicity, without losing the minimum level of 
accuracy required. Therefore, this kind of subdivision gives the possibility to set, among the 
different subsectors, different criticality levels depending on the specific asset considered.

In the following tables, characteristics (structural and temporal) and parameters (mean val-
ues and standard deviation) used respectively to select and define the fragility curves are 
listed.

Asset Parameter 1 Parameter 2
Mean values [g] Standard deviation

DS1 DS2 DS3 DS4 DS1 DS2 DS3 DS4

H
os

pi
ta

l

1-3 storeys pre-1950 0.09 0.18 0.30 0.42 0.78 0.74 0.73 0.73
4-7 storeys pre-1950 0.02 0.15 0.24 0.29 0.97 0.69 0.67 0.67
8+ storeys pre-1950 0.07 0.19 0.37 1.24 0.74 0.66 0.64 0.64
1-3 storeys post-1950 0.12 0.29 1.67 2.17 0.75 0.71 0.70 0.70
4-7 storeys post-1950 0.10 0.21 0.86 1.70 0.66 0.64 0.64 0.62
8+ storeys post-1950 0.10 0.27 1.58 4.26 0.63 0.60 0.59 0.53
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Table 3: Limit states description [7]

For the selection of the appropriate Fragility curve (Figure 3) many parameters are consid-
ered, such as the principal construction material, construction typology, year of construction,
the presence or not of codes during the design phase of the asset, dimensions of the asset (e.g. 
footprint, ground floors, n° of stories etc.).

A specific database is built with standardized unitary value to overcome the potential lack 
of information.  So, starting from the main characteristics of the asset, the fragility function 
can be selected. In Figure 3 an example is shown.

Figure 3: Example of fragility curves

4 IMPACT ANALYSIS 

The Impact is defined as the presence of people, livelihoods, species or ecosystems, envi-
ronmental functions, services, and resources, infrastructure, or economic, social, or cultural 
assets in places and settings that could be adversely affected by a hazard. Therefore, it can be 
seen as the scale of the consequences of a hazard. 

The impact is normally quantified in the determination of damages and losses caused to 
stakeholders, environment and human life. In this particular study case, the analysis of the 
impact is based on the analysis of three different categories:

Impacts on People (fatalities/injuries);

impacts on the Physical System/Infrastructure (damages on the structures);

impacts on Service continuity (interruptions/downtime).
The evaluation of each component is also provided in economic terms; in such a way the 

combination of the three is possible, providing a unique impact value.

4.1 Impacts on People

The analysis of the impact on the people (IPDSi) is based on the evaluation of the number of 
fatalities and injuries [6] due to the occurrence of a certain hazard. The methodology used is 
based on the definition of three categories: Death, Slightly injured, and Severe injured.

The evaluation is provided according to the relation carried out by Cimellaro et al. [1], in
the paper the percentage of death and injured people is related to the damage state that oc-
curred after the hazardous event. 
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U.M. DS1 DS2 DS3 DS4
DeathDSi % 0.000 0.000 0.0015 12.500
InjuryDSi % 0.000 0.030 0.1005 22.500

Table 4: Normalized human losses ratios for different damage state [1]

The number of deaths can be obtained by multiplying the death loss ratio shown above (Table 
4) with the number of people inside the hospital:

(3)

In which DeathDSi (%) is the percentage derived from Table 4, People_in_hospital is the 
number of people in the hospital, and δt is the coefficient of reduction that consider the effect 
of the asset preparedness on the people evacuation (section 5.1).

Furthermore, thanks to the Syner-G [2] a further distinction could be made on the injury. 
They are divided into slightly and severely injured through the severity injured ratio ζ that 
typically varies between 1/3 and 1/2 (in the evaluation 1/3 is used).

It must be pointed out that some further consideration must be performed on the analysis of 
the severely injured. They are assumed to be the people which need surgical treatment, thus 
they are considered as the Hospital Treatment Demand, HTD, which must be compared with 
the Hospital Treatment Capacity per hours, HTC [2].

(4)

In which δp is the percentage of people evacuated within the due time (section 5.2).
The people affected are obtained by the district density and the analyzed area:

(5)

The area used for this evaluation should be selected as the minor between the influence ar-
ea of the hospital and the hazard area: 

Influence Area: A rough area of influence per each hospital is evaluated simply imple-
menting the Voronoi Diagram using the hospitals as discrete points;

The hazard area rather is defined as the one on which the considered hazard produces the
selected damage. It can be defined considering the attenuation function of the hazard in-
tensity, starting from the studied point. In literature several examples can be found, e.g.
for the earthquake, this area is defined according to the empirical attenuation formula for
the PGA [8]:

(6)

Where d is the distance from the source which can be computed per each damage state 
trough a solver algorithm. The other parameters are: a is in g, α is -1.09, β is 0.238, b is -
0.0005, and h is 6.0 for horizontal PGA [8].

U.M. DS1 DS2 DS3 DS4
Severe injured % 0.00 ζ∙0.03 ζ∙0.1005 ζ∙22.50

Hazard area km2 Empirical evaluation of affect area
Hospital influence area km2 Voronoi Diagram

Table 5: Hospital Treatment Demand evaluation
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The hospital Capacity per one day is computed considering the operative functionalities 
decay after the hazardous event [2].

(7)

Where γ1,DSi is the number of operating theatres which remain operative after the hazardous 
event, γ2 is a Boolean function (equal to 1 if the system “survives” and to 0 otherwise), tm is 
the mean duration of a surgical operation, measured in hours (in this study this value is as-
sumed equal to 2h according to [2]), and δint is the coefficient that considers goodness of the 
internal coordination among facilities and department (section 5.4).

The number of operating theatres (γ1) is evaluated by considering the decay of the capacity 
of the hospital:

(8)

In which OT is the number of operating theatres and ServiceDSi represent the percentage 
decrease of the hospital service, which can be derived from literature per each damage state.

The economic loss due to the impact on the people (IPDSi) can be evaluated by consider-
ing two different aspect: 

The “direct” death due to the event (computed by people inside the hospital).

If HTD > HTC, the “indirect” death is determined as the severely injured people that
cannot have access to the surgical treatment (computed using the people inside the so-
called influence area) [2].

Therefore, the number of human life losses can be multiplied by the mean value of human 
life.

(9)

In which Life value is expressed in k$/person and δE2 represents the coefficient related to 
hospital redistribution capacity during an emergency (section 5.6).

Share_P represent the sharing capacity between two hospitals, calibrated considering the 
average number of patients that can be relocated during an emergency. It sets equal to 35,
based on the experience derived from the Italian 2020 healthcare crisis due to Covid-19 [13].

N_Hospital is the number of hospitals within the sharing distance, which in first approxi-
mation is set to 30km. Such value is computed by the hospital influence area, according to the 
following formulation:

(10)

To have a better understanding of the approach a simplified scheme is listed below.
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Figure 4: Hypothetic sharing scheme

The points in this scheme represent the hospitals.

Ainf, which is drawn in green is the area of influence
of each hospital. It can be computed as the mean of
the district/province.

rinf is consequently the radius of influence.

30km, as said before, represents the distance over
which the sharing is no more feasible.

Therefore, the value inside the round bracket should be 
rounded down. Since inside the square bracket, an integer 
number must be used, because it represents the number of 
rings of hospitals inside the sharing distance.

4.2 Impacts on Physical system

The impact on the physical system (IDDSi) can be defined as the impact cost due to the di-
rect damage experienced by the facility [6]. The economic loss can be ease defined as follow:

(11)

In which DamageDSi (%) is the damage value associated with each damage state, that can be 
derived from literature per each damage state [3], while Reconstruction_Cost is the expected 
cost to take back the asset to full operation, comprehensive of both structural and equipment 
cost. It can be calculated in two different way: directly calculated from the construction cost
or indirectly derived from dimension and the unitary cost, taken from the literature [4].

4.3 Impacts on Service continuity

The impact on service continuity (IRDSi) can be related to the effects on the population, of 
the reduction of the service due to damage [6]. The evaluation is based on the information on 
the mean recovery time and service reduction per each damage state, according to the relation 
carried out by Cimellaro et al. [1].

The additional time that the people need to get access to the health care facilities is the 
base of the economic loss evaluation. As can be seen in the following formula the recovery is 
considered as a linear function:

(12)

Where ServiceDSi (%) is the percentage of service reduction per each damage state, that 
can be derived from literature per each damage state, tr,DSi is the recovery time, that can be 
derived from literature per each damage state, tdist is the time needed to reach the nearest facil-
ity per each damage state, Size, it must be expressed by the characteristic unit of measure 
(number of people), Valuetime, it is the value of the people time, δE1 represents the coefficient 
related to the accessibility to the eventual mobile health care post (section 5.5), δrec is the co-
efficient that considers how the recovery is carried out (section 5.3), Mobile_P represent the 
number of patients that can be endorsed by this mobile healthcare post, that usually has a ca-
pacity of 25 beds [14], and Gr represents the ratio among bed capacity and the average people 
inside the hospital.
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Total impact

The total impact (ITOT,DSi) is evaluated by summing the different economic losses catego-
ries per each damage state, as shown in the following formula:

(13)

In which IPDSi is the Impact on People economic loss, IDDSi is the Impact on Physical Sys-
tem economic loss, and IRDSi is the Impact on Service Continuity economic loss.

5 RESILIENCE 

The term resilience means the ability to prepare for and adapt to changing conditions and 
withstand and recover rapidly from disruptions, it includes the ability to withstand and recov-
er from occurring threats or incidents.

The resilience is evaluated using a score index (from 0 to 3). Three main categories are 
considered for its definition:

Preparation (planning in advance), which consider the existence/status of emergency 
plans (P1) and the frequency of training courses/exercise (P2), the existence of insurance 
cover (P3), the existence of backup systems (P4), the community experience on the haz-
ardous event (P5), and the warning time before the hazardous event (P6).

Internal resourcefulness considers the effectiveness and availability of resources, such as 
early warning system and/or specific countermeasure (Int1), materials to offset the loss
(Int2), and coordination with facilities/department of Hospitals (Int3).

External resourcefulness in which are considered the existence of the external agreement 
and coordination plants with other subjects: institution and/or organizations (Ext1), pub-
lic units and/or local government institutions (Ext2), provincial health directorate institu-
tions (Ext3), and special treatment units of hospitals (Ext4).

Resilience is considered in the risk assessment through the evaluation of resilience (IRes). 
The score of each asset is therefore evaluated developing a resilience matrix (Table 6), in 
which the score can be obtained for every single hazard or as the total one. The final value of 
the resilience index is computed by a weighted average [9]:

(14)

Where RCi is the resilience component score and Wi is the weight of each component.

Earthquake Preparation Internal Re-
sourcefulness

External Re-
sourcefulness IRes

Score [0 to 3] 1.76 3.00 3.00 84%
Weight 0.38 0.316 0.304 1

Table 6: Resilience analysis matrix (example of compilation)

It is important to note that the Resilience Index is a way to compare the levels of resilience 
of critical infrastructures and to help the prioritization of investment [9] together with the just 
explained Expected Annual Loss.

This resilience, beyond the assignment of the so-called resilience indicator, are also used to 
affect the impact analysis. Some resilience coefficients are defined to consider these resilience 
factors also into the impact analysis, as can be seen in the following table.
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Resilience
Indicators

Preparation
Resourcefulness

Internal External
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 Int1 Int2 Int3 Int4 Ext1 Ext2 Ext3 Ext4

IP δt δt δp δp δint δE2 δE2

ID
IS δrec δrec δrec δE1 δE1

Table 7: Resilience indicators dependency on the resilience aspects and their influence on the impact on people 
(IP), on the physical system (ID), and service continuity (IS)

5.1 δt: Preparedness - Evacuation efficiency inside the asset

The evaluation of the casualties should consider the capacity of the people inside the asset 
to evacuate in the best way. Usually, this capacity can be related to the existence or not of the 
emergency plan and also its quality. The second aspect is the training. Also, in this case, this 
can be asses analyzing not only its occurrence or not, but also the frequency at which it is set.

In the work done by Li et al. [10] the evacuation efficiency is assessed through two factors:
kS is defined as the attraction capacity of the exit to the people inside the asset;

kD is related to the people evacuation behaviour and its coordination.
In so doing the planning and training can be used to build a matrix that describes the pre-

paredness effect on the number of deaths.

δt
Training (kD)

Yearly Yes No

Plan
(kS)

No 0.35 0.73 1.00
Yes 0.15 0.15 0.15

Detailed 0.15 0.15 0.15
Table 8: δt evaluation

5.2 δp: Preparedness - Evacuation efficiency around the asset

The second aspect of preparedness that is considered is related to the around community 
preparedness. This resilience coefficient is very important to fit the real number of people
heated by a hazardous event. It is known from the literature that exists a relation between the 
warning time and the percentage of people evacuated from a certain area.

Figure 5: Example of evacuation curves
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This quite wide range can be attributed to the community capacity to react to a determined 
hazardous event. This aspect can be related to the so-called community experience. A com-
munity that has already experienced a certain event should have a better reaction capacity.

Therefore, the two boundaries find in literature [11] can be associated with ones of the 
community experience, namely less than 10 years and more the 100 years. Successively the 
other values can be included in the just mentioned two boundaries.

δp
Community experience

> 100 years < 100 years < 50 years < 10 years

W
ar

ni
ng

 ti
m

e < 1 hour 0.003 0.007 0.010 0.007

< 12 hours 0.615 0.680 0.746 0.824

< 1 day 0.885 0.891 0.897 0.900

> 1 day 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900

Table 9: δp evaluation

Figure 6: δp evaluation

5.3 δrec: Recovery efficiency

During the aftermath of the event impact, an important role is played by the recovery effi-
ciency. This efficiency has an important role in the way in which the recovery is carried out. 

The recovery coefficient is set to consider the changing recovery performance during the 
aftermath period. This variation is related to the internal resourcefulness and preparedness of 
the assets according to Cimellaro et al.[1].

Since the recovery economic loss is related to the unserved characteristic in a certain peri-
od. Therefore, the coefficient is simply evaluated as the reciprocal of the area under the re-
covery function.

(15)
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Figure 7: δrec evaluation

Two different values of δrec,i are defined, which are the lower 0.19 (well) and upper 0.5 
(average and not-well) bound. The coefficient varies linearly between these two limits. To 
obtain the exact value, the average score of the above-mentioned question should be comput-
ed, the scoring value varies from 0 to 3.

(16)

As shown in the following table an average scoring can be computed.

Internal resourcefulness 
& preparedness

Material to offset 
the loss Backup system Warning System 

/ Measures
No 0 0 0

Yes Partly 1 3 3
Yes Full 3 3 3

Table 10: δrec evaluation

5.4 δint: Internal resourcefulness

In the specific case of the analysis on the event impact on the hospital another coefficient 
should be considered. More precisely the internal resourcefulness should be considered.

This coefficient is called δint and it considers the goodness of the internal coordination 
among facilities and department. This coefficient is the merge of two different factors α and β 
that describe the organizational and the human component during emergencies, according to 
Syner-G [2]. The coefficient represents the capacity of the hospital system to increase its 
treatment capacity during the emergency. 

Since in the treatment capacity formula is inserted as 1/δint, the lowest in the value, the 
highest is the capacity. Therefore, if the increased capacity is not ensured then the coefficient 
is set equal to 1, while it is equal to 0.57. This value is carried out according to Italian in-
crease capacity in terms of treatment capacity during the Italian 2020 healthcare crisis, ac-
cording to the data given by the Italian Ministry of Health [12]. Such a document underlined 
the increasing treatment capacity of 75% in the most affected regions. The value can be de-
fined as follow:

Existence of coordination with facilities/departments of the hospital - δint = 0.57.

Not existence of coordination with facilities/departments of the hospital - δint = 1.
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5.5 δE1: External resourcefulness – Institution efficiency

An important aspect that should be considered is the external resourcefulness, especially 
related to the institution efficiency. The coefficient, in this case, can be related to the accessi-
bility to the eventual mobile healthcare post, which can ensure a certain level of treatment ca-
pacity despite the service reduction due to the damage experienced. Therefore, δE1 can be set 
according to the scheme shown in the following table.

δE1

Agreements with organ-
ization/institutions
Yes No

Local government 
coordination

Yes 1 0.5
No 0.5 0

Table 11: δE1 evaluation

The value of this parameter is defined initially as a Boolean function if both the question 
leads to a positive effect leads is equal to 1, or 0 otherwise. If the two questions have opposite 
answered the half is taken.

5.6 δE2: External resourcefulness – Care system efficiency

An important aspect that should be considered is the external resourcefulness, especially 
related to the health care system efficiency, at the interhospital level. The coefficient, in this 
case, can be related to hospital redistribution capacity during an emergency. Therefore, δE2
can be set according to the scheme shown in the following table.

δE2

Health directorate 
coordination

Yes No
Coordination 

among hospitals
Yes 1 0.5
No 0.5 0

Table 12: δE2 evaluation

The value of this parameter is defined initially as a Boolean function if both the question 
leads to a positive effect leads is equal to 1, or 0 otherwise. If the two questions have opposite 
answered the half is taken.

6 PROBABILITY OF DAMAGE OCCURRENCE

In this paragraph, the hazard and vulnerability properties are combined to obtain the value 
of the probability of occurrence of a certain damage state. The results of this combination are
representing the probability of occurrence of the impact.

The Damage probability per each damage state (PD) can be computed as the convolution 
integral between the Hazard curve, if available, and the fragility curves of the limit state DS.

(17)

Where FR represents the fragility curve and HS the hazard curve, both expressed as a func-
tion of IM (PGA [g] for earthquake).
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x =

Figure 8: Damage probability per each DS

If the hazard curve is not available, which means that is unknown the occurrence probabil-
ity of all the intensity measures but only of some of them, the approach is the one shown be-
low.

(18)

In which: 
;

, in which F(s) is the fragility cumulative lognormal distribution function;

, that is the angular coefficient of the MAF curve;

;

.

7 EXPECTED ANNUAL LOSS

The last step of this study consists of the definition of the Expected Annual Loss (EAL). 
EAL is used in this methodology as the quantification of the risk level. This final value con-
siders all the different component of the risk assessment theory, such as the probability of 
damage occurrence (Hazard and Vulnerability) and the total impact (Impact and Resilience).

The EAL, which can be built using the total impact and the damage (Figure 9).

x =

Figure 9: EAL evaluation

Finally, the area under the EAL curve is computed. This kind of results gives a unique val-
ue representing the loss of the assets per year for the considered hazard.
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(19)

In which PD is the Mean Annual Frequency (MAF) and ITOT is the impact loss. Therefore, 
the EAL is the final measure of the risk per a certain asset, subjected to an earthquake.

8 CONCLUSIONS 

A procedure for the seismic risk assessment of hospital buildings has been presented. The 
following advantages are worth to be highlighted:

The framework can be extended to the assessment of different hazards. This is mainly re-
lated to the fact that the approach used in the hazard evaluation can be used for whichev-
er kind of natural hazard that can be expressed as an intensity measure (i.e. acceleration
for earthquake, wind speed for a hurricane, water height for flood etc…) as a function of
a probability of occurrence.

This procedure is capable to compare different assets, thanks to the computation of the
economic value of the risk, known as the expected annual loss (EAL) which is derived
from the calculated total impact and the probability of damage occurrence (hazard + vul-
nerability). The result is a scalar value, computed as the area under the loss curve (Figure
9), that should be used to compare the risk among the different assets.

The Impact is defined by considering the presence of people, livelihoods, species or eco-
systems, environmental functions, services, and resources, infrastructure, or economic,
social, or cultural assets in places and settings that could be adversely affected by a seis-
mic hazard. Thus impact is normally quantified as the consequence of damages and loss-
es caused to stakeholders, to the environment and human life. The analysis of the impact
is consequently based on the definition of 3 loss categories: Impacts on People, impacts
on the Physical System/Infrastructure, and Impacts on Service continuity. The considera-
tion of all these different aspects of the impact leads to a real representation of the current
value of the critical infrastructure sectors.

The already mentioned criticality level should be defined uniquely. In so doing each level,
labelled DS1, DS2, DS3, and DS4, represent always the same damage state, per each as-
set analysed.

The losses are evaluated as a function of time as can be appreciated in the impact analy-
sis. This is mainly related to the concept of damage and service which can be recovered
in a certain time, called recovery time. How the impact is assessed permit also to take in-
to account the resilience as a coefficient able to affect the recovery function.
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Abstract
Italy is a country with high seismic risk; however, a broad seismic classification of the national 

territory has been introduced only in the last twenty years. Therefore, most of the existing buildings 
stock do not comply with the current anti-seismic codes. In recent years, the seismic events that 
occurred in Italy have highlighted the complexity of emergency management and the great challenge 
for public authorities called to answer to the post-event reconstruction and the planning of effective 
risk prevention and mitigation measures implemented in "peacetime".

In this perspective, the CAESAR II project (Controlling, Mitigating and Managing Earthquake 
Emergency: Cost-Benefit and Multi-criteria Analysis of Impact Scenarios for Risk Reduction and 
Increased Resilience) has been developed as a decision support system for public authorities engaged 
in the development of seismic disaster risk reduction plans. CAESAR II includes a module for the 
simulation of retrofitting measures applied at the municipal scale, integrating different categories of 
anti-seismic and energy improvement measures based on the vulnerability analysis of the existing 
buildings stock. The CAESAR II tool's core is the module for evaluating "seismic impact scenarios" 
based on the end-users' hazard. The output of the model includes information on expected damage 
levels for buildings (from D0-no damage to D5- total collapse) and population (dead, injured and 
homeless). Impact scenarios can be customised according to the minimum unit of analysis assumed 
(municipality or 250x250m square mesh grid) and the availability of exposure data (from national 
census data or survey on the spot building by building according to the PLINIVS form). Scenarios 
include geo-referenced data managed by geo-servers to exchange data in a format compliant with 
OGC (Open Gis Consortium) standards and the European INSPIRE Directive. Simulation results can 
be further processed through the Multi-Criteria and Cost-Benefit Analysis modules to support the
comparative assessment of alternative seismic and energy measurements.

In this work, the procedures included in CAESAR II are described and a case study is reported. It 
concerns the analysis of the expected damage assessment on buildings and population for three 
municipalities in northern Italy, Torre Pellice, Villar Pellice and Pinerolo (Piedmont Region).
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1. INTRODUCTION
Effective planning and programming in seismic emergencies require preliminary assessments of 

the effects on the territory. Due to the different objectives, it is possible to distinguish two types of 
assessments based on risk analysis and scenario analysis.

Risk is the probability that a prefixed level of damage (on people, buildings, infrastructures, 
economy, etc.) caused by seismic events will occur within a given period in a specific geographical 
area. Therefore, the risk should be intended as a cumulative assessment, which considers the total 
potential damage in the same area generated by different events in a fixed time frame. Scenario, 
instead, represents the probabilistic distribution, in a particular geographical area, of the damage 
induced by a single seismic event with an assigned probability of occurrence (assumed as the 
reference scenario).

In both types of analyses, three random variables come into question: hazard, exposure, and 
vulnerability. The “hazard” is the probability of occurrence, in a specific area and a specific period, 
of all possible seismic events, for risk analysis, or of a single event, in the case of scenario analysis. 
The “exposure” is the geographic distribution in quantitative and qualitative terms of the different 
elements at risk that characterise the area under consideration (people, buildings, infrastructure, 
activities and movable property). The conditions and/or operation may be damaged, altered or 
destroyed due to the occurrence of the natural event. The”vulnerability” is the sensitivity of an 
exposed element to a natural event. It can be evaluated as the probability that the exposed element 
will suffer a certain level of damage or change of state, concerning an appropriate scale, because of a 
seismic event of assigned intensity.

In emergency planning, both risk and scenario analyses can be used in response to the different 
goals that are to be pursued. Risk analyses allow comparative evaluations of areas subject to planning 
both for decisions on intervention strategies (e.g. evacuation priorities, etc.) and the definition of 
damage mitigation interventions. Scenario analyses, through the identification of the extension of the 
area of interest and the evaluation of the territorial impact, help quantify the resources necessary for 
the emergency planning and the organisation of the operative intervention.

In the literature, there are many works related to risk analysis in a broad sense or to some specific 
factor. Some specific studies on the vulnerability can be found in [1], [2], [3] and [4], and the exposure 
in [5], [6] and [7] About the costs analyses some works are reported in [8]and [9]and on the multi-
criteria there are [10] and [11].

In recent years, research has focused on creating comprehensive tools for every aspect of the 
process. One of the newcomers is the IRMA (Italian Risk MAps) platform [12], developed by the the 
Department of Italian Civil Protection (DPC) . It integrates tools for calculating damage scenarios 
and risk maps for the Italian territory. The IRMA platform is designed for the scientific community 
and allows to create and load different exposure/vulnerability databases and different sets of fragility 
curves. The hazard for calculating risk maps is instead preloaded and is the hazard model developed 
by INGV (National Institute of Geophysics and Volcanology) and adopted at the national level.

In this framework, the CAESAR II project (Controlling, Mitigating and Managing Seismic 
Emergencies: Cost-Benefit and Multi-Criteria Analysis of Impact Scenarios for Risk Reduction and 
Increased Resilience) is born. It is a web-service procedure conceived as a decision support system 
for public authorities engaged in the development of disaster risk reduction plans, with the possibility 
to plan medium and long-term investments, as well as to define customised financial support 
mechanisms and fiscal incentives.

The project, developed as a follow-up to the CRISMA EU-FP7 
(http://www.protezionecivile.gov.it/resources/cms/documents/CRISMA_locandina.pdf) and 

CAESAR I projects (a seismic impact model developed for the Campania region operations room in
2005), is funded by the Agenzia per la Coesione Territoriale (National Territorial Cohesion Agency),
within the framework of the PON (National Operative Project) Governance and Institutional 
Capacities 2014-2020, as an intervention aimed at the transfer, evolution and dissemination of best 
practices among Public Administrations. CAESAR II includes a module for the simulation of 
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retrofitting measures applied at the municipal scale, integrating different categories of anti-seismic 
and energy improvement measures based on analysing the existing building stock's vulnerability.

The CAESAR II tool's core is the 'seismic impact scenarios' evaluation module, based on the 
hazard assumed by the end-users. The output of the model includes information on the expected 
damage levels for buildings (from D0- no damage to D5- total collapse) and population (deaths, 
injuries and homelessness). Impact scenarios can be customised according to the minimum unit of 
analysis assumed (municipality or 250x250m square mesh grid) and the availability of exposure data.
The exposure is estimated by exploiting the ISTAT ( National Isnstitute of Statistics) Census 2011
[13], an Italian database that provides, for census zones, aggregated information on the buildings and 
the number of residents. 

The scenarios include geo-referenced data managed by geo-servers capable of exchanging data in 
a format compliant with OGC standards and the European INSPIRE Directive. Simulation results can 
be further processed through the Multi-Criteria and Cost-Benefit Analysis modules to support the 
comparative evaluation of alternative seismic and energy measures. One of the CAESAR II tool's 
main strengths is that it does not require specific technical or engineering skills from the user, as it is 
offered as a complete package that needs some input data.

The paper has been structured in two main sections: the former one describes the calculation 
models and assumptions on which the CAESAR II procedure is based and the format of the 
information that is requested from the user; the latter one shows an application example on three 
Piedmontese municipalities (Pinerolo, Torre Pellice and Villar Pellice) made possible thanks to the 
data provided by the RISVAL project (https://www.interreg-alcotra.eu/it/decouvrir-alcotra/les-
projets-finances/risvalrischio-sismico-e-vulnerabilita-alpina ).

2. THE CAESAR II MODEL
Caesar II is a web-service procedure developed for the Territorial Cohesion Agency, producing 

scenario and seismic risk analyses in terms of economic, building and human life losses and 
evaluating their possible reduction through cost-benefit and multi-criteria analyses to support 
decisions. The application works on municipalities on a grid of 250x250m for which hazard and 
exposure factors are defined. CAESAR II is based on three models of analysis, described below:

1. Seismic Impact Risk and Scenario Analysis Model;
2. Post-seismic economic loss forecasting Model;
3. Multi-Criteria Analysis Model.
The three models have been synergistically implemented in as many modules within the so-called 

reuse kit.

2.1. Seismic Impact Risk and Scenario Analysis Model
Hazard

The seismic hazard adopted in CAESAR II is a function of the type of analysis to be developed. In 
the case of "risk" analysis, the primary seismic hazard is adopted, i.e. the maximum value of 
horizontal ground acceleration (PGA, peak ground acceleration), calculated by the INGV. The PGA 
values are given in correspondence of a grid of 10.751 points, defined by latitude and longitude 
coordinates, covering the whole national territory (Figure 1).
For each node in the geographic grid, parameters are provided at specified return periods, TR (30, 50, 
72, 101, 140, 201, 475, 975, and 2,475 years). PGA maps are calculated for different exceedance 
probabilities over 50 years (9 in total, ranging from 2% to 81%). For each estimation, the 50th 
percentile distribution (median map, which is the reference map for each exceedance probability) and 
the 16th and 84th percentile distributions are available, indicating the variability of the estimates. 

In the case of "scenario" analysis, the seismic event taken as a reference can be assumed through: 
1) an attenuation law as a function of some seismic parameters, such as the coordinates of the 
hypocenter and the magnitude value, or 2) a shaking map (ShakeMap). The distribution over the 
territory of the parameters that define the extent of a seismic event (e.g., the PGA) can be derived 
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through the adoption of an attenuation law, as a function of other seismic parameters (usually the 
magnitude) and epicentral (or hypocentral) coordinates. CAESAR II adopts, as attenuation law, the 
relation of Blake [14], which assumes a decimal logarithmic decay, and the conversion law 
determined by Faenza and Michelini [15], [16] between the observed shaking parameters and the 
MCS intensity scale. In Italy, shaking maps are provided by INGV for all earthquakes with magnitude 
M ≥ 3.0 occurring in the national territory and surrounding areas. They are published on the website 
http://shakemap.rm.ingv.it. When new information or additional earthquake data become available 
(e.g., the size of the earthquake fault -extended fault-, new data from networks operated by other 
agencies), the maps are updated to improve the definition of ground shaking, particularly in epicentral 
areas. They provide an immediate visualisation of the level of shaking of an area affected or interested 
by an earthquake, reporting the peak values recorded by accelerometers and seismometers, mainly 
provided by the National Accelerometric Network (RAN) of the Department of Civil Protection and 
the National Seismic Network (RSN) of INGV, present in the area of the earthquake. If there are no 
observed values, an ad hoc software interpolates the data using, for example, the attenuation laws of 
the shaking with the distance available for the centre of each cell of the grid belonging to the area 
under examination.

Figure 1. Seismic hazard values of the national territory expressed in terms of maximum ground acceleration with a
probability of exceeding 10% in 50 years, referred to rigid soils.

Exposure
Exposure and vulnerability are closely related factors. For each category of elements at risk, the 

estimate of vulnerability to the seismic event must be accompanied by "a qualitative and quantitative 
analysis of the exposed property" (exposure), in order to identify the spatial distribution, and possibly 
temporal, of typological classes of elements at risk, called classes of vulnerability, each of which is a 
set of elements that for characteristics present similar behaviour (Vulnerability) concerning the 
earthquake. In other words, it is necessary to identify the salient characteristics of the element at risk 
(vulnerability factors), to which a specific capacity to respond to the natural phenomenon is attributed. 

CAESAR II refers to two types of elements at risk: ordinary buildings and their occupants. The 
estimation of the buildings in the area under examination can be based on a statistical analysis, which 
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evaluates the percentage distribution of the different classes of vulnerability of the buildings (A, B, 
C, D for decreasing vulnerability) based on their different behaviour towards the natural event. A 
similar procedure is adopted to estimate the population and the distribution of occupants for buildings 
divided by class of vulnerability.

The exposure model uses a procedure that can take into account both the ISTAT data only and the 
ISTAT data combined with information coming from a data collection activity on the investigated 
area. These input data are processed by the tools S.A.V.E. [17] and B.I.N.C. [7], two procedures 
developed by the PLINIVS Study Centre which aim to characterise the seismic vulnerability of 
specific building typologies (S.A.V.E.) and to evaluate a probable geographical distribution of these 
building typologies according to their recurrence in the ISTAT census data (B.I.N.C.).

In particular, the S.A.V.E. model is used to assign vulnerability classes to single buildings, 
detected in the data collection campaigns on the territory, according to their typological and structural 
characteristics. The B.I.N.C. model exploits the S.A.V.E. method and defines a probable distribution 
of the ISTAT buildings on the vulnerability classes, starting from the population density of the
considered municipality and from the ages of construction of the buildings identified on each census 
section.

The distribution of vulnerability classes (exposure) is defined for each minimum reference unit of 
the model (250x250m cell of a regular square-mesh grid). However, ISTAT data on buildings refer 
to individual census sections, which may also contain a large number of cells, so a criterion for 
assigning census data to each cell was adopted, following relations (1) and (2), having defined "zones" 
as the areas of intersection between census sections and the grid (Figure 2):

Figure 2. Illustrative representation of the "zones" (green), defined as the areas of intersection between the ISTAT 
census sections (yellow) and the 250x250m cells (red) of the model's reference grid (blue).

The number of buildings in zone i of census section j of vulnerability class k are estimated as in 
the equation (1); the number of buildings in cell c of vulnerability class k are obtained by the relation 
(2):

Where:
is the cell
is the census section
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is the zone, intersection of the reference grid and census section
is the vulnerability class (k = A, B, C, D)
is the number of zones constituting cell i

is the number of buildings in census section j
is the number of buildings of census section j of vulnerability class k (BINC)
is the number of buildings of census section j surveyed
is the number of buildings in zone i of census section j of vulnerability class k 
is the number of buildings detected of zone i of census section j of vulnerability class k 

(S.A.V.E.)
is the number of undetected buildings of zone i of census section j of vulnerability class k

is the number of buildings in cell c of vulnerability class k.

Regarding the occupants' exposure, the CAESAR II model considers the assumption that the 
population is uniformly distributed over the homes. The data collected by the PLINIVS Study Centre 
and processed with the SAVE method have allowed to define a correlation between the number of 
houses present in a building and the vulnerability class to which the building belongs (Table 1).

average of 
dwellings 

Vulnerability class of the building 
A B C D 

MAb 2.0 2.7 3.45 6.90 
Table 1. average of dwellings for buildings related to the vulnerability class

Therefore, the population distribution over the vulnerability classes is calculated as in equation (3).

Where
is the number of buildings of vulnerability class k,

is the average of dwellings for the buildings of vulnerability class k,
is the number of buildings of vulnerability class t,

is the average of dwellings for the buildings of vulnerability class t,
is the population indicated in the ISTAT data

Finally, the average number of occupants as the seismic class k ( ) of each cell in the reference 
grid varied was evaluated using relation (4).

Where:
is the number of people per seismic class k estimated, cell by cell, based on ISTAT data; 
is the average percentage of occupants, assumed to be 65%, of the total population.

Vulnerability
A building's vulnerability is the probability that the system (entire building), subsystems (walls, 

framing, roofs, etc.), or components of the system (beams, columns, infill panels, windows, doors, 
etc.) will be damaged as a result of an assigned action to which they are subjected. The concept of 
vulnerability requires to define unambiguously the level of "damageability" of the exposed asset due 
to the natural event.The damage scale adopted in CAESAR II refers to the six levels of damage of 
the: D0: no damage; D1: not structural damage; D2: light structural damage; D3: structural damage; 
D4: partial collapse; D5: total collapse.
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The propensity of a building to sustain damage is a function of its constituent elements. The 
strength and technological aspects of structural (walls, beams, columns, floors, roofs, etc.) and non-
structural (infill panels, openings, protective panels, etc.) elements strongly influence the 
vulnerability of the building itself [18].

The vulnerability of a building to an earthquake can be assessed through the so-called vulnerability 
curves. For an assigned class of vulnerability, they express the probability of exceeding a certain level 
of damage as the hazard measurement parameter varies, which may be the peak seismic acceleration, 
spectral intensity, macroseismic intensity, etc..

CAESAR II uses the model of vulnerability curves for ordinary buildings. These curves were 
calibrated on data from damage probability matrices produced through a statistical analysis of 
observed damage following earthquakes that have occurred in Italy since 1980, and converted to 
PGAs via Margottini's law [19]. The mean and standard deviation parameters of the vulnerability 
curves are shown in Table 2.

The vulnerability of the population to the earthquake is determined with reference to the damage 
suffered by the buildings occupied by the people. In Table 3, the percentages of dead QD and injured
QI are reported as a function of the building's level of damage. The values shown were calibrated 
based on data collected from past earthquake events [20].

CLASS PERCENTILE
D1 D2 D3 D4 D5

A 16% -3,50 0,80 -2,70 0,80 -1,95 0,70 -1,35 0,60 -0,75 0,60
A 50% -3,35 0,80 -2,60 0,80 -1,74 0,80 -0,95 0,75 -0,40 0,75
A 84% -3,25 0,80 -2,25 0,80 -1,65 0,80 -1,00 0,80 -0,15 0,80
B 16% -2,80 1,20 -1,55 1,10 -0,70 1,10 0,00 0,80 0,50 0,55
B 50% -2,45 1,20 -1,20 1,00 -0,45 0,90 0,10 0,70 0,40 0,70
B 84% -1,90 1,00 -0,90 0,80 -0,35 0,70 0,20 0,40 0,45 0,40
C 16% -2,60 1,60 -1,20 1,20 -0,35 0,90 0,20 0,70 0,55 0,45
C 50% -2,10 1,30 -0,80 1,00 -0,15 0,80 0,40 0,80 0,70 0,70
C 84% -1,50 1,20 -0,50 0,80 -0,03 0,60 0,20 0,45 0,55 0,40
D 16% -1,40 1,40 -0,10 1,00 0,40 0,60 0,70 0,55 1,30 0,60
D 50% -1,00 1,20 0,00 0,80 0,60 0,60 0,80 0,50 1,50 0,60
D 84% -0,40 1,00 0,40 0,70 1,10 0,80 1,20 0,60 1,70 0,60

Table 2. logarithmic mean and logarithmic standard deviation of the vulnerability curves

Percentage 
of death 
(QD) and 
injuried 

(QI) 

Level of damage 

Vulnerability 
Class D0 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 

QD 0 0 0 0 0.03 0.14 A, B, C 
QD 0 0 0 0 0.06 0.28 D 
QI 0 0 0 0 0.10 0.56 A, B, C 
QI 0 0 0 0 0.12 0.42 D 

Table 3. Percentage of death and injured regarding the levels of damage and vulnerability class

Finally, The EASE model (Zuccaro et al., 2008; Zuccaro and Cacace, 2010), developed and 
engineered by the PLINIVS centre for DPC, was adopted to estimate the effects of risk related to the 
chosen reference period. The model discretises the territory through a square-mesh grid of size 
250x250m. To each cell is assigned: hazard data, in terms of PGA; and exposure data, in terms of the 
number of buildings for each structural vulnerability class and the number of occupants. Combining 
these data with seismic vulnerability (percentiles 16, 50, and 84%), the model yields the following 
products on a cell-by-cell basis:
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- Number of collapsed buildings, as the sum of buildings with D4 and D5 damage. 
- Number of uninhabitable buildings, as the sum of buildings with D4 and D5 damage and 60% of 

buildings with D3 damage.
- Number of deaths and injuries , as assessed through the equations (5) and (6):

(5)

(6)

Where: 
is the seismic class of the building (A, B, C, D); 
is the damage level of the building (D1, D2, D3, D4, D5); 

is the number of buildings, per cell, of seismic class t having damage level j;
is the average number of occupants per building of seismic class t; 

is the tourism index of the city [0-100%]; 
is the percentage of deaths per seismic class t and damage level j; 

is the percent injured per seismic class t and damage level j.
- Number of homeless assessed through the relationship (7):

(7)

Where: 
is the number of buildings, per cell, of seismic class t having damage level D3; 
is the number of buildings, per cell, of seismic class t having damage level D4; 
is the number of buildings, per cell, of seismic class t having damage level D5.

2.2. A post-seismic economic loss forecasting model
Seismic emergency management requires specific programs for identifying the objectives to 

organise an adequate and quick response. They manage a complex workforce, equipment and 
resources arranged and coordinated by local administrations both in space and time.

The introductory knowledge basis, necessary to allocate resources, is represented by damage 
scenarios, useful to predict possible damages due to an earthquake impact and following population 
involvement in the affected area [21]. Such scenarios contain data like territorial seismic vulnerability
with particular attention to the built environment. Moreover, they can provide valuable information 
about the extension of the most seriously affected area, working of transport infrastructures, roads 
and service networks, damage on buildings and the expected casualties, as well as the corresponding 
financial burden.

Within this dense framework, an earthquake can be described as a phenomenon characterised by 
a two-phases temporal sequence, each of which has direct and indirect economic consequences. For 
what that concerns the directly related ones, it is possible to find all those connected to protection, 
improvement, and structural seismic adaptation to reduce the general vulnerability of ordinary 
buildings. Equation (8) can assess these mitigation costs (MTC). In Table 4 the Average cost of 
mitigation interventions from a vulnerability class to another (€/m2) are summarized.

(8)

Where:
is the number of j-th vulnerability class buildings to be mitigated;
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is the average area of the j-th vulnerability class building to be mitigated;
is the average mitigation cost for the j-th vulnerability class building (Table 4);

is the average maintenance cost for the j-th vulnerability class building ( =
1.500 €/year; = 1.800 €/year; = 2.000 €/year; = 2.600 €/year).

Class B C D
A 360 510 624
B - 390 540
C - - 378

Table 4. Average cost of mitigation interventions from a vulnerability class to another (€/m2)

Inside the area hit by an earthquake of a given magnitude, all post-event operations can be 
immediately translated into costs directly linked to the buildings' damage and affected population. As 
part of the post-event costs, those related to reconstruction, on-site or in a new different location, 
involve buildings irreversibly damaged by the earthquake (damage level D4-D5 under the EMS'98 
classification). The relation (9) can assess these reconstruction costs (RC).

(9)

Where:
is the average area of the i-th damage level building to be rebuilt on-site;

is the reconstruction cost for a residential building on-site (1.235,94 €/m2);
is the number of i-th damage level buildings to be rebuilt delocalised;

is the average area of the i-th damage level building to be rebuilt delocalised;
is the reconstruction cost for a residential building delocalised (1.250 €/m2).

The Restoration costs (RT) are, instead, connected to the activities planned for recovery buildings
and infrastructures damaged in a non-irreversible way by the earthquake (damage level D1-D2-D3 
under the EMS'98 classification) and can be calculated as in the formula (10).

(10)

Where:
: number of i-th damage level buildings to be restored;

: average area of the i-th damage level building to be restored;
: restoration cost for a residential building as a function of damage level ( =360 €/m2;

=458 €/m2; =545 €/m2).

At this stage, all those costs related to the demolition and rubble removal (DR) of lost buildings 
are certainly not negligible, as well as the management cost for specialised landfills. The formula (11)
can assess these efforts:

(11)

where:
is the number of i-th damage level buildings to be demolished;

is the average volume of the i-th damage level building to be demolished;
is the demolition cost for a lost building as a function of vulnerability class ( =12 €/m3;

=14 €/m3; =16 €/m3);
is the cost of rubble transportation to the landfill (0,6 €/m);
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is the average site distance from the landfill (300 m);
is the average landfill management cost (1,4682 €/m2).

As part of the costs associated with safeguarding the population affected by the earthquake, it is 
possible to include health care costs (HT) for establishing medical equipment, strengthening existing 
local public facilities, as well as physical and psychological support. These costs can be calculated as 
in the equation (12).

(12)

where:
is the number of people in need of medical care;

is the unit cost of medical care operations (200 €);
is the average time for medical care (10 days).

The formula (13) calculates the evacuation costs (EV) of the population, split up according to the 
destination and the means of transport employed:

(13)
Where:

is the number of homeless people with no vehicle;
is the total cost of public transport (15.599 €);
is the cost of checkpoints set-up (7.050 €);

is the total number of homeless people;
is the number of homeless people evacuated at checkpoints;

 is the daily cost of checkpoints staff (5.930 €);
is the checkpoints' time usage;

is the unit cost of the emergency kit (10 €);
is the daily depreciation cost per tent set up (20,55 €);

is the number of homeless people evacuated in tents;
is the average number of people for each tent set up;
is the daily cost for the stay in the hotel (45 €);

is the number of homeless people accommodated in hotels;
is the daily cost for accommodation in the tent;
is the number of homeless people placed in tents.

The last cost item estimated is related to emergency management (EM) activities following an 
earthquake, which includes the construction of operational structures and the deployment of vehicles 
and employees to prepare equipped areas. The formula (14) is used to this purpose.

(14)

Where:
is the average daily presence of Department of Italian Civil Protection staff;
 is the unit cost for coordination centre set-up (3.000 €);

is the cost of communication networks and IT services (5.000.000 €);
 is the cost for daily presence of Department of Italian Civil Protection staff (126.18 €/day);

is the presence of the Department of Italian Civil Protection staff;
is the cost for daily presence of operating structures staff (130 €/day);

is the presence of operating structures staff;
is the cost for daily presence of operating structures means of transport (20 €/day);

is the presence of operating structures means of transport;
is the cost for daily presence of volunteer staff (100 €/day);

is the presence of volunteer staff.
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All the parametric costs showed are from the Department of Italian Civil Protection's elaborations 
about the L'Aquila 2009's earthquake.

2.3. The multi-criteria analysis model
The amount of damage caused by earthquakes can be minimised by adopting systematic measures 

of emergency management. Within this context, it is crucial to intervene immediately by making 
decisions that result as accurate and objective as possible, by recognising all the viable alternatives 
and analysing their consequences. Decision-making problems framed into this background involve a
multiplicity of relevant aspects and the presence of various goals and constraints, often not explicit 
or even contrasting. These items can be inserted in a so-called decision tree with a general objective 
at the top and at least a decision-maker. Such models can keep account of the conflicting nature of 
uncommonly complex situations and explain the criteria for selecting the alternatives in terms of 
specific targets to reach.

The multi-criteria analysis' main point is not a pursuit for objectively optimal solutions but the 
support to rationalise the decision-making process and optimise a set of criteria weighted according 
to the decision-makers' preferences. This new kind of evaluation scheme identifies alternatives that 
satisfy a certain number of explicitly defined standards. It is possible to sort the elements of a decision
tree as:

Objectives: statements regarding the condition to achieve, made operational by allocating one 
or more qualitative and quantitative attributes;
Criteria: standards of judgment or rules useful to test the worth of decision alternatives, 
including both the concept of goal and attribute;
Alternatives: elements of evaluation and choice that must be ordered based on dominance 
scores representing the entries of the decision matrix.

One of multi-criteria's most powerful tool is undoubtedly the Analytic Hierarchy Process [22].
Such a complex algorithm makes it possible to evaluate the priority of actions, programs, intervention 
strategies, plans and projects by applying mathematical concepts to decision-making, as well as 
quantitative methodologies to evaluate mostly intangible and subjective judgments. They oppose the 
classic single-criterion linear analysis models suitable only to straightforward cases and under enough 
simplified hypotheses. The main advantage is now the flexibility in solving difficult problems by 
adopting a typical human mind's cognitive model.

It is possible to obtain reliable scales by only using personal judgments, identifying all the single 
elements of a problem, placing them inside homogeneous sets and sorting each set at a different level. 
In hierarchies, intricate schemes are top-down analysed in their basics, simulating how the human 
brain analyses complexity and breaks down the objects perceived by the senses into categories and 
sub-categories, building a so-called dominance hierarchy (Figure 3).

The first level contains the general objective, while the second level contains its further 
specifications. A possible third level can add more details to the upper level and so on. Finally, 
alternatives are placed at the base of the dominance hierarchy. Once completed this initial phase,
pairwise comparisons are performed for each element of a certain level, with reference to the element 
placed at that immediately higher. According to the hierarchy shown in Figure 1, second-level criteria 
are pairwise compared with reference to the overall objective. Third-level sub-criteria are pairwise 
compared with reference to each second-level criterion until the alternatives are compared according
to each third-level sub-criterion, each second-level criterion and, finally, the overall objective.
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Figure 3. The dominance hierarchy

These operations provide a series of comparison coefficients placed into a so-called dominance 
matrix and a priority vector that measures all the alternatives' relative reasonability. When the use of 
judgments is necessary, these can be expressed via the semantic scale of Saaty (Table 5). Such a 
scheme links natural numbers to qualitative linguistic variables making it possible to answer the 
crucial question behind all pairwise comparisons: "How much does an element dominate another with
reference to a specific criterion or attribute? ".

Intensity of dominance (aij) Judgement
1 Equal importance
3 Weak predominance
5 Moderate predominance
7 Strong predominance
9 Absolute predominance
2
4
6
8

Values of compromise

Table 5. The semantic scale of Saaty

Denoting by the number of criteria to be considered, the dominance matrix , built by an
individual decision-maker, will be square and symmetrical (Equation (15):

(15)

Emergency response

Buildings

Strategic buildings

Cultural heritage

Residential buildings

Transport 
infrastructures

Industrial plants

Buildings with social 
functions

Alternative 1 
(No 

mitigation) 

Population

Dead

Injured

Homeless

Alternative 2 
(50% A to B; 
50% B to C)

Costs

Mitigation costs

Reconstruction costs

Restoration costs

Demolition and rubble 
removal costs

Health care costs

Evacuation costs

Emergency 
management costs

Alternative 3 
(65% A to B; 
35% B to C)

Alternative 4 
(80% A to B; 
20% B to C)
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where denotes the k-th preference of the generic decision-maker, referred to the i-th criterion 
concerning the j-th one. If there are more than one decision-makers, individual preferences are 
averaged and inserted into a new dominance matrix A (Equation (16))

(16)

Following the Analytic Hierarchy Process, every criterion's normalised weight is calculated as
in the (17).

(17)

The eigenvalue for each row of the dominance matrix is computed as in the (18).

(18)

and so the maximum eigenvalue is calculated as in (19), that represents the limit value that must 

take in order for the (20).

(19)

(20)

The following consistency index measures the deviation of from the coherence and allows to
measure the overall difference between the two sets of values, as in the (21).

 (21)

Impossibility to make reliable judgments, lack of data and inexperience can drive inconsistency. 
However, it is crucial to establish its maximum admissible value to avoid having completely 
erroneous data, so the consistency index is compared with arbitrary random index . The ratio 
between and provides the consistency ratio expressed in the (22).

(22)

3. A CASE STUDY: PINEROLO, TORRE PELLICE AND VILLAR PELLICE
MUNICIPALITIES

This section shows the application of CAESAR II system on three municipalities in the Piedmont 
Region: Pinerolo, Torre Pellice and Villar Pellice. 
First of all, the impact model requires the choice of the kind of analysis (risk or scenario). In case of 
risk, the return period must be defined, while in case of scenario a shakemap has to be uploaded or 
coordinates and depth of the epicentre have to be provided
.
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The analyses proposed for the Piedmontese municipalities have been done considering the area's risk,
with reference to a seismic hazard expressed in acceleration (ag) and a probability of exceedance in 
50 years of 10% (return period of 475 years). The hazard value is almost homogeneous on the three 
municipalities.

Figure 4. Hazard distribution on the cells of the investigated muncipalities

Also, a dataset of 1,642 detected buildings has been provided by the Piedmont Region. 
With reference to the exposure model, estimated based on equations (1) and (2), the buildings 
distribution on the vulnerability classes summarised in the Table 6 has been obtained. It is shown 
that all the investigated municipalities have a high percentage of buildings in class A (Villar Pellice 
66%, Torre Pellice 52 % and Pinerolo 41%). With reference to class D, the high percentage is found 
in Pinerolo (28%), followed by Torre Pellice (21%) and, at the end, Villar Pellice (11%). The 
intermediated classes have similar values: class B occurs with a frequency of 18% in Pinerolo and 
Torre Pellice, and 17% in Villar Pellice; instead class C is manifested by a percentage of 13% in 
Pinerolo, 10% in Torre Pellice and 6% in Villar Pellice.

Table 6. Buildings distribution on the vulnerability classes for each investigated municipality

mmunicipality  bbuildings  
CCOLLAPSED  BBUILDINGS  UUNHABITABLES  BBUILDINGS  

mmin  mmed  mmax  mmin  mmed  mmax  
nn°  %%  nn°  %%  nn°  %%  nn°  %%  nn°  %%  nn°  %%  

PPinerolo  4211 93 2 196 5 357 8 295 7 502 12 764 18 
TTorre Pellice  1180 33 3 69 6 125 11 103 9 174 15 262 22 

mmunicipality  bbuildings  
VVULNERABILITY CLASS  

AA  BB  CC  DD  

nn°  %%  nn°  %%  nn°  %%  nn°  %%  
PPinerolo  4211 1723 41 750 18 543 13 1195 28 

TTorre Pellice  1180 616 52 207 18 114 10 243 21 
VVillar Pellice  802 533 66 134 17 50 6 85 11 
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VVillar Pellice  802 28 3 59 7 106 13 88 11 147 18 219 27 
Table 7. Impact on the buildings

mmunicipality  ppopulation  
DDEATH  IINJURIED  HHOMELESS  

mmin  mmed  mmax  mmin  mmed  mmax  mmin  mmed  mmax  
nn°  %%  nn°  %%  nn°  %%  nn°  %%  nn°  %%  nn°  %%  nn°  %%  nn°  %%  nn°  %%  

PPinerolo  34854 11 0,03 25 0,07 49 0,14 38 0,11 89 0,26 180 0,52 284 1 477 1 715 2 
TTorre Pellice  4573 2 0,04 5 0,11 9 0,20 7 0,15 17 0,37 34 0,74 101 2 169 4 253 6 
VVillar Pellice  1120 1 0,09 2 0,18 3 0,27 3 0,27 6 0,54 12 1,07 87 8 145 13 216 19 

Table 8. Impact on the population

The impact estimated by the CAESAR II model with reference to the buildings and the population 
have been summarised in the Table 7 and Table 8 respectively, on the basis of the vulnerability model 
in the Table 2. The minimum values has been obtained with the vulnerability parameters related to 
the 16%, the medium values with the ones related to the 50% and the maximum values with the ones 
related to the 84%.
Although Pinerolo is the municipality with a high impact on the buildings and the population in total 
terms, it has a low percentage term. Contrary, Villar Pellice shows the low impact in full terms and 
the high impact in percentage terms. These results are perfectly consistent with the input data. The 
three municipalities are affected by an almost homogeneous hazard, so the exposure model dictates 
the differences. As shown, Villar Pellice is the most fragile municipality (high percentage of class A 
buildings), while Pinerolo has higher percentages of class C and D buildings. However, the buildings 
and inhabitants in Villar Pellice are 19% and 3% respectively of those in Pinerolo, so in total terms,
the incidence is much lower.
The cost analysis model does not require information; the input data are the impact model's casualties 
and losses. In Table 9 the costs analyses for each municipality, with reference to minimum, medium 
and maximum values, have been summarised. Since there are no hypotheses of mitigations in this 
phase, in all the cases, this value is equal to zero. The higher costs are always related to the restoration 
that in each case represent more than the 50% of the total costs.
The multi-criteria analysis's input data are provided by the casualties and economic losses resulting 
from some possible scenarios. In the case study four scenarios have been considered: the first one 
(SCENARIO 0) is related to the actual state while the remaining three are obtained by assuming forms 
of mitigation on existing buildings (SCENARIO 1: 50% of class A buildings are transformed into 
class B buildings and 50% of class B buildings are transformed into class C buildings; SCENARIO 
2: 65% of class A buildings are transformed into class B buildings and 35% of class B buildings are 
transformed into class C buildings; SCENARIO 3: 80% of class A buildings are transformed into 
class B buildings and 20% of class B buildings are transformed into class C buildings). For each 
scenario have been considered the data estimated with the vulnerability model at 50%.
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PINEROLO TORRE PELLICE VILLAR PELLICE 
MIN MED MAX MIN MED MAX MIN MED MAX 

mmitigation - -  -  - -  -  - -  - 

reconstruction  76 MLN€ 162 MLN€ 298 MLN€ 27 MLN€ 56 MLN€ 102 MLN€ 23 MLN€ 47 MLN€ 87 MLN€ 

restoration 695 MLN€ 862 MLN€ 977 MLN€ 218 MLN€ 258 MLN€ 282 MLN€ 164 MLN€ 185 MLN€ 195 MLN€ 

demolition and 
rubble removal   

1.84 MLN€ 3.76 MLN€ 6.57 MLN€ 0.66 MLN€ 1.32 MLN€ 2.28 MLN€ 0.55 MLN€ 1.12 MLN€ 1.93 MLN€ 

health  0.07 MLN€ 0,17 MLN€ 0.36 MLN€ 0.01 MLN€ 0.03 MLN€ 0.07 MLN€ 0.01 MLN€ 0.01 MLN€ 0.02 MLN€ 

evacuation   0.20 MLN€ 0.21 MLN€ 0.23 MLN€ 0.19 MLN€ 0.19 MLN€ 0.20 MLN€ 0.18 MLN€ 0.19 MLN€ 0.19 MLN€ 

emergency 
management

252 MLN€ 252 MLN€ 252 MLN€ 252 MLN€ 252 MLN€ 252 MLN€ 252 MLN€ 252 MLN€ 252 MLN€ 

TOTAL 1,026 MLN€ 1,281 MLN€ 1,534 MLN€ 498 MLN€ 568 MLN€ 640 MLN€ 439 MLN€ 486 MLN€ 535 MLN€ 

Table 9. Costs analyses for each municipality, with reference to minimum, medium and maximum values

In Table 10 the impact (on the buildings and on the population) and costs of each scenario has been
resumed. Also, the percentage of the impact aspects of each hypothesised scenario with reference to 
the actual case (SCENARIO 0) has been indicated.

scenario 0  scenario 1  scenario 2  scenario 3  

hu
m

an
 lo

ss
es

 

death 49 26 53% 21 43% 15 31% 

injuried 107 56 52% 43 40% 30 28% 

homeless 703 384 55% 306 44% 230 33% 

bu
ild

in
gs

 
lo

ss
es

 uninhabitable 824 510 62% 429 52% 346 42% 

collapsed 324 181 56% 142 44% 101 31% 

co
st

s 

mitigation  - MLN€  501 MLN€ n.e.  456 MLN€ n.e.  321 MLN€ n.e. 

reconstruction   267 MLN€  155 MLN€ 58%  122 MLN€ 45%  89 MLN€ 33% 

restoration  1,306 MLN€  1,283 MLN€ 98%  1,284 MLN€ 98%  1,284 MLN€ 98% 

demolition and rubble 
removal    6.20 MLN€  3.55 MLN€ 57%  2.76 MLN€ 44%  1.99 MLN€ 32% 

health  0.22 MLN€  0.11 MLN€ 52%  0.08 MLN€ 39%  0.06 MLN€ 27% 

evacuation  0,58 MLN€  0.56 MLN€ 96%  0.56 MLN€ 95%  0.55 MLN€ 94% 

emergency 
management  756 MLN€  756 MLN€ 100%  756 MLN€ 100%  756 MLN€ 100% 

TOTAL  2,221 MLN€    2,620 MLN€   118%   2,553 MLN€   115%   2,394 MLN€   108%  

Table 10. Impact (on the buildings and the population) and costs of each scenario and percentage of the impact aspects 
of each hypothesised scenario with reference to the actual case (SCENARIO 0)

The objective of this case study is to draw up an adequate response to a seismic emergency. Such 
a program represents a dynamic tool open to updates and revisions, subject to the identification and 
definition of multiple criteria articulated on different levels and configured to anticipate, prevent or 
deal with an earthquake that hits territory and social community
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The dominance hierarchy proposed for this case identifies an objective represented by the 
emergency response and three criteria that specify the contents and meanings of the objective. 
Buildings, population and costs represent these first-level criteria. Sixteen second-level sub-criteria

further characterising the criteria in the higher level are expressed by strategic buildings, cultural
heritage, residential buildings, transport infrastructures, industrial plants, buildings with social 
functions, dead, injured, homeless, mitigation costs, reconstruction costs, restoration costs,
demolition and rubble removal costs, health care costs, evacuation costs and emergency management 
costs. The four decision alternatives are described by the four scenarios derived from the two 
impact models already mentioned.

The first phase of the decision-making process is the composition of a team in which each member
involved has specific skills within disciplines related to the strategic resolution of the problem. Based 
on the semantic scale of Saaty, every opinion expressed by the single decision-maker on an 
explanatory and simplified questionnaire represents the intensity of dominance to each pairwise 
comparison between elements belonging to the same hierarchical level. Results are averaged to take 
account of the multidisciplinary nature of the problem and transferred into the Analytic Hierarchy
Process in the form of matrices of pairwise comparisons.

The first matrix of pairwise comparisons contains the criteria buildings , population and costs
that are compared with each other regarding the objective emergency response . Consequently, 

the normalised weight of each criterion is calculated.
O C1 C2 C3

C1 1 1/5 3
C2 5 1 6
C3 1/3 1/6 1

Table 11. Matrix of pairwise comparison of criteria regarding the objective O

The second matrix of pairwise comparisons contains the sub-criteria strategic buildings ,
cultural heritage , residential buildings , transport infrastructure , industrial plants and 
buildings with social functions that are mutually compared regarding the criterion buildings .
The third matrix of pairwise comparisons contains the sub-criteria dead , injured and homeless

that are mutually compared regarding the criterion population . The fourth matrix of pairwise 
comparisons contains the sub-criteria mitigation costs , reconstruction costs , restoration costs

, demolition and rubble removal costs , health care , evacuation costs and emergency 
management costs that are mutually compared regarding the criterion costs . Therefore, all the 
weights are calculated and inserted into specific vectors.

Finally, sixteen matrices of pairwise comparisons are assembled: the alternatives seismic 
vulnerability condition 1 , seismic vulnerability condition 2 , seismic vulnerability condition 3

and seismic vulnerability condition 4 are compared with each other concerning the various 
sub-criteria by an automatic algorithm able to assign a value from the semantic scale of Saaty to 
every ratio. All the matrices so calculated can provide the weight of each alternative with reference
to each sub-criterion.

These decision alternatives are subsequently weighted in relation to the criteria buildings ,
population , costs and, ultimately, with reference to the objective emergency response .
The decision alternative seismic vulnerability condition 4 turns out to be the best compromise 
between expected losses and economic burden for the community.
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O C1 C2 C3
wAiwSi 0,195 0,717 0,088

Ai

wA1 0,230 0,045 0,419 0,114
wA2 0,238 0,143 0,126 0,160
wA3 0,252 0,248 0,164 0,242
wA4 0,280 0,563 0,291 0,484

Table 12. Calculation of the weights of the alternatives regarding the objective O

4. CONCLUSIONS
CAESAR II is a web-service procedure conceived as a decision support system for public 

authorities engaged in disaster risk reduction plans. The platform gives the possibility to plan medium 
and long-term investments and define customised financial support mechanisms and fiscal incentives.
The 'seismic impact scenarios' evaluation module estimates the impact on the buildings and the 
population based on the user's few values on the hazard and, eventually, on the exposure. Simulation 
results can be further processed through the Multi-Criteria Cost-Benefit Analysis modules to support 
the comparative evaluation of alternative seismic and energy measures.

This paper described the procedure and the parameters included in each module of the tool and 
shows an application on three municipalities of the Pedimont region: Pinerolo, Villar Pellice and 
Torre Pellice. It is shown that CAESAR II requires few and easy data to the user, although it is able 
to provides a complete package of outcomes useful to support the emergency management and the 
mitigation decisions.
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Abstract 

Reproducibility and transparency have become standard practice in earthquake loss modelling 
following a growing demand from both the public and private sectors for understandable and 
accessible risk model input data, software and results. Since the 1990’s the European scientific 
community has worked together on many aspects of seismic hazard and risk modelling. These 
advances have led to the 2020 European Seismic Risk Model (ESRM20), which has been com-
puted with open source software and is now being openly released to the wider scientific com-
munity. This paper presents the recently released input models and software to assess the 
vulnerability of the European building stock within ESRM20.  

Keywords: Vulnerability, Fragility, European Exposure, Open-Source, Open Data. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Reproducibility and transparency have become standard practice in earthquake loss model-

ling following a growing demand from both the public and private sectors for understandable 
and accessible risk model input data, software and results. Since the 1990’s the European sci-
entific community has worked together on many aspects of seismic hazard and risk modelling. 
These advances have led to the 2020 European Seismic Risk Model (ESRM20), which has been 
computed with open source software and is now being openly released to the wider scientific 
community (Crowley et al., 2019 [1]). This paper summarises the recently released input mod-
els and software to assess the vulnerability of the European building stock within ESRM20. 

2 CAPACITY CURVES FOR EUROPEAN BUILDING STOCK 
Capacity curves provide a description of the lateral strength and deformation capacity of 

buildings or building classes, and are often transformed to the ADRS (acceleration displace-
ment response spectrum) format for the purposes of developing fragility functions.  

For ESRM20, capacity curves for a large range of building classes are needed to cover the 
varying construction types in Europe (as included within the European exposure model: Crow-
ley et al., 2020a [2]; Crowley et al., 2020b [3]). The GED4ALL Building Taxonomy has been 
used to classify the vulnerability of European buildings (Brzev et al., 2021 [4]) with the attrib-
utes summarised below: 

• Materials. CR: reinforced concrete, MR: reinforced masonry, MCF: confined ma-
sonry, MUR: unreinforced masonry, MUR-ADO: adobe, MUR-CB99: concrete
block masonry, MUR-CL99: clay brick masonry, MUR-STDRE: dressed stone ma-
sonry, MUR-STRUB: rubble stone masonry, S: steel, W: wood/timber.

• Lateral load resisting systems. LDUAL: dual frame-wall system, LFINF: infilled
frame, LWAL: load bearing wall, LFM: moment frame, LFBR: braced frame.

• Code Level or Ductility. CDN: absence of seismic design, CDL: low code level (de-
signed for lateral resistance using allowable stress design), CDM: moderate code
level (designed for lateral resistance with modern limit state design), CDH: high code
level (designed for lateral resistance coupled with target ductility requirements and
capacity design), DNO: non-ductile, DUL: low ductility, DUM: moderate ductility,
DUH: high ductility.

• Height. H: number of storeys.
• Lateral Force Coefficient. The value of the lateral force coefficient, i.e. the fraction

of the weight that was specified as the design lateral force in the seismic design code
(see Code Level), expressed in % (applied to reinforced concrete moment and infilled
frames only).

Following their use in the calculation of their Global Seismic Risk Map (GEM, 2018), the 
GEM Foundation has released a global database of capacity curves (Martins and Silva, 2020 
[5]) which have been derived through the compilation of data coming from research studies and 
experimental campaigns. These capacity curves have been used to represent the European 
CR_LDUAL, CR_LWAL, MCF, MR, MUR, S and W typologies with different heights and 
ductility, for a total of 217 building classes.  

As part of the European SERA project (www.sera-eu.org), a detailed set of capacity curves 
for European reinforced concrete infilled frames (CR_LFINF) and moment frames (CR_LFM) 
has been recently developed (Romão et al., 2019 [6]). A total of 264 reinforced concrete classes 
have been identified by combining different numbers of storeys (1 to 6), seismic design code 
levels (no code: CDN, low code: CDL, moderate code: CDM, high code: CDH) and lateral 
force coefficient levels (0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 % of the weight of the structure). Buildings of 
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design class CDN were typically designed to older codes (from before the 1960’s) that used 
allowable stresses and very low material strength values and considered predominantly the 
gravity loads. Buildings of design class CDL were designed considering the seismic action by 
enforcing values of the seismic coefficient, β (referred to herein as lateral force coefficient). 
Structural design for these codes was typically based on material-specific standards that used 
allowable stress design or a stress-block approach. Seismic design including modern concepts 
of ultimate capacity and partial safety factors (limit state design) was the basis of the CDM 
category of codes. The seismic action was also accounted for in the design by enforcing values 
for the lateral force coefficient, β. Finally, the CDH class refers to modern seismic design prin-
ciples that account for capacity design and local ductility measures, similar to those available 
in Eurocode 8 (CEN, 2004 [7]). Seismic zonation maps associated with the seismic design codes 
employed in Europe over the last century can be used to identify the lateral force coefficient 
(i.e. the fraction of the weight that was specified as the design lateral force in the seismic design 
code, expressed in %) (see Crowley et al., 2021 [2] and Crowley et al., 2020c [9]). 

The capacity curves for the 264 building classes were developed through simulated design 
of prototype frames (see e.g. Borzi et al., 2008 [10]; Verderame et al., 2010 [11]) and then 
nonlinear analysis has been undertaken to obtain the backbone capacity curves of these frames. 
Up to 300 capacity curves have been simulated per class by modifying the geometrical and 
material properties of the prototype frames, and thus accounting for the building-to-building 
variability in the simulated design. Figure 1 shows the median capacity curves for reinforced 
concrete frames with masonry infills not designed with seismic loads (CDN).  

Figure 1: Median capacity curves from Romão et al. (2020) [12] for reinforced concrete frames with masonry 
infills (CR/LFINF) not designed with seismic loads (CDN) 

All of the median capacity curves for the 481 building classes are publicly available on a 
GitLab repository (Romão et al. 2020 [12]).  

3 VULNERABILITY MODELLING 

3.1 Vulnerability Modellers’ Toolkit (VMTK) 
The fragility functions of these European building classes have been computed using the 

Vulnerability Modeller’s Toolkit, a resource that has been developed and released by the GEM 
Foundation in collaboration with members of the European risk community (Martins et al., 
2021 [13]). This toolkit is a set of Python scripts that read the capacity curves, produce SDOF 
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hysteretic models, launch OpenSeesPy1 to run nonlinear dynamic analysis, apply linear cen-
sored regression to the cloud of nonlinear responses, and compute fragility functions for differ-
ent damage states, based on the user-defined damage state thresholds. A graphical user interface 
is included with the toolkit and includes a set of default assumptions, allowing less experienced 
users to interact with the VMTK (Figure 2). Experienced users are instead encouraged to make 
use of Python’s scripting capabilities to explore all the features of the VMTK source code and 
to contribute to future releases of the toolkit. The complete toolkit, including source code and 
GUI, is currently hosted in a publicly available GitHub repository2.   

Figure 2: Graphical user interface of the fragility module of the VMTK (Martins et al., 2021 [13]) 

3.2 Fragility Functions 
The median capacity curves in Romão et al. 2020 [12] have been read by the VMTK’s 

‘nlth_on_sdof.py’ script which has been used to produce SDOF models using the Pinching4 
hyseresis curve of OpenSeesPy. Pinghing4 is a uniaxial material that represents a ‘pinched’ 
load-deformation response and exhibits degradation under cyclic loading. In addition to the 
response envelope (taken from the capacity curves), the hysteretic properties given in Table 1 
have been assumed for the SDOF models for the different material types. Cyclic degradation 
of the strength and stiffness is modelled for the CR, MUR, MCF and MR typologies through 
unloading stiffness degradation, reloading stiffness degradation, and strength degradation. 
Mass proportional damping is used with different damping ratios for each typology. Typically, 
masonry is assigned 10% damping, reinforced concrete and wood is 5%, and steel is 3%. The 
nlth_on_sdof.py’ script runs nonlinear dynamic analysis using each SDOF and a set of records. 
A database of recordings has been compiled for the nonlinear dynamic analyses using records 
with PGA above 0.05g in the Engineering Strong Motion (ESM, Luzi et al 2016  [14]; Luzi et 
al. 2020 [15]) and NGA (Chiou et al. 2008 [16]) databases. Records have then been selected 
from this database to match a range of intensity measure bins with a maximum scaling factor 
of 2.  

1 https://openseespydoc.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html 
2 https://github.com/GEMScienceTools/VMTK-Vulnerability-Modellers-ToolKit 
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The SDOF properties reported above are currently being further tested and modifications 
might still be incorporated in the final European fragility models. The final scripts used to de-
velop the models will be made available on the aforementioned GitLab repository (Romão et 
al. 2020 [12]) so that are final assumptions are transparent and it will be possible to easily 
reproduce the models. 

Table 1: Adopted parameters of the Pinching4 hyseresis model 

Parameters of Pinching4* CR, MUR, MCF, MR W, S 
rdispP/N, fForceP/N, uForceP/N 0.5, 0.25, 0.05 0.5, 0.25, 0.5 

gK1 gK2 gK3 gK4 gKLim 0, 0.1, 0, 0, 0.2 0,0,0,0,0 
gD1 gD2 gD3 gD4 gDLim 0, 0.1, 0, 0, 0.2 0,0,0,0,0 
gF1 gF2 gF3 gF4 gFLim 0, 0.4, 0, 0.4, 0.9 0,0,0,0,0 

gE 10 10 
dmgType energy energy 

* See https://openseespydoc.readthedocs.io/en/latest/src/Pinching4.html?highlight=pinching4 for definition of the parameters

The ‘fragility_censored_cloud_analysis.py’ script in the VMTK uses the nonlinear response 
outputs from each dynamic analysis together with damage thresholds to apply linear censored 
regression, and this is then used to compute fragility functions (lognormal distributions) for 
different damage states, based on the user-defined damage state thresholds. For the European 
fragility functions, the damage thresholds presented in Figure 3 have been assumed. 

Figure 3: Damage thresholds assumed in the development of the fragility functions (Martins and Silva, 2020 [8]) 

Four different intensity measure types have been used in the censored regression: PGA, Sa(0.3), 
Sa(0.6) and Sa(1.0). An average spectral acceleration (see e.g. Baker and Cornell (2006) [17]; 
Eads et al., 2015 [18]) with 20 intervals between 0.05 and 3 seconds is also currently being 
investigated. The final intensity measure for each building typology is taken as that with the 
lowest lognormal dispersion in the fragility function given that this is related to efficiency (i.e. 
low dispersion in the nonlinear response, given the intensity measure), and it has been found 
by checking the sufficiency (i.e. conditional independence of the distribution of nonlinear re-
sponse, given IM, on other parameters of the ground motion) of the different intensity measures 
that the most efficient is typically also sufficient. Some recent studies have shown that the 
higher the efficiency, the higher the sufficiency of the intensity measure (e.g. Bradley et al. 
2010 [19]). Others have cautioned that the typical checks for sufficiency (e.g. Luco and Cornell, 
2007 [20]) only provide evidence rather than proof of sufficiency and that it should be ensured 
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that the intensity measure is also efficient to ensure that the additional parameters really are 
having a significant influence on the response (Kazantzi and Vamvatsikos, 2015 [21]). For il-
lustration purposes, Figure 4 shows the fragility functions in terms of Sa(0.3s) that have been 
obtained with the capacity curves presented in Figure 1. 

Figure 4: Fragility functions calculated using the capacity curves presented in Figure 1, where DS1 = slight dam-
age, DS2 = moderate damage, DS3 = extensive damage and DS4 = complete damage 

3.3 Vulnerability functions for cost of repair/replacement 
The fragility functions are converted into vulnerability models using damage-loss models 

which provide damage ratios for each damage state (slight, moderate, extensive and complete). 
For losses due to the repair of damage, the damage ratios (which represent the ratio of cost of 
repair to cost of replacement) from HAZUS (FEMA, 2004 [22]) are being adopted, i.e. 0.02 
(slight damage), 0.1 (moderate damage), 0.5 (extensive damage), 1.0 (complete damage). These 
values are being further tested and calibrated using the results of the tests described in Section 
4 and may be adapted before the final release of ESRM20. For a range of intensity measure 
levels, the probability of occurrence of each damage state is obtained from the fragility func-
tions, multiplied by the damage ratios and summed leading to a mean loss ratio. A lognormal 
cumulative distribution function has then been fit to the vulnerability data to obtain the median 
and lognormal standard deviation (dispersion).   

In order to account for the building-to-building variability, which is not accounted for given 
the use of the median capacity curves, a separate study to produce vulnerability functions using 
all available capacity curves for the CR/LFINF and CR/LFM typologies has been undertaken. 
This study showed that the mean vulnerability function based on all of the capacity curves of a 
given typology had a very similar median to the vulnerability function based on the median 
capacity curves. However, the dispersion was, as expected, slightly higher. It was found that 
the additional dispersion required to account for building-to-building variability was around 0.3, 
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and this is therefore combined with the dispersion obtained with the median capacity curves 
through the square-root-sum-of-squares to produce the final vulnerability functions.  

3.4 Vulnerability functions for loss of life 
For loss of life, the model uses a number of factors obtained from both past observations and 

expert judgment, including the likelihood that a completely damaged building will collapse to 
the extent that it could cause loss of life (currently taken as 1.5% based on the data from recent 
earthquakes: Antonios Pomonis, personal communication), the probability of entrapment given 
collapse (Reinoso et al. 2017 [23]), and the probability of loss of life given entrapment (Reinoso 
et al. 2017 [23]). Different entrapment ratio for day and night are assumed, with higher values 
for the latter given the increased time required for people to wake up and escape from the col-
lapsing building. Also, an increase in the entrapment ratio with number of storeys has been 
implemented for the day-time entrapment rates.  The loss of life given entrapment has been 
obtained from the data in Table 2 of Reinoso et al. (2017 [23]) with a clear distinction between 
buildings with less than and more than 5 storeys being observed and thus applied. Table 2 pre-
sents all of the assumed values.   

 
Table 2: Adopted fatality model input parameters 
 

Number of storeys P-entrapment (day) P-entrapment (night) P-loss-life|entrapment 
1  0.25 0.95 0.4 
2 0.5 0.95 0.4 
3-4 0.75 0.95 0.4 
>5 0.95 0.95 0.7 

 
The fatality vulnerability models are obtained by multiplying the complete damage fragility 

functions by 1.5% and the factors presented in Table 2. A lognormal function is then fit to the 
data and the dispersion is increased to account for building-to-building variability (as presented 
in the previous section).   

3.5 Vulnerability Viewer 
A Dash App is currently under development to allow users to view and compare the fragility 

and vulnerability functions for all of building classes and for all the available intensity measure 
types. A prototype that presents the vulnerability functions in terms of Sa(0.3) is currently avail-
able at http://vulncurves.eu-risk.eucentre.it/ (see Figure 5).  
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Figure 5: Screenshot of the vulnerability viewer currently under development 

4 VULNERABILITY TESTING 
Extensive testing of the resulting fragility and vulnerability models has been undertaken by 

comparing the modelled damage/losses with empirical models as well as with observations 
from a large number of past European earthquake scenarios (Crowley et al. 2020d [24]).  

Simple sanity checks, so-called ‘unit tests’ are undertaken to ensure the median and disper-
sion values are within sensible ranges, and to compare with existing functions from the litera-
ture. The VMTK includes a module that allows users to test their model’s against GEM’s global 
vulnerability models, which have been calibrated or tested using past earthquake damage and 
loss data. Useful, and openly available, data for this purpose includes the empirical vulnerability 
models developed by PAGER (Jaiswal et al., 2009 [25]; Jaiswal and Wald, 2013 [26]), as well 
as fatality, economic loss and damage data from various databases including the Centre for 
Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters (CRED)’s EMDAT data-base (EMDAT, 2019 [27]), 
the Italian Department of Civil Protection’s Da.D.O. data-base (Dolce et al., 2019 [28]), 
NOAA’s Significant Earthquake Database (NGDC/WGS), and the Cambridge Earthquake Im-
pact Database (www.ceqid.org).  

Figure 6 shows two examples of tests that have been undertaken with the European vulner-
ability model. In the first example, a mean vulnerability function calculated through an expo-
sure-weighted combination of all the building classes in the country has been produced and 
compared with the empirical models developed by PAGER, following conversion of the spec-
tral ordinates to macroseismic intensity (with the associated uncertainty in the conversion 
shown by the mean and +/1 standard deviation vulnerability curves). In the second example, 
ground motion fields (modelled using scenario rupture models and the latest European ground 
motion and site amplification models) have been developed for over 30 damaging historical 
events above magnitude 5 in Europe since the 1980’s. These ground motions are then combined 
with the current exposure and vulnerability models to estimate direct economic losses. These 
are then compared in a statistical sense with the reports on economic losses (that are corrected 
to today’s value). Similar tests can also be undertaken for fatalities These tests provide a check 
to ensure that probabilistic losses predicted by the risk model are not biased.  
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Figure 6: Example tests of the European vulnerability model: (left) comparison with the PAGER vulnerabil-
ity model, where the three blue dashed lines represent the mean and +/- sigma, (right) comparison of estimated 

and observed losses for damaging European events since 1980 

These tests will continue to be undertaken until the finalization and release of ESRM20 
which is expected in October 2021. As mentioned previously, all of the scripts and input data 
described herein will then be released on the dedicated vulnerability GitLab repository (Romão 
et al. 2020 [12]).  
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Abstract 

PELL, Public Energy Living Lab, is a platform conceived to support the Public Administration 
in Italy towards the definition and implementation of interventions on public buildings, aiming 
to jointly pursue their seismic safety, energy efficiency and environmental certification.  
This paper presents the on-going activities for the development of the platform PELL-Schools, 
focusing, in particular, on the “Seismic-Response” module that aims to become a standardized 
and interoperable database for the collection and collation of relevant data for the seismic 
vulnerability assessment and for the seismic monitoring of Italian schools.  
In order to test, tune and modify, if necessary, the proposed PELL-School Seismic-Response 
module and to contribute to its implementation on Italian school buildings a Working Group 
has been set up involving several Italian municipalities and stakeholders.  
The paper concludes with a call to action inviting researchers working on the seismic 
vulnerability assessment and monitoring of strategic buildings to join the Working Group to 
contribute their knowledge towards the common goal of guarantying the seismic safety of 
schools and other strategic buildings in Italy.  

Keywords: School Buildings; Geodatabase; Standardization; Interoperability, Seismic 
Vulnerability Assessment; Seismic Risk; Public Administration; Energy Efficiency 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The Italian Ministry of Education and Research (MIUR) permanently guarantees the access 

and reusability of the data of the national education and training system, making accessible in 
open format, among others, the data from the National School Building Registry System 
(SNAES). According to SNAES data, the portfolio of Italian schools includes 40.151 actively 
operating buildings belonging to local authorities, out of which:  about 50% were built before 
1970; 46.8% do not hold a static safety certificate; 59.5% do not hold the fire prevention 
certificate; and 53.8% do not hold the certificate of viability/habitability. The situation is indeed 
critical. As far as the seismic vulnerability of school is concerned, the situation is possibly even 
worse despite the several initiatives undertaken by the Italian Government. After the 2002 
earthquake in Puglia and Molise, the directive of the President of the Council of Ministers 
(PCM) n. 3274 of 20 March 2003, referred hereafter as OPCM 3274 [1], reclassified the entire 
national territory into four areas with different level of hazards (removing the non-seismic 
areas) and introduced the obligation for the owners to proceed with the seismic verification of 
strategic buildings and of buildings relevant for civil protection purposes, including school 
buildings. Specific funds for extraordinary interventions, including seismic checks and first 
urgent interventions, were made available1, and were allocate by the Civil Protection 
Department - through the Regions – for financing the seismic checks of about 2.300 school 
buildings (out of the 40.151 building patrimony). Furthermore, the Regions and Municipalities 
carried out further seismic checks of school buildings with their own funds. At the moment the 
Italian Civil Protection Department is digitizing the summary data of the checks carried out in 
order to establish a centralized database associated with ARES, the Regional Registry of School 
Building (in Italian, “Anagrafe Regionale Edilizia Scolastica”)2. 

To support this process, ENEA intends to make available all the technologies and experience 
gained, thanks to the PELL experience, to contribute to build an interoperable database of 
Italian school buildings throughout the national territory. PELL, Public Energy Living Lab, is 
a platform conceived to: a) achieve a minimum standard of building knowledge: b) monitor and 
evaluate the state of art of buildings and performances; and c) support the Public Administration 
(PA) in Italy towards the definition and implementation of interventions on public buildings, 
aiming to jointly pursue their seismic safety, energy management efficiency [2]. PELL-IP, the 
platform for the census and monitoring of Public Lighting at national scale, is already a 
successful reality in Italy (since 2019). 

This paper presents the on-going activities for the development of the PELL-School 
platform, focusing, in particular, on the “Seismic-Response” module, referred hereafter as 
PELL-School-RS that aims to become a standardized and interoperable database for the 
collection and collation of relevant data for the seismic vulnerability assessment and for the 
seismic monitoring of Italian schools. As far as the seismic vulnerability assessment is 
concerned, PELL-Schools-RS will faithfully replicate and build on the data structure of the 
official form [3] defined by the Italian Presidency of the Council of Ministers (PdCM), 
Department of Civil Protection, for the seismic vulnerability assessment of strategic buildings. 
The inclusion in PELL-Schools of additional input data, aimed at identifying critical 
vulnerabilities and at estimating a risk class and the expected average annual loss (EAL), before 
and after seismic retrofitting interventions, is proposed in line with the approach officially 
adopted in Italy for the classification of the seismic risk of residential buildings [4].  

1 The Fund of 200 million euros was implemented through the opcm n. 3362 of 8 July 2004 and no. 3505 of 9 
March 2006 
2 Quoting from - http://www.protezionecivile.gov.it/attivita-rischi/rischio-sismico/attivita/sicurezza-scuole 
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The paper also presents the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) indicators included in PELL-
School-RS, namely: Static KPIs, providing a measure of the building seismic vulnerability and 
expected “nominal” risk (Section 4.1), and dynamically computed KPIs (Section 4.2) that aim 
to provide a quasi-real time estimation of the extent of earthquake-induced damage.  The KPI 
assessment is performed in PELL-School-RS, at different level of reliability, Tiered approaches, 
based on the state-of-the-art methodologies and via a simplified analytical-mechanical 
approach referred to as SLaMA method [5], [6] depending on the level of knowledge achievable 
and on the information available for each school.  

In summary, as showcased in the paper PELL-School aims to become a national 
database/cadaster of school buildings, working as: 

1. a standardized and homogeneous geospatial repository of identity, consumption and
seismic vulnerability data of Italian school buildings, where data are structured
according to ad-hoc technical specifications from AgID3 the Agency for Digital Italy, a
technical agency of the PdCM;

2. an interoperable platform that, thanks to the development of appropriate communication
protocols and webservices, allows for a two way data exchange and update with other
existing DBs;

3. a tool for monitoring the service performance and the residual functionality of schools
for both business-as-usual and post-disaster times.

2 PELL PUBLIC BUILDINGS – ENERGY AND SEISMIC RESPONSE LIVING LAB 
Since several years ENEA has been promoting and boosting the digitization of data and 

information related to the public administration assets. Particular focus has been given to 
energy-intensive infrastructures (such as street Public Lighting) and to the strategic 
infrastructures (e.g. school buildings, hospital systems among others) and/or critical for the 
smart management of cities and territories.  

Figure 1. PELL Platform, ICT layout. 

3 Agenzia per l’Italia Digitale (https://www.agid.gov.it/) 
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The goal is to promote a more efficient and effective management of these infrastructures 
and associated services, through the development and adoption of new methodological and 
technological solutions,  allowing to provide to the stakeholders a set of management tools, 
embedded in the PELL platform, that can support and inform their decision-making processes 
about the adoption of targeted development goals. 

Towards that the idea is to automatically and constantly assess, in a uniform and 
standardized way, at both national and local level, both the physical conditions of the structure 
or infrastructure under analysis as well as the functional ones, the latter by monitoring the 
quality level of the service provided.   

The PELL platform, developed thanks to the System Research Program Agreement under 
the Italian Minister of Economic Development, MISE, is made available free of charge by 
ENEA. The vertical PELL platform is a smart city as-a-service platform, whose general 
architecture defines the retrieval of data from different infrastructures and managers and the 
creation of a series of services for end users (Figure 1). The PELL platform is structured to 
operate both a static mode, to support the census of the identity data of the infrastructure, and 
in a dynamic mode, to support the continuous monitoring of the structure/infrastructure 
functioning. 

3 PELL-School-RS DATA STRUCTURE 
Figure 2 presents the data structure proposed for the PELL-School-RS module. 

Figure 2. Main group of data included in  the PELL-School-RS module. 
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In line with the structure of the ARES DB,  some group of data (i.e. those included in the grey 
box in Figure 2) are acquired at building level, while all the others (fields from 1 to 18 in the 
blue box in Figure 2) refer to the Structural Unit (US, i.e. Unità Strutturale in Italian) and 
therefore need to be collected and collated for each one of the US identified within the school 
building.  
A Structural Unit, US (Figure 3b), is identifiable by the homogeneity of the structural 
characteristics and therefore distinguishable from the adjacent buildings by these characteristics 
and also by the difference in height and/or age of construction and/or staggered floors, etc. The 
US is also the reference survey unit for PdCM Level 1 and   Level 2 forms [3].    
A full presentation of the data included in PELL-School-RS is out of the scope of the paper.  
In the following a brief overview is provided on:  

1) ARES DB, PdCM Level 0 and PdCM Level 1-2 forms [3], and other “institutional” forms
such as [4] and [7], that have been taken as a reference to build the data structure of PELL-
School-RS module;  
2) the proposal of additional data to be collected in order to identify the constructive,
material and geometric criticalities and peculiarities that might significantly affect the 
seismic response of a building.  

3.1 Data sourced from existing institutional forms 

As mentioned PELL-School is interoperable with ARES Database (Anagrafe Regionale 
Edilizia Scolastica) that is part of the National School Building Registry System, SNAES. 
ARES is managed by the Italian Regions and is continuously updated by Municipalities, 
Provinces and Metropolitan Cities through a user-friendly graphical user interface (Figure 3).  

ARES includes two different data structure, namely: a Building and US (Structural Unit) 
Form dedicated to the survey of data related to the conditions of the school building; and a PES 
Form (i.e. Punto di Erogazione del Servizio Scolastico, in Italian) dedicated to the collection of 
data relevant to the school consistency and functionality (one school building might have 
multiple PES, e.g. Figure 3a).   

The ARES Building Form and US Form have to be filled in by the local authority 
owning/responsible for the school. The ARES PES Form has to be filled in by the headmaster. 
Figure 3 shows an overview of the ARES Platform dashboard and of some images extracted 
from an ARES manual. 

ARES Building and US Form includes 8 sections. PELL-School-RS sources data from the 
first three of them, namely: 
- Section A, including: identifier data of the school building, comprising a unique ID;  
- Section B, including: identifier data of each Structural Unity, US; structural information of 

the US, i.e. material and typology of the main vertical and horizontal structural systems and 
their peculiar constructive techniques; design code; any strengthening and seismic retrofit 
interventions, and related risk indicator assessed according to the legislation in force at the 
time of the design and execution of the work; 

- Section C, including: data on the use of the US; some geometrical and dimensional features 
(number of storeys, area floor, etc.); constructive techniques of non-structural elements, 
such as infills, facade/claddings; information on maintenance/retrofitting interventions if 
any, for both structural and non-structural element, (e.g. beams, columns, floors, infills, 
facade/cladding; hydraulic and electrical systems).  
Not all the ARES DB is included in the PELL-School platform, as the aims of the two 

platforms are indeed different. PELL-School will acquire only ARES data relevant for the 
identification of the school building and of its structural units, and for performing their seismic 
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vulnerability assessment as well as their energy efficiency assessment. Any data included in 
ARES that is judged to be relevant for the aforementioned aims is directly acquired in PELL-
School automatically sourcing it from ARES, thus avoiding any replication of data request to 
the Public Administrations, PAs.  

This is possible thanks to the interoperability between ARES DB and PELL-School-RS, 
meaning that all the relevant data collected and collated in ARES will be available in PELL-
School; after an initial acquisition of the data already included in ARES and relevant to PELL 
a webservice will be established between ARES and PELL-Schools allowing to periodically 
check for and to periodically acquire newly uploaded data and/or updated data.  

Figure 3. ARES Platform: Layout of the dashboard and GUI interfaces and pictures from ARES manual that 
clarifies the concept of PES and of US, Structural Unit.  

PELL-School replicates in its data structure (Figure 2) the two seismic vulnerability 
assessment forms established by OPCM n. 3274 2003 [1], namely: PdCM Level 0 Form, and 
PdCM Level 1-2 Form. PdCM Level 0 Form aimed to support a first-step screening of the 
structures whose seismic vulnerability should have been assessed according to OPCM n. 3274 
and to support a prioritization for their thorough seismic vulnerability assessment and 
identification of any required seismic retrofit intervention. Several data requested by PdCM 
Level 0 Form are already included in the ARES DB, namely: identifying data, geometrical data, 
construction period, material of the main vertical structural system, use of the building and 
presence of retrofitting interventions.  

PdCM Level 1-2 Form, collect the necessary information to perform an engineering 
assessment  of the seismic vulnerability, according to the codified methodology in the current 
Italian seismic code, NTC 2018 [8], to assess the a Risk Indicators (α), defined as US Capacity 
vs. Demand ratios; a brief summary on the concept underpinning the assessment of the seismic 
Capacity for US in terms of its performance at the various Limit States, according to [8], is 
provided in section 4.1. PdCM Level 1-2 Form includes 30 different sections where data are 
collected either as unique or multiple choice questions or by fill-in boxes where written or 
numerical information have to be provided, as appropriate. Data included in PdCM Level 1-2 
Form have been replicated in the PELL-School RS module, as follow: sections from 1 to 20 and 
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section from 29 to 30 have been replicated and expanded (as briefly mentioned in the 
following); sections from 21 to 28 included have been grouped in the field 11 of the PELL-
School RS module (see Figure 2) and faithfully replicated with no proposed addition.   

 For both PdCM Level 0 and Level 1-2 Forms, that were originally conceived in paper format, 
data digitization is allowed through an ad-hoc software that the Department of Civil Protection, 
DPC, has prepared and made available to the Italian Regions4. Provided DPC approval already 
digitalized data, available as *.mdb files will be acquired by the PELL-School RS module and 
interoperability between the DPC repository and PELL-School will be established. 

Further institutional forms/approaches, that have been taken as a reference and from where 
some data were sourced for inclusion in the PELL-School RS module include: “Guidelines for 
the Seismic Risk Classification of Buildings” so-called “SismaBonus” [4] and “CLE, Limit 
Condition in Emergency”5 form [6].  

“SismaBonus” approach (Figure 4), that is briefly described in section 4.1, uses EMS-98 [8] 
typological classification to attribute a typological seismic vulnerability class to a building 
(Figure 4, step 1) and provides a list of constructive and geometric criticalities/peculiarities 
(Figure 4, step 2) to be surveyed and  accounted for towards refining the assessment. Retracing 
the macroseimic approach proposed by [7], “SismaBonus” approach [4] establishes that a 
building can be judged to belong to a worse or better seismic vulnerability class, on respect to 
the one attributed simply by a typological identification, once considered respectively any anti-
seismic peculiarities or criticalities that can be recognised in the building.   

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the simplified “SismaBonus” approach for masonry building typologies. 

As an example, for the definition of field 5 of the PELL-School RS module, namely “Main 
structural material of vertical structures”, as far as masonry buildings are concerned, the 
masonry typologies recognized by “SismaBonus” (indeed the same recognized by EMS-98) 
were integrated in PELL-School RS module with the ones considered by the PdCM Level 1-2 
form and with the ones included in the ARES DB (Figure 5); as a matter of fact the three 
aforementioned forms/approaches refer to a different classification system for masonry 
buildings and PELL-School aims to be inclusive and interoperable with them all and avoid data 
replication as said (Section 1). Furthermore several geometric criticalities/peculiarities (Figure 
4, step 2) included in “SismaBonus” have been included in the fields from 16 to 18 of the PELL-
School-RS module (Figure 5).     

4 DPC circular /SISM/0092847 of 09/12/2010 rules the digitization PdCM Level 0 and Level 1-2 Forms  through 
the software "DPC Liv1-2.msi" prepared by DPC and available at http://www.fileserve.com/file/CUkc9mM  
5 http://www.protezionecivile.gov.it/en/risk-activities/seismic-risk/activities/analysis-limit-condition-emergency 
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Figure 5. Screenshot of some of the data included in PELL-School RS for masonry building typologies where in 
(last column of the table) is clarified the origin of the data field: ARES (green rows); newly proposed (white); 

Sismabonus (yellow); PdCM (light blue).     

As far as the “CLE, Limit Condition in Emergency” approach6 is concerned that included 5 
forms (namely: Strategic Building, ES; Emergency Area, AE; Infrastructure 
Accessibility/Connection, AC; Structural Aggregate, AS; Structural Unit, US),  PELL-School 
RS is including in fields from 16 to 18 the CLE AS Form  data structure that collect relevant 
data on the possible negative interaction between adjacent US due to, for instance: the 
misalignment between roofs, slabs or façade walls;  the misalignment in interior spaces; 
juxtaposition or structurally poorly connected elements (such as stairwells, canopies, 
balconies); incongruous punching system; isolated pillars, arcades, piloty floors; the presence 
of terraces, towers, chimneys. Data-structure of the further CLS Forms will be included in the 
near future development of PELL-School-RS as the aim would be to assess PELL-School KPI, 
not only for the school in itself but also for all the essential structures and services whose 
functionality are strongly influential, if not vital, for the functioning of the school.  

As a matter of fact the final goal of the PELL-School should be to collect data and assess 
KPI towards a continuous monitoring of the school resilience both in business as usual time 
and in consideration of possible crises event.  For the latter point, as far as seismic events are 
concerned, the idea is to include in PELL-School data relevant to all the Disaster Risk 
Management, DRM, cycle. In Figure 6 are showcased, as an example, forms currently used by 
the National and Regional Civil Departments and relevant to school buildings as well as to other 
strategic buildings for the three phases of DRM, namely before, during and after disaster:  

a) Before disaster: PCdM Level 0 and Level 1-2 forms (already fully included in PELL-
School-RS) and CLE Forms (partially included in PELL, only CLE AS data at the time being); 

6 The analysis of the CLE of the urban settlement is carried out using standards of storage and cartographic 
representation of data, collected through a special form prepared by the Technical Commission for the studies of 
MS, established by OPCM 3907/2010 (art. 5 paragraphs 7 and 8), and issued by a special decree of the Head of 
the Department of Civil Protection. 
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b) During disaster: FAST Form for the synthetic assessment of post-earthquake usability (all
the structural, geometrical and typological data of the FAST form are already included in PELL-
School-RS; to be included data on the FAST 4 levels usability scale, i.e.: usable; non usable; 
non usable because of external risks; inspection non performed for causes to be specified.  

c) After disaster: AeDES Form7 for post-earthquake damage and safety assessment and short
term countermeasures identification; and form used by Region for post-disaster reconstruction 
reconnaissance as the ones used after 2009 L’Aquila (Italy) earthquake and stored in an ad-hoc 
created repository, i.e. School Building Information System (in Italian Sistema Informatico 
Edilizia Scolastico, SIES) with whom, needleless to say PELL-School-RS will try to establish 
interoperability and data exchange.  

AeDES form include 8 sections plus a note section. PELL-School-RS includes already data 
of 4 of those sections related to building identification, description, typology, soil and 
foundation. Still to be included in PELL-School-RS is the  AeDES data structure related to 
damage assessment (i.e., damage to main structural components; damage to non-structural 
elements; external risk and existing short term countermeasures) and usability assessment.  

Figure 6. Some of the institutional forms used in Italy in the different phases of the Disaster Risk Management 
cycle, namely: before disaster PdCM and CLE forms; during disaster FAST form; post disaster AeDES and  

It is worth highlighting that: 
-  more than 50% of the information that are usually collected and collated in post-disaster 

circumstances with the FAST Form and the AeDES Form would be already available in 
PELL-School-RS; this will significantly speed up the post-disaster operations of damage 
and usability assessment;  

- PELL-School-RS dynamically assessed KPI can support and inform post-disaster operations 
of damage and usability assessment;  

- It is also worth highlighting that on the other hand it will be important to include in PELL-
School-RS the additional fields comprised in the FAST Form and AeDES Form, as those 

7 https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/38619561.pdf 
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data will be a vital source of information to validate and tune, if necessary,  dynamically 
calculated KPIs.  

3.2 Newly proposed data 
When assessing the earthquake prone status of buildings, initial screenings are needed to 

identify any weakness in the structure that could potentially influence its capacity, consequently 
reducing the building seismic performance thereby increasing the life safety risks to occupants 
and/or having a negative effect on neighbouring buildings. In order to collect key vulnerabilities 
without going through the length of an extensive analysis, new defined data/information have 
been proposed and included in PELL-School-RS. These data can be easily collected from 
available architectural and structural drawings (digital files and/or original paper documents), 
photographic records and technical reports on the building seismic vulnerability. 

Focusing on Reinforced Concrete (RC) buildings, general information on the building 
position (isolated, internal, edge), type of structural system resisting to lateral loads (frame, 
wall, combination of both) as well as warping and typology of flooring system (e.g. heavy/light) 
are added to the existing data, as crucial aspects to determine the structural capacity in 
earthquakes and potential impacts on adjacent buildings. As an example, a brief explanation is 
provided for the newly proposed data included in the data groups from 16 to 18 (Figure 2), in 
particular: 

16. Geometric Criticalities: Data collected here are related to the possible presence of: both
plan and vertical irregularities. Plan irregularities might include non-symmetrical plan shapes, 
e.g. L-, T-, E- (Figure 7a) and non-symmetrical structural systems; large spacing of lateral 
systems in case of long-narrow buildings; non-uniform and eccentric distribution of weights (as 
well as ramps, stairs, walls, stiff partitions); the presence of torsional effects in case of corner 
buildings. Vertical irregularities concern the possible presence of soft stories, mass variation, 
vertical discontinuity of structural systems (Figure 7b). Moreover, geometrical weaknesses 
might also include the presence and dimensions of structural gaps (building separation), that 
can lead to pounding effects. 

(a) 
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b) 
Figure 7. Schematic illustration of:  a) plan irregularities; b) vertical irregularities. 

17. Constructive and Material-related Criticalities: Constructive criticalities for RC building
mainly relate to the peculiar plan and vertical distribution of infill walls (that severely interact 
with the primary structure system during earthquakes, possibly contributing to the increase of 
both stiffness and strength or to brittle global collapse mechanisms such as soft story 
mechanisms), the presence of short columns, the absence of measures able to mitigate brittle 
collapse mechanisms and out-of-plane expulsions. Material-related criticalities for RC 
buildings refers to: low quality concrete and/or degraded concrete; low quality steel bars, or 
presence of plain round bars, corrosion. Poor materials and deterioration might lower even 
considerably the capacity of structural members. 

18 Structural Details critical to the seismic response: These comprise indications on the 
detailing of beam-column joints, the steel reinforcement ratios, longitudinal and transverse steel 
spacing and detailing of structural members, the location of lap splices and anchorage of 
longitudinal bars, the detailing in the critical dissipative zones, as well as the absence of 
hierarchy of strengths (capacity design) principles. Structural deficiencies are in fact a 
consequence of incorrect design methods adopted in the past, based on gravity loading only and 
not accounting for seismic forces. Therefore, structural details are required as additional data 
in order to identify possible failure modes of the building structural elements. 

In addition to the judgment on each structural weakness, the provision on numerical 
dimensional data is requested, specifically: the length and number of spans in both structural 
directions; the section geometry (width, height) and reinforcement quantities (longitudinal, 
transverse) for beams, columns, walls, the beam-column joint details (w/ or w/o stirrups, type 
of bar anchorage in the joints); the thickness of the floor slab and its reinforcement details. 
These quantities allow to estimate the local and global capacity of the building by simple 
analytical calculations, as briefly explained in the following section.  

4 PELL-SCHOOL-RS KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS, KPI 
PELL platform assess both static KPI, providing a measure of the building seismic 

vulnerability and expected “nominal” risk index through the estimation or evaluation of 
capacity/demand ratio with reference to a nominal/code design earthquake intensity (Section 
4.1), and dynamically computed KPI (Section 4.2) that in the occurrence of a seismic event aim 
to provide a quasi-real time estimation of the extent of damage occurred and of the expected 
level of safety and functionality of the school building. This is done through comparison with 
the engineering demand parameter thresholds associated to various limit states: i.e. Operational 
(SLO), Damage Control (SLD), Life Safety (SLV) and Collapse Prevention (SLC).  

As far as the monitoring of the seismic response is concerned, PELL-School-RS conveys 
continous Key Performance Indicators, as a ratio between the recorded engineering demand 
parameters, EDP, (actual demand) and the estimated/calculated EDP capacity thresholds 
associated to the various Limit/Damage States, calculated after the automatic processing of data 
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recorded from MEMS- based accelerometers. The final aim is to derive an objective, prompt 
and quantitative indication of the damage state and level of safety and functionality of the 
school building in the aftermath of a seismic event. 

4.1 Static KPI 
As discussed in the previous section, the collection of additional input data in the PELL-

School-RS aims at identifying the critical weaknesses/vulnerabilities of buildings. Moreover, 
these data allow to assess the Seismic Risk Class, including both the Safety Index (IS-V, ζE)and 
Expected Annual Losses (EAL) before and after seismic retrofitting interventions. The 
estimation of these safety and (economic) performance indicators is proposed in the PELL-
School-RS by adopting the methodology currently adopted in Italy for the classification of the 
seismic risk of residential buildings [4].  

Referring to the official forms provided by the Italian Presidency of the Council of Ministers 
(PCM), according to the OPCM n. 3274, 2003, namely Levels 1-2 assessment for strategic 
structures, Risk Indicators (α) are defined as Capacity vs. Demand ratios in terms of both Peak 
Ground Acceleration (PGA) - PGAC/PGAD - and Return Period (TR) - TRC/ TRD -. The α values 
are computed at the four different seismic intensity levels or Limit States, namely: Operational 
(SLO), Damage Control (SLD), Life Safety (SLV) and Collapse Prevention (SLC). The seismic 
Demand (PGAD, TRD) represents the design demand in acceleration/period for a new building 
located in the same site. The seismic Capacity in terms of acceleration (PGAC) depends on the 
building performance at the various Limit States and is evaluated according to the codified 
methodology in the current Italian seismic code, NTC 2018 [9], considering both brittle and 
ductile failure modes. On the other hand, the Capacity in terms of Return Period (TRC) can be 
computed from the PGAC by using the seismic hazard maps provided by the Italian seismic 
code. It is worth noting that, typically, the seismic hazard curves have a concave shape. 
Therefore, in order to provide a TR-based risk scale similar to the PGA-based scale and 
according to the PCM approach, the Return Period ratio (TRC/TRD) is raised to the power of 
0.41 (value obtained from statistics on hazard curves at national level). Referring to these Risk 
Indicators (TR, PGA ratios), low α values clearly mean high seismic risk, while values of around 
1 indicate a safety level comparable to new buildings.    

Similarly, in the “Guidelines for the Seismic Risk Classification of Buildings”, DM 65 2017 
[4], a Safety Index (IS-V) of the building is proposed and defined as the Capacity vs Demand 
ratio in terms of PGA at SLV intensity level (same as the Risk Indicator defined in the PCM).  

a) b) 

Figure 7. a) Evaluation grid based on the European Macroseismic Scale EMS-98 [8] for masonry buildings 
(adopted in the simplified method); b) PAM curve as defined in the SismaBonus guidelines [4]. 
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These guidelines, so-called “Sisma Bonus”, define a general framework to identify the 
Seismic Risk Class of buildings as well as the rules to access significant financial incentives 
(from 75% to 110% in the form of tax deductions in 5 years) when implementing seismic 
retrofitting interventions. The Risk Class can be assessed by two alternative approaches: 1) the 
so-called “simplified” approach, applicable to masonry structures only and based on the 
qualitative and archetype-based classification provided by the European Macroseismic Scale 
(EMS-98 [8], Figure 7a); 2) the “conventional” approach, based on the quantification of the 
capacity and demand, through the implementation of the current code provisions, NTC2018 for 
the estimation of both the Safety Index (IS-V or ζE) and the Expected Annual Losses index 
(EAL, or PAM in the Italian guidelines). In the latter approach, the Seismic Risk Class of the 
building is defined as the minimum between the two classes associated with the two mentioned 
indicators (from A+ to F for IS-V, from A+ to G for PAM, where A+ indicates higher 
performance).  

The EAL (or PAM) index is evaluated by assessing the seismic performance in terms of 
Mean Annual Frequency of exceedance (MAF or λ = 1/TR) at different Limit States (SLO, SLD, 
SLV, SLC, plus SLDI, SLR, i.e. Non-structural Damage, Demolition and Reconstruction, 
respectively). Then, a direct economic loss, expressed as a percentage of the Reconstruction 
Cost of the building (%RC), is associated with each Limit State. Hence, the EAL index is 
defined as the area under the curve obtained by connecting the λ-RC points, as shown in Figure 
7b. 

Figure 8. Evaluation of the Safety Index α/IS-V (left) and EAL (right) through the SLaMa Method 

The data included in the PELL form allow to compute these key performance indicators 
(α/IS-V/ζE and EAL/PAM). More specifically, as a further step of this research, the building 
data can be used to implement a simplified analytical-mechanical seismic assessment of the 
structure, referred to as SLaMA method (Simple Lateral Analysis Mechanism), developed and 
introduced in the NZSEE2017 Seismic Assessment Guidelines and fully compatible with, and 
applicable within, the framework of the Italian NTC2018 code provisions. Following this 
method, a rapid estimation of the safety level of existing buildings as well as of the expected 
annual losses can be analytically computed, without any need for a computer/numerical model. 
In fact, SLaMA allows to determine the force-displacement (pushover) capacity curve and the 
sequence of local and global mechanisms of a structure by simple analytical (by “hand”) 
calculations. Therefore, SLaMA results can be used to determine  the α/IS-V and EAL classes 
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(Figure 8) according to the state-of-the-art methodologies available for non-linear static 
analysis (pushover curve, Capacity) in combination with the Demand within a ADRS, 
Acceleration-Displacement Response Spectrum (i.e., Capacity Spectrum Method, ATC 1996 
[10], or N2 method, Fajfar 2000 [11]). 

Overall, four levels of vulnerability assessment evaluation are envisaged (Table 1) for the 
assessment of static KPI, (Tiers Sn, n from 1 to 4) including a vulnerability-index based analysis 
as a Tier 0S, plus three Tier level based on either static and dynamic analyses, and on either 
analytical or numerical models, namely:   

• Tier S0, vulnerability-index based analysis that envisages the attribution of a
vulnerability class and vulnerability index, V, according to [4] and [7] respectively to 
be adopted for  screening and prioritization purposes; 

• Tier S1, dynamic elastic (modal, response spectrum) analysis - numerical model;

• Tier S2 , a) non-linear static (pushover) analysis - analytical model (SLaMa   method),
b) non-linear static (pushover) analysis - numerical model (SLaMa   method);

• Tier S3, non-linear dynamic (time-history) analysis – numerical model.

Required information Demand Parameter Approach 
Risk or 
damage 
KPI 

Tier S0 
PELL-School RS 

Data groups 5, 16, 17, 
18 

PGA 
Macroseismi

c 
Sisma Bonus 

V 

Tier S1 PELL-School RS 
Static Data (All) 

Design Spectra (TR, 
PGA for SLO, 

SLD, SLV and SLC 
level) 

Numerical 
Model 

α/IS-V 
and EAL 

Tier S2a 
Non Linear 

Static 
Analytical 

(Simplified) 

PELL-School RS 
Static Data  

(mandatory only)* 

Design Spectra (TR, 
PGA for SLO, 

SLD, SLV and SLC 
level) 

SLaMA 
analytical 
method 

α/IS-V 
and EAL 

Tier S2b 
Static 

Numerical 
(Conventional) 

PELL-School RS 
Static Data (All) 

Design Spectra (TR, 
PGA for SLO, 

SLD, SLV and SLC 
level) 

Numerical 
Model 

α/IS-V 
and EAL 

Tier S3 
Dynamic 

PELL-School RS 
- Static Data 

- Dynamically 
collected data 

from SHM 

Spectrum 
compatible 

accelerograms 

Numerical 
Model 
+SHM 

KPI 

*Exclusion made for the Data group 11 (Figure 2), i.e. “Additional data needed for the PdCM Level 1-2
assessment” 

Table 1. PELL-School-RS Tiered approach for static KPI assessment. 
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Each approach allows to evaluate, with difference level of trade-off between complexity of 
the analysis, accuracy, effort/cost and engineering judgement (Figure 9), the expected 
performance of the school building both in terms of Safety Index and Expected Annual Losses, 
under various levels of earthquake intensities, i.e. represented by design spectra or spectrum 
compatible input ground motions (accelerograms). 

Figure 9. Trade-off and relationship between complexity of the analysis and accuracy, effort/cost, engineering 
judgement (Kam and Jury, 2015, NZSEE2017) 

4.2 Dynamically assessed KPIs 
The seismic monitoring is of fundamental importance to assess the post-event response, 

performance and actual EDPs and expected damage and validate/integrate the model prediction 
with the observed damage and actual response of the instrumented buildings. 

Similarly to what proposed for the static KPI, PELL-School-RS will follow a tiered approach 
for dynamically assessing KPIs post-event including two Tiers (Table 2), namely:  

• Tier D1, Dynamic Simplified analysis - analytical model;

• Tier D2, Dynamic Simplified analysis - numerical model.

Required information Demand Parameter Approach 
Risk or 
damage 

KPI 

Tier D1 
Dynamic 

Simplified 

PELL-Building RS 
Static Data (mandatory 

only)* 
Dynamically collected 

data from SHM 

TR, PGA for SLO, 
SLD, SLV and SLC 
Limit States using 
response Spectra 

from recorded event 
accelerogram 

SLaMA method 
+SHM 

Limit 
States 
KPIs 

Tier D2 
Dynamic 

PELL-Building RS 
Static Data

(ALL) 
Dynamically
collected data 

from SHM 

Recorded 
accelerogram and 
actual EDP from 
SHM monitoring 

Numerical 
Model +SHM 

Limit 
States 
KPIs 

Table 2: PELL-School-RS Post-event Tiered approach for dynamically assessed KPI assessment. 
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As far as the Tier D2  approach is concerned, the idea is to adopt the procedure set-up by 
Mori et al. [12] that includes four steps, namely: i) collecting basic data on the foundation soil 
and on the building; ii) in situ experimental measurements on the foundation soil and on the 
building; iii) Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) analysis and modeling through the SMAV 
software; iv) evaluation of the structural and operational performance of the building. 

With reference to the data collection (i), the required basic data include the structural and 
architectural plans, the floor heights, the type of structural elements and the volume mass of 
materials; all these data are already collected as part of the  PELL-School-RS module (Figure 
2). 

As for the experimental measures (ii), polygons with rigid behavior are identified within 
each floor of the building, and sensors are deployed at all the building floors and at least at two 
locations within each polygon using, if possible, the same configuration for all the floors.  

As for the OMA (iii) the SMAV software is used: the translational and rotational mass of 
each identified polygon is considered concentrated in its center of gravity), the participation 
coefficients and the modal masses are calculated starting from the mass matrix and the 
experimental deformations defined in terms of translations and rotations of the polygons. From 
the identified frequencies and modal shapes for each configuration, and after a suitable check 
for their independency, the global modal shapes of the entire building are obtained. 

As for the evaluation of the structural and operational performance of the building (iv) the 
SMAV software implements the "frequency drop-drift" literature curves and updates the natural 
frequencies identified with the OMA by means of an iterative algorithm, which recalculates 
accelerations, displacements and inter-story drift up to convergence. This equivalent linear 
dynamic analysis allows to follow the variation of natural frequencies up to the drift thresholds 
which represent the beginning of the structural damage, including in this damage also the non-
structural elements interacting with the structure. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents the on-going activities for the development of the PELL-School 
platform. With the PELL-School platform ENEA aims to introduce a shared minimum standard 
of building knowledge among stakeholders, governance, municipalities and all the involved 
operators in order to reach a national knowledge and updated evaluation of a very important 
strategic infrastructure and patrimony, which includes approximately 45.000 public schools in 
Italy. 

In order to test, tune and modify, if necessary, the proposed PELL-School Seismic-Response 
module and to contribute to its implementation on Italian school buildings a Working Group 
has been set up. The PELL-School Seismic-Response Working Group led by ENEA is involving 
several Municipalities and stakeholders to share and promote the test of the PELL-School-RS 
form  (Figure 5) and to contribute to its implementation. The process is also engaging Italian 
Regions who are in charge of the ARES platform. 

Thanks to Municipalities and stakeholders who first joined the Working Group, it has been 
possible to discuss and test the proposed form on different public schools and so doing, to 
customize it to the different building peculiarities and to the application capability of the 
operators. Following the test phase, the PELL-School-RS form will be digitized following AgID 
specifications for data models and will be embedded in the PELL platform, which should be 
ready by the end of 2022. 

Although significant effort have been dedicated by the authors to ensure that the data and 
KPIs proposed for inclusion in the PELL-School Seismic-Response module are aligned and best 
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represent the scientific and professional advancements in the fields of seismic engineering, 
seismic vulnerability assessment and seismic monitoring of buildings in Italy,  that Italy can 
boast thanks to the work of professional associations, universities, networks of laboratories, 
research institutions and research foundations, the collaboration of such experts in the Working 
Group would be welcome and much appreciated.   

All the interest experts are therefore warmly invited to take part in the activities of the PELL-
School Seismic-Response Working Group towards the common goal of guarantying in the short 
run the seismic safety of schools and other strategic buildings in Italy.  

PELL Schools, is a further step towards the digitization and automation of the information, 
management and evaluation processes of the strategic infrastructure aiming to renovate streets, 
districts, towns and territories in order to make them more sustainable, resilient and sharply 
managed.  

ENEA’s goal is to make available the PELL-School by 2023 for operational use by 
municipalities and stakeholders. 
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Abstract 

A reliable estimate of the seismic vulnerability of building typological classes is a crucial issue 
to understand how to manage the limited funds available for the reduction of the social and 
economic losses caused by seismic events. In this context, the goal of this paper is to develop 
typological empirical fragility curves for reinforced concrete building classes at different dam-
age states. The vulnerability probabilistic assessment is deduced starting from the damage sce-
nario observed after the 2012 Emilia earthquake, available from the Da.D.O. platform. The 
element-level damage information for the different structural elements is used to define a global 
building damage state according to a damage index available in the literature. A single value 
of seismic demand is estimated for each locality and is associated with each building in that 
locality. Census data have been added to the detected typological building sample with the aim 
to account for uninspected buildings, and the effect on fragility curves due to the increased 
dataset is evaluated. Moreover, a completeness ratio is defined for each locality, and lower 
bounds on the locality seismic demand and completeness ratio are introduced to discard irrel-
evant damage data and evaluate the consequent effect on the damage state fragility curves. 

Keywords: Vulnerability assessment; post-earthquake damage data; Emilia earthquake; Cen-
sus data; completeness ratio. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The increasing interest of national governments in social and economic losses caused by 

seismic events over the years is demonstrated by the large number of research projects and 
guidelines that are developing worldwide, dealing with risk or vulnerability predictive models 
[1, 2]. Predicting losses from future earthquakes at territorial scale requires the development of 
robust frameworks and procedures [3–7]. Empirical methods have been the first methods de-
veloped for the seismic vulnerability assessment starting from the early 70’s, because based on 
the statistical analysis of the observed damage collected after a seismic event. The results are 
represented in terms of Damage Probability Matrix (DPM), which expresses in a discrete form 
the conditional probability of reaching a damage level for a given IM value, or in terms of 
vulnerability or fragility curves. In particular, fragility curves are one of the most effective rep-
resentations of the buildings seismic vulnerability at territorial scale for specific typological 
building classes, expressing the probability of exceeding discrete building damage states [8–
10]. In general, the results of empirical vulnerability methods have always been affected by a 
great variety of features [11–13], because directly based on the damage scenarios observed 
during post-earthquake surveys. The selection of a statistically relevant building sample is a 
critical issue in the development of fragility curves, because in general only municipalities 
closer to the earthquake epicenter are completely surveyed, whereas buildings with no damage 
or very low damage far away from the epicentral area are often not surveyed [14–18]. Such 
incompleteness of damage dataset could introduce a certain level of bias in the estimation of 
damage state relative frequencies, consequently in the shape of the fitted damage state fragility 
curves. 

This paper first reports a brief review on main features concerning the seismic vulnerability 
assessment methods, then the work focuses on the development of sets of empirical fragility 
curves for RC frame buildings class. The goal to evaluate the influence on the fragility curve 
parameters of the building sample selection and the addition of Census data. Fragility curves 
are calibrated on the damage scenario data observed after the 2012 Emilia earthquake, surveyed 
via the AeDES post-earthquake damage assessment form [19]. The damage scenarios are ob-
tained from the database Da.D.O. (Observed Damage Database) [20]. The IM is expressed in 
terms of PGA and estimated at locality-level. Moreover, a completeness ratio is computed for 
each hit locality, to assess the completeness rate of surveys in post-earthquake emergency. 

2 DAMAGE SCALE, DAMAGE FORMS AND BUILDING CLASSIFICATION 

2.1 Damage state scales 
The definition of a qualitative damage scale is fundamental to obtain a meaningful estimate 

of the seismic vulnerability. Damage onset and evolution is a continuous process but describing 
the actual damage condition of a single element or the entire building requires the detection of 
discrete damage states, incorporated in a damage scale. They can be related to the damage con-
dition of the entire building or of structural and nonstructural elements. In the description of 
RC buildings global damage, both the damage to RC frames and infill walls is considered, as 
reported in the damage scales provided by the European Macroseismic Scale (EMS-98) [21] 
and ASCE/SEI 41-06 [22], underlying the relevant role of infill panels on the RC buildings 
seismic response. 

Different damage indices have been proposed in the literature to trace back the element dam-
age level to one of the five damage states of the EMS-98 damage scale [23–25]. In the present 
work the damage index proposed by De Martino et al. [26] has been adopted. 
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2.2 Damage assessment forms 
Both at global and element level, the damage described in damage scales is fundamental to 

properly detect the damage observed in post-earthquake surveys. The damage datasets thereby 
collected constitutes the statistical basis to develop empirical vulnerability predictive models.
Rapid damage assessment forms are very useful instruments to gather standardized and orga-
nized information on the damage at building level or at element level, together with the essential 
geometrical and mechanical features of the building [19, 27, 28]. To be employed in the vul-
nerability assessment of different building types, the data required in a damage assessment form 
should be sufficiently detailed and at the same time easily identifiable during a rapid visual 
inspection. Moreover, they should be reported in a standardized manner, in this way under-
standable and usable by all researchers worldwide. In fact, the quality and reliability of vulner-
ability assessment results increase at the increasing of the damage statistical dataset.
Unfortunately, damage data collected after different earthquakes are not directly comparable to 
each other, due to the different forms used in post-earthquake surveys, varying over the years 
and from country to country, and preliminary activities are necessary to homogenize the differ-
ent datasets [20, 29]. Moreover, observational data can be affected by errors due to the inspector 
judgment, hence further effort is necessary to avoid a different interpretation of similar damage 
conditions by inspector operating in post-earthquake surveys. Much progress has been made 
over the years trying to reduce the uncertainties in the collection of data from post-earthquake 
surveys and to homogenize their interpretation, such as the updating of the damage forms or 
creating training programs for the inspectors. In the present paper, the data collected using the 
updated Italian form is analyzed. 

2.3 Typological building classification 
The results of seismic vulnerability assessment methods should represent in a realistic way 

the actual building damage under a specific seismic action. The building vulnerability however 
depends on a great number of specific characteristics, such as the quality of materials, the cor-
rect application of construction technologies, or the level of in-plan and elevation regularity. 
The presence of pre-existing damage or strengthening interventions can also influence the struc-
tural seismic response. However, the development of specific fragility curve sets for each single 
building would be unpractical, requiring a great number of information, and a so elevate level 
of accuracy probably would not even be necessary in a context of vulnerability assessment at 
territorial scale. In order to regroup together facilities with a similar expected seismic behavior, 
a suitable classification of building typologies is hence required, based on a limited number of 
relevant information easily accessible. 

Among the various constructive features that affect the building response and performance 
under seismic action, those generally adopted are the earthquake-resistant structural system, the 
number of stories, , and the level of seismic design, the latter strictly related to the age of 
construction and the site seismicity. Within the European context, different guidelines and re-
search groups proposed a typological building classification based on the number of stories and 
the seismic design level. For what concern the number of stories classification, i) two building 
classes or ii) three building classes are generally detected: i) Low-rise and Mid-High-rise build-
ings, [9, 30] or ii) Low-rise, Mid-rise, and High-rise buildings [31–33]. Low-rise buildings are 
mostly up to 3-story buildings ( ) while the threshold separating Mid-rise and High-rise 
buildings is generally 7 stories. 
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Regarding the seismic design level typological classification, EMS-98 guidelines [21] con-
sidered three building classes based on the site seismicity defined at the building time of con-
struction, while Lagomarsino and Giovinazzi [32] defined four classes based on the level of 
ductility prescriptions and the site seismicity level. More recently, and specifically to the Italian 
context, the seismic design level has been related to the age of construction, in general distin-
guishing two building classes composed of non-compliant or complaint buildings to modern 
design seismic codes [30, 33, 34]. The year threshold adopted to separate the two classes de-
pends on the building stock employed for the vulnerability assessment, influenced by the intro-
duction of regional or national seismic codes and the changes in site seismicity over the years. 
It is worth noting that, within each abovementioned proposal, the earthquake-resistant structural 
system does not affect the thresholds selected to distinguish the different story-based or seismic-
design-level-based building classes. 

3 BUILDING SAMPLE SELECTION AND COMPLETENESS RATIO 
In this paper, the damage scenario surveyed after the 2012 Emilia earthquake is employed 

to assess the probabilistic vulnerability of the regional RC frames building stock. Two main 
shocks stroke the Emilia territory over late May 2012, May 20th event, with momentum mag-
nitude  = 5.9, and the May 29th event,  = 5.6. Starting from the whole dataset of surveyed
buildings available from the web platform Da.D.O. (Observed Damage Database) [20], the RC 
frame subsets of 1,993 is first extracted. Then, the subset of precast RC buildings is discarded 
from the RC frame subset, in order to restrict the probabilistic vulnerability assessment to sam-
ple of RC moment-resisting frames. In order to remove such constructions typology from the 
dataset, the one-story buildings with interstory height ≥ 5.0 m and floor area ≥ 130 m2

are discarded. According to these criteria, a total amount of 362 buildings is discarded, reducing 
the subset to 1,631 RC moment-resisting frames. 

The characteristics of the RC frames subset are presented in Figure 1. Figure 1(a) shows a 
strong increase of new RC frames starting from the 1960s of the last century, with the timespans 
1972 – 1981 and 1982 – 1991 be the most populated, whereas Figure 1(b) underlines a preva-
lence of buildings having less than 4 stories.  

Figure 1: Relative frequency distribution of the RC frames: (a) construction timespan; (b) number of stories. To-
tal number of the buildings: 1,631 
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In order to obtain fragility curve sets representative of a homogeneous buildings vulnerabil-
ity to the seismic action, the building sample was separated into two typological classes based 
on the number of stories: Low-rise = 1 – 3 stories; Mid-High-rise ≥ 4 stories. Because of the 
selected typological classification, the surveyed buildings for which the information on the 
number of stories is missing have been discarded, hence the final building sample is composed 
of 1,616 RC frames. 

In general, only the most damaged areas close to the earthquake epicenter are completely 
surveyed after a seismic event. Such lack of information, mainly related to the undamaged 
buildings, produce errors in the estimation of a given damage state probability of exceedance. 
Because of this reason, in the present work a completeness ratio, , is defined for each locality 
hit by the Emilia earthquake as the number of buildings surveyed after the seismic event and 
the total number of buildings in that locality from Census database. It is assumed that buildings 
added from Census were not surveyed because not exhibiting damage, hence they are assumed 
to be undamaged. Table 1 summarizes the population of the surveyed RC frames sample and 
the number of added Census buildings, both separated into the two building classes; the results 
reveal for the Emilia earthquake a very low average completeness ratio of only 7.3%, probably 
because the surveys for the Emilia earthquake were performed only on owners’ request. 

Building samples ≤ 3 ≥ 4 Total
Buildings from surveys (Da.D.O.) 965 651 1,616

Added Census buildings (ISTAT) 14,504 5,897 20,401

Total category RC frames 15,469 6,548 22,017

Table 1: Number of RC frames for the selected sample and number of added Census buildings 

4 SEISMIC DEMAND AND DAMAGE SCENARIO 
In this work, the earthquake IM is expressed in terms of peak ground acceleration (PGA). In 

particular, a specific value of PGA is estimated in correspondence of the urban center of each 
locality involved during the seismic events, starting from the PGA values provided by the INGV 
for the spatial square grid with nodes every 1 km. Since the Emilia earthquake is characterized 
by two mainshocks, the PGA value is estimated as the maximum between the two mainshocks. 
Then, the surveyed RC buildings and those added from Census for each locality are regrouped 
into 0.05 g PGA bins.

For what concern the damage scenario collected from the post-earthquake surveys, the dam-
age was obtained through the Italian AeDES form [19] that defines three damage levels (D1: 
Light, D2-D3: Medium-Severe, and D4-D5: Very Heavy) to estimate the damage of structural 
components. Table 2 reports the normalized damage distribution for the different structural el-
ements. The comparison shows that masonry infill walls are the most damaged components 
(around 70% of buildings), while only 30% of RC frames presents damage; such percentage is 
approximately 15% for the remaining structural elements. In all the cases, the damaged ele-
ments mainly present a slight damage level. 
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Structural element AeDES damage state
Null D1: Slight D2-D3: Medium-heavy D4-D5: Very heavy

RC frames 72% 14% 8% 6%
Masonry infill walls 32% 43% 17% 8%
Floors 86% 10% 2% 1%
Stairs 86% 10% 2% 2%
Roof 87% 8% 3% 3%
Table 2: Percentage distribution of buildings according to AeDES form damage scale and type of damageable 

structural element. Total number of RC frames: 1,616. 

In order to develop fragility curves, the damage at element level is summarized as a unique 
damage state for each RC building in the sample via a damage index. The damage index pro-
posed by De Martino et al. [26] estimates the global building damage, as defined according to 
the EMS-98 scale [21], considering the damage contribution from all the structural elements 
considered by the AeDES damage form. 

5 FRAGILITY CURVES 
The effect of adding Census data, treated as undamaged buildings, to the sample of surveyed 

buildings is here reported in terms of fragility curves. The Maximum Likelihood Estimation 
(MLE) method is used for the calibration of the typological damage states fragility curves 

  (1) 

where the damage data in each -th PGA interval are binomially distributed and 
 is the probability of exceeding a the -th damage state for a given -th PGA 

interval. The lognormal distribution is the model assumed for the damage state fragility curves, 
the most used in the recent literature [35, 36]. 

Figure 2 shows the sets of fragility curves obtained considering only the surveyed buildings 
and those obtained adding undamaged buildings from Census; the low-rise building class is 
selected for the comparison because is the most populated class. Figure 2(a) shows that the set 
of fragility curves obtained using only the surveyed buildings presents a very flat trend, proba-
bly due to the high incompleteness level of the surveys at lowest PGA intervals. The compari-
son between Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b) shows a strong reduction of the probability of 
exceeding the different EMS-98 damage states when undamaged buildings from Census data 
are introduced, especially at lower PGA bins. It is worth noting that a great number of undam-
aged buildings is added also in the areas at highest PGA values, hence for the Emilia earthquake 
the surveys completeness ratio is low also for municipalities close to the epicenter.  
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Figure 2. Influence of including Census data (undamaged buildings) on damage state fragility curves for low-rise 
buildings. 

In this work, a completeness ratio, , is computed for each locality and a unique PGA value 
is assigned to the selected buildings within each locality. It is comprehensible to recognize that 
the localities very distant from the epicenter or scarcely surveyed can introduce a bias in the 
fragility curve shape, hence a 0.05g minimum threshold is applied to the PGA range and a 5% 
minimum threshold on the locality completeness ratio, in order to discard the localities present-
ing values lower than such thresholds. Figure 3 shows neglectable changes in the set of fragility 
curves both for low-rise buildings and mid-high-rise buildings, only an increases of the proba-
bility of exceeding  is appreciable, probably because the influence of the Census undam-
aged buildings is prevalent for the fragility curves shape. It is worth noting that the curves 
shown in Figure 3(a) are the same of Figure 2(b). 

Figure 3. Influence of different criteria for buildings sample selection on damage state fragility curves developed 
for low-rise buildings. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 
In the present paper, fragility curves are calibrated for RC frame buildings, based on the 

observational damage data collected after the 2012 Emilia earthquake and available from the 
damage database Da.D.O. In particular, the influence of uninspected buildings added to the 
starting damage datasets have been evaluated. A statistical sample composed of 1,616 RC
frames is selected, divided into two typological building classes. The surveyed buildings sample 
is hence increased by RC frames from Census database, the latter assumed undamaged, and 
new sets of fragility curves are calibrated. A unique PGA value is estimated for all the RC 
frames in a specific locality, and a completeness ratio of post-earthquake surveys is computed 
for each locality. 

The vulnerability assessment results show the great influence of added Census data on the 
fragility curves shape, especially for the first damage state at lower PGA bins. Moreover, the 
comparison reveals that the survey completeness ratio is low also for municipalities close to the 
epicenter. On the contrary, neglectable differences are observed between the seismic vulnera-
bility of low-rise and mid-high-rise building classes, and the fragility curve parameters are 
scarcely affected by the lower bounds on the seismic demand and the completeness ratio pa-
rameter. 
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